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ANSWERS CRITICS
Makes Them Look Like a
Plugged Nickel.
Bunch of Croakers are Given a
Solar Plexus Blow by Facts
and Figures.

The Ledger last week contained
an article commending President
Wilson and Secretary Baker. Since
that article was written U. S.
Senator Chamberlain made a
vicious attack on the President and
Secretary Baker which was spread
broadcast over the United States.
In his own defense and that of
the administration Secretary Baker
made a good talk before the committee at Washington Monday.
At least we may know that he is
an able man when it comes to
presenting a case for consideration.
And we wonder if he is not
entirely justified in his contention
that Senator Chamberlain in his
talks has placed all emphasis on
the exceptions in the management
of the war department.
Mr. Baker is frank in admission
that some mistakes have been
made; we are expected to understand that mistakes are unavoidable when it comes to doing a bigpiece of work, a tremendous work,
in shortest time.
Mr. Baker says that mistakes
have been rectified, also that when
these are shown to JiayjUaeeft^hif.
pooo aa °* *MSnO Suiqsij
•!iiq 13 9^mb adn \piAS,, sn
gp^ra sqiq aq^ jo aouBJ'BaddB auu
puB ss9u:p39u aq^ uo suoissajdxo
pU9A9S pnB M9J 13 9^mb pgjgq
-oinu pAioio 9qi S9uir} %y '2°1
y UIOJJ sqiq ai{% pi39i pui3 pgddo^s
oqAt sjgrajBj aqq. nioxj uo^ug^T?
jo yegp ^T?9JS "S p9^0BJ^t3 'X'Bpin^g
is^i MopuiM ano ui p9A"iqdsro pui3
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yjn^i^ pm? paojuiMg Apj^jVi. 'JQIl'lAI
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SECRETARY BAKER
SWERS CRIES
Makes Them Look Like a
Plugged Nickel.
Bunch of Croakers are Given
Solar Plexus Blow by Facts
and Figures.

The Ledger last week contained
an article commending President
Wilson and Secretary Baker. Since
that article was written U. S.
Senator Chamberlain made a
vicious attack on the President and
Secretary Baker which was spread
broadcast over the United States.
In his own defense and that of
the administration Secretary Baker
made a good talk before the committee at Washington Monday.
At least we may know that he is
an able man when it comes to
presenting a case for consideration.
And we wonder if he is not
entirely justified in his contention
that Senator Chamberlain in his
talks has placed all emphasis on
the exceptions in the management
of the war department.
Mr. Baker is frank in admission
that some mistakes have been
made; we are expected to understand that mistakes are unavoidable when it comes to doing a bigpiece of work, a tremendous work,
in shortest time.
Mr. Baker says that mistakes
have been rectified, also that when
these are shown to have been due
to the inchompetency of men other
men have been put in charge of
the work.
Mr. Baker feels entirely sure
that as a result of this the army
work gets handled in better shape
as the days go by, feels sure that
the progress made should be
encouraging.
He does not make his' talk for
the purpose of excusing any errors
that have been made. Rather he
makes it to try to make the people
of America understand that they
are really accomplishing big things
in the great undertaking they have
m hand.
Mr. Baker's tone and words in
making this talk are the kind to
lend weight to what he has to say,
they leave the impression that he
is altogether sincere in his efforts..
In all he says there does noi
appear a line that is addressed to
the gallery; there is no tearing oi
hair and no ear-splitting rhetoric.
He has a plain story to tell and he
tells it well.
President Wilson says that Secretary Baker is one of the ablest
men he has ever met; later moreol
us may come to the conclusion
that the president isn't far wrong
in his estimate.
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A similar to-do is made over the
We may freely admit the departBAKER OX THE STAND.
' Iact that there were not enough rifles ment's fault in the machine gun deThe investigating committee at to provide one for every man in the
lay, and there was a minor and tempoWashington had Secretary Baker on training camps; yet any military man
rary shortage of certain kinds of
the stand Thursday and Friday, and kn0ws that with only one rifle to two
clothing.
But turning to the other
presumably gave him and his depart- men it is perfectly feasible to proceed
page of the ledger we find such credit
ment as thorough a sifting as theylwiUl the training of new forces, and
items as these: A larger force in
could. The result, on the whole, is to carry it on for many weeks as rap- France than anybody thought posdistinctly favorable to the adminis- idly as the men can absorb the traintration. In spite of the malicious ing, and that the shortage need not I sible; a larger force in training than
headlines that the Chicago Tribune delay the final results of the training | anybody thought possible; a high average of health and moral conditions;
and some other papers have written by a single day.
Secretary Baker
over the testimony, the testimony it- sums up that phase of the matter in remarkable success in railroad transself sustains only one charge made this statement, which has never been portation; a record of 100 per cent efficiency in food supply; a record of 100
against the department-—namely, that contradicted:
per cent efficiency in ocean transporthere was unnecessary delay in proEvery man sent to Europe is adetation ; and in spite of some shortages
viding machine guns previous to quately armed, every man can be
and delays, no actual retardation
April, 1917.
adequately armed, and the supply of
either In the training of troops or
was enough to train every man
The newspapers that have had such rifles
who has been, or can be, sent to Eutheir dispatch abroad, or their final
a big time exploiting the charges rope, 'with'rirles
equipment at the front.
against the "War department have not
If we audit this account correctly
But even this did not prevent the
been nearly so keen to exploit the committee coming right back a little
and fairly, we shall find a credit balanswers and the explanations.
It is
later with the same old quesion, askance, and a large one.
It is well to
always so with the sensational and ing him again if it was not true that
scrutinize the debit side, top, but conpartisan press—roaring out sensa- the troops sent to France were not
fidence and appreciation should go
tional accusations, but softly whis- equipped. To which he replied:
hand in hand with scrutiny and critipering the answers and the explanacism.
To err on one side makes a
The first troops that went over were
tions.
fully armed with rifles—with more
blind and reckless optimist; to err on
To make a charge against the War than a necessary supply of wastage
the other Weakens the morale of both
They had the allowance of
department is temptingly easy.
It rifles.
the army and the nation.
guns that was deemed proper
"goes" like hot cakes. It Is red-hot machine
for organizations of their style; they
stuff—simple to understand, sensa- had the artillery which prior to that
tional in character—just the thing to time had been manufactured and
carry howling headlines and to make "deemed appropriate for divisions of
their size.
the reader indignant before he has
This, he explained farther, applies
read ten lines.
But the answers, the
explanations and the refutation of the to all forces sent abroad, at any time,
charges, are apt to make a long, tedi- though the later forces have received
ous story, and not very easy to follow. automatic rifles arid artillery bought
It is easy, for example, to scream in in France. The fact that we hough!
the headlilnes that "our boys are short guns in France has been made much
of rifles"; whereas the history of the of, but nobody has suggested any
manufacturing problems connected other possible plan, nor has anybody
with tho rifle supply yields no thrills shown where harm has resulted from
As long as American facand no sizzling scare-heads. It is a that step.
tame sort of story which demands an tories were busy making munitions,
earnest, patient and intelligent read- what matter is it whether a particular
item is made on one side of the
ing in order to understand it.
The committee made much of the water or the other, just at this parfact that there was delay in getting ticular time? The reason our factories
the new type of rifle produced in large could not make rifles and guns for our
quantities. On
this
subject
they army was because they were so busy
"grilled" the secretary (to use a fav- making rifles and guns for our allies.
orite word of the newspaper reporters) That important fact is often lost sight
to their heart's content.
Yes, cer- of, or intentionally concealed.
Lost Tho Telegram should be actainly, there was a delay, answers the
secretary. But what could possibly cused of a stand-pat attitude we will
justify such a delay, asks the com- repeat onco more that we favor such
mittee; -what excuse can the depart- investigations. They tend to keep
departments
ment give except utter incapacity? both congress and the
And then the secretary calmly ex- wide awake. But thus far, in ouri
plains once more the tremendous ad- judgment, no such showing has bee4vantage in having a type of gun with made against Secretary Baker thatf
fifty standard interchangeable parts would justify the clamor in certain)!
instead of seven.
But that doesn't quarters for his resignation. The Telef]
satisfy the chairman.
He comes gram does not purpose to stand by th^j
back dramatically with this question: secretary, or by anybody else, through;'
With the war on us, and with these thick and thin, but we believe in treat-|
young men called into service, there ing him fairly, and in all fairness it!
was such an emergency that tt did not must be admitted that the short-com-f
call for the highest type of gun.
Ings of the War department have beenj
To which Mr. Baker makes this ab- due chiefly to congress and the peo-'
solutely conclusive answer:
pie, only partly to the bureau chiefs,
We had more guns of the highest and still less to the secretary himself.
type, that needed no respecification or We may in future join in a demand
redesign, than could possibly be used
on the highest percentage of allow- for his resignation, but we do not beance for wastage by all the troops lieve that demand is now justified—I
that we could get to France in a year. particularly since the improvements in;
i— That statement completely disposes organization that he promptly put intoof the question, unless the statement effect. The very purpose of such initself is a falsehood, which nobody has quiries is to effect improvements, not
yet charged.
But the committee goes merely to drive cabinet heads out of
right on with its "grilling", and the office.
' senators keep right on arguing that
the department was dilatory—lacking
in "pep", as Senator Weeks put it—
just as though the secretary hadn't
made any explanation at all.
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HE TOUCHED A RAW NERVE.
Partial insight into the animus
of the raid upon Secretary ,Baker
may he obtained by noting how
frequently an excited critic reverts
to his action of last summer, in
overturning the agreement for $3
coal at the mine, and insisting that
the price should not be over $2.
The false statement is repeatedly
made that if Mr. Baker had not interfered with the $3 price, everything would be lovely in the coal
situation today. When President
Wilson fixed the price of coal, he
placed It, for bituminous lump in
all but the mines west of the Mississippi, at $2 a ton, Baker's price.
Thus the secretary of war was indirectly responsible for cutting the
price, of coal $1 a ton under the
figure which the coal operators
were willing to sell at. Afterward,
the price was increased 45 cents a
ton, but this was done to permit a
general wage increase, and does not
in any case represent an increased
margin to the operators,Tue only theory under whicu Secretary Baker can be held responsible for the shortage is through the
assumption that operators deliberately decreased their output, and
that this smaller output prevented
communities and industries from
securing coal.
This is denied by the coal operators and disproved by the year's
statistics.! More coal was mined in
1917 than in any previous year in
the history of the country. The
only handicap upon production was
a shortage of freight cars.
Therefore, the charge against
Baker Is entirely without merit. So
utterly baseless Is it within the
knowledge of every well informed .
man that the accusation cannot be j
considered to be made in good faith, j
It carries its own proof of evil!
animus.
' Mr. Baker has been guilty of
two acts which make him an outlaw
in the eyes of those who are campaigning for his overthrow.
He made the first break against
profiteering, and thus incurred the
enmity of powerful men whose patriotism is measured by the dollars
they make or hope to make out of
the war. '
He took a stand against committing the United States to perma-.
nent universal military training in
advance of the world reorganization
which will come at the conclusion
of the war.
ed, are far and away the'most pow
erfufin the.jln.ited Stai£s7 They
will not leave a stone ..unturned to
secure his^pverthrow.
"Most of those who urge incom-'
potency against the secretary of
war are actually against him be-f
cause he has touched them on a
raw nei-ve.

IN WAR AND PEACE.

-E. T. MEREDITH

Work of War Secretary
Should Be Judged in Its
Entirety, He Believes.

DEPLORES SPEECH
OF CHAMBERLAIN
Only Xends to Create Distrust of Our War Secretary, Says Publisher.
The -work of Secretary of War
Baker should he judged as a whole
and not by single, unsatisfactory
incidents, E. T. Meredith, who returned from Washington today, said
when Interviewed.
"The same question has been
asked me several times In the past
few days—is Secretary of War
Baker competent?" he said.
"We must take into consideration the size of the job Secretary
Baker has. We must not pick out
small incidents and condemn the.
whole department on that account. '
Easy to Find Fault.
"Each one of us knows in our
own experience of little things that
have gone wrong in our own business and we have seen things in
other institutions that we could
criticize unfavorably while those
^ame institutions taken as a whole
were eminently successful.
"The effect of the Chamberlain
speech is to create a great deal of
distrust of the secretary of war.
"The thing that will be remembered about it is the death of the
young soldier.
"His death is to be deplored, of
course. He did not have pro'per
care.
Not an Exception.
"But many of us have had unsatisfactory experiences with family
physicians and hospitals, and how
much more Is indifference and
carelessness and Incompetency to be
expected among the young men,
some of whom have not been fully
trained in their professions, who
have gone intp the medical department of the army.
"The secretary of war cannot
possibly know these men and has
no opportunity to get rid of them
until some act of incompetency has
happened.

In time
\xe forces of a na£EORE
tion must b£ centered in the execuSTATEMENT.
tive, where they can be used to t.Ue
Secretary Baker yesterday made a
greatest advantage to bring about a
statement reviewing this country's
successful conclusion of the war.
Delay Not Unusual.
preparations for war, especially givIn war time the people accept will"Undoubtedly there has been deing an account of the conduct of those
ingly, almost without question, interlay and incompetency and men in
ference with their customary routine.
iwartments against which Senator
subordinate positions in all departments have not lived up to their
There are wheatless Tuesdays and
Chamberlain's criticism had been diresponsibilities but thev are being
rected last week.
porkless Saturdays, and even Garweeded out. As a whole in major
fleid's
thoughtless
Mondays
pass
withSenator
Chamberlain's
speech
matters, wonderful things are being accomplished.
out criticism. The people feel that
should not have been permitted to go
"It is well to remember that
these are necessary, and are willing
unanswered—though the only answer
some time ago there,was a great
to make the necessary sacrifices deit needed was a close examination of
hue and cry about Secretary Daniels, promoted it is believed by inmanded by the President, in whom the
its content. There are two sorts of
terests he offended by forbidding
prosecution of the war is centered.
criticism that are of no true value:
liquor upon the ships of the navy
In time of peace, the purpose or
and at navy training stations
criticism in such general terms that
"Today there is nothing but unithe government should not be so much
no one can come to grips with it, and
versal commendation for Secretary
a strong centralized control, as the
criticism of particular incidents which
Daniels and his conduct of the navy
attainment of the greatest liberty of
department.
are not shown to toe indicative of a
action possible for the individual.
general condition needing attention
May Be Propaganda.
The mind of Senator Chamberlain
"It is suspected in many quarters
and improvement. Senator Chamberseems curiously confused and in a
that the attack upon Secretary
lain began with the first sort of
Baker is a propaganda somewhat
fog on these points. He brings forcriticism iu his speech in New York
similar to that aimed at Secretary
ward a bill to put the authority for
Daniels.
when he said that the military esthe prosecution of the war in a group
"The president has expressed
tablishment
of the United States had
great confidence in Secretary Baker
of men, instead of leaving It m the
almost stopped functioning and that
and many things have happened to
hands of the President; and he
show that the president with a full
inefficiency prevailed in every departmakes the till ridiculous by barring
knowledge of the facts in a situament
of the government; and as soon
tion is in a better position to act
from the group the two men who
than persons without such knowlas
the
President flatly contradicted
would have the most information
edge. I am willing to accept what
these
statements,
Senator Chamlberabout the war—the Secretary of War
the president thinks is best.
lain, after retracting- and modifying
and
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy,
inMust Follow Wilson.
them an *.«. uo1or..of the Senate, fell
stead of supporting and seeking to con"Today each one of us must deWith
greiauonS1 '^£<t»™''^o<r^
-*r-J
cide whether he is going to fight
tinue the power now in the hands of
Germany with the president and
into
th«P?rpn,8 *So,wD '""H -<oj puf'» •«3
the
President,
he
seeks
to
dissipate
it
criticisma^^io^o^"!"^"^^
do what the president thinks best,
and disintegrate the influence of the
or is going to find fault and attack
oratorio,^
#»» £ SS^^
him.
men working with the President for
instance
"*» "I a^^frf
"Personally, I feel this applies as
the great national object.
S
much to Theodore Roosevelt as to
snow til
-HCnoo.,.,
"
He introduces another bill to bring
anyone. I have no sympathy with
WJ
general
jj««w
«r
mm
his attitude. While Mr. Stone's
abont universal military training after
speech may have been ill-timed, I
the war. This will certainly interfere
agree with him that Mr. Roosewith the liberty of the individual.
velt should be doing constructive
becausi "iwotu *,8J* »»«»&£! 3<« o?
work rather than* going about the
And whether or not it will be a necescountry making speeches and writsary interference can be determined
ing articles that are wholly deonly after the war is over, and it can
structive."
bo seen on what terms peace has been
founded. Tie purposes of this bill
introduced "by Senator Chamberlain
intere'«»i» ambo%0"0 8I'<w srtPU'«* -W
had previously been explainedfflfr Secretary Baker in his report, wlio'asked
that no such bill be introduced until
after the war, when the need for it
Oa«,„'t "I PaDMir. „ I
or the lack of need for it could be
better determined. No one now would
oppose universal military service during the war; but that man who introduces a bill determining the character
and size of our military establishment
after the war—which any thinking
person will realize cannot be properly
determined until the war is over and
BWff'W a^,a « e?mb | * £?!<f* s/0UJ
the terms of peace are known—shows
that he is either trying to create opin &-?' °™ ^1ZSU^'-"%H?.r'T"
position to the powers in control or
else is without a comprehension of
the first principles of statesmanship.
Senator Chamberlain has, with surprising skill, succeeded in getting
everything just backward. He seeks
to embarrass the power of the executive in war time; and he seeks to interfere needlessly with the individual
>M W«f? .7ap.,o
in a time of peace that has not yet
come and that no one, endowed with
°^.
anything less than omniscience, can
yet comprehend.
Between the War Cabinet bill and
the introduction of the Universal Military Training bill at this time, the
paradoxically-minded Senator from
Oregon should be sufficiently discredited to prevent his re-election, even
though the people should overlook the
fact that all of his acts in the Senate
ODSS M
J S
have indicated continued opposition [

Chamb S^Sr-'iSf^

■sac & ^^yss^^^Ss
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—E. T. MEREDITH

Work of War Secretary
Should Be Judged in Its
Entirety, He Believes.

DEPLORES SPEECH
OF CHAMBERLAIN
Only Tends to Create Distrust of Our War Secretary, Says Publisher.
The "work of Secretary of War
Baker should he Judged as a whole
and not by single, unsatisfactory
incidents, E. T. Meredith, who returned from Washington today, said
when interviewed.
"The same question has been 8
asked me several times in the past I
few days—is Secretary of War
Baker competent?" he said.
"We must take into consideration the size of the Job Secretary
Baker has. We must not pick out
small incidents and condemn the
whole department on that account.
Easy to Find Fault.
"Each one of us knows in our
own experience of little things that
have gone wrong in our own business and we have seen things in
other institutions that we could
criticize unfavorably while those
„same institutions taken as a whole
were eminently successful.
"The effect of the Chamberlain
speech is to create a great deal of
distrust of the secretary of war.
"The thing that will be remembered about it is the death or the
young soldier.
"His death is to be deplored, of
course. He did not have proper
care.
Not an Exception.
"But many of us have had unsatisfactory experiences with family
physicians and hospitals, and how
much more is indifference and
carelessness and incompetency to be
expected among the young men,
some of whom have not been fully
trained in their professions, who
have gone intp the medical department of the army.
"The secretary of war cannot
possibly know these men and has
no opportunity to get rid of them
until some act of incompetency has
happened.

Delay Not Unusual.
"Undoubtedly there has been delay and incompetency and men in
subordinate positions in all departments have not lived up to their
responsibilities hut thev are being
weeded out. As a whole in major
matters, wonderful things are being accomplished.
"It is well to remember that
some time ago there, was a great
hue and cry about Secretary Daniels, promoted it is believed by interests he offended by forbidding
liquor upon the ships of the navy
and at navy training stations.
"Today there is nothing but universal commendation for Secretary
Daniels and his conduct of the navy
department.
May Be Propaganda,
"It is suspected in many quarters
that the attack upon Secretary
Baker is a propaganda somewhat
similar to that aimed at Secretary
Daniels.
"The president has expressed
great confidence in Secretary Baker
and many things have happened to
show that the president with a full
knowledge of the facts in a situation is in a better position to act
than persons without such knowledge. I am willing to accept what
the president thinks is best.
Must Follow Wilson.
"Today each one of us must decide whether he is going to fight
Germany with the president and
do what the president thinks best,
or is going to find fault and attack
him.
"Personally, I feel this applies as
much to Theodore Roosevelt as to
anyone. I have no sympathy with
his attitude. While Mr. Stone's
speech may have been ill-timed, I
agree with him that Mr. Roosevelt should be doing constructive
work rather than* going about the
country making speeches and writing articles that are wholly destructive."

IN WAR AND PEACE
In time of wajv the forces of a na
£EOR
* r©
tion must be centered in the execuSTATEMENT.
tive, where they can be used to the
Secretary Baker yesterday made a
greatest advantage to bring about a
statement reviewing this country's
successful conclusion of the war.
preparations for war, especially givIn war time the people accept willing an account of the conduct of those
ingly, almost without question, interiepartments against which Senator
ference with their customary routine.
^amberlain's criticism had been diThere are wheatless Tuesdays and
rected last week.
porkless Saturdays, and even Garfield's thoughtless Mondays pass withSenator
Chamberlain's
speech
should not have been permitted to go
out criticism. The people feel that
these are necessary, and are willing
unanswered—though the only answer
to make the necessary sacrifices deit needed was a close examination of
manded by the President, in whom the
its content. There are two sorts of
prosecution of the war is centered.
criticism that are of no true value:
In time of peace, the purpose or
criticism In such general terms that
the government should not be so much
no one can come to grips with it, and
a strong centralized control, as the
criticism of particular incidents which
attainment of the greatest liberty of
are not shown to >be indicative of a
action possible for the individual.
general condition needing attention
The mind of Senator Chamberlain
and improvement. Senator Chamberseems curiously confused and in a
lain began with the first sort of
fog on these points. He brings forcriticism in his speech in New York,
ward a bill to put the authority lor
when he said that the military esthe prosecution of the war in a group
tablishment of the United States had
of men, instead of leaving it m the
almost stopped functioning and that
hands of the President; and he
inefficiency prevailed in every departmakes the till ridiculous by barring
ment of the government; and as soon
from the group the two men who
as the President flatly contradicted
would have the most information
these statements, Senator Chamberabout the war—the Secretary of War
lain, after retracting and modifying
and the Secretary of the Navy, inthem on the floor of the Senate, fell
stead of supporting and seeking to conwith
great promptness and dispatch
tinue the power now in the hands of
into the second sort of valueless
the President, he seeks to dissipate it
criticism. He detailed, with no little
and disintegrate the influence of the
oratorical skill, a number of detached
men working with the President for
instances of deficiency, but failed to
the great national object.
show that they were indicative of a
He introduces another bill to bring
general inefficiency in the departabout universal military training after
ments in which they occurred.
the war. This will certainly interfere
Secretary Baker said that he replied
with the liberty of the individual.
because he thought that Senator
And whether or not it will be a necesChamberlain's speech might have led
sary interference can be determined
the "country to believe that the deonly after the war is over, and it can
ficiencies mentioned were "characterbe seen on what terms peace has been
istic rather than occasional." Secrefounded. The purDos.es of this bill
tary Baker's statement will be found
| introduced by Senator Chamberlain
interesting to all Americans conhad previously been explainedrtfr Seccerned in the conduct of the war—
retary Baker in his report, who'asked
which is, in brief, all Americans. He
that no such bill be introduced until
frankly confesses that mistakes have
after the war, when the need for 11
been made and that delays have ocor the lack of need for it could be
curred; but he shows also that errors
better determined. No one now would
have been promptly remedied and that
oppose universal military service durthe extraordinary increase in our miling the war; but that man who intro
itary establishment has been brought
duces a bill determining the character
about with a breadth of vision and an
and size of our military establishment
attention to detail that America can
after the war—which any thinking
be proud of.
person will realize cannot be properly
Secretary Baker did not only andetermined until the war is over and
swer and refute the individual charges
the terms of peace are known—shows
in Senator Chamberlain's speech, but
that he is either trying to create ophe also took the larger ground of conposition to the powers in control or
sidering the work of the departments
else is without a comprehension ol
criticised, and the ratio of the comthe first principles of statesmanship.
plaints to the whole. Of the 1,000,000
Senator Chamberlain has, with surmen in training, only eighteen comprising skill, succeeded in getting
plaints of ill-treatment of sick soldiers
everything just backward. He seeks
have been made, and of these, severto embarrass the power of the execual have proved unfounded. The deaths
tive in war time; and he seeks to inamong the soldiers in the camps has
terfere needlessly with the individual
been only 8 per 1,000, against 17 per
in a time of peace that has not yet
1,000 among civilians. His consideracome and that no one, endowed with
tion of the rifle question and of the
anything less than omniscience, can
machine gun question was shown to
yet comprehend.
be in the same spirit, and he brought
Between the War Cabinet bill and
out also the fact that, in the case of
the introduction of the Universal Milthe rifles, he had the unanimous supitary Training bill at this time, the
port
of all of the leading military men
paradoxically-minded Senator from
in the army.
Oregon should be sufficiently discredj Much of Senator Chamberlain's
ited to prevent his re-election, even
[speech had really answered itself. His
though the people should overlook the
'question as to why the Lewis gun had
fact that all of his acts in the Senate
have indicated continued opposition; inot been manufactured,, had... been an-1
swered before his-own committee, anin his' own presence, and if: he^'did|
not understand that answer, it canl
only be a reflection on his own intelligence. And then his 'question: whyl
|had the army not prepared when itl
w_ihe approaching war clouds? The[
facts are that the various departrrTerrnrJ
of the army had urged greater preparations to bring them about; but the i
very committee of which Senator
Chamberlain is chairman had cut I
down these demands. >Jis vaguely
floating phrase that "hundreds andl
thousands of men were dying in the
cantonments," was brought to earth
by the figures. His criticism that
IGeneral Gorgas had not been consulted on the choice of the camp-sites was]
very much as though he had said that
General Pership had not been consulted on the request of some captain
at Camp Taylor for leave. As a mat-J
ter of fact, sanitary experts in the I
department, responsible to General!
Gorgas, were consulted about thel
choice of every camp site.
Equally specious was his phrase,!
"If I had a boy training for the battle-l
field I would not want him to have hisl
training with nothing else than al
wooden cannon." Senator Charilber-I
lain must have known perfectly well!
from the testimony before his com-f
mittee, what was repeated yesterday!
by Secretary Baker; that every sol-[
dier in France is equipped with a rifle!
and knows how to use it, and thatl
every man will be fully equipped andl
will have this knowledge before he|
leaves these shores.
But Secretary Baker wisely passed I
by these and other similar hollow!
comments by Senator Chamberlain,!
and addressed himself to those as-J
pects with more meat in them. Ilisj
account should completely satisfy!
those in whom there had hitherto I
been, possibly? some doubts. It is anl
account of America's part in the warl
of which everv^ American
American may 1bg
jpr*u<h
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THURSDAY, JAOTAKYJ^jflgl |
BAKER'S COMEBACK
It will be some time before the full significance of the remarkable reply of Secretary Baker to the interpellations of Senator
Chamberlain and others will be grasped, even |
by the senate military committee, whose ac-:
tivities occasioned it. Meanwhile the country j
at large has choice of two opinions:—-thatj
the secretary of war has triumphantly vindicated himself, or that he is one of the most
astute politicians in existence. And there
will be those who hold both.
As to the immediate effect of Mr. Baker's
deliverance on Monday, there can be no question. It leaves the hecklers and detractors
without a leg to stand on, makes associates;
and fellow workers of honest and construct-j
ive critics by express invitation, and deflates!
the raucous throat of partisanship to squeak- j
ing iiaccidity.
For hours Secretary Baker stood before the
senate committee and members of congress;
and told what has been done, frankly and,
almost naively, without notes, and it would j
seem, without reservation.
_ I
Reading the voluminous transcript of his,
statement, it becomes apparent that this!
statement was not shaped to meet, categoric- j
ally or otherwise, the accusations and criticisms which have been so rife, of late; that,
in fact, it passed over them as a harvester
passes over a nest of field mice of the existence of which the driver is unconscious.
It is up to the senate committee now to
hold some very searching inquiries of its own
into the feasibility of going farther on the
road which the secretary's statement has apparently blocked. Unless there are ways
over and around, hitherto undisclosed in spite
of the publicity given the effort, further procedure along recent lines will result in wreck
for those directing it.
:
For one thing, the war cabinet bill, in effect a vote of no confidence in the 'administration as sponsor for the war department, is
at this writing too dead to skin.
Straight over the heads of the senate committee, whether by intent or incidentally, Secretary Baker has spoken to the people; has
avoided with apparent unconsciousness what
Dr. Holmes called the hydrostatic paradox of.
controversy, and reared a structure of
achievement so big and dominating ttwt- «°
means hitherto employed will shake it.
It will inevitably occur, too as a reflection
in the minds of millions of patriotic citizens,
that if things were told and published Monday that would better have remained unrevealed, the telling was justified as the lesser
of two evils. For enough fault had been
found, enough doubt engendered to weaken
faith and render a shake-up probable with
dislocation of the whole edifice that has been
built under such stress and at such vast exPe

Congress, and the senate especially, has
been increasingly
restive from the beginning
o? the wCaraovef what it conceives the invasion
of its powers and prerogatives. It has been
, heldI in check only because the experience of
other democracies has proven that in this
war there must be centralization of authority
!to combat the centralized authority of auItocracy.

But first in the finance committee bill,
which proposed to saddle the ruinous ltemization system of accounts on the conduct ol
the war, and again in the war cabinet bill,
it has sought to recover for itself the old
status of muddling, meddling and log-rolling.
For the first time in history, billions were
being appropriated in lump-sums, and congressmen whose duty it has hitherto been to
fix by itemized list, how many pencils of what
make and at what price, shall be furnished
yearly to the fifth assistant deputy oil inspector of the bureau of light-houses and
grain elevators, were informed that their part
of the job was to find the money merely; the
spending would be attended to by others.
It was a bitter, bitter pill. It is yet. But
it is necessary if we are. to win.
The people sanction it, and it is the people
who are paying. And now Baker has told
the people what has been bought, and at
this writing, it looks pretty good.
As for the senate committee, one o± two
courses is open to it. Either to prove beyond
reasonable doubt, that the secretary of war is
i a rattle-headed optimist with the judgment
I and capacity of a sap-sucker, or subside into
a chastened and protracted hush.

The Morning Enterprise,
Riverside, California.

Secretary Baker at His Best.
The statement defending his administration of the war
department which Mr. Baker made to a largo and critical
audience in the senate office building on Monday may be
vulnerable to analysis, but as a brief it was adroit and
brilliant More than that, it was a challenge to the
American people to admire the achievements of the government in raising, equipping, and training large bodies of
troops and in transporting division after division _ over-.
seas a challenge that proves irresistible to their pride of
country Mr. Baker may have used the superlative too
freely in praising our performance, but he will not be
criticized for that, and the colors he wrought into the picture will stay there. Furthermore, he will have his vindication when our troops go "over the top" upon the. order
of one of the most efficient soldiers that has commanded
an American army, a consummate West Pointer, John
Joseph Pershing.
/.....
,
AT _J
-n
That frank and persistent criticism woke up Newton D.
Baker aaid brought about the transformation is not to be
denied The subordinates in the war department, some
of them veteran army officers who knew things were not
p-oins right, are now buckling to their work with hope m
their faces and fresh courage in their hearts. Bed tape
will be cut right and left, responsibility will no longer be
evaded and the war machine will gather speed. Here2iter ^he right to criticize will not be contested. The
senate inquiry has proved a bracing tonic.
It must be understood, however, that the,most searching
problem's of the war are still to come. We have not be- j
inn to fight in France and the war may go on for years, j
It will take a strong, resourceful, inflexible man to con- !
tluct the business of the war department. Secretary Baker
has coped with the preliminaries, learning as he went!
alon" and standing up under criticism as best he could. |
But he has not been severely tested. Whether even the
reorganization of the war department which, he has
planned will satisfy congress is a question to be settled
only after debate on the new legislation which Senator
Chamberlain has proposed. Mr. Baker has filed his brief.
The other side is to be heard.—New York Times.
I

THE KIND OF /'GOODS"
THEr HATE ON BAKER
The Indif napolis|News says: "The
truth is tl at Ma Baker had the
wrong vie' r of the war from the
start, as is ihownlby his remark that
it was '3,0(|0 rnilfs away.' The moment that war j was declared the
struggle w is br ught to our very
a few weeks of
doorstep,
found necessary to
that time i
France. The navy
send a divis
act on the theory j
certainly d: I n
3,000 miles away—!
that the wa
it jumped into itj
on the eon
immediate!
The fore|oii r constitutes about
which the party orall "the go
r
gans think he§ have on Baker,
The facts refthat. the war is 3,000
one sense and the
miles away,
nt. If the ability to
sense Baker
r doorstep, we'd end
fight were
six months. Mr.
the war
some things, for the
Baker didn'
n that it was foolish
very good r
to attempt ftefi when their effects
could not be transported 3,000 miles
across the o 3a; and so he did the
igs that #afy counted.
ready and jumped
The navy
s not 3,000 miles
in. The wa
or any other force
away to our
oss. The navy was,
that could g<
practically, dbui ed and munitioned
ve to wait for conand it did n t
ole force. As soon
scription of fts
as possible after the declaration of
war, Baker got across all of our
forces that were at all fit to fight,
and even those forces not fully
fit to fight. To try to put one million of raw selected soldiers into
the fight would not only have cfeen
an attempt at an impossibUity_but_
also an effort for wholesale suicide'
We are not offering a brief for
Baker but facts which every American should understand and which
no. one should be permitted to dis-j
tort at this crisis.
—o
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Secretary Gives Proof That War
Work Has Not Broken Down
FAULTS FIND THEIR REMEDY
Country's Most Expert Advice Always
Sought and Heeded, Says Department Head—Growth of Army
in Spite of Obstacles
In a vigorous and exhaustive defense
of the War department's activities, set
forth in an address before the Senate
Military committee and couched m
words that left no doubt as to their
sincerity, Secretary of War Baker made
answer to the charge of inefficiency and
breakdown in the military establishment.
As the climax to a day's explanation ot
all that the military establishment had
done, fjeely confessing faults and imperfections in so vast an undertaking,
the Secretary of War disclosed what
hitherto has been guarded as a military
secret.
Secretary Baker told the senators that
the United States would have a half million fighting men in France early this
AMERICAN TROOPS IN FRANCE
There were more than 200,000 American
troops In France before Jan. 1, 1018.
A steady stream of soldiers is now going
across the ocean.
There will be 500,000 men in France early
this year and 1,500,000 more ready to go.
There aro 32 divisions of troops in cantonments ready to be moved to France,

J

year, and that 1,500,000 troops in all
would be available for foreign duty, by
the close of 1918. This great fighting
force would be composed of the men
now with Gen. Pershing, the 32 divisions
of troops now in cantonments and camps
in the United States and ready to move,
and the next increment to be drawn and
trained as soon as the camps are emptied
of the.troops now occupying them.
Revealed Many Army Secrets

The Secretary of War went even fur-'
ther and laid bare facts regarding preparations for the American army in
France, which have hitherto been held
as close military secrets, or whispered
only among a few who have enjoyed the
confidence of the government officials. In
order to make direct and conclusive reply to the critics, Secretary Baker omitted no statement of fact that would explain the situation. He declared the
War department always anxious to do
the right thing and showed that in reaching momentous decisions, as in the case
of machine guns, the number of men
to be called out, or the securing of supplies, he had followed the counsel of
such expert advisers as Gen. Pershing,
Gen. Wood and many others, who have
Continued on Page 2, Column 5. This Section
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been cited in criticisms of his work as
being the men- he should summon to his
assistance.
Secretary Baker described to the committee how the American army had built
great lines of railroad, one of them 600
miles long, up to its headquarters in
France; how ports and terminals have
been constructed to handle the large
quantities of supplies and equipment
which the army will need on the fighting line. All this had been done by
Americans and since Gen. Pershing's
troops landed last June. Secretary
Baker made vigorous denial of Senator
Chamberlain's accusation that the department had no war plan.

Have a Plan and a Good One
"We have the only possible plan under
the circumstances," said the Secretary.
"It was not for us to decide the theater
of war. That theater was in France. It
was not for us to decide the line of communication. It was 3,000 miles away,
with one part infested by submarines.
"Our problem was and is to get over
and get at the enemy. It was not for
us to map out, at the War college, an
ideal plan of campaign, a theoretical
plan. Our problem was to get into cooperation with Great Britain and France
ajid our other allies in the most immediate and efficient way."
The Secretary's remarkable vocabulary
showed to great advantage in many other striking phrases and similies, such as:
"France was a white sheet of paper so
far as we were concerned. On that sheet
we had to write not only an army but
the means of maintaining an army."
Many Xnteresting Revelations
Interesting revelations were frequently made. At one time the Secretary described a midnight conference in his
office at which the Enfield army rifle was
selected on the eve of Gen. Pershing's
sailing. At another period he said Gen.
Leonard Wood recommended calling out
the drafted men before they were properly equipped, so that their training
might begin.
At still another mqjnent he told how
the Russian breakdown and the Italian
defeats had switched the war plan. His
hearers paid close attention when the
Secretary repudiated the suggestion that
the argus-eyed German secret service
knew how many American fighting men
were in France. In reply to Senator
Chamberlain's inquiry as to why he had
not let the public into his confidence
regarding the number of men sent to
France, Secretary of War Baker declared
it would give the enemy information
about which they were now at sea.
"The British and French do not advertise their plans," he said. "If I
wanted to find out to-day how many men
the French or British have at the front,
I could not do so. They will not tell. I
could only know in a general way."
Other strong points made by Secretary .Baker were that camp conditions
were good, that clothing, ammunition
and food were ample, that every soldier
who needs a rifle has one and of a better
type than if the British Enfield had been
adopted, and that the securing of ordnance from England and France would
not take supplies needed by them, but
would help them.

24 1918.
WAR AND POLITICS
i
The public is beginning to; fear that
there are politicians in Washington, and
of both parties, who are at least quite
as much interested in winning the elections of 1918 and 1920 as in winning the
war. These men are making a grave
mistake, even from the political point
of view. In a Washington dispatch to
The News of yesterday was this:
Every activity, whether it be political
or otherwise, should be made to eontribute to the success of the war. This
is unquestionably the thought of the
people of the country. More than 1,200,000 homes throughout the land have already been brought into direct contact
with the war through the absence of
some member of the family -who has
entered the service of this country. The
people who are thus brought in such
close touch with the war, not to_speak
of the millions who are not so directly
affected, will not tolerate any "playing
at politics" here at Washington as long
as this question of winning the war is
the paramount one.
That is the only object in which the
people are interested. They will deeply resent any effort on either side to
make this war a part of the political
game.
Only those criticisms of the
war department are worth anything
that are prompted by a desire to
strengthen the administration In its
conduct of the war, rather than by- a
wish to weaken and discredit It. Just
to the extent that the President fails or
refuses to eliminate partisan considerations from his mind he narrows his
usefulness, and weakens himself in the
confidence of the people. While a coalition cabinet might not be advisable,
the situation would be greatly helped if
the President should enter into more
cordial and confidential relations with
the leaders of the opposition. As it is,
there Is a feeling that the administration has been disposed to regard the
war as a Democratic affair.
In our opinion the bills creating a dire'otor of munitions and a war cabinet
are excellent measures. We agree with
those Who think that Mr. Baker is not
the man to be the head of the war department. It Would be impossible to
get too good a man for that Job, and
the country la entitled to the very best.
But Whatever Is done in these particulars, no effort should ba spared to keep
politics out of controversy, and to bring
the executive and legislative departments into harmony. The President
can do much —more than any other
man —to bring this about. His recent
attitude of aloofness has not been such
as to Invite confidence. There has been
altogether too little "common counsel."
One thing Is certain, and that Is that
congress and the people are entitled
to know the faots. No matter what their
confidence may be In the President, it
is too much to expect that they will accept everything on his mere say-so. The
people are united in support of the war
— never more united than they are today. Can we not have a set-togeth
movement at Washington r
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WAY OPEN, HOWEVER, TO RE.
CONSIDER SUBJECT.

RESOLUTIONS ARE ADOPTED
WASHINGTON, January 24.-Republlcans of the house in conference last
night voted 75 to 19 in favor of the creation of a department or bureau of munitions and ordnance with a director
appointed by the President. There was
so'ue discussion of the war council proposal, but no attempt was made to put
the conference on record in regard to
When the vote was announced the
point of no quorum was made, and the
conference adjourned, leaving the way
open for another discussion of the subject when another meeting is held. The
resolution voted on was introduced by
Representative Glllett, of Massachusetts, acting floor leader, as a substitute for the McCormick-Lenroot resolution considered last week. It follows:
"Whereas, in the conduct of the ex- I
l3ting war the Republican members of'
the house of representatives have taken ' i
the position that there should be no . ■
partisanship, but that all Americans :!
should be united in the support of the
government in pressing the war to a I
successful conclusion, and In voting ungrudgingly the administration alf the
resources and powers to that end and
will continue so to do, and,
Duty to Suggest Remedies.
"Whereas the need of a united country demands that, conditions existing
causing unnecessary delay or waste by
the overlapping jurisdiction of the bureaus and departments or for other
causes revealed by congressional Investigations, it is their patriotic duty to
suggest remedies for such conditions;
"Therefore, be it resolved, That it is
the sense of this conference that there
should be created a department or bureau of munitions and ordnance, the director of which shall be appointed by
the President, confirmed by the senate
and be immediately responsible to the
President, to systematize the manufacture and purchase of ordnance and munitions by means of which the success
of our armed forces may be speedily attained."
Should Be Constructive*
Representative Glllett told the conference the time had come for the Republicans to take some action, but that It
should be constructive and not in the
nature of a criticism of the government's conduct of the war. Representative Fess, of Ohio, declared President
Wilson had been playing politics. Representatlve Cramton, of Michigan, said
conditions found abroad by members of
the congress who had been there made
It essential that a change be made in I
the war department's methods.
Representative Kelley, a member of
the naval committee, protested against
any change In the navy's buying system,
and urged that any reorganization
should apply to the army only.
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~ 1 Those words ought to be chiseled
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A GREAT RECORD
!on the heart of every loyal American the navy has n*t been idle, and hw
They are grilling Secretary cf Wa.
I citizen. They shine forth as apples activities and accomplishments have]
Baker pretty hard back in Washing1
1M gold in pictures of silver.
extracted a world of praise from naval
ton.
Maybe its all right to grill,\
Hon. Newton D. Baker, secretary S Let us suppose for a moment that experts.
criticise and condemn a man who has
of war. is now under a hot fire of. j gecretary Baker had put no men in
It was to have been expected «at
done his best, and that best being
criticism, but this need not give his I training' untii all preparations for when and where a million of men are
the greatest war-organizing achievefriendfe nor the friends of the admin- i;housing ci0thing and equipping them gathered together that certain diseasment the country has ever attained,
istration very much concern.
! nad been completed, would there be es would break out and some fa* ditbut somehow I can't exactly see it
Mr. Lincoln, the model and mar-1 & gingle soldier in training until this ties would occur, 'but the records will
that way.
To my old fashioned way of
tyred president, in his conduct of,igood tour?
prove that there has been a smaller
thinking, when a fellow has done
the civil war, had his critics and de-l SuppoSe that he had waited until percentage of sickness and deaths up
the
well—mv.ihty well, pat him on
tractors. Even as late as 1864, when i thg thousands Gf houses for officers' to the present time than in any pre
back and congratulate him on his
the Confederacy was almost on its j quarters, the necessary furnishings, vious war.
good work; I can't, somehow, recont
last legs, his critics vehemently Pro-:tne plumbing and sewerage, the latchScience and skill were never emcile what appears to be the new
claimed
is, the hospitals, the ployed to better advantage.
ciaimeu that
mai, the
IUC "war
»■*• was a
- failure." j= eng
ens an(l
ami mess
uicoo hal
uu.»-,
vogue: If a fellow has done \vell>nag
S
Before the United States forces j ^^ tm tbe goldiers. and their equipThe achievements have been marhell out of him!
N^
have engaged in a single combat the. jmentSj the Ught artillery, the horses velous, and the United States has j
Around eight months ago, the Uncry is now made that the "war depart- |for cavalry, wagons, saddles, harness never before had so large and well
ited States, with no army, navy or
ment has fallen down." '
jand everything completed in all de- trained an army in the field in so
merchant marine worth, mentioning
There never was a time in the his- partments, before' a soldier was put in short a time.
and no provision for such, declared
war on Germany and threw herself
I tory of the world that there were not| training. what would the country
We say it in no p«rty spirit that
in the greatest struggle of the ages,
I prophets of evil—they never die.
j j^^ said?
President Wilson and his administraand incidentally, threw a tremendMr. Jefferson Davis, on the south-! These preparations are still going, tion, especially in the departments of
ous responsibility upon the governem side, had to face criticisms even'; (m but m the secretary's admirable i the war and navy, deserve the highest
ment that had for so long and so
m»re severe than those made against', statement in the meantime the coun-j meed of praise,, and he is entitled to
persistently had its its head buried
the Lincoln administration. His path try sees one mmion men trained, the supreme confidence of the patriotin the sand of self-deception.
was by no means strewn with roses.| eqUipped and ready to go forth to bat- ic people of the United States, and
Secretary Baker took hold of his
Washington and Andrew Jackson j £le and we can well believe that al- his critics and fault-finders, his accusend of the responsibility, and his deWilfield Scott and Zachrjr Taylor, alljfeadv a hall million are in France ers and calumniators, are worse than
partment in the short space of eight
Had to pass' through the same fiery reafly t() carry OUr colors to victory- "slackers." for they are giving aid
months, has transformed some one
furnace.
■
f Supose it had' been otherwise, we and comfort to the enemy.
million five hundred thousand unWe can all remember the scandals I (,.m " n imagine that the republicans
couth, awkward and
unmilitary
f
that were daily dished out to us dur-'j thl.0Ugil0Ut the nation would be call- "It ain't the guns nor armament
young Americans into an army that
Nor funds that they can pay.
makes one's heart beat in pride over
ing the Spanish-American war.
i lug" upon the redoubtable Mr. Roose- But
the close co-operation
them—they are such fine fellows;
Hostile criticism seems to be one) yelt t0 marcll on the city of WashmgThat makes them win the day.
such magnificent specimens of sterof the penalties one must suffer who tou and nurl the incompetents from
ling manhood.
■It ain't the individuals
occupies a station the duties of which power. /-"'
Nor the army as a whole.
Secretary Baker's department has
the
proper
Secretary
Baker
did
are difficult and exacting
I But the evedlastin' teamwork
not
only assembled this splendid
The criticisms against Secretary tning and his work has been prodig-j Of every bloomin' soul."
army, but he has equipped it, he has
I Baker are unmerited and unjust, and | ioug and his achievements manifold- ■
clothed it, he has fed it, as no Amer'are obviously intended for campaiign ly great.
"' * •*•■*"""
ican army has ever been equipped,
As soon as the declaration ot war
j purposes.
i clothed and fed—to say nothing of
His refutation of sthem is complete was announced, almost in the twinkithe training—before in the annals
ling of an eye, he had his fresh solof American war preparation.
i and overwhelming.
Maybe Secretary Baker has made
| It is as plain -as the dawii that the diers in training. While the enlist~
some mistakes; methinks he was en•j republicans want to get control of the ments were yet going on and the canWhen this paper wrote the editorial titled to make some considering the
next congress and Mr. Roosevelt touments were under construction the
entitled,
"Secretary Baker and His size 0I his job.
But to my mind he
' wants again to become president, and Uraintog was in progress,
Critics," the secretary had not finish- has achieved as no cabinet officer
to that end they are desperate and: We can well believe that nearly a
ed his memorable story which will go| has ever achieved before,
seem willing to go to desperate ends.! hal£ mlni0n American soldiers are
;
clown in history as one of the most
Yet the wolves, sitting. com'ortnow
on
the
sacred
soil
of
France,
and
Patriotism is giving away to ambithese soldiers have been transported
marvelous. -J^-^l £££££ £35 SWS
'jtion.
1
mg statements that has evei fallen, ^
^ satistaction ln howling
Elihu Root's noble words are for- across three thousand miles of seas
from the lips of a public official. He, ^^ ^ gecretary.
l gotten. At the republican club in menaced with mine and submarines
has completely spiked the guns of hiSj
JQ the meantime, *Mr. Baker has
ij^ew York City on April 9, 1917; he almost without a fatality.
calumniators, and the' country now: been very patient, very kindly and'
The world has no such record,
I!gave utterance to the following loyopens its eyes to the shameful and! very tolerant, through it all.
Presj That is not all. The secretary, of
'' al sentiments:
draniatic manner in which the Wilson i sed Dy the tremendous responsibilFor four years to come the demo-Jwar haB a million more well drained
:
administration has been falsely ac Ities of his work, nevertheless he has
crats will be in control in. Washing- ^ weH equllH)ed ready to'be, taken
t ton, and, as we love our country. « across.
, cused. The stinging rebuke of thel| treated the nagging criticisms that
imust give to that party our whole-, The tasl* has heen a prodigious one
secretary was not unlike the whip-Ji have been directed toward him from
'hearted,
earnest,
sincere
support,
jttst
all sides and angles with the utmost
!
cords that were used on a certain,
as if everv man there was a republi- and has heen handled in a manner
sauvity and frankness.
memorable
occasion.
His
answer
j
can That is the only way we can that deserves the thanks of every
To me, Secretary Baker looms up
prove not only our love for our coun- Atmerieaw clSzeB
was pacific in tone, however, but bril-j on the.horizon of affairs as a very
try but that the republican party
liant and convincing.
big man; modest, frank, with a devoEJft c^try^io^tZr-plac^;^.. In the ^awhile the sectary of
tion to duty, and never playing to
1
the galleries.
I feel like that I
"We need no coalition government
lo\ and esteem the Secretary for the
Uo make us loyal. We will make a
•coalition ourselves with every demoenemies he is making.
,cratTthe country, ^coalition o
When you think of those fine,
the United States will be ot all its
cleared-eyed, firm-footed, level-headoeonle to hold up the hands of the
ed American soldiers, and your heart
ifovernment of the UnitedI States. r
thrills with love and admiration, let
j matter from which party it comes.
a little spark of this love and admiration go out to the much harassed
Secretary of War, who has had.a lot
to do in the transformation of these
splendid men and soldiers.
^^j
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THi. PRESIDENTS STATEMENT
In his
iteraent answering the recent
speech of Senator Chamberlain, the
President says:
The legislative proposals I have heard
o.' would involve Ions additional rteia~
and turn our experience into lost motion. Mv association and constant conference with the secretary of war have
taught me to regard him as one of the
ablest public officials 1 have ever know m
The countrv will soon learn whether ne
or his critics understand the business
in hand.
For the present, the issue is not Secretary Baker, but the reorganization of
the war department. There is no way
in which congress can force a change
in the head of the war department, but
it can and should institute reform In its
machinery. When the President says
that "nothing helpful or likely to speed
or facilitate the war tasks of the government has come out of such criticism
and investigation," lie overlooks the
fact that, as a result of the inquiry,
there has already been a reorganization,
which the President thinks sufficient,
though others do not, That is one result that has been brought about. Another result is that thousands of soldiers in our camps now have warm and
adequate clothing, which was rushed to
them after the senate committee had
pressed the matter on the secretary of
war. A third excellent result is the
speeding up of the work of the department, since it is now known that there
will be "pitiless publicity" for all who
fail to come up to the mark.
The President speaks of "lost motions." Well, we have had many lost
motions in connection with army clothing, big guns, machine guns and rifles.
Tine purpose of congress is to eliminate
these for the future. The country will,
we think, agree with the senate committee that there should be a small war
cabinet, and an administrator of munilatn'_s argument in favor of these change's is convincing. Wo mt.st get rid ot many
and conflicting bureaus, or else there
will be many more "lost motions."
We trust that congress will put
through the reorganization plan now
under consideration .
The administration plan, that is now in force, will
help some, but it is hardly more than
a makeshift.
As to Secretary Baker, we think that
ills own testimony before the committee
proved that he was not the man for the
place. For on more than one occasion
he betrayed a signal lack of knowledge
of what was going on in his department.
That was the worst feature of the situation. \ If he is the victim of a foolish
system, that system ought to be changed
radically -- and to this the President Is
opposed. If he is not the man for the
job, as is generally believed, he ought
to retire.
Nor should it be forgotten
that he had the power to remodel the
system, a power that was not used till
the investigation had revealed serious
mistakes and blunders — and then only
in a half-hearted way.

, JAmiAEY 19, 1918.

. That there have been unpardonable
delays in business of the greatest imance has been shown, and is, indeed,
admitted. Mr, Baker himself oould not
deny them. "We do not think that the
statement of the President meets the
issue. This Is the nation's war, and the
nation has a right to demand such efficiency as we have not yet had. More
than that, the needs of the allies are
great, and we ought to be in a position
to help them effectively as soon as possible. We do not think that the country was alarmed by what it has learned.
But it was made to realize the great importance of a change in the war department, if not In tite headship thereof and we think there should be a change
there-certainly in its organization.
The senate committee Is on the right
track, and It should not allow itself to
be diverted.

ToGUMSHOE

BUEAKEHS AHEAD!
the greatest newspapers the world knows^
mad!
A powerful section o* America's grear?
—a real power which could be wielded' for the
upbuilding of the nation, is being used as a sledge with
which to batter down the walls of our freedom and let
in a pack of snarling jackals .to feast, glutton like, oh
the remains of the greatest democracy ever builded in
the world.
The Chicago Tribune, in its unwarranted attacks upon the administration at Washington, and especially
upon Secretary of War Newton D. Baker, is striking
powerful blows at the foundation of our democracy.
Barking in the tone of a disgruntled bulidogr it is spreading distrust and suspicion among a million readers.
The Chicago Tribune is in a position to be the
greatest aid the government could want. Its power as
a wonderful newspaper, as one of the best newspapers
that can be found in any nation, could make it a bulwark against which the very forces of hell could be j
hurled without injuring the cause for which we are j
fighting.

\

BILL'S BARANGUE
m less critical times Gumshoe Bill's attack questioning the loyalty of members of the opposite party and accusing Republican Governors of playing
politics i^ith war issue? might be regarded as more humorous than important. AsVhe premier politician of Missouri, a confirmed and extreme partisan, most of whose public expressions
and views are well tinged with politics,
and one of the most persistent and
troublesome of the "wilful group" w|io
^jeld up war legislation and used every
means to block the entrance of the
United Stales into the. war and to embarrass the government, there is humor
in his charge of a lack of patriotism
and politics playing, on the part of
rs. But under the present circumstances his action can not be taken
lightly because It Is fraught with grave
possibilities.
The senator from Missouri had made
up his mind to "talk a little politics,"
against the advice of more sensible and
less political members of his own party. Up to this time there have been
no clear-cut partisan speeches in congress. Republicans and Democrats,
with slight differences, have Joined
whole-heartedly in the bigger work of
winning the war. That the Republican
I members have had opportunity to make
charges of partisanship every fairminded Democrat will admit. No such
charges were made, perhaps because
the war was more important. But yesterday the political luminary from Missouri could not hold in any longer. lie
opened the-way. An answer, of course,
was given him, and there will probably
bo other answers and other charges
from time to time.
One of the most gratifying things in j
connection with the war was the way in
which the two great parties buried their
differences and joined interests as
Americans. There never was a strict
party line difference on a war issue.
Some of the ablest support the President
has had has come from the Republicans
in congress. This Gumshoe Bill knows
as well as any one else. But instinct
and long training can not be forever
held from asserting itself.
The best
thing the senate can do is to forget
about Stone If 'there is no way of getting rid of him.

Instead, the Chicago Tribune is hurling destructive
criticism. In brazen tones of the egotist, it is pointing
out the faults of those at Washington, and magnifying
them a thousandfold to meet the needs of the Tribune's
political leader.
Newton D. Baker needs criticism. President Wilson
himself can be criticised for many things he has done.
Not a man in the world but can be criticised justly for
mistakes he has made and for needed things he has not
done.
The Chicago Tribune has the name of getting what
it goes after. It has been a power for good in Chicago
and in the United States. It is engaged in fights which
have made a better city of Chicago. But the attacks
on Secretary Baker, made in behalf of Colonel Theodore
Roosevelt, are to be damned with the utmost scorn by
every true and loyal American.
When the hunter goes gunning for a rabbit, it does
not hurt the quarry a mite if he is called a skunk after
the bullet has missed its mark. The rabbit keeps on
running and saves his hide. The only thing that is hurt,
as a rule, is the hunter's feelings and temper.
The Tribune's abuse of Secretary Baker will not hurt
the secretary of war. It is hurting the temper and the
. feelings of The Chicago Tribune. It is hurting the feelings of Medil McCormick, who would be the Lord Northcliffe of America, but can't.
Pity the Chicago Tribune. You cannot
of sorrow for any great man pr great
has gone wrong. But Americans, if you
try, pay no. heed to the ravings printed
columns of the "world's greatest."
And
war in
a new
capitol

but feel a tinge
newspaper that
love your counin the editorial

America will weather the' storm and win the
spite of the failure of the Tribune to bring out
edition of Lloyd George and plant him in the
at Washington.

It is granted that more push and energy are needed
in our government. But it is not for the Chicago Tribune
to bring about a change, however greatly it is needed,
through throwing mud at the men who are entrusted
with our great war program.

.

Newton D. Baker is proving his worth. He is doing
his level best; of that here can be no doubt. If he is
not coming up to the standard of the Chicago Tribune,
it is because the Chicago Tribune purposely, and for a
reason, political or otherwise, has placed a standard
UUl
out of reach of Secretary Baker or any other man.

;
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CONTRAST IX CAMPS.
The contrast between what was
find what is can best be presented by
of 1S63," and another says the men
"died like rats."
showing a few high points in two
Nearly 1.000 times as many died at
camps—Dougla3 (during the civil
Camp Douglas as have died at Crmn
war") and Grant—created for the
Grant.
It may seem to many to be
training of Chicago soldiers.
unfair to suggest that the chance of
At Camp Douglas more than G.O00
a sick man at Camp Grant ar° 1.000
died. Its population was about 30,to 1 for the sick man at Camp Douglas because of the difference in tho
009.
^ At Camp Grant not a dozen have length of the two camps, but a promdied. Its population is upward- of inent physician asserted that th<" efficiency of medical science has in1:3,000.
.
1
several hundred per cent
Out in Oakwoods Cemetery is a creased
since the civil war.
beautiful monument erected in memTake a small incident. The hook
ory of the men who died at Camp work was unknown during the civil
war
period. So no prisoner or soldier
Douglas.
At Camp Grant there has been was-examined for this afll'ctkn This
erected an elaborate hospital for the disease flourishes in the S<mth, and
only a small percentage of tho docpurpose of keeping men well.
of Chicago have ever seen a hook
Camp Douglas was a part of the tors
worm.
war for the freedom of the slaves and
But the men who get into the base ,
Camp Grant is a unit in the present hospital at Camp Grant are exam- .
war for enduring democracy.
ined so carefuMy that last week a
man was found with the hook worm.
COVERED SIXTY ACRES.
He was sent to the hospital for anCamp Douglas was located just out- other ailment and in the investigaside of Chicago, between Thirty-first tion of his blood conditions we e
and Thirty-fourth streets, extending found which indicated the presence
from the Illinois Central tracks west of hook vtrorn 1
Then beg-" the search for the
to Prairie avenue. It was on a flat
waste area of sixty acres. Camp germ. A score of eggs were found.
The
were developed into larvae
Grant is in a pretty rolling country and eggs
then started a minute examina- j
on 4,000 acres, beside the Rock tion for the parent parasite.
River, two hours and a half from ChiTo a layman comes the impression
cago.
that If the base hospital !s exammNot a sewer was constructed in ing soldiers from Chicago with suf- [
Camp Douglas for more than a year ficient skill to find a patient with the
after it was occupied, arid ' history hook worm. eytfao.riJinaEy care is
In the hospital examinations.
says it was not properly drained for 1 used
The second article in till* aerie*
two year's. . At Camp Grant approxi- j will appear in tlic Herald tomor-;
-mately twenty-seven miles of main j row morning.
sewer, in addition to house drains, J.
had been laid and connected before.
The future soldiers began to arrive.
The water system at Camp Douglas,
was lacking for a long time-, according to three histories, and was never
adequate. Camp Grant has a water
nystem of thirty-six miles o€ mains
—nd a pumping capacity of approximately 6,000,000 gallons a day, and if
a waste of water was permitted like
that in Chicago several more pumps
1 of the size installed would be needed.
NO HOSPITAL AT CAMP.
When the Douglas camp started
there was no hospital. But out at
Jlockford this institution has sixty
buildings. To get even an inadequate
ettj 'asjnoo jo 'sj
AVM. UAiO „
supply of rough bandages and other
AUI
U] UOftUZJUBSJO
jwndep Am „
hospital .supplies the women of sevjoejas o} paAvonB 91
eral churches worked in the interest
of Camp Douglas. At Camp Grant
-}ajun A'la^iosq'
there are two officers whose sole duty
aou'Ejnss'B OAUII
is to get the most modern hospital
aq „'}U3uriutoadi2
supplies in -sufficient quantity and va-.tad SBAV 1 ,, -aajj
riety.
Camp Douglas was called a rendez•JH nojq.-tt. ja'
vous for regiments—the word cantonaau asauj, ,,-a
ment
was
not
generally
applied
in
ARTICLE NO. 1.
i<l asnuoaq A^nj
the sense that it is now.
At first it was "used for instrucIBJIJ s.aauoissj
By OSCAR E. HEWITT.
tion purposes, for assembling troops,
ptjq JoA-epj; aqi
the formation and mustering in of
A man falls sick at Camp Grant.
Supinsuoo }SJJJ
regiments,
and
their
drill
and
'equipDocs he then have a fair chance?
-a;s puB si[ja[o apn^i p]
ment for the field." Later it was the
Does he get skilled treatment?
' principal northern prison for con'suorjisod lduiaxa
Does he obtain as good care as he I federate captives.
sill uaAa im o:\i
•would get at home?
;
It was among these that the death
a.veu. noi ,, :ja
Will his mother, his wife or his i roll ran up to 6,129. Among them
aS-cssEd
B\\\-\ tuojj
j
Vere
buried
twelve'
union
soldiers
at
sister hear of his illness before he is
1 Oakwoods in unmarked graves.
sp^ o}ut paw ^pu-Bti^aui
at death's door?
aqj jo 5no juaiuij-Bdaa sS^lc.
THEME FOR POEM.
An attempt -will be made to give
On one occasion the women of a I
Ioj}uoo aire} 0} pai^dpatf KYii
eome information on all of these Mississippi town scattered flowers on
uajUAi 0; aajSap~Ai-BvIfi
queries. The last one first.
the graves of the union and con•main JSujM^joBjjpai
Notice is sent immediately to rela- federate soldiers alike. This is said
jo pBajsut s.iapjp SCaqofai^Bi p]nou»
tives whenever a man becomes seri- to have been the inspiration of F.
5! X}np ajos esUyA U|IKJBV>I UOW
ously ill. There is no hesitation, no M. Finch in writing his poem "The
-■Bjapisuoa Ispa^^oqa o^janaaujoo
jlelay; that is one thing' that is done Blue and the Gray" and so considerXli^niJiA Sui^rei ^'EiijViaAoilijuiuoui
t
able
sentiment
is
attached
to
the
on the spot, regardless of other monument out in Oakwoods.
•B ajojaq ao^p^ianoq3nojq} UAiou^
duties. The rules not * nly provide
aq pino/iA }j , >, . -aundpsip oj
This shaft is also a reminder of the
lor it, but it is done. Then the medi- lack of sanitation, medical care and
cal staff goes on doing everything surgical treatment at Camp Douglas
for the soldier prisoners. Although
it. can for the man.
And "everything" in these days the camp was opened in July, 1861,
means much. Medical science has one authority says that "sewer and
made wonderful strides in recent water pipes were laid in the summer
years. Sanitation has advanced ma[Continued on Page 7, Column 2.J
terially and probably the value, of a
fit fighting man was never before so
keenly appreciated.
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HEWITT WRITES
ON CARE OF MEN
AT ARMY GAMPS
Efficiency Shown by Comparison of Death Rate
Now and During
Civil War.

CONQUER HOOK WORM
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THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
Nobody has at all called In question
Secretary BAKER'S intelligence, his' patriotism or his earnest desire to prepare and equip our soldiers for service, speedily and completely. That his
intentions are of the best Is beyond
doubt, the only question is as to his
capacity to bear the great load he has
assumed. No man could bear it alone.
If under these great responsibilities
Mr. BAKER has failed to meet the
country's need, if he has fallen somewhat short of public expectation, the
reason may be sought, -without personal reproach to him, in his lack of
special qualifications and training for
these great and exacting duties. Intelligence, engaging qualities, talents
in many ways admirable, do not constitute fitnes3 for the post of War Minister in time of actual war. However
fit the incumbent may be, though he
be the fittest In the country, he should
have aids also of distinguished ability.
The tempest that now rages around
the head of Mr. BAKER has been made
more violent by the unfortunate manner in which he has met questions
and criticisms.
His bearing before
the Senate Investigating Committee
was of a nature to intensify rather
than to allay publlo dissatisfaction.
When shortcomings In the war service were pointed out his manner was
much too complacent, his stereotyped
reply, " Quite the contrary," too frequently reiterated.
The committee
endeavored to ascertain the truth,
which is what the country demands.
Mr. BAKER was not a helpful witness.
If the people reached the conclusion
that the Secretary was obstructing the
efforts of tho committee to mend matters in his department, to secure
greater expedition In our preparations
for war, Mr. BAKEB is himself to
blame for it.
Would It not be well for the Secretary of War to reconsider his position,
to welcome help instead of repelling it?
If he believes that his administration
of the department has been without
flaw, he is not the man for the place.
If he is willing to admit that there
have been errors, that there has been
much confusion and failure to provide
needed supplies for the soldiers In
camp or in France, then, naturally,
logically, and behaving like a sensible
man, he* should join hands with Congress, with the country, with the army
chiefs in a resolute effort to make
amends for past shortcomings and advance our war work with the utmost
speed.
While the country would prefer to
see a much stronger man put in Mr.
BAKER'S place, the President declines
to yield in the slightest degree to that
sentiment. Mr. BAKER would be well
advised, we think, if he should yield
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CONTRAST IX CAMPS.
The contrast between what was
und what is can best be presented by
showing a few high points m two
camps-Douglas (during the civil
and Grant-created for the
war)
training of Chicago soldiers
_
U Camp Douglas more than 6 000
died. Its population was about 30,-

of 1R63," and another says the men
"died like rats."
Nearly 1.000 times as many died at
Camp Douglas as have died at Camp
Grant. It may seem to many to bo
unfair to suggest that the chance of
a sick man at Camp Grant are 1.000
to 1 for the sick man at Camp Douglas because of the difference in fhe
length of the two camps, but a promAt Camp Grant not a dozen have
inent physician asserted that thr effidied.
Its population is upwar* ot
ciency of medical
science has in- '
25,000.
creased several
hundred per cent
Out in Oakwoods Cemetery is a
since the civil war.
beautiful monument erected in memTake a small incident. The hook
work was unknown during the civil
ory of the men who died at Camp
war period. So no prisoner or soldier
Douglas.
was-examined for this afflctkn This
At Camp Grant there has been
disease flourishes in the S^uth, and
erected an elaborate hospital for the
only a small percentage of the docpurpose of keeping men well.
tors of Chicago have ever seen a hook
Camp Douglas was a part of the worm.
war for the freedom of the slaves and
Cut the men who get into the baso j
Camp Grant is a unit in the present hospital at Camp Grant are examined so carefully that last week a
war for enduring democracy.
man was found with the hook worm.
COVERED SIXTY ACRE*.
He was sent to the hospital for anCamp Douglas was located just out- other ailment and in the investiga1
side of Chicago, between Thirty-first tion of his blood conditions we e
and Thirfv-fourth streets, extending I found which indicated the presence
hook tform
from the Illinois Central tracks west 1! ofThen
began the search for the
to Prairie avenue. It was on a flat germ. A score of eggs wore found.
waste area of sixty acres. Camp The eggs were developed into larvae
Grant is in a pretty rolling country and then started a minute cxamina- ;
on 4,000 acres, beside the Rock tton for the parent parasite.
To a layman comes the impression
Paver, two hours and a half from Chithat If the base hospital ts exnir'n- j
cago.
.
Not a sewer was constructed in ing soldiers from Chicago with suf- ,
Camp Douglas for more-than a year ficieht skill to find a patient with the
hook worm. ey1rao,rdlnary care is j
after it was occupied, and ' history .used In the hospital examinations,
j
says it was not properly drained for ' The second article in tiifs series,
two years. . At Camp Grant approxi- ! wlH appear in the Herald tomor-'
mately twenty-seven miles of mam i row morning.
-.<■
—
3
sewer, in addition to house drains,
had been laid and connected before..
'the future soldiers began to arrive.
The water system at Camp Douglas,
■was lacking for a long time-, according to three histories, and was never
adequate. Camp Grant has a water
system of thirty-six miles erf mains
•nd a pumping capacity of approximately 6,000,000 gallons a day, and if
a waste of water was permitted like
that in Chicago several more pumps
of the size installed would be needed.

HEWITT WRITES
ON CARE OF MEN
AT ARMY CAMPS

NO HOSPITAL AT CAMP.
When the Douglas camp started
iher.e was no hospital. But out at
Kockford this institution has sixty
buildings. To get even an inadequate
supply of rough bandages and other
hospital .supplies the women of several churches worked in th'e interest
of Camp Douglas. At Camp Grant
there are two officers whose solo duty
is to get the most modern hospital
(supplies in sufficient quantity and variety.
,
Camp Douglas was called a rendezvous for regiments—the word cantonment was not generally applied in
ARTICLE NO. 1.
the sense that it is now.
At first it was "used for instrucBy OSCARS HEWITT.
tion purposes, for assembling troops,
.the formation and mustering, in of
A man falls sick at Camp Grant
regiments, and their drill and equipDoes he then have a fair chance?
ment for the field." Later it was the
1
Does he get skilled treatment?
principal northern prison for conDoes lie obtain as good care as he ■ federate captives..
It was among these that the death j
would get at home?
f
Among them
Will his mother, his wife or his j roll ran up to 6,129.
1
sister hear of his illness before he is j •Were buried twelve union soldiers at
Oakwoods in unmarked graves.
at death's door?
THEME FOR POEM.
■ An attempt will be made to give ;
On one occasion the women of a {
Mississippi town scattered flowers on
(some information on all of these
the graves of the union and conqueries. The last one first.
federate soldiers alike.
This is said
Notice is sent immediately to relatives whenever a man becomes seri- | to have been the inspiration of F.
M. Finch in writing his poem "The
ously ill There is no hesitation, no j Blue and the Gray" and so consider-delay; that is one thing that is done i able sentiment is attached to the
on .the spot, regardless of other
monument out in Oakwoods.
duties. The rules not «nly provide
This shaft is also a reminder of the
lack of sanitation, medical care and
for it, but it is done. Then tile medical staff goes on doing everything surgical treatment af.Camp Douglas
for the soldier prisoners. Although
it can for the man.
And "everything" in these days the camp was opened in July, 1861,
means much. Medical science has one authority says that "sewer and
made wonderful strides-in recent' water pipes were laid in the summer

Efficiency Shown by Com-1
parison of Death Rate I
Now and During
Civil War.

CONQUER HOOK WORM

years. Sanitation has advanced materially and probably the value, of a
fit fighting man was never before so
keenly appreciated.

[Continued on Page 7, Column 2.J
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THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
Nobody has at all called in question
Secretary BAKER'S intelligence, his" patriotism or his earnest desire to prepare and equip our soldiers for service, speedily and completely. That his
intentions are of the best is beyond
doubt, the only question Is as to his
capacity to bear the great load he has
assumed. No man could bear it alone.
If under these great responsibilities
Mr. BAKER has failed to meet the
country's need, if he has fallen somewhat short of public expectation, the
reason may be sought, without personal reproach to him, in his lack of
special qualifications and training for
these great and exacting duties. Intelligence, engaging qualities, talents
in many ways admirable, do not constitute fitness for the post of War Minister in time of actual war. However
fit the Incumbent may be, though he
be the fittest in the country, he should
have aids also of distinguished ability.
The tempest that now rages around
the head of Mr. BAKER has been made
more violent by the unfortunate manner in which he has. met questions
and criticisms.
His bearing before
the Senate Investigating Committee
was of a nature to intensify rather
than to allay public dissatisfaction.
When shortcomings in the war service were pointed out his manner was
much too complacent, his stereotyped
reply, " Quite the contrary," too frequently reiterated.
The committee
endeavored to ascertain the truth,
which is what the country demands.
Mr. BAKER was not a helpful witness.
If the people reached the conclusion
that the Secretary was obstructing the
efforts of the committee to mend matters in his department, to secure
greater expedition in our preparations
for war, Mr. BAKES is himself to
blame for it.
Would it not be well for the Secretary of War to reconsider his position,
to welcome help instead of repelling it?
If he believes that his administration
of the department has been without
flaw, he is not the man for the place.
If he is willing to admit that there
have been errors, that there has been
much confusion and failure to provide
needed supplies for the soldiers in
camp or in France, then, naturally,
logically, and behaving like a sensible
man, h«* should join hands with Congress, with the country, with the army
chiefs in a resolute effort to make
amends for past shortcomings and advance our war work with the utmost
speed.
While the country would prefer to
see a much stronger man put in Mr.
BAKER'S ' place, the President declines
to yield in the slightest degree to that
sentiment. Mr. BAKER would be well
advised, we think, if he should yield
to it to the extent of calling to his aid
men qualified by experience in great
affairs, by strength of will, by sheer
backbone, to assume some considerable part of the great burden which is
evidently too heavy for him. He needs
no " advisory council," no mere clerks,
no men called upon merely to submit
views and execute his orders, but men
to whom he can say, " Equip these
" camps, get guns made, ammunition,
" airplanes, clothing, provide trans" port, put our army In the field,"
with entire ■ confidence that they will
do his bidding. Let him get the men
and trust them to get results:
If Mr. BAKER could be persuaded to
adopt this course, there would be an
end of squabbling and we should much
sooner be ready for fighting.

8;

SAVES TIME IS LOXG RUN.
The theory is this:
The government wants an army in good physical condition. It wants that army as
soon as it can be had. It is trying to get this division in the best
shape possible 'in the shortest time
practicable. If a man has an injured
thumb, why not attend to it on the
spot? Why not give the man the
best service it can? It is better for
both the division and the man to get
his thumb well with a day or two
off now than to have him off a week
or two later.
Tn the base hospital today there are j
With thousands of Chicago fan
in their back yards, noted poultry e 320 men, which is a small number for I
a camp of the size of Camp Grant.
to expect and how to be sure of s For the care and treatment of these
and keeping in
there are seventy-one medical men.
fifty-two women nurses, all trained
nurses and registered, and 300 enlisted men, some of whom are male
nurses.
That is an average of one trained
and skilled medical man for each 4.5
patients.
The commissioned man j
may h<^ a specialist in medicine, surgery. X-ray or otiier branch of the
profession. It will also be noticed
there is one trained woman nurse for
approximately each six patients, and
tn addition there are men nurses and
attendants in goodly numbers.

Interesting,

I
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NEXT SUNDA'

SICK SOLDIERS
AT GAMP GRANT
GET BEST CARE
Even Trivial Ailments of
the Men Are Treated With
Facilities Better Than
Those Back Home.
BASE HOSPITAL MODEL
ARTICLE NO. 2.
By Oscar E. Hewitt.
A man falls sick at Camp Grant.
Does he then have a fair chance?
Does he get skilled treatment?
Does he obtain as good care as he
would get at home?
There seems to be at present no
desire whatever to make a record for
limited sickness. On the surface there
is, no concern to.get on paper a fine
report of a small amount of illness
for the officials in Washington to
read.
Almost the opposite appears to the
layman to be nearer the fact. There
seems to be an energetic purpose to
weed out even the trivial ailments
rind get. suspects as well as real patients into the base hospital. This
apparent program, taken in connection with the fact that the health of
the Grant men is and has been better
since the camp opened than that of
the average cantonments, reflects all
the mote credit upon Grant Grant.
HOSPITAL FOR SORE THUMH.
This plan may sound queer, but yesterday a man showed up at the base
hospital with a sore thumb. It was
red; infected a. little, but if this former teamster had been back in Chicago he probably would have tied a
rag around his thumb and kept on
delivering coal.
It is almost certain he would not
have quit work.
lie might have gone to a druggist,
perhaps a. doctor: but it is a ten to
one bet that he would not have gone
near a. hospital. But. as a soldier he
was ordered to the base hospital, and
incidentally against his desire. This
sore
thumb might develop
into
"something." lie may lose a day or
two, but that is better than a digit or
a thumb.
Every man is a full-time man or a
no-time man. There is no half-time
or three-quarter-time men. They are
either doing full duty or no duty.

THERE ALL THE TIME.
And this force of doctors, nurses
and aids is on the spot. They eat
there, they sleen there, they work
there, thev live there. The base hospital ]•"• within the camp. Tt is a part
of the e.arc-\ The base hospital of
Camp *";"-=•'-_--- is located at Fort
RWey.
iur miles away.
Perhaps another comparison will
add significance to the size of the
force at Oamn Grant base hospital.
On the date of the last official report
on base hosnitals the strength of the
command jat Camp Grant was 24.702.
On the same day Camp Lewis at
American Lake in Washington had a
command of 35,105. At Grant there
were seventy-one medical men and
fifty-two women nurses, while at
Lewis there were fortv medical men
and thirty women nurses.
These two comparisons should add
assurance to mothers, sisters and
wives of men at Camp Grant, so far
as the number of experienced and
skilled nersons at the base hospital is
concerned.
But that is not all. There are twice
a1-; mf"lv doctors arrl ^ure-eons nntl
side of the base hospital as in it. From
four to•sev^n are attached to each
regiment. These doctors look after
the immediate needs of the men and
decide for each soldier whether "he
shall go to the base hospital. The
man may not. want to E-O and the regimental surereon may insist on exactly
the opposite.
SHOULD ELIMINATE CONTAGION.
Tf these surgeons perform .their duties, as they have been explained to.
me. it is practically impossible for
any soldier to be seriously ill outside
of the base hosnital. Tt would be
difficult for a soldier to have a communicable disease and be out of the
base hospital.
It may be hazardous for a civilian
layman to express his opinion, but
if there is a soldier with a contagious
disease or who is seriously ill in barracks the medical officer in charge
should be trimmed up with haste and
severity, and no doubt
the commander of the camp would take drastic action in anv case he heard of.
On the soldier himself must rest, the
responsibil.tv if when he is inhired or
sick he does not get the ample medical facilities of the camp for bis
treatment. He can get in the base
hosnital at once if there is any need
of his being there.
BEST BUILDINGS AT CAMP.
The base hospital consists of the
best constructed buildings In the j
camp. They have better light, both
natural and artificial. They have
more cubic air space per occupant.
The ventilation is more easily controlled. They have the toilets and
baths indoors and all buildings are
connected with covered corridors.
They are steam-heateel, in contrast
with the base hospital of another
camp near or this side of the Mason
and Dixon line, where coal stoves are
used.
IThc third article in tills series
-1 ill nppear in the Herald tomorrow morning.]

t>//\
*

3F WEATHER
Possibly light snow today; tomore in temperature; moderate southriable by night.
Precipitation
None
Wind. 1.r> miles an hour, 6:43 p. m.
Humidity. 7 p. m
7C>
Barometer. 7 p. m
30.42
report see page 13.

HUNT GERM
OFCA
Soldiers Afflicted With
Pneumonia and Measles.
Quickly Isolated.
ARTICLE NO. 3.
By Oscar E. Hewitt.
A man falls sick at Camp Grant.
Does he then have a fair chance?
Does he get skilled treatment?
Does he obtain as good care as he
would get at home?
Suppose a case of diphtheria, scarlet fever, mumps, meningitis,, pneumonia, measles or other contagion
breaks out in a barracks at Camp
Grant next to the bunk of your son,
will it be protected as well as if the
contagion occurred at home when
he was living there?
The modest answer of medical men
is, "Yes." A more truthful answer
would be, "Better" or "Much better."
Until this week pneumonia in Chicago has not been classed by the
health department
as
contagious.
There has been no attempt to quarantine it. The Chicago boy who got
it has not received the benefits of a
quarantine unless
his family had
sufficient money to employ a physician of superior efficiency who insisted upon all of the precautions o,'.
the best modern practice.
SEARCH FOR GERM.
If a soldier is suspected of having
a touch of pneumonia, a culture is
taken, rushed to the laboratory and
examined. The man is hustled to the
base hospital. If the germ is found, o.
swarm of doctors are hustled to the
barracks, and they test every man.
They may be kept in the barraeki;
and drilled and exercised. They go ,
on with their work. The cultures o!
each man are examined. Perhaps
some may be found with the germs.
These may be virulent germs or innocent bugs, but every man found with
either kind is on his way to the base |
hospital as soon as he can be started. '
The paragraph above is not what
the medical staff is supposed to do,
but it is actually what they have
done. In what Chicago families, except of the wealthy, are such precautions taken? In how many factories
and stores are such practices followed?

THREE SOLDIERS PUNISHED.
Three men of Company D, Three
Hundred and Thirty-sixth Infantry,
stationed at Camp Zachary Taylor,
Louisville, were brought before a
court-martial last week for violating
a quarantine on measles. They were
sentenced to ninety days in the
guardhouse and the loss of three
months' pay. The last official report
showed that Camp Taylor had had in
the previous week sixty-two cases of
measles, Camp Grant none.
Ten days ago Camp Pike at Little
Rock had so many cases of measles
that the base hospital could not
handle them, the number reported
for the week being 683.
Doctors assert that Kyes' serum is
the latest and most effective for pneumonia. It is used at Rockford. Pneumonia is serious. The last government report showed that seventy-five
soldiers died of pneumonia in the
week ending Nov. 16, forty-one the
week before, twenty-two in each of
the two previous weeks and nine in
the fifth week back.
MEASLES ARE SERIOUS.
Much the same system is used when
a case of measles or other contagious
disease is discovered—a rigid quarantine is established. While the average adult is inclined to look upon
measles as only a child's disease, it
is taken very seriously in the army.
Perhaps one reason may be indicated
in a report last week from Camp
Wheeler, Macon, Ga.
In the base hospital there more than
2,800 cases of measles have been treated, and on one day there was 1,201
cases of this disease alone in the base
hospital. This is nearly four times as
many cases of all diseases as are in
the Camp Grant »base ' hospital. In
the last government report Camp
Grant was one of the four, among the
thirty-one cantonments of the nation,
in which no measles were reported for
a week.
But getting back to Camp Wheeler,
a man in the base hospital there ha/a
said: "The total number of cases rl
lobar pneumonia has been 243. 6f
these practically 25 per cent followe.il
measles." In the last week officially
reported Grant had four cases ot
pneumonia and Wheeler forty-seven.
DOCTORS CONSERVATIVE.
Despite the good showing made to
date, it was impossible to get any
doctor at Camp Grant to speak of the
favorable results. Possibly it is too
effirly to express opinions and draw
conclusions from the good results obtained to date. But -what they are
doing and attempting to do gives a
highly favorable impression.
One ward is devoted exclusively to
an intensive study of heart disturbances and circulation. If there are
two hospitals in Chicago with such
wards the HERALD will be glad1 to get
the names of them.
I
What soldier in the period before
he went to Rockford had the advantage of a minute and scientific examination of his heart, unless he had.
had some serious trouble?
At the camp meningitis is treated
as a highly communicable disease.
No one is even permitted to go into
the ward without being dressed in
a jacket which' completely covers all
of his clothing and having a gauza
mask over his mouth and nose.
This is a disease of the spinal cord,
which spreads to the membrane of the
brain. It makes the neck stiff, hardens the muscles and is treated by
sticking a needle into the spinal column, withdrawing the germs and injecting Flexner's serum.
But this germ, or its cousin, is alsi
found in the larynx—therefore th>j
precautions against the spread of thi
disease. Any man who is found with
the germ—and they are hunted as
diligently as a miner hunts gold—is
taken to the hospital regardless oi
how strong he feels.
[The fourth and last, article la
this aeries wilt appear in the
HERALD tomorrow.J
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XPERT DOCTORS
AT GAMP GRANT
Soldier Gets Better Service Than One Family in
1,000 Can Afford.
ARTICLE NO. 4.
By Oicar E. Hewitt.
Does a sick soldier at Camp Grant
get as good care as he would at home?
There is no question about the right
answer, but just suppose that an
office clerk at $30 a week now gets
the measles as a soldier. He is put
under the care of a man who has successfully treated thousands of cases.
The soldier's sight is affected. An
eye specialist gets on the job. The
| patient has a little ear trouble. An
expert on the ear, nose and throat
gets busy. Perhaps the man, as
sometimes happens, develops pneumonia. A physician who has made
that a study begins his service. A
little heart flutter, and a heart expert
is at the bedside.
How many parents can afford to
have five ordinary physicians at one
time? How many can hire five specialists? How many parents are
forced to call in the regular doctor
and have him prescribe for everything? Is there one family in an average of 1,000 who could hire the best
five specialists in their respective
lines In any one city to care for their
son? If there are ten families in an
average 1,000 who could and would j
obtain such service, then there is 250
men out of the 25,000 at Camp Grant
who would get such service at home.
CHECK UP BY HERALD.
For two weeks the HERALD has
been checking up of the personnel
of the medical staff to find out who
they are and where they came from,
what schools they attended, -what
post-graduate work they have done,
their hospital experience, what books
they have written, what articles they
have read and how they stand in
their profession.
Of course it makes little difference
•Whether the captain of an infantry
c jmpany was the best lawyer in seven
spates. He is not practicing his prof jssion, nor a branch of it. But the
r ember of a medical staff in the Nat mal army is following his calling,
a d the particular specialty to which
1) has applied himself. So his civilian
rei ord is indicative of his ability in
tht camp. To the average layman
the income of a reputable physician
wil' probably tell more about him
thfcn his medical biography.
Ihere are men on the medical staff
at Camp Grant who are not receiving one-tenth of what their income*
were as private practitioners. There
are big men from Boston, New York.
Philadelphia, Chicago and other larg«
centers. There are some who have
nation-wide' reputations. There are
nen who previously made $20,000 to
$40,000 a year, and as major is the
highest rank conferred upon any of
the newcomers, none of them can now
receive more than $3,000 annually, together with quarters, light and heat.
They buy their own food and clothes,
like other officers. There is more
than one man who must now work
two months to pay his office rent at
home, although most of them have
cast overboard their private practice.
There are men who are professors in
medical colleges, who teach other
doctors as well as students. There.
are several who charge $25 for a consultation in private life, others more.

CALLED BY PATRIOTISM.
The fact that such successful men
have gone to the service of the nation shows that they are not only
patriotic but conscientious and willing to do all they can for every mother's son.
One of the best, most widely known
and highest-priced surgeons' in the
United States performed 105 appendicitis operations in cie year withoui
the loss of a life. Then all of the
next five persons on whom he operated were lost. Although the exact
number is not available, about 10.1
such operations have been performed
at Camp Grant, and the federal government report shows but one death
It is improbable that such a record
can be maintained, but it indicates
I that the camp has surgeons of ex
traordinary skill in this as well as in
every other particular line.
It will be recalled that on a previous
day it was printed there are seventyone medical men and fifty-two trained
women nurses for 320 patients, as
well as from four to seven doctors
in- each regiment. On top of this
there are sixty-five male nurses. Furthermore, quarters are being prepared
at the base hospital for thirty medical men and forty-eight nurses additional. This number of each are
to be sent Camp Grant for training.
SACRIFICE BY NURSES.
The nurses are just as loyal to the
men as the doctors. Take a. trained
male nurse. There are comparatively
few of them. A good one outside will
make $150 a month, yet men of that
grade are working at Camp Grant for
$30 a month, like the ordinary private.
"But suppose he is getting the best
of medical care and nursing," some
mother may be saying, "what about
the food for the sick boys?"
It is said that the infantry company
gets along fine, with four cooks when
the men are well. In the base hospital five times as many cooks are
employed, and they must get out food
that is appetizing as well as nourishing. There are a lot of cooks who can
dish up full diets, but when it comes
to light diets, liquid diets and special
diets, a different kind of cook is
needed.
i
Mr. Hewitt will show in the
Herald next Saturday .one spot
where the city is cheating you.
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HEWITT SPIKES
PRO-GERMAN LIE
Shows Camp Grant Ranks
Among First 10in Moral
Cleanliness.
ARTICLE NO. 5.

•

By Otcar E. Hewitt.
„
~
Have you heard the wild story that
Camp Grant soldiers by the thou
sand are suffering from'a loathsome
disease?

Compare Camp Grant's rate of S5.K
for the week of Nov. 16, reported
with the corresponding' week at five
other National army camps. The
rate at Camp Jackson was 610.S. At
Camp Lee it was 26S.1, at Camp Gordon. Atlanta, Ga.. it wan .121.8; nr
Camp Shermnn, Chillicothe. Ohio, i(
was 113.2. and at Camp Travis it was
108.4. It wilt be noticed that all of
these, with the exception of one, are
in the South.
FOR WEEK OF XOV. 9.

^ln the week ending Nov. 9. while
Camp Grant was making a mark o''
,„;'» c/funp Snerman had a rate of
189.8, Camp Travis had a rate of 182 1
t amp t.-ix at Wrigrhtstown, N, J haci
a rate of 150 and Camp Jackson *
rate of 120.5.
There is little comparison between
| Camp Grant's rate of 24.G for Nov
- and .,,9 for Camp Jackson. 433 for
Camp Pike, 280 for Camp Dix ■>?(or
Lee
- 17-' tor Camp Travis
a Iul, ^"IP
„
°-' for Camp Ouster, with which
Cam
P Grant played football last Saturday.
For the week ending Oct. 19, compare Camp Grant's rate of.26.7 with
ftw C
Pik
of?fi7e9:°£f£*
«: * rate
r Cam V **»P
of 2ta>£?
Jackson, and a rat*»
of
48() for „
CampP Travis
[■'or Oct. 26, Camp Grant 'reported
8 rate of to.2: Camp Pike. 077.8; Cam ,
.arkson 303.2; Camp Dix, ,.44.3; Cam ,
Lee, 242..,; Camp Travis, 225.3 anil
! Camp Gordon, 142.8. .
In the weeks referred to it will be
observed that. Camp Jackson was the
worst in four different weeks was
next to the worst in another, ranked
third for the largest number of cases
proportionately in another week, and
fourth in the fifth week,

The men at Camp Grant rank
among the first ten camps of the
entire country in moral cleanliness,
according to the official figures of the,
federal government. These show that
for the week ending Dec. 7 the camp
ranked second among the National
army cantonments, and in the previous week was the most nearly free
j of venereal diseases. In the last six
weeks Camp Grant has been better
I in this regard than two-thirds of the
J thirty-one National Guard and NaPATRIOTISM AT HIGH MARK.
tional army camps.
One of the medical men of that
Admittedly several factors enter into camp
was himself feeling fine about
the result. The men themselves ai
•Nov. I, and so he wrote:
| Camp Grant may not be any motv>
"We have moved to the base hosj moral than those of other camps, bin pital; A more beautiful and healthiTo
! the discipline at Grant may be a little er site could hardly be found
more strict. Temptations may be a stand on the misty hilltop to welcome
the
glorious
sun
and
fill
the
lung*
trifle farther removed. Outside prowith pure air makes a man thankful
tective agencies may be more active. that
he is a real. American, beginning
The medal staff may be more alert his first real duty to the world"
and skillful. But the result itself to
Fine sentiment. Kt this same time
date is the point.
this same writer also said: "Prophylaxis along orthopedic lines is beiiin
GRAXT A MODEL CAMP.
organized in Camp Jackson."
Extending over the last eight weeks
The previous week Camp Jackson
the camps of the National army, as with only three-fifths as many sola whole, have had from two to threi- diers as Camp Grant, had 357 cases of
times as much venereal disease as ha.i venereal diseases as against "1 at
existed at Camp Grant, with one ex- Camp. Grant,
ception, according to federal official
So bad does the medical staff of
reports. The camps of the National Camp Lee consider conditions thefe
Guard, as a whole, have been nearly that prophylaxis stations have been
as bad as those of the National army. | established-'at Hopewell, Va.. six
The figures for the last eight weeks miles away from camp, and in Peshow* the rate per 1,000, on a yearly- tersburg, four miles away.
basis, of admissions to hospital beThe government reports for -five
cause of the diseases of immorality weeks show that the camps which run
are summarized below from federal high in venereal diseases usually
reports. These compare the rate at have a, high admission rate for all
Camp Grant with the National army diseases.
.
■ , and National Guard camps a* *
>EED WHOLESOME AML'SEME.Vl'.
whole. The table follows:
Workers of the Y. M. C. A. on the
Camp
Nat'l
Nat'l
Wk. ending— Grant. Guard. Army. I Mexican border assert with much
positiveness that the amount of ven••
Dec. 7
20.5
77.0
80.0 1 ereal
diseases . was Hot so large in
104.3
100.7
Nov. 30
..12.8
•-amps where there was ample arid
Nov. 23
55.4
68.0
69.0
wholesome recreation.
Two of the
Nov. 16.,
35.8
74.0
leaders have said that, they are con95..=!
vinced that recreation is the be«t
Nov. 9
41.7
151.5
115.3
preventative.
Nov. 2
24.5
93.6
135.6
If that view is correct, then Chicafo
Oct. 26......;....40.2
134.5
138.7
citizens
should do more' for Camp
Oct. 19.....
26.7
146.4
118.8
Grant. Certain other camps are now
making a better showing, accordine
ERROR I\ FIGURESr
to the federal weekly reports.
In the federal, report for Nov. 30
the strength of the command at Camp
Grant is given as.32,492. This may bu
an error and the right number may
be 22,492. Tn that case the admission
/(:
rate would be 18.5 instead of 12.8, as
given above. But compare ,a rate of
/¥
18.5 with a rate of 331 at Camp Lee.
Petersburg, A'a; a rate of 319 at Camp
Jackson, Columbia. S. C.: a rate of
268 at Camp Dix, Wrigrhtstown, N. J..
or a rate of 259 at Camp Travis, San
Antonio, Texas. These rates are for
the same week.
. These figures mean that while eight
men were admitted to the hospital
w-ith diseases of immorality out of.
22,492. or 32,492 at Camp'Grant, which
ever the right figure is. there were
244. cases admitted out of 35,141 soldiers at Camp Lee.' For 'the week ending Nov. 23 Camp
Grant's rate of 55.4 can be compared
with Camp Jackson 428.. Camp Dixon's
152 and Camp Travis' 117.
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CAMP GRANT BOASTS
'QWX23 HAVE DIED
, 25 Has
oss SinSi^
&Weelc
Exceei
^ijther Carffbfirafi£ts.
• -^
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[BY A STAFF CORBEWONDENT.l
Camp Grant, Rockfof^rTTT; Jan. 25.
—Revelations of bad sanitary conditions in cantonments throughout the
country need cause little disquietude
to those whose kin or friends are in
the military service at Camp Grant.
For it was announced today that
although 46,500 men at one time or another have been on duty in this cantonment since it was opened there
has been a total of just twenty-three
deaths, a number which medical authorities consider astonishingly small.
Of the twenty-three who died
twelve were selected men. The others
were from the depot brigade and
units not permanently with the cantonment. Two of the selected men
died from delirium tremens before
they donned the uniform. Three had
appendicitis, six pneumonia and one
an ailment not contracted in line of
duty. There have been seven welldefined cases of spinal meningitis,
but no deaths.
MORE IN A WEEK ELSEWHERE,
The total number of deaths here
since Aug. 25, the date of the first,
have been less than the number that
have occurred in one week m some
of the other cantonments. In one
week when there was one death at
Camp Grant there were forty-nine in
another camp, thirty-three in another
and twenty-six in still another.
As an indication of the extraordinary precautions that have been
taken here to prevent disease the fact
is cited that there have been 23,000
examinations for diphtheritic symptoms and 11,000 for spinal meningitis.
Three thousand meningitis cultures
were made today alone. Fifteen men
were quarantined as meningitis carriers recently. They were kept under
constant treatment until the cultures
showed a negative reaction. Today's
sick report contained the names of 918
men, of whom 771 are in the base hospital. The total number of men in
camp is 26,000.
HAVE NINETY MEDICAL MEN.
Lieutenant Colonel James M. Phalen
is division surgeon and Major H. C.
Michie is commanding officer of the
base hospital. There are ninety medical men in camp, seventy women
nurses at the base hospital and 300
male attaches.
"The record here is nothing short of
marvelous," said Major H. G. McDonald, who as a surgeon in the regular army was on duty in Germany
and Austria before the United States
entered the war.
"The honor squad" is the name attaching to a detail of machine gunners selected from various units
throughout camp to demonstrate the
Colts and Lewis guns at a.dinner of
automotive engineers to be held in
the Morrison Hotel in Chicago Feb. 1.
DRILLING HONOR SQUAD.
Lieutenant Richard W. Clarke of
Major Augustus F. Dannemiller's
Three Hundred and Thirty-first Machine Gun Battalion, began to drill
the squad today. Following is the
detail: Headquarters troop, eightysixth division, Corporal Carson Scott;
On^ Hundred and Seventy-first Infantry Brigade, Private Walter C.
Detert, Company I, Three Hundred
and Forty-first Infan'

SH3tU-lOK

fife jkranton Sinus.
'We can Win—We must wmWe will win!"
THE WAR DEPARTMENT VINDICATED BY THE FACTS.

The proof of whether or not the
■war department has "fallen down" lies
an the facts and figures given by Secretary of War BakeV at Washington
yesterday.
To judge fairly and squarely it is
necessary, to begin with, to hark back
to before the war and keep right in
the front part of the mind that this
was a pacific and antunprepared country, unprepared because of the traditional American hatred of great
standing armies.
It is a waste of effort to waste words
to preliminaries.
What, in substance, has been accomplished? What.
have been the results in the transformation of a vast nation on a peace
footing into a war Igiant? Here are
the facts:
January 1 there -s|ere "over 200,000
soldiers in France."* They keep goiing over in an uninterrupted- stream.
In a very few months there will be
;.not less than 500,00|) American soldiers "over there."
When i the 500,000 tare there, there
will be 1,500,000 others equipped and
trained as far as trailing: on this side
can go, ready to re|nforce the first
500,000.
It was not expecte| that this government could, because of the shortage of shipping and the fact that we
have got to journey jjfcross 3,000 miles
of submarine-infested! sea, have onehalf the number of r|en in France as
are actually there.
Thirty-two full tivisions ■ (17,000
: each, at least) are infthe cantonments
;_..at home, ready to 'sail at a moment's
notice, when ships asp available.
The British and Frefich governments
.; asked for men, offere| to supply machine guns and hea-Jy guns because
they had them to srjkre and wanted
■ men.
Pershing's men hav| built 600 miles
Of railroads to supplyfthemselves with
their needs.
The failure of tlie Russians and the
disaster to the Italians upset allied j
plans and caused a Iradical change
in all army plans in ^urope and the
United States.
.:'-'■ The rifles our troo* are equipped
With i were approved at a conference
at which Generals Pershing, Scott,
..Crozier and Kuhn, thai latter head of
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' Compare the" alfegation of; utWEbSON AND BAKER.
The Metropolitan magazine for ter Inefficiency In the war departFebruary,
published
yesterday, ment with what the Metropolitan
makes an attack upon President In its last August issue said ought
Wilson and Secretary Baker which to be done. The following is from
for unfairness and viclousness goes an editorial in .that Issue:'
"We should have strained every
considerably beyond the best prenerve to have got from 50-,(H)0 to
vious efforts of that magazine.
100,000 men to France this year.
Its sincerity may be tested quite And by next year we could have
effectively by one of the few pass- had 600,000 to send over or any
ages which are directly aimed at part of 50'0,0'00 which we could
But to Insist oh having a milthe president.
The Metropolitan ship.
lion men trained before we, started
says:
to fight was both impractical and
"Long ago the. railroads should extraordinarily, foolish. When it is
have been under government con- extremely doubtful whether we can
trol. The delay is due to the presi- transport a hundred thousand this
dent's inability to take a decided year or more than double that
line quickly. That is a constitu- amount next year, what in the name
tional defect for Which we cannot of reason Is the use of getting a
.blame Mr. Wilson. We elected him million trained before starting to
with full knowledge of that fail- fight?"
ing."
As the Metropolitan- looked at it
A3 the Metropolitan has been last August, it would probably take
engaged in steady criticism of the two years to transport 300,000 men
administration ever sinGe the to Europe. Every nerve would have
United States went to war, it to be strained to get from 60,000
seemed probable that the presi- to 100,000 across in 1917.
The censorship conceals the exact
dent's lapse had heen due to failure to read the advice given him number of men transported to Europe in 1917, but it Is matter of
by the magazine editor.
Judge, then, of The Register's common knowledge that It was as
amazement when a thorough search near half a million as it was 100,of the files of the Metropolitan 000.
In other words, while the Metromagazine from the time of America's entrance into the war, down politan was urging that every nerve
to the Fehruary issue, failed to be strained to put 50,000 men in
disclose one word on the subject France before the close of the year,
the war department was going
of railway control.
There were articles on railroad ahead at a rate from three to six
finance* The financial editor of times as fast as the magazine editor
the Metropolitan said in July that believed possible,
the railroads should have higher
As many troops were transported
fates, he said in September that in the last seven months of 1917
declines in railroad securities were as the Metropolitan believed could
due to groundless panic, and he be put across in two years,
said In December that rates should
Whore would we be if the adminbe increa.sed, but neither in the Istration had lagged behind to the
editorial department, the general Metropolitan's tune of 100,000 men
In 1917 and 500,000 in 1918?
stories nor the financial section w
there one word of advice on The Where would the war be?
Isn't it about time to stop attacksubject of government operation or
ing President Wilson and Secretary
any form of additional control.
Frankly, what can be said for the Baker from either ulterior motives
sincerity of a magazine which will or a general spirit of negation?
The organization of the country
say that Wilson is constitutionally
unfit for his office because of de- for war has not been perfect, but
lay in taking the most momentous why not praise Baker for getting
step in the nation's industrial his- rid of General Crozier and General
tory, when that magazine has never Sharpe before they did any serious
by one word recognized the possi- damage, rather than blame hint
bility of such a step being taken? because he inherited these unfit
Does It not suggest an ulterior men, one from the Roosevelt administration, the other from Taft?
motive in the criticism?
Mr. Wilson and those about him
The motive of such an article
usually appears in its last sentence. will be judged by their larger sucLet us turn, then, to the last sen- cesses or failures. They will be
tence in the Metropolitan's broad- judged by their ability to get rid
of incompetent bureau chiefs, not
side. It reads as follows:
"Mir. Wilson may continue to by temporary failures of those
prefer Mr. Baker; he may continue chiefs. Not the necessity for reto deprive the country of the driv- organization, but the failure to reing power of Mr. Roosevelt and organize effectively is the test.
General Wood. But if he does so, he
The only difference of opinion
takes upon himself a responsibility
for future disaster which he can between the Metropolitan magazine
never evade so long as history Is and The Register, regarding the
written and read."
necessity for changes in the war deAs Oolonel Roosevelt Is con- partment, is the point at which they
tributing editor to the Metropoli- should begin. The Metropolitan says
tan the words might as well have begin at the top. Inasmuch as sweepcome from his own pen. His hat ing changes are already being made,
is in the ring for the position of by the man at the top, we are willsecretary of war.
ing to see what is the effect of the
The Register does not intend to reorganization which is under way.
take up the detailed criticisms of
The Register is of course mateSecretary Baker, which underlie rially assisted in reaching this view
the drive for his displacement, but by the faei that it has no canit will be worth while to cite an- didate for Mr. Baker's place.
other conclusive evidence of the
fundamental dishonesty which underlies the attacks of the Metropolitan.
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CAMP GRANT BOASTS
QWCU.3 HAVE DIED
g. 25 Has
oftraents.
[BY A STAFF COR^JWONDENT.l
Camp Grant, Rockfog^TTtT; Jan. 25.
—Revelations of bad sanitary conditions in cantonments throughout the
country need cause littl'e disquietude
to those whose kin or friends are in
the military service at Camp Grant.
For it was announced today that
although 46,500 men at one time or another have been on duty in this cantonment since it was opened there
has been a total of just twenty-three
deaths, a number which medical authorities consider astonishingly small.
Of the twenty-three who died
twelve were selected men. The others
were from the depot brigade and
units not permanently with the cantonment. "Two of the selected men
died from delirium tremens before
they donned the uniform. Three had
appendicitis, six pneumonia and one
an ailment not contracted in line of
ditty. There have been seven welldefined cases of spinal meningitis,
but no deaths.
MORE IN A WEEK ELSEWHERE.

The total number of deaths here
since Aug. 25, the date of the first,
have been less than the number that
have occurred in one week in some
of the other cantonments. In one
week when there was one death at
Camp Grant there were forty-nine in
another camp, thirty-three in another
and twenty-six in still another.
As an indication of the extraordinary precautions that have been
taken here to prevent disease the fact
is cited that there have been 23,000
examinations for diphtheritic symptoms and 11,000 for spinal meningitis.
Three thousand meningitis cultures
were made today alone. Fifteen men
were quarantined as meningitis carriers recently. They were kept under
constant treatment until the cultures
showed a negative reaction. Today's
sick report contained the names of 918
men, of whom 771 are in the base hospital. The total number of men in
camp is 26,000.
HAVE NIXETY MEDICAL MEN.
Lieutenant Colonel James M. Phalen
is division surgeon and Major H. C.
Michie is commanding officer of the
base hospital. There are ninety medical men in camp, seventy women
nurses at the base hospital and 300
male attaches.
"The record here is nothing short of
marvelous," said Major H. G. McDonald, who as a surgeon in the regular army was on duty in Germany
and Austria before the United States
entered the war.
"The honor squad" is the name attaching to a detail of machine gunners selected from various units
throughout camp to demonstrate the
Colts and Lewis guns at a dinner of
automotive engineers to be held in
the Morrison Hotel in Chicago Feb. 1.
DRILLING HONOR SttUAD.
Lieutenant Richard W. Clarke of
Major Augustus F. Dannemiller's
Three Hundred and Thirty-first Machine Gun Battalion, began to drill
the squad today. Following is the
detail: Headquarters troop, eightysixth division, Corporal Carson Scott;
One Hundred and Seventy-first Infantry Brigade, Private "Walter C.
Detert, ^Company I, Three Hundred
and Forty-first Infantry; Private
George Warren, Machine Gun Company, Three Hundred and Forty-secOnd Infantry; Private Edward J.
Kinney, Machine Gun Company,
Three' Hundred and Forty-second
Infantry, One Hundred and Seventy-second Infantry Brigo.de; Sergeant John C. Piper, brigade headquarters; Private Leslie Cuneo, Comi pany F, Three Hundred and Forty*■ third- Infantry; Private Frederick C.
' Blesing, machine gun company, Three
Hundred and p'orty-fourth Infantry.
Three Hundred and Thirty-first Machine Gun Battalion, Sergeant Albert
Splittberger; Three Hundred' and
Thirty-second Machine * Gun Battalion, Private George A. Seipp, Company C; Three Hundred and Thirtythird Machine Gun Battalion, Private
Andrew Castle, Company, B>

•We can win—We must winWe will win!"
THE WAR DEPARTMENT VINDICATED BY THE FACTS.

The proof of whether or not the
war department has "fallen down" lies
in the facts and figures given by Secretary of War Baker at Washington
yesterday.
To judge fairly and squarely it is
necessary, to begin with, to hark back
to before the war and keep right in
the front part of the mind that this
■was a pacific and an unprepared country, unprepared because of the traditional American hatred of great
standing armies.
It is a waste of efffcrt to waste words
to preliminaries. ' What, in substance, has been accomplished? What
have been the results in the transformation of a vast Ration on a peace
footing into a war [giant? Here are
the facts:
January 1 there vjrere "over 200,000
soldiers In France.'! They keep goting over in an uninterrupted stream.
In a very few months there will be j
.-.not less than 500,0(ft> American sol- •
diers "over there."
i
When the 500,000 fare there, there
will be 1,500,000 others equipped and
trained as far as training on this side
can go, ready to reinforce the first
500,000.
It was not expectef that this gov- ]
ernment could, becauie of the shortage of shipping and the fact that we
have got to journey ajpross 3,000 miles
of submarine-infested! sea, have onehalf the number of n|en in France as
are actually there.
Thirty-two full fivisions ■ (17,000
each, at least) are inlthe cantonments
™..at home, ready to sa| at a moment's
notice, when ships aife available.
The British and Frelich governments
.; asked for men, offereS to supply machine guns and heaiiy guns because
■they had them to srfire and wanted
I men.
Pershing's men havi built 600 miles
Of railroads to supplyfthemselves with
their needs.
The failure of the Bussians and the
disaster to the Italians upset allied j
plans and caused afradical change
in all army plans in Europe and the
United States.
,:;'. The rifles our trooijjs are equipped
•with .were approved Jit a conference
at which Generals Pershing, Scott,
v.Crozier and Kuhn, the latter head of
'the war college, wej* present with
^.'Secretary Baker.
■

;'

>'.- The decision against-jthe Lewis machine gun was reacheof after thoughtful consideration an the desire of
"•General Pershing to eve other than
,. ,the Lewis guns for ground work,
: Pershing wanted the ^ewis guns for
; airplanes only.
..

The point here is that Secretary
Baker did what any prudent business
inan would have- done. He. availed
- -himself of the expert knowledge
..ujf our principal military experts
in the matter of equipment as to
both small arms and other arms,
and accepted an offer from the
British and French ' governments
that enabled the wajr department
to put several hunofred thousand
men in France for training months
sooner than it would have been possible had we waited Jntil every man ||
was buttoned and shied and trained
In all respects on thif side.
What difference feoes it make j
whether the machinf guns and big
cannon are of Frenc| or British make
so long as the armyfon the other side
has them and they * the work'

tfAirUAJtY 9. 1816.

Compare the" allegation of utWILSON AND BAKER.
The Metropolitan magazine tor ter Inefficiency In the war departFebruary,
published
yesterday, ment with what the Metropolitan
makes an attack upon President In Its last August issue said ought
Wilson and Secretary Baker which to be done. The following is from
for unfairness and viciousness goes an editorial In Jhat issue:'
"We should have strained every
considerably beyond the best prenerve to have got from 50,0-00 to
vious efforts of that magazine.
100,000 men to France this year.
Its sincerity may be tested quite And by next year we could have
effectively by one of the few pass- had 600,000 to send over or any
ages which are directly aimed at part of 50'0,0'00 which we could
But to insist oh having a milthe president.
The Metropolitan ship.
lion men trained before we. started
says:
to fight was both impractical and
"Long ago the. railroads should extraordinarily, foolish. When it is
have been under government con- extremely doubtful whether we can
trol. The delay is due to the presi- transport a hundred thousand this
dent's inability to take a decided year or more than double that
line quickly. That is a constitu- amount next year, what in the name
tional defect for Which we cannot of reason Is the use of getting a
.blame Mr. Wilson. We elected him million trained before starting to
with full knowledge of that fail- fight?"
ing."
As the Metropolitan looked at it
As the Metropolitan has been last August, it would probably take
engaged in steady criticism of the two years to transport 300,000 men
administration ever since the to Europe. Every nerve would have
United States went to war, it to be strained to get from 50,000
seemed probable that the presi- to 100,000 across in 1917.
The censorship conceals the exact
dent's lapse had been due to failure to read the advice given him number of men transported to Europe in 1917, but It Is matter of
by the magazine editor.
Judge, then, of The Register's common knowledge that it was as
amazement when a thorough search near half a million as it was 100,of the files of the Metropolitan! 000.
In other words, while the Metromagazine from the time of Amer-!
ica's entrance into the war, down politan was urging that every nerve
to the February issue, failed to' be strained to put 50,000 men in
disclose one word on the subject Fjnance before the close of the year,
the war department was going
of railway control.
There were articles on railroad ahead at a rate from three to six
finance; The financial editor of times as fast as the magazine editor
the Metropolitan said in July that believed possible.
As many troops were transported
the railroads should have higher
fates, he said in September that in the last seven months of 1917
declines in railroad securities were as the Metropolitan believed could
due to groundless panic, and he be put across in two years.
Where would we be if the adminsaid in December that rates should
be increased, but neither In the istration had lagged behind to the
editorial department, the general Metropolitan's tune of 100,000 men
in 1917 and 500,000 in 1918?
"stories nor the financial section w
there one word of advice on me Where would the war be?
Isn't It about time to stop attacksubject o.£ government operation or
ing President Wilson and Secretary
any form of additional control.
Frankly, what can be said for the Baker from either ulterior motives
sincerity of a magazine which will or a general spirit of negation?
The organization of the country
say that Wilson is constitutionally
unfit for his office because of de- for war has not been perfect, but
lay in taking the most momentous why not praise Baker for getting
step in the nation's Industrial his- rid of General Crozier and General
tory, when that magazine has never Sharpe before they did any serious
by one word recognized the possi- damage, rather than blame hint
bility of such a step being taken? because he inherited these unfit
Does it not suggest an ulterior men, one from the Roosevelt administration, the other from Taft?
motive In the criticism?
Mr. Wilson and those about him
The motive of such an article
usually appears in its last sentence. will be judged by their larger sucLet us turn, then, to the last sen- cesses or failures. They will be
tence in the Metropolitan's broad- judged by their ability to get rid
of incompetent bureau chiefs, not
side. It reads as follows:
"Mr. Wilson may continue to by temporary failures of those
prefer Mr. Baker; he may continue chiefs. Not the necessity for reto deprive the country of the driv- organization, but the failure to reing power of Mr. Roosevelt and organize effectively is the test.
General Wood. But if he does so, he
The only difference of opinion
takes upon himself a responsibility
for future disaster which he can between the Metropolitan magazine
never evade so long as history is and The Register, regarding the
written and read."
necessity for changes in the war deAs Colonel Roosevelt is con- partment, is the point at which they
tributing editor to the Metropoli- should begin. The Metropolitan says
tan the words might as well have begin at the top. Inasmuch as sweepcome from his own pen. His hat ing changes are already being made,
is in the ring for the position of by the man at the top, we are willsecretary of war.
ing to see what is the effect of the
The Register does not Intend to reorganization which is under way.
take np the detailed criticisms of
The Register is of course mateSecretary Baker, wMch underlie rially assisted in reaching this view
the drive for his displacement, but by the fact- that it has no canIt will be worth while to' cite an- didate for Mr. Baker's place.
other conclusive evidence of the
fundamental dishonesty which underlies the attacks of the Metropolitan.
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SECRETARY OF WAR BAKER
There has been much criticism by some people of the war depai

THE JOHNSTOWN
DEMOCRAT

as to the laxity and slowness of preparations for the great struggle wl.
is now going on. It has been charged that munitions and guns have not be
supplied and that few soldiers have been transported.

These and many ot

er criticisms have been going the rounds, besides criticisms of the official
for not giving out more specific information as to the movements of the wai
and navy departments.

In such times it may be expected to have criticism,

but the Banner has felt that if the war and navy departments, if subject to
criticism at all, might rather have been criticised for giving out too much
information.

This is no time to allow information sent

broad-cast to the

world, but the preparations by the officials should be kept an absolute secret.

The announcement of the large number of submarine boats recently

built and ready for service was ill in effect and should have never been given
out by the department.

The first information to be made public should have I

been an announcement of the boats in action, sinking German su-bmarines. |
Since it has been announced, however, the Germans are posted as to America's actions and certainly they are awake to its importance and every resource will be employed by them to block and defeat the
country in its operation of the submarines.

purpose of this

Reports of deaths, casualties, names of those who meet death, and their
address should be given publicity, but not until they have occurred and have
been passed upon by the proper officials.
Secretary Baker has done his duty; he has an undertaking of tremendous importance and of immense proportions and it requires every faculty to
cope with the conditions he has been facing since the declarttion by the president placing this country in a state of war. He has done well his part by
this country and his services should be appreciated and no criticism should
be directed against him until it has been proved that he has failed to carry
out the duties imposed upon him as secretary of war or that he has violated
or been negligent of the trust delegated to him by the president.

SECRETARY BAKER ENCOURAGED
Secretary Baker, of the war department, has given out a most encouraging report of the conditions as they now exist and the prospects for the early
part of the year.
The.secretary is not given to boosting and promoting schemes in order
to keep up courage on the part of the people, but he is a matter-of-fact man
and one who believes in taking things as they come.

His direction of the

part America is playing in the great struggle has demonstrated his worth
and ability and any announcement coming
dinary interest.

from him is of more than or-

He states that the Allies hold the advantage in the west

and that the Italian line is stronger than ever.

He states positively that the

appearance of the American troops in the trenches opposite the enemy has
done much to boost and encourage the Allies.
Believing Secretary Baker, the whole country will be encouraged over
his statements.

The people have confidence in him and the work in all de-

partments of the government will take on new

life with the hope and ex-

pectation of much accomplished before the new year has far advanced.
It is certain that with the number of men who are being transported from
America and the forces of the .nations of the Allies which have been engaged,
a change is bound to take place before expiration of the present year.
America has not entered this struggle in a half-hearted manner, but has
inaugurated a plan of such proportions that the world will become startled
over its achievements when fighting is commenced in real earnest. America
does things in her own way and when that is said, it means that no country
.can equal her.

Whether peace proposals come or not from Germany, Amer-

ica will force such agreements as will be for the interest of all the Allies who
■lave been a part in the great struggle and those who have shared in the suffering. After all, it will be America that will win the war and there is no
l
'loubt of the victory coming.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 11, 1018.

AS TO ECONOMIC BARRIERS.
In proposing the "removal of economic barriers among nations associatIndeed, what Is there that does not
»g themselves to maintain peace," it
appear marvelous when It comes to our
Is not at all certain that President Wilknowledge for the first time? Hrf>w
son implies the leveling 0f all tariff
many things, too, are looked upon as
wails.
quite impossible until they have bl3n
Tet this would be in Itself a great;
actually effected?—Pliny.
, step toward a permanent peace
The I
present war is in fact a trade war an
THE WAR ON BAKER.
economic war, a war that had its incep- !
This fact should not escape attention. tlon in commercial rivalries which but- i
The war. on Secretary Baker is not tressed themselves with armies and!
'
directed against him primarily 'because navies and sought advantages through
s
j
his department has "failed" in the great secret pacts.
The economic barriers which thb I
emergency of war.
:
For as a matter of fact it has not president may have had in mind are
perhaps not so much tariffs as other1
failed.
trade arrangemente which cause frlc-'
It has performed prodigies.
It has achieved in nine months more t.on among the nations. He may have
than Britain was able to do in more had reference to commercial treaties to
navigation laws, to port regulations' to
than a year.
It has wrought more largely in that shipping practices or to a number of
time than France was able to do in an other devices by which nations too
often seek their own advantage at the
equal space.
There have been hitches here and expense of their rivals.
It will be regarded as a very disthere.
Red tape has undoubtedly retarded tinct advance If it should develop that
tho president not only had in contemaction in certain instances.
There may have been some graft ana plation thssa economics barriers, but
some mistakes in the purchase of guns, that he was driving also at the stupid
clothing and munitions.
tariff walls which have been built up
But it is not on this account that the by practically all the nations of the
head of Secretary Baker is being de- world under the pretext of protecting
manded.
labor or benefiting industry. It is beThe outfit which is pursuing him lieved that intellectually the president
merely uses the red tape and the po».
is a free trader. Whether he is so
slble graft and the undue delays and politically is not so clear. Mr. Roose.
the occasional hitches and all the rest velt Is a free trader in the intellectual
as a disguise for their real motive.
sense; in the political sense he is a
THEY ARE "AFTER" SECRETARY devotee of the protection fetish, or at
BAKER BECAUSE HE IS STANDING least he was careful during all the
STEADFASTLY IN THE WAY OF years of his official life to avoid doing
GRAFTING PRUSSIANISM ON TO THE aught to disturb the monstrous fabric
FREE INSTITUTIONS OF THIS COUN- of privilege which his party had built
up under the false pretense of "proTRY.
tecting" labor.
This is the whole secret.
Of course there is some honest and
That party now is disposed to Interperhaps deserved criticism of Secre- pret the presidential demand for the retary Baker.
moval of economic barriers as a threat
We hold no brief for him.
against the sacred tariff. Some of the
But we do not attempt to disguise leaders of that party were quick to
our satisfaction that he has spoken de- take alarm and to challenge this porcidedly and explicitly against Prussian- tion of the president's war program.
izing the United States.
They would rather have the war go on
And in doing this he has undoubtedly until Europe runs red with the blood
raised up against him all the forces of American youth than to see it end
which follow the Roosevelt leadership. in an agreement among the nations inThe former president is going up ana imical to the protectionist policy which
down the land with bitter assaults has built up in this country an aristocupon the administration and particu- racy of pelf the like of which the
larly upon its alleged policy of "unpre- world has never before seen.
paredness."
It is earnestly to be hoped that In
Yet under the first Wilson adminis- his proposal to remove economic bartration more money was spent for mil- riers as a guaranty of the future peace
itary and naval purposes t>y hundreds of the world the president has an inof millions of dollars than under the clusive idea and that it may involve
administration of Theodore Roosevelt.
not merely the withdrawal of discrimThe country was prepared as well as inatory duties and preferential schedany country meaning to keep the peace ules, but that it shall Involve also as a
chould be. To say that it was unpre- matter of primary and vital importance
pared Is to falsify the fact.
the repeal of all tariffs, whether for
And Secretary Baker has handled his revenue or for protection.
part of the great task with admirable
skill and ability. If there have been
weaknesses developed in the army, the
fault has not been his. It has boo-,
that of the military system or its workings under the trained hands of military men.
LET IT BE KEPT STEADILY IN
MIND THAT THE WAR ON SECRETARY BAKER IS INSPIRED BY
THOSE WHO ARE BENT ON FASTENING ON THIS COUNTRY THE VERY
SYSTEM WE ARE DETERMINED TO
OVERTHROW IN GERMANY.
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THE CINCINI

COLDE EARLY RISERS
WOMEN TO CARRY DISPATCHE
BRITISH ARMY OFFIC
ENCOUNTERED
"HARD GOING"

THE WEATHE

,Woe Unto Those Who
Did Not Wear "Skid
^^':
Chains."

and inflicted several inches of this
icy coating to Mother Earth. Pedestrians imagined that they were walknig in a salt, field 'when they plodded
homeward Sunday night. But the
rain which followed the sleet put a
crust on top of the sleet that was
to-mo*
—
strong enough to support the average man or woman without crumbling (the crust, not the average man
or woman).
The Chicago blizzard missed Cincinnati by several miles anrt passed
eastward to the north.
Hamilton county fruit growers
have suffered a severe loss as a result of the protracted cold spell, D.
A. Van Atta. Hamilton county agricultural agent, said Monday. Peach
and cherry trees suffered the most
■ 4 fat man arose with the chickens damage, he said.
Monday, breakfasted, donned his skid
chains and overcoat, and stepped out
Of the fxont door into a drab world.
; Be was on his way to the office.
>•' He had forgotten that it was Worlc
less Monday.
He should have had a more tenacious memory.
When his broad foot struck the System in Effect on Eleven
rst of the flight of steps the sky
More Lines.
\suddenhj changed places toiffi the
earth, insofar as the aforesaid fat
BRITI/H WOMEN OI/OATCH CA«U>.CI^_^__©uNol:S^!§™et^
Plans for introducing thp akin-sinn
TheSe women wll
"I om Tallin,
'
° have been carrying messages for British
I all I
I ■Cllllpoon will be sent to the front, where they will be permitted to pil,
ShJDS CyCl6S thr0Ugh tbe shel'-swePt roads of France, carrying message

CHICAGO BLIZZARD

Passing on Its Way,
Left a Visiting

Card.

SKIP-STOP PLAN
TO BE EXTENDED

111

ALLIES WILL HALT ANY DR
LAUNCHED IN WEST BY GERMA
"But They Have Not Yet Sufficient Man Power to Exploit an OftLike the One at Cambrai," Says Lord Dunmore.

A1NO 3!33M SIHX

.rajlO oiiBy-Mjfey u
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NEW YORK, January 28—(Associated Press Dispatch).—Any
,no matter of what magnitude, that the Germans may launch on thi
front, will be halted by the British, the French and the Americans
in the opinion of Lord Dunmore, who has arrived here at the r
British mission to stimulate recruiting among Englishmen res
;his country. "We can beat the Germans and go through thei;
m confident, any time we make the attempt," he asserted. "But t
difficulty—and that is what I want to point out to all Britishe
United States—the Allies have not yet sufficient man power to
tore like the one at Cambrai. We must have that balance of mai
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NO OTHER CINCINNATI ONE-CENT AFTERNOON PAPER HAS THE ASSOCIATED PRESS DISPATCHES

THE WEATHER—Cincinnati, Colder To-Night and Tuesday.
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MEMBERS OF THE
ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Associated Press Is «•
elusiTely entitled to the use for
republicntion of all news' dispatches credited to it or not otherwise credited in this paper and
also local news published herein.
I0o PER WEEK.
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THEY^RE READY TO

99

WASHINGTON, January 28— (Special).-l .xteen National Guard camps and 16 national army camps are now filled with men ready to go to Europe, Secretary of War Baker today told the Senate Military Affairs committee. "I don't know how rapidly we shall send them," said the Secretary of War. "I know how \re plan to send them, but I do not know but that
to-morrow may bring a call to double the rate at which we are sending them. If the call comes, they are ready to go."

"I am Telling No Secret When I Say That
Ships Are the Crux of Our Problem," He Asserts.
MEN IN THIRTY-TWO CAMPS READY TO GO
"Obtaining Ordnance from England and France
Will Not Take Supplies That They >
Need, But Will Help Them."

He said he was not there to defend individual or deny delays
and false starts. "But I think I can say in confidence that in
them we have sought the remedy."
Some of the other striking statements made by the Secretary follow:
"I have seen men, strong, grizzled men, turn away from my
desk in tears when told that they could not go to France, where
the glory of their profession lay, but must remain in Washington to.press forward war preparations. But there- has <
been no case of any officer who has not accepted his duty
with his whole heart."
"Every soldier who has been sent to Europe has not only
a modern rifle, but he has had practice with it. That is true
also of every soldier who will go to Europe."

SECRETARY BAKER'S STATEMENT

WASHINGTON, January 28—(Special).—'-There are a
million men under arms in the United States." Secre- ^^JFOR one reason or another the impression has gone out.
tary of War Baker told the Senate Military committee,
■ into the country to some extent that the War department j
and nearly all the other members of the Senate to-day. He was has fallen down in the conduct of the war," said Secretary Baker.]
appearing before the committee to make reply to the charges of "I want to address myself to that question.
inefficiency made in the recent speech of Senator Chamberlain of
"There are several reasons why I should fisk the committee
Oregon. The committee held the meeting in one of the large to hear me. First, the country is entitled to know if that is a|
rooms in the Senate office building for the purpose of admitting fact. The country is entitled to know what this war is and what
as many senators as possible.
the problems are and how we are to meet them. Second, I have
"There are now in the United States sixteen National Army a deep sense of duty to the officers and the civilians that are laborcamps and sixteen National Guard camps (thirty-two divisions! ing with devotion, sacrifice and zeal and are spending sleepless
of troops), filled with men ready to go," said Secretary Baker.
nights to bring this arm}- up to its greatest efficiency and success.
CM>\tei,CTEI3l>ST(cl
"I do not know how fast it may be necessary to send them j
Describing the spirit of army officers, Secretary Baker said |
Par Ex.oy
to- France," he said. "I know how fast we have sent them and; he had seen "strong, grizzled men turn away from my desk in \
NEWTON O. BAkTFr*.
I how fast we plan to send them. What we tried to do was to get tears" when they had found that they could not go to France, |j
This picture shows some of the characteristic poses of Secretary of
ar Newton Baker, who, before the Senate Military committee, made his 'the men out as rapidly as we could estimate on the production "where the glory of their profession lay;" but must remain in i
Washington to press forward war preparations. T-hece was no!
Sfense of the War department in reply to the charges of inefficiency made [capacity of the country being, able .to .care for them." s
. the speech of Senator George Earle Chamberlain, Democrat, of Oregon.
Declaring that by securing artillery from France, Mr. Baker case, he added, of any officer who had not accepted his duty with j
said it also would save ships. I am telling no secret when I say his whole heart.
"We have ordered all the Lewis guns we could get and
that ships are the crux of our problem," he said.
Men of high places in civil life throughout the country, he I
lave encouraged the company to extend its plant for inSecretary Baker said all foreign representatives and also I said, had come to Washington to accept salaries of office boys,
creased production."
the War Council participants, headed by Col. House, declare that many no salary at all, to place their experience at the disposal |
securing ordnance from England and France would not take of the naiion.
"I want doctors and the country to know that the lives
supplies they need, but will help them.
,,_. nAln,.
"Gentlemen," said the Secretary
lrIT
lid welfare of these soldiers are a responsibility which I will
Tr'Aln
I,A
r
speaking
with great earnestness, "it
The Secretary began making his verbal statement without
n>n\j i uni_ II
n
wou]d be a tragical thing if this
|t permit to be dodged or treated in any cavalier fashion.
manuscript. At the outset the Secretary said he thought much
UAH FA1 I FM DOWN" momentous effort-were to deserve the
|iose who are indifferent and negligent will be punished as
criticism came from impatience of the American people "to do
UtWJ JTrtLLLIN UUVVIN
comment that it had fallen down."
The inlpatience of the whole country to "do this thing greatly," he said,
penalty provides.
this great thing greatly." Fie conceded freely that in so great an
enterprise it was impossible that there should not be "delays and "probably jinspired much of the criticism. Every one of us wants to see
"There are conditions to be remedied, but of cruelty and
shortcomings." The confidence of the country, however, he said, our countA- hit like a man at the adversary.
"We l4ok back over the past and see that there have been shortcomiifference I have found nothing. Ninety-nine out of every
was necessary to the tremendous effort.
ings,
that there have been delays. There are things that could have been
Mr.
Baker
said
his
statement
was
not
exactly
supplemenmen in the drafted army are receiving better care than
better
done. But our effort is to learn.
tary
to
his
recent
one
to
the
committee,
but
a
comprehensive
state^y could afford to receive at home."
"I have no purpose to defend individuals or myself. If I discuss here j|
ment on all army activities in the war, especially replying to the
individuals by name, if I refer to General Crozier or General Sharpe or
charge that the War department has "fallen down."
"The sickness in the camps has been combatted in the
myself, it will be only to make it clear. If any of us should figure in toThe
mistake
cited
in
Senator
Chamberlain's
speech,
Secre1st effective manner known to science. The fact is, howtary Baker declared, gave a disproportionate aspect. Without morrow's casualties it would bo as nothing beside the object we all seek.
I am not here to deny shortcomings, but I think I can say this:
Ir, that there never yet has been an army assembled and
intent, he said, the effect of the senator's speech was to give the That where we have found such shortcomings or mistakes we have made
|e can be where men are not brought in who have been
country the impression that the deficiencies "were characteristic every effort to correct them. I most, earnestly ask that when you have
pointed out to you any shortcomings, whether it seems well founded or
,-iously exposed to communicable diseases."
rathr than occasional."

i the partial responsibility at least, of j
our .allies fpr our trouble?. The blrmd- [That end'lhVX'nited States started to
i ers with regard to the shipping program I prepare a million men and to put others
I and the sun program and the fuel pro- ; i in training in various ways, but these
I gram must still remain our own exclu- j ' changes were not to be made without
sive property, but certain other mistakes j i confusion.
I are the result of divided and opposing] [ A transport system for the rapid shipment of men and their supplies was
! suggestions from abroad.
1
evolved and the shipments were being
I At the beginning of this war it was
reasonably agreed and accepted as a: pushed with all possible speed. Hardly
had
that program been worked out
war program that the activities of the
United States should be confined chiefly t when the allies again began to call for
supplies for their own men. Even the
to the preparation of war materials.
largest ship can only carry a certain
, The task assigned to the United States
amount of cargo, and if 10,000 Ameriby the allies and accepted in good faith
cans are loaded on a boat with sup■ by the American government was the
plies sufficient for their care, it is
j mobilization of the industrial forces.
plainly apparent that equally vital supThe employment of soldiers by the
plies for the allies must be left on tue
United States was regarded as only necpier. An attempt was made to com1
essarv to protect us from enemies within
promise, but the allies were insistent
I the gates. This use abroad was not
that the vital need for the time being
■ considered.
. j was supplies and that they would
Then came the English and French
rather have the supplies than American
missions.
The English officials, still j soldiers. Once again the poor old pro; speaking according to the agreed card, , j
m w,,s
erked apart
i developed calls for credits and for sup- i
Capped the Climax
plies and practically refrained from
making any man-power demand. Gen.
The business of keeping up with the
Joffre of the French mission was the
desires of the allies by this time had
first to call for soldiers, and when he
worked on the nerves of all the remade what is now regarded as a presponsible parties but it was at last felt
By JAMES CT WHITE
pared extemporaneous address asking
that a basis had been reached, namely
that for the existing emergency at least
for soldiers to fight with France, memEffect on President
WA8HINGTOX. Jan. 27—At the risk
war supplies were desired rather than
bers of his own mission, it has been
These men are ot in any way worof directly controverting the multitude
men and that preference in cargo space
said, were profuse in their regrets that
possible effect of the
of lurid headlines which have appeared ried over the
should be awarded on that theory.
be
had
introduced
this
note,
and
exthe country, although they
Just about this time, and it was not
plained it on the grounds that "Papa"
within the last few days I would like Prres^ol^unabletoha^aguess
so very long ago, in fact shortly before
Joffre after all was a soldier, not a
<„ k«n. it mav work out.
men
■to say there is no immediate danger
the
arrival of the House commission
diplomat, and would the good American
of the complete collapse of the Amerin London, Premier Lloyd George in one
people please excuse.
"Papa" Joffre.
of his vital speeches which he continues
ican war machine or our ignominious the agitation may have on the Presi
however, repeated it and his call.was
to" deliver outside the House of Commons
received with increasing applause. Mid
and precipitate retreat from the helo
to the intense disgust of the members
before the American people appreciated
Their disturbance
disturbance has grown out of
of honor in Europe.
of that body, naively expressed his
it
the
war
activities
of
the
United
States
of
the
reply
which
the
It is true our sense of pride has been the character
anxiety, or perhaps it was his curiosity,
to Mr. Chamberlain.
had been materially changed. The call
i
President
made
hurt, and we are inclined to think
as to when the United States would
was still being made for money and suplittle shamefacedly of the laurels ot. j They say and with some backing, that
really have the 1,000,000 soldiers it had
sing and general tone this plies, but men were also desired.
efficiency which for years we have been \ \a its phrasw
promised on the fighting line, and the
binding on the brows of our merchant J statement is absolutely unlike auj
,|
American war organization promptly
For
the
Moral
Effect
princes and captains of industry, but 1 previously issued by the Preside . Then through various official Chan- j collapsed. Fortunately the addition of
a spell of this self-examination and I au of the academic phrasing.. u°c _
American representatives to the allied
ne'.s through, perhaps in unofficial Ian- j war council has allayed for the time
open confession will not do any great,I tagging on Senator. Chamoeriam fharm.' And if less lime and energy is hgnation usually conferred, hy a, st ^^ gtiage, the word came that after all | being and for all time it is hoped this
spent in cheering our proposed achieve- l„„,i mrlier word, they conf<
only a relatively few men were re- confusion and counter-hauling of the
tBe speech of the Oregon man J
ments in the various lines of efforts, it
R
quired. It was represented that the, allies.
K
reached
the
President
in
such
is a fair presumption that there will be
larger portions of both commodities for ffay afto di&hiS ordinary mental man power situation was not pressing, |
[prices^. Washington has **»«££ but that the presence even of a relaactual accomplishments.
tively small, detachment of American
The truth is that for some months'
troops in the field would have a very
we have all been wearing imitation nerve
PAPvIS, Jan. 27—Lincoln's birthday
been frank in their" ex- encouraging effect on the morale of the
robes of sackcloth and burrowing in for some timi
will be observed, in every American
tbis be- French soldiers particularly and on the
stage ashes. ,Our humility in the mat- Inversions of satisfaction ovei
camp in France. The army's Y. M. C.
English soldiers in a lesser degree. .
ter of war preparations lias been of he. They have argued that the non-exA. has instructed each worker in charge
Now these happenings have somehow j of the association's work at various
the same brand as that of the house- ! stence of nerves made, for strength and
saved
the
President
from
tie
danger
of
been
lost
sight
of
in
the
present
disj
wife who, when exposing a new cake,
camps to arrange an appropriate prowhich she privately believes is the best 1 being vercome by any ^^'fform eussion, but those acquainted with the > gram. A pamphlet containing a sketch
she has ever baked, disparages it be- which might be made on him. The oim business of war making must appreciate j of Lincoln's life, together with some of
P t that preparing supplies to be used by j his most, famous letters and speeches
fore her callers so their praise may* of the statement, though, has
confidence, and they «g «»*« trained forces of the allies on the other
have greater value. Privately we have their what
is to be gained if the Ws side and preparing raw men to be used! will .-be distributed to each soldier.
felt we were doing pretty well, and a now
as United States soldiers overseas are
! number of expert diplomatic palaverers dent is broken down,
ho has within entirely different matters. It may bo i
from Europe have helped to lull us into
that cur Washington officials were too
I that state of mind by graceful utteroptimistic. It is to their credit, though,
j ances at banquets and public meetings. ending
This is a thought that they tried to meet both demands,
:Indeed it will be well within the provSUCC
-Reserves
consideration.
even though they involved a radical
■ ince of Mr. Hoover as a war measure which certainly
(change in the program.
j to proclaim by official ukase a ban
People Are Determined.
To obtain the men elaborate recruiting
! on ail war dinners from now until peace
At the risk perhaps of being later »• j
negotiations are formally opened. The founded I would like to predict tnaj we i programs . were adopted and extensive
plang wei e made for properly training
ChahrberJain speech accordingly has had
ssion will have urae»' j
,
even the task of thoroughly
one good effe t on the Washington au- j j speech and als.^'Xterrflinattori of the them But
preparing the men was soon -complicatities directly in charge of our war); people'to
no effect go
^i^J^^^the
Hue,
It
forward along the line,
ed. Having asked for a small group for
activities.
may bring about a. change in some of a demonstration the next call came to
send them with all possible speed. When
Effect Upon Country
Uif officials, but it -Vwt Taking
anv way the business of war making. the need for intensive training was
As to its effect on the country at largo
argued
in favor of delay new represenThe
usiness
of
war'is
still
relatively
it is impossible as yet to properly
gauge it. Judgment must be suspended new to the mass of the American people tation was made that they could be
until Mr. Baker has made his reply and
and they have not yet got over the trained better in France than in AmeriTheir ^
stamina
also ca. Once again the administration, percamping out feeling. ^^^
^.^
until that lias had a. chance to sink in
haps foolishly, but nevertheless with a
through the country. The final verdict
first-class
desire to co-operate, began to ship men,
of the country is being a waited by Senaaliens can be safelv included in this many of whom were in a. raw state.
Long before the Chamberlain
tor Chamberlain with the greatest anxiety. The. possibility , of his speech sneech the people were tested out by a
A Third Modification
coal order and a stop-work order which
working harm by injuring the general
In one case, and I am quoting the
morale of 'trie people worried him more
?he great majority felt we*, the result
than anything else and it is known that of mal-administration and not because conversation of an officer who took
twice during the eventful 24 hours preof any actual necessity, and yet they his men over and then returned, he had
ceding- the delivery of the address he accepted both and readjusted then- af- so many rookies in his command when
was on the point of dropping the whole
fairs to meet the new conditions.
it landed in France that when the
affair and contenting himself with a
Even the industrial workers, many of French officers came to his camp for
p'.air,, brief defence of his position, but
whom lost the best part of a weeks an inspection visit he did not dare order
without presenting any specific eviearnings, accepted the rule, and all the his men to present arms, but allowed
dence. His doubts as to the wisdom of
fea's that riots or disturbances might them to remain at order arms because
the effort were so many that certain
begin among the non-English-speaking of his fear that his command would
of the members of Congress who rightly
workers happily proved to be without a not bo able to properly execute the
or wrongly felt the facts should lie
basis The people of the United States, order, not at least in a manner up to
made known to the public kept in conas a whole, showed better morale than an inspection standard.
stant touch with him during the fore- (Mr n-arfield believed they possessed, for
So far two very important ■ modificanoon preceding the delivery of the adtions of the original American war prodress lest he should change his mind. |1 —aoi)nA.T3sao;) pooj; no SUHOTK SSBK gram have been made, but a third was
Washington authorities and notabilito come. The allied governments beties who from partisan conditions of
gan to call for substantial reinforcethe past have become bi-partisan, as it
■s.ioptoippo} ments of tile number of men in the
were have split ilL'-SO as to the wisdom
jo Simoom irramm manoj-AruoAOS—*'•"" field. The "friendship" army or the
of the 'address, but then Woshhigton
-iuor> irauiMnsui ojn lisnwiK puttiSua IA»H "good evidence" army they declared
public opinion is of about as much
•K '<! 8 'l83-" would be insufficient. Disclosures as to
?
1
qdioioa "IS 35 'IP3H U0RU3AU00 ..'SUl-tOO} waning man-power began to appear in
value as a straw vote on Mars as to
whether the egg produces the chicken or ' -!o.:dt. 'ttaafqhs—un?*)? SUI-HWN
official papers and in the reports of
d S 'Siqptinq £jnltI9Q A\3;V. 'IIBH _auf°J
the chicken the egg.'- Within the last ■ i •K
'TfBq pus uoiuno.i rBBUu-B qiuoAog—uoijwi observers, and instead of a few thou' ''-.ours, though, the discussion among a | j -oSsv tuarOAiuaa ,suiwj»nmiO—ummpuo;) sands, millions were discussed as the
I necessary ' American contribution.
To
->en large

*./'?". '•'"
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Washington Worries Over
Effect of Chamberlain
Speech on President

Conflicting Demands from the Allies Helped
Temporary Collapse of Our War
Machine

TROOPS IN FRANCE
TO HONOR LINCOLN

i the partial responsibility at least of |
our .allies for our troubles. The blvmd- iTSat end thlT United States started to
I ers with regard to the shipping program j ! prepare a million men and to put others
I and the gun program and the fuel pro- ] \ in training in various ways, but these
\ gram must still remain our own exelu- ! ' changes were not to be made without
; sive property, but certain other mistakes ; \ confusion.
'are the result of divided and opposing j I A transport system for the. rapid shipment of men and their supplies was
' suggestions from abroad.
At the beginning of this war it was evolved and the shipments were being
reasonably agreed and accepted as a pushed with all possible speed. Hardly
war program that the activities of the had that program been worked out
when the allies again began to call for
rnitfd States should be confined •
to the preparation of war materials, j supplies for their own men. Even the
ship can only carry a certain
The task assigned to the United States largest
of cargo, and if 10,000 Ameriby the allies and accepted in good faith amount
are loaded on a boat with supby the American government was the cans
sufficient for their care, it is
j mobilization of the industrial forces. plies
plainly apparent that equally vital supThe employment of soldiers by the plies for the allies must he. left on the
United States was regarded as only nec- pier. An attempt was made to comj essary to protect us from enemies within promise, but the allies were insistent
I the gates. This use abroad was not that the vital need for the time liemg
considered.
was supplies and that they would
Then came the English and French rather have the supplies than American
missions. The English officials, still soldiers. Once again the poor old prospeaking according to the agreed curd, gram was jerked apart.
developed calls for credits and for supCapped the Climax
- plies and practically refrained from
- inaking any man-power demand. Gen.
The business of keeping up with the
Joffre of the French mission was the desires of the allies by this time had
first to call for soldiers, and When he worked on the nerves of all the rei made what is now regarded as a. pre- sponsible parties but it was at last felt
By JAMES C. WHITE
pared extemporaneous address asking that a basis had been reached, namely
for soldiers to fight with France, mem- that for the existing emergency at least
Effect on President
WASHINGTON. Jan. 27—At the risk
bers of his own mission, it has been war supplies were desired rather than
These men are not in any way wor
of directly controverting the multitude
said, were profuse in their regrets than men and that preference in cargo space
of
the
over the possible effect
of lurid headlines which have appeared rted
,eech on the country, although they he had introduced this note, and ex- should be awarded on that theory.
Just about this time, and it was not
within the last few days 1 would like profess to be unable to hazard a guess plained it on the grounds that "Papa"
Joffre after all was a soldier, not a j so very long ago, in fact shortly before
to say there is no immediate danger ', to how it may work out. lheu
the
arrival of the House commission
diplomat,
and
would
the
good
American
|
of the complete collapse of the Amer- worrv and they are sincerely distressed,
"Papa" Joffre, in London, Premier Lloyd George in one j
tea/to the effect which the speech and people please excuse.
ican war machine or our ignominious Uie action may have on the Presi- however, repeated it and his call was of his vital speeches which he continues
received with increasing applause, and tS deliver outside the House of Commons I
and precipitate retreat from the field 9ent.
.
has ?rowu out of
before the American people appreciated to the intense disgust of the members
Their
disturbance
of honor in Europe.
the reply which the it the war activities of the United States of that body, naively expressed his |
It is true our sense of pride has been the character of to
Mr. Chamberlain
had been materially changed. The call anxiety, or perhaps it was his curiosity, I
hurt, and we are inclined to think : President made ,
as to when the United States would
little shamefacedly of the laurels of They say, and with some backing, that was still being made for money am sup- really have the 1,000,000 soldiers it had
plies,
but
men
were
also
desired.
•'
,
,,1,,-miiv
and
general
tone
this
efficiency which for years we have been
promised on the fighting line, and the
binding on the brows of our merchant statemm is absolutely unlike anything
American war organization promptly
For the Moral Effect
princes and captains of industry, but Pre'ioush- issued by the President For
Then through various official chan- collapsed. Fortunately the addition of
spell of this self-examination and I „\\ of the academic phrasing -us.ee
American representatives to the allied
Chamoerlam a des- nels through, nerhaps in unofficial lan- war council has allayed for the time
Sena. _„„f„,.,.
open confession will not do any great ' faee-hiK on Senator,
0ri lw
bv a snorter
harm.' And if less time and energy is I ignition usually conferred
feel- guage, the word came that after all being and for all time it is hoped this
spent in cheering our proposed achieve- andf^rUi--^e^ofC?h S-e^on
only a relatively few men were re- confusion and counter-hauling of the
ments in the various lines of efforts, it
allies.
is a fair presumption that there will he imus " ave reaped the President in such quired. It was represented that the
mental man power situation was not pressing,
larger portions of both commodities for jjja wav as to disturb, his ordinaryenerally;
actual accomplishments.
processes Washington has
ithout but that the presence even of a relatively small detachment of American
The truth is that for some months' j assumed that the Presidente was w
nd men in the Soy nmient jia\o. , tr00pg in the fleld would have a very
we .have all been v. taring imitation nerve
PARIS, Jan. 27—Lincoln's 'birthday
encouraging effect on the morale of the will be 'observed, in every American
robes of sackcloth and burrowing in ! for some time been frank in theh- ex
French soldiers particularly and on the camp in France. The army's Y. M. C.
stage ashes. Our humility in the mat- rvi-essions of satisfaction over this be
ter of war preparations lias been of Uef They have argued that the non-ex- English soldiers in a lesser degree. ,
A. has instructed each worker in charge
Now these happenings have somehow of the association's work at various
the same brand as that of the house- istence of nerves made for strength and
wife who, when exposing a new cake, i ^ved the President from trie danger of been lost sight of in the present dis- camps to arrange an appropriate provercome by any hysterical rushes
but those acquainted with the gram. A pamphlet containing a sketch
which, she privately believes is the best! beta!
b^iSghtbemadeonhmrTheiorm cussion,
business of war making must appreciate of Lincoln's life, together with some of
she has ever baked, disparages it bostatement,
though,
has
upset
that
preparing
supplies to be used by his most famous letters and speeches
fore her callers so their praise may] „<- me
U
e
have greater value. Privately we have neir co,mde nce, and they are asking trained forces of the allies on the other will *e distributed to each soldier.
side and preparing raw men to be used
felt we were doing pretty well, and a j now what is to be gamed it the Pw»
1
as United States soldiers overseas are
number of expert diplomatic palaverers
entirely different matters. It may' bo
from Europe have helped to lull us into
that our Washington officials were too
I that state of mind by graceful utteroptimistic. It is to their credit, though,
■ ances at banquets and public meetings,
that they tried to meet both demands,
j Indeed it will he well within the proveven though they involved a radical
ince of Mr, Hoover as a war measure
,change in the program.
| to proclaim by official ukase a ban
People Are Determined.
To obtain the men elaborate recruiting
! on all war dinners from now until peace
At the risk perhaps cf betag: later Con- j programs were adopted and extensive
negotiations are formally opened. The founded I would like to predict that the
plans
were made for properly training
Cham'berlain speech accordingly has had sPeech and diseussion will have little or
But even the task of thoroughly
one good effect on the Washington au- no effect on the determination
the them.
thorities directly in charge, of our war people to go forward along the line It preparing the men was soon -complicated. Having asked for a small group for
activities.
may bring about a. cTiani in some of a demonstration the next call came to
"it
Will
not
affect
in
Effect Upon Country
send them with all possible speed. When
! the officials, but
f way the business of war making. the need for intensive training was
As to its effect on the country at large
y
it is impossible as yet to properly S e bttsiness' oTwarV Bt.il relatively argued in favor of delay new represens of the
h American people ; tation was made that they could be
gauge it. Judgment must be suspended "nI«i^n^not
yet got over the trained better in France than in Ameriuntil Mr. Baker has made his reply and
until that lias had a. chance to sink in camping out feeling. Their stamina also ca. Once again the administration, perthrough the country. The final verdict " (rst-class and even the friendly haps foolishly, but nevertheless with a
of the country is being" awaited by Sena- aliens ■an be safely included in this desire to co-operate, began to ship men,
Long before the Chamberlain many of whom were in a raw state.
tor Chamberlain with the greatest anxiety. The possibility, of his speech speech the'people'were tested out by
A Third Modification
working harm by injuring the general coat order and a stop-work order which
In one case, ,and I am quoting the
morale of 'the people worried him more the great majority felt were the result
than anything else and it is known that of mal-administiation and not because conversation of an officer -who took
twice during- the eventful ii hours pre- of any actual necessity, and jet the> his men over and then returned, he had
ceding- the 'delivery of the address he accepted both and readjusted their af- so many rookies in his command when
was on the point of dropping the whole fairs to meet the new conditions.
it landed in France thai when tlie
affair and contenting himself with a
Even the industrial workers, many of French officers came to his camp for
plat'ii. brief defence of his position, but whom lost the best part of a weeks an inspection visit he did not dare order
without presenting any speciiic evi- earnings, accepted the rule, and all the his men to present arms, but allowed
dence. His doubts as to the wisdom of fears that riots-or disturbances might them to remain at order arms because
the effort were so many that certain be^in among the non-English-speaking of his fear that his command would
of the members of Congress who rightly workers happily proved to be without a not be able to properly execute the
or wrongly felt the facts should be, basis Tie people of the United States, order, not at least in a manner up to
made known to the public kept in con- as "'whole, showed better morale than an inspection standard.
stant touch with him during the fore- Mr Garfield believed they possessed, for
So far two very important-modificanoon preceding the delivery of the ad- ft is an open secret that his suggestion tions of the original American war prodress lest he should change his mind.
that the employes of labor pay their gram have been made, but, a third was
Washington authorities and notabili- help for the idle days was based or. to come. The allied governments beties who from partisan conditions of fear that if compensation was stopped gan to call for substantial .reinforcethe past have become bi-partisan, .as it breaches'of the peace might develop ments of the number of men in the
were have split 58-50 as to the wisdom Many of the larger employers, let out- field. The "friendship" army or the
of the address, but then Woshiugton side the Bolshevik! ranks, who did not "good evidence" army they declared
public opinion is of about as much feel free to turn over the money of then- wouM be insufficient. Disclosures as to
i value as a straw vote on Mars as to stockholders, as was suggested, and re waning man-power began to appear in
whether the egg produces the chicken or irained from payment, ^ve reported official papers and in the reports of
' the chicken the egg:- Within the last that even the most sj»nskilled laboi observers, and instead of a few thou'■■ours though, the discussion among a groups accepted the ruling in a most sands, millions were discussed as the
■ieu large in war affairs has taken
orderly manner. Other tests which have necessary ' American contribution. To
been made and which have resulted ,n
no disturbances are the basis for thel
it nothing unusual is apt; to|
feeling
happen among the people. People who!
can survive vivisectionist tests of this!
sort are not likely to be stampeded byl
speeches.
' Before" the publicists of the countryl
°-ive the nation entirely over to despair,!
ft mav not be amiss to call atentton to I
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Washington Worries Over
Effect of Chamberlain
Speech on President
Conflicting Demands from the Allies Helped
Temporary Collapse of Our War
Machine

TROOPS IN FRANCE
TO HONOR LINCOLN

as ctssr«..-~ »»«•'•»"- i

WAR INEFFICIENCY
^OPICOFE
Republican Association Holds
Midwinter Meeting at the
Hotel Severin.

NEW

SENDS

GREETINGS

Says Party Demands Right to Full
Share in/ Prosecution of the
War.
The national war crisis brought on by
the congressional inquiry at Washington concerning inefficiency vin the war
department was one of the principal
topics of discussion among the editors
who were in Indianapolis today to attend the midwinter session of the Indiana 'Republican Editorial Association
at the Hotel Severin!
Strong words regarding the situation
at Washington were used by Harry S.
New, United States senator, in written j
greetings sent to the association
|
"The Republican party demands and ,
will not be denied the right to a full
share in the vigorous prosecution of tne |
war and the establishment of American ;
ideals, whether a partisan administration wills it so or not," said Senatoi
New. Although he said this was no time
for the carper or random critic, fair
criticism' of inefficient methods is in
place/ and he said the measures proposed in the senate for the creation of
a war cabinet and a director of munitions should be supported by everyboaj.
Strong Resolutions Expected.
It was expected that the RAepublican Editorial Association would adopt
strong resolutions along the line suggested by Senator New. calling for a
vigorous prosecution of the war through
the efficiency which would be brought
about bv the proposed war cabinet.
Senator New said he was opposed to all
proposals to make government operation of the transportation systems,
utilities and industries a continuing
policy.
As it is customary for the secretary to
advance to the presidency, Frank Self,
of Corydon, the retiring secretary, was
expected to become president of the association for the ensuing year. The
names of other officers presented by the
nominating committee are: W. A. Smith,
of Crawfordsville, vice-president; Fred
I. King, of Wabash, secretary, and W.
G. Oliver, of Franklin, treasurer.
Members of the: Editorial Association

There were omens in the sky that
America couldn't keep out. What was
the ordnance department doing? 'Nothing. It was lying supinely on its back,
not making plans for manufacturing
ordnance, nor discovering the possibilities of manufacturing— but doing nothing, absolutely nothing.
Yet the navy department contracted
for machine guns before the war broke,
and in advance of appropriations. As
to machine guns the war department
was unpardonably slow. It did not
finally adopt a type till June of last
year, two months after we had gone to I
war. Last September we had only nine
of them — how many we have now no
one knows. The navy was glad to buy
the Lewis guns, and there are 70,000 of
them in use on European battlefields.
"Why not," asked the senator, "mannlacture the Lewis gun?" It is admitted
that the rifle finally adopted is an improvement over the British gun, but
it took days and months to perfect
it," and in the meantime the manufacture of the Springfield weapon was
stopped. The senator said that there
WJ*E not a single trench mortar in any
.mp in the United States, and that
•'If it hadn't been for the civilian people who have come here and given their
time and service we wouldn't have been
anywhere."
■ It was supposed that we would profit
by the mistakes of our associates in this
war. Tet England and France early
discovered that it was a mistake to
keep army men in control of their ordnance departments — and none could be
worse. But we, after ten months of
war, still retain them. "You must,"
said the senator, "go to men who have
done things to get results, and congress
should face this without fear of any
man, but with due regard for the distinguished Commander-in-chief." Senator Chamberlain was told by the commander at Camp Sherman, General
Glenn, whose word in Indianapolis is as
good as gold, that there was In his
i?rap a shortage of 7 000 overcoats
When this was brought to the attention j
of Secretary Baker, "in his usual placid
way he said 'that's not true.' " Baker
later said that the overcoats were "in
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TO PROVE
U.S. HAS
HURRIED
(By (he United Pre**.)

WASHINGTON, Jan 25.
—Secretary of War Baker
today-asked Senator Chamberlain formally for an opportunity to make a statement before the senate military committee on giving
the complete summary of
"what has been done by
America in the war."
He proposes, In a big way, to
answer
Chamberlain's
charges
against the war administration. In
his letter to Chamberlain, the secretary held that justice demanded
that a statement be made, in view
of the sacrifices and the spirit of
officers and men of the army and
business men who had given their
aid to the government in this time
of stress.
Moreover, he suggested that the
people of the country are entitled
to a full answer.
Baker's request was made with a
direct sanction of President Wilson.
If Senator Chajnberlain grants the
request, as he undoubtedly
will,
Baker will delve into topics heretofore untouched by the
senate
committee testimony to prove hia
contention that a. vast, work had
been done on a broad-gauge scale,
with the least possible delay or
friction under the circumstances.
CONGRESSMAN GLASS TO
ANSWER CHAMBERLAIN
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CHA.MBERLAWS SPEECB
We do not see how even the President
of the United States, who has recently
spoken In commendation of the secretary of war, can read the speech of
Senator Chamberlain, delivered in the
senate yesterday, without realizing that
the war department is very far from
being what it ought to be. The senator
showed that today France, in spite of
the awful drain upon her, especially that
resulting from the Italian disaster, is
supplying our troops with ordnance and
machine guns, and airplanes. It may be
that we did not think of going to war
in 1916, but the war department surely
knew at that time that if we ever did
go to war we should need big guns, and
that we could not get them In a day.
The senator said:
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(By the United l'ress.)

WASHINGTON, Jan.
25—The
war administration of
Secretary
Baker will be defended in th«
house.
Representative Carter Glass of
Virginia, known as one of the keenest and, at the same time, sharpest
tongued administration speakers,
will take upon himself this task in
the wake of startling and gruesome charges made
by
Senator
Chamberlain against Baker and his
assistants.
Glass may not be able to speak
today, a sarrangements for the defense were completed only last
night in a secret conference with
Secretary Baker.
But Glass believes that greater publicity can be
obtained in the heat of sensational
debate and he proposes to amplify
statements of Secretary Baiter already made, to show that in th«
broadest aspect the
nation
has
moved forward, even tho
there
have been discouraging delays and
blunders in some ways.
To Show Results.
Glass' line of defense will undoubtedly be to show in a general
way how many troops have been
forwarded already; how the enormous-task of building cantonments
and raising an army has been accomplished with what the war leaders regard as speed; how the ordnance and quartermaster bureaus
are being reorganized; how supplies and ordnance are being rapidly furnished in increasing volume,
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Republican Association Holds
Midwinter Meeting at the
Hotel Severin.

NEW

SENDS

GREETINGS

Says Party Demands Right to Full
Share ini Prosecution of the
War.
The national war crisis brought on by
the congressional inquiry at Washington concerning inefficiency ,in the war
department was one of the principal
topics of discussion among the editors
who were in Indianapolis today to attend the midwinter session of the Indiana Republican Editorial Association
at the Hotel Severin.
Strong words regarding the situation
at. Washington were used by Harry S.
New, United States senator, in written
greetings sent to the association.
"The Republican party demands and
will not be denied the right to a full
share in the vigorous prosecution of the
war and the establishment of American
Ideals, whether a partisan administration wills it so or not," said Senator
New. Although he said this was no time
for the carper or random critic, fair
criticism" of inefficient methods is in
place/' and he said the measures proposed in the senate for the creation of
a war cabinet and a director of munitions should be supported by everybody.
Strong Resolutions Expected.
It was expected that the RAepublican Editorial Association would adopt
strong resolutions along the line suggested ' by Senator New. calling for a
vigorous prosecution of the war through
the efficiency which would be brought
about by the proposed war cabinet.
Senator New said he was opposed to all
proposals to make government operation of the transportation systems,
utilities and industries a continuing
policy.
As it is customary for the secretary to
advance to the presidency, Prank Self,
of Corydon, the retiring secretary, was
expected to become president of the association for the ensuing year. The
names of other officers presented by the
nominating committee are: W. A. Smith,
of Crawfordsville, vice-president; Fred
I. King, of Wabash, secretary, and W.
G. Oliver, of Franklin, treasurer.
Members of the Editorial Association
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CSAMBERLAWS SPEECB
•We do not see how even the President
"of the United States, who has recently
spoken in commendation of the secretary of war, can read the speech of
Senator Chamberlain, delivered in the
senate yesterday, without realizing that
the war department is very far from
being what it ought to be. The senator
showed that today France, in spite of
the awful drain, upon her. especially that
resulting from the Italian disaster, is
supplying our troops with ordnance and
machine guns, and airplanes. It may be
that we did not think of going to war
in 1916, but the war department surely
knew at that time that if we ever did
go to war we should need big guns, and
that we could not get them in a day.
The senator said:
There were omens in the sky that
America couldn't keep out. What was
the ordnance department doing"? -Nothing. It was lying supinely on its back,
not making plans for manufacturing
ordnance, nor discovering the possibilities of manufacturing — but doing nothing, absolutely nothing.
Yet the navy department contracted
for machine guns before the war broke,
and In advance of appropriations. As
to machine guns the war department
was unpardonably slow. It did not
finally adopt a type till June of last
year, two months after we had gone to
war. Last September we had only nine
of them — how many we have now no
one knows. The navy was glad to buy
the Lewis guns, and there are 70,000 of
them in use on European battlefields.
"Why not," asked the senator, "manufacture the Lewis gun?" It is admitted
that the rifle finally adopted is an improvement over the British gun, but
"it took days and months to perfect
it," and in the meantime the manufacture of the Springfield weapon was
stopped. The senator said that there
WAS not a single trench mortar in any
nip in the United States, and that
"if it hadn't been for the civilian people who have come here and given their
time and service we wouldn't have been
anywhere."
' It was supposed that we would profit
by the mistakes of our associates in this
war. Yet England and France early
discovered that it was a mistake to
keep army men in control of their ordnance departments — and none could be
worse. But we, after ten months of
war, still retain them. "You must,"
said the senator, "go to men who have,
done things to get results, and congress
should face this without fear of any
man, but with due regard for the distinguished commander-in-chief." Senator Chamberlain was told by the commander at Camp Sherman, General
Glenn, whose word in Indianapolis is as
good as gold, that there was in his
camp a shortage of 7.000 overcoats.
When this was brought to the attention
of Secretary Baker, "in his usual placid
way he said 'that's not true.' " Baker
later said that the overcoats were "in
course of shipment." The shortage of
overcoats sometimes ran as high as 75
per cent. In Camp Bowie the men were
"packed together like sardines," epidemics broke out, and 8,000 men passed
through the hospitals. General Gorgas,
surgeon-general, reported that there was
overcrowding In practically every camp,
and that he had not been consulted
about the location of a single cantonment. Men died without proper nursing
because of the Inefficiency of the system. The President, Senator Chamberlain said, did not know the truth, and
probably could not get it from his
subordinates, not because they meant
to keep anything from him, but because
it was difficult, if not impossible, under
the present system, ror them to get It.
Yet they might have. learned from
Surgeon-General Gorgas, who is responsible for the statement that "nearly all
epidemics could have been prevented if
the war department had been effective."
The worst thing about Secretary Baker's
recent testimony was Its revelation of
his lack of information in regard to his
own department. Alno, SenattSr Chamberlain charged, there had been a lack
of frankness. It certainly is, as he says,
time to turn on the light. The President
has more .power than any other President ever had, and more money to spend.
The people will demand results.

TO PROVE
U. S. HAS
HURRIED
(By (he United PreiR.)

WASHINGTON, Jan 25.
j—Secretary of War Baker
; today asked Senator Chamjberlain formally for an opi portunity to make a Btate; ment before the senate military committee on giving
!the complete summary of
j "what has been done by
I America in the war."
He proposes, in a big way, to
j answer
Chamberlain's
charges
; against the war administration. In
I his letter to Chamberlain, the see| retary held that justice demanded
j that a statement be made, in view
j of the sacrifices and the spirit of
:.officers and men of the army and
| business men who had given' their
I aid to the government in this time
I of stress.
.
Moreover, he suggested that the
people of the country are entitled
to a full answer.
Baker's request was made with a
direct sanction of President Wilson.
If Senator Chamberlain grants the
request, as he undoubtedly will,
Baker will delve into topics heretofore untouched by the senate
committee testimony to prove his
contention that a, vast work had
been done on a broad-gauge scale,
with the least possible delay or
friction under the circumstances.
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CONGRESSMAN GLASS TO
ANSWER CHAMBERLAIN
(By the United Vress.)

WASHINGTON, Jan. 25.—The
war administration of SecretaryBaker will be defended in the
house.
Representative Carter Glass of
I Virginia, known as one of the keen| est and, at the same time, sharpest
tongued administration speakers,
will take upon himself this task in
the wake of startling and gruesome charges made by Senator
Chamberlain against Baker and his
assistants.
Glass may not be able to speak
today, a sarrangements for the defense were completed only last
night in a secret conference with
Secretary Baker.
But Glass believes that greater publicity can be
obtained in the heat of sensational
debate and he proposes to amplify
statements of Secretary Baiter al'< ready made, to show that in the
broadest aspect the nation has
moved forward, even tho there
jhave been discouraging delays and
blunders in some ways.
To Show Results.
Glass' line of defense will undoubtedly be to show in a general
way how many troops have been
forwarded already; how the enormous task of building cantonments
and raising an army has been accomplished with what the war leaders regard as speed; how the ordnance and quartermaster bureaus
are being reorganized; how supplies and ordnance are being rapidly furnished in increasing volume,
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THE 3,000-MILE CALUMNY.
Secretary BAKER ought in all justice to be
spared the annoyance of defending himself
against falsehoods. Good sportsmanship to an
enemy, to say nothing of loyalty to the chief of
the army, should at least protect him from the
jeers which are based only on distortion. Loyal
citizens have, however, been misled into thoughtlessly repeating jibes whose fantastic basis is
surpassed only by the solid malice out of which
they were started./^J^,^ ^4^^^^One of the most abominahle*of the current
sneers is that which originated with the "3,000mile" calumny. Secretary BAKEB is quoted as
having smugly said that the war was 3,000 miles
away. The conclusion which cynically unscrupulous critics insinuate is that Mr. BAKER justified
any degree of laziness and inefficiency with a war
so remote. No just man can knowingly utter this
calumny without doing violence to truth and fairness. Secretary BAKER said nothing upon which
such a wanton conclusion could 'honorably be

based.

yJi*J

Here is the actual conversation :
Secretary BAKER, in reply to a'questionIt is not inefficiency to change one's mind and
to get something better than, you had previously determined upon. * * *
Senator CHAMBERLAIN—With the war on
us and with these young men called into the
service there was such an emergency that it
did not call for the highest type of gun.
Secretary BAKER—I respectfully dissent
from that view. The war was not on us.
The war wus in Europe. We have more guns
of the highest type that needed no rectification in design than could possibly be used on
the highest percentage of allowance for wastage by all the troops that we could get to
France in a year.
Senator WADSWORTH—You stated that the
war was not on us. It is a fact, however, is
it not, that the war was on us to a sufficient
extent to impel the government to send troops
to France as fast as they could get them, and.
in their haste, due to the lack of rifles, men
went on board transports without having
fireii a rifle'.'
Secretary BAKER—Senator,
there are
truths in all the sentences you have uttered,
but. putting them together, they do not picture the situation. I said that the war was
not on us in the sense that the enemy was
not at our doors. He was 3,000 miles away.
We had to send troops to where he was.
There was an adequate supply of modern
weapons for the troops we could send.
That is the conversation as it occurred. Only
by. tearing a single statement from its context
and by reversing its clear meaning can this libel
be made to stick. Yet this is patriotic criticism
in war time!

WHAX CHAMBERLAIN D;D NOT KNOW
-

. —

America's Extraordinary Achievements' to Meet Allies'
Changing Needs Cannot Even Be Explained by President
Wilson or Secretary Baker
tJ »

,

'A 3

that senators, like alt politicians^ will
From Our Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON, D. C, Thurs., Jan. 24 gossip. Senator Chamberlain, while he
Senator Chamberlain's speech to- has worked commendably to help the
day made a strong appeal in the Sen- president in matters of war legislaate. It was virtually delivered to Con- tion, is none the less a man of such
gress in joint session, for half the habits that discreet officials would be
representatives were hanked infor- very loth to acquaint him with immally in the rear of the Senate cham- portant state secrets.
It is intimated in authoritative
ber. He spoke with apparent moderation and freedom from bitterness. circles that plans agreed upon with
There was general unanimity of opin- tho allies looked to the training of
ion that the senator displayed j^reat our armies much longer in the Unitpersonal independence and seemed to ed States than is now contemplated.
be actuated by commendable motives. Plans were laid with that program in
His marshaling of information about view, the while the president was to
deficiencies in equipment for the regi- stress the nation's energies first in
ments and lack of clothing and other getting certain supplies and munitions
comforts made a powerful impression. in vast quantities to Europe. But the
Also it is not overlooked that a large collapse of Russia and Italy changed
military affairs committee support his the status as to man-power materially, whereupon Great Britain and
view.
:
But the trouble seems to be that France suddenly cal ed upon the presthe president and the war department ident to rush men to the continent.
were engaged'upon a great program This he undertook to do and has been
of preparing under exigencies that the doing, but tho change of program
chairman of military affairs and. other made it necessary to deflect clothing,
senators stood in entire ignorance of. ammunition, and supplies in unexEver since the missions from Great pected quantities to , the soldiers
Britain, France and other countries actually going to the front. Accordingbegan arriving months ago, there has ly there were shortages of overcoats
been special secrecy regarding inside and uniforms, which shortages, it
arrangements for co-operation. Prob- happens, were accentuated by the very
severe winter weather all over the
ably it is well this has been so.
The secrets have been so well kept country, the South included.
The president and Secretary Baker
that senators were not made "wise"
and, of course, for the very reason have not been entirely at liberty to

I

make these facts known. The senators. of whom some were republicans,
crazy for .1 good political issue for
the forthcoming campaign, have sini ply scratched (lie surface. The president's statement was pregnant with
meaning when he declared thai. Sena?noranee of '■
tcr Chamberlain was i
what was being done.
Quite a. period may have to elapse ;
yet before the eountry can be taken
fully into the confidence of the administration., However,-enough is already known 10 warrari} an opinion,
that 'lie Senate may be made to look
wiv silly indeed and those wise- republicans who. under the pica of pa-.
jjj.:.]_;,■ m.iiives were seeking- to fatten their campaign prospects, may
. discover they have picked up a very
; hot poker. For the) facts are said to
be that not only are troops in unexpected numbers being hastened to
France, but that this is all being done
in splendid accord with plans framed
with the auies.
The president and Secretary Baker,
.,;■ course, have an excellent reason for
secrecy about these things. They an!
matters the Germans want to know
about in detail. Furthermore, while
Senate proceedings, like those of tl)iS
afternoon are highly entertaining, the
sequel of a, week or a month from
now may focus more tensely- the attention of the country.
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One of Secretary Baker's worst offenses was his coolness under the fire
of cross-examination before the Senate committee. He was so. calm as to
bring upon him the accusation of tons ""much too complacent." If he
"flad only shown signs of nervousness.
grown flustered, red In the 'face anil
exclaimed occasionally, "Bless me!
'what a dreadful state of things," he
would have made an admirable witness. But. actually, the secretary had a
way of blowing cmoke rings and someTimes saying. "Quito the contrary,'
that infuriated his inquisitors. His
culminating crime on the stand was
in yielding to the' sudden temptation
to exercise his wit in answering stuThus when our
;.;.i or silly questions.
•■jnator Weeks asked the imnos-

THE^ CHAMBERLAIN ATTACKS
,'the war, which thI ™»Sw
adieTilve.611^6

th&t he m

*ht

L7

? lu& f?v.e™nent's conduct of
™

ha

ad

^d a more formidable

thei eated
"rfe^dis^isr^^s^s
^j and**conscientious pleader- but «S7i» w ♦?
unthe reck ess

Yesterday he prefaced ^hL
"?* the- W0T$ of his attack.
&
out ou
cence" which obvioSv ™I „
P ™S of "injured innotion of chargeswhich&Se^nS?«'!if0V,y?ipathy' a repeti"

sible question if the secretary did not'
think that someone else could have
done better than Gen Crozier as chief
of ordnance, Mr Baker unwisely an.
swered: "I do not know; there are
'so many people in the world." If the
secretary had only answered that he
was sure there was one such person
and that he had his eye on him., all
might have been well.

tfmjsclnef while on its way to the ignominious defeatwhich it

Six months ago certain types of new
papers in this country and such magazines
as the North American Review, edited by
Colonel George Harvey, who cannot reconcile himself to the thought that 'tis better
j to have loved and lost than never to have
loved at all.'' were engaged in the most
shameful dissemination of contemptible
insinuations, and shameless slanders aimed
at the capacity and even the intelligence of
Secretary Daniels. Now wo have silence,
with only now and then a stray dog baying
at the moon. But having failed to make
out. -a case against Daniels because facts
flouted in our faces from all quarters,
thundered in our ears from the house of
commons, and spoken in the senate by
men like Kenyon, these same newspapers
have turned their attention to Secretary
Baker with the same foul weapons ana
from the same foul motives.
Tf these
newspapers, like the Chicago Tribue, have
flattered themselves that they could pursue such a villainous campaign with impunity and without challenge, they are
beginning to realize their mistake. Baker
is coming from the fire unscathed by the
flames. We have frequently called attention to the sheer dishonesty of this campaign of villification and abuse against the
secretary of war, but our contemporary,
The Gary Post, has summed up the case
with such perspicacity that we reproduce
its statement in another column of this
page and urge all who are interested in the
preparation of the country for war to read
it carefully. It will be worth while.

lead^fofth^JfJ^^ ^^constitution with the supreme
commanderIn Jw «? **" WaT; he,is made by that instrument
iS^h^Shl ltB.army and navy. It is futile for the
legislative branch to create any war cabinet or nminr-n +« »!A
the president and his cabinet in the conduct of the war Tor
the President would not be obliged to pay any attention to wh
a council. The law creating it would be a nullity TheTtemot to
do this has been rightly characterized as "vicious and illegal »
«*,?« T "S See what"sht the senator throws on his own attitude. In an apology for his first attack Senator ChambeTlain
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aS directed
m JX^T!11* +The
to the military establisheneral
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i
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^
government.
Those who
heard me know that.

„«f«7 h?d^nv prePaTed sPeech and did not speak from
notes. I delivered an extemporaneous address to the
people there, explaining that since Bunker Hill we have
had practically no military organization or policy.
T said the senate military committee has tried to
correct the evils by the introduction of two new bills One
written by me is the director of munitions bill. The other
written by a sub-committee, is the war cabinet bill. I wili
stand for both."
Here is a, remarkable confession of recklessness. He "had
Pre
Ul
£?red ^f^Y' be mereIy "delivered an extemporaneous address," "explaining" for the benefit of the kaiser, his
war ministers and his allies that "since Bunker Hill we have
had no military organization or policy."
It really is not necessary, in view of this admission and the
perferyid and wild character of his "extemporaneous" charges
against the government, which in its prosecution of the war
thus far, by the general magnitude and many specific merits of
its achievement, has won the astonished admiration of its allies
to go into any extended analysis or investigation of his charges.'
Me stands convicted on his own words as a careless slanderer
ot the government of his own country in time of war. Men of
his ilk m and out of the congress should be suppressed in anv
way by which it may most conveniently be done.
The president has well said:
'As a matter of fact thejwar department has perform
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i me of Secretary Baker's worst ofjnses was his coolness under the fire
,j cross-examination before the Sente committee. He was so. calm as to
br'ng upon him the accusation of be■r,|* "touch too complacent." If he
lV; only shown signs of nervousness.
gnrvm flustered, red In the 'face a«1
exclaimed occasionally, "Bless me!
•what a dreadful state of things," he
would have made an admirable wit*
ness. But. actually, the secretary had a
vray of blowing tmoke rings and sometimes saying. "Quito the contrary,'
that infuriated his inquisitors. His
culminating crime on the stand was
in yielding to the' sudden temptation
to exercise his wit in answering stu-,Jt3 or silly questions. Thus when our
ovn Senator Weeks asked the im»oa-!
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THE| CHAMBERLAIN ATTACKS
^^fSl^Og^^of Ore.cn, yesterday re/the war, which the preSw of Hi 8r?TT£nt s C0Tlduct of
adjeTflve.611^

ttat he mgM have

added

a

more formidable

t
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JSr^^J
?5
*j-ated **■~
conscientious pleader- out Ss r?ot fw
T^
the
and un
Wor t of his att

Yesterday he prefaced witv,L ™2 *
!
ack.
inno
cence" which obviously was an ..-ST/111* °f lnfured
"
tion of chargeswhichrfS nn^f l^P^ a rePe«"
h

sible question if the secretary did not'
think that someone else could have
done better than Gen Crozier as chief
of ordnance, Mr Baker unwisely answered: "I do not know; there are
'so many people in the world." If the
secretary had only answered that he
was sure there was one such person
and that he had his eye on him. all
might have been well.

tive branch* uTso™™ ^h^S^ */ ^ FV?

z
leSsTativph™n,\ L lt8.army and navy. It is futile for the
legislative branch to create any war cabinet or council to »,'*
the president and his cabinet in the conduct of the war for

The Gary Post on Baker.

1
atundl'TheTaw
W^
^ ***^onTsuch
c
L St" U law.^^^
«2*mfir it
would be™
a nullity.
The attempt to '
do this has been rightly characterized as "vicious and illegal »
But let us see what light the senator throws on hi« own at
titude. In an apology for his first attack Senator ChLb"rlat

Six months ago certain types of newspapers in this country and such magazines
as the North American Review, edited by
Colonel George Harvey, who cannot rccoucile himself to the thought that 'tis better
[ to have loved and lost than never to have
loved at all," were engaged in the most
shameful dissemination of contemptible
insinuations, and shameless slanders aimed
at the capacity and even the intelligence of
Secretary Daniels. Now we have silence,
with only now and then a stray dog baying
at the moon. But having failed to make
out a case against Daniels because facts
flouted in our faces from all quarters,
thundered in our ears from the house of
commons, and spoken in the senate by
men like Kenyon, these same newspapers
have turned their attention to Secretary
Baker with the same foul weapons ana
from the same' foul motives. If these
newspapers, like the Chicago Tribue, have
flattered themselves that they could pursue such a villainous campaign with impunity and without challenge, they are
beginning to realize their mistake. Baker
is coming from the fire unscathed by the
flames. We have frequently called attention to the sheer dishonesty of this campaign of villification and abuse against the
secretary of war, but our contemporary,
The Gary Post, has summed up the case
with such perspicacity that we reproduce
its statement in another column of this
page and urge all who are interested in the
preparation of the country for war to read
it carefully. It will be worth while.

,

ment^nrfTnff* Z™ direct°d to th* military establishheardmetaolffia?™1 government. Those who
™tp'7 hT^nr pre,paTed s_Peech and did not speak from
«2SL *l delivered an extemporaneous address to the
P
lain
since Bnnker m
w
™<frV^
££that
" we have
had practically
no military
organization or policy.
d

t! e

*n«2+«!
?, senate militery committee has tried to
correct the evils by the introduction of two new bills One
written by me is the director of munitions bill. The other
written by a sub-committee, is the war cabinet bill. I will
stand for both.
Here is a remarkable confession of recklessness. He "had
^JFe^red .W*/' ^e merely "delivered an extemporaneous address," "explaining" for the benefit of the kaiser, his
war ministers and his allies that "since Bunker Hill we have
had no military organization or policy."
™J--^3ll7iB ^"ecessary, in view of this admission and the
perfervid and wild character of his "extemporaneous" charges
against the government, winch in its prosecution of the war
thus tar, by the general magnitude and many specific merits of
its achievement, has won the astonished admiration of its allies
to go into any extended analysis or investigation of his charges.'
He stands convicted on his own words as a careless slanderer
of the government of his own country in time of war. Men of
his ilk m and out of the congress should be suppressed in any
way by which it may most conveniently be done.
The president has well said:
"As a matter of fact the war department has performed a task of unparalleled magnitude and difficulty with
extraordinary promptness and efficiency. There have
been delays and disappointments and partial miscarriages
o* plans, all of which have been drawn into the foreground and exaggerated by the investigations which have
been m progress since the congress assembled.
"Nothing helpful or likely to shed light or facilitate
the war tasks of the government has come out of such
criticism and investigation."
The president, in spite of the attacks of mischief-makers,
whose chief aim is to advertise themselves, has the confidence
of the great mass of thinking Americans. His clear and calm
responses to his noisy and unbridled assailants in each instance serve to strengthen his position with his people and to
bring the critics into the contempt which they deserve.
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STARY BAKEU AlTHIg'SEST.'
j The statement defending his adminjitration of the War Department
'hlch Mr. BAKES made to a large and
rltlcal audience In the Senate Office
iullding on Monday may be vulnerble to analysis, but as a brief It was
k-ir'oit and brilliant. More than that.
It was a challenge to the American
people to admire the achievements of
the Government in raising, equipping,
and training large bodies of troops,
and In transporting division after division overseas, a challenge that
proves irresistible to their pride of
country. Mr. BAKEE may have used
the superlative too freely in praising
our performance, but he will not. be
criticised for that, and the colors he
wrought Into the picture will stay
there. Furthermore, he will have his
Vindication when our troops go " over
the top " upon the order of one of the
most efficient soldiers that has commanded an American army, a consummate West Pointer, JOHN JOSEPH
FEBSHING.

The questions that Senators will ask
when Mr. BAKER appears before the
committee again may dim the lustre of
his exposition of what the War Department has accomplished, but he
has recognized his limitations and
profited by his mistakes, which is a
great gain. Mr. BAKEB'S complacency
Will no longer dismay his friends and
put a weapon into the hands of critics
who are just as patriotic as he is.
They feared that he did not take his
responsibility seriously, that he would
never grow up to it, that he lacked
the energy and spirit demanded of the
head of the American War Department in the supreme emergency.
They are not yet convinced that he
will pass muster and officially survive the ordeal, but at his latest coming before the Senate Military Affairs
Committee there was a self-revelation
full of promise.
That frank and persistent criticism
woke up NEWTON D. BAKER and
brought about the transformation is
not to be denied. The subordinates in
the War Department, some of them
veteran army officers who knew
things were not going right, are now
buckling to their work with hope In
their faces and fresh courage In their
hearts. Red tape will be cut right and
left, responsibility will no longer be
evaded, and the war machine will
gather speed. Hereafter, the right to
criticise will not be contested. The
Senate Inquiry has proved a bracing
tonic.
It must be understood, however,
that the most searching problems of
the war are still to come. We have
not begun to fight in France and the
war may go on for years. It will
take a strong, resourceful, inflexible
man to conduct the business of the
War Department. Secretary BAKER I
has coped with the preliminaries, l
learning as he went along, and;
■tanding. up under criticism as best!
he could. But he has not been severely tested.. Whether even the reorganization of the War Department
which he has planned will satisfy
Congress is a question to be settled
only after debate on the new legislation which Senator CHAMBERLAIN
has proposed. Mr. BAKER has filed
his brief. The other side is to be
.heard.
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Full Light on War Activities.
"One: story's good until another's told."
The old saw has application now, not
to throw discredit on any story told in
connection with war activities, but to
suggest the advisability of a suspension
of judgment until both sides to the existing controversy have been heard
through those competent and authorized
to speak.
Senator Chamberlain's story lias un- j
fioubtedly made a profound impressioi. ;
It.was well told—told without rhetoric
or excitement. It was keyed and delivered for the thoughtful. It reached ;
the spot. Its merit was, and is, sincerity, simplicity and directness. The
speaker convinced his hearers that he
meant what ho said, and his hearers
knew that he had many sources of in- |
formation. His speech contained a great j
deal that the public had not heard and :
that shocked the public in the recital.
Secretary Baker will reply. The re- !
ply will lack the impressive staging of j
the attack, but will not lack for atten- !
tion. And it will reach as many read-.I
ersas the attack. The whole country is I
at attention. Very naturally, everybody j
wants to know everything possible of
revealment on a subject of such intimate and pressing moment. And, of
course, the Secretary of War will, as
Senator Chamberlain did, speak with authority and from large information.
In this way, and from these two
sources alone, the public will soon have
much of value upon which to base an
opinion. But the public will not be con-j
fined to these two sources. Information is coming from other sources. So
much is at stake, and so eager is curiosity, the facts are being coaxed out
from many sources.
..Let the' public have all the facts—all
necessary to the passing of a just judgment oh the record. Ours is popular
goVernment. What the people say
"goes." And in this matter the people |
will, and should, have their say. They
are unreasonable only when kept in the I
dark. Time and time again in great
emergencies they, have shown both poise
and courage when acting- in the light.
Senator Chamberlain told the Senate
that his solo purpose was to let in the
light. Such also, we may assume, will
be the purpose of Secretary Baker when
he.takes the witness stand Monday.
For the moment, there is rio other
topic half so interesting. It has the j
right of way in Congress, in the press !
and is receiving attention in the pulpit. I

Staimtoit Daily^ws

The present Administration is passs
ing through the same experience, or
» i
—
all the members of the Cabinet the
Secretary of the Navy and the SecreRepeated History.
tary of War have been the subjects
That history is prone to repeat of the most scathing criticism and
ridicule, but they have gone steadily
itself has passed into a well worn on with their duties and have filled
proverb but it is a fact that arouses them faithfully. Under Mr. Daniels
surprise whenever an instance of its our navy has grown to' be the second
truth is noticed. One of the most in size and efficiency in the world,
noteworthy cases of this tendency is and no better body of men can bo
that in almost every national crisis found i nany service than the comthe men who have to guide the Ship missioned officers and enlisted men
of State are the subjects of bitter in the United States navy. New
abuse and criticism, and yet in the methods of educating and training
great majority of instances, they are these men have been devised and put
praised most highly by those who into operation, and the efficiency of
come after them. During the course the force in unequalled. So admirof the Revolutionary War and able is the present navy that for the
throughout his terms as President, first time Mr. Roosevelt has praised
General Washington was charged something not connected with his
with criminal inefficiency as a mili- own activities. Mr. Daniels has certary commander and as a statesman, tainly proved his fitness for his post.
The work of Mr. Baker in the War
hut after his death he became the object of an admiration that is almost Department has been wonderful.
adoration. Jefferson was denounced ) From a force of less than 150,00(1
in unmeasured terms for His purchase men, regulars and militiamen, the
of Louisiana, and yet it is easy to see United States Army has developed inthat it made the Union into a great l to a force of about a million and a
nation. While Madison was main- half; the largest body of troops ever
taining the independence won by the raised by the United* States. These
Revolution by the acts that led up to men have been armed, uniformed
the War of 1812, he was reviled most and equipped. Training camps for
bitterly by the very States in whose officers have been established and
behalf he was acting, and those ' officers taught their duties; munition
States threatened to secede if he plants have been organized and ampersisted in maintaining their rights munition supplied in ample qauntion the high seas. Today we see that ties. The food supplied the men has
had he yielded to the clamors of been sufficient in qualtity and of I
New England and Old England, we nourshing quality and there has
would never have been anything no "embalmed beet" scandal such as
more than a British dependency. The stained the record of the War Deadministrations that added Texas to partment at the outbreak -of the
the Union, fought the Mexican War Spanish War. Doubtless some things
and annexed the territory that was have been done belter; but Mr. l!ak
gained by that Avar, were abused er is but human and is liable to err.
with the greatest harshness, yet the It is safe to say that in no othw
wisdom of their acts are now appar- emergency have matters been handent. During the Civil War Lincoln i led any better, if HO well. It is true
and his cabinet were criticized in the I that the War Department has expend
North as bitterly as were Davis and ied great sums of money, but it lias
his cabinet in the South, yet today !accomplished result:; and that is what
both sections see that their Execu- '.is desired. In all of this expenditure
tives acted with wisdom. The pur- there has been no savor of. corruption
chase of Alaska was long called of favoritism or of nepotism,
"Seward's Polly," but now the an- there have been errors they have,
nual receipts from Alaska are greater been clean errors of judgment, and no |
than the purchase money, to say man can be always free from those j
nothing of freeing a large part of the srrors.
continent from European domination.
When the heat of passion passes i
On a smaller scale the history of we feel sure that the judgment of |
some of our cities tells the same the nation will be taac it would
story. Men of middle age can remem- have been very difficult to have had
ber when "Boss Shepherd" had to better men in these posts than those
flee from Washington in danger of now filling them, and that posterity
his life, and yet the people of Wash- will acclaim them as it has acclaimington have erected a monument to ed so many of their predecessors.
~
;
At .st.v..v
him in front of the new Municipal
Building. His. vision of the Capital I
that'was to be was wider than theirs,
but it. is recoqnized at the present,
time.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 25, '18

ASSERTS WAR WORK
IS NOW WELL BOWK
Department Official Says President Has Put Through
Real Reorganization'.
BUSINESS MEN IN SERVICE
Declaration That President Will
Socn Show Congress That Proposed Legislation Is Not Needed.
Sptcial to The Xeic York Time*.
PROVIDENCE, B- '■• Ja"- 24.—The
Providence Journal will say tomorrow
morning:
.
•■ The Journal Is able to prim this
morning a statement from a high official of the War Department that
President Wilson will prove to the counport of his declaration with
regard
to
Senator
Chamberlain's
charges, that the reorganization or that
department is complete,,that it is running at a state of efficiency which will
surprise the entire country, and that the
President's defense of the department
will be supported by the testimony ot
business men of-national reputation.
•• The statement, which was given to
The Journal yesterday in Washington,
Is as follows:
,.,ii-;„„.
" ■ While our critics have been talking
the President has been working. . He
;.,, rVauied the evils thai have existed
War Department and the grave
necessity tor o\" rcoming them, and In
less than sixty days has transformed
the department from an inefficient ana
b?oken-down .sac::;,,,, into such an orSraniyation as, when lac raets at
IhSwn will force the admiration
feStire country. The President Is ready
to tell his story, and in a few .lays will
Sve 'to Congress an dthe nation the
ietails which will disarm further criticism and sweep the present charges into
the ash heap of oblivion. He IS predared to make such a showing as to
iims tiS u^ivsrsal vsrSict feat to dis:
nipt" the present organization with any
new .scheme would, under the reformed
condition of things, be little short of
^"No" change more striking could be
imagined titan that which has taken
place in the War Department during
the oast sixtv days. Practically toe
entire acting executive force of tno
bureaus has been changed;, roday the
things that ought to be don,o are com,
done, orders are being carried out in
k businesslike and efficient manner,
ami a rigorous production ' of power
has been decided upon.
" The nnv system and the new idea
have beat brought about by a radical
change in methods and the appointment
of men-big in the business world to
positioins where they can do things.
The red tape has been cut; army officers have been succeeded by those men
and the departments today are being
run on a business and efficiency basts.
Particularly true is this of the Ordnance Bureau, which has come under so
much criticism. General Crozier has
been eliminated from the bureau. 'Nominally he holds the position ol Chief,
but that is simply a title so that he !
mav retain te rank of .Major General.
"President Wilson and Secretary Baker
will be able to show the members or
Congress that at the present time instead of being inefficient and unable to
cope with the problems that confront it,
the Ordnance Bureau is up on its toes.
and that during the last sixty days Its
accomplishments have been remarkable.
'"Much of the time lost under the old
regime has been made up. and a suryey
of the entire situation shows that the ■
resources of the country are nut being
strained tha.t the production of arm, ammunition, and supplies for the army arc
■ tow so well under way that all the men
now in training will shortly he fully
supplied with all equipment.
"!' Contracts for everything pertaining to the equipment of the overseas
army now abroad and to be sent during" the year have either been awarded
or are actually in sight, in another six
, ■; the working of the bureau of
} ordnance wil be very nearly 100 per
efficient.
I " ■ Such men as Colonel Samuel Hcj Roberts, formerly of the National City
Hank of New York, and one of the most.
efficient men in the country, now heads
a division of the ordnance bureau.
"-'Colonel Tripp, formerly chairman
of the board of the Westinghouse Electric Company, one of the. greatest business men of the country and of immense executive ability, is another.
" 'Then there is General Charles
Wheeler, who was picked out of his
rank in the list of officers to succeed
General Crozier, a man who has had a

an organizer and for his ot
which is all quite unusual tor
v
an army off
, ..
"A.n-1 there is Colonel J. M. Dunn.
Who lias b<
back from the
-ctired list and who has made a
lion it, transportation problem
places him in the front rank ol men
oft that profession.
■• ■ Such men .as these- head the different divisions Into which the Ordnance
Bureau has ben divided in this new
scheme of efficiency and system, and
this scheme has been worked out so
carefully in the past month, that no
manufacturing concern with a reputation for efficiency could have Its ideas
and plans more carefully charted than
have these men charted the working
plan of the Ordnance Brueau.
' "'General Wheeler heads the list
as acting chief of the bureau, and under the aew scheme bis office is divided Into three bureaus—the general
administration bureau, under Colonel
Pierce, the engineering bureau, under
Colonel Rice, and the control Bureau,
under Colonel Dixon. These bureaus
are really executive, and care lor the
countle
that must he handled,
but penflanl from General Wheeler are
the operating divisions, and it is in
that the radical changes have
been made, and men in civil life have
laced in charge '.'or the purpi se
of getting .action.
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\BAfCER DECLARES
1,500,000 WILL BE
IN FRANCE IN 1918

Congress ¥J££S}
Secretary Baker Shows That the United States Have Not "Fallen
Down" in War Preparations—The War Program Outlined.
Answering Anonymous Letters—British "Winding Sheets."
Amending the "Ownership Section" of the Railroad Bill—Pine
Knots and Water
Power on Heatless Days.
i

Summing- up his revelations to the
[Senate Military Committee regarding
rtbtJ^yTising', equipping and housing' of
ran AmertcaTT sir*?- o!' 1.W0-008 men.
I and declaring that this force will be
eady to depart for France in 1918.
and 500,000 will be there as soon as
shipping can be arranged, Secretary
I of AVar said:

I
I
I
I

sixteen and twenty pages long, filled
ivith measurements and formulas and
changes of a millimeter in size, great
long specifications of changes In de
tails of thing." which were agreed
upon last week
and changed this
week, and need to be changed again
next week, so
that
what we are
doing at this end is attempting by
J using the eyes of the army there to
keep up to what they want us to do.
Already In Dlseard.
"Let Us Be Frank."
"Already you
will
find in vour
"And now, let me. be frank with you.
and let your judgment be frank with further examination into some of the
me about this. Has any army in his- bureau work of the department that
selected and
tory, since the beginning ot time, been weapons which were
so raised and cared for as this army which we had started to manufachas? Can the picture be duplicated? ture, have been so far discarded that
We have raised this army, taking the people have forgotten the names of
regular army and the national guard, them almost, and new things substiraising it to war strength and sup- tuted in their place.
"This little group of officers which
plementing it by the operation of a
stayed here have built the great
draft.
special departments of the army.
"When the selective draft was pro"The ordnance department starting,
posed I was told that an army by T think, with ninety-three or ninetysix officers, has now something like
that means could not be raised.
"And yet, has any great enterprise 3.000 officers. They have had to be
and that has had to go
been carried on with more unfail- specialized,
on contemporaneously with this treing justice and patriotism on the part; mendous response to the changing
of the American people, or has a conditions on the other side.
"In the meantime, when we started
greater change in our mode and practice been accepted by the public than I into this war I think It was com
monly thought throughout the coununder the selective service system?"
The Secretary said that a magazine try that our oontributlon at the outof which Colonel 'Roosevelt was asso-' set might well be financial and inciate editor, urged that "every nerve dustrial. The industries of this coundevoted
at that
be strained to get loO.OOO to 200.000 try were largely
time to the manufacture of war mamen to France in 1917."
"I am disclosing no secret," Secre- terials for our allle«."
tary Baker said, "when I say that
What War Entry Required.
we exceeded that maximum in 1017."
"When we entered the war France
Senator Chamberlain asked if the
maximum had not been exceeded by was a white sheet of paper so far as
August, 1917.
we were concerned, and on that we
"Not the maximum." answered Sec-1
retary Baker. "The minimum was ex- had not only to write an army, but
we had to write the means of mainceeded.
taining that army, and from the first
Soon to Have 500,000 There.
time when a carefeul and scientific
"Now, instead of having 50,000 or study of the opportunities of France
100,000 men in France in 1917, we have to help us were made, from that hour
many more men than that in France, until this we have been building in
and instead of 500.000 men whom we France, facilities,'instruments, agencould ship to France if we could find cies, just as many as we have here
any way to do it in 191S, we. will have in the United States, and more—many
more than 500,000 in France early of them of the same character.
in 1918, and we have available, if the
"For instance, the French had nattransportation facilities are available urally reserved the best ports In
to us, and the prospect is not un- France for tneir own supplies.
The
promising,*l,500,000 who is 1918 can be Channel ports have been reserved for
shipped to Franc*,"
the British.
When we came in it
"Why." Chairman Chamberlain per- was necessary for us to have indesisted, "have you not felt it proper to pendent ports of entry in order that
let the public into your confidence
with reference to these things that there might not be confusion am; a
mixture of our supplies, going through
you are telling now?"
Secretary Baker replied that he these ports of disembarkation WK.I
We were'
hesitated to do that and referred to a those of other nations.
statement by Gen. von Hinderburg to given special ports.
"We have had to take over, and
the effect that America was advertisare in process of rebuilding -nd aming her Intentions.
"But isn't it a fact that Germany plifying, a railroad 600 miles long, in
has known all about this?" queried order to carry our products from our
p_/rts of disembarkation to our genSenator Cnamberlain.
"No."
replied
Secretary
Baker. eral bases of -operation.
And all of
"The German government is still mys- th t, gentlemen, has to be not only
tified regarding the number of men studied out, as a necessary thing to
now in France. They know what is ■do, but when so studied out and
doing at the front, but Germany is drafted here, the manufactories for
still mystified regarding the number I those things have to be carried on In
of men now in France."
this country, and the things shipped
His statement, Ml. Baker added, was over there—nails, crossties, spikes,
made on the basis of the most reliable
confidential reports received by the fish plates, engines, cars, buildings.
War Department.
Great Flnnts Bollt.
Secretary Baker said earlier in his
".We have had to build ordnance dediscourse:
p. ts and repair shops and great magPerslitng's Command Small.
azines of supply in the interior. All
"We sent over to France General of that problem has been carried forPershing. and we sent with him ward step by step.
The plans for a
merely a division of troops, but we single ordnance repair shop, which I
saw
some
time
ago,
covered
acres and
sent with him, perhaps I can say
Designed over
safely, the major part of the trained, acres of ground.
there, the iron work fabricates over
expert personnel of the army.
"You know the size of the official here, disassembled, put in ships and
be reassemb.cu
corps of the regular army in this carried abroad to
country when the war broke out.
over there.
"It was a pitiful handful of trained
"We have had to build barracks
men, and yet it was necessary to di- over there for our soldiers, and in the
vide them up,
and
send
over to meantime to billot them around In
France officers of the highest quality the French villages.
so that they would be at the front
"Building barracks over there and
and see in the workshops and in the building them here is a very u.iferent
factories and in the war offices, and thing, gentlemen.
in the armies, where consultations
"We have had to go back to the
would take place immediately back planting of corn in France in order
of the front—so that they could see that we might sometime make a harthe thing with their own eyes, and
send us back the details by cable vest.
"Our operations began in the forevery day of the changing character
ests of France, not in the lumber
of this war.
yards,
as they did in this country."
"General Pershing"s staff
of experts and officers" over there runs
Peasant* Kissed Oar Boys.
into the thousands,
and
they are
Secretary Baker described how
busy every minute, and every day
that the sun rises I get cablegrams France welcomed the first American
from General Pershing from ten to soldiers, peasants kissing, he said, the
hems of their coats.
"Of course," he said, "they wel
corned the British, but their need
was not so great when 'he British
went. Of course, they welcomed the
British, but there were ties between
them and us which there had not
been between them and the British,
and so when our troops went there
was an instant and spontaneous rise
in the morale of the French, but an
equally instant and spontaneous in-
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course, also to the railroads as a
whole.
Judge Thorn, who argued befort
the House committee, gave it as his
opinion that while the "war power'
of the President is paramount above
all statute lav/, the United State;:
have the same power to take permanent control and possession of tU>
roads "with adequate compensation"!
in peace under the "Commerce power"
that they have in war under the
war power. But he does not think
that the roads can be held under the
war power longer tli;in for "a rea-|
sonable time" to allow a satisfactory
settlement after peace. Above every-1
thing else, he urged as of paramount!
importance for the country, an immediate settlement "by agreement."
"The financial
markets
of the I
world are now
closed to the railroads," lie said. They may have tol
depend1 on the Treasury to supplyf
their needs, even in meeting "maturing obligations'—in
other words,
bonded debt.

By W. V. BYARS
On trial for his official life yester tunity to do other badly needed work
day, Secretary of War Newton D. was the answer developed yesterBaker vindicated the Government of day, after it had already been given
in full. It is sufficient.
the United States. The vindication
is adequate. No one could have made
Secretary Baker shlwed that he
it more
so.
The
Government is had taken the course recommended
"ready to win the war." The on'.y by General Wood, General Pershquestion remaining is of how far ing', and the military experts of the
Secretary Baker sacrificed himself. army in everything relating to arming the troops.
They are now
It was the questton after Strafford s dothed an(] ^V^ ^ meet ^
defense before
"the Long Farm.- emergency of the present, or anyment." The issue then did not ex- thjng that can he foreseen in the
ceed the issue now in importance. irnrnedjate
future.
United
Tne
And Strafford, vindicating hls^'king Statcs ha
S C
v "Baker* -"""
^ :
retary
fully -*-'"
refuted the
block.
charge.

The House spent the day on thel
agricultural appropriation bill, dis-|
cussing tuberculosis in cattle as
I

clis( ase

for
'
which there is no known
remedy.
It can be held in check,!
but there is as yet no more hope ofl
getting rid of it in cattle than in|
human beings.
For tiie House Commitee on Mill
tary Affairs, Mr. Hicks introduced <
bill reorganizing the army medical|
corps. It is conservative.

"The more
mischief, the
more
He gave an extensive review of
i«port," said Lord Lovat, just before
the war program. It is such a pro
sistence that these soldiers who came he kneeled for the headsman.
was
rendered necessary for
from America
should
continue to was a gala day on Tower Hill. The .*'"" **
"beauty and
chivalry" of London,. complete co-operation with allies
come in an unbroken stream.
wh
overcrowded
a
temporary
"dress
cir-,
ose
needs
and wishes had to be
"And so we made the election. We
decided not to send the regular army cle" in front of the scaffold
and consulted at every point.
This covas a whole, but to send regular di- broke it down. The result was dls-!ers the case. The necessity of such
The Senate's session was brief, devisions and national guard divisions, astrous to the Society of London | a program is self-evident: The pro- voted almost entirely to telegrams ofl
selected according to the state of
protest against the Garfield H<eatles.s|
their preparation, and
keep
back •nul the "wicked Lovat" laughed. It ] gram belongs as much to England Monday order from the South and tol
here some part of our trained force *-as a gala day yesterday, with no and France as to our War Departsupport of woman suffrage from thel
in order that it might innoculate with visible disaster, at the Baker hear-, ment.
West.
its spirit ;and its training these raw ing. The rooms of the Senate Mill-1
—
Colorado supreme court judges inlevies which wo were training, and tary Committee were crowded be-1
Un the question of uniforms, the
one after
another these
divisions voiid capacity.
So were the halls, Secretary stated again that army dorsed Woman Suffrage through I
have gone over until in France there with ladies who could not get in. overcoats and blankets contain ,r>:i per Senator Shafroth- They pronounced I
is a fighting army, an army trained The Red Cross showed conspicuously, cent of shoddy or "re-wrought wool," the Colorado experiment with it a|
in the essentials and In the begin- They plied their knitting needles, as the record shows throughout
He complete success.
ning of military discipline and pracBoards of Trade and merchants in|
They
ate
their
luncheons
before
the
understood,
however,
that
ho
had
tice, and trained, seasone.1 fighters
the South wish Dr. Garfield to reIn this kind of a war on the actual doors during the recess. But there been previously misinformed as to
battlefields where it is taking place. was no excitement of any kind to shoddy in other uniforms—that they member that their hyacinths raa«
reward them. The Secretary of War are "all wool." This confirmation of begin blooming while he is still I
Joffre Wanted Artisan*.
They also protest]
spoke on and on hour after hour as the information had just come to "snowed in."
"Joffre said it might take some
saintly as if he were reading an him from Mr. Charles Eisenmann. It a rainst being prohibited from runtime for us to get a trained army
s one
tne
tnnual report.
I '
°^
points on which he may ning factories with "hydro-electric |
over, but that wo were a great inBut for the issue which all felt • be questioned by the comm'ttee to- energy" when they use no coal at all.
dustrial country and could send ar- A-as that of his official life, the en- ' (lav. The hearing yesterday was de- Georgia wishes to know what objec-1
tisans immediately.
tire proceeding would have been dull voted almost wholely to his direct tion Dr. Garfield has to the use of
"Although not contemplated at t
to the last degree.
I statement to the few questions. His pine knots and like native fuel which
outset, we have organized regiments
I candid and repeated admissions of does not contest the railroads or de- j
of railroad men who are rebuilding
The points of vital attack on Sec- lack of information on points pre- prive any one in the North of i
railroads behind
the
British
and
retarv Baker in Senator Chamber- Rented to him as of vital importance warmth.
French lines as they advance.
"Of such quality were the:ic men Iain's'speech were only two: First, were given weight against him. It
that at Cambrai, when General Byng -he two pathetic anonymous letters, is on such points that he left himself
1
*
was endangered,
our
men
threw 'replying that soldiers died neglect- most open to attack in his anxietv
down their picks and shovels, grasped •>d in the camps where they had to vindicate the Administration and
rifles and distinguished themselves.
■.'.
been drafted; second, the charge the country against the charge of
DDj
"Very early in the war Balfour and that our soldiers in Europe were "breaking down," or "falling down"
Joffre said, 'Send us nurses and doc- obliged to rely on "poor France" in preparation for winning the war.
tors.' Almost before we were In the for ordnance and munitions. Baker
The country has not "fallen down."
war Bed Cross nurses and doctors
'1 ' i
answered both,'and other attacks'He made that clear. But when he reand ambulance drivers in great numbers were sent over. Our early lo.se>- •.nd insinuations, at great length turned of his own motion to the stand
before the Chamberlain committee.
were of these.
But that was not md with minute detail.
A sufficient answer to the first— it was himself he put on trial once
enough.
It was suggested, further
that mechanics were needed. Special the moral attack of anonymous more. Tha hearimr is rejumed this
studies were made.
etters—was that Chairman Cham- morning at half past ten.
Other
"We found that railroads and othterlain had.not yet secured the per- witnesses are expected to testify be'er facilities of Franca had. been kept uission of the writers to give fore Mr. Baker is recalled,
In excellent condition,
far
bettor lames, places, and dates.
than we had thought possible."
The Senate Committee on InterAs great statesmen need not stop
But despite the condition of French
state Commerce had referred ba.k to
railroads, he said, it was found neces- "or anonymous attacks, this would
sary to provide transportation facili- have been enough. Secretary Baker it its substitute for the House railties for the American army In France, went beyond it and read into the road control and re'.ief bill, introbecause of the great demands upon •ecord reports from' every camp duced in the Senate by Senator Smith
those already there.'
where complaints had been made, or j of South Carolina,
where anything of the kind might j
Interstate
Commerce
CommisAssumes Responsibility.
;
sioner Anderson offered before the
Mr. Baker took personal respo-si- iave occurred.
committee of both Senate and House
billty for getting men under trainHe showed in the case of the '■ a new amendment to the section suping before their equipment was ready
oody of an American boy said to j posed to involve "Government owner"to the last shoe button."
have been sent home in a coffin, j ship" if left as in the original bill. It
He went into the efforts to sur
wrapped only in a sheet; that an niav represent both the truntc lines
round the army with moral and
physical safeguards, A condition had American soldier, killed at the To- umf the Administration. It provides
been sent; that the President may at any time
been produced, he said, where the ronto flying field, had
soldiers were
welcomed
into
the home by the British major in relinnuish control of any system or
homes of communities in which they charge, with the body shrouded in part of any system, no longer needed
were quartered. .
a "winding sheet" and the clothing for war purposes.
It applies, of
".Vo such relation," he added, "ha"
ent in a separate package, accordever existed between en army an ■'■ 'ng to the British custom.
This
the civilian population.
I've gone British custom of using "winding
from camp to caimp.
I have asked
each commander: 'What about your 'heets" is a very old one. As it
hocks American prejudices, the
disciplinary problem?'
Men old in
"ecretary explained that Americans
the army all say they have never seei
it the Toronto field had been put
anything like this; that the disciplinary problem is negligible.
mder an American officer.
So he
"Your committee will have full op
^plained in other cases. His best
portujilty, and will doubtless go int. defense on hospital "prepareness"
those things.
If you deal witli tin
vas a letter he read from Mary
hospital situation, the medical corps,
the signal corps, you will hear the won Roberts Rhinehart, who, after visits
o the camps, described conditions
derful work done by the engineering
department of the army. But when is everywhere improved.
It is all told, Mr.'Chairman, it will be
The answer to the charge that we
a story which I am sure your com
mlttee will be glad to report to the ire depending on "poor France" for
Senate of the United States as being
"innon
and
munitions,
is
that
a tremendous response to a tre- 'ranee, with England supporting
mendous responsibility, and when you
have made this investigation 1 Know ',-■> request, asked for the contracts,
aving idle capacity for manufactthat the American people will feel, a:
I think they have a right to feel, that
uring beyond its own needs. This
we are in this war to win it; ihai was already in the record.
That
we are in it to hit and to hit hard; 'poor France," standing greatly in
that we are in it to co-ordinate our
strength with that of our associates need of more money, is getting the
noney, doing the work, and allowthat the problem is not one of indi
g American plants greater opporvldual star playing, but of team play
with these veterans and experience
persons under actual
battle
con
dltlons that more has been done, per
haps, than the country expected, mor
than the wisest In the countrj
thought was possible to do.
Knows American Feeling.
"In so far as I am personally concerned, 1 know what is ahead of U'
1 know what the American feeling
about this war is. Everybody is impatient to do as much as they can.
"There will be no division of counsel; there will be all the criticism.'
there ought to be upon short comings
and failures; there will be so far a.'
the War Department is cmcernod, c
continuing effort at self-improvement
and a hospitality toward every suggestion for
improvement that can
come from the outside; OL>I the net
result is going to be that a united and
confident American people believing
In themselves and in their institution
are going to demand, and that at no
late day, on European battlefields, ir
the face of veterans with whom they
are proud to associate, that veterans
though they be, cannot excel us ir
achievements, and when the vWn
is won 6ver there, Mr. Chairman, the
credit which will come to American
courage will be an noiio. .
the tenacity of purpose and splendid
achievements
of the British
ant'
French already shed great luster on
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s clinics without a model child, and
city-wide search and appeal now
f-e lkeing made for another.
"It is easy for us to get an 'almost
erfect' baby," said Dr. A. „M. SeaIrook, medical superintendent and
liief resident physician of the hosJtal; -"but it is a task more difficult
lian might be imagined to get a child
^rfectly proportioned in every way,
landard in its every action, proper as
. diet, and so forth.
."Such a child is desired to demonIrate in clinics to the students of the
Tllege attached to.our hospital. AVe
Fotv "tTiere "aYe many In i^hiladelphia,
lid we are confident some proud
■other will favor us with a perfect
ffspring."
0.

1918.
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iRSEY GIRL ORGANIST
DIES MYSTERIOUSLY

CRUISER GOEBEN AGAIN NEW JERSEY FARMER
DIES AT AGE OF 104
FLOATED, BERLIN SAYS
«

——^

*

LONDON, Jan. 20.—Dispatches from
Berlin, said to be official, announce
that the Turkish cruiser Sultan
Yawuz Selim, formerly the Qerman
cruiser Goeben, has been refloated and
entered the Dardanelles", despite the
damage inflicted by British bombing
raids.
Bad weather hampered the operations against fjie Goeben, which was
beached during an encounter with
British men-of-owar.

—r&*-

(NEW TORK, Jan. 27.—Edward W.
jraecklein, of Paterson, N. J., and his
life, have arrived in Ottawa, Ontario,
response to telegrams from the,poke of that city announcing the mysIrious death there of their twentylur-year-old daughter, Viola, former
J-ganlst of ..St. Paul's Episcopal
lurch, the most fashionable church
Paterson, and known locally as an
Inateur actress.
lThe young woman is supposed to

SWEDBSBORO, N. X, Jan. 29 —
Just a week after reaching his 104th
birthday, John Black, said to have
been the oldest resident of south Jersey, is dead. He had lived alone for
years in a litiio farmhouse built on
land which he cleared half a century
ago.
fel
Mr. Black was born in Comity Tyrone, Ireland, January 16, 1814. He
came to this country in 1834, and
worked for years as a farmhand at
various places in Gloucester county.
He accumulated sufficient funds to

have died of causes attendant upo
an operation performed some time ag
md inquest sessions arc heing he
Vn Ottawa physician, who was held
by. the police, has been released. A
prominent merchant is said to have
been in Miss Braecklein's room at the
time of her death, but the police are
withholding his name.
The young woman, who was unusually accomplished as an organist,
went to Ottawa at the request of
Frank White, of Paterson, to demon;
stratc an orchestral organ with piano
connection, which had just been^ i
stalled in the Center Theater.
She was .taWo
afternoon. ' When a physician reached
her he found her dead in bed.
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GOODS, KNOW WHAT YOU &RE PAYING FOR, YOU THEN SA^
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enth Anniversary Sale
nues All This Week!

lenient weather which prevailed
eek, we have decided to continue
ortunity another week.

'i*6ver i.he Top"
ffi

Here's a Grafonola programme that
will'i'riake your next dance the talk of
the town. Let's start with " Over the
Top," an up-to-the-minute ^military
medley one-step.

High-grade foods of all kinds and varieties, priced
to make this the greatest of our annual sales.
Don't
overbuy—but buy your needs in all departments.

FISH

We have quite a variety of Fish for your lunch and dinner
on Meatless Days.

Smoked Labrador
HERRING, Each.
Smoked
WHITEFISH,lb,
HALIBUT,
Lb
SALMON,
Lb.... .......
gUTTERFISH,
Lb

POLLOCK,

Chin Chin Chinaman-

CROAKERS,

Then a fantastic fox-trot that will set
you hunting for your favorite partner.
On the back, "Doing His Bit for the
Girls." It will make you do yours.
A6008—$1.25

WHITING,
Lb.
DRESSED
TROUT, lb./..
SMELTS,
Lb ....:■

4 s* 25c

Fresh
Herring

OLEO
Swift's Premium
Oleo, lb

Save

WS.S.
VIKS. SAVINGS SUMPS
I48UED BY THE

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT

Nut Oleo,
Lb

...

CHEESE
Fancy Whole
Milk Cheese, lb.
ffi

Phila. Cream
Cheese, pkg... r.

Cash and Carry* Prices!
PEACHES
California grown and
eked. Put up in rich, heavy
rup.

Can,

23c
Dozen,

$2.65
Can,

22c
Dozen,

$2.60

k •»•*

Near Director of Munitions.

20
>&>

S: SATURDAY, JANU

Senators Give Him Opportunity
to Present Statement.

This language apparently Indicated
that large powers would be conferred
upon the new "surveyor general," and
there was a feeling at the Senate yesterday afternoon that Mr. Baker had
created, under a different name, the "director of munitions" which is provided
for in one of the reconstruction bills of
Senator Chamberlain. There was talk
of immediately abandoning the attempt
to pass that measure.
Later in the evening, however, Mr.
Baker explained that the "surveyor
general" is to have none of the functions of a director of munitions. He is
to be, in fact, an official without a shred
of executive authority. Later on, it
was intimated, he may be given a commission in the army.
See More Confusion Ahead.

GORGAS TELLS OF HOSPITALS

Instead of a constructive step having
been taken, the advocates of radical reorganization of the military branch see
in the appointment the possibility of
even more confusion in the War Department. The fight for a director of
munitions and the war cabinet will go

rtfrH m S! Affair'
»n>

iany Telegrams Received.
That the
nation
is
thoroughly
aroused over the disclosures as to the
conduct of the war was realized yesterday by everybody in official "Washington. A flood of telegrams offering
congratulations and pledges of support,
many of them from Republicans, poured
in upon Senator Chamberlain, who the
day before had taken off the lid. In
administration and army circles there
were many conferences, although the
regular meeting of the cabinet did not
take place, as the President was suffering from a cold.
Secretary Baker, the storm center of
the controversy that has suddenly
gripped the attention of the American
people, moved swiftly to counteract the
influence upon public opinion.
He
abandoned the idea of appearing today
before the House committee, and addressed a letter to Chairman Chamberlain, requesting the privilege, of appearing before the Senate committee, to
make a statement in Justice to the army
o.fficers and business men who have
been helping to run the war.
Hear Baker Monday.

He wanted to make this statement at
such time and place as would enable
"all members of the Senate and House of
Those for National Guard Vetoed BeRepresentatives who are so disposed to
attend." As there is no committee
cause Expected to Be in France.
room where such an audience could be
accommodated the committee voted to
inform Mr. Baker that it would be
on.
Mr. Stettinius is one of the best qual- pleased to hear anything he might have
More Confusion Ahead Seen in Selecified men in the United States to direct to say at the Senate committee room
on Monday morning at 10:30 o'clock.
tion of Stettinius as Buyer for the
The committee will treat him as any
the war purchasing. If he had been other witness, and he will be subjected
War Department—Recognized as
placed in absolute control of it the ap- to a searching cross-examination.
Able, but Held His Ability Will Be
-He has already started an investigapointment would have been received
tion into the cases of neglect at canMuch Hampered by His Station, With satisfaction.
tonments cited in Senator ChamberHis employment by the government lain's speech, and $he
responsibility
Which Has Many Chiefs Over It.
in some such capacity has been urged will be placed. Surgeon General Gorgas
by responsible persons for nearly six will also conduct an investigation. Secretary Baker said yesterday that he
months. His name, together with those had received similar complaints and
By GEORGE KOTHWELL BROWJf
Secretary of "War Baker, again the of Garrison, Root and Schwab, was safeguards against repetitions of such
harrowing things will be insisted upon.
target of criticism at the Capitol mentioned repeatedly recently in connection with the proposed war cabinet.
To Reassure the Public.
yesterday, for delays in. speeding
He is the kind of man that the advoup the war, requested that he be
Mr. Baker said yesterday that he
cates of efficiency want to see taking would tell the country all he knows
given an opportunity to present "an
a leading part in the conduct of the about conditions in the army, except as
explicit statement" for the benefit
to information that would disclose miliwar.
of Congress and the country, and antary secrets to Germany. He is confiUnder Authority of Col. Peirce.
dent that he can reassure the public
nounced a change in the military orand dissipate the feeling of depression
There was amazement yesterday that
ganization that fails to satisfy the
caused by Senator Chamberlain's dishe should have accepted a position of
advocates of thorough reform.
the kind now created, one that is purely closures.
/Before the Senate military affairs advisory. Mr. Stettinius will be under
He was again under fire yesterday
ommittee, Surgeon General Gorgas, in the authority of Col. Palmer L. Peirce,; during the progress of the Senate committee hearing, when Surgeon General
reply to a pressing cross-examination, the new director of purchases for the
Gorgas testified as to conditions in the
placed upon the Secretary the respon- War Department. He will review .all medical department, that strengthened
orders for supplies, keeping in touch
sibility for the failure to construct with the entire industrial situation in. the conviction that there has been dehospitals first at the cantonments, as the country, a task for which he is per- lay, inefficiency and lack of definite war
plan.
he had recommended, and for the fact haps better fitted than any other man in
Overruled on Hospitals.
that although he urged six months ago America. It was announced that he
would come to "Washington immediately.
Gen. Gorgas said that he had not
that hospital ships be provided, no
Secretary Baker explained how the been consulted as to the selection of
action has yet been taken, and the revised purchasing- plan will operate. army camp sites. He had recommend^ that at these camps the hospitals
iwounded soldiers will have to be If Gen. Goethals wants 5,000 overcoats, ed
\prought back from France in trans- an order will go to Col. Peirce, who. shoula be bullt flrgt> but he was overJ
t will refer it to Mr. Stettimusiwho will ruied> and the hospitals were built
ports, subject to attack by submarines. survey the business field anfi consult lagt> s0 that at no cantonment ts the
with the war industries board and de- hospital yet finished, and there is lack
Another Failure.
cide where the order should be placed. of eqUipment.
Secretary Baker had
The surgeon general also disclosed His recommendation will go back to nela up oonstruction of hospitals _be1
Col.
Peirce,
who
will
then
transmit
It
that Mr. Baker had expected the nacause he had thought that all the!
to Gen. Goethals, who will then let the
tional guard to be in France by last contract for the 5,000 overcoats, provid- National Guard would be in Ifrance by'
Christmas. The failure of the "War De- ed that meanwhile no disagreements last Christmas. Gen. Gorgas said he |
had been informed that the War Department to cooperate with the ship- have arisen anywhere along the red- ■IjaUUHIJl
I In -g^d th° Stata
ping board had resulted in the aban- tape line. In the event of a disagree- Jo sjuauiljuas anjj aqj jo saj-Bjy pullUit
ment Mr. Baker explained that he would aqi jo a^doad aq} aauiAuoo OJ aiq-B
donment of this plan to send to our
act as referee.
uaaq s-eii JI }Bqj UOISSIUI mo Aq paui-e)
allies the troops they so desperately
-qo jinsaj aiq-Btuiisaui U-B SI JT •-SUOIJ
Fresh From Big Job.
need.
--BU OMJ aqj uaaA\}aq UISIUOS-BJUB aj-Ba.ia
■The change in the organization of
Coming fresh from his present job, 0} paaidsuoo saiiuaua Jtno spoqjaui pu-eq
-aapun pufc sanSijjui Aq }Bq} 'paA0.id
in
which
he
has
had
charge
of
all
the
the department announced during the
AjJieaio 'jauj i; si }i ami-) autes aqi j-e
day by (Secretary Baker was the ap- buying for the allies, running into a[iqAY '-euiqo P.I-EAYOJ suopuajui s.uTJd-Bfbillions of dollars, Mr. Stettinius may
pointment of Edward R. Stettinius, for- find some difficulty in accustoming him- o} pj-eSaa IHJAI "BOjjamv ut jqnop UIBJ
merly of J. P. Morgan &. Co., and the self to so limited a field for his great -J80 -E pajsixa aiaqj aurij amos JOJ[„
— -Buiqo oj pj-BJSa..[ ur
economic talents.
man who for more than three year
An examination of the official chart uoijisod asau-Ed^n iBioads aqi jo UOJJIU
has had absolute control of the allied
showing the plan of reorganization of -Sooaj 8A-E2 juaraujaAoS u-Boj.iau.rv- aqj
purchases in the United
States, as the War Department, submitted by 'Aaojiaaaj esauiqo jo AjjaJSajui aqj pus
"surveyor general" for all army pur- Secretary Baker to the Senate military" ■Euiqo jo aouapuaclapui aqj pj-enSajus
chases. He will be in charge, accord- affairs committee and bearing the date pu-e uiBjureui or uoij-Bujuuajap ano
jo Ajiaaouis aq} jo paouiAuoo Sujag,,
ing to a statement issued by. Mr. Baker of January 9, shows that as late as
•uoij-eaadooo
that date no provision had been made
"of the procurement and production of for a "surveyor general."
Ajiejiruu oj pj-eSaj: qjjAs. pjoooB fEnjnui
all supplies" by the five bureaus of
This chart discloses that under the linj -B jo juauiqsnq-BJsa aqj B-EAV jjnsaj
ordnance, quartermaster, signal, engi new system the director of purchases, a 8ql pu-e 'san!Jo'q^ni3 u-Borjaury aqj qjiAv
SAiaiA 5IU-BJJ paSu-eqoxa UOISSIUI tfeqj
neer and medical. "It will be his duty,1 colonel, is Over and superior to five jo saaquiaui aqi
M-BAL UBadojng; aqj
major generals, who must report to
said the Secretary, "to coordinate such and operate through a man of inferior ut saiajunoo OAVJ aqj jo uoi;-Ejadooo aqj
purchases and properly relate the same rank. The director of purchases, Of Suipj^Saa sx-Bpujo u-eai.iauiv aqj qjiAi
to industry, to the end that the army whom Mr. Stettinius will be the as- Jinsuoo oj auiij auras- aqj J-B pirB suoij
-•Bjioiiaj ajaouis jno SuiAaAuoo jo asod
program be developed under a com- sistant, in. turn, according to the new -jnd aqj JOJ sousuiy oj UOISSIUI i-Biaads
scheme of reorganization, is under,
prehensive plan which will best utiliz< first, the War College; second, the gen- •B juas J-BBA JS-BI juauiujaAoS aqx„
the resources of the country."
eral staff; third, the Secretary of War,
•3J9H 3T-K>M S.UOTSSIW JO STI8.T,
and so on up to the President.
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WILSON IS OPPOSED TO UNIVERSAL
MILITARY TRAINING.
Criticism
by
Maryland
Defen«»
1-easne of the Present Preparedness System Drew Rebuke
From the President.

WASHINGTON", Jan. 25.—President Wilsqn this afternoon declared that perhap3
the real solution of the preparedness program might be a standing army of professional soldiers of sufficient size to
give real preparedness.
The President voiced his opposition to
compulsory universal military service in
the United States.

:
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.«?* ??}* such a system does not meet
the difficulties" facing the country in
its efforts to establish adequate defense
i( At the same time, he admitted that
physical training is needed" and asferted the legislative
and
executive
branches of the government are giving
"serious consideration" to what is tho
"wise thing for the defense
of
the
country."
KEBT7KE FOB LEAGUE MEMBEBS
.QJ ,-lJresident made his declarations
regarding preparedness to representatives of the national Security League
who called to urge some form of universal training.

<

The President opened his remarks bv
saying he would have been more impressed by the delegations contentions
it they had been expressed "in more restrained language."

"From some of the unqualified statements m this paper, I must franklv dissent, ' the President said.
"I believe
it due to my colleagues on the hill to
say that at this off-hand condemnation
Wof the system which they adopted after
long debate upon the urgency of many
£-4 of the leading citizens of the country it
is the least I can do. You do not com£ mend a cause
which——...v.*
deserves
|
, vu the
tile most
i-LlUSL
serious consideration by presenting it
< as you have presented it.
TAKES MEN FROM CIVIL LIFE.
02 "Any brief service in the army of the
United States withdraws men from civil
r* pursuits just as much as the recent
service on the border, does. No service
i—i except a standing army with professional soldiers prevents that occasional and
frequent withdrawal of men from civil
pursuits.
It may be inevitable, but
what you are proposing does not meet
I the difficulty which . you condemn.
TJ2 These things are of the utmost intricacy
^j : and difficulty, and are not to be settled
, excathedra.
And yet, notwithstanding
^S the fact that I think you have gone to<
^ far, I will say for you that, of course
this will have my most serious congi"1
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Near Director of Munitions.
This language apparently ■ indicated
that large powers would be conferred
upon the new "surveyor general," and
there was a feeling at the Senate yesterday afternoon that Mr. Baker had
created, under a different name, the "director of munitions" which is provided
for in one of the reconstruction bills of
Senator Chamberlain. There was talk
of immediately abandoning the attempt
to pass that measure.
Later in the evening, however, Mr.
Eaker explained that the "surveyor
general" is to have none of the functions of a director of munitions. He is
to be, in fact, an official without a shred
of executive authority. Later on, it
was intimated, he may be given a commission in the army.
See More Confusion Ahead.
Instead of a constructive step having
been taken, the advocates of radical reorganization of the military branch see
in the appointment the possibility of
Those for National Guard Vetoed Be- even more confusion in the War Department. The fight for a director of
cause Expected to Be in France.
munitions and the war cabinet will go
on.
Mr. Stettinius is one of the best qualMore Confusion Ahead Seen in Selec- ified
men in the United States to direct
tion of Stettinius as Buyer for the
War Department—Recognized as the war purchasing. If he had been
placed in absolute control of it the apAble, but Held His Ability Will Be
pointment would have been received
Much Hampered by His Station, with satisfaction.
His employment by the government
Which Has Many Chiefs Over It.
in some such capacity has been urged
by responsible persons for nearly six
months. His name, together with those
By GEORGE ROTHWELL BROWN,
Secretary of War Baker, again the of Garrison, Koot and Schwab, was
target of criticism at the Capitol mentioned repeatedly recently in conyesterday, for delays in speeding nection with the proposed war cabinet.
up the war, requested that he be He is the kind of man that the advocates of efficiency want to see taking
given an opportunity to present "an
a leading part in the conduct of the
explicit statement" for the benefit
war.
of Congress and the country, and anUnder Authority of Col. Peirce.
nounced a change in the military orThere was amazement yesterday that
ganization that fails to satisfy the
he should have accepted a position' of
advocates of thorough reform.
kind now created, one that is purely
/Before the Senate military affairs the
advisory. Mr. Stettinius will be under
ommittee, Surgeon General Gorgas, in the authority of Col. Palmer L. Peirce,/
reply to a pressing cross-examination, the new director of purchases for the
placed upon the Secretary the respon- War Department. He will review .all
orders for supplies, keeping in touch
sibility for the failure to construct with the entire industrial situation in,
hospitals first at the cantonments, as the country, a task for which he is perhe had recommended, and for the fact haps better fitted than any other man in
that although he urged six months ago America. It was announced that he
would come to Washington immediately.
that hospital ships be provided, no
Secretary Baker explained how the
action has yet been taken, and the revised purchasing-plan will operate.
iwounded soldiers will have to be If Gen. Goethals wants B,000 overcoats,
order will go to Col. Peirce, who:
Vrought back from Prance in trans- an
will refer it to Mr. Stettiniusiwho will
ports, subject to attack by submarines. survey the business field ang consult
i with the war industries' board and deAnother Failure.
cide where the order should be placed.
The surgeon general also disclosed His recommendation will go back to 1
that Mr. Baker had expected the na- Col. Peirce, who will then transmit it
Gen. Goethals, who will then let the
tional guard to be in. France by last to
contract for the 5,000 overcoats, providChristmas. The failure of the War De- ed that meanwhile no disagreements
partment to cooperate with the ship- have arisen anywhere along the redping board had resulted in the aban- tape line. In the event of a disagreedonment of this plan to send to our ment Mr. Baker explained that he would
act as referee.
allies the troops they so desperately
Fresh From Big Job.
need.
■The change in the organization of
Coming fresh from his present job,
the department announced during the in which he has had charge of all the
day by /Secretary Baker, was the ap- buying for the allies, running Into
billions of dollars, Mr. Stettinius may
pointment of Edward R. Stettinius, for- find some difficulty in accustoming himmerly of J. P. Morgan & Co., and the self to so limited a field for his great
man who for more than three year economic talents.
An examination of the official chart
has had absolute control of the allied
showing the plan of reorganization of
purchases in the United States, as the War ,. Department, submitted by
"surveyor general" for all army pur Secretary Baker to the Senate militarychases. He will be. in charge, accord- affairs committee and bearing the date
of January 9, shows that as late as
ing to a statement issued by. Mr. Baker, that
date no provision had been made
"of the procurement and production of for a "surveyor general."
all supplies" by the five bureaus of
This chart discloses that under the
ordnance, quartermaster, signal, engi-. new system the director of purchases, a
neer and medical. "It will be his duty colonel, is Over and superior to five
major generals, who must report to
said the Secretary, "to coordinate such and operate through a man of inferior
purchases and properly relate the same rank. The director of purchases, of
to industry, to the end that the army whom Mr. Stettinius will be the asin.,turn, according to the new
program be developed under a com sistant,
scheme of reorganization, is under,
prehensive plan which will best utilize first, the War College; second, the genthe resources of the country."
eral staff; third, the Secretary of War,
and so on up to the President.
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Senators Give Him Opportunity
to Present Statement.
GORGAS TELLS OF HOSPITALS

tfiany Telegrams Received.
That the
nation
is thoroughly
aroused over the disclosures as to the
conduct of the war was realized yesWILSON IS OPPOSED TO UNIVERSAL
terday by everybody In official WashMILITARY TRAINING.
ington. A flood of telegrams offering
congratulations and pledges of support,
many of them from Republican, poured
in upon Senator Chamberlain, who the
Criticism
by
Maryland
Defen.e
day before had taken off the lid. In
League of the Present Preparedadministration and army circles there
ness System Drew Rebuke
were many conferences, although the
From the President.
regular meeting of the cabinet did not
take place, as the President was suffering from a cold.
Secretary Baker, the storm center of
WASHINGTON, Jan. 25.—President Wilthe controversy that haB suddenly
sqn this afternoon declared that perhaps
gripped the attention of the American
people, moved swiftly to counteract the
the real solution of the preparedness proinfluence upon public opinion.
He
gram might be a standing army of pro
abandoned the idea of appearing today
fessional soldiers of sufficient size to
before the House committee, and adgive real preparedness.
dressed a letter to Chairman ChamberThe President voiced his opposition to
lain, requesting the privilege, of apcompulsory universal military service m
in
pearing before the Senate committee, to
the United States.
make a statement in justice to the army
officers and business men who have
He said such a system does not meet
been helping to run the war.
the difficulties" facing the country in
Us efforts to establish adequate defense
Hear Baker Monday.
He wanted to make this statement at rH ( At the same time he admitted tha*
physical training is needed" and as"
such time and place as would enable
serted the legislative and executive
"all members of the Senate and House of
Representatives who are so disposed to
branches of the government are giving
attend." As there is no committee
"serious consideration" to what is the
room where such an audience could be
"wise thing for the defense of the
accommodated the committee voted to
country."
inform Mr. Baker that it would be
REBUKE FOR LEAGUE MEMBERS
pleased to hear anything he might have
to say at the Senate committee room
The President made his declarations
on Monday morning at 10:30 o'clock.
tfv»,rd!?S Pi-eparednesa to represents
The committee will treat him as any
tiveo ol the National Security Leaeua
other witness, and he will be subjected
wno called to urge some form of univerto a searching cross-examination.
sal training.
"«*vei
He has already started an investigaThe president opened his remarks bv
tion into the cases of neglect at cantonments cited in Senator Chambersaying he would have been more imlain's speech, and $he responsibility
pressed by the delegation s contentions
will be placed. Surgeon General Gorgas
it they had been expressed "in more rewill also conduct an investigation. Secstrained language."
retary Baker said yesterday that he <
"From some of the unqualified statehad received similar complaints and
safeguards against repetitions of such
ments m this paper, I must franklv disharrowing things will be insisted upon.
sent," the President said. "I believe
it due to my colleagues on the hill to
To Reassure the Public.
say that at this off-hand condemnation
Mr. Baker said yesterday that he
of the system which they adopted after
would tell the. country all he knows
long debate upon the urgency of many
about conditions in the army, except as
to information that would disclose mili- E-i of the leading citizens of the country it
is the least I can do. You do not comtary secrets to Germany. He is confident that he can reassure the public
mend a cause which deserves the most
and dissipate the feeling of depression
serious consideration by presenting it
caused by Senator Chamberlain's disas you have presented' it.
closures.
TAKES MEN FBOM CIVIL LIFE.
He was again under fire yesterday
"Any brief service in the army of the
during the progress of the Senate comUnited States withdraws men from civil
mittee hearing, when Surgeon General
pursuits just as much as the recent
Gorgas testified as to conditions in the
medical department, that strengthened
service on the border,does. No service
the conviction that there has been deh-< except a standing army with professionlay, inefficiency and lack of definite war
soldiers prevents that occasional and
Q al
plan.
frequent withdrawal of men from civil
Overruled on Hospitals.
It may be inevitable, but
W pursuits.
Gen. Gorgas said that he had not
what you are proposing does not meet
been consulted as to the selection of
< the difficulty which . you condemn.
army camp sites. He had recommendI These things are of the utmost intricacy
ed that at these camps the hospitals
and difficulty, and are not to be settled/
should be built first, but he was overexcathedra. And yet, notwithstanding
ruled, and the hospitals were built
< the fact that I think you have gone toi
last, so that at no cantonment is the
hospital yet finished, and there is lack
far, I will say for you that, of course
of equipment.
Secretary Baker had
this will have my most serious consid
held up construction^ of hospitals ^beeration.
cause he had" "thought that all the'
"It is receiving serious consideratioi
National Guard would be in prance by
with the country and we in Washington
last Christmas. Gen. Gorgas said he \
of course, share and feel the great tides)
had been informed that the War Department expected to send the State
of opinion in the United States.
\
troops across before winter, but had
"I am sure that speaking—if I may
not cooperated with the shipping board
speak for the members of the House k
to the extent of requisitioning tonnage
Representatives and the Senate—we are
to do so.
all desirous of doing the wise thing for
Gen. Gorgas said that he had recomthe defense of the country, and it must,
mended the construction of six hospital
ships for the army five or six months
and will be, done, but we must not
ago. He thought the recommendation
close debate by having too dogmatic an
had been disapproved by the war colopinion as to a. method.
lege, but he didn't know why.
No
A NEED OF PHYSICAL TRAINING.
action has yet been taken by Secre"These things impress me the more
tary Baker, although he is w-aiting
after what we have heard from the medifor a decision every day.
cal societies unquestionably physical
100,000 Wounded a Year.
training is needed, and will accomplish
Transports will have to be used to
a great deal, but it can be had without
bring home the wounded, estimated at
compulsory military service and com100,000 a year, and it would require at
pulsory service does not meet the diffileast three months to convert them to
culties which' you have alluded to."
hospital use if the decision to do so
j
POWERLESS TO DEFEND.
wer6 reached, which it has not been.
The "utter impotence" of the United
The sick are now being brought home
in troop ships, as the wounded will be
States to defend itself against a world
also, and these vesseis will not come
power is apparent to all thinking men
under the provisions of the Geneva
since the outbreak of the European war,
convention, and will not be immune to
Judge Alton B. Parker, former Demoattack from German submarines.
cratic presidential candidate and chair"Here we are, ten months after the
man of the league's convention, dedeclaration of war, and six months
clared.
after the recommendation was made,
and we have no hospital ships," exThe paragraph to which the President
claimed Senator Hitchcock. "Do I untook most vigorous exception in the
derstand that the only, way to insure
Maryland League memorial was the folthe safety of the wounded from sublowing:
marine attack is to use hospital ships?"
"The injustice of our present system
"Tea, sir," replied Gen. Gorgas. He
said that plans are being made for exis receiving a striking illustration from
tensive hospitals with 100,000 beds for
the spectacle now presented on our
the treatment of the wounded. EstabMexican border. There we have men dolished hospitals have offered 40,000 beds.
ing police duty in time of peace who
Need Bureau of Astrology.
dught never to be called upon for military service away from their homes, ex* Gen. Gorgas told the - -committee
cept as a last resort. It is a scandalous
I about a new "psychological board"
I that selects corporals and major genwaste of public money to have this polerals by up-to-date scientific methods.
lice work done by citizen soldiers. Great
I Secretary Baker, he said, had extended
numbers of these men have gone to the
I it to the whole army.
border at a great sacrifice—their sacri"Has anybody suggested establishfice meaning loss of employment, deing a bureau of astrology?" asked
struction of their business, blighting of
I Senator Reed.
"We need it," replied Gen. Gorgas
their business careers, and what is more
I dryly.
to the purpose in many cases, the leavGen. Pershing, he said, had recoming of dependent families—women, chilI mended three months ago that officers
dren and parents—to suffer in poverty,
I who could not Serve right In the
because the bread-winner has been
I trenches should not be sent to France.
taken away."
I Officers are now subjected to a rigid
I physical examination. Gen. Pershing's
After discussing universal training
I recommendations as to enlisted mediwith branches of the National Security
Ical Corps men needed, he admitted, had
League, the President held a conference
Inot yet been carried out.
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with Lillian Wald, representing the
American Union Against Militarism,
who called to present a memorial of the
organization, indorsing the President's
speech to the Senate last Monday.
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Clipping from the "Pittsburgh P^.-t'";
Sunday January 27th.

REMEMBER HOW DANIELS WAS ATTACKED.
It is well, in connection with the attacks on the
administration of Secretary of War Baker, to remember how only a short time ago there were critics
who could scarcely find things mean enough to say of
the administration of ^Secretary of Navy Danielssome talked as if they thought his dismissal necessary
to prevent National disaster. Now the general impression seems to be that it would have been a disaster if the President had acted hastily on the criticism of the navy, and removed Daniels. Even former
President Roosevelt now refers to the navy as doing
"excellent work." Its record has been speaking eloquently for it for months. What it is doing in getting
our soldiers to France and in combatting the German
submarines generally is a matter of National pride.
This at least should cause the public to withhold
judgment on the case of Baker until his side is heard,
and with, allowance also for the conditions that make
it impossible for him to make known the details of
everything he is doing; prudence demands that many
tilings be kept secret at this time. However, the public knows that this country is steadily delivering a
large and well-trained army in France and that the
way munitions factories have been running night and
day our men will be well equipped when they go into
battle. No fair-minded person expected that a country as devoted to peace as America could be turned over
night into one having vast armies and other warlike
preparedness to correspond. It must count for the administration that, while it is bending every energy to
get into the war in the fullness of its strength, it is
keeping its head and rushing into nothing pell-mell; it
will not allow a man to go into battle before it is satisfied that he has the necessary training, and what could
accord more with reason and the demand of the people?
Critics should not expect the impossible.
«
Let the coming statement of the secretary of war be
read with regard for these conditions. If he is not the
man for the place, by all means out with him; but first
make sure that putting him out will not be a leap in
the dark, as it is now admitted would have been the
case if Secretary Daniels had been dismissed when he
was attacked by certain vehement critics.
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PERSONAL EXPLANATION—WAR CABINET.

[Mr. CHAMBERLAIN addressed the Senate. His speech will
be published hereafter.]
The Chaplain, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offered'the
Mr. KIRBY. Mr. President, no man who is a Member of this
folllowing prayer:
body will accuse me of trying to curry favor with anybody,
Almighty God, in these trying days that test the fiber of our In or out of office; but I have listened to the speech of my disnational iit'e we are thinking most of all of our national spirit. tinguished colleague, the chairman of the Military Affairs ComWe thank Thee for the boundless wealth of all that means force mittee of the Senate [Mr. CHAMBERLAIN], and I do not believe
and power, but we pray that these may be transmuted into it ought to go unchallenged or unanswered. I do not question
instruments of divine efficiency through the spirit of a great bis patriotism, his integrity, or his ability, but I believe the
Nation. As the ark of the national life moves forward may spectacle we have witnessed here to-day is a condemnation of
no one lay unclean hands upon it, but give to us such a national his sound judgment.
spirit as that its working out to victory may be the accomplishWhat is the condition as we find it? We find the distinguished
ment of the divine plan in us and through us for the establish- chairman of the Military Affairs Committee yonder in New York
ment once more of freedom and order in the world and the saying that the Military Establishment of the Nation has fallen
creation of a great democracy of nations. For Christ's sake. down ; that it is inefficient and incompetent. Has the distinAmen.
guished chairman of the Military Affairs Committee taken the
The Secretary proceeded to read Hie Journal of the proceed- judgment of that committee upon that question, and have they
ings of Monday last, when, on request of Mr. KING and by declared that to be their view as the result of the investigation?
unanimous consent, the further reading was dispensed with That has not been done. Has the distinguished chairman of the
and the Journal was approved.
Committee on Military Affairs, who certainly is responsible as
WAKNSNG TO OCCUPANTS OF THE GALLERIES.
chairman of this great body, and who ought to be and is supposed
- The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair desires to call the atten- to be in touch with the administration, with the war-waging
tion of the occupants of the galleries to the rule of the Senate power—has he reported the condition as he now sees it, that
that there must be no manifestations of approval or disapproval the Military Establishment is inefficient and broken down, to
upon the part of the galleries. This is a rule which the Pre- the Commander in Chief of the Army? Did he do so before
siding Officer is compelled to enforce. It has frequently been making the disclosure in New York? It has not been done.
broken lately. The only way to enforce it is to clear the gal- Instead, the chairman of the Military Affairs Committee iias
leries if there is a violation. Before the proceedings of this gone to New York, and, acting on his own judgment, has made
day start the Chair wants to warn you that if you do not ob- a statement, as a result, he says, of his opinion made up from
serve the rule, being the guests of the Senate, you will be the investigation that has been going on, and has challenged the
Military Establishment, .and charged that it has broken (town,
excluded from the galleries.
that it is inefficient, and that it can not cope with conditions. I
SENATOR FROM NEVADA.
challenge the statement of it all.
Mr. KING. Mr. President, Hon. CHARLES B. HENDERSON, apThe investigation that has been developed before our compointed a Senator from the State of Nevada, is in the Chamber mittee does not warrant much of the stuff that has been said
and ready to take the oath of office. I present to the Senate here to-day; and it does not warrant at all, anywhere, the
his credentials and ask that they may be read.
statement that the Military Establishment has broken down or
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will read the ere-" has been inefficient, when you come to dealing with the great
ilentials.
matters that have to be dealt with, and have been dealt with sucThe Secretary read as follows:
cessfully, as I allege here and now.
STATE OF NEVADA,
Now, let us get down to some of the specific charges that have
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.
been made.
To tie PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES :
The Senator says we have had reports from the commanders
This is to certify that, pursuant" to the power vested in me by the
Constitution of the United States and the laws of the State of Nevada, of the different divisions at the different camps. That is t.me.
I, Emmet D. Boyle, the governor of said State, do hereby appoint He has said that these reports have shown that as late as DeCHARLES B. HENDERSON a Senator from said State to represent said
State in the Senate of the United States until the vacancy therein cember 3 there were shortages in woolen overcoats, in woolen
caused by the death of FRANCIS G. NEWLANDS is filled by election, as blouses, and in woolen breeches; that the men were not all propprovided by law.
Witness : His excellency our governor, Emmet D. Boyle, and our seal erly clothed throughout the cantonments and on the fields yonder
hereto affixed at Carson City this 12th day of January, in the year of in France. That is true as to the 3d day of December. All had
our Lord 1918.
not been supplied in the cantonments then; but all have since
EMMET I). BOVLE, Governor.
been supplied, and all would have been supplied then but for
By the governor:
some negligence, probably, or inefficiency on the part of some
GEORGE BRODJGAN,
Secretary of State.
particular man.
By J. W. LEGATE, Deputy.
Let us'see what was done. This supplies committee has been
The VICE PRESIDENT. The credentials will be placed on criticized here. Here is a man who was called in from civil
lile. If there be no objection, the Senator appointed will present life. Why? Because the Military Establishment had broken
himself at the desk.
down? No; but because it wanted expert advice and assistMr. HENDERSON was escorted to the Vice President's desk by ance, it called in a man or men who could do these things. The
Mr. KING; and the oath prescribed by law having been admin- committee was created, the committee came together, the comistered to him, he took his seat in the Senate.
mittee acted, and what was the result? They have increased
the supply of manufactured product where it is possible; and
COMMITTEE SERVICE.
Mr. MARTIN. Mr. President, I send to the desk a-i order not only that, but they have clothed the Army, both in the
filling committee vacancies and ask for its present consideration. cantonments and in the field in France. That has been done in
eight months. Does that show inefficiency?
The order was read and agreed to, as follows:
The Senator says one Quartermaster General might not have
Ordered. That Senator HENDERSON be appointed to the following commitees: Industrial Expositions (chairman), Banking and Currency, been able to do it. Perhaps he was not able to do it, but this
Claims. Conservation of National Resources, Irrigation and Reclamation agency was called in to assist the department. It was effective,
of Arid Lands, and Library.
That Senator TRAM M ELL be appointed a member of the Committee on and witli this agency performed the service, and the statement
can not be successfully contradicted.
Public Buildings and Grounds.
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They talk about the soldiers down yonder at Houston not
having as much tent space as ought to be provided for each
particular man. I am a hunter, Mr. President. I go out hunting sometimes down in Arkansas, and as late as the middle of
December, S or 10 of us sometimes sleep in a 4-by-S tent, and
Ave have never found an injurious effects from it: and usually
down in that country around Houston and Waco, and even down
in my country, as laic as the middle of December a man could
ordinarily sleep outside without any tent, and with only an Army
blanket, and be entirely comfortable. The weather conditions
have been unusual. They have made it necessary that we should
supply more of ibis clothing, and it probably ought to have been
supplied a little earlier, hut ir could not be done. It was humanly
impossible under the conditions existing with the manufactories
and the supply of raw material. Xow. if a thing can not be done,
would you say on thai account that the Military Establishment
had fallen down? No. That sort of tin impression ought not
to go out to this country when the facts do nor warrant it.
They say. " Why does not the committee come in with a
report?" The committee, in my opinion, ought to have made
a report. The committee ought to have said: ''Here is our
deliberate judgment, A majority of us think that so-and-so and
so-and-so is the condition, and that this investigation reveals and
establishes that fact." But the committee has not done that,
and I challenge flu- right of the chairman to say what the evidence shows or does not show, and to make the broad assertion
that he has made up yonder, and 1 say the facts do not warrant if.
There is another proposition: The Senator sa\ j that in 1914
it was apparent that war was going to come or and that the
Ordnance Department was absolutely quiescent and thai no
move was made to manufacture heavy ordnance, He cites that
as an instance of why the .Militry Establishment is inefficient.
In 1914 the United States had not gone into the war, and since
1914 we fought out: a presidential campaign on the proposition
thai we should not go into the war. Then why, in 1914. should
the military organization have insisted that we ought to manufacture heavy ordnance? Why should they be regarded its inefflcienl when, later than that time, we fought out a presidential
campaign on that platform alone? Is there any indication of
inefficiency there? I think not.
Some member of the Military Affairs Committee, insisting
with a witness that the manufacture of ordnance should have
been begun in 1914, asked him if he did not know that our
ambassador, Mr. Gerard, over in Germany, had said then that
the German people were unfriendly, and that some day we were
going to have trouble? Do you suppose that the Ordnance
Department or the Secretary of War is going on what the
ambassador to Germany might have reported here in a secret
way in 1914? Would we have expected anything of that kind?
No. No man would have expected if. no man would have justified it. and no man would have excused it then if money had
been expended along that line.
Another thing that, is said about the Ordnance Department
is that we have no heavy guns. The Senator said we are not
able now to put our men yonder in the trenches ill France and
supply them with heavy guns. Why? Because we did not in
1914 go to manufacturing them? No; he said we have not been
able to manufacture guns. He did not say we did not have the
guns. We have them. They tire there. They are in the hands
of our soldiers to-day, and can be used effectively when we see
til to put our men in the fighting front.
"Yes; but," the Senator said, "we had to buy them from
France." That is true; we had to buy them from France, but
that: is an evidence of military efficiency. -We bought them
where we could get them, where we needed them, instead of trying to manufacture them, which would have taken a longer
time. They had ample guns to Supply our troops; we had ample
money with which to purchase them, and time wits of the
essence of the condition. We bought the guns that we needed,
because we could get them supplied there. We did not need to
transport them from here across the ocean and take any chance
on that. It might have been well, even had we had guns already
manufactured, to have bought them instead yonder, where they
already were in touch or could easily be put in the hands of our
soldiers who are expected to use them. There is no evidence
of inefficiency there.
It seems to me that that is conclusive evidence of high efficiericy—to get the thing that you need when you need it. and it
makes no difference where; so you can supply it. That was done.
1 do not see any inefficiency there.
The Senator says there is not a single trench mortar for training soldiers in our home camps. It may be true that they have
not got as many trench mortars as they ought to have down
there in the cantonments. They have not got as many of some
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of these machine guns as they ought to have for training: but.
they are prepared to deliver them in quantity, even the Browning gun. next month. II is not exactly accurate to say we have
no machine guns, because we have bought the Shoshon gun. we
have bought the Maxiin-Yiekors gun. we have bought the Oat
gun. even the Lewis gun; we have bought them in till the quantity in which they could he produced, except the Lewis gun,
and in the quantity in which it was determined they would be
needed. That has already been done, and yet the intimation is
made that nothing at all lias been done.
If I am making a statement here to-i
that is not warranted by the record a.s shown down there, let some man cliallenge it. I have attended the investigation, That has been
developed, and that has been done.
I am not going to talk at any great length here; but as to
the question of (outage, we had to increase our manufacturing
capacity of tentage front 3,000,000 yards a year to supply a demand for 89.000.000 yards, and it has been done. Is there any
inefficiency about that?
Now, as to the uniforms. Of course, Mr. President, my remarks on this occasion will he disjointed. The uniforms have
been criticized. They say there ought to be more virgin wool
in the uniform, (hat it would last longer, it would be warmer.
The testimony 1 heard before the committee does not warrant
that criticism. The uniform to-day is not any lighter than the
uniform we have always had. It is of exactly the same weight
that it always has been in the Army of the United States—
that is, the coat and breeches, the uniform—and it is made
now of 65 per cent virgin wool and 35 per cent reworked wool.
which some call shoddy. That is the condition to-day, whereas
it used to be 75 per cent wool and 25 per cent cotton: and
experts doubled and differed about which was the more valuable
cloth, which was the warmer, and which lasted longer. Even
this reworked stuff must: come up to certain specifications ami
have a certain tensile strength. That prevents its being rotten,
or prevents its being worthless.
I want to make this statement here and let anyone challenge
it who will: I say that no man. no officer, and no soldier from
anywhere in the United States or from the battle front in
France said that his uniform was insufficient, said (hat it was
defective in wearing qualities or in warmth, or that it had not
proven entirely satisfactory. No man. officer or soldier, said so
to the committee—no man al till—and I asked several. 1 said:
""What is your judgment, and what tire the tacts as reported to
you, about the goodness of this uniform?" No man has said
anything like that. Some experts did say it should be heavier
in weight.
As to the overcoats, this reworked wool, and the supply committee: The intimation has been made that the supply committee were to blame about that, but that is not warranted
The specifications were agreed upon, and the supply commit tee
produced the stuff that they said was desirable and must he
had. It is a 50-50 overcoat, about 00 per cent reworked wool
ami 50 per cent virgin wool.
The reworked wool, or what they call shoddy, is new Cloth
that has never been used, wool cloth that is torn to pieces and
is put in with this other amount of wool. That has not extended to the blankets, and not 35 per cent of the overcoats have
gotten down to those constituent elements.
That is the condition along that line. I am not going to talk
extensively about that.
The rifle manufacture hits been criticized. Maybe it would
have been better if we had had Springfield rilles in the hands
of every soldier in the United States the very minute that he
was drafted; but, if so, they could not have been used. No
man is expected to use his rifle, except to become efficient in
target shooting, until he goes across the sea. Every man on
the other side has been supplied with clothing, with ammunition,
with rifles, with machine guns, and everything else to best equip
him for effective fighting. No man will dispute that. It can not
be disputed.
There have not been, until recently, enough rifles for the men
in these home encampments, because we have not been able to
make them in sufficient quantities. We might have bought the
Enlield ritlos, but the Springfield rifle is the best rifle in the
world, so far as our experts state and so far as experience lias
shown. We thought it would be better to give them the best
rifle if we had time to do it. and. under the conditions existing.
I say that the military department has done well. It has done
this tiling and the rifles are in the hands of the soldiers now.
There has never come to this committee, in the three or four
weeks that I have been there, any complaint whatever of any
soldier going hungry, or being supplied with tiny but the best
food that could be bought in the country, or as good food as
might be had by any man anywhere. That is another condition.
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I am not going to talk to 5'ou further. It may be that I ought
Now, as to the clothing: They did not get this clothing, as I
say, in some places because the cold weather was not anticipated not to have talked at all, but my judgment led me to believe
and the time was short. The cloth had been manufactured, the that Somebody ought to say this much for the benefit of the
contracts had been made for the delivery, it had already gone country under these conditions, and I have said it.
from tiic manufactory, but not in time, I am informed by the
Mr. HITCHCOCK. I ask that the bill introduced by the SenQuartermaster Department, to reach them all. Sometimes the ator from Oregon [Mr. CHAMBERLAIN] be now referred to the
clothing had been manufactured, the uniforms were made, and Committee on Military Affairs.
The PRESIDENT 'pro tempore . Without objection, the bill
some of them were too small. Our men have grown larger than
they were in the old-Army, back yonder in 1860. A greater per- will be read the second time by its title find referred to the
centage of them require large uniforms. Some of them had to be Committee on Military Affairs.
made over again, rather other uniforms had to be made, and
The bill (S. 3583) to establish a war cabinet and to define
the jurisdiction and authority thereof was read the second Unit
time was lost in that way.
Then there is another thing that: was inefficient in some ways, by its title and referred to the Committee on Military Affairs.
but we thought that might he corrected. Some one department
HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS,
of the Quartermaster Corps down here got more of the supAir. HARDWICK, Ml President, I wish to make a short
plies than they ought to have had. and they were not taken from
that department and sent to some other department that was in statement to the Sena
greater need of them. That was a condition that ought to have
On the 4th day of
ary, 1918, I submitted this resolution
been remedied perhaps, but it was remedied as soon as the con- in tin- Senate:
dition developed sufficiently to be known.
Resolved, That the Pr
cut of the United States lie requested to i
ompatible with the public interest, by wh
Now. as to the hospital proposition : It is true that soldiers form the Senate, if not
warrant
or
authority
of
law
th everal.heads of the executive depa:
have died in camp. It is time that soldiers must die upon the ments hold their offi
field of battle. It is unfortunate that if a man must die be
Mr. President, for many years and under many administracan not die with arms in his hand, on the field of battle, fighting his country's cause: but it never lias been that all could do tions every President of the United States who was reeledeiI
so. It is unfortunate that a few of these soldiers have died; has at the beginning of his second term sent to the Senate his
but the hospital facilities have been supplied. These men have Cabinet nominations, and the Senate lias always, except in one
died. There is no question about it. There might have been or two rare instances, promptly confirmed those nominal ions
neglect in some particular instance. It may be so; but would without question. The Constitution requires that these officers
that be apt to get back to the Secretary of War? It was shown shall be confirmed by the Senate; and it has seemed to me that
in tins instance that the medical department were disposed to in times like these, when we were granting all sorts of unusual,
remedy all the conditions that it possibly could. They seemed large, extraordinary, and in some cases autocratic powers to
to lie kindly disposed; they seemed to know their business; the present Chief Executive, it was especially incumbent upon
and they agreed to do everything that could be done to alleviate the Executive to comply with the spirit of the Constitution, even
if the statutes in relation to these Cabinet officers in most cases
the condition.
Is it possible that people think that measles will develop be- did authorize the incumbents of these particular offices to hold
cause a man wears a cotton shirt or a woolen shirt; or is it them until their successors were appointed and confirmed, as is
possible that it is still believed that a man might have spinal the case with respect to most of them.
But it happens, Mr. President, that by express provisions of
meningitis because he did not have on a particular kind of
shoe, or that a man might have pneumonia for that reason? statute law the Postmaster General of the United States does not
No. Those are germ diseases, and when the man gets the hold his office over from one term to another, the statute progerms he might be weakened, of course, in his condition to a viding in express terms thai the Postmaster General shall hold
point where he could not resist the ravages of the.disease; but office only during the term of the President by whom he was
generally it is produced by the germ and is not affected by appointed, anil for one month longer, and no longer. So that,
as a matter of fact, the country ever since April 4. 1917. has
these other circumstances.
The hospital condition, so far as I understand, is not very been legally without a Postmaster General, and the position of
unsatisfactory. Of course many people have been sick. There head of one of the greatest executive department's of the Governhave been many deaths from pneumonia and measles. There ment has been unfilled, so far as law goes.
The object of the resolution I offered was to direct attenalways have been in armies, and there always will be. Pneumonia and measles are necessarily fatal diseases to a large ex- tion to that situation. I understand, however, that that is about
tent. We have not been able to overcome that condition yet, to be met by a renomination of the Postmaster General, and that
when I yield the floor the Senator from Virginia [Mr. MAETIN]
and we never wdll be, I fear.
I am not an apologist for anybody in this administration. is about to move an executive session to consider that nominaThe President has always been able to take care of himself, tion, I merely want to congratulate the country on the fact that
and tlie Secretary of War, so far as I know, has been able to the President has at last found out what the law is, and has at
look after his own interests. I simply thought I ought to say last complied with it; and I would still further congratulate
this much to the people who might be disturbed by the speech both the country and the President if the President would comof the Senator and the disclosures that have been made, only ply with the spirit of the Constitution about all these things, as
partially, of certain instances that do not affect the great gen- well as the letter of the law, and would follow the custom of his
predecessors as well as obey the Constitution of the United
eral result that has been accomplished.
What difference does it make out yonder in the cabin or the Stales by sending to the Senate nominations for the other
home in Oregon if Mr. and Mrs. John Smith know that Sam Cabinet places, as well as that of Postmaster General.
THE GABABED INVENTION.
did not have his overcoat within a week of the time he ought
to have had it, or that he ought to have had it two weeks
The PRESIDENT pro tempore laid before the Senate the
earlier? What difference would it make about supplying the action of the House of Representatives disagreeing to the
overcoat? None. I might, however, reduce those people to a amendments of the Senate to the joint resolution, II. .1. lies.
condition where they distrusted the Government and the adminis- 174, and requesting a conference with (he Senate on the distration, and doubted its power to accomplish the end that we agreeing votes of the two Houses thereon.
have gone into the war to accomplish.
Mr. JAMES. I move that the Senate insist upon its amendThere may be other members of the Military Affairs Com- ments and agree to the conference asked for by the House, the
mittee who are going to speak here to-day. I want to assume conferees on the part of the Senate to be appointed by the Chair.
entire responsibility, however, for what I have said: and I say
The motion was agreed to; and the President pro tempore apto you, as a man wdio has heard this investigation, as a man pointed Mr. JAMES. Mr. GORE, and Mr. BRA'NDEGEE conferees on
who is accustomed to weighing testimony, as a man who is the part of the Senate.
accustomed to rendering .judgment, that my opinion of the conHIDE AND l.EATHEP. SITUATION (H. DOC. NO. S57).
dition as it exists to-day is that the military department has
not fallen down. The military department, where it has been
The PRESIDENT pro tempore laid before the Senate a cominefficient, has remedied the condition by volunteer boards of munication from the Federal Trade Commission, transmitting
the best talent in the United States, and that is all that could a preliminary report on the hide and leather situation, stating
be done if you had the law that is proposed by the Senator from certain facts ascertained in an investigation of hide, leather, and
Oregon.
leather products undertaken by the commission under resolution
Now. that has been done. I am not saying anything about the of December 31, 1917, and in connection with the investigation
law. I am referring to the condition. This voluntary advisory- of animal food products and by-products, which the commission
agency was added to the military department because at recog- is making pursuant to the President's direction, which, with the
nized the need for it, and it accomplished the result through accompanying paper, wits referred to the Committee on Interthis means. That has been done. That is already done.
state Commerce and ordered to be printed.
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REPORT OF THE EIGHT-HOTJE COMMISSION;

The PRESIDENT pro tempore laid before the Senate a communication from the Eight Hour Commission, transmitting a
report of the commission appointed in accordance with, the act
of September 3 and 5, 1916, to observe the operation and effects
of the institution of the eight-hour standard workday for railroad employees, which, with the accompanying paper; was referred to the Committee on Interstate Commerce.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE.

A message from the House of Representatives, by .T. C. South,
its Chief Clerk, announced that the House had passed a bill
(H. R. 8696) making appropriations for the current and contingent expenses of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, for fulfilling
treaty stipulations with various Indian tribes, and for other purposes, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, in which it requested the concurrence of the Senate.
The message also announced that the House had agreed to a
concurrent resolution authorizing the Clerk, in the enrollment
of the bill (II. E. 195) providing for the sale of the coal and
asphalt deposits in the segregated mineral land in tin' Choctaw
and Chickasaw Nations. Oklahoma, to strike out. the word " applied," on page 5. line 13, and to insert in lieu thereof the word
" apply," in which it requested the concurrence of the Senate.
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A bill (S. 3445) to authorize the payment, of gun pointers
and gun captains while temporarily absent from their regular
stations, and for other purposes (Rept. No. 219)-; and
A bill (S. 3446) to amend an act entitled "An act making
appropriations for the naval service for the fiscal year ending
June 30. 1918. and for other purposes,'' approved March 4, 1917
(Rept. No. 220).
He also, from the same committee, to which was referred the
bill (S. 3402) to fix the age limits for candidates for admission
to the United States Naval Academy, reported it with an amendment and submitted a report (No. 221) thereon.
He also, from the same committee, to which were referred
the following bills, reported them each with amendments and
submitted reports thereon:
A bill (S. 179) to correct the naval record of Fred C. Konrad
(Kept. No. 222) ; and
A bill (S...3401) to authorize the President to temporarily
reduce the course of Instruction at the United States Naval
Academy (Kept. No. 223).
BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bills were introduced, read the first time, and, by unanimous
consent, the second time, anil referred as follows:
By Mr. CALDEK :
A bill (S. 3629) for the relief of Charles Haythorpe; to the
PETITION'S AND MEMOBIAXS.
Committee on Patents.
Mr. FREEINGBUYSEN presented resolutions adopted by
By Mr. WATSON:
the Board of City Commissioners of Jersey City, N. J.. favoring
A bill (S. 3630) granting an increase of pension to James
an increase in the salaries of all civilian employees, which were Showers (with accompanying papers) ; to the Committee on
referred to the Committee on Appropriations.
Pensions.
Air. JONES of Washington presented resolutions adopted by
LANDS IN OKLAHOMA.
the Metal Trades Council of Seattle, Wash., favoring the erecThe
PRESIDENT
pro tempore laid before the Senate the
tion by the United States Shipping Board of a Sufficient number of houses for workers in the shipyards in that city, which following concurrent resolution of the House of Representatives, which was read:
were referred to the Committee on Commerce.
Resolved hu the House o] Representatives (the Senate concurring),
Mr. PHELAN presented a petition of the Chamber of ComIn the enrollment of the bill (H. K. 195) entitled "An.apt providing
merce of San Luis Obispo, Cal., favoring the construction of the That
for the sale of the eoal and asphalt deposits in the segregated mineral
pro/posed military highway from Blaine, Wash., to San Diego, land in the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, Okla.." the Clerk be. and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to strike out the word ••applied,
Cab, which was referred to the Committee on Military Affairs.
He also presented a petition of the Napa Farm Bureau, of on page •">. 'line 13, and to insert in lieu thereof the word ' apply.
Mr. OWEN. I move that the Senate concur in the resolution
Napa, Cal., remonstrating against the importation of Chinese
coolie labor, which was referred to the Committee on Education of the House.
The motion was agreed to.
and Labor.
Mr. McLEAN presented a petition of the Chamber of ComHOUSE BILL REFERRED.
merce of Stamford, Conn., praying for the enactment of legisH.
R.
8696.
An
act
making appropriations for the current
lation providing for the formation of a war council, which was
and contingent expenses of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, for
ordered to lie on the table.
He also presented a petition of the Connecticut Pedic Society, fulfilling treaty stipulations with various Indian tribes, and
praying for the enactment of legislation providing for the estab- for other purposes, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919,
lishment of a chiropody unit in the United States Army, which was read twice by its title and referred to the Committee on
Indian Affairs.
was referred to the Committee on Military Affairs.
REPORTS OF COMMITTEE ON NAVAL AFFAIRS.

Mr. TILLMAN, from the Committee on Naval Affairs, to which
were referred the following bills, reported them severally without amendment and submitted reports thereon:
A bill (S. 3404) to authorize the President to drop from the
rolls any naval or Marine Corps officer absent without leave
for three months or who has been convicted of any offense by
the civil authorities, and prohibiting such officer's reappointment (Kept. No. 209) ;
A bill (S. 302) authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to make
donation of condemned naval guns and canuon balls to the
John Wannebo Camp, No. 9, United Spanish War Veterans,
Everett, Wash., to be placed in public parks (Rept. No. 210) ;
A bill (S. 3006) to authorize and empower officers and enlisted men of the Navy and Marine Corps to serve under the
Government of the Dominican Republic, and for other purposes (Rept. No. 211) ;
A bill (S. 3126) to provide temporary promotion for retired
officers of the Navy and Marine Corps performing active duty
during the period of the present war (Rept. No. 212) ;
A bill (S. 3129) to provide for the disposition of the effects of
deceased persons in the naval service (Rept. No. 213) ;
A bill (S. 3130) to amend section 1570 of the Revised Statutes
of the United States (Rept. No. 214) ;
A bill (S. 3131) for the relief of Col. Littleton W. T. Waller,
United States Marine Corps (Rept. No. 215) ;
A bill (S. 3400) to regulate the pay of retired chief warrant
officers on active duty (Rept. No. 216) ;
A bill (S. 3406) to authorize the Secretary of the Navy to
determine where and when there are no public quarters available for officers of the Navy and Marine Corps (Rept. No.
217) ;
A bill (S. 3427) for the relief of certain ex-paymasters clerks
(Rept. No. 218) ;

EXECUTIVE SESSION.

Mr. MARTIN. I move that the Senate proceed to the consideration of executive business.
The motion was agreed to, and the Senate proceeded to the
consideration of executive business. After 20 minutes spent
in executive session the doors were reopened.
ADJOURNMENT TO MONDAY.

Mr. MARTIN. I move that the Senate adjourn until Monday
at 12 o'clock.
The motion was agreed to; and (at. 3 o'clock and 40 minutes
p. m.) the Senate adjourned until Monday, January 28, 1918,
at 12 o'clock meridian.
NOMINATIONS.
Executive nominations received by the Senate January 2';, 191S.
POSTMASTER GENERAL.

Albert Sidney Burleson, of Texas,' to be Postmaster General.
PROMOTIONS IN THE ARMY,
COAST ARTILLERY CORPS.

Capt. Richard H. Williams, Coast Artillery Corps, to be major
from. December 29, 1917, vice Maj. Alden Trotter, detailed in
Ammunition Train.
Capt. Alfred M. Mason, Coast Artillery Corps, to be major
from December 29, 1917, vice Capt. Michael H. Barry, detailed
in Ammunition Train.
Capt. Kenneth C. Masteller, Coast Artillery Corps (General
Staff), to be major from December 29, 1917, vice Maj. Theodore
H. Koch, detailed in Ammunition Train.
Capt. Joseph Matson, Coast Artillery Corps, to be major from
December 29, 1917, vice Maj. Kenneth C. Masteller, retained in
the General Staff.
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TIME FOR THE PEOPLE TO WAKE UP
Unless the people of the United trust hirelings, whose sole object is
States awaken and enter a vigorous simply one of power and pelf.
That Theodore Roosevelt is the
protest, the unscrupulous partisan
elements of the two leading political recognized head of this organization
parties will stage an exhibition of of political and industrial highpartisan rancor and spleen the like binders is not surprising, when it is
of which has never been witnessed considered that ever since he left the
White House he has been all things
since the dawn of civilization.
The stage has not only been set to all men. Peeved because he was
for the great spectacle, but the par- not permitted to occupy a place in
ticipants are eager to enter the fray. the limelight as a military commandWith the firing of the first gun by er in France, he has since devoted
Senator Stone, of Missouri, practi- himself to execration and criticism
cally every unscrupulous aspirant for of the administration, his high standpolitical preferment, from the still ing permitting him to give expression
hopeful "lamei duck," to the most to sentiments for which many of the
prominent ex-official of the United lower strata have been jailed.
Roosevelt's open attack upon SecStates, has found his way to Washington, there "to do or to die," eith- retaries Baker and Daniels of the
er in behalf of self or the political war and navy departments respector industrial interests that employ ively, amounts simply to a reiteration of the "mouthings" of every
him.
trust-owned and controlled organ in
A partisan wrangle predicated on
the country since that memorable
the hope of partisan triumph and a
occasion when those officials effectuveiled attempt to discredit those who
ally estopped the grating tactics of
have done their duty by their counthe steel, copper, munitions, armor
try through compelling; the predaplate and anthracite coal trusts.
tory interests to cease from their
That his utterances have had little
nefarious practices, constitute the
effect thus far, save a "second-theprogram of these unpatriotic malmotion" sentiment on tha part of the
contents.
"owned" press, cannot be accepted in
That success can be achieved with the sense that, he will relax his efsuch a despicable program is doubt- forts. Not by any means. The blow
ful when it is considered that the to his pride when denied the opporold-time party spirit and prejudice tunity to strut -in France on the
finds little room in the, minds of the gTOUnds that he was not a capable
people of today. But like the lead military leader, is equaled only by
ers of the German army, who are the strength of an ambition that is
now massing their divisions on the blind to everything save self.
western front for weal or for woe,
Yes, the stage is all set and the
these unscrupulous partisans hope to,great {lrama .g Qn
The fact> how.
enlist a sufficient number of people ever, that Senator Stone, the disto make good their demands.
credited, fired the first gun, and
That their attitude presages dan- brought the cohorts of political priviger to the country, and that their lege and pelf to Washington, gives
influence is not confined to one see- ample warrant for the assumption of
tion, evidence is afforded by the, fact collusion, and it would be interestthat every trust-owned or controlled ing to know what kind of an underpolitical organ in the country is standing has been effected between
voicing the sentiments of these Stone and Roosevelt.
calamity-howling malcontents and in
The best thing to do, however, is
such subtle manner as to lead the un- to squelch this nefarious business in
sophisticated to believe that their its incipiency. This can be, accom-'
misrepresentations are the expressed plished by writing letters of protest
sentiments of the people.
to senators and representatives. Once
No danger that threatens us is so they understand that the people unmenacing, no enemy more virile or derstand, Teddy and his cohorts will;
destructive than this organization of vanish like dew before the morning
unpatriotic political "has-beens" and sun.
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paper and also the local news puE
lished herein.
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ooseveli and All
i Ic Cu 1% to Ch irp
Lion,

1 o-day the people of this country c
be
divided into two camps.
Those who wanted war at any price.
As Judge Gary Sees Coud^ons
And those who hoped for peace, if peace
Judge Elbert H. Gary.jjptforeprecould be maintained, without the sacrifice of
sents the highest type «i that combination of lawyer, busiiiess man and national honor.
. Now we are at war and we have the astonishscientific expert, that h\? exercised
such a potent influence oOTjthe coun- ing anomoly of the leaders of the "war-buzzards"
try's affairs, delivered an addT&ss the trying to gnaw the vitals out of our Commanderother day which touches presen%con- in-Chief, while the great majority of those who
ditions at about every point andldis- stood for peace,-while peace spelled honor, are
cusses each one in a manner jif in- upholding the President's hands as Aaron and Hur
terest, instruct and benefit ipf peo- upheld the hands of Moses in 'his battle with
ple. He doesn't undem$Sf?Ke enemy Amalek.
or look for a relaMjJg'bf his efforts
The present volcanic attack against the war
or a weakening JpT his ability. We policies of President Wilson is no haphazard incimust prepare t| meet a German dent.
It is a well-laid plot, nicely trained and
army of more heWthful and more stragetically timed. Its purpose, no matter how
skillful soldiers ano^gxicn more com- secretive its sponsors, how insinuating its methods,
petent officers. And £^il»arns us to how seductive its arguments, is to give the Recombat more earnestly tilfcG-ernian publican party a majority, in the next House of
Intrigue which has built up^jk sys- Representatives and to pave the way for a Retem of espionage, poisoning o| the publican president in 1920. From a political point
^jBflftff mind, the distribution/and
of view this may be tolerable:—from a patriotic
applicati&1lj*^ijft||^
disaspect, in a national crisis like this, it is odious
ease and physical impairment. He
and detestable.
says "The Prussians have perfected
The business of the nation to-day is to win the
a centralized, comprehensive, powerwar; and the political leaders, who for party gain
ful business organization which, conor personal aim lay the slightest obstacle in the
sidering its size and ramifications,
way of the happy consummation of this business,
has never before been approached."
clothe themselves in a diabolical livery and surThe speaker says "We are appalled, round their political machinations with a a brimnot stunned, by these conditions."
stone scent, a sulphurous odor offensive to the
And he tells us of our duty to meet
nostrils of patriotic men.
the crisis and tells it with a disFor months Col. Roosevelt has been injecting
tinctness and an emphasis that adpolitics into the war through his articles in the
mits of no misunderstanding. And Kansas City Star and Metropolitan Magazine.
the most important of these that con- With craft and caution he has planted a .bomb incern all of us is the production and
saving of food.
He approves of tended to blow President Wilson out of political
drawing men from the islands of the existence, and in this "Guy Fawkes" plot he has
sea to do civil and military service. had the unctious- assistance of Senator Lodge of
Under proper restrictions he believes Mass., and the crafty support of Senator Wadsthat we could bring large numbers worth of New'York.
But cunning and unctiousof strong, healthy, intelligent arid
ness can not win a contest like this. The mounloyal men to meet immediate needs
and he thinks that this is essential tain of truth is too big to be discolored by such
to the work of bringing our produc- daubing brushes; the facts too potent to be minitions of ships, munitions and food mized by impish dissimulation or distorted by
up to the demands of the hour. He cunning castigation.
believes that there is a great shortThe Bible says, he who draws the sword,
age of labor, skilled and unskilled;
Well, Roosevelt and
but he naturally views the question shall perish by the sword.
from the standpoint of the employer. his followers first drew the political sword in this
Discussing the problems that will dispute, and with their assumptive valor they
(have to be met after the war, Judge should not cry for quarter before the blade of
Gary repeats a statement he made their own rapier.
in October, 1914:
"Without giving
For sixteen years before the present Demoreasons in detail at the present
time, I venture the opinion that the cratic administration, the Republican party was
struggle for commercial supremacy the custodian of the welfare of this nation and
was the underlying cause of the war, in all these sixteen years it did but little to put
or at least had a decided influence this country on a basis of adequate preparation
upon its precipitation; that the quesGrover Cleveland started the American
tions at issue largely relate to dol- for war.
lars .and cents." . He says in a com- navy on its way to imperial strength; but Theoment on this utterance of over three dore Roosevelt, as president of the . United
years ago "Many then believed and State's, inaugurated a naval program that curstill- believe the desire for commercial tailed the Cleveland policy.
Great as our navy
supremacy was the fundamental
is
to-day,
it
would
be
far
greater
still,"if the policy
cause of the war and that it is
of
Cleveland
had
prevailed
and
the plans of
still uppermost in the minds of
the chieftains of the two leading Roosevelt buried in the bottom of the sea. , And
European nations who oppose each as it was with the navy, so was it with the army;
other in the pending military con- for Theodore Roosevelt left the army of the
flict." With these matters in mind, Unitec'. States weaker than' he had found it seven
the judge believes that it is incumbent on us now to give some atten- years before.
No sooner, however, had Woodrow Wilson,
tion tq the economic problems that
with his panoramic view of the history of the
will face us after the war.
world in peace-time and in war-time, his thorough
knowledge of democratic aspirations and ecoI
nomic possibilities, his sympathy with the masses
and his consideration of the classes—no sooner
MkMUl i
fr*.
had he become President of the U. S. than the
—You am permitted to call
this
"blue Monday," or "heatless Monday"—■ wheels of progress were set in motion to equip
take your choice.
—It was Shakespeare that wrote this nation as years before she should have been
"now is the winter of our discontent." equipped for the solution of pressing national
Bet it was no such winter as this,
—His latest portraits make the problems and the handling of contingencies of an
kaiser look more than ever like a head international nature.
waiter.
The rehearsal of all the legislation of Pres.
—Bly Skifflngton has observed that
food has melted away the past week
like the much advertised snowball in Wilson to carry out this progressive program
the equally advertised hot place."
'would be superfluous here. The world knows
—Say, Bill Kaiser! your Turk brother
It ensures him a splendid place in
in Palestine is jjelling for some of your it by heart.
"Christian Dog'' troops.
the
annals
of
statesmanship.
It is* the unmistak— Do you remember the old fashioned man who used to say, "Every day'll able triumph of the democratic yearning with
he Sunday bye and bye?"
—-"New poets will be developed by which the heart of mankind throbs and pulses
this war," says John Masefield. T"hat's to-day.
And it carried Woodrow Wilson to a
right, blame the war for everything.
—Homely girls always seem to be wonderful victory in 1916 against an avalanche
the most self reliant. Anyhow, they of money and a labyrinth of intrigue.
always manage to get their skates
strapped on by themselves, while each
His Federal Reserve Bank . Law, which
pretty girl requires the services of
from six to fifteen willing young men.
Mulhall, the famous English economist said was
—"Bly." severely said Mrs.: Skifflngton, addressing her spendthrift hus- of more worth to the world than the Panama
band, "one night somewhat more than Canal, saved this country, with the advent of the
a year ago you threw a chunk of coal
about the size of my two fists at a war, from the most stupendous panic in history
howling cat. It is time now that you and enabled us to ride the tumultuous waters
went out and hunted for that chunk of
coal."
of "world-war" finance with hardly a squeak or
—We hope that those Germans beWithout
tween the Italians and the mountains a tremor of our old ship of state.
arc enjoying the fine winter weather.
Horse steak with snowball gravy isn't this Federal Reserve Bank to-day the United
bad, if fried right.
States would be grinding and pounding on the
-—Another rule of etiquette that will
be changed when democracy Comes into rocks of disaster.
,
its own is the one against that perNor is this all.
fectly glorious practice of crushing
one's crackers into the soup.
From a vision almost prophetic came the
—Cleveland theatre manager 'Cheerfully announces that his theatre will Federal Revenue Bill which wrung a lordly porremain heated three days after being tion of governmetal revenue from internal taxes
heated, due to heat generated by his
audiences. You can see how hot those instead of from tariff imposts which under the
Clevelanders are at Garfield, can't you?
—Guess we will consider the Janu- baneful influence of war dwindled" to a sum
ary thaw a failure. War is war.
—"A fuel holiday" is the financial insufficient to provide lubrication for our gears of
and aristocratic way of mentioning government, M alone provide fuel for the treasMr. Garfield's blue Monday 1
ury boiler that makes the wheels of national life
go round.
i
Our national experience, since the war started,
must carry conviction to every fair-minded
American that for these two measures alone we
owe an ineffable debt of gratitude to the wisdom
and the statesmanship of Woodrow Wilson.
And of our military realm, we have the selfsame tale.
Theodore Roosevelt may indulge himself in
all the wierd juggling of language that pleases
his fancy, he may insensate himself in such in
spirational riot of emotional frenzy as may give
fire to his tongue and flare to his imagination:—
but the fact remains undeniable, ineffaceable,
irremovable, that in two years of ante-bellum
days Woodrow Wilson did more to put our army
Yer grsn'pa E5z been breakin' ihe and our navy on a footing for war than both
laws of neutr: ty 'spite if wlia [ resi- William Howard Taft and Theodore Roosevelt
Fer 1 hea rd him
dent \S ilson s -z.
night did in the whole.eleven years of their supine reign.
tew
comin' down 1 in scree i
whistlin' "It a a Long Way to TipDuring these two years preparedne^ for a
tne.rti.vy.
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possible war was pushed by President Wilson as
fast as the sentiment of the country would permit
and quite as.fast as even the most violent-of his
present-day critics then deemed expedient or
politic.
Suddenly, however, conditions created by the
autocratic dogmatism of Germany disregarding
treaties and throwing promises to the winds,
hurled us into the seething whirlpool of war.
Then the very men. who had been at the helm
of the ship of state for sixteen years, the men
whose policies had weakened the army and
stunted the navy, began to howl because we
could not equip a million men over night and
put them in the'trenches of France in a day.
They forgot the experience of 'England; .they
forgot the experience of France; they forgot
their own neglect of our martial strength; they
forgot everything but their own personal advertisement and their own political advancement.
Mythology tells us that Minerva sprang full
armed from the mind of Jupiter; and, despite th
fact that the age for mythological miracles hasj
passed, these acrimonious critics demanded tha*
the United States whittle rifles out of the air an
by some sort-of prestidigitorial art transform
millioi. civilians into full-trained soldiers betwee
the sinking and the rising of the sun. What thes
critics had failed to do in sixteen years, they insist that Woodrow Wilson should do in sixteei
days. The wind listeth in the night, the dew fallsj
the stars come out, the moon works her n
charm and behold at dawn a full-growl
mushroom whitens the lawn where at sunse)
only an embryonic stalk snuggled in the grass]
This is the kind of marvel, this the kind o
impossible legerdemain that Mister Rooseve
and his school demand should be duplicated i
our military world. They demand, that an inj
vincible army be created over-night out of winj
and dew, starlight and moonshine. But they fa
to piovide the Aladdin's lamp with which to wor
the miracle; they fail to provide the necromant
art wherewith to ram into a night the task of
decade.
And this miracle, too, they demand in tl
teeth of the hoary-headed truth that from tl
days of» Washington, Franklin and Adams th
nation has set its face against a militaristic polic
A large, army, a potential military establishment,
has been the ghost that has given this country
sleepless nights for one hundred and forty years—
a'factitiousxghost, perhaps; but nevertheless a
ghost hypnotic in its influence and awesome in its
sway. And the navy, too, has been hampered by
a short-sighted sentiment of the great interior
part of the country whose congressional representatives persistently opposed large naval appropriations from fear of retrenchment against the
"home-town" projects of their own native heaths.
For this ingrained repugnance to a big army, an
adequate navy, neither the Republicans of to-day,
or the Democrats of to-day, are to blame. The
fault lies at the door of the (predominate sentiment
of the nation since 1776. And as we have sown:
so to-day we reap.
Hence it is, though critics may forget,
the people remember, that in eight months of war
the United States, under the leadership of Wo
row Wilson, has done twice as much, and even
more, than England and France did in the
corresponding period of time. The accusations,
the exaggerations, the fabrications, the distortions
of supercilious censors and envious-fanged contemners of the. Wilsonian policies wear such *?flimsy gossamer covering as to expose this
political plot in all its naked hideousness.
We make no claim that the administration
has created sunbeams cut of cucumbers or performed feats beyond the pale of human possibility; but we do maintain that its efforts have
been- amazing, its accomplishments beyond compare in the history of modern warfare.
We have.not whipped the Kaiser yet; but we
will whip him if calumniating critics do not.
dampen the fires of enthusiasm or grease the'
tracks whereon must ride our national chariots
of war. We have more men in France to-day
than Roosevelt knows or Germany suspects; and
a million more are waiting for the ships.
We have an army so well cared for that the
death-rate in our ranks for the four months ending
Jan. 1, 1918 ,averaged only 7.5 per thousand—a
death rate, mind you, less than the death rate for
men of a like age in peaceful avocations at
home. Compare this with the death rate of 20.14
per thousand under the good old Republican rule
of the days of the Spanish-American war. Compare these figures, and then applaud the Roosevelt
charges, if you can!
True, we have made some mistakes, but in the
magnitude of our undertaking, some mistakes,
were inevitable, unavoidable. In balance though
with the wondrous achievements, these mistakes
have been trivial and not worthy of the attention I
of the men who minimize their talents by tryirgji
to magnify molehills into mountains.
And furthermore, unlike the Spanish-Ame
can war, in which Mr. Roosevelt was a king-pin?
We have no army contract scandals.
We have no embalmed beef horrors.
We have no fat old generals going to war in
carriages and leading battle charges from easy
rocking chairs.
We have no unpleasant gossip about the appointment of political generals and society
admirals.
t
We have ho Round Robin Letters from pt^
sumptuous and inferior officers demoralizing
discipline and exalting self.
In the face of these facts, the wild rantings of
Roosevelt and his fellow political conspirators are
boomerangs, pestilential to the ears and revolting
to the sensibilities of others, but harmful only to
the men who hurl them. On the estimation of
thoughtful people these critics make no indelible
impression. They may ruffle the surface of the
pool of comment, but they stir not the depths of
public opinion. And with Roosevelt, Lodge and
Wadsworth as the chief creators of this curtain of
camouflage political fire, fed by the tissues of an
bitious misrepresentation, fanned by the sinister
winds of political oratory,—there stalks forth

rom memory's closet the skeleton of Alger's emlalmed beef with its concomitant stench; there
ooms into view the Commander of the U. S.
-orces in Cuba, too fat to ride a horse, going into
lattle in a carriage, and lolloping in a portable
lath tub while our soldiers had no medicines to
onquer tropic ills;—there looms into view
his self same Commander of the U. S. forces in
uba fighting his battles from the sensuous folds
f a soporific hammock while through the stupidy and carelessness of an inefficient military
jiedical force our soldier boys found typhoid fever
' ore deadly than bullets from the Spanish guns.
And so in view of these verities which no
itical manipulation can snatch from history's
ge; in view of the official funereal-hued glories
d the official scarlet-tinged scandals of the
anish-American war; in view of Alger's emlmed beef of odoriferous memory; in'view of
ferior ships purchased by the government at

superior prices; in view of the stigma and disgrace
that typhoid fever killed more of our soldiers
than Spanish bullets sent to their graves; in view
of the cable which Dewey cut to save the navy
from the malefic influence of Republican politics
at Washington; in view of army contracts wrncli
brought a blush to the cheek and rage to the
heart of the nation; in view of the attempt to
deprive Schley of his share of glory in the Santiago
victory; in view of the papier-mache generals
created as a sort of "iron-cross" reward for
services rendered the good old Republican party
on many a bloodless field of politics—in view
in fine, of the bathos and the pathos of flagrant
Republican mismanagement in the Spanish-j
American War, it becometh and behooveth Mr.
Wadsworth, Mr. Lodge, Mr. Chamberlain, Mr.
Roosevelt, and all their phonographic cult, to
chirpV like a cricket, not roar like a lion.
MARTIN H. GLYNN.
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and unyielding.

TUB WAR DEPARTMENT 0OASE

II PEACE PARLEY
•

■

"Secretary and His Critic Have
Luncheon Together in Capital Restaurant.
Herald Bureau,
No. 1.50S II Street, W. W., JWashington, I>. C, Wednesday, j
Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War, and
{Senator George E. Chamberlain, of Oregon, chairman of the Senate Military Affairs Committee, held a peace parley this
afternoon over the Chamberlain measures
to reconstruct the war managament.
Mr. Baker went to the Capitol and took
luncheon with Senator Chamberlain. They
discussed at length the bills to create a
war cabinet and a munitions dictator. No
final decisions were reached and it was
considered doubtful to-night whether the
conference would have any effect upon the
contest between the administration and
its Congressional critics over the conduct
of I lie war.
The appearance of Senator Chamberlain
and Secretary' Baker together in the
Seriate restaurant caused a ripple of suri the Capitol. It had been gen:n lieyed that the difference between
ttor Chamberlain and live administration wore Irreconcilable. It was understood that Mr. Baker asked for an appointment with Senator Chamberlain.
Xe-iv Era of Harmony, Perhaps.
Various interpretations were placed upon
the significance of the meeting. Some of
Senator Cham » Haiti's colleagues regarde-i
it as the beginning of a new era of harmony between Congress and the administration. Others viewed it as the marking on the opening of overtures to arpmpromise on the War Cabinet
and .Munitions Dictator hills.
Senator Chamberlain said that the War
Cabinet and Munitions Dictator bills were
rased "in an amicable manner," but
admitted that no final decisions were
11 achi

"1 undertook to explain to the Secretary
that we WIT? anxious to work in accord
with him atid that our whole aim was to
help him rather thas hinder him," .said
Senator Chamberlain.
•I told him that I tbxreurht the War Cabinet and Munitiorte Dictator bills would be
'of great value to the administration. ' I
pointed out to him that the. principle of
these bills was endorsed by all the business
men and efficiency experts -who have testified before the committee, as well as by
big manufacturers and captains of indus
try throughout the country. I told him
also that I thought it was unwise for the
War Department, to stan(7 in. the way of
these measures in view of the fact that
they had been so widely endorsed."
Mr. Baker's Position >ot Stuted.
Senator Chamberlain refused to state
•what attitude Mr. Baker had taken at the
conference.- He said he did not want to
appear as trying to state Mr. Baker's position.
'The chief difference between Mr. Baker
Q.n<3. myself seemed to be that he believes
JIO affirmative action is necessary to accomplish needed changes in system, while
I do believe affirmative action is necessary," said Senator Chamberlain.
te committee devoted the entire day to
hearing' Major General George O. Squier,
chief ,of the Signal Corps of the Army,
testify in secret session regarding the prog.
xess on the aviation programme. None of
'the testimony was made public.

For several weeks the war department
ha* been on trial. Evidenoe was submitted to the senate oommltte on military affairs and it Is freely admitted
that additional evidence oould have been
Eubmltted. This committee was not hostile to the war department or to the
administration. It was , headed by a
member of the same political party as
the President and the secretary of war
— one of the few northern senators holding * committee chairmanship. The
committee's only desire was to get at
the faots, to learn the truth — to practice pitiless publicity, In other words.
The committee on military affairs has
acted as the Jury or the trial court in
this Instance. It has determined, after
what seems to us proper deliberation,
that certain changes are needed to win
the war and to win it speedily and effectlvely. These changes are necessary, and if bringing them about makes
it appear that a cabinet official has been
censured, why the cabinet member will
' have to suffer the consequences. The
country is in no;temper to have plans
go wrong merely-^fjpr the purpose of giving some officialia/ehance to save his
face. As a consequence of the committee's announcement of its purpose to
strengthen the government and to
hasten the day when peace may come
again, the President has hastened to the
defense of his war secretary and has it
is freely admitted, lost his temper for
the first time, since he has been the nation's chief executive.
Both sides, apparently, have taken an
appeal to the people. Such an appeal is
eminently proper because, after all, the
people are the supreme court of the
country. This is their war. They are
furnishing the soldiers, the money and
the munitions. The men in high places
are accountable to them and if officials
fail to answer the public demand they
fail signally in their conception of duty.
So It has been for the country to decide
whether or not the secretary of war was
■to have a blanket indorsement for every
act since war was declared or whether
there should be a readjustment of authority, a bringing about of co-operation
aud co-ordination which would put an
| end to red tape and secure the maximum of efficiency.
It is our opinion that the country has
decided. This week the supreme court
of the country, as expressed by the people, has not been silent. The newspapers of the land, for the greater part,
without abating in the least their loyalty to the war and the President, have
felt that Senator Chamberlain and his
colleagues have performed a service for
the army and the country and should
not be crucified because they have dared
to differ even from the views of the
President of the United States.

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION
To those who have thought that the
Investigation into the war department
could accomplish no good, w© would
say that It has accomplished much good
already.
It brought overcoats and
clothing to men lr^ the camps who were
without them. It forced the retirement
of General Crozler from the ordnance
and General Sharpe from the quartermaster's bureau. Some of the defects
that were brought to light have, it is
said, been remedied. General Goethals
as quartermaster is reorganizing his
force and perhaps he will get more
businesslike methods.
Finally, Secretary Baker has appointed
Edward R. Stettlnius as surveyor-general of all army purchases. Whether
this action will meet the requirements
or not is yet to be seen. Congress is
pressing for a minister or director of
munitions. Mr. Baker, as a result of
the investigation, has found It necessary
or advisable to meet this demand and
to forestall the committee by the appointment of Stettlnius. Clearly the organization of the war department was
admittedly defective and inadequate.
Further, it is known that the men in
the department are working more effectively than before, since they know that
they will be subjected to "pitiless publicity." But the point we desire to make
is that such reorganization as we have
had would never have been effected except fof the investigation. Nor can we
see that any harm has been done — or
will be done. The effect has been rather
to arouse a determination in the people
to fight the war through, and to see that
the government is made as efficient as
possible for war purposes.
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THE HEAL OBJECTIVE.
In commenting on Senator Chamberlain's effort to sustain his sweeping
MOiVDAY, JANUARY 28, 1918.
charge that the military establishment
''has almost ceased functioning" and
If the country can be gotten into this
this "because of the inefficiency In frame of mind, the rest of the way
every bureau and in every department should be relatively easy for the Prusof the government of the United sianists. They cannot hope to win to
the Springfield Republican their goal with "Woodrow Wilson obStates,'
says:
structing their course with a secretary
The senator is the victim of the same of war who is a real democrat and not
lack of perspective that has marred the one tainted with the spirit of autocmilitary committee's investigations as racy. Baker is the first objective of
a whole. There could not have been an the Prussianists. He must be driven
intelligent person of mature years in
the United States, last April, who did from office. In his place must be innot take it for granted that mistakes stalled some one who has drunk deeply
would be made and weaknesses would at the fount of kaiserism. Mr. Roosebe developed in the conduct of the .war.
Even the Germans, who were prepared velt frankly calls for a military man to
for everything, had to encounter them. fill this civilian position. He -wants no
Now, no complaint is made because
men of the Chamberlain type, forecast- Miss Nancyism at the head of the miling what everybody had forecast, de- itary establishment. Blood and iron are
termined to expose the mistakes and the essential requirements In the
the weaknesses to the whole world at < Roosevelt estimation.
the very earliest opportunity and make
So we find a studied attack on Secas much of a row about them as pos;sible. The complaint against him and retary Baker. Every tory paper in the
his sort is that they have so exagger- United States is denouncing him day by
ated the faults of the military estab- day. Reactionary orators from coast
lishment, in dragging them into the
foreground for public scrutiny, that it to coast are busy sowing seeds of susis impossible for the people to get a picion against him.
In a hundred
true impression of the situation from
the committee's performances.
The
people are left without the means for subtle ways a propaganda is in progseeing 'these blemishes in their true re- ress, directed against a member of the
lation to the whole achievement of the
president's official family who has not
war department.
However, this after all should not be hesitated to set his foot down firmly in
so difficult. In order fully to under- opposition to the plans of Mr. Roosestand Senator Chamberlain and his ob- velt and others to fasten the Prussian
ject at this critical moment in discred- system on the United States.
That these plans are doomed to failiting every bureau and every department of the government one needs to ure we do not doubt. There is not mucn
remember the really great matter in real discussion permitted in this counwhich the distinguished Oregonian is try at the present time, but there is
concerned. And that is the fastening still enough allowed to bring out the
of Prusslanism on the United States truth in relation to this monstrous,
through the adoption of universal com- propaganda which is headed by the
former president and supported in senpulsory military service.
This Is the big prize for which Sen- ate and house by Mr. Chamberlain ana
ator Chamberlain is playing; and he Mr. Kahn and their followers. It is
has the enthusiastic support of Theo- necessary only that the people should
dore Roosevelt and of our good Ger- understand the real meaning of the
man-American friend Julius Kahn oi attacks on the administraion. They
California. That the latter should be are not directed at the alleged ineffipeculiarly devoted to the Prussian mil- ciency in the government departments.
itary system is only natural.
He They are directed at the president
doubtless clings^to that as men of Ger- himself. And they are directed at him,
man birth or antecedents do to Ger- because he is the lion in the path. It
man dishes, German music and German is he who stands between the militarliterature. We cannot in the least ists of this country and the achievewonder that Congressman Kahn should ment of their object in gi sfTmg Prussianism upon our free ins itutions.
cleave manfully to a system under
which he was' born and which is thb^
perfection of that militarism to which ,.
he is unaffectedly devoted.
But Julius Kahn frankly admits that
this system cannot be "put across" in
this country under normal conditions.
It must be now, when the people are
excited, when they are nervous, when
the ordinary perspective has been obscured, or not at all. That Senator
Chamberlain realizes this as clearly as
the Californian is hardly to be questioned.
However, there is a lion in the path
in the person of the president of the
United States. He has no more use for
Prusslanism in America than for Prusslanism on Teutonic soil. He has gone
into this world war for the express
purpose of destroying Prusslanism. Yet
here are Theodore Roosevelt and his
congressional co-workers demanding
that in the very act of uprooting Prussianism abroad we shall proceed to establish it in all its sinister glory right
at home.
The lion must be driven from the
path By a frontal attack? No. That
were too dangerous. The attack must
be from the flank or perhaps from the
rear. And so the distinguished senator
from Oregon opens fire from a relatively safe angle with a general charge
in every bureau and
rof inefficiency
I every department of the government of
which Woodrow Wilson is the head. If
,the country can be made to believe
-this, then it Is bound to lose faith in
Woodrow Wilson. It is bound to falter
in its adhesion to his cause. It is
bound to feel that his policies of whatever sort are open to the most serious
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Xlliamberlain Committee Will Take
Testimony, but Ignores Request
7ii9t Full Congress Be Present
Secretary Says in Justice to Army
He Will Tell Country What Has
Been Done by America in War

By John Temple Graves.

:

Washington,
Jan.
25.—Secretary
of War Baker to-day addressed to
Senator Chamberlain, chairman of the
Military Affairs Committee,, a note
devoid of any resentment over the
Chamberlain speech of yesterday, requesting the Senator to arrange an
opportunity for him to make a statement before the Military Committee.
The Secretary further requested
that the time and place^ be so fixed
to enable the members of the House
and Senate, who desired to attend.
In explanation of the request Secretary Baker said:
"I feel that in justice I owe such
a statement to the splendid officers
and men of the army who have forgotten themselves and labored with
ell'-sacrifice and, as I think, sue-
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Baker Sees a Light.
| The -nation-wide protest against'
Secretary Baker's management of
the War Department has resulted m
Shaking that official out of his complacency and causing him to take &
wise but belated step. That step is;
tile appointment of Edward R. Stettinius, of J. P. Morgan & Co., as I
surveyor of all purchases for the
five army bureaus.
This action by the Secretary re-;,
news attention to a long apparent
weakness of the Baker regime and.
also emphasizes one of the funda-'
mental faults of the Administration
as a whole. The neglect to use the:
nation's best material, the refusal of
the President and his subordinates
to call to their assistance men who!
could render invaluable aid, has both j
distressed and perplexed the pub- j
lie.
I
Mr. Stettinius did marvellous work"
as purchasing agent for the Allies
, before this country entered the wair
This was well known at Washington
but for ten months the authority"
have refused to draft him. Nothin "
has been, plainer than the need •<■
Washington of more men like th.
Morgan representative, and while
is true that some extremely compi r
tent citizens have been summoned i
the service, it is also true that 3
vast amount' of available materialhas been overlooked or ignored.
It has seemed as if those in powej;
did not desire to let the whole peoL
pie play their part in the war. Ap<
parently they have preferred to,
make it more of a party affair than
an affair of the general public, and
as a result of this attitude scores o?
big men brimming over with patriotism have been kept in the background.
Mr. Stettinius comes in late, but
there is abundant work for him to
do. He brings invaluable experience,
great energy, a thorough knowledge
of the subject and a determination
to co-ordinate the several bureaus
of the War Department that have
labored tinder diverse authority.
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THE REAL. OBJECTIVE.
In commenting on Senator Chamberlain's effort to sustain his sweeping
charge that the military establishment
''has almost ceased functioning" and
this "because of the inefficiency in
every bureau and in every department
of the government of the United
States,"
the Springfield Republican
says:

THE JOHNSTOWN
DEMOCRAT
MONDAY, JANUARY 38, 191S.
If the country can be gotten into this
frame of mind, the rest of the way
should be relatively easy for the Prussianists. They cannot hope to win to
their goal with Woodrow Wilson obstructing their course with a secretary
of war who is a real democrat and not
one tainted with the spirit of autocracy. Baker is the first objective of
the Prussianists. He must be driven
from office. In his place must be installed some one who has drunk deeply
at the fount of kaiserism. Mr. Roosevelt frankly calls for a military man to
fill this civilian position. He wants no
Miss Nancyism at the head of the military establishment. Blood and iron are
the
essential
requirements in the
Roosevelt estimation.
So we find a studied attack on Secretary Baker. Every tory paper in the
United States is denouncing him day by
day.
Reactionary orators from coast
to coast are busy sowing seeds of suspicion against him.
In a hundred

The senator is the victim of the same
lack of perspective that has marred the
military committee's investigations as
a whole. There could not have been an
intelligent person of mature years in
the United States, last April, who did
not take it for granted that mistakes
would be made and weaknesses would
be .developed in the conduct of the war.
Even the Germans, who were prepared
for everything, had to encounter them.
Now, no complaint is made because
men of the Chamberlain type, forecasting what everybody had forecast, determined to expose the mistakes and
the weaknesses to the whole world at
the very earliest opportunity and make
as much of a row about them as possible. The complaint against him and
his sort is that they have so exaggerated the faults of the military establishment, in dragging the-m into the
foreground for public scrutiny, that it
is impossible for the people to get a
true impression of the situation from
the committee's performances.
The
people are left without the means for subtle ways a propaganda is In progseeing these blemishes in their true relation to the whole achievement of the ress, directed against a member of the
president's official family who has not
i war department.
However, this after all should not be hesitated to set his foot down firmly in
so difficult. In order fully to under- opposition to the plans of Mr. Roosestand Senator Chamberlain and his ob- velt and others to fasten the Prussian
ject at this critical moment In discred- system on the United States.
That these plans are doomed to failiting every bureau and every department of the government one needs to ure we do not doubt. There is not mucn
remember the really great matter in real discussion permitted in this counwhich the distinguished Orego-nian is try at the present time, but there Is
concerned. And that 13 the fastening still enough allowed to bring out the
of Prussianism on the United States truth in relation to this monstrous
through the adoption of universal com- propaganda which is headed by the
former president and supported in senpulsory military service.
This Is the big prize for which Sen- ate and house by Mr. Chamberlain ana
It is
ator Chamberlain is playing; and he Mr. Kahn and their followers.
has the enthusiastic support of Theo- necessary only that the people should
dore Roosevelt and of our good Ger- understand the real meaning of the
They
man-American friend Julius Kahn 01 attacks on the administra.ion.
California. That the latter should be are not directed at the alleged ineffipeculiarly devoted to the Prussian mil- ciency in the government departments.
itary system is only natural.
He They are directed at the president
doubtless clings_>o that as men of Ger- himself. And they are •directed at him.
man birth or antecedents do to Ger- because he is the lion in the path. It
man dishes, German music and German is he who stands between the militarliterature.
"We cannot in the least ists of this country and the achievewonder that Congressman Kahn shoulu ment of their object in grafting Pruscleave manfully to a system under sianism upon our free ins itutions.
which he was born and which is thb
perfection of that militarism to which"^..
he is unaffectedly devoted.
But Julius Kahn frankly admits that
this system cannot be "put across" in
this country under normal conditions.
It must be now, when the people are
excited, when they are nervous, when
the 'ordinary perspective has been obscured, or not at all.
That Senator
Chamberlain realizes this as clearly as
the Californian is hardly to be questioned.
However, there is a lion in the path
in the person of the .president of the
United States. He has no more use for
Prussianism in America than for Prussianism on Teutonic soil. He has gone
into this world war for the express
purpose of destroying Prussianism. Tet |
here are Theodore Roosevelt and his
congressional co-workers demanding |
that in the very act of uprooting Prussianism abroad we shall proceed to establish it in all its sinister glory right
at home.
The lion must be driven from the
path. By a frontal attack? No. TJhat
were too dangerous. The attack must
be from the flank or perhaps from the
rear. And so the distinguished senator
from Oregon opens fire from a relatively safe angle with a general charge
inefficiency in every bureau and
rof
every department of the government of
'which Woodrow Wilson is the head. If
the country can be made to believe
'this, then It is bound to lose faith in
fWoodrow Wilson. It is bound to falter
in its adhesion to his cause. It is
bound to feel that his policies of whatever sort are open to the most serious
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IEAR BAKER'S
'REPLY MONDAY
lamberlain Committee Will Take
Testimony, but Ignores Request
"\:;at Full Congress Be Present
Secretary Says in Justice to Army
He Will Tell Country What Has
Been Done by America in War

By John Temple Graves.
Washington,
Jan.
25.—.Secretary
of War Baker to-day addressed to
Senator Chamberlain, chairman of the
Military Affairs Committee,, a note
d.evoid of any resentment over the
' Chamberlain speech of yesterday, requesting the Senator to arrange an
opportunity for him to make a statement before the Military Committed.
The Secretary further requested
that the time and place, be so fixed
to enable the members of the House
and Senate, who desired to attend.
In explanation of the request Secretary Baker said:
■'I feel that in justice I owe such
a statement to the splendid officers
and men of the army who have forgotten themselves and labored with
self-sacrifice and, as I think, success in the building of the great
army.
"It is due also to the great num-,
be'r of men of business and affairs
who have accepted the invitation of
the War Department to come to
Washington and have brought their
business experience, their talent,
and their judgment to the work in
hand. And I think the people of
the country are entitled to have, at
, large, a summary of what has been
been done by America in the war."
HEARING ON MONDAV.
To this request Senator Chamberlain, in behalf of the committee, replied, fixing Monday morning as the
time and the Military Committee room
. as the place for the hearing.
He.
made neither reference nor provision
for the Secretary's wish to have present as many members of the House
and Senate as are disposed to attend.
A Since the interchange of these notes
/there is a very strong sentiment in
1 Washington that the suggestion of
the Secretary of War is most timely
and appropriate, and that Senator
Chamberlain has made a mistake, unwittingly perhaps, in not giving it
the fullest acceptance and making
provision. for the occasion accordingly.
The Committee on Military Affairs
of the Senate meet in a small room
that will seat scarcely sixty people
outside" of the committee. The occasion which Secretary Baker invoke,^
is of national and international interest and importance, and should be
staged accordingly.
CAPITAL BACKS REQUEST.
It is the general sense of the capital that our Secretary of War, held in
highest esteem as an official and a
statesman, with his department under
attack should have the opportunity
for such a hearing in justice to his
position and character and the vast
issues involved.
The question now
with an interested, impartial Washington is:
Why not the hall of the H6use of
Representatives, with both houses in
attendance? What theme is of more
burning interest to the people and
the time, and who is so well qualified
officially to discuss it as the Secretary
of War himself.
The Secretary of War is under official arraignment by a great Senator
of the Republic. The American people are startled and alarmed by the
allegation so highly sponsored, and
:\re eager and anxious for the whole
truth. .
Senator Chamberlain has never been
a greater Senator than he is to-day.
Aft.er his great, fearless, high-spirited speech he takes an even higher
rank among American statesmen. He
has done the Republic great service.
Wllili MEET THE OCCASION.
There need be no apprehension that
Secretary Baker will not rise to the
level of the opportunity and the occasion. No official in public life,
scarcely excepting the President, will
bear himself better in such an emergency than the Secretary of War. To
dignified scholarship and high courtesy he adds an eloquence not even
surpassed in the While House
In discussing the committee's refusal to hold the kind of hearing
which Secretary Baker has asked for
Senator Chamberlain said that there
no room in the Capitol large
enough to accommodate all the members of the Senate and House and
such others as might wish to attend.
The ' committee therefore decided
not to r" jpart from its customary rule
of he? mg witnesses in the committee
roo
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tile appointment of Edward R. Stettinius, of J. P. Morgan & Co., as
surveyor of all purchases for the
five army bureaus.
This action by the Secretary re-j
news attention to a long apparent
It
weakness of the Baker regime and
ie
also emphasizes one of the fundaW
mental faults of the Administration
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as a whole. The neglect to use the
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nation's best material, the refusal of
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Mr. Stettinius did marvellous work' -AJ
as purchasing agent for the Allied in
, before this country entered the waif ac
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but for ten months the authoritie
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is true that some extremely compt
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tent citizens have been summoned t
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the service, it is also true that
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vast amount' of available materi;
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has been overlooked or ignored.
I ess
It has seemed as if those in powei' He
did not desire to let the whole peo
pie play their part in the war. Ap.
parently they have preferred to,
make it more of a party affair than
an affair of the general public, and
as a result of this attitude scores of
big men brimming over with patriotism have been kept in the background.
Mr. Stettinius comes in late, but
there is abundant work for him to
do. He brings invaluable experience,
great energy, a thorough knowledge
of the subject and a determination
.to co-ordinate the several bureaus
of the War Department that have
labored under diverse authority.
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MARTIN H. GLYNN, Editor
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ATTACK ON SECRETARY BAKER
THROWS CONVENTION IN TURMOIL
NEW YORK, January 16.—The annual
convention of the national committee of
patriotic Bocieties, at which delegates from
thirty representative organisations; were
present, was thrown into a turmoil at its
first session today by the Introduction of
>a resolution attacking Secretary of War
Baker and favoring the creation of a war
cabinet. After an acrimonious dscussion as to its propriety the resolution
tabled.
T~
linst1 was
Charles S. Davison of the American Defense Society presented^the' resoluUon,
; of
which called upon the President to apid hi,'
point as Secretary of War, "regardless of
politics," a man "who is aggressively mili:oratary and familiar with war policies.
ke i
Declaring that the resolution was
prompted
by partisan politics B. W Estes
sp is" renting
^'^onnriheAmericIn

3tet., as
the

Albany, N. Y:^j^^ < 7''O

Revolution and the Sons of Veterans,
moved that it be tabled
S. Stanwood
Menken of the American Security
League insisted upon favorable action,
however. He asserted that business interests all over the country favored the
Pr

QenS Samuel W. Fountain of the Loyal
Legion declared he could not remain at
the meeting if the resolution were adopted Men who had control of military affairs long before the advent of the present administration were in a large measure responsible, he asserted, for national
unpreparedness for war. He was backed
in his stand by Col. William S. Cogswell
and Mrs. Coffin Van Rensselaer.
"We should not engage in this partisan
wrangling," said Mrs. Van Rensselaer,
who declared she and others present represented organizations which expected to

al5 in winning the war

Perhaps no country in time of
war ever before had at the head
■ re-;
»f its fighting services two such
.rent 'idealists andjmimanitarians as Secretary Danand
iels and Sectary Baker. There are those
ndawho, whileO^cognizing the fine quality of
ition
Secretary ^$fer's intellect and spirit, have
i the
feared lest
might not have sufficient exil of ecutive en
and firutal mastery of men to
iat.es direct the ^ lendovrt Bminess that now cenwho
ters in ii^o ce. ^o mail speaks ill of Secboth retar
ure is every desire that
pub- |f he sho
prove tolje the man for the occa1 sion.
Garrison's retirement
work'J Mr. Bak
le office frankly declar- REGRETS RIGHT WAS DENTED
Miei ing himse
fist and wholly unMr. Lunn Thinks Secretary Baker
war acquainte
/ith—th>i War Department and
?toi, its duties,
_ our SjHnion, he would not be Should Have Unhampered Hearing.
Representative George R. Lunn. of New
■itie
right-mln
or fit forftis post if he did not York,
a member of the House military
;hin
hate war
aim at permanent peace based affairs committee, has written a letter to
d i
upon justi ,and good-will. Mr. Baker is a Secretary Baker expressing regret that
th
man o
ical and social imagination, a re- the Senate military affairs committee had
the Secretary's request to appearill!
former
believer in progress. In short, refused
before the committee under conditions that
he is
i an optimist and a lover of mankind, like would allow members of the House to at3d t
Secretary Daniels.
But he is not half- tend the hearings. He also deplores that
at
hearted, and he can throw himself into mili- ! Senator Chamberlain and Senator Wadseri
tary activities when he sees that war is nec- ] worth refused to give Secretary Baker
I the names of those who wrote the par essary for the attainment of human justice. thetic letters which Senator Chamberlain
He is now on a war footing, full-panoplied. read in the Senate Thursday.
peoL
In conclusion, Reprseentative Lunn said :
Ap <.
"As a member of the House military
affairs committee, before whom you can
d to
at any time make a statement under conthan,
ditions of fairness, I want to protest
and
against the action of the majority of the
Senate
military affairs committee, which
ss of
is open to but one conclusion, and that is
;riotthat a jury packed and unfair is to receive your statement. I sincerely hop©
>ackthat their action will 'be recalled and that
, but.
m to
ence,
edge
ation
:eaus
have

Baker
on a War
Footing

you will
speak to
JVW
win be
w^ able
amc to
LU syeatv
10 the
ine country
under conditions unhampered by the refusal of requests self-evidently reason-

able and just
/ ii
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demands that such work should be
weighed in its totality. And in its
totality the work of Secretary Baker
has been good, exceedingly good. In
Gjfcc Baker A Squ&re Dtzl
nine months he has increased the
Although the effect of the atiaclva strength of the army ten-fold,, with
of Mr. Roosevelt and Senator Chaiii- all the attending military work ami f
berlaiu has dwindled to little on the Uusiuess enterprises that this stupublic iniad to-day; it will, in our pendous task means, and this he has
opinion, be leas than little after Sec- done without a scintilla of seanda.
retary of War Baker has made an- or an imputing shadow of unfairswer before the Senate committee. ness or dishonesty iu any form.
His enemies have so persistently Neither France nor England has
pounded Secretary Baker that they done any such thing in any such
have clothed him to a certain de- time. He found the War Departgree in an aspect not truly Iris. ment enmeshed in the sleepy tradiSecretary Baker is a man of wonder- tions of fifty years of peace, and'
ful ability and this he proved not while the sudden call of war wrenched
to-day or yesterday, but in every the gears and twisted the axles of
day of Ms splendid career. By sheer this old rusty machine nigh unto the
ability he has lifted himself up in breaking point, Secretary Baker has
life by his own bootstraps.
He- kept It going and improved it every
proved his mental mettle as a stu- day as it moved Us arduous path
dent at Johns Hopkins University; along.
In nine months he has
his manhood and his integrity as a equipped and transported to Europe
disciple and aid of Tom Johnson in an army ten times as big as the
the famous 'Cleveland street car army we had in the Spanish-Ameribattle. • As City Solicitor of Cleve- can war—and this too without the
land he bested some of the biggest loss of a man or the scratch of
lawyers in the west in lawsuit after ship.
Such a feat is well-nigh
lawsuit. Single handed and alone marvelous!
But say the sneererd
he won his way to the office of Mayor who can't answer these facts, the
of Cleveland against all the monopo- purchasing department of the army]
listic influence, all the wealth of that was a regular hodge-podge. And lo
city.
As Mayor he established a and behold as they say this, the in..municipal electric light plant which vestigating committee very uncomto-day ensures Cleveland cheap light fortably ascertains that Secretary
and cheap power and thereby pro- Baker had installed efficiency while
motes the commercial ascendency of they talkad and dreamied.
They
the City by the bakes. He whipped found that Secretary Baker had rethe railroads to a- frazzle in their organized the purchasing system of
effort to grab lake-front property the War Department to meet the
worth thirty millions of dollars, and very changes held out as sure to
then in some magic manner induced bring about the millennium in our
tho very railroad magnates whom military world..
he had trounced to build a magAnd so it is that Roosevelt and
nificent Union Railway Depot for the Chamberlain may fill the circum- ;
people of Cleveland.
These facts ambient air with resounding words
show that Baker 'is no easy meat for and pyrothenic phrases—but these
any "head-hunter."
Moreover, he is a powerful speaker truths, undeniable and Incontestable,
and a graceful writer. He has the about Baker's management of the
oratorical gift and the literary man- War Department will find hospitable
ner, a "glory of words" and a pun- lodgement in the public mind, long
gency of expression. When he speaks after the echoes of sinister and mahe says something, when he writes licious criticism have ceased to
he ornaments thought with the lustre plague the public ear with their
of style. He has a lfveTy-imagina- rhetorical tintinnabulations of rancor
tion, a great flow of words and a a'nd deceit.
vigorous mode of thought-delineation. He can he caustic as well as
gracious; and this Col. Roosevelt
learned In an exchange of letters
when the Colonel was aspiring to
lead a regiment in France.
., As .an executive Mr. Baker made
good as Mayor of Cleveland; and,
despite what his calumniators may
say, he is making good as Secretary
of War.
The recent congressional investl-gations of the War Department
must convince any fair-minded person of the truthfulness of this statement. After a month of prying and
quizzing and delving the investigators unearthed some peccadilloes.
ft is true, but no grievous fault.
In the immensity of the undertaking
thrown upon Secretary Baker's shoulders, the wonder is that the investigators did not disclose more at which
the howlers could howl and ' the
growlers growl. ' It is unfair to judge
any great work by some little relatively unimportant detail. Justice
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'JUSTIFICATION OF
CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM.
BY THEODOBE ROOSEVELT.

A COPT KEAB H» KTZBT HOMB

PASSAIC DAILY NEWS
I'URDAY, JANUARY 26, 1917.

Senator Chamberlain and his excellent committee have already seen the
justification of their investigate.
They have forced the appointment of
Mr Stettinius, a trained and capable expert, as head of the war supplies purchasing department. The fact that the
appointment is made in order to obviate
the need of following Senator Chamberlain's more thoroughgoing program does
not alter the fact that it represents a i
certain advance and that this advance;
is primarily due the investigaUon by i
Senator Chamberlain's committee. It is
a striking tribute to the necessity for
and the good results of that investiga-

JUST RE A.D THIS'.
It may be that t le War Department
is responsible for the lack of many
things in certain qantonments.
But we, have ni first hand testimony of any such! unfortunate laxity.
lust today two!sturdy young soldiers, one from (lamp Dix and the
other from Camp iVadsworth, visited
The Daily News of ice for the express
ition
- investigation has been wholly
The
purpose of letting s know that there
•'nonpartisan.
It has been conducted
was no truth in th criticism so far as °S with an eye single-to the needs of the
they knew.
OS army and of our country. Senator Cham- j
lat each one said, -H berlain is a Democrat, just as Secretary I
Here is about
almost in the sam language:
, Baker is a Democrat. The committee I
"I stopped in to ihake hands with GO has fearlessly exposed very grave abuses j
you and say you h re done fine work ™ and shortcomings and has taken con-1
in supporting the a .inistration. The Kj structive action to remedy them. Seccriticism, believe mi is a lot of bunk. ^ retary Baker's testimony shows that, to
A3 use the language of Senator ChamberLook at me—I'm a lundred per cent.
lain, the President has been misled as
better than I was be ore I went away. < to the facts. His statements as to the
i
a
tent
all
winI've been sleeping
satisfactory condition of things in the
ter, mind you (this the Camp Wads- Aj camps are not in accord with the facts.
worth man) and I' e been mighty ^ it is, of course, exceedingly difficult to
comfortable every i linute. The gov- *""*>, get testimony from army officers because
wonderful things
J they have vividly before their eyes the
for us. I tell you lere's no mistake £H signal punishment inflicted by the adabout it. Of cburs : there may be a ^A1 ministration on General Wood for fear-1
hold-up in supplie: here and there, /■s lessly telling the truth, and those of us j
now and then, for i day or two, but ^r who have examined conditions and know ,
A how bad they are cannot give our au-j
that's to be expect, d. Things on the
O thorities in many cases because we will j
whole are just grc; t. I'm having the ^ not expose good officers to punishment;
lime of my life."
in order to save ourselves from contra- i
We need only a Id that The Daily jf) diction.
News knows both §f these young men
But certain vitally important facts are;
easily attainable. At the very time that.
intimately
Secretary Baker was testifying that the,,
We know thes two young men,
army had enough rifles, the governor 01
whereas wc don know even the
Mississippi in the public press on Janu- j
rson
who
mailed
us
Identity of the p
ary 17 stated that he had been helpless j
with these words
a lot of clippin
printed in lead i -ncil-as though we EH, to prevent the burning alive of a negro j
y2\ | because the home guards had no rifles j
might inform th spy catchers:
O I and because "there are over five hundred j
two
cent
paper
in
a
"When a little
national guardsmen at Camp Jackson,;,
plebiaii"wniiaKe: attempts to criticise
but they are equally helpless because
like
Rosevelt
and
mfen of Brains '
Chamberlin it is to laugh."
< they have no rifles." Many deficiencies;
can be covered up or their existence deThe spelling i not ours. The sor- w
nied, but some cannot thus be concealed.
A
row is.
Anyone can see the wooden cannon and
isailed
such
men
as
We have not
< wooden machine guns in the training
lamberlain. Indeed,
Roosevelt and
camps, everyone knows that our army at
we arc sorely di ;urbed by what they
the front has French cannon and French
machine guns. Will not Secretary Baker
say—even fearf that there is much
state frankly when our own cannon and
truth in what ,ey say.
machine guns will be ready? After one,
But the nee is for harmony, not
mistakes
have
been
year of war we have none. Must we
disruption.
wait another year before getting them?.
made it is notlremarkable, after all,
Caspar Whitney, a responsible man, has
in so huge an undertaking. What we
stated lamentable shortcomings of our
do not believe | that mistakes, when
army at the front. Will not the secrefound, are persisted in.
tary advise us what steps he has taken
to investigate this statement and remedy
the shortcomings?
The appointment of Mr. Stettinius is a
good thing, but it does not represent
even a half step towards bringing order
out of the administrative chaos at Washington. Drastic action is needed to se1
cure a plan providing for co-ordination,
responsibility and efficiency, and above
all, for securing the right men to administer the plan.
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Pursuin
LIE now by the roadside and watch Mr. Baker
coursing happily across the next field ahead in
all that splendid new fur called " functional reorganization " in the War Department, and I turn
and look back in despair at all the other " organizations " and " reorganizations " with which Mr.
Baker has diverted and baffled his pursuers ever
since the war began.
Last April, in company with virtually every other
moderately humble and moderately teachable person in the United States, I said that in order to get
munitions fast it was necessary to have a civilianheaded, single-headed new munitions organization,
as in France and in England. Mr. Baker did not
seem to think so. However, we pursued him and
caught up with him and he said, in effect:
" Wait! Civilians? I am chairman of the Council of National Defense and I have authorized the
members of the Advisory Commission of the Council of National Defense to appoint all the civilians
in the United States to be members of committees
to advise them and to advise me. I am about to
make, I am now making, the greatest known recorded use of civilians. This is a great country.
Give me a chance."
What could we do ? This is indeed a great country. We all sat down and wrote little articles saying that this is a great country and that no other
country had ever invented anything quite like those
committees belonging to the Advisory Commission
—which was quite true. And we tied a handkerchief
about our eyes and gave Mr. Baker a sporting
head-start. And then we took up the scent; and
we ran; and, not without effort, we caught up with
Mr. Baker's organization and examined its achievements; and they were not satisfactory; and Mr.
Baker, in effect, admitted that they were not satisfactory; but he said, in effect:
" Wait! Just as you were coming over the crest
of that last hill I invented another organization.
Behold the ' General Munitions Board '!. Those
old committees reported to the Advisory Commission. This new ' General Munitions Board ' reports to the Council of National Defense direct.
This country has a genius of its own. And now
we will begin again."
What could we do ? We began again. We said
that this country has a genius of its own and is three
thousand miles wide, while you can go from London to Edinburgh in eight hours, though just what
that fact has to do with the case is now not quite
clear; and Mr. Baker took another head-start.
Again, however, after a sporting length of time

had elapsed, we were upon him; and the achievements of his new organization were-' far 'from
satisfactory; and this time we said that sur#fy>
after all, a principle which worked between London
and Edinburgh would work between Washington
and Pittsburgh and then between Pittsburgh and
Indianapolis and then between Indianapolis and St.
Louis, and so on in short dashes until it had covered
a country three thousand miles wide ;vand we were
prepared to find Mr. Baker beaten,ifnd apologetic
and converted; but as we rounded the last hedgerow, there he stood, our old friend Br'er Baker,
grinning from ear to ear and all dressed up in the
" War Industries Board." And he said in effect:
" Foiled again! I have changed the name of the
' General Munitions Board ' to ' War Industries
Board ' and I have given it some new powers. You
will understand what these new powers are if you
will read this announcement, which I hand you, fifteen or sixteen times and if you will watch the operations of the ' War Industries Board ' for three or
four months. I have the honor, gentlemen, to wish
you good morning, and it would hardly be fair or
patriotic of you to do any hueing and crying after
me till I am well out of sight."
For the third time, for the third important time,
we lay by the roadside and watched Br'er Baker
leaping jauntily into the distance in clothes of a
cut never before worn by any minister of war on
earth. We began to be a bit doubtful about these
War-Department tailors whose chief recommendation for their wares appeared to be that they got
out a new fashion every few months. Nevertheless, as seemed to be our duty, we said the best
that could be said for the " War Industries Board,"
and the columns of The New Republic and of
almost all other magazines and newspapers will
bear this statement out, and we hoped against hope
that the intricate and laborious idea of a " War
Industries Board " " coordinating " the purchasing
departments of the War Department would turn
out to be an improvement on the perfectly simple
and self-proved idea of a separate munitions ministry. And we did not resume our pursuit of Mr.
Baker for quite a while.
When we took it up again (I speak now of newspaper and magazine correspondents), we were
joined, soon, by gentlemen from the Senate; and
these gentlemen were not merely alarmed, they were
most of them appalled and even panic-stricken by
what they discovered with regard to our prospects
in such primary and indispensable matters as machine-guns and artillery; and we all ran; and Mr.
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Baker ran; and, just exactly as on every other
similar occasion, Mr. Baker broke out at once into
a lot of new protective colorings in the way of " organization " and " reorganization." In rapid succession he developed a " War Council " within his
Department and a " functional reorganization"
and a " Directorship of Purchases."
The question now is: Has Mr. Baker earned the
right to another head-start? Surely the answer
must be emphatically: No. When a man three
times in succession has invented a strange and monstrously complicated system which three times in
succession he has virtually abandoned, he has no
right to any head-start whatsoever on his fourth.
This time he should be compelled to open his arms
to receive at once the' one system which in a democracy is known to work well for the production
of munitions, the system tested and triumphant at
Paris and at London. Mr. Baker's new doings are
nothing but new evasions of the' central point of
that system and new efforts to seem to be " reorganizing " the heart and brain of his Department when in reality he is only " reorganizing " its
arms and legs.
His " War Council " I have'already discussed in
these columns. Consisting of military men who
either have never been purchasers at all or else
have ceased, for cause, to be permitted to be purchasers, it manifestly is no step forward whatsoever
toward a civilian-headed, single-headed munitions
organization.
His " functional reorganization " is an internal technical scientific management matter which has
nothing to do with the one great principle at issue.
If Mr. Smith lets a contract for blankets and then
follows up the making of those blankets and inspects them as they are made, he is not working
in a "functional" scheme. If the letting of the
contracts is in the hands of Mr. Jones, and the following up of them in production is in the hands of
Mr. Brown, and the inspecting of them is in the
hands of Mr. Green, then they all of them are
working in a " functional" scheme. You could
have this " functional" way of doing things inside
an organization which was essentially right at the
top. You could have it inside an organization
which was essentially wrong at the top. It is a detail, an important detail, but a detail. The big
thing is the top. The big thing is to be right at the
top. And Mr. Baker, in naming a " Director of
Purchases," makes one more move, one more
evasive move, one more pretended move, toward
getting a right top.
He will have a " Director of Purchases," but
of what sort? First, this Director is a military man
and not a civilian. We shall have civilians still in
the " War Industries Board," which will continue
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to exist. That will dd fdi1 a pretence of civilian control. It is powerless, harmless, having no genuine
executive authority; but it will do for window-dressing. And in the meantime the " Director of Purchases," sitting actually within the War Department
while the " War Industries Board " is outside, will
be a military man, bound by precisely the same sort
of training which made the best military men in
France and in England fail at precisely that same
sort of job.
But, second, this military man will not be given
even the power which those military men of France
and of England enjoyed. They at any rate had a
chance to succeed, so far as their power was concerned. This " Director of Purchases " of ours is
modeled after the officials of the old Chinese Imperial Court. He has an overwhelming title and no
real power at all. He is placed above General
Wheeler of Ordnance and General Gorgas of
Medicine and General Goethals of Quartermaster
Stores and General Squier of Aircraft. Can he
compel them? He cannot. You cannot compel people who derive their authority from somebody else
and whom you cannot remove and replace no matter
how much they flout you.
Ever since the beginning of the war we have been
trying to get things done by putting people over
other people whom they have no power to compel.
We did it in the committees of the Advisory Commission. We did it in the General Munitions
Board. We did it in the War Industries Board.
And we reached a failure every time. And now
Mr. Baker is doing it all over again in the Directorship of Purchases and is calling it reform. It is not
reform. It is a repetition of a failure already several times repeated.
The gentlemen of the Senate might well say to
Mr. Baker:
" If we ask you to resign or reorganize, we mean
really reorganize. We do not mean give us a phantom of civilian-headed control in the War Industries
Board. We do not mean give us a phantom of
single-headed control in the Directorship of Purchases. Those controls are not controls, and we
know that they are not controls, and you know that
they are not controls. The only control worth talking about is executive control, control with power
to hire and fire and compel. We want that kind of
control, and we want it lodged in one man, and we
want that one man a civilian. That system, that
one-civilian-executive system, has worked. Your
successive systems have not worked. Stop pretending to change. Change! "
Every man with liberal instincts must profoundly
hope that Mr. Baker will consent to change, and
will not drive on to final failure and resignation.
His services to the cause of liberalism, in the matter,
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for instance, of labor, have been enormous. By
adopting a reasonable and a friendly and a helpful
attitude toward labor and toward labor-organizations in all the industries which are engaged in working for the War Department, he has done more
than any other man in the United States to keep
American labor fairly satisfied in its just claims and
to keep it thoroughly solid, on the whole, for the
war. Mr. Baker's labor policy is one of the chief
reasons for our present national unity.
That unity is even more important, Lam bound
to say, than machine-guns. We cannot win without
machine-guns, but we cannot even stay in the war
without unity. If certain of Mr. Baker's critics
were put in his place, they would outrage and
alienate enough workingmen and enough other
people to give us an anti-war majority in the next
elections.
Mr. Baker's policy in the matter of labor and in
the matter of the project for the immediate adoption of permanent universal military service and
in many other matters has been a very great influence indeed in persuading the mass of the American people that this is a democratic war and not a
militaristic war. It has been a very great influence

indeed in persuading the mass of the American people to continue to support this war. It is an influence which, if possible, must be retained at Washington.
Mr. Baker should really be, like Lord Curzon,
and like Lord Milner, in England, a " minister without portfolio." He is a statesman. He is a statesman with a deep insight into popular social feelings
and with an absolutely sure touch in his dealings
with those feelings. He is a statesman, and he
should be given to statesmanship. He is not an administrator. At any rate, he persistently and perversely refuses to adopt the one central simple manifest principle of administration by which alone our
greatest administrative task—the production of
munitions and the organization of our war-industries—can be accomplished.
Why will he be so stubborn? Why will he not
open his mouth and swallow that pill and appoint a
genuine executive civilian Director of War Industries and stay in Washington and give to that
Director and to all of us the continued immense and
invaluable benefit of his liberal-minded social statesmanship?

THE recent statement of war aims, first by
Lloyd George and then by President Wilson,
produced some of the effects which the advocates of open diplomacy have always claimed
on its behalf. They reinforced the military and
economic cooperation of the Allied governments
with a larger measure of political and moral unity;
and aided by the peace initiative of the Bolsheviki
they have undoubtedly widened the breach between
the pan-Germans and the socialists in Germany.
So far so good, but it is not enough. Those whose
chief preoccupation is to obtain some assurance of
a better international order as a result of the sufferings and sacrifices of the war, now have to insist upon a final step, which, if it is adopted, will
contribute still further to the cohesion of a group
of sincerely liberal nations and to the disintegration
of a group of essentially militarist nations. This
further step consists in proving the sincerity of
their belief in the idea underlying a League of Nations by doing what they can to bring it into existence now. This idea has since the beginning of
the war obtained wide and increasing acceptance as
an idea, but the time has now come when, if it is to
live and thrive, it must be acted on as well as approved and discussed. In order to explain why
action on behalf of the League of Nations has be-

come necessary, we shall have to review the political
history of the war, and thus to bring out the stage
which has been reached in the evolution of the idea
of a league of nations.
Early in the war the Allies were reluctant to state
their war aims frankly because of a general disability of which the case of Italy is perhaps the best
example. Italy was at that time cherishing aims
which could have been interpreted as " imperialistic." The difficulty of stating them did not arise
only from their imperialistic character but also from
their partial conflict with claims of other Allies
actual or prospective—Serbia and Greece. They
did not altogether harmonize with the aspirations
of the very subject peoples whose cause the Alliance
was espousing, with the principle of nationality
which has been proclaimed as the chief political
boon for which the Allies fight.
Not only did such conflicts play a part in the failure to hold Russia to the Allied cause; it was mainly
accountable for the military failure to establish the
" single front." The conquest of the Dalmatian
coast, for instance, was not an aim common to or in
the interests of the whole Alliance; it was indeed
opposed by some members of the Alliance. It was
not indispensable to military defeat of the Central
Powers; it was merely a special political object,
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cherished only by one member of the Alliance.
The ultimate effect of its achievement would have
been to weaken the Alliance as a whole, not to
strengthen it. British and French soldiers could
not be asked to die for an object quite special to
Italy. The net result of such conflicts was to create
in some degree an active agent of disintegration
within the Alliance; in considerable degree a passive
bar to concentration of effort by the whole group.
But the process of disintegration was not confined to encouragement of dissension among the
separate states of the Alliance. It created cleavage
among opposing elements within each state. What
the existence of secret treaties, the reluctance to restate aims, refusals of passports for Stockholm, the
promotion of the war by reactionary groups admittedly hostile to democracy, the increasing influence obtained by such groups during the war—
what all this had done to Russia in the way of
creating suspicion was also done in lesser degree by
the same causes in Italy, and even in France and
England. General Maurice, of the British General
Staff, has in his report on the Italian reverses declared that revolutionary unrest behind the line
must be counted a large factor therein.
What prompted the Allies to agree to such promises, Italy to exact them, a large element of Italian
opinion to sustain the exaction and European
opinion as a whole to sanction the principle of
secrecy in treaty making? The answer is plain. It
was the national instinct of self-preservation expressing itself in the only way in which it could
express itself under the conditions of international
anarchy which have hitherto prevailed in Europe,
in the scramble for national power as the only sure
foundation of national security.
In no country of the Allies would imperialist alms
have had any chance of general sanction unless they
were defended on grounds of the needs of national
defense. Italian statesmen, for instance, seeing before them nothing but the old Europe of shifting
Alliances; no hope of national defense save in
Italy's own military and naval strength and strategic
position, desired command of the Adriatic, and so
needed possession of the Dalmatian coast. But for
that, these Italian demands would not have been
presented. Italy said in effect—" I have no defense
but my power; I must have Dalmatia, stations in
Asia Minor. I am sorry for Serbia, the southern
Slavs, and the Greeks, but our national safety must
come first." And the Allies, knowing that they had
nothing tangible in the way of guaranties of future
security except territory to offer Italy as payment
for her cooperation, offered territory, notwithstanding the risks from the point of view of the present
and future solidarity of the Alliance.
But we have not exhausted the cost of their un-
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dertaking. The same policy which inevitably
creates conflicting " imperialist " claims within the
Alliance, creates also a contrasting unity in bitterend resistance on the part of the enemy. The same
instinct for national self-preservation which disintegrates us, unites him. The implied admission
that the political future of Europe holds nothing
better than the old competition for power and territory justifies the enemy in fighting to the last for
the preservation of all he now possesses. If the
implied forecast is correct, Germany must remain
preponderantly strong or perish.
A severely practical question is immediately suggested as the result of this analysis. Could any
alternative policy on the part of the Allies have so
satisfied the Italian instinct of national selfpreservation as to have prevented an Italian imperialist program from obtaining general support
by appeal to that instinct? There is only one
alternative policy that could, given certain circumstances, have accomplished the desired result. If
the Allies had been able to say to Italy, " We are
determined to bring into existence a League of the
Nations. There will be no reversion to the old
scramble for a favorable balance of power, and you
need have no anxieties about the naval command
of the Adriatic, because hereafter our combined
fleets will be at your disposal for defensive
purposes."
Unfortunately, however, such an offer would not
have satisfied Italy. It would not have brought
her into the war, and it would not have been regarded as practical politics by any diplomat in
Europe. An offer made in those terms would have
been regarded as childish and derisory.
We have now reached an ultimate fact in respect
to the standing of a League of Nations, which its
advocates must frankly face. In order to secure
the cooperation of a great European state in the
defense of civilization against a great common
menace, the Allies had to resort to the old method
of territorial payment and secret bargaining. The
mere suggestion of a League of Nations as a practical alternative creates instantly in one's mind, now
in 1918, an impression of political unreality,
amateurishness, Utopianism. We are driven consequently, to one startling conclusion; namely, that
orthodox statesmanship did not take seriously in
1915, and does not today, the one policy above all
others for which America is fighting. That should
not surprise us, for in a sense Americans have not
taken it seriously themselves. They have proposed the League of Nations as a general indication of objects, but no " general statement of principles " can be regarded as a policy until definite.plans and methods for their application to concrete
difficulties have been indicated.
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publicity matter-but much oi this
matter is of trifling consequence.
^TROUBLE AT WASHINGTON
'""There are plenty of indications that Even the much advertised publicity
bureau headed by George Creel seldom
"le harmony which has prevail
Washington for the past two years is sends out anything thai justified anylout to be broken. Storm clouds are thing more than a small type heacl'".wering over the capitol and the ing-and it is usually from three days
We House, a northwest wind is to three weeks old when it reaches the
"lowing, and there are indications of newspapers. A little more real, genu° blizzard which may cause the un- ine publicity; a little more confidence
j^Lely death of a number of poetical in the good faith and good judgment
of'press associations and newspapers
oomlets.
would place the country in a far betFirst in importance, doubtless, is
ter position to understand just what
fie quarrel between Senator Chamtoerhas been accomplished, and just what
-lin of Oregon, chairman of the senate
difficulties the administrative official*
"tomnnttee on military affairs, and
encounter. The people, and the news- resident Wilson. The direct cause
papers, want to stand by the presiit the severe criticism of Senator
dent- they want to help him win the
ihamberlain by President Wilson, and
But he should not be loo secre
if the president's defense of Secretary war
tive concerning what he and bis sub;
/laker of the war department, whom
ordinal are doing, or are trying to
te eulogizes as a great administrative
And he should stop the eternal
do
,-fficial, is a speech Senator Chamberboast'tolness
of subordinate mwiiber.
lain made in New York last Saturday,
of the government concerning what ,
ei which he criticised some of the
they are "going" to do. We all know
tilings the administration, and particwe are "going"to have a great fleet of
slarlv Secretary Baker, has done or
merchant ships on the ocean, and" that
as neglected to dc. But the cause of
- He pfieeiaW'-S ciiST-igation-of-Senaiot we are "going" to have a great fleet of
like 100,000 airships, and we are "go-bnmberlain lies far deeper than that. |
p
he president, whom all Americans ing" to have a few million men in
France, and they are "going" to be ful"rill cheerfully concede to be a great
cnan in many respects, and a patriotic ly armed and equipped. But we all
' talesman, devoted heart and soul to would like to know, more fully than
' he welfare of the republic, is never- in the past, what has actually been actheless impatient of criticism, and dis- complished, as well as what is "goposed to look upon anyone who hap- ing" to be done.
The other incident of political Interpens to disagree with him upon any
est at the national capital yesterday,
point, as "willful," if not worse.
| was the venomous attack of "Gum
Many senators have grown impaShoe Bill" Stone of Missouri on
tient with the manner in which the Theodore Roosevelt and the Republiwar department
apparently
has
cans in congress. Colonel Roosevelt
■ bungled some parts of the war pro- has often been fortunate in the enegram. Senator Chamberlain, as chair- mies he has made. He is particularman of the important senate commit- ly so in this instance. Senator Stone
tee'which he heads, has sought to 'has played for the applause of his
bring some sort of order out of the ap^ .German constituents in Missouri ever
parent chaos, by introducing a bill for 'since the war began. He has found
a supreme war council, composed of that course was as unpopular in Misthree men "of proved administra- souri as it was at the White House.
tive 'ability," to supervise and coordi- He now seeks to cover his tracks by
nate the work. The president is vig- assailing the former president and
orously opposed to such a council, al questioning his patriotism, and by acthough the bill provides that its mem- cusing the Republicans of the house
bers are to be appointed by him. He and senate with partisanship in their
complains that the senate committee attitude toward questions connected
has taken action without consulting with the war. "Gumshoe Bill" is dehim, and he makes no secret of the liberately lying, of course, and he
fact that he regards such action p: knows it and knows that his colthe part of the senate committee on leagues, Democratic as well as Repubmilitary affairs as being the height of j lican in house and senate know it,
impudence. The schoolmaster mind 'and that T. R. knows it, but he is a
-. quite often exhibited by President ' wily old sinner with a long record of
1 Wilson has never been shown, more | "slick" politics behind him, and he
I clearly.
• hopes to throw dust in the eyes of the
It is barely possible that much of : Missourians who have tolerated him
the criticism of the war department is Iso long, and induce them to reelect
due to'lack of adequate knowledge 51 him in 1920. Doubtless he will acwhat the department is really doing. complish his purpose, too, but at the
The. press associations, even, are en- expense of arousing partisan feeling
abled to learn very little about de' ich has been happily dormant
partmental activities. Never in the
ce the war began; and which, if rehistory of the country has the various
ed, will be due to such exhibitions
bureaus of the several departments
that of Stone on Monday, rathei
flooded the newspapers and the press
,ii to any desire on the part of the
association^ with a larger volume of
publicans to precipitate a partisan
test.
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Concerning Mr. Baker
It has become very fashionable to rap Baker.
He has taken Mr. Daniels' place as the administration's chief
goat.
This is but natural, since circumstances have thrust upon him
the administration's biggest job.
The war has compelled him to assume duties and responsibili-i
ties much greater than those of the entire government in normal j
times.
■
He is now spending about six times as much money as was the
whole cabinet .one year ago.
For everything the whole cabinet did last year there was a
precedent.
For what Mr. Baker is doing this year there is no precedent.
He has not only organized the greatest army ever assembled
under the American flag, but he has organized it, and equipped it,
to engage in battles across the Atlantic Ocean, which is a new
thing for the United States.
He has organized it and equipped it in a day of rapid fire
change and under conditions which made comparatively new
standards untrustworthy.
No matter what other blunders and mistakes he may have been
guilty of, no one can accuse him of underestimating his task or
exaggerating his own ability.
At the very outset he backed up against the wall and declared
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publicity matter—but much of this
matter is of trifling consequence.
* There are plenty of indications that Even the much advertised publicity
;
'he harmony which has prevailed at bureau headed by George tYeel seldom
Washington for the past two years is sends out anything that justified any,_bout to tie broken. Storm clouds are thing more than a small type headDwering over the capitol and the ing—and it is usually from three days
Vhite House, a northwest wind is to three weeks old when it reaches the
lowing, and there are indications of newspapers. A little more real, genublizzard which may cause the un- ine publicity; a little more confidence
timely death of a number of political in the good faith and good judgment
of press associations and newspapers.
roomlets.
First in importance, doubtless, is would place the country in a far bet/be quarrel between Senator Chamber- ter position to understand just what
slin of Oregon, chairman of the senate has been accomplished, and just what
tommittee on military affairs, and difficulties the administrative officials
-'resident Wilson. The direct cause encounter. The people, and the newscriticism of Senator papers, want to stand by the presi3.f the severe
Jhamberlain by President Wilson, and dent: they want to help him win the
if the president's defense of Secretary war. But he should not be too secre/faker of the war department, whom tive concerning what he and his subt|e eulogizes as a great administrative ordinates are doing, or are trying to
>-fficial, is a speech Senator Chamber- do. And he shouid stop the eternal
sun made in New York last Saturday, boastt'iiluos of -.:,l;indmaU\ member;
ei which he criticised some of the of the government concerning what
tiiiings the. administration, and partic- they are "going" to do. We all know
slariy Secretary Baker, has done or we are "going"to have a great fleet of
as neglected to dc. But the cause of merchant ships on the ocean, and'that
- iit= president's casUga-tion-of- -Senator: we are "going" to have a great fleet of
-'hamberlaiji lies far deeper than that.' like 100,000 airships, and we are "go[fhe president, whom all Americans ing" to have a few million men in
'frill cheerfully concede to be a great France, and they are "going" to be fulChan in many respects, and a patriotic ly armed and equipped. But we all
statesman, devoted heart and soul to would like to know, more fully than
| the welfare of the republic, is never- in the past, what has actually been actheless impatient of criticism, and dis- complished, as well as what is "goposed to look upon anyone who hap- ing" to be done.
The other incident of political interpens to disagree with him upon any
est
at the national capital yesterday,
point, as "willful," if not worse.
j
was
the venomous attack of "Gum
Many senators bave grown inipa-^
Shoe Bill" Stone of Missouri on
tient with the manner in which the
war department
apparently
has Theodore Roosevelt and the Republicans in congress. Colonel Roosevelt
bungled some parts of the war prohas often been fortunate in the enegram. Senator Chamberlain, as chairmies he has made. He is particularman of the important senate commitly so in this instance. Senator Stone
tee'which he heads, has sought to
has played for the applause of his
bring some sort of order out of the ap, German constituents in Missouri ever
parent chaos, by introducing a bill for
since the war began. He has found
-a supreme war council, composed of
that course was as unpopular in Misthree men "of proved administrasouri as it was at the White House,
//r
tive ability," to supervise and coordii He now seeks to cover his tracks by
nate the work. The president is vigassailing the former president and
orously opposed to such a council, al
questioning his patriotism, and by acthough the bill provides that its memcusing the Republicans of the house
bers are to be appointed by him. He
j and senate with partisanship in their
complains that the senate committee
attitude toward questions connected
has taken action without consulting
! with the war. "Gumshoe Bill" is dehim, and he makes no secret of the
liberately lying, of course, and he
fact* that he regards such action or
i knows it and knows that his colthe part of the senate committee on
< leagues, Democratic as well as Repubmilitary affairs as being the height of
j lican in house and senate know it,
impudence. The schoolmaster mind
land that T. R. knows it, but he is a
quite often exhibited by President
! wily old sinner with a long record of
Wilson has never been shown, more
| "slick" politics behind him, and he
clearly.
; hopes to throw dust in the eyes of the
It is barely possible that much of ■Missourians who have tolerated him
the criticism of (.he war department is Iso long, and induce them to reelect
due to'lack of adequate knowledge of Ihim in 1920. Doubtless he will ac
what the department is really doing.
icomplish his purpose, too, but at the
The press associations, even, are en- expense of arousing partisan feeling
abled to learn very little about de- - ' ich. has been happily dormant
partmental activities. Never in the
ce the war begatf, and which, if rehistory of the country has the various
ed, will be due to such exhibitions
bureaus of the several departments
that of Stone on Monday, rathei
flooded the newspapers and the press
li to any desire on the part of the
association^ with a larger volume of
publicans to precipitate a partisan
test.
a/ TROUBLE AT
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Mr -Raker,
This ia about, the sentiment 7
of all Texas.
c
<
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Concerning Mr* Baker
It has become very fashionable to rap Baker.
He has taken Mr. Daniels' place as the administration's chief
goat.
This is but natural, since circumstances have thrust upon him
the administration's biggest job.
The war has compelled him to assume duties and responsibilities much greater than those of the entire government in normal
times.
He is now spending about six times as much money as was the
whole cabinet ,one year ago.
For everything the whole cabinet did last year there was a
precedent.
For what Mr. Baker is doing this year there is no precedent.
He has not only organized the greatest army ever assembled
under the American flag, but he has organized it, and equipped it,
to engage in battles across the Atlantic Ocean, which is a new,
thing for the United States.
He has organized it and equipped it in a day of rapid fire
change and under conditions which made comparatively new
standards untrustworthy.
No matter what other blunders and mistakes he may have been
guilty of, no one can accuse him of underestimating his task or
exaggerating his own ability.
At the very outset he backed up against the wall and declared
that nobody knew how to run this war except experts.
If it is wrong for a civilian secretary of war to listen to men
of military training and experience, he has committed a grievous
error.
Certainly no secretary of war has ever shown greater confidence in army officers, or given them more hearty co-operation
and support.
/
This, at least, is worth remembering.
Manifestly no secretary of war could run the department by
himself.
Neither can a secretary of war exercise wholesale choice in the
selection of his advisers.
Military regulations are such that in many instances his assistants are prescribed and selected for him.
This is right, too, unless we are to assume that war demands
no expertness and special training.
Mr. Baker took the department as he found it and put it to
work.
He has backed it up and sustained it in every particular,
A more conceited man might have tried to jump in and run
things alone, but he has listened to specialists and heeded their
advice on the ground that they ought to know what they were
talking about.
If this is a bad policy, then the civil service, West Point and
promotion for proven ability are all wrong.
rfr

rf*
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Everyone realizes that mistakes have been made in the management of this war. They were bound to be made.
Everyone realizes that mistakes'should be corrected, and that
incompetence should be frowned upon for the sak£.j?f efficiency.
Sometimes, however, incompetence arises from confusion rather
than lack of ability, and sometimes it is difficult to trace and
locate.
It is no use getting so excited over blunders as, to mistreat innocent persons, for the first requisite of efficiency is to place a
premium on merit.
Doubtless this consideration has influenced Mr. Baker, and
doubtless some of his moderation is attributable to iti
In most matters it strikes us that he has tried to be careful
and just, and no one can doubt the constructive value' of such an
attitude.
He is not a particularly aggressive man by nature, but is that
a crying defect, since he must leave the initiative to specialists?
He was a pacifist three years ago, but hardly more so than
was President Wilson.
He still has some theories and fancies with which we can not
agree, as his opposition to universal military training, for instance, but they do not necessarily unfit him as an administrative
official.
Now, no newspaper has been more outspoken with regard to
the shortcomings of the war department than The Chronicle,
but The Chronicle has never felt, nor does it now feel, that all
the blame, or even a major portion of the blame, can justly be laid
at Mr. Baker's door.
Perhaps there are men better qualified for the position he occupies, but up to the present time he seems to have engendered a
spirit of co-operation and confidence throughout his department
which is of far more consequence than the minor errors that have
been made, and this, at least, should count heavily in his favor.
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The strongest point made by Secretary Baker in his defense yesterday
was his statement that the decision to
adopt the rechambered Enfleld rifle
was reached at a conference at which
Generals Pershing, Scott, Bliss, Crozier and Kuhn were present and that
they were unanimous. At the time
the decision was reached, howeversome time in May or June, we believe—those officers who realized the
jwar may well have been ready to
I support any reasonable proposition in
order to put an end to the arguing
and get started at doing something.
There does not appear to se the
same explanation of the machine-gun
delay and other subjects of criticism.
The main argument of the secretary
appears to rest on the enormous
amount of work which the War department has accomplished and the
plea that, because of its magnitude,
minor faults should be overlooked.
,
It is in this connection that he made I
the statement that we will have 500,000 men in France early in the year.
Here again comes out the singular
confusion of mind in the War department which has cost it so much public confidence. Last week the country
heard from General Sharp© that it
was worth while to call out men
faster than they could be properly
housed and clothed, even at the cost
!
of some lives, in order to impress
Germany. Yet Mr. Baker says that
General Pershing considers it of the
utmost importance that nothing
should be said or printed regarding
the number of men we are sending
.abroad lest Germany learn, and as a
matter of fact, the utmost precaution
lias been taken to suppress any news
of troop movements. Having thus asserted the great importance of keeping the matter secret, Mr. Baker
calmly announces that the number
which we will have in France will
soon reach 500,000. That, of course,
is the one essential bit of information
.which will be of the utmost importance to Germany if German agents
in this country have any means of
getting it to Berlin. If it were pos
sible to throw 500,000 American
against a sector where the German
have prepared to receive only two o:
three divisions, we should have a nea
surprise for them.
, Of course, every senator and even
newspaper and every citizen who hae
<been watching matters knows that
the regular army's authorized war
strength is 450,000 men and that it
%as recruited nearly to full ranks
last summer. And, of course, all have
noticed that for some time little has
been heard about any regular army
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ROOSEVELT IS FIGHTING FOR ROOSEVELT
iThat "Colonel" Roosevelt, in his attack on the government's
^war administration, is fighting, not for the victory of the Unit, ed States and its allies in the great war, but for the Republican
-.Party in the next congressional elections and for himself in
1920, is becoming apparent even to those who did not wish to
think so a few days ago.
No one can read the issues of hide-bound Republican organs of Saturday and yesterday and fail to see the signs of this.
In hailing the ex-president as the returned prodigal son of the
G. O. P. and forecasting his advancement from that dubious
status to the honor of being the head of the paternal house and
leader of its reunited clans; in the jubilation of such headlines
as "Colonel opens congress fight with a smash," "All cheer expresident as foremost citizen of the world," and in the featuring of his characteristically Rooseveltian attacks on the men
who are trying to lead America to victory against brave foes
abroad and sneaking traitors at home; the end and aim of his
sensational and Quixotic raid upon Washington are only too
clearly confessed, only too shamelessly paraded in the sight
of the nation.
How long is this selfish seeker for personal aggrandizement to be permitted to go on with the vicious program indicated in his Army and Navy Club tirade? On that
occasion he said, "When you go before the people, tell the
truth even if iWs painful." In other words this politician, who
has achieved the reputation of being the most reckless and untruthful public man in the history of the country, proposes to
go on heralding before the world that distortion of fact, that
exaggeration and pervesion of reality which he calls the truth,
"even if it is painful," that is, even if it offends the patriotic
sentiment of the people and endangers the allied cause. That
is what this whole wretched crusade of the amateur military
critics and wartime muckrakers does more surely than all the
war counsels of the Teutonic allies. And'what can be done
about it?
There is one "way to discourage this base attempt to make
partisan capital out of the nation's crisis, to coin rallying
phrases for the next political campaign from dishonest and
fake probes directed at the country's real or alleged extremity
In its prosecution of the war—that is to visit it with public condemnation. Let all loyal citizens, including that decent part
of the Republican party which has long ceased to regard
Roosevelt as anything but a humbug and a menace, make it
known in every way possible, by frowning them down, by
talking them down, that attacks on the government in these
times are unpopular—that they cannot succeed. When this
becomes apparent they will cease, because there is nothing
back of them but the unworthy wish to climb to party and personal triumph over the wreckage of the war plans and policies
of the administration.
/V>

MR. BAKER'S STATEMENT.

TO STATE fflS CASE
Today's Hearing Shifted to a
Room in Senate Building
Seating 500 Persons.
CHAMBERLAIN GIVES ORDER
Chairman Deluged with Requests to Allow All to Hear
Secretary's Statement.

BUREAU CHIEFS ARE NAMED
Ayers, Maltbie, McKay, and Wit-:
loughby in Supply Department !
—Authority for Stettinius.
Special to The New York Times.
WASHINGTON, Jan. 27.—So as to
accommodate the throng that wishes to
hear Secretary Baker, in his appear-1ance before the Senate Military Affairs
Committee tomorrow, Senator Chamebrlain. Chairman of the committee, decided tonight, to have the event staged
In the hearing room of the Senate office !
building. In this room, which easily I
accommodates 300 persons, occurred the
historic drawing, last June, for the;
selective draft.
Secretary Baker wanted to make hisj
statement in some pla •e other than !l e
restricted hearing rooi n of the Military |
Affairs Committee so that many mem-1
bers of the House 8
hear what he had to s
to Senator Chamberlai that h.
the heariiuv would
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MONDAY, JAOTABY 28, 1918

.ROOSEVELT IS FIGHTING FOR ROOSEVELT
That "Colonel" Roosevelt, in his attack on the government's
fwar administration, is fighting, not for the victory of the Unit. ed States and its allies in the great war, but for the Republican
-JParty in the next congressional elections and for himself in
1920, is becoming apparent even to those who did not wish to
think so a few days ago.
No one can read the issues of hide-bound Republican organs of Saturday and yesterday and fail to see the signs of this.
In hailing the ex-president as the returned prodigal son of the
G. O. P. and forecasting his advancement from that dubious
status to the honor of being the head of the paternal house and
leader of its reunited clans; in the jubilation of such headlines
as "Colonel opens congress fight with a smash," "All cheer expresident as foremost citizen of the world," and in the featuring of his characteristically Rooseveltian attacks on the me»n
wh^o are trying to lead America to victory against brave foes
abroad and sneaking traitors at home; the end and aim of his
sensational and Quixotic raid upon Washington are only too
clearly confessed, only too shamelessly paraded in the sight
of the nation.
How long is this selfish seeker for personal aggrandizement to be permitted to go on with the vicious program indicated in his Army and Navy Club tirade? On that
occasion he said, "When you go before the people, tell ihe
truth even if it-is painful." In other words this politician, who
has achieved the reputation of being the most reckless and untruthful public man in the history of the country, proposes to
go on heralding before the world that distortion of fact, that
exaggeration and pervesion of reality which he calls the truth,
"even if it is painful," that is, even if it offends the patriotic
sentiment of the people and endangers the allied cause. That
is what this whole wretched crusade of the amateur military
critics and wartime muckrakers does more surely than all the
war counsels of the Teutonic allies. And'what can be done
about it?
There is one "way to discourage this base attempt to make
partisan capital out of the nation's crisis, to coin rallying
phrases for the next political campaign from dishonest and
fake probes directed at the country's real or alleged extremity
In its prosecution of the war—that is to visit it with public condemnation. Let all loyal citizens, including that decent part
of the Repnbliean party which has long ceased to regard.
Roosevelt as anything but a humbug and a menace, make it
known in every way possible, by frowning them down, by
talking them down, that attacks on the government in these
times are unpopular—that they cannot succeed. When this
becomes apparent they will cease, because there is nothing
back of them but the unworthy wish to climb to party and personal triumph over the wreckage of the war plans and policies
of the administration.
V>
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MR. BAKER'S STATEMENT.

EBAKER
TO STATE fflS CASE
BEFORE BIGCROD

The strongest point made by Secretary Baker in his defense yesterday
was his statement that the decision to
adopt the rechambered Enfield rifle
was reached at a conference at which
Generals Pershing, Scott, Bliss, Crozier and Kuhn were present and that
Today's Hearing Shifted to a
they were unanimous. At the time
the decision was reached, howeverRoom in Senate Building
some time in May or June, we believe—those officers who realized the
Seating 500 Persons.
[war may well have been ready to
[support any reasonable proposition in
order to put an end to the arguing
CHAMBERLAIN GIVES ORDER
and get started at doing something.
There does not appear to fee the
same explanation of the machine-gun
delay and other subjects of criticism.
Chairman Deluged with ReThe main argument of the secretary
quests to Allow All to Hear
appears to rest on the enormous
amount of work which the War deSecretary's Statement.
partment has accomplished and the
plea that, because of its magnitude,
minor faults should be overlooked.
BUREAU CHIEFS ARE NAMED
It is in this connection that he made
the statement that we will have 500,000 men in France early in the year.
Ayers, Maltbie, McKay, and WilHere again comes out the singular
loughby in Supply Department
confusion of mind in the War depart—Authority for Stettinius.
ment which has cost it so much public confidence. Last week the country
heard from General Sharpe that it
Special to The Xcto York Times.
was worth while to call out men
WASHINGTON, Jan. 27.—So as to
taster than they could be properly
accommodate the throng that wishes to
housed and clothed, even at the cost
'of some lives, in order to impress
hear Secretary Baker, in his appearGermany. Yet Mr. Baker says that
ance before the Senate Military Affairs
General Pershing considers it of the
Committee tomorrow, Senator Chamebrutmost importance that nothing
lain. Chairman of the committee, deshould be said or printed regarding
cided tonight, to have the event staged
the number of men we are sending
In the hearing room of the Senate office
-•abroad lest Germany learn, and as a
building.
In this room, which easily
matter of fact, the utmost precaution
accommodates 500 persons, occurred the
nas been taken to suppress any news
historic drawing, last June,- for the
of troop movements. Having thus asserted the great importance of keepselective draft.
ing the matter secret, Mr. Baker
Secretary Baki r wanted to make his
calmly announces that the number
statement in some place other than the
which we will have in France will
restricted hearing room of the Military
soon reach 500,000. That, of course,
Affairs Committee so that many memis the one essential bit of information
and Senate could
bers of the House
liou;
.which will be of the utmost impor2 had to say. He explained
hear
what
tance to Germany if German agents
to Senn:or lhamberlain th,at lie hoped;
in this country have any means of
world not be Confined tol
the hes rin
getting it to Berlin. If it were posthe Militar A ff airs committee.
sible to throw 500,000 Americans
tin svas Seluged \
against a sector where the Germans
Senator Cbamb
have prepared to receive only two or
[embers of Congi
requests today b
three divisions, we should have a neat
to
and officials outside Co
surprise for them.
a room
the Secretary's appei
I Of course, every senator and every
crowd.
large enough to acco: xmodatt
newspaper and every citizen who has
The Senator said he would take it upon
■been watching matters knows that
himself, without conferring with the
the regular army's authorized war
other members of the committee, to
strength is 450,000 men and that it
have the hearing in the Senate office
Svas recruited nearly to full ranks
building.
last summer. And, of course, all have
The Oregon Senator had no idea as to
noticed that for some time little has
the trend of Mr. Baker's statement
"before the committee, he said
been heard about any regular army
" The Secretary asked to be allowed
camps in this country except on the
to appear before the committee and th|
"Mexican border. There is a great deal.
request was granted," said Senato
of news about national army camps
Chamberlain. " It may be that tfter hi
and national guard camps, but the
statement the Senators will have n
Regular army camps have about disapquestions to put; again they may wai:
peared. All know, too, that at least
to know something more about thing
one full national guard division has
he touches upon. I do not know.
Secretary Baker is expected to occupj
reached France, and all have heard of
nearly the entire day on the stand, f<
other national guard units over there
It is believed likely that, after his stat
.which probably mean the arrival of
ment, various Senators will have qui
more divisions. It is not likely, theretions to ask. For one thing, the a]
fore, that the secretary astonished
pointment of Edward R. Stettinius
the senators by his statement or that
Surveyor General Supplies, along wl
any have been without information as
the appointments of Mr. McRoberts
the Supply Division of the Ordnance 1^
to the magnitude of the wofk which
partment, and Mr. Eisenman to
the department has been doing. The
Supply Division of the Quartermasti
most astonishing thing is the secreGeneral's Department, has aroused j
tary's own mind, which appears to
interest, of the Military Affairs Coj
he hopelessly unadaptable to condi- . mit-tee.
Some members wish to It
tions of war.
j what difference in the actual contrj
:
Public confidence in Secretary
supply work the three appoint!
Baker never very strong and considmake.
At the Capitol the three appointment
erably weakened by the information
while arousing no criticism as to th|
which has come out during the last
individuals, are regarded by some leader
few weeks, is not likely to be restored
as falling into line with the idea conl
easily' But if the President is deterveyed in the Chamberlain War Cabine;
mined to retain Baker, those who
bill, except that authority to act is no
have been urging that the department
\'ested in the appointees.
The "War|
be turned over to stronger hands
Cabinet bill, which the President and
must give way. We cannot afford to
Mr. Baker oppose, it was pointed out to
day, would give adequate authority to
quarrel. The reorganization which
three men such as those just appointed
I already has been made in the War deto the War Department, to have jurisdicpartment since this investigation has
tion over the entire supply purchasing
started promises immense gains. The
for the army, navy, and the Shipping
appointment of Mr. Stettinius indiBoard.
cates a complete revolution in DemoOne Democratic Senate leader said
cratic thought. The investigation has
tonight that while the War Cabinet bill
might be beaten, as a result of the opbeen fully vindicated by the reorganiposition of the President, there was still
sation which it has brought about,
a fair prospect that, the measure to
whether Baker stays or goes.

create a Director of Munitions might
pass.
" Members of Congress are beginning
to hear from home," said this Senator.
" The folks . back home are writing to
the President, too. to let him know that
they want something done with the War
Department. They do not want to lose
the war and they are letting the President know about it."
The battle in the Senate over the War
Cabinet bill is scheduled to come up on
Tuesday, when the bill is expected to be
reported out from the Military Affairs
Committee. After it has been disposed
of, one way or the other, the Munitions
bill will take the stage

H^
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S1SGRBTAKX BAKER SPEAKS TO
ALT, AMERICANS
Secretary of War Baker spoke to
i the people of this entire country on
]
Monday when he addressed the Sen1'
ate Military Affairs Committee and
made reply to the critics of the Wat
Department and .the critics of the
Wilson administration, who had been
talking and ranting for a week or
two about the need of "steaming up"
-the wwk of the administration an
far as the .prosecution of the war is
concerned and who had been intimating that the department of war
had "fallen down."
Without reserve, with a candor
and a directness that marked him as
a. man who knows what he is talking
about and is familiar with his work.
Secretary Baker gave an idea of the
: comprehensive task that had been
undertaken toy the war department,
of the tremendous advancement thai
had been made, of the aim to protect,
the (lives and heaith, aye, and the
morals of the hoys in uniform, both
in the cantonments of this country
and abroad. Without qualification
he asserted that if there was any.
ease of a soldier being neglected
when sick, or being abused, or not
receiving proper care and attention
and treatment, he was the first man
that wanted to know of it. There
have heen a few cases of this kind,
he said, hut they were isolated .cases
and in each instance the officers or
i the physicians responsible had been
eonrtmars'halled, dismissed from the
service. He also added wit'l
of the eye that he had recommended
that the men guilty of such carelessness or indifference or neglect. be
imprisoned. Not withstand in;/
:n
thousands of men who had been ti
from civil life and placed to the <;s;ntonments. there have heen. he assorted, not more than a dozen and
. half complaints from all sources of
cruel:..*.. carelessness or neglect
The secretary replied specifically
that the cases referred to by Senator
: Chamberlain in
his spectacular
;
speech la,st week, and said that he
(j had asked the senator .for the names
i of the men whose letters five, senator
i had read, because I want TO- find, out
, who wa® .guilty of this inhuman
treatment ;in order to punish them
: He added that Senator Chamberlain
:
had promised to supply him with the
names, to the end that he might conduct his own investigation into- the
conditions complained of.
Speaking (generally, the secret arj
pointed out that the work of preparing for our active participation in the
war hud. gone on as rapidly as could
be expected'; end more rapidly than
any one thought l few months ago,
it could be done, He said thai peopile generally, as well as the men
intimately connected with the prosecution of the war, were becoming
anxious for results, that a soft of
nervous tension .had commenced to
be felt, and lie conveyed to every
hearer in the big committee room
■that this was xhe time for restraint
to he exercised and. for confidence to
remain unimpaired.

Jir. Baker did not take advantage
of the opportunity to hit .personally
at those prominent men who (had
been attacking the War Department
and the Wilson a.dmisistration and
who had been making fiery speeches,
well calculated to destroy confidence.
He appeared, stated his facts in an
Impersonal way, made more of an
impress by the comprehensive mannw in which he arrayed his facts
and by his calm businesslike way of
speaking, than if he had b*istled
with (indignation .and sought to raise
the roof of the senate chamber with
J
his thunderous tones.
The appearance or the secretary
and the masterly manner in which
he " accepted the challenge thrown
dowTt. .by the critics-of the administration, will necessary make a deep
impression on the ipeople of the
country and will make clear that the
Wilson administration is far froin
needing any one to rush to Washing
ton to "steam things a.j.«. that it :■
d'oing everything- possible to prepare
for a successful drive by Amarieaii
forces when the time for ('net drive
arrives, that meanwhile, it is doing
all that can 'be done to keep eomii
iious"as nearly normal as possible a.
home and that, ,the boys- who h
their homes for the cantonments
being well looked after, well elotl
well fed, well -armed and well trainer!
that their health :is being guarded
and their spiritual and moral
fare, thanks to the Y. il. c. A., the
Knights c(f Columbus and the Committee on Army Morals, ail of which
are at wori in the interests of the
boys, with the ap;pw;aJl and under
the supervision~ef the War, Depart-j
nient, is being safeguarded.
if any citizen perturbed by the i
tirades of Theodore Roosevelt li
week, or Senator Chamberlain, had .
commenced to think that perhaps, \
after all, something M'as amiss, such g
citizen may now, in the face of thejt
calm, business-like, common-sense.,
statement of Mr. Baker, be-reassured. '<
We will all have more confidence1
in the .government, more confidence1,
in the Wilson administration, as a'result of the appearance of- Mr. Baker !
before the Senate Committee ca
Military Affairs, on Monday.
o—
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tODA'V
Sun rises 7.34 a.m.
Sun sets
5.24 p.m.
Moon rises 8.15 p.m.
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500,000 M

N F^nrr
Secretary of War takes
hours trying to outline
America's share in war
Open revolt near;
Kaiser now called
Germany's hangman
By the Associated Press.

London, Jan. 28.—A dispatch to the Exchange
Telegraph from Amsterdam
says the Deutsche Tageszeitung openly calls on the
German people to revolt
against the present regime.
"We, too," says this
pan-German organ, "have
a Judas among us today.
He appears in the red coat
and mantle of Germany's
hangman. Who will save
Germany from these traitors but the German peo-

Senate military committee hears romantkj
tale of difficulties encountered and
overcome when the much advertised
answer to Chamberlain is given.
SAYS BmLINlslcEPTlN DARK
AS TO PREPARATIONS BY U. &
First contingent of American forces senfe

SHIPPING CONTROLLER NAMED
H. H. Raymond to have charge of all
ocean traffic in New York.
By the Associated Press.

Washington, D. C, Jan. 28.—H. H.
Kaymond, president of the Clyde and
Mallory steamship lines, was named
by the shipping board today controler of shipping for the port of New
York. He will be given charge of
all shipping board traffic entering
and leaving the port.
Mr. Raymond is president of the
American Steamship association and
is a member of the general committee
on shipping named by the council
of national defense to advise the government on shipping matters.
Although he will have no supervision of ships other than those owned or operated by the shipping board,
Mr. Raymond will co-operate with
the New York war port board, headed

IDENTITY WAS CONFUSED
Arrested in Saint Louis a year
ago on charge of being
notorious criminal.

MANAGED TO PROVE INNOCENCE

COST OF MM TO
CONSUMER IS CUT
HALF CENT QUART
Grade A to be sold during February at 16y2 cents, instead
of 17 cents.

95.1% Assurance
Against Fire

PRICES APPLY TO STATE

The National Fire Protection
Association states that from
1897to 1912,outof 13,S00fires
in sprinkler-equipped buildings, 63.2% were extinguished
by sprinklers and 31.9% held
in check. A total saving of
95.1% by sprinklers. Is your
property protected?

Grade B also lowered one cent
for pints and half cent for
quarts, ruling.
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WAR PUTS SPAIN IN PITIABLE
FRESH OUTBREAKS
AMONG TEUTONS
CONDITION; NO COAL OR FOOD
of flour rations in BoAND JAILS ARE OVERCROWDED Shortage
hemia leads to riots, says
By the Associated Press.

Madrid, Jan. 28.—It is not easy to
see any silver lining to the clouds that
the great war has brought over Spain.
Food has increased enormously in
price and coal is terribly dear and virtually unobtainable. Wages have been
reduced and strikes and troubles are
occurring in all parts of the country. A
long drought in the south, which lasted
all autumn and part of the winter, ruined the crops. Snows have frozen fruits
and vegetables and many cattle have
died of hunger from scarcity of grazing.
Misery is great in small towns and
Madrid streets are full of beggars.
Every day the newspapers record
deaths from hunger and cold. Prisons
are reported to be full in some towns,
so that no further arrests can be made,
although crimes against person and
property continue.
j^.yAj

are patroled at night by special police
to protect life and property. Scarcity
of coal, gasoline and cotton must soon
shut down many factories in Castile
and Catalonia. For this situation the
monarchy has been criticized for some
time, even among the army and nobles.
In some places monarchical politicians
and former ministers are turning republican agitators.
The juntas de defensa or defense
board of the army,' which now includes
juntas of sergeants and corporals, although they started as commissioned
officers' bodies only, are continually intervening in politics.
The Conservatives are extremely dissatisfied at having been dismissed from
power N recently by the king, without
any justification, they say. The king
hesitated to issue a decree dissolving
the Cortez, as he feared that new elec-
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ARITCALLED OUT

(Continued from first page.)

French flying squadron in a daylight
raid over Germany, all the fliers returning safely to their bases.
R'.ot in Prague.
Zurich, Jan. 28.—Three thousand persons took part in a riot in a suburb on
Prague on Friday against reduction of
the flour rations, a Vienna dispatch
says. Shop windows were smashed and
the mob had begun to plunder the
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Industrial disturbances in Rheinish Prussia grow alarming,
dispatches reveal.
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stocks

radical and Germanophile elements, The rioters were dispersed with dif- !
German propaganda being now credited ficnlty.
with spending from $1,200,000 to $1,400,000 a month in Soain. Eventually,
Troops called out in Prussia.
however, the decree was issued.
London, Jan. 2S.—Reports of disturbances in Germany again are current
in Holland and severe outbreaks are
U. S. patrol ship on rocks.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 28.—An said to have occurred in the Rhenish inAmerican patrol boat was today re- dustrial districts.
ported to the navy department ashore Troops with machine guns have been
on a rock in European waters. The summoned to Muelheim, on the Rhine,
dr
vessel went aground during a fog on
January 25th. There was no loss of
life or inntry to the crew. The vessel
Yankees sail over enemy lines, will probably have to be abandoned.
' »•'« ',*.',»,'.','.,',', •,'.'.»
drop bombs and return amid
THE WEATHER.
hail of shells.

rung at midnight through shortage of
electric power. The theaters threaten
a general strike, because they are so
highly taxed and receipts are so poor.
The streets of the capital, unlighted,

Enemy U-boat
sinks steamer;
twelve are lost

By the Associated Press.

London, Jan. 28.—The steamship
Cork has been torpedoed. Seven passengers and five members of the crew
were lost.
The Cork was torpedoed without
warning. The torpedo struck her ami .ship and she sank in five minutes.
$Vtany of the passengers were in their
berths at the time.
The survivors were landed at a port
of western England.
The Cork, 1,279 tons gross, was built
at Port Glasgow in 1899. She was
owned in Dublin.

Dunkirk gets permission to keep
municipal plant running.
Special to The Buffalo Express.

Dunkirk, Jan. 28.—Orders permitting the confiscating of coal to keep
the municipal water and electric plant
running were received by the local
fuel administration this afternoon.
With less than a week's supply on
hand and no assurance of receiving
any coal soon, the plant officials appealed to the local board, with the result that State Administrator Wiggins
■wired today to keep the plant running
and confiscate coal if necessary.
Mayor Pierce, the water board and
local fuel administration met in the
.morning to formulate a plan of action.
■

»-«s*-*

"FUNERAL MISHAP IN COURT
Driver claims his machine carrying
bearers was ditched by another car.
By the Associated Press.

liOfikport, Jan. 28.—The near-collision
between a Ford ear and an auto carrying bearers to a funeral at Niagara
Falls on November 16th last, was the
pause of a damage action brought to
trial before Judge Norman D. Pish in
(county court this afternoon. The p'aintiff is Frank Pietak of Niagara Falls,
owner and driver of the funeral auto,
and the defendant is the Niagara Smelting company of Niagara Falls, owner
pf the Ford.
The funeral party was on the way
jto Riverside cemetery, according to the
•plaintiff, and reached the narrow bridge
(over the railroad at Devil's Hole when
jt met the Ford car driving at high
fcspeed. ^Pietak claimed he was.forced to
ditch his car to avoid a collision. All
Ithe passengers were thrown out. He
asks $500 for personal injuries and $250
for damages to his car. The defense
denies causing the mishap.
One juror was absent and the trial
proceeded with eleven men in the box.
Arrested as enemy alien.
New York, Jan. 2S.—Otto Mawlwitz,
an electrical engineer formerly employed at the German wireless stations in
Japan and at Sayville, N. Y., was arrested as an enemy alien by the police
here today after he had been seen loitering in the Pennsylvania railroad
station.

V. 3 Department of Agriculture,
Local Office, Weather Bureau,
Buffalo. Jan. 28.
Wind velocity of Ires than ten miles an hour
and amount!- of precipitation rf less thaD .01
of an inch ?.ro not included in ^hls report. .
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.'
Observations taken' at the same moment of
time (8 p.m., 75th meridian) at the stations
named:
re
a 5
7 3"
a
&
CD
go
Place of
p
ObeervatiOQ.
a
Of
CO

J^'SI

B

1» "

36
4
12
32
-14
22

..
.06
.12
.12
..
.04

N
NE
E
N
NW
E

..
..
..
..
12
12

BH
Mil

BH

Clear
Cloudy
Snow
Rain
Clear
Snow

Charleston. S. C
Chicago, 111
12 .24 NW .. Clear
Cleveland, 0
22 .14 SE 12 Cloudy
Denver, Col
28 .. S
.. Clear
Des Moines, la
10 .18 W
.. Clear
Detroit, Mich
16 .08 W
20 Cloudy
Duluth, Minn
4 .04 SW 10 Snow
Escanaba, Mich
4 .12 SW .. Snow
Galveston. Tex
44 .01 N
22 Cloudy
Grand Haven, Mich.. 14 .12 W
22 Snow
Green Bay, Wis
4 .12 SW .. Fair
.. Fair
Hatteras, N. C
42 .01 W
Havre, Mont
—6 .16 E
24 Snow
Helena, Mont
12 .04 NW .. Cloudy
Huron, S. D
Clear
W
Jacksonville, Fla ... 72 .. SW 12 Clear
Kansas City, Mo
14 .16 W
10 Clear
Louisville, Ky
24 .12 W
16 Cloudy
Snow
Marquette, Mich
4 .16 SW
Cloudy
Memphis, Tenn
28 .16 N
Snow
Miles City, Mont
—4 .10 NE
Clear
Milwaukee, Wis
8 .80 W
16 Clear
Minneapolis, Minn .. 0 .04 W
Moorhcad. Minn
-12 .. NW 18 Clear
New Orleans, La.... 64 .01 NW .. Rain
New York, N. Y
22 .14 NE 10 Snow
Norfolk. Va
32 .44 SW .. Rain
North Platte, Neb.... 12 .. SE .. Clear
Oklahoma, Ok
18 .. N
.. Clear
10 Snow
Philadelphia, Pa. ... 22 .48 N
62 .. SW .. Clear
Phoenix, Aria
Pierre, S. D
- 4 .. NW .. Clear
36 .46 W
22 Cloudy
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland; Ore
50 .06 NW 14 Fair
Raleigh, N. C
32 .20 SE .. Rain
.02 SE .. Cloudy
Rapid City, S. D...
.. E
.. Clear
Roswell, N. M
02 NW 14 Clear
Saint Louis, Mo. ..
Salt Lake, Utah
.. SW .. Cloud/
.. NW .. Clear
San Diego, Cal
San Francisco, Cal..
.. W
1& Clear
6 .08 SE .. Snow
Sault Sainte Marie.
38 .08 NW .. Clear
Shreveport, La
79 .. SW .. Clear
Tampa, Fla
14 Cloudy
20 .12 W
Toledo, O
Washington, D. C... 20 1.02 NW .. Cloudy
E
.. Fair
Williston, N D
—18
Canadian Stations—
C'oudy
Batteford, Sask ....—28 .. N
Cl ar
Calgary. Alta
—16 .. NE
Cl udy
Edmonton, A:ta
—22 .. E
Cloudy
Father Point, Que...—10 .. SW
Medicine Hat A ta..—12 .06 NE :0 Snow
MinneJosa, Man ....—24 .. NW 12 Clear
Montrea , Que
— 6 .03 S
20 Snow
10 Snow
Parry Sound, Ont.... 2 .20 N
Pot Arthur, Ont.... 3 .. SE .. Cloudy
P ince A bert, Sark..—26 .. NW .. C c ar
Qu' Appelle. Assin..—30 .. NW .. C ear
Quebec,* Que
0 .04 NE 30 Snow
Stonecliffe, Ont
— 4 .20 E
.. C'ear
Swift Current, Assin.—18 .. E
10 Cloudy
Sydney, C. B. 1
0 .. SW 10 Clear
Toronto, Ont
14 .36 NE 28 Snow
White River. Ont... 0 .02 E
.. Snow
Winnipeg, Man
—18 .. NW 16 Clear
LOCAL OBSERVATIONS.
8 a.m.—Tempera u e, 5: humdity, 89: precipitation, .12; wind dir., E; vel., 26; weather,
cloudy.
r> noon—Temperature, 14; humidity, 90; precipitation, 0; wind dir., E; vel., 20; weather,
cloudy.
8 p.m.—Temperatur.e 25: humidity. S€; precipitation, T; wind dir., SW; vel., 42; weather
light snow.
Highest tempe-ature, 29; 1D'7, 34.
Lowest temperature, 1; 1917, 17.
Precipitation, .12; 1917, T.
Jan 29th—Sunrise, 7.34 a.m.; sunset, 5.24
p.n>.;_hours Qf sunshine. 9 hours 50 minutes;
moon~riEes~ tonigfiV ar 8. tSTr.ni^,-^~-,""—'-'
D. CUTHBERTSON.

€»r<3isMi—Eggs poached on toast
with lobster sauce.
Chipolaia—Eggs shirred with chestnuts, onions, sausage balls end mushroom sauce.

serve with CERVA

A nutricious, healthful, soft drink. Made from grain
and hops. A true tonic.
You can get CERVA at grocers', at druggists', in fact
at all places where good drinks are sold.
LEMP Manufacturers ST. LOUIS
Bistr#»Titor
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pier ~ft~is "now, "Germans
help yourselves and God
will help you.' "
Although Emperor William is not named in the
article the expression "Germany's hangman" is meant
for the kaiser, says the
correspondent.

VJ «-* A--M.

French—-Touching recital of France
greeting Yankees in Paris.
By the Associated Press.

Wahsington, D. C, Jan. 28.—America
will have an army of half a million
men in France early this year, with
1,500,000 more trained and equipped
ready to follow as quickly as ships can
be provided to carry them—and the
outlook for ships is not unpromising.
Secretary Baker gave this information to the nation and to the world today in a statement before the senate
military committee, baring much that
until now has been carefully guarded
with „he army's ihilitary secrets, in
answering charges that the government
has broken down preparing for war.
From early morning until late afternoon the secretary addressed the committee and a crowd, including many
members of both house of congress,
gathered in a bi ghearing room of the
senate office building. He spoke extemporaneously, beginning with details
of the mammoth task of building an
army of 1,500,000, answering such, complaints of inefficiency as were cited by
Senator Chamberlain in his recent
£p^£ii^iS»i«iii§*HWHtti! Iluu."Tiicii instances were isolated and not general.
Some questions were asked, and Mr.
Baker, from time to time, had assistants go to the telephone for reports on
specific questions.
Then,'toward the close of the day,,
the secretary delivered a dramatic general statement of the American war
plan, telling of the coming of the Allied missions, of the day and night conferences with men from the scene of
battle in which the plans now , being
executed were adopted, and of success
beyond.the most sanguine expectations
in building the army and its industrail
supports at home, transporting men
across the ocean, constructing railroads
in France and preparing to strike the
enemy with every resource at the country's command.
In speaking of the
plans of the war, Mr. Maker said:
"Now, gentlemen, about the plan of
the war. It will be remembered that
this war broke out in August, 1914.
We went into it in April, 1917, so that
for 2Vz years, or more than 2% years
the war had been going on. It was
not as though war had broken out between the tlnited States and some
country, each of them prior to that
time having been at peace with one another and with everybody else, so that
an immediate plan should be made in
the United States for conducting war
against its adversary, but we were coming into a war which had been going
on for 2Y2 years, in which the greatest
military experts, all the inventive
genius, all of the industrial capacity
of these great countries in the world
had for 2Vi years been solving the
problem of what kind of war it was to
be and where it was to be waged.
"It was not a thing for us to decide
where our theater of war should be.
The theater of war was France. It
was not for us to decide our line of
communications. Our line of communications was across 3,000 miles of ocean,
one end of it infested with submarines.
It was not for us to decide whether we
would have the maneuvering of large
bodies- of troops in the open. There
lay the antagonists on the opposite side
of No Man's land, in the trenches, at
a death grapple with one another. Our
antagonist was on the other side of
that line, and our problem was and is
to get over there and get him.
Problem was difficult.

of studying the then existing situation
and bringing the financial, the indus'
trial and the military strength of the
United States into co-operation with
that of Great Britain in the most immediate and effective way. That problem could not be decided here. I fancy
in this audience there are men who
have been in the trenches. The altogether unprecedented character of
that problem is the thing which every
returning visitor tells us cannot be described in words, cannot be put down
in reports; it is a thing so different
from anything- else that ever went on
in the world, so vast In. its desolation,
so extraordinary in its uniqueness that
it must be seen and studied oh the
ground in order to be comprehended
at all.
"It is easily imagined that we might
have perfected an army over here and
carried it across the ocean and found ,
it wholly unadapted to its task, and'it
might well have been that the army
that we sent over was just one thing
that they did not need, and that some
other thing.which we might^a^a^aap^-—„
■aticd iiTOU'Wr* hll'Vo beeii lite thing essential to their success.
Question of close study.
"So that from the very beginning, it
was not a question of abstract speculation hererbut a question of study there
to find out where our shoulder to the
wheel could be put.
"They realized that, and so Great
Britain sent over to us Mr. Balfour and
General Bridges and a staff of experts.
They came over here and you saw Mr.
Balfour in the houses of congress and
at the White House and in public.meetings at one place and another,; but the
group of experts whom they brought
over with them you did not see much
of, yet they distributed themselves
through the war department and their
ordnance experts sat down, with General Orozier, their supply experts with
General Sharpe and his assistants, their
^strategists sat down with the army war
college, and all over this city there were
these confidential groups exchanging
information, telling how the thing was
over there, what we could do, what
they advised us to do, what experience
they had had in developing this, that
and the other implement or supply, howcertain plans which one might naturally,
have evolved out of the past experience
(Continued on Hard pa

DIED.
SAVAGE—January 27, 1918, Troilus W., husbaud of Helen Gaffney Savage, father of Alice
M. and Constance B. Sa.vage of Hamilton,'
Ont.; son of William M. and the late Fannia
Roberts Savage, brother of Mary Z., Fannie
I., Naomi B., Estelle C. and Walter L. Savage. M. D., and Mrs. Peter J. Bollinger. Funeral from family residence, No. 23S Maryland
street, on Thursday morning, 9 o'clock, and
from Church of Immaculate Conception 9.30
o'clock. Auto service. Kindly omit flowers.
MAHANEY—January 20, 1918, James F. Mahaney, husband of Elizabeth Mahaney, father •
of Zoe E. Mahaney and Mrs. Eugene M.
Maischoss. Funeral from the family residence, No. 42 Horton place, on Wednesday
morning at 9.SO o'clock, and from Saint Jo-,
seph's cathedral. Delaware avenue, at 10 j
o'clock. Erie (Pa.) and Ashtab'ula (0.) papers please copy..
ROBB—January 2Sth, in Cleveland, Camelia
Thompson Robb, widow of James W. Robb of I
Holley, N. Y., mother of B. W. Robb, Buffalo.!
Burial at Holley.on Wednesday, ..January
30, 191S.
' «j
HESS—lu this, city, January 2S, 1918, Frank
J., husband of the late Rosina M. (nee,
Meister), father of Frank W. Hess, Mrs. Jo-'
seph B. Hokanip, Mrs. August Wickl<"-

^Mi^MMjiiiitiija^^-ygjSrr

■ in < «'WlaMuiMHWttil—1-GIAJ or MU*11K
uojng 11,
it Mrs. Joseph B. Hokamp, No. 120 Victoria avsnue, on Wednesday at 2.30 p.m. Burial at
the convenience of the family.
MeLEAN—In
Buffalo, January 27, 1918, Harri e
itc
, ^..y[.
°£ the
late John McLean, mother
C
n am s
ot
J ™' !
Seattle, Wash.; George. R.
ot Pittsburgh, Pa.: Walter H. of Vandersriff
™-. auH Oliver McLean of Kenmore, Mrs
Jennie Evans .of WilliamsvIUe, Mrs. William
Young and Ruth Mcl^ean of this city, aged
S<> years. The funeral will take place from
the residence of her daughter, Mrs. William,
H. Young. No. 201 Voorhees avenue, on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock. Friends are
invited to attend. Burial at the convenience
01 the family.
BINGHAM—At Indianapolis, Ind., January
27. 1918. Charles W. Bingham. The funeral j
will take place from the residence of his '
Great Bear Spring Water, 60 cents brother. George C. Bingham, 189 BidweHparkway, on Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
:
for six glass-stoppered bottles.
■ » .
_
.,-1I,I^oEll^t Erie Co«nty Hospital, January
j
Fresh Fish in Season—Phone us. Auto 2., 1918, Michael Miller, aged 61 years.
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our way and letting everybody else
take care of himself. In the first
place, we were going to fight in
b ranee, not on our own soil, and not
on our adversary's soil, and, therefore at the very beginning it was
obvious that the thing we had to do
I was not to map out an ideal plan of
campaign, not to have the war college
with its speculative studies of Napolleon and everybody else, map out the
theoretically best way to get at some
other country, but it was the problem
I

deliveries. Rowland's, 8 E. Chippewa.
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j tem on iUuoe_..
of the car men's union in a public the No. 9 sought tne
statement charged that the fault of crew.
stock gamblers. When I say'
much of the poor service was because
Five minutes passed.
realize that I am speaking of a largo
the supervisors were not trained traf- "Come on," said a conductor to the class of so-called influential men, men
fic men. The car men charged.. that Michigan crew, "move along so that we who would hesitate to have their
the supervisors lacked practical expe- can turn here."
names read out in the church of which
rience and made. traffic worse than " 'Tain't time yet," came an answer they are communicants! men who i£
it might have been even with a crip- from outside.,
■ their commercial transactions were to
pled equipment. The company answer- "Come, move up, we've got a run to be brought to the knowledge "of their
ed by saying that the supervisors, make. Let us take the curve."
bankers, I fear their credit would not
contrary to statements that they were
The answer sounded much like the he regarded as ace high. To ibis class
outside men and not promoted from consignment of someone to regions of also belong men high up in the affairs /
the ranks, were the best men in the warmer temperature. The Michigan of the nation so that their reputations
company's employ and had come up car finally moved up grudgingly and sometimes come very near to the
the tracks in Exchange street were scorching point when it opines to takfrom the ranks.
ing advantage of—leaks. I i egret to
clscirGcl
No autos on tracks.
Company refuses car trains.
acknowledge that I must include in
The company further said that much
Mr. Brackenridge has practically this list the heads of great corporaof the trouble from the bunching of
insurance companies,
trolley cars on the long lines and the abandoned one of his suggestions be- tions—railroads,
of learning, clergymen,
main routes was due to trucks, automo- cause the company, it is understood, institutions
private enterprises, professional
biles and other vehicles blocking the has said that the plan is impracticable large
of all descriptions and what is it
street, car tracks. For the last two here. This plan is the one used in De- men
for? Just to come in possession of
weeks Police Chief Girviff has had 30 troit and in other industrial centers, all.
policemen detailed at the rush hours at the travel of trolley cars in trains ot a little easy money. Take a chance.
.. From the analysis so far made we
crossings and transfer points and others two or three when necessary. In De- come
to the conclusion that all this
along the lines to hurry up traffic, pre- troit the train plan worked out very trouble,
this unrest, all this pervent overloading of cars where prac- well and the plan has been found versity ofallideas
of what life means is
ticable, keep trucks and other vehicles necessary at Sparrows' Point where a reversed psychological
attitude.
off tracks and to make arrests if driv- government work has attracted many
Everyone is taking a wrong view of
thousands of workers.
ers violated orders.
"It's a very excellent way of moving things. Commercialism, which should
"Have these policemen made any arregarded as a means to an end, is
rests for obstructions to traffic or re- tracffi for quick loading and unloading be
regarded as the saving power, the
ported any serious delays from that and has been successful everywhere," now
only escape. Everyone is cherishcause?" the police chief was asked yes- Mr. Brackenridge explained. "All that one
is required is the multiple unit control ing a perverse mental attitude from
terday. ' ,,, ,
kaiser all along the line. They
"I haven't heard of any, he an- system on the pilot car. From this the
pilot car, all the train is driven, air seem to forget that every step they
swered.
and power applied for stopping and take, with a view, other than the posWhat the expert sayfl.
starting! It could also be done with session of liberty, is drawing their
"I am still convinced from my study the new pneumatic controls which can bonds more tightly. They seem to forof the conditions here," Expert Brack- beattached under present type of trol- get that, 'man when least governed is
enridge explained yesterday, "that the ley cars. This requires a change in the greatest," "when his heart, his brain,
chief fault is the lack of efficient su- controllers so that operations may be his limbs are unbound, he straightaway,
pervisory management of the traffic. In directed from the pilot ear."
begins to flourish, to triumph, to be
every well-regulated traction system,
glorious." The evidence of this perColonel
Arnold
is
gone.
the inspectors and supervisors have
verse psychological view of manners
Lieutenant
Colonel
Bion
J.
Arnold,
definite duties and patrols of track;
and things is so glaring that "wise
they know traffic requirements and traction expert of Chicago, who came man though a fool need not err
here
from
the
war
department
to
secure
they keep the cars moving and prppa better street car system for the city, therein."
erly spaced.
L. J. McADAM, M.D.
"The bunching of cars here, and the left Buffalo yesterday. He approved
Barker, Jan. 27th.
all
the
suggestions
and
recommendaconsequent delays and break-up of
Please note the directions to conSchedules is due to the lack of super- tions of the mayor's committee and said
be put in operation. tributors as to the length of letters to
vision. For this work you must have that they should
;
intelligent men and they must have He spent much time while here trying this department.—Ed. Express.
not only company power, but • police to arrange for a staggering of hours in
the factories in the Elmwood district
power.
.
■
"The company claims to have enough arid he found a large measure of cosupervisors with sufficient power and operation from the Curtiss Aeroplane
intelligence now, but no one would ever & Motor corporation, the American
now it. It doesn't appear that the car Radiator company, the Pierce-Arrow
:rews know iteither., It doesn't appear Motor Car company and other plants
hat the car crews are able to recognize i nthat Elmwood war-order district.
, supervisor when one does show up. I He secured the addition of more trains
<ave been in Buffalo at this work for to the belt line system, some of which
[h'ree weeks and in that time I have operate over the Erie tracks for the
teen only one supervisor. I'll tell you convenience^ of the Curtiss workers.
LOW'that. was. I was about my work The belt line now runs four trains of
coaches each at the rush hours
>ne day when I saw a man climb under fifteen
trolley car. I was interested to know and they have been filled during the
four days with workers who find
■hat he as doing. When he came up last
the ride comfortable and convenient.
found that he was a supervisor."
It means for many two or three more
Have 30 on the books.
blocks to walk when they get near their
As for the police flower needed, the neighborhood, hut with that they are
ompany claims that. the supervisors able to get home in one fourth the
fhom Mr. Brackenridge can't find are time the street car service imposed on
LOW special officers. Records at police them. Colonel Arnold is interested in
Leadquarters show that since February securing from the New York Central
6, 191.7, more than 30 employees of the a still greater belt line service at the
raction company have been sworn in morning and evening rush hours.
a special police officers under bonds
Appeal from Lancaster.
if |500 each. The last traction em- - Supervisor John L. Staeber of Laniloyees sworn in as special police are caster, in a letter received yesterday
■egistered on December 27th.
i Mr. Brackenridge proposes a reorgan- by Mayo rBuck, urged that Lancaster
zation of the supervisory staff. He cars be not required to stop in Buffinds that each supervisor of the «Z falo to take on passengers for ponits
vhich the company now has on its inside the city. If such stops are
HERE is shown a single'
books is supposed to take care of •three made, says the supervisor, Lancaster
niles of track. His plan contemplates passengers would often be required
section of ..a Glotaehe organization of the staff on the to stand.
Wernicke
file. The sections
The
mayor
also
read
a
letter
from
Vasls of a police system with combmamay be arranged in a conlons of powers necessary for the ex- Supervisor Thomas E. Lawrence of
>edition of traffic in the congested the supervisors' subcommittee on
venient, easily accessible
streets, authority to divert ears, keep traffic, offering co-operation in findway that makes the keeping
a
solution
of
the
street
car
dif•hem properly spaced, turn them back
ing of records a matter of
f necessary to keep traffic moving m ficulties.
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moffts" in announcing' military secrets, Mr. Baker said it was
a
consequence
this
little
group
„ Vversary.
not the policy of the American or
"that every day he revamped and which stayed here has built the great other governments to do so, and
changed his weapons of attack and special departments of the army. The added:
his methods of defense; that the ordnance department, starting, I think,
"I am saying this now because you
(Stories they were telling us were true with 93 or 96 officers, has now, as I have asked me why I have held back
•when they left England and France, recall the figures, something like 3,000 these facts until now. I am saying to
tout an entirely different, thing was officers. They have had to be trained; you that you could not get from Great
probably taking place there now, and they have had to be specialized, and Britain at this minute—I do not know
they told us of large supplies of that has had to go on contemporane- whether I could get—the number of
weapons of one kind and another ously with this tremendous response -to soldiers Great Britain has in France
■which they had developed in France the changing conditions on the other or at home. I could get an approxiand England and which, even before side.
mation; I could get whatever infor"In the meantime, when we started mation might be deemed helpful to
they got them manufactured in sufficient quantity to take them from the into this war I think it was commonly the immediate military object to be
industrial plants to the front were thought throughout the country that accomplished, but I could not get
superseded by new ideas and had to our contribution at the outset might from Great Britain or France, either
well be financial and industrial. The one, the actual number of troops they
be thrown finto the scrap heap.
"They said to us, this is a moving industries of this country, the appro- have at the front.
picture; it is something that nobody priate industries, and many converted
"It may be that that precaution is
can paint and give you an idea of. It industries were largely devoted to unnecessary, and yet that is the premanufacture of war materials for our caution which military men have obis not a static thing.
allies.
served, and I have no further point
Pershing goes over.
"As I suggested this morning, when to make in the matter of the number
"Therefore, it became necessary for we went into that market we found it of troops there than to show, as I was I
us to have eyes there in instant and largely occupied, so that our problem showing when I read that extract, !
immediate communication with us and was not going to a shoe factory and that our original intention was to
■we sent over to France General Per- saying, 'Make shoes for us,' but it was make our military effort in 1918, and |
shing, and we sent with him not merely going to a factory which never had in August of 1917 a zealous advocate |
a division of troops—to that I shall re- made shoes because all the shoe fac- of immediate military activity laid l
fer in a moment—but there was sent tories were busy making shoes for peo- down as the maximum obtainable pro•with him, perhaps I can say safely, the ple from whom we could not take them, gramme a thing which has since been
major part of the trained, expert per- and saying: 'Learn how to make shoes multifoldly exceeded.
sonnel of the army. You know the size in order that you make make them
To cheer up France.
of the official corps of the regular army for us.' "
in this country when the war broke
"Now, of course, that is not true of "Why did we decide to send some !
out. It was a pitiful handful of train- shoes, but it is true of machine-guns; troops to France in 1917? It is ho se- j
ed men, and yet it was necessary to it is true of other arms; it is true of cret. When Marshal Joffre came to this I
divide them up and send over to France ammunition; it is true of forging country from France, when the British i
officers of the highest quality so that capacity, which was the greatest defect mission came from France, they told us
they would be at the front, in the work in the country; and all of this time we of a situation which we had not up to |
shops, and in the factories, and in the had not merely not to disturb the pro- that time fully appreciated. There had
war offices, and in the armies, where gramme of Allied manufacture in this been in France, recently conducted be~._<joo.sji!Js.tions would take place im- oo'mtrv. but. we had to cut off the sup- fore that, an _unsuccessful
major of- |
mediately back of "the front, so that plies of raw material to our Allies, and LciiSive. The _,'rench people'"ifttu su£- i
they could see the thing with their we had to disturb the industry of this fered, oh, suffered in a way that not
own eyes, and send us back the details country to such an extent that products only our language is not adapted to deby cable every day of the changing upon which they depended for the suc- scribe, hut our imagination cannot concharacter of this war.
cess of their military operations would ceive. The war is in their country. |
"General Pershing's staff of experts be interfered with, both agricultural This wolf has not only been at their
and officers over there runs into the and commercial and industrial prod- doors, but he has been gnawing for
thousands, and they are busy every
two years and a half at their vitals,
minute and every day that the run rises ucts.
and when this unsuccessful offensive in
Quotes criticism.
I get cablegrams from General PerFrance had gone on, there was a spirit
shing from ten to sixteen and twenty
"At the outset the idea was that we not of surrender, but of fate, about the
pages long, filled with measurements would be, a financial and industrial French people, about the mighty miliand formulas and changes of a milli- assistance to our Allies during the year tary engine which they had seen premeter in size, great long specifications 1918, and I think I probably can read pared to overcome them for 40 years
of changes in details of things which from the Metropolitan magazine for and which was at them, and their atwere agreed upon last week and August a suggestion which will show titude was that no matter whether
changed this week, and need to ,be what the current expectation of the every Frenchman died in his tracks, as
changed again next week, so that what country was. The editor of the Metro- they were willing to do, or not, that
■we are tfoing at this end is attempting politan was protesting against what he it was an irresistible thing, and so they
believed to be the intention of the gov- said to us frankly, it will cheer us; it
will cheer our people if you send over
ernment at that time."
REPORT OF DEATHS.
Here Senator Weeks interrupted to some of your troops.
"We did send some troops.
(From health department records tor 24 ask if that was the magazine of which
hours ending at 4 p.m. yesterday. On Monday Theodore Roosevelt is associate editor.
"At that place we had a choice. We
the list covers 48 hours preceding.)
Secretary Baker replied that Mr. Roose- could have sent over as did Great
Age.
velt was a contributing editor, and Con- Britain, our regular army, and in a
JOHNSTON, William, Columbus hosvery short preparation have put il into
pital
35 years tinued:
"This magazine came out in August, action and' suffered exactly what Great
BRODRICK, Constance, German Dea1917,
and
this
editorial
says:
coness hospital
*
28 years
suffered with her 'contemti" 'Since it is our war, we want to put Britain
GRANT, William, Children's hosble little army' as it was called by
pital
5mos. everything into it so as to finish it in
SAVAGE, Troilus W., No. 236 Marythe shortest possible time, so that the their adversaries. Our army would
land street
62 years world may be restored. To our mind have given as good an account of itTOTALA, Nicola. No. 23 Main street.. 10 mos.
as the British army did, but it
the whole plan of the war department self
STEARNER, Frances. No. 63 Cotwould have been destroyed like the
has
been
flavored
with
a
desire
to
hold
tage street
1 m°army, and there would have
off until the Allies finish the war British
CRAVICB, Rose, Buffalo General
been no nucleus on which to build this
hospital
53 years for us.'
SAUER, Frank, Emergency hospital. 20years
"You see the editor was dealing with new army that was to come over a
And so it was deemed
WHiTK, Viola, Children's hospital... 4 mos. what he supposed to be the intention little later.
wiser to send over a regular division,
DUNN, Milton C, No. 158 Bedford
of
the
war
department
at
that
time,
avenue
1 day
that we were holding off so far as act- but not to send over our whole reguELLISON. Violet H., Homeopathic
lar army at that time.
hospital
22 years ual military operations were concerned,
France greets Yankees.
and letting the Allies do the fighting.
BREDEL, Clara, No. 21 Goulding
avenue
86 years
"Then
what happened was that that
Exceeds all expectations.
KINDERMANN, John, No. 017 ~ Adregular division went over and the
ams street
52 years
"What he says we should have done, people of France kissed the hems of
HASTINGS,
Laura,
Homeopathic
and I ask your particular attention to their garments as they marched up
hospital
21 years it, is this:
*
the streets of Paris; the old veterans,
•ZRENNER, John, No. 170 Maple
" 'We should have strained every wounded in this war, legless or armstreet
50 years
energy
to
have
gotten
from
50,000
to
WOLFGRUBBR, Irma, No. 67 Madiless, stumping along on crutches, person street
4 days 100,000 men to France this year.'
haps, as they went up the streets of
"That is, the year 1917. I tell no Paris with their arms around the
secret,
but
it
is
perfectly
well
known
FCNER.A1, DIRECTOBI,
neck of American soldiers. Not a
to everybody in this group that we have single
man in that division was unJAMES R. DIAMOND
far exceeded what in August, 1917, was accompanied
by a veteran. America
819 WestJFerry
_____ North 4860 regarded as a programme so ideal that
Quo. P Wtlkins
Robert B. Bielby the editor of this magazine refers to it had gone to France, and the French
I
JOHNSON _ WILKINS CO.
people rose with a sense of gratitude
Masonic Temple Building
41 Niagara St as a thing which we ought to have and hopefulness that had never been
strained every nerve in a vain, but
in them before.
FRED MUNCH
B«th Phonee hopeless effort to accomplish."
Iftgara Street
,
"Of course, they welcomed the Brit.M'jj
HENRY SAUERWEIN. 284 Niagara St.
Bell. TuDPer «72
Federal «-_>
The Best Illustrated Sunday Newspaper in
Buffalo—The Express, s p
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE
annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Thompson Heater Corporation for the election of five directors and two inspectors of
"lection to serve for the ensuing year, and
for the transaction of such other business as
may properly come before the meeting, will
he held at the office of the Company, 807 IroQUOIS Building, Buffalo, N. Y., on Tuesday,
February 5th, 19IS, at two o'clock in the
»Jternoon.
,,

LlnifUIirliWiiflflfi
man Chamberlain the secretary said whenM
the British went. Of course, they
the United States did not have more welcomed
the British, but there were
ties between them and us which had
not been between them and the British
and so when our troops went there was
an instant and spontaneous rise in the
morale of the French, but an equally
instant and spontaneous insistence that
these soldiers who came from America
should continue to come in an unbrokr
ndigestion. One package en s treaty.
"And so we made the selection. We
oves it. 25c at all druggists decided
not to send the regular army
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00,000 men in France
million and half
read
9
to go, Baker s promise
(Continued from first page.)

of the world had been tried there and
found not to work at all.
"They were exchanging information,
giving us all that they thought was
helpful. And then came Joffre, with
his wonderful reputation and his great
and charming personality, and he made
a great figure here and we welcomed
him. It was a tremendous inspiration,
to see the hero of the Marne, but with.
him came his unobserved staff of fifteen or twenty or twenty-five young
men, the most brilliant men in the
Franch army, strategists, mechanical
experts, experts in arms, experts in
supplies, experts in industry and manufacture, and they told us not merely
the formal and military problems, but
they brought over with them men who
were in from the beginning, in their
reorganizations of their industries, in
their mobilization of their industrial
plant?;, and we sat down with them in
little groups until -finally we collated,
anr" collected and extracted all the infr
rl. - which they y}}'*. jJt(*K '"
from tkUr respecti. cr
>",* % d
every country whh.i '.iv
it
in the war has brought us int.
sent us that sort of a staff of experts
It has been necessary to compare notes,
and with this as a basis, to form such
an idea as might be formed of what was
tho thing for us to do over there.
No precedent to apply.
"But that was not enough. They admitted that it was impossible to draw
that picture. They could describe to
-as and bring the specifications and
drawings for a piece of artillery, but
they could not tell us why the British
theory of the use of artillery was by
the British preferred to that of the
French. They could not picture to us
a barrage of heavy howitzers as compared to a barrage of 75-mm. guns.
They could not picture to us the association of aircraft, balloons and
mobile aircraft with artillery uses.
They could tell us about it, but even
while they told us the story grew old.
"The one thing they told us, from
the very beginning to the end, was
that this war, of all wars, was not a
statistic thing; that our adversary

by using the eyes of the army there
to keep up to what they want us to do.
"You will find in your further examination into some of the bureau
work of the department, some of the
difficulties. You will find that schedules which were agreed upon, weapons
which were selected and which he had
started to manufacture, have been so
far discarded that people have forgotten the names of them, almost, and newthings have been substituted in their
places, and those forgotten and other
new things in their places.
New kind of war.
"So that if one gets the idea that
this is the sort of war we used to have,
or if he gets the idea that this is a
static thing it is an entirely erroneous
idea, and when you remember that we
had to divide this little handful of officers that we had and send so large
a part of them to France, and then
think of those who remained at home,
you will realize, I am sure, that those

who remained here
had the double
r
duty, insufilc
-v either aspect of
it, in number?
they still have this
double
duty—.
ad to go forward
1
wit * manufacturers,, work out industry
and .^dustrial relations; they had to
see about supplies of raw material and
manufacture finished products, and
make from day to day alterations and
changes that had to be made, and they
had to be ingenious with suggestions,
to see whether they could devise on
this side something which had not been
thought of over there.
"They had to be hospitable to suggestions which came from the other
side; they had to confer with the foreign officers who were here and were
constantly being changed, so that men
fresh from the front could be here to
advise with us, and in addition to that
every one of them had to be a university professor, going out into the life
of the community and selecting men
who had mechanical experience and
knowledge and training, and adding to
his original equipment the scientific
training, that finishing touch which
made him available for use as a military scientist
How work hq^.

than the minimum number of men in
France in August, 1917.
He continued:
"And then the editor goes on:
" And by next year, 1918, we could
have had 500,000 men to send over, or
any part of 500,000 men which we could
ship.'
"Now, instead of having 50,000 or
100,000 men in France in 1917, we have
many more men than that in France,
and instead of haying a half million
men whom we could ship to France if
we could find any way to do it in 1918,
we will have more than one half million men in France early in 1918, and
we have available, if the transportation
facilities aVe available to us, and the
prospect is not unpromising, 1,500,000
who in 1918 can be shipped to France."
Senator Weeks asked whether the
secretary knew who wrote the editorial, and Mr. Baker said he thought
it was attributed to Mr. Wiggin, the
editor-in-chief.
"Why," asked Chairman Chamberlain, "have you not felt it proper to let
the public into your confidence with
reference to these things that you are
telling now?"
"Senator, I confess I have hesitated
and I still hesitate," replied the secretary. "I have here a statement
from Field Marshl von Hindenburg,
in which he is quoted as saying in a
German newspaper, in contemptous
fashion of us, that we have advertised
our preparations for this war in an
unworthy manner."
"Do you think, for a moment, Secretary Baker," said the chairman,
"that there has been any time within the last year that the German
secret service has not been fully advised as to everything we have had?"
Says Germany mystified.
"Yes, senator, I know. If I may
rely upon the confidential information which we get from confidential
sources, the German government is
still mystified as to the number of
men we have in France, or have had j
there at any time."
J
The chairman said he doubted this. 1
After some discussion as to

as airhole, but to send regular divisions and national guard divisions, selected according to the state of their
preparation, and keep back here some
part of our trained force in order that
it might inoculate with its spirit and
its training these raw levies which we
were training. One after another, these
Franco there .is a fighting army, an
army trained in the essentials and in
the beginnings of military discipline
and practice—seasoned fighters in this
kind of a war, trained on the actual
battlefields where it is taking place.
First specialists went over.
"Early in this war when Joffre was
here and when Balfour was here, they
said to us 'it may take you some time to
get. over to us a fighting army, but you
are a great industrial country, our man
power is fully engaged in our industries and in our military enterprises,
send over artisans, special engineering
regiments, and troops of a technical
character,' and although it was not
known here at the outset, and only a
phrase in the emergency military legislation shows the thing was thought
of as a possibility, yet in a very short
time we had organized engineering regiments of railroad men and sent them
over there and were rebuilding behind
the lines of the British and French the
railroads which were being carried forward with their advance, reconstructing their broken engines and cars,
building new railroads, back of both
the French and British lines, and those
regiments were of such quality that at
the Cambrai assault, carried on by General Byng, when tho Germans made
their counter-attack, our engineers
threw down their picks and spades and
carried their rifles into the battle and
distinguished themselves by gallant action.
"Very early in this war Great Britain,
through Balfour and his assistants, and
France through Joffre, said to us, 'send
us nurses and doctors.' Why, before
we were scarcely in the war American
units organized in advance and anticipation by the Red Cross, which was

taken over into the service of the scientific study of the opportunities of
United States through the surgeon gen- France to help us were made, from
eral's office, were on the battlefield, and that hour until this, we have been
there are tens of thousands of men in building in France facilities, instruEngland and in France now who bless ments, agencies, just as many as we
the mission of mercy upon which the have here in the United States and
more, many of them of the same charfirst Americans appeared in France.
acter. For instance the French had
American hospitals built
naturally reserved the best ports in
"Our surgeons have set up hospitals France for their own supply. The
immediately behind the lines. They channel ports have been reserved for
have been made military in every the British. When we came in it was
sense of the word. They have not been necessary for us to have independent
especially fortunate in escaping attack ports of entry in order that there might
from the air, and our early losses in not be confusion and admixture of our
this war were the losses of Bed Cross supplies, going through these ports of
nurses, doctors, orderlies and attend- disembarkation with those of other
ants in hospitals, and ambulance nations. We were giv9n several ports.
drivers who were sent over to assist As you, perhaps, recall, the ports of
our Allies in these necessary services, France are tidal potts, ports with deep
thus not only rendering assistance, but water and tidal basins at high tides,
acquiring skill and knowledge of the with insufficient water for landing at
circumstances and surroundings, so the docks when the tide is out.
"As a consequence, the construction
that when our own troops came in large
numbers they could render like serv- of docks and wharves in ports of that
kind is very much more difficult than
ices to our own forces.
"But that was not enough. It was where you have a deep sea harbor, and
suggested that further groups of me- all you need to do is to erect a pile
chanics might be needed. Nay, we be- wharf. We have had to build docks,
gan to see that we were going to be we have had to fabricate in this counover there in large force, and the ques- try and send over dock-handling mation that then had to be answered was, chinery; we have had te, send from this
how will we maintain an army in country even the piles to build the
France? Special studies had to be docks. We have had to have giant
made of that problem, and this is what cranes, manufactured in this country,
they showed. They showed that the sent over to be erected on those docks;
railroads and the facilities of France we have had to erect over there warehad, during this war, been kept in an houses at the ports of disembarkation
excellent condition, far better than any in order that these vast accumulations
other supposed possible under war con- of stores and supplies which go over
ditions. And yet, that those railroads can be properly housed and cared for
were used to the maximum to take care until they can be distributed into the
of the needs of the French and the interior.
British themselves', and that when our
Must keep up manufactures.
army became a great army it would be
"We have had to take over, and are
necessary for us to build .back of our
in process of rebuilding and _ amplifyown line an independent line of com- ing
a railroad 600 miles long' in order
munication.
to carry our products from our ports
America faced great task.
of disembarkation to our general bases
"In, other words, France was a white of operation. And all of that, gentlesheet of paper so far as we were con- men, has had to be done, not only
cerned, and on that we had not only to studied out, as a necessary thing to do,
write an army, but we had to write the but when so studied out and reported
means of maintaining that army, and here, the manufactures for those things
from the first time when a careful and have to be carried on in this country,
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" Turner for Concrete"
With Turner, speed
and economy go together—both are the
result of careful
planning.

TURNER
Construction. Co
Prudential Building

and the things shipped over there,
nails, cross ties, spikes, fish plates,
engines, cars, buildings. We have had
to build ordnance depots and repair
shops and great magazines of supply
in the interior. All of that problem
has been carried forward step by step.
Decrees set aside.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 28.—Federal court decrees denying the right of
the supreme lodge, Knights ot Pythias,
to increase assessments on insurance
of the "endowment class" under its bylawsjas amended in 1888, were today
set aside by the supreme court.
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DUMMY IS CUTTING
QUEER DIDOES AGAIN

ANCIENT GREEKS' SHRINE7
Archaeologist describes place they
held to be fountain of healing.
The Buffalo Society of the Archaeolo-

TROLLEY EVILS
AS DIAGNOSED
BY CITY EXPERT

Does a sprint now only once an gical Institute of America met last
night at the Rumsey studio in Tracy
- - - »^ . -—..
.
hour, that is, if it feels
street- Ai^p H>efaflpaMjHtiMH*i*-:vvas a
talk
by rrofesso. auoS^ice P. Bill of Eack Of management stops comup to it.
Adelbert college, Western. Reserve unipany from using equipment
versity. He took as bis subject Epidaurus and the Cult of Asleptius.
to advantage.

WASN'T UProT IT TWICE

Took an hour off to rub up its
lamps and then saw the
folly of hurry.

SO STOOP ROOTED TO THE SPOT
Actually got frozen to the rails and
never moved till a freight
train nudged it.
The Grand Trunk's international
bridge dummy without notice yesterday went on an hourly schedule, with
one extra trip at 6.30 o'clock in the
evening as a sop to commuters. Bridgeburg, which thinks that its existence
depends on the dummy, doesn't like
the new schedule.
A number 01 commuters gathered
around the town pump last night and
their indignation prompted this telegram to Sir Henry Drayton, chairman
of the railway war board of Canada:
RespecfuIIy call your attention to drastic
cut in local passenger service between Bridgeburg and Black Rock. We recognize necessity of reducing service to facilitate freight
traffic but schedule as arranged today means
financial loss and serious inconvenience to
people of Bridgeburg and community whose
work is- in Buffalo. Believe that hour service
as arranged would be satisfactory through
middle of day and evening, if schedule is
maintained, but half-hour service is needed
between 6- and 8 o'clock in the morning and
5 arid-7 o'clock in the evening. Bridgeburg
wishes to bear patriotically all necessary war
measures, but its need for service as here
stated is apparent and hope that you will
tako steps, immediately to bring it into effect.

Opposition against a cut in service
was quieted last week because Grand
Trunk officials allowed it to be said
that the new schedule would be maintained. The old 40-minute and halfhour schedule, it is said, was so unre-

The lecture was illustrated with
lantern views of the shrine of Ascleptius, which was supposed by the ancient
Greeks to be a divine fountain of healing. Photographs of tablets found near
the ruins described the wonderful cures
which had-been made there.

MUST HAVEMORE SYSTEM
Brackenridge in three weeks' investigation met only one
supervisor.

CITY DID WELL IN STOCK
THE FIRST DRAFT

COMPLAINT PUNCTURED

Police assigned to cars report no delays to cars from trucks on
the tracks.

Provost marshal's report has Buffalo averaging well up with
John C. Brackenridge, traction expert for Mayor Buck's citizen commitother municipalities.

OAE IN THW~F0UND FIT
Tables of physical examinations
and general results are
made public.
Buffalo did its share in the first
draft. A report received from Provost
Marshal General Crowder yesterday
shows that this city's averages were
about the same as those of other municipalities of the nation.
About one man in three here was
found -physically fit for service. This
is the table of such examinations locally:
Division
1
2
3
i
5
6
7
S

.

Accepted
:.'.. 676
.„. 6T8
70S
670 '
GSO
.:. 89S
0*9
727

Rejected
316
;
2S2
142
432
176
287
386
207

tee, is preparing a report for the meeting on Friday which will suggest a
time and car schedule for the important lines of the International Railway
company. Mr. Brackenridge has insisted that,, aside from the lack of supervision, one of the chief causes of
bad service in the city is the wrong
timing of the schedules and the failure of the company to get the greatest
measure .of .service from its present
equipment during the rush hours
through a-lack of system.
Mayor Buck will before Friday ask
the, officials of ■ the' International what
they have decided to do in regard to
the suggestions of/the: committee that
an efficient supervisor staff be organized. Mr. Brackenridge's suggestion
that the supervispra^he uniformed, assigned to definite stations < and given
police authority to enforce their prders
regarding • traffic was, adopted by the
committee ^ahd was j then presented to
the railway officials.
'The International. says that it will
get at that question in a day or so,"
Mr. Brackenridge said yesterday. "I
am hopeful that something will be
done."

.,
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It always was the claim -of E. J.
Dickspn, the general manager of the
traction lines, that the company has
a sufficient number of supervisors and
that the supervisors are efficient and
know how to handle traffic. When the
street'car investigation was. first begun, following the collapse of the sys-

it:
both directions and to see that schedules are maintained.
Cold Spring barn delays.
The evils of the present lack of management are shown each night from""6
o'clock to 7.30 "o'clock at the Cold
Spring barn. There Kenmore, Main
and Forest avenue cars are constantly
blocked. Frequently a dozen cars from
the Ferry and the mica lines come
trundling up Main street to swing into
the car barnst No one seems to have
charge. Tracks become filled, leaving
one of the carhouse cars on the switch
with the rear jutting out far enough
to block up and down traffic. Rarely
is a supervisor seen directing the work
or directing the car crews, busy with
clamor of calls and yells to one another.
Service grows worse.
The warmer weather yesterday afternoon and evening instead of putting
some betterment in the local traffic situation made it worse than ever. This
may have been due to the announced
effort to prepare for a predicted snowstory. The cars last night were few
and far between. Cars are seen as
often now -With; the wrong signs and
numbers displayed as without any
lighten signs at all and dark headlights.
Another cause of annoyance to the
waiting crowds is the action of some
crew's who display the sign "special"
instead of "carhouse" and sail gaily
by waiting crowds from The Terrace
to the Cold Spring barn.
The lack of relief crews is as apparent as it was in the days before the
burning of 50 cars released twice that
number of crews. At 9 o'clock last
night four cars inbound on Main street
turned into the barns at .Cold Spring,
dumping passengers into the street.
Were these waiting folk sent downtown in an extra car with an extra
crew? They were not!
They chilled their toes on a corner
and swarined to attack every car that
appeared. When they finally found a
cgx destined for downtown the cash
register didn't stop jingling until it
had registered 120. Human beings
were crowded most indecently, but the
wages of a car crew, an expense of 60
cents an hour at the most, were saved.
Instances of this lack of supervision
are found again at the terminal of the
Michigan line at Main and Exchange
streets. On Sunday night Michigan
car No. 5055 pulled up to the limit of
the trackage at Main and Exchange.
It was ready for its return trip.- The
crew wasn't on the car when a No. ,9
came up Exchange street. Behind it
was a West Utica car. Behind that another Michigan, which was ready to.
take the switch at Washington street
whan No. 5055 got out of the way. No.
9 couldn't swing into Main street because the No. 5055 was too close to the
The crew of

MORNING'S MAIL
Some ideas.
Editor Buffalo.Express:—In study-ing conditions as we find them at tiw
present time and in trying to make a
qualitative analysis of same and/, to. establish facts as to the cause leading
up to this perversity of the various departments, social, economic, industrial,
political, educational, professional, agricultural and mercantile and the difficulties and friction between theexecutive, administrative, judicial &nd legislative departments of the states and
nation, one is at a loss to find a reagenS
■which will precipitate the bad and allow the good to crystalize in such form
that a clear solution may be obtained.
To start with, we have a. test solution of what has come to be known
as incompatibles, which by haturo
should be the opposite and all working in harmony; consequently we must
first deal with the most discordant (elements before we try to obtain, a crystalization of the less so. Therefore,
we will begin with the moneyed interests. When I say moneyed interests'
I mean those interests of such magnitude as to have greater power than th«
government itself. This power may bo
exerted in various ways. It is to be
deplored that its greatest efforts, is to- .
ward corruption and its strongest foothold is in the department of legislation. The people elect men to act in
their interests and even before .they are
elected they are caught within the
meshes of the network of corporate interests* and so thoroughly entangled that
thehjipndition, if elected, is more pitiab!(ft!ra* that of the fly in the web of
the spider! This moneyed interest owna
the press and so manages as to' have
it appear that they are the, aggrieved
and abused, that the laboring classss
are so inconsistent in their demands
that it is impossible for them to continue under the exactions demanded toy
labor.
Labor finds fault with capital arid
says that it controls the politicians in
such a manner that they can get no legislation passed in their interest. • The
politicians make the claim that they
are acting up to best of their ability
in the interests, but that the people do
not know what they really are looking for. This argument passed at some
remote time, but no more. The people
know what they want and are bound
to have what they are entitled to. The
courts are: overtaxed trying to interpret the laws which are placed upon
the statute books'by inexperienced legislators, limbs of the law who succeed
in being elected to represent the pepple and then proceed to make either
personal reputations for themselves or,
what is worse, large fortunes.:
Of all tho corruption'ists, we are
our hats to the
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NEWARK ADVOCATE
SECRETARY BAKER.
Those who read the detailed report
of Secretary of War Baker's appearance before the senate committee in
Washington yesterday, as telegraphed
over the Associated Press wires, have
no hesitancy in saying that Mr.
Baker gave a very good account of
himself.
Secretary Baker gave a comprehensive statement in reply to Senaj tor Chamberlain's charge that the
war department had "fallen down"
and in a frank, conversational manner gave the senators a statement
that told of the really great work
that has been accomplished by the
government.
It has been only a short time since
Secretary Daniels was criticised, but
the achievements of the navy have
silenced his critics just as the accomplishment of the army will quiet
the accusations against the war department when the great work of organization is completed. That there
have been some mistakes Secretary
Baker has not denied, but in creating
and equipping an army of a million
and a half men in a few months
comparatively few errors have enr tered.
I
Secretary Baker is a man of strong
mental
attainments,
unswerving
character and integrity, and an
indefatigable worker. . Under his
guidance the war department has accomplished a wonderful piece of
work and unless we miss our estimate, time will fully vindicate the
wisdom of Mr. Baker's course. President Wilson has inplicit faith in
Secretary. Baker and there is no real
evidence, that his confidence has
been misplaced. The unprejudiced
reader of Mr. Baker's testimony
cannot fai/ to be favorably impressed
by what he said before the senate
committee in Washington yesterday.
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Secretary Baker's Defense.
The engaging frankness of the secretary of
war in admitting what already has been well
established does not afford any especial defense
for his direction of the War department. / Mr.
Baker had previously accepted responsibility for
the acts of his subordinates, and thus assumed all
blame for mistakes made. ' The statement then
that conditions at camps are being remedied is
useful chiefly in proving that criticism has at last
stirred the bureaucracy out of its complacency
and is enforcing some steps for improvement.
The explanation of the shortage in arms
and equipment offered by the secretary is not so
satisfying. People will not easily be brought to
understand why the richest a*id most resourceful
manufacturing nation in the world had to go
abroad to buy so much of the material needed
for the use of its men in the field and by so doing
take it away from our Allies. Delays in deciding
on the type of arms, on letting contracts for
clothing, and many other exasperating points are
not going to be smiled away, even by one so
well balanced as the secretary of war.
Accepting the situation that these mistakes are
of the past, and all the harm they might bring
already done beyond undoing, what the country
needs is assurance that things will go better in
the future, and the retention of the men responsible for past blunders does not give that.
Mr. Baker's explanation of the york .of his department is a convincing argument for doing it
differently from nowj on.

The Tampa Morning Tribune
Encased Clipping from THE TRjlBUNE of above date may interest you

MILITARY HEALTH
To the thousands of parents and friends- of
our boys who are in training the matter of
their health occasions much worryIt is the opinion of the Tribune that the recent congressional investigations have something to do with it.
To he told of shortage of proper clothing,
and have quoted to use figures concerning
deaths from pneumonia, measles, etc., is not
reassuring.
But a lot of this worry is needless. As a
matter of fact military health is remarkably
good and the death rate in our camps and cantonments is lower generally than that In cities
of the same population.
And certainly the appearance of those of our
boys who come home on furlough does not warrant undue worry as to the state of their
health.
The boys show a- big improvement—they
look transparentlyVi'igorous and healthy and
most of them hajjff put on weight. And it isn't
flabby stuff, eitMr, but sound and solid muscle.
Nobody whp had unwholesome food, and
general bad .(Conditions under which to live
could show ^ffich health improvement.
That physique, that carriage, that glow of
health has come as a result of regular habits,
wholesome food, exercise and discipline.
Of course there has been lack of overcoatand warm clothing; there has "been hospital
remissness; men have died that might have
been saved and some sick that should not have
been sick. But taken altogether there is more
cause for admiration than criticism lit regard
to how our boys are treated.
Many of them are in better condition at this
moment than ever they were before. The life is
good for them. They are not worrying—whvy
should they?
And why should we?

THE

KANSAS CITY STAR

We Americans have some curious
ideas. It is a national habit to assume
that because a man is a moral leader
THE TROUBLE IX THE WAR DEPART- lie is therefore a great executive. Because a man is a fighter against special
MENT,
It was an engaging presentation of his privilege and for equality of opportunity
case that Secretary Baker made before we take it for granted that he can adthe Senate committee yesterday. The j minister an enormous business successcountry has realized the immensity of j fully.
Men associated with Secretary Baker
the war task and has been disposed to be
lenient with mistakes. To this reason- in Washington have the highest perable patience of the American people the sonal regard for him. But there is
secretary appealed. The transformation widespread skepticism among them as
in his attitude presents him in a much to his fitness to handle a great adminmore favorable light than he occupied at istrative enterprise.
his appearance before the same commitThat is why sincere men on the military affairs committee of the Senate,
tee a fortnight ago.
But the engaging personality of Mr. genuinely alarmed over delays and inBaker, as shown yesterday, should not efficiency in war preparations, are urgblind the Nation to the facts of the sit- ing the separation of the business from
uation. The picture he painted was in the military side of the war through the
glowing colors. Every part of the vast creating of a director of munitions, and
undertaking was going forward effec- the constituting of a real administrative
tively. And yet—when the Senate in- board in the proposed war cabinet.
quiry loomed ahead the secretary began
a reorganization of his department that
involved the retirement of the heads of
two most important divisions, and an
entirely new organization to handle the
business side of the war.
Presumably these changes in vital departments of administration would not
have been made if everything had been
moving satisfactorily.
As a matter of fact, things were not
moving satisfactorily. There had been
no planning ahead on ordnance, on airplanes or on other equipment. Through
;he efforts of civilians an inventory had
been taken of the industrial resources of
the country, but the War Department officials had not availed themselves of it.
The lessons taught by the European war
and by the experience of the troops on
the Mexican border had not been taken
to heart.
The country got into the war with its
old peace establishment. Officers with-;
out business experience were suddenly \
confronted with business problems on a j
tremendous scale. An illuminating inci- [
dent was that involving wool for uniforms and blankets. The offer of the
country's entire wool clip at pre-war
prices was turned down by a quartermaster's department that could not conceive of buying more than a quarter of
a million uniforms, and the country
thereby lost not only a very large sum of
money, but the opportunity to get sufficient quantities of cloth at an early day.
The defects of the ordnance department brought out in the hearings are
still fresh in the public mind. As a result our small force abroad is still dependent on our allies for its artillery,
and we have been prevented from rushing over the force we otherwise might
have sent because we have been unable
to give the proper training and equipment. To be sure, the French and British have promised to furnish guns. But
that is at the expense of their own
forces and of the Italians, who are now
dangerously under equipped.
Well, the officers responsible for th,§,
major delays are now gone and Mr.
Baker has reorganized to meet the rfroposals of the Senate committee, undoubtedly improvement has resulted.
But time of the utmost value has been,
lost,
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"We are using the eyes there to keep
up to what they want us to do."
The startling progress of the war In
the development of munitions will he
shown, he said, by the fact that weapons devised by American experts durThe Secretary of War Lifts the Veil ing the last few months have been discarded.
nf-Sgcrec.y.From America's
Operations.
Then taking up a copy of the Metro
politan Magazine for last. August, Mr.
Baker read a protest in its editorial
columns against the supposed policy of
the government to make its contribution
to the war financial and industrial,
Early This Year, Army In France "to hold off until the Allies win the war
for us."
Will Reach That
A question brought out that Colonel
Figure.
Roosevelt was then associate editor of
the magazine, which urged that "every
-\
nerve be strained to get 150,000 to 200,War Department Has a Big TasH and 000 men to France in 1917.
"I am disclosing no secret," Secretary
Is Doing Its Best, the SecreBaker said, pausing, "when I say that
tary Says.
we exceeded that maximum in 1917."
Chairman Chamberlain asked the
secretary why he could not take the
MILLION MORE MEN READY public into his confidence in the matter.
Secretary Baker replied that he hesitated to do that. He referred to a stateThirty=Two Divisions Are Fit Now ment by General Von Hindenburg to the
effect that America was advertising her
for Service, the Secretary
intentions.
Asserts.
"But isn't it a fact that Germany has
known all about this?" persisted Senator Chamberlain.
WASHINGTON, Jan. 28.—The United
"No," replied Secretary Baker. "The
States will soon have more than % mil- German government is still mystified relion me-n in France and more than 1% garding the number of men now in
million ready to send, Secretary Baker France."
WOULD HAVE DESTROYED OUR ARMY.
told the Senate military committee this
If the whole regular American army
afternoon.
had been sent into battle at once, SecreAs the climax of a day's explanation of tary Baker said, like England's, it would
all that the military establishment had have been destroyed.
done, freely confessing faults and imIn eloquent words Secretary Baker
perfections, in so vast an undertaking, described how France welcomed the first
but maintaining that out of each defi- American soldiers, peasants kissing, he
ciency the remedy has been found, the said, the hems of their coats.
MISTAKES ARE EXAGGERATED.
Secretary of War disclosed what hitherThe mistakes cited in Senator Chamto has been guarded as a military secret
| and what the German people little sus- berlain's speech, Secretary Baker said,
gave a disproportionate aspect. Withpect.
out intent, he said, the effect of the senSecretary Baker told the senators the
ator's speech was to give the country
United States would have V-i million the impression that the deficiencies
fighting men on French soil early this "were characteristic rather than occayear and that 1% million American sional." He said he was not there to
troops in all would be available for for- defend individuals cr deny delays or
false starts. "But I thfeik I can say in
c.£,il '"JLJ, . confidence that in tiiem we ua»e sought
THIRTY-TWO DIVISIONS READY.
This great fighting force, probably the remedy."
Describing the spirit of army officers,
little expected by the German general •Secretary Baker said he had seen
staff, will be composed of the men now "strongs grizzled men turn away from
with General Pershing, the thirty-two his desk in tears" when they found that
divisions of troops now in cantonments they could not go to France, "where the
and camps in the United States and glory of their profession lay," but must
ready to move, Secretary Baker said, remain in Washington to press forward
and by the next increments to be drawn war preparations.
There was no case, he added, of any
and trained this spring under the Selecofficer who had not accepted his duty
tive Service Law.
Elemental equipment of the men from with his whole heart.
Men of high places in civil life
the United States is assured and the artillery 'necessary to their support will throughout the country, he said, had
come from the British and French gov- come to Washington to accept salaries
ernments, which have such au excess of of office boys, many no salaries at all,
ordnance that they have on their own to place their experience at the disposal
initiative, offered to supply the guns of the Nation.
"Gentlemen,"
said
the
secretary,
and save ships which would be used lor
speaking with great earnestness, "it
their transport.
The Secretary of War went even fur- would be a tragical thing if this mother and laid bare facts regarding prep- mentous effort were to deserve the comarations for the American aiuny in ment that it had fallen down."
France which have hitherto been held,,as
THE NATION' TOO IMPATIENT.
close military secrets.
The impatience KtT the whole country
HAS tsrn.T LONG RAILROADS.
to "do this thing greatly," he said,
Mr. Baker descrbed to the committee
"probably inspired much of the critihow the American army has built great
lines of railroads, one of them 600 miles cism. Every one of us wants to see our
long up to its headquarters in France; country hit like a man at the adverhow'ports and terminals have been con- sary.
"We look back over the past and see
structed to handle the great quantities of
supplies and equipment which the army that there have been shortcomings; that
will need on the fighting line. All this there have been delays. There are
has been' done by Americans, and since things that could have been better done
N
General Pershing's troops landed last But our effort is to learn.
"I have no purpose to defend individuJune.
als or myself. If I discuss here indiB4.KKR TOLD -MANY SECRETS.
Leaning forward and addressing the viduals by name; if I refer to General
senators earnestly, the Secretary of War Crozier or General Sharpe or myself it
told a storv the German general staff will be only to make it clear.
ASKS FOR CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM.
probably would have given much to
"If any of us should figure in tomorknow long before. He approached the
subject bv departing from the answer row's casualties it would be as nothing
to criticisms and referring to it as "the beside the object we all seek. I am not
here to deny shortcomings, but I think
plan for the war."
"I think I understand Senator Cham- I can say "this: that where we have
berlain felt there wasn't any plan," said found such shortcomings or mistakes we
Secretary Baker. "I don't know how the have made every effort to correct them.
committee and the country felt about it, I most earnestly ask that when you
****.
Nth****'
•**■***
tr
hut 1 want to" say uiere
To a plan: It s nav
the only possible plan under the circum- ing, whether it seems well founded or
not, that you instantly refer it to me
"It must be remembered that this war', in order thai; the processes of the departbroke out in August, 1914, and we went ment may sift the truth."
From Senator Chamberlain's speech
into it in April, 1917. So that for two
and a half years it had been going on. Mr. Baker said it had seem to him that,
It was not as if an immediate plan could although it was not the senator's purpose to make it appear so, the country
be made for the war's prosecution.
"But we were coming into this war got an impression from the failures and
which had been going on over two and a delays that made them "disproportionhalf years in which all the military ca- ate to what was going on."
SHORTCOMINGS ONLY "INSTANCES."
pacity, the inventive genius and the inThe secretary said there might be
dustrial resources of these other greatest of countries had been engaged on the "instances of sortcomings, but only instances."
problem of what the war was to be.
• When he appeared previously Mr.
SEAS INFESTED WITH U-ROATS.
"It was not for us to decide the thea- Baker said it "was with the intention of
ter of war. That theater was in France. being frank," but despite this desire he
It was not for us to decide the line of seemed "to have left the feeling that I
communication. It was three thousand was fencing in defense of some of my
miles away, with one end infested with subordinates." He denied any such insubmarines. It was not for us to de- tention and said, when he concluded, if
cide whether maneuvers in the open there was anything else the committee
should be attempted. Men already were desired to investigate he would do everything possible within his power to asin the trenches in a death grapple."
sist, "without fear or favor," and to efHAD TO CO-OPERATE WITH ALLIES.
"Our problem was and is to get over fect any improvement.
SHOCKED BY CHAMBERLAIN LETTERS.
and get at the enemy. It was not for vis
The secretary said that when he heard
to map-out, at the war college, an ideal
plan of campaign, a theoretical plan. of the two letters read by Senator ChamOur problem was to get into co-opera- berlain concerning bad treatment of sick
soldiers he immediately asked Mr. Chamtion with Great Britain and France and
our other friends in the most immediate berlain for all the details.
"I want to follow those through to the
and most efficient way.
very end," said he, "and find out who
"That problem couldn't he decided
is responsible, in order that I can punhere. It can't be described in words.
It is so extraordinary and so vast that ish the guilty."
Although more than 1 million men are
it must be seen and studied on the under arms in this country,, Mr. Backer
ground before it can be comprehended said, the number of complaints received
at all."
have been relatively sma,|l, probably not
Mr. Baker told of the coming of the more than eighteen. In each instance,
British and French missions with Bal- he said, investigations have been made
four and Joffre. These men were seen
in the halls of Congress, but few people immediately.
Some reports, the' secretary said, have
saw the staffs of trained experts they not proved spurious upon inquiry,
brought with them and who distributed while others had, in which case correcthemselves through the War Departtions followed.
ment.
WHY BODY WAS SHIPPED NAKED.
FOREIGN EXPERTS CAME TO HELP.
In the case of the body of an officer
"They were the most brilliant men in who died at an aviation training school
(iin|* Avniipg".ho gaid .llEyerv country i .-:_.-- — i- if.T: ,-i, }; pr:;r ;,:> :\ shoot. Sf\or.oT
i has sent us that sort of experts.
tary Baker said, inquiry developed that I
I "Even as these experts talked," Secre- the camp was in charge of a British |
| tary Baker said, "the story they told
aviation officer, who- followed the BritI grew old. Weapons they had helped to
ish method of sending bodies home un-j
develop had become obsolete before they
clothed, the man's clothes being shipped |
could be gotten to the front.
in a separate parcel. An American offi"This is a moving picture," he said.
cer was then put in charge.
"It was necessary that we have eyes
Another complaint of neglect of a pathere to see and report and we sent Gen- tient at Camp Wheeler, he said, develeral Pershing and the major part of the oped that it was unjustified and resulttrained personnel of the army—that ed from the "distressed imagination of|
pitiful handful of trained men."
the widow."
General Pershing now reports daily in
There still are in the hands of the incablegrams that run into hundreds and
even thousands of words, he added.
(Continued on Ninth Page.)

BAKER BARES PLANS

HALF MILLION THERE SOON
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ny's plant, where artificial and natural gas will be mixed to give the city an
Washington Boulevard is the big % million cubic feet capacity reservoir where
ck building near the reservoir is the m eter room for the artificial gas and the
gas from the high pressure mains into the reservoir. A block north is the
s manufactured.
ition necessarily slows down the minig and shipment of coal.
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SALES

CHICAGO IS SHOVELING OCT.''

A Train Kills Three Snow Shovelers
in the Yards.
CHICAGO, Jan. 28.—The Middle "West
was still trying to extricate itself from
snow. Four inches fell this morning"
and continued fall tonight and tomorrow, with colder weather, was scheduled.
Traffic was demoralized,
several
schedules being annulled, and all passenger trains were_jtrrtying hours^fete.
Driving snow obscured the view of the
engineer of the fast New York Central
mail express and three snow shovelers
were killed and two seriously injured
when they struck in the7 local yards.
Another trackman was struck by a Panhandle freight "engine and fatally injured.
MORE CARE IN SELECTING MEN.
Medical Officer Cautions Draft Boards
Against Laxity.
Capt. C. F. Jenkins of the Medical Officers' Reserve Corps at Camp Funston
spoke- to twenty-nine members of the
local draft board today at the city hall
on the subject of medical examinations
of the draft men. He said the draft
boards should be more careful in their
selection of men. Too many have' been
passed with physical defects, which
caused their rejection later at the
camps. The boards ' were ^especially
warned against taking men with tuberculosis or hernia. Men who tend toward hysteria or neurasthenics should on
no account be accepted. The men should
be practically void of physical defects
and should be fit to be used as "shock
troops."
A number of the local boards have
started physical examinations.
il

\THE THIRD MENINGITIS DEATH,
Dread Disease Was Fatal to Mrs.
Grace Picrson.
The third death from cerebro-spinal
meningitis within the month occurred
Saturday night. Mrs. Grace Pierson, 34
I years old, wife of A. I. Pierson, 2812
I Robert Gillham Road, was taken to the
I General Hospital Thursday night and
I died Saturday. Two other cases have
I been taken to the hospital since SaturI day, making eleven in the isolation
ward.
'.'Meningitis is becoming a problem in
Kansas City," Dr. Eugene. Carbaugh,
new health commissioner, said today.

KANSAS

CITY HAS OUTDONE
DAILY AVERAGE.

THE

Certificates Amounting to .$33,00O a
Day Have Been Sold Since the
Campaign Started—Total
Now $033,000.
Kansas_City_ has_ayersuhacribei_its
baby bond quota to date. However, to
obtain the required quota of 6 million
dollars, it will be necessary to sell
$20,000 worth of baby bonds every day
this year.
Although the bonds were placed on
sale December 3, the campaign dates
only from January 1. Since December
3, the total actual sales of baby bonds at
the postoffice and the Federal Reserve
Bank, the main distributing points, have
aggregated $633,000.20. This is an average of approximately $33,000 a day, considering the campaign as having begun
January 1.
MINT DOUBLE PLEDGES.

The sale of bonds and thrift stamps at
the registry window of the Federal Building aggregate $439,343.40, since December 3
Those of the Federal Reserve
Bank total $223,756.80 since that time.
Besides the actual sales, pledges
amounting to several hundred thousand
dollars have been procured by the women's committee of, the baby bond campaign and the men's teams which started
a drive last week and will end Saturday
night.
Many persons who signed pledges have
failed to purchase bonds or thrift
stamps. Others who agreed to purchase
a certain amount of stamps have purchased many times the original ainount
stipulated on the pledge cards.
QUOTA IS $20 FOB EVERYONE.

Although the quota for Kansas City is
considered unusually high, Kansas City
will respond in the same manner it has
responded to all the other campaigns for
raising money to finance the war. and
oversubscribe its quota, E. M. Clendening of the general committee said today.
The quota of 6 million dollars pro
rated among the residents of Kansas
City is $20 for every man1, woman and
child.
The members of the men's teams canvassing the business districts today will
report the success of the campaign at
luncheon at the Hotel Baltimpre Friday.
"TVIP Thousand Dollar
Club," com-

iBIIII III
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■
poscjd of forty members, organized to
vent an epidemic, for the disease is procure a thousand $1,000 subscriptions,
only infectious and is not contagious." has obtained 3813, it was announced today. The campaign will be continued
Officers Caught Safe Blower.
_ GAKDEN CITY, KAS., Jan. 28.—An at- until a million dollars' worth of bonds
v
tempt to rob the postoffice at Pierce- is sold.
ville, near here, this afternoon was BOY BUYS FIFTEEN BABY BONDS.
frustrated and the burglar caught and
lodged in jail. He gave his name as Besides 15 "War Stamps, Also, Jack
J. A. Simmons and intimated that local Parsell Has $500 in Liberty Bonds.
persons might be ..implicated.
Four
Jack Parsell, son of W. B. Parsell, 608
ounces of nitroglycerin were found on East Njnth Street, of the mechanical
his person.
department of The Star, has bought fifKansas City Sailor Cited for Bravery. teen baby bonds and fifteen war stamps.
He also has $500 in Liberty bonds.

"And I just wanted to know whether
it was against the law."
O. E. Shouse, 2406 Myrtle Avenue, a
traveling salesman for the Douglass
Candy Company of St. Joseph, concluded a telephone conversation with
John T. Wayland, vice-chairman of the
baby bond campaign committee,- that
way today. He had just been telling
how he sold 160 bonds on the rounds of
his territory in the central part of the
state.
Mr. Wayland told him it\ was not
against the law for a salesman or his
company to purchase bonds and resell
them, but that a man who can sell that
many probably would be "investigated"
if he. stopped selling them.

,«;"
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BRITISH LOST FEW LAST WEEK.
Of 8,588 Casualties, Less Than Two
Thousand Were Killed.
LONDON, Jan. 28.—British casualties in
the week ending today were 8,588) divided' as follows:
Killed or died of wounds—officers,
25; men, 1,714.
. Wounded or missing—officers, 128;
•men, 6,721.

• • • • i

These figures represent the virtual
cutting in half of British casualties as
compared with the previous week when
Philip F. Sturhahnn, who was recently 17,043 were reported.
cited by Secretary Daniels for bravery.
,,, , ,.,

|
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ast June, lived at 14 East Thirty-second | Friends of Chief Figure in "Ever
[Street with his mother, Mrs. Matilda |
glades" Cases Hope tor Pardon.
Meyer. A cutter in which he and other j T];ie tnjr(j respite from going to the
members of the Newport News had vis- I penitentiary has been granted, by Presiisted the shore capsized. The crew sue-1 .
Iceeded in reaching some rocks. The tide : dent Wilson to Dr. Edward C. Chamwas rising so rapidly that they could j *erB. ,thf ?,hlff ,flg"re in 2}? Ft or,d*
not reach shore and launches in the vi-. Everglades land cases. The attempt
for Doctor ChammU
n0t
V
U h
EJ°^L
l°lCl nand
™ !an°com-1
„! jbers still continues. The respite grants
Ito help
them. Jtl
Sturhahnn
I a. 60-day stay. Francis M. Wilson,
Inanion waded out in the rough water United States attorney, has recommendand succeeded in securing a line from ed against any form of clemency.
one of the launches, resulting in the
rescue of the 'crew and the saving of the
Have you ENLISTED in the Army of
cutter.
Savers? Buy War-Saving Stamps!
c»e, •

memory of my dear mother, Susan
Alters; who passed into tile higher lite
(go today :
He
•y lingers in my mind.
Ami can never, never perish:
I would not call had; to sorrow and gloom,
My beloved mother if I oonkl.
For we have a promise given,
Those "with faith and trust shall enter heaven.
How precious the thought—if we live as God requires,
.
We shall meet again in the "Great Beyond.
DAUGHTER L1DA.
2412 Peery.
IN loving memory of our dear mother, Mrs. Sarah
Gnllup-Albertson, who died one year ago today,
January 28 :
For days and nights you bore your pain ;
Physicians were all in vain ;
They folded your hands, dear loved one ol ours,
And laid you away amidst beautiful flowers
In a sunny slope in Woodlawn . —
---R*ta^-WTTU~lrr;u'ed car darling mother,
With the calm and peaceful dead.
How we miss you, mother, dearest, none out
we can tell.—Sadly missed by sons and daughters.
IX sad and loving memory of our dear boy, husband, daddy and brother, Ralph Edward Gaitside, who left us two long years ago today, January 2S, 1916:
., .
Sleep on, dearest one. such a life as thine
Has not been lived in vain.
But sheds an influence rare, divine,
OnVlives that hero remain.
—With hearts full of sweet remembrance, and
missed so much by father, mother, wife, little
sons, sister and broil
uemory of our dear husband
l.\
•orge Turner, who died three
er, 111'.
r, January 28, Win:
Gone but
not forgotten.- Wife, son and daughter:
IN sad and loving memory of our dear son am!
brother. Charles Adams Pierce, who died one
year ago today.—Mr. aud Mrs. C. A. Pierce and
family.
.
IN loving memorv of our dear daughter and sister.
Sara Rowena Miller, who passed away six years
a"0 today.—Dr. W. A. Miller and family.

DIED.

„,„,,„_

DIED—S?ster~Mary Louise (Kennedy), of the
order of Sisters of Mercy, at St. Johns Hospital, Joplin, Mo., Saturday morning January 26,
at 4 o'clock. Funeral from the Mother Home St.
ademv St John and Ilardesly. Monday
Ague
ary 28, at
at_ 8S o'cloc
oVlock^ Jlie Rev.
.lanuary
Father Tief officiating.
Interment
Mount St. "Mary's -Cemetery.

FLORISTS
Fresh
ARTISTIC funeral designs and decoration
cut flowers and blooming plants; quick delivery.
Linwood
3399.
Linwood Floral Co.. 31st and Park.
FLOWERS for funerals artistically arranged.
W. J. Barnes's Greenhouses, 38th and Euclid.
Both phones. Auto delivery.
FLOWERS for all occasions, blooming plants. A.
Luther, 27th and College; Home Linwood 210,
Bell East 5417.
_^__^__

PRINTER'S Apprentice—Young man with one or
Under this heading, 2% cents a ™°rd-™,\"d'''t""t
two years' experience in composing room. ApSO cents. Applicants for positions are advised noi^
answer
to
ply foreman composing room, Union Bank Note Co.,
to inclose original recommendations
1
(illi
and Central.
ads—send duplicate copy only. _
SALESMAN, now employed, under draft age, wants
AUTO trimmers; I want 3 g 1 all around auto __ road work at once. Address G, 127 Star.
trimmers; can guarantee st< .„,lv work and good SHIPPING clerk wanted, one experienced in
wages; must lie able to reco'ver tons and do all
wholesale furniture preferred ; position in a 70.around repair work; if you cannot produce the 000'population city in Kansas
Call for Wagner
work do not answer this ad. Address Vehicle Sup- at the Victoria Hotel between H and fl:30 Monday.
ply Co.; Wichita, Kas. _i
'srOUY dispenser with drug store experience.
AUTO Mechanic—First class, who is capable of ' Zinn's drug store, 31st and Prospect.
taking full charge of garage.
Address E, ooa
STOREKEEPER—One capable of taking charge of
Star.
storeroom stock and handling book records; exAUTOMOBILE Mechanic—Steady work for right cellent chance for advancement; state particulars
party; repair all classes of ears; no dubs oi fullv. Address E, 471 Star.
,
school mechanics wanted.
Commercial Garage, TAILOR and bushelinan wanted at once
1116 Southwest Blvd.
Troost :
class
:
reference
required.
470Sooth
uted.
inker '
BAKER
aid st
Apply 4Q1 Missouri bldg., 11121 Grand.
BAKER—First class, wanted; $25 week; 1 days.
208 West 12th. ,
.
■=BARBER—First class,~ steady ; bring tools, ready
to work.
1611 Grand.
BARBER Wanted- -First class; $15 vveek guarantee ; steady job young married man. 2bua i-.
TEAMS and trucks to haul coal. Liberty Coal Co.
31st.
12th and Jackson,
BARBER Wanted—$14 guarantee;
over $20 ; married man preferred.
Belton, Mo.
$17 guarantee. 11. MaughBARBER -First clas
ermor Ellis. Kas.
BOILER Makers—Also handy men and helpers.
G. T. O'Maley,
machinists, also handv men and helpers; locomo- TINNERS wanted; young men.
ISth and McGee.
tive engineers for switching service and locomotive firemen, experienced only; pipefitters, locomo- TRANSITMAN level man and draftsman wanted
for survey of 30 miles highway, for purpose of
tive experience' required; steady work; transportation furnished if accepted.
Room 210 1 anania paving same; above men must tie able to take
cross-section
notes, plat and compute quantities
Hotel bldg., fl 15 Ma ill,
of same
Write when you can report and fcllary
BOOKKEEPER—Experienced : apply person and desired.
W.
J.
Armstrong, county engineer. Great
bring letter in your own handwriting. MaxwellBend. Kn
MeClnre-Filts Dry Goods Co., 8th and Bank.
p
UPHOLSTERER
wanted; capable of running shop;
BOY wanted for all around work in cleaning shop.
must have some cash.
M. F. Egan, Chanute,
I.ynbrook Cleaners. 30th and Prospect.
BOY for messenger and office; good opportunity. WAITER—Colored, experienced; $6 and room
Apply 403 Postal bldg.
.
__
Hotel Peun. ilth and I'enn
BOY—About 16, to deliver aud work in our ship- WATCHMAN for Janitor work ; one experienced in
ping department; must be neat, corteous and
care of boiler. Address E, 086 Star.
aide to write clearly; salary $7: splendid chance
for advancement. Apply Detmer Woolen Co., 1114 WATCHMAKER—Good "one who understands en:
graving.
Inquire Klein Jewelry Co.,
1029
Grand ave.
Main si.
BOYS that live at home and must know city. YOUNG men for work in- factory. Apply supenii
2nd w. nth
tendent, Bailey-Reynolds Chandelier Co., 91;
Alpha Floral Grand aye.
BOYS—16 years old, for delivery.
.
- .
Co.
all factory to till I
YOUN«
BOY—Colored, co leliver nights; able, lo ride
orders; none but experienced need apply. West
wheel.
Apply G o'clock, Collins & Robinson, ern Union Mfg. Co., 18th and Central.
30th, and Main.
YOUNG man wanted to drive car.
BOY—Residing on Kansas side; must be 16, to deliver packages; references required.
Palace
Clothing Co.

■
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BOY wanted to deliver for cleaning shop. Apply
1214 Broadway.
BOY—About 18 year ; old for retail paint store;
good future for br ght. active young man; salary to start $10 per week. Address E, 714 Star.
BOY—Office, of 17 years, for mail;
per week : must be neat and wit
SHAW TRANSFER CO.,
chance for advancement. Address E, 7
209 West 14th St.
BOY wanted to do collecting; must I e over 18
years of age. Call 812 Scarritt bldg.
SOCIETIES^
BOY with wheel to deliver packages. Ideal Dye
House, 609 East 12th.
KANSAS CITY Lodge No. 220, A. F.
Wyandotte Cleaners, 1104 Wyanand A. M., will meet in stated com- BOY wanted,
dotte.
munication promptly at 7 o'clock Monday evening, January 28, at the Masonic BOY—18 years old, work in grocery store; must
E. Whyte Grocery
have reference; $10 week.
Temple.
There will be work in the
GOOD POSITION FOR FIRST CLASS MEN.
first and second degrees and the regular Co., 1110 McGee.
order of business.
Members please bo on time. BOY to deliver and work in grocery experienced.
622 East 12th.
Visitors cordially invited.
HARDING B. MANARD, W. M.
BCSHELMAN and, presser wanted; steady posi,T. M. M'DONALD. Sec.
'
tion. Address 10.' 087 Star.
~
ALBERT PIKE Lodge No. 219. A. F. CANDY Helper—Must have retail experience; good
and A. M.. will meet in regular comsalary to the right mau. The Rose Candy Shop,
munication this (Monday) evening, Jan- 25 N. Broadway, Oklahoma City, Ok.
l have a position to offer
uary 28, 7 o'clock, instead of 7:30, at CHAUFFEURS—Experienced Fo'rd drivers : must A FIRST CLASS ENGRAVER FOR JEWELRT.
the Temple, 15th St. and Troost ave.
Permanent position and good salary to the one
know city; best of references; no boys or amaExaminations and work in the second teurs need apply, between 1 and 3 p. m.
704 who can qualify.
Visiting brethren are cordially invited to Linwood
_
-_ WANTED—25 to 50 foreigners for stone quarry;
CIIAS. BEGGS, W. M.
stondv work:, board--yourselvesty-repjy -■
CLERK—Drug: need not be registered. Apply In
Ad
how many men you have and nationality
p, rson. Ward Ding Co.. 1000 W. IQIIi.
L'AliK Looge No. 017, A. i. uuu.A. M.
packing
house
depart- dress E, 547 Star.
—Regular communication this eve- CLERKS—Experienced,
WANTED—A first class man and wife for farm
mental
work;
state
particulars
fully;
good
opning at 7:30 at hall. 6704 Cleveland.
work; with or without children; woman to help
Regular order of business. Visitors wel- portunity tor advancement. Address E, 808 Star. do housework. Home phone Linwood 2856 or 2ol8
COLLECTOR for Installment furniture house; must
come.
T. I. JOHNSON, W. M.
Mersingtoii
ave.
he_scJiCT_a]ia_miergctic. . Address E, 815 Star.
T. W. FERGUSON. Sec.
Have you ENLISTED in The
Sl'ECI \L
communication
Wyaudotte COOK wanted, with equipment to run permanent
Army of Savers?
camp boarding house ; 20 to 100 men. Address
Lodge No. 3, A. F. and A. M., TuesBuy War-Savings Stampji_!__
/__
day, beginning 10 a. in.
Work in the E, 548 Star,
SALESMEN WANTED^^
^
COOK and helper wanted ; good man and wife
degrees. Visitors welcome.
preferred ; write Box 53, Overland Park, Kas.
G. W. HULI W. M.
Under-this heading. 3 cents a word, minimum io
H. W. HAVILAND. Sec.
COOK for.short order and counter work. 100 W. cents. Charged ads Z» coifs per agate line, miniBANNER Council No. 282, K. L.
91 a St.
mum 2 lines. Out-of-town ads payab?e in ati^aKce.
of S., will hold its regular COOK—White man or woman.
400 Southwest
meeting this Tuesday; evening at
blvd., Rosedale.
SALESMAN—Specially '"salesman; high PJ"™^6?'
its hall. 1330 Grand ave. Pay COOK—Experienced short order man at once ; .$16
successful man who values his time at $o,U)0 to
dues at hall or R. H. Do Lancey's
per week to start.
6819 Independence road, $10,000 per year as representative for a well esoffice, 1332 Grand ave. Visiting
tablished
and successful corporation; wo have a
Sheffield.
members welcome.
for manufacturers ami wholesalers which
Apply servn
DELIVERY/ Man- -Married, for grocery.
DR. C. F. CLARK, Pies.
usually salient features and which is
posse
604 Main.
ANNA CAIIILL.
backed by overwhelming indorsement of leading
KANSAS City Coinniandery No. 10, DISHWASHER wanted, experienced ; good wages. concerns throughout the country : our men are u»w
Karnaze's Lunch, 549 Minnesota ave.
Home
^77.
Knights Templar, will meet in spemaking from $100 to $250 per week and we wish
lfc>\ clod conclave Monday afternoon at 5 West, 495,
to connect with the right man for this territory;
o'clock, Ivauhoe Masonic Temple, 33d DRIVER—Industrious young man for laundry telephone appointments will be arranged with those
route ; must be a hustler and furnish cash bond : who answer this advertisement, giving definite Inand Woodland: work ill the order of
Hyde Park Laundry, 3032, Giuliani formation as to past records ami qualifications and
the Red Cross, Malta and Temple good salary.
^ Supper at 6:30: all visiting knights Road.
where they can be reached by phone or letter on
DRIVER for Ford truck ; steady job to experienced, and after Wednesday; this is a straight commission
CLAUDE O. TESCH, Com.
cordially invited.
reliable man.
City Cleaning Co., 531 Minne- proposition; a very unusual oue, on which a clean,
McLANAHAN, _Rec.
GEO.
_____ high grade specialtv man can make as high as
1, sota ave.
KANSAS" CITY Lodge No.
of Pythias, meets this DRUGGIST Competent: good suburban store; $10,000 a year. Address G, 44 Star.
cuing at 8 o'clock. 1330
ncesf qxpe
experience, salary. Address E,
state references,*
684 Star.
'
ENGINEER to fire boiler and run engine at the
Brady bldg., i US Main St.
Apply Room 34.
ENGINEERING Draftsman—Experienced in deHigh grade proposition, easy to sell, paying 1
signing anil detailing steel structures, tanks,
machinery parts, piping foundations and general per cent dividend monthly ; stock worth $2, but
plant layout; in reply state experience, qualifica- still selling at $1; want good men for nearby
Call today.
tions anil salary expected. The Smith Gas Engin- country towns; bring references.
Liquid'Wealth Oils Co., 1509 Waldheim bldg.
eering (.'P.. Lexington, O.
WANTED—SALESMEN
TO
INTERVIEW
LIVE
FLOUR and feed packers wanted; good wages. 8
PROSPECTS; OIL COMPANY; NEW PLAN;
hours per day.
Write or wire Mauey Milling
MAPS
AND
SELLING
OUTFIT;
CLEVER
Co.. Omaha, Nell.
BUSINESS;
A
2700 STUFF THAT GETS. THE
GROCERY Clerk- -Experienced, wanted.
QUICK MONEY GETTER.
SEE MR. VOGEL
Kast 18th.
AFTER 1 P. M., 419 LATHROP BLDG.
HEAD Walter—Must have had previous experience
STOCK SALESMEN.
in large restaurant. Apply 208 West 12th. ApWe want higii grade salesmen to sell automobile
ply Mr. Rebori.
stock; demonstrators completed; two carloads ma
1IOKSES1IOER and blacksmith wanted 7 o'clock terial In factory, more on the way; have ome
Monday morning. 1816, Harrison.
C. G>
gootl territory open; investigate at once.
HOUSE Boy—Good : colored ; references.
I'rouhet & Qb., 542 Lathrop bldg.
:
Linwood 2071.
WE have nil unusual and seasonable investment
JANITOR wanted, colored, married, no children.
proposition in which wo could use two good
Apply 736 New York .Life bldg.
Home Main Business men possessing some selling ability, and
8108.
having some acquaintance. Call or address E. S.
JANITOR—2 basement rooms partly furnished to Truitt & Co., 101 Keith & Perry bldg.
Phone
attend furnace.
Inquire east door, 611 West Main 3 444.
.
10th.
LIVE men with clean records in best city and
in the oil
JANITOR for apartments : must be experienced;
every town to co-operate with
good references. Call Home East 4994.
business; no experience necessary. „ et in touch
LAUNDRY' Help--Experienced flat work ind fin- with us. Werby Oil and Gas Association, Bonfil
ish washman. Kansas City Laundry.
bldg., Kansas City, Mo,
LAUNDRY Help—Wanted, wash man and wringer SATESMEN—Well dressed, high-powered men for
man to work daily, extra,6 till 9 p. in. Laundry
a permanent position to handle a state on somei Dept. Hotel Muehlebacli, 12th and Baltimore, rear thing new; income war tax forces them to buy;
capital required. W. H. Powell, Room 209 WebJ,,
i entrance.
LAUNDRY Help—Man wanted to run wringers. gate Hoto'
t l
v Warned—We
iVflnipil—vYo uaiu
uuiu luui
nici, "
nialiiuu
7 :30 a. in. yiate City Laundry, :i3 WOSL IUIL. SALESMAN
" 6 i-.
$100 per week; our contract guaranteed C7"
LAUNDRYMAN-—A practicable all around laundryApply
416
N. Y.
man ; no booze fighter. Marysville Steam Laun- Kansas City bank; investigate.
Life Bldg.
I dry. Marysville, Kas,
perienced
Scientific
American
introductory
MunLAUNDRY 'Help—Boy wanted, over 16.
•»'••»•••»•••'
offer; premium proposition; $1 commission. 40,
ger's Laundry. 1033 E. 12th.
.
.
-_—
MACHINIST Wanted—First class, to take care of Missouri Bldg.
about 150 machines for overalls and pants, in- WANTED—Salesmen who know the stock selling
Call Monday, 209 Republic.bldg.
cluding Reece and Union Special machines; good
salary.
Apply Miller Manufacturing Co., Fort SOLICITORS—Two ; new proposition ; guarantee
and commission. 522 Siiuken_bldg^
Worth, Tex.
;
MAKEUP man wanted at once; A No. 1, fast and
AGENTS WANTED—MALE.
reliable; also linotype operator; night shift;
good wages; permanent situation; union shop. Sa- ^Zhuler thii.< heading, S cents a word, minimum iO
cents Charged ads 20 cents per agate line, minilina Daily Union. Saliua, Kas.
MAN—White, married, to drive coal wagon, $1"
Home East 229.
per week to start
EXPERIENCED 'portrait men wanted, country
MAN—Colored : to take .care of steam plant and
work; expenses advanced. Roberts Portrait Co.
help around kitchen. 2822 Troost.
EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES.
Progress
MAN—Night man wanted in garage.
Independence ave.
Garage, 381
Under this heading, C cents a word, minimum
^l/^yi Steadv anil reliable, with $200 and services; SO cents; charged ads 1,0 cents an agate line. Outwages $30.week. 401 Finance bldg., 1011 Balti- of-town adspayaMe^jn^advance^^
more.
MAN Colored, to help on furniture truck ; must ABLE bodied men 35 to -45 years old; inside factory work; $2.75 per. day; permanent. Interbe experienced in handling furniture and stoves
natd£nal_J^mployjuenj_JMireau, 113- West 6th.
Stein Furniture and Carpet Co., 1429 Grand.
I "MAN—Colored, neat appearing, for steady work as COMBIN' iTl'uN'cook, fry cook, waiters, waitresses
out of city; kitchen men; hotel porter (out)
janitor; must have references.
Apply Royal
Jones-Smith Co., 312' East 12th.
,
Theater, between 8:30 and 11 :.",() a. in.
wanted.
622
E.
12th.
MEAT cutter
FEMALE.
Call Fold's Market, 8th
I MEAT cutter wanted,
Vn7cT7h7s~he(iding, 2 % cents a word, minimum
and Minnesota^
I MEAT cutter' wanted; good wages to good man. 10 cents Applicants for positions are advised not
to
inclose original recommendations in answer to t
705 Qnlndaro blvd. Home West 1748.
ads—scud dupliculc. copg only.
[
IXlF.N wanted to work on trains as news agents.
' Van Noy Interstate Co., west wing Union Station. BOOKKEEPER and Stenographer—Wanted, experi—
enced lady ; state salary wanted. Atlantic StorI MEN t»TunR!a7l liimlier. Kansas City Second Hand
nge Battery Co., Atlantic._la.
Box Co., 34 Eying, K, C, Kas.
7-1 7K 2
BUS girls wanted.
Apply Uuiou Station lunch
Atlf.KER wauted. ' Bell Wt
I MOITDERS—Railroad work ; open shop ; steady emroom.
^
!
plovment. Berry Foundry, St. Joseph, Mo.
CASHIER wanted; 7 days a week; hours 4 p. m.
to
11
Pm.
Apply
at
Wolfernmn's,
1108
Walnut.
I NIGTiT Bookkeeper—Capable of handling Oliver
typewriter; position with reliable firm; good A si; for Miss Kelling.
I chance for advancement; state particulars fully. CHAMBERMAIDS—White, experienced, will find
good position witli board by calling linen room.
Address K, 468 Star.
I OFFICE boy, over 16; $27.50 to start; good op- Hotel Muehlebacli.
portunity.
Apply Rock Island Line, 710 Kail- CHAMBERMAID—Good, ^strong, white: room and
board, good wages. Home Main 8846.
way Exchange bldg.
OFFICE Work—Young man, 16 to 18 years old, tc CHAMBERMAID—Experienced, neat colored night
maid ; no other. Apply 720 East 15th.
start in with well established business when
I there is opportunity to work up to responsible po- CHAMBERMAID—Hotel: white; experienced; $8
per week. Cordova Hotel, \I2th and Penn.
I sitions ; bring written application. Patterson-SarCHAMBERMAID—Experienced,
settled
woman,
I gent Co.
white or colored, for part days. 320 W. 13th.
I 6FFICE Boy—Bright, clean office boy: state
perience and salary wanted.
Address O, t;:i COOK—Second, colored, experienced
work. Buckingham Hotel.
I Star.
.
PACKING and shipping clerk, in overall factory ; COOK—Colored, for boarding house.
Call 2421
'must be experienced. Western Union Mfg. Co.,
Troost av(
I ISth and Central,
COOKING and housework ; white girl ; small famPANTS operator; steady work year around ; piece
ily ; best wages; references required., Bell Waor week_w_ork. Apply at once, 800 Main st.
bash 234,
PVi'TFRN Makers Wanted—First class! steady COOKING and downstairs work; settled woman;
nosition: only those desiring steady position
tay nights: references. Phones South 751.
need apply; state experience; new, light, clean DISHWASHER for boarding house for husband's
shop; good working conditions.
Address E, 340
board and wages. 1320 Locust.
3354 Main st.
DISIIWASHER- -Colorei! woman.
jinpTOB wanted. 1. Katz, 12th and McGee.
South 3870.
TfoMfrj Colored; 2; between 10 and 18 years; FINISHERS on trousers; good work. 2508 Peery,
vhoel. Gardner & Shelton Drug Co.,
' 1091
GIRLS—Lunch girls, waitresses, chambermai7nT"a'n7I
PORTER—Experienced, wanted for saloon.
pantry girls for our hotels; West; experience not
Broadwa
necessary; transportation furnished; apply in per,••••«-good pay; must son, Fred Harvey's office, room 252. Union Station.
POUTER Wanted—Good hour
Call Homo .lack- GIRLS to work in factory; good salary to begin•ide motor cycle; references
son
ners. 02-i West 8th.
I POliTER Wanted—Good hours, good pay; must GIRLS—Strong, steady, for modern factory work;
ride motor cycle.
Call drug store, 59th and
$8 week to start; good chance for advancement;
Main.
steady employment. Apply 7 :30 Monday morning
PORTER—Witli references; work in drug store. at office, 02o Wyoming, Mrs. Campbell.
Corner of 14th and Grand ave.
GIRL—Chambermaid or general
ousewi rk; not
POR'l'ER Wanted—Apply at Packard Shoe Co.,
afraid of work : good home. 131 Locust.
11 E. 12lh.
GIRLS over 18 years age wanted to deliver telepiTESSFEEDERS;—Gordon job presses.
308 W.
grams: opportunity to attend telegraph school
and learn telegraph business free.
Postal Tele!••»•«
graph
Co., 800 Delaware.
BSSFEEDEK- -Experienced job press.
Apply
< ('. Slide C( .. 1015 Central.
GIRL- -Whit
general housework; no laundry;
good wa es ; city references.
PRINTER—Good job mall, In a medium sizt
3015 Holmes.
1307.
plant: permanent position. Address G. 1 Sta
Bell Sout
UUARRY. Laborers, Blacksmith—Camp board,
GIRL- -While, for general housework. Bell South
M. Spencer, Independence, Mo.
637, Home South 2272. 4601 Holme*.
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"that the question was decided infallibly. ' quartermaster general, but he believed • « •
••••
It might have been better to have used it accurate.
•••
the English Enfield. But I do mean to |
FOOD AND CLOTHING ADEQUATE
say
that
it
was
decided
conscientiously
|
Referring
to
conditions
at
Camp
MADALINE BRIGGS ADMITS SHOOTING
'•••
MRS. CHARLES FISHER AT COLLYER. and that now every man in this cpun- Meade, the secretary read from a letter • • • •
try intended to carry a rifle has one, from Major General Nicholson saying >* ••••••
and a rifle of better quality than if we ; there had never been a time when each ' • • • '
had adopted the existing type at the soldier had not had three suits of heavy »o•o•e•i
Officers Say They Are Unahle to Find
time."
underwear and sufficient heavy socks
What Was the Cause of the
"And," he continued, "although we He also, reported that the food situation
Quarrel
Treading
to
«
have sent soldiers to Europe much more was adequate.
the Tragedy.
rapidly than we ever thought we would
"I want to make one further observaor (jould, every soldier has not only tion," Secretary Baker proceeded, taking
a modern rifle, but has had practice with up army food. "I think it is not unfair
SAUNA, KAS., Jan. 28.—Mrs. Charles it. That also is true of every soldier
for me to say that in the provision of
Fisher, 41 years old, the wife of a res- who will go -to Europe."
food no army ever assembled anywhere
flStrrtmfr-man- at C»lh -'yypp'n Oonntv, I
TTT IfAf'TTf^r^
-mrr-"eyer. fed .at; ably, -as vvcM, ns'nu.tri-1
Turning to the machine gun question, tiouply>and as appetizingly as this army.
was shot through the heart and killed
Saturday night by Miss Madaline Mr.. Baker said that up to last April
FOOD OF HIGHEST QUALITY.
Briggs, 18 years old, a frienc/ of the the Lewis gun had not been satisfac"While there have been complaints
torily
tested
with
American
ammunition,
about other things, I think it is the
Fisher family.
although widely used by England. The
The women were in,the rear room at French, he said, never took the Lewis unanimous testimony that the food has
been of the highest quality, with no sugthe Fisher home, and Fisher, in the gun in any large number.
gestion of defect in its quantity or prepafront of the house, heard them talking
"The board," he added, referring to ration, ^nd"thaVgeVe7aily"the''foodi'prop
and heard the shot. The officers are the board he appointed in.the fall of osition has been carried out with the
unable to find what the quarrel was 1916 to test machine guns, "never de- most extraordinary success.'
layed for one second the procurement
Sites for the camps and cantonments
about or what caused the shooting.
of additional machine guns."
were next taken up by Mr. Baker. He
The
girl,
it
is
said,
acknowledges
she
f
He told of the navy's test of the detailed the war college's study of the
*"•«-* *--*
fired the shot. She was arrested and Lewis
gun last April with an army of-;subject and its recommendations that
gave, ?5,000 bond to appear for prelimi- ficer present and added:
j departmental commanders be required
nary trial at Wakeeney, Wednesday.
As a result of that test an immedi- t0 select camps in their respective jurisate order was given to the. Savage Arms dictions, with regard to healthfulness, • • • •
Company for Lewis guns. Large or'ders freedom from overflow or climatic con- • • • •
for Lewis guns have been given. We ditions interrupting training and other > • • • f
are advised, however, by General Persh- desirable and non-desirable considera- J 5-•O•••9t
••••
ing that he does not desire Lewis guns tions.
' • • • t
••••
for use on land. General Pershing and
"The principal places where camps • • • •
his staff desire them only for aircraft. were
selected were in the Southeastern, • « • «
FRENCH HAVE GOOD SUPPLY.
(Continued from First Page.)
Central and'Southern departments," Sec- 9 a » e
"In the meantime," said Mr. Baker, retary Baker continued, stating that Ma- • • • •
spector general nine cases being investi- "the French government is able to supply
••••
gated. Mr. Baker told of investigations us with light French guns and heavy jor General Wood, senior major general •••• ••••
which resulted in discharge of Lieut Hotchkiss guns for the troops that are of tile army, was then in charge of the • • • •
-••••
j Charles W. Cole and Lieut. John Q. abroad and that will be sent for the Southeastern Department.
«•••
«•••
SJME PRAISE FOR GENERAL WOOD.
Dwyer for neglect of patients, as pub- present.
► • » • • • «
lished in the newspapers Saturday and
Praising General Wood's experience
"We have ordered all the Lewis guns
Sunday. The judge advocate general we could get and have encouraged the and. qualifications to .select sites, Secreadvised adding a prison sentence to the company to extend its plant for increased tary Baker referred to the fact that the « • • •
dismissal and that is being considered. production. Ic h&s not yet begun to ex- general had been a medical officer and I 9 .• • ,
o
DOCTORS MUST BE CONSIDERATE.
pand to the extent we would like. Our
"The department sets its face against army abroad is provided with the guns also "originated the training camp* idea, [='"
that sort of callous disregard of soldiers' it has selected as adapted, to its use, carrying it to a demonstrated success ::.i'H^H
'«,V.V
health," Secretary Baker said. "I want and our supply is to supplement that." Plattsburg."
General Wood, he added, was "recog- |as3V
doctors and. the country to know that
Obviously, he said, there were not as nized
by common consent in the army as ^H <
their lives and the welfare are a re- many machine guns for camp training
t
sponsibility which I will not permit to as was to be desired, but he read a table the most capable to select camp sites and |/'oV
C « O l
» • • • f
be dodged or handled in a cavalier showing that on November 1 each, camp inaugurate a training camp system."
•
•
•
•
In
every
instance,
Mr.
Baker
said,
the
fashion."
or cantonment had been shipped thirty
While camp commanders are held re- Colt, sixty-five Lewis and'' forty-five boards, including medical officers, 'had jl
sponsible for health conditions, Secre- Chauchat guns, and-, in addition, each recommended the selected site and that II
•«««••tary Baker said, the surgeon general's regular cavalry regiment had been sup- the surgeon general, had been notified jl
• ••♦•»
<
office has daily inspections and he has plied with ten Lewis guns and each in- when the final selection was made.
In only one case—Camp Zachary Tay- I
appointed Dr. John A. Hornsby, a hos- fantry regiment with ten Chauchat.
pital expert, as his personal inspector.
"Practically all of these were shipped lor, at Louisville—was there a question, I
A telegram from Doctor Hornsby re- before the troops were ready for them; and Surgeon General Gorgas sent an ex- II
garding camp conditions Senator Cham- that is, before November 1," Mr. Baker pert sanitarian, who approved it.
"lam not raising any question with]!
berlain assailed, disclosed them "greatly said.
the surgeon general,"
improved," with mortality reduced and
CEOZIF.R ALWAYS ASKED FOR GUNS.
"ample accommodations for all sick."
On the question of big guns, Secretary after pointing out that it Uau Oeen sug-ii
Secretary Baker read a letter from Baker recalled that General Crozier, gested that the sites had not been re- '
Mrs. Mary Roberts Rinehart, the writer, chief of ordnance, had urged Congress ferred to that officer, "but I want it
who has a son in the service, commend- and the various secretaries of war con- perfectly understood that his departing hospital conditions she recently in- tinuously for larger programs, because ment was consulted and its advice fol* • • • • • '<
spected. Mrs. Rinehart said she was im- of the time it took to make the guns. lowed."
INCREASE SPACE IN CANTONMENTS.
pressed by Senator Chamberlain's "tragic The record served, he thought, to show
■ As to plans for the cantonment buildletters."
that General Crozier had realized .the ings,
the secretary said Doctor Gorgas
A SHORTAGE 01' WOMEN NURSES.
delay that must be faced and sought to had approved
the original plans and con-'
"But I feel the mothers of the country prepare in advance.
struction on the buildings was well adshould know," wrote Mrs. Rinehart,
"We had a limited amount of artillery vanced
when a committee of the Ameri"that the number of such cases is small. and our first step," the secretary said,
It is cruel to allow every mother to "was to speed up that already ordered can Medical Association urged that the
air space per man be increased to fifty
judge,the medical corps because here and in process of manufacture."
cubic feet. After a conference with Sec- J
and there men are unwillins or unable
Army experts were sent abroad to retary
Baker and General Gorgas in the J
tdgive the care that is their luty. There study the question. Early in June it was
SHH^^H
are conditions to be remedied. The intimated that France had so far acceler- former's office, at which the committee
shortage of women nurses is serious. ated her industrial program that "the de- was present, this was done. The comBut of cruelty and indifference I have mands of industry would not fully occu- mittee, Mr. Baker said, agreed that it i
found nothing. Ninety-nine out of a py her resources and that she could would be unwise to stop building, and
hundred boys are receiving better care supply artillery for American forces, the course adopted was to add to the
number of barrack buildings and reduce
than they could afford at home.
then going to France, without curtailing the number of men assigned to each.
"And I wish to point out further," her own forces.
.,
In only one instance, at Camp Devens,
added Secretary Baker, "that the very
"An agreement was made July 13 or
heads of the medipal profession, the 14," Mr. Baker continued, "by which Mass., he said, had the 50-foot rule.been j
masters of the profession, are in con- the French government agreed to supply
stant touch with\he surgeon general."
the principal pieces of 75 millimeter
No army could be raised in any coun- field guns and 155" millimeter rapid
try, the secretary contended, without fire howitzers needed for the American
danger from communicable diseases. forces being sent abroad. The AmeriAll that could be done was to provide can government wished to adopt the
every means of science to meet that quickest solution to get the largest supdanger. That, he insisted, was being ply in the shortest possible time. At
done.
that time, although we were sending
AS TO THE ENFILD RIFLE.
troops to France, it was not in any large
Taking up Senator Chamberlain's at- numbers—a matter somewhat for the re• • '-• W~m '.
tack on the ordnance bureau, Mr. Baker mote future."
said that men's minds differed about
"You thought it was better to use the
the types of guns to be used and about French facttories instead of waiting to
the1 quantity. He then disclosed that -build) our own?" asked Senator Reed.
the decision to adopt the so-called reSHIPS TH,E CRUX OF THE PROBLEM.
chambered Enfield rifle was reached
"Exactly," the secretary replied. "Also
later one night in his office at a con- it saved tonnage. And I'm telling no
ference attended by General Pershing, secrets when I say that ships are the
who was preparing to go to France; crux of this problem, and every time we
General Scott, chief of staff; General can use French industrial resources inBliss, assistant chief; General Crozier, stead of making and sending our own
chief of ordnance, and General Kuhn, products we are doing it."
then head of the war college, and sevTURNING OUT ARTILLERY RAPIDLY.
eral other staff , officers "experts in
Statistics of manufacture in this counifles." It was late in May or early in try of artillery were given by Secretary
e.
Baker, some publicly and some to the
The American Springfield rifle, Sec- committee in confidence. He said, for
retary Baker said, "was admittedly the example, that the first 3-inch anti-airbest military rifle developed by any craft gun was deliyered this month and
country" when this . dicision was that its production is "rising steadily"
reached. There were in stock six hun- to an estimate of three hundred per
dred thousand of them.
month maximum.
ALLIES USE DIFFERENT RIFLES.
"So," he said in recapitulating, "I
It was not then known, Secretary think it is fair to say (and if there is
Baker contended, whether American a possibility that I am wrong I want it
troops would fight beside the British called to my attention) that the Amerior the French. The British used a rim can army in France, large as it is, and
cartridge rifle of one caliber and the the American army to be sent there,
French a rim cartridge rifle of another large as that is, are and will be procaliber. The British government had vided with artillery of the type ttiey
been prepared to re-arm the entire want as rapidly; as they can use it, and
British army with the Enfield when that our own stream of manufacture to
supplement this is in process, with de»•**'«■
the war broke' out in 1914.
of pieces rising steadily."
The excellence of the American wea- livery
Referring to a letter (from Captain
pon was so well known that the British Tardieu
to General Crozier, dated Dedecided to remodel their guns; but' the cember 21
last, Secretary Baker read
- • • •.-•^•. <
suddenness of the war prevented them
the statement that the output of the big
making the change.
guns
in
France
did
not
become
adequate
"That decision made that night," Mr. until 1916. Captain Tardieu expressed
Baker added, referring to the confer- the
<•-•'-••••••-•--,
that the United States would
ence held at which it was decided to makebelief
faster progress than had his own
change
the
American
rifle,
"had
the
• ~ - •••••••**
unanimous consent of every man at the country.
Senator Frelinghuysen said he underconference."
stood the shell making capacity of the
WOOD URGED EARLY CALL.
country had dropped 75 per cent after
After America entered the war, Mr. the United States entered the war, the
-«*-••••<
Baker said Major General Wood came to War Department having permitted
his office and advocated the necessity of plants to go out of business and be discalling out a large army. Secretary mantled.
Baker said there were not the clothes
Secretary Baker said he had no inforor arms, but General Wood replied he mation on that point, but would obtain
knew that, • but contended the men it for the committee. He suggested that
needed to live together for "preliminary plants built and owned by the British
training." He told General Wopd he government might have been dismantled
agreed that the army should be assem- and shipped to England.
bled as rapidly as possible, but it was
ALL UNIFORMS PURE WOOL.
the intention to build up the regular
Secretary Baker said the idea had gotarmy and the National Guard first and ten abroad that the American army unithen the national army.
form is part shoddy. He declared it is
Concluding his statement regarding all wool and that shoddy is put only in
-•»•••<
the decision to call many men early, Sec- overcoats and blankets,
retary Baker said:
"When we went into the war," he said,
"So, the determination ultimately was "the standard of the army uniform was
upon an attempt to call men for needed 75 per cent wool and 25 per .cent cotton.
training. It was deemed wise to put But that was changed, and now every
men into camp to learn living and' essen- yard is of virgin wool, with a large in• •••».>
of a soi&ier'ii life a rittlu iii~"rrtT- crease iii iis Su-eiiyUi.
vance before they be fully supplied with
Resuming his statement after the
luncheon recess, Secretary Baker read
arms."
a report showing 60 million shells are
GOOD RIFLES SENT TO CAMPS.
Regarding Senator Chamberlain's under manufacture- for delivery this
»•-*-statement that rifles originally sent to year, with an increase of 50 per cent in
camp were a "motley collection," Secre- manufacture of 75 milimeter and 3-inch
tary Baker said he did not object to the shells and 25 .per cent in heavier sizes
» • - -. - ~
term, but that the facts were that "we since the country entered the war.
To this report on progress of shell
had about 600,000 Springfield rifles and
»•*~ -~
<•*•»*•••<
making, Senator Frelinghuysen of New
something over 100,000 Krags.
"The German army, best prepared in Jersey said:
'**'•••••••••••••••••«••««.o
"From my information I am inclined
•••••• ••*..».««,..«..«.„.».. the world," he added, "furnishes an ob' •••*•••••••••••»•«........£ solete rifle for practice until men learn to challenge that statement." .
••*•
•••*•«•••••••••••••«•.,
Secretary Baker said it was hurriedly
• * **••*••••••••••••••»«.... to take care of a better weapon."
<>*»<»*<»:»««a«aa ••«»«»««^*©»«»
"I do not mean to say," he added, prepared by General Wheeler, acting
*••"■"•«•-«■•*■ • . — -•-.— -.■,,„.„ »»***».»«■,.
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BAKER BARES PLAN!
The Secretary of War Lifts the Veil
.
Jftf Secrecy From America's^
Operations.

HALF MILLION THERE SOON
Early This Year, Army In France
Will Reach That
Figure.
i
War Department Has'a Big Task; and
Is Doing Its Best, the Secretary Says.

MILLION MORE MEN

READY

Thirty-Two Divisions Are Fit Now
for Service, the Secretary
Asserts.
WASHINGTON-, Jan. 28.—The United
States will soon have more than % million men in France and more than 1%
million ready to send, Secretary.. Baker
told the Senate military committee this
afternoon.
As the climax of a day's explanation of
all that the military establishment had
done, freely confessing faults and imperfections, in so vast an undertaking,
but maintaining that out of each deficiency the remedy has been found, the
Secretary of War disclosed what hitherto has been guarded as a military secret
and what the German people little suspect.
Secretary Baker told the senators the
United States would have % million
fighting men on French soil early this
year and that 1% million American
troops in all would be available for for-

■ejgn .fntyi

:....

THIRTY-TWO DIVISIONS READY.

This great fighting force, probably
little expected by the German general
staff, will be composed of the men now
with General Pershing, the thirty-two
divisions of troops now in cantonments
and camps in the United States and
ready to move, Secretary Baker said,
and by the next increments to be drawn
and trained this spring under the Selective Service Law.
Elemental equipment of the men from
the United States is assured and the artillery 'necessary to their support will
come from the British and French governments, which have such an excess of
ordnance that they have on their own
initiative, offered to supply the guns
and save ships which would be used for
their transport.
The Secretary of War went even further and laid bare facts regarding preparations for the American aismy in
France which have hitherto been held.as
close "military secrets:
HAS Kt'Il.T I.OMi

RAILROADS.

Mr. Baker described to the committee
how the American army has built great
lines of railroads, one of them 600 miles
(long, up to its headquarters in France;
how'ports and terminals have been constructed to handle the great quantities of
supplies and equipment which the army
will need on the fighting line. All this
has been' done by Americans, and since
General Pershing's troops landed last
June.
BAKES TOI.D MANY SECBETS.

"We are using the eyes there to keep
up to what they want us to do."
The startling progress of the war in
the development of munitions will be
shown, he said, by the fact that weapons devised by American experts during the last few' months have been discarded.
BACK AJT~fioo~SETET.'rry""
Then taking up a copy of the Metropolitan Magazine for last. August, Mr.
Baker read a protest in its editorial
columns against the supposed policy of
the government to make its contribution
to the war financial and industrial,
"to hold off until the Allies win the war
for us."
A question brought out that Colonel
Roosevelt was then associate editor of
the magazine, which urged that "every
nerve be strained to get 150,000 to 200,000 men to France in 1917.
"I am disclosing no secret," Secretary
Baker said, pausing, "when I say that
we exceeded that maximum in 1917."
Chairman Chamberlain asked the
secretary why he could not, take the
public into his confidence in the matter.
Secretary Baker replied that he hesitated to do that. He referred to a statement by General Von Hindeuburg to the
effect that America was advertising her
intentions.
"But isn't it a fact that Germany has
known all about this?" persisted Senator Chamberlain.
"No," replied Secretary Baker. "The
German government is still mystified regarding the number of men now in
France."
WOULD HAVE DESTROYED OUB ARMY.

If the whole regular American army
had been sent into battle at once, Secretary Baker said, like England's, it would
have been destroyed.
In eloquent words Secretary Baker
described how France welcomed the first
American soldiers, peasants kissing, he
said, the hems of their coats.
MISTAKES ARE EXAGGERATED.

The mistakes cited in Senator Chamberlain's speech, Secretary Baker said,
gave a disproportionate aspect. Without intent, he said, the effect of the senator's speech was to give the country
the impression that the deficiencies
"were characteristic rather than occasional." He said he was not there to
defend individuals cr deny delays or
false starts. "But I thick I can say in
confidence that in them we iia»e t,uu(jii'L
the remedy."
Describing the spirit of army officers,
Secretary Baker said he had seen
"strong* grizzled men turn away from
his desk in tears" when they found that
they could not. go to France, "where the
glory of their profession lay," but must
remain in Washington to press forward
war preparations.
There was no case, he added, of any
officer who had not accepted his duty
with his whole heart.
Men of ' high places in civil life
throughout the country, he said, had
come to Washington to accept salaries
of office boys, many no salaries at all,
to place their experience at the disposkl
of the Nation.
"Gentlemen," said the
secretary,
speaking with great earnestness, "it
would be a tragical thing if this momentous effort were to deserve the comment that it had fallen down."
Tin: SATIOK

TOO IMPATIENT.

The impatience of the whole country
to "do this thing greatly," he said,
"probably inspired much of the criticism. Every one of us wants to see our
country hit like a man at the adversary."
"We look back over the past and see
that there have been shortcomings; that
there have been delays. There are
things that could have been better done.
l
But our effort is to learn.
"I have no purpose to defend individuals or myself. If I discuss here individuals by name; if I refer to General
Crozier or General Sharpe or myself it
will be only to make it clear.

Leaning forward and addressing the
senators earnestly, the Secretary of War
told a story the German general staff
ASKS FOR CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM.
probably would have given much to
"If any of us should figure in tomorknow long before. He approached the
subject by departing from the answer row's casualties it would be as nothing
to criticisms and referring to it as "the beside the object we all seek. I am not
here to deny shortcomings, but I think
plan for the war."
"I think I understand Senator Cham- .1 can say this: that where we have
berlain felt there wasn't any plan," said found such shortcomings or mistakes we
Secretary Baker. "I don't know how the have made every effort to correct them.
committee and the country felt about it. 1 most earnestly ask that when you
MMMfttriHiliMIMMM
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iny's plant, where artificial and natural gas will be mixed to give the city an
Washington Boulevard is the big % million cubic feet capacity reservoir where
ick building near the reservoir is the meter room for the artificial gas and the
II gas from the high pressure mains into the reservoir. A block north is the
|e manufactured.
dition necessarily slows down the mining and shipment of coal.

AHEAD

CHICAGO IS SHOVELING OUT. t
A Train Kills Three Snow Shovelers KANSAS
in the Yards,
CHICAGO, Jan. 28.—The Middle West
was still trying to extricate itself from
snow. Four inches fell this morning"
and continued fall tonight and tomorrow, with colder weather, was scheduled.
Traffic was demoralized, several
schedules being annulled, and all passenger trains were_arriying_ hpurs_!ate..
DriviriiTshow obscured the view of the
engineer of the fast New York Central
mail express and three snow shovelers
were killed and two seriously injured
when they struck in the' local yards.
Another trackman was struck by a Panhandle freight" engine and fatally injured.

MORE CARE IN SELECTING MEN.
Medical Officer Cautions Draft Boards
Against Laxity.

Capt. C. F. Jenkins of the Medical Officers' Reserve Corps at Camp Funston
spoke- to twenty-nine members of the
local draft board today at the city hall
on the subject of medical examinations
of the draft men. He said the draft
boards should bp more careful in their
selection of men. Too many have' been
passed with physical defects, which
caused their rejection later at the
camps. The boards ' were ^especially
warned against taking men with tuberculosis or hernia. Men who tend toward hysteria or neurasthenics should on
no account be accepted. The men should
be practically void of physical defects
and should be fit to be used as "shock
troops."
A number of the local boards have
started physical examinations.

IN

BOND

SALES

CITY HAS OUTDONE
DAILY AVERAGE.

THE

Certificates Amounting to $33,000
Day Have Been Sold Since the
Campaign Started—Total
Now $633,000.

Kansas City has__QVgrsuhsiLribed,-...its
baby bond quota to date. However, to
obtain the required quota of 6 million
dollars, it will be necessary to sell
$20,000 worth of baby bonds every day
this year.
Although the bonds were placed on
sale December 3, the campaign dates
only from January 1. Since December
3, the total actual sales of baby bonds at
the postoffice and the Federal Reserve
Bank, the main distributing points, have
aggregated $633,000.20. This is an average of approximately $33,000 a- day, considering the campaign as having begun
January 1.
MANY DOUBLE PLEDGES.

The sale of bonds and thrift stamps at
the registry window of the Federal Building aggregate $439,343.40, since December 3. Those of the Federal Reserve
Bank total $223,756.80 since that time.
Besides the actual sales, pledges
amounting to several hundred thousand > • • '<
dollars have been procured by the wom- • • '•
en's committee of the baby bond campaign and the men's teams which started
a drive last week and will end Saturday
night.
Many persons who signed pledges have »•••:«
failed to purchase bonds or thrift
stamps. Others who agreed to purchase
a certain amount of stamps have purchased many times the original Amount
THE THIRD MENINGITIS DEATH. stipulated on the pledge cards.
QUOTA IS $20 FOB EVERYONE.
Dread Disease Was Fatal to Mrs,
Although the quota for Kansas City is
Grace Pierson.
considered unusually high, Kansas City
The third death from cerebro-spinal will respond in the same manner it has
meningitis within the month" occurred responded to all the other campaigns for
Saturday night. Mrs. Grace Pierson, 34 raising money to finance the war. and
its quota, E. M. Clendenyears old, wife of A. I. Pierson, 2812 oversubscribe
of the general committee said today.
Robert Gillham Road, was taken to the ingThe
quota of 6 million dollars pro
General Hospital Thursday night and rated among
residents of Kansas
died Saturday. Two other cases have City is $20 forthe
every man1, woman and
been taken to the hospital since Satur- child.
day, making eleven in the isolation
The members of the men's teams canward.
the business districts today will
"Meningitis is becoming a problem in vassing
the success of the campaign at
Kansas City," Dr. Eugene, Carbaugh, report
at the Hotel Baltimore Friday.
new health commissioner, said today. luncheon
"The Thousand Dollar Club," com
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JVEWTOX n. BAKER,
United States ! ci'etary of War.

"Tell the truth" was the camouflage which Colonel Roosevelt threw in front of his attack upon President Wilson and
Secretary of War Baker, an attack which he began in this
city and whose viciousness is now revealed by the plain statement of facts given by the war secretary before the senate
committee.
Before the magnificent showing of the war department,
the attack stands revealed for what it was—an effort on the
part of a mad egotist to divide the people of this country into
warring camps, to capitalize the war for political purposes, to
discredit the leader of our nation in its most critical hour.
America has accomplished the miraculous, it has produced
guns in record time. It has equipped an army of greater size
than any of the allies dreamed was possible. It has fed that
army in a way no other army was ever fed.
Out of the million and more men called to camp, the
Roosevelt propaganda called attention to two isolated cases of
hospital neglect. Secretary Baker' admitted 18 complaints—
and showed the prompt measures of correction and punishment where there was guilt, a revelation of efficiency never before equaled.
The record as given by Mr. Baker is the answer to Roosevelt, who prated that this country was sending coffins, not
guns, to France; that it had prepared for the slaughter of our
boys, not their safety and fighting force.
America has produced a great fighting machine. It has
prepared to deliver the death blow to kaiserism. It has
equipped that army. Every move was directed by the best
brains of the country, acting on knowledge of conditions, using
every resource of industry and labor which the country
possesses.
The part played by the Kansas City Star in the Roosevelt
disgrace can be traced only to the fact that it has as its general manager a man whose abjuration of loyalty to the kaiser
came after this country was at war with Germany.
How far it was ready to go to spread suspicion was shown
today in its distortion of a letter froi.1 Mary Roberts Rhinehart, authoress and patriot. Her letter to Secretary Baker
asked only that he give to American mothers the truth that
their sons were being cared for, that every protection of health
is thrown about them, that they were imder better conditions
than they were in their own homes, and that the fear conjured
by the ghastly picture of ship loads of coffins, of neglect in
hospitals be dissipated by the real facts.
The Star attempted to xxse that letter as a justification of
its own poisoned propaganda of distrust and an appeal for
"truth."
"Tell the truth," said Roosevelt as a cover for his unfounded
charges.
The people have the truth, and it brings reassurance and increased confidence in President Wilson and our war machine.
The one good result is that .the people now know and will be
prepared against any future effort to sow suspicion, to spread disruption, to inspire revolt and bring chaos in an hour when undivided loyalty and a unanimous purpose is needed.
The people learn not to trust the rabid statements, that could
bring comfort only to the kaiser, printed under the direction of a
man who swpre less than a year ago that he had lived his life as a
subject of that mad autocrat.
Tell the truth? Certainly. Only let it be told by men who
know, and not be confused with the slanders published by very
recent Huns,
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BAKER
Secretary Baker lifted the veil yesterday long .enough, to
show the War Department has not been asleep.
With 500,000 men in the firing line within a year of the
declaration of war, and 1,500,000 more to follow as fast as ships
can take them, the military efforts of the United States cannot
be ignored.
The men will not have to fight with their bare hands, either.
They will be armed, clothed, equipped and trained before- they
enter the trenches.
The best part of Secretary Baker's statement, however, was
not the facts and figures disclosed, cheering as they will be to
the country.
It is the revelation that we have as head of the War Department a man who is not afraid to admit mistakes^jor too nrsi

>•••••(

'.rif tliat wins.

to correct
War Department has FOUND ITSELF.

--.-.-.-.•.---.-.-.-

ary Man in 32Cantonml^Mtedai£&~-—
eady for Overseas Service—Secretary Answers Critics in Detail and
Is So Convincing He Is Not CrossExamined.

W--

AVIATORS Sffl
ON ITALIAN LINE

"SOLID TRAINS OF FOO]
WILL BE RUSHED EAST; Three Aviators, Most Daring of
Are Honored for
NEW STORM HITS ROADS Squadron
Work at Front
—r

Confronted by Menace of Interruption by Floods,
McAdoo Lifts Rail Embargo in Order to Keep
Supplies Moving in Steady Stream.
—»»•••<

By Leased Wire inn The Washington

COUNTYCOAL

BY W. J. COCHRAN,
Chief of the Washington Bureau of The Republic.
WASHINGTON, D. C, Jari. 28.—Secretary of War Baker conWHOLE CITY ATTENDS BURIAL
sumed four and one-half hours to-day in reciting to the Senate Committee on Military Affairs what the military establishment of the GovMen From Each of Allied Armies ernment ha's accomplished since the United States entered the war
Join in Paying Tribute
against Germany.

Had the Secretary attempted to reveal in detail all that had been done
City Bureau ot The Republic.
to Officers.
he
-would
be talking yet, judged by the mass of data before him, to -which
WASHINGTON, D. C, Jan. 28.—Conhe continually referred. In his statement, however, necessarily general, he
fronted by the new danger that_fl;
anii TV&w
conditions may further meuace {ran
covered every piiase-ot the war pr epaTKtroTlr~sirf~B"iiefr -fes LiBli>&£J- -uJS-igS-™'
York Times.
portation facilities ' and shut down
FOGGIA, Italy, Jan. 28.—The first tire membership of the committee and the roomful of spectators marveled
American soldiers have given their
mines, Director General of Railroads
lives on Italian soil. They were Lieut. at the stupendousness of the task.
McAdoo to-day amended his recent emSecretary Baker, impartial hearers admitted, successfully refuted the
William Cheney, the first American to
bargo order to provide for the immereceive an Italian military brevet, four
diate dispatch of solid trains of foods
charge of Senator Chamberlain, chairman of the committee, that the War
days
after-.bis
twenty-first
birthday;
and supplies consigned to the Allies
Lieut. Oliver Sherwood, the most dar- Department had "fallen down," and the Oregon Senator was gracious
from points east of St. Louis to the
aviator of his squadron, and Cadet
North Atlantic Seaboard. The order Gas Plant at Shrewsbury May ing
George Beach, who was awaiting his enough to confess at the conclusion of the Secretary's statement that he
reads: '
,
and his colleagues had been "very much impressed."
Close, Leaving 11,000 With- commission.
"Director General McAdoo has inOn the day of their funeral at noon
structed in the matter of embargo on
Mr. Baker began his statement in an atmosphere anything but friendly.
the
men
at
the
post
marched
into
the
the Pennsylvania lines east of Pittsout Commodity.
little city at rout step. Slowly they He closed with practically everyone in the room ready to applaud the effiburgh, the Baltimore & Ohio east of
went down the dusty road to the hosthe Ohio River and the Philadelphia &
pital. As the outskirts of Foggia were ciency of the organization under his direction. He was surrounded by SenReading railroads, that the following
reached, crowds were seen waiting for ators, Representatives and spectators as he started to depart, and was told
exceptions be made:' (a) Food for ani- PROMISED DELIVERIES
FAIL
the procession.
mals; (b) materials used in the operaThe American aviators halted before that he had "made good." Members of the Military Committee were among
tion and upkeep of coal mines.
the big gate of the Municipal Hospit^ those who pressed forward to shake his hand, Senator Reed of Missouri beRAIN SWELLS SOUTHERN STREAMS.
in a square boarded by houses with
"To provide for the rail movement of
food and supplies consigned to French, Women by H#,dreds Chop Wood coral or emerald-green shutters and ing the first to .offer his felicitations.
quaint ItrSajfl
a,m?bis, surrounded hy
British and Italian Governments for
,..i-.i an;7 '-: ';;,'^'-" '. h"?1-"1 "'^i^ a
in nil'.. Jjl^mfi'i i L3$t
port- on *he No't-^'A'tlA^iUj-s&abP.a^fJr
like
America
as
anything ■ imaginable.
already accepted' or ur/der permit, arMurmurs of sympathy were heard as the diminutive figure of the -'litBODIES GUARDED.
, Resort.
rangements have been made to consolThe men in the funeral party were tle Secretary" entered the committee room at 10:30 o'clock this morning
idate these shipments and move them
drawn up at parade rest, while three to face hisi critics Even his bovish private secretary towered above him. As
in solid trains or groups'of ears east
hearses in black and gold, with their I
li's statement, however, he appeared to rise in stature, and
from Chicago, St. Louis and intermewarmprl
to his
St.
Louis
County
this
morning
is
face
fantastic ornamentation, were moved at
diate terminals."
seemed the physical equal, if not the superior, of even the
the finish he
A. H. Smith reported from New York to face with a fuel situation nothing into position by big horses covered i
to-day that the conditions in Pennsyl- short of panicky.
with velvet and gold. Some Americans \ "m°^CntXTe^wLV^ctf.r his i^ges^o, one disputed. He left
Fuel dealers in Maplewood, Kirk- seemed startled by the exotic carriages, |
vania, West Virginia, Harrisburg and
willing to cross-examine Mm,, and he was excus^indefover the Allegheny Mountains and in wood, Valley Park, Webster Groves, until they realized that nothing else | the committee unwinds
<•« —"»» "r"-"T~~,,Z~r' .JT.^d
anA analyzed
e
a
the Pittsburgh district are .worse than Kinlock, Anglum Station, Affton, Pros- could have been so in keeping with the mitely, so that his testimony could be calmly n™ d nd ana^ea
I admitted that he was tired- and thanned tbe committee for foregomg tne
they have been at any time this winter. pect Hill, Manchester and Jennings surroundings.
have no coal, and their trade in hunAnother dispatch reads:
When the American soldiers halted, icross-examination, but he indicated no physical weariness when. he dis"Continued heavy rain in West Vir- dreds of instances is actually suffering. their officers filed into the hospital, cMisled his automobile and'trudged through heavy snow from the Capitol
The St. Louis County Gas Company at
ginia, with rapidly rising streams and
the three aviators . the War Department, a good two miles.
where -the bodies
j water over tracks in many places, is Chrewsbury: has told the fuel heads were lying. Eight firemen in brass helSecretary Baker was wearing a broad, happy smile as he reached his
j seriously interfering with service in that unless' coke is delivered imme- mets and dress uniforms formed a office about 5 p. m. to pitch into the big pile of papers that had accumulatdiately
at
the
plant
the
gas
supply
to
the entire coal field district Several
11,000 consumers, including the muni- guard at the hospital entrance, while ed on his desk during the few hours that he had been absent from Ms work.
slides also are causing trouble.
the city officials, gray-haired men in It was not the smile of one who had conquered an adversary but Ms air
Reports from districts in the vicinity tions plant at Wellston, will be cut off. silk hats, passed to and fro.
Efforts yesterday to g"et even a small
waHnat of a man who had succeeded in saving a situation that might have
of the Ohio River have given added
Suddenly hundreds of people poured
cause for alarm over the danger of quantity of fuel to the various towns in in from all sides—ragamuffins from Tot only weakened the morale of the people of the country, but nnght have
floods, should the heavy snowfall be the county to re^J^ the situation tem- the street, men and women of all endangered America's success in the war
—
m •
1 I"
i. ~. Ann
Vx n A +/\1 .
followed by warm weather or rains. In porn ^_^^^^^B8MMMIrisr>o Railroad classesthat we are in the
and - w-ounu«d- -saldiars. _The_ —In-ihis concluding sentences he had told theli 1committee
id Sunday to deliver 13 cars
< bat
many of those districts ihe accumuia-,
war
toV"
'"^^^it
^
'
"
WMrfclhat.
h? returned
wounded
in
tlie
hospitals
looked
out
of
coal
in
the
county
yesterday,
but
detion. of snow is reported to be the
from the Capitol to resume the great task of making" the axmy^SSaT'uU-emuy
livered less than half that number. As from all the windows.
greatest for many years.
bat
an
unscrupulous
foe.
He
had
expressed
the
belief
that
the
committee
There
seemed
to
be
a
new
sentiment
NEW BATTLE WITH ICE AND SNOW. a "result Webster Groves, Maplewood
The railroads of the whole eastern and Kirkwood found themselves facing in the crowd, which had often wit- would report to the Senate that the American people may well feel that more
nessed military demonstrations.' Hith- haVbeen done than the country had expected, "more than the wisest thought
half of the United States fought an- actual fuel famine.
The situation in Maplewood is quite erto the Americans had been just nov- was possible to do."
other day-long battle with ice and snow
.
and wind to-day, with the result that serious. Half a hundred complaints elties, but to-day .there was something
the entire Pennsylvania system was were received by Sam D. Hodgdon, different.
There was a thrill in the hearts of
nearer complete paralysis than it has chairman of the Fuel Committee, and
The Secretary from the very start made it plain that he felt not the
been in many years, other roads were more than 100 others went to the coal the people. ..This meant more than
only less demoralized. With the roads dealers. Jennings' visible supply of coal promises or loans. Blood had been shed. slightest resentment against those who had criticised him
He recognized
already at the limit of their combative is negligible, and the residents there Sacrifice had begun.
thft those who had condemned him were not in the position to know what he
are
thoroughly
alarmed.
resources, the prospect for to-day deA little group of French drew up in
Men and women in every section of their famous blue coats and trench hel- and his aids knew, and, so far as military safety would allow, he set out to
pended almost entirely on the weather,
**
Jt.
with some hope that the storm which the- county yesterday gathered all the mets. They were real poilus, with long enli°hton them as to just what had been achieved
After he had related how great proMems had been mastered, how the
nipped New York and descended like a wood possible. Women in hundreds of moustaches. They had. left their rest
pall over nearly the whole State of instances were seen in plots of timber, camp to pay this last tribute to their presence of^American troops in Prance had heightened the courage of the almo^t scent French, and had told that more than half a million fighting men
armed with axes and hatchets, gather- American brothers in arms.
Pennsylvania, would abate.
Even the fastest, best-equipped pas- ing a supply of fuel.
From another direction came a com- would be under Pershing's command "early this year " and-a million and a
Until the middle of last week the Fu- pany of Italian infantry. The Amer- half before the end of the year, ready and willing to fight for world democsenger trains had to give way entirely
or else toiled slowly through roof-high el Committee had been successful in icans, who for the most part were havdrifts, slid along ice-coated rails and getting coke to the gas company. The ing their first experience of a military raCy'<Nowaiet me be frank with you, and let your judgment be frank with
limped into terminals many hours late. supply of coke on hand there now is funeral, began to feel that something me
Has any army in history since,the beginning of time been so raised
In consequence, preferred freight on scarcely enough for two days' fuel, and that makes one realize why civilizamany lines was left where it stood, or the supply of gas will be visibly cut tion must conquer. More officers apT an A ^Tfl fm- as this army has? Can the picture be duplicated?
There wer^none pSnt apparently, who would venture to say that it
if attempts were made to move it they unless more of the commodity is deliv- peared, pilot officers from the camp, in
soon were abandoned in face of odds ered at once.
C0Ul
Continued
on
Pase
Two.
Col.
Six.
Should the shortage continue another
W* told how the plan of the General Staff had been not to attempt to
that were overwhelming, because they
t,^ in FTance until 191S, and how this plan had been altered after
t
were piled on the difficulties which 48 hours it is not. at all unlikely the
gas
plant
will
sJjspend
operations.
lurshSJofire of France arm Foreign Minister Balfour of England had
have accumulated as one storm has sucThe
home
owners
and
renters
in
the
ceeded another, faster than their rav- county have faithfully" helped the Fuel
come to the United States and revealed how necessary it was for America
ages could be abated.
NEW YORK TRAINS AS
±A° giJ« ^fl^lf that Joffre asked us to send men to France before we
■■iii'ii?"'"''1' raxinJp. hax|Jbeen disheart-day incoming trains at and gas lights at'5.0 o'clock every night,
declares.
11 the New York terminals were half Hodgdon
were ready," he said. ■ XJ-O ^^^^^^Wtfll
At a conference yesterday . between
a day late, and others were annulled. the
ened by the great offensive of 1917, and said it wouT
St Louis Fuel Committee and the
Westbound passengers over the Penn- county
fuel heads plans for a steady
Evidence has been uncovered in East send over some of your troops.* "
sylvania could buy tickets as far as distribution of fuel were outlined. All
Philadelphia only, and were warned consumers, private and corporate, will St Louis which will show that the fire
that their progress beyond that point be asked to report to their respective of last September at the National City
was problematical, since it seemed for fuel bodies, on the quantity of coal they Stock Yards and the blaze of last week
The Secretary said that the example of Great Britain could have been
started by "torches" of pro-Gerhours nothing would get beyond the will require for the balance of the win- were
followed and trained regiments could have been sent to France.soldiers who
man
tendencies
as
a
part
of
a
plot
to
Quaker City.
ter.
prevent the sale of^ar horses and would have been able to take their places on the line of battle in a short
. The railroads did not lie down uride»
The work of getting the required
time Had this been done the American regulars would have met the same
the added burden. In many places the, forms for these reports to each family mules to the Government
The evidence was submitted to Unit- fate of Britain's "contemptible little arm," as the Germans called the first
'battle was. thrilling and even danger- in the, city and county will be started
ous, but the biting temperature, the next Monday. When filled out these ed States authorities by Fire Chief To- English unit that was sent against them.
Had the regulars, he added, been all sent to France, there would have
howling storm and the sudden slides of forms will give the Fuel Committees bin of East St. Louis. An investigation
following the $300,000 fire last Septem- been no nucleus with which to train the new army that had to be raised
great ma.sses of tight packed snow time this information:
ber failed to determine the cause of here Therefore, it was decided to send in the first expeditionary force some
and again overwhelmed the army of
The amount of coal now on hand, the the blaze.
regulars many recruits and National Guardsmen, all to be made ready tor
amount
needed
for
nekt
season,
the
surChief of Police Ely of National City
Continued on Page Two, Col. Four.
plus amount on han^l this season and gave instructions to the men under him actual warfare on French soil. He told how officers and men were trained
the amount needed for the balance of to arrest every man found in the vicin- here and while this process of mobilization was going on, how regiment
this season.
ity of the yards who could not give an after regiment of trained artisans, engineers and troops of a technical
The purpose of this plan is to deter- iron-clad excuse for being there after character were sent abroad to prepare for the reception of the men yet to
THE WEATHER
mine the exact amount of coal St. Louis dark.
and the county requires. Families havHe revealed what has never before been told, that cantonments had to
TO-DAY'S FORECAST.
Since the fire the number of policeing
a surplus of coal are not to be re- men at the stock yards has been dou- be built in France, just as they had to be built here; that foresters from
For St. Louis and Vicinity—Fair to-day
quired
to
give
a
part
of
their
fuel
to
followed by snow late to-nieht or to-morbled. Every precautionary measure pos- America cut the trees and prepared the lumber for the camps over there, inrow, continued cold remainder of month,
their neighbors.
sible to prevent another serious blaze stead of, as in this country, relying upon the lumber industry to furnish the
The fuel situation in St. Louis, while at the yards has been taken, according
LIGHT LAMPS. ALL VEHICLES, 5:18 P, M,
to C. T. Jones, general manager of the necessary camp materials.
Continued on Page Two, Col. Five.
Every task undertaken here, he said, was undertaken over there, with
yarvds.
Sun rises at 7:10 and sets at 5:18. Length
" day, 10 hours and 9 minutes.
But despite these measures the fire the difference that the difficulties were multiplied in, France. He told how,
last week had gained such headway be- a railroad 600 miles long had^been taken over to carry products from porjS
fore a fire company a block away could of disembarkation in France to the general bases of operation, miles ®2
reach the scene that it was impossible docks built and gigantic cranes put in place to unload the ships.
w^^-^laiafTJic^wexperts from France and England came to Washington
4 a. m... 16 degrees
and worked out r^"1"ffB^^~^J*:b—°:m-;T'tg" "f , The American Army*
5 a. m. ..16 degrees
of the decision that France would furnish jb-tu-suiii'S" '■ftfrr' "
6 a. m. ..16 degrees
FIRE IX DTJPONT PLANT.
7 a. m. . .16 degrees
WILMINGTON, Del., Jan. 29— Fire
artillery if the United States would furnish the raw material, thus savi
m.. ..17 degrees
at the Carney's Point Works of the
cargo space in the 3,000-mile journey between the two countries.
m. . .17 degrees
Dupont Powder Company late yes10 a. m. .. 18 degrees
.21 degrees
terday
caused
a
loss
estimated
at
Famous & Barr Company—Page 3.
.21 degrees
$250,000.
,21 degrees
Scruggs, Vaiidervoort & Barney—
■ He sketched the ever recurring changes in the plans of the military
.23 degrees
.23 degrees
experts, revealed how new problems at the front demanded new methods
BOW TIES VV CAR TRAFFIC.
Page 3.
.24 degrees
Traffic on Olive street line was
of attacki told of the close co-operation between Gen. Pershing and War
.23 degrees
Stix, Baer & Fuller—Page 5.
.21 degrees
tied up half an
hour last night when
Department officials here and recited how men and supplies were being
hn
.20 degrees
Motorman
J°
Duncan
of
MapleJaccard's—Pages 3 and 12.
sent abroad in ever increasing numbers with every assurance that America
.lft degrees
wood went to the rescue of Mrs.
.17 degrees
Tessie Chapman, 1817 North -Tcfferliammert
Furniture
Company— would be a deciding factor in the war.
.16 degrees
He conceded there had been mistakes, but asserted i.hat they were cor.15 degrees
avenue, who -was attacked by
12 p. m... 14 degrees | son husband, John Chapman, after
Page 2.
rected as soon as discovered and never repeated, declared that moral welher
» after 9 p. m "etatajtoma
fare of the troops at home and abroad was given as close attention s§ ^heir
Classified Ads—Page lO.
-^^OBoed o» p«Se Two, Col. Six.
thermometer on the A™t floor ot The Be
public building, and are not official.
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STOCK YARDS FIRES
STARTED BY GERMAN

AGENCY "TORCHES*

Avoided Fate of British Regulars.

Rifle for Every Man at Front.
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Clearing Sale
—offers greater savings on higher grade Furniture
than are afforded in any other sale of Furniture in the
Middle West.
As a key to the thousands of other items offering
10£ to 40£ off-

Solid Mahogany
Gate-Leg Table
VerySpe- $1 Q.50
rial at........; _LO
This is an^artfully constructedJttdSS| Furniture,
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Hfcards, as a

ory of the use .of artillery was by the.
British preferred to that of the French.
.They could not picture to us a barrage
of heavy howitzers as compared to a
barrage of 75-centimeter guns. They
could not picture to us the association
of aircraft, balloons and mobile aircraft with artillery uses. They could
tell us about it, but even while they
told us the story grew old.
"The, one thing they told us from the
very beginning to the end was that this
war, of all others, was not a static
thing; that our adversary was a versatile and agile adversary; that every day
he revamned and changed his weapons
or attach and his methods of defense-;'
that the stories they wore telling >,.-.
were true when they left England and
France, but an entirely different thing
was probably taking place there now,
and they told us of large supplies of
weapons of one kind and another which
they had developed in France and England and which, even before they got
them in sufficient quantity manufactured to take them from the industrial
plants to the front were superseded by
new ideas and had to be thrown into
the scrap heap.
WHY PERSHING WAS SENT.
"They said to us, this is a moving picture; it is something that nobody can
paint and give you an idea of. It Is
not a static thing.
"Therefore, it became necessary for
us to have • eyes there and immediate
communication and we sent over to
France Gen. Pershing and we sent with
him not merely a division of troops—■
to that I shall refer in a moment—hut
we sent with him, perhaps I can say
safely, the major, part of the trained,
expert personnel of the army.
"You know the size of the official
corps of the regular army in this
war broke out It
ful pt trained men,
em
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physical •welfare and announced with confidence that a better or finer army
Lad never been raised anywhere.
At the very outset he took up Senator Chamberlain's charges, item by
item, and answered them all, dwelling particularly upon the complaint that
men in hospitals had been inhumanely treated. He said that not more than
a dozen cases of this character had reached his notice and each had been immediately investigated and the remedy applied. He told of punishing inhumane officers and said he would not be satisfied with their mere dismissal
from the army, but had ordered that such offenders be tried as criminals
and imprisoned if found guilty of transgressing military law.
He said that every man who would use a rifle on the battle front now
had a rifle, whether he was in Europe or the United States, and asserted that
there are enough machine guns for training purposes and that thousands of
others would soon be forthcoming from the factories in quantities sufficiently
large to meet all demands.
,.
As he went on, his story grew more fascinating with each succeeding sentence, the Secretary's eyes flashed with enthusiasm and his jaws snapped to
emphasize his firm conviction that America was equal to the great job it had
been asked to perform.
■
_'
He disputed the belief of Senator Chamberlain that the Germans knew
how many men we had in Prance, said all of his confidential reports indicated
otherwise, and he read -fr.nmftM-mg.Ti ftffigffliV.^fltort'P1*" to show while thev
outwardly" SStoTwe "were bluftmg, inwardly they knew we would do all we
had set out to do, and more.

the armies, where
nsultat • f\ .fl 1:515, take place iinmediately^>£».IJBl».the .front—so that
they could see the tning with their own
eyes, and send us back the ■ details by
cable every day of the changing character of this war.
"Gen. Pershlng's staff of experts and
officers over there runs into the thousands, and they are busy every minute
and every, day that the sun rises I get
cablegrams from Gen. Pershing from 10
to 16 and 20 pages long, filled with
measurements
and
formulas
and
changes of a millimeter in size, in great
long specifications of changes in details
of things which'were agreed upon last
week and changed this week, and need
to be changed again next week, so
that what we are doing at this end is
attempting by using the eyes of the
army there to keep up to what they
want us to do.
"Already you will find in your further examination into some of the bureau work of the department, some of
the divisions, when they come down,
you will find that schedules which were
agreed upon, weapons which were selected and which we had started to
manufacture, have been so far changed
that people have forgotten the. names
of them almost, and new-things substi
tuted in their place, and those forgotten and new things in their places.
DOUBLE DUTY AT HOME.
"So that if one gets the idea that this
is the sort of war we used to have, or
if he gets the idea that this is a static
thing, it is an entirely erroneous Idea,
and when you remember that we had
to divide this little handful of officers
that we had and send so large a part of
them to France, and then think of
those who remained at home, you will
realize. I am sure, that those who remained here had the double duty, insufficient for either aspect ,of it, in
numbers—and they still have this double duty—they had to go forward with
manufactures, work out industry and
industrial- relations; they had to see
■about supplies of raw materials and
manufacture finished products, and
make from day to day alterations and
changes that had to 1 be made, and they
had to be ingenious .with ^u^rgestions,
t& see whether they could devise on
this side something which had not been
thought of over there.
"They had to be hospitable to suggestions which came from the other side;
they had to confer with the foreign officers who were here and were constantly being changed, so that men
fresh from the front could be here- to
advise with us, and in addition to that
every one of them had to be a university professor, going out into the life
of the. community and selecting men
who had mechanical experience and
knowledge and training, and adding to
his original equipment the scientific
training, that finished touch which
made him available for use as a military sciehtist.
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..u..;;.;::-^Wufiit powerful rotary plows to Wf landstill and wiped
out temporary gains that now and
again started traffic trickling through
some narrow, hard won gorge. ■,
The Pennsylvania mobilized every
man on its lines who could handle a
shovel, stripping its shops and roundhouses and snapping up any outside laborer who could be hired, but even then
the constant piling on top of snow that
already lay many feet thick was too
much for the physical resources of the
road.
Re-enforcements were got from the
mines about Scranton and other coal
regions,-Where the snow threatened to
bury tracks, frogs and switches so
deep that it would take days to dig
them out.
SUSPENDS SERVICE.
While other roads were experiencing
similar troubles the Pennsylvania announced that it had been forced to suspend train service entirely from the Atlantic Seaboard to the West. The worst
conditions were .experienced on the
crest of the Allegheny Mountains between Gallitzin and Cresson, where
sdeep -were encoun-w fell on thePittssome narr^v aafjr^oii worge.
The repomP'B 1yc general situation,
contains this summary:
"Ten to 14 incnesln'ew snow and sleet.
Drifting, with bittjer cold winds, making a depth of about two feet on the
level.
Two main-line Pennsylvania
trains stalled in snow, one with engine
derailed.
Holding other west-bound
trains at Altoona until conditions clear
up.
"All service apnulled from New York,
Philadelphia and Washington to points
reaching Altoona and Pittsburgh districts. Bast-bound passenger service
from Pittsburgh district and freight
service in Pittsburgh at standstill.
Prospect of continuing movement of
empty cars to bituminous mines for
next day or so is not encouraging.
"In Northern New York a strong eastern wind, and snowing; with temperatures 10 below to 6 above. Slight snow
in central part, with temperature 2 to
18 above." ;

ITALIAN PREMIER DENIES
FRICTION WITH ENGLAND

*rious, is much better trTaTT
Liiousaads of other localities throughout the East, according to Eugene D.
LONDON,' Jan. 28.—In an interview Nims, chairman of the Fuel Committee
with a representative of The Morning here, who returned yesterday from an
Post, Premier Orlando of Italy, who is extended tour of inspection through the
now in London,. said that as the result country beyond the Mississippi.
of the conferences he had had with
But unless the weather moderates
While many things disclosed impressed, the committee was frankly
leading members of the British Gov- materially within a short time the
ernment, he , found'himself in agreeamazed when told that the men of 32 National Guard and National Army
shortage of fuel here will be more
ment with them on all essential matdivisional camps are ready to go to-day at need. When members wanted
ters, not only as to principles
but acutely felt in a . few days, according
to know why such things had not been given publicity before Mr, Baker
to C. E. Morrow, member of the fuel
methods
as
well.
■
spoke of the reluctance of military men to reveal their war plans and
He said that he was speaking,
of body. Hundreds of housekeepers who
quoted German remarks about America's advertisement of- her preparacourse, from the political point of- view. purchased last summer what they betions.
,
' .
,
Questions of military strategy would lieved -would be a winter's supply of
Emphasizing that he was not there to defend himself or anybody else,
have to be decided at the next military coal are about out of it now.
Morrow has information on hunthe Secretary urged the committee again and again to lay bare any shortconference of the Allies.
Referring to articles in certain Ital- dreds of households -where the actual
coming or failure of the department that it might be corrected. Frequently
ian papers expressing disappointment consumption of fuel is from eight to
he paused to seek stronger language to describe the devotion of his assoin Premier Lloyd George's
recent 10 tons a winter. These families are
ciates in the dWDartment, military and civilian.
"^
virtually without coal now, and when,
speech, Signor Orlando said";
"For one reason or another," he said, "the impression has gone out
"I can assure you that there is not they go into the market for a new supinto the country, to some extent at least, that the War Deparement has
a shadow of misunderstanding between ply the shortage will at once become
the Italian arid English Governments." acute.
e
Without the. Ga?field- order in the
^It would be a tragical thing if this tremendous effort, this wholly
East, Nims said, suffering on every
unprecedented sacrifice made by men, were in-fact to turn out to deserve
hand would have been Indescribable. He
+hc -SOTuraent that it had fallen, down.''
. :•
EAST SIDE CAR STRIKE ENDS declared the fuel order had relieved a
Never in the history of time, he declared, had an army of its size been
Although no settlement between the congoetion of shipping that, without
raised, equipped, trained and prepared for battle as had that of the United
Alton, Granite City & St. Louis Trac- the 9dict, would have required months
States.
tion Company and- 90 motormen «Jid to elear.
Mr Baker took personal responsibility for getting men under training
conductors who called a strike early The Fuel.Coinmittee to-day will start
an investigation of a report that the
before their, equipment was ready "to the last shoe button." Such officers
Sunday has been reached the men
turned to work yesterday to await the Union Electric. Light and Power Comas Maj Gen. Leonard Wood, he said, had urged this policy. He described
pany
had purchased coal in excess of its
outcome of a meeting scheduled for his
conferences that evolved the ordnance program and its fulfillment, submitactual requirements and had used it in
afternoon.
ting ducuments to prove that France and Great Britain were supplying arA national officer of the'Amalgamated the generation of steam for the heating
tillery and machine guns for the first forces at their own urgent request in
Association of Street and Electric Rail- of office buildings.
v
H. A. Lawrence, a fuel agent for the
order that ships might be used for other'purposes.
way Workers of America, of which the
In all that was done prior to the departure of the first troops, Gen.
men are members, will formally pre electric light company, went before the
sent the demands of the workers to the committee and was instructed to prePershing shared in the deliberations and approved the decisions reached,
pare
a statement of fuel quantities used
company heads at the meeting.
.
Mr Baker declared, and now, surrounded with a staff of trained regular ofBecause of the suddenness with which ^ by the company for various purposes
ficers, who could ill be spared from the great tasks at home, Pershing JS in
the crews decided to call their strike, recently.
France as the "eyes of the army."
', _
The Union Electric, as a public utilithe demands of the men-probably will
Every step taken since had been founded on his long daily cabled re- GROWTH OF ORDNANCE BUREAU. not be recognized, D. E. Parsons, gen- ty, is entitled to priority second only
-As
a
consequence,
this
little
group
to
home consumers, but as a distributor
ports of what is going on at the fighting fronts.
which stayed here have built the great eral manager of the company, declared of heat to office buildings it has no
special departments of the army. The;
.___^_.
priority standing.
Ordnance Department, starting, I think,
to work the -'spli'^Viift" system
if -~-±Tie co-"^iiif;-tay started checking
In his statement dealing with the plan for the war and the accomplish- j with 93 or B'S "officers', has now, as I their wage scale ojg?33 cents an hour daily reports of coal companies. tio
figures, something like 3,000
far this check has revealed that several
ments of the army ipJ!Eancei_S£r«>.tai-7 Baker saidr
,.„,.„,> recall the They
have had to be trained; is increased to 40 cents.
the companies have failed to ob„——-... >-^j~rrgenuemen, about the plan for the war. It will be remembered officers.
Parsons said the men are working of
they have had. to be specialized, and
the priority requirements as they
that this war broke out in August, il914. We went into it in April, 1917, that has had to go on contemporane- under a wage agreement signed last serve
concern the consumer, while they have
so that for two and one-half years, or more than two and one-half years, the ously- with this response to the chan- May and because of this he does not delivered coal to nonessential firms
believe that the national organization either low in the list of priority users,
ging conditions on the other side.
war had been going on.
"In the meantime, when we started will countenance a strike.
"It was not as though war had broken out between the United States
or not listed at all.
The committee has found that on days
and some country, each of them prior to that time having been at peace into this war, I think it was.commonly
when home consumers have complained
with one another and with everybody else, so that an immediate plan should thought throughout the country that
our contribution at the outset might JACKSON, KY., THREATENED
they have been unable to get coal from
be made in the United States for conducting war against its adversary, but well be financial and industrial. The
dealers, reports of the dealers themwe were coming into a war which had been going on for two and one-half industries of this country were largelyi WITH DESTRUCTION BY FLOOD the
selves show that deliveries of large
years, In which the greatest military experts, all the inventive genius, all devoted at that time, the appropriate
quantities of fuel to such places as
of the industrial capacity of those greatest countries in the world had' for industries, and many converted indus- LEXINGTON, Ky„ Jan- 28.—Word theaters, laundries, retail stores and oftwo and one-hal'f years been solving the problem of what kind of war it was tries, to the manufacture of war mate- reached here to-day that Jackson, Ky., fice buildings were made.
rails for our allies.
has been visited by a flood which folP E. Conrades, president of the Merto be and where it was to be waged.
"As I suggested this morning, when lgwed the breaking up of ice gorges in chants' Ice and Fuel Company, and
"It was not a thing for us to decide where our theater of war should
the mountain streams, and that the John C. Muckermann, vice president of
we
went
into
that
market
we
found
it
be. The theater of war was France. It was not for us to decide our line of
occupied, so that our problem town is threatened with destruction.
the Polar Wave Ice and Fuel Company,
communications. Our line of communications was across 3,000 miles of largely
All of the residents have taken to the
was not going to a shoe factory and
been cited to appear before the
ocean, one end of it infested with submarines. It was not for us to decide' saying, 'Make shoes for us,' but it was mountain sides, the railroad tracks have
committee for such alleged violations
whether we would have the maneuvering of large bodies of troops in the going to a factory which never made have been washed away, and the dam- as these.
open. There lay the antagonists on opposite sides of No Man's Land in the shoes, because all the shoe factories age already is reported to be in the These men promised to observe the
trenches at a death grapple with one another. Our antagonist was on the were busy making shoes for people neighborhood of a quarter of a million consumers' priority claims, as they had
whom we could not take them. dollars in the valley in which Jackson been established by Wallace .Crossley,
other side of that line and our problem was and is to get over there and from
and saying, 'Learn how to make shoes
State Fuel Administrator. Morrow, as
get him.
*
The college town of Oneida in Clay acting chairman of the Fuel Commitin order that you may make them for
"It was not the problem of doing it our way and letting everybody else us.'
County also was inundated this after- tee, told them that unless the priority
,
take care of himself. In the first place, we were going to fight in France, not
"This magazine came out in August, noon. ' Children attending the Baptist was observed the committee will take
Institute were carried to safety m charge of the distribution of coal.
on our own soil, and not on our adversary's soil, and, therefore, at the very 1917, and this editorial says:
'' 'Since it is our war, we want to put boats.
beginning, it was obvious that the thing we had to do was not to map out an
Such action by. the committee is to
everything
into
it
so
as
to
finish
it
in
ideal plan of campaign, not to have the War College, with its speculative
r,- violations of the priority claim,
the
shortest
possible
ti
studies of Napoleon and everybody else, map out the theoretically best way
by either bis
world
,ffl
-...Ju
^UrST
To
our
mind
J
to get at some other country, but it was the problem of studying
JUDGE RASSIEUt RULES
Crossley. yesterday instructed the|
committee to turn all coal possible to
isting situation
and bringing the fmancjaLJji^jfrwWWH'JI «nT"fha military the whole plan of the War Department
strength of +h° TT™T-„ I <-., . • ,„ j.„ .^j^.^ ...^ ^^ of Great Britain and has been flavored with a desire to hold
ALIEN ENE WES MAY SUE Southeast Missouri. The shortage there I
off until- the Allies finish the war for
is said to be serious. In some towns |
—nffifige""mtnemost immediate and effective way. That problem could not us.'
Circuit Judge Leo S. Rassieur ruled there
Crossley
telegraphed,
many |
V be discussed here.
_;
'<■
nemies may main- families have no fuel at all and are re"You see, the editor was dealing with yesterday that alien
"I fancy in this audience there are men who have been in the trenches. what he supposed, to be the intention tain' suits.
sorting to the use of such wood as they
The question has
een raised in sevThe altogether unprecedented character of that problm is a thing which every of the War Department at that time,
Fire wood there is not
eral suits filed by ci tizens of the Cen- may obtain.
. • • • ~_ returning visitor tells us cannot be described in words, cannot be put down that we were held off so far as actual
than 15 miles, he said.
1
tral European Powe rs that the plain- nearer
military
operations
-were
concerned
and
Among other towns reported sufferin reports; it is a thing so different from anything else that ever went on in let the Allies do the fighting.
tiffs are barred froi
maintaining the ing are Caruthersville, Hayti and
. the world, so vast in its desolation, so extraordinary in its uniqueness, that
"Whaf he says we should have done, actions. Judge Ras sieur"s finding is
it must be seen and studied on the ground in order to be comprehended at all. and I ask your particular attention to the first local -decisi on directly on the Steele W. F. Collins,' member of the
Pemiscot County Fuel Committee, has
"It is easily imagined that we might have perfected an army over here it, is: 'We should have strained every matter.
reported to the State
Administrator |
Judge Rassieur's
ecision was
and carried it across the ocean and found it wholly unadapted to its task, and energy to have gotten .from 50,000 to
•••-~
that several hundred cars of coal Dep
in the case of tv
damage
it might well have been that the army that we sent over was just one thing 100,000 men to France this .year.'
longing to the Frisco Railroad are o,i
brought
by
Austrian
that they did not need, and that some other thing which we might have sup- "That, is, the year 1917. i.tell no sethe tracks at Chaffee. Crossley will de|
cret, but it is perfectly well, known to
plied would have been the thing essential to their success.
termine if it may be seized for the pub« • -> *. «
everybody
in
this
group
that
we
have
"So that from the very beginning it was not a question of abstract speclic use.
exceeded what in August,. 1917; was
ulation here, but a question of study there to find out where our shoulder to far
regarded as a program Sd ideal that
the wheel could be put.
the editor of this magazine refers, to it
GERMAN PAPER CALLS
"They realized that. And so Great made a great figure here, and we wel- as a thing which we ought to have
Britain sent over to us Mr. iBalfour and comed him. It was a tremendous in- strained every nerve in a vain but hopeKAISER JUDAS, HANGMAN,
Gen. Bridges and a staff of experts. spiration to see the hero of the Marne; less effort to accomplishd."
They came over here and you saw Mr. but with him came this unobserved
IN URGING REVOLT
In response to a question by ChairBalfour in the House of Congress and staff of 15 or 20 or 25 young men, the man Chamberlain, the Secretary said
Continued
From Page Onrmost
brilliant
men
in
the
French
at the White House and in public meetth-e United States did not have more
Army—strategists, mechanical experts, than the minimum number of men in
ings at one place and another.
I was one of the
first
druggists
to
pressed until it promised to submil
"But the group of experts whom they experts in arms, experts in supplies, France in August, 1917. He continued: handle Dr. Kilmer
Swamp-Root in its intended articles to the censor.
brought over with them you did not see experts in industry and manufacture,
this
State,
and
if
i
"And then the editor goes on:
ery druggist has
On January 27. The D^sche TageH
much of, and yet they distributed them- and they told us not merely the formal
" 'And by next year, 1918, we could met with the succes i that I have en- zeitung, like The Deutsche ^"^1
and
military
problems,
but
they
selves through the War Department,
have had 500,000 men to send over, or joyed, Swamp-P.oot J ajine of the most called npon the monarchs of the fedei
■ ••••*.
and their ordnance, experts sat down brought over with them men who were any part of 500,000 men, which we popular- prtrBSxation
*IMS
State. j,^ German States, to _come /o^art
perf
with Gen. Crozier, their supply experts in from the beginning, in their reor- could ship.'
1
J
ii
eb.
m its use and
Now, i-- --- -' i„in i,inn ii
iirTTT the result
with Gen. Sharpe, and! his assistants, ganizations of the industries, in their
ranee in 1917, we have they speak very fa k'orably regarding zeitung styled EmpTroT^o^ffla^^
their strategists . sat down with the mobilization of their iridustral pl.in
and
we
sat
do^-ri\£y^^
^|£||f»^5^'"77uJe
many more men than that in France, itpresent representative" of the HousJ
Army War College, and all over this
Very truly you "s»
nally we collated, and arid instead' of having a half million
of Hohenzollern in order, probably, t
city there were
W. T. WEITZEL,
collected and extracted the information men whom we could ship to France if
place
him on the same level as
th.
Sangmginformation, telling which they could give us from their re- we could find any way to do it in 1918, August 13, 1917.
Concordia, Kan. other monarchs to whom the King o
how the thing was over there, what we spective countries.
we will have more than one-half milPrussia owes his title of the "Germar
Iietter to
could do, what they advised us to do,
Emperor."
i
"And every country which has been
Continued on Page Fonr, Col. One.
Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
what experience they had had in de- brought in the war has brought us that
But more than' once the paper has re
ningnamton, N. Y.
veloping this, that and the other im- sort or sent us that,sort of a staff of
ferred to the Crown Prince as the sa
plement or supply, how certain plans experts, and it has been necessary to SUPPOSED TURKISH GENERAL
Prove What Swamp-Rfcoi Will Do for Vou vlor of Germany from the "abyss du
which one might naturally have evolved compare notes, and with this as a baby Count von Hertling, Dr. Von Kuehl
HELD FOR INQUIRY BY U. S. Send ten cents to ,t>r. Kilmer & Co., mann,
out of the past experience of the world sis, to form such an idea as' might be
Count Czernin and- the Financ
DETROIT, Mich., Jan. 28.—Merkes' Binghamton, N. Y., Jfor a sample size Minister, Count von Rodern.
bad been tried there and found not to formed of what was the thing for us
Ali, said to be a General in the Turk- bottle. It will convilnce anyone. You I On extraordinary state occasions bothl
work at all.
to do over there.
THEN CAME JIOFFRE MISSION.
"But that was not enough. They ad- ish Army, is in custody at police head- will also receive a bfaoklet of valuable the Kaiser and his Chancellor wea
quarters pending an investigation by'information, telling kbout the kidneys cloaks of "imperial purple," which i
"They were exchanging information, mitted that it was imposisble to draw
Government and Detroit officials. It is1 and bladder,. When waiting, be sure and
giving us all that they thought was1 that picture. They could describe to us understood that several documents of, mention The St. LOUIJS Daily Republic, similar to scarlet—the red prevailing in ..
and
bring
the
specifications
and
draw
a mixture. The Prussian executioner 1«"»""«»»
helpful. And then came Joffre, with
and large si.fe bottles for sale
his wonderful reputation and his ings for a piece of artillery but they | an important nature were found in the Medium
who still decapitates, witi.
.V.V.V.V.V.V.V
a.t ^.U drug stores.—Adv.
could
HOC
te.ll
us
why
the
British
theprisoner's
room.
SreatCand oharming personality, and iin
is arrayed in red for obvious reasons. |» »_•••• • •••••<

''Men in Cantonments Ready for Service.

A

Problem U. S. Faced on Entering War.
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lion ta Francs, early In 1J1S, and we
have sraflaUa, If th« transportation facilities are available to us, and the
prospect la not unpromising, one and
■one-bait minion viio in 1918 can be
•hipped to France."
■WHY PACTS "WERE CWTCEALED.
Senator "Weeks asked -whether the
■ Secretary knew who wrote the editorial, and Mr. Baker said he thought it
was attributed to Mr. Wlggin. the editor in chief.
"Why,"' asked Chairman Chamberlain,
"'"have you not felt It proper to let the
public Into your confidence with reference to these things that yon are telling' now?*
"Senator. I confess I have hesitated
and still hesitate," replied the Secretary. "I have here a statement from
Field Marshal yon Hindenburg, in
■which be is quoted as saying in a
•German newspaper, in contemptuous

to us, 'Send ua nurses and doctors
Why, before we were scarcely in the!
war American units organized ln ad- j
vanced and anticipation by the Red'
Cross, which was taken over into the I
service of the United States through;
the Surgeon General's office, were on j
the battle field, and there are tens of
thousands of men in England and in j
France now who bless the mission of
mercy upon which the first Americans
appeared in France.
"Onr surgeons have set up hospitals!
immediately behind the lines. Theyhave been made military in every sense
of the word. They have not been espe- i
cially fortunate in escaping attack from
the air and our early losses in this war. j
the losses of Red Cross nurses and doc- I
tors and orderlies and attendants in!
hospitals and ambulance drivers who !
were sent over to assist our allies in i
these necessary services, thus not only j
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France

| ever, by Gen. Pershing that he does not
i desire Lewis guns for use on land. Gen.
Pershing and his staff desire them only
i for aircraft.
the meantime," sad Mr. Baker,
i "the Freiuu Government is able to supply us with light Frencu S"j->s nd
heavy Hotchkiss guns for the troops
that are abroad and that will be sent
for the present.
"We have ordered all the Lewis guns
we could get ar.-3 have encouraged the
company to extend its plant for increased production. It has not yet begun to expand to the extent we would
like. Our army abroad is provided with
the guns it has elected as adapted to its
use, and our supply is to supplement
that."
Obviously, he said, there 'were not as
many machine guns for camp training
as was to be desired, but ho read a
table showing that on November 1, each
camp or cantonment had been shipped
30 Colt, 65 Lewis and 45 Chauchat guns
and, in addition, each regular cavalry
regiment had been supplied with 10
Lewis guns and each infantry regiment
with 10 Chauchat
"Practically all of these were shipped
before the troops -were ready for them;
that is, before November 1-" Mr. Baker
said"There are now in the United States
16 National Army camps and 16 National Guard camps (32 divisions of
troops), filled with men r^ady^ to go,"
said Secretary Baker.
"1 do not know how fast it may be
essary to send them to France," he
,"'"" fa-st we have sent

First Mortgage
Real Estate Serial Note*
offer what th© successful investor always demands—-ample
security and good returns.
These notes are secured by Orst
mortgages on improved prope*rty, the ground value alone treQuoiit'.;- hnvine a value greater
than the total v: :v~ loan.
After careful Inspection and In- i
vestigatton by OUT experts »» I
buy the entire issue of notes— p
In other words, back our lodgment with oax own money.
Banks and other careful Investors throughout the country
have found these notes attractive, because the original notes
are delivered to them. The genuineness of each note Is certified by us, thus preventing forgery or over-issue- Our profit
is the commission we charge
the borrower.
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$500 or multiples thereof; to
choose maturities and diversify
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—5%% and 6%.
Write for <mr aureut
investment Bst
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Capital and Surplus $9,500,000
nd knowledge of the drcum- i
I iehtfc and Locust—to St. Chaztea
s and surroundings so that when j
Afem&er I?e<ieroJ Reserve System.
our own troops came in large numbers
said, "t nTr5"^"^»^ifsBBs^p^
■ them and how fast we p
they could render like services to our :
them. What we tried to do was to get
own forces.
tho men out as rapidly as we could esPROBLEMS IX FRASCE.
timate on the production capacity of
"But that was not enough. It was
the country being able to care for
suggested that farther groups of methem."
British Government might have been
chanics might be needed. Nay, we beGUN AGREEMENT WITH FRANCE
dismantled and shipped to England.
gan to see that We were going to be
Senator Sutherland said a negro
On the question of big guns, SecreOV.T there in large force and the quespreacher had told him that his son at
tary
Baker
recalled
that
Gen.
Crozier,
tion that then had to be answered was,
Chief of Ordnance, had urged Congress tamp Meade, M.6., had been supplied
how will we maintain this army in
and the various Secretaries of War con- with cast-off clothing of white soldiers
Prance?
tinuously for larger progress, because and no woolen underclothing. Secre"Special studies had to be made of
:
of the time it took to make the guns. tary Baker said he would investigate,
that problem and this is what they
The* record served, he thought, to show but declared there was no discriminashowed: They showed that the rail»
©UWERWOOO AND UNDE«.WOC5D
that Gen. Crozier had realized the de- tion in the treatment of white and neroads and the facilities of France had
lay that must be faced and sought to gro troops.
T2EADMG TUt PROCLAMATION
during this war been kept in an excelprepare in advance.
Secretary Baker said the Idea had
lent condition; far better than may be
Reading from a letter from M. Tar- gotten abroad that the American Army
supposed possible under war conditions, |
dieu,
French
High
Commissioner,
Secunifo.-m
is part shoddy. He declared it
and yet that those railroads were used | there came the great Italian defeat, States and Canada
fervor and suiting from the "distressed imagina- retary Baker showed that France en- is all wool and that shoddy is put only
to the maximum to take care of the | which called for even greater < hanges
enthusiasm little ui
tered the war with more than 6,000 in overcoats and blankets.
jood on this tion of the widow-"
needs of the French and the British' in our plans, in many ways.
side of the Atlantic.'
There still are in the hands of the pieces of heavy artillery, but only 140
"When we went into the wan"* he
themselves, and that when our army! "So that what might have been a
wr WAR TO
Inspector General nine cases being in- quick-firers. Great effort was made, said, "the standard of tho army uniiJecame a great army it would be nec- perfectly acceptable plan as to major
"He was then in
I happen vestigated. Mr. Baker told of investi- M Tardieu said, to get the slow-firing form was 75 per cent wool and 25 per
eHsaryfor us to build back of our own | operations prior to the change in the
to have a copy of
fldential in- gations wh^taaj^Jted in the discharge guns from the fortresses into service cent cotton. But that was changed and
situation, or prior
:in(, an independent line of communica- | Russian
prior to the struetion issued by
rerman Gov- of Lieut (JHB^wr~C6r»~and Lieut. for the field, and this policy proved to now every yard is of virgin wool, with
tion.
.
j change in the Italian situation, had to ernment in June, 19:
the German John G. Dye for neglect of patTeats, as be a mistake, as quick-firers were a large increase in its strength."
*Tn other words, France was a -white be restudied instantly, and for that rea- press as to what
they should published in the newspapers Sat
needed for field work.
SHODDY IN ARMY CIJOTIIINGN
nerican mat- and Sunday. The Judge Advocate Gen -•An appended list of orders for heavy
sheet of paper so far as we were con- son, among others, there is now organ- take in dealing wit
Senator Prelinghuysen called Mr.
ters, and they
He the news eral advised adding a prison sentence artillery placed by France, the Secre- Baker's attention' to testimony before
cernedi and on that we had not oniyl ized, as you know, in Prance, pursuant
eparations, such
- t!.,! ^rr. T,S,I to write! to the sue-*r?^Hon of Mr. TJoyd George, about American
to the dismissal, and that is being con- tary said, showed that "it did not lie the oommlttee from Col. Idndslcy,
the means of maintaining that army, j tne Kapeuo Couxereuco, or uue supruuii.
in tho imagination of anyone to realize Quartermaster's Inspector at Philadeloutfitting of an
w-hat tho ordnance program of the war
and from the first time when a care-War Council, and the United States is army 1,000,000 men
ng to re-enforce sidered.
"The department sets Its face against would become—not even France, the phia, that a contract tor uniform cloth
the
French-Engli
ful and scientific study of the oppor-; represented on that by the Chief of
ront, is looked that sort of callous disregard of solcontaining shoddy had been let.
f, the spread- diers' health," Secretary Baker said. "I very seat of the conflict, with the entunities of France to help us were; Staff of the American Army and the upon in that form
Resuming his statement after 1he>
orably affect want doctors and the country to know emy at her throa t.
made, from that' hour until this, we major international arrangements in re- ing of which may
"On July 13 or 14." Mr. Baker con- luncheon recess. Secretary Baker road
an people, yet that their lives and welfare are a rehave been building in France facilities, ' &a.rd to the military are worked out the opinion of the
a report showing 60,000,000 shells are
rldoked, on the sponsibility which I will not permit to tinued, "an agreement was made by under
instruments, agencies, just as many as there, while Gen. Pershing and his staff the fact must not
ivory this
other hand, that tl
ted States, with be dodged or handled in a cavalier which the F ench Government agreed year, with an increase of 50 percent in
we are here in the United States and of experts are working out those other the support of its
to supply the principal pieces of 75questions.
for
material
more—many of them of the same charmillimetre field guns and 155-millime- manufacture of 75 miUmeter and throeand industrial man; ment, is arming fashion."
SELECTIVE SERVICE A SUCCESS.
inch shells and us per cent in heavier
Wh'.le camp commanders are held reacter.
"That is the picture of what is going itself for war witl reat energy and sponsible for health conditions, Secre- ter rapid-fire howitzers needed for tne sizes Miiuc the oountry entered the
HAD TO BUIXD OW7T DOCKS.
j on over there, gentlemen. On this side tenacity.
American forces being
sent abroad.
Referring to conditions at Camp
tary Baker said, the Surgeon General's
wished to
"For Instance, the French had natur"Your committee
have full oppbr- office has daily inspections, and he has The American Government wished^o ^Re-r. „.8 ge———from a tetter
ally reserved the best ports in "France much of that has had to be done, and in tunity and will dot
ess go into those appointed Dr. John A. Hornsby, a hosth
q
St
0
t 0
for their own supplies. The channel; ^f.tton to it alt the things we have
J™**: g- «4S^!5^*S
remember things if you will
1 with the hos- pital expert, as his personal inspector. fSt Sup pTyin the ror?eS t -iM
e were had never been a time when each solports have been reserved for the Brit- done, and I ask you to
. At that time, althoush ^ not dier nad not had three suite of heavy
! among' the
achievements
on _A
this urn
side. pital situation, the] edical Corps, the A telegram from Dr. Hornsby regardish.
1CT 11. When
T I 111; 11 we
WO came
milHO In
111 It
Ik was
TT O-O necessary
AH*^.v.oot*.lJ
.,,.
j, , *_ ,
hear the wonder- ing camp conditions Senator Chamber- sending troops to
for us to have Independent ports of '« the building of this army, not of 50,- Signal Corps; you
in any large numbers—a matter some- underwear and sufficient heavy socks.
He also reported that the food situatry in order that there might not be »°0 °r 100'0»° °r 500'0(>0' but °f substan- ful' work done by e engineering de- lain assailed disclosed them "greatly what for the remote future."
partment
of
the
ari
tially
a
million
and
one-half
men.
improved,"
with
mortality
reduced
and
but
when
it
is
all
tion was adequate.
confusion and admixture of our sup
ADVANTAGE
FOB
FRAJTOB.
"And now, let me be frank with you told, Mr. Chaii
it will be a story "ample accommodations for all sick."
The Secretary then took up discussion,
plies, going through these ports of dis"You
thought
it
was
better
to
u«e
the
MRS.
RIXEHART
APPROVES.
which
I
am
sure
ur committee will
embarkation with those of other na- and let your judgment be frank with
French faotorlos instead of waltlnB to of the weight of uniforms and <>
Secretary
Baker
read
a
letter
from
be
glad
to
repoi
me
about
this.
Has
any
army
in
his
the Senate of the
tions. We were given several ports. As
build our own?" asked Senator Be™.
you perhaps reeall, tho ports of France i tory, ever since the beginning of time, United States as bi g a tremendous re Mrs. Mary Roberts Rinehart, the writ"Whether heavier cloth ought to be
"Exactly," Secretary Baker replied.
are tif.al parts, ports with deep water! been so raised and cared for as this sponsibility, and
obtained has not yet been determined,"
>n you have made er, who has a son in the service, com- "Also, it saved tonnage. And rm t<
mending
hospital
conditions
she
recentand tidal basins at high tides with in- army has? Can the picture be dupli- this Investigation
know the Ameriing no secre ti when I say that ships are he Baid. Gen. Pershing has appointed
suffldent water for landing at thelcated? We have raised .this army, tak- can people will f,
as I think they ly inspected. Mrs. Rinehart said she the crux of this problem, and every expferts to investigate and a report is
was impressed by Senator Chamberdocks when the tide is out
i ing the Regular Army and the National have a right to fe<
t we are in this
time wo can use French industrial re- to ho mado before February 1.
lain's "tragic letters."
"As i^Mpsequence tho construction of'Guard, raising it to war strength and war to win it. thi
To the report on progress of shell
are in it to hit
"But I feel the mothers of the coun- sources Instead of making and Bonding
docks ■ H|*Barves in ports of that kind supplementing it by the operation of and hit hard, that
making, Senator Frelinghuysen of New
are in it to co- try should know," wrote Mrs. Rinehart, our own products we aro doing it."
BjBBBaafl
B—T—fifr;,-"" *:~1-.. V~ " '""''* -»"*■»•"""» are Senators in this ordlnate our strei
with that of our ,«*ntrrt the number of such cases is
Mill I
I
"Is that a disadvantage to France?" Jersey, said:
*
.
—ih"From my information, I am Inclined
»om who said to me wi<
door, but he has been gnawing for two you hf " -^ee^a^aVbor and ail y
small, it is uraoi to allow -- • ■ . -■ moth- asked Senator BecBham.
individual
star
T
'"but"~3I
team
ota
uUe
whaT
'
We
we
proposed
that
form
of
raising
solyears and a half at thtir vitals, and need to do is to ere'
er to judge the Medical Corps because
"Categorically. 1 eji^yr»mmiti^--mmmmjtm ^
TJoker said it was nurnm,
when this unsuccessful offensive in have had to build X^wTSK.-ffl ^erj sLuld be «« *$ play, with these Veterans and experi- here and there men are unwilling or Baker positively. "It has been a vwry
enced
persons
und
prepared by Gen-Wheeler, Acting Quarer ^tual battle congreat
advantage to Prance."
France had gone on there was a spirit to fabricate in this oountry and send o« heads and said,
unable
to
give
the
care
that
is
their
Mr.
said
address
de
ditions: that more nas beou'done, per- duty. There are conditions to be remSecretary Baker then produced a tel- termaster General, but he believed it
not: of surrender, but of fate, about the dock-iiandllnahad bo
dook-handllno: machinery; we have
havehad
be done. It is too s"<l n }° *™ "*}
French people, and this mighty mili- to
fremfhis
even the piles to the American people that mode of haps, than the co.rntry expected, more edied. The shortage of women nurses egram from MaJ. Gen. Bllsa, Chief of accurate.
to send
send from
this oountry
oc
than
the
wisest
ln
country
thought
NO ARMY EVER BETTER FED.
Staff,
when the War Council was
is
serious.
But
of
cruelty
and
indiffertne
tary engine which they had seen pre- to bu Id
tho (looks
(looks. We have had to : selecting soldiers.
„nterorise '
id the
"I want to make ono further observaence I have found'nothing. Ninety-nine abroad, reciting the unanimous agreepared to overcome them for 40 years, have gauntry orane. manufactured in I "And yet has any ^f* enterprise, was possible to do
PREDICTg VXOTORY.
out of- a hundred boys are receiving ment of the inter-Allied military rep- tion," Secretary Baker proceeded, takwas at them, and their attitude was ?hi. bo'untry and sent over to be erected within the *">«£*«* "£*„ ™awi tt
"In so far as I am personally con- better care than they could afford at resentatives for American forces to se- ing up army food. "I think it is not
that no matter whether every French- on those dosks; we have had to erect this room ever been carried out witn
cerned,
I
know
w,
ahead
_
i
lat
is
of
us
cure artillery from England and Franco unfair for me to say that in the prohome."
man died in his tracks, as they were over there warehouses at the ports of more unfailing justice ^t-V""" »
know what the Ainerican f6eling about
"And I wish to point out, further," for all American forces sent abroad this vision of food no array ever assembled
willing to do, or not, that it was an disembarkation In
order that these telllgent explanation ™*<?™™*™l
irresistible, thing, and so they said to vast accumulations of stores and sup- tion to the good sense of patriotism ot this war is. Bver%Dody te impatient to added Secretary Baker, "that the very year, ami as long thoreafter as possible. anywhere was ever fed as ably, as well.
There win be heads of the medical profession, the
Referring to Col. House's military as nutritiously and as appetizingly as
us: 'Frankly, it will cheer us; it will plies, which go over can be properly the American people, and has any great do as much as w« can
this army. While there have been com-'
cheer our people if you send over housed and cared for, until they can and revolutionary change in our mode no division of corclael; there ^ni be all masters of the profession, are in con- aids. Secretary Baker said:
"It was their task to find out from plaints about other things, I think it is
of practice ever been accepted so splen- the criticism ther ought to be up0n stant touch with the Surgeon General.'"
some of your troops.'
bo distributed Into the interior.
No array could be raised in any coun- the British, French and Italian repre- the unanimous testimony that the
didly as the operation of the selective . shortcomings^ and failures; there will
"We did send some troops.
iiriLDIMi 600-MIL.E RAJUEtOAD.
so far as the War Department is try, the Secretary contended, without sentatives the answer to this question: has been of the highest quality, wilh
"At that place we had a choice. We
system?
"We have had to take over, and are service
SOLDIER
MORALS
SAFEGUARDED,
concerned,
a
con*
,
,
.
danger
from: communicable diseases. All •How can America contribute most to no suggestion of defect in its quantity
effo[
t
at
se
f
could have sent over, as Great Britain, ir process of rebuilding and amplifyor preparation, and that generallx
"WV have got those young men in improvement and,a hospitamy toward that could be done was to provide ev- the early winning of this war?1
our regular army, and in a very short ing, a railroad 600 miles long, in order
'One of the answers was for more- food preposition has been earn,
preparation have put it into action and to carry our products from our ports camp and thev are surrounded from the every suggestion .or improvement that ery means of science to meet that danger.
That
be
insisted,
was
being
done.
rapid expedition of American forces to] with the most extraordinary suce
suffered exactly what Great Britain of disembarkation to our general bases oay they lo?t home until the day they can come from th^ outgide_
TELLS OF RIFLE DECISION.
Europe. It was agreed that both EngSites for the camps and cantoni
suffered with her 'contemptible little of operation. And all of that, gentle- cdoame back to 11 if In God'-^deg. ,„=»* u^te^ai^^J?^^
Taking
up
Senator
Chamberlain's
atland and France have su-rplus ordnance were next taken up by Mr. Baker. II
army.' as it was called by their adver- men, has to be done, not only studied
y can come bacKwith^re^^^
L^nem^lVe^Tin
College's study oi
tack on the Ordnance Bureau. Mr. ordnance ammunition and manufactur- detailed the War
..
saries. Our army would have given as out as a necessary thing to do, but cies for their r
their institutions
,
subject and its recommendation;; to n
to demand
Baker said that men's minds differed ing capacity."
good an account of itself as the British whe„ s0 studied out and reported here and health and happiness, physical
1
1
departmental
commander
about
the
types
of
guns
to
be
used
and
..
European
QUOTES FROM GEIV. BL.ISS.
./ "° i-te day, on I
Army did, but it would have been de- | the manufactures of those things have spiritual and mental, than any army f-"^^
battlefields, in t\e face of veterans about the quantity. He then disclosed
Gen. Bliss* report, as read by Secre- to select camps in their respectivi
stroyed like the British Army, and | t0 be carrjed on in this country and that ever went out on a field.
though they be, b.M. ,.annot excel ua that the decision to adopt the so-called tary Baker, in part, follows:
risdictions with regard to heaJthfuli
"They
are
classified
by
a
system
so
there would have been no nucleus on the things shipped over there^—nails,
in achievement, a
the victory rechambered Kn field rifle was reached
"It «■:•« agreed by representatives of freedom from overflow or Hi,.
which to build this new army that was | cr0Sa tie3f spikes, fish plates, engines, that men who have mechanical in- is won over th?**jd when
late, cue night in his office at a con- Great Britain and France that their ditions interrupting training and o
Mr. chairman, the
stincts and training will be given meto come over a little later, and it was carSi buildings.
desirable and nondesirable consiu
We have had to build ordnance de- chanical opportunities in the army. The enterprise and tsl'-i come to American ference attended by Gen. Pershing, who production of ordnance is now estab- tions.
deemed wiser to send over a regular
erican
determinawas
preparing
to
go
to
France;
Gen.
lished
on
so
large
a
scale
that
they
are
'round'
man
is
not
sought
to
be
put
division, but not to send over our whole pots and repair shops and great magation and to Am*
"The principal places where ea
i courage will be Scott Chief of Staff; Gen. Bliss, As- able to equip all American troops arzines of supply in the Interior. All of into the 'square- place. The Y. M. C. A. an honor to us,
regular army at that time.
were selected were in the Southea:
that problem has been carried forward —the American people have subscribed poso and splend" he tenacity of pur- sistant Chief; Gen. Crozier, Chief of riving in 1918 of ordnance of the best Central and Southern departmentr '
HOW MEN WERE WELCOMED.
hievements of the Ordnance, and Gen. Kuhn, then head of tvpes. It is recommended that they be
Then what happened was that that step by step. The plans for a single liberally for the purpose—the Y. M. British and Pre;tl already shed great the War College, and several other staff supplied in 1918 and as long afterwards Secretary Baker continued, statin p
C. A., the Knights of Columbus, the luster on the yt
regular division went over and the peo- ordnance repair shop, which 1
of those great officers, "experts in rifles." It was late as is found convenient from British MaJ.tGen. Wood, senior Major General
of the army, was then in charge of the
ple of France kissed the hems of their eome time ago, covering acres and acres young Women's Christian Association
people."
in May or early in June.
i and French gun factories."
of
ground
were
designed
here,
the
iron
lie
Training
Camp
AcUvities
CommitDescribing
the
garments as they marched up the
rit of army officers
The American Springfield rifle, Mr.
•'1 have seen in the newspapers," Mr. Southeastern Department.
the Training Camp Athletic Com- Mr. Baker said ll" had~ seenJ "strong,
Praising Gen. Wood's experience and
streets of Paris; the old veterans, work fabricated over here, disassemBaker said, "was admittedly the best Baker continued, "that this is putting
wounded in this war, legless or arm- bled, put In ships and carreid abroad mittee and the Red Cross, have all grizzled men tuje away from his desk military rifle developed by any coun- a burden on France. I say to you. gen- nullifications to select sites, Secretary
beer
brought
in
to
live
with
the
solto
be
reassembled
over
therein tears" whemi ley had found that
Baker referred to the fact that the
less, stumping along on crutches, per"We have had to build barracks over diers and by virtue of activities start- they could not k> to France, "where try. When this decision was reached tlemen, that Marshal Joffre and his as- General hod been a medical officer and
haps, as thoy went up the streets of
there were in stock about 600,000 of sociates, Gen. Bridges and all his ased
in
the
War
Department,
the
comthere
for
our
soldiers,
and
in
the
mean"originated tho training-camp
the
glory
of
th«v
Paris with their arms around the neck
profession lay," but them.
sociates of Great Britain, and, in fact als<,
idea, carrying it to a demonstrated sucof American soldiers. Not a single man time to billet them around in the munities which surround these camps must remain ir t 'ashingtop to press
It was not then known, Secretary all persons of commissions that have cess at I'lattsburg." Gen. Wood, h«
French
vi'Jages.
Building
barracks
have
been
instantly
gotten
away
from
forward war pr v rations. There was Baker contended, whether American come to this country with any knowlin that division was unaccompanied by
the action which used to prevail of a
a veteran. America had gone to France, over there and building them #ver here certain alienation between a civilian no case, he addn of any officer who troops would fight beside the British edge of conditions all bring me the con- added, was "recognized by common
is a very different thing, gentlemen.
had not accept.
his duty with his or the French. The British used a rim fidente and positive assurance that we consent in the army as the most capand the French people rose with a
and soldier group, and these soldier whole heart.
CUT FORESTS FOR TIMBER.
able to select camp sites and inauguy.J^ of niffh places in
sense of gratitude and hopefulness that
"When we summoned the lumber in- boys in these camps have been adopted civil life throug^t the country, he cartridge rifle of one caliber, and the are not only not taking from England rate a training-camp system."
and France the things that they need,
had never been In them before.
dustry of this country to produce the into the homes and hearts of the peo- said, had come Q "Washington to ac- French a rim cartridge gun of another but
SELECTION OF CAMP SFTBS.
are helping their industrial process"Of course, they welcomed the Brit- lumber to build our new cantonments ple among whom they live. No such recaliber. The British Government had
In every instance, Mr. Baker said.
ish, but their need was not so great it came in a g>eat and steady stream lation has ever existed between an cept salaries of offjce boys, many no been prepared to rearm the entire Brit- es and saving tonnage and making tho boards, including medical officers,
when the British went Of course, they from all over the country, but when we army and a civilian population as ex- salaries at all, tqpjace their experience ish Army with the Enfleld when the proper co-ordinated military efforts had recommended the selected site, and
at the disposal q, tne nation.
welcomed the British, but there were talk about building barracks in France ists with regard to this.
war broke out in 19i4! The excellence with our Allies."
that the Surgeon General had been noStatistics of manufacture in this tified when the final »election was
REFERS TOp.g^jnjKa,^™.
ties between them and us which there it means this: It means to organize,
of the American weapon was so well
"And then with your aid, the army
country of artillery were given by Sec,
had not been between them and the and we have organized, regiments of has been able to stamp out Intemperknown
that
the
British
decided
to
reFrom Senator ' *hamberlain's speech
made.
British, and so when our troops went j foresters and sending them o*er into ance and vice among the soldiers, by Mr. Baker said Jjj^ seemed to him model their guns, but the suddenness retary Baker, some publicly and some
In only one case—Camp Zaehary Taythere was an instant and spontaneous the forestg of France, which they have the establishment of zones, by the ts- that> although i^iaa not the Senator's of the war prevented them making the to the committee in confidence. He lor, at Louisville—was there a quessaid, for example, that the first J-inch tion, and Surgeon General Gorgas eemt
* jt appear so, the change.
rise in the morale of the French, but an assi
our use. cutting tablishment of patrol systems of one purpose to tnaje
d t0 us for
equally Instant and spontaneous insist- | down the trees, setting up sawmills kind and another, by the 'training of country got an impression from the
"That decision made that night," Mr. anti-air-craft gun was delivered this an expert sanitariaa who approved it.
ence that these soldiers wh
the lumber of various sizes, these yonng officers in these training failures and il^ys that made them Baker added, referring to the confer- month, and that it's production is "ris"I am not raisintr aft*.question v.-it
d "disproportiona« to what was going ence held at which it was decided to ing steadily" to an estimate of 300 jrer n>e
the places where it camps, young men of e
Ameri
month
maximum
rot- on."
change the American rifle, "had the
Hat 1 T»"> S<v'*ret-TJ*v*!-.,;/! t>,r,T.„ mi^t »,„
—> ■» Ul tl'IW ■ UU.il1 ft'ih.
"And
URE OF GUNS.
Sfter pointing out that it. had been suglnsutiic*-^
corn iC"Fi*ance, in order that it can be a strong and effective
only conference."
"So," he said, in recapulatlng, "I gested that tne sitea 'iad not been rea who^'but "t-olend rVgular-oivisions we might some time make a harvest tarv army and still be free from things instances."
Regarding
Senator
Chamberlain's think it is fair to say (and if there is a ferred to that office., "but I want it
When he app
previously, Mr statement that rifles originally sent to possibility that I am wrong I want it
-nd National Guard divisions selected Our operations began in the forests of which have hitherto weakened and
with the intention camp were a "motley collection" Sec- called to my attention), that the Amer- perfectly understood that his departaccording to tho State of their prep- France, not in the lumber yards, as sapped the vitality and virility of Baker said it "
ment was consulted and its advice folof
being
frank
but
despite this de- retary Baker said he did not object to ican army in France, large as it is and lowed
aration and keep back here some part they did in this country.
,r he seemed
"That great staff under Gen. Per- l>Tmv<f DISCIPLINARY PROBLEMS.
have left the. feel- the term but that the facts were that
of our trained force in order that it
the
American
army
to
be
sent,
large
as
A» to plans for the cantonment building that I was
cing in defense of "we had about 600,000 Springfield rifles that is, are and will be provided with
mi-ht inoculate with its spirit and its shlng's direction, containing so many
have gone from camp to .camp some of my su
ings, «ie Secretary said Dr. Gorgas had
rdinates. HB denied and something over 100,000 Krags.
training these raw levies which we men from the American Army, enriched
nnments,
c
artillery of the type they want as rap- approved the original plans and connd my Urn any such intenti
n and said when he
were training and one after another by "captains of industry and masters of j among th ese^cant «m^,»
invariably
idly as they can use it, and that our struction on th-- buildings was well
GERMANS USE OBSOLETE GUN'S.
the«e divisions have gone over until in technical performance in this^country, I ^^^J^^Vl,!^St about your concluded, if th re was anything else
"The German Army, best prepared in own stream of manufacture to supple- advanced, when a committee of th*
yha.
uamittee de sired to investigate he
France there is a fighting army an ar- airo^^esTlnorv'muairundlr ^gelerai j camp commander
the world," he added, "furnished an ob- ment this is in process,with delivery of American Medical Association urged
my trained in the essentials and In the drc°UoT^»ch as the railroads and disc^lln^y problemr
men whose would do every thing possible within
pieces rising steadily."
thr^t the air space per man be increased
°»d ™*n ,n l^ il'n from thei. his power to as jist "without fear or solete rifle for practice until men learn
beginnings of military discipline and dock buildings, under a former vicej
Referring to a letter from Capt Tar- to 50 cubic feet After a confereneo
e D e
« ^n^ave Deen all over favor." and to e: feet any improvement- to take care of a better weapon."
practice, and trained, seasoned fighters president of the Pennsylvania Railroad., lives hay
dieu
to
Gen.
Crozier,
dated
December
with
Secretary Baker and Gen. Gorgas
Secretary
said that when he
"I do not mean to say," he added,
in this kind of a war on the actual bat- Atterbury and men of that quality and; b°yno^nttnenta! United States and
In the former's office, at which Che
I of the twe
letters read by Sena- "that the ojuestlon was decided infalli- 21 last, Mr. Baker read this statement committee
tlefields where it is taking place.
experience, summoned in to aid hJ^-| £*
=£ jts insular possessions, wherwas j
those are the men who are carrymg: through its msu ary
^^ tor Chamberlain concerning bad treat- bly. It might have been better to have that the output of big guns in Prance
V s KNGTVEERS AT CAMBRAI.
The committee, Mr. Baker said, agr
did not become adequate until 1916.
used
the
English
Enfield.
But
I
do
ment
of
sick
so
idiers
he
immediately
"Earlv in this war when Joffre was
Capt. Tardieu expressed the belief thitt that it would be unwise to stop build
"Ts^ose^h are; S.V."ofThe'soldier and the camp and
here and when Balfour was here, they
with one accord, and asked Mr. Cham >erlain for all the de- mean to say that it was decided con- the United States would make faster ing and the course adopted was to add
S
J ?
S
scientiously that now every man in this
tails.
said to us: 'It may take you some time CarrTed on o var heVand of far•greater! the •»»*• "H say
to the number of barrack buildings
country intended to carry a rifle has progress than had his own country.
to get over to us a fighting army, but >*«^*^~a!! lLm%% SASXSS: feSSfS. «S. thayt the disciplinary
The total of British munition con- reduce the number of men, assi
WIL.L PCM 5H THE GUIUTY.
one,
and
a
rifle
of
better
quality
than
you are a great industrial country, our ^
tracts placed in the United States over each.
ted here and j problems of the army have been 1
"I want to fol low those through to if we had adopted the existing type at a period of three years. Secretary Bakman power is fully engaged In our in-1 oations, having it fabnea
In only one instan.-o, at Cam]
the time.
1P
eustries and in our military, send overi sent
ac
sent across
uuuua" "••""'---TI
.■---! , ff "he
lancholy and pathetic the very end," s aid he, "and find out
er
then showed, was over a billion dol- Mass., he said, had the 50-foot rule b
th en
me
"And," he continued, "although we
who
is
responsih
le,
in
order
that
I
can
i artisans, special engineers -and troops miles of ocean and then set up on that. "«^le° ^^
the
Secretary
of
exceeded.
lars,
while
the
United
States
had
roug
have sent soldiers to Europe much more
; «f a technical character."
court-martial after punish the guilt r."
side
placed greater orders in the same mar<M SE OF SI'KNESS.
DUE *» 1TAJ JAN DEFEAT.! War's office
of men who have fallen
[
"And although it was not contemplat- f-«»XORS
Although more than 1,000,000 men are rapidly than we ever thought we would ket during a period of seven months.
Ln
G
"The fact is," Mr. Bake
:^
^^.^Z,
„/.h,
other
side;
court-martial,
of
I -ted at the outset and only a phase in the
In addition to cha: , for us to buna, down anATielded; to_ temptation under under arms in O :is country, Mr, Baker or could, every soldier has not only a
"It is fair to assume," he said, in most of our sic
rrary to
' emergency military legislation shows
said, the number of complaints received modern rifle, but has had practice with comparing the figures, "that Great pectal;
it. That also is true of every soldier
that the thing was thought of as a pos- hospitals, and that is where the ma-1 these
Britain was getting at least the major
used to obtain. I have an infrequent have been relatively small, probably who will go to Europe."
ontradictlon to cantonmei
sibility, yet in a very short time we jor need for hospitals may be. 1
now of court-martial, by reason cf not more than 1!;. In each instance, he
a basis of eight men
Turning to the machine-gun question, part of what we could produce. When
necessary for the Surgeon Gen- such weaknesses."
i had organized engineering regiments of
said, investigatiojns have been made im
Mr. Baker said that up to last April we came into the field we found it in was tenta-' railroad men and sent over there and erals staff to be divided in this fashat the request of the chairman, , nied;.
nt
Cmri Tr
.___
■—
part
pre-empted
by
our
Our
the Lewis gun had not been satisfac—
-«>.„iMtr.~ beh'nfl the lines of the ton and to select supplies and procure
a
Some reports
Secretary said, have
•iker put into
'»Ji«
tes'
and Frencu the r.v.i:u^^.
niaten-.- -..staffs of
*« niitiber of hospitals. -ot proved sejJ
-tion aimuugh wiaeiyTisedTiy England
were tieing carried forward with their trained persons to supervise the con- army and Red Cross, established in others uaU, ^^
u h.
ch case corrections The French, he said, never took the The Ordna
advance, reconstructing their broken struction of these hospitals and to man France, with the number of the perI contracts a am aince we went into the
followed.
Le-wis gun in any large numbers.
engines and cars, building new rail- them and equip them.
show th' i
In the case of
r^-#iy of an officer
sonnel of each.
"The board." he added, referring to war."
Toads, both back of the French and
suit.
The Secretary then resumed his testi- who died at an aviation training school the board he appointed in the fall of
SHELL CAPACITi' KEDUCED.
"All
of
that
has
gone
on
contemporaBritish lines and those regiments were
"Whi •
being shipped home -n a sheet. Secre- 1916, to test machine guns, "never deSenator Frelinghuysen said he under- said, 'was that we
of such quality that at the Cambrai as- neously with the work which has been monv.
"When
Lord
Northeliffe
returned
to
sault, carried on by Gen. Byng. when 'done in this country, and then, in or- England he was invited, as I recall it, tary Baker said, inquiry developed that layed for one second the procurement stood the shellmaking capacity of the uniform who ha
sparsely
country had dropped 75 per cent after settle.
the Germans made thir counter attack, der that another element may be added byUova George, to accept a position the camp was in charfr>.- of a British of additional machine guns."
mtry and I
nited States entered the war, the
TELLS OF LEWIS GUN TEST.
our engineer regiments threw down to this kaleidoscopic character, which in his Cabinet. He wrote a letter.which aviation officer, who folio... d the BritI
to
community
livwar necessarily has. 1' call your
ish method of sending bodies home unHe told of the navy's test of the Lewis War
Department having permitted
their pieks and spades and carried tlielr
v,-ith me.-i; ion to a thing which you already was printed in the papers, and in that clothed, the man's
clothes
being gun last April with an array officer plants to go out of business and b
Titles into the battle and distinguished
of which one of the ordinary resul'
he made this casual reference to the shipped in a separate parcel. An Amerthemselves by gallant action in the war know. This war had a -more or less
present, and added: "As a result of that' mantled.
pneumonia."
set character until the Russian situa- Inited States. He spoke of his visit ican officer was then put in charge.
test, an immediate order was given to
Secretary
Baker
said
he
had
no
initselt.
The Secretary said that illness at that
here and spoke of our war preparations
tion
change,
and
it
has
changed
in
the
Vnother
complaint
of
neglect
of
a
pathe
Savage
Arms
Company
for
Lewis
PROMPT RED CROSS AID.
formation on thAt point, but would ob- camp was perhaps caused by too rr
^
fashion:
nt at Camp Wheeler, be said, de- guns. Large orders for Lewis guns tain it for the colimittee. He suggested mp.n being housed in one tent ti
, ry early in this war Great Bri- last few months. When we had gotten in•• this
-War preparations are proceeding
i through BaJfour and his assist- Vmore or less used to the situation creSr United veloped that it was unjustified and re- have been given. We are advised, how- that plants built and owned by the with a shortage, in clothing.
iuits, and France, through Joffre, said atod by the uncertainty as to Russia the virile atmosphere of

-our preparatiu
worthy manner.
**Do you thmk, for a moment. Secretary Baker,** said the chairman, "that
there has been any time within the last
year that the German Secret Service
, has not been fully advised as to everything we have done?"
, "Yes. Senator, I knew. If I may rely
upon the information which we get
from confidential sources, the Gf-rman
Government is still mystified as to the
iKrmber of men we have in France, or
have had there at any time."
POLICTff AS TO A WHY SECRETS.
The chairman said he doubted this.
After some discussion as to the policy;
of Governments in announcing military'
secrets, Mr. Baker said it was not the!
policy of the American or other Goy-*
emments to do so, and added:
j
**I am saying this now because you|
have asked me why I have held backi
these facts until now. I am saying to;
you that you could not get from Great'
Britain at this minute—I don't know1
whether I could get—the number of;
soldiers Great Brttam has in Prance orj
; home. I could get an approximation;,
I could get whatever information might!
be deemed helpful to the immediate j
military object to be accomplished, but;
1^ could not ret from Great Britain orj
'♦■her one t n«*^BiWB^^IWIW^P
of troope they have at the front.
"It may be that that precaution is
tmnecessary,and yet that is the precaution which military men have observed,
and I have no further point to make In
the matter of troops there than to
show what I was showing when 1 read |
that extract; that our oriRinal intention was to make our military effort
hi 1918, and in August of 1917 a zealous advocate of immediate military activity laid down as the maximum obtainable program, a thing which has I
since been multifold exceeded.
FRANCE CAXI.ED FOR TROOPS.
"Why did we decide to send some
troops to France in 1917? It is no secret. When Marshal Joffre came to
this country from France, when the
British Mission came from France,they
told us of a situation which we had not
up to that time fully appreciated.
There had been in France, recently
conducted before than, an unsuccessful
offensive. The French people had suffered —they suffered in a way that
our language is not adapted to describe, and our imagination cannot
conceive- The war is in their country.
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Young Man,
Think This
Over!

i

LUU15 KKJfUBLJ 1 lUES DAY, JANUAR^_2^J^18;

ff Suppose someone should^ *> you
to-ni^t;^!-^^4^0^ to become a
T5artner in my business the first ot
the month. If you will put $1,000 in
the firm as an evidence of good faith,
the partnership is yours."

.Xw^i-FrsZerGiiallenges Earl of
Derby to Answer Criticism of
Military Experts.
QUESTIONS

q Would YOU be in a position to accept? Could you show a savings
account that would permit of such a
move? If not turn your attention at

YPRES,

Famous

and Ban-

<J Hundreds of young men have gone
upward to success simply because
they were ready when just such a call

The Bigger, Better Store

„This week only. After this week■ *•,«•■&,™g£

CAMBRAI MRS. CRAIdfsHARES HONORS
•

Why Were These Campaigns Otherfof Cast Well Adapted to
Parts and Play Ranks
Started, He Asks, If Men Were
With Best.
Needed by Million as Claimed?

once to some systematic plan of saving.

.-.

ek tTBny Nemo fi
Before Prices Rise

Perfect Star in
in Comedy
Srican.

Ruth Chi
Perfe\

r0.

Special Cable to The Republic and New
York Time*.
LONDON, Jan. 28.—Loval. Fraser, in
the columns of The Daily Bail, publishes an open letter to the Earl of
Derby, challenging him to reply to his
article of last Monday. He says the
views he submitted are not answered
by "vague abuse of the conductors of
particular newspapers."
As regards these papers, he says the
old Tory press stands for vested military interests a—1 '■*--* cunauct of the
upon the ministry. The pacifist
press, he argues, has only one object,
and that is to overthrow Lloyd George
and reinstate Asquith.
"What is the answer of the spokesman of the General Staff?" he asks.
"While the Government asks for another half million men, the champions of
the General Staff aj?k for another million and a half. The idea that they are
to put our minds and our consciences
into the hands of the military clique
forever and ever was tentatively accepted at the outbreak of hostilities,
but it was an idea made in Germany
and we have had enough of it.
MAKE GOOD OR CHANGE.
"This is a democratic country, and it
is time to look at the matter in a democratic way. We want to win this war.
If the military experts who have had
unquestioned control for the last two
years have not made good, and show
no sign of making good, it is time they
were changed."
Mr. Praser says it is not the politicians who /"contrivp^m«| wonderful
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SfiTmerU .nTsug^fhat means a reasonable
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while.
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ig large numbers of our men absence of th<*.he *an ^
Main Floor—Aisle 1«ands of the enemy, although dren of the hep }j ^ *o
•nobody is to blame.' They do not take
charge of the masses of the men who by rentin
are called up. They provide resources, Crane, who hail;
the North." The
and if the resources are not well used I four dungsters
we are entitled to turn to the men who three days withB^T^I^ Results all
L
rous
are actually directing the war and call around. Three c" TJ
fi
a wnile
them to account."
the fourth. Oliil 3£1" chatterton)
Mr. Fraser remarks that the apolo- falls in love witltltll^'anUc Yankee,
Bridged Wfth Bodice, Editor of
reforliQUOYinjWthr^^^
gists of the Imperial General Staff delightfully chrl K*W by Bruce
Removes all oravini5 and deaire lor »^-- m y refunded
blame the Government for not provid- McRae. The-cor oTMe for the two
HMMMM
Drug in from ten to.twenty days..H: no*
t and day. Neal Instill
ing enough men and proceeds:
aforementioned Htln,a of the author.
"If we were, BO short of men, if our sparkles with w»ipa,f
and pretty
Spceial Cable to The Republic and The toward her ally and her conduct in the divisions were depleted, why did they manners.
3735 Lindell Boul., St,
suggest the great Tprs offensive? Hav-We do not see 1
New York Times.
Russian negotiations.
line
east c0uld hf, i
h
LONDON, Jan. 28.—A dispatch to The
"Since Czernin said," Harden contin- ing failed to accomplish their full pur- materially impro
Fleming Ward
the Imperial General and Robert Ames
Daily Telegraph from Rotterdam says ues, "that he could not work in com- pose at i'pres,
two very good
r tw
° th.^t both '
that the latest issu;e of Die Zukunft is pany with Buelow and with Tirpitz, Staff planned a fresh battle at Cambrai. | juveniles, with th.ft
, ?j?"that they had
one of the most remarkable that Max- who, by the grace of the censor, has By that time they must on their own labored under a d<lId^n
that we were cultivated the sof
imilian Harden yet has had. By /his been maintained in the role of the peo- showing, have known
leech of the real
characteristic methods of quotations, ple's hero, there has been a never ceas- desperately short of men.
Southerner. What
really did, quite
"They
had
before
them
the
wise
and
unwittingly
it
is;
innuendo, inference and irony he vir- ing pgitation against Austria-Hungary.
.i.ourse, to be a?- !
prudent example of Gen. Petain, who sumed, was taken
tually indorses the programs of Presi,v> some of the dlhad devised a policy of limited offen- alectics of the plai
dent Wilson, and Premier Lloyd George, Yet the Austrians could say: \
" 'We were almost in agreement with sives in order to economize man-power. in the South do no' ion
condemns the German Government's
Russian schemes, chastises the annex- the Russians when you sent a declara- They must also have known that the near like darkies
the speec
ationists and their candidate for, high tion of war. Ous followed six days French General Staff looked upon our these young men v .-LV1
them dooffice, Prince von Buelow, and admits later, and we had to hold out much reckless and wasteful methods with
WELL SUITE)*! £ pABTS.
the justice of the Entente point of view longer alone than had been foreseen positive dismay.
Randolph Weeks ill1
coiendid role
and agreed upon, while you were exin the hands of Wai't
regarding Alsace-Lorraine.
FRESH WHITEWASH.
rlconnolly while
His treatment of the pronouncements periencing the days on the Marne."
l>-*fc.v.„l*
Hbelh Tlf
Dainger"They attacked again, and in the end Barbara Milton,.
"The
enemies
of
Austria
are
beaten,
of Lloyd George and Wilson is as il1
of the proud
they failed. Why? That is what we all field, the fourth
and
of
no
enemy
of
Germany
can
that
household, was as
luminating as it is ingenious. Regretn
her
charauwant
to
know,
though
T
think
T
could
ing that those utterances were only/re- be said in conscientious seriousness." furnish a fairly correct answer. No terization as she
pable. Alice
"PEACE IS POSSIBLE."
ceived in Germany Tit's a rain "of in■
r
t*ti*WSSiS"r£
General, It appears.
The United States will have 500,000 jammed full of something you I.
Reverting to President Wilson'*
vective," Harden adds:
soldiers In France by spring-, and 2,- been wishing foi --SAY, THAT wo
dress. Harden WTB:
^^^^^n^g^a Ult,».i3 me aii exonerated, are given well suited to their y rts and rendered |
"Thoughtful, conscientious men must.
a
fresh
coat
of
whitewash
and
in
due
effect.
them
with
impressive
BY
ASSOCIATED
PRESS.
000,000
before the end of 1920, Secre- be belter than GOOD, wouldn't it.'
rm still is the belief that peace is
'Come Out of the K itchen" is a com
■""*f^^*.?,.i .YIUIUUL prejudice the possible and that the cleft between the course will doubtless be decorated once
ASK IF IT IS A CINCH.
BOSTON, Mass., Jan. 28.— "There is tary of War Newton 1). Baker anedy
without
any
el
lormous
kick
or
text of these speeches—the real text."
more.
nr unced before the Senate InvestigatIf you think it's a cinch to bi
two fighting groups is no longer so
punch
to'it.
It
is
ju
5t
delicious
com
"While
on
this
subject
T
should
like
much
reason
to
expect
that
Turkey
FLAYS TREATMENT OK R1JSS.
ing Committee yesterday.
.soldier in the trenches with nothing
wide that it can only be filled up by
Underlining this accusation that only new heaps of corpses. It -will, how- to direct attention to the inquiry of edy, a human (locum ent set off in a will before long seek peace with the
Two million troops that will need
100 per cent Allies." said Dr. .lames V. C.uion, for- smoke?. And there aren't enough good to cheer the few hours you don't h
mutilated versions have been allowed ever, widen into an unbridgeable gulf ifaj. Davies, who asked in Parliament: wreath of smiles. It
to be working, much less the ms
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SECRETARY BAKER'S DEFENSE.
Secretary Baker's address, in which he told Congress and the public more about the progress of our
war work than has ever been revealed before, is likely to change the tone of discussion in Congress materially. This is not because he disproved all of the
charges made by Senator Chamberlain and others.
He did not pretend to do that, but he showed more
clearly than ever before that the mistakes have been
few and small, when compared with the work accomplished under circumstances of such difficulty that
I no human being could avoid error.
j
It is apparent from the course of his remarks
! that the United States Army in France is nearing
j the half-million mark and that the arrangements
under which the men were sent were such that the
force is1 armed and equipped with everything from
hetwy guns to rifles, while the progress of the
work shows that before the end of the year the
country will have an army of 2,000,000 fighting
menMost conclusive was what the Secretary had to
say about ordnance. Senator Chamberlain had re; ferred in terms of anguish to "poor, bled-white
France," which is supplying field artillery and
howitzers to the American Army. He implied that
there was something shameful in the dependence
of this country upon France. If there is, Secretary Baker showed that the shame is mostly upon
1 Congress for not appropriating money for guns
| several years ago. As for France and England,
they are supplying this country with guns because
they have more manufacturing capacity than they
need, and they welcome the job. "Poor, bled-white
France" is still a pretty vigorous ironworker, and
in working for this country serves herself and all
the Allies.
The arrangement, as the Secretary shows, is
nothing that involves sentiment. It was made in
response to the demands of common sense.
When Congress has digested the speech and the
fault-finders have had their fling the net result
of the agitation which culminated in the Secretary's appearance before Congress is likely to be
a stronger determination to suppress contentious
criticism and to lay all the emphasis upon intelligent co-operation..
The imposing record of big things well done
which the Secretary unfolded demands nothing less.
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THE COMING U-BOAT OFFKASIVE.
Secretary Baker warns the. country to be prepared for "the most powerful submarine offensive
yet undertaken" by Germany. It will come, he
thinks, about the time the great land offensive on
the west front is started, and will be directed
chiefly at our lines of, communication with France
in order to cut off men and supplies being hurried
up to assist the Allies. In anticipation of this offensive, many of the U-boats have been withdrawn
from service temporarily and are being refitted
and repaired.
Germany's failure to make any headway with
her submarines against our transport service has
been variously accounted for. One theory was
that she did not care to arouse the people of the
United States unnecessarily, believing that she
could win the war more quickly by concentrating
against England, and if our participation was only
an "American bluff," as many Germans still affect
to believe, the sinking of our transports would
make us an active instead of a passive belligerent.
Another reason might be that Germany still
hopes to obtain capital for her after-the-war needs
from the United States and imagines we will more
willingly lend it to her if there is no great additional blood feud against her in this country.
Whatever the. reason, we have sent over a considerable number of men and vast supplies, with
trilling losses. If Germany .has decided to concentrate against us,a greatly augmented submarine fleet, with the fury of desperation, there may
be a different story to tell, so far as the losses are
concerned, but the result will not be different.
Submarine hunting, it must be remembered, has
been reduced to something like a science since the
United States sent over a "fleet of destroyers to
assist the British last spring. The undersea menace began to lose some of its terrors from that
time. We now have a large fleet of the most efficient submarine hunters, meaning both men and
ships, and we are adding to it all the time. The
depth bomb has more than offset any improvements Germany has been able to show, either in
the number, size or armament of her U-boats. If
they want a fight they will find the Americans
ready.
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SECRETARY BAKER'S WONDERFUL WORK.*
Secretary of War Baker has clearly
vindica^oT\himselt in the minds of the
genersfi pifblic, if not in the minds of
a fey^ politicians and publishers who
are t/ryjng to embarass the administrate liL^hj^ijifch their selfish
factional
•^eojTn^^^ecretary Baker
"bearded
the 1'ioV* den" M'onday by going before Senator Chamberlain's own committee to .give a frank and fearless
statement of' what has been done to
raise and equip the AmerJ<!an army.
In a frank manner -Mr. Baker confessed mistakes. He denied non«y<5f
them, but he revealed some startling
truths which the general pubjj«?clid not
know, and as a result SegjeTary Baker'
■- today stands "ace high'' in th-e eslima- i
■'.ion of the general public.
He a£«-^
quitted himself In a most creditable''
manner.
The Metropolis believes that if the
administration would pursue the policy of taking the public more into its
tonfidence there would be less chance
for s-riticism. The enemy is not going
to benefit greatly by the government's
telling what the people ought by every
right to know. One of the very reasons for the Russian revolution is the
fact that the Imperialistic Government
did not see fit to consult with the people.
The same reason might be attributed to the repeated outbursts of
unrest in Germany and Austria. The
people of those governments had every
reason to suspect the men in author- j
ily. They felt that the powers were |
covering up information that should j
by every reason be given them. The i
best way to fight the critic and the |
knocker is to give him no room to !
play on the susceptibilities
of the
public. Secretary Baker in unfolding
information which reveal the wonderful things which the United States
has. accomplished since our entry into
the war less than a year ago makes us
all better partners for him and the
government.
He has kn»ck~ed
the
skids from under his opponents and
has built a Gibraltar under himself in
the confidence of the plain American:
people.
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....FROM....

lellenille Hero*democrat
BELLEVILLE, ILL.
191
We, inclose a matter appearing in the Belleville NewsDemo^jat on the above date which we think will be of
interest to you. FRED. J. KERN is the owner and chief
editor of the Daily and Semi-Weekly News-Democrat, and
the writer of the appended editorial.

A Man Must Serve His Time to Every, Save Censure;
Critics All Are Ready Made.
Secretary Newton D. Baker made all of his self-constituted and cheap
critics look like a set of rummies, buttinskis and knockers in his able reply to
their strictures in a statement made before the Senate Committee on Military
Affairs. They will quit demanding his resignation now. Baker is the right
man in the right place. He is making good. He has vindicated his good name.
Mr. Baker showed that America has now 500,000 men on the firing line in
France, ready to do and to die for their country, and not only willing, but
eager, to carry the stars and stripes to victory in the thickest of the fight, and
to plant Old Glory on enemy ground.
Mr. Baker testified that there are a, million more sturdy men in the uniform of Uncle Sam, in training in the camps and under arms .ready for transport with the opening of the weather in spring.:
Nor are our men armed with broom-sticks and wooden cannon, as Roosevelt and some of his claquers tried to make us believe, but they have the best
guns and the best equipment in the whole world. They are fully prepared to
give a good account of themselves in their patriotic and self-sacrificing answer
to the call made on them by our government for the highest measure of devotion and the supreme sacrifice.
Where that large an army is assembled, particularly in so short a time,
there will be minor things to criticise. There will be isolated instances of
dishonesty and abuse, yes, even barbarity. But Mr. Baker showed that these
things are not the rule, but the rare exception in the American army, and
mighty rare at that. The American army is in the main composed of loyal
patriotic citizens, of real men, who are and always will be under any and all
circumstances, gentlemen, at home or abroad, as visitors m the best homes of
the land or on the battle's front.
The strongest point in Mr. Baker's testimony was brought out, however,
when he candidly and emphatically assured the committee that outrages reported are under no circumstances condoned or covered up by the department,
bu,t that on the other hand, they are all promptly investigated by the highest
and most competent authority, and that if verified, full restitution is promptly
made, if possible, the evil remedied and the guilty speedily brought to justice
and adequately punished.
In a monarchy the doctrine in force is that the king can do no wrong.
Not only are his own mistakes and crimes excused and concealed, but those
of his fawning and groveling retainers and lick-spittles as well. In our country the opposite policy has been adopted and is being persued. Our government does right; come what may.
The government can only make itself an accessory to the thefts of grafters, the blunders of the inefficient and the incompetent, and the brutalities of
inhuman fiends," by excusing their crimes and by endeavoring to gloss them
over. This is not done, however. The government acts on the square. No
guilty man is allowed to escape. The helpless and the innocent are protected.
The square deal is accorded to everybody. Honesty is the established policy
of the government.
Baker's explanation is sufficient for us. "We were beginning to be confused and confounded by the clamor of his critics, particularly by the seductive words of Roosevelt. If Roosevelt is the man we take him to be, after
Baker's manly statement before the Senate Committee, he will make public
apology to him for having misrepresented and insulted him. Baker is all
right. The War Department under him is all right. In the future we will
swear by Newton D. Baker. He is a man after our own heart. More power
to him.
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efficient. Only the combination of the and Red Cross have taken less than
which we expect to have made a mafirms in each undermanned industry 140.000 out of this total of over ,".,000.000
terial start on our national organization.
Another heavy military draft
" 2. Popular education with regard to
with the object of equipping men for workers.
will have to be made before the labor
the Issues and aims of the war We
that
industry
will
overcome
the
skilled
power
of
the State is materially afgive full support to other organizations
labor shortage, according to Mr. Barnes. fected .
which have the same purpose; but.
"The
truth
of the matter is thai
whereas the others do most of their
He said:
until a very short time ago there was
work by newspaper publicity and public
a
great
loss
of
man power in this
■' When we have investigated alleged
meetings, which draw only a few thouState because of unemployment,
sand people, and those for the most
scarcity of labor, we have found three one
is
aware
of
the fact that unt.l
part alreadv in sympathy with the aims
the organization, we do our work State Employment Bureau Says predominant factors. Either the call three years ago an advertisement ofPatriotic Service League Adopts of
fering
any
position
with fairly attracwas
trained workers in teehnical
from house to house and by personal
tive wages would bring to factory or
acquaintance.
We Still Have Plenty of Men, lines or for husky laborers to do work plant
gates
a
large
crowd
of eager apthe Neighborhood Idea of
•• In this district we hold on the avercalling for unusual strength and endur- plicants. It is also well known that
age fifteen neighborhood meetings a
but
They
Need
Training.
from
all
the
work
places
in
every inance. 0r else the employer was offering!
Each Telling the Other.
week. Speakers are provided who know
dustrial community there were turned
what the war Is about, and usually offitoo low a wage. The call for laborers away
each
morning
hundreds
of men
cers of the allied armies who have actually seen service. And since these are WANTS TRADE AGREEMENT of strong physique Is a very flattering willing to work. This meant a great
loss
of
man
power
to
the
country,
for
one, with the demand in most cases exBIG HELP TO LIBERTY LOANS neighborhood meetings. In which many
of the persons present are already acceeding the supply. There would seem these hundreds and thousands of worklost anywhere from three days to
quainted, they stay after the speeches
lo be good reason, to believe thai, there ers
three months finding a proper job and
finished and talk them over. This Only In This Way Can Firms Be Is an actual shortage in this line.
Effective Against German Propa- are
the total loss of days' work calculated
method makes them think and drives
Kept from Taking Away Skilled
" Immigration of Hungarians. Poles, ill man;power was appalling.
the subject matter into them ns no other
ganda and Profiteering—Aid to
"The employer wou .. ui.c a.en who
Workers of Rivals.
can do.
i and Slavs has practically ceased. Many tare
untrained. The only solution is for
Soldiers' Dependents.
F;ffcc*lve .Vrlnhborhood Quality.
rvists of this class have gone to tjunmoyers
tneir own
on or at Governmplovers at their
their
colors.
Ven
few
native-born
jYiient
expense
to l„train
these men The
" The same neighborhood quality inThere is no shortage of labor today,
.
I r«l,flj
c,fl,
t,
,
M
B
Sta.tes is just *.
now teaching thouThe Patriotic Service League, an or- forms of the work done for such move- and there will not be any before the i Americans go into this field. In spite of l.'nited
sands of men how to shoot a gun and
ganization of wlilell Professor Ellery C. ments as the Food Administration prop- next draft order is issued, according to all this, we have time and again in our handle a bayonet. ' Is it not just as deKlowell of Columbia is the leading spirit, aganda and the War Savings Stamps Charles B. Barnes, the Director of the ' different offices been able lo fill all sirable, in this emergency, to teach men
and which has been active for some movement, for which we have taken Siatc Employment Bureau. While there orders for laborers where the wages of- how to handle a tool and a machine?
thousands of the soldiers are at
months on Morningside Heights in pro- over the entire work in this district. In is an unfilled demand for men of large fered were high. Apparently some of Many
this time just as unfamiliar with the
moting all forms of civilian activity for the food campaign, for instance, in- physique for heavy work and for highly the applicants had left semi-skilled jobs rifle and the bayonet as are the thouthe successful prosecution of the war. stead of having one woman in each elec- trained men. there is a surplus of other because- the wages offered for laborers sands of workers with the tool and the
■will establish ofi'ices downtown next tion district to keep a watch on the kinds of labor, with considerable unem- were sufficiently above those paid for machine.
" More men than are now trained will
week and begin a campaign to build up prices charged and to Inform housewives ployment. Mr. Barnes said.
semi-skilled work to make common he needed to do the technical work coming
into existence through the needs of
a. national organization. The immediate of proclamations of the Food Adminislabor
attractive.
The trained men needed for shipbuildwar. There are enough human beings
object of the extension Is the prepara- trator, we have a woman In every ing and other essential industrial pur" There has been a steady and per- to do this work, and now is the time to
tion, by widespread organization, to apartment house. She posts the sched- poses will not be procurable in adequate sistent demand for the very highly prepare for the training. The necessity
Kive the aid to the next Liberty Loan ules of prices as they are issued and numbers, he stated, until big employers trained man. This, however, does not for this training is not just now so
apparent, because the real labor shortwhich the members of the league up- asks that all violations be reported to combine on a plan for schooling the indicate a real shortage of labor. There age
is not yet here. This is not only
town furnished in the second bond cam- her by her neighbors.
is
an
apparent
shortage,
which
can
be
shown by the number of laborers comlabor which they require. The objecto employment offices, but by repaign, but the organizations when com" The work of combating enemy tion which employers have had to remedied by. adapting ourselves to our ing
ports from our offices throughout the
pleted over the country will follow the propaganda can also be accomplished spending money op the education of changed conditions.
State of this plant here and that plant
example of the model already In opera- more effectively in this way. by people numbers of workmen, he declared, was
"The Suite census/of 1915 showed a there laying off men. Sometimes it is
tion, and will give their efforts to every working in their own neighborhoods that Uiey had no assurance that they total population of 9.68T.00O. There are i only :>0 or 30 men: other times it is
form of activity in support of the WM among their own friends, than by any wouia keep the men they had trained,
,t time in the State of New ! $"»»»* ^"^Iffi/SSE
that Is open to men attd women who other method I know of.
and that other concerns were likely to York about 3,300,000 persons engaged in j r|ais, generally steel or coal, being the
pert that the
emmot serve as soldiers and n
" Some of the other activities which hire them away as fast as they became gainful occupations. The army, navy, I main one. Some plant
The league has been described as " or- we ha/e carried on in this district are,
ganized neighhoiliness," and its pro- the organization of entertainments and
gram acquires its effect largely from dances every Saturday afternoon and
the intensive organization which aims evening "or the thousands of sailors who
to put as many as possible of the pop- land at Ninety-sixth Street; making Red
ulation actually into some sort of work. Cross supplies through the league's
Hlnce most of the organizers of-the body own auxiliary; furnishing volunteer
live in the Nineteenth Congressional workers to the Kxemption Boards; helpDistrict, and since political subdivisions ing in all cases of distress of soldiers'
fit territory are the basis of its organiza- and sailors' families; helping to estabtion, this particular district was chosen lish a public market to aid in food
for. the upbuilding of a model organiza- distribution; aiding in the placing of
tion which should serve as a specimen volunteers in military, naval or civilian
to be followed in the building up of the service; making an industrial survey of
Icapie's work throughout the nation. A the dstrict to aid in economic readjustbeginning has already been made In ment, and making a roil of honor of
Boston, and organizing committees for all men In the service, so that we mayother parts of the country will prob- look out for men in camp and at the
front and for their families at home.
ably 1>e appointed soon.
Frederic It. Coudert, President ot the
corporation of the national organiza«lre Full Co-operation.
tion, has slated some phases of
Charge Purchases Will Appear on Bills Rendered March 1st.
"We co-operate with all other pa- league's work as follows; My ooserva
triotic organizations, and do not oppose tions in France" at the outbreak of the
war showed that the effective prosecunny of them," said L. Arnold Five, Pres- tion
of war By a democracy depends on
ident of the League for the Nineteenth the will and understanding of the peoCongressional District, at his headquar- ple. The English people were brought
ters at 2,74r> Broadway. " But there are into hearty support of the war by the
response of indignation at the invasion
some things that by virtue of our or- of Belgium. I believe in the Patriotic
ganization we can do especially weli. Service League because it is organizing
Here In this district of perhaps a quar- the mass of the American people, and it
is this mass that must ultimately deter of a million people we already have termine
the success of our country In
<,000 members, and we expect by next the war. The time may yet come when
Bummer tc have 10.000. And It means the continuance of America in the war
mav depend on some sort of releren» good deal to be a member of the dum.
and It is important that before
Patriotic Service League. Tt doOs not this time arrives ail the people be made
mean merely paying a subscription and to understand the real issues."
At the revised prices it will be sound economyThe officers of the corporation are
Kettlng a certificate. It means work; Frederic
R. Coudert. President: Dr. 1-1and Work among your friends and lery C. Stowell, General Secretary; b,
to purchase one of these handsome Coats now,
neighbors. Immediate personal contact <'litre Johnston, Corresponding Secretary
Alexander
J.
Ilemphill.
Treasurer,
anticipating your next Winter's requirements.
with people who know yon.
and L. D, Stanton, Assistant Treasurer.
" The things that we think we can
do better than other organizations are PATR0UJ0 AT RUNS ASH0RE.
Formerly
these:
$950
A Luxurious Broadtail Coat
$1350
•• l. Government campaigns demand- American Vessel on Rocks in Eu$425
I
ing a hotlse-to-house canvass. We are
A Moleskin Coat with Fur Collar and Cuffs
$595
the-onh' organization that can conduct ropean Waters May Be Abandoned.
A Leopard Coat with Hudson Seal Collar, Cuffs
these with full efficiency, for detailed
WASHINGTON. Jan. 28.—An Ameiineighborhood organizations arc necea$250
and Border. .:..':,'.'
$325
ssry. In the second Liberty Loan cam- cap patrol boat was reported today to
paign, for instance, we took the west the Navy Department ashore on a rock
$325 ^
Natural
Muskrat
Wrap
$450
aide from 8«th Street to 141st. and in European waters.
In this territory we got twice as many
$395
The
vessel
went
ashore
in
a
fog
Natural
Squirrel
Coat
$475
subscriptions as were obtained from
any other district of the same size In Jan. 23. There was no loss of life or inHudson
Seal
(dyed
muskrat)
Coat
with
Mink
the citv. We have applied the same jury to the crew. The vessel- probably
Intensive methods to the Red I Irogs will have to he abandoned.
$450 ^
Collar and Cuffs
$575
csjnpaign; we are at present applying
them to the work of the Food AdminisSwift * Company'" (rales Of Bret In N
Just 25 Skunk Scarfs that were $37.50 will be closed out
tration and the War Savings Stamps York City for ln« weok ending Saturoa;.
Committee: and we shall apply them in Jan T.th, averaged as follows: Dome
the next Liberty Loan campaign, before ttc Beef, is.86 cents per pound.—Ad\t
at $29.50.
Third Floor

NO LABOR SHORTAGE
DDE TO THE DRAFT

[HOUSE-TO-HOUSE JOB
[OFWINNINGTHEWAR

0

Government has requested them to reduce their output because it is nonessential. Certain plants have shut down
to change the machinery in order to
manufacture a product which they have
not heretofore produced.
" In the meantime statements published broadcast that there is a great
shortage of labor and that abnormal
earnings are being made here and
there Increase the general restlessness
caused by the fact that we are at war,
and this results in much shifting of
workers, with great increase of ' turnover and loss of man power, in many
ases where labor shortage is mentioned ' turn-over' is what is really
meant. A worker reading of labor
shortage, and great earnings gets restless, quits his job and goes hunting
101 Dorado. In truth, such high-paid
jobs are not many. Where a contractor
his a Government job on a cost plus
profit basis, there is the temptation
lo make the labor item high, for his
percentage comes from this item, an
wwll as fro:
eni of materials.
But Inquiry into wages made in munitions plants with straight Government
contracts brought the answer that the
average wage of :',,<HK> employes was
about $:-! a day.
" There are in this country enough
human beings potentially capable of
doing all the work required, and that,
too. without increasing materially, for
the present at least, our number of
women workers. But large bodies of
workmen will have to be trained and
restrained to meet new technical needs,
..and employers must face the problem
of doing this training. It should be
faced now, for until it is done the
method will be for one employer to
steal workers from another, a method
more than wasteful. This Is already
being done to such an extent .that
whole communities are hiring so-called
employment experts, whose only experience is shown in stealing trained
workers from other communities. While
we arc doing this stealing in our effort
to avoid spending the time and monsy
to train men, we are jeopardizing the
lives of our boys in the trenches in
France."

Clearance Sale of
Model Fur Coats
for Women

• • « e

I
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21 EAST 40T-H
rfiANY business men
who have been
wasting time and
energy in reaching
poorly
located
offices are taking space in 21
East 40th.

l;M

mm

It is just around the corner
from everything uptown—the
Grand Central Terminal and
subway stations, the banks,
hotels, business houses, clubs,
the Library, shops and theatres.
In fact the tenants of 21 East
40th will save a great deal of
valuable time every day. They
will enjoy the same fortunate
relation to these noisy, hustling
centers as a grandparent to a
child—all the pleasure and none
of the bother.
HARRIS

8B VAUGHAN, INC.
AGENT, ON PREMISES

Purchases made the remainder of this month will appear
on bill rendered March 1st.

IBest & Co.
Fifth Ave. at 35th St.
Est. 1879

39th Street

FIFTH AVENUE

38th Street

29,

mSBm

TUESDAY!
The Prior-to-Inventory

FINAL CLEARANCE of
122—Women's Fine Gowns
Afternoon and Evening

*22.50

#49.50

*39.50

$89 to $195

$55 to $125

$35 to $69

Nets

Velvets
Beaded and plain Georgettes
Chiffons
Silver Cloth
Sequin
Taffeta
Crepe Meteor
Serge Compose

Regardless of their regular prices this lot of more than
one hundred dresses goes on sale this morning at
new and extraordinary reductions.
Light and dark colors—in many cases but one of a style.
Also a collection of fifteen choice mourning dresses.

Prices which will compel early response
Reduced to effect quick selling
None on approval.

None to be returned.

None sent C. 0. D.

(Second Floor)

PARCS

Galli-Gurci
Victor Records

5THAVEAT*f6T»S!
New rORK.

Final Clearance
Beginning Today

ALL winter skirls—conservative oxford mixtures, blue and black serges and velours, tweeds,
■** sill(s, poplins, velvets, and novelty fabrics, as well as smart checks and plaids for sports
wear, will be offered beginning this morning at

Galli-Curci, the bril- A
iant star amone
OPERA SINGERS, $
will sing for you TONIGHT.

of remaining Winter Apparel—
at absurdly low prices
About One Hundred Handsome

Her records reveal
all her matchless
artistry—her scintillating staccato tones—the
absolute beauty of this ^
voice which is thrilling
New York.

Fur-trimmed Suits
$

Formerly $125 to $295... at $75 &

Separate Shirts
Heretofore $12.00 to $25.00

95

Balance of our winter styles, comprising the most important
value* of the season.

Suits—Formerly to $125 -at $45

Dinorah

(Shadow
Song

'PHIS morning you will find on sale a very desirable collection of tweed coats—smart
for motor or general service wear.
A choice assortment in styles suitable for all types of figure.

A Group of Fresh New Hats for Spring
Best Values $10.00

)

'TYPICAL of a new group of hats introduced this
morning in the Millinery Section at SI0.00, is
the taffeta-and-milan shown here.

74510—$1.50
Lucia ("") 74509—$1.50 ^
Rigoletto Quartet (*££,)

The brim is of straw—the crown of silk—and all
the spirit of waking nature is in the smart bow, erect
as a jonquil on the left side.

Lucia Sextet (J"*)
Juliet's C££) ¥4512—$1.50 X

It is a hat admirably designed for serviceable wear
and comet in such smart combination* as navy with
sand, brown with sand as well as all brown, all navy.

Lakme

$

Formerly $125 to $225 . . at $75 & 125

Gowns and Dresses
at $58 &

/ Bell \
v Song'

HEAR

Rich Fur-trimmed Coats

These and other Galli
Curci records in our beau
tiful Victrola Salon—where 5
Yictrolas are also sold on
terms convenient to you.

Formerly $95 to $195—$55, $95, $125
HIGHER-COST COATS WITH DEEP FUR-TRIMMINGS—FORMERLY TO $395—NOW *195.

Tailored and Costume Blouses

Floor.

at $15

FURS~are now being sold at
Lowest Prices of the Season

Tweed, the. fabric daily becoming rarer,
combining the English idea of serviceability and comfort.

(as sung in Opera last night)
and

Handsome Fur-trimmed Wraps

Formerly to $35

A Sale of Women's Tweed Coats
121.50 and #29.50

74532—$1.50

Of cloth and velvet with and without fur-trimming.

Formerly $125 to $195

Half Price

& Taylor
FIFTH AVENUE

38th Street
>o<

>()«

>o<:

39th Street

NEW STYLES That Capture School Girls' Fancy
SPECIAL VALUES That Mothers Esteem
A NEW SPRING DRESS—particularly stunning and entirely youthful—a dre^s of tan,
navv, or white wool Jersey, with broaci crushed belt and smart bone buttons.
14-10-10 yrs. foo.yjy)
TliR
SI1
K
SPORT
FROCK—of
charming
grace
for
the
miss
in her teens, combining
A
broad collar, cuffs and belt with broad deep pockets and deep tucks in the skirt.
Light colorful striped silks of serviceability.
^^ ^
^^
FANCY SPORT SKIRTS—A fine heavv quality of pongee silk, allows the skirt to hang
n the richest, most graceful folds possible. A variety of charming colorings.
Misses Lengths $12.75
NEW SPORT SKIRTS FOR EVERY, DAY particularly satisfying is this grey wool
mixture, which-mav be depended upon to resist the dust, and hold up in shape regard'ess of pressing.

M^'Lengths

$5.75
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Secretary Bakers Testimony: Found Few Cases of Neglect of Sick Men in Camp
Continued from Poge One.

y

AS TO HOSPITAL NEGLECT.

•«
■«*

F.

•»•

room, which the soldier did, staggering as he walked. The accused then
marked him for double or extra dutv
and sent him away.
Patient Died In Feur Days.
The noncommissioned officer who
took the sick man to the infirmary
and took him away after he had been
marked for double or extra dutv by
the accused' did not put him on duty,
but put him to bed In his quarters.
The direction, double or extra dutv,
was evidently given by way of punishment for coming to the hospital for
treatment. It is a direction which the
accused had no authority what
to give, and which, through the huTo the Department Quartermaster,
mane impulses and the better sense of
Eastern Department, Governors Isla noncommissioned officer, was disand. N. Y.:
regarded.
Subject: Preparing rcwatnn for ship• iherrlng received no medical treatment—F Y 1018.
ment whatever until some time during
1. Your attention is invited to the
the following evening, when he was
instructions of this office of June 16,
carried to the base hospital on a cot,
1U17. copy herewith, on the subject of
his company commander sending forentering into contract or obtaining
mal demand that he be given proper
bids for the preparation of remains for
medical treatment. There Is nothing
shipment or for local Interment of
to show that he received proper or
officers and enlisted men who may die
adequate medical care or treatment
at cantonments, camps of organizaafter he reached the hospital. He died
tion, &c, within the limits of your deof pneumonia on Oct. 21.
partment for the current fiscal year,
.'!. There In a suggestion in the record
with request that report be submitted
that Gherring was a man of little
force, perhaps below the average inshowing what action has been taken in
the matter.
telligence, possibly without active
friendships, because he had been but
By authority of the Quartemaster
General.
recently transferred to the 7'id Company, and that the Indifference of the
H. K. LEML.Y, Captain. V. S. A.
Similar letters sent to other Depart- surgeon was somewhat accentuated by
these facts. If all this be true, It does
ment Quartermasters:
In order th it you may realise, Mr. not serve to palliate but to condemn.
Chairman, that I am trying to be It must be understood that no man In
thorough in this matter, I will say that the ranks is so obscure or of so little
there arc still in the hands of the In- consequence that he cannot require
spector General nine cases which are and receive, to administer to his sickbeing investigated—three of alleged ness or wounds, the highest profesgeneral bad conditions in hospital ser- sional skill In the military service.
4. The fact that members of the
vice, two of inefficient medical treatment, another complaint as to careless court, which convicted Lieutenant
preparation for burial, two complaints Dwyer of failing and grossly neglectof neglect by surgeons, and the lajtt ing to examine Private Gherring and
one a simulation of illness with the to administer to him proper medical
connivance of a surgeon.
These treatment, joined in a recommendaam not as yet demonstrated ns true, tion for clemency to the reviewing
but complaints that have come to the authority indicates that they failed
department, and have been put into the to appreciate the seriousness of the
offense of which Lieutenant Dwyer
hands of that officer of the army who,
by reason of the fact that he bears no stood convicted.
Here is the bald situation presented
relation to any other branch or bureau
Private Gherring,
of the service, is entrusted with the by the record.
seriously
ill with pneumonia on the
Investigation of every complaint of this
character, and they are now being" in- evening of Oct. 17. 1017, was placed
vestigated by men trained In that on sick report and sent to the infaculty, for the purpose of recommen- firmary for medical treatment. Lieutenant Dwyer was in charge of the
dation.
Infirmary and it was his tegal duty
'!'«• Cases of Punishment.
to examine and administer proper
treatment. He failed to do
There are two cases which illustrate, medical
so. The sick man got no medical
in my judgment, the attitude of the treatment whatever until either the
department on this subject. The first late evening of the next day or the
morning of the 19th, He died on Oct.
is that of Lieutenant Charles W. Cole, 21.
charged with neglect of patients at the
It is reasonably probable that his
base hospital at Camp Beauregard, death was accelerated by, and it is
not
at all improbable that it was the
Louisian. He was court martlaled ahd result
of. neglect on the part .of the
sentenced to dismissal from the service. accused or other medical officers to
give
him
proper treatment.
Civil
The other case is that of Lieutenant
regards conduct of this kind as
John G. Dwyer, charged with neglect society
constituting a very serious offense.
of patients, court martlaled and sen- It. is a well settled and a humane
tenced to be dismissed from the army. principle, that if the law requires a
Those cases present this kind of state person to do an act, and he neglects
of facts. These medical officers were his duty so as to cause or to aclu their hospital. In the one case, an celerate the death of another, he is
ambulance drove up and a man was guilty of Involuntary manslaughter.
brought In, claiming to be sick. The
doctor made a hasty examination, Neglect as Involuntary Manslaughter.
locked at him, felt, his pulse, or someThis principle finds frequent recogthing of that kind, and ordered him nition In the adjudicated cases. In
back. Me. said that he was not slak.
Substantially that Is the state of facts Reg v Senior .1 Q. B. 283, the deas to both of these cases. Tn other fendant was indicted for failure to
words, the doctor did not do the things provide medical attention for his inwas to have done; he did not exchild who was seriously ill and
a.rnine the patient and diagnose his fant
the child died because of such lack of
difficulty in either of these cases, and attention.
There was a. conviction
the result was that in both of them for manslaughter,
which was sussevere illness developed and in both of tained. In another English
case Reg
them death resulted.
v.
Instan
17
Cox
O,
C, (502, a young
When those letters came to me, I had woman was indicted for
manslaughter
them reviewed by the Judge Advocate for failure to provide proper medical
General to see what further could be attention and other necessaries for
done. A courtmartial, organised in ac- her aunt, an elderly woman, resulting
cordance with the laws of the *.rmf in the death of the latter. The aunt
and of tho land, had sat upon these
seriously ill at the time and
cases and apportioned the punishment was
probably would have died from her
as dismissal from the army. But when, ailment
the neglect visited upon
the Judge Advocate General reviewed it her by but.
her niece accelerated her
for me, ho camo to the conclusion that death.
There
was a. conviction forthat sort of neglect rose much hlgh/er,
which was sustained.
or went much deeper, and recommended manslaughter,
The
same
principle
been recogthat both of those cases bo sent back nised by the Americanhas
courts. Territo the courtmartial which had tried tory v. Manton. 8 Mont.,
1!) Pathem, and that such Imprisonment, as cific, 387; Clark's Criminal 98;
Law, seccould be added under the statutes of ond
edition,
V.
200;
Westrup
v.
this country for that kind of neglect, monwealth, 20 Ky., 1 Rep., 510, Com123
should be added to the penalty of dis- Ky., 05; 03 8. W., 646; 0 L. R. A.,
missal.
N.
S.,
585;
Commonwealth
v.
Pierce,
I have here the letters, dated re- 138 Mass., 165; 02 A. R., 264. and
spectively, so far as the Judge Advocate Johnson
General's investigation is concerned— A., 277. v. State, 66 on St., 61 L. R.
perhaps the letter I wrote on the subB. Attention Is called to these cases
ject will cover the details of the cases (for
the purpose of indicating the seriaccurately.
I, therefore, file and put ousness
with which an offense, such
into the record two letters, written, re- as the accused
is shown to have comspectively, on the 8th and SKh of Janu- mitted, is regarded
the. civil courts.
ary, in which the action taken was the No reason is seenbywhy
a military
firm action of the department turning court should place a lighter
estimate
Its face against that sort of callous disneglect which leads to or accelregard of the illnesses and Interests of upon
erates
death
than
do
tho
civil
trithe soldiers.
and yet the charge filed, the
And T want the country to know bunals,
findings
of
the
court,
and
the
recomthat, though we have gone out and got mendation to clemency lead to the
doctors out of civil life, though we have
that this estimate is what the
taken them necessarily because the num- belief
ber of doctors In this country trained In officer who prepared the charge and
the
court
hospital management and in group treat- have done.which tried the case actually
ment of cases of men Is limited—I want
Tho accused might properly have
the country to know that, the lives, the
welfare, and the illnesses of these sol- been charged under the 03d Artidiers are a responsibility which I will cle of war and the specifications
not permit to be dodged or handled in amplified by alleging that death was
any cavalier fashion, and that the atti- caused or accelerated by the neglect.
tude of the department Is one of punish- Indeed, there appears from the whole
record that throughout the proceedment where guilt is involved.
ings a grave misapprehension existed
Chamberlain Asks for AU Date.
as to the seriousness of the offense
disclosed
by the evidence.
The Chairman—May I ask, Mr. SecreThe 06th Article of AVar under which
tary, If you are appending with that the the charge and specifications were laid
report upon the condition at Camp Fun- confers upon the court discretion as to
the punishment to be imposed. A senEton and the recommendation for inves- tence
of dismissal, unaccompanied by
tigation of the Medical Corps that ac- a period of confinement, seems wholly
companies that report from the Judge inadequate for the offense, and the
the accused was convicted, and the
Advocate General's office to you?
1B returned for reconsideration.
Mr. Baker—I will be very glad to do It. record
By direction of the President.
The Chairman—I wish you would put
NEAVTON D. BAKER,
that In the record with your statement
Secretary of War.
in regard to the cases, also the communication sending back the record in
The Case of Lieutenant Cole.
Lieutenant Dwyer's case and In LieuA. K. C—AV. L. A.-A.G.201-Cole,
tenant Cole's cose.
Mr. Raker—That Is what I am going Lieut. Chas. E., 1st. Ind.
to put In.
Department. January 0, 1018.
The Chairman—You have- not the To AA'ar
the Commanding General, 30th
other?
Division, Camp Beauregard, La.;
Mr. liaker—I have here. Senator, the
letter of the AVar Department to the
1. In the within case of First Lieucommanding General, 80th Division, at tenant Charles E. Cole, Medical ReCamp Funston. I have the letter of the serve Corps, the President directs that
AVar Department, signed by the Secre- you reconvene the courtmartial for
tarv, to the commanding General of the a. reconsideration of its sentence, and
89th Division, at Camp Beauregard. return to the court of record, together
What in addition to that do you want?
this endorsement.
The Chairman—I desire to have the re- withThe
accused was tried for violation
port of the Judge Advocate General's of- of2.the
06th Article of War. The first
fice to you on these cases.
specification charges in substance,
Mr. Baker—Yes, sir.
that on Nov. 18, 1017, he was on duty
The Chairman—And have them go as officer of the day at the bnse hosin with your statement.
pital. Camp Beauregard, Louisiana,
Secretary Baker—They will go in with that it was his duty to receive and
this statement.
admit patients transferred to said hospital for treatment, and that he did
Lieutenant Dwyer's Case.
willfully neglect to admit and receive
(The letters referred to are, In full, as nine enlisted men, transferred to said
hospital from the regimental infirmfollows:)
ary, lOfith Infantry.
1st Ind.
The second specification charges
AA'ar Department,
that, at the same time and place, it
J. A. G., Jan. 8, 1918.
was his duty to examine all patients
The Commanding General,
transferred to said hospital for treat89th Division, Camp Funston, Kan.:
ment, and that he did willfully neglect
1. In the within case of First Lieuto examine the said enlisted men, and,
tenant John G. Dwyer, M. C. R. C,
without examination, did direct them
the President directs that you reto
be reconveyed to the regimental inconvene the courtmartial for a refirmary, causing these patients to sufconsideration of Its sentence and refer
unnecessary exposure to the detriturn to the court the record, -together
ment and prejudice of their health and
with this indorsement.
lives.
2. The licensed was tried for violaThe third specification charges that
tion of the 2«th Article of AA'ar, the
at the same time and place he did
specifications In substance alleging
willfully
keep the ambulances conthat he was on duty as surgeon of
taining these patients waiting for an
the Regimental Infirmary, 4th Trainhour, more or less, in front of tho
ing Unit, 164 th Brigade, on Oct. 17,
hospital, before he appeared to give
1017: that it was his duty to examine
directions as to the disposition of the
Private < 'bristle I.. Gherrlng of the
patients.
74th Company of said brigade, who
He was. found guilty of Specificahad been properly reported on sick
tions 1 and 2, not guilty of Specificareport, and that he had failed and
tion :'.. and guilty of the charge. He
grossly neglected to perform such
was sentenced to be dismissed from the
duty, and that at the seme time it
service, and this v&ntence was apwas his duty to administer treatment
proved by the Commanding General of
to Private Gherring. and that he did
the 30th Division and forwarded for
fail and grossly neglected to perform
the action of the President purusant
such duty. He was found guilty of
to the 48th Article of War.
these offenses and sentenced to be
Wine Men Sent to Base Hospital.
dismissed from the service.
The evidence establishes that Pri3. It is established by the evidence
vate Gherring was sick on the mornthat the accused was on duty as aling of Oct. 17: that to the most casual
leged,
that measles were prevalent in
observation of the unpracticed eye of
the camp, and that orders had been
the several non-medical witnesses
issued by competent authority that all
who testified there was palpable
cases attended with complications,*
physical evidence in his appearance
such as high temperature, capillary
that he was sick; that he was assisted
bronchitis, acute bronchitis, bronchial
to the infirmary and into the presence
pneumonia, and the like, should be
of the accused: that he was weak,
transferred to the base hospital.
staggered as he walked, half deliriIn the afternoon of Nov. IS. the nine
ous, and in an advanced stage of
men in question were diagnosed by
pneumonia.
Major Herbert C. Cole, the surgeon of
The accused was in charge of the inthe 156th Infantry, as suffering from
firmary, and it was his duty to make
measles with complication of acute
an examination of Gherring and adbronchitis, and ordered transferred to
minister to him proper medical treatthe base hospital. The infirmary of
ment. He apparently made no examithe 156th Infantry was about two
nation of him except to request hiin
miles aim a half fromthe base hospital.
to ttke off his hat and walk acrcis the
Several ot the men. were transferred la

"War, by accumulating: difficulties in
that department, ffor r became Secretary of War on the night that Villa
crossed the border and raided Columbus, and the department has been an
active department ever since, and there
has been no hour that I have not felt
that the responsibilities which rested
■upon- me were of the very gravest kind
and when I have not wondered constantly where I might find the .strength
to meet those responsibilities;) and yet
for some reason; with that sense of my
duty and my task, and with the utmost
desire to aid this committee to develop
all that It wanted to know and, all that
there was, I seem yet to have left at
least upon the minds of some members
of the committee a feeling that I was
fencing and defending the actions of my
subordinates when that was not my intention.
I have brought down here today, Mr.
Chairman, no hurriedly gathered data
with regard to divisions of the War Depail ment. and Its activity, which you
have not as yet inquired into. I am here,
If I can, to make a compendious statement of this whole situation, and if
there be. as doubtless there will be and
ought to be, other phases of the War
Deportment's work which your committee desires to go into, I trust you will
go Into It thoroughly, and when you
have discovered any shortcoming or defect, I need not tell you that if you
bring it to my attention I will do all
I can, and that speedily and without
fear or favor of person, to correct, adjust, and improve it.
The Chairman of the committee read
to the Senate two letters dealing with
instances of neglect of tho dead. They
are pathetic letters. They arouse every
instinct of resentment and indignation
that a man can have. J had not seen
those letters before. At once, upon
henrinrc of them, I wrote to the Chairman of tho committee and asked for the
names of the writers of those letters
ind the camps in which those incidents
wore reported to have taken place. I
wanted, and 1 want now, to follow
those through to the very end to find
out who was guilty of this inhuman
treatment, to find out who'was responsible for the conditions complained of
11,ere, in order that 1 may punish those
who are guilty.
The Chairman has felt that those letters came to him in a confidential way
and has suggested that he will endeavor
to have himself relieved from that confidence so that I can ultimately get
those names and redress the wrong.
They are two instances. 1 have had
others.
1 have not had Ihose two, but it may
Interest the committee to know that
with a million men, more than a million
men In arms, in this country, with great
hospital establishments in all these
camps. With hospitals established in
many other camps than those which are
directly devoted to the National Army,
the National Guard, and the. regular
army, the number ot complaints is
relatively small, perhaps some dozen and
a half, and in each instance when the
complaint came. If it dealt with a Question of shortage of supplies or some
mere material shortage, It has been referred to the Inspector General of the
army In order that instant corrective
steps might be taken. But where it
involved a breakdown in the human
■element, where it showed that some
man who was intrusted with responsibility as to the life and welfare and
safe custody of another Individual,
where it was that, sort of thing, the
remedy lias been always to refer it to
the Inspector General of the army for
Immediate Inspection, with instructions
as to a. course of action to he taken
which would not only be corrective, but
punitive where fault lay.
IlrlttNli Officer Responsible.
I have before me here [picking up a
sheaf of papers] the report of the Inspector General on the cases on which
he has hud to deal. Many of them
prove that complaints which at the outset looked serious were not in fact
serious. Some of them show that the
situation was serious and remedies and
courses of discipline are suggested.
I have, for instance, a case, somewhat
similar to the one which the Chairman
hail, the report of the .shipping of a
body of a soldier nude. In this case
the soldier was killed at the Toronto
flying field. His clothing was removed,
his body was wrapped in a winding
sheet and It was received at. the home,
of his parent) thus unclothed. Immediate inquiry was made, and it was
discovered that the flying unit was
under the control of a. Major of the
Royal Flying Corps of the British Army,
that he followed the British custom of
removing the clothes of the deceased and
returning them In a separate parcel.
The undertaker there employed to deal
with this body dealt with it as the
English do and the Canadians do, as
their custom is. Immediate instructions
were issued that there should be. an
American officer at that camp and that
the American practice should prevail
should such a catastrophe happen again.
1 have here a case of neglect of a patient, not leading to a fatal result, nt
Camp Wheeler. I fancy it did lead to a
fatal result, at least the patient died.
The Inspector General went through it
in a. judicial way and came to the conclusion that the conditions did not actually justify the complaint, but that
in the bitt< mess of her distress the wife
of this soldier felt that something more
might have been done if she could have
had her soldier home with her. and her
complaints Were based upon that sort of
distressed imagination. In the judgment
of the Inspectct General, which we are
all familiar with In that particular case,
no further remedy was suggested than
that care and consideration should be
had in dealing with the relatives.
The first case of all which came to my
tiersonal attention came from Plattsiurg, where a complaint was made of
the mistreatment of u. soldier by a
civilian. I sent immediately for the record, I examined It personally, and I
came to the conclusion that that particular civilian, a man called In from civil
life when the emergency arose and the
rapid expansion of the medical corps
was needed, that he had failed to understand his responsibility, and I, therefore, dismissed him from the army.
There are two eases, however, (Without
going over that they amounted, perhaps, to a dozen altogether; and there
ore no others of the grave character of
these 1 have cited, no others differing
in character from those I have cited—
the whole record, of course, is at the
disposal of the committee. If It desires)
there are two cases to which I do want
to refer In a little more detail.
Before I do that, perhaps it would
not be unwise to read to the committee
an order of June 1!> with regard to the
treatment of the bodies of the dead, issued from the Quartermaster General of
the Army to the Department Quartermasters in the army.
Order as to Treating Dead.
The Secretary read the order as follows :
Subject: Embalming and preparing
remains for interment or .shipment,
V.

l'.MS.

(1) In order to comply with the requirements of Paragraphs 87 and lt'.T,
Army Regulations, so far as they relate to the disposition of the remains
of officers and enlisted men of the
army active list who may be at camps
of organization and other places in
your department at a distance from
regularly established military posts,
informal bids should be invited where
practicable, and contracts entered into
with local undertakers, or other competent persons for services in the preparation of the remains for Interment or
shipment during the. fiscal year ending June .",0. 1918.
(2) These bids should cover the cost
of embalming and shaving each body,
the embalming to be performed in such
manner as to Insure perfect preservation ; the cost of each casket or coffin,
without metal lined shipping case, but
with name plate, (to he used when remains are to be interred at the post.)
and the cost or each metal-lined i
ket. with name r4»'e and shipping case,
(to be used when remains are

shipped,) wherever practicable Government caskets will be used with an
ordinary shipping case, and when Government coffins are used in the shipment of remains, they should be inclosed in a metal-lined shipping case.
For local interment, however, the Government coffin should be used.
(8) Where the expenses permitted bv
Paragraph 167, A R, are exceeded, it
will be necessary for this office to obtain the approval of the Secretary of
AVer to cover the excess.
By authority of the Quartermaster
General.
D. V. BRAINARD,
Colonel. Quartermaster Corps.
From Quartermaster General.

a motor ambulance, and the others In
in reference, until such time as this
Again we find volunteers, highly first or June. I am not certain of that. in use and those which were not. in ortwo mule-drawn ambulances. There
may be done without risk to the
skilled and carefully trained women Perhaps Senator Warren could tell that. der that we might select the best tvpes.
was- sent with an enlisted man. who
health of his command.
who have taken the small pay and the
Senator Warren -The last of May.
went over in the motor ambulance, a
I he existence of thai board did not deHERBERT A. WHITE.
discomforts
of army life that they
communication from Major Cole, adlay tor one second the selection or the
For the Judge Advocate General.
A Matter of Kxprdicncv.
may serve where they are most needed.
dressed to the commanding officer of
menl of additional machine guns.
Wards are larg and eairy. Bds are
Ordered Constant Inspections.
the base hospital, requesting the adSecretary Baker—Perhaps it was a There was a test made bv the navy, 1
comfortable. 1 have found exquisite
mission of the nine men, and in this
think in April, as a rcsull of which it
week
before
he
went
abroad.
lie
was
Secretary
Baker—Now,
in
addition
to
cleanliness
everywhere.
Moreover.
I
communication the name, organizaiwn that the Lewis gun had been
have found cheerfulness. Food is good here altogether. I think, some eight or perfected
tion, and diagnosis of each man ap- that. Mr. Chairman. I may perhaps be
use American ammunition.
and plentiful. ( have examined store- ten days, studying the whole condition 1 here wasto an
peared.
ordnance officer of the
permitted to say a word or tn'o about
rooms and kitchens, and watched the
The road between the infirmary and
army
present
at that test, and on ihe
in the case in the Wat College, prepara- basis of that text
what has been done by the War De- diets being served under tin din
the hospital was rough. The day was
immediate Ctrders were
tory to his going away. We did not given t!,.- savage \- ,,.« Company to procold, dark, and a drizzling rain was partment through the Surgeon General's ot a woman dietician.
falling. The motor ambulance arrived office in this matter. When the illness
cure Lewis guns, and we now have this
know
then,
as
1
shall
illustrate
a
little
Says
More
Nurses
Are
Needed.
at the hospital at 4 in the afternoon, broke out in the camps I sent the Sursituation, thai
orders of Lewis
approximately three quarters of an geon General in person to Inspect those
I do not like the orderly system. later to the committee, whether our guns have been given.
conditions, and when he made his re- There should be more trained nurses. army was to fight with the French or
hour ahead of the other ambul
Marine Regiment* Rearmed,
The enlisted men in charge of it im- ports, (the reports came to me, involvwith the English. The mode of our
mediately reported the arrival of tho ing criticism of various 1-^-ids as to con- At present the wards where there are military operations was not determined.
But from Europe we learned from
patients in the motor ambulance, and gestion, the causes of ..lness, &c.,) I no serious cases are managed by a
The excellence of our weapon was so General Pershing that he does not detook steps to bring the attention Vi •rnanded them in person to the news- ward master, an enlisted man. And well known that just before t!
the accused, who was the officer of papers. I thought it important that the
break
of this war the British Govern- sire Lewis guns for use on land. The
the day at the hospital, the communi- country should know exactly the condi- with the best intention In the world, ment had decided to remodel its weapon divisions of marines - I am not using
cation from the surgeon of the 156th tions and exactly the causes, for two he is not always efficient. The lack and rearm its army, and they were on
Infantry. The evidence tends to show- reasons. In the first place. I wanted no of nurses is a serious one. and could
point of manufacturing a modifica- " divisions " technically—the regiments
that from three quarters of an hour concealment, and. In the second place, be remedied probably by an appeal to the
tion ot their own Enrield rifle, which of marines which went from this counI wanted the help of the country in cor- nurses t« volunteer. Hut hen- again would
to an hour'elapsed before the accused
use a rimless cartridge, and thus
appeared to give directions as to the recting those conditions.
is the serious question of the ill at obviate the possibility of jamming in the try with our military force as a part'
In addition to that. I wrote a memo- home—the same whioh faces the med- weapon
disposition of the patients.
make it a better weapon. It of It were armed with Lewis guns. They
In the meantime, these patients were randum to the Chief of Staff, that, in ical profession and the civilian hos- was onlyand
the war breaking out so sud- have been retired from service, the guns
outside in the ambulance. AH of the my judgment, the Surgeon General's of- pitals.
denly that compelled the immediate need and those regiments have been rearmed
men were sick. Two of the men in fice ought to organise a system of conOne hospital I know well. It is
equipment supplementing that which with Chauchat rifles and Ilotehkiss matinuous and constant inspection, for typical of other cantonment hospitals. of
the motor ambulance were very sick,
guns, just as our other land forces
they had. and. fearing the confusion of chine
and one of them was so delirious that while there is a, medical officer repre- It is under the same Army Medical using
a new- weapon in conjunction with there are.
it was difficult to restrain him and senting the Surgeon General's office in Department direction as the others. their old
Under
lite studies made bv the experts
and trying pari passu
prevent him disturbing or doing in- every one of these camps, and while the and it Is only right to assume that to rearm weapon,
their army, that thev decided oi General Pershlng's staff and undei
commanding General in cacti of these conditions there are representative.
Jury to the other patients.
their
directions
and advice to us we at*
camps Is chargeable with responsibility The same rules govern all these hos- to adhere to their Enfleld rifle.
to retain Lewis guns for use
That conference considered every instructed
Would .Not Receive Patients.
for general conditions in his camp, I pitals. The same sums are spent on
in
aircraft,
and
press forward as
wanted to add this additional, perhaps, them. The same system is followed. aspect of this question, and it was rapidly as we canto the
The accused finally came out to the that
manufacture of
the Surgeon General's office itself The food is the same, tho supplies, finally decided to use our own Spring- light and heavy Browning
guns and
motor ambulance, felt the pulse of one would organize a continuing system of the medical staff, the nurses.
field rifle and to procure a modification
Vickers-Maxlm
guns,
for
which a vt>r\
of
the
Enfleld
Which
would
allow
It
to
or two or the men, made no other inspection from day to day of these conAnd I have never seen a better war be chambered for American ammunition, large order was obtaining almost imI instructed the Inspector Genexamination whatever, and refused to ditions.
than the one at Camp Shei* in order to get the advantage of the mediately alter an appropriation bv
eral, who has Inspectors going from hospital
man. I will go further, and say that large
receive them at. the hospital. The camp to camp, that he should especially in-its
organized manufacturing Congress a year ago to press those foi
operating
its X-ray de- facilitiesand
already built up in this country ward.
soldier In charge of the motor am- charge his Inspectors to examine Into partment, its eye rooms,
and
ear
department,
thai we have the situation in regard
bulance protested that the men were and report upon the conditions in the its nose and throat department, its for the production of the Knfiold. and toSomachine
Km)s : Xhe kind of weapon
Sick, and called attention to the fact, hospitals. And 1 telegraphed to a very dental department: in short, in its fa- that decision, made that night, had the which General
and his smfr
that one of the men was very sick, great hospital expert. Dr. John A. cilities for caring for every emergency unanimous concurrence of every per- want is the kind Pershing
which developed as the
was delirious, and that there was dif- Horns— (1 did not know at the time that and every weakness, it will bear com- son in tin* conference. The master of result of thai board's
inquiry,
the
ficulty in restraining him. The B)C- lie was in the same medical service of parison with any civilian hospital.
ordnance and production, the chief of particular weapon which is said and
to Inc.,.
cused provided a tape or rope and the army—1 happened to have had some
the Army War College. With his techni- made so great u
And
what
is
true
of
the
base
hospi,v
itb
the
Britsuggested or directed that the patient, previous* contact with him when 1 was tal at Camp Sherman is true of the cal advisors and experts, the o'hief of ish, and doubtless has made
lie tied up, At this time the mule- superintending the building of a city oi hers.
Staff and his assistants, and the com- success with them, is one which isgreat
dedrawn ambulances were just arriving. hospital in Cleveland, and learned al
manding General oi~ the expeditionary termined by our experts to be appro1
have
watched
the
development
of
The accused did not not go to these that time of his great experience in all the war hospital system from the be- forces, whose army and its usefulness priate
for
air
s,
rv
ice,
and
not
desired
ambulances, or attempt to make any matters of hospital management and ginning, when 1 saw it first on paper were at stake, were present.
troops.
examination of any of the sick men construction)—I telegraphed him to come in the office of the Surgeon General.
When We undertook to remodel the torIn land-operating
the meantime, In order that the
therein.
to Washington in order that 1 might up to two weeks ago. 1 watched be- Enfield rifle, it was discovered, although whole
story
may
be
told, it is in testl
one of the men. accompanying' one select him as the personal inspector to
were three plants in this country
before your committee that iha
it was a vital matter to me. there
of these ambulances, reported the sit- go. without relation to any other part cause
manufacturing it, the bolt from one fac- nion.v
French
Government
is
to supply la
I
had
a
husband
and
a
son
in
the
seruation to tho surgeon of the 1.".0th In- of the War Department, from camp to vice. T am like the other women of tory woukt not tit the rifle from another with Chauchat rifles, orable
guns, and
fantry, and having received instruc- camp and hospital to hospital and this country. I would be content wdth factory. Instantly the question arose of Hotchklss guns, or heavylight
guns,
for the
tions to insist upon the admission of make directly to me recommendations
procuring
interchanreablllty
in
the
rifles
divisions
and
troops
which
we
can this
the men. or at least those who were with regard to Improvements neccs- nothing less than the best. And I feel produced.
>
ear
pend
abroad.
that we are on the way to the best.
very sick, into tho base hospital, sent
At the outset it was thought that some
We have, then, the machine gun situword to the accused to this effect.
VVheh Dr. Hornsby came to Washingeight or nine interchangeable parts
For Know ledge and Reassurance,
reduced to this: We Ordered every
His attention was not obtained re- ton, he came in a uniform showing that
would be enough. Later It seemed advis- ation
Lewis
gun we could get, we encouraged
garding this request for some time, the Surgeon General's Office had alIt has not come yet. although at. the able to increase that number. Senator, I
to enlarge their manufacturing fawhen he reiterated his refusal The ready drafted him in his talents and had present moment. I would willingly am not dealing with an accurate number them
cilities.
They still have not enlarged
ambulances then returned to the 158th already assigned him to the task which
when I say eight or nine.
them as much ns we have urged them to
.Infantry, and. because of inadequate T intended he should perform. And it trust any member of my family. In
Senator New -Seven, 1 think.
and
contracted
with them to enlarge
facilities, it was necessary to care for just, happens that 1 have here in my such emergency, in any one of our
them. The supply of their guns is going
<;rcnter Intrrohainfcablllt v.
the others in their tents.
hand at this moment a telegram from base hospitals. We need more supthrough
in
larger
number*, and in the
The base hospital had a. maximum Dr. Hornsby with regard to the conSecretary Baker—Seven, perhaps. But meantime Hie making of Hie necessarv
capacity of about 500 patients. At ditions at Camp Pike, which is one of plies, we need more nurses, and enmachine
tools
and
jigs and (lies for the
larged
quarters
for
them.
Sixty
or
it
was
decided
that
a
larger
degree
of
this time there were in the hospital the camps which has been under comeven eighty nurses, divided into shifts interchangeability was required, and the production of light and heavy Brownabout 350 patients undergoing treat- ment. The telegram is as follows:
ings
and
expediting
the production of
of
eight,
hours
each,
is
totally
insufment, and. while not fullv equipped.
Camp Pike. Ark.. Jan. 23, 1018.
ficient for a thousand men. Wo even purpose of that Was in order that A Ickers-Maxlms is going forward : and
the hospital had beds and bedding for
To
Surgeon
General.
Army,
our
army
abroad
is
provided
with guns
when
these
rifles
got
to
France
and
iced more physicians and surgeons.
a considerable number of patients in
Mills Building,
Although the staffs are very large, were used under battle conditions. If a of the type adapted to the mode of waraddition to those undergoing treatAVashington,
D.
C.:
fare
which
they
have
elected
to
use, and
the medical department in each hos- man finds himself with a defective
ment.
Conditions at Camp Pike greatly imour supply which is to supplement tint
pital is working to its maximum.
The sick men transferred to the base
proved. Morbidity lower, types milder.
is
id'
the
same
type
and
of
the
kind
deweapon,
and
alongside
of
him
Is
anBut what wc neod,#as a nation, is
hospital on Nov. is from the 158th
Ample accommodations for all sick.
something more than this—we need other defective weapon, he can. If the sired by them.
Infantry could have been cared for.
Convalescents and mild cases housed
knowledge and reassurance. There is emergency requires it. take out of one
The diagnosis of «wch man justified
Machine Gnus nt (he Camps.
well in unoccupied barracks. Roots
no need in this country for discon- defective weapon a perfect part and reand required their admission for treatiihat is Camp Logan Roots) has taken
tented resignation. T would suggest place a. defective part in his own
Something has been said about our
ment at that place. The most casual
two hundred cases and will be ready
that a committee of representatives weapon, and lie equipped, ami in order army in this country not having machine
investigation, if made, must have disfor five hundred at once. No pressand unprejudiced citizens - from the to enable us to repair rapidly rifles renclosed that at least two of the m«i
ing need now. Leave here Cor AVashnearest city visit each of these base dered inefficient in service, so a constant guns here to practice with. They have
were dangerously ill, and that. with
ington Thursday night to report unhospitals and thoroughly InSSpcl it. supply of these weapons will be ready not had as main- as we desired iheai
respect to one of them, bronchial
less otherwise ordered. Address, care
and
that they publish in their local at the front.
to have, and yet I have had from camp
pneumonia had so far advanced as to
Colonel Thornbnrg.
papers the exact results of their inThere was some delay in designing,
bring about a condition of pronounced
many letters, which i shall
(Signed,) JOHN A. HORNSBY.
vestigations.
Let them go alone to with the particularity necessary, the tol- commanders
delirium.
not stop to rend, saying that thev have
r shall not. Mr. President, read in- talk with the patients,
the nurses, the erance of a thousandth of an Inch, in not been held back by the absence of
Considering these facts, the condition . dividual cases, although I have a great doctors, the ward masters.
And let some instances, in specifications for this thOSe WCapOllS, because the rifle ranges
of the weather, and the knowledge of number of letters and messages from
tell exactly what they find.
remodeled Enfield, and that delay led to were not ready* For one reason or anthe accused, which he must have had, men who have gone to hospitals and them
The
women
of
the
country
must this, that when our troops actually were other
that there were not adequate facili- found the conditions good, for the rea- knew the facts. They have the right
they were not ready to go forin the camps it was sonic time ward with
ties for proper treatment in the tents son that that is what they ought to be, to know them. It is not. fair to jet assembled
them, and yol I am SUrO if
they were fullv- armed with rifles. they
of these men or at the field hospital, and it adds nothing to the case to say them believe, as many of them now before
had
machine guns at tbe camps
the outset they had very few rifles, in larger had
his conduct was wholly Inexcusable that this man or this woman, this do, that the gorat and humane Ameri- At
quantities
they would have
there was a distribution of the Krags been able to have some
and showed a complete absence of father of this mother, has gone to a can people is not earing for the men and
gun
weapons, In order that they practice ere this in most ofmachine
those considerations of humanity and hospital and found a boy well cared for. who are to fight to save them. We mightother
the
drill with them. Hut It was some I have a table here, or statement,
from
compassion that should characterize That is what ought to be the universal are preparing against the inevitable time before
they were adequately sup- the acting Chief of Ordnance as to the
the treatment of our soldiers when rule.
losses of Avar. It is not fair to let plied with the remodeled Enfield rifle.
severely ill or. wounded.
guns which have actual); he. a
That was foreseen. General Leonatd machine
any of us believe that, there is useA Letter from Mrs. Ulnehart.
From the time the men left the
m Hie camps in this counless death, and WC are wasting lives AA'ood came to my office—1 have forgo - distributed
base hospital, upon the refusal of
try.
aien when, but It was early—and suggestAnd yet I have a letter this morning We would die to save.
the accused to receive them, until
Senator
Hitchcock.
Are the dales
,,,] to
,,. me
,,,rt the
• !.., advisability
.. l, -;.... i.o;,.. of
.,,- Instantly
(...
,\,.
ed
And it. is not true.
they were returned to the 156th In- which I received yesterday which I
Mr. Secrctai v ?
calling out a larger army.' I said: " Bui. given,
fantry, some to the field hospital and think I will read into the record, be- (Signed) l-'aithfullv vours,
Secretary Baker Well. I will read
General, we have not the clothes and three
some to their tents, from one to two cause it is from a woman of national
Senator, which will
we have not the weapons for them." H(. answerparagraphs,
MARY ROBERTS RINEI1ART.
hours elapsed. They Were thus exthat question :
said:
"I
know
that.
Mr.
Secretary,
and
posed to the inclement weather for a fame—a woman who, for the last four
"The
distribution
of machine guns to
Approves Remedies Suggested.
they need many things, but they need
period of from three to four hours, months, has gone from camp to camp
rifles. They need to learn to live to- the national draft camp.- ha; been as
and were carried twice over a rough in the United States, writing about them,
There was no suggestion of remedy in gether,
follows: Thirty Coll machine guns to
get
used
to
camp
conditions:
and broken road.
and printing her writings in public that letter which does not have my in- they need the elemental discipline of each camp, fir, Lewis machine guns, 43
Upon their return one of the. men, magazines and weeklies, who has done
camp life; they need to be taught to Chauchat automatic rifles. Distribution
(the man who was delirious when at me the favor and honor to come a num- stant, approval. In addition to all the keep
step; they neod to know the subor- of machine guns to the National A i 11 ■ v
the base hospital seeking admission.) ber of times to me personally to renprt things which Mrs. Rinehardt suggests, dinations of the army, and it will take cantonments. 'Ml Colt guns each, fiS
was in such condition that death was these things she has seen and found. (and few are novel.) are the things some time to give them that preliminary Lewis machine guns. I." Chauchat rifles
Imminent, and It was necessary to It is a letler from Mary Roberts Ulne- which I have already described to you
to each camp. In addition to those men
administer oxygen, digataline, and hart. As a matter of fact I gave .Mrs. as being done, and I point out to the Instruction."
He pointed out to me that in I'.ng- tinned, in i.cvis guns have been Issued
strychnine to stimulate his vital func- Ulnehart, as I now recall it, a letter committee that, from the very beginning land the so-called Kitchener army to each regular cavalry regiment and 10
tions. He died a few days later.
which would admit her jnto any camp of this war the heads of the i
drilled for months, as he said, in their Chauchat rifles to each regular Infantry
Another man was also found to be and enable her to inspect.
profession, the very masters of that pro- civilian clothes, with top hats and using regiment. Practically all of
In a very serious condition, undoubtMrs. Rinehart's letter is as follows:
fession, have been in constant contact a stick for arms. I said to him: " ('•on- ■before the troops were ready for them,
edly greatly aggravated by the exHe has eral. 1 agree with you that it is im- that is, about Nov. I.'"
I,have Just been reading that tragic with the Surgeon General.
posure, and he likewise died. It is
letter from an unknown father, read formed around him a staff the like of portant to have our army equipped ■ Now. frankly, that is not an adequate
reasonably probable that the death of
which
probably
does
not
exist
on the rapidly, so that a prolonged period of supply; but it is some machine guns
bv Senator Chamberlain during the
each of these men was accelerated, if
present Senatorial investigation. Its face of the earth, for devising hospitals, training may be given to them, but we which the machine gun companies may
not indeed caused, by the wilful and
sincerity cannot be questioned. AN a devising an organization, and super- will call out first the Regular Army, practice with, learn the mechanism and
inexcusable neglect of the accused.
mother, and as the mother of a sol- vising its perfection, and when one con- and then we wilt call out the National mechanics of these arms, and Ihe supdier. I feel, as every one must, the siders that the casual and usual doctor, Guard, and build it up to war strength. ply, will he forthcoming as the result of
Sentences Not Adequate.
deepest grief and sympathy with the here and there, whose attention has Hut with the draft army, they would this quantity manufacturing which has
The facts that the members of the
been devoted to the treatment of in- have a.i additional period of training In been arranged for. I
parents of that dead boy.
Senator Hitchcock It does not state.
Like every other mother in the- dividual cases, under home conditions, the field by reason of the fact that the
court which convicted Lieutenant Colo
country. I want these cases known. under the necessities of this situation army cannot he shipped abroad In bulk, Mr. Secretary, that these guns were ■
of the charges contained in specifica1 want to be assured that they will be has been thrown into a great organiza- suddenly. It was necessary to attempt to each camp.
Secretary Baker res, Sir, ii says so;
tions 1 and 2, simply imposed a
known. I want drastic punishment tion, where he is compelled to deal with tn forecast tin- amount of time needed
applied to anv man. of no matter hospital conditions and groups of men for training, and it was deemed wise to to each camp.
sentence of dismissal; -and that the
Senator
Hitchcock- But not all of
what rank, who is found guilty of and sanitation on a large scale, while put the men In the camps in order that
reviewing authority approved this
negligence in the care, physical or It may be, and Is, deeply to be regretted they might learn this matter of camp them before Nov. i. Mr. Secretary.
sentence, indicate that-they failed to
Secretary Baker The statement made
moral, of our boys. I want imme- that, there should even be the necessity discipline, camp sanitation, the ele
diate remedy of conditions that re- of improvement, .vet the direction of this ments and essentials of the soldier's by General Wheeler is that practically
appreciate the seriousness of the ofgreat medical staff of men, the zeal and life a little in advance of their being all of tie- above were shipped before the
quire remedy.
fense of which the accused stood controops were ready for them; that is,
But I do feel that, some step should loyalty and patriotism and efficiency of fully tried with aims.
victed.
about Nov. 1.
ho taken to reassure our women Just the medical profession are all at work
Camps Got 700,000 Rifles.
Senator Hitchcock Shipped?
Civil society regards conduct of this now. It is only fair to them. It is rapidly improving it, and the improvecruel to allow every mother in the ment already wrought is very great.
Secretary' Baiter- Yes.
I have here a statement of the rifles
kind as constituting a very grave ofcountry to Judge the medical care that
AVe are not alone, Mr. Chairman, our Which were supplied to the camps at
GUUS In Storn«e Shipped Since.
fense. It is a well-settled and huwill be given to her boy while In the country Is not alone in meeting these
service because here and there. In the difficulties. No army was ever assem- the outset. At the beginning there were
mane principle that IT the law requires
Senator Wadsworth Does thai include
of our readjustment, men have bled nor can any he. which doe.-, not
a person to do an act and he neglects chaos
been given responsibilities they are bring men together who heretofore Krags In the cantonments. Senator the 1.2(1(1 machine guns that we found In
limony were in storagi '.'
his duty so as to cause, or to accelnimble or unwilling to fulfill. That we have been exposed to communicable dis- Chamberlain, in his speech to the Sen
have such men Is more than a national eases to which thev are not immune. ate, speaks of tin* weapons in tie- tiesSocrctarj Baker Obviously not. Thesii
lerate, the death of another, he Is
misfortune. That they have been And the most which can he done is to session of the department at that tlnle Oil V e SI! .C been shipped.
guilty of involuntary manslaughter.
placed in positions ot trust is a na- meet these conditions with every de- as a motley selection, and I have no
Senator Wadsworth In other words,
If such neglect is willful, he is guilty
tional calamity. But the mothers of vice and suggestion which science and feeling about the phrase. The fact is Mr. Secretary, one-ball of the number
of murder.
tho country should know in fairness to care can devise. And that, in mv frank that what we had was about. »>i.«n of Lewis machine guns mentioned there
themselves that tho number of such Judgment, is the aim of the Surgeon Sprlngfiolds and something over 100,000 'vere not Shipped In 'he- camps until
This principle finds frequent recoglnefficlents is small. AVe will not rest, General, and in the doing of this he has K rags
- nition in tho adjudicated cases. In
January '
we women, until they have all been the unequalled support, and he knows
Also this is true, that in the greatest
Reg. vs. Senior, 1 Q B 283. the defendSecretary Baker—That seems to he so.
removed. But that. I .know, will be he has, of every officer in the War De- military establishment in the world, in Sir.
ant was indicted for failure to proat once. It must be at once.
vide medical attention for his infant
tin- German Army, when they call out
partment from the Secretary down.
Senator Wadsworth—And 'he expresI have a son In an army cantonraw recruits they give them'an obso" airiest all
■-]-. a cui ate?
child, who was seriously ill, and the
ment. He enlisted as a private. He
lete rifle as a practice rifle until they
child died for lack thereof. The ofSecretary Baker—Well, if i have i u
AS
TO
OUR
SMALL
ARMS.
would receive, if he became 111. exlearn to take care of It, before the-, guilty of the least Inaccuracy, I trust
fender was convicted of manslaughter.
actly the same treatmen tas any other
In another English case, Reg. vs. Inactually put a service rifle in their
will he called to my attention.
Mr. Chairman, the second set of diffi- hands. And SO, as a mere drilling and it Senator
enlisted man in our new ermy. And I
stall, 17 i'ox CO 002, a young woman
Wadsworth I Understood It
should have not only no hesitation in culties which you discussed with regard training weapon the Krag was not an was the language of the letter.
was indicted for manslaughter for
placing him In the cantonment hos- to the AVar Department were those af- improper weapon for them to have.
failure to provide medical attention
Senatoi Wane,, I suggest that the
pital, but I should do it with absolute
and other necessaries for her aunt, an
I do not undertake to say. gentlemen, Secretary Is reading what another officonfidence. As a matter of fact he fecting the supply of ordnance. In my that that question was decided Infallibly. cer has written to hiin; he is not using
elderly woman, resulting in the death
has already spent a few days there previous hearing before the committee It mighl have been better to have bought his langua
of the latter. Tho aunt was seriously
ill at the time, and probably would
with an infected , knee and received we went Into that with great fullness. English Enflelds enough to pul one in
See,.
er thai is so. Senator,
the hands of every man, but it was de- and .vet the evidence which is before
have died from her ailment, but the
the best of care.
Clearly, there arc things about the sup- cided
thoughtfully and it was decided the committee shows that there were
neglect visited upon her by her niece
What She Saw in. Hospitals.
ply of munitions of war about which considerately and conscientiously, and some 1,200 machine gun.- which lad not
accelerated her death. There was a
conviction for manslaughter.
distributed at tin- time of my apI know something of hospitals. I men's minds may differ. Not merely now the result Is that every man in tills
country who 'B intended to carry a rifle pearance
committee, wh
The same principle has been recogtook a nurse's training as a girl. I the relative excellence of certain weap- in any of our military camps has a rifle, was
nized by the American courts; Terriin January, and those gun- h
married a member of my hospital ons, but the extent to which speed of and it
rifle than would have since been distributed. But my recollec
tory vs. Manton, 8 Montana, 95, 10
Pac. 387, Clark's Criminal Law. 2d
staff, and I have been for many years procurement should be sacrificed for ex- been gotten if we hail adopted any one tion about that—and I speak only from
the existing types at the time.
Edition, p. 200; Westrup vs. Commonrefreshed
thai ;*t the
constantly In touch with hospitals. cellence of performance when procured ofAnd
this additional thing is true, that, lime I reported to you about, that I
wealth, 20 Ky. Law Rep. 519, 128 Ky.
During the first year of the war I are questions of Judgment, and their so- although we have gotten soldi05, 03 S. AV. 646, 6 ).. It. A.. N. S.
learned
and
told
you
that
guns
lies In the best-Instructed distinc- llurope much more rapidly than it was had not been In stock very these
long, but
685; Commonwealth vs. Pierce, 138
visited the hospitals of France and lution
tion one can secure.
originally
imagined
we
either
would
or
Mass.. 165, ,"i2 A. M. Rep. 254; Johnv,(:y4quite
recently
delivered
less
than
England. Since we went Into war I
The first question of that kind which could, every soldier who has gone to a month in
son vs. State, 60 Ohio State 50, 01
have, with the avowed Intention of arose affected the selection of a rifle for 1'c.rone certainly had a modern, exSenator Keed Sin,,, we have bro
L. R. A. 277.
seeing for the womc nof America, the army, one involving the calibre of cellent rifle; and he has had it. long in with an interruption, I only
5. Attention is called to these cases
rifle. The situation was that the
that our boys are to be well cared for the
before going Into action with it get an axp
first Instance,
for tho purpose of indicating the seriEnglish were using a rifle with a enough
in
every possible way, visited many rimmed
learn how to use it, to practice with or have an expi
ousness with whfch an offense such
cartridge, of one calibre, and to
training camps and camp hospitals.
It.
.
either
there
or
here.
The
same
as the accused is shown to have comJ
would
understand
it,
and
that I
French were using a rifle with a
There are conditions to be remedied. the
is true of every soldier who led to these questions. But may I not
mitted is regarded by the civil courts.
rimmed cartridge of another calibre. observation
As I reported to you very recently, We
will
go
to
Europe.
No reason is seen why military courts
ask
one
further
question?
had admittedly the best
the failure of supplies has been a se- rifle insoAmerica
Secretary Baker—Certainly. Senator.
should place a lighter estimate upon
far developed in any military
Takes l'p Machine Guns.
rious matter. There are not enough service,
is, made
the neglect which leads to or acthe
Springfield,
a rimless
women nurses, 'j'he quarters of both cartridge, and we had ofusing
there that these guns reached the (
celerates death than do the civil
May I say now a word about n
those
weapons
nurses and doctors must be enlarged something like 600,000 in stock and In guns? The machine gun, of course. Is a before they we(-e ,,.....],.,) substantial; ,
tribunals: and yet the charge filed,
in many cases. The percentage of a the hands of troops
tbe expre
and the findings and sentence of the
serious illness has been low in the
tntlally that
court, lead to the belief that this is
This was early In the Spring, although highly technical weapon. It is in the
cantonments, (I am not speaking of my
I hey were read;,' for them.
what was actually done.
record of testimony before your comrecollection
does
not
permit
me
to
the camps.) but the percentage of fix a definite date. The question had mittee that up to April of the present
The accused might properly have
Needed Preliminary Training..
mild contagions, which always occur been Investigated prior to that time, in
been charged under the 93d Article of
when men are brought together in the order that there might be a summary year no Lewis gun had been made and
War, and the specification amplified
Senator Reed—By that do you undi
tested
to
demonstrate
its
usability
for
mass, and of heavy colds and bron- view- of the possibilities of rapid proby an allegation that a death was
chitis has been high. The result of curement of various types ol rifles, s nd American ammunition. The machine- Stand that General Wheeler means that
caused or accelerated by his neglect.
sending men with heavy colds for a finally the choice of a weapon was de- run problem is complicated by two fac- the troops required a preliminary trainThe whole record seems to disc
first, the question of manufactfew days into the hospital has re- cided in my office, as nearly as my rec- tors,
grave misapprehension upon th
ure, and. second, a difference in theory ing before ■
sulted in rather high figures than the ollection holds, at night, at about 11 as
of the officer filing the charges and
-Yes, Sir.
to
the use of machine guns. When
seriousness
of
the
situation
would
the court whi'h tried the case as to
o'clock, and there were present in that
Sena
does he mean that
ar broke out, Great Britain wjs
otherwise justify.
seriousness of the offense which the
conference General Crozler, the Chief of manufacturing
the Vlckers-MaXith, a tho men were not mobilized in the
Of cruelty and indifference I have Ordnance; General Scott, the Chief of heavy water-cooled
evidence seems to establish. The 00th
camps?
gun.
They
found nothing. On the contrary, I Staff; General Bliss, the Assistant a lighter type of gun, and adopt
Article of AA'ar, underwhich the charge
Baker—No, I think he means
have found the medical staffs of the Chief of Staff: General Kuhn. the Chief the lighter type the Lewis, and manu- this, I
and specifications were laid, confers
hat in many of tin- camps
hospitals both efficient and humane. of the Army AVar College, and one or
upon the courts discretion as to the
the mobilization had not completely
1
it
on
a
very
large
scale
in
EngAVhen it is remembered that the med- two other officers associated with the land.
punishment to be imposed.
taken place; the selection of men for
ical men of these national army hos- War college, toe Ordnance Department
A sentence of dismissal, unaccompamachli
companies had not bet
The French, however, have no
pitals are volunteers, who have cheer- experts on the subject of rifles, and Gennied by a period of confinement, seems
Lewis or anv- corresponding weapon fully made. In mafully relinquished the results of years eral Pershing.
wholly inadequate for the offense of
ne gun companies. National
a.«
a
land
operating
gun
in
any
large
of labor to give their services to the
At that time General Pershing had numbei
which the accused was convicted, and
Guard and regular army, that erection,
country, that they are of the best we
the record is returned for reconsideralected as the Commander in Chief
Quid
■ :•" light gun shot of range.-; wnei
tion in the light of these views,
have, as all volunteers ure. that they of our forces ultimately to 1 e
from
the
hip
boulder.
Ill
en comple
Bv- direction of the Presio
are willingly undergoing deprivation to France, and. as lie was to command
thing
further
: a
Of ge'l
NEAVTON p. BAKER,
and hardship, to take care of our the army and was to use the foi
- ins
;ke the
Secretary of War.
wrong that the country at
eemed an especially fortunati
at
somethi:
had
v
large should misjudge them. 'Die best stance that he should be in Wa upon the troops with which
Ilnc.l
country i
at that time and able to particli
ombat which we
201. Col,-. C. W. (offrs) 2d ind.
themselves at the disposal ol
inWar Department. .1. A. O. O., Jan.
! department, and ninety-nine
'an you give the
23. 1918. To the Adjutant General:
out of a hundred men in the drafted
■ ryV
1. Recommending that the Comarmy are receiving better care than
Secretary Baker—I cannot give tbe
ii appointed nearly a half year I Information with
■ wasdoubtmanding General of
they could afford, under the best cir- date, Senator, but it musl
ainly some months before,
.a,uae of the
be instructed to delay convening of
cumstsnees, to receive at home.
very shortly before General Pershing test ail the machine guns there were,
court-martial mentioned In telegram
Nursing Is on the same high plane. went abroaa. I should say abojt the both those which were previously known
Contluued on Face mae.
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Vine.
is that we were overtaken by epidem'c
conditions before the base hospital
were ready in the National Guard
camps, and it was necessary to evacu
ate some of those hospitals, take the
patients to other places, and when the
Surgeon General went around and made
his investigation and discovered that
condition, just aa soon as adverse heaith
conditions arose at Camp vVheeier and
in those other Southern camps—when
that situation arose the Surgeon General's recommendation for the cran3fer
of patients was instanly ordered and
every recommendation he made was
complied with.
It was at that time, after his return
from this inspection, that General Gorgas suggested to me in conversation, (I
have no doubt he has so testified, I
have not seen his testimony,) but it
*?* „t»H ^X time, that General Gorgas
suggested
to me the wisdom of having
a detention hospital so that new men.
coming to the camps, could bo put in
there for observation for the normal period of Incubation of the common contagious diseases, so that there .would
not be in the future the chance of newly
drafted men or newly raised levies,
-ringing in outside contagious diseases
an i spreading them through an assembled force

~"
~~~
ended to be printed, and in order t
•afeguard the soldiers and prevent th..
.nadvertently violating the militar.
regulations we have provided an offic
of Inspection, or censoring, so that
things that would be destructive of disci
pline, as a thoughtless boy might verj
possibly write home something about ;i
tent-mate, or something of that kind,
which would produce feelings f irrita
tion and jealousy, and that sort of thing
and in order to prevent that kind of consequence an officer will be appointed to
supervise their letters.
The Chairman—All their letters?
Mr. Baker—Oh, not at all. Sir; only
those that are written by the soldiers
for the purpose of publication ; only that.
Senator Reed—That is entirely proper.
I thought, perhaps, that was the correct
description, but I wanted to be sure.
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—
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-pplies of weapons of one kind and an- —we will have on* and one-half million
fortunate In escaping attack from the this side is the building of this army,
cf the command at Camp Bowie was
her which they had developed in who in 1918 can be shipped to France.
air. and our early losses in this war
17,000 enlisted men.
.ance and England, and which even
Senator Weeks—Do you know who were the losses of Red Cross nurses not of 50,000 or 100,000 or 500.000, but of
On Oct. 2 the Secretary of War dijefore they got them in sufficient quan- wrote that editorial?
and doctors and orderlies and attendants substantially 1,500.000 men.
rected the Quartermaster General of the
ity manufactured to take them from
Secretary Baker—I think it Is attlrbhospitals and ambulance drivers, who
army to ship 215 large pyramidal tents
And now, let me be frank with you
he industrial plants to the front were uted to Mr. Wiggin, the editor In chief in
were sent over to assist our allies in
to Camp Bowie. This statement was
uperseded by new ideas and had to be of that magazine.
these necessary services, thus not only and let your judgment be frank with me
made by express and these tents were
-rown into the scrapheap.
The Chairman—Why have you not felt
assistance, but acquiring skill about this. Has any army In history
to make up the number required to proi'hey said to us: This is a moving it proper to let the public into your con- rendering
knowledge of the clrcums.ances and ever, since the beginning of time, been
vide accommodations for the drafted
ieture; it is some.hing that nobody fidence with reference to those things and
surroundings,
so that when our own so raisod and cared for as this army
men th-,t were added to Camp Bowie
.iii paint and give you an idea of. It that you are telling now?
troops came in large numbers they has? Can the picture be duplicated'.'
by tele: ram of Oct. 10. The telegram
. not a static thing.
Secretary
Baker—Senator,
I
confess
I
could
render
like
services to our own We have raised this army, taking the
of Oct. 0 directed the commanding GenTherefore, it became necessary for us have hesitated and I still hesitate. I forces
regular army and the National Guard,
eral a' Camp Bowie to call for only
to have eyes there in instant and im- have here a statement from Field Marraising It to war strengtn and supplesuch m-.mbers of the total drafted men
mediate communication with us, and we shal von Hindenburg, in which he is
Preparations Abroad for Troops.
menting it by the operation of a draft,
authorised as he could accommodate In
sent over to France General Pershing, quoted as saying in a German newspaBut that was not enough.
It was and there are Senators in thlB room who
his ean-n.
and we sent with him not merely a divi- per in contemptuous fashion of us that
to me with grief when we proposed
Regarding the number of men to be
sion of troops—to that I shall refer in we have advertised our preparations for suggested that further groups of me- said
that that form of raising the soldiers
put in a camp the records of the War
a moment—but we sent with him per- •'.his war in an unworthy manner.
chanics might be needed. Nay, we be- be had—they shook their heads and said •
Department show that on Oct. US the
haps 1 can say safely the major pare
The Chairman—Do you think for a
" Mr. Secretary, it can't be done. It Is
War College issued recommendations
of tiie trained, expert personnel of the mument. Secretary Baker, that there gan to see that we were going to be too
sudden to address to the American
as to the manner of handling supplies !
army. You know the size of the official has been any time within the last year ove rthere in large force, and the ques- people
that mode of selecting soldiers "
in camps and cantonments, in which
corps of the regular army In this coun- that the German Secret Service has not tion that then had to be answered was
And yet, has any great enterprise within
the following occursi
try when the war broke out. It was a, been fully advised as to everything we how will we maintain an army in the
knowledge
of any man in thi sroom
" Heavy tentage for the National
pitiful handful ot trained mien, and yei have done?
France? Special studies had to be made ever been carried out with more unfallGuard, unless otherwise ordered, and
it was necessary to divide them up and
ng
justice,
with
more intelligent legisState organizations which are to be
send over to France officers of the
Germany Still Mystified.
of that problem, and this is what they lation and commendation
to the good
mobilized at State mobilizat on camps,
highest quality so that they would be
showed.
Secretary
Baker—Yes,
Senator,
I
sense
of
patriotism
of the American peowill be shipped direct to training camps,
at the front and see in the workshops
ple,
and
has
any
great
and
revolutionary
They
showed
that
the
railroads
and
to be there apportioned out according
know.
If
I
may
rely
upon
the
confidenin the factories and in the war
Constant Changes in Ear ope and
to the needs of all the organizations by
offices and in the armies, where con- tial information which we get from con- the facilities of France during this war change in our mode of practice ever been
accepted so splendidly as the operation
division or camp commanders on the
sultations would take place immediately
selective service system?
Cause Many and Sadden
basis of one large pyramidal tent to
back of the front, so that they could fidential sources, the German Govern- had been kept in an excellent condition of tho
na e
Bot
We
—far
better
than
was
supposed
possible
i
"e have
Y . got
those young men in
ment
is
still
mystified
as
to
the
number
twelve men until the total supply of
see the thing with their own eyes and
Not Agreed With Gorgas Version.
tentage available is increased, when
send us back the details by cab'e every of men we have in France, or have had
Alterations
in
Program.
0 8
A nd
thCy
J a e8 r
d f m
The Chairman—When did he return,
distribution will be made at the rate of
r^tharrse
;, d were
^ used ^\un God'
t?rthe
d Iy tb^
day of the changing character of this there at any time.
1 e in
snowed
that those "railroads
come back>^
to ho
It, nif
— s providence
one tent to nine men."
war.
Mr. Secretary?
The Chairman—I very much doubt to the maximum to take care of the they can come back, with more agencies
That recommendation, our records
General
Pershing's
staff
of
experts
Secretary
Baker
—
Now,
gentlemen,
Mr. Baker—Senator, I cannot answer
show, had the concurrence of the Surand officers over there runs Into the that.
needs of the French and the British for their protection and comfort and
health and happiness, physical, spiritgeon General. That is from the War that. It was within a day or two of the about the plan of the war'. It will be thousands, and they are busy every
Secretary Baker—They seem to have, themselves, and that when our armv ual, and mental, than any army that
College
minutes.
Later,
when the time when these health reports were remembered that this war broke out in minute, and every day that the sun rises
became
a
great
army
it
would
be
necever
went out on a field.
Surgeon General was making his inget
cablegrams
from
General and our newspapers tell us they have, ssary for us to build back of our own
August, 1914. We went into it in April,
They are classified by a system under
spection of the various camps the num- handed out. It must have been some
Pershing from ten to sixteen and twenty very accurate information as to what line an independent line of communica1917,
so
that
for
two
and
one-half
years,
classification,
so that men who have
ber of men per tent was reduced from time toward the middle of December,
Pages long, filled with measurements
tion.
mechanical Instincts and training will
nine to five, as indicated in the action but I cannot give you the date. But It or more than two and one-half years, and formulas and changes of a mlllf- goes on immediately at the front, but I
In
other
words,
France
was
a
white
be
given
mechanical
opportunities in the
taken on Dec. 1, in the case of Camp was on his return irorn that visit of the war had been going-on. It was not meter in size, great, long specifications have not yet seen any suggestion from sheet ot paper so far as we were conSevier.
cf changes In details of things which any of the most intimate and confi- cerned, and on that we had not only to army. The " round " man is not sought
ls
to
be
put
Into
the
"
square
" place. The
though war had broken out between weer agreed upon last week and
Similar action was taken on the rec- personal inspection, at which time he '
dential sources that I can get that the write an army, but we had to write the American people has subscribed liberommendation of the Surgeon General at was accompanied, as I am informed, by the United States and some country changed this week, and need to be
means
of
maintaining
that
army.
From
the other camps visited by him. So eminent civilian physicians—it was at ?ach of them prior to that time having changed again next week, so that what German Government does actually know the first time when a careful and sci- ally for the purpose. The Y. M. C. A.,
the Knights of Columbus, the Young
we me doing at this end is attempting the number of men we have there.
that what actually happened, gentle- that time that he recommended ihe Inentific study of the opportunities of Women's
Christian Association, the.
men, was that we gathered in from the s.allation of these o nervation hospital been at peace with one another an>i by using the eves of the army there to
Senator Myers—Mr. Secretary, so far France to help us was made—from that Training Camp Activities Committee,
with
everybody
else,
so
that
an
imimibuildings,
and
It
was
not
earlier'than
keep up to what' they want Us to do
country young men who had not been
until this we have been building
as you know, does the German Govern- hour
the Training Camp Athletic Committee
brought bofoie into contact with com- .' ;i .
Jiat< ,jlan should be made in the United
in
France,
facilities,
instruments,
agen.
Some Weapons Already Old.
ment advei tise to the world all cf the
have all been brought In—and the Red
'<r WadsWorth—May I interrupt
munity living. They were young me.
a i
for cond -ct-n.-; war against it.->
Beorets u; what it is doing in regard to cies, just as many as we have here in Cross—have all been brought into line
from the sparsely settled parts of t-ie With just one question on that same
Mready you will find in your fur- its military movements an ;i.eparation? the United States, and more— manv of with
ry;
but
wo
were
coming
itno
a
the soldiers; and by virtue of acpoint?
country.
They
were attacked
b
them of the same charactM^ For inSecretary Baker—No, Senator.
ary Baker — Certainly, Senator war ..hic'.i had been going on for two ther examination into some of the bumeasles, of which one of the ordinary
stance, the French had naturally re- tivities started In the War Department
Senator
Myers—Does
the
British
or
the
communities
which surround these
ortn.
ll
work
of
the
department
nonie
of
consequences, apparently, in adults 's
served the best ports In Fiance for
pneumonia.
Senator kVadeworth With regard to and one-half yeais, in which he greattheir own supply. The Channel ports camps have been Instantly gotten away
he ''visions, when they come down— French?
Secretary
Baker—Neither
the
British
est
military
experts,
all
the
Inventive
from
the
notion
which
used to prevail
he can oilmen ... of c- urse it was no*
.N'ow, I am not a physician. I would
have been reserved for the British.
will fin." that schedules which were nor the French.
When we came in it was necessary for of a certain alienation between a civilsimply be repeating what other people ant.c,paled mat I le men woulu be genius, all of the industiral capacity of
The
Chairman
—
Does
the
American
ian
and
soldier
group,
and
these soldier
need
upon—weapons
which
were
seus to have independent ports of entry
say to me if I undertook o detail any t Ken a..ay or moved no.n mo cauton- thoi e gn atest countries in the world,
eminent?
In order that there might not be con- boys in these camps have been adopted
opinions on the subject of pneumonia .iien.h .or several months ..o come, and
d and we had started to manu- uov
Secretary
Baker—No,
Senator,
had
for
two
and
one-half
yours
been
into
the
homes
and
hearts
of
the people
and a mixture of our supplies,
or measles, and I do not wa.it to min - that they were of a permanent or torn
cture have been so far discarded that | aaylng tliis now "because" you have fusion
solving the problem, of what kind of war
going through these ports of disem- among whom they live. No such relarnlze the fact that in _all human likeli- para-ively permanent character?
people
have
forgotten
names
of
therm!asked
me
why
I
have
held
back
these
tion has ever existed between an army
-Mr. Baker— Yes.
barkation with those of other nations.
hood the prevalence oi pneumonia in
it was to be and where it was to be
We were given several ports. As you and a civilian population as exists with
almost, and new things have been sub- itajts until now. I am saying to you
Senator adsworth—What was the reasome places and of bronchia! colds,
that you could not get from Great Brit- perhaps recall, the ports of Franco are regard to this.
which lead to pneumonia, perhaps even son for the decision, .o p.stpone he waged.
i>d In I heir place.
ain at this minute—I do not know tidal ports—ports with deep water and
It was not a thing for us to decide
tho Spread of measles, were caused by nuilding of base hospitals at the Can o.iSo that if one gets the idea that this whether I could get—the number of sol- tidal basins at high tides, with insuf- Intemperance and Vice Stamped Oat.
toe many being in a tent at one time iients un.il after cantonments them- vhere our theatre of war should be.
filers Great Britain has in France or at ficient water for landing at the docks
is
the
sort
of
war
we
used
to
have
or
And then, with your aid, the army has
and fieilitated by the shor'ago of selves were lai^eiy completed and the The theatre of war was France. It
home. I could get an approximation. I
clothes of the kind that I have previ- men hud arrived?
if he gets the idea that this is a static could get whatever information might when the tide is out.
been able to practically 6tamp out Inwas
not
for
us
to
decide
our
line
of
As
a
consequence,
tho
construction
of
Mr. Baker—I uo not think that was
ously described.
And yest General
thing, it is an entirely erroneous idea, be deemed helpful to the ir.imedlale docks and wharves for tidal basins in temperance and vice among the soldiers
communications. Our line of commuGorgas told me, as I have no doubt he ever so determined.
military objective to be accomplished,
Senator Wads w-orth — General Gorgas nications was across 3,000 nii»es of ocean and when you remember that we had to but I could not get from Great Britain ports of that kind is very much more by the establishment of zones, by the
told your committee, that the worst
epidemic of pneumonia he ver had to gave the committee to distinctly under- -one end of it infested with submarines. divide this little handful of officers that or France either one, the actual num- difficult than where you have a deep-sea establishment of patrol systems of one
harbor, and all you need to do Is to
deal with was at the Panama Canal, stand that tiie base hospitals at lie
we had and send so lai ge a part of them ber of troops they have at the front.
a pile wharf. We have hod to kind and another. By the training of i
'X was not for us to decide whether we
whero there wan not any question of cantonments were postponed.
It may be that that precaution is un- erect
'.o
France,
and
then
think
of
those
who
build docks, we have had to fabricate in these young officers in these training
Mr. Baker—So far as I know, that was . ould have the manoeuvring of large
shortage of clothes or change of clinecessary, and yet that is the precau- this
country and send over dock-handling
never determined. I think this is true,
mate.
odies of troops in the open. There lay remained at home you will realize, I t.on which military men have observed, machinery; we have had to sned from camps—young men of experience and
Senator Hitchcock—I did not pursue I have heard this said, that in some of
am sure, that those who remained here and I ha*'e no further point to make in this country even the piles to build the fine feeling and all that—we have gotten
the
antagon
sts
on
opposite
sides
of
he
camps
the
contractors
decided
to
that inquiry, but It was not a question
had the' double duty, Insufficient for the matter of the number of troops there
We have had to have cranes Into this great army tho Idea that it can
of shortage of ciothes or chango of cli- built first one group of buildings and \'o-Man's Land in the trenches at a either aspect, of it, in numbers—and than to show, as I was showing when 1 docks.
manufactured In this country and sent be a strong and effective military army
hen another group of buildings, and death grapple \>ith one another. Our
mate.
read that extract, that our original in- over
they
still
have
this
double
dutjfr—they
to
be
erected on those docks. We
Senator Ilifchcock—He stated it was then another. While, In oilier ctuiv , antagonist was on the other side of thai had to go forward wi.h manufacturers, tention was to make our military effort have had to erect over there warehouses and still be free from things which have
he contractor decide'' o build all of hi*
in 1918; and in August of 1917 a zealous at the ports of disembarkation in order hitherto weakened and sapped the viovercrowciing.
%
work
ou
ndustry
and
industrial
relaSecretary Baker—But I do extract buildings contempor.. eously with the line, and our probiem was and is to ^ct tions; the;,- had to see about suplies of advocate of immediate military activity that these vast accumulations of stores tality and virility of armies.
laid down as the maximum obtainable
I have gone from camp to camp among
from tills record this, as I think evi- result that in some oi the camps 7D per over there and get him.
raw materials and manufacture fin- program
a thing which has since been and surplies which go over can be prop- these cantonments, ana my first ques
denced by It, that our original expecta- cen' of all the buildings were done beerly housed and cared for, until they tion almost invariably is to the camp
It was not the problem of doing it our ished product, and make from day to multifold exceeded.
tion was that the men In the tents fore the other 23 per cent, were started.
day alterations and changes that had
Why did we decide to send some troops can be distributed into the interior.
commander: " What about your discipwould bo safe, that practically the In other camp i all of the buildings were way and letting everybody eise take io be made, and they had to be Ingenlinary problem? "
only thing we had to consider there started and were 7j per cent, done but care of himself. In the first place, we ious with suggestions, to see whether to France in 1917? It is no secret. When
Rebuilding; 000-MHe Railroad.
rone
of
them
completed
at
a
given
time.
Marshal
Joffre
came
to
this
country
Old men In the Army, men whose lives
was the convenience of the men In getn ey could devise on this side something from France, when the British Mission
were going to fight in France, not on
We have had to take over, and are In have been spent in It from their bovting around their, tents, and then as That apparently was the judgmen' of
which had n'_ been thought over there. came from France, they told us of a
the
cotilrac
or
as
to
the
raos
rapid
way
our
own
soil
ond
not
on
our
adversary's
hood
and who have been all over th<
process of rebuilding and amplifying a
soon as it was discovered that the
They had been hospitable to suggesboys by tying up tight, the flaps of the of rioi'g his work, and evidently con- soil, and tliereiore at the very begin- tions which came from the other side; situation which we had not up to tlja_t railroad 000 miles long, In order to continental United States and through
time
fully
appreciated.
There
had
been
curred
in
by
the
constructing
quarterIts
insular
possessions, wherever our
tentK an rtexeludlng the outside air
ning It was obvious that the thing we they had to confer with the foreign of- In France, recently conducted before carry our product sfrom our port of dis- | armies have been, who know the life of
were circumventing that outside venti- master who was on the gro.md and in
ficers who were here, who were con- that, an unsuccessful major offensive.
char
re
of
It.
They
may
h.--.ve
ied
to
lie
iiad
to
do
was
not
to
map
out
an
ideal
embarkation to our general bases of | the soldier and tho camp and the post,
lation, which had been counted upon
stantly changed so that men fresh
so surely to prevent them from the evil pos ponemenl in some instances of .he plan of campaign, not to have the War from the front could be here to advise The French people had suffered, oh, operation. And all of that, gentlemen all say with one accord and no excepsuffered In a way that not only our
tion, that they have never seen anyoffects of congested conditions, just as V-uilding of the base hospitals.
with
us,
and,'
in
addition
to
that,
every
Senator Wadsworth—General Gorgas College, with its speculative ctudies of one of them had to be a university pro- language Is not adapted to describe, but has to be done, not only studied out. as thing like this; that the disciplinary
soon as that was discovered by the
Napoleon and everybody else, map out fessor, going out of the life of the com- our imagination cannot conceive. The a necessary thing to do, but when so problems of the army are reduced to a
Surgeon General instantly it was sug- lescrlbed it as a general conditionSecretary Baker—I do not know the the theoretically best way to get at i.unity and selecting men who had mer- war is in their country. This wolf has 'itudled out and reported here, the manu- negligible quantity, and instead of the
geftert tha' the point of occupation of facts.
not only been at their door, but he has
melancholy and pathetic parade through
these should be much lighter, addiexperience and knowledge and been gnawing for two years and a half facture of those things have to be car- the
Senator Wadsworth—And he indicated some other country, but it was the prob- cantile
Secretary of War's office of courttional tentage went In as rapidly as
raining,
but
not
military
mechanical
the committee that it was somewhat lem of stuciym-. tue tnen existing situa- experience and knowledge and training, at their vitals, and when this unsuc- ried out In this country, and the things martial after court-martial of men who
could lie s'nt by express, and these in0 opposition
cessful
offensive
In
France
had
gone
to
his
advice.
have
fallen down and yielded to temption
and
Bringing
tne
financial,
the
inconditions wr-re improved.
Secretary Baker—I do not know any dustrial, ami the military streng.h oi and adding to his original 'equipment on there was a spirit not of surrender, shipped over there—nails, cross-ties, tation under these unusual circumSenator Hitchcock—It is quite likely, re-ommeudation
:he scientific training, that finishing but of fate, about the French people, spikes, fishplates, engines, cars, build- stances which used to obtain, I have
that
he
ever
made
on
the
United
S.ates
into
co-operation
with
I think. Mr. Secretary, that the tents
'ouch which made him equipped for use and this mighty military engine wh ch ings. We have had to build ordnance an infrequent case now of court-marpoin*. nor do I know the fact.
that of Great Britain and France in the as a military scientist.
would have been more sanitary and that
they had se"en prepared to overcome
Senator Prcllnghuyscn—I have the or- must immediate and ciiec.ive way.
and repair shops and great maga- tial by reason of such weaknesses.
. and the young men would no* der
them for forty years was at them, and depots
Mr. Secretary, slm"ly delayed
The Chairman—Mr. Secretary, would
Special Departments of Army.
zines of supply in the interior.
have closed them up so tightly, If they 'romhere,
Problem Without a Precedent.
their
attitude
was
that
no
matter
June
15
to
July
10,
awaiting
apAll of that problem has been carrying there be any Impropriety in your prehad adequate clothing and blankets, i
As a • consequence, this little group whether every Frenchman died In his forward
from Congresi—with your
paring a little tabulated statement to go
step
by
step
the
plans
for
a
Mr. Baker—I think that entire]- pos- propriations
That problem could not be decided
:ii
dorsement on there, cantonment hoswhich stayed here has built the great tracks, as they were willing to do, or single ordnance repair shop, which 1 ln'o the record showing the number of
sible. Senator. I had not rea'lzei the
here I fancy in this audience there are
it was an irresistible thing, and so saw some time ago. It covered acres hospitals, whether under the army or
blanket question was involved, but it pitals—I do not know whether those are
special departments of the army. The not,
they said to us:
"Frankly, it will
the
original
hospitals
or
the
base
hostinder the Red Cross, established In
men
who
have
been
in
the
trenches.
may well hnve been.
There was a
Ordnance Department, starting, I think. cheer us; it will cheer our people if you and acres of ground, designed over here, France, with the number of the personthe iron work fabricated over here, disshortage of blankets, the mills of the pitals.
The altogether unprecedented character
send
over
some
of
your
troops."
nel
of each, and so with the EngineerSecretary
Baker—This
Is
evidentlysupwith
93
or
90
officers,
has
now,
as
I
recountry could not produce them rapl Uy
assembled, put in ships and carried
of that proo.em is the thing which every
We did send some troops. At that abroad
ing Corps? In other words, co.erlnenough, and in some places. Camp iilementary, Senator; these hospitals
call the figures, something like 3,000 of- place
to be reassembled over there.
we
had
a
choice.
We
could
have
cost
very
much
more
than
this.
I
the
general statements you have made
returning visitor tells us cannot be de- ficers. They have had to be trained;
Devens, for Instance, I happen to recall
We have had to build barracks over concretely.
sent over, as Great Britain, our regu- there
that a" I speak, a very large number should think this was supplementary. I scrioed in words, cannot be pnt down in
for our soldiers, and In the meanlar
armv,
and
in
a
very
short
preparathey
have
had
to
be
specialized,
and
Secretary
Baker—Do you mean, Senado
not
recall
having
seen
that
before.
of quilts were bought in the nearby
reports; it is a thing so different from that has had to go on contemporane- tion have put it into action and suf- time to billet them around In the French 'or, merely a question of getting your
stores and cities to supplement and take
villages. Building varracks over there mind
Soldiers' Letters Home.
fered
exactly
what
Great
rBitain
suf■
anything else that ever went on in me
out the supply of blankets until a full
ously with this tremendous response to fered with her contemptible little army, and building them here Is a vory difTho Chairman—Yes.
Now, gentlemen, If I may turn aside world, so vast In its desoiattou, so exsupply was possible. And it may well
It was called by their adversaries. ferent thing, gentleman.
Secretary Baker—Do you mean that
be If the boys had blankets enough to from these details. I have been dealing Li'aorumary in its uniqueness that it the changing conditions on the other as
you want the number of medical people '
Huge Task* for Us In France.
must be soon and.studied on the ground, side in the meantime. When we started Our army wouid have given as good an
cover themselves completely they wouli
account
of
itself
as
the
rBitish
Army
with
what
has
seemed
to
me
to
be
the
In
France?
m order to be comprehended at a..
not have made tho tents so nearly air
in this war, I think it was commonly
When we summoned the lumber Inbut it would have been destroyed
The Chairman—No; I wanted the num- '
details of delay.
I hope I have not
It is easily Imagined that we might thought throughout the country that our did,
tight.
like
the
British
Army,
and
there
would
her
of hospitals. You spoke of having
dustry of this country to produce the
The point I want to make about it, if seemed to deny their existence. I have have perfected an army over here and contribution at the outset might be well
been no nucleus on which to build lumber to build our own cantonments it them established. Red Cross instituI may make it with propriety, is this: tried to add to your Information by carried it across the ocean and found financial and industrial. The Industries have
this
new
army
that
was
to
come
over
tions.
That the pi nee where we least expected showing you exactly what they are so it wholly unadapted to its task, and it of tiiis country were largely devoted at a little later, and it was deemed wiser came In a great and steady stream
Secretary Baker—The units which are
trouble is the place where it came, and far as I can learn them. I do not want might well have been that the army that that time—tho appropriate industries to send'over a regular division, but not
it Is not ttie place where 1 expected It, to add any color of prophesy with re- we sent over was just one thing that and many converted industries were to send over our whole regular army at from all over tiie country; but when French and British and our own?
The
Chairman—Yes.
we talk about building barracks In
at least, but it is where the greatest gard to when they will be completely they did not need and that some other largely devoted—to the manufacture of that time.
,. ,, v ,
Secretary Baker—Yes; I will be very
thing which we might have supplied war materials for our allies.
and most competent medical experts of removed.
Then what happened was that that France it means this: it means to or- glad to get that for your. Sir.
America addressed their minds to that
As I suggested this morning, when we regular division went over and the peo1 think you know, as a matter of fact, wouid have been the thing essential to
The Chairman—And put It In the recproblem, coming all the way from New from the experts at the heads of these their success.
went into that market we found it ple of France kissed the hems of their ganize, as we have organized, regi- ord.
So hat from the very beginning it was largely occupied, so that our problem garments
York, or wherever else their meeting department, just what the outlook is
they marched up the streets ments of foresters, and sending them
was, to confer with the Surgeon Gen- with regard to each particular kind of not a question of abstract speculation was not going to a shoe factory and of Paris; as
Quotes Lord \ ortliclif fr.
old veterans, wounded In over into the forests of France which
eral on the subject, which was the place think, and so I turn aside to the plan here, but a question of study there to saying, " Make shoes for us," but it was this war. the
or armless, stumping they have assigned to us f or our use,
Secretary Baker—When Lord Northwhere they least expected this trouble of the war. I have understod that Sena- find out where our shoulder to the wheel going to a factory which never made along on legless
crutches,
perhaps,
as
they
to arise.
tor Chamberlain felt that there was not could be put. ' They realized that. And shoes, because all the shoe factories went up the streets of Paris with their cutting down the trees, setting up saw- eliffe returned to England he was Ina plan for this war. I do not know how so Great Britain sent over to us Mr. wr-rc busy making shoes for people from arms around the necks of the American mills, making the lumber of various vited, as I recall It. by Lloyd George
AM to Adequacy of Hospitals.
far the members of the committee feel Balfour and General Bridges and a staff whom we could not take them, and say- soldiers. Not a single man In that di- sizes, transporting It to the places where
to accept a position In his Cabinet. He
Senator Weeks—Do you mind If I in- that. I do not know how far the coun- of experts. They came over here, and ing, " I.earn how to make shoes in or- vision was unaccompanied by a vetIt Is to be used, and then finally using It. wrote a letter, which was printed In
try feels that; but I want, if I can, to you saw Mr. Balfour in the House of der that you may ma.ke them for us."
terrupt at this point?
eran. America had gone to France, and
Congress
and
at
the
White
House
and
Now,
of
course,
that
is
not
true
of
We have had to go back to the plant- the papers, and In that he mado this
say to you that there Is a plan, that it
the French people rose with a sense of
Mr. Baker—Not at all, Sir.
Is the only plan under tho circumstances. in public meetings at one place and an- shoes, but it Is true of machine guns, gratitude' and hopefulness that had ing of the corn In France, in order that
casual reference to the United States
Senator Weeks—Is not that largely
Senator Reed.—I want, before you other, but the group of experts whom it is true of other arms, it is true of am- never been in them before.
we might some time make a marvest. He spoke of his visit here and spoke of
brought over with them you did munition, it is true of forging capacity.
due to the fact of insufficient hospital take up a large subject, if I may be they
Of
course
they
welcomed
the
British,
not
see
much
of,
and
yet
they
distribwhich was the greatest defect in the
to do so
our war preparations In
this
their need was not so great when Our operations began In the forests of of
facilities at the National Guard camps? permitted
Mr. Baker.—Certainly, Senator Reed. uted themselves through the War De- country, and all of this time wo had not but British
went. Of oourso they wel- France, not in the lumber yards, as they fashion: "War preparations proceedMr. Baker—I do not think so.
Senator Reed (continuing).—to ask partment, and their ordnance experts merely not to disturb the program of the
did
(n
this
country.
comed
the
British,
but
there
were
ties
ing in the virile atmosphere of the
Senator Weeks—The Surgeon General you about one matter, because I think sat down with General Crozier, their allied manufacture In this country but between them and us which there had
That
great
staff
under
General United States and Canada with a
has testified that the construction of it has relation to these details that you supply experts with General Sharpe and we had not to cut off the fcupplies of not been between them and the British,
his
assistants,
their
strategists
sat
down
raw-material
to
our
allies,
and
we
had
have
been
talking
of
rather
than
the
Pershing's
direction,
containing
so
many
hospitals was not undertaken until after
and so when our troops went there was
fervor and enthusiasm little understood
these men were In camp, and that they larger subject which you are about to with the Army War College, and all not to disturb the industry of this coun- an instant an dspontaneous rise In the men from the American army, enriched
are not completed yet; that there is not enter upon. I am asking it in no spirit over this city there were these confiden- try to such an extent that products morale of the French, but an equally by captains of industry and masters of on this side of the Atlantic."
stenm heat In some of these hospitals of antagonism, but to get the fact, just tial groups exchanging information, tell- upon which they depended for the suc- Instant and spontaneous insistence that
He was then In England. I happen
even today. Now. Is not that decree of whatever it may be. An article appeared ing how the tihng was over there, what cess of their -military operations would these soldiers who came from America technical performances in this country; to have a copy of a confidential Insickness in these camps largely trace- I in the papers of yesterday, the first part we could do, what they advised us to be interfered with, both agricultural should continue to come in an unbroken all of these large industrial operations
under general direction, such as the rail- struction issued by the German Govable to the fact that they could not be of the article being to the effect that do, what experience they had had in and cornmerical and industrial products.
At the outset the idea was that we stream.
roads and dock buildings, under a ernment in June. 1917, to the German
men will no longer be allowed to do developing this, that, and the other Improperly provided for in hospitals?
would
be
a
financial
and
industrial
asplement
or
supply,
how
certain
plans
former
Vice President and now a Vice press as to what course they should
newspaper
work
when
they
are
a
part
Mr. Baker—I say yes. Senator, to your
Our Aid In Other Lines.
President, perhaps, of the Pennsylvania take in dealing with AmcricsEn matinquiry and then make this addition to of the military establishment. It is fol- which one might naturally have evolved sistance to our allies during the year
1
SMS,
and
I
think
I
probably
can
read
out
of
the
past
experience
of
the
world
And
so
we
made
the
selection.
We
Rlalroad—
Attcrbury—and men of that ters, and they say:
lowed
by
the
statement:
The
War
Deit. Of course the men get sick first
and then go to the hospital. There was partment adds, however, that no objec- had been tried there and found not to from The Metropolitan Magazine for decided not to send the regular army quality and experience, summoned in
While the news about American
August
a
suggestion
which
will
show
aid
him—those
are the men who are
tion
is
held
to
the
publication
of
a
solwork
at
all.
no anticipated need for anything like
war preparations, such as the organwhat the current expectation of the as a whole, but to send regular divis- carrying
forward
these
operations,
the hospital facilities at the National dier's private correspondence with his
izing
and outfitting of an army of
Aid of Allies' Experts.
country was. The editor of The Metro- ions and National Guard divisions, se- which are quite as expensive as those one million
Guard camps which developed, and yet consent,1 providing the letters are sent
men strong to reinforce
They were exchanging information, politan Magazine was protesting against lected according to tho State of their which are carried on over here, and of the French-English front Is looked
the hospitals, when authorized by the through the regular censorship machinwhat he believed to be the Intention of
far greater difficulty, because it means
Surgeon General, were authorized to be ery. Military censors are at tho same giving us all that they thought, was the
upon
in
that
form as bluff, the
preparation,
and
keep
back
here
some
Government at that time.
getting material by cable as to sizes and
time ordered to delete criticisms of subuilt.
spreading of which may unfavorSenator Weeks: Is that the one In part of our trained force in order that specifications, having it fabricated here ably
The Surgeon General at the outset periors, or of policy, scandal of any helpful. And then came Joffre. with his which
affect
the
opinion of the GorMr. Roosevelt is associate editor?
and sent across through those infested man people, yet the fact must not be
asked about hospital flcllities at the' sort, injurious reports concerning com- v/onderful reputation and his great and
Secretary Baker-^Ho is a contributing It might innoculate with Its spirit and 3,000 miles of ocean, and then set up on
National Guard camps, and it was then rades or anything likely to arouse con- charming personality, and he made a editor
overlooked
on
the
other hand that
Its
training
these
raw
levies
which
we
to this magazine. This magazine
that side.
thought that since the men would be In troversy.
the United States, with the support
The order concludes: " The object of great figure here, and wo welcomed him. came out in August, 1917, and this edi- were training. One after another these
Senator Hitchcock—Mr. Chairman, I of Its capacity for material and inthose camps a less length of time than
says:
will ask to be excused on account of an
tho men in the cantonments, and as the this order is to satisfy, so far as com- It was a tremendous inspiration to sec torial
" Since it is our war. we want to put divisions have gone over until In France engagement, and I assume the commit- dustrial management, is arming Itself
cantonments would be used by suc- patible with protection of military in- the hero of the Marne. But with him
for war with great energy and teinto It so as to finish it In there is a fighting army, an army- tee will continue tomorrow morning,
ceeding groups of men to be trained, terests, the natural desire of the people came his unobserved staff ot fifteen or everything
nacity.
tho shortest possible time, so that the trained in the essentials and In the be- probably.
there was not so much need • for to keep in touch with their soldier twenty or twenty-five young men, the worid
Secretary Baker-Your committee will
may be restored. To our mind the ginnings of military discipline and pracThe Chairman—Yes. Sir.
making permanent hospital facilities at representatives.''
most brilliant men in the French Armyhave full opportunity and will doubtless
The particular article I have read is strategists, mechanical experts, experts whole plan of the War Department has tice .and trained, seasoned fighters In
Secretary Baker- In addition to that, go into those things.' If you will deal
the National Guard camps as at the
from The Washington Post, and I in arms, experts in supplies, experts in been flavored with a desire to hold off this kind of a war on the actual battle- on the other side, it has been necessary with the hospital situation, the Medical
cantonments.
until the Allies finish the war for us."
for us to build hospitals, and that Is Corps, the Signal Corps, you will hear
That view, however, was changed, and simply want to inquire because I think industry and manufacture—and they told
You see. the editor was dealing with fields where It Is taking place.
where the major need for hospitals may of the wonderful work done by the Enthe Surgeon General s recommendation the artlclo is susceptible of two or three us not merely the formnl and military what
he supposed to be the intention of
Early in this vrir, when Joffre was be. It has been necessary for the Sur- gineering Department of the army ; but
for hospitals at the National Guard different constructions, whether an problems, but they brought over with the War
Department
at
that
time,
that
order
has
ben
issued
which
forbids
a
geon
General's staff to be divided In this when It is all told. Mr. Chairman, it will
here
and
when
Balfour
was
here,
they
camps was approved, and the same kind
them men who were in from the begin- we were holding off so far as actual
and size of hospital, the same character soldier to write home to his own people ning in their reorganizations of their military operations were conc%-ncd, and said to us. " It may take you some time fashion and to select supplies and pro- be a story- which I am sure your comand
tell
them
tho
personal
discomforts
cure
materials and to send over staffs mittee will be glad to report to the Senindustries,
in
their
mobilization
of
their
of facility, was then directed to be put
to get over to us a great fighting army,
letting tho Allies do the fighting.
up at the National Guard camps, ana Is that he may be subjected to, and if his industrial plants, and we sat down with
but you are a great Industrial country. of trained persons to supervise the con- ate of the United States as being a treWhat
he
says
we
should
have
done,
letter
has
to
go
through
a
censor
and
struction
of those hospitals s>nd to man mendous response to a tremendous rethem
in
little
croups
until
finally
we
either erected or is being erected at all
ask your particular attention to Our man power is fully engaged In our them and equip them. All of that has sponsibility,
of them. General Gorgas, I believe—I if the censor has been ordered to strike collated, and collected and extracted all andisI this:
and when you have this inIndustries and In our military entergone
on
contemporaneously with the
have not seen his testimony—but. Gen- out or delete any complaint by a soldier the information which they could give it."We
I know that the American
have strained every prises. Send over artisans, special en- work which has been done in this coun- vestigation,
us from their respective countries. And energy toshould
people
will
feel,
as I think they have a
eral Gorgas said to me that he himself as to his condition.
gineering
regiments,
and
troops
of
a
have gotten from oO.OOO to
Mr. Baker—No, Senator, no such every country which has been brought
approved the idea of erecting these Natechnical character," and although it try ; and then. In our order that another right to feel, that we arc In this war to
100,000
men
to
France
this
year."
in the war has brought us that sort,
tional Guard hospitals without perma- order.
was not contemplated at the outset and element may be added to this kaleido- win i<. that we are In it to hit. and to
Senator need—That is not the mean- or sent us that sort of a staff of exnent installation of flowing water, withOur forces .Now In France.
only a phrase in the emergency military scopic character which this war neces- hit hard, tha we are in It to co-ordinate
out permanent sewage facilities, because ing'.'
perts, and it has been necessary to
shows that the thing was sarily has, I call your attention to a "ur strength with that of our associates,
That is, the year 1917.
I tell no legislation
Mr. Baker—No such order and no such compare notes, and with this as a
This that the problem Is not one of Individual
at the outset it was believed that they
thought of as a possibility, yet in a very thing which you already, know.
basis, to form such an idea as might secret, but It is perfectly well known short time we had organized engineering war had a more or less set character star playing, but of team play, with
wero to be temporary, but when It was meaning.
Senator Reed—I hoped that that was be formed of what was tiie thing tor
until
the
Russian
situation
changed,
as these veterans and experienced persons
discovered that they were to be more
to everybody In this group that we have regiments of raiiroad men and sent them it has changed. In the last few months,
under actual battle conditions; that
permanent then ho recommended that true, but If you happen to have the time us to do over there.
over there and were rebuilding behind
But that was not enough. They ad- far excredej. what in August, 1917, was the lines of the British and French the when we had gotten more or less used more has been done, perhaps, than the
It be changed to a permanent installa- to read this article, you will see tha"
tion of plumbing and water supply, and It Is so written that it is hard to tell. mitted that it was impossible to draw regarded as a program so Ideal that the railroads which were being carried for- to th<* situation created by the unfer- •ountry expected, more than the wisest
that was then ordered to be done.
, There is nothing, then, in the regu- that picture. They could describe to us
ward with their advance, reconstructing tainty - i to Russia, there came the 'n the country thought was possible
Senator Weeks—Perhaps the Surgeon lations that forbids a soldier writing and bring the specifications and draw- editor of this magazine refers to it as a their broken engines and cars, and great Italian defeat, which called for to do.
General changed his mind or misunder- back to his people, for Instance, and ings for a piece of artillery, but they tiling which we ought to have strained building new railroads, back of both the even greater changes In our plans In
WU1 Flgkt Like Veterans.
stood. Ho testified to this committee saying that he is suffering from a lack could not tell us why the British theory every nerve in a vain but hopeless ef- French and British lines. Those regi- many ways.
that the first thing that should have of clothing or lack of proper food?
So that what might have been a perof the use of artillery was by the Brit- fort to accomplish.
Insofar as I am personally concerned
ments were of such quality that at the
The Chairman—You had more than Cambral assault, carried on by General fectly acceptable plan as to major operabeen erected at these camps or cantonMr. Baker—Absolutely nothing.
ish preferred to that of the French.
I know what is ahead of us. I know
ments was the hospital; that necessarily
Senator Reed—His letter does not have They could not picture to us a barrage that there then, did you not?
Byng. when the Germans made their tions prior to the change In the Russian
Secretary Baker—In 1917:
men changing their locality, having new to go through a censor.
of heavy howitezs as compared to a
counterattack, our engineer regiments situation, or prior to the change In the what the American feeling about this
The Chairman—Yes. in August, 1917.
climate and new surroundings and difItalian
situation,
had
be
re-tudled
InMr. Baker—Absolutely not.
barrage of 75-milllmeter guns.
They
war Is. Everybody is impatient to do as
threw down th»lr picks and shovels and
Secretary Baker—No, Senator.
In carried their rifles into the battle and stantly, and for that reason, among oth- much as we can. There will be no
ferent kind of food, would be somewhat
Senator Reed—I am very glad to hear could not picture to us the association
upset by it. and that the hospitals should that.
of aircraft, balloons, and mobile air- August. 1917, we had more than the distinguished
themselves by gallant ers, there Is now organized, as you know division of counsel? there will be all
have been ready when the men went
in France, pursuant to the suggestion
Mr. Baker—That order, as a matter of craft with artillery uses.
They could minimum. No. no t more than the action In the war itself.
to the camps or cantonments.
fact. Senator, was drawn to accomplish tell us a bout It, but even while they minimum, not in August, not in August,
Very earlv In this war Great Britain, of Mr. Lloyd George, the Rapallo Con- the criticism there ought to be upon
Mr. Baker—Of course I perfectly agree this purpose: Some newspapers in the told us the story grew old.
1917.
through Balfour and his assistants, nnd ference, or the Supreme War Council, shortcomings and failure; there will be.
te that, Senator, and vet I think it Is country have desired to employ soldiers
And then the editor goes on:
Joffre. said to us, " Send us nurses and and the United States Is represented on
Likened to Moving Picture.
important to remember that what we as special correspondents, and men who
" And by next year, 1918, we could doctors." Why. before we were scarcely that by the Chief of Staff of the Ameri- so far aa the War Department is conare dealing with Is the base hospital in are on the outside and are reporters and
lave
had
500,000
men
to
send
over,
or
in the war American units organized in can Army, and the major international cerned, a continuing effort at self-lmThe one thing they told us from the
each instance and not the regimental correspondents for newspapers have not
a ay part of 500,000 men which we could advance and anticipation by the Red arrangements In regard to the military
rovement and hospitality toward every
hospital.
unnaturally felt that a man on the in- very beginning to the end was that this ship."
Cross, which was taken over Into ...e are working out there, while General
iggestlon for Improvement that can
Senator Weeks—I understand.
side would have a very great advantage war. of all others, was not a 3tatic
instead of having 60,000 or 100.- service of the United States through the Pershing and his staff of experts are
Mr.
Baker—There
were
scattered if he were authorized to be employed as thing: that cur adversary was a versa- »>> men in France In l'.'IT. wo have Surgeon General's office, were on the working out these other questions.
omc from the outside. But the net
That Is a picture of what has been go- result Is going to be that a united and
through all of these camps the regimen- a reporter, and in addition to that, if a tile and agile adversary: that every- many more than that in France, and.
fid. and there are tens of thoutal hospitals, which under normal cir- soldier is being paid by some other em.nstead of having a half a million men sands of men In England and in France ing on over there, gentlemen.
confident American people, believing in j
cumstances would be regarded as ade- ployer than the United States to act as day he revamped and changed his whom we could,ship to France if we now who bless for the mission of mercy
Dulldlng an Army of 1,500,000 Men.
hemselvea and In their Institutions, are
quate to lake care of minor illnesses of reporter or correspondent in the camp, weapons of attacK and his methods of could find any way to do it in 1918. we the first Americans who appeared in
the men. places to which they <,ould re- he has a divided alleglence.
defense : that the stories they were tell- will have more than one million men In France.
On this side much of that has had to -olng to demand, and that at no late
tire with a cold or a slight Injury or
And yet we wanted to free every sol- ing us were true when they left Eng- France early in 19iS, and we have availOur surgeons have set up hospitals Imdate, on European battlefields. In the
something of that kind, and this pro- dier in the army to write to his home land and France, but an entirely differ- i-Jle to be shipped to France if the mediately behind the lines. They have be done, and, in addition to it, all the face of veterans with whom they are |
vision of base hospitals was
newspaper, acting as a voluntary corre- ent thing was probably taking place transportation facilities are available to been made military In every sense of the thin*-., we h»ve done, and I ask you to proud ^ a^oda^ thati veterans
jnore severe cases, of course, -he fact spondent, writing letters which were in- there now, and they told us of large us—and the prospect is not unpromising word. .They have not been especially remember tmonjr the achievements on though they be, they cannot excel us

PLAN OF THE WAR
EXPLAINED BY BAKER
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In achievement; and when the vlctorv isl
won over there. .Mr. Chairman, the I
credit which will come to American I
enterprise and
to American determination and to American courage will
be an honor to us. as the tenacity of
purpose and splendid achievements of
the British and French already shed
great lustre on the names of those great
people.
The Chairman — Mr. Secretarv, vou
have finished the statement?
Secretary Haker—Yes, Sir.
The Chairman—Mr. Secretarv. I know
that you must be tired. The committee
has been very much impressed bv your
statement. They will probablv want to
ask you some questions, and unless vou
prefer to go on now, we can adjourn
until tomorrow morning and give you
an opportunity to rest.
Secretary Baker - Mr. Chairman I
would apprc.-tate the rest. I would like
to know. Mr. Chairman, if 1 mi
what subjects I will be quest lone.I. If
It Is the matters which have been covered here, of course I do not care to
know.
The Chairman—You have covered it
pretty generally and I do not know
what questions the committee mav want
to ask. I do not think thev have In
mind any particular questions.
Secretary Baker—Very well. Then I
will come in tho morning at your convenience.
Senator Weeks—Mr. Chairman, mav I
make this suggestion? There are some
matters that the committee wish to
consider, connected with aviation, powder, and other chemical supplies—engineering. Would it not be desirable, to
inquire Into these before the Secretary
is asked to come again? It has been
suggested that we are tnking a good
deal of the time of the Secretarv and
his subordinates, and we do not'want
to take any more than is necessary. 1
should think that It would be better tor
U3 to go over these other branches first,
The Chairman—Would you prefer that.
Mr. Secretry?
Secretary Baker—That seems wise to
me. Senator, because the details of manv
of those large programs, of course. I do
not know.
But If you send for the
heads of those divisions they will bring
here the most Intimate details for vou.
Senator Weeks—There are a grei<t
many questions that I would like to ask
the Secretary about some things he has
discussed today, but It does not seem to
me It Is necessary to do it until we have
examined In those branches and have
gotten the technical information which
the heads of those departments have.
The Chairman—If that would suit vou
Just as well. Mr. Secrtary.
Secretary Baker—That is entirely satisfactory to me.
The Chairman—Then the committee
will take a recess until tomorrow at
10:30 and then will dctcrmin Just what
course wc will pursue.
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1,500,000 Men Ready For France This Year;
Outlook for Ships to Take Them 'Not Unpromising'
From Secretary of War Baker's Statement:
I tell no secret, but it is perfectly welj known to everybody in
this group that we have tqr exceeded what-in August, 1917, was
regarded as a program so. idial that the editor oi this magazine [the
Metropolitan, from which he was reading] refers to it as a thing
which we ought to have strained every nerve in a vain but hopeless
effort to accomplish.
Now, instead of having 50,000 or 10Q.00Q men in France in 1917,
we have many more men than that in Fiance, and instead of having
a half million men whom we could ship to France if we could find
any way to do it in 1918, we will h»ve more than half a million men
in France early in 1918, and we have available to be shipped to
France, if the transportation facilities are available to us, and the
prospect is not unpromising, we will have one and one-half millions
who in 1918 can be shipped to France.

Full Text of Baker's Statement
in Defense of War Department]
/

Detailed Explanations in Answer to Chamberlain's Charges of\
Failure, Followed by a Discussion of the War
Program of the United States.
Special to The New York Times.
WASHINGTON, Jan. 28.—Following so great an enterprise it is impossible
is an'official stenographic report of the for frankness not to find those things.
But our effort is to learn from them,
statement made to the Senate Commitnot to repeat, to strengthen where
tee on Military Affairs today by New- there needs strengthening; to suppleton D. Baker, Secretary of War, and ment where there needs supplementing
and by. bringing two things together,
the proceedings of the committee:
The Chairman—Gentlemen of the our very best effort, and the confidence of the country back of that efcommittee, we have met this morning to fort, to make our enemies finally feel
hear the Secretary of War in compli- the strength that is really American.
ance with his request that he be perIndividuals of No Account.
mitted to make a statement to the comNow I want to say at the outset, Mr.
mittee, and the Secretary is here and Chairman, that I have no bias in favor
we shall be. very glad to hear from of individuals. The issue of this is far
him. Mr. Secretary, before you com- too large for any prejudice or favoritism
to any individual, and when I discuss,
mence, may I ask you whether the state- if ,1 shall discuss, individuals by name,
ment you desire to make now is supple- whether it be General Crozier or Genmentary to the one you have already eral Sharpe or if I refer to myself. I
made, whether it is, entirely new mat- want it understood that the appearance
ter, or whether you desire to correct any of any one of us in Uie casualty list any
morning is a negligible matter as con
statements in your former statement.
Mr, H'tker—I -tm, of cour.-e, grateful trasted witli the success of this enter
■
to the committee for permission to make prise.
1 am not here either to defend india comprehensive statement at this time.
For one reason and another the im- viduals, including myself, nor am I here
pression has gone out into the country, to deny delays, mistakes, shortcomings
to some extent at least, that the' War or false starts; but I think I can say
Department has fallen down in address- with confidence that where those things
ing itself to the task of conducting this have appeared, we have sought the
war. I want to address myself to that remedy, that in many places we have
question.. There are several reasons applied the remedy, and the largest purwhy I should ask you to hear me on pose I have In being here is to urge
that question. In the first place, the what I do not need to urge—that your
country is entitled to know whether that committee, that the members of the
is a fact, and in judging whether it is .Senate and the members of the House,
a fact the country is entitled to know that every citizen in this country, offiwhat this war is, what its problems are, cial and unofficial, from the highest to
and what steps have been taken to the lowest, realize that this is their
enterprise, not quite so much as it is
meet these problems.
In the second place, J have a deep mine in the sense of responsibility, but
sense of obligation to the officers of the their enterprise, and to ask from you
and from them every suggestion, every
army and to the civilians, who have criticism, every constructive thought
from the beginning of this difficulty that occurs to any of you, and I ask
labored in a way which certainly in my you when shortcomings are pointed out
experience has never been equaled with to you, whether they be well founded
devotion, self-sacrifice, zeal, spending or whether they be not well founded,
sleepless nights and tireless days in an that you will instantly convey them to
effort to bring the organization of this me, so that by the processes which the
great army and its use in a military department has I may search out where
enterprise up most rapidly and effect- blame is to be attached, where remedies
ively.
are to be applied, and where strengthArmy and Civilian Loyalty,
ening and improvement of the organizaI have seen strong and grizzled men tion is possible.
Mr. Chairman, you made an address
of the army turn away from my desk
to hide tears when they were asked to in the Senate, at the conclusion of an
stay in this country and do organization investigation of two divisions of the
work here instead of going to France, War Department, I think, the Ordnance
where the glory of their profession lay, and the Quartermaster Departments.
and yet I have never known one of In that investigation'some shortcomings
them to hesitate for a second to obey had been brought out to the attention of
the order. Nor has there been any lack the committee, some delays. They fall
of quality in the work which any of readily under two or three heads; they
them has done by reason of his natural were in the midst of very large and Inambition to be in the field of battle volved transaction,", and yet, by reason
rather than In an administrative task. of the effort of the committee to trace
And the great company of civilians, Mr. these things to their ultimate cause and
Chairman, who have come to Washing- to get their proper leadings and bearings,
ton from all over the'Unlted Slates, lay- it may not be unfair to say that they
ing down their private business, some- assumed a disproportionate aspect and
times accepting salaries which office appearance In relation to what has actuboys at other places enjoy, sometimes ally been going on In this war, and in
having no salary at all—men of the the War Department.
largest experience and of the greatest
Shortcomings Not Characteristic.
talent in business have come to WashAnd
if I may venture, with very
ington, put up with the inadequate conditions which the city now affords be- great respect to the Chairman and to
cause of its congested condition, and the committee, to suggest It, it seemed
have worked in session and out of ses- to me at the time I read that speech
that, perhaps, the feeling I would have
sion on this undertaking.
about it was this ; That without the inIt would be a tragical thing if this
tention of the Chairman and without
tremendous effort, this wholly unprecedented sacrifice made by mem were in anybody's intention, Its effect might
be to have the country feel that
fact to turn out to deserve the com- the particular difficulties and delays
ment that it had fallen down.
I have not the least doubt that such referred to by the Chairman were
currency as that feeling has gotten Is characteristic rather than exceptional,
due In large part to the tremendous im- and I want, therefore, to address
to
those
incidents
which
patience of the American people to do myself
were pointed out by the Chairman
Uiis great thing greatly. Every one of in his address to the Senate, and see
you and every one of us, wants to whether I cannot, with his permission
ilfmniistrSTi"th» thlnp- which we know to nnd with groat deference to him and
be true, that our coum-y ia srt:u' and
strong, and In p. cause like this will hit the committee, place them in a light
like a man at the adversary which has which will show that rather than being
attacked us. Always there is between characteristic, they are In fact instances
the beginning of preparation and the of shortcomings, but only Instances, and
final demonstration of its success a that the general thing'to which they
period of questioning, when everybody, bear a relation is not to be Inferred to
you and I and everybody else, goes be characterized by those instances.
If I may say one personal word, and
through searchings of heart to find out
whether all has been done that could one only, for it is the only one I want
have been or that ought to have been to say, I should like to say that for
done, whether anything remains that some reason, which I do not understand,
can be done, and we look back over the when I appeared before your committee
past and realize that there have been in these hearings with the intention of
delays and that there have been short- being frank, weighed down, as I have
comings, that there have been things been ever since I have been Secretary of
which might have been done better. In
Continued on Page Eight.

jf the military administration and has newspttftera," As regards these papers
undertaken reforms.
While Mr. Baker was congratulated
s the old Tory press stands for
mi hla statement by Senators Pomerene,
Myers, and 'other members ol ihe com- vested military interests and throws
rtttee, who are likelv to oppose any blame for anything wrong in the contieasurea of military reform obpectcd duct of the war upon the Ministry. The
by the Administration, there is feeling among- others who heard him that pacifist press, he argues, has only one
pis exposition of what had been accom- object, and that is to overthrow Lloyd
plished left much to be explained.
One criticism heard when Mr. Baker George and reinstate Asquith.
" What is the answer of the spokesmen
concluded was that he had still been
|too general, that the Information ho of the General Staff.' " he asks. " While
ave was not sufficiently concrete to the Government ask for another halfitisfy those who believe there has been
elay in. war preparation. The commit- million men the champions of the Gen>.c will endeavor In Its examination of eral Staff ask for another million and
Fr. Baker tomorrow to obtain more a half, * * * The idea that we are. to
i.'finito statements as to what had been
ccomplished along some lines vital to put our minds and our consciences into
^nilltary effectiveness. Apparently no the hands of the military clique for ever
disposition exists among membels of the and ever was tentatively accepted at the
committee who have been most prominent In examining witnesses to lessen outbz-eak of hostilities, hut it was an
|tl»lr efforts to obtain the facts be- idea made in Germany, and we have had
cause of President Wilson's attack on enough of it. This is a democratic
Senator Chamberlain, the Chairman of
[the committee for his charge that' the country, and it is time to look at the
■military administration of America had matter in a democratic way. We want to
|broken down.
They are credited with the intention win this war. If the military experts
Ito scrutinize Mr. Baker's statement who have had unquestioned control for
■ closely in preparation for asking him the last two years have not made good,
■questions designed to elucidate and iliu- and show no sign of making good, it is
Iminate some of his explanations. For
jrone thing, they were not satisfied v. 1th time they were changed." .
|Mr. Baker's assertion that a pian had
Exonerates the Politicians.
■»een worked out for American military
larticipation in the war.
Mr.
Fraser says It is not the politiBy " plan " his critics mean a comprehensive program to guide the United cians who " contrive those wonderful
n the formation and use of its- military exploits -which somehow end in
millles, a program thai, includes uie leaving large numbers of our men in
Store instead of the present. They
teamed nothing as to any preparation the hands of the enemy, although ' no■for sheltering and training more men body is to blame.' They do not take
■than are provided for in legislation for charge of the masses of men who are
■the regular army, National Guard, and
called, up.- They provide resources, and
[national army.
If the resources are not well used we
Want Blgrser Preparation*.
are entitled to turn to the men who are
It Is this seeming absence of what they actually directing the war and call them
■conceive to be a ' plan " that worries to account." Mr. Fraser remarks that
■many Senators and Representatives. the apologists of the Imperial General
I'l'liey feel that It Indicates lack of vision Staff blame the Government for rtbt
land suggests a disposition to be too
providing enough men and proceeds.
■ optimistic—to believe, for example, that
'1 If we were so short of men, if our
■ there will be a'revolution In Germany,
■that Austria will withdraw from the divisions were depleted, why did they
|war, that the -submarine menace will be inaugurate the great Ypres offensive?
eliminated, or that something not quite Having failed to achieve their-full pur[defined is bound to happen soon that pose at .Ypres, the Imperial General
I will obviate the necessity for sending a Staff planned a fresh battle at Camllarge number of American troops to brai. By that time they must on their
own showing have known that we were
|Fiance.
Critics on this line have wondered desperately short of men. They had bei-hy the War Department has made no
■preparations for building additional can fore them the wise and prudent example
■tonmenls, capable of accommodating say of General Petain, who had devised a
la million more men. Some think that policy of limited offensives in order to
|the situation demands that this Gov- economize manpower. They must also
ernment make preparation for a long
war which may require as many as have known that the French General
(,000,000 men in the field. They realize Staff looked upon our reckless and
[he difficulties concerning shipping and wasteful methods with positive dismay.
equipment, but contend that nobody
knows how long the war will last, and They attacked again, and in the end
IT. may be necessary to keep men going they failed. Why? That is what we all
|o Europe for several years.
I Even if the conflict should end soon, want to know, though I think I could
■ liey say. there would be no loss to the furnish a fairly .correct answer. No
United States except in money, which General, it appears, was in fault. The
I'ould be well spent. According to the
lontentions of these critics, the moral bigwigs are all exonerated, are given a
|
tpon Germany of the knowledge fresh coat of whitewash, and In due
Ihal the Culled States was i
course will doubtless be decorated once
Iral million soldiers would be very more.
■ real, while the French, British, anil
Italian armies would gather new
Was French Assistance Spurned*
Itiength from the same knowledge.
" While on this subject I should like
I It. is asserted that there is plenty of
pmterial to build additional can'ton- to direct attention to the inquiry of
nents, and that labor can be supplied
lor the construction work. There is a Major Davies, who asked in Parliament.
Jtrong feeling in military circles that ' Were French reinforcements near at
e building of new cantonments should hand which would have been placed at
begun without delay.
n fits testimony before the Senate our disposal if they had been asked
I would go further and ask
nnmltt.ee on Military Affairs. Quarter- for?
master General Sharpe said that it was whether French help actually placed
■he original plan of the War Depai t- close at hand was coldly ignored and
penl not to send any troops to Prance
Inn! March, 1918. This would have not utilized. The General Staff plead
Ineant that, the War Department would lack of men.
Did they rebuff the
have delayed calling additional men un- French?"
111 the camps and cantonments, occuTurning to the question of man-power,
pied by the expeditionary forces sent
Abroad at that time, had been vacated.
Mr. Fraser says:
J Although the Government changed its
•' A well planned and subtle attack is
flans at the urging of Marshal Joffre
■ind began sending troops to France last being made upon the Government. ' The
Bummer, the situation complained of country is being told that, because more
Ivith respect to delay in beginning the men are being called for, the Govern■ raining of new forces still exists. As
■natters stand now, there is no pro- ment are in some mysterious way to
Vision for quartering additional men. blame. That cock won't fight. Put it
These must wait until the present can- to yourself. The General Staff admit
■ton ments and camps are vacated.
I A strong probability exists that an ef- 1)00,000 casualties last year, (I quote
Ifort will bo made in Congress soon to from one of their spokesmen,) in underIdemand that the Administration explain takings which were mostly unproductive.
■why it has not made provision for train- Having failed, they want to blamo the
ling a considerable number more troops.
■ if it takes a year to train soldiers, as Government. Did the Government plan
■some military men contend, the building tho Ypres offensive and Cambral, where
■ of cantonments, it Is held, should be be- the bulk of these casualties occurred?
■gun at once so that the United States
■ will be able to put new men in training The point is not worth discussing; it
■without more delay. Much of the eom- speaks for itself."
Iplalnt of hardships suffered by soldiers
■ has applied to camps under canvas, The Country " Nearly Bled White."
■and It is likely that the matter of buildThe organizers of the latest on■inu- cantonments on canvas camp sites
■will be brought up in connection with slaught, says MY Fraser, have the
■the expected effort to provide for train- colossal effrontery to appeal to labor
Ting more troops.
to join in attacking the Government
because they are not raising millions
more men for the front.
"Tlu statement is made,-" he says,
" that we have still 4,000,000 men of
military age in civil life.' Is that true?
Labor knows it Is not. Hook at our
^President of, Clyde and Mallory depleted
towns; look at women everywhere doing men's work, and then
Lines to Expedite War Servask yourself whether it is true. Consider the effect upon France and the
ice of Vessels.
United States if the wanton allegation that the Government are holding
Special to The .Wir York Time*.
back ' 4,000,000 men of military age '
WASHINGTON, Jan. 28.—H. II. Ray- is allowed to go unchallenged.
Inionil. President of the Clyde and Mal"This campaign is being worked with
lory Linos, was selected today by the the utmost dissimulation. Attempts are
I'nited States Shipping Board as Fed- being made to obtain the aid of the
jeral Controller of Shipping. He will French authorities'. The French are
■ have offices in New York. He has been told that we are keeping these men
lin the shipping business in New York back, and that the right way to get
|for thirty-five years.
them is to back up the present General
Mr. Raymond, in a statement issued Staff. These allegations have two great
I tonight, says:
"Will see to it that objects. The first is to cover up the
■ ships are not delayed in port, are turn- mistakes of the General Staff by preled around quickly, loaded with cargo
tending that they never had enough
(properly, and the incidental operations men. The second is to mobilize foreign
|that go with the work.
support for the General Staff by al' He will co-operate wi:*i the array
leging that millions more men will be
■and the navy whenever possible, and forthcoming if the General Staff is
■ with the Allies and primarily will be backed up. Yet labor knows, and I
leharged with expediting vessels and the know, and the whole nation knows,
[loading of cargoes In the war service.
that already this country has been very
• He will have charge of our present
bled white.
■ organization in New York, and will add nearly
" T support the bill of Sir Auckland
Ito it the departments necessary to conbecause 1 believe it represents
Iduct the business in the most efficient. Geddes
tne utmost [450,000 men] we are now
|manner.
' In short, he will to all intents and able to furnish by way of reinforce■ purposes be the operating head of a ments of men of military age capable
■ large shipping organization controlling of taking'their place in the field. There
Ithe requisitioned ships and the vessels nas been the inmost difficulty In getting
lowned by the Shipping Board, pooling tnis limited military service bill acI.nut co-ordinating these facilities in co- cepted in some quarters, and yet these
loperation with the Allies wherever such military madmen clamor for more men,
■ plan can be worked out efficiently,
" Mr, Raymond will be clothed with and more and inore yet again, to pour
Jail requisite authority, and on questions into the furnace. If every man now in
lof policy he will be governed by the the British Islands were massed on the
(declarations of the Shipping Board and
I will report to the director of opera- western front they would still cry for
|tion«."
more,"

H. RAYMOND MADE
SHIPPING CONTROLLER
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Secretary Baker does not content
himself with assertions, he produces
i he evidence. Pie shows that rgma-rkB OF THE ASSOCIATED fKESS
abie progress has been made in arm-'
ing the soldiers and that large numTb« Associated Pre»« i« Meiu»tvely
bers of the Lewis gun. about which
entitled to the n»e Jo* r ^publication of
nil new» despstcbeo credited to it or
there has been so much controversy,
not otherwise crrdlUd in thi» paper
«nd aiso tfca local new« uublUhrd
have been ordered by the Departkereln.
ment.
Although there are a million men in
Is Thoroughly Convincing
the camps and cantonments for whom
The
statement
S iretary shelter had to be afforded in a few
Baker,
made
M< rulay
before
months, these men have been fed as
Ihe
Senate
i omTn
nn
Mili- 'never an army was fed before, and
:i
tary
Affairs,
is ■' i" " ■
■
have been supplied with warm clothexposition of the-work of th« War d'e1
ing. The winter has been an expartmenl that will prove convincing n-emoly rigorous one, beyond all preand satisfactory to every fair-minded
sent, and the cold has penetrated to
man.
Frank and explicit, Secretary I he warmer south as never before,
_.- fcicempts to evade no responsi"hink of the extraordinary weather
bility, to shift no blame upon subordi- --ondltions with cold snow storms in
nates, to make no excuses.
I Florida and the thermometer at 5© be- |
ire stands firmly upon the record of flow zero in Maine and parts of New
the Department and produces _the Ihigand, such weather as has not been
proofs to show that that record is an known in the memory of man. But
enviable one, a record of splendid ihe men have nevertheless been cared
achievement of a herculean task, thor. for in a manner beyond reproach.
ouhly justifying' the confidence that
That there have been instances of
has been placed in him by the Presi- neglect Secretary Cake]- believes but
dent and completed demonstrating
I they have been few and far between,
that there is no occasion for a war numbering, lie thinks but 18 out of a
cabinet to handle the military affairs ■ million men. What well planned and
of the naI ton.
i organized institution is there that can
After reading the testimony of Sec- show-so small a percentage? And
retary Baker, the charges made by -when such instances have occurred
Senator Chamberlain stand in a new they have been promptly investigated
light. The Oregon senator should be and the persons at fault have been
classed jjtfth Aaron Burr and as\seek- punished. Nor has Secretary Baker
!ng notoriety by sensational charges stopped at dismissal from the service.
that are not susceptible of proof.
In the case of two physicians who have
We have had enough and more than offended he is even now recommending
enough of the fault finding and petty further punishment.
complaints of such men as ChamberTurning to the complaints that have
lain and Bryan and of Roosevelt' The been made of inefficiency along strictsenator from Oregon has created a ly military lines Secretary Baker demsensation by charges that were not onstrates that all important military
based upon facts and which as head steps have been taken only with the
of ilic Senate committee on Military approbation of General Bershimg and
Affairs", iif should have known were the other high military chiefs.
The j
ttfeither just or fair.
Bryan is begin* department has acted on the best j
itfng in see the light, while Roosevelt, military advice available and Secre- j
rl..ubtless imbued with patriotism as he tary Baker welcomes any inquiry as to
Is, has tlie same complaint that af- their wisdom.
flicts Bryan—he talks too much and
As one reads the statement made
without sufficient foundation.
He has by Secretary Baker there comes new
seized the present occasion to consult knowledge of the immensity of the
With Chamberlain and other dis- task of preparing an unprepared
gruntled men, in an effort against the Country for war; there comes a
nisi ration, an effort that will fail greater realization of the herculean
because it is am justified by the facts. efforts thai nave been made without
Bryan, as all know, is a great man the blazoning of trumpets or the ento talk, and instead of talking on the deavor for publicity.
one great vital question now before the
The same talk that aa,s been made
ipuntry, he is endeavoring to keep the abc/iii Secretary R:i|.-er \x-ns rrmr^ ahoi,! ^
oj 1301JJV jo s}s-eoo moq uo, P9ZPU13J3.U
.■onnliy in a ferment by talking about
aq 0} sosiiq out-tBujqns pu-B IUA-BU aoni
suffrage for women and prohibition
}0uut20 }T
U3Mod p[.ioA\ jo auiaqos i
jtnd urging legislation along these lines
JOJ ;u8uiA°o[duia Jiaiji pu^ SOAIJ'BU a.q
jo uotreztJ-einiui gq; uuoui qotuA\ suot
by states and Congress, instead of asiisting in keeping the attention of.the
pimple upon the all-important problem./ nf the war.
A. ime reads the lucid statement
[hade by Secretary Baker, he cannot
fail to be impressed by the extra- 9NVa
sjomqujsja
Didinao achievements of the War department. Early in this year there
rtill be a half million men in France
ready for the trenches, and a million
;o a million and a half more will be
ready'for transportation across the ts—HOsng-aasnaHNV
Atlantic during the year. And this >oq st pus 'Apuo sarjjoq ut pjos si OAag
from a start that was practically negligible. No nation has ever made so
great x preparation for war in so brief
a period. Thanks to the splendid service of the navy hundreds of thousands of men have been transported
nee withouj^a casualty.
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Mr. Baker Says Something.
Who can now say the Senate committee's
inquiry into the conduct/of the war has been
barren of results? It has shaken Secretary
Baiter out of his shell at reticence and forced
him. to make the first* clear, comprehensive
statement of what hS department has accomplished since our. country entered the
war. The information which is tit last made
available to the public, is largely reassuring.
It tends to refute the sweeping conclusion of
Senator Chamberlain that the military establishment has brokeiii down, though it indirectly sustains sonne of the counts in his indictment alleging ^erious delays due to lack
of foresight and fid-lure to realize the magnitude of the task. fAs to the general achievements of the War Department during the
past nine months, which bulk so large in the
imagination when set!forth in this cumulative manner, it may hi said that considering
the immense resources of the country they
have been no greater than had been expected, -with the exception that the public
was scarcely prepared to hear that the huge
army in the training camps is now ready to
go to the front. Thifi assertion implies ample
equipment of armsfand ammunition in addition to physical fitnjbss and military qualifications. A considerable portion of Mr. Baiter's
statement is devoted to advance notices and
there will be general and sincere hope for
their early fulfillntent.
The purpose off the Senate inquiry, properly enough, hasfbeen not to discover how
many things in tile conduct of the war we
may congratulate ourselves upon and boast
about, but to dis< lose any serious defects in
plan and executioyi and have them remedied
vitliout delay.
t has uncovered some deficiencies, and a; shown by yesterday's experience has ind iced Mr. Baker to make a
wholesome depa ture from his policy of
keeping the peofcle in the dark regarding
' things they hav a right to know.
Mr.
Baker evidently is learning the advantage
of co-operating 'ith the legislative branch
of the governmei
The infusion of ginger
in his statement, here and there," has a welcome flavor. The public will be glad to find
there is a little n ore ginger in his composition than it hac imagined. Now let Mr.
Baker keep up the pace he has outlined and
all will be well.
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Secretary Baker does not content
himself with assertions, he produces
the evidence. He shows that remarkIBEB OF IBS ASSOCIATED VRKSS able progress has been made in arm-'
hag the soldiers and that large numTU« Associated Pren« «» exclaatveljr
!> -is of the Lewis gun. about which
entitled to the me lor ripubllcatlon of
nil new» despatches credited to It or
there
has been so much controversy. J
not otherwise credited jn this paper
have been ordered by the Departsud also the local oew« aubliahetf
kerela.
__
ment.
Although there are a million men in
Is Thoroughly Convincing
the camps and cantonments for whom
ecretary
The
siatemen
shelter had to be afforded in a. few
before
Baker,
made
Mi n.daj
months, these men have been fed as
i
Mill- never an army was fed before, and
ilie
Senate
committee
direct
tary
Affairs,
is a ma
have been supplied with warm clothexposition'of the work of Lite War d'e* ing. The winter has been an expartment that wilt prove convincing tremely rigorous one, beyond all pre&nd .satisfactory to every fair-minded
Cdent, and the cold has penetrated to
inan.
Prank and explicit, Secretary (he warmer south as never before,
„.■ attempts to evade no responsi"hink of the extraordinary weather
bility, to siiift. no blame upon subordi■onditions with cold snow storms in
nates, to make no excuses.
'Horida and the thermometer at 50 beHe stands firmly upon the record of low zero in Maine and parts of New
the Department and produces _ the lOnga.nd, such weather as has not been
proofs to show that that, record is an known in the memory of man. But
1
enviable one, a record
! (he men have nevertheless been cared
achievement of a herculean task, thor. ! for in a nmnner beyond reproach.
ouhly justifying the confidence that j That there have been instances of
has been placed in Mm by the Presi- j neglect Secretary Baker believes but
dent and completely demonstrating j they have been few and Car between,
that there is no occasion for a. war numbering, he thinks but IS out of a
cabinet to handle the military affairs j million men. What well planned and
of the nation.
organized institution is there that can
After reading the testimony of Sec- show so small a percentage? And
retary Baker, the charges made by ' when such instances have occurred
Senator Chamberlain stand in a new they have been promptly investigated
light.. She Oregon senator should 1)6 and the persons at fault have been
classed jjr.ith Aaron Burr and as\seek- punished. Nor haB Secretary Baker
Ing notoriety by sensational charges stopped at dismissal from the service.
that are not susceptible of proof.
In the case of two physicians who have
We have had enough and more than offended he is even now recommending
enough of the fault finding and petty further punishment.
complaints of such men as ChamberTurning to the complaints that have
lain and Bryan and of Roosevelt, The been made of inefficiency along strictsenator from Oregon has created a ly military lines Secretary Baker demsensation by charges that were not onstrates that all important military
based upon facts and which as head steps have been taken only with the
of the .Senate committee on Military approbation of G eneral Pershintg and
Affairs, he should have known were the other high military chiefs.
The
neither just or fair.
Bryan is begin- department has acted on the best
ning to see the light, while Roosevelt, military advice available and Secredoubtless imbued with patriotism as he I tary Baker welcomes any inquiry as to
is, has the same complaint that af- their wisdom.
flicts Bryan—lie talks too much and
As one reads the statement made
without sufficient foundation.
He has i by Secretary Baker there comes new
seized the present occasion to consult j knowledge of the immensity of the
dis- task of preparing an unprepared
with Chamberlain and othei
gruntled men, in an effort against the country for war; there comes a
cuuiinisiration, an effort thai will fail greater realization of the herculean
because it is not justified by the facts. efforts that nave been made without
Bryan, as all know, is a great man the blazoning of trumpets or the ento talk, and instead of talking on the deavor tor publicity.
The same talk that has been made
one great vital question now before the
country, he is endeavoring to keep the about Secretary Baker was made about
.lountry in a ferment by talking about Secretary Dajiiels but when Congress
suffrage for women and prohibition undertook to Investigate the affairs of
raid urging legislation along these lines the Navy not a single flaw could be
try states and Congress, instead of as- found and Secretary Daniels stands
sisting in keeping the attention of the first and foremost as the greatest orpeople upon the all-important prob- ganizer the .navy has ever had and the
most able and efficient Secretary.
lem/ of the war.
As one reads the lucid statement
And no fair minded man can read
made by Secretary Baker, he cannot the statement of the Secretary of War
fail to be impressed by the extra- without feeling that not only has the
ordinary achievements of the War de- War Department, met thjs extraordipartment. Early in this year there nary strain that has been placed upon
will be a half.million men in France it ill' a manner to deserve the comready for the trenches, and a million mendation of the country but also
:o a million and a half more will be that it has far surpassed ail fair exready for transportation across the pectations and has achieved miracles.
Atlantic during the year. And this
The country has now been told the
from a start that was practically neg- exact facts, which have hitherto been
ligible. No nation has ever made so kept secret in the belief that such was
great a preparation for war in so brief the proper policy and it is a policy
a period. Thanks to the splendid ser- that is urged by,' all military men.
vice of the navy hundreds of thou- And with the exposition of
the
sands of men have been transported facts the country will be satisi to France without a casualty.
J fled.
It may be that the agitaors and political enemies of the administration will not be satisfied, but
their criticisms of the War Department have been fairly met and utterly
refuted and the people of the United
States know that the War Department
has proven its thorough competency
in dealing with its extraordinary task,
jus as the Navy Department has demonstrated its wonderful efficiency.
Thinking people should realize and
they are beginning to realize that this
war is the greatest struggle for human liberty and for the rights of the
people that has ever existed since the
Creation. Its immensity is beyond
proper comprehension and its difficulties legion. A peaceful country is
thrust into this maelstrom of war.
The wonder is that we are meeting its
demands so well.
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Mr. Baker Says Something.
Who can now say the Senate committee's
inquiry into the conduct'of the war has been
barren of results? It has shaken Secretary t
Baker out of his shell ck reticence and forced
him to make the first/ clear, comprehensive
statement of what \\{p department has accomplished since ouf| country entered the
war. The information which is at'last made
available to the public is largely reassuring.
It tends to refute the sweeping conclusion of
Senator Chamberlain that the military establishment has brokeji down, though it indirectly sustains somfc of the counts in his indictment alleging sjerious delays due to lack
of foresight and failure to realize the magnitude of the task. |As to the general achievements of the War Department during the
past nine months, which bulk so large in the
imagination when setjforth in this cumulative mr.'.mer, it may hi said that considering
the immense resources of the country they
have been no greatfer than had been expected, with the exception that the public
was scarcely prepared to hear that the huge
army in the training camps is now ready to
go to the front. This assertion implies ample
equipment of armsfand ammunition in addition to physical fitnjess and military qualifications. A considerable portion of Mr. Baker's
statement is devoted to advance notices and
there will be genlral and sincere hope for
their early fulfillment.
The purpose off the Senate inquiry, properly enough, has {been not to discover how
many things in tfie conduct of the war we
ourselves upon and boast
about, but to disflose any serious defects in
plan and executic a and have them remedied
, has uncovered some devithout delay,
ficiencies, and a; shown by yesterday's experience has ind ced Mr. Baker to make a
wholesome depa ture from his policy of
keeping the peo ile in the dark regarding
things they hav
a right to know.
Mr.
Baker evidently is learning the advantage
of co-operating ith the legislative branch
of the governmei
The infusion of ginger
in his statement, here and there, has a welcome flavor. The public will be glad to find
there is a little r ore ginger in his composition than it hac imagined. Now let Mr.
Baker keep up the pace he has outlined and
all will be well.
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j for the rest, the men who have sucked the blood of the starving—the
j parasites, the vampires, the careless and the critical—the very names'
Sustained by its valor, our army can prevent a ruinous peace.
of these shall be a mockery and a hissing. Children will be taught,
Sustained by the nation, our army can win a deathless victory. The
even as they venerate the brave, to avoid the pestilence of the j
measure of the depths and heights between the two is the measure i| cowardly.
of the sacrifice we Americans are willing to make.
This is no dream, no empty hope. All that is written here and

VICTORY IS CERTAIN, IF—

To this conclusion leads all argument. To this conclusion point;
all facts. To this conclusion came, on yesterday, the strong defense;
of Secretary Baker against the criticisms of the fearful.

Our goal j

is a sharp, decisive struggle that will end the war by midsummer, i
1919, instead of prolonging it through merciless years to the peace of ;
exhaustion. That goal is attainable if we gird ourselves in sacrifice. I
We have raised the state's sure shield and its quarterings are soldiers, supplies, ships and sacrifice. And the staunchest of these is
that of sacrifice. Manhood mobilization and individual saving—of
food, of time and of money—these incarnate that sacrifice. This is
the thought we have sought to develop in this series of articles.
Assume this sacrifice. forthcoming. Assume the months of
preparation at an end, the army supplied, the emergency-fleet com- j
pleted, the navy in its new might pursuing the submarine to the veryI
shadow of Helgoland, citizen-soldiers by the thousand in mines and s
shipyards and on farms. Assume some bloody battle of the Somme j
already fought and our troops seasoned for the task before them.j
There will be, for a season, the silence of the censorship and men will j
whisper that all the new armies—a million, two million men—are
massed for the great offensive. Then, of a sudden, the curtain will
be raised and we shall witness scenes that will exalt the soul of every
American. Ten thousand guns will be roaring the mighty chorus of j
coming world-freedom. Ten thousand planes will rain from darkened i |
heavens destruction on the foes of humanity. Along a line of fifty
miles, perhaps, the flags of America will wave as half-a-million men
dash on to victory. One day the news will be terse and brief—of
trenches stormed, of prisoners captured, of vantage-points gained.
And then as the great, last offensive shall be taken up and British
ranks and French shall advance with our own, we shall have a daily
chronicle of immortal deeds. One day, perhaps, the news will be
that Metz is under fire. The next, it may be that Zeebrugge has
fallen and the nest of submarines destroyed. Then the cable will
sing with the news that Albert has ridden into Brussels or that
the line of the Rhine is broken. And in the moments when they do
not flash with,the news of victory, the wires will mourn with the roll j
of honor—the dead on the field of honor. But even then, weeping ;
mothers will come forth to rejoice and cheers 'will rise as tears j
shall fall. The end will be at hand and from every land wall come j
the same acclaim—American arms have won the war, American boys j
have bound the Hohenzollern Hound. And millions then will square I
their shoulders in new pride and other millions will bow in shame
unspeakable. The heroes from the mines will come forth—the citizen-soldiers of the collieries—:and their grime will be their aureole.
The shipyards, too, will release their thousands for the great day
of freedom; the kitchens, where wives and mothers have fought their
hard aud pinching fight, will give their heroines to the nation. And
all who have served and all who have saved—all who have foregone
\ a pleasure to ease a pain, or saved a loaf that a soldier may not
hunger—all these will be ranked by posterity next after those to
whom the matchless honor of service ' i the field has been given. As

much that now seems impossible can easily be attained, and, by the
grace of God, will be attained, if America but measures to the de-'
mands of the sacrifice our government invokes. Manhood mobiliza-1
tion will build us ships that can laugh at submarines. Manhood]
mobilization can mine us coal that will make blasts where embers!
glow today. Manhood mobilization can wring from American acres!
crops that will feed the world. Sacrifice will assure enough for all, I
though we number the Belgians, the French, the Italians and the
British as our own. Nothing except the power of God can stay a
nation of a hundred million people if they be united in service and in
sacrifice. In eighteen months, we can win a century of peace for
our children—a veritable aeon of goodwill for the sufferers of earth.
"With 1919 will be placed in history this nervous year of effort.
The glory of. the coming great offensive will take its form from the
smoke of present-day effort. Every happening of these tremendous
days will be remembered when all of us are dust. Men will understand that their sires could not fight, as one, on the fields of France '
and they will search, in another generation, the payrolls of our mills
and factories, the faded letters of our dusty treasuries, the files' of
our papers and the rosters of our patriotic societies for the names
of citizen-soldiers. God help us if our children find not our names
among those who served! For though some may have done what we'
called great deeds in the days before the war, and though some may;
wax famous and wealthy after the war, little that any man of this day
has done.will, count except as it goes to win this war. All else will
be forgiven if now we quit us like men. Naught else will be esteemed
if we shirk as slackers. The slightest act of sacrifice will be a badge,
of honor: the brave, unthinking deeds of self-forgetfulness will be]
a heritage our children will cherish above wealth or ancient Wood!!
To do nothing in this war is to..sign the confession of one's eternal!
infamy.

And this, the opinion of men, is the lesser disgrace. The con-1
science of the slacker and the coward will be his accuser when the I
thoughtless may forget and the generous may strive to forgive. Fail!
, now in the full measure of the sacrifice your heart suggests and you !
j dare not read history. Stand back now from any service you can;
, render and you are party to the dishonor of every woman a speedy i
i conclusion of the war will save, Put self above country and the I
| darkness of the blind and the impotence of the cripple are upon i
you. Listen to the voice of your own greed and the silver vou gather'
from other men's woe is the price of a Judas.'

When SECRETARY OF WAR BAKER was
under fire before the senate committee
j investigation, what made some of its
I members warmer in the collar than anyj thing else was the secretary's coolness.
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We feel ourselves to be intimate partners of all the governments and peoples associated together against the imperialists. We cannot be separated in interest cj»r divided in purpose.
We stand together until the end.—Woodrow Wilson.

SECRETARY BAKER'S DEFENSE.
Secretary BAKER'S statement before the
Senate committee on military affairs supports Senator CHAMBERLAIN'S idea that
something or somebody has fallen down.
But that something was not the War Department. One begins to have more than
a suspicion that it is Senator CHAMBERLAIN
and that the fall is even harder than has
heretofore appeared.
Secretary BAKER frankly admits that
mistakes have been made. But he rightly
objects to the mistakes being paraded as
typical of the department's whole procedure. His greatest mistake appears to
have been the habit of looking to the allies to learn the most effective aid this
country could give rather than to congressional and editorial sources. While
the critics were talking about co-ordinating he was co-ordinating. He was doing
everything he could to give the allies what
they wanted.
This point is worth keeping in mind.
While divers unofficial persons have been
going abroad and coming back to tell us
what the allies want most of all, the allies' official representatives have been telling Washington directly what they want.
They wanted tonnage saved by all means.
They recognized that tonnage would win
the war. To help save it they proposed to
furnish all the American troops sent
abroad for a certain time with all the artillery and machine guns they needed.
They expressly declared their ability
to do this without hampering themselves
in any way. They made the proposition
themselves. They again approved it at
the recent meeting of the war conference
abroad.
"I say to you gentlemen," said Secretary BAKER, "that Marshal JOFFRE and his
associates, General BRIDGE and all his associates of Great Britain, in fact, all persons of commission that have come to this
country with any knowledge of conditions,
bring me the confident and positive assurance that we arc not only not taking from
England and France what they need but
are helping their industrial processes and
saving tonnage and making proper, coordinated military efforts with our allies."
^^Sviacfc"«% this what becomes of

all the rhetorical outbursts about "France
bled white" and having to strain to furnish
American soldiers with machine guns ? Or
the tears' shed about the imposition on
Great Britain? Secretary BAKER might
have gone further than he did. He might
have stated that when Viscount READING
was in this country he suggested to the
American government that England would
be glad to furnish shoes, clothing and other
equipments to American soldiers and could
do so without interfering with her own
necessities. He did exactly that.
The decision to modify the British Enfield for American use was made on the
advice of competent military experts,
KUHN, PERSHING and CROZIER among them.
Gentlemen who have rightly been demanding that experts decide military matters
had their wish gratified there. Nor isthere any real indication that American
preparation or efficiency has been really
retarded by the decision. There is plain
testimony to the effect that American
troops will be armed with a better rifle
than even the British. Secretary BAKER
does not insist, that the question was decided infallibly. But he declares that
every man sent, or to be sent, to Europe is
guaranteed a modern rifle and that every
man in this country entitled to carry a
rifle now has one.
As to machine guns, Secretary BAKER
adds pertinent information. The agreement with the allies shows how the demand for an immediate supply was met.
At home, immediately after the satisfactory navy test of the Lewis gun, the War
Department placed an order for that
weapon. Orders have been placed for all
the Lewis guns that could be supplied.
But PERSHING and his aids are quite content with the light and heavy French machine guns. They want the Lewis weapon
only for aircraft purposes. Lewis guns
are now being manufactured as fast as
possible, and the company has been encouraged to expand its plant. The shortage of machine guns at training camps
is, of course, admitted, but this has at
least been partially remedied.
The statement that General WOOD was
among the military experts who advised
that a large force be called out, even
though it was known there was no complete equipment for it at the time, is also
extremely in point. It does not absolve
the Secretary from responsibility for the
final decision or for any errors of omission and commission. But it emphasizes,
the military opinion behind the haste of
the department to get the men in camp
as soon as possible. General WOOD said
that even though short of equipment they

would learn to live together, and that
would be valuable as a preliminary. As to
the health conditions at those camps the
Secretary showed that every effort was
being made to remedy the errors lately
revealed.
So much for the answer to criticism—
much of which is shown to have been, perhaps, a trifle hasty. Now for the constructive side. What is the picture that
we get of what America is really doing
from the Secretary's statement ? It is that j
of a department going to the authorities
who ought to know what is needed and
doing everything possible to fill their demands. It shows it adopting allied suggestions to save tonnage that men and
other supplies may have the space. It
shows it sending troops to France as fast
as it can, in response to the allied demand.
It shows it co-ordinating its activities to
fit in with the general military plans.
Much was made of Secretary BAKER'S
alleged "smug complacency" when on the
stand before. No doubt the Secretary disliked to say some of the things he has
been forced into saying. No doubt this
reticence, proper under the circumstances,
appeared like complacency to some observers. But no such impression can be
gotten from this latest statement. It is
that of a conscientious official, who has
been doing his best, who realizes the
seriousness of his task, and who has nothing to conceal from the American public
except that which might be of aid to the
enemy.
NO NAGGING BRIGADE!
Fair criticism is always in order. But there
are plenty of evidences that the public will not
view with favor the formation of a brigade devoted to nagging the administration.
Recently in the Senate Senator MEYERS of
Montana protested against this sort of activity.
Senator BORAH, in an address out of the Senate,
has just added his appeal for a fair attitude toward Congress and the whole administration. "I
beg you to remember," he told his audience in
Baltimore, "that the process of transformation
is a big one, and in order for no mistakes to have
been made the administration would have had to
bo divine."
THEODORE N. VAIL, a gentleman with no small
reputation for business acumen, also chairman of
the League for National Unity, also protests
against nagging the administration. "The public should not be too critical or expect too much
too quickly," he says. There is not much evidence that the public is, but still there are many
to whom the advice will not come amiss.
The chronic nagger, the faultfinder) may
think he is a critic, but he isn't. He is a national
nuisance, a cumberer of the ground, and the
greatest aid he can render the country at this
juncture is to pick a large, commodious hole, descend into it and then pull the hole in too.

k COMMUNITY CRIME.
What soirt of a civilization is this of ours
which in aiji emergency leaves open the cabarets
and the saljoons and closes the schools?
No talk j of "personal liberty" or "keeping up
the morale of the community" is in the face of
the actual facts worth a moment's consideration.
We have upon us a situation which demands the
saving of fuel and the distribution of such fuel
as we have where it will do the community the
most good. And publiq opinion seems to coincide
with the idea that it will do the community the
most good in saloons, which in more than half
the states of the Union are not allowed existence at all, and in cabarets, which so short a
time ago we were all stirred up to a crusade
against, and will do the least good in the
schools, which are in theory the rock upon which
our system of government is founded.
The argument was offered that so far as the
schools are concerned the closing really makes
little difference." Why not a week or so now
when they close anyway two months in the summer? That argument, which would not fool anyone anyway who did not wish to be fooled, was
blown up by the dynamite of figures presented
last Saturday to the National Educational Association. War conditions have already been driving thousands of children to work too early; now
thousands more, sick of idleness, have left their
study not for a while but forever. The schools
are open again this week, but these pupils are
not there. The educational lockout has in their
cases been gloriously successful.
It is the old story of private energy and public indifference. Whether the saloons and cabarets
shut down or go on is a matter of importance to
individuals, so they get to work on the problem.
Whether the' schools shut down or go on is a
matter of academic concern only; responsibility
centers nowhere; nobody is directly out of pocket,
so nobody cares. Heads the breweries win, tails
the children lose. The school board blames GASFIELD and GABFIELD blames the weather, and
everybody joins in blaming the interstate commerce commission and the governmental lack of
foresight. Meanwhile, elbows may be hoisted
without interruption an<4 eor.g and dance go on
merrily, and only a few thousand little human
bricks upon which the city's strength in the future might have been built get kicked out of place
permanently.
The blame does not rest on the government, or
GARFIELD, or Mayor THOMPSON, or the school
board. It rests on us, parents and citizens, who
think nothing matters if we cannot calculate its
loss in dollars and cents.
Our guess is that the professional distorters
will grab Se-etary BAKER'S remark about the
country being "impatient" as the most useful for
purposes of misrepresentation.
♦-
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Hoovering should immediately become if not
our most popular at least our most general indoor sport.
Now the intra-state pass is even doomed.
How different from the old times whe-> the conductor on a certain Mississippi railroad was said
to enter the car with the announcement:
"Passes, please!"
The "height of the ridiculous" is even more
altitudinous than heretofore supposed. It is
reached by VON KUEHLMANN'S criticism of the
bolsheviki as a "brutal gang."
If you wouldn't have the country loaf on the
road to victory buy the Victory Loaf!

Letters From the
Big Herald Family
Many interesting communications come to the
Herald tcithout the names of the toriters. The
fact that they are anonymous prevents their consideration and publication. It is not necessary
that names be published, but they must be furnished to the Herald as an evidence of good faith.

T. R. in Washington.
Milwaukee, Jan. 25.—To the Editor: I note
by the papers that "Teddy the Terrible" has appeared in Washing-ton for the purpose, he says,
of speeding up things. Throwing a 'monkey
wrench into a cog wheel when it is running is
a new way of speeding up things. Teddy should
brush away that bee that is still buzzing around
his head. He should bury the political hatchet
and lay aside his hammer, for the present at
least, work in harmony with the President, and
help to win the war with the rest of us.
•
Teddy's principal knock is about the unpreparedness of the country. Yet he himself was
President for nearly eight years and Mr. Taft,
who was supposed to carry out Teddy's plans
and ideas, held the office four years. Neither of
them has any great amount of preparedness to
his credit.
If Roosevelt had started preparedness during
his administration, if he had advocated advancing
soldiers' pay from $15 to $30 per month, established recruiting stations throughout the country, established munitions factories and paid some
attention to the navy, the country would have
been wtll prepared when the war broke out. It
would Wave been accomplished without any great
interruption of other industries and for about
half what it is costing now.
But Teddy's sight seems to be all hind-sight.
Germany, they say, was preparing forty years
for this war, and it seems ridiculous to be finding
fault with Wilson for the country's unpreparedness when he has only been in office a little over
four years. It is hard to understand now Mr.
Roosevelt can have the effrontery to talk about
preparedness after his perfect indifference to it
during his administration.
We business men have given our sons to the
war. We are willing to pay the government in
the way of taxes half of our profits, if necessary.
We have been asked to do without wheat bread,
without meat, without coal, to buy Liberty bonds,
patronize the Red Cross, the Y. M. C. A., the
Knights of Columbus and numerous other things
of this sort in the interest of the government for
the purpose of winning the war. We have answered every call without a murmur and bowed
our heads in obedience to any order or any call
that has been made upon us.
Republicans and Democrats, outside of politicians, are a unit for one purpose, namely: the
winning of the war, and it is disgusting to read
that those who are supposed to be our leading
men in Washington are squabbling and appa.
ently obstructing instead of helping.
**
I think the President is right in opposing a
war cabinet, for the more cabinets we have, the
more red tape there is to go through with an'i
th^s harder it is to get things done. The very
fact that the German government has no red
tape to contend with is the reason that it is so
hard to whip.
It may appear silly to some of your readers
for a private citizen like myself to bother his
head about such matters, but,then, business men
of the country are the ones that are beins called
upon to pay the bills and I believe they shov.'d
raise their voices in opposition to what seems to
be nothing more than a political squabble and
an unnecessary wa.ste. Let us all hurrah for our
President and help and encourage him all w«
can in every way. Leave politics out of the g..'.me
until the war is won.
PATRICK CUDAHY.

Cost of Milk.
Elgin, 111., Jan. 23.—To the Editor: In this
vicinity about 80 per cent of the farms are in the
hands of renters. As rent they pay one-half of all
the milk produced.' Consequently, it makes no
difference what price the government may set on
milk; 80 per cent of the producers will get half
that price.
Bear in mind that the producer pays for all
the help and all the feed. The farmer on his own
farm would certainly be making a nice proceed
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if he got all the price set by the government.
Owners of farms know that they cannot raise the
rent any more, so the only alternative is to raise
the price of milk, thereby increasing the rent
without further taxing the renter, but simply
passing it up to the public to pay.
Ninety per cent of the butter in Wisconsin is
made in co-operative factories, owned by the
farmers, who sell milk to themselves and manufacture butter from it. I know that these factories pay from 12 to 50 per cent dividends on the
costs of factories. Feed, help and land are as
high in Wisconsin as they are in Illinois. Why
can the Wisconsin farmers produce milk so much
cheaper than the Illinois man claims he can?
W. L. HYNES.

A Prophecj/.
Chicago, Jan. 26.—To the Editor: On Aug. 30,
1864, a convention of Democrats pretending to
favor a vigorous prosecution of the war for the
Union denounced the war measures of President
Lincoln as a failure. Less than eight months
afterward Lincoln's measures were triumphant.
I was in Chicago on the 9th day of April, 1866,
when Lee surrendered to Grant, and five days
afterward, when the news came of the assassination of President Lincoln. I well remember seeing painted in large letters on sidewalks and
other public places these significant words:
"Wanted—Information of the present whereabouts of the men who in convention assembled
in the City of Chicago on Aug. 30, 1864, declared
the war for the Union a failure and incited the
assassination of the President they denounced."
I prophesy the same oblivion for the politicians who are now opposing the war measures
of President Wilson upon the pretense that they
are not vigorous enough to suit them.
FKANCIS M. TEISSAL.

Patriotism and Protest.
Chicago, Jan. 23.—To the Editor: The HERALD is all that "Fair and Square" imply. Such
well- balanced editorials as "The Benefit of the
Doubt" and your attitude on the Garfield order
are especially deserving of praise.1
Patriotism which is "all there" when it means
no sacrifices, but brings forth such protests, such
vitriolic criticism as did this "closing" order, is
poor patriotism indeed.
Whether our coal situation might have been
avoided is a question and secondary to the fact
that the situation was before us, and, consequently, imperative that drastic measures be
taken to remedy the evil.
It is about time our "protesters" awoke to the
realization that our first business is that of winning the war; of the necessity of bending all our
efforts to an early and successful termination of
this conflict, no matter what the cost.
E. BKOWN.
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
If you fail to receive your copy of the Herald aa
promptly as you have in the past, please do not think
it has been lost or was not sent on time. Remember that
the railroads are engaged with the urgent movement of
troops and their supplies; that there is unusual pressure
in .various parts of the country for food and fuel; that
the railroads have more business than they can handle
promptly. For that reason many trains are late. The
Herald has increased its mailing equipment and is cooperating in every way with the Postoffice Department
to expedite delivery. Even sot delays are inevitable
because of the enormous demands upon the railroads and
the withdrawal of men from many lines of work.
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Turkish General
Is Arrested and
Held as a Spy

WarHeadBares Secrets to Answer Critics
Tells o f-Qigant^^^e^^tmn^
Soil

BY INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVlOE
LEASED WIRE TO TRIBUNE

Says That Allies Have
An Excess of Big
Artillery

-♦{*♦•

DETROIT, Mich., Jan. 28. —
Local police have arrested a
man identifying himself as
Merkes Ali, a general in the
Turkish army. He is being held
as a spy pending investigation
by city and federal authorities.
General Merkes Ali, who has
more than a dozen aliases, has
been a prisoner since last Thursday. Under orders from the d<$partment of justice the prisoner
is held incommunicado. Many
papers which may prove that he
is a German-Turkish spy were
found in his house.

One Official Is Slated for Dismissal As Result of Disclosures Made at the Capital

HEARINGS IN CASE
TO BE CONTINUED
Hearings
in the
packing house
probe were to be continued early today with further sensational developments in the Congressional lobby.
Additional evidence tending to prove
the existence of a gigantic buying combine, including all of the "big five"
packers, will be submitted by Francis
J. Heney the commission's
counsel.
Private correspondence, memoranda
and records from the packers' private
offices are expected to disclose how
the packers pooled (heir daily purchases and divided the animals on a
pre-arranged percentage basis.
Revelations along this line, it was
forecast, will show the "big five" buyers were instructed to let speculators
and Independents "lead off" in the
early mornine buying.
■ •«•«.

»•••

PRICE SETTING PLAN
BARED IN LETTERS

WASHINGTON, Jan. 28.—An American patrol boat was today reported
to the Xavy Department as ashore on
a. rook in European waters.
The vessel went ashore during a log
on Januarv 25. There was no loss of
life or injury to the crew. The vessel
will probably have to be abandoned.

i
'

LONDON, Jan. 28.—The Cunarder
Andania. reported yesterday to have
been torpedoed but not sunk, went to
the bottoth In spite of the efforts to
get her into port, according to information reaching the Associated Tress
today.
The Andania was outward bound.
She had on board about forty passengers and more than two hundred
men in the crew.
The first torpedo missed the steamer, but the second found its mark
amidships.
The captain ordered the
ship abandoned and passengers and
crew embarked in the ship's boats.
After rowing an hour they were
rescued by trawlers and patrol boats
and landed at a north
Irish coast
town.
It was believed that it would be
possible to bring the Andania into
port.
The Andania was a vessel of 13,405
tons.
She was built
at Greenocl*.
Scotland, In 1913, and since then has
made many trips between British and
American ports.
A COAST TOWN IN THE COUNTY
OF ANTRIM, Ireland, Jan. 28.—More
than 200 passengers and members of
the crew of the Cunard liner Andania
were landed here Sunday afternoon.
Most of the crew were in a pitiable
condition. Some were clad lightly and
had suffered severely from their exposure In the lifeboats. Many were
wrapped in blankets. Two babies were
carried ashore by the sailors.
It was reported here that the explosion of the second
torpedo had
killed five stokers. Rescue of so large
a number was explained from the fact
that at the moment of the attack the
crew was preparing for boat drill.
The submarine which hit the Andania was twice seen, once twenty
yards distant, and again fifty.

.»$.»-

Presentations of a composite plan by
the cities of Berkeley and Alamedafor
the handling of transbay passenger
traffic through a combination use of
present facilities of the Southern Pacific and Key Route surburban systems
was the feature of this morning's session of the transbay rate cases before
the State Railroad Commission. Robert M. Prouty, civil engineer and former asslstant_ prqfo^"1' of
railroad
engineering in the^Liiiversity of California, presented detail maps, schedules and estimates of the proposed
substitute system,
"The east bay cities are at present
served by three systems, each connecting with ferryboats at separate east
bay terminals," said Prouty
In his
opening statement. "On these three
ferry lines seven boats are operated hi
continuous all-day service, one exrta
boat is in service for about one hour in
the evening, and four other boats are
held In reserve to Insure, the continuity of the service. In addition there
are also operated three boats on the
Oakland harbor route and one boat to
meet Western Pacific trains. It is not
an infrequent occurrence for six or
eight ferry boats to be operating in
the fairway at the same time.

SERVE IN PARALLEL
SAME TERRITORY
"Many of the present suburban electric lines serve in parallel identically
the same territory. The three moles
and their connecting suburban lines
were built by competing companies
with resulting competition, thus the
simplest principles of economy in construction and operation of transportation facilities have been grossly violated.
"It can hardly be conceived that a
single transportation company without competition would have built ajll
of the existing distributing lines, all
of the existing moles, or would operate
three lines of ferry steamers to carry
the traffic of the present or what
might easily be expected to be the
traffic of the future. Economy of construction demands that
no greater
mileage of rail lines be built than
necessary for adequate train service.
"On the seven boats of the three
lines now operating the traffic during sixteen of the twenty hours of the
operating day is lees than one-third
of the capacity of the boats of anysingle line. Critical study of the evidence submitted by
the applicants
shows that the distribution of
rush
traffic during the so-ca^- ■a guc,

^M.
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Every Soldier Is Now\
Equipped With
Rifle

artillery to support them, this was
the answer Secretary Baker today
gave the Senate military committee
to the charge of inefficiency and
• break-down in the military establishment.

Correspondence
laying bare
the
price-setting scheme that packer representatives later might "break" the
market probably also will lend further
support to Heney's contention that the
packers were In complete control of
NEW YORK, Jan. 28: •Struck
market prices at all times.
^M^^Ulf^^Tl^^in^operatlng8 six
mnmil in—
Backfirg f.rrini llii
Vmi»»»t m i Commission probe today drew from the Southern Pacific liner Creole, with boats at regular intervals somewhat
members of Congress a demand to 13tl passengers aboard, had a bole torn shorter than those now prevailing
She was barely able to would be sufficient. The greater frecontradict evidence placing them un- In her side.
limp back to this port
under her quency of boats and trains during
der suspicion.
Senator Thompson. Kansas, appear- own steam. The ship is in dock here the rush hours would add to the convenience of the traveling public. The
ed at the commission hearing this today, being repaired.
The vessel which struck the Creole operation of a single line of boats
morning and requested that
he be
was
understood
to
have
reached
port
would result in immense saving in
sworn as a witness to show that he
capes
under her own the present ferry operating cost. Such
was not guilty of working in packers' within the
v
power.
la single line of boats would also afinterests.
•
' ford greater safety in navigation durother representatives and senators
ing foggy weather.
voiced a desire to reply to damaging
"An analysis has been made to
telegrams introduced by Chief Investishow
both the necessary investment of
gator Francis J. Heney.
capital and the -reasonable operating
Complete denial that he had been
expenses for a single system so loInfluenced to fight the Borland beefcated and operated that the service
trust Investigation resolution was ento the community will be at least the
tered by Senator William H. Thompequivalent of that now rendered by
son of Kansas. Appearing voluntarily
the existing facilities.
before the federal trade commission.
Thompson characterized
as
untrue
FACILITIES THAT ARE
and unwarranted statements referring
STYLED
UNNECESSARY
to him in a letter seized from the con"Existing
facilities
which
are
HAN DIEGO, Jan. 2S.—Two military
fidential files of Swift & Co.
This
nearly deemed unnecessary and are elimiletter, dated April 15, 1916, from L. airplanes smashed together
A. Carton, treasurer of Swift &Co., lo 1000 feet above ground in the air at nated from consideration in this
H. C. McManus, asserted that W. H. the North Island aviation field shortly composite system are:
"Alameda mole and terminal:
Gates, chairman of the Democratic after 10 o'clock this morning. It is beKey Route mole and terminal:
state committee of Colorado, had seen lieved that the pilots were either killed
Key Route subway and powerThompson on behalf of the packers or badly injured.
house; Shattuck avenue line of
All information regarding the acciand lined him up in their favor. The
Key Route lying north of Fortieth
reference to the Senator wr>s as fol- dent has been withheld by the milistreet:
that portion of Sacramento
tnrv authorities. It 1s known that one
lows:
■•Mr. Gates
MI>
,^ .. of the machines collapsed after the aoana Stanford avenue, and tiiat
poor man and for that reason should cident and crumpled to earth, a mass
portion lying easterly from
the
not be In Washington, but that he of wire and metal parts. The other
8.
P.
crossing near Hopkins
thought so much of him personally machine balanced for an Instant, and
street;
the.
Albany
branch
of
the
that he gave him $100p toward his then took a nose dive downward. Both
Key Route; all of the
Twelfth
campaign fund."
are badly wrecked.
street and Twenty-second street
"I won't say lobbyists should be
At the offices of the commanding
lines; all of the California stri
shot, but they should lie severely dealt officer at North Island the names of
line of
the
Southern
Pacific
with." declared the Senator in telling the pilots and details of the smash are
south
of the Key Route crossing
the committee that he intended de- being withheld until authorization for
near Hopkins: street;
the Ki
mandlng that Congress prohibit lob- publicity is received from the War
worth street line; Fourteenth and
bying under
severe penalties.
He Department. The accident occurred
Franklin street
line:
all
that
further declared that his law firm , while the field was covered with aviahad bitterly fought packer control in 1 tors and army men testing out gov(Continued
on
Page
2,
Col.
2)
Kansas City traction lines.
J eminent machines.

A rmy Planes
Collide, Fall
1
At San Diego

.►#».

million and a half more ready to
go, fully equipped and with the

Senator Thompson Asks to Torpedoed Liner Andania Is Statement Is Made the Present
Make Statement Before the Sunk; 200 Passengers and
Cost Could Be ReducedCommittee Explaining Letter
Shows
Unprofitable Lines
Crew Land on Coast.
BULLETIN'.
LONDON', Jan. 28.—The steamship Cork has been torpedoed.
Seven passengers nnd five members of the crew were lost.

■*#+-

WASHINGTON, Jan. 28.—Five
hundred thousand American troops
in France early thjs year and a

U. S. Patrol
Boat Runs on WOULD CONSOLIDATE
ON PARALLEL LINES
Rocks in Fog

BY tTNITED PRESS
LEAST.!) WIRE TO TRIBUNE
WASHINGTON'. Jan. 28.—An "immediate house cleaning" by the Federal Trade Commission to check further "leaks'' of important Information is to be undertaken.
One official, at least, is already
elated to go.
Loiters just unearthed In private files
of Chicago meat ;packers during: the
progress of the '-- mm issloner's *nvestigation show paclrers In August,
1916, obtained from secret files of the
commission copy of a complaint of
Representative Dooltttle, Kansas, urging a probe of the packing houses.
K. C. McManu's, special packer attorney, then in Washington,
wrote
Henry Veeder, personal secretary to
J. Ogden Armour:
"Complaints filed with the Federal
Trade Commission are privileged and
not available to the public. However,
herewith Is the Doolittle complaint."
Veeder, questioned by Special Investigator Twombley. when
he discovered ttils letter, is believed to have
named the official responsible for the
leak.
Careful internal erooming of
the entire commission staff was expected
to
discover just
how far
"slush
funds"
may
have
seeped
1h'-onch into the personnel.

-«*♦•

BY ASSOCIA1ED TRESS
LEASED WIRE TO TRIBUNE

Engineer Prouty Tells at Rate
Hearing Suburban Rivals
Gould Be Combined: Saving

COPY OF FEDERAL
COMPLAINT IS MADE

-►<*♦

As the climax of a day's explana*
tion of all that the military establishment had done, freely confessing faults and imperfections in
so vast an undertairiKg/but maintaining that out of-btich deficiency
the remedy has been found, the
Secretary of War disclosed what
hitherto had been* guarded as a
miltiary secret and what the German people little suspect.
Secretary Baker told the Senators
the United States would have a half.•.■^■WiySSWSJKKS^
'N-MKviAwajs?,
million fighting men on French soil
early this year and one and one-half
million American troops available for
foreign service.
This great lighting force, probably
little expected by the German general staff itself, will be composed of
the men now with General Pershing,
the thirty-two divisions of troops now impression has gone out into the
in cantonments and camps in the country to some extent that the war
United States
and ready .to move, department has fallen down in the
Secretary Baker said,land by the next conduct of the war," said Secretary
increments to be drdwn and trained LBaker"x want to address myself
this spring under the-seiecti.
question.
"There are several reasons why I
law.
should ask the committee to hear me. I
ELEMENTAL EQUIPMENT
First, the country is entitled to know
if that is a fact. The country Is enCOMES FROM ALLIES
titled to know what this war is and
Elemental equipment of the men what the problems are and how we
from the United States is assured and are to meet them. Second, I have a
the artillery necessary to their sup- deep sense of duty to the officers and
Port will come from' the British and civilians that are laboring with deFrench governments, which have such votion, sacrifice and zeal and are
an excess of ordnance thaj they have, spending sleepless nights to bring this
on their own initiative, offered to sup- army up to its greatest efficiency and
•ply the guns and save ships which
would be used for their transport.
Secretary
Baker
described .how
groat American railroad systems, one
600 miles long, ports, terminals, supDescribing the spirit of army ofply warehouses and other facilities on ficers, Secretary Baker said he had
an enormous scale have been built seen "strong, grizzled men turn away
for the army in France.
from his desk in tears" when they
Without prepared manuscript and had found that they could not go to
In a frank conversational manner, the France, "where the glory of their
Secretary of War told the Senators profession lay," but must remain in
he came 1o defend no mistakes
Or Washington to press forward war
shortcomings, but to insist most em- preparations. There was no case, he
phatically that deficiencies where dis- added, of any officer who had not
closed had promptly been modified; accepted his duty with his whole
that they were the exception rather heart.
than the rule and that the very magMen of high places in civil life
nitude of America's undertaking made throughout the country, he said, had
errors of judgment and
mistakes come to Washington to accept sallikely.
aries of office boys, many no salaries
Incldentially in defending the war at all, to place their experience at
machinery against the charge of the disposal of the nation.
inefficiency and lack of initiative to
"Gentlemen," said the secreprepare for war when war was astary, speaking with great earnestsured, the Secretary of War disness, "it wouM he tragical if this
closed some facts hitherto held conmomentous effort wore to dosoiwe
fidential.
the comment that it had fallen
France and Great Britain, he said,
down.'
are supplying artillery to the AmeriThe impatience of the whole councan forces because they themselves try to "do this thing greatly," ho said,
wished lo do so, as they had an ex- "probably inspired
much
of
the
cess on hand and wished
to save criticism.
Every one of us wants to
ships for more vital necessities'.
see our country hit like a man at the
adversary.
THIRTY-TWO DIVISIONS
"We look back over the past and
ARE READY TO \0
see that there have been short-comings, that there have been delays.
Thirty-two divis
There are things that could have been
guard and national
better done.
But
our
effort is to
in ciimps in the V
more than a miliio
learn.
"I have no purpose to defend in- ;
arc considered rea
dividuals or myself. If I discuss here j
seas for service v
((|ecl(le(J that thcv
individuals by name; If I refer to.
r or Gem
.-■>■:•
If
^e In
Senators', already had been provided clear.
with one, and the rate of arutnufacture tomorrow's casualties it would be as
nothing
beside
the
object
we
all
seek,
assures a steady supply as troops benot here to deny shortcomings,
come ready to use them.
That
Baker said his statement was not but I think! I can say this:
we
have found such shortexactly supplementary to his recent where
one to the committee but a compre- comings or mistakes we have made
hensive statement on all army activi- every effort to correct them. I most
ties in the war, especially replying to earnestly ask that when you have
the charge that the war department pointed out to you any shortcoming,
whether it seems well founded or not,
had "fallen down."
At the outset the secretarv said he that you instantly refer it to me in
thought much criticism came from . order that the processes of the deimpatience OI the American people "to ■ partment may sift the truth."
do this great thing greatly."
From Senator Chamberlain's speech
He conceded freely that in so great j Baker said It had seemed to him that,
an enterprise it was possible that • although it was not the Senator's purthere should not be "delays and ' pose to make it so appear, the counshortcomings." The confidence of the i try got an Impression from the failcountry, however, he said, was neces- i ures and delays that made them "dissary to the tremendous effort.
I proportionate to what was going on."
The mistakes cited in
Senator j
The secretary said there might be
Chamberlain s
speech,
Secretary instances of shortcomings, but only
Baker declared, gave a disproportionate aspect. Without intent, he said, I TYTCYnrn T(~\ Rl? TTR A \v
the effect of the Senator's speech was l>t^-M-'LL» IU DtL, I r».A_>JV
to give the country the impression j AT FIRST APPEARANCE
that the deficiencies "were charac
When he appeared previously Baker
teristic rather than occasional."
said "it was with the intention of beNOT TO DEFEND
ing frank.
-pite this desire he
he feeling that
INDIVIDUALS
^^^^^ ^eme'l "1
.end my suooi.
delays and false such intention and said when he con-1
eluded if there was anything else the >
"But I think I can say in confidence committee desired to investigate he
that in them we have sought the
would do everything possible within j
remedy."
to assist "without fear or [
That there are more than a million
men under arms in this country was ment. ," and to effect any Improve-;
stated by Secretary Baker in referring
The secretarv said when he heard
to the cases "f alleged neglect of tho
of the letters read by Senator Cham-i
dead In camp cited by Senator Cham- berlain concert
;ment of
berlain.
Eakerw seated by committee mem- sick soldiers he immediately asked
.bers at their table, began his state- Chamberlain for afl the details.
••I want to follow those through
ment at 10:35 o'clock. He asked not
to the very emi." he said, "aiul
to be interrupted.
find
out \iho is responsible In
or one reason or another, the

Secretary of War
Baker

STRONG MEN HAVE
TURNED AWAY IN TEARS

order that I can punish
the
guilty."
Although more than one million
men are under arms in this country,
Baker said, the number of complaints
received have been relatively small,
probably not more than eighteen. In
each instance, he said, Investigations
have been made immediately.
Defending- the lack of Lewis machino guns. Secretary Baker reiterated that General Pershing does not
want Lewis guns for the ground
forces, but only for aviation.
Every soldier who needs a rifle has
one, Secretary Baker said, and of a
better type than if the British Enfield
rifle had been adopted.
Major-General Wood, Baker said,
recommended calling out a large
army although the men could not be
provided at once with rifles and
clothing.
CORRECTIONS MADE.
Some reports, \fhe secretary said,
have not proved .serious upon inquiry
while others had, in which case corrections followed.
In the case of the body of an officer who died at an aviation training
school being shipped home in a sheet,
Secretary Baker said inquiry developed that the camp was in charge of
a British aviation officer, who followed the British mthod of sending
bodies home unclothed, the man's
clothes being shipped in a separate
parcel. An American officer was put
in charge.
Another complaint of neglect of a
patient at Camp Wheeler, he said, developed that it was unjustified and
resulted from the distressed imagination of the widow.
There still are in the hands of the
inspector-general nine cases being investigated.
Baker told of investigations which resulted in the discharge
of Lieutenant Charles W. Cole and
■ i John G. ' >ye f°r rtea i
patients, as published in the tu
papers Saturday arid Sunday.
The
judge advocate general advised adding a. prison sentence to the dismissal
and that Is being considered.
"The
department sets its face
against that sort of callous disregard
of soldiers' health," Secretary Baker
said. "I want doctors and the country to know that their lives and welfare are a responsibility which I will
not permit to be dodged or handled
in a cavalier fashion."
DAILY INSPECTIONS.
While camp commanders are held
responsible for health conditions, Secretary Baker said the surgeon-general's office has daily inspections and
he has appointed Dr. John A. Hornsby, a hospital expert, as his personal
Inspector.
A
telegram
from
Dr.
Hornsby regarding camp conditions,
which Senator Chamberlain assailed,
disclosed them "greatly improved, with
mortality reduced and ample accommodations for all sick."
Secretary Baker read a letter from
Mary Roberts Rhinehart, the writer,
who has a son in the service, commending hospital conditions she recently inspected. Mrs. Rhinehart said
she was impressed by Senator Chamberlain's "tragic letters." "But I felt
the mothers of the country should
know," wrote Mrs. Rhinehart. "that
the number of such cases Is small. It
Is cruel to allow every mother to
judge the medical corps because hero
and there men are unwilling or unable
to give the care that is their duty.
There are conditions to be remedied.
The shortage of women nurses is serious. But of cruelty and Indifference
I have found nothing.
Ninety-nine
out of a hundred boys are receiving
better care than they could afford at
home."
"And I wish to point our further,"
added Secretary Baker,
"that the
very heads of the medical profession,
the masters cf the profession, aro in
constant touch with the surgeongeneral.''
TO JIEET DANGERS.
No army could be raised In any
country,
the secretarv
contend'o,

Junker Paper Boldly Alludes to
Teuton "Hangman," Unmistakably Meaning the Kaiser
3000 JOIN IN RIOT AT
PRAGUE; RAID SHOPS
Revolution Begins in Finland;
Gzernin Is Excoriated for His
..Remarks Regarding Peace
BULLETIN.
PKTROGRAD, Jan. 28.—The
Bolsheviki government announced
today that It would not outer Into
further negotiations with tho
Ukraine Rada, hut that It will
fight.
Tho Rumanian consul
and
fourteen officers at
Kishineif
have boon arrested by the Bolshcvilcl, according to rv\ arts re
COPENHAGEN. Jan. 28.—direst hi Germany, lioth In political
and Industrial circles, has Increased to a serious extent. It was reported today that tho garrisons In
Berlin and other cities had been
strengthened.
AMSTERDAM, Jan. 2S. — Violent
urging that the German people "revolt" against Socialism was voiced in
a copy of the Deutsche Tageszeltr.ng.
organ of the junkers and Pan-Germans, received here today.
The article demanded that the people rebel "to save themselves." It referred to "Germany's hangman," unmistakably meaning tho Kaiser.
The newspaper apparently voices the
general fear of the German junkers
that the Kaiser and Hertllng are "surrendering" to demands of the people
on many points.
ZURICH, Jan. 28.—Three thousanil
persons took part in a riot in a suburb
of Prague Friday against the reduction of the flour rations, a Vienna
despatch says.
Shop windows were smashed and
the mob had begun to plunder the
stocks when the police interfered. The
rioters were dispersed with difficulty.

PEACE DEMANDED
AFTER AIR RAID

LONDON, Jan. 28.—British airmen
who raided .Mannheim Thursday night
caused unparalleled terror in that city,
according to Geneva despatches to the
London Dally Express today, quoting
several travelers from Germany. One
of these, an Injured German, arrived
at Bassle.
Despite police orders, he
said, terror-stricken people rushed out
of doors half clothed and gathered In
the streets. The British raiders scored
a direct hit on the barracks.
After the raid the travelers declared
crowds assembled and shouted "Down
with war; give u
ere disturbances have occurred
in th<
istrlal district, acfroni The Hague,
ted tnac mato provide every ri
science to Mall. The
meet that danger
That was being chine guns had been distributed to
troops at Mulheit. No further details
done.
By securing artillery from France, were given.
Baker said, It also would save ships.
REVOLT SPREADS
"I am telling no secret when 1
that siiips are the crux of our prob- IN FINLAND
lem." he said.
Secretary Baker said
STOCKHOLM, Jan. 28.—The longall foreign representatives and also threatened revolution In
Finland is
the war council participants, headed proceeding in the eastern provinces,
by Colonel House, declared that se- according to sparse reports reaching
curing ordnance from England and Hapararida and forwarded here.
France will not take supplies they
The railway station at Helsingfors
need but will help them.
is reported to have been occupied by
Taking up Senator Chamberlain's the Russian Bed Guard. Sharp fightattack on the ordnance bureau, Baker ing has tal.
at Viborg.
said that men's minds differed about
Russian soldiers are said to be aidthe types of guns to he used.
ing the Red Guard and reinforcements
"The type was selected at a con- are reported to have been sent frorjt
ference held in my office one night Petrogiad.
between General Pershing, who
In answer to a protest made by Finabout to go to France; General Scott,
government said
chief of staff: General Bliss, assistant land, the Russian
that
It must support the proletariat
chief; General Crozier, chief of ordagainst
Finland's
bo
Helsingnance, and General Kubn, then I
of the war coilege, and several other fors is commanded by the guns of
control of
staff officers, 'experts in rifles,' he Russian warships under
said. It was late in May or early in Bolsheviki sailors.
A Bolsheviki organ at Helsingfors
June.
"The American Springfield rifle," says the Red Guard got out of hand
and
was guilty of murdering and plunSecretary Bait*"* °Mf1 "w ■■ admittedly
'idp'ons of anarchy ar«. said
tbe 1 •
.... .. r 'i.
^v "'
% afi
h r
were
m
'
*
«
«
v
ab
°ut 600,000 of them._
CZERNTN SCORED '
WAS NOT KNOnN.
"It was not then known." Secre- \ FOR PEACE VIEWS
tary
Baker
contended.
"whether
AMSTERDAM,
Jan. 28.—Garman
American troops would fight beside
organs
fairly outdid
the British or the French. The British annexationist
used a rim cartridge
alibre | themselves today in denunciation of
Count Czernin, Austro-Hungarian forand
.eh a rim cartridge
of another calibre. The Fritish gov- eign minister, for his hint of negotiaI'r. -i'ient Wilson.
The
ernment had prepared to re-arm the tions with
:re British army with the Enfield climax was in the concluding statewhen the war broke out in 1914. The ment of an article in the semi-official

(Continued on Page 2, Cols. 2-3)
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TOGO

THAN MILLION
JLDRE

Secretary
Baker Answers Senator [|J 111! 0?
-*-$-•■*-&*■

-H>«-

-*-&+■

*#*■

Defends Army Plans in Statement

X. Ky„ J •
I ' unit a quarter of a mllloU&rs was caused today !.;. floods
h swept out vast ice gorges at
ion, Breathit county, Ky., ace,•riling to reports received here. The
town of Jackson itself is threatened,
iy, mill already is partly Inundated. Railroad washouts are reported fr
horn and fancy. Many
• have been lost.

Superior Judge .lames G. Qutnn
suit of Mrs.
old,
five children tor

(Continued From Page 1)

WASTUNOT^X, Jan. ?S. — That
fresh announcement of American participation in actual battling will be
forthcoming' sooi. was the beliei 01
many hen
/
, .,,,
This thought was strengthened m
the fact that several ii
'." the
past week have been reported kuicd or
wounded "in action," while MaJor:
General Leonard Wood has been hurt
by an accidental explosion in France.
Nem; of the wounding of wood, termer chief, of. staff, but 1
mand-

SWEPT BY FLOODS

? p* rj

ASKS SUPPORT

HUH a L

excellence of the American weapon field rifles and something over 100,000
was EO well known that the British JEtfags.
"The German army, best prepared
decided to remodel their guns, but the
suddenness of the war prevented their in the world," he added, "furnished
an
obsolete rifle f.r practice until
making the change.
"That decision made that night/' men learned to take care of a better
Baker added, referring to the confer- weapon.
"1 did not mean to say," he added,
ence held at which it was decided to
change the American rifle, "had the "that the question was decided inunanimous consent of every man at fallibly. It might have been better
to huve used the English Entleld. Hut
the conference.
"After America entered the war," 1 do mean to say that it was decided
Baker Raid, "Major-General Wood conscientiously and that now every
to his offices and advocated the man in this country intended to carry
sity of calling out a large army." a jifie has one, and a rifle of better
Secretary Baker said there were not quality than if we had adopted the
the clothes or arms, and General existing type at the time.
"And," he continued, "although we
Wood replied he knew that, but contended the men needed to live to- have sent soldiers to Europe much
gether for "preliminary training." He more rapidly than we ever thought
told General Wood he agreed the we would or could, every soldier has
armv should he assembled as rapidly not only a modern rifle but has had
as possible, but it was the intention practice with it. That
to build up the regular army and th^^^_
..-I „„<,*A <WTod th
!■ rf

QJ-

■ h.

developed |
I activity
burst
[tan fronts and
over tii" WBstern
nearly twenty (!< rtnun mac:
hours,
been shot down
according- to info inatlon recei
plane
is
raissmg
today. One Britis:
On the Italian front German airmen
are concentrating their attention against
Red Cross hospitajls. Three hospitals in
Mestre, behind 11 e Italian front, were
attacked and damaged by bombs.
soldiers were missing
j|:aid on an advanced

the
has made her home
with one of her children.
■i tta White, who ca
court with her mother and
tilled that owing to her husband's
re in business and the fact
that her three sons had
the war she was no longer able
to bear the o
When the mi
I came before the court th
In front of
the
plaintairs.

„llhe decision" to call many men ea
loitering partifes we:.
ker said:
',',,.. Secretary
dlate
'ire at ni
BOldlerS had been kll
ljthw
MEET
THE
NEED.
BpatCh from General 1'ershi.ig related
icto'r, ;
Con,.nan.',- for Lewis guns. Large north of 11
'•;!o the determination ultimately Arms
that five infantrymen had been hurt
orders for Lev/is guns helve been hostile artillery
That the police have not bfeel
was upon an attempt to meet the given.
are advised, however, by
make an Investigation of the "T. N, T "
Jn action.
™,.,* c
need for training.
It. was deemed General We
AMSTERDAM,
>0 DETAILS.
.
fan. i'S.— l kraimans threatening letter received h.
Pershlng
that
he
does
not
de.
Where or how either of these inci- wise to put men into camp to learn sire Lewis guns for use on land. Gen- bitterly fighting t le BolShevlki, seeking prick, county superintendent
camp living and essentials of a sol- eral Pershing and his staff desire possession of Tuc*f, asked assistance of last Saturday, was stated by Capt
dents occurred was unrevealed.
he Austro-lTungi. rian commander, but Inspectors Harry Green today. The reWood, like other general officers, dier's life a little in advance before them only for aircraft.
thev could be fully supplied with
according
of the letter
_,'.
by Superintendent
>■ %,i \j irefused
ci useu aid,
11,1(1,
o^tui milt, to
iu Vienna
w iv««» Ceipt
r
,
,"
a _
were
has been having a chance to see th,e amis."
"In the meantime," said Piaker, despatches
quotini: the Ukranian reports Frick closely followed his '"= nance of a
Regarding
Senator
ChamberAmerican training at close range m lain's statement that rifles originally "the French government is able to fr..Ai tho „„,.,..
n,,^
;
bulletin
instructing
all
teachers
to
give
:
,„, „,.„„,,,„,
?„ "teaChlnF"patrtofiito
tar,„uino imtrtmism
France, but the accident may have oc- sent to camp were a "motley collec- supply us with light French guns and rrom the newspaper Duo.
:lal
atten tlon"to
curred at a point on the allied battle tion," Secretary Baker said he did not heavy Hotchkias guns for the troops
oo •
™v.^- „r in their classes,
STOCKHOLM,
an.
tx.—A
numner
oi:
rp
]
tter
as
reported
by Superintendlu>
e
are abroad and that will do for
line.
. ,_
to the term, but the facts were that present.
women soldiers h. tve been, wounded in ellt |a,iek follows:
The casualties o£ the past week in- object
dand,
said
A
despatch
■■<;
y\
prick,
Superintendent
Of Schools,
the
figfitine,in
Fit
that "we had about 600,000 Spring- the"We
have ordered all the Lewis
dicate that a portion of the American
Thev were Oakland Courthouse: Your* name has been
Haparanda today.
guns we could get and ha.vo en- from
forces may be finishing their trainmembers of the R d Guard, which, rein- add
couraged the company to extend its forced
ing by having front line experience.
by Bolshevi -i forces are engaged Committee on Moral Uplift.' f
plant for increased production.
It in fighting
Persh'ing has not intimated in his
is keeping a record of tia
the sc ildiers of the 1 innish'■ tee
vicious proor tn
has
not
yet
begun
to
expand
to
the
casualty reports, but it is likely that
republic
gram
Of t'e- PIUI
extent we would like. Our army
the cases resulted from patrol clashes
Another
report
from
the
same
source
the
committee's
abroad is provided with the guns it said that dissensions has developed
or small trench raids.
has elected as adapted for Its use, the Bohmevikl government at. Petrograd
Announcement of the accident was
and
our supply is to supplement over the peace nejrotiatlons between the
made by the Secretary of War.
atic parasites_
that."
T. X.
Colonel Kilbourne received a wound
German and Ukrapian envoys at Brest- savage satellites.
Senator Kirby asked why Lewis Bitovslt.
In the eye, and Major Joyce's arm was
an
territory,
from
which
they had
gtinH had been sent to the camps i It is. <.'a<irged that the l'kranians' delehurt.
when it had been decided not to use gates (delated the principles of Socialism been cut off by the Rumanians ■
Major Joyce, before the war, was
them with tho land forces.
by cor/sentinpf to nj'cotiate. With Gen
Stationed In Han Francisco,
The struggle against the Rorrran'ans
Secretary Baker said it was so the for an imperia'Va' ■
Five French soldiers were killed
,,
;,.c
:,
Whole
(Continued From Page !)
men might learn the complicated
outright.
ullery was on
mechanisms of as many types as ■ PETROGRA17, .Jan. 2S.
jht- Secretary Baker has cabled (.eneral
Ins- haa taken idacr hetwepn Russians • caged, as well as monitors on the Danportion of Encinal avenue line
possible.
PorsbJng for full details. The laconic
nut
thus
far
<
I
ube,
and Rumanians in the neighborly
REALIZED DELAY.
lying between Pacific Junction
despatch from the American com-'died.
Galatz,
near
the
border,
according
to
a
One
the
question
of
big
guns,
Secand Alameda mole; the Southern
mander contained nothing more than
j am Austrian headretary I taker recalled that General report reci
TO CURE A COLD IN ON" DAY.
a bare announcement of the accident.
Pacific.boat yards.
Crozier, chief of ordnance, "had quarters at l-'.rest-latovsk. The Russian
Take r,,\X.V
AVIATOR DIES.
"To care for the entire traffic at urfltjd Congress and the various sec- Ninth Siberian Division and a port'.i
First Lieutenant Jack M. Wright, Oakland mole provision is allowed retaries of war continuously for larger the Tenth Division attempted to
Slif^curr^
New Vork city, was killed in
is on each box. 30c—Adve
for extensions of the terminal tracks, programs because of the time it. took their way through Galata and r
airplane accident" In Prance,
addition to train shed and one ad- to make the guns." The record served,
eral IVrshing cabled the War De- ditional slip. The Oakland harbor he thought, to show that General
partment tot:
rout'
a eliminated from this Crozier had realized the delay that
First Lieutenant II. A. Brown, consideration.
The composite sys- must be faced and sought to prepare
Cincinnati, wa» wounded
December tem
lered to be neither a in advance.
31 While In action with J!iiti!i I
Heading from a letter from M.
Southern Pacific system nor a Key
lad.
Route ."yslcin, and is entirely inde- Tardleu, French high commissioner,
•I'h
■ from natural causes pendent of either so far as operation Secretary Baker showed that France
were reported as follows:
is concerned."
> , entered the war with more than 6000
wmabelte S. Roberts, :.ladiI). Marx Greene ex- pieces of heavy artillery but only 140
sori, X. J.
plained that this composite equivalent quick-firers. Great effort was made,
Private Hubert U, Roberts, Waror the purpose of show- M. Tardleu said, to get the slowren, i
ing
during the year JD16 the op- firing guns from the fortresses into
EJarl M. Morris, Jlreh, Wyo.
of such a system would have service for the held, and this policy
i vice to the public. proved to be a mistake, as cj
■in at the present flrers were needed for field work.
An appended list of orders for
time,' he said, "to suggest that this
composite equivalent lie put into op- heavy artillery placed by France, the
eration, but we offer it to show that secretary sftifT, showed that it did not j
there has been on the part of the lie in the imagination of anyone to \
two existing companies unwise ex- realize what the ordnance pro
penditures and unnecessary and un- of the war would become—not over.
profitable lines, and that adequate France, the very seat of the conflict,
service could have and can be sup- with the enemy at her throat.
"There are now in the United States
plied by such a system as we are outsixteen national guard damps and sixlining."
Several charts, plans and sched- teen national army camps (thirty-two
ules prepared by I'routy were intro- 'divisions of troops) filled With men
(Continued From Page 1)
duced, showing in detail the saving in ready to go," said Secretary Baker.
"I do not know tow fast it may be
various departments which could be
Cologne Gazette that Count Czernln effected by this composite system. necessary to send them to France,"
had sent the text of his address to For example, during the year 1916 he said. "I know how fast we have
President Wilson in advance of its de- the Key Route spent $139,959 on sent them and how fast we plan to
livery.
maintenance of way and structure, or send them. What we tried to do was
"COUlN c/.ernln's offer to open nego- $3044 a mile, while the Southern Pa- to get. the men out as rapidly as we
tiations with Wilson endangers Ger- cific spent. $240,790, or $2127.90 a could estimate on the production
many's life and interests," declared mile. The composite system estimated capacity of the country being able
Count von Ueventlow, foremost advo- would have paid $221,560, or $2345.60 to care for them."
cate of Prussianlsm.
a. mile.
"We do not trus! C/.ernin." comWhen the commission adjourned at
mented the Tagltscrta Rundschau,
noon to meet again tomorrow mornThe newspaper Die Poste heads its ing, at 10 O'clock, Prouty had not yet
LONDON, Jan. 28.—The town of
violent attack on the Austro-Hun- finished the submission of his evi- Macka, Queensland, Australia, has
Karian minister, "CSseriiin's Fraternal dence.
been completely Submerged nud\ it is
On behalf of the city of Oakland, feared that the loss of life there has
• Kiss for Wilson."
German Foreign Minister Kuohl- two witnesses testified this morning: been very great, according to a Router
Adolf Wetirm and Henry" Barkmann flatly disavowed annexai
from Brisbane. This report
meyer, real estate owner and op- despatch
principles In his Speech b>
received by wireless from a
j'nuin committee of the Reichstag. Sat-! erators of Frnitvale.
Both of these. was
steamer
in
the harbor, the only a
urday, according to details received i men declared that the present serv- of communication
with the town.
here todav. The Herman minister was ice in East Oakland is more than adchave beep reports durini
quoted as declaring:
ctuate to handle the passenger traffic. lastThere
few days of a great disaster at
"The. declaration of Count Westarp Tf the lines were not so closely paral(leader of *he German Conservatives) | lei, they said, it might be possible Mackay owing to a cyclone and rain,
lint details have been unobtainable lieadvocates ^Mzure of territory based on
cause all wire communication
our military successes. Such an atti- serve the public.
"If the proposition were put up to been destroyed.
tude, for the present imperial government, in view of its principles, is im- the people of East Oakland," asked
Commissioner Alexander Gordon, "as
possible from the outset."
Victory of a Socialist candidate, to whether the fare should be raised
Herr Uh'llg, over the Conservative as- or one of the competing systems elimTHE HAGUE, Jan. 2S.—"I compirant, Dr. Herrmann, in a bi-election inated, how do you think they would memorate God's great deeds for the
vote on that question'.'"
to the Reichstag at Batftzei
German
people with the
"I am sure." said Barkmeyer, "that
was reported in Berlin despatch'
thanks,' said the Kaiser in a me
they
would
vote
to
eliminate
the
Key
day. Th? Socialist organ Vorwaerts, Koiite from that territory because ita replying to birthday greetings, acrecalling an opinion expressed by the service is Inferior to that of the cording to information frofn Berlin
Conservative Krcusi Zeitung that the Southern Pacific."
today.
election would be "a test, of the feeling
Attorney* 11. M, Wade announced
The kaiser was 59 years old yes
of the German people," declared to- that he had three more witnesses
day that victory must com© to tho So- whom he would Introduce later.
terday.
cialist majority's policies.
Bautzen Is a city in upper Bnsatla.

PROUTY PRESENTS
COMPOSITE

WASHINGTON;
Jan.
28.—Early
measures looking to government control of
the production and distribution
;
were forecast today after a visit
to the White House of Fuel AdnilnThe strongest
NEW YORK'. Jan.
tor Garfield. Complete plans for
instituting a licensing system, it was
said, were presented by the fuel ad
Charli
Ettor,
when his trial was resumed before dated
3. It ( ana- wit
rnment Inspector 01
Titielhau*., formerly an employee of the\
Bliss Torpedo
j The Government eonten
tennig
i mutilated gyroscope parts intended for
u.se in torpedoes so skilfully that these
engines of destruction would boon.
and strike the
■■.uiiir" evidence
rnment s ci

EYE

VISITS COAST

laig reported

heart
staff, tie

MAY SHIP COAL

- io Be the Guest of ChinnBeretta Stores for a
Short Time.

v.

boxes

ivhich

to Inspector Katie, on Xovrmi.
Tho v
fully examined
the pans, in company with Lieutenant
L. K. Shea, IT. 8. X.
"The fust thing 1 found to be defective."
said Tletelbaum,
«.**%-•
;
, And later I found that
wh
bearii
bearings—forty
gimbal and thirty front
and rear bearings—had been tampered
with."
Tletelbaum was not permitted vo de>. in Open court, the manner in
which the gyro parts arc alleged to have
been mutilated. These paWs are the
on which the Government bases
Darge against Hennig, and the progress of the ci
while
were-being marked for identification.
Lieutenant shea, the Government's
chief witness against Herrtsig, is expected
stify tomorrow.
:\1rs. Hfennig and lur three children
were in court today, ler the first lime.

CLUB

WILL

MEET

Social
Members pf the Fit
and imp
t Club and interested
hbbrs will meet liils evening in
tin' cl
. Fas; Fourteenth street
and
h avenue, to form
strict
under the War .'■
be in httendan

Worn the

The master of them all in the making of artificial eyes is again on his
way to the coast as the guest of
Chinn-Beretta Optical Co. As you
will remember, his visit last year was
all too short. In fact, he was enabled
to give attention to only a very few
of the artificial eye wearers who made
application for his lifeliko artificial
eyes.
This year the eminent specialist
will be on the coast again for a short
time only. The Chinn-Beretta stores
have made arrangements for him to
be In the different cities on the following dates:
Fresno—Feb. 9, 10.
Ktqektou—Feb. 11, 12.
Oakland—Feb. 14, 15, 16, 17.

Francisco Feb. is, 19, 20, 21,

22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27.
Sacramento—Feb. 28. .March 1.

CHTNN-BEPvETTA
Spectacles and Eyeglasses
476 13T H STREET, OA KI, A ND
120 GEARY STREET
161 POWELL STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

affair.

Advertisement.

mmm IB

REVOLTON PEACE

TOWN SUBMERGED

IS 59 YEARS OLD

-si mfTes >; t:.^«~<?*mms—mBmmm
River Spree. It is an important manufacturing center.
The foreign committee of the
Austro-HuiiLrarian Reichsrat has voted
16 to 7 its confidence In Count Crernin, foreign minister, according to
Vienna advices today.
WASHI1
was .
:. ■

!

-Surprise
- ount
Merit;

■ re it;

—demolishes Kansas,

For Strength After Illness

Its dmrche$,, herm, hones, oMnuMs,
fmet,Br& s,m$tneck$,he4ge$-3n4'

When the disease is cured and the lassitude of convalescence is upon you, it is then that you need a course
of Pepto-Mangan.
You need it to replace your weakness with strength,
to bring back your appetite, and to fortify yourself against
future attacks of illness.

t&nsat? Cant Contain Him.

He pits his whirlwind, tornado,
typhoon methods against the
Gr&nd Canyon and wins

i red no copy

had

pub"itr returned to
ice of

NAVY~YARD FIRE
BOSTONj Jan. 2$.—Fire of unknov.
was discovered In an
oil t
ling in the Boston navy
yard
cer.
Th.
tingulshed
by wi
ould cause
much
hors'

2S.—Seventy
death tcda"

glide's pe$&-/\ai\d&i\
is the tonic that rebuilds the health upon a scientifically-certain foundation. It charges the blood with iron, end it creates millions of
vigorous, new red blood cells.
Blood that is strong in iron and rich
in red cells drives out the poisons and
waste tissue that sluggish, impoverished
blood allows the system to accumulate.
And sickness of almost every kind
causes blood-impoverishment.
Pepto - Mangan has helped rr
Pepto-Mangon Is also a valuable tonic for
the overworked, the anemic, the run-tlown,
the aged and the uiv.hriving child. It cannot
disturb the digestion, and Its taste Is pleasant.
Frirndly Warning Gude's is the only genuine Pepto-Manfan. It is sold in all drug
stores as pictured here. It is never sold in
bulk. Reject substitutes.

WILL IS ADMITTED

.SAN FRANCISCu, Jari;
28. — The
will of Josla 1. Taui
uary 4. v..
, ,-;,:parlor Judge CotToy toda.
.oners
being Rosa C. Taussig*. sole 1
and Rudolph T. Tausaig, regent of the
University of California and Secretary to
the P. P. I. E. directors. The i
totaU ;*2,»0O.

Mtirjorie Daw.

"The Red Blood Builder'*

Pepto-Mengan is made by

Stady this picture to you
will know how genuine
Pepto-Mangan looks.

M. J. BREITENBACH CO., Now York
Manufacturing Chemists

UNO fill
WEEK

Broadwayst/Sit Sit. -Phone Lakeside 95*

tf
STARTS
AT
15-?-4-68-9:15

...v.
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"1NW_AR TO HIT AND HIT HARD; PROBLEM NOT STAR BUT TEAM PLAY '
DETAILED STORY
OF WORK IN WAR
GIVEN BY BAKER

••••

Secretary Challenges the
Truth of Chamberlain
Charge That Department Brpke Down.

What! Can't Be a Hero? Why, You Are One, Johnnie!
"T LL NEVER be a hero like you will,-' wrote John Finnegan,
A1653 Park avenue, 11 ^ears old, from the board on which his
crippled little body is strapped at the Home for Destitute
Children, to some soldier who will
. ' .. ......
;C1
to th- Woman's C:_o canteen in the Library Building. '"I wasn't
picked out to be one. But I hope you will come back safe fronj
the war. I cannot go to war and carry a gun on my shoulder,
but I can knit for the soldiers, and that, is what I'll do. I hope
you will be wearing the sweater I made when you cross the
Rhine. I pray for the soldiers and the Stars and Stripes every
night."
John is Irish and has blue eyes and red hair, and he says
the kaiser will be sore when this war is over, because he made
one mistake—"he forgot that the U. S. A. were good fighters, too.''

NO MISTAKE REPEATED
[Continued From Second Page.]1
the causes of illness, I handed them
in
person
to
the newspapers.
I
thought it important that the country should know exactly the conditions and exactly the causes for the
two reasons.
In the first place
1
".anted no concealment and in the
second place I wanted the help of the
country in correcting those conditions.
In addition to that I wrote a memorandum to the chief of staff that, in
my judgment, the surgeon general's
office ought to organize a system of
continuous and constant inspection,
for while there is a medical| officer
representing the surgeon' general's
office in every one of these camps
and while the commanding general
in each of these camps is chargeable
Wjith responsibility' for general conditions in his camp, 1 w.anted to make
this addition—that the surgeon general's office itself would organize a
continuing system of inspection from
day to day of these conditions.
I Instructed the inspector general,
Mho has inspectors going from camp
to camp, that he should especially
charge his inspectors to examine into
and report upon conditions in the
hospitals, and 1 telegraphed to a very
great hospital expert. Dr. John X. viwileti Trranjr
a.rnT~camp is useless -<reatn~ana we afe~wastlrnjHornsby. I did not know at the time hospitals.
using- a rifle with a ximmed cartridge
lives we would die to save.
that he was in the medical service
of another' caliber.
There are conditions to be remedied.
And it is not true.
of the army; I happened to have had
We in America had admittedly the
As I reported to you very recently, the
Faithfully
yours,
some previous contact with him when'
best rifle so far developed in any
failure of supplies has been a serious
I was superintending the building of •matter. There are not enough women V (Signed) MARY ROBERTS RINEHART.
military service, the Springfield, usa city hospital in Cleveland, and nurses.
ing a rimless cartridge, and we had
ADOPTS SUGGESTIONS.
The quarters of both nurses
learned at that time of his great ex- and doctors must be enlarged in many
in stock of those weapons something
There
was
no
suggestion
of
remedy
perience In all matters of. hospital cases.
The percentage ' of serious ill- in that letter which does not have my like GOO.000—in stock and in the hands
management and construction.
of troops.
This was early in the
ness has been low in the cantonments—
instant approval. In" addition to all, spring, although my recollection does
I am not speaking of the camps. But
AS I'KIISOIVAI, INSPECTOR.
the percentage
of
mild
contagions the things which Mrs. Rinelfart sug- not permit me to fix a definite date.
1
telegraphed
him to come to which
The question had been investigated
always occur when men are gests—and few are novel—are the
Washington in order that I might brought together in the mass, and of things which I have already described prior to that time, in order that there
select him as the ,personal inspector heavy colds and bronchitis, has been to you as being done, and I point out might be a summary view of the posto go, without relation to any other high. The result of sending men with to the committee that, from the very sibilities of, the rapid procurement of
part of the War Department, from heavy colds for a few days into the beginning of this war, the heads of various types of rifles and finally the
camp to camp and hospital to hos- hospital has resulted in rather higher the medical profession, the very mas- choice of a weapon was decided in my
pital, and njake directly to me recom- figures than the seriousness of the situ- ters of that profession, have been in office, as near as my recollection
mendations with regard to improve- atioh would otherwise justify.
constant contact with the surgeon holds, at night, at about 11 o'clock,
ments necessary.
and there were present in that conOf cruelty and indifference I have general.
When Dr. Hornsby came to Wash- found nothing.
He has formed around him a staff ference, General Crozier, the chief of
On the contrary, I
ington he came in a uniform, show- have found the medical staffs of the the .like of which probably does not ordnance; Genera!" Scott, the chief of
ing that the surgeon general's office hospitals both efficient and humane. exist on the "face of the earth for staff; General Bliss,
the
assistant
had already assigned him to the task When it is remembered that the med- devising hospitals, devising an or- chief of staff; General Kuhn, the chief
which i intended he should perform, ical men of these National army hos- zanization and supervising its per- of the army war college, and one or
and it just happens that I have here pitals are volunteers who have cheer- fection. When one considers that the two other officers associated with the
In my hand at this moment a tele- fully relinquished the results of years casual and usual doctor here and war college, the Ordnance Departgram from Dr. Hornsby with regard of labor to give their services to the there, whose attention has been de- ment experts on the subject of rifles
to the conditions at Camp Pike, which country; that they are of the best we voted to the treatment of individual and General Pershing.
Is one of the camps which has been have, as all volunteers are; that they cases under home conditions, has
PERSHING WAS THERE.
under comment.
are willingly undergoing deprivation been thrown, under the necessities of
The telegram is as follows:
At that time General Pershing had
and hardship to take care of our boys, this situation, into a great organizaCamp Pike, Ark., Jan. 23, 1918.—Sur- it is wrong that the country at large tion, where he is compelled to deal been selected as the commander-ingeon (General Army,
Mills Building, should so misjudge them. The best spe- with hospital conditions and groups chief of our forces ultimately to be
Washington, D. C: Conditions at Camp cialists of the country have
placed' of men and sanitation on a large dispatched to France, and ns> he-<tcap
Pike really Improved. Morbidity lower;
themselves at the disposal of the army scale (while it may be and is deeply to command the army and was to use
types milder.
Ample accommodations medical department, and ninety-nine out to be regretted that there should the forces, It seemed an especially
for all sick.
Convalescents and mild of a hundred men in the drafted army even be the necessity of improve- fortunate
circumstance
that
he
cases housed well In unoccupied bar- are receiving better care than they ment) yet the direction of this great should be in Washington at that time
racks. Roots (that is, Camp Logan P. could afford, under the best circum- medical staff of men, the zeal and and able to participate in that conRoots) has taken 200 cases and will be stances, to receive at home.
loyalty and patriotism and efficiency ference.
ready for DO0 more. No pressing need
of the medical profession are all at
Senator New—Can you give the
NURSING
PLANE
HIGH.
now.
Leave
here
for
Washington
work rapidly improving it, and the date, Mr. Secretary?
Thursday night to report unless otherSecretary Baker—I cannbt give the
Nursing is on the same high plane. improvement already wrought is very
wise ordered.
Address care Colonel Again we find volunteers, highly skilled great.
date, senator, but it must have been
Thornburg.
JOHN A. HORNSBY.
We are not alone, Mr. Chairman. very shortly before General Pershing
and carefully trained; women, who have
I shall not, Mr. Chairman, read in- taken the small pay and the discom- Our country is not alone in meeting went abroad. I should say about the
I am not certain of
dividual cases, although ihave a forts<of army life that they may serve these difficulties. No army was ever first of June.
assembled, nor can any be, which that. Perhaps Senator Warren could
great number of letters and iriessages where they are most needed.
from men who have gone to hospitals
Wards are large and airy. Beds are does not bring men together who tell that.
Senator Warren—The last of May.
and found the conditions good, for the comfortable.
I have found exquisite I thet-otnfore have been exposed to comSecretary Baker—Perhaps it was a
reason that is what they ought to cleanliness everywhere.
munlcable diseases, to which they are
Moreover,
be, and it adds nothing to the case have found cheerfulness. Food is good not immune, and the most which can week before he went abroad. He was
to say that this man or this woman
and plentiful. I have examined store- be done is to meet these conditions here altogether, I think, some ight or
this father or this mother, has gone rooms and kitchens and watched the with every device and suggestion ten days studying the whole situato a hospital and found a boy well diets being served Under the direction which science and care can devise, tion in the war colllege preparatory
eared for; that is what ought to be the of a woman dietician.
a
and that, in my frank judgment, is to his going away.
universal rule.
We did not know then, as I shall
the aim of the surgeon general. In
I do not ljke the
orderly
system.
And yet I have a letter this morning There should be more trained nurses.
the doing of this he has the un- illustrate a little later, whether our
which I received yesterday, which I At present the wards where there are qualified support, and he knows he army was to fight with the French
The mode of
think I will read into the record be- no serious cases are managed by a has, of every officer in the War De- or with the English.
our military operations was not decause tt is from a woman of national ward master, an enlisted man.
And partment from the secretary down.
termined.
The excellence of our
fame, a woman who, for the last four with the best intention in the world, he
ON ORDNANCE MATTERS.
weapon- was so well known that, just
months, has gone from camp to camp is not always efficient.
Mr.
Chairman,
the
second
set
of
before
the
outbreak
of this war, the
In the United States writing about
The lack of nurses is a serious one
them and printing her writings in and could be remedied probably by difficulties which you discussed with British government had decided to
nubile magazines and weeklies, who an appeal to nurses to volunteer. But regard to the War Department, were remodel its weapon and rearm its
has done me the favor and honor to here again is the serious question of those affecting 'the supply or ord- army and they were on the point of
In my previous hearing be- manufacturing a modification of their
come a number of times to me per- the ill at home, the same which faces nance.
fore the committee, we went into own Fnfl
sonally to report upon the things she the medieril profession nnrl thj civilian
loai. v, iui
yieu.L fullness.
Clearly^ a. rimless eartriutit_ «**»_ _..v.o oovir. uOne hospital I know well. It is typ- there are things about the supply of the possibility of jamming in the
MHS, RINEHART S LETTER.
ical of other cantonment hospitals; .it munitions of war about which men's weapon and make it a better weapon.
Not merely the It was only when the war broke out
It is a letter from Mary Roberts is under the same army medical de- minds may differ.
Rinehart,
As a matter of fact I partment direction as the others, and relative excellence of certain weapons,. so suddenly that compelled the imgave Mrs, Rinehart, as I now recall it is only right to assume that con- but the extent to which speed of pro- mediate need of equipment, suppleIt, a letter which would admit her ditions there are representative.
The curement should be sacrificed for ex- menting that which they had, and
cellence of performance when pro- fearing the confusion of using a new
into any camp and enable her to in- slime fules govern all those hospitals.
spect.
cured, are questions of judgment, and weapon in conjunction with their old
The same sums are spent on them.
Mrs. Rinehart's letter is as follows:
The same system is followed. The food their solution lies in the best instruct- weapon' and trying to rearm their
New York, Jan. 2G, 1018.
is the same, the supplies, the medical ed distinction one can secure.
army, that they decided to adhere
The first question of that kind to their Enfield rifle.
To the Honorable Newton D. Baker, staff, the nurses?
which
arose
affected
the
selection
of
/Secretary of War. Washington, D. C.
An<l I have never seen a better war
CONSIDERED EVERYTHING.
My Dear Mr. Secretary:
hospital than the one at Camp Sher- a rifle for the army, one involving
The situaI have just been reading that tragic- man. I will go further, and say that in the caliber 6f the rifle.
That conference considered every
tion
was
that
the
English
were
using
letter from an unknown father read its operating-rooms, its X-ray departeffect of this question, and it was
by
Senator Chamberlain during the ment, its eye and ear department, its a rifle with a rimmed cartridge, of finally decided to use our own Springpresent senatorial investigation.
Its nose ami throat department, its dental one caliber, and the French were field rifle and to procure a modificasincerity can not be questioned. As a department, in short, in its facilities
mother, and as the mother of a soldier
for caring for every emergency and
1 feel, as every one must, the deepest every weakness, it will bear comparison
Krief and sympathy with the parents of with any civilian hospital.
that dead boy.
TRUE OF OTHERS, TOO.
Like every other mother in the country
1 want these eases known.
1 want to
And what is true of the base hospital
be assured that they will be known. I at Camp Sherman is true of the others.
want drastic punishment applied to any
I have watched the development of
man. of no matter what-rank, who is the war hospital system from the befound guilty of negligence in the care
ginning, when I saw it first on paper in
physical or moral, of our boys. And i the office of the surgeon general, up to
want immediate remedy of conditions two weeks ago. I watched because it
that require remedy.
was a vital matter to me. I had a husband and a son in the service. I am
SHOULD REASSURE WOMEN.
like the other women of this country.
But I do feel that some step should be 1 would be content with nothing less
taken to reassure our women Just now
than the best. And I feel that we are
It is only fair to them",
it is cruel to on the way to the best.
allow every mother in th£ country to
It has not come yet, although at the
judge the medical care that will be
present moment I would willingly ingiven to her boy while in the service trust any member of my family, in such
because, here and there, in the chaos emergency, in any one of ouf base hosof uur readjustment, men have been
pitals. We need more supplies^^ve need
given responsibilities they are unable
more nurses and enlarged quarters for
or unwilling to fulfill.
That we have
them.
Sixty or eighty nurses, divided
such men is more than a national misinto shifts of eight hours each, is tofortune. That they have been placed in tally insufficient for 1,000 men.
We
positions of trust is a national calameven need more physicians and surity.
But—the mothers of the country
geons. Although the staffs are very
should know, in fairness to themselves, large, the medical department in each
that the number of such instances is hospital is working to its Maximum.
small.
We wilb not rest, we women,
But what we need, as V nation, is
until they have all been removed. But something more than this.
We need
that, 1 know, will be at once. It must knowledge and reassurance. There is no
be at once.
need in this country for discontented
I have a son in an army cantonment. resignation.
I would suggest that a
1!
e '
ivate.
He would
committee of representative and unreceive, if he became lit. exactly the.j.pre'mm^,, '■•"„
same treatment as any other en...
fjity \i^.. ,..^.. ... ihese base hospitals"
man in our new army.
And I should and thoroughly inspect it. and that they
have not only no hesitation in placing publish in their local papers the exact
him in the cantonment hospital, but I results of their investigations. Let them
should do it with absolute confidence. go^alone. to talk with the patients, the
As a matter of fact, he • has alread]
nurses, the doctors, the wardmasters.
spent a few days there with an infected And let them tell exactlv what they
knee, and received the best of care.
find.
1 know something about lies: Itals.
I
WOMJEX MIST KXOW.
took a nurse's training as a girl.
I
married a member of my hospital staff,
The wonten of the country must know
and I have been for
the facts. They have the right to knowMantly in touch with .
em.
It is not fair to let them being the first ye
• as many of them now do. I
the hospitals of
real and humane An
eople is
RlU we won into v.
iring for tin- men who are
*vowed interne
\
en of A.

j tion of the Enfield which would allow
, it to be Chambered for American animuniotion in order to get the advanj tape 6f the large and organized maniring facilities already built up
country for the production of
the Enfield, and that decision, made
that night, had the unanimous concurrence of every person in the Conine master of ordnance and pro■ ■, the :hicf. of the army Warr
college, with his technical advisers
arfd experts, the chief of staff and
his assistants and the commanding
I general of the expeditionary fortes,
1
whose army and its usefulness were
at stake, were present.
When we undertook to remodel the
Enfield rifle, it was discovered, although there were three plants in
this country manufacturing it, the
bolt from one factory would not fit
the rifle from another factory.
InstantlyN^he question arose of procuring intcrchangcability in the rifles
produced.
At the outset it was
thought that some eight or nine interchangeable parts would be enough.
Later it seemed advisable to increase
that number. Senator, I am not dealing with an accurate number, when
I say eight or nine.
Senator New—Seven, I think.
Secretary BaJker—Seven, perhaps.
But it was decided that a larger degree of interchangeability was required, and the purpose of that was
in order that when these rifles got to
France and were used under battle
conditions, if a man finds himsoJf-witb
a defective weapon, and alongside hirn
is another defective weapon, he can,
if the emergency requires it, take out
of one defective weapon a perfect part
and replace a defective part in his
own weapon and be equipped, and in
order to enable us to repair rapidly
rifles rendered inefficient in service,
so that a constant supply of these
weapons will be ready at the front.

We Are in the War to Hit
And to Hit Hard, Says Baker

would have been gotten if we had
adopted any one of the existing types
at the time.
And this additional thing is true—
that although we have gotten soldiers to Europe much more rapidly
than it was originally imagined we
either would or could, every soldier
who has gone to Europe certainly
had a modern, excellent rifle, and he
has had it long enough before going
into action with it to learn how to useit, to practice with it either there or
here.
The same observation is true
of every soldier who will go to Europe.

MACHINE GUN PROBLEM.
May I say now a word about machine guns?
The machine gun, of course, is\ a
highly technical weapon. It is in the
record of testimony before your committee that up to April of the present
year no Lewis gun had been made
and tested to demonstrate its usability for American ammunition.
The machine gun problem is complicated by two factors—first, the
question of manufacture, and, second,
a difference in theory as to the use
of machine guns.
When this war broke out Great
Britain was manufacturing the Vickers-Maxim, a heavy, water-cooied
gun. She wanted a lighter type of
gun and adopted as her lighter type
the Lewis, and manufactured it on
a very large scale in England.
The French, however, have not used
the Tx^wis
or any corresponding
weapon, as a land operating gun in
any large number, the French theory
being that it is better to have a very
light gun shot from the hip or the
shoulder, like the Chauchut, and the
heavy type of gun shot from a tripod
or carriage, like the Hotchkiss. So
that something depended upon the
troops with which we were to fight,
the theory of combat which we were
to adopt, as to which type of machine gun we should select.

DELAY IN DESIGNING.
There Was some delay in designing,
with the particularly necessary tolerances of a thousandth of an inch, in
some instances, specifications for this
remodeled Enfield, and that led to
this: That when our troops actually
were assembled in the camps it was
some time before they were fully
armed with rifles. At the outset they
had very few rifles; there was a distribution of Krags and obsolete weapons, in order that they might drill
with them. But it was some time before they were adequately supplied
with the remodeled Enfield rifle.
That was foreseen. General Leonard "Wood camo to my office- I have
forgotten when, but it was early—and
suggested to me the advisability of
instantly calling- out a larger army. I
said:
"But, general, we have not the
clothes and we have not the weapons
for them."
He said:
"I know that, Mr. Secretary, and
they
need many things, but they
need other things as much as they
need the rifles;
They need to learn
to live together, get used to camp
NOT DELAYED BY BOARD.
conditions; they need the elemental
There was in existenco a board
discipline of camp life; they need to
be taught to keep step; they need to which had been apppointed nearly a
year
before—certainly
some
know the subordinations,of the army, half
and it will take some time to give months before—to tent all the machine guns there were, both those
them that preliminary instruction."
which were previously known in use
o
and those which were not, in order
HOW ENGLISH DRILLED, v
that we might select the best types.
He pomted*out to me that in EngThe existence of that board did not
land the so-called Kitchener army
delay for one second the selection or
drilled for months, as he said, in
the procurement of additional matheir cilivian clothes, with top hats
There was a test made
and using a stick for arms. I said chine guns.
by
the navy, I think, in April, as a
to him:
result of which it was shown that the
"General, I agree with you that it
Lewis gun had been perfected to use
is
important to have our army
American ammunition.
There was
equipped, rapidly so that a prolonged
an ordnance officer of the army presperiod of training may be given to
ent at that test, and on the basis of
them; but we will call out first the
regular army, and then we will call
put the National Guard, building it
up 1A,' war strength.
"But with the fdraft army, they
would have an additional period of
training in the field by reason of the
fact that the army cannot be shipped
abroad in bulk, suddenly."
It was necessary to attempt to forecast the amount of time needed for
training, and it was deemed wise to
put the men in the camps in order
that they might learn this matter of
camp discipline, camp sanitation, the
elements and essentials of the soldier's life, a little in advance of their
being" fully tried with arms.
I have here a statement of the
rifles, which were supplied to the
camps at the outset. At the beginning there were Krags in the cantonments.
Senator Chamberlain in his speech
to the Senate speaks of the weapons
in the possession of the department
at that time as a motley selection—
and I haye no feeling
about
the
phrase. The fact is that what we
had was about 600,000 Springfields and
something over a hundred thousand
Krags.

v.'l

! were not ivi.iy. and Cor one :■<.
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go forward with them, i nd yet i
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Set 1 haye had a table here, oi
statement h re from the acting chief
of ordnance as to the gauchine
which have actually lu-< n distrl
in the camps in this country.
that test immediate orders wen
Sena i
the date*
to the .Savage Arms Company to pro
given, Mr.
cure Lewis guns, and now we have
Secretary Baki
I will rcmi
this situation, that large orders of three paragraphs, senator, which will
Lewis guns have been given.
answer 'thai question:
But from Europe we learned from
"The distribution of machine gunl
General Perslflhg that he does noi
to the
national
draft camps ha> '
desire Lewis guns for use on land. been as follows: Thirty Colt machine
The divisions of marines—1 am not guns to each camp, sixty-five Lewis
using
"divisions"
technically—the
guns, forty-five Chauchut
regiments of marines which went ) automatic rifles.
irom this country with our military
"Distribution of machine guns uv
rorce as a partof it were armed with j the
National
armj
cantonements:
They have been retired
Fifty Colt gnu.- 1 .ow :•from service-, the guns- and
thow
machine guns,
auchut
regiments have been rearmed with
rifle; to each camp.
Chauchut rifles and Hotchkiss ma"In addition to those mentioned, ten
chine guns, as our other land forces Lewis guns have been issues to ea< h
there are.
regular
cavalry
regient
and
ten
Chauchut rifles to each regular inLEWIS GUNS FOB AIRCRAFT.
fantry regiment.
Practically alt of
Under the studies Inade by the ex- the above, before the troops were
perts of General Pershing's stall and ready for them,
thnat is, about
under their directions and advice to Nov. 1."
us, we are instructed to retain Lewis
Now, l'reel>. that is not an adoguns for use in aircraft, and to press quate supply, but it is some machine
forward as rapidly as we can the guns whir hthe inaohino-gun compamanufacture
of light
and
heavy nies may practice with,
learn
tho
Browning guns and Vickers-Maxim mechanism and mechanics of these
guns, for which a very large order arms and the supply will be forthwas outstanding almost immediately coming as the result of this quantity
after an appropriation by Congress a manufacturing which has been at'*
year ago to press those forward so ranged tor.
that we have the situation in regard
Senator
Hitchcock it
does
not
to machine guns that .the kind of state, Mr. Secretary, that these guns
weapon which General Pershing and were sent to each camp.
his staff want is the kind which was
Secretary Baker Ves. sir, if sny.-i
developed
as' the
result
of
that so; to each camp.
board's inquiry, and the particular
Senator HitchcOck-VBul not all of
weapon which is said to have made them before Nov. 1. Mr. Sor-rotary.
so great a success with them is one
PRACTICALLY AM, SHIPPED.
which is determined by our experts
Secretary
Baker—The
statement
to bo appropriate for air service and
is
that
not desired for land operating troops. (nude by General WTleeler
the
above were
In the meantime, in order that the practically all of
shipped
before
troops
were
ready
whole story may be told, it is in testi.
mony before your committee that them: that is. about Nov. 1.
Senator Hitchcock -Shipped?
the French government is able to
Secretary Baker Yes.
supply us with Chauchttt rifles, or
Senator
Wadsworth
Hoes that inlight guns, and Hotchkiss guns, or
clude
the 1,200 machine guns that we
heavy guns, for the divisions and
troops which we can this year send found in the testimony were in storage?
abroad.
Secretary
Baker Obviously
not.
OIIDER LEWIS GUVS.
Those have since been shipped.
Senator
Wadsworth — In
other
We have, then, the machine' gun
situation reduced to this: That we words, Mr. Secretary, one-half of 1h.;
ordered every Lewis gun we could number of the Lewis machine gunt
get, we encouraged them to enlarge mentioned there were not shipped to
their manufacturing facilities. They the camps until January?
still have not enlarged them as rnbch , Secretary Baker—That seems to be
as we have urged them to and con- so, sir.
tracted with^hem to enlarge them.
MAKER TAKEN TO TASK.
The supply of their guns is going
Senator Wadsworth—And the ex*
through in larger numbers, and in the
meantime the making of the neces- pression "almost all" is scarcely acsary machine tools and jigs and dies curate.
Secretary Baker Well, if 1 hava
for the production of light and heavy
been guilty of the least inaccuracy, [
Brownings, and expediting the protrust
it will be called to my attenduction of Vickers-Maxims is going
tion.
,,
forward, and our army abroad is proSenator Wadsworth—T understand
vided with guns of the type adapted
it was the language Of the letter.
to the mode of warfare which they
Senator Warren—I suggest that
have elected to use. and our supply
which is to supplement that is of the
[Continued on Fourth Page.]

These Old Prices on

Blue Serge & Black Suits

EXAMPLE PROM GERMANS.
Also this is true: That
in
the
(greatest military establishment in
the world, in the German army, when
ojit raw recruits, they give
solete rifle as a practice
. ..ey learn to take care of
it, before tney actually put a service
rifle in their hands. And so, as a
merely drilling and training weapon,
the Krag was not
an improper
weapon for them to have.
J do not undertake to say, gentlemen, that that question was decided
infallibly. It might have been better to have bought English Enfields
enough to put one in the hands of
every man.
But it was decided
thoughtfully, and it was decided considerately and consciously, and now
the result is that every man in this
country who is intended to carry a
rifle, in any of our military camps
has a rifle, and it is a better rifle than

Beg to announce that due to their recent robbery
their showrooms will be closed one week, beginning Tuesday, January 29th.

Normal business will be resumed Tuesday,
February 5th.

Offer Unusual Savings
So greatly have garments
of this character increased in
value through their scarcity in both
retail and wholesale stocks that the
offering of them at old prices now presents exceptional savings. We have a
large variety of fast color blue serges,
clay diagonals and unfinished worsteds
in all styles and sizes for men and
young men at

$20, $25 and $30
Others Up to $45
•*»

Clearance prices continue to emphasize the great economy
opportunities offered on these fine grades of fancy patterned
suits and overcoats for men and young men now reduced from
higher priced incomplete line* to $18.75, $23.75 and $28.75.
»*
»»
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yjE ARE in the war to hit and to lTTrli;., ;.
Our problem is not one of star playing, but
team
playing-.
Ships ah? the crux of our problem, and even- time we can
use French industrial resources instead of making and sendingour own products we are doing- it.
I think I understood Senator Chamberlain felt there wasn't
any plan * * * , want to say there is a plan. It's the
only possible plan under the circumstances.
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Crazed by Drink
Judge Saved Him
Thousands of Former Drinkers owe
their present good Health and Prosperity
to a "WORD FROM THE JUDGE."
Only last week a well-known Chicago
business man was forcibly brought before a Chicago court, when the Judge
said. "Take him to the Neal Institute."
ASK AJTY. CHICAGO JIDGE or the
Head NEAL INSTITTTE, 811-15 East
49th street, Chicago (Oakland 4?#>. for
"Convincing Proofs" about the modern
M
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SECRETARY BARES MILITARY SECRETS TO PROVE CHARGES UNFOUNDED
DETAILED STORY
Of WORK IN WAR
GIVEN 8Y BAKER

Chicago Soldier
Dead in France

[Continued From First Page.]
eral Wood had told the secretary, and
the secretary had agreed with him,
that there were many things raw
levies had to learn before they were
ready for the guns, and so the men
were ordered to the camps and cantonments to learn the primary lessons
of soldiering while their guns were
I being manufactured.

Secretary Challenges the
Truth of Chamberlain
Charge That Department Broke Down.
NO MISTAKE REPEATED
[Continued From Third Page.]
the secretary is reading what another officer has written to him; he
is not using his own language.
Secretary Baker—That is so, senator, and yet the evidence which is
before the committee shows that
there were some 1,200 machine gurrs
which had not been distributed at the
time of my appearance before the
rojumittcc, -..'..;.:. ,vua 111 jtuiuta'y,
and these guns have since been distributed. But my recollection about.
that—and 1 speak only from refreshed recollection—is that at the
time I reported to you aout that, I
learned and told you that these guns
had been in stock very long, but were
quite recently delivered—less than a
month in stock.
THERE BEFORE NEEDED,
i,tOT
Reed — Since we have
broken in with an interruption, I
only ask to get an expression in the
first instance, or have an expression
repeated, so that 1 would understand
it, and that has led to these questions; but may 1 not ask one further

question?

I
•••

* • * • i

Secretary Haker—Certainly, senator.
Senator Keed—The statement is
made there that these guns reached
the camps before they were needed—
substantially, ,that is the expression?
Secretary Baker -Substantially that
before they were ready tor them.
Senator Reed—By that do you unnd that Gi
ii ear meaiis
that the troops required a preliminary
training before they could use the
guns?
Secretary Baker—Yes, sir.
Senator Reed—Or does he mean thai
the men were not mobilized in the
camps?
llA.vt.KS NOT ERECTED.
Secretary Baker—No, I think he
means this, senator, that in many of
nips the mobilization had not
completely taken place. The sanction
of men for machine gun companies
had not been fully made. In many of
them there were machine gun com, National Guard and regular
army, thai the erection of ranges
Where, this shooting could take place
had nol been completed.
Senator Reed One thing further:
A statement there is made that the
guns were shipped; it does not say
they had arrived.
Secretary Baker—Xo, sir.
Senator Reed—Do you have any
information as to when they did arrive?
Secretary Baker—I have not got
the information with me. There were
doubtless '''lavs In shipment bi
of the geperal a and delay
in the country.

May Want Immigrants,
Omaha World-Herald —According to
e ones who predict: from present conditions the economic conditions of the future, this country will
have no need of restrictive in.
tion laws for many years to
d' we will need laws to induce
Immigration to supply the labor for
velopment of the country, h Is

BAKER REFUTES
CRITIC'S CHARGES

John Glover.
SUSPENSE is the portion of Mrs.
Kay Wehrle, 21 South Whipple
street, and Mrs. W. J. Maher, 1!)
South Whipple street, sisters of John
Glover, Chicago boy reported dead in
France.
No confirmation of the report has
reached either Mrs. Wellrle or Mrs.
Maher, though rumors that their
brother was either dead or wounded
have been coming to them for a week.
Glover, who was among the selected
men who went to Camp Grant last'
September, later responded to a call
for engineer volunteers and joined the
Five Hundred and Third service battalion, which went to France early in
Deccmuw. The sisters received letters from him only last week, dated
Dec. 22 and 27, saying he was well
and asking for tobacco. On the same
day a neighbor, told them, without
giving the source of the. rumor, she
had heard John was dead. The same
story was told them by others during
the week.
Reports that. W. .1. Maher. a private
in Company ti. Three Hundred and
Forty-third Infantry, Camp Grant,
had received a letter telling of Glover's death were a surprise to the sisters. "If he had any/ such letter he
has not told us," said .Mrs. Wehrle,
"and he himself wrote me only last
week, saying he had heard that John
had been ruin and asking for details."
Glover is 26 years old and unmarried. He lived with His sisters. Both
husbands are also In the service,
Wehrli
training at the Great
1-akes Naval Station.
stated that 3,000,000 workmen are prepared or preparing to emigrate, and
that the raining
i industries
will feel the strain most. Among the
nationalities mentioned as likely to
leave in large nurnbers are the Poles,
Russians, ' including Jews,
Turks,
Syrians, Gn
mians and other.'-, of Austria-Hungary.
There is no mention made by any
Of these writers of the pro;
parture of Germans from the United
States. From what, has been learned
from them they are not likely to exchange the liberty and opportunities
of this country to go .back to
many arid help pay its enormous war
Cold* (nine Hendacbe nml Grip
Laxative Bromo Outturn! Tablets remove the
rau.-i'. 'I'lien- i.s «nlv one ''Bromo Quinine."
E. W, Grove'a signature on box. 30c.— [Adv.

CONDITIONS IN CAMPS.
Insufficient hospital accommodations and cantonments in localities of
doubtful healthfulness? These things
were all done under direction of Surgean General Gorgas' own men. The
medical corps thought the tent camps
would be free from the diseases due
to bad ventilation; the result proved
that they were worse in this respect
tha'n the permanent camps. The epidemic conditions came before they
were ready for them, but every recuiumendatioii oi the medical men was
complied with.
These and a hundred other details
that have been the subject of criticism were cleared away, and they
formed the foundation of Baker's
general account of the war conditions, which really made it all clear.
He had been challenged as having
no comprehensive plan for war. He
showed that the pli^n was to do whatever the constantly changing situation demanded, so he receives daily
long telegrams from Pershing changing specifications to meet the shifting
necessities of the battle front.
Our experience is not different from
that of our allies.
France has
scrapped innumerable war engines
befOr they ever reached the front becaus the swiftly moving war had
made them archaic over night.

diers across 3,000 miles of submarineinfested ocean.
The tremendous program of railroad building in France—B00 miles of
it—docks, warehouses, cantonments,
starting from the felling of trees in
the forests and planting corn in the
fields, was all described.
"Why," asked Chamberlain,
"haven't you taken the American
ir»fn your confidence as to these
? X>o you UlU;
•'■ mvUlCllt
that there has been any time within
the last year that the German secret
service has not been fully advised as
to everything we have done?"
GERMANY STHL MYSTIFIED.
And then Baker told him that he
had every reason to believe that Germany is still mystified as to how
many men we have in France or had
at any time.This does not square with the popular impression, but Baker knows and
the rest of only guess.
Secretary Baker is a' very much
bigger man tonight than a lot of us
thought after Chamberlain's speech.
Senators and congressmen gathered around him after he was done
and gave him an ovation: that means
that the baiting of the War Department is over.
Trie investigations will go on, but
helpfulness instead of criticjsmjv^
be the big thing now, and, on the
other side, the people will be given
more insight into what is going on.
It has been a good thing both for
Congress and for the War Depart-

HOLD FOUR FOR
DOUBLE MURDER
franklin Park Men Arrested as Slayers of
Detectives.

Four men aro held by Marshal Cannell of Franklin Park in connection
with the murders Sunday night of
"Barney" Dolan, chief special agent
of the Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad,
and Peter J. Maloney, his chief assistant. The men were shot to death
by freight car thieves whom, they surprised ; looting cars in the railroad's
yards in the town.
The men under arrest are Walter
Bobbins and Edward O. Krumway of
franklin Park: John Daleien, a
teamster, and Walter Petersen. All
except Daleien, who is 36, are under
25 years old. Two of the suspects
ai-c said to have been seen fleeing
from the agents shortly before the
shooting, while a third is said to have
beer Vn their company. Other evicl^y/gathered points to the prisonhe slayers, it is s^id.
PRISONERS DENY GUILT.
Although questioned for several
hours, all the men denied knowledge
of the affair.
Detective Sergeant Eugene McCaffrey, who, with Detective Sergeant
Herman Otten, is assisting Marshall
Cannell in running down the mur-

derers, asserted, however, .that Robbins and Deleien have been identified
by railroad employes as the two men
who had been pursued by the agents
shortly before they were murdered.
Krumway, he said, had been seen
(with them earlier in the evening, and
this, coupled with the fact that a
revolver was found hidden in his
home, was considered by the detectives sufficient to hold him.
NO BAII, FOR ttitDE.
John Dell Claude, IS years old. .
* ~i"1 the. murder of "Jackie" I
John A. Becker; Iwjiuui.u .... X;*.?.'."";
17 years old, charged with the robbery
of Richard Bundlck, also a Jackie, and
Miss "Billie" LaVerne, 22 '.years old,
charged with accessory to the rob^
bers, were arraigned yesterday before
Judge Swansorr in the Boys' Court.
Their cases were continued until I-'cb.
7. No bail was allowed on the murder, but Dunn was held on $20,000
bonds and the girl on $10,000.
Becker was murdered near the
Sharpies Building Nov. 11. Bundick
was assaulted and robbed near the
home of Mrs. Elizabeth Phelps
Ogden avenue. Dec. 23.

TOURISTS TO CHOOSE
LANDS NEARER HOME
California and Florida Equally
Inviting to Those Unable
to Visit Old World.

[ from tile Cnristian
It is no longer a question of choosing between America and Europe.
The only alternative to Florida, for
most of those who are fond of sunny
climes, is California, and vie/- versa.
Among the minority there ' are, of
course, large numbers who will consider Virginia, the Carolinas, G
Alabama, Texafi, .Mississippi, i
ana, New .Mexico and Arizona, and
many who will consider Cuba, the
West Indies and South Ainerica, but
those who, under normal conditions,
would perhaps be booking for the
south of France and for Italy, and
joyfully anticipating the Mediterranean, the Riviera, Monte Carlo,
Burlington Hawk-Eye—At a sale Venice, Florence, Genoa and Borne
near Hartley seed corn of the vintage are now more than likely looking
of 1917 sold at $20 a bushel. There over American guidebooks and railwere seven bushels in the lot and the road maps and trying to determine in
purchaser cheerfully put down his what part of California, or in what
check for $110. If that should be the part of Florida they will stay from
prevailing rate during the season, the November until March.
farmer will have to get a good price
Unless they are people extremely
for his crop. On the other hand, he hard to please it will bo difficult for
realizes that if he can iiot get vwy them, even if they choose with their
good seed com, then there will be no eyes shut, to make a serious mlstaki ,
crop to worry over. However, the always assuming that they confine
state college has been taking a survey themselves to the established pleasure
and finds that the supply of good zones and resorts. Every year Caliseed corn in Iowa will be sufficient) to fornia and Florida become more beaucover the demand, provided it is kept tiful to the eye. The charms of the
at home and is not sent to other two are not the same; there is enough
states.
diversity between them to make each

High-Priced Seed Corn.

I ve in more than otm
particular t<
ieneed tourist •
meats the other. California, with its wondrous valley:
stately mountains, its dry air. its
azure skies and its peaceful
stretches, and Florida, witk its
air. its suggestion of the tropics, Ita

-

serpentjne1 riv. ■
hurtu
key-senits, may not properly be)
regard!
irs, for
:• still, consum;
of Its own.
Ail that may b
--is the honttties of nature, pro
id per.-;" waterscapes, (lowers and fruits, may
he said of the other. '.
ences between them in kind I
than in quality as regards hot
ural and artificial attractions. It 'S
paradoxical, bin it is true, that whin
California and Florida in the winter
see more of lavi.
perhaps anj
ions of tha
nation, they hold oui.
Of tl>o
mildness of theirVlimato and the fertility of their soil peculiar advan
to those in moderate circumstances.
It is quito probale that California
and Florida will draw larger crowds
of tourists during tin- winter than
ever before and for reasons that must
be obvious.
mjKterious

GERMANS FAIL TO REPLY;
OFFICERS' PAY CUT OFff
Washington. Jan. 28.—German
failed to reply to the proposal i
.inien commissioned officers, held prisoners her
ceive the pay of their grade in return for similar prh
corded American officers held In
many. SO the WariUepartmeni
cut off the payments which wera
being mado to i

GIVKS COMPLETE STOItV.
So, buttressing every assertion with
its related document and backing up
every act with the authority of the
allied demands, Baker told his story,
from the penalties meted out to the
infinitesimal medical attendant who
had been guilty of cruelty and neglect such as related in the pathetic
letters read by Senator Chamberlain
in his speech to the grand procession
of the hundreds of thousands of
trained and iierfeetly equipped sol-

What Is the
Specialty o! the

Optometrist?
A Scientific Examination
of the Eyes for Glasses without drops or drugs.
Prescribing Glasses so that
they shall be absolutely accurate, satisfactory and comfortable.
No Divided Responsibility.
So the safe and economical
way is to get Glasses from
Optometrists.

•**•'

Business men today need every aid they
can muster to promote business efficiency.t
The whole world is exerting itself in a master
effort for economy in labor and in methods.
Waste today is criminal.

The enrichment of fine motor cars has been
brought to a new elegance in the special
exhibition models of the Cadillac.
Space at the Show could not allow adequate
presentation or appreciation, of their charm and
character, so a more private view, including
twelve body types, has been arranged at the
Cadillac Building.
Many custom built in our own Chicago shop,
and all custom finished, these cars of rare beauty
combine with the Cadillac chassis to make the
perfect car in style, comfort and performance.
Wc extend you "■
'm-ifnfion to view
this unusual exhibition, as well as that at the
Coliseum.
$
i

C. H. Foster Cadillac Automobile Co.
Michigan Avenue at Twenty-third Sti

Telephone Calumet 4841

This comprehensive exhibition is arranged
to demonstrate our Store's ability to equip offices, large or small, with furniture, furnishings and office supplies in keeping with the
spirit of the times.

Model Offices Shown Completely Equipped
This exhibition is not a "business show," but consists of a series of equipped offices—from a oneman office to complete suites of eight to ten rooms—each room properly and modernly equipped with the
right IHn4JJ((flrniture, floor coverings and all the late appliances that go to fitting up such offices properly.
"Ca^^

ji Industry" are as much interested in this exhibition a«s ar<> all r.rnrfrocc;„o k..

;ifnaging executives, superintendents, office managers and department heads.

Newest Appliance Ideas Are Here on Display
Leading manufacturers of standard office appliances have installed at our invitation exhibits of
their newest productions, and are represented by
their expert demonstrators.

A selection of the best books on the subject of
"Business," chosen from our large stock in our
Book Section, Third Floor, will be convenient for inspection at this exhibition,

Our own experts are here to counsel you on all equipment problems
Eighth Floor

Wabash—North.

Elevators dear entraneff at Wabash Ave. and Randolph St.

FIELD & COMPANY
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Three Killed, Many Injured, in Illinois'Central Wreck
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How the Painter Peeped at the Bathing Heiress \
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Secretary Refutes Charges of Breakdown;
Army of 2,000^000 Ready to FighUnJllB;
Chamberlain Case Falls Like House of Card
Two Million U. S. Soldiers
Ready to Fight This Year

SOON TO BE IN FRAY
Secretary Tells Senators
500,000 Fighters Will
Be in France Early
This Year.

TT1E United States government will have 2,000.000 soldiers in
1
France in 1018. Il will have 500,000 of thfem there early in
the year and another million and a half will be ready.
Thirty-two divisions of National Guard and National army
troops in carop in the United States--more than a million men
overseas whenever it is decided
that tl

MEET'S FOES HALF WAY

Sixty million shells for the use of the American soldiers in
France are right now in process of manufacture. Every American soldier who can use a rifle has already, been provided with
one. and the rate of manufacture assures a steady supply as
troops need them.

Admits Mistakes and Delays,
but Says Every Soidier
Will Be Fully
Equipped.

Milijtary advisers,
the friend id* Colonel
large numbers of men
for them was ready.
putting this plan into

Stands for Five Hours
Giving Statement.

^General Wood was among the secretary's advisers in
letting camps and cantonment, for the new sokliers. .\b>
the sickness complained of, contrary to expectations, occurred
in the ramps instead of the cantonments.

WASHINGTON, Jan. 28.—Secrev
* tary of War Baker today
stood for nearly five hours delivering his statement on What
America lias done in the War."
Win n he finished he was pale and

wenrv

Rjauroad systems—one line 600 miles long ■ -pull
nals. supply warehouses and other facilities on an ehormom
>caLe huvi
in

<a^MB^BHPa^^HI

Rv CHARLES

including Major General Leonard Wood,
Roosevelt, urged the plan of calling out
for service in the army before equipment
The secretary assumed responsibility Fo,
execution.

MICHELSON.

ar Baker lias answered
Senator Chamberlain's speech,
and the alarming constructure
erected by the senator has
crumbled like a house of cards.
The cross-examination of the
war secretary is still to come—
at some indefinite time in the
future—but on the case as it
now stands, with the prosecution resting onj Senator Chamberlain's arraignment an'd the
defense on what Baker told to-day, the verdict must go to the
secretary, and the nation may
draw a deep breath of relief.

department.
~-

1—

required to . manufacture and
bring it from America and at
the same time enable their munitions workers to continue
working full time.
To get the vast quantities of
guns and shells our allies needed in a hurry they established
munition plants in such volume
! that when the rush orders were
filled there remained facilities
far beyond their current needs.
We could help them industrially as well as in a military
sense by using those facilities,
and leave that much more shipping to bring them food and.soldiers.
And this word was broueht t
us by Tardieu of the French
mission and Bridges of the English.
Obviously it would have been
the grossest sort of stupidity to
have failed to have availed ourselves of this condition.

Errors in True Light.
When Secretary Baker had
told what had been done in the
war—and he skirted as near a
revelation of militarv detailas he dared—the revelations of
delay and mistake that seemed
so menacing before dwindled to
their true proportions.
These things are the occasional spoiled fruit in a carefully
packed barrel of apples; the irreducible minimum of errors
that accompanies every human
Ready to Fight Soon.
enterprise
»
So
linker took up, point by
Compared with the total bulk
point,
all that has been alleged
of what has been done they
against his department, lie was
shrink into insignificance.
deadly earnest about it from his
Charges Change Aspect.
opening, in which he said that
The worst-sounding charges I whether he or Crozier or an}'
made by Senator Chamberlain j other man appeared in the cas■ Colonel Roosevelt as- ; ualty list, was unimportant comnltoo-ether

different 1

meaning in the light of what
Secretary Baker told the committee and as many other members of Congress as could
crowd into the conference room
in the Senate office building—
they did accord the secretary
:ourtesy of a larger place
than the small committee room
after all.
The thing that made the
country most uneasy was the
picture of this country drawing
on poor, bleecjing France and
harassed.
straining
England
for the artillery and ammunition for Pershing's army.
I'ershinsr would be absolutelv
1* 1 cl 11C C
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was only one way he could .set himself right, and that was by telling
the truth and telling it so forcibly
that there could be no question of it si
being accepted and understood. .
PERFORMS TASK vrmjh.
No man ever performed a big?
task more completely. Baker is an
eloquent chap when he gets started,
was not afraid to let himself.
go today.
Mis picture M the arrival of the
American troops in Prance, with
crippled veterans throwing
their
arms about "them, had^a thrill to it
that stirred the audience, and it wan
a hard place to get tfiat son of effect.
The room was crowded to the doors;
V siood at one end of tha
■

■

'■

ing all about him. A man in a rushhour street ear would have as good
an opportunity to conci
Baker had today, but lie did it, and
even the committee, hostile as it was,
at the beginning at teast, felt tha
force of what lie was saying.
MEETS THEM HALF W A 1 .
He Hid not antagonize^irhem today:
on the contrary, he met, them hall!
way. He denied nothing, but he explained everything.
Rifles? Certainly it v.
that it would have been the best policy to have taken the English Enfields that all the factories were manufacturing, but a conference of all the
Big Arm/ There z'n Spring.
experts in the army decided on a betHe did not tell how many ter gun, and they accepted the delav,
American soldiers arte now in and every American soldier in France
has the best military rifle that waa
ever built.
'!

iet ii i in j

Requested by Our Allies.
And it is true—and the reason
for it is that France and England a
save the time
and the tonnage that would be

• « • • «
• *•••«

- * i n »

11 it S

iave. the colonel told us the
Dther dav.

4 « • • •

part^ Vv,;ti-, tilr

France, but he did say that there
would be half a million there
"early in 1918. and that we
have a million and a half a
able," if the transportation facilities are available to us, AXI)
THE PROSPECT IS NOT CXPROM I S I N.G, who can be
shipped to France during the
current year.
The little secretary, drawn
and haggard, possibly from the
preparation of his si<-hour>
speech—for it was an almost;
continuous address—did not;
confine himself to dry details.
Fie realized that he had been
lilai-ed in an irr»4<Hnri<; situation
before the cOimfi -•; he f. tl
was unjust, and he knew there-

result from a loss of coniide'nee
by the American people in the
efficiency of their war machine,
to his concluding prophecy of
the vindication of American
arms on the battlefields of
France "at no late da
From several carefully worded utterances of the secretary,
on trial for his official Hie, it is
evident that the entry of our
soldiers into the actual fighting
is imminent.

A verbatim report of
Secretary Baker's statement to the Senate military committee begins on
column one, page two, of
this newspaper.

wiser to us
gun to tin
fullest extent, fo^ that was available,
but by the time our main army waa
ready a better gun would a^so be
ready, and in the meantime there
were the French guns offered to fit
out all the troops we could send tu
France.
Lack of D
and rifles in
[Continued i

, Column 3.]
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BAKER PROMISES KAISER SURPRISE IN FORM OF ARMY OF 2 000 000
DETAILED STORY ' Health Conditions Not So Bad
OF WORK IN WAR As Pictured fey Chamberlain
GIVEN BY BAKER
Secretary Challenges the
Truth of Chamberlain
Charge That Department Broke Down.
10 MISTAKE REPEATED
Washington, Jan. 28.—[Special.]—
What he described as a comprehensive .statement, covering- the whole
con.I net of the war by the War Department .since the United States
i to war with Germany, was laid
today befqre the Semite rommitti
military affairs by Secretary of War
Baki
/
answer to
the "war machinery had cease'
function in every department of the
government." It is a challenge of the
troth of that charge.
The
cut the cords of
secret reports and spread to. the
public view facts of gigantic accomplishments in dwarfing imagination.
The War Department had to build
at/home and abroad, and that winch
will stand a record of
rnent at the, outset believed
unattainable'.
The secretary was permitted by the
committee to tell his story uninterruptedly.
He is to return later for
cross-examination by the committee,
or to |
' more in deia.il more
facts.

■

:

^OTHERS of the land who have sons in the United States
should know that conditions in the ho<=r>i
not
quite sooau as benator U.aim.
.qp panned tiiem m ins speecu
before the Senate last week. In a letter to Secretary Baker, Mrs.
Mary Roberts Rinehart, the author, made this assertion after
she had commended conditions in several hospitals recently inspected by her.
Mrs. Rinehart, who has a son in the service, declared she
was impressed by Senator Chamberlain's "tragic letters."
"But I feel the mothers of the country should know," she
wrote, "that the number of such cases is small. It is cruel to
allow every mother to judge the medical corps because here and
there men are unwilling or unable to give the care that is their
duty. There are conditions to be remedied. The shortage of
women nurses is serious. But of cruelty and indifference , I
have found nothing. Ninety-nine out of a hundred'boys are
receiving better care than they could afford at home." •«
Secretary Baker added for the information of the commit"And I wish to point out further that the very heads of
the medical profession, the masters of the profession, are in
constant touch with the surgeon general."

nmitrv. ofttnii)} and unofficial. f-_nr*i
the highest. To the lowest, realize that
this is their enterprise, not quite so
much as it is mine, in the sense of responsibility, but their enterprise, and
to ask from you and from them every
suggestion, every criticism,' every
constructive thought that occurs to
any of you, and i ask you when
shortcomings are pointed out to you,
whether they bo well-founded or
whether they be not well-founded,
that you will instantly convey them
to me, so that by the processes which
the department has I may search out
where blame is to be attached, where
remedies are to be applied and where
strengthening and improvement of
organization is possible.

WPy herewith, on the subject of enter- tified there was palpable physical evithe record is returned for reconsid- hour elapsed before the accused aping- into contracts or,obtaining bids for dence in his appearance that he was and
eration.
peared to give directions as to the disthe preparation of remains for ship- sick; that he was assisted to the-InBy direcUon of the President.
positioi
patients. In the
ment or for local interment of officers firmary and into the presence of the
'-"'■
Secretary of War.
meantime the patients were outside
and enlisted men who may die at can- laccused; that he was weak, staggered
—
•
in the ambulance. All of the men
tonments, camps of organization, within
s he walked, half delirious, and in an
were sick. Two of the men in the
the limits of your department for the
dvanced stage of pneumonia.
CASE OF LIEUT. COLE.
motor
ambulance were very sick, and
fiscal year, with request that report be
The accused was in charge of the inone of them was so delirious thai it
submitted showing what action has been firmary, and. it was his duty to make
A. E. C. W. I.. A.--A. G. 201
taken in the matter. By authority of
fficult to restrain him and pren examination of Gherring and adminthe quartermaster general.
im disturbing or doing injury
>ter to him proper medical treatment. Lieutenant Charles W., 1st ind.
War
Department,
Jan.
n.
1918.
to
the
other patl
11. R. LKMI.ET
le apparently made no examination of
To
the
commanding
gen.
ied finalls .
to the
Captain. TJ. S. A.
im. except to request him to take off
39th
Div.
motor
ambulance, felt th
■ Similar ictt' -. were sent to othe:
hat and walk across the room.
Camp
Beauregard,
one
or
two
of
the
nun.
made
no
other
eent quai
'
'idier did, staggering as he
1. In the within case of Firs
nation whatever and
-lanant
P'nrifs
W.
Cole,
medical
relie
hospital
M.\'E CASES PENDING.
- timn"mr
in chargi 1
extra duty and sent him scrit turps, \he iVresidcnt directs that soldier
In order that you may realize, Mr. double
you reconvene the court-martial for a ianeo pai' .*-! : --* O',. men were
away.
Chairman, that I am trying to be
reconsideration of its sentence and re- sick and called attention to the fact
thorough in this matter, I will say
turn to the court the record, together that one'of the men was very sick,
NOT PIT OX OTTY.
that there stlii are in the hands of
was delirious, and that there, was difThe noncommissioned officer who took with the indorsement.
the inspector general nine eases
2, The accused was tried for viola- ficulty in restraining him.
which are being investigated—three the sick man to the infirmary and took tion of the ninety-sixth article offwar.
TOLD TO TIE SICK M \\.
alleged general bad conditions . in him away after he had been marked The first specification charges, in subhospital service; two inefficient med- for double or extra duty by the accused stance, that on Nov. 18, 1917. he was
The accused provided a tape or rope
ical treatment; another complaint is did not put him on duty, but put him to on duty as officer of the day at the and suggested or directed that the paas to careless preparation for burial; bed in his quarters.
tient be tied up. At this time the
The direction, double or extra duty, base hospital, Camp Beauregard, Ba.: mule-drawn ambulances were just
two complaints of neglect by sur-'
that it was his duty to receive and
geons, and the last one is a simulation was evidently given by way of punish- admit patients transferred to said hos- arriving. The accused did not go to
of illness with the connivance of a ment for coming to the hospital for pital for treatment, and that he did 'unmake any examination of any of the
treatment. It is a direction which the
surgeon.
willfully neglect to admit and receive sick men therein.
These—not that they are as yet accused had no authority whatsoever nine enlisted men transferred to sai<s
One of the men accompanying one
demonstrated to be true, but com- to give and which, through the humane hospital from the regimental infirmary! ation to the surgeon of the One Iluuimpulses and the better sense of a Hollation to the sureon of the One HunHundred and Fifty-sixth Infantry

specifications l and 2 pimply imposed.
a sentence of dismissal, and that the
reviewing authority approved this
sentence, indicate that they failed to
appreciate the seriousness of the offense of which the accused stood,
convicted.
Civil society regards i
I hia
kind as constitutin.
-aw ofIt is a well settled and humane principle that if the law requires a pi rson to do an act and ho
neglects his duty so as to cause otto accelerate the death of another
Is guilty of invohmtnrv man
If such neglect is Willful
" mtrrder.
I\.MA\( 1..- 1 \
:■
This principle
[uent recognition in the adjudicated eases.
Reg. v. Senior.*!, Q i; 283, the. defendant was indicted for failure t<>
provide medical attention for his infant child, who was seriously ill, ami
the child died for lack thereof. The
offender was convicted of manslaughter.
In another 10nglish ease. rcsx. \.
Install. 17, Cox C. C. 602, a youngwoman was indicted for manslaugh tor for failure to provide medical attention and other necessaries for hep
aunt, an elderl-,

or -some more mntpri-1
age, it has been referred to uie aaia*'
geon general of the army in order
that, instant, corrective steps might
be taken,, but where it iuvolbreakdown in the human elemen
where1 it showed that, somo/man w
was intrusted with responsibility as
lo the life and welfare and safe custody of another individual, where it
was that sort of thing, 1 lie remedy
has been always to refer it to the inspector general of the army for immediate inspection, with the. roeomtion as to a course of action to
ken which would not, only be
corrective but punitive where fault
lay.
TVHP*!

MANY NOT SI'.RIOI S.
ERRORS ARE EXAGGERATED.
I have before me here the report
.Mr. Chairman, you made
inspector general on the cases
in the Senate. It was at the conclu- with which lie has had to deal. Many
sion
of
an
investigation
of
two
diof
•
them
provide that complaints
BAKER'S STATEMENT.
visions of the War Department, 1 which at the outset looked serious
think, the ordnance and the'quarter- were not, in fact, serious. Sortie ofl
Here ix the secretary's statement
r depart mental
them showed that the situation wasl
and detailed examination:
In that investigation
some short-1 serious and remedies and courses of]
1
.'ou-.i.i
,,,
i
le
discipline are suggested.
.Mr. Ciia irnia n a ml .
; of t he
X nave, for inhume. ,
committee: 1 ton, of course, grateful attention of the committee, some delays. They fall readily under two or
one
to the committee for permission to thrfee heads; they were in the midst
chairman had, the report of th
mako a comprehensive statement at of very large and involved transac- shipping of a. body of a soldier nude
this time. For one, reason and an- tions, and yet, by reason of the effort In this case the soldier was killed a
other the impression has gone out of the committee to trace those the Toronto flying- field, his clot bin
into the country, to some extent .at things to their ultimate cause, and was removed, his body was wrappe
eet and it was receive.
i. that the War Department has to get their proper leadings and bearIt may not. be unfair to say that at the homte of his parents thus im
fallen down in addressing itself to the
they
assumed
a
disproportionate
asclothed.
task of conducting this war. I want pect arid appearance in relation lo
Immediate inquiry was made and
to addn
to I hat question.
what has actually been going on in
The
era! reasons why 1- this war and in the War Department. if. was discovered that, that flying
unit was under the control of a major
should ask you to heir in. en that
And if I may venture, with verj of tie-- Royal Flying Corps of the
itiofi.
in the fir.-i pli ce, the
great
respeci
to
the
chairman
and
to
country is entitled to know whether the committee, to suggest it, it seemed British army: that he followed the
custom . of removinthai is a. tact, and, in knowing to me at the time that I read that British
whether it is a fact, the country is speech thai perhaps, without the in- clothes of file deceased and returning
them
in a separate parcel.
entitled to know what this war is, tention of the chairman and without
The undertaker there employee! to
what its problems .are and what steps anybody's intention, its effect might
itb this body dealt with it as
have, been taken to meet, those prob- be to have the country feel th; I the
the English do and the Canadians do,
lems.
particular difficulties and delays re- as their custom is. Immediate inferred to by the, chairman were char- structions were issued that there
PRAISES ARMY OK HELPERS.
acteristic rather than exceptional, and should be an American officer at that
In the second place, l I
sen
igation to the officers of I want, therefore, to address myself camp and that the American practhe .army .and to the civilians who to those incidents which were pointed tice should prevail should such a
out, by the chairman in his address to
have from the beginning of this dif- the Senate, .and see whether I cannot, catastrophe happen again
ficulty labored in a way which cerDCE TO IMAGINATION.
tainly, in my experience, has never with his-.permission and with great
D him and the committee,
1 have here a case of neglect of a
been' equaled, with devotion,
which will show
• at Camp Wheeler'. The insac.
"I,
spending
that, re
tg charae;.
spect;.;
strand ..,.
nights and tireless days in an effort
ire
in
fact,
instances
of
short1 fancy it did lead to a fatal result,
in i
' rig-in of t i I
rmy
comings,
but
only
instances,
and
that.
|
at
least
the
patient
died—the inand
general thing to which they bear | spooler general w. nt t '
Up te
dlj and ja
relation
is
not
to
be
infeijred
to
bo
judicial way and came to the conI have seen strong and grizzled men
Motorized by (hose Install
of the army turn away from t
conditions did not actually justify the complaint, but that
to hide tears when I
"ONE PERSONAL WORD."
. v in this country and do orin the bitterness of her distress the
If 1 i
tie personal word, and
ganization work here instead i
if this soldier felt that someonly one, for it is the only one I want
to Ft
iry of their lo say, I should like to say that for thing more might have 1>.
end y'ei 1 have never
add
have had her soldier home
n asou, which 1 do net underknow
■
hem to hesitate for a stand, when I appeared before your with her, and her complaints were
or has
ittee in these hearings with the based upon that sort of distressed
there been any lack of quality In the intention of being frank,
weighed imagination, in the judgment of the
which any of them have done down, as I have been ever since I inspector general, which we are all
by re.
i natural ambl
of War. by ac- familiar with.
be on
of battle rather than have I
in that particular case no further
cumulating dilheultios in thai departadministrative task, and of the ment—for l became Secretary of War
tban that care
great company of civilians, '^v. Chair■'"id consid I
nould be had in
e night that Villa <
n ho ha ve
\\ ashington border and raided Columbus, and the dealing with the refat
from all over the United
nent has been an active deCIVILIAN \H) DISMISSED.
ing down their ' private business,
laries which partment ever sincei and there has
iThd first case of all which came to
Of that time when 1
office
have not fel
Ibilities my personal attention came from
Ing no salary at all.
re a complain
which rested upon me were of the
.• and
rrayest kind and when i have made of Hie mistreatment of
of thi
; talent In business not wondered constantly where
• a civilian. 1 s. nt immediately
i
might find I
th to meet those for the record. I examined it
I which
sonally'and
1 came to the conclusion
■ibilities—and yet for son
cause of its son, with that sense of my duty and that that particular civilian, a
ted condition, and haVe worked my task-, and with the uutmost dein from civil life when the
in season and out of season on this sire to aid this committee to develop
■ney arose and (he rapid ex-|
undertaking.
a
of (he medical cor]
all that it wanted to know ami all
I, had failed to understand his
that there was, T seem yet to have
PEOPLE tltM IMPATIENT.
responsibility, and l therefor
It would be a tragical thing if this left, at least upon the minds of some
•I him from the army.
committee', a feelingtromee
whollj IlllThese arc two eases. However,
.,',.',', ,V"*<v* «neriflo» made by these thai l was defending the actions of without
going over
them,
they
I ■: J
S not
e the come
it had fallen L my intern ton,
g.
tlier.
and
there
..f,.
no
others
of a
duw a.
PROMISES TO CO-OPERATE.
more ■
racter than those 1
1 have not tin' le.ast doubt th;
cited, no others differ!
Ill down here today,
cum no as ihat feeling has
ter from those thai
I
ian, no hitrriedlv ga
is due in large part to the tremi
cited.
The whole record, of course
; ins of (he
Impatience id' the American
is
at
th.disposal
of
the
committee,
if]
ni and its activity,
0 this great
thing greatly. War 1
res it.
of yen, and every one of which you have not as v, t inquired
to which f
i,, make a
us, want to demonstrate tic thing into, i
odious sta
i his whole want to refer in a little more i
which we know to be true, Hint our
situation,
and
If
country is great and strung, and in
READS \I01V ORDER.
a cause like this will hil like a man less will be and ought t.
Before I do that, perhaps it wot
<.f tiie War Department's work
at the adversary which ha
Which
to go not be n;iv
I US.
15. with
And always there is between the into, I trust you will go into it thor- tee an ordi
of the]
beginning of preparation and the oughly, and when you
■i from the quartermaster
any shortcoming or .
final demons! ration of its sui i
army
to
nming. when every- tell you that if you bring it to my
ton 1 will d
n, and that ment quartermasters in the a;
body, you and 1 and everybod
Subject Embalming and pi
Id without f.-ar or In i
goes through searchings of he
;pineiit. P. 5
•n. to correct, adjust a
im- remains [or inbfind out whether all has been done
prove
it.
thai could have been or
1.
In
order
to
complywith
the requi
done. "Wi:
aragraphs
:. army
thing remains that can he done, and
NEGLECT
OF
THE,DEAD.
so far ;
we look back over the past an.
the
.::
of
the
remains
of ofli
ize that there!have been
chairman of the committi
ce.rs at,
men of the army activ
that there have been shortcomings;
that there have been things which to the Senate two letters dealing list who n .
In so with instances of neglect of the dead.
great an enterprise it is imp.
tatbeTic letters.
■ • "'' Me'
for frankness not to find t:
every i!
tdignation
LEARN FROM MISTAKES.
But our effort is to learn from them,
I had not seen those let'
sens. :.
not to repeat, to strengthen
At once, upon hearing of them. 1
mains for interthere needs strengthening, to
wrote to the chairman of the com- "during tile fiscal year ending .1
there needs supple- mittee and asked for tie- ni ;
lids.
menting, and. by bringing two things the writers of those letters and the
e. These bids should cover th.
ir, our \ i ry besl effort and the
in which
s were embalming and shaving each i
confidence of the country bi
embalming to be performed in su<
that effort, to make oar enemies
I wanted, and 1 want now, to fol- manner as to ll
finally feel the strength that is
low those through to the very end to
American.
find out wl
uilty of ,tl
Now I want to saj at the outset. human treatment, to find out who without metal-lined to be use ;
Mr. Chairman, that 1 have no bias in was responsible for the conditions
- the post, and
favor of Individuals, The iss
complained of there, in order
metal-lined casket, wit;
this is far loo large for any prejudice 1 may punish those u
uilty.
plate and shipping case (to be us<
oi favoritism to a.ny individui
The chairman has felt that those
remains
are shipped). Wherevi
when I discuss, if I shall discuss incame to him in a confidential
rnment caskets will I
dividuals by name, whether it be way and has si.
that he will used with an ordina.
General Crozier or General Sharpe, or endeavor to
limself r.
and
when
government
cofllns are us<
if 1 refer to myself. I want it
.eat confidence so that I can 'U th.
of remains, the
stood that, the appearance of .
ultimately get those names and re- be inclosed in a metal-lined shit.ni'r
of us in the casualty list any mornhe wrong.
local interment, how.
ing is a negligible matter a.
lin should be us<
trusted with the success of this
COMPLAINTS RELATIVELY PEW.
a.
Where
th.- expenses ; erm
prise, and 1 am not here either
are two instances. I have had
aph 167, A. P... are exceeded
fend
s. including myself, others.
have not had those two. will be necessary for this office to ol
l£n_y___Utdaj£s_i
.HIS.
io khdw—that ii an a mmiuu
u :ir ;■.,
~
• - ■ ■-•-• "v ii..uioii;
'nan a million men—in arms in of the quart
- ral.
HAVE u-ri.ir.n RKMKDIES.
lUntry, wi1
1
' L- riR.U.VARD, But 1 think I can say with con- tablishments in all t;
< olonel, Quartermaster Corns
fidence that where these things have
stablished in many
::»17.
*
appeared we have song!
camps than thos<> which ;
oaster Gem
edy; that in many
National
To
tment quartermaste
applied the rent
Natioi
a and tl
purpose i have in being
army, the numl
x. y. ](
urge what 1 do a
•, that
mall, perhaps .
or shli
your committee, that th
Of the Sen
Ion
is
invited
to
the ir
the House, that every citizen in this with .
.[- aUp_ structions of this office of June
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JMB REVIEW
SIS CAPITAL
Secretary of War Makes Profound Impression Upon
Committeemen.
TELLS Q

FRANCE
Waters

(For Editorial CommenWSee Page,
Secretary Newton D. Baker's statement of America's, war plan carrying
the assertion that an army of 500,000
would be in France early this year and
1,500,000 ready to ship to France during 1918, still remained the center of
interest at the Capitol today.
The secretary's outline of the enemy's
preparations revealing many hitherto
carefully guarded military secrets and
given yesterday to the Senate military committee in answer to criticisms
of the War Department, made a profound impression on committee members. Chairman George E. Chamberlain, who has been the department's
chief critic, admitted this before Secretary Baker left the stand. The chairman proposed that Baker be given a
rest and there was no attempt at crossexamination, although when the committee today assembled it was understood the secretary would be recalled
for further examination later.
The secretary was on the stand yesterday virtually the entire day. and his
statement was heard by many members
of Congress crowded into the big
caucus room of the Sejiat i office
building.
Committee Members Amazed.
The committee members seemed
amazed when told that men in the
thirty-two National Guard and National Army divisional camps were
ready to go abroad today if needed.
When Senator Chamberlain asked the
secretary why the public had not been
taken into confidence in such matters.
Baker spoke of the reluctance of
military men to reveal army plans and
referred to a statement of Von Hindenburg to the effect that America was
advertising her war plans.
"But isn't it a fact that Germany has
known all about this?" persisted Senator Chamberlain.
"No," replied Secretary Baker. "The
German government is still mystified
regarding the number of men now in
France. They know what is doing on
the front; but Germany still is in
doubt as to the number of men we
have abroad."
To Train New Draft.
The secretary's statement that" the
United States "will have 500,000 men
in France early in 1918 and a million
and a half ready to ship to France in
1918" caused many to express the opinion that war plans contemplated the
completion of the training of those
called in the new draft before the year
ended.
The- committee was told that it
would be a tragical thing if the impression "which had gone out that the
War Department had broken down was
allowed to remain unchallenged.
He spoke of the devotion of his assistants in the department, military
and civilian, in strong terms. Never
in the history of the time, he declared,
had an army of its size been raised,
equipped, trained and prepared for
battle as had that of the United States.
Emphasizing that he was not there to
defend himself or anybody, the secretary urged the. committee again and
again to lay bare any shortcoming of
tti© department that it might be corrected.

Build Hospitals, Too.
What proved to he one of the most
In a.ddition to that on the other side
striking portions of Secretary Baker's
it
has
been
necessary for us to build
statement yesterday was that dealing
hospitals and that is where the major
with the disposition of the American
need for hospitals may be. Tt has been
armies in France. In describing, the
necessary for, the surgeon-general's
preparations for the United States exstaff to be divided in this fashion and
peditionary forces there, he said:
to
select supplies and procure maFrance was a white sheet of paper so
terials, and to send over staffs of
far as we were concerned and on that
trained
persons to supervise the conwe had not only to write an army, but
struction of these hospitals, and to
we had to write the means of maintainman
and
equip them. All of that has
ing that army, and from the first time
gone on contemporaneously with the
when a careful and scientific study of
work which has been done in this
the opportunities of France to help us
country, and then, in order that anwere made, from that hour until this,
other element may be added to the
we have been building in France fakaleidoscopic
character which
this
cilities, instruments, agencies, just as
war necessarily has, I call your attenmany as we are here in the United
tion
to
a
thing
which
you
already
States, and more—many of them of the
know.
same character.
This war had a more or less
Must Develop Port.
set character until the Russian situaFor instance, the French had naturaltion changed and it has changed,
ly reserved the best ports of France for
in
the
last
few
months.
When
their own supply. The channel ports
we had gotten more or less used
have been reserved for the British.
to the. situation created by the unWhen we came in it was necessary for
certainty as to Russia, there came
us to have independent ports of entry
the great Italian defeat which called
In order that there might not be con- j for even greater changes in our plans
fusion and admixture of our supplies,
in many ways.
going through these ports of disemSo that what might have been a'
barkation with those of other nations.
perfectly acceptable plan as to major
We were given several ports. As you
operations prior to the change in the
perhaps recall, the ports of France are
Russian situation* or prior to the
tidal ports, ports with deep water and
change in the Italian situation, had to
tidal basins at high tide with insuffibe restudied instantly, and for that
cient water for landing at the docks
reason, among others, there is now orwhen the tide is out.
ganized, as you know, in France, purAs a convenience, the. construction of
suant to the suggestion of Lloyd
docks and wharves in ports of that
George, the Rapello conference or the
kind is very much more difficult than
supreme war council and the United
where you have a deep sea harbor and
States is represented on that by the
all you have to do Is to erect a pile
chief of staff of the American army
wharf. We have had. to build docks, we
and the major international arrangehave had to fabricate in this country
ments in regard to the military are
and send off dock-handling machinery;
worked
out
there,
while General
we have had to send from this country
Pershing and his staff of experts are
even the piles to build the docks. We
working out those other questions.
have had to have gantry cranes, manuThat is a picture of what has been
factured in this country and sent over
going on over there, gentlemen.
On
to be erected on th6"se docks: we have
this side much of that lias had to be
rt
had to erect over tf&re warehouses at
done,
and
in
addition
to
it,
all
the
the ports of disemtferkation in order
things .we have done, and 1 ask you to
that these vast accorftmodations for
remember among the achievements on
stores and supplies which go over can
this side is the building of this army,
be properly housed and cared for, until j not of r.0,000 or 100,000 or 500,000, but
they can be distributed into the in- j of substantially 1,500,000 men.
terior.
*
And now. let me he franh with you,
We have had to take over, and are
and let your judgment be frank with i
in process of rebuilding and amplifying
me about .this, lias any army in hisa railroad 600 miles long in order to
tory, ever, since the * beginning of
carry our products .from our ports of
time, been so raised and cared for -as
disembarkation to our general bases of
this army has? Can the picture be
operations. And all of that, gentlemen,
duplicated? We have raised this army.
had to be done, not QJaly studied out, as
taking the Regular Army arid the Naa necessary thing to do, but when so L_MoS*l Guard* raising it to w^r strangti
studied out and reported here, the manand supplementing it by the operation
ufactures for those things have to be
of a. draft, arid there are senators in
carried on in this country, and the
this room who said to me with grief
things shipped over there, nails, crosswhen
we proposed that that form of
ties, spikes, fish plates, engines, cars,
raising the soldiers should be had,
buildings.
they
shoook
their heads and said:
We have had to build ordnance de"Mr. Secretary, it can't be done, it. is'
pots and repair shops and great magatoo
sudden
to
the American people
!aJ3*js,_jotL_Euirdx_in..th^^interior. A|l of
that mode of selecting soldiers,"
thai, problem has' been carried forward
And yet. lias any great enterprise
step bvi'step. The .plans for a single
within the knowledge of any man in
ordnance repair shop- which I saw some
this room ever been carried out. with
time ago. covered macros and acres of
more unfailing justice, with more inground, designed aver here, iron work
telligent explanation and commenda-fabricated over here, disassembled, put
tion to the good sense and patriotis/n
in ships and carried abroad to be reof the ^American people, and has aivi""
assembled over there.
great and revolutionary change .in oirr
We have had to btrUd barracks over
mode of practice over been accepted
there for our soldiers, and in the
so splendidly as the operation of, the*.
meantime to billet tli'dm around in the
selective service .ysle.n-?
French villages.
Building barracks
over there and building them here is
Troops Well Protected. ■
a very different thing, gentlemen.
We have got those young men in
Frome Tree to Barrack.
camp and they are surrounded from
the day Ihey left home until the tiay
When we summoned the lumber inthey (Cine ;: i vU t<> M ' i i Cods proi ■
dustry of .his country to produce the
dence they ran come back, with more
lumber of build our own cantonments
agencies for their protection and comit came in a great and steady stream
fort and health and happiness, phyfrom all over the country but when
sical, spiritual and mental, than any
we talk about building barracks in
army that ever wont out on a field.
France it means this: It means to
They are classified by a, system
organize, as we have organized, regiso that men who have mechanical inments of foresters, and sending them
stincts
and training will be given meover into the forests of France" which
chanical opportunities in the army.
they have assigned to us for our use
The "round" man is not sought to be
cutting down the trees, setting up
put into the "square" place.
sawmills, making the lumber of varThe Y. M. C. A.,—the American peoious
sizes,
transporting it to the
ple have subscribed liberally for the
places where jt is to be used, and then
purpose—the Y. M. C, A., the Knights
finally using it.
of Columbus, the Young Women's
We have had to go hack to the
Christian Association, the training
planting of the corn in France in orcamp
activities committee, the trainder that we might some time make a
ing camp athletic committee, have all
harvest. Our operations began in the
been
brought
in—and the Red Cross—
forests of France, not in the lumber
have all been brought in to live with
yards as they did in this conntrv.
the
soldiers,
and
by virtue of activThat great staff under General
ities started in the War Department,
Pershing's direction.
containing so
the communities "which surround the
many men from the American Army.
camps have been instantly gotten away
enriched by captains of industry arid
from the notion "which used to prevail
masters of technical performance in
of a certain alienation between a. civilthis country, all of these large indusian
and soldier group, and these soltrial operations under general direcdier 'boys in these camps have been
tion, such as the railroad and dock
adopted into the homes and hearts of
buildings, under a former vice presithe people among whom they live. No
dent and now a vice president perhaps
such relation has ever existed between
of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
an army and a civilian population as
Atterbury and men of that qualitv
exists -with regard to this.
and experience, summoned in to aid
And then, with your aid, the army
him—those are the men who are carhas been able to practically stamp out
rying forward these operations, which
intemperance aanong the soldiers, by
are quite as expensive as those which
the establishment of zones, by the esare carried on over here and of far
tablishment of patrol systems of one
greater difficulty, because it means
kind and another, by the training of
getting material by cable as to sizes
these young offieeis in these training
and specifications, having it fabricamps, young m^n of experience and
cated here, and sent, across through
fine feeling and all that, we have gotthose infested three thousand miles of
.-1 <-h«.
ten in to this grea t armv the Idea
on that side.
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that it can be a strong and effective
military army and still he free from
tilings which have hitherto weakened
and sapped the vitality and virility of
armies. •
1 have gone from camp to camp
among these cantonments, and my first
question almost invariably is to the
camp commander, 'What about your
disciplinary problem'."
Nothing Like It.
Old men in file army, men whose
lives have been spent in it from their
bovhood, and who have been all over
the continental United States and
through its insular possessions wherever our armies have been, who know
the life of the soldier and the camp
and the post, all say with one accord,
and no exception, that they have never
seen anything like this, that the disciplinary problems of the army are. reduced to a negligible quantity and instead of the melancholy and pathetic
parade through the secretary of war's
office of court-martial after courtmartial of men who have fallen (loirs
and yielded to temptation under these
unusual circumstances, which used to
i obtain. I have an infrequent case now
I of court-martial, by reason of such
weaknesses.
When Lord Northcliffe returned to
England he was invited, as I recall it,
by Lloyd George, to accept a position
in his cabinet. He wrote a letter
which was printed in the papers, and
in that he made this casual reference
to the United States. He spoke of his
visit Here, and spoke, of our war preparations in this fashion:
"War preparations are proceeding in
the virile atmosphere of the United
States and Canada with a fervor and
enthusiasm little understood on this
side of the Atlantic."
He was then in England. I happen
to have, a copy of a confidential instruction issued by the German gov! eminent in June, 1917, to the German
press as to what course they should
take in dealing with American matters
and they say:
What Germans Say.
"While the news about American
-. war preparations, such as the organiz, ing and outfitting of an a.rmy of
: 1,000,000 men strong, to reinforce the
j French-English front is looked upon
j in that form as bluff, the spreading
f.Qf which may unfavorably affect the
i opinion of the German people, yet the
'fact must not be overlooked on the
other hand, that thet United States
with the support of its capacity for
. material and industrial management, is
Ajdrming its-elf for war with great cn| orgy and tenacity."
*> Tour committee will have full opportunity and will doubtless go into
those things, if you will deal with the
hospital situation, the Medical Corps-r
the Signal Corps, you will hear thtf
wonderful work done by the engineei-i I
ihg department of our army.
. When it is all told, Mr. Chairman, it
►' will be a story which I am sure your
committee will be glad to report to thet Senate of the United States as being
I a tremendous response to a tremendous
i" responsibility and when you have made
J this investigation I know that the
i American people will feel, a,s I think-'.
they have a right to feel, that we are
; in this war to win it, that we are. in
it to hit and hit hard, that we are in
it to coordinate our strength with that i
. of our associates, that the problem is '
not one of individual star playing, but
of team play, with these veterans and
experienced persons under actual battle
conditions; tha,t more hae been done,
perhaps, than the country expected,
more than the wisest in the country
thought was possible to do.
In so far as I am personally con-:
cerned, I know what is ahead of us.
I know what the American feeling
about this war is. Every body is impatient to do as much as we can. There
will be no division of'counsel; there
will be all the criticism there ought to
be upon shortcomings and failures,
there will be, so far as the War Department is concerned, a continued effort at self-improvement, and a hospitality toward every suggestion for imX'l
provement that can come from the out- I
side, but the net result is going to be
that a united and confident American
people, believing in themselves ami in
their institutions, are going to demand, i
and that at no late day, on European [
battlefields, in the face of veterans']
though they be, they do not excel us I
in achievement and when the victory isil
won over there, Mr. Chairman, the cred-f
it will come to American enterprise and. I
to American determination and to I
American courage will be an honor to I
us, as the tenacity of purpose and I
splendid achievements of .the British I
and French already shed great lustre|
on the names of great people.
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Upon Hroail Base.
Even the creation of the McAdoo
dictatorship requires a broader base
fronting an enemy that is greatly its
than that upon which the administrasuperior as far as immediate abilitj
tion rests—a base so broad that it will
to
use resources for war is concernea.
include every political interest in the
Germany
for a generation has been
country.
the
greatest military nation of modern
These matters are of general imTimes.
Tt
is highly organized for war, ,
portance, for it is by no means certain
politically and economically, while the
that the political campaign of this
United
States
has had no experience j
year, and also that of 19.20, will not
of that kind.
. ;
turn upon them. It is true that war
Too
many
Americans
have compare", !
appointments have not yet figured
the
size
of"
Germany
with
that
of
the
!
largely upon the surface of events in
United States, and reassured themselves-,
this city, but 'that does not mean that
that
Germany
would
quit
the
moment.;
politicians are not thinking about
■she saw that we Were determined to..'
them. The radical Republicans have
make war on a scale commensurate.
restrained themselves with difficulty
with our size.
They forget that a
thus far, but if Wilson's management
larger
country than the United states
of the war should prove unsatisfactory
lies
alongside
Germany,
dereRoosevelt Believes U, S>. Will to the country all these matters will lict offering itself a preya huge
to German
be brought forward to furnish counts
-reed
Superior
size,
means
nothing
in
a genera.l indictment against the
Rush War Plans as Result in
this war. Unorganized or unutilized
Democratic party and an appeal to the
resources
are
equivalent
to
no
resources
country to take away its power.
at all. Man power that is unorganized,
of Recent Criticisms,
The administration has done^ in a
untrained and unarmed, is as good as
business way what it should do in a
man power.
'
political way—it has called such men I noThese
matters are intimately related
as Frank A Yandeiiip, Henry P. Davito the business side of war and have
son and other captains of finance and
industry who are not of the President's | helped explain some of the recent pesJormarn
Mi
simism in this cty. If we are not to
political faith to its support. As it
have speedy organization of our
Dispatch
has made a conscription of the business talent of the country, so, it is ] strength, the war will be lost, and the
disappointment
of England and France
argued, ir should make a conscription
as reported bv Representative McCorWASHINGTON, Tuesday,' .Tan. 29.— of the country's political talent. Othermick
will
have
been justified. These
Col. Theodore Roosevelt was a wise there are breakers ahead.
thoughts ran riot in this city an ot
bright light amid the gloom that setRoosevelt's Opportunity.
last week beginning with • theyl resitled down over the national capital
is the' Roosevelt opportunity. ' dent's assault upon Senator Chamberlast week. His cheery optimism was HeHere
placed himself at the head of | lain, and they were emphasized when
most welcome, and most helpful. He the has
opposition by sheer force of vigor I the latter made his stunning reply. But
sees the danger of a drawn battle, unability. His right to command
the new week has started more
less the United States can do more for and
was
not questioned by any Republican
auspiciously.
The secretary of war,
the Allies in 1918 than seemingly has in this
last week and all of them
around whom most of the storm has
been in the cards up to the present felt thecity
stimulus
of
his
presence.
it
been
raging,
came
to Congress yestermoment, but he is sure a way out of is too earlv to speak definitely about
day with an olive branch in his hand,
the existing difficulties and deadlocks political
issues,
but
if
they
should
and
it.
is
now
believed
that the way is
will open up. While not minimizing group themselves around the Presithe danger, he scorns the thought that dent's political appointments and have . opening for a better understanding all
around,
and
an
effort,
under more fait will overtake us; and his criticisms a background of popular disapproval
vorable conditions than hitherto have
of the administration, while direct and of bis conduct of the war. it seems
existed,
for
the
country
to make a
forceful, were constructive and not un- almost impossible that Colonel Rooselong pull, a strong pull and a pull altokindly.
velt
should
fail
to
come
back
as
the
i
gether.
All that he had to say related itself
of his party.
Baker told an impressive story to
to war management, and was at once leader
radical Republicans confidentthe military committee.
His testiemphasized by the publication of the ly Mativ
such a grouping of the issues. , mony, both as to its content and the
testimony of Representative Medill Oneexpect
President's difficulties
manner
in
which
it
was
given,
a
McCormick of Chicago before the grows ofout the
of his inaccessibility. The 1 decidedly favorable impression, made
ano alHouse military committee, in which he defect is temperamental.
is a..
ready
some
of
the
tense
feeling
cresaid a feeling bad begun to appear in home with his books, he He
is not at
ated bv the jauntiness and cocksurehome with men. He has little, of the
ness which he assumed on his first apEngland and France that the United
social
instinct,
less
perhaps
than
any
pearance is beginning to disappear.
Stales, unless it can greatly speed up | President has in the history of the reThe outlook tor a. proper understandits preparations would be unable to
public.
Members
of
his
own
party
in
ing and necessary team work between
strike the expected decisive blow.
Congress have as much difficulty in
(Congress and the executive dapartment
The trouble has been largely with
seeing
him
as
anybody
else.
The
rehas materially improved
111.- War Department, and the facts
sult is that he talks about the war
—W. W. JERMANE.
lire now in possession of the public.
and other public affairs with a surMany changes have already been made,
prisingly small number of men, most
but many others will be necessary beof them his personal appointees, who I
REPUBLICAN SENATOR
fore that department is in position to obviouslv are not in position to oppose
function in a satisfactory way. Can
him
The result of this situation is
the. reforms be made with the existing
LAUDS ADMINISTRTATION
that at times he has lacked perspecmaterial, or must there be a thorough
tive, breadth of view and even accu- ,1
cleaning out, both of men and methods,
rate information.
and must legislation be agreed to beBALTIMORE, Md„ Tuesday, .Ian. 29.
In War Management.
fore wc are in a position to do the ex■—President Woodrow Wilson and SecThis
is
no
more
true
of
war
manpected and highly important tiling'.'
retary of War Newtoh D. Raker were
This is the question now confronting agement than it has 'been of various
praised and support of the administrapresident Wilson and the American other matters that have come up since
tion in its efforts to win the war were
he entered the White House. With
urged by Senator William E. Borah of
people.
the great principles underlying the
Idaho iti a speech here last night unRoosevelt Wants Changes.
Allied cause he is perfectly familiar
der the auspices of the Maryland
Colonel Roosevelt demands a thor- and he has displayed a most wonderLeague for National Defense.
'ough house cleaning in the War Deful skill in giving them utterance. To
"Some men cannot lay aside their
partment. He not only wants Secrebe able to do this, contact with men
The Baltimore
Sun
tary Baker to resign, but he waivts is not necessary. It is only when he , partisanship,"
quotes
Senator Borah as saying, but
Congress to pass The war council arid comes to the business side of war that
if
a
few
men
in
Congress
are
so
afthe munitions department bills, and to he shows anything like lack of skill.
do not judge the others by the
provide at once for universal military
This view is held by so many able, , flicted
few."
training. The President stands at the disinterested and fairminded men, who
Expressing the belief that America
opposite extreme, opposing all these want the President to succeed m the will
succeed in its efforts to make the
proposals. Both men, however, want
biggest possible way, and are anxious
world safe for democracy. Senator
the same results—military efficiency to help him whenever they can that Borah
said: "Secretary Baker is loyal
at the earliest possible moment.
there must be something in it. The
patriotic and anxious to win the
The government will devote itself service he has rendered the country and
war.
When
America has been returned
untiringly to this question during the and the world is so conspicuously great victorious, no
man will be able to
days that are just ahead. If the de- that they do not have as much patience
stand
beside
the great man who has
sired results can be accomplished with- with these shortcomings as otherwise led this country
to victory in spite of
out legislation, neither Colonel P^oose- would bo the case.
■
all the obstacles that he has faced.
velt nor anybody else will object, hut
It is here that Roosevelt and the
That
man
is
Woodrow
Wilson. All the
if legislation in the end should be Republicans will find their opportuof the men in Washington are dorieemed essential to success, it will be nity if at all. Great Britain had not rest
ing
their
best
to
bring
results for the
pressed with vigor, and then the Pres- been at war many months belore the best interests of their country,
despite
ident would be compelled to assume Asquith ministry, as a partisan Lib- the mistakes that we have made.
full responsibility for its failure. Cir- eral ministrv, had disappeared, and a must remember that these mistakesWe
of
cumstances may so adjust themselves coalition government had assumed condetail arise from the tremendous task
as to make this the. great crisis of trol
In France ministries rise ana imposed upon peaceful men who axe
Wilson's career.
fall,' almost with the seasons.
preparing an army to contend with anInto such an environment Colonel
In everv nation war requires that
other nation that has been preparing
Roosevelt came last week speaking partisanship be swept aside not only
for fort.v years. Had Germany been
words of good cheer and doing all that in theorv but in fact. The only way
called upon to prepare in six month.'.
was possible to inoculate the official to eliminate partisanship is to bring
she would have made as many misside of the city with something of bis the strongest men of the country to
takes as the United States. I say this
own confidence and determination. He the help of the government, regardless
when I think of the antics of the blunis already the American Northcliffe— of their political affiliations.
dering German statesmen who have figthe most persistent and audacious
Do Not Get View.
ured recently in the diplomatic world.'
critic of the war administration. Many
In many parts of the United States
people had supposed that he would
there
has
been
inability
to
learn
the
degenerate into a coition scold, but
so'far he has not done that. He seems truth about our relationship to the
trying to make himself the real leader physical side of the war. The minds
of the opposition, and in proportion as of "many Americans have been closed
he succeeds his influence will increase to the fact that this country is conand must be recognized. He sees, as
does the President, the need for centralized war control, but he doesn't
want centralization used merelV for
the creation of a, round table of the
President's personal friends.
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The Portrait of a Great Secretary
of War.
The merit of Secretary IJAKEE'S
^testimony before the Senate Military
Committee will be measured by the j
specific statements of fact which ii I
affords, not by any general denial of |
his that the War Department has
"fallen down," or by any general as-1
severation that the department he ad- j
ministers has done in this emergency
all that could be expected of human
fallibility.
The country at large will withhold
its judgment of the Secretary's adequacy or inadequacy until it has heard
and studied all that lie is able or
willing to tell; but the final judgment <
on the main question will proceed
from the bench, not from the -witness i
stand. And neither now nor in the||
record of history will that verdict be
colored by politics.
The subjoined picture of a really
great War Minister, charged with the
tremendous difficulties of a conflict
that was not three thousand miles
away, was drawn from the full and
intimate knowledge of one of LINCOLN'S private secretariate, JOHN G.
XICOLAY, and, with the keen discernment of character and the superior
literary artistry of another. JOHN
HAY. It is worth reading to-day :
"STANTON'S nature was largely materialistic ; his eyes saw things in a simple, practical light; his mind dealt with
them by rules of arithmetic. This quality, arising mainly from strong instinctive perception, was -coupled with another trait which gave it extraordinary
power and value, namely, physical and
mental energy. Above everything else
he was a man of action. What in other
men might be likened to the variable
force of winds or wills, might be represented in him as the continuous, unremitting action of -a steam engine, able
to furnish at every call any required
pressure and speed for any period of
duration. He had thus the qualities,
which made him a worker of .workersj
Method and organization were with hli
prime intuitions. He was impatient <
delay and intolerant of neglect. Eve;
thought and volition was positive. H
advice 'was always intelligent, cotisiste
and steady; his decisions were rapid ai
generally judicious and permanent."

This portrait of a really great W
Minister, a Democrat ca^ed for t
foregoing reasons by a Republic
President to a Republican Cabinet, i
executive officer chosen not for pi
sonal acceptability to that Preside
"but in spite of a personal antagonis
admittedly bitter on STANTON'S si(
is presented here without comment.
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It may be that some persons will be
disappointed over the announcement
VOL0MB tXXXVII
No-' 29.H + that we have not a half million men
in France today, but let them look at
what was thought possible only last
A GREAT ACCOMPLISHMENT
summer. Mr. Baker has pointed to an
editorial in the Metropolitan, of which
The whole world will take notice of Mr. Roosevelt was then contributing
Secretary of War Baker's address to editor, in which it was complained in
the Senate military committee yester- the August issue that we were npt exday, especially that part of it which erting our whole resources to putting
deals with the number of men the men in the field. "We should have
United States will have in France he- strained," says the editor, "every enerfore the year is much older and the gy to have gotten from 50,000 to 100,number ot men available for transpor- 000 men in France this year." The
government has actually far exceeded
tation In 1M*The Secretary has taken the people this ideal program. And then the ediinto his confidence very much to his tor says that by 1918 we could have
advantage and that of the govern- had 500,000 to send over, or any part
ment. It may be contrary to military of 500.000 men which we could ship.
ethics to declare that we shall have The answer of the Secretary will be"Instead of having
half a million men in France early this come historic:
year. Certainly it is giving Germany 50,000 or 100,000 men in France in
valuable information. But it is the 1917 we have many more men than
kind of information that will do us that in France, and instead of having
immense good, and even if it does have a half-million men whom we could
the effect of counteracting the general ship to France if we could find any
impression that obtains among the way to do it in 1918, we will have
Germans that we have only a paper more than one-half million men in
army and no means of transporting France early in 1918. and we have
what we have across the Atlantic the available, if the transportation facileffect may be still further to sicken ities are available to us, and the prosthem of the prospect. Certainly, Ger- pect is not unpromising, 1,500,000 who
many at the limit of her resources in 1918 can be shipped to France."
The Commercial rejoices that the
can do little more than she has done
already to meet the blow America is Secretary of War has told us the
preparing to deliver before the next facts in spite of the protests of his
campaign in France has reached its military advisers. The profound impression that was made on the Senate
middle stage.
committee
will
spread
We are glad further that Mr. Baker military
has been thus frank and outspoken throughout the world. The outstandbecause nothing could make clearer ing fact is that America is getting
the fact that Senator Chamberlain and ready to deliver to German militarism
the critics of the War Department the knock-out blow. Critics may talk
were wholly in the wrong when they about a hundred deaths a week in can.
declared that the department had tonments containing more than a
ceased to function. Errors have been million men, they may criticise the
made. Mr. Baker admits them. There War Department for not providing
is no such thing as perfection in this clothing in advance of the needs of
world. The tragical blunders commit- *hc army, they may censure it for not
ted by the government of Abraham having ordnance manufactured to
Lincoln during the Civil War, the meet current demands; but what do
way the British have "muddled these delinquencies amount to against
through," the deadly mistake the the great central fact that a. half-milGreat German General Staff made in lion Americans are organized, trained
not seizing Channel ■ cities on the and equipped, either in France or
French coast when they could have ready to go to France in a few weeks,
been had almost without, cost in men and that we can pour upon the westand material, the terribly expensive ern battle front a million and a half
blunder the French committed at the of men this year, if the transports are
outbreak of the war in marching on Al- available ?
sace instead of defending the FrancoSecretary Baker has met the chalBelgian border, alike point to the falli- lenge of his critics fully, frankly and
bility of man in war.
\ manfully. Their indictment that the
But the story told by Secretary military establishment has all but
Baker yesterday is a revelation of ceased to function, in the face of the
careful preparation and foresight in accomplishments recited by him, is
attention to details which makes the quashed by a unanimous vote of the
criticisms of Mr. Roosevelt and his American people.
followers quite insignificant. In order
to appreciate the magnitude of the
task that confronted the War Department one should read Mr. Baker's address from beginning to end. It will
give him an insight into the tremendous work that confronted the Secretary and his staff of experts at the outbreak of the war, and the systematic
manner in which it was met will inspire confidence in the success of our
| arms when once our soldiers are put
I to the supreme test.

EAL PICTURE

L

BAKER PAINTS A REAL
PICTURE OF WAR WORK

to show anywhere In the world an
Sirmy that had been fed as well, as
regularly and as appetizingly.
In vivid fashion, he showed bow
this war differed from all other wars,
how the best experts England and
Pance had came over here to give
our experts the latest information
Secretary's Recital Wins Full they had; how they insisted that
Nmer'can officers must cross the seas
Approval of an Amazed
to ge't the real picture aftd how
therefore Pershing and some thouCountry.
sands of the picked officers of the
little American ' regular army had
been sent over to be the eyes for the
Department.
PREPAREDNESS REVEALED' War
Baker said every day be received
20-page cablegrams from Pershing.
keeping him In touch with the com
j Critics Who Have Cried Loudly stantly changing demands of the
war.
About Little Mistakes Are
Gives Astonishing Details
He astounded his auditors when
Disarmed.
lie said sometimes out' allies made a
new weapon of offense or defense in
Staff Special.
quantities and then discarded It beWASHINGTON, Jan. 29.fore it even was used.
Tn a fighting speech, notable for
He gave a picture of the things
the American War Department had
its lire and eloquence, Xewton
done in France.
, 1).
Baker,
wai
secretary,
H,e told of the ports, the wareended his testim my before the
houses, the sawmills, the lumbering
Senate
Military
Committee
camps, the railroads our men had
J Monday tught, giving members built "over there."
Then, with dramatic effect, he read
j of. that body for the first time
from the Metropolitan Magazine of
■ a real picture of the war and
last August an editorial urging that
of the vast vvo¥k thai had been we hasten to do our part in this war
| done to meet its demands.
■ and strain every nerve to get beBaker's response to Senator tween 50,000 and 100,000 men to
Chamberlain's tbree-hdnv ti- France in 1917, and have 50,000 more
ready for 1918.
I rade of tasl ' \\ eelj wSs gTVeiri
Hitchcock asked Whether this was
under c'ireumsfaiiees am! snv- the magazine of which Theodore
i
' rounding* tllal , raugely con-, Roospvelt was contributing editor
I tfasted wit h the advantages thej and was answered in the affirmative.
:
Baker then said that before 1917
Oregon politician liad.
over we had many more men
Gliamberlaiu -<poke in t he j was
than the magazine had insisted we
: Senate chamber before the full i ought to try to have; that early in
| Semite and a very large part] 1918 we would have over 500,000 in
I of the House o* Liepresenta-1 Prance; and that before the year
lives, anil the galleries, werei was over we would have about BOO,000 who could be sent if shipping
jammed to capacity.
Were available.
Spoke to Entire Nation
In War to Hit Hard
j Baker spoke in a committee room !
With considerable emotion, Baker.
:
which seated not mo:"- than L50 .■■
wound up by saying:
, sons. Not over one-third of the sena"When you have gone all thru our
Itors were present and only a somli i work, I feel sure you will report to
the Senate that a tremendous rej fraction of the representatives.
sponse has been made to a tremeni Nevertheless, he speaks beyond the
dous responsibility and * that the
I confines of that room, taking ins Base I people will feel we are in this war
j to the American people and revealing
to hit and to hit hard."
There were many times when
' frankly everything it was possible
Baker plainly moved his audience.
to reveal without giving information
When be told bow our first continto the enem>.
gent marched thru the streets of
When he concluded he was forced
F'aris, every American boy accomj to hold an impromptu reception.
panied in many cases by armless or
1
Among those who pressed his hand
legless veterans, tears stood in many
I and heartily congratulated him was
eyes.
! Senator Warren of Wyoming, one of
TTis hearers for the first time unI the most powerful men on the Rederstood why ' our plans had been
publican side.
changed suddenly and our troops
For a considerable time lie devoted
had gone to France to make that
■ himself to shedding light on the
brave nation feel we were really
'carping criticisms that had been
with them in the fight upon the
' lodged by members of the committee.
For instance, he showed that we . beast.
! were buying artillery from France
and England because those countries
wanted us to.
Kept Their Plants Running
They had ample supplies for themselves and wanted their great plants — THE CINCINNATI IV
> to keep running at high capacity.
a n n »a
! The way to bring this about was
' to have a demand for the supplies.
!We furnished that demand.
Great play had been made about
shoddy in the material out of which
uniforms for the soldiers were made.
Baker showed this cloth was made
of virgin wool, whereas before the
war it contained only 75 per cen^
wool.
Baker boldly challenged his critics
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THE DENVER POSTand hiding- by day, the daring- American
reached the Holland frontier after a seventy-two day journey. For the first
month he wore his uniform, which was
torn to tatters. He then donned a coat
and pair of trousers he found in a barn
and continued I his journey. Arriving at
the Dutch frontier he dug a passage with
his bare hands under the nine-foot electrical fence the Germans have erected
along the entire border. From Holland
he returned to England, where he was
received by King George.
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&0 MEN IN FRANCE IN 19tS

THREE U.S. AVIATORS
' ARE KILLED IN ITALY
Paris, Jan. 29.—Three American aviators have been killed while training on
Italian soil, said a dispatch from Foggia
today.
They were
Lieut.
William
Chaney,
Lieut. Oliver Sherwood and
Cadet George Beach. The Americans
wene buried with military honors, Italian, French,' British and American soldiers taking part.

EDITOR FROM PAGOSA
MANUFACTURES NEW
GAS AS MOTIVE POWER
I Bud Furrow is editor of the Pagosa,
Colorado, Sun. He has returned h!s
certificate to the Colorado bureau of labor statistics, ' declaring his place is a
manufacturing establishment. Under the
question on factories, "What goods are
manufactured, repaired and sold?" Furrow answers: "News."
He says the motive power used is gas.
He further states that no doors are
locked _and barred, as he isn't afraid of
anyone stealing his news.

T—

BE PRETTY! TURN
GRAY HAIR DARK
Try Grandmother's Old FaJvorite
Recipe of Sage Tea and
Sulphur.
Almost everyone knows that Sage Tea
and Sulphur,
properly compounded,
brings back the natural color and luster
to the hair when faded, streaked or gray.
Years ago the only way to. get this mixture was to make it at home, which is
mussy and troublesome. Nowadays, by
asking at any drug store for "Wyeth's
Sage and Sulphur Compound," you will
get a large bottle of this famous old
recipe, improved by the addition of other
ingredients, at a small cost.
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U.S. MAY PUT 2,000,000 MEN IN FRANCE IN 1918

Senate Committee Admits
Amazement at the
Success Shown.
MANY SECRETS BARED
Experts From the Allies
Came Here to Tell of
•Their Mistakes.
(B.V Associated Prosy.)

Washington, Jan. 29.—Secretary Baker's statement of America's war plan carrying- the assertion that- an army of ,500,000
would be in France early this
year and a million and a half
ready to ship to France during
1918, still remained the center of
interest at the capitol today.
The secretary's outline ot the army's
preparations revealing many hitherto
carefully guarded military secrets and
given yesterday to the senate' military
'•'committee in answer to criticisms of the
war department, made a profound impression on committee members. Chairman Chamberlain, who has been the department's chief critic, admitted this before the secretary left the stand.
The chairman proposed that Baker be
given a rest and there was no attempt
at cross-examination, altho when the
committee today assembled it was understood the secretary would be recalled for
further examination later.
The secretary was on the stand yesterday virtually the entire day and his
statement was heard by many members
of congress crowded into the big caucus
room of the senate office building.
The committee members seemed amazed
when told that men in the thirty-two national guard and national army divisional I
camps were ready to go abroad todayneeded.
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I When Chairman Chamberlain asked the
[secretary why the public had not been,
taken into confidence in such matters,
Baker spoke of the reluctance ot military men to reveal ■ army plans and referred to a statement of Von Hindenourg I
I t0 the effect that America was advert.sg her war plans.
-But isn't it a fact that Germany has
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icked officers of the little American
Regular Army had been sent over
o be the eyes for the War Department.
Baker said that every day he revives a 20-page cablegram from
'ershing, keeping him in touch with
he constantly changing demands
'f the war. He said sometimes our
.Hies make a new weapon of offense
T defense in quantities and then
iiscard it before used. He gave a
.icture of the things the American
Var Department has done in France.

AKER
Secretary Defends Uniform Wool.
Answers Critics With a Clear
Picture of the War.
Makes Hit With His Frankness-Says Germany Is Mystified As. to Sams In FranceIn War "To Hit and Hit Hard."
WASHINGTON, Jan. 29— (Staff Special.)—In a fighting
speech, notable for its fire and its eloquence, War Secretary
Baker late on Monday evening concluded his testimony before
the Senate Military Committee, giving the hostile members of |
,.
,•
' i • 4
+i,„ ,„„,. ot^rl nf thi>
that body, for the first
time,
a real
picture ofe the
war and of tne
vast work that had been done.
Baker's response to Senator Chamberlain's tirade of last week
was given under circumstances and surroundings that strangely
contrasted with the advantages the Oregon politician had.

JEDDY APPEARS.
Baker told of the ports, the warelouses, the sawmills, the lumber
:ainps, the railroads our men had
milt "over there." Then, with dranatic effect, he read from the Metromlitan Magazine of last August an
•ditorial urging that the United
Rates hasten to do its part in this
var and strain every nerve to get
>etween 50,000 and 100,000 men to
France in 1917, and have 500,000
nore ready for 1918.
Senator Hitchcock asked whether
:his was the magazine of which
Roosevelt was contributing editor
md was answered in the affirmative.
Baker then said that before 1917
vas over we had many more men
.nan the magazine man had insisted
ve ought to try to have; that early
n 1918 we would have over 500,000
n France: and that before the year
vas over we would have about
,500,000 who could be sent if the
shipping were available.
GERMANY IS MYSTIFIED.
Chamberlain asked why Baker had.
lot told this to the country before,
coupling it with the query whether
Germany did not know all about our
irmy.
Baker shot across to him that
Germany was entirely mystified as
to how many men we had in France
ana

plies has met with wide congressional favor.
Those demanding a war cabinet,
however, state that if Stettlnius
succeeds it will be thru sheer personal force backed by authority delegated by Baker. If he doesn't get
the purchasing department well in
hand by 30 days, he will resign, the
senators predict.
DON'T THINK HE'LL SUCCEED.
They leaned to the view that he
will not be able to succeed, because
he has no authority from Congress
and because he is approaching only
part of the problem, leaving the
navy, the Shipping Board and the
allies as competitors for the same
things the War Department is
buying.
Baker's statement that 32 National
Guard and National Army camps
are full of men ready to be sent to
France when needed was challenged
today. Committee members will obtain figures showing how many men
each division is short.
They claim Baker created the impression 32 full divisions are available, whereas the fact is, they
assert, that nearly every National
Guard division is short several
thousand men.

was still trying to. find out.
^- ^^ Qreat Brita.n nor

Senator Myers of Montana brought

Qut

France revealed how many men they
had on the firing lines.
Baker paid tribute to the small
lody of army officers he had kept on
his side who performed the double
luty of looking after production and
raining our selective army.
WARREN CONGRATULATES.
♦—
! Baker ojiallenge* »he committee to
Chamberlain spoke m
in the Senate MADE OF BETTER WOOL.
how an:, where in The- history of the
Baker showed that this cloth was
chamber before the full Senate, a
rorld an army so quickly raised, and
very large part of the House of .Rep- made of virgin wool, whereas, be- o well looked after physically and
resentatives and galleries that were fore the war it only contained 75 piritually.
per cent wool.
jammed to capacity.
Chamberlain had raised a. great IOVED HIS AUDIENCEBaker spoke in a committee room
which seated not more than 150 hullabaloo because Surgeon General |
people. Not over one-third of the Gorgas had not been consulted as j With considerable emotion. Baker
senators were present and only a to the sites for the cantonments, aid: "When you have gone all thru
small fraction of the representatives. Baker showed that in each instance ur work I feel sure you. will report
Nevertheless, he spoke beyond the the division commander, who was o the Senate that a tremendous reto have the troops in that particular (ponse has been made to a tremenconfines of that room.
When Baker concluded, he was section, appointed a board to make fous responsibility and that the peoforced to hold an impromptu recep- that selection and in each case the jile will feel we are in this war to
tion, among those who pressed his highest medical officer under him, fit and to hit hard."
hand and heartily congratulated him one of Gorgas' men, was on that \ There were many times when
Saker plainly moved his audience.
being Senator Warren of Wyoming, board.
one of the most powerful men oil DEMOLISHED CRITICS' DETAILS Vhen he told how our first continent marched thru Paris, every
the Republican side.
In the southeastern division, for mericah boy accompanied in many
TOLD WHAT AND WHY.
instance, General Leonard Wood .ses by armless or one-legged
For some time Baker devoted him- appointed the Selective Board, so rench veterans, tears stood in many
self to shedding light on the carping detail after detail of Chamberlain's res.
. criticisms lodged by members of the criticism was demolished. '
Then turning from these things, ROBE TO CONTINUE.
committee. For instance, he showed
that we were buying artillery from Baker addressed himself to the Baker's astounding statement of
France and England because those larger 'subject, the protest that the merican preparedness has given
War Department was without a >rae pause to the strong agitation
countries wanted us to.
They had ample supplies for plan. In vivid fashion, he showed >r complete reorganization of the
themselves, and wanted their great how this war differed from all other /Tar Department.
plants kept running at
high wars; how the best experts of Eng- But his lack of information on
! capacity. The way to bring this . land and France came over here to >me details and committee sus:
about was to have a demand for give oUr experts the latest informa- icions of inaccuracies in others led
! the supplies. United States . fur- tion they had; how they had in- i resumption of the military probe
nished that demand.
sisted that American officers. must >day with the aviation service as
Great play had been made about cross the seas to get the real pic- n objective.
shoddy in the material out of which ture, and how, therefore, General Apparently the figjit for a "war
uniforms for the soldiers were Pershing and some thousands of the ibinet" and a minister of munipns, launched by Chamberlain, is
made.
Turn-to Page 2, Col. 3.
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>icked officers of the little American
Regular Army had been sent over
o be the eyes for the War Department.
Baker said that every day he receives a 20-page cablegram from
'ershing, keeping him in touch with
he constantly changing demands
if the war. He said sometimes our
.Hies make a new weapon of offense
ir defense in quantities and then
discard it before used. He gave a
■icture of the things the American
Var Department has done in France.

plies has met with wide congressional favor.
Those demanding a war cabinet,
however, state that if Stettinius
succeeds it will be thru sheer personal force backed by authority delegated by Baker. If he doesn't get
the purchasing department well in
hand by 30 days, he will resign, the
senators predict.
DON'T THINK HE'LL SUCCEED.
They leaned to the view that he
will not be able to succeed, because
he has no authority from Congress
and because he is approaching only
part of the problem, leaving the
navy, the Shipping Board and the
allies as competitors for the same
things the War Department is
buying.
Baker's statement that 32 National
Guard and National Army camps
are full of men ready to be sent to
France when needed was challenged
today. Committee members will obtain figures showing" how many men
each division is short.
They claim Baker created the impression 32 full divisions are available, whereas the fact is, they
assert, that nearly every National
Guard division is short several
thousand men.

?EDDY APPEARS.
Baker told of the ports, the Warelouses, the sawmills, the lumber
amps, the railroads our men had
milt "over there." Then, with dranatic effect, he read from the Metro>olitan Magazine of last August an
•ditorial urging that the United
States hasten to do its part in this
var and strain every nerve to get
>etween 50,000 and 100,000 men to
France in 1917, and have 500,000
nore ready for 1918.
Senator Hitchcock asked whether
:his was the magazine of which
Roosevelt was contributing editor
md was answered in the affirmative.
Baker then said that before 1917
vas over we had many more men
han the magazine man had insisted
ve ought to try to have; that early
n 1918 we would have over 500,000
n France; and that before the year
vas over we would have about
.,500,000 who could be sent if the
shipping were available.
iERMANY IS MYSTIFIED.
Chamberlain asked why Baker had.
lot told this to the country before,
coupling it with the query whether
WASHINGTON, Jan. 29.—(Start: Special.)—In a fighting Germany did not know all about our
army.
speech, notable for its fire and its eloquence, "War Secretary
Baker shot across to him that
was entirely mystified as
Baker late on Monday evening concluded his testimony before Sermany
to how many men we had in France
the Senate Military Committee, giving the hostile members of and was still trying to find out.
Senator Myers of Montana brought
that body, for the first time, a real picture of the Avar and of the out that neither Great Britain nor
France revealed how many men they
vast work that had been done.
had on the firing lines.
Baker's response to Senator Chamberlain's tirade of last week Baker paid tribute to the small
was given under circumstances and surroundings that strangely }ody of army officers he had kept on
his side who performed the double
contrasted with the advantages the Oregon politician had.
luty of looking after production and
raining our selective army.
WARREN CONGRATULATES.
*—
Baker "j,allengei: Mio committee to
Chamberlain spoke in the Senate MADE OF BETTER WOOL.
how an:, where in The history of the
Baker
showed
that
this
cloth
was
chamber before the full Senate, a
rorld an army so quickly raised, and
very large part of the House of ^Rep- made of virgin wool, whereas, be- o well looked after physically and
fore
the
war
it
only
contained
75
resentatives and galleries that Were
piritually.
per cent wool.
jammed to capacity.
Chamberlain had raised a. great IOVED HIS AUDIENCE.
Baker spoke in a committee room
which seated not more than 150 hullabaloo because Surgeon General !
people. Not over one-third of the Gorgas had not been consulted as \ With considerable emotion. Baker
senators were present and only a to the sites for the cantonments, laid: "When you have gone all thru
small fraction of the representatives. Baker showed that in each instance jur work I feel sure you. will report
Nevertheless, he spoke beyond the the division commander, who was o the Senate that a tremendous reto have the troops in that particular jponse has been made to a tremenconfines of that room.
When Baker concluded, he was section, appointed a board to make jlous responsibility and that the peoforced to hold an impromptu recep- that selection and in each case the jile will feel we are in this war to
tion, among those who pressed his highest medical officer under him, lit and to hit hard"
hand and heartily congratulated him one of Gorgas' men, was on that There were many times when
?aker plainly moved his audience.
being Senator Warren of Wyoming, board.
one of the most powerful men on DEMOLISHED CRITICS' DETAILS Vhen he told how our first continent marched thru Paris, every
the Republican side.
In the southeastern division, for mericah boy accompanied in many
TOLD WHAT AND WHY.
instance, General Leonard Wood .ses by armless or one-legged
For some time Baker devoted him- appointed the Selective Board, so rench veterans, tears stood in many
self to shedding light, on the carping detail after detail of Chamberlain's
. criticisms lodged by members of the criticism was demolished. '
Then turning from these things, ROBE TO CONTINUE.
committee. For instance, he showed
1
that we were buying artillery from Baker addressed himself to the Baker's astounding statement of
France and England because those larger 'subject, the protest that the merican preparedness has given
War Department was without a. ime pause to the strong agitation
countries wanted us to.
They had ample supplies for plan. In vivid fashion, he showed )r complete reorganization of the
themselves, and wanted their great how this war differed from all other rar Department.
plants kept running at
high wars; how the best experts of Eng- But his lack of information on
i capacity. The way to bring this land and France came over here to >me details and committee susabout was to have a demand for give our experts the latest informa- icions of inaccuracies in others led
the supplies. United States . fur- tion they had; how they had in- i resumption of the military probe
sisted that American officers must >day with the aviation service as
nished that demand.
Great play had been made about cross the seas to get the real pic- a objective.
shoddy in the material out of which ture, and how, therefore, General Apparently the fight for a "war
uniforms for the soldiers were Pershing and some thousands of the ihinet" and a minister of muni3ns, launched by Chamberlain, is
made.
Turn-to Page 2, Col. 3.
status quo. Belief was stronger
day that while Chamberlain will
mtinue to press for the measures,
compromise will be reached later
view of Baker's recent sweeping
langes in the character of his war
inistration.
VOR STETTINIUS.
Appointment of Edward R. Stetnius to co-ordinate production, purpose and distribution of army sup-

Secretary Defends Uniform Wool.
Answers Critics With a Clear
Picture of the War.

Makes Hit With His Frankness-Says Germany Is Mystified As. to Sams In FranceIn War "To Hit and Hit Hard."
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T.R.H
HIS R
DE
Earns Title of Colonel Camouflage
In Taking Leadership of the
Opposition to President.
Fight On Baker Was Really a Hit at
Wilson—Roosevelt Looks Far Ahead
In the Political Field.
BY N. D. COCHRAN,
Editor of The News-Bee.

WASHINGTON, Jan. 29.—The political war is now on in dead
earnest and, as it can't be stopped, the folks back home
might as well know what it's all about. Especially as President
"Wilson is the real object of attack, and, because of the lack of
shrewd leaders in Congress\ will have to conduct his own defense.
Roosevelt has assumed leadership of the opposition. He is a
shrewd politician himself, and will have associated with him
such old hands at the game as Penrose, Lodge, Smoot and Watson—the last named being the cunning floor leader of the Old
Guard Republican National Convention of 1912.
Roosevelt .saw his opportunity the moment he reached Wash- ■
ington. He took advantage of Senator Chamberlain's break
with ■the? president, and instead of leading a Republican fight on
the administration, he proceeded to line the Republicans up
back Of Chamberlain, a Democrat.
If he can succeed in helping Chamberlain get the pro-German,
anti-war and anti-Wilson Democratic senators to line up for the
I war cabinet and munitions sectary bill, these Democrats would
I give the Republicans a majority in the Senate.
i i.oosevelt Still Plays Simon* pure P it*" t
But Stands With Senator Who Opposes WihC-n
Roosevelt still assumes the attitude of a simon-pure patriot who wants to
help anybody who wants to speed up the war. And he picks on Senator
Chamberlain, Democratic chairman of the Military Affairs Committee, as
the man who is trying to speed up the war—by fighting President Wilson
and trying to take the conduct of the war out of his hands.
This bit of political camouflage on the part of the strenuous ex-president
has already earned for him the title, of Colonel Camouflage.
The attack on Baker was really an attack on Wilson. It was known
that the president had the utmost confidence in Baker and would stand
by him.
It was also known that investigations would show that mistakes had
been made, but that the really big things accomplished by the War Department could be kept from the public.
The game was to bring out tj.ie big accomplishments in executive
session, so as not to give information to the,enemy. _
Daniels and the Navy Department were first attacked—that was some
time ago.
The booze interests were sore at Daniels for making the navy dry, ana
the steel trust was sore because he favored having Uncle Sam make his
own armor plate and build his own ships. But Daniels gradually grew
out of his criticism and now it is admitted the Navy Department has
accomplished wonders.

Attack on War Department Was Made Before
Organizing Results Had Chance To Show.
Then came the attack on the War Department. It was made before
the results of all of the organizing for a big war would show.
The mistakes would show, of course—and there were enough of them.
But big things have been done, just'the same—and in time the public will
know about them.
It is well to remember that while the nation is supposed to be one in
patriotism, the old fight is going on under the surface.
Wall street bankers, who have controlled, manipulated and milked the
railroads, wont be squeezed out without a struggle. Enemies of organized
labor don't want unionism to make headway during the war, but can't
openly fight it because of the. earnestly patriotic attitude of Samuel Gompers and the American Federation of Labor.
Big business fears a national drift toward Socialism-r-not German but
American Socialism. It fears growth of the farmers' nonpartisan movement from North Dakota thru the northwest until it spreads all over
the country and then unites for genuine democracy with organized labor
of the industrial centers.
Employers who wanted to conscript labor for the war—who wanted
to use the war as an excuse to break down child labor legislation and
take from labor all it has gained in many years of uphill struggle—these
men don't like the way President Wilson is conducting the war.
They would much prefer a war cabinet that would play the war game
the way Big Business wants it played.

Employers Resort to Camouflage So Folk Wont
See What the Interests Are Trying To Pull Off.
They can't openly attack President Wilson. They must at least seem
to be patriotic. So they resort to camouflage and try to interest the people
so deeply in details and petty mistakes of administration in the hope that
the folk wont see into the big things the interests try to pull off in
Congress.
The political fight is part of the camouflage. It's the old game, of getting the people to fighting among themselves as Republicans and Democrats, and fighting so hard that they wont see what Wall Street is doing.
Naturally they figure that the man who was smart enough in 1916 to
deliver the "We-want-Teddy" Progressives into the open arms of the Old
Guard, is smart enough to camouflage their real game now.
Hence a hot political fight against the president under the leadership
of Colonel Camouflage.
If the people of this country want President Wilson, to keep America
safe for democracy while we are fighting to make the world safe for
democracy, they will have to show Congress that they wont stand for
sidetracking the president and pigeon-holing the constitution.
It isn't a matter of Democracy (with a Big D), Republicanism or Socialism. It's a matter of American patriotism and democracy with a small a.
The pliant tools of selfish Big Business down here are not to be found
in one party alone. They are camouflaged both as Republicans and
Democrats.

WORK BEHIND THE LINES.
No feature of Secretary Baker's illuminating
statement is of more interest than that relating to
the. work of preparation for the arrival of the
army in France. First, docks had to be constructed
at ports assigned for our exclusive use, and as the
French had reserved their best ports for themselves
and the British had taken those on the Channel, we
were left with the little-used harbors, where a
great amount of work was necessary to put them in
shape. Docks had to be built and unloading machinery installed, all of which came from this
country.
In the way of transportation, it was necessary
to reconstruct a railroad line 600 miles long and to
provide the rolling stock, switches and terminals,
all with material and labor from the United States.
Sheds in which to house the army and its huge supplies had to be provided, either by production of
the lumber from standing forests in France or by
shipping knock-down buildings from this side. Both
plans were resorted to, and here again American
labor, from the men who cut and sawed the trees
to those who drove the nails, had to be imported
from the United States.
Here is a chapter of America at war that will
be read with as much interest as those relating to
the actual raising and training of the army. Secretary Baker sketched it roughly, but future historians will dwell upon it -with pride.
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SAYSRA1SING OF ARMY SURPASSED EVERY HOPE

Then, with dramatic effect, he read double duty of looking after produc
and heartily congratulated him was
Staff Special
from
the Metropolitan Magazine of tion in this country and cresting our
Senator Warren of Wyoming, one of
WASHINGTON, Jan. 29.—In a the most powerful men on the Re- last August an editorial urging that selective army.
Baker ringingly challenged them to
fighting speech, notable for its fire
we hasten to do our part in this
show anywhere in the history of the
and its eloquence, War Secretary publican side.
war and strain every nerve to get world an army so quickly raised and
ANSWERS CRITICS.
Baker late Monday evening conbetween 50,000 and 100,000 men to
For a considerable time he devoted France in 1917, and have 500,000 so well looked after physically and i
cluded his testimony before the Senspiritually.
I
himself
to
shedding
light
on
the
ate Military Committee, giving the
more ready for 1918.
IN WAR TO HIT HARD.
hostile members of that body for the carping criticisms that had been
T. R. A CONTRIBUTOR.
With considerable emotion, Baker
first time a, real picture of the war lodged by the members of the committee. For instance, he showed that
Hitchcock asked whether this was wound up by saying: "When you
and of the vast work that had been we were buying artillery from France
the magazine of which Roosevelt have gone all thru our work I feel
done to meet its demands.
and England because those countries
Baker's
response to Senator wanted us to. They had ample sup- was contributing editor and was sure you will report to the Senate
that a tremendous response has been
Chamberlain's three-hour tirade of plies for themselves and wanted then- answered in affirmative.
Baker then said that before 1917 made to a tremendous responsibility
last week was given under circum- great plants to keep running at high
stances
and
surroundings
that capacity. The way to bring this was over we had many more men and that the people will feel we are
in this war to hit, and to hit hard."
strangely contrasted with the ad- about was to have a demand for the than the magazine man had insisted
There were many times when
we
ought
to
try
to
have;
that
early
vantages the Oregon politician had. supplies. We furnished that demand.
Baker plainly moved his audience.
in
1918
we
would
have
over
500,000
Chamberlain spoke in the Senate
Great play had been made about
When he told how our first continthe year gent marched thru the streets of
chamber before the full Senate, a shoddy in the material out of which in France, and that before
N
very large part of the House of Rep- uniforms for the soldiers were made. was over we would have about Paris, every American boy accomparesentatives and galleries that were Baker showed that this is made of 1,500,000 who could be sent if the nied, in many cases, by armless or
virgin wool, whereas before the war shipping were available.
jammed to capacity.
one-legged French veterans, tears
Chamberlain brusquely asked why stood in many eyes. His hearers for
it only contained 75 per cent wool.
SMALL, CROWD THERE.
Baker had not told this to the coun- the first time understood why our
BEST FED ARMY.
Baker spoke in a committee room
try before, coupling it with the query plani had been suddenly changed and
Baker
boldly
challenged
them
to
which seated not more than 150 perwhether Germany did not know all our troops had gone to France to
sons. Not over one-third of the sena- show anywhere in the world an army about our army.
make that brave nation feel wo were
that
had
been
fed
as
well,
as
regutors were present and only a small
really with them in the fight upon
GERMANY MYSTIFIED.
larly and as appetizingly.
fraction of the representatives.
the beast.
Chamberlain
had
raised
a
great
Baker shot across to him that GerNevertheless he spoke beyond the
hullabaloo because Surgeon General
confines of that room, taking his Gorgas had not been consulted as to many was entirely mystified as to
case to the American people and the sites for the cantonments. Baker how many men we had in France
revealing frankly everything it was showed that in each instance the di- and was still trying to find out.
Myers .of Montana brought out
possible to reveal without giving vision commander who was to have
that neither Great Britain nof
information to the enemy.
the troops in that particular section France revealed how many men they
/ When he concluded he was forced appointed a board to make that seto hold an impromptu, reception. lection, and in each case the highest had on the firing lines.
Baker paid tribute to the small
Among those who pressed his hand medical officer under him, one of Gorbody of army officers he had kept
gas' men, was on that board.
In the southeastern division, for on this side who'- performed the
instance, the much-heralded General
Leonard Wood appointed the selective board. So detail after detail of
Chamberlain's criticism was demolished.
THIS WAR DIFFERENT.
Then, turning from these things,
Baker addressed himself to the
larger subject—the protest that the j
War Department was without a j
plan.
In vivid fashion he showed how (
this war differed from all other
wars; how the best experts Eng- j
land and France- had came over here j
to give our experts the latest infor- j
matlon they had; how they had in-j
sisted that American officers must j
cross the seas to get the real picture and how, therefore, Pershing!
and some thousands of the picked,
officers of the little American regular army had been sent over to be i
the eyes for the War Department, i
Baker said every day he received j
20-page cablegrams from Pershing,
keeping him in touch with the constantly changing demands of the
war.
j
MUCH IS DISCARDED.
He astounded his auditors when
he said sometimes our allies made
a new weapon of offense or defense
in quantities and then discarded it
before it was ever used.
He gave a picture of the things
the American War Department had
done in France.' He told of the
ports, the warehouses, the saw
mills, the lumbering camps, the railroads our men had built "over
there."
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BAKER'S DEFENSE
In his testimony, yesterday the secretary of -war, while speaking in the
best spirit, failed, as we think, to
realize the true significance of the
criticisms to which his department has
been subjected. No one denied that much
good work — a great deal of it — had
been done. But what was objected to
was the slowness In making decisions.
In important matters that, though ultimately decided rightly, might Just as
well have been decided months before.
This is notably true of the rifle .problem. No one denies that the verdict
was right, and reached in the right
way. But it ought to have been reached
months before ..the war began instead
of months afterward. Mr. Baker' did ]
not get the leaders of the business
world into touch with his department
though he ought to have known that
war is primarily a great Industry. As
a matter of fact, under the military
organization of the business side of the
war department, men having business
with it had a hard time in getting consideration. This : criticism, . and it is
serious, was not met in the statement
of yesterday; nor were there .sufficient
assurances that the red tape would be
cut and that business dispatch would be
freed to do its full part in relieving and
supplying the men at the front.
The military committee of the senate
was favorably Impressed, as the country will be, by that part of the statement made before it yesterday by Secretary Baker as to what has been done.
■What has not been done that should
have been done was not so .clearly set
out by him. He showed that a vast deal
of good work had been done — and well
done. We shall by early spring, he said,
have 600,000 soldiers in France, completely equipped, and 1,500,000 more dur-'
lng the present year. The men in the
camps, the country is informed, all have
rifles, though they have few machine i
guns and no cannon of the type that I
will be used in action. More men were j
last summer.sent to the camps than it,
was possible to equip, but this was done, !
Mr. Baker explains, on expert advice,
General Wood himself urging" this
course. As to the big igun question, the |
secretary says that it was at the sug- j
ge'stion of the allies that we bought big \
guns from them, the purpose being to '
save transport, and to' keep their foundries fully at work. That there is an
abundant surplus of guns in England I
and France for this purpose Mr. Baker '
Viad no doubt. A3 to the Lewis machine j
gun, it is said | that General Pershing j
^fints these weapons for airplane serv- ;
ice, but not for ground work. Every de- I
cision made prior to General Pershing's
departure was concurred in by that offleer. The story of the work done in
France — building railroads, reconstructing ports, and erecting hospitals and
cantonments is very interestirig.
Mr. Baker admitted that there had
been delays and mistakes. Overcrowding in some of the camps was not denied. Some men had not received proper
medical attention, and there
was
a lack of nurses. But on the whole the
secretary thought that conditions in the-j
camps had been good. Mr. Baker as-'
eured the committee that everything
possible would be done to correct mistakes and to right wrongs, and he urged
those who heard him to inform him of
every complaint that was made, and

promised a prompt investigation. This
in itself is encouraging as indicating
that the administration is now disposed
to take the country somewhat into its (
confidence. If the secretary of war in- ;
vites criticism and information, the
President can hardly continue a policy
of consigning senators to membership
in the Ananias Club for presuming to
refer adversely to delayed ^rar preparations.
It is of course necessary, in forming a
judgment, to take into account both
what has been done well and what has
been done ill. But the country, in such
a case as this, must insist that mistakes
be reduced to the minimum, and it certainly will not overlook or condone them
because in other matters there were no
mistakes. For the nation is, and has for
ten months been, in the midst of a terrible crisis involving the safety and happiness of the world/ Secretary Baker
was slow to realize this. He himself has
said that he thought of the war as 3,000
miles away. That feeling undoubtedly
is. responsible for some of the delay. The
result, as is pointed out in the current
number of World's Work, has probably
been to prolong the war for a year.
However, the country will rejoice to
know that so much excellent work| has
been done. The question of improving
the organization of the war department
is still to be considered. What we must
have is not simply good work in some
directions, but the highest possible efficiency in all particulars. This we owe
to ourselves, to the world, and most of
all to those brave men who are now
holding the line, and who have made
such enormous sacrifices for the sake of
the cause that is ours.
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"OCCASIONAL" OR "CHARACTERISTIC?"
Secretary Baker's defense of his department must
be read, studied and digested in its complete form
before an attempt is made to judge its adequacy as
a reply to the grave allegations of fatal shortcomings in our military preparations. No other course
would be fair to the official who is seeking to exonerate himself before the country and no other
would be proper in view of the extremely serious
importance of the subject for the country itself.
One specific point is, however, sufficiently developed to permit some examination even at this
stage. Mr. Baker, early in his defense, replied to
the charge of bad treatment of sick soldiers by saying that although more than a million men are under
arms in this country, probably not^more than eighteen complaints have been received. Some of even
this small number, he added, proved to be not serious and in the case of the remainder investigations
were immediately begun.
> As the secretary's general line of defense seems
to be that deficiencies and faults, where they have
existed, have been occasional rather than characteristic, this point may be considered as illustrative.
Last Friday sworn testimony in regard to it -was
given in Washington and a summary Was published
by the press. We extract from the New York Times
of Saturday the following report of the proceedings:
Washington, Jan. 25.—Surgeon General Gorgas
of the army told the senate military affairs committee today that the national guard and the national
army were rushed into cantonments before those
cantonments were ready, in response to the Allies'
urgent plea for men.
In its haste to answer the call from Prince and
England the government sent many young Americans to their death from disease, caused by overcrowding of cantonments and inadequate hospital
facilities and nursing, General Gorgas testified.
General Gorgas declared his urgent recommendations for construction of hospitals coincidentally
with the building of cantonments were unheeded.
Likewise his warnings against overcrowding were
disregarded by Secretary of War Baker, he said,
because Mr. Baker had to take a chance in an effort
to get the men trained and overseas.

This unquestionably authoritative evidence can be
borne in mind while the secretary's defense is being
read. It affords material for arriving at a judgment
whether the cases of neglect of sick soldiers are
"occasional" or are ''characteristic." It may, be of
value also in considering Mr. Baker's statement that
out of more than a million men under arms in this
country only eighteen complaints had reached him of
such cases. How far General Gorgas's testimony as
to a prevalence of neglect, taken in connection with
the official declaration that only eighteen such cases
had been reported to the department, bears out Senator Chamberlain's charge that the department itself is ignorant of facts is germane to the present
inquiry and is properly to be considered in weighing
the evidence in the case.
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EST^« WAK DBPART~
It was an engaging Sf^^J*
case that Secretary Baker made before
the Senate committee yesterday The
c untry has realized the immensity_o
the war task and has been disposed to be
inewari
._take<, To this reasonIM/P tiln e "t' fe American people the
^eC appealed. The transform^
hl his attitude presents him m a much
m0re favorable light than he occup^at
his appearance before the same -commit
tee a fortnight ago.
But the engaging pefsonali y of Mr
Baker, as shown yesterday should not
blind the Nation to the facts ot the Bit
uSn. The picture he painted was in
glowing colors. Every part ot the vast
undertaking was going torward effec |
tivelv. And yet-w*e.» the Senate inSryloonea ahead the secretary began
a reorganization of his department that
involved the retirement of the heads of
two most important divisions, and an
entirely new organization to handle the
business side of the war.
Presumably these changes in vital departments of administration would not
have been made if everything had been
moving satisfactorily.
As a matter of fact, things were not
moving satisfactorily. There had been
no planning ahead on ordnanceon^itplanes or on other equipment. Through
the efforts of civilians an mventoiy bad
been taken of the industrial resources of
the country, but the War Department officials had not availed themselves ot it.
The lessons taught by the European wai
and by the experience of the troops on
the Mexican border had not been taken
to heart.
- ,.
The country got into the war with ts
old peace establishment. Ofncers Without-business experience were suddenly
confronted with business problems on a
tremendous scale. An illuminating incident was that involving wool for uniforms and blankets. The offer of the
country's entire wool clip at pre-war
prices was turned down by a quartermaster's department that could not conceive of buying more than a quarter of ,
a million uniforms, and the country,
thereby lost not only a very large sum ot |
money but the opportunity to get sufficient quantities of cloth at an early day.
The defects of the ordnance depart-,
ment brought out in the hearings are
.till fresh in the public mind. As a re-1
suit our small force abroad is still de-,
pendent on our allies for its artillery,
.,nd we have been prevented from rush-,
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Wood.jsame the report that Gen. Wood had been wounded
in France. And yet Media is a newspaper man!
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Tn a five-hour statement to the senate committee on
military affairs yesterday Secretary Baker revealed to
the American people the part the nation is already playing in the war against Prussia and the much larger
part it is actively preparing to play. It is a present*tion full of interesting details not heretofore made
™hVu> Jt, is given additional significance by tho^ fact
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Tn a five-hour statement to the senate committee on j
military affairs yesterday Secretary Baker revealed
the American people the part the nation is already p
ino- in the war against Prussia and the much la,
par, it is actively preparing to play. It » a prese
lion full of interesting details not heretofore, .
It is given additional significance by the fjet
public.
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Facing his critics, as spokesman not only for himself
but for'the president and the administration, the head 0
Washington New, Bureau, 3S Post ^BnrX J?l Soutt the war department detailed what had been accomphshed
.Bureau, World Building.
Columbus
^^ g w
boath
fi KPCelll- Mil CD* ■--.
■-Wh street.
London Office^16 o
W, Aires,
4irB!l
since America was forced against its will to take, the
Buenos
Argentina.
American Bureau, Lavalle 341.
■ —~,„J pre«s_The Associated Press is sword. It was a dramatic scene before the committee
rJSffifc .SUel to^C'reP^Ucation
of al news dispatches and one without parallel in the annals of the national
'& rcTdi ed' nathi paper and "also the
B
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^Mw.0 Au.h.1 CrS"^^. of ^publication o. special
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capital.
1. v.a
That the administration and the war department had
made mistakes in the handling of their vast problem
1
that Hies,
iV7H|UGdlAESSNeWeYsternCAa-vertising Representative, People'. the secretary, of course, was sure to admit,
mistakes,
however,
have
been
insignificant
wuen
comHHE'R^J MD^ELL CO.. P«iic Coast Advertising Reprepared with the successes scored and the progress achieved
sentative 742 Market street. San Francisco.
Entered at. the 3^-^iJ-l^W - Second ft. Matt,r. is made clear. There is very much in the Baker statement to give Americans cause for confidence.
Senator Chamberlain was unfair to the president and
Congress:
~ the war secretary when he took isolated cases of mismanagement from the records and blazoned them as
"TUESDAY, JANUARY 29, 1918
characteristic. He published incidents which, while reflecting upon the efficiency of tho d,-pa.'' aiont. iwro 11. j
no sense illustrative of general conditions. It would,!
^Last week there were wild reports of the appearance of indeed, be strange if not miraculous were cases like the
a considerable German submarine flotilla oft the coas few cited bv Chamberlain not to occur -among the hun- j
[of Brazil. The reports were doubtless groundless as have dreds of thousands of ca*es of sick or wounded soldiers
been similar reports of the coming of the U-boats to with which the army physicians, nurses and hospital,
Sh or South American waters. Yet it is not impossi be staffs have had to deal during recent months.
not even strongly unlikely, that Germany is, at this time
There is evidence of a reaction against the extren
planning some amazing naval coup. Secretary Bakerin view represented by Chamberlain, Roosevelt and others
his weekly statement of the war's program gives direct who believe that the republic's best interests will be
d emphatic warning that the United States and h r served by shelving its constitutional omma,nder-m-chiet
e
aUies must expect a new and violent submarine attack and putting the conduct of the war into the hands of
end suggests tL probability that the sea lanes traversed three "distinguished" citizens. Washington is strangely
by the American army transports and munitions and indifferent to Roosevelt's, presence.
Chamberlain's un"L ships will be the main objects of German activity
fairness reacts upon himself.
^British reports of the last three weeks showa decked
Mr. Baker's appearance before the senate committee
falling-off of U-boat damage. No new activity of the and his frank presentation -of fact, unfavorable as well
avies suffices to account for German 1
y^ favorable, should have a good effect It has become
It is taken for granted that the subman
,
t ^ fasMon a
the untbinking to haze the
Called to home ports for repairing am rdittin
war department—much as one may curse the weather to
'preparation for a systematic offensive which will dwarf relieve one's mind—but now the department takes its
all former German attempts.
turn. There is food for enthusiasm in much that Mr.
It is also likely that some of the new " super-subma- Baker says.

money but the opportunity to get sum
•1 quantities of cloth at an early day.
The defects of the ordnance depart
JntbLsht out in the hearings are
still fresh in the public mind As a re |
suit our small force abroad is still de-,
.endent on our allies for its artillery,
IZ we have been prevented from rush
ng over the force we otherwise might
have sent because we have been unable ,
?o give the proper training and equip-j
To be sure, the French and Britment.
ish have promised to furnish guns. But
fat is at the expense of their own
forces and of the Italians, who are now |
dangerously under equipped:
j
Well, the officers responsible foi tne
major delays are now gone and. Mr.,
Baker has reorganized to meet the pronosais of the Senate committee. Undoubtedlv improvement has resulted.!
But time of the utmost value has been
l0

We Americans have some curious
ideas It is a national habit to assume
that because a man is a moral leader
he is therefore a great executive. Be
cause a man is a fighter against spec al
privilege and for equality of opportunity
toifp it for granted that he can admmSfr an enormous business success-

HrSH=e-;^
^Hs^cere men on the mill,an affairs committee of the Senate,
SnuinS alarmed over delays and nefficency in war preparations, are urgK? he separation of the business; from
le military side of the war through the
■reaUng of a director of munitions, and
the constituting of a real administrative
board in the proposed war cabinet

The Suspicious Lull.

Hoover and the Home.
President Wilson's proclamation giving effect to At
Bit is not unlikely that they will he far m
ministrator Hoover's latest food conservation plans emj
phasizes anew the reliance which the nation puts upon
0 these nni.n
^ state8 lg no(. the American housewife to save essential food^prodtiets
^Brazil or even off the coast OL I
wherever possible to the end that our own troops-abroad
^10 be dismissed as an impossibility
may have the articles they need and that the country
r 'There are surmises to the effect tha the ^U-boat may treat its allies with the utmost, generosity.
L vo will synchronize
with tthee op^
opening
the . long I
,nize with
g^.ofg cffor(
hag haye but one police force—the American woman," say^
•
^ ^ ^ president; «aD(j we depcud upon her to sec that these
waited land drive on flM>.wesw
been
so long delayed that it has
s m^
^ ^ ■ ^^ ^ obeyed
y who
ohejad by
by tho
raa,y fail."
nas.ee,
tho small
small mluorit
minority
who may
been so
'Germans were content to wait till e
^^ ^ arc I In Engiand they are talking of food rationing at an
scarcely possible, however that t
^ ^ ^mmis-! early date. We have not reached that point here. In
,eing called home will be wn
1 >=„
P^
^^ time
^^ all
^ probability,
,0 shall
probability) T
rlow being
V ^ game
we
shall not
not if
if the
the American people con-|
con|.ion. If the
is *°
to ^^
BX
^^ ^^ ^^ .^ tinue as
^ ready
ready to
tg follow
foUow the
tho Hoover
Hoovcr rules
rules and
and suggestions
snggestions
the German
German plan
plan is
tfcat tho driv0 in tinue
uul sea
^_.^ ^^
^^ thfl
^ ot)(jn
^^__ ag
^ they
^^ have
^^ s^^
^^ ready
far>
;on land and
sea it
it may
may be
be^ ee<^uce
- _^.^
hown themselves
ready sso far.
j,^
beeinning of 1 Food saving for America remains largely upon a vol'■■TiffinCG is not far distant, -rcu
s
8
Verdun campaign, may ^°^^^^on?
also se
, ullteer basis.
basis. ° The
B^i'ng of the: iVetdun
"Jnnteer
The few
few absolute prohibitions established _
"kaiserism's final effort, to win a
(touch relatively few people. The American home is stiiJ
dictator of its own policies, except as its purchases ma
be curtailed slightly in some directions.
:k.
'shed
Germany threatens that
Americans, appreciative of the seriousness of the f
Holland is to e P11111^^ '^ ruthlessly destroyed by i problem in its relation to entente success against 1'rus
henceforth DuJ-clJ s "pS
The
the Germans, has heen un- '. will not complain of the new Hoover rules.
submarines. Holland, s y^ ^^^ governrflCnt shall S ^JU work no hardship; on the contrary, they mean
neutral in a^ee'ng. 7?v two Butch^ ships long tied up in I, thorough utilization of then
haye the used of cig y_
Germany will treat all 1 in majly instances, they point in the direction of
American ports. . ^ticorai 8^7^. •
>
K,^ ^ inereased vigor_

Futile Bullyiiig.

n

Dutch shipping ^^^^ win do ^ what she has been , Tho country may expect occasional new rules from
.n ° . ..
'
That is the weakness of German ■ f00d administration as long as the war continues
doing or some ^
'g.Me the beginning of the U-boat . perhaps longer. It is part of the burden the public
SS« Sch vessels have been ^nly^estroyed Uhome must bear for the sake of success in the field.
0
■—
Uuk'rsAilors have been cruelly murdered. Tho nation
Germany will be surprised to read news of the activitk
Snow assumes to prate of Holland's ^*
Because th]
trality has violated Dutch neutrality with a ™lity of tho British dreadnaught Warsprite.
equaUed only hy Germany's similar course toward the is one of the ships the Germans are sure they sank in t
battle of Jutland.
neutral Scandinavian nations.
There are certain penalties of frightfulness. One 1
0
Jt tie frightful nation which has already bullied and
A woman conductor fainted in a New York car „
sea ed the little nations to the limit has no resource, to traffic was tied up for forty minutes. She probably s
fall back on when it wishes to be peculiarly terrible for a New Yorker give a woman a seat.
*ome specific-purpose.
—.

o

Col. Watterson can't lose his picturesque diction. 1
says the recent Roosevelt-Stone squabble was as elevati
^s operator of the railroads for the period of the war, as a promenade in a swamp.
0
the federal government is eliminating abuses which the
Germany will not give up Alsace and Lorraine.
Xor
oads a individual, privately-owned corporations should
naye equated long ago. It is safe to say these abuses will she be permitted to keep them. And there you are.'
will not be permitted to establish themselves again after
the war, whether the railroads return to their former

Old Abuses Lopped Off.

From Other Points of View I:J

I operating status or not.
.
The first act of the director-general was virtually to
I stop competition among different systems. So far as
p-ive Baker Square Deal.
' operation was concerned, the identity of separate line
Although the effect of the attacks of Mr. Roosevelt and |
was practically wiped out. Pooling arrangements carried Senator Chamberlain has dwindled to little on the pur-.'ic I
the effect still further. For the time being railroad com- mind today; it will, in our opinion, be less than little after
Secretary of War Baker has made answer before the senpetition has been abolished in America.
ate committee. Secretary Baker is a man of wonderful'
Bv a new order issued by the director-general, a number ability and this he proved not today or yesterday, bu| in
of minor abuses are ordered to be cut out at once. The every day of his splendid career. By sheer ability he has
railroad lobbyist geos the way of competition. 1- ree lifted himself up in life by.his own bootstraps. As city
passes, heretofore much curtailed by legislation, are now solicitor of Cleveland he bested some of the biggest
lawyers in tho west in lawsuit after lawsuit. Single
abolished by edict for the period of the war. Railroad handed and alone he won his way to the office of' mayor of
lawyers who do nothing -but draw salaries are lopped Cleveland against all the monopolistic influence, all the
1
off the payroll. Payment of money for political results wealth of that city. As mayor he established a. municiis forbidden. The saving to the public by these curtail- pal electric light plant which today ensures Cleveland
cheap light and cheap power and thereby promotes the
ments should amount to millions.
commercial ascendency of the city by the lakes. He
In fairness to the railroads it should be pointed out whipped the railroads to a frazzle in their effort to grab
that some activities which appear as "abuses" under lake front property worth thirty millions of dollars, and
o-overnment operation might have been justified under for- then in some magic manner induced the very railroad
magnates whom he had trounced to build a'magnificent
mer conditions. Thus, lobbying-though the term is Union railway depot for the people of Cleveland. These
opprobrious—was permissible to some degree at a time facts show that Baker is no easy meat for any "headwhen forty-nine legislative bodies were busying them- hunter."
Moreover, he is a powerful speaker and a graceful
selves concocting state and national la.ws for the hindrance
of legitimate transportation progress. Competition justi- writer.
As an executive Mr. Baker made, good as mayor of
fied expenditures in way of soliciting and advertising that Cleveland; and, despite what his calumniators may say I
he is making good as secretary of war.
cannot be excused under the new conditions.
The recent congressional investigations of the warl
On the whole, American railroads will bo operated more
department must convince any fair-minded person of thf.l
efficiently and more economically by the government as truthfulness of this statement. After a month of pryiiigl
long as the war lasts than they were by their private and quizzing and delving the investigators uneartHed!
owners. Besides, the government is lopping off abuses some peccadilloes, it is true, but no grievous fault. Inl
that have plagued the roads for a generation and the the immensitv of the undertaking thrown upon Secretary!
Baker's shoulders, the wonder is that the investigatorsI
removal of which will be a permanent advantage to [did not disclose more at which the howlers could howlf
stockholders and public.
and the growlers growl. It is unfair to judge any. great
j work by some little relatively unimportant detail. Ju*iee|
^0
demands that such work should be weighed in its totality
An eastern doctor has written a book on "How to j And in its totality the work of Secretary Baker has »eea
Rest." We know how, but will he please tell us when? ! good, -exceedingly good.
.
'Vnd so it. is that Roosevelt and ( hamberlam may
I circumambient air with resounding words and py,rotheenie
If the Hapsburgs fall, the Hohenzollerns can see their ! ohrasos—but these truths, undeniable and incontestable,
about Baker's management of the war deparjpatjnli
own finish.
!
find, hospitable lodgment in the public mind,#loflg after
the echoes of sinister and malicious criticism l»ve W j
Two
days
after
Medill
McCorrniek
said
that
everyto
plaonc
the puDUC
public ear with
tmtinnabuj-wu uaya alter meui.11. iu-vv^uii.^ 00.^ .."«... ~---j ^Q p[
wim their
uiui rhetorical
'".»"»»
aicrue ttie
_
l'""»"v.
1
_ , ,. .4
4lt,„„„T^o»ti.inlI.
'J
body in Europe was wondering what had become of Gen. j lations of rancor and deceit.—Albany
Time rjnion.
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POURING OIL ON THE TROUBLED WATERS.
»M York,
N. Y

W29/9J8

A SMASHING BLOW AT MISCHIBf MAKERS BY THE
PRESIDENT
No wan ever, held the, great Chair of State at Washington who
knew better how- to take care of himself and his administration than
President Wilson. He arises superior to criticism and detraction on
eae^ occasion. His weapons are truth and publicity. The smashing
blow he delivered in the face of his detractprs, critics, mischief-makers
and h&pkrstabhers, Monday, wa,s simply strong and magnificent tactics
in stating the truth and in defending himself and his administration.
The back stabbers had worked their camouflage on a number of
editors, and former friends of the President like Senator Chamberlain
who had made a speech in New York saying among other things:
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KINGSTON DiILYLEADEK
'"^tol.i;^nJv'--' POT

WHEREVER TEDDY .IS, HE IS
NOW STILL.
Is Theodore Roosevelt still in
"Washington?
He is the- num. our readers will
remember, who was bulletined as
"rushing to Washington to speed up
Die war machinery."
And he is the man wiho before the
Republican Club and the 'National
"Security. League, emitted: a long
series of yelps' asserted his Amerioanismi and' declared that he was
going to see to it that something
1
A as doing in the War Department.
In other'words he was going to "put)
it up" to Secretary of War Baker, '
compel him to get on the job or to
get out.
And-toe Is the man who figurative-'
ly if not literally, got behind SeuaI >r Chamberlain andi inspired him
to make.rash statements that quickly
brought a rebuke from the Presi- !
dent of the Uuited States and' that
inspired him to make sensational
assertions in the United' States Senate, about the War Department almost ceasing to function.
j
' Mr. Chamberlain made this sensational speech after holding a con-j
ference with Theodore, such conference being the '.first of the series he
held after liis arrival' in the Capitol
City. Mr. Roosevelt was in Washington, When this speech was made
and he applauded it. It was "bully"
hear Chamberlain lambast ' the
war Department andi the- ad minis- >
t ration. Theodore could not have |
done better himself.
But then came quickly a reaction. ]
Tine little Secretary of War, Newton j
D. Baker, vcp<l the spece-h of Mr: ■
Chamberlain. There came promptly •
i'nom him a demand for the sources '
of the senator's Information.
And
came with equal promptness a demand for an opportunity of replying
for an opportunity of correcting misstatements and errors in the senator's address.
ii
And then to the room of the
Senate Committee on Military Affairs came the Secretary of War.
And .for five hours he stood there In
the presence of a crowd that was as j
large as could get into the room, I
and
talked
frankly,
candidly.
straightforwardly and honestly, not
lo that little knot of people in the
room, but to the American people
and: to the peoples of our Allied. Nations., And he poured facts and
figures, statistics and results, accurate, absolutely correct andi tremendous in their significance. Was
there a man who heard, that remarkable address that did not realize thai
instead of the War Department almost ceasing l?. function, the War
Department, under this same quiet,
inoffensive little giant, had accomplished more in a given time than
any war department of any country
in all; history had ever done. Was
Senator Chamberlain, satisfied! then
that he had been barking up the
wrong tree^ that he did not know
what the had been talking about, that
he had been misinformed?

There lias been no comeback at;
the speech of the Secretary of War.!
There can be none. This wonderful;
little man, sneeriug/ly referred, to' as
a pacifist by the enemies of the Wi'-i
son -administration, demonstrate 1 j
that be lias done more to speed up
t!he war, to win the war than an '
army of those who do such work
With their mouths. He was forced .
to tell some things about what had
been accomplished that -perhaps
should not have ,been given to the
world. But in doing so", he has won I
the confidence of the people of the
United States. He has inspired the |
suffering people of England1 and
France and Italy and. Belgium with
confidence in the stability and the
perseverence and the intelligence of
the War Department of .the United
States. He has closed the mouths of
the loose-tonguecl critics of the ad-.
ministration. lie lias refuted the
libel® that have been spoken and.
printed against the department and
against the Wilson administration.
And !ie lias put a crimp into the political plans of those who have been
seeking to stir up something of dii
satisfaction among the people with
the idea of making Republican gains
in Congress in the fall elections.
j
And he has succeeded in driving
Theodore Roosevelt into a state of
im.K'.uous desuitude for the time 'being it least. One of the results of
this ! wonderfully impressive speech
b;i been to cause Theodore to slink
out 'of the lime-light, to disappear,
and probably in a rage. For it cer- j
tainly could not have been pleasant'
for Theodore 1.0 rush to Washington
tf<W' the accomplishment of a purpose,
and to find that a little man, quiet,
smooth face, with no bristling mustache, no gnashing teeth, no deep
furrows in his brow, lhad not only
done ten times is much without any
noise or the services of any press
agents as he had declared, his intension, of making him do. And- it of
course must -have been, distasteful to
Theodore to find himself and his j
ranting cohorts routed, by the calm
voice and the quiet earnest demeanor and the candor of the man
they had1 expected to crush under
their war hoots.
But where has Theodore gone?
Where is he now? Is toe still hiding in Washington? Is he still
holding secret conferences and attempting to make political capital
out of the isolated instance of some
little detail of war preparation, gone
wrong with Boice'Pen^fc?..
Or has 'he wended his way, toy j
circuitous routes and perhaps in j
disguise, back to Oyster Bay? Or'
back to the editorial room of theJ
Kansas City Star?
In any event and wherever he is, !
he is, for once, STILL, VERY STILL. I
An be was made still, toy a quiet,
pleasant faced, agreeable, little man
who has demonstrated to the world
that he works and gets results with
his brains and his knowledge, not
with his mouth, but who on this
occasion, made it clear that when he
does talk, he says something that all
the world: wants to .hear.
When will Theodore toreak loose!
again ?

The military establishment of the United States has fallen down.
There is no use to be optimistic about a thing that does not exist. It
has 'aljnost stopped functioning, my friends. Why? Because of inefficiency in every" bureau and every department of the government of
the.'United i&fates.
President. Wilson first interpolated Senatpr Chamberlain as to
the correctness of the speech reported delivered by him and finding
that it was correctly reported he gave out his reply which, we take it,
will clear the atmosphere of both the lies and liars for awhile. The
following paragraphs should be read by every American and consid
ere,d, of the highest authority:
' '^miffr'Ciw-njberlaln's statement as to the present inaotipn and
ineffectiveness of the govern eat, Its an astonishing and absolutely
unjustifiable, distortion of the truth.
As a ruat^ej of feet, tlje War. Department has performed a task of
unparalleled magnitude, and, difficulty with extraordinary promptness
and. ejMency. Tnerje has -been 'delay and disappointments and partial
miscarriages of slaps, &P. of which have been drawn into the foreground and exaggerated toy the investigations which have been profreslstog sfece Congress assembled—investigations which drew Indis.^SSjtoje o$K^al;8. of the. department constantly «^ay. from tkeir wort
tad offices from, their commands and contributed a great deal to such
elay and confusion as, had inevitably arisen.
But toy comparison with what has fecjen accomplished, these.
t8»injp,.mu.cto, a^tpy wore,to be regretted, ^ere insignificant; and no
mista-ke ..hafe toejefl. iaade, which has beep repeated. Nothing helpful
or-.pely to speed or facilitate the war- tasks of th« government has
come out of; criticism and investigation.
I understand that reorganizations toy 'legislation are to be piorosed—} hfty^ nop bj><5B consulted about them and have learned of
theqn «njy $. second h'ahA—tout the^r proposal came after effective
measures of re^rganlzatlpn had been thoughtfully and maturely perfected, and inasmuch as these measures have been the result of exp^.qnoe^ they ape much mure W*ely. than any others to toe effective,
Jf| the. ■Qpnsr.ess. will hut remove the few statutory obstacles of rigid
department, organisation vfhich, s.t,and. in their way.
Tha^»'14ifclve.^ropc-sa;ia'l h&Y.e. heard of would involve fong ad#M*TOW delays and, turn our-experience into mere lost motion.
- My emaciation and constant conference with the Secretary of
War have taught me to regard him as one of the ablest public officials
I have, ever kno^- The country will soon learn whether he or his
critics understand the'business, ip. hand.
To ad4, as Sector. Chamberlain did, that there is inefficiency In
«fl&ery. departpe.itt apd bureau of the government, is to, shpw such
Igporanftft of actual, conditions a# to make it impossible to attach any
lm,pprtance, tp. his |sta,temejat,
. ~
J a"1 oound tp infer' that the, ftatement sprang out of opposition
^l.'^M '"B^iaV^r^/^^i^poltey rather than out of any serious in-
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There has been no comeback at,
WHEREVER TEDDY .IS, HE IS the speech of the Secretary of War. I
NOW STIM,
There can he none. This wonderful,
Is Theodore 'Roosevelt still in little man, sneering!}- referred; to' n<\
a pacifist by the enemies of the Wi"Washington?
He is the man. our readers will so-n 'administration, demonstrated
remember, who was bulletined as that he has -ri-one more to speed up
"rushing to Washington: to speed Up the war, to win the war than an !
the war machinery."
army of those who do such work
Audi he is the man who before the With their mouths. He was forced ,
Republican CM) and the -National to tell some things about what had.
• Security . League,- emitted: a long been accomplished that perhaps,
series of yelps' asserted his Ameri- should not have been given to the
canism, and declared, that he was world,. But in doing so, he has won I
going to see to it that something the confidence, of the people of the
'.vas doing1 in the War Department. United States. He has inspired the |
In other1 words he was going to "put! suffering people of England1 and
it. up" to Secretary of War Baker,' France and Italy and Belgium with .
ooinpelhini to get on the job or to ■confidence in the stability and the j
perseverence and the intelligence of j
get out.
And-he is the man who figurative-' the War Department of the United
lyi if not literally, got behind Sena^ States. He has closed the -mouths of
tor -Chamberlain and inspired Mm the loose-tongued critics of the .adto make-rash .statements that quickly ministration. He lias refuted the
brought a rebuke., from the Presi- j libels] that have been spoken, and
dent of the United. States and' that printed, against the department and
inspired hiin to make sensational against the Wilson administration.
assertions in the United: States Sen- And he lias put. a crimp into the poate, about the War Department al- litical plans of those who have been
seeking to stir up something of dismost ceasing to function.
' Mr. Chamberlain made this sen- j satisfaction among -the people with
sational speech after holding a con-1 the,idea of making Republican gains
in Congress in the fall elections.
fcrefice with Theodore, such conferAriel he has succeeded in driving
ence being the first of the series he
held after his arrival in the Capitol \ Theodore Roosevelt into a state of
inocijious desuitiKle for the time -beCity. Mr. Roosevelt, was in Washington, when this speech was made ing at least../ One of the results of
this ! wonderfully impressive speech
and! he applauded it. It was "bully"
to hear Chamberlain lanibast ' the has .peen to cause Theodore to slink
War Department andi the adminis- > out 'of tin* lime-light, to disappear.
tration'. Theodore could not have | and probably in a rage. For it cerdone better himself.
] tainly: could not have been pleasant
But then came quickly a reaction. ] for "Theodore to rush to Washington
The little Secretary of War, Newton for the accomplishment of a purpose^
I). Baker, read the speech- - of Mr. "and joHUndlhat a little man, quiet,
Chamberlain. There came promptly smooth face, with ho bristling musi'nom him a demand for the sources tache, no gnashing teeth, no deep
of the senator's information.
And. furrows in his brow, lhadi not only
came with equal promptnees a de- done ten times as much without any
mand for an opportunity of replying noise or the services of any press
for an.opportunity of eorrecting mis- ■ agents1 as he had declared, his- intenstatements and: errors in the sena- j tion. of making him do. And it of
j course must have been, distasteful to
tor's ad-dress.
And then to the room of the , Theodore to find: himself and his
Senate Committee on Military Af- ranting cohorts routed, by the calm
fairs came the Secretary of War. ■voice and the quiet . earnest deAnd for five hours he stood there in .' meaner and the candor of the man
the presence of a crowd that was as | they had expected to crush under
large as could get into the room, I their -war boots.
But where has Theodore ' gone?
and
-talked
frankly,
candidly,
straightforwardly and honestly, not Where is he now? Is he still hidto that little knot of people in the ing in Washington? Is he still
room, but to the American people holding secret, conferences and atand to the peoples of our Allied Na- tempting to make political capital
tions.. And he poured tacts and out of the isolated instance of some
figures, statistics and; results, ac- little detail of war preparation, gone
curate, absolutely correct and. Ire wrong with Boice Pen-^^?.
Or has he wended his way, toy
mendo.-us in their significance. Was
there.a man, who heard, that remark ■ circuitous iroutes and perhaps in
able address that did not realize that disguise, back to Oyster -Bay? Or
instead of the War De:partment al- ■ back to the editorial room of the.
most ceasing to function, the Wai ■ Kansas City Star?
In- any event and wherever he is,
Department, under this same 'quiet
inoffensive little giant, had accom- - . he is, for once, STIDL, VERY STILL,
An he was made still, toy a quiet,
plished, more in a given time tha: i
any war department of any country ' pleasant faced, agreeable, little man
in all; history had ever done. Wa; i who has demonstrated to the world
.Senator Chamberlain 'satisfied thet ! that he works and gets results with
that he had been barking up th< 5 his brains and his knowledge, not
wrong tree, that he did not knov < with his .mouth, but who on this
what, he had been talking about, tbs t occasion, made it clear that when he
does talk, he says something that all
he had been misinformed'?
' the world wants to hear.
When will Theodore break loose
again?

A SMASHING BLOW AT MISCHIEF MAKERS BY THE
PRESIDENT
No man ever, held the., great Chair of State at Washington who
knew better how to take care of himself an<J his adininistraiion than
President Wilson. He arises superior to criticism and detraction on
eaej), occasion- *T$ weapons are truth and publicity. The smashing
blow he delivered in the face of his detractors, critics, mischief-makers
and hacjysiabhers, Monday, was simply strong and magnificent tactics.
in stating the truth and in defending himself and his administration.
The back stabbers had worked their camouflage on a number of
editpr^nd former friends of the President like Senator Chamberlain
who had made a speech in New York spying among other things:
The military establishment of the United States has fallen down.
There is no'iiife to He optimistic about a thing that does not exist. It
has almost stopped functioning, my -friends. Why? Because. of inefficiency la ©very" bureau and every department, of the government of
the; Ufii'ted i&tates.

P.re^dejat. Wfl|on first interpolated Senatpr Chamberlain as to
the correctn.es* of the speech reported delivered by him and finding
that it was correctly reported he gave out his reply which, we take it,
will clear the atmosphere of both the lies and liars for awhile. The
following paragraphs should be read by every American and considered of
the highest authority:
"KSew^<Ji-'-C^.^n)t!erl,^}n's statement as to the present inaction and.
ineffectiveness, of. $ie,' foverp.me.nt te an ^toniahing and absolutely
unjustifiable. 4:igtto-rtlon of the truth.
v
As a mat^ij of fap,|, ^h,e War. Department has performed a task of
u^pa^allel^p' ^a£^tu-de; an<j 4i$k}u-lty with extraordinary promptness
anil
e^'cjgpjcy'.' There haij;'toe.e.h 'delay and disappointment's and partial
m:i3qaj3i^g& of plans, a", of wpAca have been drawn into the foreground'and''ex3gjjerated'toy the investigations which'have been progreslstog 4toc,e. 'CQjigresp agpmto.led—tavestigations which drew indisps»s#$e-0$c1&lj8 9t£'th,£ departiaejLt constantly a.way. from their work
t'pd o||<j^rs frppa tte^rcomnjan^s W4 contributed a great deal to such
el-ay'and confusion as. h-ad inevitably arisen.
But toy comparison with what, has ipeen accomplished, these.
tjbin^,n>i$jb,1 ftjf tp^ W®re,tQ be regfetted, <were tasignlneant; and no
i^staSe- hajs. pejgn. i»ade, which hap'toeen repeated. Nothing helpful
or.^elyjio' §>peed. or facilltat-e the w,9X- tasks of the, government has
come" out of criticism and investigation.
I understand that reorganizations toy legislation. are tp be pnoBQ^gd—i, hfty^no^ 'heefl consulted about them and' have learned of
.<$$$ ohjty «ji s^ppxl ^Uid—tout their proposal came after effective
measure's <a£ ce^r^nlz-ation had: been thoughtfully and maturely perfected, and Inasmuch as these measures have been the result of expprifta^oe, <fb,ey ape much ware likely than any others to toe effective,
it the.X39ngr.©§3. will hut remove, the *ew -statutory ptostacles of rigid
d'ej^^jj^t, organlaaiJon which s.t^.p'(i in their way.
' Tha ^giiiri#jjtlve' proposajia I have heard of wouJd involve long ad^iohftl'deJafisanjd,' turn ouir expedience into mere lost motion.
My ass^i^tiaa an,d( fiopistapt conference with the Secretary of
War have" taught hie to regard him as one
of the aJbleist public officials
-I havf ew^ kn'ft^ii. Tf^a country will1 soon learn whether he or hi-a
critics' uadf^stand ^e'touslnes^ in h^n-d.
To a$4,' as S-e^nato C^antiberlajlii did, that there is inefficiency jn
. evfery, ^epartpeht a^id'touxefiu of t|ie gov^rnmeijt; is to, show such
ig^orwc^ {$-ac-tu^ wndition3 a? to nia,ke it impossible to attach any
^^rt^'Oft tfl-'hia lai^e'sbent.
-. I aim hound to. ii?ter' that the. iptatement sprang out of opposition
to the admujMjp&ttan'a whole poltey rather than out of any serious Intention to reform its practice.
Intelligent people will concede the following propositions:
1—That this war must be fought and won or lost under President
Wilson. If tha| be true then demoralizing criticism and misrepresentation, such, as that being made almost daily by Theodore Roosevelt,
the Chicago. Tribune and other back-stabbers is hostile to the best interests of this government and the A^rnerica.n people..
2-r-That President Wilson and the members of his administration are doing their level best, are doing their work as well as any set
of men can dq it, are doing as much as can reasonably be expected and
they will probably win the war. ^very man who ever reached the
higii office of' President did the best he perceived at the moment. An
AmftFi«^9 President knows that he stands on the heights, that he is. a
historic figure for all time and that he must give ail that is in him,
especially in such a supreme epoch as the present, to the great cause
of humanity, justice, civilization and the moral order of the world.
Now we believe when men finally come to know the monumental
work which i§ necessary to enlist, drill, arm, equip and transport to
France one, two, three and four millions of soldiers that it will be
found no such trenmendous energy was ever before conceived of m
this continent or anywhere in the world $nd never before was as
much, done with brain and hand as is being done by our country in
getting ready tar this wax.
. Why do not the back-stabbers read something—read up the details of Hurley's work and the fact that ships are being built all along
the Pacjifio coast a»d in the Jjake region and by great ship-building
plants on the Atlantic coast?
Why clp: UPA these critics read Samuel Blythe's recent article,
dated January 19, 3.93.8, published in the Saturday Evening PosT*
showing how the work of producing airplanes approaches the marvelous—-how two regiments of mep, have been selected from the cantonments and sen.* to. Oregon to cut the spruce pine timber needed,
%ow science has been enlisted to reduce, the time from 18 months
which is naturally required to 14 days and in a pinch tp 8 days for
#ie drying of that lumber and all the other wonderful facts delineated there?
Why do they not make themselves acquainted with the monumental work needed to line up rifle, ma&hine-gup and heavy ordnance
factories and get them running and what has been done?
WhaA of the, plans and work to provision two millions of men on
ships, in cantonments, in France and elsewhere over the continent
and on the high seas?
It is evident that these critics are mostly malcontents, petty politieiansj disgruntled inebriates drunken on their own dislikes and
hates and critics without responsibilities. But most of the people are
satisfied ttiat thjft admiWitr^tion is not only doing its best but doing
wonderfully well. Foreign statesmen believe this to be true. President Wilson has distinctly displaced; Roosevelt in the thought of the
European leaders, and is-recogni^ed as the prof oundest statesman and
leader of this world'* war. Our own leading journals like the New
Republic hold the same view. In fact the kickers have nothing to
stand on to maintain themselves.
Some of them, like Senator Chamberlain, we regard good men,
misled, while others are jealous: critics, bone-heads and pettifogging
politicians.

fe CLEARED BY FACTS
[men to make trouble for the government in a
Ids a matter of opinion. The recent imbroglio at
r^^gtua and in the, press may have been occasioned by one or
more motives inspired by patriotism, ambition or treason. A man
may criticise because he thinks the government is inefficient. One
•may. be moved by political, motives to secure partisan advantages, or
;
an individual may have wholly traitorous motives for making trouble.
But whatever the motives have been it has been well that the critics
had no case against the government in the domain of fact and truth.
It is our impression that most of the recent campaign of criticism
originated in a desire to secure partisan benefits. It is clear if PresiWilson, Secretary Baker and their associates could organize
their forces and carry the war to a conclusion that they would hold
a partisan advantage in 1920.". Any party which succeeds in a democracy in carrying to a successful issue a great war is likely to secure
some benefit as partisans. Therefore a sharp campaign has been
waged by Republicans to prove that Daniels and Baker are pin-heads1
and incompetents and that the President ought to invite into his cabinet Teddy Roosevelt, Wm. H. Taft or some other of the greatest executives of the country.
It was even pointed out that the British cabinet was recast with
Bonar Law and other rank opponents of the Liberal administration
on the inside. But when one looked for American precedents he looked in vain. And this possibly illustrates a difference in the two
democracies. Had that advice been taken it is questionable whether"
it would have worked well. What is most to be desired is team-work
in administration and the chances are good that such a re-organization would have introduced discord among, the leaders. Now, since
it has been discovered that Daniels and Baker are efficient, most fairminded men will admit that it was well that Roosevelt, or ajaybody
like him, was left out.
That classification, in our judgment, includes snch newspapers
as the New York Tribune, the Chicago Tribune, the Kansas City
Timjes and passibly the Indianapolis News as well as Ja£e Gallinger,
Boies Penrose and the old-line of Republican politicians who regard
the American people as the proletariat to be bossed as the Kaiser
regards the German masses as good stuff for cannon-fodder. Nobody
■who knows what that clique believes will doubt very much that that
is their conception of the rightful government of the American
j democracy.
But that doesn't explain the fact that the explosion was touched
off by U. S. Senator George E. Chamberlain, a Democrat, who had
been the most valuable man in congress. How did it occur that he
was the man who led the fight in which the assaulting forces were
whipped to a frazzle ? The chances are that Chamberlain was used.
This matter was a bigger affair than it appears on the surface. The,
wires and traps were all laid and set by conscienceless, but sharp
politicians. Chamberlain was led into the trap blindly on the theory
that executive matters were bad and were knocking at the doors of
congress for correction. To handle Chamberlain was a gilt-edged
job and it was likely handled by-the most astute politicians in "Washington. He probably never saw any finger marks until he went down
the hole and then it would have.been too humiliating to have admitted that he was tricked and led into a trap with his eyes wide open.
But nothing else explains Chamberlains great drop. Old shellhiding Bill Stone took thai occasion to rush in and revamp himself
and utter loud cries against Col. Roosevelt who was also rushing to
Washington to rehabilitate himself in the Republican leadership and
who was promptly rejected after making a night of it at a banquet
at Nick Longworths, the Republicans in congress promptly putting
out his eye by a vote of 72 to 19. Stone had been shelved by his
pro-German. activities at the beginning of the war and he took this
occasion to rejuyenate himself and realign with the men whe are
backing Wilson. What he said about Roosevelt was mostly true but
it lacked all its force by being said by Stone. That slick old demagogue ought to be driven from public life. He isn't as good a man:
as Roosevelt who mixes the good and the bad in the strangest way
| of any mjan in American history.
The clean-up by Secretary Baker shows that young man as one
of the clearest heads in public life. He is today seen to be big
enough for any-sized job and it is still true that the two personalities other than the president which appeal most to American imagination are the two which loom in the cabinet of President Wilson,
Baker and McAdoo.
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A Great War Leader
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The country Avill hear little criticism of Secretary Newton Baker
and the war department in the immediate future. The answer the
secretary made yesterday was so complete to all the charges that
have been made against him and America's conduct of war preparations that the critics arc left not even words to stand on.
The secretary made good. He proved beyond a single doubt
that our war preparations have been efficient, consistent, co-ordinated with those of France and Britain, in keeping with the ideas of experts in all lines, in touch with the needs of each hour, arid not planless and listless and resultless as has been charged.
After reading the secretary's spcecJi one wonders where Senator
Chamberlain got his ideas. Surely in his position as chairman of the
senate committee on military affairs he ought to have been able to
learn many of-the facts that Baker disclosed. And yet his speech
of criticism would indicate that he was as badly informed as Colonel
Roosevelt, or the Chicago Tribune.
Baker showed that our hospitals and our camps have been
guarded in health conditions as no array hospitals and camps ever
were. His figures proved that the death rate in the camps is considerably less than the death rate among men of similar age in civil
life.
Big guns and machine guns were bought of France because she
was in a position to supply them and wanted to do so in order to release shipping for other needs. It was also brought out that France's
production of guns had reached the point where she is really producing more than she needs.
The delay in the manufacture of rifles was caused by a council
of our greatest experts who decided that the improved gun which
would result, would more than offset the delay. The secretary took
the advice of experts.
Our army was called into service before all the supplies were
ready for them on the advice of such men as Major General Wood
and it is the practice of many armies to supply their recruits with
old rifles in order to permit the men to learn how to handle guns.
And then the secretary explained, also, how the department has
kept in the closest touch with our allies, how he receives a long cablegram from General Pershing every day keeping him informed of
every hour with the war programs of our allies, how the needs
our allies have caused us to change our program time after time,
how we have sent three times the number of troops to France we
were asked to in the time that has passed.
Indeed we can think of no criticism the secretary failed to
answer. His statement is a complete, an astounding answer to every
criticism that has been made. It proves above every doubt that Mr.
Baker is an efficient, a wide awake secretary, thoroughly in touch
with every phase of our preparations, possibly the best secretary the
war department has ever known. He has done as much as anyone
could have expected and vastly more than almost everyone did
expect.
"The critics have been either misinformed or partisan or traitorous. Baker has clone all that these critics wanted a superior war
council to do. He has done all that a munitions director could have
done. He has made good completely. He will continue to conduct
the war department and the Chicago Tribune will not be the Lord
Northcliffe of our war preparations. The Post has put its faith in
Baker from the first. So would any good American who understood his character, his ability and his ideals.

AIR CLEARED BY FACTS
, .. What animates men to make trouble for the government in a
crisis of our history is a matter of opinion. The recent imbroglio at
! "Washington and in the. press may have been occasioned by one or
more motives inspired by patriotism, ambition or treason. A man
may criticise because he thinks the government is inefficient. One
be moved by political, motives to secure partisan advantages, or
an individual may have wholly traitorous motives for making trouble.
But whatever the motives have been it has been well that the critics
had no case against the government in the domain of fact and truth.
It is our impression that most of the recent campaign of criticism
originated in a desire to secure partisan benefits. It is clear if President. Wilson, .Secretary Baker and their associates could organize
forces and carry the war to a conclusion that they would hold
a partisan advantage in 1920,.". Any party which succeeds in a democracy in carrying to a successful issue a great war is likely to secure
some bensfit as partisans. Therefore a sharp campaign has beei*
waged by Republicans to prove that Daniels and Baker are pin-heads'
incompetents and that the President ought to invite into his cabinet Teddy Eoosevelt, Wm. H. Taft or some other of the greatest executives of the country.
It was even pointed out that the British cabinet was recast with
Bonar Law and other rank opponents of the Liberal administration
on the inside. But when one looked for American precedents he looked in vain. And this possibly illustrates a difference in the two
democracies. Had that advice been taken it is questionable whether1
it would have worked well. What is most to be desired is team-work
in administration and the chances are good that such a re-organization would have introduced discord among, the leaders. Now, since
it has been discovered that Daniels and Baker are efficient, most fairminded men will admit that it was well that Roosevelt, or anybodylike him, was left out.
That classification, in our judgment, includes such newspapers
as the New York Tribune, the Chicago Tribune, the^ Kansas City
Times and passibly the Indianapolis News as well as Jalfee Gallinger,
Boies Penrose and the old-line of Republican politicians who regard
the American people as the proletariat to be bossed as the Kaiser
regards the German masses as good stuff for cannon-fodder. Nobody
who knows what that clique believes will doubt very much that that
is their conception of the rightful government of the American
! democracy.
But that doesn't explain the fact that the explosion was touched
off by U. S. Senator George E. Chamberlain, a Democrat, who had
been the most valuable man in congress. How did it occur that he
was the man who led the fight in which the assaulting forces were
whipped to a frazzle? The chances are that Chamberlain was used.
This matter was a bigger affair than it appears on the surface. The.
wires and traps were all laid and set by conscienceless, but sharp
politicians. Chamberlain was led into the trap blindly on the theory
that executive matters were bad and were knocking at the doors of
congress for correction. To handle Chamberlain was a gilt-edged
job and it was likely handled by'the most astute politicians in Washington. He probably never saw any finger marks until he went down
the hole and then it would have.been too humiliating to have admitted that he was tricked and led into a trap with his eyes wide open.
But nothing else explains Chamberlains great drop. Old shellhiding Bill Stone took that occasion to rush in and revamp himself
" and utter loud cries against Col. Roosevelt who was also rushing to
Washington to rehabilitate himself in the Republican leadership and
who was promptly rejected after making a night of it at a banquet
at Nick Longworths, the Republicans in congress promptly putting
out his eye by a vote of 72 to 19. Stone had been shelved by his
pro-German activities at the beginning of the war and he took this
occasion to rejuvenate himself and realign with the men who are
backing Wilson. What he said about Roosevelt was mostly true but
it lacked all its force by being said by Stone. That slick old demagogue ought to be driven from public life. He isn't as good a man'
as Roosevelt who mixes the good and the bad in the strangest way
I of any m)an in American history.
The clean-up by Secretary Baker shows that young man as one
of the clearest heads in public life. He is today seen to be big
enough for any-sized job and it is still true that the two personalities other than the president which appeal most to American imagination are the two which loom in the cabinet of President Wilson,
Baker and McAdoo.

The country will hear little criticism of Secretary Newton Baker
and the war department in the immediate future. The answer the
secretary made yesterday was so complete to all the charges that
have been made against him and America's conduct of war preparations that the critics arc left not even words to stand on.
The secretary made good. He proved beyond a single doubt
that our war preparations have been efficient, consistent, co-ordinated with those of France and Britain, in keeping- with the ideas of experts in all lines, in touch witli the needs of each hour, arid not planless and listless and rcsultless as has been charged.
After reading the secretary's speech one wonders where Senator
Chamberlain got his ideas. Surely in his position as chairman of the
senate committee on military affairs he ought to have been able to
learn many of*the facts that Baker disclosed. And yet his speech
of criticism would indicate that he was as badly informed as Colonel
Roosevelt or the Chicago Tribune.
Baker showed that our hospitals and our camps have been
guarded in health conditions as no army hospitals and camps ever
were. His figures proved that the death rate in the camps is considerably less than the death rate among men of similar age in civil
life.
Big guns and machine guns were bought of France because she
was in a position to supply them and wanted to do so in order to release shipping for other needs. It was also brought out that France's
production of guns had reached the point where she is really producing more than she needs.
The delay in the manufacture of rifles was caused by a council
of our greatest experts who decided that the improved gun which
would result, would more than offset the delay. The secretary took
the advice of experts.
Our army was called into service before all the supplies were
ready for them on the advice of such men as Major General Wood
and it is the practice of many armies to supply their recruits with
old rifles in order to permit the men to learn how to handle guns.
And then the secretary explained, also, how the department has
kept in the closest touch with our allies, how he receives a long cablegram from General Pershing every day keeping him informed of
every hour with the wrar programs of our allies, how the needs
our allies have caused us to change our program time after time,
how we have sent three times the number of troops to France we
were asked to in the time that has passed.
Indeed we can think of no criticism the secretary failed to
answer. His statement is a complete, an astounding answer to every
: criticism that has been made. It proves above every doubt that Mr.
Baker is an efficient, a wide, awake secretary, thoroughly in touch
i with every phase of our preparations, possibly the best secretary the
j war department has ever known. He has done as much as anyone
, could have expected and vastly more than almost everyone did
expect.
"The critics have been either misinformed or partisan or traitorous. Baker has done all that these critics wanted a superior war
council to do. He has done all that a munitions director could have
done. He has made good completely. He will continue to conduct
the war department and the Chicago Tribune will not be the Lord
Northcliffe of our war preparations. The Post has put its faith in
Baker from the first. So would any good American who understood his character, his ability and his ideals.
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[f rW4WUUr!UUt> 'AND TJNrAlR C
OF SECRETARY BAKER.

What has been clone by the secretary and
his department may furnish some insight
into the problem.
On April 1, 1917, the
army was made up of 127,000 regulars and
(Gary Post.)
84,000 state guards. That army has been
The Post has frequently cautioned the expanded into one of 1,428,650 men; more
reading populace against the omnivorous than 500,000 of them have been drilled and
sent to France and soon will be ready for
reading of unconscionable newspapers and
warfare; and the balance are in cantonments
swallowing their conclusions whole.
The
in this country drilling and being equipped
reason is that we frequently see honest peoand sent to the front. No army of similar
size, in the history of tho world, has evef*
veiple misled to the point of irrational and
raised, equipped and trained so quickly.
the rancorous criticism of public men to such an been
And no such provision has ever been made
extremity
that
their
mental
reactions
had
no
before for the comfort, health, entertainmt
ment and general well-being of an army.
ar- relation to logic or argument or truth.
The army has not been fed on "embalmed
There is a case of that kind now with rebeef" as the soldiers were under General
gard to Secretary Baker in some localities.
Alger and Mcliinley in 1898. but they have
ibt Some people assume it as a postulate for been well fed and well cared for. A few
at- their reasoning as though it were a proved connections failed but men WHO apologize
for the inefficiencies of the last war should
ex- fact that Secretary Baker is an ignominious hold their peace. Some men want a bigfailure
and
deserves
no
consideration
at
the
minded, business man like Julius Kosenwald
anpromoted to be chief. But Rosenwald, we
(hands of the American people, not even
understand, w-as.the clothing expert-under
proof of the fact. That makes the problem
tor easy for them for they would be wholly un- whose directions some failures are recorded.
But as soon as discovered they were corthe able to sustain their contention. If Secre- rected. Nor have the men died Tby scores
hundreds in the camps as the3 did then.
■to tary Baker, holding one of the two most and
Our republican critics have, poor memories;
cabinet positions, were the failsch important
it
is
handy to have good forgetters.
ure they presume him to be President WilSecretary Baker has made $1,677,000,nel son would not hold him in the cabinet n, 000But
worth of contracts for tho ordnance deday. And if he did he would not be able
partment. This department had 97 officers
to retain such men as Lane. Houston and
last April: now it has 3,001 officers and 26,others who are independent and courageous
2 en
* ( in their convictions.
120 enlisted personnel. The quartermaster
ver
general's
department was raised in the same
What we refer to is such editorial statefrom 347 officers to 6,431 officers and
on- ments as the following by the Chicago Tri- time
contracts were made for 19,000,000 blankets,
in Friday's edition:
ivil buneThe
20.000,000 yards of overcoating, 30 000,000
president has spoken and been
yards of shirting, 250,000,000 yards "of cotheard around the world. He must now
ton
cloths and .$345,000,000 worth of suitings.
act to bring order and efficiency in his
This department has expended $2,000,000,000.
she (J own house. Tlio higher co-ordination of
The aviation corps has been raised from
our war organisation must come.
It
re1.1 So men to S6.000 men and there has been
can be brought about only by a superior
appropriated kto sustain this branch of the
de's
war council, free from entanglements or
service this year $744,000,000 which must be
preoccupations and fully empowered.
iroexpended under the direction of the secreAnd at the head of our department of
tary. This is five .times as much as was
war must .be placed a man incapable
appropriated for the whole war department
. of the course adopted by Newton D.
icil
in 1915.
The engineers' department has
Balier. Only through such changes can
jumped from $53,000,000 last year to $390,.ich
we summon "every power and resources
000,000 this year.
we possess, whether of men, of money,
30k
Such has been the work done in the past
or of materials,", and devote them to
nine
months—a herculean labor never be"our present and immediate task" of
fore
equaled—and such are the tremendous
winning the war.
ere
labors of the present year as foreshadowed
This is just a sample. Similar statements
ood are mado daily. Now the Tribune has by the figures.
But the knockers say that there has been
dth never proved anything against Baker. The delay.
That is likely true. A man building
editor of that paper knows no facts that
a house or a corn-crib may be delayed by
3.
" prove its assumption.
Its pretenses are
accidents
or unforseen circumstances. Genby very few newspapers in the counhas shared
eerals Crozier, Sharpe, Weaver and Crowder
try which do their own thinking. But the
ble- t Tribune goes on with its fraudulent pre- had the army methods and. it has been difficult to jolt them out of their slowly movtenses regardless of truth, logic and evenof handed
ing army cog wheels. Baker has done the
justice.
Its motives are evidently
work as well as anybody could so far as
personal hatred and party polities.
Mr.
anybody
knows—did it 'far better than any
has probably refused to take orders
me, Baker
republican
did it in 1S98. And who knows
from the men who control the Tribune p.s
we he "doesn't have to" but they propose 'W.O that'ne nab not done it splendidly?
Take, the case of the delay with the rifles
hound him through the world" because he ■
to change the mechanism of the gun to use
has no time nor inclination to take orders
a rimless cartridge, that was probably wise.
to from the Tribune malcontent's.
But now let us examine the case of the j It wps figured that while it would Hold back
ery ordinary
production yet arrangements could bo made
man here in Gary and see wh*.fc
• all tl le met could
ith mi ■ aiiie s Wl icr
Mr. reason he has for- criticising Mr. Baker. In
m chine ^. ur is at d canarme ri with rifle
first place he knows very little, pracuch the
could 1
drill ■d a.ncl
• n as ■apidl; a * Ih.
tically nothing, of the amount of work Mr.
ien ai med t ^eir ail un mition w ould be inthe Baker has done, of the way he has done it,
,eable.
rchanj
the difficulties of the problems presented j
one of
The q ja'rrel is \y ith n a king t he equ ipment
to the secretary of war and hence cannot i
or: fore
U'.ll t •oops
id
l WO I'kmen.
did form an original opinion on the merits of
peoph wc
n3 king m ill on's of dolthe facts in the case because he has no
vs v, or :.h >-f i nu'ni tio is find gi! JS
ig COllproper access to them to weigh their merits
Ik'lS I iU-UiUl allies— -to be use d for . i comrai- and demerits and render a sincere, honest,
judgment.
mon cause.
What occasion is there to
war well-balanced
Not having the facts and the figures besquabble because our government officials
lave fore them, some men fake the unwarranted
employ the overplus of European workshops?
assumption of the Tribune and say "out with
This whole question, in our view, resolves
luct Baker." But when there is only assumpitself into quibbles and falsehoods. Nobody
tion
with
the
character
of
an
individual
or
iord
except some extraordinarily well informed
the efficiency of a statesman or the virtue
official or army man iias the facts uuon
i in . of a woman if must be made in their favor
which to found a well-balanced criticism of
der- and not against them. This doctrine is Baker and these appear to unite in tho opinprimary and universally accepted.
Any
ion that he has done extraordinary well and
other would be fatal to the moral order of
managed his department with signal ability
I the world.
Jj
;-ti
.■
*
Hence the assumption that Baker is a
i failure will be disallowed by every logician,
j The disqualification of the cabinet officer
must rest on proof. What proof have our
Baker critics? Nothing that would hang a
cat.
Their proof is made up of alleged
facts, presumptions, half truths and whole
falsehoods. The trouble with many critics
is that they do not think profoundly nor
consider carefully. Mr. Baker has done as
well so far as we know as one could. He
has been vigilant, alert, clear-headed, intelligent, considered every proposition which
came to him, made thousands of decisions
and up to date no case has been traced to
him.where he has made a serious mistake.
It is said of him that he works from 16 to
18 hours a day and that he is approachable,
democratic in his habits and wholly devoted
to the public welfare
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TICS IS GuMP

Agent LABOR WAS CALM "I Don't Care" Is
l-GERMAN Bolsheviki
Is In London
Suspect's Creed I
OVER COAL ORDER
INFLUENCE
NO 'SQUEALING1
CROWDING
Heads of Unions Say Labor
Do Its Full Duty
In the Crisis.

Made Pridefu! By Recent Successes It Demands No Concessions to Socialists.
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PUT FAULT WHERE BELONGS
FINLAND PARTLY IN REVOLT

Here's the latest picture of Nicholas Lcnine, Russian
Bolsheviki
loader—a close-up which shows what
he really looks like.

Intense Gun Fire and Greater
Activity of Air Forces Prelude Spring Work.

IHENEY FOLLOWS
A HOT TRAIL IN
PACKER PROBE

[Associated Press Telegram]
A million and a half Americans "will be available for service in Jfrance during the present yeay, Secretary of War
Baker announced before the
senate military committee in
Washington in replying to
charges of inefficiency in the
war department.
Of these men, the secretary
said, there would be 500,000 in
France "early this year." The
others, he declared, would be
available during the present
twelve months.
While the military operations on
the various fronts continue at low
[Assorted Press Telegram]
Washington, Jan. 28.—Reports of ebb the political pot still boils furlivestock receipts, shipments and iously in Austria-Hungary and Gerprices, as received daily by the big many, in both of which countries
packing concerns, were put into there have been new outbreaks
the record of the federal trade com- among the populace because of ecomission's meat packing investiga- nomic and food conditions resulting
tion today, as part of the evidence from the war.
which Francis J. Heney, special Russ Red Guard Fighting Finns
counsel, said would show how the
In addition, the eastern provinces
packers divide the supply and control the prices to their own advan- of Finland are witnessing a revolutage.
tion, according to unofficial disOwnership of the stock yards and patches, with the Russian Red
terminal railroads, and directorship Guard in bittle with the Finnish arin many trunk lines, Mr. Heney
said, gave the packers an advan- my. The Red Guard is said to be
tage in obtaining this information in occupation of the railway station
at Helsingfors and to be in control
which nobody else could have.
Walter Twombly, an investigator, at Rikimaki and other important
ftstified that Swift and company's junction points and the commander
daily reports from all the big mar- of the Russian warships in Helsingkets was required to be in by 7:30 fors has threatened to raze the city
a. m. and not later than 7:45, be- with guns of the fleet unless the
fore the day's business began and Finnish White Guard is disbanded.
The Bolsheviki government is refurnished a basis on which all purported to have sent reinforcements
chases were made.
to the Rep* Guards, six hundred of
Prjces Always Assured.
them nav^ng departed for Viborg,
Purchases of livestock, according taking wJUti them machine. ?uns.
to the packers' figures,-varied little
Dispatches from awitzerfand are
proportionately from year to year to the effect that there has been
and conformed closely in percentage serious rioting in Bohemia, owing to
to figures previously introduced as a shortage in flour rations, strong
indicated a non-competitive distribu- measures by the police being requirtion between the "big five", Swift, ed to disperse the mobs, which
Armour, Morris, Cudahy and Wil- smashed shop windows and plunderson—of all the livestock buying in ed stores.
Likewise severe outthe United States.
breaks art reported in the industrial
Thus, for instance. Swift's pur- regions in Rhenish Prussia, where
chases of cattle at all markets in troops had to be called out to deal
■ 1913-1914 was 34.01 per cent of the with the dissatisfied populace.
1 whole, and in 1915-1916, was 34.58 Brook No Opposition
| per cent, while the same firm's purAttacks by the Pan-Oermanists
chases of hogs in 1913 were 36.57 against
any and all persons who are
per cent and in 1916, were 36.04.
opposing their war aims continue
References to agreement as to unabated in Germany. A remark*
purchases were frequent in letters able utterance is that made by the
taken from the packers' files, along Pan-German Deutsche Tages Zeitwith instructions to buyers to take ung, which calls for a revolt against
a certain percentage of the cattle the present regime in Germany. Anoffered. Variations in price mar- nouncement is made that Count von
gins between the various markets Hertling, the
German
also resulted in
correspondence chancellor, shortlylmpedial
will make a fur
which Mr. Heney found introduced ther
statement regarding the Belgian
in relation to his charges that com- question,
offering positive suggespetition virtually has been eliminat- tions and proposals.
ed between the packers.
Nowhere on any of the fronts,
Keeping Yard Prices Even.
have the infantry operations risen
"Make effort to get closer in above patrol encounters and trench
line," was an instruction sent by raiding manouevers.
Thomas E. Wilson to his firm's Drum Fire Heard
buyer regarding the Oklahoma City
The artillery duels between the
market, and the buyer replied that
he had been telling his men for two British and Germans on the French
weeks to "lay back" and purchase northern front are severe on several
less until the price was in line with sectors and in the hill region of the
Kansas City. The same buyer also Italian front the big guns of the
said he always had instructed his belligerants are engaged. Several
men never to interfere with another successful raids have been carried
troops against the
buyer making a purchase "as we out by the French
]
were only putting the cattle up on Germans p>. the Champagne and St.
Mihiel>*<u>rs of the French front.
each other."
In both The French and Italian
Senator Thompson of Kansas,
n
theatres
"'"d •ring__£he_ day to tors daily<hci
>fe indulging in extensive
i statement regarding corres- lighting in flhe air. There also has
pondence put in evidence character- been considerable bombing by allied
izing him as a good man for the airmen of German positions behind
packers to "stay close" to. He testi- the fighting line and also over Gerfied that he had handled no busi- many. Four American aviators aidi ness whatever for the packers. Mr. ed a French flying squadron in a
I Heney told the commission that the daylight raid over Germany, all the
S correspondence had been introduced fliers returning safely to their bases.
to show the packers' methods and
j not with any idea of reflecting on
Amsterdam, Jan. 28.—A Berthe senator, whom he felt sure to be
lin dispatch to the Weser Zeitinnocent of anything improper.
ung says that the government
Additional disclosures found in
desired a vote of confidence by
I the packers' -confidential files will
I be introduced tomorrow if delayed
the Reichstag, but at a joint
I mail arrives
meeting of the various parties

|New Development Key to Many
Sides of Huge Corporation's
Past Secret Activities.

[HE METHOD OF BUYING POOL

Smoke DIAMOND JOE cigar.
("Good to the last puff."—(adv.)
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on Friday, the proposal \vas
wrecked by Socialist opposition.

By BASIL M. MANLY.

Maxim Litvinoff is the Bolsheviki
representative in London.
Altho
Great Britain has not formally rec
ognized the Bolsheviki government
it has granted Litvinoff the privilege
of representing his government, ex
officio.

BOLSHEVIKI
KNOWS NO LAW
SAVE ITS WILL
Red Guard Becomes Master Insteady of Servant; Finland In
Throes of Anarchy.
MURDER AND LOOT OPENLY
[Associated Press Telegram]
London,
Jan. 28.—Telegraphic
communications between Finland
aiiii Teirugrud is broken.
The forces of law and order in
Helsingfore are powerless because
the city is commanded by the guns
of Russian warships, which are in
the hands of bolsheviki sailors. The
commandant of the fleet summoned
the city's authorities,
including
President Svinhufvud, called the
leaders to his ship Saturday and
demanded that Viborg be immediatelv evacuated. He threatened to
bombard the city if the order was
not obeyed.
Out of Hand.
The Helsingfors bolsheviki organ
Iszestia estimates that the Red
Guard has got out of the hands of
its creators. It reports that troops
at various places are beyond control
and that they have been guilty of
murdering and plundering.
The
newspaper says that anarchistic conditions are prevailing.
-AfMFHWV IS LOOSE-

London, Jan. 28.—A Reuter Limited dispatch from Stockholm says
that since 11:30 o'clock Sunday
morning, telegraphic communication between Stockholm, and Petrograd has been interrupted, and that
the telegraph station at Nystad has
reported that Red Guards have cut
the wires.
"Finland thus is isolated," says
the correspondent. 'Complete anarchy prevails thruout Finland. The
misery of the population has been
increased by a declaration of the
bolsheviki government that it considers itself compelled, by reason of
its principles, to support the Finnish revolutionaries in their struggle against the Bourgeoisie."
OPPOSED THEIR WILL.

Petrograd, Jan. 28.—Lieutenant
General Dmitrie Grigorviitch St.
Cherbatcheff, commander of the Russian forces in Rumania, has been
outlawed as an enemy of the people.
General St. Cherbatcheff for some
time has been < ut of the good graces
of the bolsli - :ki. Recent dispatches
said that he was suspected of working with the Ukrainians and the
Rumanians against the bolsheviki
and also that the attempt by the bolshekivi to arrest the Rumanian royal
family was frustrated by him.'
WOODS WINS OUT.

[Associated Press Telegram]
Washington, Jan. 28—Representative Frank P. Woods of Iowa was
re-elected chairman of the republican national congressional campaign
committee, by unanimous voto at a
-•■-"■•' ':.„ ut in ■ capital tor.itrh/. OH>er oincers elected were:
Vice Chairman, Representative
Juhus Kahi, California, ad W.R.
Vvcod, of Indiana; secretary RepiL-.sentative E. 1?. Wasou,
N'.w
Hampshire; treasurer, fonder Sen
ator Nathan 33, Scott, West Virgiu
ia.
Representative Madden of Tllinc:s, had been mentioned as a candidate for the chairmanship, but
Mr. Woods was the only nomination
made.
A
sub-committee,
comprising
Representative Graham, Pennsylvania, and Mondell of Wyoming,
and Senator Sutherland of West
Virginia, was named to consider revision of the by-laws of the committee.

• »••*••:

Washington Bureau of
The Waterloo Times-Tribune.
Washington, Jan. 28.—Responsible heads of organized labor are taking the "curtailment of industries
order" more calmly than anyone else
in Washington.
They are not inclined to get excited about the widespread fear
about labor demonstrations against
the order.
"Labor will do its duty in this
crisis, as it has in all previous
crises, ' declared Samuel Gompers.
"The burden will fall heaviest on
the workers, to whom the loss of
four days' wages can only mean
widespread suffering.
"Many of them will be hungry before the five days are over, and
extraordinary measures for their relief may be required.
"It is obvious that AN ORDER
OF SUCH FAR REACHING CONSEQUENCES WOULD NOT HAVE
BEEN ISSUED EXCEPT TO AVERT
A DREADFUL CATASTROPHE.
"Until we have all the facts that
lie behind it, we will do well to
keep cool.
"If American industries had been
stabilized along the lines that labor
for years has been urging, this situation could never have occurred."
Labor is not slow to fix the responsibility for the existing situation squarely on the heads of reactionaries who in the pact blocked
their efforts to secure government
ownership of railroads and coal
mines, and a huge system of federal employment offices for the efficient distribution of labor.
"Who is responsible for the situation which called forth this extraordinary order?" said William H.
Johnston, president of the machinists.
"First, get this clear: This isn't a
coal crisis; it's a TRANSPORTATION crisis.
"Miners are resting on their
picks waiting to dig millions of
tons of coal if there were cars
to haul it to the cities.

"The people responsible for this
transportation crisis, in my opinion
are the people who for years have
been blocking government ownership of railways.
"They let the railroad situation

drirr~ou nuu uliaou 'uuiiii ut
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eleventh hour, under appalling conditions of weather, the government
was forced to take control of the
roads.
"For years labor has been proclaiming the necessity of taking
radical steps to cure the transportation evil and other ills of industry.
Now, in an appalling crisis, a conservatice government is forced by
events to take a far more drastic
remedy than labor ever proposed.
"The plain fact is that the patient
was so sick that the doctors in the
consultation saw that only the knife
would be effective. It will cut deep
and cause great suffering especially
to the workers; but it may wake up
America to see her true condition
and thus work for great good in the
end."
Those who expect great labor
unrest, as a result of the order, overlook the fact that it is no new
thing for labor suddenly to be
thrown out of work without warning.
The commonest thing in the
world is for a factory suddenly to
close its doors for a week or more
without any notice, leaving the
workers to shift for themselves.
Everybody at labor headquarters
realizes the enormous opportunity
that five days' idleness presents for
German propagandists to stir up
trouble.
The general attitude of labor,
however, is best expressed in a remark of one leader:
"This order is going to hit labor
mighty hard, but you can bet your
bottom dollar they'll do a blamed
sight less squealing than the capitalists wl»o merely stand to lose a
few days' profits."

A GOVERNMENT
LOAN CORPORATION

[Associated Press Telegram]
Washington, Jan. 28. — Creation
of a half billion government corporation to make loans and advances to
enterprises- essential to the war and
otherwise assist in private financing
was recommended to congress today
by Secretary McAdoo.
The secretary asked that all private issues of securities of more
than $100,000 be made subject to the
approval of the government body, to
be known as the war ' finance corporation."
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LINDA JOSH
Chicago officials givo this as thel
creed of Linda Jose, Youngstown
(Ohio) girl whom they arrested be-1
cause she carried a satchel of dynamite, believed intended for proGerman plotters:
"I do not believe in God, government or laws.
"I do not believe in the ceremony
of marriage.
"I do not believe in war.
"I do not care who wins the present war.
"I do not care what they do with
me." '
That's what she said when they
quizzed her, the officials say.
In the girl's effects were found
the name of an I. W. W. leader who
is now in jail.

BUZZARDS EAST
MAKE FUEL JOB
MORE SERIOUS

•*•
• •»

General and Heavy Fall of Snow
From Mid-West to North
Atlantic Coast.
TRAFFIC BLOCKADE IS GREAT
[Associated Press Telegram] ,
Washington, Jan. 28.—in the face
of blizzards which completely, stopped
traffic on many eastern railroads today, the handling of sufficient coal
for homes and important war industries in the eastern half of the
country, became a more serious
problem than at any time this winter.

Store Tr$3 -a general P'nl hears*

fall of snow from the middle west to
New York and it extended tonight
into New England. In the middle
west, sleet storms interfered with
traffic, while in some sections, rain
fell. Added to the concern of railroad administration officials over|
the continuance of cold weather and I
snow the foar of floods which would
follow a sudden thaw. In parts of
West Virginia today railroad author-1
Hies reported streams swollen with|
melting snow were threatening interruption of ocul transportation.
Worst of the Winter
"Weather conditions in Pennsylvania, West Virginia, over the Alleghany mountains and in the Pittsburgs district are worso than they
have been at any time this winter,"
said a statement issued at Mr.
Smith's office. "Ten to 14 inches of
new snow and sleet, drifting with
bitter cold winds, hay made a depth
of about two feet on the level.
"All service .has been annulled
from New York., Philadelphia and
Washington to points reaching Altoona and the Pittsburgh district.
Eastbound passenger service from
the Pittsburgh district has been discontinued. Freight service in the
Pittsburgh district is at a standstill."
Paris, Jan. 28.—The British
premiar David Lloyd George,
Viscount Milner, member of the
British war cabinet,, the Italian
premier, Professor Orlando, and
General Alfieri, the Itaiian minister of v/ar, arrived In Pa/'fs"
this evening from London for the
plenary meeting of the supreme
w;r council.

PAPER

DELIVERY

The Times-Tribune should be
in every home in Waterloo by
6 a. m.
If delivery is not made at
your home by that time please
'phone 2664.
In order to insure prompt delivery by special messenger in
case paper is not delivered
subscribers are asked to 'phone
before 9 a. m.
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gotten into this great army, the
obtainable program a thing which
idea that it can he a strong ana
ha3 since been multifold exceeded.
effective military army and still be
"Why did we decide to send some
free from things which have hithtroops to France in 1917? It is no
erto weakened and sapped the visecret. The French people had
tality and virility of armies."
suffered in a tray that not only our
At the request of the chairman,
language is not adapted to describe,
Mr. Baker put into the record a I
but our imagination cannot constatement showing the number of
ceive. The war is in their country,
hospitals, and Red Cross establishthis wolf has not only been at their
ments in France with the number of
door, but he has been gnawing for
personnel in each.
two years and a half at their vitals
The Engineers.
and
when
this
unsuccessful
offen(COKTINtriTO FROM PAGE ONE)
The secretary concluded as folsive in France had gone on there
low S"
was a spirit not of surrender, but
The wonderful work ^J^,
had to do was not to map out an and then think of those who remain- of fate, about the French people,
:ns
department
of
«*
£,„
ed at home you will realize that and this mighty military engine
ideal pla
ained here had the which they hirt on^r
wrofl
JibWfcl am ■
■«||ijjjadarT6r '
|e thel
aspect of
-ibers—and they
em, and their attitud
still have this double duty—they no matter whether every Frenchman
and everybody else, map out had to go forward with manufac died in his tracks, they wore willport to the senate of the United
States as being a tremendous rework out industry and in- ing to do or not, that it was an irtheoretically the best way to get tures,
dustrial returns; they had to see resistible thing, and so they said
sponse to a tremendous responsibilat some other country, but it about supplies of raw materials and to us 'frankly, it will cheer us; it
ity, and when you have made this
investigation, 1 know
that
the
finished products, and will cheer our people if you send,
was the problem of studying the manufacture
make from day to day, alterations over some of your troops '
American people will feel, as I
then existing situation and and changes that had to be made, The Choice of Wisdom.
think they have a right to feel, that
they had to be ingenious with
we are in this war to win It, that
"We did send some troops.
bringing the fight, the industrial and
suggestions, to see wrHher they
wo are in it to hit and hit hard,
"At that place, we had a choice.
and the military strength of the could devise on this side some- We could have sent over, as Great
that we are in it to co-ordinate our |
which had not been thot of Britain, our regular army and in a
strength with that of our associates,
United States, into co-operation thing
over there. * * *
that the problem is not one of invery short preparation have put it
with that of Great Britain and
dividual star playing, but of team
"As a consequence, this little into action and suffered exactly as
play, with these veterans and exFrance in the most immediate group which stayed here have built Great Britain suffered with her'conperienced, persons under actual batthe great special departments of temptible little army,' as it was
and effective way. That prob- the
tle conditions; that more has been j
army. The ordnance depart- called by their adversaries.
Our
done perhaps, than the country exlem could not 'be decided here. ment, starting, I think, with 93 army' would have given as good an
pected, more than the wisest in
or 9G officers, has now something account of itself as the British army
* * •
the country thot was possible to do.
like 3,000 officers. They have had did, but it would have been destroyBaker Knows and Is Sure.
Not Our Own Dec:«;on.
to be trained; they have had to be ed like the British army and there
"Insofar as I am personally con"It is easily imagined that we specialized; and that has
had to would have been no nucleus on
cerned 1 know whnt is ahead of
might have perfected an army over go on contemporaneously with this which to build this new army that
us.
I know what the American
here and carried it across the ocean tremendous response to the chang- was to come over a little later,and
thot about this war is. Everybody]
and found it wholly unadapted to its ing conditions on the other side. * * it was deemed wiser to send over a
is impatient to do as much as
task, and it might well have been A Sample of Unmerited Criticism.
regular division, but not to send our
we can. There will be no division
that the army that we sent over,
"At the outset the idea was that whole army over at that time.
of counsel; there will be all the
was just one thing that they did we would be a financial and indus"Then what happened was that
criticism there ought to be upon
not need, and that some other trial assistance to our allies during that regular division went over and
short-comings and failures, there I „ . .
thing which we might have supplied the year 1918, and I think I prob- the people of France kissed the hem
will be, so far as the war depart- ■. . . ,
would have been
the thing es- ably can read from the Metropolitan of their garments as they marched
ment is concerned, a continuing ^^H
sential to their success.
magazine for August a suggestion up the streets of Paris, veterans,
effort at self-improvement, and an ly/.*
"So that from the very beginning which will show what the current wounded in this war, legless or
toward every suggestion ^^M
It was not a question of abstract expectation of the country was. The armless, stumping along on their
f.;.;::iMEiPp'
2*K*> hospitality
for improvement that can come ^J»*.
speculation
here, but a question editor of the Metropolitan maga- crutches, perhaps, as they went up
Aud why not an overcoat like this?
of study there to find out where zine was protesting against what he the streets of Paris with their arms It surely protects the soldier's knees from the outside, but the net re- ^~ '
our shoulder to the wheel could be believed to be the intention of the around the neck of American sol- and legs better than the flapping suit Is going to be that a united 1%V,
and confident American people, be- |%_
put. Great, Britain sent over to us government at that time."
diers. Not a single man in that di- tails of the usual overcoat, and it lieving in themselves, and in their,
Mr. Balfour and General Bridges
Hero Senator Weeks interrupted vision was unaccompanied by a would probably be less of a handi institutions, are going to demand«V.%'
and a staff of experts.
America had gone
to cap to the soldier when he has to
to ask if that was the magazine of veteran.
and that at no late day, on Euro/
Who Made the Plans.
which Theodore Roosevelt is asso- France, and the French people rose 'move fast." A firm making sol pean battlefields, that facing vete#-H*V"*
"The group of experts you did not ciate editor. Secretary Baker re- with a sense of gratitude, and hope- diers' uniforms is showing? it.
ans tho they be, they cannot excfl ^^B
see much of, yet they distributed plied that Mr. Roosevelt was a fulness that had never been in them
us in achievement and when t|e ^^B
themselves thni the war depart- contributing editor, and continued: before. Of course they welcomed
Ml
is ■ TjiPn over there
nof of trained nerionr; to supervise con- victory
ment, and their ordnance experts
• .• •* • ......
"This magazine ewe ent. in Aug- the British, but their.jiesd_J£ftsj
struction of these hospitiws- and to rhnirman, the credit which w
so great when the British went.
saf down with General Crozior, ust 1917, and this editorial says:
.....
come
to
American
"cui-oiiiiia^
unj
.^
man
them
and
equip
thefn.
All
of
:
their supply experts with General
"'Since it is our war, we want Just Blocked Out the Squares.
American determination
and
t^^ ^ # < . . . » .'
that
has
gone
on
contemporaneously
'We decided not to send the regSharpe and his assistants, their to put everything into it so as to
American courage will be an honor ^| .
starategists with the army war col- finish it in the shortest possible ular army as a whole, but to send with the work which has been done to us, as the tenacity of purpose T
and
National in this country. **.* *
lego, and all over this city . there time, so that the world may be regular divisions
and splendid achievements of thw I
were these confidential groups ex- restored. To our mind the whole Guard divisions, selected according Changing in Mid Air.
British and French already shafl"
to
the
state
of
their
preparation
and
changing information. * * * *
"What
might
have
been
a
perfectplan of the war department has
great lustre on the names of trie
keep
back
here
some
part
of
our
ly
acceptable
plan
as
to
major
op"And then came Joffre, with his been flavored with a desire to hold
great people."
\
wonderful reputation and his great off until the allies finish the war trained force in order that it might erations prior to the change in the
1
inoculate
with
its
spirit
and
withits
Russian
situation
or
prior
to
the
and charming personality. It was a for us.'"
Secretary of War Baker began his
tremendous inspiration to see the
"You see, the editor was deal- training these raw levies which we change in the Italian situation, had reply1 to Senator
••• ,
Chamberlain's
•••
hero of the Maine; but with him ing with what he supposed to be were training and one after another to be re-studied and for that rea- charges of inefficiency at 10:35y >....
divisions
have
gone
over
until
in
son, among others, there is no o'clock this morning before th/ * m m •
came his unobserved taff of fifteen the intention of the war depart•
France
there
is
a
fighting
army,
an
question as you know, France pur- senate military affairs committ* » •• •« •«
or twenty or twenty-five young ment at that time, that we were
men, the most brilliant men in the holding oft so far as actual mili- army trained in the essentials and suant to the suggestion of Mr. and asked not to be interrupted. /
French army—strategists, mechan- tary operations were concerned, in the beginnings of mlitary disci- Lloyd George., the Rapello conferThe secretary began making/ a *....
...
ical experts, experts in arms, ex- and lotting the allies do the fight- ylno and practice, and trained, sea- ence or the supreme war council verbal statement without maau- ....
k . . .
soned fighters in this kind of a war and the "United States is repreperts in supplies, experts in indus- ing.
script. He was seated at the eoln- . . . try and manufacture and we sat
"What he says we should have on the actual battle fields where it sented on that by the chief of staff mittee members' table,. Mr. Baser
iB
taking
place.
of
the
American
army
and
the
down with them in little groups done, and I ask your p articular at"In a very short time we had or- major international arrangements in said his statements was not exaily . . . •
until finally we collected all the in- tention to it, is this.
ganized
engineering regiments of regard to the military are worked supplementary to his recent one\o
formation they could give us- from
" 'We should have strained every
the committee but a comprehensr«iJ>V„"
railroad
men and sent them over out there, while General Pershing
their respective countries. And ev- enorgy to have gotten from 50,statement on all army activities in . . • •
there
and
were
rebuilding
behind
and
his
staff
of
experts
are
workery country which has been brot 000 to 100,000 men to France this
tho war, especially replying to thj/ . . . .
the
lines
of
the
British
and
French
ing
out
those
other
questions.
in iluj w.u lint) broi ut; that sort, or year.'
charge that the war department haA ...
the
railroads
which
were
being
carThis
is
a
picture
of
what
has
sent us that sort of a staff of ex- Beat the Editor's Top Estimate.
"fallen down."
/ '.V.'.
perts, and it has been necessary to
"That is, the year 1917. I tell no ried forward with their advance, re- been going on over there, gentle- Expected Miracles.
*.*.*.*.
constructing
their
broken
engines,
men. On this side, much of that
compare notes and with this as a secret, but it is perfectly well
At the outset the secretary said te Hvo
basis, to form such an idea ' as known to everybody in this group and cars, building new railroads, has had to be done, and in addi- thot much criticisj
• • • •
might be formed of what was the that we have far exceeded what in both back of the French and British tion to it, all the things we have impatience of the
.".".','
thing for us to do over there.
August, 1917, was regarded as a lines, and those regiments were of done, and I ask you to remember "to do this great thing greatly." \ r.*,*."
such quality that at the Cambral among the achievements on this
The Chameleon Changes.
program so ideal that the editor
' He conceded frc
_■>» «#«
assault, carried on by General Byng side, is the building of this army, enterprises it. was impossible that ^Hfl
"But that was not enough. They of this magazine refers to it as
when
the
Germans
made
their
counnot
of
50,000
or
100,000
or
500,000
there should not be "delays and; ^^H
admitted that it was impossible to a thing which we ought to have
ter attack, our engineer regiments but of substantially a million and
draw that picture. * * * They could strained every nerve in a vain but
shortcomings." The confidence of/ ^H"V,
threw
down
their
picks
and
spades
one-half
men.
not picture to us the association of hopeless effort to accomplish."
the country, however, he said, was B*^*
and
carried
their
rlfies
into
the
The Question of Honest Fact.
In response to a question by
aircraft,, balloons and mobile airnecessary to the tremendous efforj. B.V.
battle
and
distinguished
theraselvos
"And now, let me be frank with
The mistakes cited in Senatir g.V."
craft with artillery uses but even Chairman Chamberlain the secretary
by
gallant
action
in
the
war
itself.
yon, and let your judgment be Chamberlain's
while they told us the story grew said the United States did not have
speech,
Secretary I'YW
"Our
surgeons
have
set
up
hospifrank with mo about this". Has any Baker declared, gave a dispropir- ^^H
more than the minimum number
old.
tals
in
the
lines.
They
have
been
army in history, ever since the be- tionate effect. Without intent, iie ^^M
"The one thing they told us was, of men in France in August, 1917.
military in every sense of the word. ginning of time, been so raised
that this war, of all others was not lie continued:
said, the effect of tho senator's K*.'.',
It
was
suggested
that
further
groups
and cared for as this army has? speech was to give the county ^H
"And then the editor goes on:
a static thing; that our adversary
of
mechanics
might
be
needed.
The
Can the picture be duplicated? We the impression that the, deficienefcs i**^
"'And by next year, 191S, we
was a versatile and agile adverquestion that then had to be answer havo raised this army, taking the were "characteristic rather than o|- ^^H
sary; that every day he revamped could have had 000,000 men to
ed
was,
how
will
we
maintain
an
regular army and the
National casional." He said he was not theto j I •.*.*.'
and changed his weapons of attack send over, or any part of 500,army in France?
Special studies Guard, raising it to war strength to defend individuals or deny delayl^ ^^H
and his methods of defence; that 000 men which we could ship.'
had to be mado of that problem.
and supplementing it by (.he opera- and false starts.
.*.*.*.
the stories they were telling us Present Status.
tion of a draft audjheatnre sena"Now, instead of having 50,000 Wrote An Army in France.
"Hut I think I can say in confi- IV-V*
were true when they left England
^TfeTtl to rae denee th.it in M —>
P>7"
"In other words, France was a tor'-- in this room
i, ..■"if TYiii'lf'i'* nV"f n" g"ttrelv fltffor- or inn nap men _}ji. Frnncfv <n 1
white sheet oi paper ^u.jjm m ■ n--'H'lWimflll*,'"■'.•-]
fhul
«
eiit thing was probable taking place we have many more men than that were concerned and on that we had that form of raising
(Continuing, Secretary Baker used
"_soidiers
there now, and they told us of large in France, and instead of having not only to write an army, but we should be had, they srWok their a large share of the day in bringing
supplies of weapons of one kind a half million men whom we could had to writo the means of main- heads and said, 'Mr. Secretary, it out and emphasizing by staitstics,
and another which they had de- ship to France if we could find taining that army, and from the can't be done. It is too sudden to letters, telegrams and reports, etc.,
veloped in France and England and any way to do it in 1918, we will first time when a careful and scien- address the. American pfeople that the testimony tending to show that
which, even before they got them havo more than one-half million in tific study of the opportunities of mode of selecting soldiers.' And in the most collosal task ever atin sufficient quantities, manufactur- France early in 1918, and we have France to help us were made, from yet, has any great enterprise within tempted by any country in history,
ed to take them from the industrial available, if the transportation fa- that hour until this, we have been the knowledge of any man in this the war department had not fallen
plants to the front, were super- cilities are available to us, and building in France, facilities,, inj room ever been carried out with down but instead, had made a very
unpromising, struments, agencies, just as manj more unfailing justice, with more remarkable record; so conceded by
seded by new ideas and had to bo the prospect is not
one and one-half million men, who as we are here, in the United States intelligent explanation and commen- the highest skilled military officials
thrown into the scrap heap.
Today's Good Is Tomorrow's Dead. in 1918 can be shipped to France." and more-many of them oL the dation to the good sense of patriot- and critics of Europe who knew
Senator Weeks asked whether the
"Therefore it became necessary
ism of the American people and has of what they spoke.—Ed.)
same character.
for us to have eyes there in instant secretary knew who wrote the edi"We have had to take over, and any great and revolutionary change The Food.
torial,
and
Mr.
Baker
said
he
thot
and immediate communication with
"I want to make one further obare re-building and amplifying a in our mode of practice ever been
;y /
us and we sent over to France it was attributed to Mr. Wiggin, railroad six hundred miles long in accomplished so splendidly as the servation." Secretary Baker proGeneral Pershlng, and wo sent with the editor in chief.
I
order to carry our products from operation of the selective service ceeded, taking up army food.
"Why," asked Chairman Cham- our ports of disembarkation to our
him not merely a division of troops,
think it is not unfair for me to say
system?
but we sent with him perhaps, 1 berlain, "have you not felt it proper -general bases of operation. And all
•••• "We have got those young men in that in the provision of food no
can say safely, the major part of to let the public into your confi- of that, gentlemen, has to be done, camp and they are surrounded from army ever assembled anywhere was
the trained, expert personnel of the dence with reference to these things not only studied out, as a neces- the day they left home until the day ever fed as ably, as well, as nuYou know the size of the of- that you are telling now?"
sary ttoiajE <o do, hut when so stud- thev come back to it, (it in God's tritiously and as appetitizingly as
ficial corps of the regular army Military Secrecy.
ied out and reported here, the manu- providence they can come back) this armv. While tiiere have been
•**»•
"Senator, I confess I havt hesiin this country when the war broke
facturers for those things have to with more agencies for their pro- complaints about other things, I
out. It was a pitiful handful of tated and I still hesitate," replied be carried on in this country and tection
and comfort and health ,and think it is the unanimous testimony
w
trained men. and yet it was neces- the secretary. "I have here a state- the things shipped over there, nails, (happiness, physical, spiritual ana that the food has been of the highsary to divide them, up and send ment from Field Marshal von Hin- cross tics, spokes, fish plattes, en- mental, than any army that ever est quality, with no suggestion of
defect in its quantity or Preparaover tp France officers of the high- denburg, in which he is quoted as gines cars, buildings.
We have ! went out on a field
est quality so that they would be saying in a German newpaper, in had to build ordnance depots and re
.Men who have mechanical in- tion, and that generally the food
**•'
at the front and see in the work- contemptuous fashion of us. that we pair shops aud great magazines of stincts and training will be given propisition has been carried out with
have
advertised
our
preparations
for
ships and in the factories and in
in
the the most extraordinary success.
»*»*
supply In the interior. All of that mechanical opportunities
the war offices and in the armies, this war in an unworthy manner." problem has been carrying forward army. The 'round' roan is not be be The Hospitals.
"Do
you
think,
for
a
moment,
Secretary Baker said it was not
where consultations
would
take
put in the 'square' place.
step by step.
place immediately hack of the front Secretary Baker." said the chair- Complete Field Barrack System.
The American people have sub thot at first that base hospitals of
man,
"that
there
has
been
any
time
hat they could see the thing
•■We have had to build barracks, gcribed liberally for the purpose, a permanent character would be
with their own eyes and send us within the last year that the Ger- over there, for our soldiers, and in Tn0 y. M. C. A., the Knights of needed at National Guard camps,
man
secret
service
has
not
been
back the details by cab) l every day
the meantime to billet them around I Columbus, the "V . W. C. A,, the from which troops would be promptof the ohangtog character of this fully advised as to everything we in the French buildings.
Building training camp activities committee, ly removed. I^ater, he said, it dehave done?"
baracks over there and building cne training camp athletic commit- veloped that more permanent hospiwar.
■Yes, senator, I knew. If I may
"General Pershing's staff of exthem here is a very different thing, tee and the Red Cross, have all tals must be established. General
and officers over there runs rely upon the confidential informa- Gentlemen
boeu brot into line witl the sold- Gorgas, he said, had not recom- » • •
^tivities mended permanent sewage
and I — ■ ■
into the thousands, and they are tion which we get from confidential
iers. and by virtue
■Jfct, the water systems for the National
busy every minuto, and every day sources, the German government is
"When
we
summoned
the
lumber
\
started
in
thi
rt these Guard camps, for that reason, at I
■ FMc.trramr.
from
General still mystified as to the number of industry of this country to produce ]
~^^^A
colu
Pershing from 10 ' to 16 and 20 1 men we bare in France, or have nTTTTrrrrhci-xu taiM-wr ™«
. II
—-^^^^ •■
P™\™ firrt.
tig. tilled with measu
.
^ tion
The chairman said he doubted toninents, it came in a great st-a
them,
the
orders
were
immeuiai'o.y
1
id formulas and changes of
stream from all over .!>.- ,.»>
ot iw^BRZ
a miUmetre in size, great long this. After some discussion as to but when we\ talk about building between a
given," Mr. Baker said.
civilian
^Dd
soiuit-j
"The fact is," Mr. Baker said. I
specifications of changes in de- the policy of governments in an- barracks in France, it means this: | group, and the soldier boys in these
I
tails of things which were agreed nouncing military secrets. Mr. Bak- t "means we have organized regi- ! camps have been adopted into the "we were overtaken by epidere:
|
k and changed* this er said it was not the policy of the meats of foresters and are sending j homes and hearts of the people before the base
hospitals
were I
upon
National
Guard I
week, and need to be changed again American or other governments to them' over into the
forests
of I among whom they live. No sucl1 ready at some
camps. When General Gorgas made |
next week, so that what we are do so and added:
France
which
thev
have
assigned
j
relation
has
ever
existed
between
his inspections the conditions were
doing at this end is attempting Not a Foolish Precaution.
"It may bo that precaution is un- to us for our use, cutting down the I an army and a civilian population remedied instantly."
by using the eves of the army there
fees setting up sawmills, making as exists with regard to this.
necessary,
and
yet
that
is
the
pre"After General Gorgas returnee
to keep up to what they want us
caution which military men have the lumber of various sites, trans-j "And then, with your aid, the about the middle of ecember froit
porting it to the places where it army has been able practically to
to do.
observed,
and
I
have
no
further
Old Standards Scrapped.
is to be used, and then finally us- stamp out intemperance and vice his inspection, he suggested—for
"If one gets the idea this is the point to make in the matter of the ing it * * *
wisdom
of
ong the soldiers, by the es the first time—the
number
of
troops
there
than
to
show
sort of war we used to have, or if
On the other side it has been tablishment of zones, by the es- building detention camps for obas
I
was
showing
when
1
read
that
he gets the idea this i3 a static
servation of men arriving, to preextract, that our original intention necessary for us to build hospitals. tablishment of patrol systems of one vent them from bringing in disease
It has been necessary for the sur- kind and other, by the training of
^•and when* ^fStSTSS I w^Tio'ttaKe our military effort* geon-general staff to be divided these young officers in training —for observation. His recommendawe had to divide this little handful 1918; and in August of 191, a zeal- and to select supplies and procure camps, young men of experience tions to that end were not made
of officers that we had and send ous advocate of Immediate military materials and to send over staffs [and fine feeling and all that, have earlier."
so large apart o them to France, activity laid down as the maximum

AKER MAKES REPORT FOR WAR
DEPARTMENT SHOWING CRITICS
IGNORANT OF VITAL STATISTICS

Newest Overcoat
Is Much Wanner
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AKER MIES REPORT FOR WAR
EPARTMEJfT SHOWING CRITICS
IGNORANT OF VITAL STATISTICS
instead of Falling Down, the
War Machine Is a Marvel In
\ Eyes ot Genuine Experts.

the medical corps, aviation section and other branches of the
service.
This Took Their Breath.
While many things impressed J
the committee, it was amazed i
when told thirty-two National \
Guard and National army divisional camps arc ready to go
day at need,
wanted to know w
, j
, ,
.
i.V such tilings I
had not been giver f ubiicity bc_
fore, Mr. Baker spi
luctance of military nigh to n
veal their war plans and quoted
j German remarks about Amerjica's advertisement of her preparations.
Emphasizing that he was not
there to defend himself or anybody else, the secretary urged
the committee again and again
to lay bare any shortcomings or
failure of the department that
it might be corrected.
Never in history, he declared,
had an army of its size been
r.tisod, trained, equipped and
prepared for battle as had that
[Associated Press Telegram]
of the United States.
Washington, Jan. 28.—AmerWood's
Advice Taken.
ica Mill have an army of half a
Mr. Baker took personal remillion men in France early this
sponsibility
for getting men
year witli a million more trained
under
training
before their
and equipped ready to follow as
equipment
was
ready
"to the
quickly as ships can be provided
last
shoe
button."
Such
officers
to carry them and the outlook
as
Major
General
Leonard
Wood,
for ships is not unpromising.
he said, urged this policy.
Secretary Baker gave this inIn all that was done prior to
formation to the nation and to
the departure of the first troops,
the world today in a statement
General Pershing shared in the
before the senate military comdeliberations and approved the
mittee, baring much that until
decisions reached, Mr. Baker
now, h^^rccTT-r-rrrtfrrKy^g-oanled declared, and vnow, surrounded
»
...
• • with the army's military secrets by a staff of trained regular ofin answering charges that the
ficers who could ill be spared
... preparing for war.
from the great task at home,
government has broken down Pershing is in France as the
From early morning until late "eyes of the army." Every step
• • afternoon the secretary address- taken since has been founded on
ed the commitete, and a crowd, his long daily cabled reports of
including many members of both what is going on at the fighting
houses of congress, gathered in a fronts.
big room of the senate office
Tables were cited to show that
office building. He spoke extem- overcrowding in camps and can.V poraneously, beginning with de- tonments had not been general
tails of the mammoth task of and that sickness had come
building an army of a million mostly in camps where medical
and a half, answering such com- opinion had agreed it was least
daints of iueffieiency as were to be expected.
ii his recent speech and declar"Now, gentlemen, about the
ing that such instances were iso- plan of the war, it will be related and not general.
Some membered that this war broke
questions were asked, and Mr. out in August, 1914. We went I
Baker from time to time had into it in April, 1917, so that for
assistants go to the telephone two and one-half vears, or more ■«
for reports on specific questions. than two and one-half years the
• '■"■ The Dramatic Summary.
war had been going on. * * *
"It was not a thing for us to
Then, toward the close of the
■ day, the secretary delivered a decided where our theatre of
I dramatic statement of the Amer- war should be. The theatre of
I ican war plan, telling of the war was France. It was not for
I coming of the allied missions, us to decide our line of communI of the day and night conferences ications. Our line of commun^B v,
from the scene of bnt ientLoT"- irSTucrosy inree thou■-rr-njtuucu Uie plans now being sand miles of ocean, infested
^H executed were adopted, and of with submarines. It was not H
Ml
^H success beyond the most san- for us to decide whether, we H
^H iruine expectations in building would have the maneuvering of jH
^H the army, and its industrial sup- large bodies of troops in the
^M ports at home, transporting men open. There lay the antagonists
^M across the ocean, constructing on opposite sides of No Man's
^■railroads in France and prepar- Land in the trenches at a death
■■ big to strike the enemy with cv- grapple with one another. Our
V| rry resource at, the country's antagonist was on the other
side of that line and our prob^H
luiiiaiii].
lem
was and is to get over there
HI When Mr."Baker closed it was
and
get him.
vJ apparent he had created a pro"It
was not the problem of
^H found impression.
Chairman
doing:
it
our way and letting
^H Chamberlain said so before he
everybody
else take care of him■■left the stand. There was no atself.
In
the
first place, we
^H nipt, at cross examination The
were
going
to
fight in France,
^H chairman proposed that the secnot
on
our
own
soil, and not on
^H etary be given a rest, and it virour
adversary's
soil, and there^H • tally was agreed to recall him
fore
at
the
very
beginning it
I r further examination later
was obvious that the thing ivol
^H tier the committee has eomI Dieted its hearings, of officers of
CCONTCNUEB OX PACK TWO)

No Part of Machine Not Working and Some Parts at Top
Notch Efficiency.
1,500,000 MEN IN FRANCE
IN 1918, IF SHIPS

War Secretary Gives Sample of
Hostile Magazine Criticism
to Prove Critics' Ignorance.
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MOBS ABE TURNED AWAY
One of the largest crowds ever
called out for a patriotic meeting
in this city, was clamoring to get
into the Waterloo theatre Sunday
mm
afternoon to hear Senator Wo.
Keuyon,
who recently returned
from the front, where he had gone
to investigate conditions. Long be
fore 2:30, when the doors were to
be opened, hundreds of people were
in the streets waiting. Five minutes
after the opening of the theatre it
was crowded to overflowing. Every
available seat from pit to gallery was
A new portrait of Lady Alexandra,
filled and hundreds were crowded
into the aisles. A large number of one of England's most beautiful nopeople were seated in chairs placed blewomen, who is in charge of the
on the stage and nearly as many hospital in Sussex, into which her
crowded into the wings. Yet the summer home has been converted.
management estimated that between Her husband is a captain at the
two and three thousand people were front.__
turned away.
~ Kenyons U'atri wa8' You can hear t
ugeons coouig m
" Dorothy Martin was the debris and then you think that
IT to ho'fj the crowd until he was once the home of people. How
arrived. She )Ja(j gjven two patriot- would you like to Jive under such a
ic readings jjjjku a banging at the menace as that? With only a half
:-—■ ^announced that the de- an hour's notice, the women were
ker had arrived.
compelled to flee with their children
Senator Kenyon started in to and household effects, but not with
speak at once and held his listeners lorses, because the Kaiser needs
horses. Then in a few days
for a Cull hour and a half. Here is
ey come back to find their home a
his idea of how much of a chance
le in the ground. The Orchards
Germany has of winning the war,—
he said, quoting a Scot he had trav- aae ruthlessly cut down. For this
eled with "over there," 'It's too there is on military excuse. Even
bad, makes the work harder since t/e touch of sentiment, the rose
liusaia gave out, but the Kaiser has ush before the peasant's door, is
no more chance of getting us than % tern up by its roots."
celluloid cat has to catch an asbest
Women Before Troops
rat in hell!'
.. "Again,—at the front lines of the
I wish I had time to tell you of German forces, women and children
lire spirit ever there," said the sen- have been placed before the armies
ator, "The boys are being well feel in their charges on tho French—
and clothed, there will be some Koltur! They have taken girls and
hardships, of course, but that is to women behind the lines and behind
e expected.
..J-^_
the trenches and held them in bondTo Help in the Fight
age, i tell you men, we had better
"But here is my suggestion tojielp" die gladly, every one of us, with our
win the war,—If we could get"into fives and daughters, mothers, sisrs and sweethearts, rather than to
tho heads of the ruling powers of
ve come to us what has come to
Germany, the merchants and banke women of Belgium and France,
ers, that if the cruelties—not war,
nd we will die, every one of u:;,
but murder and torture, goes on the
fore we will let that happen. One
civilized world, when the war is over, will refuse to buy German goods
an/and' his military cohorts are reat all. If wo could just get that in
ponsible for this.
to every bone of their bone heads i
"Even over in England, where the
would do much to put a stop to tlv women are bravely doing the work
of men in the fields and factories I
war.
• "It's too bad to hate, but if hating k;m told that they carry po:son with
wii: stop the war it will be justifi- them, to be taken if the enemy
able. i>o you want anything made s%mld ever invade their land. Isn't
ice thing to live in a world where
by hind.g that hnve murdered women
and children; hands that have bay- w'dmen have to carry poison to save
onettod babies and carried away their honor? When wo get thru
parts of women';) breasts as souve- v«th this thing it isn't going to be
ecessury to do that."
nirs? 1 say let 'em take their goods
and go to hell with them!
Efficiency Needed
; "My friends, we want peace. We
"Democracy is on trial in this
don't want, our boys destroyed. But country as it never was on trial be
let us t>e careful aijouc LUIS iuaUei'. furc. There■ Arn thousand? of neonle
Our peace must be permanent. A wondering whether" a democracy can
patched up peace must surely be b* made efficient. We must mass/l
fought over again. I say the Kaiser th4 citizens into a solid ppwer.
is a murderer in tho first degree.
.11 this is going to hurt, it is goBurn him and his sons, the family inglto cost us something. We have
which is peculiarly immune from to search our individual souls. We
bombs (because they take good care ha\l? to get ourselves on a war basis
to be at a distance from nil danger) beffcre wo can win. We have no
—turn them over to be tried for riait to criticise anyone, unless it be
murder and rape for which they are constructive criticism. When the
responsible.
Before we, do peace Pjpaple are making
sicrices they
talking make them take their bloody ave a right to criticize if things
hands off of Belgium and France. / don't go right. But, there are two
V 'The
peace
propaganda ra,n kinds of criticisms, helpful and
through Italy and oven France. It hurtful.
We don't want > hurtful
was a plea.iing gas, but one that critjejsm.
i
asphyxiate;:. Ormany is not square, ~"There is no partisanship of polish" won't keep her contracts, so tics in the winning of the war.
what is the use of making agree- Wherever
incompetency
dwells,
ments with her? Let's go through there is no time to think about peothis thing and when the German peo- ple's feelings. It will take efficiency
ple come to understand, as Austria to win this war, and wherever thero
does, that, the civilized world will is incompetency, it ought to go, and
have nothing to do with her, Uncle the quicker it goes the better it will
Sain will be at the peace table, but be for tho winning of this war. We
the blow up will not permit the muat marshal our resources, our
Kaiser to be there.
transportation and production and
America Knows Why
every resource of this nation in the
"But."
explained the speaker, one supreme thing—winning tho
"America knows what it is lighting war. We are going to win the war,,
for. America is getting the vision. and efficiency will do it."
She knows that this world cannot
live half autocracy and half dem- ORGANIZE THRIFT CAMPAIGN.
ocracy. Either righteousness
or
Clarksville, Jan. 28.—Represenruthlessness must rule, and so, hard tatives from different parts of the
as the sacrifice is, the country is county met here Friday and organready for it. We know that loyalty ized Butler county for the war savand efficiency are going to win this ings campaign which will be made
war. It is an inspiring thing that thruout the county. Speakers will
the people of our country know no be at the different towns, and at
creed, no party, no north, no south, many -of the rural school houses
east or weHt—wo are just marching where meetings will bo held. A
forward solidly to the music of hu- house to house canvass will be made
manity. Wo have a peace in this and the school children will also lend
imytry, the only peace worth while. what assistance they can to prol]|
mote the sale of war saving stamps.
ing.
Tho Gorman ruling mill
power cannot understand. It is the NEW YORK—Appoifl(Itftnvo^ISS*
peace that comes from tho lasting Ellen O'Grady, a widow, as fifth,
conscience of America, the peace deputy police commission of New
I that comes from the principles we York was announced today.
I are fighting for, a civilized peace
based on justice and not on greed.
And so this mighty people, loving *WHY NQTTRY PQPHAM'S
peace, yearning for it, dedicated to
the highest ideal of humanity, toe
wive to be fooled by any false German propaganda for peace — this • SOLO BY ALL DRUGGIST6 PRICE J>1 00 ]
great nation lights on with determin- I
6 BOXES FOR $5.00.
TRIAL PACKAGE BY MAIL IOC.
ation, willing to die, willing to saclrice, in order that man may be free. JWIUIAHS MfG. CO., Props. OeYttond. 0.
Isho fights on with the linn belief,
not that. God is with it, but that it is For Sale bw HANSEN & HANSEL
I with God for the eternal verities of
I the universe."
Germany Unfair Fighter
Senator Kenyon evidently voiced
I the feelings ot his listeners when he
TV!!! produce from 50 to 100
roundly condemned the unsportsbushels rice per ...... SGTHHS
manlike warfare of the Germans, for
today for $2.00 to $2.25 per
he was wildly applauded and several
bushel. The cost to raise rice
from $17 to $22 per acre, includtimes halted by the demonstration
ing interest on Investment,
of the audience.
"Those ruins of
These lands are advancing and
northern France," he lamented, 'I
will advance In price. Get in
went thru city after city—homes of
on the ground floor from first
hands. We make close prices
■Fight to t«n thousand people like
and
good terms. See me.
Peronne, Bapaume, just pile after
pile of debris!
Some, of course
Uke Arras, were in the line of battle
Russell- Lamson Hotel
so there was some excuse. But the
others—ruins, ruins,
everywhere
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SECRETARY BAKER
4D»nyille, JH., Jan. 15—To the Editor: I haVe followed cksaely the
outburst of criticism against Secretary Baker. I had about com© to
the conelustaa that, lor the good of the service, lie should resign.
Than itpyo. things happened
fie made a statement to the committee of investigation of what
the r>eparfiment of 'War had done and the reasons Vhy it had not
done ot;Mr tilings.
iM'y memory called to me. It was only a short time ago that
ifchjese same people were 'Savagely denouncing Secretary Daniels. In
their estimation he was nothing a Secretary of the N>avy should be
and ataioait anything he should not be,
The name "Josephus
LCaafels" vras a synonym for stupid incompetence. Pew now have
the umbrage to risk their reputation for either intelligence or veracity
by dejwrun&iqjg his work In the Nary Department.
Is the present outburst just a case of history repeating itself?
Is It a case where the boys just must have a goat? To a man not
olBaimtoc to know it all, it looks tteut way.—T. P. Dudley in Chicago
Herald.

That is riwnt the same view as taken by the Post. There are
hot-heads, irresponsible writers, scoffers, disloyalists, opportunists,
mammon-worshippers, hare-brains, mutton-heads, egotists and -unbalanced critics and how would one expect the Secretary.of War to
please them all? During our civil war the fiercest criticism was
leveled at Lincoln, Stanton and Grant—that powerful triumvirate
that hammered to pieces the confederacy and won unfading glory.
Where are the critics now?
Murat Halstead who was a man of high intelligence and perfectly sincere in his views was one of the most vigorous of all.. But seventeen years later he redeemed his mistake by paying to Lincoln and
Grant the following compliment before the Ohio Editorial Association, a eulogy as sweeping as the English, language could carry:
St was laoit In the nature of things, under the citcuima*anee's of
flue wiar, that President iDlnicoiln could escape the utmost violence of
criiEtotem and detraction; that in the midiat of 'the .stormy excitements
of the times his conspicuous head should be showered with a fiery
had! of fiance otofhwgatton, friend iby suggestions, and' mild admonitions,
He TO® a «ustot figure, too, and' -there were many shallow enough to
ibeJ&fctie Wan (because he veritalbly was one of itihe people—because he
told stories, laughed and wais dismal by turns; used homely familiar
.phrases and' get as mad as Andrew Jackson though he scolded in a
different way. He wa» like a Shafkesperean drama—the tragedy and
the comedy—the mortal and the eternal—to the same leaves.
The names of (Lincoln and Grant are hewn together to the living,
rock of the record of the ages. They are the two stars of the first
magnitude in the constellations Oi' their country and generation-—
and they .were two plain boys, sons of plain, people, with the blood
and tron of our own folks here In the Ohio -valley—one born on
the
northern and the' other on the .southern .side of the Ohio river1—one
of iNew England and the other of Virginia ancestry. IFavored by no
edittOaAed eminence, patrician grace, social distinction or adventiiMone fortune, they became the representative men of the shrewd
intelligence, the breve goodness, the enduring faith of the common
people and of their common universal cause of liberty and union;
«nd they raate as of the legitimate nobility of human nature, while
theftr glory ha» become a possession that shall strengthen the heart
and the -will and lift up the face of the nation against its enemies in
■aibl the days that .are to come.

The criticism of such men is endurable because it is honest, although mistaken. They gave Halstead the nickname of "Field
Marshal" because of his lambasting criticisms which he repented
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NLY HELPFUL CEITIOISM
WANTED.
Senator Kenyon, in his Waterloo address, remarked that helpful criticism was wanted but he deplored the Chamberlain criticism of the war department'. If matters were bad, it could only make bad
matters worse. Ex-Senator Young, in his Waterloo
address, said about the same thing.
No two men in the state are more entitled to
speak republican thot than Kenyon and Young. Mr.
Kenyon defeated Mr. Young for United States senator, but Mr. Young is for Mr. Kenyon because Mr.
Kenyon is talking patriotism not politics.
It is some days now since Senator Stone of Missouri gave his bunco talk about Roosevelt, which led
up to the vaudeville show in the senate. It is some
days since Senator Chamberlain said the war department had fallen down and the president denounced"
the statement as untruthful. During these days the
general public has been thinking and has become convinced that there is more politics than patriotism in
attacks being made by politicians on the war department. Secretary Baker conies before the public gaze
as an official persecuted by selfish politicians. The
public sees that Baker has done very well on the whole
and is willing to give him credit.
Theodore N. Vail, chairman of the League for
National Unity, advises. "The public should not be
too critical or expect too much too quickly. Tin public ignored all the warnings and would have nothing
to do with preparation and, tof.ily unprepared, they
expected within a short year that the country should
be put on the basis of those countries which have been
more or less prepared for years for the definite emergency which has occurred.
"The American people are to| much inclined, the
moment they are not satisfied, or think they are not
satisfied, with what is going on, ;o want to tear down
everyhing and build up something! new, forgetting that
the experience obtained by those who have been at
work is a valuable asset that is much more likely to
accomplish something than would be done by replacing
everybody with new men who have the experience to
?ain."
This is the sane view of the -matter. The war
department has not been charged with graft; there is
not scandal whatever. It is the easiest thing in the
world to pick flaws, or to find fault with the work of
others, it is observed that the committee investigating the war department has not given one ■word of
encouragement to the department heads.
Some
wonderful work has been done since this country went
to war, but all the committee can find is things to
criticize.
A3 Senator Kenyon says, helpful criticism is all
right. The investigation was all right. The war department has been stirred into renewed activity. It
has been reorganized and placed on. a more efficient
basis. Red tape has been cut. This might have been
done anyway and dead timber fired as the work progressed but it is done now and the critics can take
credit for bringing it about if they so desire. As Mr.
Vail says, the experience gained by the men in office
should not be thrown overboard. It is valuable, aye,
invaluable at this time, as the officials show every
inclination to do their utmost.

•AGE POUR (l^

W£
Danville, III., Jan. 15—To the Editor: I haVe followed cksaely the
ontbojrat of criticism against Secretary Batoer. I bad about come to
tie conclusion that, for tie goad of the service, lie should resign.
Them tpvQ things happened
fie .made a statement to the committee of investigation of 'what
the Denartiment of 'War had. done 'and the reasons Vhy it had not
daoe ot;ier things.
iM'y miemory called to me. It was only a short time ago that
itJWo same, people were 'savagely denouncing Secretary Daniels. In
tfteSr estimation he was nothing a Secretary of the Navy should be
and almost anything he should not be,
The name "Josephus
Daniel*" was a synonym for stupid incompetence. Few now have
the courage to risk their reputation for either intelligence or veracity
ky '.Iie&oaiiciag his work in the Navy Department.
he present outburst just a case o£ history repeating itself?
Is it a case where the 'boys just must have a goat? To a man not
clBamine to taaw it all, it looks tiiat way.—T. P. Dudley dm Chicago

Heraia.
That is about the same view as taken by the Post. There are
hot-heads, irresponsible writers, scoffers, disloyalists, opportunists,
mammon-worshippers, hare-brains, mutton-heads, egotists and unbalanced critics and how would one expect the Secretary.of War to
please them all! During our civil war the fiercest criticism was
leveled at Lincoln, Stanton and Grant:—that powerfi.il triumvirate
that hammered to pieces the confederacy and won unfading glory.
Where are the erities now?
Murat Halstead who was a man of high intelligence and perfectly sincere in his views was one of the most vigorous of all.. But seventeen years later he redeemed his mistake by paying to Lincoln and
Grant the following compliment before the Ohio Editorial Association, a eulogy as sweeping as the English, language could carry:
lit was mx*t in the nature of things, under the cil^uansfcanoes of
ifSue WOT, that Breetdwret Uincoln. coukL escape the utmost violence of
oriittotem and detraction; that in the midst of the istonmy excitements
of the times his conspicuous head should be showered with a fiery
hail <rf &eroe otodwgatton, friend toy BuggiestioBis. and mild admonitions,
He wa® a cnwtSnt figure, too, and there were many shallow enough to
■belittle Mm because he veritably was one oi itihue people—because he
told stories, laughed and was dismal by turns; used homely familiar
phrase® and' got as mad as Andrew .Taclcsion though he scolded fin a
different way. He was like a Shafeesperean drama—the tragedy and
tih© comedy—the mortal and the eternal—iin the same leaves.
The names of Lincoln and Giant are hewn together in the Mvtag
iOeft ©t the record of the ages. They are the two stars of the first
inagn*tu4ie in the constellations oi' their country and gemeratioia—amd they were two plain boys, sons of plain people, with the blood
and trom of our own folks here in the Ohio valley--tone born on the
Borthe<ra and the other on the southern. Neddie of the Ohio rivers—one
of iNew England and: the other of Virginia ancestry. iFavored by no
edittcaibed eminence, patrician grace, social distinction or adventiibione fortune, they became the representative men of the shrewd
ifflbelrigemee, the brave goodness, the enduring faith of the common
people and of their common universal cause of liberty and union;
and they rank as of the legitimate nobiiiity of human nature, whi'o
theSr glory has become a possession that shall strengthen the heart
and fche will and lift up the &ce of the nation against its enemies in
ail the days that are to coma.

The criticism of such men is endurable because it is honest, al'Shoagh mistaken. They gave Halstead the nickname of "Field
Marshal" because of his lambasting criticisms which he repented
later so humbly. But the maledictions and objurgations of boneheads and weak sisters will not be heard in silence, especially when
it is the reflection merely of malice, egotism and irrationality.
Recently we published a part of the work which has been done
trader Secretary Baker and it is admitedly monumental. But when
we know that the teachers of the taught have to be enlisted and inBtraeted; that the experts have to be created; that the plants to
forge guns and cannon have to be located and erected and the machinery therein fashioned and installed; that there have been constant strikes and labor troubles from the first; that only nine months
have elapsed and an army of more than five hundred thousand men is
drilled, armed, equipped, provisioned and in the field; that our government has easily done ten times better than the McKinley adminjstratkm in the Spanish-American war in 1898; that it has accomplished more in the past nine m(onths than has any other in all historic times in that length of time; that most of the kickers are bonehead "professional knockers who villifed Daniels for two years and
now by their silence admit they were wrong and tht,t not half a
dozen men have the facts upon which to base a fair, honest and just
[verdict, it will be seen that they have made no case against Baker.
1
< But Mr. Baker may not be the best man for the place. However,
if we wanted the government turned into a bear-pit, we would suggest that Col. Roosevelt be put in Baker's place. As for the Post we
have great confidence in the intelligence, patriotism, honesty and
ability,, of President Wilson to select his Secretary of War and as
long as1 he keeps him on the job we shall believe that both are doing
their best and as good as anybody can do, so far as they know.
Suppose President Wilson should resign, who knows that somebody could manage the government better than he is doing the work?
President Lincoln offered once to resign if they could find a better
I .leader, so harassed was he by outrageous and intemperate criticism
rand denunciation. But when the man for the job was asked for, it
was found that each one of half a dozen men thought that he, himself, was the proper person! What we need is not only good leaders
but we need a sound-brained people—men and womten who can work
and think and then when they come up solid to the wall they can
stand and hold the lines until the time comes when we can go forward.
Some people do not understand this. They want to be out kicking over the milk pails and taking pot-shots at the sentry on duty and
raising cain in general in order that it may be known they are in
existence. It is their way of advertising themselves. We have had
a couple of years of that kind of service in Gary by certain gentlemen
and we know how to value it.
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£—H>NLY HELPFUL CRITICISM

"I*111-*

WANTSD.

Senator Kenyon, in his Waterloo address, remarked that helpful criticism was wanted but he deplored the Chamberlain criticism of the war department'. If matters were bad, it could only make bad
matters worse. Ex-Senator Young, in his Waterloo
address, said about the same thing.
Xo two men in the state are more entitled to
.speak republican thot than Kenyon and Young. Mr.
Kenyon defeated Mr. Young for United States senator, but Mr. Young is for Mr. Kenyon because Mr.
Kenyon is talking patriotism not politics.
It is some days now since Senator Stone of Missouri gave his bunco talk about Roosevelt, Which led
up to the vaudeville show in the senate. It is some
days since Senator Chamberiaia said the war department had fallen down and the president denounced'
the statement as untruthful. During these days the
genera! public has been thinking and has become convinced that there is more politics than patriotism in
attacks being made by politicians on the war department. Secretary Baker conies before the public gaze
as an official persecuted by selfish politicians. The
public sees that Baker has done very well on the whole
and is willing to give him credit.
Theodore N. Vail, chairman of the League for
National Unity, advises. "The public should not be
too critical or expect too much too quickly. The public ignored all the warnings and would have nothing
to do with preparation and, totkhy unprepared, they
expected within a short year that the country should
be put on the basis of those countries which have been
more or less prepared for years for the definite emergency which has occurred.
"The American people are loo much inclined, the
moment they are not satisfied, or think they are not
satisfied, with what is going on, o want to tear down
everyhing and buiid up something new, forgetting that
the experience obtained by those who have been at
work is a valuable asset that is much more likely to
accomplish something than would be done by replacing
everybody with new men who have the experience to
Sain."
.
This is the sane view of ilas .matter. The war
department has not been charged with graft; there is
not scandal whatever. It is the easiest thing In the
world to pick flaws, or to find fault with the work of
others. It is observed that the committee investigating the war department has not given one word of
encouragement to the department heads.
Some
wonderful work has been done since this country went
to war, but all the committee can find is things to
criticize.
As Senator Kenyon says, helpful criticism is all
right. The investigation was all right. The war department has been stirred into renewed activity. It
has been reorganized and placed on a more efficient
ba3is. Ited tupit has been cut. This might have been
done anyway and dead timber fired as the work progressed but it is done now and the critics can .take
credit for bringing it about if they so desire. As Mr.
Vail says, the experience gained by the men in office
should not be thrown overboard. It is valuable, aye,
invaluable at this time, as the officials show every
inclination to do their utmost.
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SECRETARY BAKER'S DEFENSE.

BAKER
Secretary Baker lifted the veil yesterday long enough to
show the War Department has not been asleep.
With 500,000 men in^the firing line within a year of the
declaration of war, and 1,500,000 more to follow as-, fast as ships
can take them, the military efforts of the Unitra States cannot
he ignored.
The men will not have to fight with their hare hands, either..
They will he armed, clothed,- equipped and trained before they
enter the trenches.
The best part of Secretary Baker's statement, however, was
ruxLtM facts and figures disclosed, cheering as ther_jyillj)fijg
the country.
It is the revelation that we have as head of the War Department.a man who is not afraid to admit mistakes, nor too proud_
to correct them. It is the spirit that wins. We rather think the
War DeparfcrnSTEas FOUND ITSELF.
r-r-h

—

SECBETAItY JtAKEK'S STATEMENT.
Secretary Baker's statement to the Senate Committe*
on Military Affairs is a plain, straightforward presentation of evid/nce and cir,cunistances that is as assuring
as it is catiaidVHe sai^.fhat the decision to make the
change Iniheyfenfield rM^ jgaa made at a conference attende^^-th/ priJ^aT military experts of the country,
mcltidiri* Gefe. Pershing. Gen. Scott and- Gen. BUss, and
the decision, he said, "hajl the unanimous consent of
every man at the conference/'! There were a number o-f
good reasons, he statedU|for/ the, purchase of artill/ry
from England and Frang£\jtt; was, first of all, the desire
of these governments that this be done. They had the
surplus, oaf *en coirid be more quickly equipped; and it
would
He re^d &6$6L4
retur^-fr^m the*'in'tera*ftSa JPonjfc
mend?ng/that the United Spates troo/s "be supplied in
1918 ^d as long thereafter as is found convenient from
British and French gun factories." He had the positive
assurance, he said, from: Marshal Joffre, Gen. Bridges
and other French and British authorities that in making
these purchases on the ground we were "helping the,ir
industrial processes, saving tonnage and making proper
co-ordinated military efforts with our allies." "J think
it fair to say," said the secretary, "that the American ,
Army in France, large as it is, and the American ArrftyJ
to be sent there, large as that is, are and Trill be provided I
with artillery of the type they need as rapidly as they !
can use It."
- In regard to complaints of ill treatment of men at the ;
cantonments, the secretary said that not more than !
eighteen letters had been received by his department!
charging bad treatment. Some of these had not proved
serious; others had, in which case corrections had immediately followed. As to the charges of this nature reported by Senator Chamberlain, he said he wanted to
follow them through to the end and And out who is responsible, "in order that I might punish the guilty:" The
secretary took up all phases of the work of the War Department that have been the subject of criticism, and
endeavored to explain the reasons for every act. We
are inclined to think that, all circumstances considered
he makes a very gratifying showing for the government!

Secretary Baker's address, in which he told Con! gress and the public more about the progress of cur
| war work than has ever been revealed before, is likei jy to change the tone of discussion in Congress ma| tonally. This is not because he disproved all of the
I charges made by Senator Chamberlain and others,
lie did not pretend to do that, but he showed more
pearly than ever before that the mistakes have been
iew and small, when compared with the work accomplished under circumstances of such difficulty that
no human being could avoid error.
j
It is apparent from the course of his remarks j
that the United States Army in France is nearing :
the half-million mark and that the arrangenrents '■
under which th^meTrwere "senTwere such that the
force is armed and equipped with everything from
heavy guns to rifles, while the progress ei the
work shows that before the end of the year ifce
country will have an army of 2,000,000 fighting
Most conclusive was what the Secretary had to
say about ordnance. Senator Chamberlain had referred in terms of anguish to "poor, bled-white
trance," which is supplying field artillery and
howitzers to the American Army. He implied that
there was something shameful in the dependence
of this country upon France, if there is, Secretary Baker showed that the shame is mostly upon
Congress for not appropriating money for guns
several years ago. As for France and England,*
they are supplying this country with guns because
they have more manufacturing capacity than they
. need, and they welcome the job. "Poor, bled-white
P ranee" is still a pretty vigorous ironworker, and
m working for this country serves herself and all
the Allies.
The arrangement, as the Secretary shows, is
nothing that involves sentiment. It was made in
response to the demands of common sense.
When Congress has digested the speech and the!
rauh-finders have had their fling the net result
of the agitation which culminated "uTB^Secret
iI^l.£PPe-arance be^e Congress is likely to be I
£3^9I?geF.J[g|;gfmination to suppress contentious !
cj£f«£2!jy5.d to l
ay ali the emphasis upon intelfi§&Si...c°-°perati£i}.
The imposing record of hjg ^^^ ^ ^^
which the Secretary unfolded demands nothing less.
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THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
WASHINGTON.

lVlY MESSAGE to the men of the service must
be simply one of continuing appreciation and constant pride in the measure and quality of their cooperation and accomplishment. The people of the
nation will not be. unmindful of the services rendered by the officers of the Regular Army in training the new officers which are making a splendid
fighting organization of the National Army.
Cordially yours,
»

Secretary of War.

i

SECRETARY BAKER'S TESTIMONY.
The whole country by now know* the
Mr. Baker and Our Fuelless sequel. Thrown into confusion by the conflict of authority, the summer was wasted
Mondays
in hesitation, when large stores might have
In his statement to the Senate commitbeen laid in for the winter. We doubt if
;ee and to the nation yesterday Secretary
there is on record, within this generation
Baker laid stress upon the fact that there
at least, another case of one Cabinet officer
are more than a million men in this counrepudiating an agreement made in behalf
try under arms. This in explanation of
of the government by another Cabinet
the epidemics of sickness reported from
officer on such a fateful issue as this. The
the different camps. And these million
consequences will be felt alike in America
Men will be sent to France just as rapidly
and by our allies for months to come.
as they can be equipped and we can find
It is the belief of the leaders of the coal
ships in which to send them.
industry that if the Lane-Peabody agreeSecretary Baker's second appearance bement of last June had stood coal producfore the Senate committee came upon a tion would have gone on rising at the same
fateful day—the second of the "shut-down" rate at which it had been rising for the
Mondays, when the industries of a section
previous fifteen months; the supply for the
of the country whose population exceeds fall and winter would have been abundant;
that of the German Empire have to stop
there would have been no need for the apfor lack of coal. Ships in the harbor pointment of a Fuel Administrator; we
wait, new ships on the ways wait, our solshould not have had our railways tied up
diers wait, munitions wait, the Allies wait
hard knot by priority orders; we
for foods and supplies, our railroads are should have had no Dr. Garfield and no j,
cut down in the deliveries they can make— fuelless Mondays.
; '
all for lack of coal. While we listen t>
When Secretary Baker makes an appeal |
the Secretary's fair words of great accomto tbB country for patience at the delays
plishments and yet greater things to come,
in b'-Wging this country into effective
we may remember the pajt that he played
actiop in the war it is well to remember
in bringing about this standstill of industhese facts.
try. This Secretary of War who appeared
yesterday was no different person from the
Secretary of War who seven months ago.
as president of the Council of National Defence, gave out this amazing document:
First to Last—the Truth: News—Editorials—
Advertisements
"My attention has been called through
Member of the. Audit Bureau of Circulations
the newspapers to the action reported to
have taken place during the last week by
TUESDAY, JANUARY 29, 1918
the so-called committee of coal production
in cooperation with certain coal producers.
This meeting seems to have adopted a resolution whereby the operators present agreed
to sell bituminous coal at a price not
higher than .$3 a ton, and that this obligation should remain in force until some
such action had been taken by an author- j
, ized governmental agency.
"The color which has been given to this |
meeting in the newspapers may well mis-!
lead the public into the belief that th-j
Council of National Defence has undertaken to sanction the fixing of a coal price
by the coal production committee. I therefore, as president of the council, write this
to say that such action is clearly beyond
Manhattan Press Clipping Bureau
the legal power of the coal production
ARTHUR CASSOT, PROPRIETOR
committee, and the information I have I
120-322 Fifth Avenue, New York
think justifies me in believing that the
price of $3 suggested or agreed on as a
maximum is an exorbitant, unjust and
oppressive price."
*«fcf York,
Consider what was here involved. This
agreement which Secretary Baker so vioH. Y.
lently denounced was formulated by a
committee headed by another member of
the Cabinet, and likewise a member, of the
Defence Council. This committee had induced the coal operators of the country to
pledge themselves voluntarily to a basic
rate of $3 a ton for coal, which meant a
reduction of from 30 to 60 per cent of the
price they were then receiving on new
contracts. This reduction was not enough
for Secretary Baker; he must denounce
this as "an exorbitant, unjust and oppre3j sive price."

mm $tork ©rifeime
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There could not be a more complete and overwhelming answer to Senator Chamberlain's charge
that "the military establishment of America, has
fallen down," that "it Is a thing that does not ex!
1st," that "It has almost stopped functioning,"
1
titan Secretary Baker's testimony yesterday before the Senate Committee on Military Affairs.
A military establishment that has raised and
equipped the greatest army the United States has
ever had, that has sent great numbers of troops
' to France and has 1,000,000 more that are ready
[to go, has not fallen down; it has not ceased to
exist; it has not stopped functioning. On the
contrary, it has done a work for which there is no
parallel in American military annals.
"Republics," as Gen. Winfleld Scott observed ;
in his autobiography, "are never prepared for j
war," and they never will .be prepared for war. I
The test of a military establishment in the cir- |
cumstances in which the United States entered ;
this conflict is not whether an army was ready to ,
the last button, as the Germans boasted that thev ■
were when they crossed the Belgian frontier. Tt
is not •whether there have been shortcomings and
delays. It is: not whether there have been casual
errors in judgment or incidental confusion in ex; ecution. It Is whether there were plans commen| surate with the part that the country must play, i
whether there was energy in the execution of 't
; thes« plans, whether there was a disposition to j
' correct errors and .profit from mistakes, and i
I whether the military establishment moved stead- :
iiy forward to the accomplishment of its objects. }
j Measured by these tests, the War Department i
! under Secretary Baker has written a new chapter
in the military history of republics.
There never was the .slightest basis for tho
sweeping indictment that Senator Chamberlain
brought against the "War Department and that
j Secretary Baker has answered in detail. It is
j not conceivable that the Senator spoke merely In
i ignorance, for he had the means of ascertaining
j the facts. Even though the War Department was
[reluctant to make public some of the information
j that Secretary Baker spread upon the record yea'i terday, the Chairman of the Senate Committee on
I Military Affairs could have had access to It. So
j could his associates on the committee who did
not wait to finish their investigation before framing legislation to depose the President of the
United States from his constitutional office as
Commander In Chief of the Army and Navy and
reduce the Secretary of War to the status of a
clerk. There is not a fact in the Baker testimony
that would not have been confided to these Senators if they had sought it; yet they insisted upon
going before the American people with a crooked j
record calculated to prove that War Department j
deficiencies, as Mr. Baker expressed it, "were
characteristic rather than occasional."
Under the acid test of the Secretary's testimony
the Chamberlain accusations shrivel for the most
part to ashes and rubbish. They leave the Senate committee and Its Chairman in a very unpleasant light before the'country, discredited in
method and on the defensive as to motive.
Nevertheless, there is one lesson that the War
Department itself should learn from this unfortunate episode, which is the necessity for fuller war
publicity and for taking the American people
completely into the confidence of their Government in all matters that are not undp^fltflihlP Tn"-
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as they can be equipped and we can find
It is the belief of the leaders of the coal
ships in which to send them.
industry that if the Lane-Peabody agreeSecretary Baker's second appearance bement of last June had stood coal producfore the Senate committee came upon a
tion would have gone on rising at the same
fateful day—the second of the "shut-down"
rate at which it had been rising for the t
Blondays, when the industries of a section
previous fifteen months; the supply for the ;
. population exceeds ^ ^ ^.^ ^^ haye feeen abundant; | (
that of the German Empire have to stop
there would have been no need for the ap- j *
for lack of coal. Ships in the harbor
pointment of a Fuel Administrator; we '
wait, new ships on the ways wait, our solshould not have had our railways tied up
diers wait, munitions wait, the Allies wait
in a hard knot by priority orders; we
for foods and supplies, our railroads are
should have had no Dr. Garfield and no
cut down in the deliveries they can make—
fuelless Mondays.
all for lack of coal. While we listen t>
When Secretary Baker makes an appeal
the Secretary's fair words of great accomi to the country for patience at the delays
plishments and yet greater things to come.
in b'-taging this country into effective
we may remember the part that he played
actior- in the war it is well to remember
in bringing about this standstill of indusi these facts.
^^
try. This Secretary of War who appeared
yesterday was no different person from the
~t~
Secretary of War who seven months ago,
as president of the Council of National Defence, gave out this amazing document:
First to Last—the Truth: News Editorials—
Advertisements
"My attention has been called through
Member of tho Audit Bureau of Circulations
the newspapers to the action reported to
have taken place during the last week by
TUESDAY, JANUARY 29, 1918
the so-called committee of coal production
in cooperation with certain coal producers.
This meeting seems to have adopted a resolution whereby the operators present agreed
to sell bituminous coal at a price not
higher than $3 a ton, and that this obligation should remain in force until some
such action had been taken by an authorized governmental agency.
"The color which has been given to this
meeting in the newspapers may well mis-!
lead the public into the belief that th.2
Council of National Defence has undertaken to sanction the fixing of a coal price
by the coal production committee. I therefore, as president of the council, write this
to say that such action is clearly beyond
ianiiatta n iTess Cii ppm
ireau
the legal power of the coal production
ARTHUR
CASSOT,
PROPRIETOR
committee, and the information I have I
think justifies me in believing that the
•!20-322 Fifth Avenue, New York
price of $3 suggested or agreed on as a
maximum is an exorbitant, unjust and
oppressive price."
*'«fc» York,
Consider what was here involved. This
agreement which Secretary Baker so violently denounced was formulated by *i
committee headed by another member of
ft
the Cabinet, and likewise a member of the
Defence Council. This committee had induced the coal operators of the country to
pledge themselves voluntarily to a basic
rate of $3 a ton for coal, which meant a
reduction of from 30 to 60 per cent of the
price they were then receiving on new
contracts. This reduction was not enough
for Secretary Baker; he must denounce
this as "an exorbitant, unjust and opprea\ sive price."
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There could not be a more complete and overwhelming answer to Senator Chamberlain's charge
that "the military establishment of America has
fallen down," that "It Is a thing that does not exist," that "It has almost stopped functioning,"
than Secretary Baker's testimony yesterday before the Senate Committee on Military Affairs.
A military establishment that has raised and
equipped the greatest army the United States has
ever had, that has sent great numbers of troops
to Prance and has 1,000,000 mare that are ready
to go, has not fallen down; it has not ceased to
exist; it has not stopped functioning. On the
contrary, it has done a work for which there Is no
parallel In American military annals.
"Republics," as Gen. Winfleld Scott observed
in his autobiography, "are never prepared for
war," and they never will .be prepared for war.
The test of a military establishment in the circumstances in which the United States entered
this conflict is not whether an army was ready to
the last button, as the Germans boasted that they
were when they crossed the Belgian frontier. Tt
is not iwiether there have been shortcomings and
delays. It is not whether, there have been casual
errors in judgment or incidental confusion in execution. It is whether there were plans commensurate with the part that the country must play,
whether there was energy in the execution of
; these plans, whether there was a disposition to
' correct errors and profit from mistakes, and
; whether the military establishment moved steadily forward to the accomplishment of its objects.
I Measured by these tests, the War Department
! under Secretary Baker has written a new chapter
in the military history of republics.
! There never was the slightest basis for tho
| sweeping indictment that Senator Chamberlain
I brought against the War Department and that
| Secretary Baker has answered In detail. It is
j not conceivable that, the Senator spoke merely in
j ignorance, for he had the means of ascertaining
J the facts. Even though the Wa>" Department was
I reluctant to make -public some of the information
| that Secretary Baker spread upon the record yes: terday, the Chairman of the Senate Committee on
I Military Affairs could have had access to It. So
could his associates on the committee who did
not wait to finish their investigation before framing legislation to depose the President of the
United States 'from his constitutional office as
Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy and
reduce the Secretary of War to the status of a
clerk. There is not a fact in the Baker testimony
that would not have been confided to these Senators if they had sought it; yet they insisted upon
going before the American people with a crooked
record calculated to prove that War Department
deficiencies, as Mr. Baker expressed it, "were j
characteristic rather than occasional."
Under the acid test of the Secretary's testimony
the Chamberlain accusations shrivel for the most
part to ashes and rubbish. They leave the Senate committee and its Chairman in a very unpleasant light before the'country, discredited in
method and on the defensive as to motive.
Nevertheless, there is one lesson that the War
Department Itself should learn from this unfortunate episode, which Is the necessity for fuller war
publicity and for taking the American people
completely into the confidence of their Government in all matters that are not undebatable military secrets.
Everything that Secretary Baker told yesterday
ought to have been told long ago. TheTe was no
valid reason for concealing it. It gave no aid
and comfort to the enemy, but on the contrary
was proof that the United States was going to
war in earnest. Had the War Department kept
the American people fully informed, there would
have been no occasion for Secretary Baker's taking the stand, and such mischievous accusations
as Senator Chamberlain made would have found
no believers.
The campaign that.has been waged by American imperialists and jingoes to overthrow the
ar administration, discredit the President and
ake possession of the military machinery of the
ountry had its roots in the Government's own
olicy of suppression and secrecy in regard to the
agniflcent and inspiring work that It was carryng on. Had the truth been known to the counry, this partnership of Politics and Hysteria
ould have been bankrupt the day It was formed.
nly under the cover of censorship could such a
olitical conspiracy have been organized.
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Answering Charges That the Government Has
Broken Down Preparing for the War.
Baker Reveals Before the Senate Military
Committee Secrets of the Army Which
Hitherto Have Been Carefully Guarded.
TESTIMONY IMPRESSES SENATORS
AND PLEASES PRESIDENT WILSON.
Never in History, Says Secretary, Has Army of Its Size.
Been Raised, Equipped and Trained as That of
America—Allies Supplying Us With Guns at Their
Request to Save Ships—Overcrowding in Camps Not
General—Greater Artillery Preparation Urged lor
Years.
(Special to The World.)
WASHINGTON, Jan. 2S Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War, to-da?
presented the case of the Administration hi the maCCer of the conduct &1
the war.
He answered the charges that were' made by Senator 'Chamberlain,
which alleged the collapse of the military ■estebUsJjmq&jand went beyond
that to Include in his statement a comprehensive survey of what the War
Department had done, o£ how it had been done, at 'Why it had (been done,
of the results thug far achieved and of the promise of the future.
For four hours the Secretary addressed the hearing arranged by the
■Senate Committee on Military Affairs. In that time he spoke between
35,000 and 40,000 words. He avoided any tendency to .pass a personal
judgment upon the operations of his department, leaving sucfi conclusion*
to he drawn by the facts he presented and the opinions offered by experts.
His easy manner, his well pitched' voice, his fluency of speech and his
rasp of the subject 'held the 400 or 500 men and women who heard him in
close attention. He spoke extemporaneously, referring now and then f.o
statistical data 'that lay .before him on the table. He was rarely interrupted.
• It is merely a statement o iff-act to say that Mr. Baker produced a deep
impression. Tnis is attested by the expressions of the mw>b*r& of tU committee, including several who 'had opposed the Secretary on previous
occasions, and it is further'proved by the impression produced upon the
President who was described -as 'being more than satisfied with the Secretary's exposition and certain taht it will 'carry conviction to the country at.
large. He received a complete transcript immediately upon the close of
tlxG session.
The Secretary developed his theme largely along the lines of showing
that the underlying principles animating the conduct of toe war were reasonable well considered, authoritative and efficacious.
He reached an important climax, and stressed its importance when hs
declared that a real measure of America's preparation and participation
lay in the fact that we shall 'have more than half a million troops in
France early in this year, and by the end we shall have more than 1,500.000 ready for the front, well trained and wholly equipped, ready to bear
their share of the burden.
Mr 'Baker is to be recalled in about ten days lor detailed examination
at the hands of members of the committee. It is improbable that before
that time there will 'be any effort made to bring the War Cabinet proposition to a final decision.
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The Portrait of a Great Secretary
ol War.
The merit of Secretary BAKEK'S
testimony before the Senate Military
Committee will be measured by the
specific statements of fact which it
affords, not by any general denial of
his that the War Department has
"fallen down," or by any general asseveration that the department he administers has done in this emergency
all that could be expected of human
fallibility.
The country at large will Withhold
its judgment of the Secretary's adequacy or inadequacy until it has heard
and studied all that he is able or
willing to tell; but the final judgment
on the main question will proceed
from the bench, not from the witness
stand. And neither now nor in the
record of history will that verdict be
colored by politics.
The subjoined picture of a really
great War Minister, charged with the
tremendous difficulties of a conflict
that was not three thousand miles
away, was drawn from the full and
intimate knowledge of one of LINCOLN'S private secretaries, JOHN G.
NICOLAY, and with the keen discernment of character and the superior
literary artistry of another, JOHN
HAT. It is worth reading to-day:
"STANTON'S nature was largely materialistic; Ills eyes saw things in a simple, practical light; his mind dealt with
them by rules of arithmetic. This quality, arising mainly from strong instinctive perception; was coupled with > another trait which gave it extraordinary
power and value, namely, physical and
mental energy. Above everything else
he wWs a man of action. What in other
men might be likened to the variable
force of winds or wills, might be represented fn him as the continuous, unremitting action of a steam engine, able
to furnish at every call any required
pressure and speed for any period of
duration. He had thus the qualities
which made him a worker of workers.
Method and organization were with him
prime intuitions. He was impatient of
delay and intolerant of neglect. Every
thought and volition was positive. His
advice was always intelligent, consistent
and steady; his decisions were rapid and
generally judicious and permanent."

This portrait of a really great War
Minister, a Democrat called for the
foregoing reasons by a Republican
President to a Republican Cabinet, an
executive • officer chosen not for personal acceptability to that President
but in spite of a personal antagonism
admittedly bitter on STANTON'S side,
is presented here without comment.

SECRETARY BAKER'S DEFENSE.
When he app^^ed bef«e Rie Senate
Military Committee ijs^lay to defend the War Oa^Jftrfent, Secretary
BAKER saidNlittleiJiat waajicw, little
that thevcouflt&had not fijarned from
ious exthe Seer
tatements.
defensiv
planato1
Vance and
new
The coun:
the AmerGreat BWtalu ere
was Mr.
lean for,c« wit .a!
firmer*** \*eb he said
BAKU
thai of. allies Visftfd to\o so, becfur^U ey hadViA excess of artillery,
and ^so becau\e\hey wanted ship
space for other tVnW than American
puns? As a matter c\fact, there was
no alternative. Our Ordnance Department did not have the guns, and it
would be a !6ng time before they could
be manufactured. If the American
\rm\r w.;s to fight in 1&1S, artillery
:;;- h» h'.rrcv.-ed or bought from the
FreVteh and British. Congress and the
War D»oartment had warning enough.
extending over two years, that the
United gtsrfes might be, probably
Would be. drawn into the war. yet al«£»ost nothing was done to obtain indispensable artillery.
Nor was it quite fair of Secretary
i RAKER to saddle upon General i/BOX*
! 'K". Woon any of the responsibility Tor
, sending hundreds of thousands of me--i
to ihe camps before quarters anil
equipment were ready. It was not a
delicate way of excusing omissions
I and blunders. The country did not
know that General WOOD had so much
influence with the head of the WatDepartment. Certainly the General,
who was injured by an explosion in
France a day or two ago, is too far
away, and not in a position, to give
his own version.
In regard to the deficiency in ma
chine guns. General CKOZIER stated in
bis testimony that the Lewis gun did
not. satisfy his test laid down for the
use of machine gun's by troops in the
field, but that it had been found suitable for defense against enemy airplanes. Therefore orders were given
•for 2,000 of them. According to Secretary BAKER, it was General PERSHiNG who settled the fate of the
Lewis gun by saying that he desired it
only for aircraft. There is a discrepancy here that calls for explanation.
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Critics, holuding Chamberiain,
Admi. That They Have Come
to Regard Record as Cause
for Pride, Not Embarrassment.
SECRETARY TRIES TO MAKE
NO EXCUSE FOR ANYBODY.
Speaks Four Hours Clearly and
Convincingly — Quotes Lord
Northcliffe in Praise /jf the
Work Being Done Here.
By Herbert Bayard Sivope.
(Special to T-he World.)

WASHINGTON, Jan. 28.—Secretary Baker, who rarely goes about
with any military aide contrary to the
custom followed by almost all his
predecessors,, reached the Assembly
Room in the Senate? Office Building
promptly at 10.30 o'clock. He was
accompanied only by his secretary.
Ralph Hays, and a stenographer.
The Military Affairs Committee
had held, a brief session in the regular committee room in the Senaka
wing- of the Capitol. They found the
corridors choked with applicants for
admission, and so they agreed to hold
the session in the bigger meeting
room in the office building. (By oversight the change of plan was not,
communicated to Mr. Baker. When
the Secretary arrived at the Capitol
he found the room empty and learned
of the shift only when an elevator
boy gave him the information.
Thereupon he trudged over to the
office building, where he had to push
his way through the crowd to gain
an entrance into the hall.
Personnel of Committee.
The place of the session was the
same in which the drawings for the
■selective draft were held on June 5
last. Around the table in one end
were gathered the committee, who
gave Mr. Baker a place with them.
As he spoke he half faced Senator
■ Chamberlain ami l»e audience, whieli
was crowded into the space behind
the table.
At the table, besides Chamberlain
of Oregon, the Chairman, there were
these Democratic members of the
committee:
Hitchcock,
Nebraska;
Fletcher, Florida; Myers, Montana;
Sheppard, Texas; Beckham, Kentucky; Kirby, Arkansas; R.eed, Missouri, and McKellar. Tennessee,
Thomas of Colorado was absent on
account of illness.
The Republicans included Warren,
Wyoming: Weeks, Massachusetts;
AVadsworth, New York; Sutherland,
West
Virginia:
New,
Indiana;
Freiinghuysen, New Jersey.

Senator Brady of Idaho, who had j
filled the remaining- place on the.com- |
Answers an Editorial.
. Answers Ohnmuerlain
mittee, died two weeks ago.
This summarization was called out
One by one Baker took lip the
A fter Senator Chamberlain called ]
the meeting to order and explained: by a maximum programme that had points Senator Chamberlain made in
that it was being held to grant the' been outlined last August by the his speech last Thursday and anSecretary of War's request that a ! Metropolitan Magazine, of which swered them. Among the most tellhearing be given him, he asked- Mr. I Theodore Roosevelt is contributing ing of his rejoinders was his stateBaker if he wished questions put to j editor, and for which he writes the ment regarding- the fact that we ;ue
The Metropolitan receiving deliveries of guns and shells
him. ' Bak.er answered that he would j |1 chief editorials.
appreciate the indulgence of the com- editorial that, carries so clear a flavor from the French. He explained and
mittee if they permitted him to pro- I , of T. R- both in substance and in justified this and offered proof in
support on the ground that the vast
ceed without interruption until he j Vg, ;JJ|* f,
expansion of France's military indushad concluded' his statement. He ' "Since it is our war we want
spoke steadily, beginning a few min- put everything into it so as to finish tries had given her a surplus of prowhich fitted in well with the
utes after 10.30 until 1 o'clock. Then it in the shortest time, so that the I duction
plan.
Fiance herself had voluna recess was taken for lunch, and be | world may be restored. To our mind teered,
he.
explained, to supply whatthe
whole
plan
of
the
War
Departresumed at 2 and spoke until 3.30. He ;
jnen might lack, in guns and
has been flavored with the destood up during his entire narrative. ment
sire to hold off until the Allies iia- ammunition, i-rovided the men got
Made Good Impression. "
ished the war for us. We should j over there.
The early part of his address was have strained every nerve to haw
In speaking about the alteration of
marked by an absence of gesture, /gotten from 50,000 to 100,000 men plan whereby America had sent over
which, however, he employed grace- ■ tiiis year, and by next yet,, we could a large body of troops soon after the
fully and effectively as he got under have had 500,000 to send over, or any declaration of war the Secretary beway. The Secretary has a musical part of 500,000 which we could, ship. came impassioned in his utterance as
voice, low pitched and clear. He has But to insist on having 1,000,000 he described the imperative necessity
trained himself to use it with best trained before we started to flg-nt of heartening, invigorating and reeffect, and that quality, combined was both impractical and extraor- vitalizing- France.
with a distinctly marked personal dinarily foolish. When it is extremeSenator James of Kentucky, him.magnetism, enabled him to do what ly doubtful we can transport 100,000 self no mean speaker, wha has never
an the stage is called "get over big.' . this year or more than double that been accused of being a special
His words and the thoughts behind amount next year, what in the name pleader for Secretary Baker, heard
them were marked by a impersonality of reason ia the use of getting 1,000,- him from the first to the last word.
which was not without value in the 000 trained before starting the fight'.'" When the finish came ha turned to
effect he produced. He sought to proIf one were to attempt an epitome Senator Overman and said in a tone
ject the impression* 1 that he was as of the speech it might be best done which showed how much he had been
reeply concerned as any other man by saying that the Scretary had not impressed: "Wonderful!" and that
in determining the precise measure to ; prached the counsel of perfection and
is not far from an adequate
be used in estimating the plan and i'the attainment thereof, bul that word
of thi> opinion of the
execution involved in America's con- ! roughly he assered that all that description
of those for who the Secreduct of the war. He seemed to be a ! should have been done had been done, majority
visualized the facts that make
■witness less in his own behalf than in ! perhaps not altogether as well as tary
behalf of the true conditions, whether ! could have been done from the stand- up the history of the ten months that
America,
has been in the war.
they hurt or helped his individual' I point of the ideal, but altogether as
fortune. This attitude was stressed , ; well as could reasonably be expeotd—
in the minds of those who heard hi i j and perhaps even a dash better than
by the Secretary's willingness to ad- that.
mit as error mistakes ho himself had i
When facts could not. be deduced
made.
from the records and his discussion
When he had concluded, many of i became speculative as to the value of
the Senators and Representatives, in- certain activities, Mr. Baker depended
cluding Senator Chamberlain, who largely for authority upon the opinhave shown a disposition to be antag- ions of the British and the French
onistic to the Secretary, pronounced and
upon American professional milithemselves as not only having been
won over to him personally, but to a tary experts, such as Gens. Pershing,
firm belief that the conduct of the Leonard Wood, Scott. Bliss. Crowder.
war thus far should be a source of Biddle and Kuhn, who, after a long
pride instead of a cause of embarrass- period of service as military attache
ment. Newspaper correspondents, no- to the German Army, became the
toriously cynical, were extravagant in head of the War Colleg'e here, from
which he shifted recently to the comtheir praise of the effort.
mand of the Camp Meade division.
fltnotes IVortlicliffie's Praise.
/';
Covered Every Phase.
At the outset Mr.-Baker declared it.
An analysis of the speech shows
was his intention to address himself
to the question of whether the War that Mr. Baker treated separately the
Department had collapsed .in the task various subjects included in the on- |
of conducting the war and whether terprise of which he is the directingTHE OFPICIi
the military branch had ceased to head. He talked of the men, of the
function. How well he pursued his clothing, of the food, of the canton- ;
thematic development is shown by his ments, of the hospitals, of transporta- !
concluding sentences when, after tion. of ammunition, small arms, ma- j
quoting Lord Northclffe as saying: chine guns, artillery. In short I a I
WORK OF CONGRESS
''War preparations are proceeding in touched upon every phase of laud
BRIEFLY TOLD
■ the viniie atmosphere of the United fighting with which the War DepartStates and Canada with a fervor lit- ment has to do.
He
paid
high
tribute
to
the
spirit
tle understood on this (the English)
side of the Atlantic." He said: "I of the men and the officers and to the
SEITATE.
ask you frankly and I want afran>< large body of civilians who have been
Secretary of War Baker appeared behelping
in
the
vast
work.
Be
said
answer—When, in the history of ov»r
fore the Military Committee this morning
country or of any o.ther, has there that he was making his plea more to
and made, an extended statement relative
ever been an army of 1,500,000 men have their merit and cheerful sacrito the operations of the. War Department
raised so quickly and on the whole so fices understood and appreciated than
was to have a different measure
in arming ami equipping the new Army.
well as America has raised hers? he
upon his personal values. That.
Before the Committee on Commerce
you have heard the whole placed
;Wnen
he declared, was of no consequence
Saturday Capt. Pillsbury, district officer
story, when vou have obtained aUthelit mattered little whether he or!
of the Shipping Board, with headquarinformation, when you have seen all'yl,y other o;cial "appeared in. the
ters at San Francisco, gave much informathe facts, vou will have a true per- 1hat
casualty list' provided only the work j
tion concerning shipbuilding conditions
spective of the entire achievement;st
was being done should be under- !
on the Pacific coast. Kay H. Robinson,
that will enable vou to make a report °°d
and
continued.
His
references
1 6 to
of Chicago, explained the character of.
to the Senate of which you mav well P.
' ,
«*« fact that he is willing la
iquit ll,s J0b
concrete ship construction.
be proud"
whenever -the President
s that h
The Commerce Committee has called
In explaining that he did not feel, !$**
.
? so doing he will eonto
himself privileged to go fully into de- fH
?"cc f.tlon
.Sweater expedition and- less
upon Chairman Hurley of the Shipping
tails which might violate essential; T ,
>« Amencan preparation.
Board for a full statement of the associa'military secrecy, the Secretary said, , h" °*£ J?£ ^al d authontatively, as
tion with the Emergency. Fleet Corporathe United States has in France to- ^,despatche8 have indicated betion of Theodore E. Ferris, chief ship de1
u such tho u
fi
day 100 per cent, more men than m
f°™'t *?*
, ofr f >* "d« .'odgsigner, who resigned hist week.
some of those now opposing the gov- , £"1 21an,&! ,mnd
«* President,
sets
Arguments on the pending railroad hill
ii em-mental
programme
had
declared
*?°
,£
*
*
^reat
store
upon
. ,
*.
, ., .
.., .
naker s workwere heard by the Interstate Commerce
i1 to be a maximum, and that withm a
Committee Saturday afternoon, with Alshort time will have 500,000 troops on
1
fred Thorn and Clifford Tliorne as the
or behind the battle line.He added
chief speakers. The committee expects
that before 1918 closes Americ's participation in the war will be measured
to complete consideration of this measure
by 1,500,000.
this week and report it to the Senate.
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The Whole Nation Behind the
President
rpI-IK man who gets briskly out and boldly
under the automobile to see what is
■Wrong is not usually the passenger who is
Indifferent as to whether the machine
goes on to its destination—and makes good
time at it.
lie is the man who wants to speed
up and get there. He may only think he
hears something clicking that should not—
a disturbing grind that may me,an mischief
—but he is so bent and determined on pushing ahead without pause that he takes no
chances on an accident. He is not afraid
to look, for he knows that a look in time
may avert disaster. And ho would be the'
most astonished man on top of the earth
If he were told that his eagerness to make
sure that all was in the best possible order
was an evidence that he did not want to
reach his destination at all.
Yet that is what some people are saying,
In effect, about these investigations and
exposures at Washington. They regard
them as suspicious and possibly sinister
indications that those who are responsible
for them are not properly and patriotically
"behind the President" in his titanic task
of winning the war. This is a very unAmerican view to take of :.n inquiring turn
of mind. The American people owe very
much of their progress and success to their
unterrified determination to inquire thoroughly into everything with which they
come in contact. They do not permit
their probing, searching, questioning disposition to be cowed into silence by the
most hoary precedent, by '.he most haughty
presumption or even by those who most
loudly cry "hush" u» the name of patriotism.
But when they put their questions and
get their answers, they quickly and courageously apply the new knowledge to
driving straight ahead over all these
old obstacles to progress. Their questions
are not snowdrifts of pessimism blocking
the way, but charges of dynamite blasting
the way open. That is the typical American spirit—to resolutely refuse to take
anything for granted, to accept nothing
that forbids progress "on authority," to
doggedly decline to admit that it is impious
or unpatriotic to ask questions.
When the American nation becomes
afraid to ask questions, Americanism will
be dead!
This entire nation is behind (he President in fighting Kaisei'ism with every
weapon at his command. The President
has committed us to the task of shattering the^-iost deadly menace to democracy
which ever sought to bully mankind. And
we are with him. We are in this battle
foi; freedom with an eager unanimity and
a grim determination that, have never been
excelled in all our history.
American
Presidents before Woodrow Wilson have
been compelled to call upon their peaceful
people to take down their old flintlocks or
take up their minie rifles and go out to
fight for democratic liberty and the right
to Jive; but not one has ever done so In a
more righteous cause or with a more united
nation at his back.

j^B^^H

The very fact that we are unwilling to
blind ourselves to possible flaws in our
armor—that we insist upon drawing the
'■
national sword out of its scabbard and
I grinding it still sharper under the watching eyes of the whole world, enemy and
, friend alike—is a double proof of our earnestness, our unshakable purpose and our
invincible will to win. We are in for no
sham i.ght. We are satisfied with no
superficial readiness. We do not care
how many reputations are damaged, how
many tender feelings are hurt, how many
Inefficient men or. weapons are "scrapped,"
provided we enable the President to face

1

HE OUGHT TO KNOW.
1
rcrsons primcC. to discover incompetence in
(he War Department and its head at every point
and, at any cost will read General PEES'THNG'S
sJatcmcnt to CHARLES R. CEANE of this city without the least enthusiasm.
General PEHS-IING states that things are .coins
on extremely well. He declares that the War
Department has done everything possible for outroops abroad. There have been a few mistakes,
but these have not been serious. He adds that
his experience with the Secretary of War showed
that be always gave prompt decisions and that
the oflicers in consultation generally agreed, he
had decided the matter properly "and on its
merits.
General PEBSHING ought to know what he is
talking about. If the suspicious tears that have
been shed over the alleged lightness of the uniforms given our soldiers in France have atiy jus-**
tification he ought to know all about it If the
forces abroad are being hindered in any way by
the alleged incompetence at Washington he is the'
man to feel it first. He doesn't. His testimony
is-pertinent and convincing.

the new German threat on the western
front with the best equipped American
army that our genius, industry and skill
can create!
Whatever some ill-advised and palaeolithic survivals of the cave-dwelling age of
political partisanship may mumble, as like
dogs that doze before the fire they fight
old battles over again in their disturbed
dreams, the great mass of the plain people
of these United States have forgotten
party politics. They have ceased to employ
shabby and faded party labels to distinguish our public men. All that sort of
thing belongs iri the dusty garret where
lie the broken toys of what we now regard
as the childish days of this nation when
it was safe and happy the whole day long
and amused itself with colored banners
and empty catchwords. That was before
the terrible realities and soul-shaking
horrors of this brigand attack on liberty
shocked us into sobriety and aged us in a
night—if we may compare the life of a
nation with that of a man.
We have no time now for pointless
"slogans" and pithless "issues." We have
grown up and taken our place with the
adult nations of the world. No one will
ever talk to us again of "splendid isolation." We have pooled our future with
the future of humanity, and we are locked
in a death-grapple with a foe who seems to
have come at us out of the dead Middle
Ages with war methods and war aims we
had fondly thought rotten and forgotten
in the grave of feudalism. To imagine
that we should "play politics" under the
growing shadow of this ominous conflict
is to accuse us of insanity.
The truth is simply that we are all so
deadly in earnest over this duty that will
not be denied—the duty of winning the
war for freedom—that we criticize freely
without that restraint which might otherwise have been felt through a fear that
partisan motives would be imputed. But
this free criticism does not mean any basic
lack of confidence in the official representatives of this country who must do outfighting for us if we are to do any at all.
It means rather that we have so much
confidence in their sincere singleness of
purpose that we all believo they will welcome and benefit by honest criticism and
strike all the harder for having ha'. placed
at their disposal the entire intelligence of
the nation. As to any fear that this criticism may encourage the enemy, we may
be sure that l.is far-flung spy system has
told him all we know already. Let us hope
.hat it. lias
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"TOP itNOT COME DOWN.'
The' Chicago minister who attempted to stigmatize the Secretary of War as "War Three
Thousand Miles Away" BAKER recalls the "Top
Knot Come Down" clergyman. This historic personage, it may he remembered, resented vastly
the elevated style of coiffure worn by the women
in his congregation. On a memorable occasion
be preached eloquently to the text, "Top Knot
Come Down."
His oratory made a great impression, so great
iO'ie of the pillars of the church asked whore the
;er found a text so apposite, lie turned to
jft. Matthew, chapter 24, verse 17, and read as
foiSows:
"Let him that is on the Bouse top not come
down."
The country preacher was a piker in comparison with the Chicago divine when it comes to
isolating a text from the context.
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SECOND i Take the situation in the Medical Department, for instance. Why was It
that when 500 cubic feet were recomThe first thing that stands out in the mended by an important civilian body
long statement made by Mr. Baker in to the Surgeon-General as the proper
his second defence of his conduct of the air space per soldier, that recommendaWar Department is that Newton D. tion was cut down to the present figure
Baker can profit by his mistakes. The of not much more than half, with the
jaunty manner of the saucy witness result that disease has spread? Has the
trying to score on his cross-examiners, Secretary of War sufficiently held the
which was so unworthy of the Secre- Surgeon-General accountable for the
tary at his first hearing, completely dis- health of the army? Is he certain that
appeared yesterday. It was a sobered the existing shortage of nurses is really
and much more earnest and straight- necessary? Does he know that there
forward Cabinet officer who set forth are reserve organizations here in New
his point of view and his facts, and as a York that can still be drawn upon?
result there can be no doubt that the These and other questions of a similar
impression he made was far more favor- character suggest themselves when one
able, both upon the Committee and upon runs through the Secretary's statement
the public at large. When it is a mat- of yesterday, and the question remains
ter of life and death to many thousands, whether there is yet in sight the thorand the conduct of the greatest enter- oughgoing reorganization of the War
prise in which this nation was ever en- Department which the situation plainly
gaged is under discussion, the Ameri- calls for. together with the infusion of
can people don't want a man to appear new blood into the various bureaus. The
more eager to display his mental dex- creation of helpful civilian committees
terity than to clear the minds of Con- and the calling into service of distingress and the public as to what is going guishedjnenjfrom civil life undoubtedon. It is, however, not only by his ly are helping greatly, but no one must
changed attitude that Mr. Baker gained be blind to the fact that there is still a
yesterday. At a number of points he vast deal to be dorie.
proved that certain criticisms of the I \ On the other hand, no one can read
the statement of the Secretary yesterDepartment were not well founded.
Take the question of the Lewis machine day without realizing what great things
guns, for instance. The man best fit- have been accomplished. We still canted to judge of what is needed in that not follow him in his boasting that this
respect is certainly Gen. Pershing, and is the greatest army and the best in
the Secretary was able to show that morale which has ever been raised. Even
that officer desires the Lewis gun only if it were true, this sort of thing smacks
for aeroplane work, and would rather too much of American brag. But it is
wait for months for the Browning a remarkable achievement to be able
weapon than go ahead with the produc- to say that American engineer regition of the Lewis gun for his infantry ments which were still in civil life in
April last have been organized, taken
units.
In many other matters Secretary abroad, and so efficiently used as to have
Baker was able to show that he had high laid 600 miles of railroad. It is a remilitary authority for the steps taken. markable showing that there will be
Thus, for the system of cantonments and 500,000 American soldiers in France by
their location he proved that he had fol- the spring—even though the great bulk
lowed the exact wishes of the General of them will be entirely untrained for
Staff and of Gen. Wood as well. Gen. trench warfare. The Secretary is in a
Wood was one of the officers who urged strong position, too, when he says that
upon the Secretary the fatal blunder of only the question of transports will indrafting men and sending them to terfere with his placing a million and
:amps before there was even clothing a half men in France by the end of this
or equipment for them. In fact, Mr. year. It is encouraging to know that
Baker was able to show that he has fol- every soldier who actually needs a
lowed the military expert all along rifle has one, and that it was on the adthe line. This does not, however, vice of the representatives of the Allies
prove that he always did the wise thing that the United States decided to equip
in taking that advice; in the matter its troops abroad with French and Engof calling 180,000 men out under the lish cannon; that, in fact, every step
Draft Act on September 1 he certain1
y erred, even if in doing so he follow- pin? SUI^BS^sasaasToe*"^*' Tvf 0?? its)d the counsel of so able an officer as
Jen. Crowder. He should never have £j9A—S^SJOS puts SUITES f gci' °l 0£'<
ermitted this step until it was clear
.at the Medical Department was ready a^iqAY '3uiq in '.J[\is asauuclBf Sgi'&
p care for this number of men, and the
'^artermaster-General was able to :' soinn; apis pa^Bopl IHIAV UI^BS {g^-g
>the them so as to protect them from
S3SSt
$ necessary disease. Hundreds have
•id because of this grave error. For
^ne time past the military experts here
[[B iiftop iqtajnq pn« 's^oiAaqo 'BUS
;ed abroad have been a good deal dis1TB fsazis JBoAI-fx o; 9 'pupi B JO OA
gidited; it may prove that Mr. Baker's
ilief blunder has been in placing him1 entirely In their hands.
SECRETARY BAKER'S
DEFENCE.

EFFECT AND DEFECT IN
WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE

The proof of an undertaking is in
Its results. If it is true, as Secretary
Baker says, that twice as many men
as originally intended will be ready
for active service by June a great
feat will have been accomplished, and
he who is then disposed to deny credit where credit is due will not be
qualified, as a critic, to command the
serious attention of anybody.
The War department has had a
task of almost incomprehensible
magnitude. The test of its capability does not lie in whether or not it
baa been able to accomplish that task
perfectly, but in whether It has done
the best under the circumstances that
could be done. To say whether or
not the department has measured up
to this standard is a job not for man
but for omniscience.
- When the history of this war is
written from the cool retrospect of
future years the blame for present
conditions will not be upon the shoulders of Secretary Baker, nor even
ultimately on the shoulders of President Wilson but on tke Congress and
people of the United States, who, seeing a black cloud in the distance, did
not imagine that it would approach
them because it was too terrible.
We were pacifists then, and we had
a pacifist Congress and administration with the trustful Bryan as its
premier. We had just one man who
believed in a fairly respectable beginning of scientific preparedness.
That was the Secretary of War, Lindley M. Garrison. And he lost his job
because he would not surrender to
the political-pacifist program of Congress as did President Wilson himsell.
That was the hole that Newton D.
Baker stepped into. This was his inspiration up to the time the United
States declared war. And since the
war started one side of the ring which
.surrounded Germany has flattened
out. We entered the war expecting
■that with a little aid from our navy
and our stored treasure it could be
won. We ordered an army more as
a measure of safety than as an aggressive force. And as the Russian
defection finally dawned upon us we
changed our minds every few weeks.
In this we were no worse than our
allies. They, in fact, were more agitated than ourselves.
It has, therefore, been a monumental task to prepare for war on a big
scale. Probably in the end our accomplishment of that preparation will
be considered a record without parallel.
At the same time, the fact of constructive criticism has fulfilled an
important function. It has put the
War department on its toes. And it
has caused that department to take
steps to meet the criticism—in other
words, to follow the suggestions of
its critics.
And if it cannot eliminate the defects which the new administrative
machinery proposed in t;he Chamberlain bills is designed to correct that
machinery will yet be created and installed.
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SECOND i Take the situation in the Medical Department, for instance. Why was It
that when 500 cubic feet were recomThe first thing that stands out in the mended by an important civilian body
long statement made by Mr. Baker in to the Surgeon-General as the proper
his second defence of his conduct of the air space per soldier, that recommendaWar Department is that Newton D. tion was cut down to the present figure
Baker can profit by his mistakes. The of not much more than half, with the
jaunty manner of the saucy witness result that disease has spread? Has the
trying to score on his cross-examiners, Secretary of War sufficiently held the
which was so unworthy of the Secre- Surgeon-General accountable for the
tary at his first hearing, completely dis- health of the army? Is he certain that
appeared yesterday. It was a sobered the existing shortage of nurses is really
and much more earnest and straight- necessary? Does he know that there
forward Cabinet officer who set forth are reserve organizations here in New
his point of view and his facts, and as a York that can still be drawn upon;
result there can be no doubt that the These and other questions of a similar
impression he made was far more favor- character suggest themselves when one
able, both upon the Committee and upon runs through the Secretary's statement
the public at large. When it is a mat- of yesterday, and the question remains
ter of life and death to many thousands, whether there is yet in sight the thorand the conduct of the greatest enter- oughgoing reorganization of the War
prise in which this nation was ever en- Department which the situation plainly
gaged is under discussion, the Ameri- calls for. together with the infusion of
can people don't want a man to appear new blood into the various bureaus. The
more eager to display his mental dex- creation of helpful civilian committees
terity than to clear the minds of Con- and the calling into service of distingress and the public as to what is going guished men from civil life undoubtedon. It is, however, not only by his ly are helping greatly, but no one must
changed attitude that Mr. Baker gained be blind to the fact that there is still a
yesterday. At a number of points he vast deal to be dorie.
On the other hand, no one can read
proved that certain criticisms of the |
the statement of the Secretary yesterDepartment were not well founded.
Take the question of the Lewis machine day without realizing what great things !
guns, for instance. The man best fit- have been accomplished. We still can- !
ted to judge of what is needed in that not follow him in his boasting that this i
respect is certainly Gen. Pershing, and is the greatest army and the best in ;
the Secretary was able to show that morale which has ever been raised. Even
that officer desires the Lewis gun only if it were true, this sort of thing smacks
for aeroplane work, and would rather too much of American brag. But it is
wait for months for the Browning a remarkable achievement to be able
weapon than go ahead with the produc- to say that American engineer regition of the Lewis gun for his infantry ments which were still in civil life in
units.
April last have been organized, taken
In many other matters Secretary abroad, and so efficiently used as to have
Baker was able to show that he had high laid 600 miles of railroad. It is a remilitary authority for the steps taken. markable showing that there will be
Thus, for the system of cantonments and 600,000 American soldiers in France by
their location he proved that he had fol- the spring—even though the great bulk
lowed the exact wishes of the General of them will be entirely untrained for
Staff and of Gen. Wood as well. Gen. trench warfare. The Secretary is in a
Wood was one of the officers who urged strong position, too, when he says that
upon- the Secretary the fatal blunder of only the question of transports will indrafting, men and sending them to terfere with his placing a million and
camps before there was even clothing a half men in France by the end of this
lor equipment for them. In fact, Mr. year. It is encouraging to know that
Baker was able to show that he has fol- every soldier who actually needs a
lowed the military expert all along rifle has one, and that it was on the adthe line. This does not, however, vice of the representatives of the Allies
prove that he always did the wise thing that the United States decided to equip
in taking that advice; in the matter its troops abroad with French and Eng|of calling 180,000 men out under the lish cannon; that, in fact, every step
Draft Act on September 1 he certain- taken by the Secretary has been in acly erred, even if in doing so he follow- cord with the military representatives
ed the counsel of so able an officer as of the Allies.
||>n. Crowder. He should never have
Indeed, so effective, on the whole,
jermitted this step until it was clear does the Secretary's statement of yes'hat the Medical Department was ready terday seem to us that we cannot but
5) care for this number of men, and the believe that a large part of the political
"uartermaster-General was able to attack upon him will now break
othe them so as to protect them from down. His ability is unquestioned, and
mecessary disease. Hundreds have so are his zeal and his devotion to the
ed because of this grave error. For cause. No creation of a War Cabinet
Line time past the military experts here at this time could possibly procure any
,id abroad have been a good deal dis- better results; it would probably enoredited; it may prove that Mr. Baker's mously confuse the existing situation.
iliief blunder has been in placing him- As for appointing a new Secretary, the
;lf entirely in their hands.
President, we take it for granted, will
not give a moment's thought to the matter. Most of Mr. Baker's blunders are
surely behind him. Should any one else
occupy his place at this juncture, the
newcomer would be as lost as the babes
in the woods, and it would be a long
while before he could sufficiently pick
up the threads to be aught but a child
[in the hands of his bureau chiefs. More
[than that, the Secretary's rough handling by the Senate will unquestionably
stir him up to greater and greater efficiency, and doubtless will add the
greater vigor he needs in driving ahead
the enormous machine he has so rapidly
created.
SECRETARY BAKER'S
DEFENCE.

^tpasd^ixnwer^w^
EFFECT AND DEFECT IN THE
WAR DEPARTMENT.
The proof of an undertaking is in
its results. If it is true, as Secretary
Baker says, that twice as many men
as originally intended will be ready
for active service by June a great
feat will have been accomplished, and
he who is then disposed to deny credit where credit is due will not be
qualified, as a critic, to command the
serious attention of anybody.
The War department has had a
task of almost incomprehensible
magnitude. The test of its capability does not lie in whether or not it
has been able to accomplish that task
perfectly, but in whether it has done
the best under the circumstances that
could be done. To say whether or
not the department has measured up
■to this standard is a job not for man
but for omniscience.
- When the history of this war is
written from the cool retrospect of
future years the blame for present
conditions will not be upon the shouiders of Secretary Baker, nor even
ultimately on the shoulders of President Wilson but on tHe Congress and
people of the United States, who, seeing a black cloud in the distance, did
not imagine that it would approach
them because it was too terrible.
We were pacifists then, and we had
a pacifist Congress and administration with the trustful Bryan as its
premier. We had just one man who
believed in a fairly respectable beginning of scientific preparedness.
That was the Secretary of War, kindley M. Garrison. And he lost his job
because he would not surrender to
the political-pacifist program of Congress as did President Wilson himself.
That was the hole that Newton D.
Baker stepped into. This was his inspiration up to the time the . United
States declared war. And since the
war started one side of the ring which
surrounded Germany has flattened
out. We entered the war expecting
that with a little aid from our navy
and our stored treasure it could be
won. We ordered an army more as
a measure of safety than as an aggressive force. And as the Russian
defection finally dawned upon us we
changed our minds every few weeks.
In this we were no worse than our
allies. They, in fact, were more agitated than ourselves.
It has, therefore, been a monumental task to prepare for war on a big
scale. Probably in the end our accomplishment of that preparation will
be considered a record without parallel.
At the same time, the fact of constructive criticism has fulfilled an
important function. It has put the
War department on its toes. And it
has caused that department to take
steps to meet the criticism—in other
words, to follow the suggestions of
its critics.
And if it cannot eliminate the defects which the new administrative
machinery proposed in the Chamberlain bills Is designed to correct that
machinery will yet be created and Installed.
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Col. George Harvey thinks the country does not appreciate President
Wilson's attitude toward Col. Roosevelt. The president has no attitude
toward Col. Roosevelt.
He isn't
"study'n" him. The country, however,
well, knows ,Col. Roosevelt's attitude
toward the president and despises its
pestiferous character.
Than Col. Harvey, Henry Watterson and certain other administration
baiters who persist in the effort to
foist Col. Roosevelt, with all his animus and bile, on the Wilson government, there have been no more trenchant excoriators of Roosevelt in the
past. It is not that they hate Roosevelt less but they hate Wilson more
and desire to make him eat humble
pie to their, wounded vanity.
Absolute co-operation, unity of purpose, harmony and singularity of policy and control is essential to the
successful prosecution of the war'.
Everyone must know
that
with
Roosevelt filling a place in the cabinet there would be no more peace or
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Two Notable Addresses
As one of the most eloquent and most
impressive expositions of America',* war
aims, The Dispatch believes its readers
will welcome the publication this morning of the fullest report of the remarkable addresses delivered before the New
York Southern Society at the Waldorf
Astoria by Secretary of War Baker and
Secretary Daniels of the Department of
the Navy. Wire trouble due to weather
conditions made it impraqticable to publish more than a telegraphic summary
at the time.
It can well be believed that these utterances repeatedly brought the assemblage to its feet. It is impossible to read
them without being stirred to the depths.
But aside from their eloquence and appeal to the patriotic emotion they are
the essence of hard-headed fact and com-,
mon sense. They react on both heart
and head. As a statement of American
attitude they are convincing, comprehensive and conclusive. They voics the
view of tho Nation.
Mr Baker was no more happy in summarizing American sentiment than in
drawing his conclusions. This sacrifice
in a common cause which all are freely
making has, as he says, united the American people as never before, "from 1917
will date the history of a really homogeneous Nation." These men who have
gone out from among us, culled from all
the racial stocks in the melting pot, will
come back Americans. Those left at
homo who have given their loved ones to
their country, who have given freely and
unselfishly to the common cause, whether
in Liberty bonds, war stamps, Red Cross,
Y M C A, Knights of Columbus, Y M
H A or recreation and tobacco funds,
or any form of service or sacrifice, have
been touched to the quick by the spirit
of national brotherhood and united by
interwoven ties that can never be sundered. More than that for us and for
the work democracy has become a creed
rather than a political dogma. What,
asks Mr Baker, if we are fighting some
one else's war? Is it is not nobler to
save another's life than your own? But
it is also our, battle, peculiarly our battle, because it is being fought for the
principle of popular government, for
whicli above all others America stands.
Once again the American people are con- ■
fronted with the fact that humanity cannot exist half slave and half free.
And while we are fighting for democracy we are, Mr Baker points out, giving the world the finest demonstration of
democracy. Perhaps there is nothing
finer in his address than his declaration
that "when men of my time of life meet
a man in khaki on the street, there is
an irrepressible desire to say, 'my son.'
They are our sons, we are their fathers, all of them, every one of them.
Rich or poor, side by side, they are the
same. Having paid the supreme sacrifice
it does not matter what he was over
here; he is just American over there,"
Mr Daniels aptly epitomized his address in the slogan, "Freedom, for all, forever." That is what America is fighting for, not for conquest, for no selfish
aim but that all the world may share
with us and we with them a democracv
made safe and secure for all time to come.
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ker and his assistants have wrestled
with and mastered behind the scenes
makes one's head dizzy merely to read
of them as the statement fell from his
lips. Not only his critics, but the
American public, is made to realize
the wonders worked by our war department that had "almost ceased
functioning" and to wonder how it
could have been done under cover
and without being observed.
Sufficient to say that Secretary
Baker stands fully vindicated' from
the charges of his critics and that
President Wilson was well within
bounds when he said in his characteristically measured statement that he
regarded Secretary Baker as one of
the ablest public officials he had ever
known, and that the country soon
would learn whether he or his critics
understood the business in hand.

THEY WANT THE COLONEL

Col. George Harvey thinks the country does not appreciate President
Wilson's attitude toward Col. Roosevelt. The president has no attitude
toward Col. Roosevelt.
He isn't
"study'n" him. The country, however,
well knows ,<jol. Roosevelt's attitude
toward the president and despises its
pestiferous character.
Than Col. Harvey, Henry Watterson and certain other administration
Lose an hour in the morning, and you will be all day baiters who persist in the effort to
foist Col. Roosevelt, with all his anihunting for it.—Archbishop Whately.
mus and bile, on the Wilson government, there have been no more' trenchant excoriators of Roosevelt in the
past. It is not that they hate Roosevelt less but they hate Wilson more
and desire to make him eat humble
pie to their, wounded vanity.
Mark now, how a plain tale shall equipped, trained and prepared for
Absolute co-operation, unity of purput you down.—Prince Hal to Falstaff
battle as had that of the United pose, harmony and singularity of pol—King Henry IV.
States." But we cannot refrain from icy and control is essential to the
But It wasn't a plain tale that the reproducing a slight piece of persisuccessful prosecution of the war.
little secretary of war told1 his many flage that injected itself. into the
Everyone must know
that
with
times astonished hearers in the au- heart of the secretary's otherwise
Roosevelt filling a place in the cabidience chamber that the military most serious and grave statement.
net there would be no more peace or
committee finally and grudgingly Mr. Baker said:
discipline, and that insubordination
granted him for a hearing, after first
"At the outset the idea was that to the plans of the president would
spitefully voting down his request for we would be a financial and industrial
be his role from the outset.
a room that would accommodate such assistance to our Allies during the year
The Army and Navy Journal is premembers of the house and senate as 1918, and I think I probably can read
from the Metropolitan Magazine for sumably a competent critic on this
might wish to hear his statement.
August a suggestion which will show point. If anything it should lean to
It was an Arabian Nights tale more what the current expectation of the
country
was. The editor of the Metro- the belligerent Roosevelt by predimore wonderful and amazing than
was
protesting lection as against the pacific Wilson.
!; any one or all of those told in the politan Magazine
against what he believed to be the "Of course," the Army and Navy
i "Thousand and One Nights"- put to- intention of the government at that
Journal says, in a leading article,
| gether, and it was a narrative of act- time."
Here Senator Weeks interrupted' to "those who really know Col.-Roose: ual facts and achievements as against
ask if that was the magazine of which velt, from his record as an executive
fabrications of the Imagination.
Theodore Roosevelt is associate edi- in Washington, realize that no more
[ j Perhaps the most wonderful part tor. Secretary Baker replied that Mr.
|. of It was the sudden and dazzling Roosevelt was a contributing editor, unsuitable selection could be made
for almost any place in the governtransformation of the "ignorant" and and continued:
"This magazine came out in August, ment at such a time as this than Col.
"Inefficient" secretary of war before 1917, and-this editorial says:
Roosevelt, who is the last man on
, the eyes of his critics into the most
" 'Since it is our war, we. want to
fascinating narrator and instructive put everything into it. so as to finish earth to be obedient or to recognize
historian of the hour, by reason of the it in the shortest possible time, so such a .'necessity as discipline when
that the world may be restored. To
nature and magnitude of the things our mind, the whole plan of the war applied to himself."
Commenting on the Army and Navy
-he was called on to unfold, of which department has been flavored with a
Jthis or any other country has fur- desire to hold off until the Allies fin- Journal's Judgment, the sapient Nashish the war for us.'
ville Banner says:
nished an example.
» "You see, the editor was dealing
"Such is the view of every afmy
"Hoist by their own petard" is but with what he supposed to be the ina trite and ineffective characteriza- tention of the war department at that man in the service. No greater bluntion of the state of mind in which Mr. time, that we were holding off so far der was ever within the possibilities
as actual military operations were con- of the administration than that lookBaker's critics were left gasping.
cerned, and letting the Allies do the ing to Col. Roosevelt's^appointment to
\ The "ignorance" and "inefficiency" fighting.
with which they had clothed the sec"What he says we should have done a military command in France. Presiretary of war in the public mind were and I ask your particular attention dent Wilson was not for one moment
to it, is this:
stampeded by Mr. Roosevelt's insistmagically transferred to themselves
" 'We should have strained every
while he appeared in a blaze of light nerve to have gptten from 50,000 to ence, and did exactly what every war
»that left them speechless.
100,000 men t^ Prance this year.'
interest made necessary when he
"That is, the year 1917. I tell no
Why didn't you tell us of these
firmly
but courteously declined to
secret, but it is perfectly wel known
rthings? asked the confessedly "pro- to everybody in this group, that we make the nomination."
foundly impressed" chairman of the have far exceeded what in August,
military committee who had indicted 1917, was regarded as a program so J? BAKER'S OFFENSE \
t;he secretary and his war establish- ideal that the editor of this magazine
"One of Secretary Baker's worst ofrefers to it as a thing which we ought
ment as /Utterly defunct and non- to have strained every nerve in a vain fenses was his coolness under the fire
existent.
but hopeless effort to accomplish."
of cross-examination before the senIn response to a question by Chair- ate committee," says the Springfield
The answer was that of any tyro
man Chamberlain, the secretary said
ih the war game. Military, strategists the United States did not have more Republican. "He was so' calm as to
do not tell the* public, and therefore than the minimum number of men in bring upon him the accusation of bejthe enemy, all their plans, resources Prance in August, 1917. He contin- ing 'much too complacent.' If he had
ued:
nd operations.
,
only shown signs of nervousness,
"And then the editor goes on:
grown flustered, red in the face and
Possibly, If Secretary Baker had in" 'And by next year, 1918, we could
armed Senator Chamberlain and his have had 500,000 men to send over, or exclaimed occasionally, 'Bless me!
pajlow gossips of the senate of every any part of 500,000 men which we what a dreadful state of things,' he
would have made an admirable witjnOve that was made as It was being could ship.' ■
"Now, instead of having 50,000 or ness. But, actually, the secretary had
ade, he would not now be able to tell 100,000
men in France in 1917 WC ^lave
hem that the United States will have many more men than that in France, a way of blowing smoke rings and
0,000 fighting men in Prance early and instead of having half a million sometimes saying, 'Quite the conis year, in addition to a million more men whom we could ship to France trary,' that infuriated his inquisitors.
if we cculd find any way to do it in
alned and equipped ready to follow 1918, we will have more than one-half His culminating crime on the stand
s quickly as they can be transport- million men in France early in 1918, was in yielding to the sudden temptaIt Is Just possible that Germany, and we will have available, if the tion to exercise his wit in answering
th full and accurate Information of transportation facilities are available stupid or silly questions. Thus when
to us, and the prospect is not un,t was being planned and done, promising, one and one-half million our own Senator Weeks asked the
>uld have projected her submarine who in 1918 can be shipped to innocent question if the secretary did
not think that someone else could
Jive against our transports now pre- France."
Senator Weeks asked whether the have done better than Gen. Crozier as
arlng at an earlier date, and instead
secretary knew who wrote the edit having so many of our men in Eu- torial, and Mr. Baker said he thought chief of ordnance, Mr. Baker unwisely
|Pe we might have had tragedies it was attributed to Mr. Wiggins, the answered: 'I do not know; there are
EO many people in the world.' If the
rpassing the Lusltania to deplore, editor in chief.
e olaim that the kaiser's spies kept
It was at this point that Senator secretary had only answered that he
accurately and fully informed of Chamberlain complained because the was sure there was one such person
at we were doing cannot be sub- secretary of war had not let the pub- and that he had his eye on him, all
tlated. It is an undeserved re- lic into his confidence, and the pas- might have been well.'
ction on our own Col. Roosevelt, sage is illuminating and important.
say the least—a reflection on his
"Why," asked Senator Chamberlain,
mitted qualifications as a strategist "have you not> felt it proper to let
nd a sleuth—to say that while the the public into your confidence with
itropolitah Magazine, of which he reference to these things that you are
telling now?"
s an editor, was urging that we
"Senator, I confess that I have hesrain every energy to get "50,000 to itated and'I still hesitate," replied the
;0,000 men to Prance this year" secretary. "I have here a statement
917) and while the colonel in proper from Field Marshal von Hindenburg
in which he is quoted as saying in a
person was declaring that we had German newspaper in contemptuous
done absolutely nothing—had not en- fashion of us that we have advertised
ured the war as yet and was threat- our preparation for this war in an unIgiing to take a hand "to speed up the worthy manner."
"Do you think for a moment, Secin ignorance of the fact that we. retary Baker," said the chairman,
ad in France and were prepared to "that there has been any time within
send to Prance many times as many the last year that the German secret
has not been fully advised as
riien as the magazine with which service
to everything we have done?"
^e
was
associated
had
esti"Yes, senator, I know. If I may rely
mated, the kaiser was well and upon the confidential information
truly informed
of
the'se
facts, which .we get from confidential
sources, the German government is
pt is impossible by analysis or con- still mystified as to the number of
ehsation to do justice to Secretary men we have in France or have had
■aker's statement, wherein he showed there at any time."
,d the satisfaction of his most viruBut the creation, organization and
nt critics that, under the most com- equipment of an army of one and a
lex conditions and over well-nigh half million men in ten months was
superable physical and other obsta- the least amazing part of the secrees, "never in the history of time, tary's story. The economic, operative
id an army of Its size been raised.f-and scientific problems that Mr. Ba-

BAKER CONFOUNDS CRITICS

ia

Two Notable Addresses
As one of the most eloquent and most
impressive expositions of America'^ war
aims, The Dispatch believes its readers
will welcome the publication this morning of the fullest report of the remarkable addresses delivered before the New
York Southern Society at the Waldorf
Astoria by Secretary of War Baker and
Secretary Daniels of the Department of
the Navy. Wire trouble due to weather
conditions made it impracticable to publish more than a telegraphic summary
at tha time.
It can well' be believed that these utterances repeatedly brought the assemblage to its feet. It is impossible to read
them without being stirred to the depths.
But aside from their eloquence and appeal to the patriotic emotion they are
the essence of hard-headed fact and com-.
mon sense. They react on both heart
and head. As a statement of American
attitude they are convincing, comprehensive-and conclusive. They voice the
view of tho Nation.
Mr Baker was no more happy in summarizing American sentiment than in
drawing his conclusions. This sacrifice
in a common cause which all are freely
making has, as he says, united the American people as never before, "from 1917
will date the history of a really homogeneous Nation." These men who have
gone out from among us, culled from all
the racial stocks in the melting pot, will
come back Americans. Those left at
homo who have given their loved ones to
their country, who have given freely and
unselfishly to the common cause, whether
in Liberty bonds, war stamps, Red Cross,
Y M C A, Knights of Columbus,- Y M
H A or recreation and tobacco funds,
or any form of service or sacrifice, have
been touched to the quick by the spirit
of national brotherhood and united by
interwoven ties that can never be sundered. More than that for us and for
the work democracy has become a creed
rather than a political dogma. What,
asks Mr Baker, if we are fighting some
one else's war? Is it is not nobler 1o
save another's life than your own? But
it is also our, battle, peculiarly our battle, because it is being fought for the
principle of popular government, for
which above all others America stands.
Once again the American people are eon- ■
fronted with the fact that humanity cannot exist half slave and half free.
And while we are fighting for democracy we arc, Mr Baker points out, giving the world the finest demonstration of
democracy. Perhaps there is nothing
finer in his address than his declaration
that "when men of my time of life meet
a man in khaki on the street, there is
an irrepressible desire to say, 'my son.'
They are our sons, we are their father's, all of them, every one of them..
Rich or poor, side by side, they are the
same. Having paid the supreme sacrifice
it does not matter what he was over
here; he is just American over there,"
Mr Daniels aptly epitomized his address in the slogan, "Freedom, for all, forever." That is what America is" fighting for, not for conquest, for no selfish
aim, but that all the world may share
with, us and we with them a democracv
made safe and secure for all time to come.
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WHY NOT FIX THE BLAME FOR THIS?

f
MR. BAKER'S DEFENSE.

Secretary Baker needed no derense
to the American people. His facts
as set forth in his address, are facts
or the first importance to the nation, which ft, debtor to him for his
-statement. With no credit to those,
.ho have stirred up the criticism of
Oie War Department, the fUrore that ;
m comparison with the weight oi'
facts of efficiency, is but a tempest
m
v%, !aPOt' Ilas had the effect of
sohd.fying; the intelligent American
Public about the administration with
full and grim purpose to continue
th s unbroken front of sentiment and
action until the close of the war
The address of the Secretary of
War has had the effect of clinching
the nails of his Senate committee
* and maki*e the position of;'
the War Department impregnable.
This is not because there have been
o flaws nor because the*, have beer-,
no mistakes, and not because there
have been no failures of co-ordination. There have been all these, and
Perhaps much more. But the total'
work of the department has been
Phenomenal, and the results beyond
the imagination of the most sanguine
Americans, even among its critics, at!
the time the country entered the
,WW le! a" Criticism and cavilling
stop TLet ancient history be buried!
Let all Americans of every type class
and condition rea.ize that if the wa!

m be bi er busine
?ITJ?
-The nationV
has never "
entered upon,
the world has never known, SUch a
war Let all unite, let all co'-operL!
let all. show their tru9 Americanism
andforget overzeal of critics and th^
mistakes of Mr. Chamberlain and the
ir°
M Roosevelt.
^ interven*i°n of well-meaning Mr.
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Newton D. Baker, Of Ohio, Secretary Of
War, Mrs. Baker and Their Little Children

Outlook for Ships to Transport
Men Overseas Not Unpromising; Answers Gen.
Chamberlain.
.
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PROFOUND IMPRESSION
CREATED ON HEARERS
Men of 32 National Camps Are
Ready to Go Abroad at
Need, He Says.
500,000 U. S. Troops Overseas by April; 1,000,000
More by Next Winter.
WASHINGTON, Jan. 2 8.—Amerca will have an arn/y of half a million men in France early this year,
with a million more trained and
equipped ready to follow as quickly
as ships can be provided to carry
them—and the outlook for ships la
not unpromising.
Secretary Baker gave this information to the world today in a statement before the senate military committee, baring much that until now
has been carefully guarded with the
army's military secrets, in answering charges that the government has
broken down preparing for war.
From early morning until late
afternoon the secretary addressed
the committee and a crowd including many members of both houses
of congress, gathered in a big
hearing room of the senate office
building. He spoke extemporaneously, beginning with details of the
mammoth task of building an army
of a million and a half, answering
such complaints of inefficiency as
were cited by Senator Chamberlain,
in his recent speech and declaring
that such instances were isolated
and not general. Some questions
were asked and Mr. Baker front
time to time had assistants go to
the telephone for reports on specific
questions.
Dramatic Statement.
Then, toward the close of the
day, the secretary delivered a dramatic general statement of the
American war plan, telling of the
coming of the allied missions, of the
day and night conferences with
men from the sicene of battle im
which the plans now being executed
were adopted, and of succession-'
ist sanguine <£y>ec'

the tt»vr^~~i

Jffe'enem?
A (Profound Impression.
When Mr. Baker closed it was
parent fee had created a profoy
Impression. Chairman Chamberlain
said so before he left the stand.
There was no attempt at cross-examination. The chairman proposed
' that the secretary ibe given a rest [
and it virtually was agreed to recall him for further examination
later after the committee has comI pleted its hearings of officers of the
| medical corps, aviation section and
I other branches of the service.
While many things disclosed iml pressed, the committee was frankly
amazed when told that the men of.
I thirty-two national guard and na! tional army divisional eamps are
! ready to go today at need. When
I members wanted to know why such
things had not been given publicity
before, Mr. Baker spoke of the re! luctance of military men to reveal
their war plans and quoted German
remarks about America's advertisement of her preparations.
Calls for Exposures.
Emphasizing that he was not
there to defend himself or anybody!
else, the secretary urged the com-l
mittee again and again to lay bare
any shortcoming or failure of the|
department that it might be eorrecti1 ed Frequently he paused to seefc
stronger language to.describe the devotion of his associates in the de■bountry's command.

(Continued on Page 10..)
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Partisan Criticism of the
Administration Is Becoming
Dangerous to Our Country
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EVERYBODY knows that there is a difference be.
Baker and his organization are far above the criticism
tween constructive and destructive criticism.
intended to get rid of them.
Whether one kind of criticism is better than
The only reply which Secretary Baker's opponents
another depends upon the point of view of the critic.
have made to his statement of extraordinary accomplishment is that, nevertheless, he or his subordinates
If the critic believes that the man or institution is
have made mistakes and that there is a shortage of this
so thoroughly bad or fundamentally impossible that no
or that equipment here or there.
reasonable efforts to reform, reorganize or improve are
Of course, this is so. The country needs no Reworth while, then a criticism which destroys and gets
publican politician to tell it this fact.
rid of such an impossibility is good criticism.
Every intelligent man, woman and child in the
But if the man or the organization that is beisg
nation knew, before they were told, that Secretary
criticized is not so bad that they can not be helped and
Baker and our army officers were bound to make some
improved by reasonable effort, then destructive critimistakes in performing so huge a task.
cism is both unfair and harmful in any situation.
The greater and more novel our task, the more
And in the midst of a serious war, when it is levmistakes we are1 likely to make.
eled at those responsible for the conduct of the war,
These Republican critics say that some of the clothit is exceedingly dangerous.
ing furnished our soldiers has not been up to the
On the other hand, constructive criticism is rarely,
proper standard. Let us assume that this is wholly
if ever, dangerous and is ahnost always helpful.
It is the discussion of matters or men for the pur- true, and that some one in the War Department is to
blame.
i
pose of improving them, n6t of getting rid of them. Its
Nevertheless, compare that fault with this achievemotive is service and not hostility.
Partisan criticism usually has a destructive intent, ment related by Secretary Baker in his testimony:
"The death rate in our forces in the months
although its unintended results may be constructive, for
from mid-September to the end of December averit may lead to the improvement and strengthening of
aged 7.5 per thousand, and is slightly less than
what was meant to be destroyed.
would have been the death rate of the men of the
Now, that is what the criticism of the War Depart- !
same age at home."
ment has become.
In the Spanish war (which the Republican party
No fair man can deny that it has degenerated into
partisan politics—that the Republican party, which so managed) the death rate was 20.15 per thousand, or
botched the Spanish war, is attempting to present a nearly three times as great in those glorious Republican
small percentage of shortcomings in such a way asy days of embalmed beef, fat generals, generals in bath
will make the country believe that these represent the tubs in the midst of battle, round robins and courtsrule and not the exception, and that the whole conducf martial.
While the Republican mismanagement of the Spanof the war may be judged by these few failures.
ns r
ish war lingers in the memory of the present generaYet the wonder is not that these mistak^^ "' ' <■<*>
ur^ed
tion
the Republican politicians and hybrid politicians
curred, but that only these mistakes have occ
•
of the Roosevelt type ought to be very charitable in
President Wilson is right when he says:
11 has
their
criticism of this Administration.
"As a matter of fact, the War Departme *
3 and
Indeed, they ought to praise it rather than critiperformed a Jtask of unparalleled magmtuti
cize it.
difficulty witn W^i^iTwiinary promptness ar-^ em^
ciency.
Above all, Mr. Roosevelt, who gained the notoriety
which
made him President from the Spanish war, ought
"There have been delays and disappointto remember the necessity of cutting the cable in Manila
ments and partial miscarriages of plan, all of
to
free Dewey from the paralyzing interference of the
which have been drawn into the foreground pnd exRepublican politicians at Washington.
aggerated by the investigations which have jpeen in
progress since the Congress assembled—inlestiga- .
He ought to remember the scandals concerning the
tions which drew indispensable officials froth their
appointment of generals and admirals by political pull,
commands and contributed a great deal |o such
the disgraceful prices that were paid for everything,
delay and confusion as had inevitably arisen. But
the sending of our American boys armed with old Civil
by comparison with what has been accomplished,
War black powder and short-range muskets against an
enemy armed with modern high-power rifles.
these things, much as they were to be regretted,
were insignificant, and no mistake has been made
But back of all this partisan Republican outcry
which has been repeated.
against Secretary Baker lurks that evil influence which
"Nothing helpful or likely to speed o* facilcan usually be found behind the Republican woodpile
—the war profiteers and Wall Street.
itate the war tasks of the Government has come
out of such criticism and investigation."
As they can not use Baker, any more than they can
use
Daniels,
it is the old, old trick of the wolf denounc
Secretary Baker, in his statement before the Senate military committee, made this very fundamental ing the watchdog to the very flock that the dog was
assertion:
guarding against the wolf.
"No army of a similar size in the history of
the world has ever been raised, trained or equipped
so quickly; no such provision has ever been made
for the comfort, health and general well-being of
an army."
It is remarkable that none of Secretary Baker's
critics has ever challenged the truth of that statement
—and yet, if it is true, then the obviously destructive
criticism which Republican politicians and Republican
guerrillas like Roosevelt—who can not forgive Wilson
for being President, or Pershing for being commanderin-chief in Prance—is most unfair and dangerous, besirae it tends to impair the confidence of the country
in an Administration which has proved capable of producing the largest army that has ever been raised and
equipped and trained in so short a space of time with
so much attention to its comfort, health and well-being.
The Georgian repeats that no responsible man, not
fiven the Republican politician seeking to make political
capital out of the mistakes of a Democratic Administration, has yet ventured to deny that Secretary Baker's
claim of unequaled achievement, which he does not
credit to himself, but to the genius of the American
people, is substantially true.
Yet, if it is substantially true, then Secretary
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Clearing A may the Fog.

BUFFALO EVENING NEWS.
THE BAKER INQUIRY.

The usefulness of the official investigation, as an instrument for the
proper conduct of the war, is amazingly confirmed in the case of Secretary Baker.
There can be no doubt of the efficacy
of Secretary Baker's answer to the
Chamberlain charges, commented on
in yesterday's NEWS.
We believe there is a more hopeful
state of public mind since he pictured our half-million men on the
other side and the other big achievements of a government not skilled in
war.
It is true, his explanation is not a
sufficient answer to the father and
mother of the national soldier.
The
tales of inadequate housing, insufficient clothing and shortage of other
fissentials, still persist.
And the flat statement of Secretary
Baker that if there is a man can be
found who can do better work in the
post, then he can do, he (Baker) will
voluntarily withdraw, since our sole
aim is to win the war, would have
enhanced the values of his statement
a thousand fold.
But he did not say it, nor, did he
voice any sentiment concerning a superior war council which is a subject
very close to the hearts of the people.
But the greater things he covered
well, so well that America is reassured quite beyond'anticipation.
There is another aspect emphasized
by the inquiry and the Baker answer.
These hopeful things came as bread
to us now. Why did\ we not know
them before.
Certainly they were not withheld
from us on the grounds that to make
them public would provide the enemy
with military information. Germany
has known these things from the beginning; France, England and even
Italy have known them.
Why, then, are the details withheld
from us, who need the inspiration of
achievement and progress to help us
carry on?
Wyeth Williams, writing of the sins
of the censorship, says the Germans
know the location of our troops by
numerical designation and could deliver a letter, via the air route, to any
of them.
If the public had known as much as
Mr. Baker has told us, the recent inquiry and answer would have been
unnecessary.
Much unpleasantness
would have been avoided, and the
"half-cocked" patriot would have lost
his coveted opportunity.
But the weapon of investigation
proves its own efficiency.
We cannot dispense with it.

The coldest perusal of Secretary Baker's statement to the Senate Committee on Military Affairs
makes it easy to see why he produced so profound
' an impression on even his severest critics. His
tone from first to last was that of an earnest, candid, clear-headed executive, knowing whereof
he spoke, harboring no resentmeftt against any
man, hospitable to suggestions from every quarter,
acknowledging mistakes, welcoming constructive
criticism and devoted, mind, heart and soul, to the
work of winning the war. More than this, the
facts he sets forth, many of them new to the public
if not to his Senatorial audience, make up a sum
of achievement so vast and splendid as completely
. to eclipse the errors and shortcomings.
The Secretary was not speaking for himse'f or
his department or for the Administration so much
as for the united forces of American strength and
skill that have been poured, and now are being
poured, into the prosecution of the war. He was
telling the country what it itself, through its manpower, its industries and material resources, its
brains and patriotism, has accomplished in ten
stressful months. Truly would it be "a tragical
thing," as he said, ''if this tremendous effort, this
wholly unprecedented sacrifice were in fact to turn
out to deserve the comment that it had 'fallen
down.' " No honest mind can believe, after reading and pondering the Secretary's statement, that
it has "fallen down." On the contrary, even the
most censorious must admit that the country and
the Government have to their credit a ten months'
record of performance without parallel in American annals.
By no means is it a flawless record; it has its
delays, its missteps and miscalculations, its inefficiencies on the part of individuals, with an occasional instance of downright remissness. But these
are not the characteristic things, not the things that
will be set down in history or be remembered even
a twelvemonth from now. The characteristic and
truly notable thing is that an American army of
large proportions was in France, three thousand
miles across the sea, well before the close of 1917;
that an American army of five hundred thousand
or more men will be there in ' the early part of
1918; and that an American army of one and onehalf million men are ready to be sent thither as
steadily as transportation can be furnished. This
is rather a satisfactory answer, it strides us, to the i
charge that military efforts of the United States
have "fallen down." The fact is, of course, no one
really believed they had "fallen down." There
was simply a mood of restlessness and depression
that led to an outburst of characteristic American
impatience. This, supplemented by small politics
and personal animus, was responsible for most of
the anti-administration hue and cry.
The consequent investigations have not been
in vain, however, for besides arousing the public
to a keener interest in the details of war management and putting all departments more than ever
on their mettle, they have served to establish the
reassuring fact that in spite of some mistakes
America is going vigorously and effectively forward
in the most tremendous task she ever has undertaken. To the rank and file of the people it is
gratifying indeed to know that the daily service
and sacrifice they are called upon to render their
nation are not unavailing, and that the men entrusted with their highest interests are not un-

*

THE STORM SUBSIDES.
The storm subsides—meaning thereby the tempest of criticism against the administration in
general and the war department in particular. The
politicians got nowhere; they were overcome by
a wave of indignation from the moment they
precipitated politics in the senate. Secretary
Baker's frank and open statement has added
whatever else was needed to subdue the suspicions
aroused by the self-seekers.
It has been many a day since a more sincere
statement of a situation was made than that of
Baker's. He did not even attempt to defend himself. He did-not try to atone for the mistakes
that have been made, nor for the delays that have
been encountered. He sought to lay the blame
upon no one individual by way of making a scapegoat of him.
A better feeling prevails in the nation today.
Greater hope and courage are in evidence.' Greater1
determination than ever before has taken hold of
the people. Greater faith'we have never had than
ai this very moment. \
Probably the one shot that went deepest into
the heart of the opposition was Secretary Baker's
statement concerning General^ Wood. The announcement a few days ago that the general had
|5een wounded in France, where he had been- for
six weeks, took the wind out of the sails of those
who clamored about Wood's having been "buried"
in this country. But when Baker said that the
mobilization of the army was.due in part to the
urging of General Wood himself, who claimed that
it wasn't necessary to have all preparations complete before the mobilization—well, that shot went
home. It showed as nothing else could that instead ot having shelved General Wood, instead of
laving "buried" him, the government had sought
fend taken his advice—and that whatever evil
resulted Vrom the hurried mobilization was due in
part at least to this very advice.
But it isn't necessary to go into, details. Secretary Baker has informed the .nation of the exact
situation. He has shown that we shall have half
a million men in France in the near future—if we
haven't that many there now—and that others are
"coming along." But above all, he left nothing
for the American people to guess at; he told the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth—
and routed all opposition, whether that opposition
was due to selfishness or to ignorance.
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CHICAGO HERALD,
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We feel ourselves to lie intimate partners of all trie governme
gether against the imperialists. We cannot be separated in
We stand together until the end.—Woodrow Wilson,.
frank statement, with its admission of errors and its assertion and detailed evidence of enormous accomplish™
ment and of solid judgment, came in time
to avert what would unquestionably have
BAKER'S

been almost a national disaster.
But, most important of all perhaps,
that statement showed how investigations
perfectly proper in themselves may be
RESERVE THIS INSTRUMENT!
used to mislead the public mind, to
i" Investigation as a useful instrument of
information, progress and efficiency in this frighten the mothers and wives and
war must be preserved. We cannot dis-, daughters of the country without reason,
to give all sorts of private and public dispense with it. There will and should be
from time to. time legislative inquiries in-: contents a peg on which to hang their;
tended to bring out facts suitable for pub-i grievances, to discourage the country in
He disclosure. For this reason it is im-. its great and vital enterprise. It gave the
portant that the country understand the Congress and the nation a valuable lesson
clear lesson that the War Department in-: in the way in which to keep investigations
Sestigation, with its noisy accompaniment; useful and the way in which to rob them
of their value. It also gave the "off with
Offithe outside, unquestionably conveys.
his
head!" tribe a rebuke almost.as effect
If-every investigation is to be the signal
tive
as that which events have adminisfor-the mobilization of half-cocked patriots
tered
to those who demanded Dr. GARat Washington, in newspaper editorial
FIELD'S
official blood twenty minutes after
sanctums and elsewhere, demanding the
,head of this or that official before the facts he issued the fuel order.
The HERALD trusts that the lesson will
have been even halfway brought out or
one-tenth understood, then investigation is not go unlearned. It believes in necessary
investigations. It welcomed the Senate
going to lose its usefulness.
If every investigation is to-be charac-- inquiry, which was entirely justified as
ferized by premature inferences put forth long as it remained an inquiry. It is only
as authoritative conclusions by chairmen when an investigation becomes a complete
or other members of committees; if pub- crusade for a sudden execution or a starlic men, either in Congress or out of it, are tling change long before it has any claim
to go on the assumption that isolated in- to completeness as an investigation that
stances brought out justify the loosest and the HERALD objects,to the procedure. It
most general language; if zealous Ameri- commented frankly on certain errors
cans deeply interested in this or that plan brought out during the first hearings.
to change the-existing war organization of With equal frankness it comments on the
the government are to scan the evidence danger of discrediting so proper a method.
only in part, and chiefly with the desire to The half-cocked tribe should organize
find something that appears to confirm themselves into an army of "wait-a-mintheir favorite plan and support their crys- ute" men.
tallized opinion—then this important inPUBLICITY AND CRIME.
strument of efficiency, progress and jusThe proposal to give greater publicity to crime
tice in the war will be rendered absolutely will appeal to many as about the most absurd or
ineffective.
suggestions. To them it will seem as. futile as
All these.hypotheses have been realized commending kultur to the kaiser. But there arc
in the course of the Senate committee's many varieties of publicity, and one at least will
War Department investigation and the prove to be cleansing and healing.
The council has asked for periodic reports
half-cocked accompaniment of abuse and from the police. Information should therefore be
.criticism outside of Congress. The result constantly on hand showing the official responsihas been that an investigation, properly bility for crime, or at least the official circumundertaken, capable of bearing genuine stances connected with crime. The names of the
fruit, was threatening to unsettle public judges who are habitually lenient with professional criminals and who stupidly accept worthopinion, promote factional partisanship
less bonds should be included. The names of the
and deal a deadly blow at the unity of "prominent" citizens who are so ready to sign
thought and feeling of the American peo- the bonds for the parasites of the underworld
ple is this war. Fortunately, Secretary should be listed. The policemen who fail to

check crime in their respective districts should
bo given a publicity bath. The names of the defending lawyers should not be overlooked.
Public connivance with crime must be made
conspicuous. Thus it may be cured. Respectable
citizens, it may be remembered, did not hesitate
to own property rented to the agents of prostitutes until publicity made their profits disreputable. Judges, policemen, men of property, attorneys, will always be found willing to shield
crime as long as they are not thereby held up to
popular contempt. The right sort of publicity
will end the nefarious alliance. The council has
asked for it. It is to be hoped that courage and
persistence to insist on delivery will not be
wanting.
HE OUGHT TO KNOW.
Persons primed to discover incompetence in
(he War Department and its head at every point
and at any cost will read General PEBSHING'S
statement to CIIABLES It. CRANE of this city with-,
.ml: the least enthusiasm.
General PERSHING states that things are going
on extremely well. He declares that the War
Department has done everything possible for our
troops abroad. There have been a few mistakes,
but these have not been serious. He adds that
his experience with the Secretary of War showed
that he always gave prompt decisions and that
the officers in consultation generally agreed he
had decided the matter properly and on its
merits.
General PEBSHING, ought to know what he is •
talking about If the suspicious tears that have
been shed over the alleged lightness of the uniforms given our soldiers in France have any justification he ought to know all about it If the
forces abroad are being hindered in any way by
the alleged incompetence at Washington he is the
man to feel it first. He doesn't. His testimony
is pertinent and convincing.
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How the Painter Peeped at the Bathing Heiress
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Don Valentino Molina, maker of portraits for noblewomen,
now will paint only sunlight, for he found his divine model at a
summer resort and will shortly wed girl from Fifth avenue mansion. A page in
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Woman Killed in
Murder Mystery;
Gas Pipe Victim'

BMER'SADDRESS
HOPE FOR ALLIES,
DOOM FOR FOES

Unidentified Body Discovered in Front of South
Side Lodging House—
Recalls Recent Slaying.

War Cabinet Plan Beaten
and Era of Bitterness
Ended by Story of
^ Secretary.

A single dice found near the body
of an unidentified woman, who was
murdered in front of the Sarah
Hackett Stevenson Memorial Lodging-house, 2412 Prairie avenue, is the
only clew that the police have obtained thus far.
On this slender strand of evidence,
however, they have started to work,
and early this morning two negroes
were taken into custody. They were
closely questioned by Lieutenant J. J.
O'Connell and were later locked up.
The police are working on the
theory that the murderer was a negro
"crap shooter."
The woman was struck down 'with a
blow above the left eye. The weapon,
a three-foot gas pipe, lay near the
body.
A description of the victim follows:
Twenty-five or 30 years old; about
5 feet 7 inches tall; weight about
160 pounds; brown hair and brown
eyes; three gold teeth in upper jaw,
two in front and one at rear; wore
gray plaid coat, brown hat with
tan trimming, white waist, black
skirt, white stockings and black
high-heeled shoes.
A handkerchief with the initial
"B"—the principal clew that may
lead to identification—57 cents and
two inexpensive rings, one with red
and the other with a green setting,
were found in one pocket of the
coat A round gold brooch was
pinned in the waist.
The murder was similar to the assault on Miss Martina Carlson, 3635
Lake Park avenue, who was attacked
in the street a few doors from her
home on the nig-ht of Dec. 23 last.
She was beaten with a single-tree
taken from a wagon.
Before her death Miss Carlson, who
Iso was known as Hazel Magnus, reovered consciousness, but refused to
eveal the identity of her assailant,
lthough admitting she knew him.
FOUND BY POLICEMEN.
Last night's mystery confronted
Policemen Murphy and McNamara of
|he Cottage Grove avenue police as
"hey traveled beat. The found the
tody partly on the sidewalk and
lartly in the snow near the curb.
fhey summoned the ambulance and
Jhe body was taken to Ryan's underlaking rooms at 2449 Cottage Grove
•venue.
1Lieutenant Thomas Fitzgerald asjgned Detective Sergeants Burns and
ahart to the mystery. The neighbrhood is one of many roomingBuses, and the detectives started a
||Use-to-house canvass in an effort
find friends of the slain woman,
■Horn they believed to have lived
|ear the scene of the murder.
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By CHARLES MICHELSON.
—WASHINGTON. D. C, Jan. 29.—
TODAY'S TOPICS.
DAKER'S statement flattens out
f-^the war cabinet bill at home and
will spread the gospel in benighted
Dentschland as part of the big new
American propaganda.
f OLONEL HOVSE helps the
^-" President appraise the importance
of strikes and speeches in the enemy
country and philosophically foregoes
vindication in the Senate.
TJ/HAT the State Department
'" seems to think about the reichstag utterances of Von Kuehlmann
and Socialist Scheidemann,

BAKER'S RANGE WIDE.
The echoes of Secretary
Baker's speech before the military affairs committee continue
.
. to roll and reverberate
BOTH ALLIES
the
AND FOES TO through
GET SPEECH
country, and already it is purposed to extend their range over
the seas to our allies and our
enewies.
Iritended simply as ,a defense
of his department against the
charges of inefficiency promulgated by Senator Chamberlain,
the secretary's presentation of
military accomplishment has
gone far beyond its original
purpose.
It is difficult to put a limit on
the importance this address may
attain in the war. As a starter
it has flattened out the project
of establishing a war cabinet in
the face of President Wilson's
opposition.
BANDITS SHOOT ONE MAN

Second Air Attack
In 24 Hours Fails
To Reach London

AND HOLD UP NINE PLACES
Two robbers shot one man, fought
revolver battles with two others and
held up seven saloons and two drug
stores last night.
Tony Bassi was wounded when the
pair, described by the police as a
"dope fiend" and a young Jew wearing a fur cap, held up Bassi Brothers'
saloon at Laflin and Van Buren
streets, where they escaped with $75
from the cash register and $16 from
six customers.
A clerk in Robinson's drug store at
40 South Ashland boulevard routed
the robbers in a revolver fight.
Edward Meyers, a saloon-keeper at,
Paulina and Harrison streets, after
being robbed of $16, snatched up a
revolver and fired after the retreating
bandits, who fired back at him.
John Dolan, a bartender in John
Hurst's saloon at 245S West Van
Buren street, was locked in the icebox before the holdup men departed
with $65 from the cash register.
The robbers got $40 from Joseph
Lawlor, a saloon-keeper at Loomis
and Harrison streets, and $60 from
Hanley's saloon at Laflin and Harrison streets.

| Inquiry at the Sarah Hackett Stenison home disclosed that none of
Its tenants had heard screams or
Ither unusual noises. Nor at other
(louses in the vicinity were the police
pile .to find anyone who had knowledge of any out-of-the-ordinary circumstances.
The absence of a handbag caused
ie investigators to consider the possibility that the woman had been slain
by a robber, but the presence of the
change and rings in her coat pocket
seemed to them to indicate she carried no bag.

London, Jan. 30, 12:4S a. m.—Another hostile air raid over eastern
England began at 9:30 o'clock last
night, and up to the present hour is
still in progress, according to an official communication just issued.
None of the enemy machines has
yet been able to penetrate the London defenses, although there are reports that bombs have been dropped
in the outskirts. The communication
says;
"Hostile airplanes crossed the coast
of Essex and Kent about 9:30 p. m.
Some machines attempted to pene[RICH MUNITIONS MAKER
trate into London about an hour
VANISHES FROM HOTEL later.
"Up to the present none of them
has succeeded in penetrating the
Search is being made throughout London defenses. Some bombs are
I the city for some trace of G. L. BlowI ers, part owner of the Rayfield Car- reported as having been dropped in
buretor Company, who disappeared the outskirts.
"The raid is still in progress."
two weeks ago after returning from a
| business trip to Pittsburgh.
FIRST RAID KILLS 47.
Blowers, who lives at the Gladstone
| Hotel, telephoned company officials as
The
German air raid of Monday
soon as he arrived from a trip out of
I town that he was starting for the night, the first of the year, on London and adjacent territory resulted
office. He failed to appear.
Nothing was thought of the oc- in the largest casualty list of any air
currence until the next day, when raid since that of June 13 last. The
Mrs. Blowers inquired at the office total casualties were forty-seven
and said she had not heard from her killed, including seventeen women
husband. Since then the wife has de- and sixteen children, and 169 injured,
of whom fifty-nine were women and
I voted all her time in the search.
Automobile trips over the city have seventeen "were children. Forty-six
of the fatalities occurred in London,
revealed no trace of her husband.
The manufacturer's brother arrived where 162 persons were injured.
One of the enemy airplanes, a
in the city last night to aid in the
three-seated machine, was brought
search.
The carburetor company has been down in flames from a height of 10,000
[engaged on government contracts for feet and all three of its occupants
were burned to death.
|some time.
In the June raid ninety-seven perAt the Gladstone Hotel last night
iMrs. Blowers refused to discuss her sons were killed and 437 injured by
bombs which fell on London and in
Yiusband's disappearance.
Kent and Essex.

THIRTEEN PERISH AT SEA
WHEN U-BOAT SINKS SHIP
London, Jan. 29.—The admiralty
announces that the armed escort vessel Mechanician was torpedoed and
stranded in the English Channel Jan.
20 and has become a total wreck.
Three officers and ten men of the
crew were lost.

NEW TEMBLOR KILLS ONE
IN GUATEMALA'S CAPITAL
Guatemala City, Jan. 29.—Three severe shocks of earthquake were felt
here last night. Many of the buildings damaged in the previous disturbances, which began at Christmas
time, were completely razed. One
person was killed and several others
were injured.

rAXES ON GATES ESTATE
BRITAIN'S FODDER STOCK
UP BEFORE A SURROGATE
INSUFFICIENT FOR NEEDS
New York, Jan. 29.—[Special.]—Al,-grations that the State of New York
:.st inheritance taxes of more than
100,000 on the estate of John W.
iates were heard by Surrogate Power today.
Comptroller Travis stated that it
w#= not unlit last August that he
'.;r::.'i t;>;;' lir. Gates had valuable
■;?:; in vaults here and that in
. occupying half a floor
Plaza KSjoV, lie had valuable
Sitings, furnirare, bric-a-brac and
Iother personal property.

London. Jan. 29.— It is estimated
that the quantity of fodder stuff in
Great Britain is insufficient to maintain the existing stocks of anin
and poultry until the present ,
son's crop is available in September.
The secretary of the board of agriculture announced today that plans
are being considered for the rationing of all classes of live stock, of
which milch cows and work horses
would receive the major portion of
the available supply.

VATICAN COMPILING BOOK
OF WAR DIPLOMATIC PAPERS
I

Rome, Jan.
23.-[Delayed.]—The
Vatican, according to the report here,
is compiling a white book, containing
the di
:atic documents from the
beginning of the war.
Herald advertisers are first choice
with Herald readers.

Missing Treasurer
Of Loan Association
Faces Fraud Charge
The mysterious disappearance of
Adolph Wolkofsky, secretary and
treasurer of the Illinois Loan Association, 1104 South Robey street, was
partly solved yesterday, when a petition in bankruptcy was filed in the
federal court.
The petition alleges conspiracy to
defraud the creditors, and the amount
involved is estimated at approximately $100,000.
Stockholders in the loan association and other persons who claim
money is due them from Wolkofsky
met last night at the house of Harry
Abramovice, 1300 South Albany avenue, to plan further action.
NATIVE OP ROUMANIA.
According to Weiner, Wolkofsky
came to America from Roumania
about thirteen years ago. He worked
as a mattress-maker until he evolved
the plan for a co-operative loan association.
Fellow workers bought
stock in the concern and loans were
made at low rates of interest. Weiner
says the members of the association
came to have complete confidence in
Wolkofsky.
"Recently I found that a. second
mortgage and a note on which I had
advanced money to Wolkofsky were
of no value," Weiner said last night.
"I demanded that he make good and
he turned the property over to me.
"Now I find that several persons
are after Wolkofsky for money they
advanced to him on mortgages and
notes, on which the names either are
fictitious or forgeries.
FIND OTHER NOTES.

"Also there are many notes in the
society supposed to be for loans, on
which we cannot find the, persons
who are supposed to have received
the money. The amounts involved in
these transactions probably will be
between $30,000 and $70,000."
Wolkofsky left his home at 1330
South Albany avenue last Saturday
and has not been seen since. He is
married and is tiie father of seven
children. According to Attorney Irving (',. Zazove, Conway Building, Wolkofsky transferred a large amount of
property to his business partner,
Adolph Weiner, a few days ago.
About ten days ago he left his home
and the following day his wife received a letter from him saying he
intended to jump in the river at the
h street bridge. Later he returned home.
It was said that further proceedings
in another branch of the court will
be instituted against him.

May Die in Committee.
It now seems .probable that
bill never will leave the committee. Among the Republicans
on the committee Warren certainly is against the bill, which
counterbalances Chamberlain's
vote for it. Reed, McKellar and
Hitchcock, who were supposed
to be wavering when Chamberlain made his great speech,
seemed by their questions to indicate a thorough sympathy
with the position and contentions of the Secretary of War.
Without two of them in addition
to Chamberlain joining with the
Republicans it will be impossible to get a favorable recommendation for the measure,
which is, therefore, due to die
in the committee.
Era of Bitterness Over.
This course will put a period
to the era of bitterness inaugurated by Chamberlain's speech.
With no bill to talk about, a
dozen big speeches, for and
against the administration, will
fail to explode.
Colonel Roosevelt's campaign
was to have started on this
measure, and the Republicans,
from Johnson from the sunkissed shores of California to
Lodge and the bleak coasts of
Alaine, were due to make the
Senate chamber smoke as they
pointed out the necessity of
passing the bill that would take
control of the war away from
President Wilson.
Springboard Taken Away.
Introduced by Chamberlain, a
Democrat, and the chairman of
the military affairs committee,
it furnished an ideal springboard
from which Republicans could
dive into the fray. And now the
springboard has been taken
away, because Secretary Baker
knew what to say and how to
say it.
That's a good deal for one

Baker Routs His Critics.
Secretary of War Baker, In his reply
to his critics, has shown to the entire satisfaction of the country and to the world
that America has accomplished wonders—
almost miracles—since the declaration of
war against Germany.
The cool, unruffled, confident attitude
of the Secretary—evidence unquestionable
that he has performed his duties well—
has made a most profound impression even
on those who were most bitter in their
criticism of the Secretary.
Mr. Baker calmly told the committee
what the war department had accomplished, never uttering a word of condemnation of the men who charged him with
inefficiency, and proving that they did
not know what they were talking about
When they made the charges. Even Senator Chamberlain admitted that the nation
had worked wonders in the mobilizing and
earing for the army, and in the matter
of getting the men ready for activities
on the European battlefields.
The information that we now have ready
a million men who can be sent to France
at any moment came as a great surprise
to the critics who had insisted that the
army was wholly unprepared for service.
That we will have half a million on the
battle front in the early part of this year
also was a revelation to the country at
large.
While the enemies of the country were
framing up charges against the Secretary
of War, that official was' sitting in conference with members of commissions from
the various countries at war and quietly
learning their needs, then applying the
advice so. received to the upbuilding of
a great and powerful fighting machine,
unmindful of the* unjust criticisms by
the men who should have been loyally supporting the administration. With no word
of complaint, he went about his duties,
bringing results that he now shows to
be almost unbelievable.
When ordered by the Senate to make
known the war secrets of the country,
merely to satiate the desires of a few politicians who hoped to find something wrong
by which the Wilson administration might
be discredited, and who above all hoped
to lend aid to the cause of the Kaiser,
Secretary Baker, in manly, fearless manner, lays bare the plans that have been
perfected and those in course of perfection, and the world is astounded at what
has been accomplished with no display,
no bluster, no egotism. He shows to the
world that he has the nation's interests
uppermost in his mind; that he courts
criticism, if such criticism is constructive;
that he is willing to let the world think
what it may if he knows he is accomplishing something looking to ultimate victory
for our arms.
The Tennessean .and American has said
before that Secretary Baker, and all' others entrusted with the conduct of the
war, have been doing all that could be
done, and that there should be no criticism of the work or of the men. It is no
surprise that the war secretary has in
so dignified and gentlemanly manner made
his accusers appear small in the eyes of
the world; yet it is a surprise even to
the best friends of the administration that
so much could have been accomplished
and that errors could have been so few and
of so little seriousness.
Secretary of War Baker has proven himself a giant in organization, a statesman
of the highest type, and a man loyal to
his country and earnest in his desire to
do that which is best for America and
for the world.
It only remains for the authorities to
have Col. Roosevelt and his political followers forcibly removed from the national
capital, and if need be, placed In duress.
While we are seeking out for punishment enemies of the country, let us begin with that clique posing as patriots,
but who carry concealed the deadly bombs
which they would use against our own
sons to bring about the elevation of the
man who believes he is the only one in
the country who is capable of intelligently
administering the affairs of the nation—one
Theodore Eoosevelt.
Clear the capital city of this element,
even though violence be necessary to bring
about the result.
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MR. BAKER'S SECOND APPEARANCE.
There is a marked' difference in Secretary Baker
on his present appearance before the senate committee and on his earlier appearance before the same
body. He was almost flippant then; he fenced with
his interrogators and persisted in trying to put them
,in the wrong, seeming to resent their assumption
to question him at all. Now he is in earnest. He
explains at length where he evaded before. He does
not hold back information, but at least makes a
show of desire to tell facts. He manifests eagerness
to have congress and the public know what he has
done, what his difficulties have been in doing it and
what obstacles remain ahead still to be overcome.
This change is the'most noticeable fact in the address of Monday and decidedly the most welcome.
It is evidence of a new spirit in the secretary, which
by inference may be ascribed as well to the administration of which he is a part. It implies a recognition that the stupendous task of winning the struggle will tax the full powers of the whole nation, that
it cannot be accomplished by keeping this an "exclusive" war and that both the burden of fighting
through to success and the glory of victory at the
end will be for the whole American people and cannot be monopolized by a few leaders.
Mr. Baker pleads that this is the, greatest war in
history and that unprecedented effort is necessary to
win it. That is true; but it is equally true that if
the end to be attained is unprecedented the means
for attaining the end are also unprecedented. If
never before in history was a nation required to create an army of the size needed in the United States
and under conditions as arduous as those of the present, never before in history was there such a nation
as that in the United States- to accomplish the purpose at once, so individually able, intelligent and
willing, so numerous and so wealthy. Never before
have a people's military leaders had at their disposal
such a potentially powerful military implement as
this people of ours. The means are commensurate
with the end, however difficult the end may be. It
Is a matter of ability to adapt the means to the end,
ami that is the duty of the men who are pur Jf&darg,
Mr. Baker prominently among them.
Are the leaders competent? Here is the crux of
the question, the point on which the present investigation turns. It is the point on which the American people desire information. After the secretary
of war has completed his testimony and it has undergone the searching process of cross-examination, and
after all the supplementary testimony has been
spread on the record, .we can .decide better than now
whether the leaders are fitted to adapt the unparalleled forces at their command to the unprecedented
purpose we all have in view. Meanwhile Mr. Baker
lias made an impression, perhaps not the "profound
impression" Senator Chamberlain says he has made,
but certainly a better impression than on his earlier
appearance. His new disposition to welcome instead
of repelling co-operation is a distinct stimulus for
intensified energy among the great people whose
destinies are at stake and who fervently desire to
put forth their utmost power and ask only that their
power shall be wisely guided in its assembling and
application.

This business of being the center
of a big fight is not a new thing to
Newton D. Baker.
As city solicitor and aid to Tom L.|
Johnson and as mayor of Cleveland,'
Ohio, and Johnson's successor in the'
battles to make Cleveland a "City on
a Hill," Baker fought bitter and powerful opponents and
interests for
many years—and won his fight.
Baker has a fighting jaw, something
like that of the president and ^he hasj
an uncanny habit of being on the
right aide of a fight.
This ljttle man with the strong jaw
and the whimsical eyes is a "human
little cuss," but he never has been a
"slap-'em-on-the-back" politician and
it isn't likely he ever will be.
Once a Cleveland reporter said to
him: "Why don't you thaw out? A
I lot of people don't know how human
you are because you don't warm up
tc them.. Why don't you cuss once in
a while?"
Baker's working knowledg- of the
English language is so complete that
he doesn't need cuss words.
Long political campaigning has
sharpened his natural ability at the
art of repartee. Roosevelt, who's out
to get him now, knows something
about his ability in that line, as the
result of the many letters exchanged
by Baker and T. R., when the latter
wanted to lead a division in (France.
Baker was graduated froi\i Johns
Hopkins and Washington-Leo, after
which he practiced law a while in
MartinSjburg, W. Va.
Previously he
had been secretary to former Postmaster General Wilson.
He went to Cleveland in L897 and
hooked up with Tom Johnson, who
said of him: "Baker is a UfrfJe mental
giant." He was elected cit.. solicitor
three times and fought on Tohnson'4
side through the three-cent street car
fare fight.
He looked like a boy in court, but
he handled the months' litigation in
this case so well that the legal lights
arrayed against him—some of thej
best in the country—first sat up to
take notice, then went down in defeat.
He was elected mayor of Cleveland,!
first in 1911 by the biggest majority
ever given a mayoralty winner.
As mayor he fought for and won a.
municipal light plant that sells current at a maximum of three cents a
killowat ami forced down the private
lighting and power company rates.
He won the famous lake front
case—a battle with the powerful railroad interests that involved thirty
million dollars' worth of property. And
then he turned around and got the
railroads he had beaten to agree to
build a magnificent union depot, a
! project which the war has held UPHis friends are not troubled about
his fight with "this Chamberlain person," over the war preparations. He
has come out on top many times in
fights just as bitter with opponents
jjust as powerful/even if the stakes
veren't so high— Palatka Newsi

!as, Wednesday, January"30", ISMS'
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Secretary Baker created a profound impression, so the reports say, and he must
have by so exhaustive a statement of what
has been accomplished so far.
And, accepting as accurate his statement
of facts, the showing is good1, considering
the conditions at the time war was declared,
and also considering the machinery of the
war department and the character of team
work between the executive and legislative
departments which has prevailed during the
past ten months.
The Post has insisted all along that the
people themselves were responsible primarily for whatever was lacking in our army
and' navy.
Congress has not dared to appropriate
money for the army and navy, because members feared defeat at the polls. No president had dared to recommend such appropriations up to the beginning of the European war.
That being true, the country found itself
with an obsolete machine of small dimensions and even smaller experience, With not
an officer in it who had actually commanded
a real army, not a bureau chief whose experience had qualified him for service of
the highest type in (such an emergency as
the war brought us, no artillery or guns,
not even facilities for clothing a considerable force.
Admitting that there is no reason for any
well informed citizen to regard Mr. Baker
as the very strongest war minister it was
possible for Mr. Wilson to find, the very
fact that Mr. Baker had little foundation to
begin with, and that the nation was pacifist
in a most positive sense at the beginning,
as it had been for many years, substantially
vindicates the administration of primary
responsibility for mistakes.
Serious mistakes would have happened
under the circumstances, no matter who had
been president oi- who had been in charge
of the war department.
The main thing is, are the executive and
legislative branches of the government going to work in harmony and hasten the war
preparations, correct blunders as they are
'discovered1, and discover blunders with reasonable alacrity?
The president's, prerogatives as executive
head of the government are not to be nullified, but the senate's executive function is
also to be considered, and the congress as
the representative of the people has its
prerogatives which can not be. destroyed or
impaired by executive mandate.
There needs to be a general speeding up,
not only in Washington, but in the country.
Our shortcomings are confined to no particular person or interest. Our transportation, our shipbuilding, our fuel production,
our food production, our munitions industry,
our steel activities, our clothing industries,
everything, in fact, are below maximum efficiency and production.
The war department has done much, so
have other departments; so have the industries, so has the country generally, but they j
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In his address before the senate committee last
Monday, Secretary Baker made .the blatant and exaggerated element of his critics look somewhat foolish.
Even Senator Chamberlain, who recently made the outrageous statement that our war preparations have utterly
"broken down," is now fain to admit that Mr. Baker's
statement is "reassuring," etc.
As Mr. Baker dealt in facts of record, the question
arises: Why did not Mr. Chamberlain ascertain those
facts before alarming the American public and possibly
exhilarating the German press with his ill timed exaggeration of molehills of mistakes into mountains of failure5|
Mr. Baker with his unfailing coolness and courtesy,
neatly hit off Mr. Chamberlain when ho said that the,
effect of his exaggerations about the war work of the;
department was to make "the country feel that thej
shortcomings to which he referred were characteristic
rather than exceptional.''
Exactly. In fact the figure now cut by Mr. Chamberlain is rather like that of the wild-eyed Iowa parsou,
who saw three American soldiers in France under the
influence of liquor and straightway proclaimed' that
Pershing's army was drunk.
We are not denying that honest constructive criticism
of the war work of the administration is wholesome and
legitimate, and Mr. Baker cheerfully agrees to that and
admits that, the administration not being superhuman,'
mistakes have been made.
But when George W. Chamberlain is forced to admit
that Secretary Baker's summary of work done is "reassuring," "encouraging," and so forth, the country may
safely go further and feel that it is on the whole very
satisfactory.
Mr. Baker brought out some vitally important andencouraging points.
The troops were sent to France under some shortage
of equipment for the simple reason that it was agreed
with the British and French military authorities that it
would be better to save that much strain on transportation, for the shortage could at once be made good on the
other side.
As for the Lewis gun controversy, it is shown that
Gen. Pershing himself-did not desire Lewis guns for use
on land, and in fact 'the-, Lewis guns with which the
marines were equipped have already been "retired from
service" and replaced with other makes.
As for the rifles, the decisions of the department in
that particular were in point of fact determined by the
opinion of such men as Gens. Scott, Kuhn and Pershing—
all men of the best obtainable expert authority.
As to the assembling of troops before there was complete military equipment for them, that was done under
the insistent suggestion of no less a personage than Col.
Roosevelt's particular friend, Gen. Leonard Wood.
So it goos. Secretary Baker was able to show that
every large step taken by the department, so far from
being the result of amateur self-efficiency, was taken
by and with the advice of the military experts, .sometimes including the French and British military commanders.
An amusing feature of the secretary's summary is
the rather sarcastic showing that the ideal of accomplishment in the matter of getting troops to France sot by a
magazine of which the great Theodore is a contributing
editor has already been far exceeded by the department,
and in the course of a few months will be still more
exceeded.
x\nd as if to put the capstone on the whole impressive
and heartening address, a prominent British army officer
just arrived in New York from the front and who
happened to be an old chum of Col. Roosevelt's, flatly
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DISTINCTLY PaO-JBAKKR.
Chicago, Jan. 29.—[Editor of The Tribj une.]—When a lot of partisan, self-ap\ pointed critics, unhandicapped by knowl! edge or responsibility, label their ham: mers " constructive criticism " and kid
themselves they- will, with the aid of
Teddy, soon have the sun rising in the
west and then a real man, hardly visible to the partisan eye, towering, as he
does, so far above them, doing a man's
work, comes along and his (secretary of
war) testimony shows that his department has done more for America in
[seven months than the criticism (con(Btructive) brigade have in seven cenjturles. O, Boy! Ain't It a gr-grand and
(glorious feeling?
j. L. W.

tfml^^^Ras, Wednesday, January 3D", 1918
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Secretary Baker created a profound impression, so the reports say, and he must
have by so exhaustive a statement of what
has been accomplished so far.
And, accepting as accurate his statement
of Acts, the showing is good1, considering
the conditions at the time war was declared,
and also considering the machinery of the
war department and the character of team
work between the executive and legislative
departments which has prevailed during the
past ten months.
The Post has insisted all along that the
people themselves were responsible primarily for whatever was lacking in our army
and' navy.
Congress has not dared to appropriate
money for the army and navy, because members feared defeat at the polls. No president had dared to recommend such appropriations up to the beginning of the European war.
That being true, the country found itself
with an obsolete machine of small dimensions and even smaller experience, with not
an officer in it who had actually commanded
a real army, not a bureau chief whose experience had qualified him for service of
the highest type in Such an emergency as
the war brought us, no artillery or guns,
not even facilities for clothing a considerable force.
Admitting that there is no reason for any
well informed citizen to regard Mr. Baker
as the very strongest war minister it was
possible for Mr. Wilson to find, the very
fact that Mr. Baker had little foundation to
begin with, and that the nation was pacifist
in a most positive sense at the beginning,
as it had been for many years, substantially
vindicates the administration of primary
responsibility for mistakes.
Serious mistakes would have happened
under the circumstances, no matter who had
been president or who had been in charge
of the war department.
The main thing is, are the executive and
legislative branches of the government go;
ing to work in harmony and hasten the war
preparations, correct blunders as they are
discovered1, and discover blunders with reasonable alacrity?
The president's. prerogatives as executive
I head of the government are not to be nulliI fied, but the senate's executive function is
I also to be considered, and the congress as
I the representative of the people has its
t prerogatives which can not be. destroyed or
| impaired by executive mandate.
There needs to be a general speeding up,
I not only in Washington, but in the country.
.: Our shortcomings are confined to no particular person or interest. Our transportation, our shipbuilding, our fuel production,
our food production, our munitions industry,
our steel activities, our clothing industries,
everything, in fact, are below maximum efficiency and production.
The war department has done much, so
have other departments, so have the industries, so has the country generally, but they
have not done enough, and the general inefficiency is yet apparent. And more must
be done and it must be done faster and
faster—in Washington and throughout the
country.
That campaign for re-election how proceeding on Capitol Hill is the most disastrous thing that has yet happened for the
po.nents .cause, and apparently a disaster for which
here is no remedy. The injury the nation
and the allies in Europe must suffer until
this struggle for place ends may or may not
" be vital. Only time can tell.
But now that Mft Baker has spoken, and
given the country the benefit of the information in his possession, can not the president bring together the discordant elements
jand let whole-hearted co-ordination take the
lace of wrangling?
Nothing else will so hearten the country
fed encourage Great Britain and) France.
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In Ms address before the senate committee last
Monday, Secretary Baker made .the blatant and exaggerated element of his critics look somewhat foolish.
Even Senator Chamberlain, who recently made the outrageous statement that our war preparations have utterly
"broken down," is now fain to admit that Mr. Baker's
statement is "reassuring," etc.
As Mr. Baker dealt In facts of record, the question
arises: Why did not Mr. Chamberlain ascertain those
facts before alarming the American public and possibly
exhilarating the German press with his ill timed exaggeration of molehills of mistakes into mountains of failure t|
Mr. Baker with his unfailing coolness and courtesy,
neatly hit off Mr. Chamberlain when he said that the.
effect of his exaggerations about the war work of the;
department was to make "the country feel that the
shortcomings to which he referred were characteristic
rather than exceptional."
Exactly. In fact the figure now cut by Mr. Chamberlain is rather like that of the wild-eyed Iowa parsou,
-who saw three American soldiers in France under the
influence of liquor and straightway proclaimed' that
Pershing's army was drunk.
We are not denying that honest constructive criticism
of the war work of the administration is wholesome and
legitimate, and Mr. Baker cheerfully agrees to that and
admits that, the administration not being superhuman,
mistakes have been made.
But when George W. Chamberlain is forced to admit
that Secretary Baker's summary of work done is "reassuring," "encouraging," and so forth, the country may
safely go further and feel that it is on the whole very
satisfactory.
Mr. Baker brought out some vitally important and
encouraging points.
The troops were sent to France under some shortage
of equipment for the simple reason that it was agreed
with the British and' French military authorities that it
would be better to save that much strain on transportation, for the shortage could at onee be made good on the
other side.
As for the Lewis gun controversy, it is shown that
Gen. Pershing himself-did not desire Lewis guns for use
on land, and in fact 'the^ Lewis guns with which the
marines were equipped have already been "retired from
service" and replaced with other makes.
As for the rifles, the decisions of the department in
that particular were in point of fact determined by the
opinion of such men as Gens. Scott, Kuhn and Pershing—
all men of the best obtainable expert authority.
As to the assembling of troops before there was complete military equipment for them, that was done under
the insistent suggestion of no less a personage than Col.
Roosevelt's particular friend, Gen. Leonard Wood.
So it goes., Secretary Baker was able to show that
every large step taken by the department, so far from
being the result of amateur self-efficiency, was taken
by and with the advice of the military experts, .sometimes including the French and British military commanders.
An amusing feature of the secretary's summary is
the rather sarcastic showing that the ideal of accomplishment in the matter of getting troops to France set by a
magazine of which the great Theodore is a contributing
editor has already been far exceeded by the department,
and in the course of a few months will be still more
exceeded.
And as if to put the capstone on the whole impressive
and heartening address, a prominent British army officer
just arrived in New York from the front and who
happened to be an old chum of Col. Roosevelt's, flatly
declares that "the American army in France is the best
army in the world, bar none."
This Col. Dugmore went on to say:
"I spent two weeks at the American camps and I was
amazed at the excellent soldiery I saw there. Besides
bein^ fine soldiers they are fine men. I never saw a better
moral tone among any lot of men in my life. The American
soldiers were a happy contented set of men. They were
well clothed and well supplied in every particular. The
one complaint that I heard was that they did not get
enoufh American newspapers and that they did not come
soon enough."
So altogether, Monday, the day of Secretary Baker's
appearance before congress, was a good day for the
administration of the war department and therefore a
good day for the patriotic American people who, approving honest and reasonable criticism and insisting that
their money shall be well spent and their armies well
provided for, have no use for blatant faultfinding an
political muckraking of their heavily tasked nationa
government at this crisis.
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DISTIJJCTXY Pao-BAKER.
! Chicago, Jan. 29.—[Editor of The Tfibi une.]—When a lot of partisan, self-ap; pointed critics, unhandicapped by knowl' edge or responsibility, label their hamI mere " constructive criticism " and kid
i themselves they will, -\vtth the aid of
{Teddy, soon have the sun rising in the
(west and then a real man, hardly visible to the partisan eye, towering, as he
does, so far above them, doing a man's
( work, comes along and his (secretary of
' war) testimony shows that his department has done more for America In
seven months than the criticism (constructive) brigade have in seven centuries. O, Boy ! Ain't it a gr-grand and
glorious feeling?
j, L. \y.
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BAKER, THE SECRETARY AND THE MAN
A Thorough-Going American and Democrat—Motive of Attacks Upon
Him by Hide-Bound Republican Protectionists — A
Humanitarian with a Wide View

and there are singularly few officeholders in Washington of whom this can be
said. When all the things that Mr. Baker
has done can be spoken of, as, for instance, his handling of the conscientious
objectors, his rigid punishment of all offending officers, his really generous spirit
in dealing with the individual human
problems that come before him, there will
be a wide change of feeling in regard to
him, despite the undeniable mistakes that
he has made, for Americans like men
whose hearts are in the right place and
are responsive to individual need and suffering. Bad as conditions are in the
carnps, they would indubitably have been
worse had there not been this fine humanitarian in charge of the War De, partment.

What manner of man is this Newton D. Baker about whom the political battle
Is now raging in Washington ? It is alleged that he is a woful incompetent, a pacifist
In disguise, an economic theorist, dangerously devoted to the single tax and other
"isms," and that he is conspicuously unfit for his position. On the other hand, the
belief is widely held that Newton D. Baker is singularly the right man in the right
place; that he is a true democrat placed at a crucial point in the battle for democracy which the United States is now waging, and that the attacks upon him are
really not directed against him, but against President Wilson, and the President's
Few people realize how admirable and
-plans for a democratic peace, This, with its slant toward Free Trade, has deeply
forceful a public speaker Mr. Baker Is.
stirred the hide-bound Republican Protectionists, who, to the country at large, are
It has long been known that the verdict
standing behind the President, but in reality are standing behind him with extremely
of unbiassed men in Cleveland runs to
sharp knives in their hands. Where does the truth lie?
the problem before "him and" reorganize the effect that he is a remarkable camTo my mind, chiefly with the defenders
paigner, as well as a most able adminthe whole business in war time. Tha
or the Secretary of War. although, as
istrator.
Only the other day he made
will be shown in these articles, he has will be considered later. First, let us a speech before tha Southern Society in
inquire something about the personalblundered, gravely. But he is a good
this city which completely carried away
Democrat; he has not been unfaithful to ity of Mr. Baker and what he stands for a group of some fifteen prominent newsbefore
proceeding
to
a
discussion
of
hrs
the Democratic teachings of his preceppaper men, chiefly from out of town, who defence of his Secretary of War the oFher
tor, Torn L. Johnson. He is, like Brand errors as Secretary of War and the mag- are so hardened to public speaking as day.
nitude
of
the
task
before
him.
Whitlock and Frederic C. Howe and othOne thing men are saying. It is that
To one accustomed to the frock-coat- l to be usually quite beyond any thrills.
ers of this school, firm in his belief that
the Chamberlain attack has put an em
But
Secretary
Baker
moved
those
men
public office is a public trust for the plain ed and high-hatted statesmanship of profoundly; they came away from that to the chances of Secretary Baker!s se.
people. He is in many respects, because England and Europe, and the awe-in- dinner gay'ng it was Het> greatest speech curjti 4 the Demfcoria
of his democratic views, essentially the spring circumstances under which Cabin- they had ever heard, and by far the ab- the Presidency. Personally, I do not be
right man in the right place. One has et officers work in Europe, it must be lest in its bearing on the war and its lieve that Mr. Baker has concerned Mm
only to conceive what mischief could be something of a shock to enter Secre- presentation of the democratic ideal for self for a moment with this possibiltt
done in the Secretaryship of War by a tary Baker's office and engage in con- which President Wilson is avowedly fight- since he has been in office. The Pras
mind as limited as Mr. Burleson's or one versation with the physically little man ing.
dential bee is busy around another Cab
as reactionary as that of Mr. Ballinger who sits at the big desk. He is thoroughnet bonnet. As a, matter of fact, Seen
Most of these fifteen auditors are probto realize that: a domineering, stop-at- ly American in his informality, and when
tary Baker Is not particularly in lo
nothing office autocrat in his position It comes to smoking, he will' be the last ably entirely opposed to the Secretary's with public office. He voluntarily
economic reform views. But he swept
would have .taken us far along the road man to come out in favor of smokeless
tired from the Mayoraity in Cleveland
everything before him that night, and
towards militarism of the Prussian type days as a war savings measure. He is
order to make a little money for his fan
forever at his pipe, and if he is inter- no man could have done it who was not ily by his law .practice, without dreaa
by this time. The Public is correct when
it deems him a tribune of the people and ested in what is being said to him, it is profoundly loyal to the cause in which ing that another irresistible call for pii
not long before he is tipping back In the nation Is engaged and stirred to his lice service would present itself in so sho
a right bower of the President. He is
his chair and elevating his feet higher depths by the magnitude and the gravity a time. Some one who knows him in!
fortuitously placed to light Mr. Wilson's
than they ever go in European offices. of the responsibility which is his. It is mately tells me that the real avubiti
battles and the country's for a peace that
Or he will sit on the table behind his a great pity indeed that our Cabinet of- of Newton Baker is something entire
shall really be a people's peace, and not
desk and swing his feet like a school- ficers have not seats on the floor of Con- different. He would, it seems, if lie lii
a. peace of secret diplomacy and open imgress. If there is any one reform which his choice, rather follow in the footste
boy in recess.
perialism. He is far from being a woful
But you quickly forget these manner- this war ought to bring about, it is that. of his teacher, Tom L. Johnson, and bui
incompetent. As to his pacifism, if he
isms in the evident keenness of the man Surely, if Newton D. Baker had to ex- up a school of young disciples ofj.
ever really believed in it, he has long
himself; his ready thrust and parry in plain and defend his course day by day principles for which he stand:'. W
since forgotten about it, and the theory
any argument, the careful attention he in the House, he would long since have knows, some day Newton Baker may
that he has been deliberately surroundgives to everything that is said, his com- impressed the country by his great abil- the brilliant and inspiring head of sor
ing himself by pacifists—in order, of
plete concentration on the subject in ity, and he would have gained much by great university. If he is, it may safe
course, to weaken the efficiency of the
hand. You realize very quickly that it the questions and criticisms that would be laid down that to his doors will throi
War Department, and thus bring disgrace
is
a big man you have before you, and daily have been hurled at him. He would in great numbers young men enthra
upon himself as an administrator—is too
a square man—a man who wants to do long since have been wearing the nick- and inspired by the democratic idt
absurd to be worthy of notice. Similarly
exactly the just and right thing. He name once bestowed upon Lincoln's old drawn thither by the renown of a gre
-irrelevant arc all references *0 his ecobetrays his legal mind in the first two rival, Stephen A. Douglas, "The Little teacher, whom they will honor for li
nomic views. It is true, however, that
minutes because he wants clear defi- Giant," and he would be wearing it far service in the great war, even while a
he has carried into his office his social
nitions, he quickly begins to marshal the more honorably because of his devotion mitting the blunders he has made.
reform beliefs, and that he is not willing
O. G. v.
evidence, and he asks the kind of' ques- to principle.
to subordinate to the exigency of the
tions that a good judge would. He weighs
(A second article on Mr. Baker's «
It is not only because of his ability
hour standards of labor and of living
which have been dearly won by years of
everything from the point of view of the and his personality that those who are in office, and his difficulties, -will «W
hard and thankless reform drudgery. AH
task assigned to him, and that is to raise hoping to drive Mr. Baker out of the to-morrow.)
honor to him for that.
a vast army in the quickest possible time. Cabinet are surely indulging in vain
But, it will be asked, does this make
He does not hesitate to make compro- hopes, so far as President Wilson is conhim a good executive and the right
mises, and to assent to things or to yield cerned. There are at least three lame—
man in the right place? Emphatically,
to prejudices which he personally detests very lame—ducks in his Cabinet whom
it does not. Any man whose instincts
in order to advance this purpose for which the President could have dropped at. the
ere right, who is fired with a determinahe has been retained by President Wilson. beginning of his second term with great
tion to preserve democracy at home
It is not long before you feel the win- benefit to his Administration, and to the
while waging war on autocracy abroad,
ning charm of the man. Senator Cham- country as a whole. But he is like adawould be out of place as Secretary of
berlain, in the middle of his attack upon mant when it comes to criticism of his
War if he could not make good as an
him, stopped to say how much he liked subordinates; the sharper the criticism
executive. Mr. Baker will, therefore, be
and respected Mr. Baker, and the respect the more certain it is that the President
judged finally not by hi? democratic prinand liking of the War Department of- will stick by his lieutenant. McKinley
ciples and his readiness to five up to
ficials Mr. Baker has had from the be- yielded when Secretary Alger became a
them, but by his ability to do the job
ginning. He is so mentally alert and so victim to the War Department system
assigned to him as effectively as it is
quick to catch the essential point of an and the politics he practiced, which were
possible for anyone else to accomplish it.
argument that it is always a pleasure to then rife in the army. There is a difIn this connection it will, of course, have
do business with him, particularly be- ferent backbone in the White House toto be asked whether given our anticause of the evident breadth of his mind day, and he showed it in his passionate
quated army system and our hopelessly
and the fact that he is viewing questions
involved War Department, any human
from a humanitarian, a national, and at
being could possibly make a success of
times, even an international point of view,
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BAKER, THE SECRETARY AND THE MAI
t
His Acts in Office Examined—Failure to Reorganize the War Department in Essential Respects—Management of the
Selective Draft Criticised
Oil
II.
No one who has not made a study of the War Department, past and present, can
realize the immensity of the job presented to Mr. Baker. Secretary Root we continue
to think of as one of the greatest Secretaries of War because he made some changes
and introduced some reforms, including the organization of the General Staff, and
yet, when he got through with the War Department, the same old system was there.
There was the same old red tape, the same old inner ring of influential generals
dominating the Department, the same determination to do business in the old way,
and above all, the same type of hide-bound military mind. Somehow, everybody
succumbs to it; the young military reformer, if he by any chance gets to high position when he is comparatively young, seems quickly to yield to the same deadening
influence, which has not persisted to the same extent by any means in the navy. It
Is not only that the administrative bureaus are cumbersome and not coordinated, and
that each is jealous of the other, but that the military spirit as it is found elsewhere,
notably in France, is sadly lacking.
happened before. But every one of these
It is open to question whether anyone
could make a complete success of Mr.
Baker's task, whether anyone could take
our antiquated army system and our
hopelessly involved War Department and
make if over in war time. There are
bound to be errors, there will continue
to be much confusion, there will probably continue to be needless waste of life,
there will be endless red tape, and the
same old inability to take rapid forward
eteps, which have been characteristic of
the War Department in every war in
Which the country has engaged—unlesl
we stay in the war for years and learn
by bitter experience. It took the War
Department in the Civil War nearly
three years to learn from the Confederates what wonderful use could be made
of cavalry organized as a separate force
and operating with great speed over wide
ranges of country. The Confederates had
■well demonstrated this early in 1862; it
■was 1864 before Washington really put
the lesson into practice. History is likely to repeat itself now as it did in 1898.
There are many reasons for this; let
It suffice to give one, which is the chiet
curse of the army: No officer is ever
punished or set aside or dropped because
of inefficiency or ineffectiveness.
One
need only imagine what would happen
to the Bethlehem Steel works if every
official knew that, having been appointed, he would rise steadily (subject to some
notoriously ineffective examinations for
promotion) unless he created a public
scandal or was caught making off with
the company's money. The works would
be honeycombed with dry-rot and inefficiency in no time at all. A few years
ago, a law was passed by which bureau
„v,i„f., in
<„ «,„
«r„. Department
^
1
<. „were apchiefs
the War
pointed for four years only so that at
the end of that time they could be dropped, if inefficient and go back to their
former positions or go on the retired list
if the president preferred. Yet no suclc
officer has ever been dropped; they have
all been: ^appointed, no matter what
their efficiency, when their terms expir
ed, and the law has failed of its purpose to bring new blood into high positions and made possible: dropping for dulness or inefficiency.
When a' new Secretary of War gets
into this position, it takes him as long
to learn the job as it does a Police Com* missioner of New York to understand
all the workings of the police "system."
Not one has succeeded in entirely mastering the War Department. Secretary
Garrison did admirably in many ways,
_ t u t ,
•
...
n«.jo,
notably in keeping politics absolutely out
of the army, something that had never

Secretaries of the last two decades with
whom I have talked when they were in
office, while conscious of the shortcomings of the army, were for some reason
or other unable to grapple with the evils
as a whole. They undertook their reforms piecemeal, and tried to stiffen
the morale of the whole army by doing
away with an abuse here and an abuse
there, and holding the officers up to a
Btricter moral responsibility—a. slow
method Which never took them very far
before their terms expired or they resigned. Where they failed, and where, to
an outsider, Secretary Baker has failed,
was in not sending for experts in government, like Dr. Frederick A. Cleveland
and Henry Bruere, efficiency experts like
Morris Llewellyn Cooke, lately Director of
Public Works in Philadelphia under
Mayor Blankenburg, and business experts
like Charles M; Schwab, with records of
great executive success, and giving them
three months to work out a complete
plan of reorganization, precisely as they
would if they had to deal with a bankrupt iron works, that had to be reorganized and made to pay dividends in
the shortest possible time. Even then,
it would be doubtful if they could get
Congress to enact the changes into law
under some years; it took decades to
bring about the simple amalgamation of
the Quartermaster, Subsistence, and Pay
Corps of the armies, which was finally
achieved in 1912, yet there never was
a sound reason why there should be such
a separation of these three functions, save
that there were these three departments
In the British army of 1776.
But if such a complete reorganization
b
.
, ., ■ • ,.
.
ilaA
haan
haii been
Planned, it would seem as if it
would surely have been possible to enact
it into law in 1916 or 1917, in'view of
Mr. Wilson's complete control of Congress and the ever-present possibility that
we might be drawn into the world war.
No one attempted it, and when Mr. Baker
came into office, and war appeared on the
horizon, the question
came up whether!
he would make a clean sweep of the I
present bureau heads and get in a lot of j
new and young officers, or try to work j
with the older men and piece out the
old organization by the aid of such bodies
as the National Council of Defence, the
War Industries Board, the General Munitions Board, the War Council, and now
the Surveyor-General of Purchases, etc.
He chose the latter policy, and one of
the brainiest young officers in the army,
who had been on duty in the War De'
T
partment for some time in an imnnrt^t
position
promptly threw over his job

and found a way of getting to France in
double-quick time. He foresaw exactly
what has happened, including the popular outcry and the Congressional inquiry,
and is no doubt thanking his stars that
he is near the firing line in France and
not on the firing line in Washington today. "Mrj Baker," he said, "has decided
for the older officers; the War Department is no place for me."
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partment itself. Any Secretary would
have been the victim of them, as they
all have been, had not a major surgical
operation of a most far-reaching character been undertaken upon the War DeNow, Mr. Baker is right in saying that partment itself.
great things have been accomplished, but
The third blunder of which the Secj a good deal more would have been cor- retary of War has been guilty was the
rectly done had it not been for the blun- manner of his appearance before the Senders in connection with the draft. To my ate Committee on Military Affairs. He
mind, Mr. Baker's acceptance of conscrip- seemed to be, or the newspapers so portion was real treachery to his democratic trayed him, a brilliant witness, sparring
idealism. But conscription was intro- in court with the prosecuting attorney. It
duced at a cost to date of nearly five and does not seem a mistake to believe that
one-quarter millions of dollars, and of if he had come quietly and modestly bemany, many millions of dollars in unpaid fore the Committee, and made a statepatriotic service, with the result that ment like the following, he would have
almost as many men have to date T>een headed off the mere partisan part of the
voluntarily enlisted as have been con- inquiry, and made a profound impresscripted, and this without a regular Pres- sion upon the country. Let us suppose
idential call for volunteers. It was urged that he had talked thus:
on behalf of conscription . that it was
Gentlemen of the Committee, I am here
infinitely fairer and wiser than the to answer every question which you desire
volunteer system, and ' that its selec- to ask that I can answer without giving iminformation to the enemy. I know
tive character made it far. more ef- portant
that you mean to help me, and I want
fective, speaking from the military point to be helped. We have made blunders
of view. But the Government has gone and some we have paid for in human.
right on taking men by the non-selective lives that make me sick at heart. We
don't want to make any more, but I
system of volunteering, accepting to date want you to realize that I am dealing
some three hundred and sixty-five thou- with a War Department system which is
sand for the regular army alone, to say about as unfitted to grapple with the unproblem of not only raising
nothing of the fully two hundred thou- dreamed-of
an army larger than we have ever raised
sand who have volunteered for the navy, before, by new methods, but of coordithe Marine Corps, and the National 1 nating and subordinating ail the indusof the country which relate to the
Guard. The. draft system was not even tries
conduct of modern warfare to the task
truly selective at first, as its creator and of defeating Germany.. This has been
organizer, Gen. Crowder, has now freely overwhelming beyond words.
Only a
admitted. But that is another story. The superman could have accomplished it in
short time. I have nothing to conceal
point I wish to make is that Gen. Crow- a
and if by your questions you can bring
der or. somebody else determined that out any place where I have been remiss
180,000 men should be sent to camp on or shortsighted, I shall welcome it. Now
September 1, and a number of men at I please proceed.
Had he spoken thus, we should have
several later dates, until the whole original draft was called out.
lost a brilliant exhibition of ingenious
Mr. David Lawrence, the Evening Post's mental fencing, but the writer believes
Washington correspondent, in his recent that the result would have been beneadmirable statement of the case of the ficial to "all concerned, and that the deAdministration and Mr. Baker against sired efficiency in the conduct of the war
Mr. Roosevelt and Senator Chamberlain, would have been much nearer. This bestates that the draft machinery having lief is' surely borne out by the changed
once been set in motion "could not be manner and conduct Of the Secretary in
changed," and so the conscripts were call- appearing at Washington yesterday.
ed out about on the days set without the There are numerous things to which exslightest reference to the fact that the ception can be taken in his latest stateQuartermaster Corps was not prepared ment, which does not explain away the
promptly to clothe the men or the Medi- blunders set forth above, but the favorable
cal Corps ready to nurse them. As a effect upon Senator Chamberiain and
result, hundreds of men have died as the other members of the committee bj
needlessly as men died in the Spanish- the friendly and reasonable attitude taken
American War of typhoid fever. It does by the Secretary shows, perhaps, that
not seem to have occurred to Secretary he himself now realizes the mistake which
Baker, or Gen. Crowder that the con- he made.
scripted men should be called out only
There is also reason to believe -that if
when there were enough overcoats and Mr. Baker were to put more driving
uniforms on hand to equip them. The force into the management of the Deloss of time would have been very slight, partment, there would be greater speed.
because in many of the camps even a I am told that he frequently approves a
normal winter would have gravely inter- proposal which is laid before him in a
fered with the training of the troops. Any quiet manner, when What is needed is
actual gain in getting these men out of a vigorous stimulation of the men who
their homes and subjecting them to the are entrusted with,the job, and a warndiscipline of army life has been far offset ing as to what wiil happen if it is not
by the scandals, and, what is worse, wide- accomplished. But when all.is said and
spread depression among the men at the done, despite the 'blunders enumerated,
camps, due to the conditions under which
forcing out of Mr.- Baker from the
they have been forced to live. To the Cabinet by the current attacks upon him
outsider, it looks as if it were another
would be. a grievous mistake that would
glorious victory for the rigid official mind, do far more harm than good. Anybody
and it is hard to see how Newton Baker
who took his place would have to spend
can avoid the responsibility of this fatemonths in learning the fundamentals o£
ful and fatal blunder, which could have
the position and in getting a knowledge
been prevented by a single order—the
of the "system." And then you could
calling out of only 60,000 or 75,000 men on
not possibly find anywhere a more honSeptember first. The delays in purchasest, a more hard-working, a more deing supplies and ordering cannon, rifles,
voted and more patriotic Secretary than
etc., were due to defects in the War DeNewton D. Baker, and mighty few men
partment organization,, which it would
seem could only have been overcome by anywhere could be discovered with as-|
reora-aniyiir-? and rpfnvminp- the War De 'teen a mind and as courageous a spirit.
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Washington Straining
for Greater Efficiency
in Making War
David Lawrence at Thursday's Luncheon
Says War and Navy Departments Will
Give a Good Account of Themselves
in the physical accomplishments, but
in the way that the work we have
done has dove-tailed with that of
the French and British.
"The American is a very boastfui
person, and the Germans thought wts
were bluffing. But the war is now in
a stage where our advice is not only
being taken, but is having its effect,
and I look to see us having more and
more to do with the war councils
across the water. I happen to know
that in the matter of the Navy, we
have already had a very important
effect on the strategy, of naval warfare
on the other side.
"Our Navy is not a surprise to
those who have followed the Navy.
But it is a good deal of a surprise to
most of the people who get their impressions of the Navy by regarding a
single person, the Secretary of the
Navy, as the personification of the
Navy.
Daniels Making Good
"People are waking up and saying,
'Daniels is making good.' The leopard
does not change his spots. The Secretary of the Navy is not a changed
man. He is not a different man. He
is very much the same person as
when he got there. The only difference is that his personnel is entirely
different; that the criticism had the
effect of demanding an efficiency
which he might or might not have
gotten.
"He has gotten efficiency in a very
remarkable way by picking out the
very best men. He picked for his Chief
of Ordnance a young man who had
not been in bureau work before. He
simply inquired who was the ablest
student of ordnance in the Navy, and
he discovered in the records who it
was. The man had no political backing or friends. It was a surprise to
him to be called to Washington, and
See the Product Coming Out
Admiral Earle's work was recently
"And you get the feeling, 'Yes, but
commented upon by the House Comwhere is it?' And nine months have
mittee on Naval affairs as a remarkpassed and I say we are feeling more
able piece of work.
cheered because we are beginning to
"The Secretary of War has had a
see the product coming out. Some
hard time in keeping the regular
of the destroyers we authorized are
officers at home. They are all anxcoming out and are on the waves.. ious to go to France.
The conseThe aviators we trained are now in
quence is that he has had to depend
Europe. The machines we have built
a great deal on the officers taken from

"I feel that there are grounds for
ncouragement and confidence today,
because whatever may be said about
the recent rumpus which we have had
in the Senate, it has certainly had the
effect of making everybody strain
hard for efficiency.
"The rumpus was not about premature peace or quitting, or scandal or
.dishonesty, but about efficiency, and
it is heartening to think that the row
was all for one thing—efficiency in
making war—in winning.''
This statement was made by David
Lawrence, Washington correspondent
for the "New York Evening Post,''
in an address at the Club last Thursday on the subject, "Washington in
War Times."
•Mr. Lawrence gave what was regarded by members who heard the
address one of the clearest-cut descriptions of the workings of the
governmental departments in Washington that has been given in the
Club.
'He discussed the Navy and War
departments and told of the recent
investigations and their effect on the
work of these departments.
He said, in part:
"I have been very much cheered in
the last few days the way the war has
been going. I was rather gloomy about
a month ago. It seemed as if we were
having all the hard luck and the
other fellow was having none. But
the-news nowadays shows that there
are troubles on both sides. But in
the period that we have passed
through, the period ot planning and
preparation, it got to be more or less
a bore to have officials say to you:
'Oh, yes, we will have so many ships
by such and such a date. After this
date we will be able to turn them out
ad lib.'
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There was not any delay.
The
younger men were itching to get into
it, and they were into it, and that is
the spirit of the Navy on the other
side. The British tell us more about
the great things our Navy is doing
than we get from our own people.
"Now the Army has been slowly
forming, and I think the general impression in this country is that we
have a kind of half-baked force and
that our men have been more or less
hastily trained; but as nearly as I can
tell from the talks that I have had
with the various officials and people
who have been on the other side, we
should have a very efficient force
when we finally get into it.
"Our aviation program is going
along so well that if the decisive battles of the war are fought this way, I
think our aviators will be in the thick
of it. I think we have trained more
aviators than the British and French
combined. I believe that our strong
puint in ilie war will be aviation."
Government by Public Opinion
Mr. Lawrence pointed out that we
have in this country what the academician might call a government by public opinion. When this is analyzed
you find, he says, that it is based entirely on the essentials of impression.
"Quite recently," he stated, "you
had an example of government by
impression.
I followed it through,
and I think in presenting it, you will
readily see that I have no personal
interest in it one way or the other.
"The Secretary of War appeared
ten days ago before the Senate committee on Military Affairs. I watched
the proceedings and I also studied
carefully the newspaper reports that
went out. The impression made upon
the country was this: The Secretary
of War had fenced with the Senators;
had acted in a supercilious way, had
not been frank, and had generally
conducted himself in an unsatisfactory
way. That was the impression. A
little later, the chairman of the
Senate Committee made a speech in
New York City and said that the
military establishment of the Government had fallen down. There was a
distinct impression created by that.
"iCuw, one or the other was true;
either the military establishment had
fallen down and things were poor, or
they were not, at that particular time.
An army is too big an institution to
change in two weeks.
"Go back to that first meeting. I
hold no brief for the Secretary. 1
think that many another man would
have conducted himself differently
under those circumstances. But how
little attention was paid at the time
to the provocation for that so-called
supercilious attitude?
Questions Were Hostile
"The questions of the senators were
hostile questions. The Secretary read
a statement about initial rush needs
—*""■'""—Hppn met. and one of the
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fire and declined to be frank.
It is
human nature.
"Had he been able to foresee the
consequences of his own act, I believe he would have swallowed it
and acted as he did on the second occasion, which would be to be as frank
as he could be, yet the consequence
of that was entirely different from the
impression of our military establishment which was given the second time
when the Secretary appeared, and
which happens to be the truth, and
with which everybody is now in
agreement.
"That is a good illustration, because it shows how fickle public opinion is and must be when it gets an
imperfect report and inadequate account of what is going on.
"I do not mean
to
criticize
anybody's report, but that is our
habit, that is our method, that is the
newspaper way of treating it."
The speaker was introduced by
Emil .\i. Sciiolz, publisher of the'
"Evening Post."
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Washington Straining
for Greater Efficiency
in Making War
David Lawrence at Thursday's Luncheon
Says War and Navy Departments Will
Give a Good Account of Themselves
"I feel that there are grounds for
encouragement and confidence today,
because whatever may be said about
the recent rumpus which we have had
in the Senate, it has certainly had the
effect of making everybody strain
hard for efficiency.
"The rumpus was not about premature peace or quitting, or scandal or
dishonesty, but about efficiency, and
it is heartening to think that the row
was all for one thing—efficiency in
making war—in winning."
This statement was made by David
Lawrence, Washington correspondent
for the "New York Evening Post,''
in an address at the Club last Thursday on the subject, "Washington in
War Times."
Mr. Lawrence gave what was regarded by members who heard the
address one of the clearest-cut descriptions of the workings of the
governmental departments in Washington that has been given in the
Club.
'He discussed the Navy and War
departments and told of the recent
investigations and their effect on the
work of these departments.
He said, in part:
"I have been very much cheered in
the last few days the way the war has
been going. I was rather gloomy about
a month ago. It seemed as if we were
having all the hard luck and the
other fellow was having none. But
the- news nowadays shows that there
are troubles on both sides. But in
the period that we have passed
through, the period of planning and
preparation, it got to be more or less
a bore to have officials say to you:
'Oh, yes, we will have so many ships
by such and such a date. After this
date we will be able to turn them out
ad lib.'
See the Product Coming Out
"And you get the feeling, 'Yes, but
where is it?' And nine months have
passed and I say we are feeling more
cheered because we are beginning to
see the product coming out. Some
of the destroyers we authorized are
coming out and are on the waves..
The aviators we trained are now in
Europe. The machines we have built
are over there. We are going and
that is the interesting stage we are
now in.
"The Army, as you know from the
Secretary of War's statement, is now
in France in large numbers.
And
even his statements present, I know,
only an incomplete picture of the tremendous work that has been done on
the other side; tremendous not only

in the physical accomplishments, but
in the way that the work we have
done has dove-tailed with that of
the French and British.
"The American is a very boastfui
person, and the Germans thought wt
were bluffing. But the war is now in
a stage where our advice is not only
being taken, but is having its effect,
and I look to see us having more and
more to do with the war councils
across the water. I happen to know
that in the matter of the Navy, we
have already had a very important
effect on the strategy of naval warfare
on the other side.
"Our Navy is not a surprise to
those who have followed the Navy.
But it is a good deal of a surprise to
most of the people who get their impressions of the Navy by regarding a
single person, the Secretary of the
Navy, as the personification of the
Navy.
Daniels Making Good
"People are waking up and saying,
'Daniels is making good.' The leopard
does not change his spots. The Secretary of the Navy is not a changed
man. He is not a different man. He
is very much the same person as
when he got there. The only difference is that his personnel is entirely
different; that the criticism had the
effect of demanding an efficiency
which he might or might not have
gotten.
"He has gotten efficiency in a very
remarkable way by picking out the
very best men. 1I c picked for his Chief
of Ordnance a young man who had
not been in bureau work before. He
simply inquired who was the ablest
student of ordnance in the Navy, and
he discovered in the records who it
was. The man had no political backing or friends. It was a surprise to
him to be called to Washington, and
Admiral Earle's work was recently
commented upon by the House Committee on Naval affairs as a remarkable piece of work.
"The Secretary of War has had a
hard time in keeping the regular
officers at home. They are all anxious to go to France.
The consequence is that he has had to depend
a great deal on the officers taken from
civilian life, all of whom he has had
to train.
Navy Was Ready
"The Navy organization is slightly
different. It has been built up in the
last two or three years on a war
theory. The day war broke out, our
Navy was ready.
It was half way
across the Atlantic cruising around.

There was not any delay.
The
younger men were itching to get into
it, and they were into it, and that is
the spirit of the Navy on the other
side. The British tell us more about
the great things our Navy is doing
than we get from our own people.
"Now the Army has been slowly
forming, and 1 think the general impression in this country is that we
have a kind of half-baked force and
that our men have been more or less
hastily trained; but as nearly as I can
tell from the talks that I have had
with the various officials and people
who have been on the other side, we
should have a very efficient force
when we finally get into it.
"Our aviation program is going
along so well that if the decisive battles of the war are fought this way, I
think our aviators will be in the thick
of it. I think we have trained more
aviators than the British and French
combined. I believe that our strong
puint in ihe vvdi' will be aviation."

Government by Public Opinion
Mr. Lawrence pointed out that we
have in this country what the academician might call a government by public opinion. When this is analyzed
you find, he says, that it is based entirely on the essentials of impression.
"Quite recently," he stated, "you
had an example of government by
impression. I followed it through,
and I think in presenting it, you will
readily see that I have no personal
interest in it one way or the other.
"The Secretary of War appeared
ten days ago before the Senate committee on Military Affairs. I watched
the proceedings and I also studied
carefully the newspaper reports that
went out. The impression made upon
the country was this : The Secretary
of War had fenced with the Senators;
had acted in a supercilious way, had
not been frank, and had generally
conducted himself in an unsatisfactory
way. That was the impression. A
little later, the chairman of the
Senate Committee made a speech in
New York City and said that the
military establishment of the Government had fallen down. There was a
distinct impression created by that.
"Kuw, one or the other was true;
either the military establishment had
fallen down and things were poor, or
they were not, at that particular time.
An army is too big an institution to
change in two weeks.
"Go back to that first meeting. I
hold no brief for the Secretary. I
think that many another man would
have conducted himself differently
under those circumstances. But how
little attention was paid at the time
to the provocation for that so-called
supercilious attitude?
Questions Were Hostile
"The questions of the senators were
hostile questions. The Secretary read
a statement about initial rush needs
having been met, and one of the
senators said that was too rosy—he
thought the country would feel thus
and thus about it, and shook his head
and did not like it. He as much as
questioned the sincerity of the Secretary.
"Well, I could see the ire of the
man rising. I could well understand
why he became more tense under the

lire and declined to be frank.
It is
human nature.
"Had he been able to foresee the
consequences of his own act, I believe he would have swallowed it
and acted as he did on the second occasion, which would be to be as frank
as he could be, yet the consequence
of that was entirely different from the
impression of our military establishment which was given the second time
when the Secretary appeared, and
which happens to be the truth, and
with which everybody is now in
agreement.
"That is a good illustration, because it shows how fickle public opinion is and must be when it gets an
imperfect report and inadequate account of what is going on.
"I do not mean to criticize
anybody's report, but that is our
habit, that is our method, that is the
newspaper way of treating it."
The speaker was introduced by
Emil M. Scholz, publisher of"~the"
"Evening Post."
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Editorial
The Chamberlain bill to place every department and every agency of the Government under the absolute control of a War Cabinet of
"three distinguished citizens of demonstrated
ability " was nothing less than a bold coup d' etat
by the privileged classes of this country to take
the Government out of the hands of President
Wilson and his Cabinet and deliver it over to the
party of militarism, protective tariffs and bellicose nationalism. It is an attempt to overturn the
election of 1916. Mr. Chamberlain is either the
gullible tool or the subordinate accomplice of
men who see in the prevailing nervousness and
unrest an opportunity to destroy Mr. Wilson's
prestige at one blow, as a preliminary to the
abandonment of this country's war aims and the
substitution of their own program—a program
involving control of Government by our great
financial and industrial groups for the purpose of
committing the nation to the sort of nationalism
that conduces to economic imperialism abroad,
and the preservation unchanged of the established economic order at home. Seeing the inevitable world-wide trend toward an economic reconstruction, these men think to check and defeat it in America by unseating and replacing by
their own agents the understanding democrats
who stand between us and a profound social disorganization. If the men behind this bill had
their way, they would within six months destroy
the morale of this nation and call into being a
peace movement that could not long be resisted.
Its specific exclusion of Secretaries Baker and
Daniels and of President Wilson himself from
the proposed War Cabinet speaks for itself.
They will not succeed. We cannot trust the
Senate. We probably can trust the House. And
certainly we can trust the American people,
whose voice will be heard in decisive tones before
action can be taken. Mr. Chamberlain, dined

and cheered on Saturday last by the Security
League in New York as he urged permanent universal military service, praising Roosevelt and
praised by him and by Root, will awake to find
himself not, as he supposes, the man of the hour,
but the leading actor in one of the most discreditable episodes of American history.

Conditions were propitious for this attempt to
overturn the American scheme of government
and discredit our liberal leadership. The press,
reacting with great unanimity and precision to
the will of the privileged interests, distorted the
Garfield order suspending industries for five
days into a catastrophe brought on by Mr.
Baker's action of last summer in vetoing exorbitant coal prices. They ignored the fact that
coal production in every month of this year has
run ahead of the car supply, and that the transportation failure is entirely responsible for the
fuel shortage. They ignored the fact that transportation has broken down because our railroad
promoters and financiers began long before the
war to starve the roads of needed new equipment, while setting aside large surpluses, in
order to give the country an ocular demonstration of the need of higher freight rates. The
admitted efficiency of the Shipping Board as reorganized; the splendid record of the Navy; the
unprecedented speed with which the War'Department has raised and equipped an army of
1,500,000 men and transported a considerable
force to France without mishap; the competency
of General Pershing, to which every French or
British military authority pays tribute—all these
have been pushed into the background while the
public was fed on wholesale denunciation from
the lips of politicians and disgruntled business
men. England and France are not only able, but
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willing and eager to equip our men with artillery
as they arrive in France. That there should have
been delays in the delivery of certain supplies
was inevitable. The failure rests with American
business, with the manufacturers and contractors
who, in their zeal, promised fifty per cent more
than they could perform. This national crisis
will be a test of the power of a press maintained
in the interest of a privileged class to befuddle
and mislead the American public. It is unfortunate that this press has had the cooperation of
such liberal journals as The New Republic,
whose attacks upon Mr. Baker have been exactly
in the intemperate tone and model of those appearing in newspapers that are interested and inspired; that even the New York Evening Post
permitted itself to become hysterical in discussing the fuel order; unfortunate above all that the
country has no alert, intelligent organization
through which the common man can become instantly and effectively articulate. Yet THE PUBLIC is confident that the plan for which Mr.
Chamberlain is agent will be buried beneath the
indignant protests of the people.
* * *
Colonel Roosevelt's conception of the qualities
requisite to citizenship in a democracy was amazingly disclosed on Saturday last in the course of
a speech before the National Security League.
After repeating his assault on Secretary Baker
and the Washington Administration and praising
Senator Chamberlain in enthusiastic terms, he
launched into a plea for universal military service
as a permanent policy and said: " It will teach
the young man to obey orders on the dot, without questioning, without letting his lower jaw
hang down while he says ' Why ?' It will teach
him to do that, and it will also teach him to act
on his own initiative." To do the goose step to
music with court-martial as the alternative, that
is, will breed initiative. We needn't concern ourselves with the Colonel's logic too seriously here.
For that little "Why?," which he would delete
from the common man's vocabulary, is here to
stay, and it is destined to dispose effectually of
the pretensions of Colonel Roosevelt and all of
his kind.
* * *
When the United States Senate passed Senator Fletcher's bill appropriating $50,000,000 to
house shipyard employees, it virtually acknowledged the falsity of the claim most frequently
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put forward in defense of the prevailing systerr
of land tenure. The claim is that private ownership of land is essential to establishment of
homes. Experience shows it to be in most cases
an obstacle to home building. The vacant lots
and crowded tenements of every city, together
with the spread of landlordism in rural districts,
have long borne witness to that. In the case of
the shipyard employees the fact could no longer
be blinked, but the Senate action is not a remedy.
It partakes more of the nature of a surrender on
the part of the Government to landed interests.
The appropriation is for a purpose that land
monopoly has made unattractive or unprofitable
to private interests. And because Congress is
unwilling to destroy the power to engage in such
holdups, it must itself submit to them. " Tribute to land speculators and no defense against
them" is the real meaning of the Shipping
Board's recommendation of Government housing and of the Senate's action in accordance
therewith.

A Call to Liberals
A suggestion made to-day, which took the form of a
prediction, was that the great captains of finance would
be likely to make known before very long that the financial support they are giving the Government entitled
them to express the hope that the President should
bring into his inner councils some of the men in whom
the people have supreme confidence. And in adopting
this course, it was said, the President probably would
be given to understand that he should waive aside political considerations and take men without regard to
past or present party affiliations. That was the spirit of
the country, it was asserted.—Washington Correspondence New York Times.

A new and momentous issue has arisen in this
country within the past three weeks. The masters of business enterprise have awakened to the
direction and intent of President Wilson's international policy. They have come with a shock
to the realization that he and his advisers and
the people behind him are in very truth waging
a war for democracy and a stable peace. And
they are groping their way toward an alignment
of their forces that sooner or later will interpose
itself as a formidable obstacle to a realization,
through Mr. Wilson's policy, of the world's most
precious hopes.
Only by compromise or surrender in the field
of this country's fundamental war aims can the
issue be avoided or the conflict long postponed.
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And only through an awakening of the country's
liberal forces and their drawing together in a
powerful, conscious, intelligent political alignment can we give Mr. Wilson the requisite support and save enough of his program to justify
the waging of this war.
THE PUBLIC has been exceedingly slow to admit the emergence of this issue. For a time it
seemed that the great financial and industrial interests in this country would continue to give the
President whole-hearted support—that points of
difference between his intentions and theirs
would be left until after the war. Much in the
flood of recent criticism has been legitimate, and
always it must be our difficult duty to judge between this sort of criticism and that which is
disingenuous, which consciously or unconsciously is animated by other considerations
than the successful prosecution of the war.
The genuineness and the full meaning of
President Wilson's democratic intention were
slow in manifesting themselves to the American
business community. The process began early
last summer, when Mr. Wilson and Secretaries
Baker and Daniels showed a disposition to interfere with the free play of business enterprise in
the field of prices. But the War Industries
Board came into play as an agency for adjusting prices on a plane entirely satisfying to the
large producers of steel, and fairly satisfying to
producers of copper. Coal was a different story.
Secretary Baker vetoed a tentative agreement on
prices reached between Secretary Lane and Mr.
Francis S. Peabody, for the operators, and Dr.
Garfield as Fuel Administrator later fixed prices
at much lower figures. Mr. Peabody himself
testified last week that the operators have made
huge profits under them, and production has increased to a volume far beyond the carrying
capacity of the railroads. But a grudge remained. Then early this month came rumors
from Washington that the tentative price arrangements were to be set aside in the near future in favor of the pooling device recommended
by the Federal Trade Commission. The steel
trade reacted badly, and satisfaction gave place
to alarm. For, under a pooling arrangement,
each producer would receive only a just and
reasonable profit, to be determined by the Trade
Commission after an investigation of costs that
would begin with the cost of getting out raw
materials.
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More significantly, Mr. Wilson's intention began early to show itself in another field, where it
touched the preconceptions and the privileges of
the business community to the quick. This was
the field of labor, and Secretary Baker was the
agent through whom the Administration acted to
give vitality and meaning to our war slogan, and
so to enlist the confidence and active support of
that common man who held the success or failure of our national enterprise in the hollow of
his hand. A business man now conspicuous in
the assault on Baker was among the steel masters who, six months before, flew into a rage
when asked to sign munitions contracts providing for the eight-hour day and arbitration of
industrial disputes. By a hundred acts and in a
score of ways Mr. Baker showed his understanding and sympathy for the democratic movement in industry. In the doing of it he accomplished a work of preparedness that had the most
direct and fundamental bearing on this country's
military efficiency—a work without which military efficiency could not exist nor the war go on.
But he also ran counter to some of the strongest
and most precious preconceptions in the minds of
men who domineer finance and industry in
America.
All this is fragmentary and, relatively, unimportant enough. Our masters of business enterprise would put up with many things for the
winning of the. war and the attainment of those
aims that to them are identified with victory.
These aims are definite and distinct, and to procure a thorough public understanding of them
and their significance is the need of the hour.
They are, in the sight of America's leading business men, entirely worthy and highly patriotic.
In the sight of the intelligent liberal they are fatal
to democracy and peace, and so they must appear
to the people of this country if we are to escape
a repetition in this world of the disasters now
upon it. In their most dangerous form they appear to America's great financial and industrial
leaders as a vision—a vision of America as the
financial and industrial center and master of the
world; of American industry standardized and
integrated to the last degree, pushing over the
world through great legalized combinations, supported by tariffs and subventions; of American
finance reaching into the backward places and
obtaining control of rich undeveloped natural
resources for fiscal exploitation; of American
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bankers and American landlords taking toll of
new continents now that the exploitation of this
one no longer satisfies their craving for fresh
risks, fresh masteries, fresh prizes worthy the
enterprise of kings. As part of this vision they
see an America drilled and regimented for efficient production—an America under the sway
of scientific management, an America of workers
responding to the patriotic stimuli of national
pride and national honor, every immigrant
"Americanized," every agitator silenced, every
class difference smothered—by what? By the
glamour of national prestige, by the cult of obedience, both to be fostered at a stroke by the institution of permanent compulsory universal military service! Great armaments as a visible sign
of national power and prestige, equally potent to
impress the malcontent at home, the competitor
abroad!
A terrible program—terrible not for any deliberate animus of greed or aggression, but terrible for the very absence in the thoughts of its
promoters of any suspicion that it is other than
patriotism of the highest order, terrible for its
failure to see America in terms of the ninety
millions who own one-tenth of the wealth, of the
expropriated masses whose toil furnishes the
means for it all, whose future would become
more precarious still, and who, if they are not
warned, will respond like thoughtless schoolboys
to the appeal of nationalist pomp and pride.
No alert and thoughtful newspaper reader
will doubt the reality of this vision and the paramount place it occupies in the imaginations of
our financial and industrial leaders. Time and
again it has been put into words by spokesmen
for our most powerful groups. It dominates
their utterances at conferences and conventions.
It animated the formation of the American International Corporation two years ago. Its
direction became apparent during the Mexican
crisis, when Mr. Vanderlip spoke scornfully at
New Orleans of a Government that would not
safeguard the foreign investments of its bankers,
against revolutions or what not. It is more than
a vision—it is an organized propaganda, with its
preliminary objectives already clearly outlined.
These are: the preservation of what we have of
a protective tariff and the restoration of what
we had under Taft, the cultivation of a more intense spirit of nationalism, looking to a more
aggressive foreign policy, and, of primary im-
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portance, the institution of permanent compulsory universal military training.
Within the week, hotels throughout the
country have become a medium for a great
nation-wide propaganda to induce Congress to
commit itself to the retention of the army cantonments after the war and to a permanent policy of universal service. The campaign is being
conducted by the Universal Military Training
League, of which Mr. Howard H. Gross is the
President. Mr. Gross is an expert in propaganda and publicity work. His last important
job of this sort was the creation of sentiment
for a non-partisan tariff commission, favored by
protectionists as the surest and safest means of
getting what they want. So there is a peculiar
fitness in the choice of Mr. Gross to conduct the
propaganda for universal service. He has, of
course, the powerful cooperation of the National
Security League and half a dozen similar organizations. Just now he is working through the International Federation of Commercial Travelers
and the American Hotel Association, which acceded to the request of their best customers and
urged hotel managers to display the posters, petitions and leaflets. These are unusually frank.
One poster asks: " Shall the human liberties of
our children be safeguarded by a democracy universally trained in youth to know and respect the
obligations and service of citizenship, or be left
to the mercy of theorists and a mob subject tc
alien and vicious influences ? " A circular lettei
speaks of " the rumblings at home, which show
the serious possibility and dangers of control bj
elements recognizing no sense of mutual respon
sibility." And still another warns us that " ow
ing to the possibility of social unrest when th<
stress of the war finally reaches the Americar.
people, there is uncertainty as to legislation in th*
future, and we believe this is the time to urge
action to safeguard the nation."
Again, universal military service is urged in
order " to knit together lines of cleavage that are
widening, that democracy may be made safe
from within."
The values at stake here cannot be better
shown than by a quotation from the latest book
of Prof. Thorstein Veblen, probably our greatest economist. In " The Nature of Peace " he
writes:
" Proceeding upon the abounding faith which
these peoples [the American people] have in
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business enterprise as a universal solvent, the unreserved venality and greed of their business
men—unhampered by the gentleman's noblesse
oblige—have pushed the conversion of public law
to private gains farther and more openly here
than elsewhere. The outcome has been divers
measures in restraint of trade or in furtherance
of profitable abuses, of such a crass and flagrant
character that if once the popular apprehension
is touched by matter-of-fact reflection on the
actualities of this businesslike policy, the whole
structure should reasonably be expected to crumble. If the present conjuncture of circumstances, e. g., should present to the American
populace a choice between exclusion from the
neutral league, and a consequent probable and
dubious war of self-defense, on the one hand;
as against entrance into the league, and security
at the cost of relinquishing their national tariff
in restraint of trade, on the other hand, it is always possible that the people might be brought
to look their protective tariff in the face and recognize it for a commonplace conspiracy in restraint of trade, and so decide to shuffle it out
of the way as a good riddance. And the rest of
the Republic's businesslike policy of special favors would in such a case stand a chance of
going in the discard along with the protective
tariff, since the rest is of substantially the same
disingenuous character. Not that anyone need
entertain a confident expectation of such an exloit of common sense on the part of the Amer:an voters. There is little encouragement for
uch a hope in their past career of gullibility on
his head. . . . The infatuation of the Amer:ans with their protective tariff and other busiesslike discriminations is a sufficiently serious
tatter in this connection, and it is always possile that their inability to give up this supersti,on might lead to their not adhering to this
rejected neutral league."
And finally: " The preservation of the presnt pecuniary law and order, with all its incidents
jf ownership and investment, is incompatible
with an unwarlike state of peace and security.
This current scheme of investment, business and
sabotage, should have an appreciably better
chance of survival in the long run if the present
conditions of warlike preparation and national
insecurity were maintained, or if the projected
peace were left in a somewhat problematical
state, sufficiently precarious to keep national ani-
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mosities alert, and thereby to the neglect of domestic interests, particularly of such interests as
touch the popular well-being. ... So, if the
projectors of this peace at large are in any degree
inclined to seek concessive terms on which the
peace might hopefully be made enduring, it
should evidently be part of their endeavors from
the outset to put events in train for the present
abatement and eventual abrogation of the rights
of ownership and of the price system in which
these rights take effect. ... On the other hand,
if peace is not desired at the cost of relinquishing
the scheme of competitive gains and competitive
spending, the promoters of peace should logically
observe due precaution and move only so far in
the direction of a peaceable settlement as would
result in a sufficiently unstable equilibrium of
mutual jealousies; such as might expeditiously
be upset whenever discontent with pecuniary
affairs should come to threaten this established
scheme of pecuniary prerogatives."
The supreme sin of President Wilson and of
Secretary Baker in the eyes of the American
business community is that, as promoters of
peace, they have not observed the " due precaution " of which Prof. Veblen speaks. They actually desire a democratic and stable peace. On
Jan. 8 Mr. Wilson addressed a message to the
world in which he included among the country's
war aims a demand for " the removal of all economic barriers and the establishment of an equality of trade conditions among all the nations
consenting to the peace." That, in the eyes of
the business community, was heresy of the rankest sort, and for the first time in its treatment of
the President the metropolitan press broke into
a chorus of alarmed disapprobation and warning.
As for Secretary Baker: In his annual report
he presented a strong recommendation against
permanent universal training, on the ground that
the country's future military policy should be determined by conditions existing after the signing
of a peace treaty. In other words, Mr. Baker
took our war aims seriously. He actually believes in them. It is now only too apparent that
for the influential business community they were
so much sentimental nonsense, serviceable only
as catch words for the populace.
Today Mr. Baker is bearing the brunt of the
most powerful and virulent offensive launched in
our generation against a public man. Mr. Wilson is the real target, and the attack will be trans-
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But to be particular is to resort to muck-raking
ferred to him the moment the financial comin
a situation that calls rather for understanding.
munity becomes convinced that he is determined
to adhere to the policies already declared. They America's privileged classes are merely acting as
still hope to convert him into their agent, to ob- they must be expected to act. The success of |
tain his consent to sacrifice Baker, and with their offensive—the discrediting of the Wilson
Baker the principles for which Baker stands. administration and the loss of a supporting maThese principles are Mr. Wilson's principles, and jority in Congress as a result of the elections
next fall—would be more disastrous to American
they will not succeed.
democracy and the cause of humanity every- j
THE PUBLIC does not assert that our captains
of finance are united in a single gigantic con- where than any similar victory for the dark
spiracy. There is much deliberateness, much far- forces in our times. It would be one of the great
sighted planning behind the present onslaught. tragic disasters of all history.
There is nothing of partisanship in this issue.
But, more important, there is a vague instinctive
rising in opposition to the enemy—to men and As aggressive a political opponent as Senator
measures that are now seen clearly enough as Hiram W. Johnson of California believes that
powerful menaces to privilege. The occasion is Mr. Baker stands between us and militarism in
propitious. Minor mistakes and failures, inev- this country. Nor need any liberal or any radiitable in the raising and equipping of an army of cal feel entire satisfaction with the Wilson ad1,500,000 men, have been magnified out of all ministration in other respects in order to recogproportion. Senator Chamberlain's ambition has nize the necessity of standing firmly by it now on
been a useful agent. Irritation over the coal fam- these cardinal issues. It is hot that the defeat
ine has helped. Was it not Baker who vetoed of the protectionists and of universal military
the fixing of exorbitant prices for coal last sum- training will remove all the dangers. But it is
mer? And ignoring the patent fact that trans- the unmistakable fact that these policies are our
portation, not coal production, has failed, it is first line of defense, that if liberalism is vanBaker against whom the avalanche of denuncia- quished here then no liberal or radical movement
tion is directed. Each and every one of those can hope to escape the paralyzing influence of
many acts of the past nine months by which Mr. bellicose nationalism in the years after the war;
Baker has enlisted the confidence and support Any adequate economic reconstruction will be
of the workers and producers now becomes an- indefinitely postponed, and gradually pacifist
other grievance for his critics. There are spe- America will be transformed into a nation of
cific instances without end. /The War Committee questionable superiority with relation to thosr
The" Chamber of Commerce of the United European nations in which privileged classe;
States has been particularly conspicuous in the have used the national power for purposes of ag
attack. On that committee are Mr. Waddill gression and exploitation.
Catchings, President of the Sloss-Sheffield Steel
and Iron Company, who resented Mr. Baker's
"A Dangerous Precedent"
insistence on the eight-hour day and arbitration
An amazing solicitude for the welfare of th
in the contracts for munitions; Mr. Harry A.
wage-earner
on the part of our bankers and in
Wheeler, a Chicago banker who, while President
of the National Chamber, wrote to Mr. Rocke- dustrial magnates manifested itself in their pro
feller and urged him to subsidize its official pub- tests against the order of Dr. Garfield suspending
lication as a convenient organ for propagating industry for.five days. The Saturday Evening.
Mr. Rockefeller's peculiar ideas; Mr. Lewis Post's conception of our industrial workers as
A. Pierson, New York banker and president of plutocrats with bank rolls and Fords, fared no
Austin, Nichols & Co., owning a chain of whole- better than Mr. McAdoo's conception of them as
sale grocery stores recently proceeded against prospective purchasers of Liberty bonds. Inovercharging by the Food Administration; and stead, there was an outcry against the wide-spread
Mr. Charles Nagel of St. Louis, a stand-pat Re- suffering and privation to be inflicted by four
publican. These are four of the seven members of days of unaccustomed idleness. Even the Nathe committee that has been perhaps the noisiest tional Association of Manufacturers telegraphed
to the President a warning against suffering and
in its denunciations of the Secretary of War.
,
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NO TIME FOR PARTISANSHIP.
gENATOR BORAH of Idaho, addressing a meetmg of the defense league at Baltimore Sunday
afternoon, said a few words that republicans should
seriously ponder, particularly republicans who by
their position or their profession have access to the
public ear. He said, "there are a few men in these
crucial times wh6 are unable to forget their par-'
Vh
tisanship. but they must not be taken too seriously."
loj The Oklahoman that remark of Senator
SECRETARY BAKER'S REPLY.
Borah s seems to be the sanest comment on the whole
J^EWTON D. BAKER Rjay or may not be the wordy welter that has been raging at Washington
greatest secretary of war the country could have « is not necessary to condemn every man who critifound, but he certainly is capable of taking care of cises the administration as being insured by partisan
himself in an argument. His reply to Senator Cham- political motives. But that partisanship has largely
berlain's criticism briefs the latter gentleman out of influenced the leaders of the insurgency cannot incourt. The secretary touched about every aspect of telligently be doubted. And anyone capable of strikfault-finding, and it seems to us has effectually ing a logical conclusion from a mass, of evidence
must be aware that the bell-wether of the revoltsilenced the complainants.
Take, for instance, the grievance' of Mr. McCor- ! Mr Roosevelt-has pursued the president and the
.ntiick, the representative from Illinois, who returned Wilson administration with a furious hostility and
hatred from the very first. Nothing the president
from a visit to the front fairly bursting with secrets
has.done has been right, everything he has done ha,
hat clamored to be told. One of those was the fact
I been wrong, in the Roosevelt judgment, with one exhat France and Great Britain were furnishing
American troops with artillery. What Mr. McCor- | ception-the-paper recommending that congress rie, stare war on Germany. That paper evoked the sole
lick did not know, apparently, and what his informRoosevelt word of praise. It is not unfair to con1
nts failed to tell him, was that France and Great
clude that the RooseveltNapproval of that instrument
Attain wished to do this very thing in order that
was a calculating effort to ingratiate hiinself into
lips might be used to transport other supplies of
administration favor. It failed, of course, as so many
[Jiich they were in greater need.
other well laid plans of Mr. Ro.osevel/s have "gone
In this instance, as in so many others, Secretary
agley" ,n these disappointing years; the consequence
aker has had a tremendous advantage over the adbeing that tne Roosevelt jeremaids have continued
inistration critics: The secretary is familiar with
unabated, w.th a venom which at times skirted the
facts. The critics of the administration are not
edge of treason, with a shrieking frenzy that has
par with the facts. They have opinions. The
been comical at some times, at other times pathetic.
letary of war has knowledge.
It is fair to say, we believe, that any plan or perA detailed review of Mr. Baker's statement does
sonnel of war reorganization would be denounced as
|jt seem necessary, though the statement itself should
inefficient by Mr. Roosevelt unless he personally
read from beginning to end by every citizen. It
occupied a conspicuous place in it.| It is the inconjour patriotic duty to equip ourselves with this insolable grief -of Mr. Roosevelt's life, one may .be
'i-mation. It is our\patriotic duty,- alsio, to keep
sure, that he is not in a position of conspicuous au• s great truth in mind, so felicitously expressed by
| thurify 111 this world upheaval. And with that un)( secretary o,f war; "The effect of the senator's
1 j happiness we may even sympathize, but recognizing
enator Chamberlain's) speech was to give the
that fact we must apply Senator .Borah's advice ditmtry the impression that the deficiencies were
j rectly to the most flagrant case—that of Mr. Roosetracteristic rather than occasional."
velt—and not "take him too seriously." He may
t Shortcomings are admitted. But they are the
even go further.. We may regret that bv his splenetic
eption. Efficiency has been the rule of our war
,
criticisms
and studiedly adverse judgments Mr
lagement.
Roosevelt has disqualified himself for serving in this
administration. He has made himself ineligible.
tf the junkers should ditch the kaiser for the
With the heckling Roosevelt out of the way the
vn prince the German government would then be chances are that there would be very little partisan
)pd a bpobocracy.
hostility to the administration either in congress or
the country. And that is the atmosphere, manifestly
in which' America should live and move and have its'
being today. It is neither expected nor desired that
congress^ shall meekly do the administration's every
bidding, that it shall laud every 'administration accomplishment and conceal mistakes and. failures
with silence. Such subserviency were, perhaps at
graver menace than conspiracy for partisan ends.1
I The path for congress and the country to walk is the
!
path of rational, fearless patriotism, co-operating
with the administration with all energy, and enthusiam, criticising when criticism is needed, suggesting
change whenever and wherever a change seems good.
Surely, as Senator Borah has said, the transformation of this vast nation frpm a peace basis to a war
basis is a tremendous undertaking, and "in order for
no mistakes to have been made the administration
would have to be divine." '
The Wilson administration is not hedged about
by divinity, but the purpose to which it has dedicated
this nation is truly divine. In the glory of that purpose partisanship is mean and unworthy beyond expression and personal ambition is vile. The greatest office to which any of us may aspire today is to
be an American, and it is an office to which every
one of us may elect, himself. For being an American
today means doing one's last living best for his
country. That is the place to fill, and that is the
power to wield.
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Secretary Baker's Eeply
No fair minded person can read Secretary Baker's statement without feeling
tbat he honestly believes the War Department has done the very best possible
under the circumstances. He disarms
his hostile critics by admitting frankly
that there have been delays, shortcomings and false steps, but that these have
been "occasional rather than characteristic" and that they have always been
followed with immediate efforts to apply
the remedy required. His attitude yesterday was an improvement on his former
appearance before the committee in that
lie announced at the outset he was not
there to defend himself or his subordinates but to state the whole circumstances.
Regarding camp conditions he spoke of
the magnitude of caring for a million
men, the practical impossibility of escaping some instances of dereliction of duty,
citing courtmartials that had followed,
but insisted that the health of the men
had been a prime consideration of the
Government from the start, as can well
be believed. As to the Lewis guns
lie fell back upon the preference of his
professional advisers, naming General
JJershing as his chief witness. The delay
in securing rifles, charged as due to
adopting a modified Knfield instead o£
accepting the Enfield being made in this
country for Britain, was similarly credited to military advice. One point that
may be open to' criticism is the admission
that this decision was not reached until
late in May or early in June.
The mobilizing of men at the camps
before clothing or arms was ready for
them, a chief source of complaint, was
also attributed to the insistence of his >
military aides, including General Wood, J
that there were features of training es- ,
sential that could be acquired at once, 1
organization, camp life and sanitation.
Shortage in machine guns and art.il
ieiy was excused because the British
and French, in their anxiety for men,
promised to supply us from their surplus, thereby saving ships for food and
troops. Mr linker sticks to his original'
declaration that no American soldier is
in France or will go there without equipment being provided.
At home every man in (lie cantonments is now ready, lie says. We can
have 500;000 men in France early this
year, and three times that number
trained and. in reserve.
Secretary Baker claims, with much
justice, that, considering the unprecedented task, what lias actually been accomplished is beyond alt comparison with
the admitted shortcomings, delays and
mistakes that have been made^ Undoubtedly some of these could and should
have been avoided had there been a
clearer conception of our position. These
must be attributed to our military inexperience in so large an undertaking, to
failure to have prepared an adequate
plan for such a contingency, to the belief that we would be kept out of t hewar. When we did enter the war our
plans had to be made to meet those of
our Allies, and it is well known that
i hese were cnange< it least twiee. Great
Britain originally at our supplies before our troops as lost essential. General .Tofi're and the ■Yrneh reversed this
request. Then the hipping shortage, as
Secretary Baker says, proved the crux
oi the whole situation, necessitating fur-
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NO TIME FOR PARTISANSHIP.
ENATOR BORAH of Idaho/addressing a meeting of the defense league at Baltimore Sunday
afternoon, said a few words that republicans should
seriously ponder, particularly republicans who by
their position or their profession have access to the
public ear. He said, "there are a few men ,n these
Crucial times wh6 are unable to forget their partisanship, but they must not be taken too seriously "
To The Oklahoman that remark of Senator
SECRETARY BAKER'S REPLY.
Lorah s seems to be the sanest comment on the whole
VTEWTON D. BAKER may or may not be the wordy welter that has been raging at Washington,
it is not necessary to condemn every man who critigreatest secretary of war the country could have
found, but he certainly is capable of taking care of cises the administration as being inspired by partisan
political motives. But that partisanship has largely
himself in an argument. His reply to Senator Chaminfluenced the leaders of the insurgency cannot inberlain's criticism briefs the latter gentleman out of
telligently be doubted. And anyone capable of strikcourt. The secretary, touched about every aspect of
ing a logical conclusion from a mass, of evidence
fault-finding, and it seems to us has effectually
must be aware that the bell-wether of the revoltsilenced the complainants.
Mr Roosevelt-has pursued the president and the
Take, for instance, the grievance' of Mr. McCorWilson administration with a furious hostility and
fTiick, the representative from Illinois, who returned
hatred from the very first. Nothing the president
from a visit to the front fairly bursting with secrets
has done has been right, everything he has done has
hat clamored to be told. One of those was the fact
been wrong, in the Roosevelt judgment, with one exhat France and Great Pritain were furnishing
jteption-the.paper recommending that congress de\merican troops with artillery. What Mr. McCorflare war on Germany. That paper evoked the sole
lick did not know, apparently, and what his inform: Roosevelt word of praise, it is not unfair to conrits failed to tell' him, was that France a,nd Great
clude that the RoosevelOapproval of that instrument
ritain wished to do this very thing in order that
was a calculating effort to ingratiate himself into
lips might be used to transport other supplies of
administration favor. It failed, of course, as so many
jhich they were in greater need.
other well laid plans of Mr. Roosevelt's have "gone
In this instance, as in so many others, Secretary
agley" in these disappointing years; the consequence
aker has had a tremendous advantage over the adbeing that the Roosevelt jeremaids have continued
ministration critics: The secretary is familiar with
unabated, with a venom which at times skirted the
'' facts. The critics pf the administration are not
edge of treason, with a shrieking frenzy that has
Sliliar with the facts. They have opinions. The
been comical at some times, at other times pathetic.
:retary of war has knowledge.
It is fair to say, we believe, that any plan or perA detailed review of Mr. Baker's statement does
sonnel of war reorganization would be denounced as
|jt seem necessary, though the statement itself should
inefficient by Mr. Roosevelt unless he personally
read from beginning to end by every citizen . It
occupied a conspicuous place in it. I It is the inconour
natrinfir
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,jOur patriotic duty to equip ourselves with this insolable grief'of Mr. Roosevelt's life, one may be
/■mation. It is our^patriotic duty, als|o, to keep
sure, that he is not in a position of conspicuous aus great truth in mind, so felicitously expressed by
thority in this world upheaval. And with that un)i secretary o,f war: "The effect of the senator's
j happiness we may even sympathize, but recognizing
enator Chamberlain's) speech was to give the
i that fact we must apply Senator Borah's advice diCintry the impression that the deficiencies were
rectly to the most flagrant case—that of Mr. Roose,racter;istic rather than occasional."
velt-and not "take him too soriously." He may
Shortcomings are admitted. But they are the
even go further.. We may regret that by his splenetic
eption. Efficiency has been the rule of our war
criticisms and studiedly adverse judgments Mr.
lagement.
Roosevelt has disqualified himself for serving in this
administration. He has made himself ineligible.
If the junkers should ditch the kaiser for the
With the heckling Roosevelt out of the way the
m prince the German government would then be chances are that there would be very little partisan
);d a boobocracy.
hostility to the administration either in congress or
the country. And that is the atmosphere, manifestly,
in which'America should live and move and have its'
being today. It is neither expected nor desired that
congress^ shall meekly do the administration's every
bidding, that it shall laud every 'administration accomplishment and conceal mistakes and failures
with silence. Such subserviency were, perhaps, a
(graver menace than conspiracy for partisan ends.
| The path for congress and the country to walk is the
'path of rational, fearless patriotism, co-operating
with the administration with all energy, and enthusiam, criticising when criticism is needed, suggesting
change whenever and wherever a change seems good.
Surely, as Senator Borah has said, the transformation of this vast nation from a peace basis to a war
basis is a tremendous undertaking, and "in order for
no mistakes to have been made the administration
would have to be divine." '
The Wilson administration is not hedged about
by divinity, but the purpose to which it has dedicated
this nation is truly divine. In the glory of that purpose partisanship is mean and unworthy beyond expression and personal ambition is vile. The greatest office to which any of us may aspire today is to
be an American, and it is an office to which every
one of us may elect, himself. For being an American
today mean?, doing one's last living best for his
country. That is the place to fill, and that is the
power to wield.
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Secretary Baker's Eeply
No fair minded person con read Secretary Baker's statement without feeling
that ha honestly believes the War Department has done the very best possible
under the circumstances. He disarms
his hostile critics by admitting frankly
1 hat there have been delays, shortcomings and false steps, but that, these have
been "occasional rather than characteristic" and that they have always been
followed with immediate efforts to apply
the remedy required. His attitude yesterday was an improvement on his former
appearance before the committee in that
he announced at the outset he was not
there to defend himself or his subordinates but to state the whole circumstances.
Regarding camp conditions he spoke of
the magnitude of caring for a million
men, tho practical impossibility of escaping some instances of dereliction of duty,,
citing courtmartials that had followed,
but insisted that tho health of the men
had been a prime consideration of the
Government from the start, as can well
be believed. As to the Lewis guns
he fell back upon the preference of his
professional advisers, naming General
Bershing as his chief witness. The delay
in securing rifles, charged as due to
adopting a modified Knfield instead of
accepting the Enfield being made in this
country for Britain, was similarly credited to military advice. One point that
may be open to'criticism is the admission
that this decision was not reached until
late in May or early in June.
The mobilizing of men at the camps
before clothing or arms was ready for
them, a chief source of complaint, was
also attributed to the insistence of his >
military aides, including General Wood, j
that there were features of training es- ,
sential that could be acquired at once, i
organization, camp life and sanitation.
Shortage in machine guns and artil
lery was excused because the British
and French, in their anxiety for men,
promised to supply us from their surplus, thereby saving ships for food and
troops. Mr Baker sticks to his original'
declaration that no American soldier ia
in trance or will go there without equipment being provide !.
At home every man in the cantonments is now ready, he says. We can
have 500,000 men in France early this
year, and three times that number
trained and in reserve.
Secretary Baker claims, with much
justice, that, considering the unprecedented laslc. what has actually been accomplished is beyond all comparison with
the admitted shortcomings, delays and
mistakes that have been made. Undoubtedly some of these could and should
have been avoided had there been a
clearer concer
of our posit ion. These
must be attri
I to oui military inexperience in S'
ndertaking, to
failure to he
an adequate
plan for such
try, to the belief that we
nt out of the
war. When
did enter the war our
plans had to be made to meet those of
our Allies, and it is well known that
these were changed at least twice. Great
Britain originally put our supplies before our troops as most essential. General Joffre and the French reversed this
request. Then the shipping shortage, as
Secretary Baker says, proved the crux
of the whole situation, necessitating further changes to suit that condition.
So, out of the storm of criticism, there
has come a definite statement which will
do much to clear away doubts, rumors
and misunderstandings and give the
country information on our military
.progress that should never have been
denied it. Liberty in criticism, even
though it be at times abused, is the
most practical assurance against inefficiency or incompetency and the greatest.
stimulant to administrative effectiveness. |
Nothing can contribute so much to our
winning the war as public knowledge
and confidence.
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ER IN THE CLEAR.
.Icretary ' Baker's frank statemen
b/iorc the Senate Military Committee
hould serve the several ends of
strengthening popular confidence in the
War T-iepartment, of silencing such of
his critics in Congress as have at heart a.
the Nation's interests, and of clearing
away the widespread impression that
tour program of war prosecution had
collapsed as a result of inefficiency and
blundering.
He admitted that mistakes have been
made—and what American, in high <
position or low, official or individual,
has not made them?—but added that
ft
where these mistakes were shown to
be due to incompetency, the incompetent had been penalized. He declared
that a great army was called to the encampments, when guns were not ready,
on the advice of General Wood; a declaration that makes the position of his ft
most clamorous critics an embarrassing </2
one. These have made frequent reference to the "broomstick" armament of
our soldiers in training, and have exhibited the wooden guns as damning
evidences of inefficiency; and with
these General Wood has ever been a
tavoritc. When to the declaration is
added the others, that General Pershing
decided against the Lewis gun and approved the modified Enfield rifle, that
XII
our allies insisted they were prepared
to furnish our first army abroad with
artillery without crippling themselves,
Mr. Baker is acquitted of any charge,
preferred or implied, that action in such
-I
important matters was taken without
ft
the sanction of military leaders.
Supplementing these explanations
was a program of achievement that
seems challenging. Information—heretofore withheld for reasons that are
PS
obvious—was given to the effect that
more, than a half million men. will be
in France early this year; that the
troops there are fully equipped, and
that more than a million and a hall in
camp in this country are trained to the
limit and ready to go over and try issues with the Boche. This is a record
of accomplishment thai should satisfyany reasonable American who has
>
stopped to weigh the stupendous!]ess
of the task of preparation.
That the. sweeping statement will
satisfy those whose sole purpose has
been to embarrass the administration is
hardly to.be hoped for. Bui it seems
to have been Mr. Baker's chief desire
to allay the apprehension of the people
and to restore their confidence in ihe
purposes and plans of his department.
To do that he made public, information
that no less pressing emergency could
have prompted him to divulge. And
now that the people know, the critics
may rant. Their rantings will prove
neither disconcerting nor disturbing.
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UP IN THE AIR.
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Secretary Baker's statement before
the Senate Military Committee was remarkable, thrilling, encouraging; splendid. He well might have stood upon
a recital of achievement, for what has
been done has excused all blunders.
Nevertheless, he acknowledged that
some mistakes had been made, as was
both natural and inevitable.
It must have been a surprise to his
principal critics to' find that the very
things which they most condemned
were done upon the recommendation of
that worthy officer, General Leonard
Wood, whom they most idolize. Tt
must have surprised them further lo
find that more was done.in 1017 than
the Metropolitan Magazine, with which
Colonel Roosevelt is connected, in a
fault finding way said ought to be done
in 1917 and 1918!
Of course, the Colonel may not have
been responsible for this particular
criticism, but he has done much fault
finding upon his own hook. We do not
.say that he ought to apologize, but we
do say that it would be in the nature
of poetic justice for him tojtour the j
j country reading Secretary Baker's \
statement to audiences.
It seems that Chairman Chamberlain,
who had declared that the War Department had "fallen down," was knocked
off his pins by Mr. Baker's statement.
When he heard it, he wanted to know '
why the Secretary had not taken the
American people into his confidence.
Well, there has been no evidence that
the American people wanted to be
taken into the confidence of the War
Department, and there has been abundant evidence that they preferred no
risk should be taken of disclosing our
military secrets to the enemy.
Senator Chamberlain's inquiry suggests that one motive back of the criticisms and the investigation was an oldwomanish desire to pry into secrets and
a feeling of peeve because the critics
were not permitted to know everything
that was being done."
Naturally, the investigation has collapsed, although the probers now are
toying with the aviation section. This
latter is a natural development. Baker
put his critics up in the air; they have
rned to, the planes to make a landing
\turr
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/ The country is depending upon the
I bakers as well as Mr. Baker.

BAKER'S VINDICATION
Startling surprise it was fol> the
enemies of Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War, when he delivered his
masterful address Monday in answer
to his critics. The enemies had expected something different and the
dreams of their expectancy were
crystallized into living realities because Mr. Baker, the "something
different" appeared in person voluntarily to give a reason for the
faith that was within him.
Slandered and sliced from the
critical press, abused by politicians,
censured by a quick-to-think populace, Mr. Baker awaited his hour,
and when the time came, stood before tbe august Senate committee,
and in calm, conversational tone,
told in oral delivery of the war aims
of the nation^ uncovering from the
breast of the nation's inmost secrecy
the military information which
should have remained at home.
The opposite had been expected.
At least, hoped for. The' press,
which had heaped upon one man,
columns of rough riddles, learned
that the riddles had been solved and
the riddlers were riddled with polite
ridicule—a just, jitsu jolt for the
politicians.
Surprised in this, the enemy press
could but print the noble, straightforward address as it came from the
honest heart of the war secretary.
Chagrined in that Mr. Baker had
appeared in the right light, the
same enemy press concocts their
own version of the address. They
"summarize" the speech and would
lead the reader to believe, "this is
what Mr. Baker intended to say, etc.
There was once in a certain locality a circuit rider preacher who
was always prefacing his remarks
with, "I suppose." It became so
'general that he lost his name and
was thenceforth known as Rev. I.
Suppose. The enemy politicians of
Mr. Baker have simply 'supposed'.
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Baker Routs His Critics.
Secretary of War Baker, in his reply
to his critics, has shown to the entire satisfaction of the country and to the world
that America has accomplished wonders—
almost miracles—since the declaration of
j war against Germany.
The cool, unruffled, confident attitude
!
of the Secretary—evidence unquestionable
that he has performed his duties well—
I has made a most profound impression even
on those who were most bitter in their
| criticism of the Secretary.
Mr. Baker calmly told the committee
what the war department had accomplished, never uttering a word of condemnation of the men who charged him with
inefficiency, and -proving that they did
not know what they were talking about
when they made the charges. Even Senator Chamberlain admitted that the nation
had worked wonders in the mobilizing and
caring for the army, and in the matter
of getting the men ready for activities
on the European battlefields.
The information that we now have ready
a million men who can be sent to France
at any moment came as a great surprise
to the critics who had insisted that the
army was wholly unprepared for service.
That we will have half a million on the
battle front in the early part of this year
also was a revelation to the country at
large.
While the enemies of the country were
framirfg up charges against the Secretary
of War, that official was sitting in conference with members of commissions from
the various countries at war and quietly
learning their needs, then applying the
advice so„ received to the upbuilding of
a great and powerful fighting machine,
I unmindful of the unjust criticisms by
I the men who should have'been loyally supporting the administration. With no word
of complaint, he went about his duties,
- bringing
resultR that he now shows to
be almost unbelievable.
When ordered by the Senate to make
known the war secrets of the country,
merely to satiate the desires of a few politicians who hoped to find something wrong
by which the Wilson administration might
be discredited, and who above all hoped
to lend aid to the cause of the Kaiser,
Secretary Baker, in manly, fearless manner, lays bare the plans that have been
perfected and those in course of perfection, and the world is astounded at what
has been accomplished with no display,
no bluster, no egotism. He shows to the
world that he has the nation's interests
uppermost in his mind; that he courts
criticism, if such criticism is constructive;
that he is willing to let the world think
what it may if he knows he is accomplishing something looking to ultimate victory
for our arms.
/
The Tennessean and American has said
before that Secretary Baker, and all others entrusted with the conduct of the
war, have been doing all that could be"
done, and that there should be no criticism of the work or of the men. It is no
surprise that the war secretary has in
so dignified and gentlemanly manner made
his accusers appear small in the eyes of
the world; yet it Is a surprise even to
the best friends of the administration that
so much could have ,been accomplished
and that errors could have been so tew and
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What
eat thing it is to St . vai. .«. ,.
of the co
ry met by men, honest, patriotic
and capable, as is demonstrated in the
present case, where Secretary Baker stands
forth in defense of the administration of
the war department, and confounds the
fault-fAiders (and busy-bodies!
Mr. fe&ker. defends n6t <*ly ,fnj#«wiiTa
ministMtipn but- ' justifie/ W-^c%jrtpfcL
tion of President Wilson. At//a moment
when the machinations of abaction bent
upon making mtediief seeftied afWit to succeed, when ex-Fresident Roosev^Lt^d hastened to Washington to marshal the adverse^
forces, and eVen a Democratic senator had
been misled into declaring the whole military department a failure, it required a real
man to re-establish the equilibrium of public thought and make it clear to the country
that the ship of state is not-going onto the
rocks, but is well under control; sailing a
true course and making the expected
progress.
The secretary performed an important
service, and performed it with rare discretion in employment of facts and the presentation of them. His is the first adequate
answer to the abundance of criticism
clearing away misconceptions and misrepresentations and letting the people see -for
themselves what has been done, and why it
has been done.
It was shown that the gravest faults, such
as the summoning of men before adequate
equipment could be given them, was on the
advice of general officers, who convinced
the _ secretary that camp association and
discipline could not begin too early. Every
step taken has been after due consideration
had m company of men of long experience,
at home and abroad. Even the sickness
that has occurred in camp was shown to be
where* according to medical judgment, it
was least to be expected, but was such as
is conceded to be inevitable as the result
of bringing together large numbers of men
from distant localities.
The secretary declared he was not present
to defend individuals or to deny delays and
false starts; he had no purpose to defend •
himself, he said. "If any of us should
figure m tomorrow's casualties it would be
as nothing beside the object we all seek-"
and, he added, "we have learned one thingto recognize an error and to make quick
work to correct it." He went on to explain
and give answer to the charges one by one,
and so reasonably that we do not believe
that even the critics will have the heart to
repeat them. It is said in the report that
Mr. Baker's manner and his answers created
a profound impression, and that Senator
Chamberlain himself admitted as much
when the day's session was over.
It ( was the same in answering as to
ordnance as to.health, clothing and general
equipment. The secretary showed that
there was good reason for whatever had
been done, and even that'the department
has ordered all the Lewis guns.it could get.
If guns and other ordnance were supplied
the American army by France it was because France had a surplus and wished to
put it to a good use. Also, by such use, the
tonnage of vessels crossing the Atlantic
could be put to other uses than to carrying
of ordnance. "I am telling no secret," said
Mr. Baker, "when I say that ships are the
crux of this problem, and every time one
can use French industrial resources instead of making and sending our own products we are doing it."

"Is that a disadvantage to France'"
asked Senator Beckham.
"Categorically I answer, no," replied the
secretary. "It has been a very great advantage to France."
Detail upon detail was entered into, the
secretary showing a cheerful readiness to
meet every form of complaint. He became
eloquent, however, when he came to describe
the great accomplishment—the raising of
the immense army in an unprecedented
time. Never before has such a feat been
performed; and, the secretary contended,
never with so little cause for complaint.
Never, he said, was there a better army,
more moral or under better discipline; and,
he added, "we will have 500,000 fightinomen in France early in- 1918, and a mil"
hon and a half ready to go during the year."
The men we have there are "seasoned and
trained for war." Moreover, they have th«
American spirit. They will be formidable
when the conflict comes. "Let us be frank
with one another," exclaimed the secretary
Has any army in history since the beginning of time been so raised and cared for
as our army?" "And yet, has any great
enterprise been carried on with, more unfailing justice and patriotism on the part
of the American people? . .
When
the story has all been told, it will be a story
which I am sure your committee will be glad
to report to the senate as a tremendous response to a tremendous responsibility We
are in the war to hit hard. Our problem is
not star playing but team playing."
The explanation rings true throughout
It is what is needed to set vile and vexatious rumor at rest. A great work has
been undertaken with quiet courage and
it has been greatly done. Let us stop all
fault-finding, and go forward, face to the
front, under the aegis of our glorious flag
to win a way to victory! We at home hav*
our part even as those who stand with guns
m the trenches, and we can help the boys
to fight and nvin, by holding up our government and doing every possible thing to
make the war work a success
■ Thanks to Mr. Baker, the' people have
been shown the way. He who hereafter
finds fault without proved reason will have
hereafter no excuse, and certainly will have
but himself to blame if he be classed and
treated as an enemy of his country.
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Baker Routs His Critics.
Secretary of War Baker, in his reply
to his critics, has shown to the entire satisfaction of the country and to the world
that America has accomplished wonders—
almost miracles—since the declaration of
I war against Germany.
The cool, unruffled, confident attitude
1
of the Secretary—evidence unquestionable
that he has performed his duties well—
has made a most profound impression even
on those who were most bitter in their
criticism of the Secretary.
Mr. Baker calmly told the committee
what the war department had accomplished, never uttering a word of condemnation of the men who charged him with
inefficiency, and proving that they did
not know what they were talking about
when they made the charges. Even Senator Chamberlain admitted that the nation
had worked wonders in the mobilizing and
caring for the army, and in the matter
of getting the men ready for activities
on the European battlefields.
The information that we now have ready
a million men who can be sent to France
at any moment came as a great surprise
to the critics who had insisted that the
army was wholly unprepared for service.
That we will have half a million on the
battle front in the early part of this year
also was a revelation to the country at
large.
While the enemies of the country were
framirfg up charges against the Secretary
of War, that official was sitting in conference with members of commissions from
the various countries at war and quietly
learning their needs, then applying the
advice so„ received to the upbuilding of
a great and powerful fighting machine,
unmindful of the unjust criticisms by
the men who should have" been loyally supporting the administration. With no word
of complaint, he went about his duties,
bringing results that he now shows to
be almost unbelievable.
When ordered by the Senate to make
known the war secrets of the country,
merely to satiate the desires of a few politicians who hoped to find something wrong
by which the Wilson administration might
be discredited, and who above all hoped
to lend aid to the cause of the Kaiser,
Secretary Baker, in manly, fearless manner, lays bare the plans that have been
perfected and those in course of perfection, and the world is astounded at what
has been accomplished with no display,
no bluster, no egotism. He shows to the
world that he has the nation's interests
uppermost in his mind; that he courts
criticism, if such criticism is constructive;
that he is willing to let the world think
what it may if he knows he is accomplishing something looking to ultimate victory
for our arms.
/
The Tennessean and American has said
before that Secretary Baker, and all others entrusted with the conduct of the
war, have been doing all that could be"
done, and that there should be no criticism of the work or of the men. It is no
surprise that the war secretary has in
so dignified and gentlemanly manner made
his accusers appear small In the eyes of
the world; yet it is a surprise even to
the best friends of the administration that
so much could have ibeen accomplished
and that errors could have been so few and
of so little seriousness.
Secretary of War Baker has proven himself a giant in organization, a statesman,
of the highest type, and a man loyal to
his country and earnest in his desire to
do that which is best for America and
for the world.
It only remains for the authorities to
ave Col. Roosevelt and his political followers forcibly removed from the national
pital, and if need be, placed in duress.
I^hile we are seeking out for punish«;nt enemies of the country, let us ben with that clique posing as patriots,
ut who carry concealed the deadly bombs
hich they would use against our own
ns to bring about the elevation of the
an who believes he is the only one in
le c6untry who is capable of intelligently
[dministering the affairs of the nation—one
heodore Roosevelt.
Clear the capital city of this element
en though violence be necessary to bring
>out the result.
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of the co
ry met by men, honest, patriotic
and capable, as is demonstrated in the
present case, where Secretary Baker stands
forth in defense of the administration of
the war department, and confounds the
fault-fWers and bu6y-bodie£.'/
Mr. Baker'defends not ofily &$ jbwnTw/L
ministration but- justifies/ W-'afl'^Jnl^^
tion of President Wilson. At^a moment
when the machinations of a faction bent
upon making mischief seeded abpot to succeed, when ex-jpesidisnt Roosevejfc^ljkd hs^
tened to Washington to marshal the adverse^
forces, and evfen a Democratic senator had
been misled into declaring the whole military department a failure, it required a real
man to re-establish the equilibrium of public thought and make it clear to the country
that the ship of state is not-going onto the
rocks, but is well under control; sailing a
true course and making the expected
progress.
The secretary performed an important
service, and performed it with rare discretion in employment of facts and the presentation of them. His is the first adequate
answer to the abundance of criticism—
clearing away misconceptions and misrepresentations and letting the people see'for
themselves what has been done, and why it
has been done.
It was shown that the gravest faults, such
as the summoning of men before adequate
equipment could be given them, was on the
advice of general officers, who convinced
the secretary that camp association and
discipline could not begin too early. Every
step taken has been after due consideration
had in company of men of long experience,
at home and abroad. Even the sickness
that has occurred in camp was shown to be
where, according to medical judgment, it
was least to be expected, but was such as
is conceded to be inevitable as the result
of bringing together large numbers of men
from distant localities.
The secretary declared he was not present
to defend individuals or to deny delays and
false starts; he had no purpose to defend
himself, he said. "If any of us should
figure in tomorrow's casualties it would be
as nothing beside the object we all seek;"
and, he added, "we have learned one thing:
to recognise an error and to make quick
work to correct it." He went on to explain
and give answer to the charges one by one,
and so reasonably that we do not believe
that even the critics will have the heart to
repeat them. It is said in the report that
Mr. Baker's manner and his answers created
a profound impression, and that Senator
Chamberlain himself admitted as much
when the day's session was over.
It was the same in answering as to
ordnance as to.health, clothing and general
equipment. The secretary showed that
there was good reason for; whatever had
been done-, and even thai'the department
has ordered all the Lewis guns -it could get.
If guns and other ordnance were supplied
the American army by Prance it was because France had a surplus and wished to
put it to a good use. Also, by such use, the
tonnage of vessels crossing the Atlantic
could be put to other uses than to carrying
of ordnance. "I am telling no secret," said
Mr. Baker, "when I say that ships are the
crux of this problem, and every time one
can use French industrial resources instead of making and sending our own products we are doing it."

"Is that a disadvantage to Prance?"
asked Senator Beckham.
"Categorically I answer, no," replied the
secretary. "It has been a very great advantage to Prance."
Detail upon detail was entered into, the
secretary showing a cheerful readiness to
meet every form of complaint. He became
eloquent, however, when he came to describe
the great accomplishment—the raising of
the' immense army in an unprecedented
time. Never before has such a feat been
performed; and, the secretary contended,
never with so little cause for complaint.
Never, he said, was there a better army,
more moral or under better discipline; and,
he added, "we will have 500,000 fighting
men in Prance early in- 1918, and a million and a half ready to go during the year."
The men we have there are "seasoned and
trained for war." Moreover, they have the
American spirit. They will be formidable
when the conflict comes. "Let us be frank
with one another," exclaimed the secretary.
"Has any army in history since the beginning of time been so raised and cared for
as our army?" "And yet, has any great
enterprise been carried on with, more unfailing justice and patriotism on the part
of the American people? . . . When
the story has all been told, it will be a story
which I am sure your committee will be glad
to report to the senate as a tremendous response to a tremendous responsibility. We
are in the war to hit hard. Our problem is
not star playing but team playing."
The explanation rings true throughout.
It is what is needed to set vile and vexatious rumor at rest. A great work has
been undertaken with quiet courage and
it has been greatly done. Let us stop all
fault-finding, and go forward, face to the
front, under the aegis of our glorious flag
to win a way to victory! We at home have
our part even as those who stand with guns
in the trenches, and we can help the boys
to fight and "win, by holding up our government and doing every possible thing to
make the war work a success.
Thanks to Mr. Baker, the people have
been shown the way. He who hereafter
finds fault without proved reason will have
hereafter no excuse, and certainly will have
but himself to blame if he be classed and
treated as an enemy of his country.
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Secretary Baker's Revelations.
Secretary of War Baker's statement to the Senate Committee on Military Affairs is reported to have made
a profound impression on Washington, inclusive of Senator Chamberlain, whose criticisms of the War Department provoked the statement.
That is readily credible. It has
made a profound impression on the
country, and no man of fair mind,
even though he has been given to
doubt of the department's efficiency,
will fail to acknowledge the force of
this extraordinary showing-.
For extraordinary it unquestionably
is, both in its matter and manner. Its
revelations of the War Department's
record of work done and work doing
in mobilizing the military power of
the United States since last April are
deeply, stirringly impressive. They
iift the curtain of silence and secrecy
which has shut out from the American people knowledge of what their
Government was doing to win the war
against Prussia, and they disclose an
actual performance unsuspected by !
the most sanguine among us, heartening ' even, to those who have
been afflicted with pessimism as to
the part which we shall be able to
play in this gigantic conflict. And |
they fill with satisfaction, they thrill
with pride the breasts of American
patriots, whether pessimists or optimists, in the • assurance they bring of
our country's superb response to the
tremendous demands upon her by
which she was suddenly confronted—
a response which Secretary Baker
takes occasion to say,' as he has every
right to say, has never been equaled
in all the history of previous wars.
Just such a lifting of the curtain as
this was what was most needed to
dispel the doubt and error in which
the people have been compelled to
srope, to firm th^ confidence of the
wavering, to fire anew the conviction
of the man. in the street, the mar. in
the furrow, the man in the office, in
the invincibility of our might.
As for the manner of the Secretary's statement, that was altogether
admirable. It was in the best of
temper. Simple and straightforward
throughout, it was candid and
catholic, unmarred by quibble or
I-subterfuge. Mr. Baflfr ma«16 no
, claim of a flawless j^cord. He
did not deny mista<k€s and shortcomings. He recognized the right of
criticism and welcomed, honest criticism as salutary, but he averred,
with force, that the provocations of
the criticisms which had induced his
reply were "occasional" rather than
"characteristic," and it is reasonable
to assume that such critics as Senator Chamberlain will freely admit
this.
It is clear that the War Department, whatever its deficiencies, has

The Sifti ation.
It is the nature f Jack-in-office to
bid it and there a e divers Jacks-inoffice rattling rou d now at Washclmracteristically
ingtton. They sei
to jmagnify

theirj own importance.

Thus we have all sorts of admonitions- to be frugil and to that end
many

restrictive

regulations

upon

our productive industries.
Thet cant of t/ie hour dwells upon
the atleged virtue of sacrifice. One
might fancy that we are a nation of
slackens. Again he might fancy that
we are in a state of siege. We are
pouring out billions of dollars.

We

are organizing to send millions of
men, hashing sent not a few already.
The real need is expedition.
It is easy to talk about sacrifice. But
there has been no lack of it.

Have

the mothers at home made no sacrifices—brave though not tearless—in
seeing their sons off to the front?
They at least should not be further
depressed

by

"this is war."

the

eternal

chatter

None of us, they least

I do not believe that it did. Hence " We are going to win the war.
it is that I am not seriously dis- Never a quibble about that. To beturbed by the immediate rowdy-dow lieve otherwise is to believe the world
i» Congress. Good, rather than ill, is coming to an end. Truly otherwill come of it. It will serve to re- wise it were not worth living in. Yet
call the powers that be-and the peo- we may not win it "fust off" and
Ple as well-to the circumstance "hands down," and if it be prolonged,
that we have a Constitution; that our
parlous times are ahead for WoodGovernment is a system of checks
row Wilson.
It were meanwhile
and balances; a dual system of Fedwell for him to prepare for them. He
eral and Slate sovereignties; a triwill need all the help fie can get.
partite system, executive, legislative
The proposed War Cabinet may V>e
and judicial; each ordained to live,
premature. But if he should defeat
move and have its being within its
it now and it becomes necessary later
particular orbit clearly defined by the
along he makes in advance an unorganic law.
comfortable bed for his AdministraThat politicians piay politics is a
tion to lie in. Nothing short of victruism. It goes without saying. The
tory this year will save him, and the
two old historic parties may be dead,
party that calls itself Democracy, the
as a ragtime New York newspaper
coming fall elections, and, with an
recently pronounced them, but their
opposition House, and maybe a hoslabels—their
trade-marks—survive,
tile Senate, the war still going on in
and, having little else to cling to, why !
1920, good-bye to the succession.
should not the professional officeH. W.
holding and office-seeking class in1918.
Miami, Fla., Jan.
voke them in the coming Congressional elections? If I had a vote in
every congressional district of the
Union next fall I would cast it in
each instance for the individual candidate and let the trade-mark go
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of all, are going- to forget it.
Nor should we punish ourselves by hang.
,
III.
voluntary privations.
Ours is a
The personal controvers-ay between
great and fruitful land. It still flows!'
the. President and the Oregon Senawith wine, milk and honey. To be
tor is another matter. I cannot help
strong we must subsist well—surely
thinking it the offspring- of a certain
as well as- we can. The home should
isolation which, in his private relanot be made a house of want as well
tions with public men, the President
'as a house of woe, when the too'much indulges. The plaint comes
awful lists of the killed and wound- from Washington that he neither
ed begin to come from over the sea. gives, nor received, confidences. PerIn short, we should lead as far as haps this is why he seems prone to
possible

our normal lives. Work quarrels, nor averse on occasion to
1
should go on as usual and likewise falling out with his friends.
play.
Jack-in-office, as we have
Senator Chamberlain has surely
seen, would kill the goose that lays been one of th< se. He is of the Presithe golden egg by putting business dent's party. He is moreover chairin a strait jacket. He should be man of the Military Committee of
called down wherever he appears, but
especially in the National Capital,

the Senate.

£ is New York deliver-

ance may havo been imprudent, but
where he wanders at large and at i it was not an attack upon the Adwill, exploiting himself and offending aiinistration to be hotly resented and
ft was wholly within his right. A
his betters-.
II.
chieftain more patient and tactful—
I know very well what war is. I may I not say sviser—would not have
have ever in mind and heart the ex- made a curt, stand-and-deliver deperience and the memories of four mand upon such a Senator. Indeed,
years of drastic war. Sorrow was he would not have written at all
brought to every door. Sacrifice became the common lot. It was a War
of Sections, not a Civil War, as it
is so often, miscalled. To one of the
two parties to it its result brought
poverty dire and universal. All the
South got out of it was ruin and
glory.
If the North enforced the
Union merely to wreck the Republic
fifty years later on the rocks of centralization, the one-man power dominant, the blood that was spilled on
both sides was spilled in vain.

the matter toolurgent and important
—but would hive sent for Mr. Chamv
berlain, have ijeard him, have communed with him, have prayed with (
him. He might gently and affec- [
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tionately have! "cussed" him, that j
particular fornl of friendly pressure
being sometimes most effectual. An
angry controversy between such persons at this time is clearly to give
3iiL-±o_lhe enemy and i
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Secretary Baker's Revelations.
Secretary of War Baker's statement to the Senate Committee on Mil-~
itary Affairs is reported to have made
a- profound impression on Washington, inclusive of Senator Chamberlain, whose criticisms of the War Department provoked the statement.
That is readily credible. It has
made a profound impression on the
country, and no man of fair mind,
even though he has been given to
doubt of the department's efficiency,
will fail to acknowledge the force of
i his extraordinary showing.
For extraordinary it unquestionably
is, both in its matter and manner. Its
revelations of the War Department's
record of work done and work doing
in mobilizing the military power of
the United States since last April are
deeply, stirringly impressive. They
iift the curtain of silence and secrecy
which has shut out from the American people knowledge of what their
Government was doing to win the war
against Prussia, and they disclose an
actual performance unsuspected by '
the most sanguine among us, heartening ' even to those who have
been afflicted with pessimism as to
the part which we shall be able to
play in this gigantic conflict. And I
they fill with satisfaction, they thrill
with pride the breasts of American
patriots, whether pessimists or optimists, in the' assurance they bring of
our country's superb response to the
tremendous demands upon her by
which she was suddenly confronted—
a response which Secretary Baker
lakes occasion to say, as he has every
right to say, has never been equaled
in all the history of previous wars.
Just such a lifting of the curtain as '
this was what was most needed to
dispel the doubt and error in which
the people have been compelled to
grope, to firm th=) confidence of the
wavering, to fire anew the conviction
of the man. in the street, the man in
the furrow, the man in the office, in
the invincibility of our might.
As for the manner of the Secretary's statement, that was altogether
admirable. It was in the best of
temper. Simple and straightforward
throughout, it was candid and
catholic, unmarred by quibble or
■subterfuge^ Mr. Bafl^r iirf no
claim of a flawless jXcord. He
did not deny mlst^BS and shortcomings. He recognized the right of
criticism and welcomed, honest crit icism as salutary, but he averred,
with force, that the provocations of
the criticisms which had induced his
reply were "occasional" rather than
"characteristic," and it is reasonable
to aasum» that such critics as Senator Chamberlain will freely admit
this.
It is clear that the War Department, whatever its deficiencies, has
done a great work. It is clear that
the Secretary has done a great work
in his revelation of that achievement.
The effect on the country is bound to
be most beneficial; while the CourierJournal is badly mistaken if another
of its effects shall not be to convince
many people that there is at the head
of the War Department a much bigger man than they had believed Mr.
.Baker to be.

I do not believe that it did. Hence
We' are going to win the war.
it is that I am not seriously dis- Never a quibble about that. To beThe Situation
iftia
turbed by the immediate rowdy-dow lieve otherwise is to believe the world
It is the nature ff Jack-in-office to m Congress. Good, rather than ill, is coming to an end. Truly otherlo*d it and there a e divers Jacks-in- will come of it. It will serve to re- wise it were not worth living in. Yet
office rattling rou d now at Wash- call the powers that be-and the peo- we may not win it "fust off" and
, .. ,, . T>ie as well—to the circumstance
ingtton. They seeM characteristically vK
"hands down," and if it be prolonged,
„ J
<„™,.*„„.™ that we have a Constitution; that our parlous times are ahead for Woodto ;magnify theirl own importance.
■ 'Government is a, system of checks
row Wilson.
It were meanwhile
Thus we have all sorts of admomI
;•
and balances; a dual system of Fed
well
for
him
to
prepare
for them. He
tionu to be frugal and to that end
eral and State sovereignties; a triwill
need
all
the
help
fie can get.
many restrictive regulations upon
partite system, executive, legislative
The
proposed
War
Cabinet
may be
our productive industries.
and judicial; each ordained to live,
premature.
But
if
he
should
defeat
Thet cant of t/ie 'hour dwells upon
move and have its being within its
it
now
and
it
becomes
necessary
later
the aWe^ed virtue of sacrifice. One
particular orbit clearly defined by the
along
he
makes
in
advance
an
unmight fancy that we are a nation of
organic law.
comfortable
bed
for
his
Administraslackens. Again he might fancy that
That politicians piay politics is a
tion to lie in. Nothing short of vicwe are in a state of siege. We are
truism. It goes without saying. The
tory this year will save him, and the
pouring out billions of dollars. We
two old historic parties may be dead,
are organizing to send millions of as a ragtime New York newspaper party that calls itself Democracy, the
men, hashing sent not a few already. recently pronounced them, but their coming fall elections, and, with an
opposition House, and maybe a hosTine real need is expedition.
labels—their
trade-marks—survive,
tile Senate, the war still going on in
It is easy to talk about sacrifice. But
and, having little else to cling to, why
there has been no lack of it.
Have should not the professional office- 1920, good-bye to the succession.
H. W.
the mothers at home made no sacri- holding and office-seeking class inMiami,
Fla.,
Jan.
27,
1918.
fices—brave though not tearless—in voke them in the coming Congresseeing' their sons off to the front? sional elections? If I had a vote in
They at least should not be further every congressional district of the
depressed ;by the eternal chatter Union next fall I would cast it in
"this is war." None of us, they least each instance for the individual canof all, are going to forget it.
didate and let the trade-mark go
Nor should we punish ourselves by hang.
,.
III.
voluntary privations.
Ours is a
The personal controversay between
great and fruitful land. It still flows
the.
President and the Oregon Senawith wine, milk and honesr. To be
tor is another matter. I cannot help
strong we must subsist well—surely
thinking it the offspring of a certain
as well as we can. The home should
isolation which, iri his private relanot be made a house of want as well
tions with pwblic men, the President
'as a house of woe, when the Too" much indulges. The plaint comes
awful lists of the killed and wound- from Washington that he neither
ed 'begin to come from over the sea. gives, nor receives, confidences. PerIn short, we should lead as far as haps this is why he seems prone to
possible

our normal lives. Work quarrele, nor Averse on occasion to
should g"o on as usual and likewise falling out witl. his friends.
Senator Chamberlain has surely
pia;7.
Jack-in-office, as we have
seen, would kill the goose that lays been one of the se. He is of the Presithe golden egg by putting business dent's party. He is moreover chairin a. strait jacket. He should be man of the Solitary Committee of
called down wherever he appears, but the Senate, t is New York deliver
especially in the National Capital, ance may havf been imprudent, but
where he wanders at large and at it was not an attack upon the Ad
will, exploiting himself and offending Biinistration tc be hotly resented and
ft was wholly within his right. A
his betters'.
II.
chieftain more patient and tactful—
I know very well what war is. I may I not sai wiser—would not have
have ever in mind and heart the ex- made a curt, stand-and-deliver deperience and the memories of four mand upon suih a Senator. Indeed,
years of drastic war. Sorrow was he would not '(have written at all
brought, to every door. Sacrifice became the common lot. It was a War
of Sections, not a Civil War, as it
is so often miscalled. To one of the
two parties to it its res\ilt brought
poverty dire and universal. All the
South got out of it was ruin and
glory. If the North enforced the
Union merely to wreck the Republic
fifty years later on the rocks of centralization, the one-man power dominant, the blood that was spilled on
both aides was spilled in vain.

the matter too (urgent and important
—but would hive sent for Mr. Chamberlain, have Heard him, have communed with him, have prayed with j
him. He might gently and affec- j
tionately have! "cussed" him, that j
particular for J of friendly pressure
being sometimes most effectual. An
angry controversy between such per- J
sons at this time is clearly to give
aid and comfort to the enemy and if
the President and Senator were mere
private citizens the two of them
might regard themselves lucky to escape indictment under the Espionage
Act.

Baker Routs His Critics.
Secretary of War Baker, in his reply
to his critics, has shown to the entire satisfaction of the country and to the world
that America has accomplished wonders—
almost miracles—since the declaration of
war against Germany.
•
The cool, unruffled, confident attitude
of the Secretary—evidence unquestionable
that he has performed his duties wellhas made a most profound impression even
on those who were most bitter in their
criticism of the Secretary.
Mr. Baker calmly told the committee
what the war department had accomplished, never uttering a word of condemnation of the men who charged him with
Inefficiency, and proving that they did
not-know what they were talking about
when they made the charges. Even Senator Chamberlain admitted that the nation
had worked wonders in the mobilizing and
caring, for the army, and in the matter
of getting the men ready for activities
on the European battlefields.
The information that we now have ready
a million men who can be sent to France
at any moment came as a great surprise
to the critics who had insisted that the
army was wholly unprepared for service.
That we will have half a million on the
battle front in the early part of this year
| also was a revelation to the country at
large.
. '
While the enemies of the country were
I" framing up charges against the Secretary
of War, that official was sitting in conference with members of commissions from
the various countries at war and quietly
learning their needs, then applying the
advice so received to the upbuilding of
a groat and powerful fighting machine,
unmindful of the unjust criticisms by
the men who should have been loyally supporting the administration. With no word
of complaint, he went about his duties,
bringing results that he now shows to
be almost unbelievable.
When ordered by the Senate to make
known the war secrets of the country,
merely to satiate the desires of a few politicians who hoped to find something wrong
by which thejWilson administration might
be discredited, and who above all hoped
to lend aid to the cause of the Kaiser,
Secretary Baker, in manly, fearless manner, lays bare the plans that have been
perfected and those in course of perfection, and the world is astounded at what
has been accomplished with no display,
no bluster, no egotism. He shows to the
world that he has the nation's interests
uppermost in his mind; that he courts
criticism, if such criticism is constructive;
that he is willing to let the world think
what it may if he knows he is accomplishing something looking to ultimate victory
for our arms.
The Tennessean and American has said
before that Secretary Baker, and all others entrusted with the conduct of the
war, have been doing all that could be
done, and that there should be no criticism of the work or of the men. It is no
surprise that the war secretary has in
so dignified and gentlemanly manner made
his accusers appear small in the eyes of
the world: yet it is a surprise even to
the best friends of the administration that
so much could have been accomplished
and that errors could have been so few and
of so little seriousness.
Secretary of War Baker has proven himself a giant in*organization, a statesman
of the highest type, and a man loyal to
his country and earnest in his desire to
do that which is best for America and
for the world.
It only remains for the authorities to
have Col. Roosevelt and his political followers forcibly removed from the national
capital, and if need be, placed in duress.
While we are seeking out for punishment enemies of the country, let us begin with that . clique posing . as patriots,
but who carry concealed the deadly bombs
which they would use against our own
sons to bring about the elevation of the
man who believes he is the only one in
the country who Is capable of intelligently
administering the affairs of the nation—one
Theodore Roosevelt.
Clear the capital city of this element,
even though violence be necessary to bring
about the result.
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- "Ceased To Function."
Secretary Baker's voluntary statement of the advance that' has been
made 5n the face of seemingly insurmountable obstacles, toward the marshaling, training and equipping of an
army of near a half million for almost
immediate service in Bfrance, was a
stunning answer to /the picayune
faultfinders. Chamberlain and Wadsworth. It revealed thtm as men incapable of taking the f'broad view" of
the military establishjment needed to
cope with Germany ajpd to supplement
and support' our allies, which is the
kind of view they Aave been noisily
calling on every ofBc|ial in "Washington
to take. Mr. Baker showed beyond
contradiction or doBbt that our preparations in numbers of men in France
and in training in'this country long
ago passed the highest point set as
possible for 1917, ^nd would soon be
at the point fixed by the same cocksure
armchair critics as'the limit for 1918.
He showed, too, that while there have
been mistakes and false starts, as was
to be expected, many fat these have
been due to sudden cnanges in the
plans of our allies; arjd many others
to the clumsy and defective departmental machinery which, existed when
the war broke out.
The citations from {he record which
the Secretary made, -were stunning and
crushing to his mischievous critics. But
that is not all. They are peculiarlydamning in their evidence of the bad
faith and malevolence of the principal
trouble-makers. All! or nearly all, of
the evidence produced by the Secretary
of War must have been known to 'both
Chamberlain and "Wjkdsworth. 'At any
rate, every essential and significant
fact of the amazingiprogress made by
the War Departm* t which was re
cited by Mr. Bake could have been
learned by any me
er of the military
committee of eithe: House. It is an
open secret that ev since Mr. Chamberlain made hit
ctic speech in a
New York political ub, declaring that
the national war
tabl'ishment had
"broken down," me
ers of the House
military committee ad been telling
their friends that C amberlain would
be discredited and emolished when
the facts came out. Ttiey were familiar
with, the facts, they laid, and warned
their intimates not to? run amuck with
Chamberlain and Wadsworth.
Now either Mr. Chamberlain and
Mr. Wadsworth have known the essentials of the truth concerning the
amazing achievements of the War Department since April 2 last, or they
have not. If they have , known the
truth, and have concealed or perverted
it, to make out a, case against Mr.
Baker and for themselves and their
preposterous "War Cabinet,"
the
country may well be on its guard
against them. If they did not learn
the facts, when they might easily have
had access "to them, it is clear that
the Senate military committee has
"ceased to function" and has "completely broken down."

1NBWS BUILDING, 216-21S MAIN ST.

BAKER'S ANSWER.
In the greater aspect of things, Secretary Baker's answer to the Chamher„Kin charges is admirable and sufficient.
We learn that there are approximately a half million men on the other
side, that there has been an agreement
concerning the quality and style of
arms, that great obstacles have been
overcome in the drafting and housing
of the national army. We are enlightened as to many other details as well,
and confidence is restored in a very
^jS'-cat measure.
But Secretary Baker touches only
the high spots. We are unable to
visualize the father and mother of a
drafted'man breathing thanks that
'.their son has been entrusted to a war
department so capably conducted and
we are unable, to sense their satisfaction that Mr. Baker is to he retained
in his capacity by the president.
Moreover, we are unable to find
anything in Secretary Baker's explana, tions that anywhere nearly approaches
an expression of willingness to voluntarily withdraw from his post if a
better man can be found or even a
disposition to submit to a superior wai
council, such as the people are firmlj
convinced is necessary.
A similar report might very proper
ly been made in 1898 concerning om
operations in Cuba and the Philip
pines, yet covered the greatest arm
sin in America's war history—the "em
calmed beef' scandal.
The popular notion of the conduc
of the war is not based upon figurei
concerning the forces abroad, theli
jtnanner of getting there or the num
hers in the cantonments on this side.
.,' Rather it is based upon letters from
individuals in service, on observation
of collective soldiers in centralization
camps.
Nothing in Secretary Baker's report
makes it plain to us why men are Inadequately housed, why they are in sufficiently clothed against the winter
weather, why the hospitals are inade-.
Quate.
In other words. Secretary Baker has ■
answered the professional war critics
in admirable fashion, but he has not
Rmwered the father and mother of
(he national soldier.
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iSecretary

Bakers Words Hearten the
American People.
While more d tails concerning some
things which he t eated only in a general
way will be brou ht out when Secretary
Baker is questioi »d by members of the
Senate committee it can be said that his
statement of Mon lay regarding the work
that has been doi z and is being done by
the War Departrjjent is most reassuring.
Early failures arf admitted; there is no
glossing over disa|>pointments where they
have been experienced. O^he Secretary
has made it clearfthat he and the higher
officers of the (apartment fully realize
the magnitude ojjthe task they have in
hand and understand the determination
of the country toj|ee that task well done.
Much lias been Accomplished. The record is made up n$t so much of the number of American loldiers sent to (France
and those who sJon will be Sent as of
the success that I&s attended the making
of our great citizen army and of 'what
has been done in| France to prepare for
their coming.
Secretary Bake did not touch upon the
changes made in ] e War Department as
the result of thi testimony brought out
by the committed at its earlier hearings,
but he did go f| nkly into the various
phases of the sup ly situation, answering
the criticisms col erning rifles and machine guns and cfithmg. That there had
been delays he admitted, but he showed
! from the lp.test nj >orts that the men now
have uniforms an< overcoats, that the decision to adopt I rechambered Enfield
was made by the experts of the army after
careful consideraaon of pros and cons,
and that the armjlin France is being' sup
plied with maehinf guns and artillery by
purchases made,.|>f France and Great
Britain, these entailing no sacrifice on
the part of our alies. On the contrary,
purchases abroad ire of value in enabling
our allies to maintain the productive ca
pacity cf their munitions plants at highest
capacity, and mea|, also, a valuable sav
ing in tonnage. Inf the meantime the pro
duction in this eofntry is being speeded
up in a satisfaeto*- manner. Upon one
point alone was thi Secretary uncertain—
as to whether, as lad been intimated by
Senator Frelinghuy|en, the productive capacity of shell plan* in the United' States
is as high as it w|s when this country
went into the war. |
While there are is yet practically no
Browning guns, it was shown that there
are machine guns oX other types a\ all
the camps and lantonmcnts for purposes
of practice and trailing. The troops in
France are sur plie<| with Chauchat and
Hvtehkiss guns, ijwis guns have been
bought and cor tracftd for to the limit of
the present c: .pacift- of the producers,
who have bee i urged to increase their
plants. Thesi j guns, however, are to be
used for aircr (ft, not for ground work.

Concerning Heavy Artillery.
Secretary Baker makes a good case
for General Crozier when he shows that
since 1906 the 'Ordnance Department has
been urging upon Secretaries of War
and upon Congress the need for larger
appropriations for heavy ordnance. He
did not discuss the charge that the Ordnance Department failed to utilize an appropriation for dies and machinery made
the year before we entered the war, but
doubtless will do so when questioned by
the committee.
The Secretary is not particularly happy
when he compares the American failure
to meet the need for heavy guns with
Fiance's failure to realize the need when
war broke upon her. Between August.
J914, and our own entrance into the war
we had more than two years and a half
in -which to have learned that need by
the experience of France and Great Britain, and we did nothing to meet. it. That
failure, with the object lesson before our
eyes, cannot be excused by reference to
similar failure during the preceding
years, when Americans generally, and
particularly members of the democratic
party in Congress, preferred to believe
the millennium of permanent peace at
hand.
The Secretary presented expert testimony to meet the "shoddy" cry. He
showed that the cloth now used for uniforms is of virgin wool, the reworked^wool
or shoddy being used only in overcoats
and in blankets, where it makes for improvement rather than deterioration.
Care of the Soldiers,
Mo other portion of Secretory Baker's
testimony is more satisfactory than that
in which lie-deals with the allegations of
neglect on the part of medical officers
toward ill soldiers. It will be recalled
that the most dramatic, if riot the must
important, portion of Senator Chamberlain's speech criticising the War Department had to do with two instances of that
nature. While Secretary Baker had not
had those two cases brought to his attention, he was able, to show that: in similar
cases the department had taken prompt
and positive action: that the Secretary
on the advice of the Judge Advocate General had refused to approve the findings
of court martials which recommended no
more severe punishment than dismissal
for the offending medical officers, and
that the .papers had been sent back to the
division commanders with instructions to
reconvene the courts and a recommendation for more drastic punishment. The
Secretary believes that medical officers
guilty of such plain neglect as seems established by the record in the cases he
cited should be punished as similar neglect
has been punished upon occasion by the
civil courts. In taking that stand the
Secretary clearly reflects the wish of the
American people.

'RICH
and then it will be for the people to decide.
There is no doubt that the faction which has
so bitterly opposed any change in the charter
will carry its spirited fight to the people, but
with an aroused public sentiment and with
his duty done by every citizen, the reactionary
forces can be defeated.
Baker Confounds His Critics
SECRETARY BAKER'S appearance before
the Senate Military Committee to reply
,o charges of inefficiency of the War Departnent created a favorable impression on
hose who heard his statement of the things
ccomplished by that department in making
he nation ready for war and in the perfection of machinery for the efficient speeding
ip of these activities in the future.
His
tatement reveals that the force this country
las at the front in France exceeds in numoer both earlier expectations of tha total it
would be possible to have there at the beginning of 19IS and present public estimates of the strength of these forces. Particularly heartening is his assurance that in
the thirty-two cantonments of this country
there are now 1,000,000 additional welltrained and adequately equipped men immediately available to be sent to France as fast
as transport arrangements can be provided
for them. In other words, 1,500,000 men
will be ready during the year to take their
places on the firing line.
He disclosed to the committee facts
hitherto guarded as military secrets, to prevent them coming into possession of the
enemy, that frankly amazed members as to
the extent of these preparations, and profoundly impressed them with the strength
of his refutation of the charge that the War
Department has fallen down on the task
which devolved upon it with America's entrance into the war.
To say that no just grounds exist for
criticism of the department's methods and
accomplishments, would be equivalent to expecting superhuman performances without
a superman in charge. In the hurry and
confusion incident to so stupendous an undertaking, mistakes were inevitable.
These
Secretary Baker frankly admits occurred, but
as fast as discovered they have been corrected. Failure to plan on as large a scale
as events have made necessary and to grasp
all the details at the outset is not a criticism that applies solely to the Secretary of
War. A just conception of the tremendous
American undertaking has been very slow in
dawning upon the minds of officials as a
whole, including Congress, as well as the
public, and in the outgrowing confusion in
execution as the need for urgency has forced
itself into the whole scheme of mobilization
of the country's resources, there has been
more or less lost motion in all departments
of the government. With the larger share
of these undertakings directly resting on the
War Department, it found its normal organization totally inadequate to its new and enlarged duties, and the task of readjusting its
machinery and co-ordinating its parts to
secure the greatest possible efficiency has
been one of great magnitude, and the wonder
is, not that mistakes have been made, but
that achievement has been as great as Secretary Baker's statement discloses—a showing
which, in the light of the volume of criticism
directed at the department over which he
presides, is most gratifying, both as to actual
performance and the promise of future results.
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THE COMING BATTLE
SINCE the dramatic victory of the British tanks at Cambrai late in
November, and its almost tragic sequel, there has been no important
fighting on any European front. By day and night the artillery
rolls along the line, and ceaseless raids on land and in air take their
remorseless toll of lives; but the great armies that lie intrenched from the
North sea to the Adriatic are in their winter hibernation.1 So for weeks
the interest of the world has been centered upon the possibilities and problems of peace, as revealed in the studied declarations of various statesmen
and in those strange negotiations between the Central Powers and the
Russians.
Yet every observer knows that beneath the seeming quietude of the
battlefields there is going forward desperate preparation for a combat
more vast and more deadly than any in the past, the bloodiest three years
in the world's history. The warring nations are straining every nerve,
multiplying all their efforts, to make ready for the supreme test. The
battle line reaches now to the remotest part of each country, the uttermost
resources of power in mind and muscle and material are being employed
to produce devastating forces which soon are to crash together in a mortal
struggle for mastery.
Germany, it is universally agreed, must and will make one more thrust
for victory, and is massing her strength for a blow to be delivered as soon
as spring fits the battlefields for slaughter. Upon the issue of the impending struggle hangs the fate of Europe and of civilization—the fate of
America in particular; and the part of this country in the decision will be
so small that we shall be hardly more than spectators.
Long before the weather had stopped last year's large-scale operations
it was clear that the logic of the war situation required a tremendous
offensive by the Central Powers. Germany had won innumerable victories,
militarv and political, but had not gained the peace which she must have
or perish. The madness of Russia and the undermining of Italy enabled
her to eliminate one powerful antagonist and paralyze another. Eor the
time being she stood on equal terms with her enemies and could concentrate
her forces for a final drive.
.
Action was necessary, because economic pressure was sapping the
vitality and the spirit of the nation. Military triumphs which did not bring
peace visibly nearer could not satisfy a people suffering the! privations and
burdens of a colossal war; autocracy must force a decis/on or fall. Not
since August, 1914, had the.faetorsj^en so propitious/ |6r there remained
r/ce( and the defeat of
only two strong adversariesA^reilfBritam^ and
le/a d the world.
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When they will -strike depends upon the weather; German papers
boasted that the blow would fall this month, but extended operations are
unlikely until the ground dries and hardens in the spring. Where the
attempt to smash thru will be made only the German commanders know,
but some Allied experts look for simultaneous attacks at several points—
in Belgium, along the Aisne front, toward Nancy. The present shifting of
British and French forces is designed to strengthen probable sectors of
It'is almost certain that the French will have to bear the brunt of the
fiercest assaults, at least in the beginning; the object of the campaign is
to batter the French armies until the spirit of the nation is broken. France
has suffered most in the war, and she could not stand the drain of another
Verdun. But now she does not fight alone, as she did in the terrible early
months of 1916, when for five months her troops withstood the cruelest
mauling that an army ever endured. The British are strong enough now
to give3 immediate help at any threatened point, and as the campaign
develops an increasing number of American reinforcements, it is hoped,
will be available.
The coming battle is to be Germany's supreme effort, and her last
chance to force peace on her terms. If she breaks thru, she will win the
war; if she fails, her defeat is certain, for that will mean that in 1919 the
power of the United States will be decisive. The problem is governed,
therefore, by two factors—the strength of the Anglo-British line and the
speed with which America can put trained, equipped forces into battle.
For the British and French it is a test of endurance; for the United States
it is a race against time. And the Germans, perfectly aware of the muddling and dilatoriness of our preparations, are confident that our aid will
be too late.
. .
.
Right here the fundamental weakness of the administration s policy
reveals itself—it always recognized the factor of distance in the war problem, but ignored or minimized the factor of time. •
For two years and a half the conflict was described as so remote that
"with its causes and issues we have no concern"; and to this day Secretary
Baker argues that the demands were not urgent because "the war was 3000
miles away." Thus it was that all preparation was deferred until after the
declaration of hostilities. The element of time was so little considered
that not until the middle of May was a test held to choose a machine gun,
and not until months had elapsed was the manufacture of rifles and artillery
really begun. Thus it is that the promise of being "fairly well caught up
next summer" seems to the president evidence of "extraordinary promptness
and efficiency."
A country possessing such vast resources of materials and industrial
power was equipped to master time, but time has mastered it, and it will be
unable, after a year's effort, to strike an effective blow in a crucial combat.
Secretary Baker views the prospect with tranquil detachment. "The
French and British armies," said his official statement of January 8, "can
be relied upon to withstand the shock." That sentence epitomizes the war
policy which will make the year 1917 memorable for two failures—Russia's
defection and America's default.

ewaand
Uoyd George and
Ithe British minister
[of war; the Italia
I premier and the Ijali ian minister of prar
have arriveJ in
Paris, where Ciemenceau
and It h e
French minister of
war already are, for meetings ofl the
supreme war council. If our allies! are
aa much impressed with what Mr. Biker
has accomplished as he appears to\be
himself, it seems strange that his assistance at the council's deliberations h
not been more loudly insisted upon
In shifting the blame to General Leonard Wood's shoulders, the secretary of
war, of course, forgot that the general,
like the war, is 3000 miles away and so
beyond the necessity of being immediately
reckoned with.
Is it treason, we wonder, to ask whether
Secretary Redfleld includes among the
critics of the administration on whom he
urges the duty of silence those fathers
and mothers of boys who have died unnecessarily in unfinished camp hospitals?
It is announced that the food administration, In addition to the 13,000,000 homes
in which food cards were signed last
year, is planning to get the new ones for
1918 signed in 6,000,000 more households^
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THE COMING BATTLE
SINCE the dramatic victory of the British tanks at Cambrai late in
November, and its almost tragic sequel, there has been no important
fighting on any European front. By day and night the artillery
rolls along the line, and ceaseless raids on land and in air take their
remorseless toll of lives; but the great armies that lie intrenched from the
North.sea to the Adriatic are in their winter hibernation. So for weeks
the interest of the world has been centered upon the possibilities and problems of peace, as revealed in the studied declarations of various statesmen
and in those strange negotiations between the Central Powers and the
Russians.
Yet every observer knows that beneath the seeming quietude of the
battlefields there is going forward desperate preparation for a combat
more vast and more deadly than any in the past, the bloodiest three years
in the world's history. The warring nations are straining every nerve,
multiplying all their efforts, to make ready for the supreme test. The
battle line reaches now to the remotest part of each country; the uttermost
resources of power in mind and muscle and material are being employed
to produce devastating forces which soon are to crash together m a mortal
struggle for mastery.
Germany, it is universally agreed, must and will make one more thrust
for victory, and is massing her strength for a blow to be delivered as soon
as spring fits the battlefields for slaughter. Upon the issue of the impending struggle hangs the fate of Europe and of civilization—the fate of
America in particular; and the part of this country in the decision will be
so small that we shall be hardly more than spectators.
Long before the weather had stopped last year's large-scale operations
it was clear that the logic of the war situation required a tremendous
offensive by the Central Powers. Germany had won innumerable victories,
military and political, but had not gained the peace which she must have
or perish. The madness of Russia and the undermining of Italy enabled
her to eliminate one powerful antagonist and paralyze another. Eor the
time, being she stood on equal terms with her enemies and could concentrate
her forces for a final drive.
.
Action was necessary, because economic pressure was sapping the
vitality and the spirit of the nation. Military triumphs which did not bring
peace visibly nearer could not satisfy a people suffering the1 privations and
burdens of a colossal war; autocracy must force a decis/on or fall. JNot
since August, 1914, had the.factorsWen so profcitiousf S6r there remained
only two strong adversariesX^&fBritain andVPWcoi and the defeat oi
either one would make the k%W master of EurJiPe/ajfd the world
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into action, before the hfifhty strength _. tfte' great republic could overcome the inertia of three- wasted years an theXdelays due to incompetence
and blundering.
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GemmnVrooL fW Wvioe against & and Great Britain and France.
Alone, eXyXt of tL line from FlaSLrs to the Vosges the Teutons are
massfn . men Aidrfand ammunition's long ago a* the first week in
December theyleWftlc to undertake at Cambrai one of the biggest opera;
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The essential fact is that Germany.hes regained he ^f1^^

fields and times had passed to the kaiser's strategist,.

When they will -strike depends upon the weather: German papers
boasted that the blow would fall this month, but extended operations are
unlikely until the ground dries and hardens in the spring. Where the
attempt to smash thru will be made only the German commanders know,
but some Allied experts look for simultaneous attacks at several points—
in Belgium, along the Aisne front, toward Nancy. The present shifting of
British and French forces is designed to strengthen probable sectors of
attack.
, ,
It is almost certain that the French will have to bear the brunt of the
fiercest assaults, at least in the beginning; the object of the campaign is
to batter the French armies until the spirit of the nation is broken. France
has suffered most in the war, and she could not stand the dram of another
Verdun. But now she does not fight alone, as she did in the terrible early
months of 1916, when for five months her troops withstood the cruelest
mauling that an army ever endured. The British are strong enough now
to give immediate help at any threatened point, and as the campaign
develops an increasing number of American reinforcements, it is hoped,
will be available.
....
The coming battle is to be Germany s supreme effort, and her last
chance to force peace on her terms. If she breaks thru, she will win the
war; if she fails, her defeat is certain, for that will mean that in 1919 the
power of the United States will be decisive. The problem is governed,
therefore, by two factors—the strength of the Anglo-British line and the
speed with which America can put trained, equipped forces into battle.
For the British and French it is a test of endurance; for the United States
it is a race against time. And the Germans, perfectly aware of the muddling and dilatoriness of our preparations, are confident that our aid will
be too late.
. .
.
Right here the fundamental weakness of the I administration s policy
reveals itself—it always recognized the factor of distance in the war problem, but ignored or minimized the factor of time. •
'For two years and a half the conflict was described as so remote that
"with its causes and issues we have no concern"; and to this day Secretary
Baker argues that the demands were not urgent because "the war was 3000
miles away." Thus it was that all preparation was deferred until after the
declaration of hostilities. The element of time was so little considered
that not until the middle of May was a test held to choose a machine gun,
and not until months had elapsed was the manufacture of rifles and artillery
really begun. Thus it is that the promise of being "fairly well caught up
next "summer" seems to the president evidence of "extraordinary promptness
and efficiency."
A country possessing such vast resources of materials and industrial
power was equipped to master time, but time has mastered it, and it will be
unable, after a year's effort, to strike'an effective blow in a crucial combat.
Secretary Baker views the prospect with tranquil detachment. "The
French and British armies," said his official statement of January 8, "can
be relied upon to withstand the shock." That sentence epitomizes the war
policy which will make the year 1917 memorable for two failures—Russia's
defection and America's default.

Lloyd G-eorge and
the British minister
of war; the Italia
premier and the Itial
ian minister of /war
' have arrive
Paris, where Clem
enceau and jt h e
French minister of
mar already are, for meetings ofl the
supreme war council. If our allieslare
as much Impressed with what Mr. Biker
has accomplished as he appears to\be
himself it seems strange that his assVst
ance at the council's deliberations h
not been more loudly insisted upon.
In shifting the blame to General Leonard Wood's shoulders, the secretary of
war, of course, forgot that the general,
like the war, is 3000 miles away and so
beyond the necessity of being immediately
reckoned with.
Is it treason, we wonder, to ask whether
Secretary Redfield includes among the
critics of the administration on whom he
urges the duty of silence those fathers
and mothers of boys who have died unnecessarily in unfinished camp hospitals?
It is announced .that the food administration, In addition to the 13,000,000 homes
In which food cards were signed last
year, is planning to get the new ones for
1918 signed in 5,000,000 more households.
An elementary Idea of economy would
suggest that one pledge signed for the
duration of the war, or as long as necessary, might cut .down somewhat the ex- :
pense.
Wo pfesume that the next thing in
order is'a verbal demonstration that the
shutting down of industries is the best
possible way, to win_a_war^.
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ecretary Baker's Great Defense
Folly of Concealing Facts
B first impression, after .reading Mr. t wars are either won or lost not by military
Baker's speech to the Senate Committee strength so much as by the intelligence, courage
on Military Affairs, is that he has very ef- and determination of the people behind the
fectively answered Mr. Roosevelt's anvil armies.
chorus.
The forces that win great wars are what
Were such a thing humanly possible, we Prince Bismarck was wont to call <!thc imshould guess that Mr. Baker had silenced Mr. ponderables."
Roosevelt's verbal mud-gun. But only Divine
Now, one of the most powerful of these
Providence can work miracles.
"imponderables" is the confidence of a people
The second impression is one of wonder in their leadership, and the confidence of an inwhy Mr. Baker did not take the American telligent and free people increases- in exact
people into his confidence and let them know proportion to their certainty that they know
long ago what was being done.
all that is occurring, both the good and the bad,
The idea that the Germans do not know and the certainty that they are not taking one
just exactly how many troops we have in single step blindfolded.
France and just where they are is naively abThis-psychology is no part of the military
surd.
officer's training. He knows nothing of the
And if the Germans know, why should the imponderables. His professional training leads
him to distrust civilian participation in war
American people be kept ignorant?
Mr. Baker says that to keep the people information. And so he is for censorship of
the most drastic and the most harmful kind.
uninformed is European practice.
Very naturally, Mr. Baker, a civilian lawWhile this is not an absolutely accurate
yer,
is apt to defer to military opinion in matstatement, we will take it at its face value.
ters
of this kind. Doubtless other secretaries
But what then?
are
affected
in the same way.
Why should OUR executive officials follow
The
net
result
is that we have gone through
; EUROPEAN practice, when the course of
nearly
ten
months
of warfare without anyJ events has clearly shown that that practice has
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E first impression, after .reading Mr, wars are either won or lost not by military
Baker's speech to the Senate Committee strength so much as by the intelligence, courage
on Military Affairs, is that he has very ef- and determination of the people behind the
fectively answered Mr. Roosevelt's anvil armies.
chorus.
*
The forces that win great wars are what
Vfere such a thing humanly possible, we Prince Bismarck was wont to call ':the imshould guess that Mr. Baker had silenced Mr. ponderables."
Roosevelt's verbal mud-gun. But only Divine
Now, one of the most powerful- of these
Providence can work miracles.
"imponderables" is the confidence of a people ■
The second impression is one of wonder in their leadership, and the confidence of an inwhy Mr. Baker did not take the American telligent and free people increases- in exact
people into his confidence and let them know proportion to their certainty that they know
long ago what was being done.
all that is occurring, both the good and the bad,
The idea that the Germans do not know and the certainty that they are not taking one
just exactly how many troops we have in single step blindfolded.
France and just where they are is naively abThis-psychology is no part of the military
surd.
officer's training. He knows nothing of the
And if the Germans know, why should the imponderables. His professional training leads
him to distrust civilian participation in war
American people be kept ignorant?
Mr. Baker says that to keep the people information. And so he is for censorship of
the most drastic and the most harmful kind.
uninformed is European practice.
Very naturally, Mr. Baker, a civilian lawWhile this is not an absolutely accurate
yer,
is apt to defer to military opinion in matstatement, we will take it at its face value.
ters
of this kind. Doubtless other secretaries
But what then?
are
affected
in the same way.
Why should OUR executive officials follow
The
net
result
is that we have gone through
EUROPEAN practice, when the course of
nearly
ten
months
of warfare without anyevents has clearly shown that that practice has
body
except
a
dose
corporation
knowing what
done far more harm than good?
was
being
accomplished.
And
because we
Why not have an AMERICAN practice of
have
thus
neglected
to
use
the
most
powerful
taking the people into the full confidence of'
of
"the
imponderables,"
the
people
have
been
the Government, keeping the people thoroughly informed and relying upon the strong, good altogether too apathetic, toward the war. The
sense, true-blue loyalty and steadfast courage simple truth is that no people's enthusiasm can
of the nation to hear both good and bad news feed long on mere glittering generalities.
The people want facts to talk about—real,
with equanimity and undisturbed resolve ?
concrete things to tell one another. And if
We have always argued against this secrecy,
facts are kept from them, their enthusiasm chills
against unnecessary censorship or concealment
and sometimes dies.
of any kind.
We say to the Congress very earnestly, and
1
Of course, we know well that field movewith only patriotic motive and intent, that
ments of troops should not be disclosed in adnothing would so stir up our people to effort
vance. But there censorship should begin and
and
so awake the fighting spirit as the repeal
end.
of the unlimited grant of censorship power unSee what has happened here at home on account of this unwise and essentially undemo- der the "joker" clause of the Trading with the
Enemy act and the complete restoration of the
cratic policy.
^,
Up to Monday nobody knew how the War liberty of the press, subject only to the rightDepartment was getting along with its huge ful penalties for printing truly scandalous or
seditious matter, after fair trial and conviction
task.
Naturally, the people could only guess and, in a court of justice.
And we say most earnestly to the President
being in the dark, they were prone to listen to
that
he can find no means so potent to stir the
and to believe pessimistic guesses.
people to enthusiasm and to willing sacrifice as
That gave such demagogues as Roosevelt
the simple order to his subordinates to throw
their chance to fill the public mind with misopen all the facts, good and bad, to public ingivings, to excite a public demand for a change
spection.
.in the leadership of the President.
We know that that is what President Lin-j
Had the truth been told to the country day coin believed and did.
after day, exactly as Mr. Baker told it on MonAnd it should not be forgotten that Presi
day, Mr. Roosevelt might have scolded till the dent Lincoln waged the greatest war the world1
war ended and not had a handful of listeners. had then ever looked upon, and that he won it.
And it should be noticed that the War SecIt is our firm conviction that the people
retary was FINALLY OBLIGED to tell the of the North never would have endured the
facts to the people—so that no possible gain strain and sacrifice necessary to preserve the
came from the long concealment, while un- Union had Mr. Lincoln listened to the urgency
doubtedly great harm was done.
of his military commanders and his Cabinet
The truth of the matter is that the Govern- secretaries and imposed a censorship upon the
ment appears to give too much weight to for- country.
eign military practice and foreign military
We feel that we cannot be far wrong in
advice.
urging the President and the Congress to folBut military men, domestic as well as for- low the wise policy by which Mr. Lincoln held
eign, are professionally prone to look upon his people's confidence and evoked their suwar as merely a matter of armies and marches preme sacrifices and won eventual and decisive
and battles and sieges—while the truth is that victory.
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Shells Excepted

Mr. Baker made the issue personal by
insisting with a kind of mystic passion
iiftlii "trial by judgment" in a public
place.
People love a dramatic spectacle and are
easily distracted. For twenty-four hours
past the leading American topic has been
M*I Baker's triumph in the ordeal. He
w^Jked slowly across the flaming brazier,
ana the soles of his feet are unhurt. It
is^onceded that he made a very good case
fo!§ himself; it is conceded that doubt of
hiS sincerity has been dispelled forever; it
is conceded that he has a remarkable mind
ar® is altogether a fascinating and extraprdinary person.
J^ny or all of this might have been at
any time conoeded. True or untrue, it is
reJ&tively unimportant. It matters very
little what happens to Mr. Baker—except
to.tMr. Baker. He was not on trial. He

placed himself in that position and thereby
confused the issue.
The conduct of the war is on trial.
Thkt is by way of being forgotten in the
sensation of Mr. Baker's achievement on
the brazier.
The>war to Mr. Baker is intensely personal. It,will be won if he triumphs and
lost if he fails. In only two hundred
words of his speech Monday one reads:
;; "I did"-—
T now"
"I know"
«I do".
"I have"—
"I have"—
:
; *-I have"—
; "I have*'—
j "I warn"—
1 would"i: do"
Several months ago a small party of
journalists went to Washington resolved
to m-Ske the Secretary of War see the war
as'people were seeing it from the outside.
He! listened sympathetically for more than
aniiour and said: "I can understand how
it ijia^r seem that we are not doing all that
we "should. But you do not know what it
is to be inside the dilemma. One day it
will seem clearly that there is the line of
least resistance, and we are about to act,
when the next day it will seem that no,
here is the line. Possibly the very next
day fresh information sweeps all our
plans away and discloses a third line of
action. And so it is that we allow our
minds to play over the whole situation,
seeking continually to find the right way."
He said virtually the same thing on
Monday. He complained almost with irritation of the rapidity with which changes
take place in warfare. They make perfection so difficult. Still the ideal of perfection may be insisted upon. A. perfect
riflW A perfect plan! A perfect attitude! '
—r

Perhaps never in one continuous speech
since the world began has one man compared and judged so many different things
—sanitation, pathology, ordnance, interchaneability, factory technique, ballistics,
construction, finance, industry, transportation, strategy, statecraft, psychology and
cloth.
It was astonishing that one man should
be able to touch so many subjects with
that finality. He passed from one to another, moving rapidly but not in haste,
weaying as he went a personal defence of
rich and wonderful texture.
It might
have been—one is almost persuaded to say
it ought to have been—a perfect thing,
but,, alas! nothing ever can be.
Spnator Frelinghuysen interrupted to
ask. if it were true that America's shellmaking capacity had shrunk 75 per cent
and whether the War Department had all
the:'shell capacity il needed. Mr. Baker's
answer was:
'•I do not know."
How could one man know everything?
If the Secretary of War knows almost
everything, excepting shells, is that not
marvellous enough?
What would Senator Frelinghuysen
have?
No superman could do what Mr. Baker
'expects himself to do.
What Mr. Baker and Senator Frelinghuysen together expect the Secretary of
War to do is utterly inconceivable.
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News Is Colorless
ANOTHER RETREAT KltO.M MOSCOW.
Tragical as is the subject dealt, with in the main,
the outcome of the sweeping attack of Roosevelt, Chamberlain and others on the administration's conduct of
the war is not without comedy. The collapse of the
•colonel's "speed-up-the-war" program, on Secretary
Baker's showing that his department has gone far beyond what his critics had set up as an ideal of performance, and the scurrying of his assailants to seek anything that will relieve their discomfiture, suggest another retreat from Moscow. Roosevelt, as usual, was
not long in getting out of the capital when he saw how*
things were going. One brief statement by the President shattered the stand of Chamberlain. Baker's'
marshaling of facts, or, rather, his showing his critics
how to group facts and reason on them, made the victory for the administration complete.
It is not that there should not be the fullest criticism of the conduct of the administration, but that it
should be intelligent. The statement of the apologists I
of Roosevelt and Chamberlain that they are satisfied !
with having "forced" Baker to produce the facts is too .
thin. It is the stock excuse of those who fail to make
good their charges. No "forcing" was necessary to get;
what information it was safe to make public, and there
is no glory for'those who try to expose military details ■
of their country at the risk of giving aid to the enemy.
It was unjust and dangerous to advertise the country to j
ihe world as having broken down in the war at the be-;
ginning, with its logical effect of discouraging our allies
as it encouraged our foes. Besides, the critics represented before that they knew the facts and were con- \
vinced 'by them that there would have to be a war cabinet, usurping authority of the President,,to save the
day. Instead-of convicting the department of incom-:
petence the. outcome is the conviction of its assailants'
of talking in an irresponsible way.
But why should there be complaint of secrecy in our j
war activities? Is not the executive branch only doing
what was enjoined upon it by acts of Congress, following thorough discussion—after conscription and Liberty bond campaigns, to whom is it news that a great
army is being raised in this country? However, there
is this comfort in the case: If the executive branch is
carrying on its record-breaking work in obedience to
the will of the people in a way so quietly that such
supposedly acute observers as Roosevelt in this country are away behind in measuring results, then w.e may
well believe that .Germany is not as we'll informed.on
conditions here as some have supposed.
By this 'time experience should have taught most
everyone that the administration can be relied upon to
do its duty.
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The War Department's Work. ' » " ° course Germany, have all put > ]
i forth since that lamentable day In ',
From the outset of the controversy ( August, 1914; which awoke the souls '
started by Senator CHAMBERLAIN we , of theIr peopie and their 0fficials ^ltn i;
have given Secretary BAKEE and the j a supreme thrill.
ji
War Department credit for great acIn a word, our War Department
complishments since war was declared has done well, but not nobly or stu-1
ten months ago. It would be foolish pendously.
It has done enough to
to do otherwise. No statement by i make a showing, to frame a case in
Mr. BAKEE IS necessary to those who i justification, but not enough to meet
have their eyes and ordinary reason- , tlie hopcs or t0 gratify the imagina-I
ing powers. Nearly a million and a , tion 0I tne American people, who,
half men have been enrolled, an in
eon.-cious of their natural resources
crease from perhaps two. hundred
and their innate genius, had hoped I
thousand. A large number have been to so into this struggle furnishing to j
gent to France and others are ready the world a. demonstration of their j
to go, a total according to Mr. BAKEE ' j surpassing courage and virility and '
of about 500,000 men.
; * 0f the practical vigor of democracy, j
The men sent to France and those
After ten months the prospect of I
ready to go are fairly well clothed and doing any such splendid thing as this i
equipped, and, Mr. BAKEE says, will still lies far in the future. The'
have artillery, arms and ammunition amount of Influence that 500,000:
of proper quality and adequate quan- Americans can wield, entering the I
tity by the time they are ready to contest this spring, remains to be
tight, some time In the spring, or seen. With millions of men embatabout a year after the declaration of tled on both sides, It can hardly be
WOT. The balance of the National
decisive at once, as had been hoped.
Army, It Is hoped, will be all in As the numbers of our troops grow ]
France before the end of 1918, and j on the other side the weight of Amer- i s
on the same authority we are assured i lea will doubtless be felt more and ! I
that they will be completely outfitted more, but It seems as if the battle 1
for battle.
would long continue to be one of mu- j
While remaining In this country tual attrition in the trenches and hot t
fixe men are mustered In camps changed to decisive fighting in the t
•vhicb, while far from faultless, are a <tyen as the Allies and ourselves had I
great Improvement over those of 1898. koped.
|j
They are being gradually provided
All said and done, Mr. BAKEB'S ac- j
with clothing and weapons and means count of his stewardship seems to em- t
of Instruction. By spring, probably, phasize the need for spme new factor j
the first process of equipment will
at Washington to speed up the war.
have reached completion, and a sysNo reproach to him is involved. He
tem of renewal to meet wear and lias done miracles for a man of his
tear will be evolved and In operation.
temperament.' But the country does
The shocking defects and abuses not want to go slowly; It cannot afcvhich existed In some of the camp ford to go slowly. The cost in treashospitals have been or are being rem- ure' and blood is too great. Some
edied and hereafter hygienic condi- Stanton, some driving force Is needed
tions in the army are likely to be at Washington. Can the right man
orach better than they were through- be found?
oat 1917. The morals of the men
Slave been safeguarded as carefully
aa If they were seminarians on a holiday. Infinite pains and energy have
been expended on this phase of the
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war problem, with admirable results.
Sometimes the man in the street is
tempted to wish that equal enthusiasm had been displayed in some of
She lines of mere military preparation.
We believe that in these sentences we have given a fair outline
of the war accomplishments of Secretary BAKES and his Department to
date. His address on Monday has
not materially changed the picture.
Of course the facts, as he saw them,
were arrayed In adroit fashion to
make the best showing possible; in
parts the address was eloquent and
emotional and could not fail to thrill
and Inspire hearers or readers. But,
keeping down to realities, the Secretary left the record Just where it was
before.
Much was done, but all In the routine bureaucratic way, as it might
have been done in time of peace.
Neither In the motion developed nor
in the result attained was there that
snperdevelopment of human power
which the Imagination always couples
with the ideas of war and victory.
There was no such whirlwind effort
as, we believe, France and Britain,
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Our Army of "Substantial Size."
Secretary Baker stands today higher in the respect and esteem of the
'American people than he has ever done
before.
It is not because, in giving testimony before the Senate Military Committee, he really made a clear and a
rattling good talk to the public, and
delivered a speech that was shot
through with inspiration and full of
a spirit that will inspire millions of
others. That talk was sufficient to
stir the blood of the nation, to start
its pulses beating furiously and pouring a living stream of fighting men
upon the stricken plains of France.
But what most profoundly appeals to
the people is that the Secretary of
War, the official in chief direction,
next to the President, of the armed
forces and the military power of this
nation, has after due deliberation, decided to take the people fully into his
confidence.
The people demanded the truth—
the full truth. They hoped and expected it would be stimulating, inspiriting, but they wanted it, good or bad.
They have got it—as we confidently
believe—and today America, from
ocean to ocean and from zone to zone,
is thrilled by the truth and inspired
for her great part in the war.
It is profitless now to recall that
this truth might well have been given
to the .people days ago, when it was
eagerly demanded, and when, in reply,
they received what most of them considered as mere evasion and an attempt to justify many things that can
never, in this world or in our annals,
be justified. It is enough for the hour
that, at last, we see where we stand,
in our strength and in our potency.
We feel assured that there is in France
an American army of "substantial
size," well equipped, and ready to
light by the side and on equal terms,
with the best blood even of France.
We hope that this army in France is
Composed of many divisions—we hope
that it is composed of several hundred thousand men; we know that it
will rapidly be raised in strength until fitted for any task that the nation may assign it.
There is, among many gratifying
.statements and assurances in Secretary Baker's talk, one that is o, peculiar significance, because it is a
revelation of a situation not known
by the country to exist or even to be
approaching achievement. The Secretary, in effectively disposing of certain criticism as to the sending of
troops to France and showing that a
great many more had been sent than
his severest critics had demanded,
stated that there would be half a
million men in France early this year,
and that a million more are ready to
go as fast as ships can be arranged to
transport them, it is understood, In
other words, that we now have at
least half a million men ready to take
the field shortly, upon the sending
over of some additional divisions, and
that during the present year we shall
have at least 1,500,000 men in the
fighting ranks. A large proportion,
if not ail, of the million to be sent
over a little later is equipped and
ready for the field. All will be ready,
we are assured, as soon as they can
be put aboard the transports.
This is a far more gratifying picture
than any we had supposed it possible
for the Secretary to paint for us. We
hope that he has not made the colors
too "high," and that the great army,
of more than "substantial size," now
awaiting ships for France, is even more
completely equipped and trained than
he-describes it.
This assurance of our vast military
strength and preparation should dispel the last mist of doubt, or distrust.
Think, for a moment, of the value, in
a military sense, of 1,500,000 well
trained, seasoned and equipped American soldiers upon the battlefields of
Europe.
Already the French and
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British and Italians have fought the
superior forces of the Teutonic powers
to a position of defense to which they
cling with desperation, but which the
Allies may break at any point they
choose. That they do not break
through is because they have not
enough man power to drive the attack home. It would be merely a
waste of life and treasure. The Germans, on their part, can not hope to
do more than maintain for a while—j
until the arrival of our armies—the j
lines which they grip in despair, hop- '
ing for some turn in the scales of fortune.
What will happen when we throw
into the lines of battles, now in practical equilibrium, the weight and living power of 1,500,000 men?
Was there ever a line formed under
whatever military genius in history,
that could withstand the onset?
Is there possible anything but clear
and sweeping victory for the cause of
democracy and freedom of the peoples of the earth?
We were confident of these things
before.
We are more confident now. We
can see in the skies of France the
streaming banner of America, which
never yet went to defeat. And by this
sign we will conquer.
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THE MAIN ISSUE.
In the issue between Secretary Baker and
his critics, the central question is whether
he can keep all the great neeessary munition
industries functioning and correlated to the
highest speed and,-certainty or whether some
other system would do better.
The opponents of Baker are not united except in their opposition to him. Some propose
a super-cabinet of three business men superseding both Baker and Daniels and seriously
limiting President Wilson's authority. Others
propose one or more additional Cabinet officers in charge of various departments, such
as ships, food, fuel, etc., and more especially
a. single new Cabinet officer of munitions.
The fear of all is that we may break down,
get hopelessly mixed up and so flounder that
we would prove no aid to the Allies.
The insistent nervous desire that America
prove herself magnificent in spirit and masterly in execution does credit to the men that
hold it, even when the hitchings and scrapings of pur vast new war machine appal
them in those industries with which they are
best acquainted. It is something like the
time when McClellan insisted on drilling h;s
troops in Virginia. We wanted action, to see
things done. The everlasting preparing and
preparing, drilling, rearranging and improving got on the national nerves. McClellan
yielded and the results were in no wise
auspicious.
Now the fact is that on the two central
points, of rifles and artillery, Baker seems
to have gotten the best of his critics. On
uniforms and hospital care he can nowise
be convicted of negligence or of not having
followed the best military and expert advice
he could get. The word was to hurry and
be hurried. The men got there ahead of
the uniforms, in some instances, and the belief in the healthfulness of the tented camps
did not prove so well founded despite expert
opinion. It is to be remembered that these
are not the cantonments but the National
Guard camps, and also that the guard regiments are supposed to have their regimental
hospital units adequate to meet the needs of
the men in field work. The base hospitals
were begun when the need for them began
to appear.
The bearing of all these points in the
minds of the critics was to prove' Baker inefficient. The burden rests on the critics,
also, of proving a new system more efficient,
It is all very easy to draw on paper the outline of an ideal personality which shall meet
all purposes, and it has a very pretty appearance to sketch a neat little scheme of
organization that ought to function to 100
per cent, production. But the fact these
capable theorists forget is that the personality of the cogs of the machine is quite
as important as the blue prints of its working.
It is a safe assertion that there is not a
successful business in this country today that
has not in its organization combinations and
differentiations of tasks between its managerial heads that would give an efficiency
expert a spasm. A drawn-to-scale man has
a certain place in a drawn-to-scale plan. But
the available human material in place when
the machine Is shaken down and going |
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would look like a crazy quilt on a blue print.
The proof of the thing is not how it theorizes
but how it works. Again, in every big business organization suddenly created or rapidly
expanded, the beginning is complexity and
the subsequent changes are all toward simplicity.
Now, however much we may theorize about
the situation in Washington, we cannot get
away from either the factor of the attitude
of the more important elements of the
country toward the government, or from the
factor of personalities that can and will work
together. The President has to have men
who will work with him, these men in turn
others who can work with them. The resulting organization may leave out some that
we would like to see in, put in some we
would like to see out, and alongside of anyideal diagram of government make the efficiency expert tear his hair. But the thing is
with the experience, with the personalities,
with the attitude of the public and with the
need in view—does it work?
The point is this, that, all in all, Baker has
got a pretty big achievement pretty well
under way. The burden of proving hot that
it might have been done better but that it
could have been done better and that it can
be done still better in the future by insisting
upon a new deal still rests with those who
propose it. If there is serious belief that a
breakdown impends, then it is the patriotic
duty of those that hold that belief to bring
forward adequate reason for holding it. The
showdown has to be decisive, because otherwise the nation will properly hesitate to
scrap the experience gained and undergo
the disorganization of reorganization.
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A Successful Investigation.
It Is but just to say that Secretary
BAKER'S latest statement! to the Senate Committee on Military Affairs has
produced, on the whole, a favorable
impression. This is due partly to the
exhibit he was able to make of great
things actually accomplished' in certain directions, partly to the encouraging nature of the assurances
He felt himself warranted in giving
with regard to things yet to be
achieved, but, most of all, to the
marked change in the Secretary's personal attitude toward the legislators
inquiring of him and toward the general subject of the investigation.
In the latter respect Mr. BAKER
seemed almost like another man; and
ihe disappearance of much of the
earlier jauntlness, th£ cocksureness,
the resentment of proper Interrogative criticism as if It were intrusion
on the part of the Senators, the disposition to engage in a contest of wits
where the situation demanded from
him sober, earnest, modest cooperation In the purpose of the inquiry,
would be enough in the case of so Important a public official to justify the
legislators in having summoned him
IO the stand.
This modification of
tone and temper Is a good thing for
the country; it is also a, good thing
for Mr. BAKEB.
If there is in consequence a somewhat kinder feeling throughout the
republic to 'the Secretary of woS
there is also a better understanding
now of what his department has done
in a great national crisis, as well as
of what it has failed to do that might
have been done for the advancement
of victory.
The investigation has
iirought to the knowledge of the people some cardinal facts previously
withheld from them by mistakbn notions of the sphere of censorship,
while all the time doubtless well
known to the enemy.
The moral gain to the cause by Mr.
1
BAKER'S disclosures of the rate of
progress in military preparation is
considerable and undeniable. Much
good and little harm has been done in
this -way. We must remember, however, that while his exhibit of creditable achievement is as ample as possible in detail and frankness, it is no
more than human nature to minimize
the minus quantities of the equation,
to generalize them as mistakes corrected as soon as delected, and to
seek to brighten with hopeful promises of increased efficiency the dismal
conditions of past experience.
The tangle is interminable while
Red Tape remains in the War Department as Secretary BAKER'S superior.
The succession of mistakes to be detected and corrected is endless in its
possibilities if the system is inherently inadequate to the needs of the
times. Mr. BAKER'S testimony does
not dispose of the main question, and
that is whether the United States
Government now possesses the best
machinery for avoiding delay, speeding up the war and winning it.
This is the greatest question now
before Congress and the country.
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SECKE
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impression
airs Committee on
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oughly
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phrase means that
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uadequate to
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that a&
exceptional
to do\^t
raStec&tic. He satisfactorily
and in).
tfiers. It is true that on the
ex;
ri of greater importance than
onaiS^K'
the question of the number
all
and condition of the American troops
in France—he apparently withheld information without which it is impossible
to form a clear opinion of the effectiveness of the work of his department. All
that he said definitely in this connection
is that there are many more than 100,000
men in France now and that we will
huve half a million there early in 1918.
The reason the 'Secretary stated for
not giving the exact number of men
there now is that Germany is mystified
over this matter and the best military
opinion is that these facts should not
be made public. If that is a valid reason, then the Secretary should not have
been as frank' as be was, for, knowing
about how many troops can be moved
monthly and knowing that "early in
1918" can include but two or three
additional months of this year, it is a
simple problem to figure out how many
troops are there now.
So figuring we can realize that there
are with General Pershing at this time
many more troops than any of the authorities had estimated it would be possible for America to send. And that is
very reassuring.
After all, the business of getting troops to France is the
biggest part of the War Department's
job, and if it has exceeded expectations
in that particular it is easier to believe
that such mistakes as have been made
are incidental and not vital.
So much is true.
Secretary Baker
has made a good showing for himself.
The War Department has done much.
It has not "fallen down." All this can
be conceded.
But the question from
now on must be, not, is the War Department doing well, but is it doing the
best that is possible? Not, have the
mistakes that have been made been excusable, but has sufficient protection
been insured against a recurrence of
mistakes in the future? Not, is the
department's organization good, but is
it the best that can be had?
To that question of organization
Secretary Baker devoted but little attention in his statement. He made no
explanation or justification of -the conditions making for confusion and lost motion mentioned by William Hard in the
article published in THE SUN a few
weeks ago. He made no explanation or
justification of the circumstances connected with the appointment of Edward
II. Stettinius as Surveyor-General of
Supplies, to which reference was made
in THE SUX yesterday.
To circumscribe the authority of Mr. Stettinius
in the way that the present organization
seems to do is to render him incapable
of successful work.
It throws doubt
upon the usefulness of the whole reorganization of the department with regard to purchasing which Secretary
Baker announced a few days ago. That
reorganization did not go as far as many
competent men who have studied the situation think it ought to have gone. Tet

it seemed to indicate on the part of the
War Department's head a disposition to
listen to criticism and to profit by it.
That, after all, is one of the "main things
to be desired in a responsible government official. People could put up with
a good deal of inefficiency in the War
Department if they felt that every illustration of it brought about an improvement and a reform. The Stettinius affair, however, makes it appear that the
Secretary of War is not able to profit
by criticism, that his department is so
enveloped in red tape that it cannot extricate itself, and if this is true, of
course disaster is bound to come upon it.
It is difficult to reconcile the Secretary's
action in this case with the idea of a
man as clear visioned as he has shown
himself to be in other connections. It
is difficult to believe that a man as
keenly intelligent as he cannot see the
absurdity of naming a man to control
purchases and then binding him hand
and foot. But that seems to be the
state of affairs. It is very much to be
hoped that the Secretary in his further
appearances before the Military Affairs
Committee will go into this question and
that he will abandon bis present position
if he cannot justify it.
The country is at war. No individual's interest can be considered for a
moment against the interests of the
nation. Good men must be replaced if
better men can be found. Good methods must be abandoned if better methods
can be devised. A celebrated chess authority once said that the difference between an ordinary player and a master
was this, that whereas the ordinary
player was satisfied with a good move,
the master, seeing a good move, looked
further to see if there was not a better.
Let us hope that in thi's spirit the President of the United States, the War Secretary and Congress will take up anew
the task of winning the war.
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asked than answered.
Rut upon the j
recbrd itself it must be admitted that, in ;
the matter of organization, the Se
tary could have done better if lie could 1
have seen ahead with (lie clearness with j
which he can now see behind him. It i
admitted by him that lie had much so
j Best Use Not Made Of "Brain Power islearn
in army administration.
It is
admitted
that the War Department; (he
At His Command,
General Staff and the War College had
much to learn about the new phases of
However.
war.
No such war as this was eve?
before fought, or ever before conceived.
'STETTINIUS CASE IN POINT It is a totally new sort of fighting, and
all hands had to grope their way untt!
I*ut Secretary Believes He lias they could get their hearings.
\.>t Best Use Of Brain Power.
Uiven Him Widest Latitude \»>*1
The Secretary, however, might have
Fullest .Powers, THoujvli "Vew made better use of the brain power
Yorker A\ ill Serve Ifnder Colonel which volunteered or which could have
fierce.
been had for the asking,
lie might
have perfected a. more effective army'
[From The Sun Bur.ea.te]
Washington, Jan. 29.—It is granted organization at. (lie top.; an organization
in every quarter of Washington today which would have removed the ca
that Secretary of War Baker made ;! '! for a measure of that distrust: which
very strong case wIs^Njie appeared be- i now prevails in many sections of the
fore the Senate Mi
Affairs Com- country.
mittee, and that 1 '
uarkably frank
The case of Mr. Stettinius, detailed
and comprehensi <-«,,-' itement of accomplishment has
'3 :d the atmosphere iu THE SUN this morning, is to the
of many grave
.s.
point. It would seem that flic Seen
When the ' .loriaui facts of War
Department
lievements are consid- tary, in the Iighl of his own experiei
ered : when M s remembered that the would have removed Mr. Stettinius from
Secretary
tctually raised a power- any possible ham-Stringing by buful army;;
he lias actually put a reaucracy. If would seem that, instead
great i< '. ..
France; that he lias of making hini either nominally of acequippe
5
ipedition now abroad and tually subordinate to a colonel in the
is turn?
'
.-"ii and earth to equip the army. Mr. Baker would have ser 511111
force
training at h6mej—when up as a fore,, onto hmself. and have
these fac<
Ire considered, it is agreed I'.laceil army colonels under Mr. Stet !
j thai the derelictions, the isolated cases
! of failure and delay seem very small tinius just as mau.\ of them as could I
be used.
'
| and incidental.
rt should lie stated in this eonnectiojf]
They are. in tr th, not small or wholly
inconsequential : but they are not im- and in fairness to Mr. Baker that the
portant enough in themselves to con- Secretary believes he has given TVfi-. 1
demn the whole military establishment. Stettinius the i'ullesl powers and the]
A: the very worst, they only indicate a widest latitude of action. While if i-e-.
looseness in organization, a failure to mains true that the New Yorker is to
plan for and foresee all contingencies. serve under Colonel Pierce, and is to
No scandal has developed. No case of take what is officially a very subthe misuse of power has arisen. No graft ordinate position iu the War Departhas conic to hght. In fact, there lias ment, yet Mr. Stettinius will operate
been no organic disease in the War De- in a broad way in the department, and
will have full opportunity, the Secretary
partment.
Believes, to exercise his great abilities
' Was Tt Best Possible Job f
in the business end of (he army.
Even so. the question which most
His Eyes Are Open,
judges of. the situation ask is not whethMoreover, it must be renfembered that
er the Secretary of War has done a good
job but whether lie has done the best Mr. Stettinius goes into his present War
job that could have been done. Has he Department position with] both eyes
made (he most of the vast appropriations open; that he himself knows his latitude
placed in his hands'.' lias he trained, as well as the limitations imposed, and
equipped and transported all the mini that his willingness to go in under prethai could have been trained, equipped vailing conditions tends to bear out the
and transported? "Tas he. in fact, made Secretary's view of the situation.
Hut leaving all this aside and judging
the best possible use of the enormous resources which he has had at his com- the army administration on the basis of
mand? These are the questions in the the Secretary's statements yesterday, it
mind of many close observers of the sit- is a fact, very ably established, that the
uation following his restatement of army War Department has not "fallen down"
nor has the military establishment
accomplishment yesterday.
These questions, of course, are easier "ceased to function." as was declared by
Senator Chamberlain in his sweeping
ecping indictment
.1. F. Iv

BAKER HAS REFUTED
CHAMBERLAIN CHARGE

-DO

he Tampa Morning Tribune

NEW YORK, WEDNESDAY. JAN. 30, 1918. !
SECRETARY BAKER AT HIS BEST
The statement defending his administration of the War Department
which Mr. BAKER made to a large and
critical audience in the Senate Office
Building on Monday may be vulnerable to analysis, but as a brief it was
adroit and brilliant. More than that,
it was a challenge to the American
people to admire the achievements of
the Government in raising, equipping,
and training large bodies of troops,;
and in transporting division after di- !
vision overseas, a challenge that |
proves irresistible to their pride of;
country. Mr. BAKEE may have used
the. superlative too freely in praising
our performance, but he will not be
criticised for that, and the colors he
wrought into the picture will stay
there. Furthermore, he will have his
vindication when our troops go" over
the top " upon the order of one of the
most efficient soldiers that has commanded an American army, a consummate West Pointer, JOHN JOSEPH
PESSHING.

The questions that Senators will ask
When Mr. BAKER appears before the
committee again may dim the lustre of
his exposition of what the War Department has accomplished, but he
has recognized his limitations and
profited by his mistakes, which is a
preat gain. Mr. BAKER'S complacency
will no 'onger dismay his friends and
put a weapon into the hands of critics
who are just as patriotic as he is.
They feared that he did not take his
responsibility seriously, that he would
never grow up to it, that he lacked
the energy and spirit demanded of the
head of the American War Department in the supreme emergency.
They are not yet convinced that he
will pass muster and officially survive the ordeal, but at his latest coming before the Senate Military Affairs
Committee there was a self-revelation
full of promiseThat frank and persistent criticism j
woke up NEWTON D. BAKEB andi
brought about the transformation is!
not to be denied. The subordinates in
the War Department, some of them
veteran army officers who knew
things were not going right, are now
buckling to their work with hope In
their faces and fresh courage in their
hearts. Red tape will be cut right and
left, responsibility will no longer be
evaded, and the war machine will
gather speed. Hereafter, the right to
criticise will not be contested. The
Senate Inquiry has proved a bracing
tonic.
It must be understood, however,
that the most searching problems of
the war are still to come. We have
not begun to fight in France and the
war may go on for years.
It will
take a strong, resourceful, inflexible
man to conduct the business of the
War Department. Secretary BAKER
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Those who had stacked the cards to bring
about discrediting, or worse, of Secretary of
War Baker are put to confusion and defeat
when he lays down his hand, face up before
them.
His statement before the senate members
is just what the country has been wanting to
hear
for
some
time,
and
its
effect
will be to quiet fears, stimulate activity and
promote confidence in the administration's program, which has been kept practically secret
from the people,
Mr. Baker shows what has been done, in a
manner that speaks for Itself. He places
blame for shortcomings where it belongs, and
takes to himself the proper degree of responsibility for all that has hot been as it should.
He attempts to hide nothing. His statements
were taken as they should be from the head
of a great department Of a great government,
at face value, and so convincing were his
showings that even those who have been most
prone to hector and harry him were silent.
There is but one thing that the general
public will want to know about this statement,
and they have a right to' make the inquiry.
That is, why has it been denied them so long?
When the nation has been torn with doubt
as to the condition the true condition, of affairs, the government heads have been silent,
saying that it Was impossible to tell things because of the information and comfort it would
give the enemy. Now comes the statement of
the secretary of war that half a million men
will be there by early in the year, and that a
million and a half more are trained and ready
to be sent over as fast as shipping is available,
"and the outlook for ships is not unpromising.''
"I am disclosing no secret," says Mr. Baker,
"when I say that we got more than 200,000 men
over in 1917." This is supplemented by the
statement that there will be half a million over
there early in 1918. This means that America
will be in the war to a degree that is greater
than we had thought this early in the action.
The secretary calls attention to the ever
changing condition at the war front and shows
how plans made today are rendered obsolete
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NEW YORK, WEDNESDAY. JAN. 30. 101S.

SECRETARY BAKER AT HIS BEST.!
The statement defending his administration of the War Department
which Mr. BAKES made to a large and
critical audience In the Senate Office
Building on Monday may be vulnerable to analysis, but as a brief it was
adroit and brilliant. More than that,
it was a challenge to the American
people to admire the achievements of
the Government in raising, equipping,
and training large bodies of troops,
and in transporting division after division overseas, a challenge that
proves Irresistible to their pride of
country. Mr. BAKER may have used
the superlative too freely in praising
our performance, but he will not be
criticised for that, and the colors he
wrought into the picture will stay
there. Furthermore, he will have his
vindication when our troops go" over
the top " upon the order of one of the
most efficient soldiers that has commanded an American army, a consummate West Pointer, JOHN JOSEPH
PEBSHING.

The questions that Senators will ask I
when Mr. BAKEB appears before the I
committee again may dim the lustre of j
his exposition of what the War De-;
partment has accomplished, but he |
has recognized his limitations and
profited by his mistakes, which is a
preat gain. Mr. BAKEB'S complacency
will no 'onger dismay his friends and
put a weapon into the hands of critics
who are just as patriotic as ho is.
They feared that he did not take his
responsibility seriously, that he would
never grow up to it, that he lacked
the energy and spirit demanded of the
head of the American War Department in the supreme emergency.
They are not yet convinced that he
■will pass muster and officially survive the ordeal, but at his latest coming before the Senate Military Affairs
Committee there was a self-revelation
full of promiseThat frank and persistent criticism j
woke up NEWTON D. BAKEB andi
brought about the transformation is;
not to be denied. The subordinates in
the War Department, some of them
veteran army officers who knew
things were not going right, are now
buckling to their work with hope in
their faces and fresh courage in their
hearts. Red tape will be cut right and
left, responsibility will no longer be
evaded, and the ' war machine will
gather speed. Hereafter, the right to
criticise will not be contested. The
Senate inquiry has proved a bracing
tonic.
It must be understood, however,
that the most searching problems of
the war are still to come. We have
not begun to fight in France and the
war may go on for years. It will
take a strong, resourceful, inflexible
man to conduct the business of the
War Department. Secretary BAKER j
has coped with the preliminaries,
learning as he went along, and
standing up under criticism as best
he could. But he has not been severely tested. Whether even the reorganization of the War Department
which he has planned will satisfy
Congress is a question to be settled
only after debate on the new legislation which Senator CHAMBERLAIN
has proposed. Mr. BAKER has filed
his brief. The other side is to be
beard.
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Those who had (stacked the cards to bring
about discrediting, or worse, of Secretary of
War Baker are put to confusion and defeat
when he lays down his hand, face up before
them.
His statement before the senate members
is just what the country has been wanting to
hear
for
some
time,
and
its
effect
will be to quiet fears, stimulate activity and
promote confidence in the administration's program, which has been kept practically secret
from the people.
Mr. Baker shows what has been done, in a
manner that speaks for Itself. He places
blame for shortcomings where it belongs, and
takes to himself the proper degree of responsibility for all that has hot been as it should.
He attempts to hide nothing. His statements
were taken as they should be from th« head
of a great department of a great government,
at face value, and so convincing were his
showings that even those who have been most
prone to hector and harry hfm were silent.
There is but one thing that the general
public will want to know about this statement,
and they have a right to' make the inquiry.
That is, why has it been denied them so long?
When the nation has been torn with doubt
as to the condition, the true condition, of affairs, the government heads have been silent,
saying that it Was impossible to tell things because of the Information and comfort it would
give the enemy. Now comes the statement of
the secretary of war that half a million men
will be there by early in the year, and that a
million and a half more are trained and ready
to be sent over as fast as shipping is available,
"and the outlook for ships is not unpromising.*'
"I am disclosing no secret," says Mr. Baker,
"when I say that we got more than 200,000 men
over in 1917." This is supplemented by the
statement that there will be half a million over
there early in 1918. This means that America
will be in the war to a degree that is greater
than we had thought this early in the action.
The secretary calls attention to the ever
changing condition at the war front and shows
how plans made today are rendered obsolete
and therefore useless tomorrow. It is such a
warfare as never was known before, and there
is no precedent for conditions being met, and
no rule for meeting them.
His recital of conditions In France, the
actual need for industrial and scientific men
to handle the monstrous work of planning,
building for and then taking care of an jaffhy
of millions, must impress itself on the c^lntry
as being a story of accomplishment bejpnd the
dream of the even more thaft ordinjf? intelli
gent architect and engineer
Irformed the
That the United States
ever under greatest task that any nat:
r
time, is beyond
taken in the shortest reco:
Bst caviller. The
the doubt of even an
done its part, we
The department of war
believe, and the critics and adversaries of Mr.
Baker will be forced to admit that they did
not know all this had been done.
Critics are born, all other trades have to be
brought up through a working apprenticeship.
It is easy to criticise, especially when we are
ignorant of the interior purposes, secret accomplishments and even many of the most"
patent facts. It is likewise easy to condemn
when measures are not heaped to the standard
which we set up.
Mr. Baker closed his recital of facts, conditions and accomplishments with the following
admission that he, while he kn,ew the sentiment
sought to be turned against him, was not unmindful of the hurt it made, but was utterly
oblivious to the effect it was intended to have
on his conduct:
"In so far as I am personally concerned
I know what is ahead of us. I know what
the American feeling about this War is.
Everybody is impatient to do as much as
we can. There will be no division of
counsel; there will be all the criticism
there ought to be upon shortcomings and
failure; there will be, so far as the war
department is concerned, a continuing effort at self-Improvement and a hospitality
towards every suggestion for improvement
that can come from the outside; but the
net result is going to be that a united and
confident American people, believing in
themselves and in their institutions, are
going to demand, and that at no late day,
on European battlefields, in the face of
veterans with whom they are proud to associate, that veterans though they be they
cannot excel us In achievement and when
the victory is won over there, Mr. Chairman, the credit which will come to American courage will be an honor to us, as the
tenacity of purpose and splendid achievements of the British and French already
shed great lustre on the names of these
great people."

89
Mr. Baker does not stop with showing that the task was vastly larger than
his accusers imagined, nor even with
showing that it has been discharged
much more rapidly and to a higher degree of effectiveness than they had suspected. He shows that the very things
against which they have cried out most
lamentatiously were done at the instance and on the advice of men whom
they have held up to the country as tlie
victims of party jealousy and animosity. It was an inexcusable blunder, we
have been assured, to mobilize the National Army before supplies, equipment
and accommodations were ready, but
Mr. Baker informs the country that that
decision was made at the earnest solicitation of General Wood, who has
been posed to the eye of the country
as a martyr. Much outcry, too, has
been made because the Lewis machine
gun was not immediately adopted. Mr.
Baker shows that the chief reason why
it was not adopted was that General
Pershing was earnestly opposed to its
adoption. Much ado has been made
out of the fact that we are, relying on
France for artillery. Mr. Baker supplies the details to the larger fact
which was already known, the fact,
namely, that it was at the instance and
solicitation of France itself that (his
was done; so that a fact which has been
heralded as an evidence of imposition
on an ally turns out to evidence a
service rendered to that ally at its
request..
Space will not permit a full cataloguing of Mr. Baker's refutations of
his critics. Nor would it be necessary.
One must see that, whereas Senator
Chamberlain set out to show that the
country needed a new Secretary of War,
the Secretary of War has shown that
what, if anything, the country really
needs is a new chairman for the Senate
Committee on Military Affairs.
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achievements, previously unknown and
MR. BAKER CONFOUNDS HIS
apparently unsuspected even by the
ACCUSERS.
boldest of his critics. This is merely :
Senator Chamberlain knew, when he to adjust the glass to the focus of
asked the question, why Secretary i truth, the focus which awakens the
Baker had not taken the country Into necessary sense of relativeness. Looked !
his confidence and made the disclosures at in this just way, the performance j
which are contained in the epic recital is seen to have been Gargantuan and j
he made before the Senate Military magnificent. It leaves the mistakes, j
Affairs Committee. It was not curios- the mishaps and the misadventures in j
ity which prompted that question. Sen- full view, but puts them in a perspective*]
ator Chamberlain may have had it in that reduces them to trivialities whicrfj.J
mind to foster the demagogic idea that emphasize the magnitude and the splen-Jj
a policy of concealment which denied dor of the whole work. When, one
democracy its rights had beeri prac- reads this recital—and by no means a
ticed. But it is at once more charitable full recital—of what has been done,
and plausible to assume that that ques- one's astonishment must be, not that
tion was the spontaneous and unwit- : the blunders advertised have been
ting expression of Senator Chamber- mitted, but that many more and graver
lain's amazement that a work of such ones arc not to be debited against the
unimagined magnitude has been per- splendid achievement. And must not
formed with such well-nigh incredible one be sensible, after reading this epic,
efficiency.
that the-President spoke with charitable
If one may, .as is to be hoped and moderation when he declared thatSenbelieved, contemplate this discreditable ator Chamberlain's indictment was a
and disgraceful incident retrospectively, gross and inexcusable distortion of the
it is to be remarked, as perhaps the truth ?
most regrettable circumstance, that
The task confronting the War DeSecretary Baker has been compelled, partment, one sees, in the light of Secby reason of a partisan conspiracy, to retary Baker's statement, has been imreveal much information which German mensely greater and more difficult than
spies have been seeking in vain to get. the most appreciative imagined. What
That is a highly evil consequence. Yet he had to start with was not much
one can see that it was made a neces- r more than the -blue sky and the Atsary consequence. Senator Chamber- Ii lantic Ocean. These materials he has
lain and those who have been abetting jj wrought into an equipped and trained
him, out of motives- which are perhaps \ army of more than 1,500,000 men, and
not so ,free of sinister intent as his j within nine months; an army that needs
own, had pursued a campaign of crit- j virtually nothing more than transporicism and defamation to an extent and | tation to put it at the place or use. Of
to a degree of success which threatened this army, a full third—"more than
to destroy the confidence of the coun- 500,000 men"—will be in France "early |
try in the ability of the President and this year." One may suspect that it is
those who are aiding him. Hence it already there. The major charge was
must have appeared to the President that our preparation has advanced with
and his advisers that, whatever the evil inexcusable and insufferable slowness.
consequences of supplying the enemy Senator Chamberlain's chief coadjutor
with so much intimate ^knowledge of in this work of mischief has proclaimed
our preparations, it was to be accepted it with his usual vehemence. Early
rather than suffer the impairment of last year, a magazine of which Mr. ;
morale which must have resulted from, Roosevelt is associate editor, and
the popular acceptance of the indict- which, it is a reasonable surmise, gets
ment which Senator Chamberlain and its inspiration concerning military matothers had brought. That the Govern- ters from him, measured what it conment was brought face to face with ceived to be a fair task. Last August,
this alternative is unfortunate, but it is it said, "we should have strained every
a misfortune that is justly chargeable energy to have gotten from 50,000 to
to Senator Chamberlain and those who [00,000 men to France." Noting the
have succumbed to what they imagined tense, one will see' that this was at
to be an opportunity to promote the once a verdict and prophecy of failure.
political interest of factions and indi- How unjust it was as a. verdict, and
viduals.
how presumptuous as a prophecy, arc
But this is a phase of the matter shown by Mr. Baker's statement that
which may well be left to future con- he has done much more than what was
o_ j there set forth as the maximum of pracsideration. It is sufficient for the mnment to make full note of the fact that ' ticabIc achievement. It tasked the War
Secretary Baker has disproved the ! PePartment to have 500,000 men in
accusations- brought against him with a France by the end of 1018. It has
conclusiveness which was hardly to be almost that number there by the behoped for even by those who had be- ginning of 1918. Thus one sees that
come convinced that he had been made an achievement which far exceeds the
the victim of ignorant and- partisan task gratuitously imposed on the War
criticism. In doing this, he has not Department by one who is by no means
denied, or even sought to minimize, the disposed to be indulgent of it is offered
mistakes, the mishaps and t!ie misad- by that same individual as proof of culventures which had previously been pable and calamitous failure. We can
advertised to the country and to the think of no penance meet for an injusworld. These he has admitted, and not- tice so gross, unless it would be for Mr.
only admitted, but emphasized. He has Roosevelt to go up and down the counvindicated himself and his associates try reading Mr. Baker's narrative beby setting forth some of the lar ger fore the Senate committee.
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A SAD BLUNDER. '

A PARTIAL CONFESSION.

.1 //Secretary Baker'* explanation to
^yt-^hss American people before their
' irpresentatlves to congress, dees
lot entirely explain the past, feat it
lives a hopeful outlook for the
rA
uture. He admits that mistakes
^Vsare beea made, hot declares that
x: Twjr are being corrected and affairs
rs^r If the -war department are assamrC^Bg better shape every day and that
^
M. troops that have been sent to
france have been completely armed
nd equipped and fully supplied and
bat ail troops that are to go Mil be
lent in to© same condition. He e*>
ribates all mistakes to the haste in
reparing for war. He declares that
he pressure wag great to get an
rmy before provision had been
Hade to take care of it, bat that
tush earfj was new being provided or
ad already been provided. His «*■
lanatton Shows the good effect of
be congressional investigation and
0^ necessary it was to disturb the
peaplaceaey of the war department
y pointing out it# shortcomings,
tves its recommendations for a war
ahinet, or at least for a minister of
tanitions to have, charge of the deictlve ordnance department, ha*
sen well approached in the appointment by Secretary Baker ofaskilled
tan, Mr. Stettinins, as a sort of sureyor general of all army purchases,
teluding munitions. The title is not
ke same, but the work is and the
eople are not particular so long as
Je work is done, which has before
ttly been promised, but has not been
erne.
Beading Secretary Baker's exlanation in the light of other evisnee offered by Surgeon General
orgas and by facts regarding the
mtonments and the health of
wops, one gets the impression that
\is war was started wrong side up.
, great army was summoned by
raft to uncompleted cantonments
ithout water or heat, with deficient
juipment in the way of clothing,
ith. lack of guns and all kinds of
rms and actually no hospitals to
ire -for those who were made sick
r the lack of sanitary requirements
»d proper clothing. The result was
le crowding of men into quarters
i an unsanitary way, the lack of
sating and water, a lack of clothing
id neglect of care of the sick made
> by such deficiencies.
Surgeon General Gorgas testifies
' .at he advised the building of
sspitals first and they were left to
le last; he advised certain amounts
j ! air space per inmate and the
' nount was cut down. In a western
.' >st twelve men were put into tents
sat should have held five. In some
*
'.ntonments hospitals hare not yet
»en completed and there seems to
IN
ive been a lack of medical attend! ice and nurses. The death rate in
••3* | imps from pneumonia has been
sher than the mortality among
en in the general population bekV
reen 20 and 40 years of age, which
>
ould be about 5 per 1,000. Up to

« present time, if the present rate tary himself confesses that every.
I mortality continues in the camps thing was not lovely, but things are
r a year, it will be about 8 per being done, errors are being correct
ait. This is a horrible showing for ed and everything is going to be
rung, robust men between the ages lovely. The people have been very
! 21 and 31, who have been care- charitable; they know veiiat a big
tly selected as being free from all: Job Secretary Baker has had on
lygical defects, and where the' hand, they were prepared to accept
tath rate ought to be almost noth-i many excuses but they didn't like to
g. It shows, a great wrong some- j be fooled. They were disturbed at
aere and it seems to have come the complaeeney of the secretary of
tout through lack of proper pre-] war waving his hands and saying
iredness for receiving and caring; that everything, was all right when
r the men and by the presence of j the
congressional
investigation
o much red tape. The letter read showed that everything was all
' Senator Chamberlain from the ; wrong, and now Secretary Baker
ther of a boy, who died through practically confesses it, but gives
iglect in one of the camps, was a the assurance that all wrongs are
irrible disclosure, that such heart- being righted and efficiency taking
nding experiences can occur to the place of inefficiency. He has
e parents of a soldier through taken the right course in meeting
lat seems to be occasioned by red | congress and the country half way
pe, which strangled the young man | in frankness, and if he can rid himdeath. It means tbat there are self of that complacency and of the
ore cases of that kind; it is not pride and touchness of high office
assuring to parents the country the present controversy would quick■er who have given their sons to ly pass away. We shall have plans
e service of their country and then understood and agreed upon which
.ve them treated in that way. Eight j all can unit in carrying out with
are in Watertown a mother re-| hearty co-operation. It is the
ives a letter from her son who was | people's war, and they have a right
kk in an army hospital, and says to know how it is being conducted.
I was given a glass of milk and a tlntil now they have been told nothacker and that was the only at- ing. They have had "reassurances"
ntion he received in two days, but not the truth. This investigalere is something wrong, Secretary tion in itself and calling oni Secretker admits that it is wrong and tary Baker and forcing him to dise wrong will be corrected im-1 ! close what the people have a right
mediately- It simply needs an order j to know, has been most beneficial. It
from the war department cutting all i -will give a new public interest in
red tapewkich should not be allowed the war, which a still greater frankto imperil human life.and that medi- ness, arknowledge of where the
cal officers in the cantonments troops are in France and what they
should be free to act as they are are doing there and something of
with our troops in Prance, boldly on the war aims of the government,
their own initiative.
would stimulate popular interest to
In the matter of artillery and ma- ! a still greater degree. It is comchine guns Secretary Baker says plained that the American people
that at the request of the European | do not realize that they are at war.
allies they were to furnish 'them iHow can they realize it when everywhen the troops arrived and have I thing concerning the war is hidden
done so. They had a surplus on jStrom them? Their fathers and sons
hand and it saved tonnage for the I disappear into cantonments for
sending of men and supplies which !I training and how they are treated
they needed more than they did big j; where they axe going or when they
guns.
Congressman
McCormick, j1 get there is carefully kept from the
just back from the front, reports people most interested.
Secretary
that the allies could not do this as Baker says the Germans do not know
1
it required all their energies to sup- how many American troops there
ply guns and munitions for their own are in France; that statement is
armies.
But probably Secretary much to be doubted, but certainly
Baker is, or ought to be, better in- the American people do not know,
formed in this particular than Conor know where they are,and just as
gressman McCormick,
certainly the Germans do know.
Secretary Baker's frank statement,
What Is needed is still more frankgiving out a considerable informa- ness between the servants of the
tion which has hitherto been with- people and the people whom they
held from the publie. clears the air
serve. Had there been this there
considerably and shows the reason
would have been no need of a confor the whole trouble, It has been
gressional investigation, and
no
in a lack of frankness; it has been in
need of an explanation which is '-in
ihm attitude of conducting a persons^
fact a confession.
war in which the people were not
====== }£_
taken into the government's een»
fidence. What the people have want>
ed Is the truth and not "reassurances," They had been told that
things had been done which this
investigation and Secretary Baker's
confessions show had not been
done; they were told that ©very,
thing was lovely and now the secre--
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Secretary Baker confessed that
he could blunder; that there were
false starts, wrong judgments, but on
the whole, considering the immensity of the task, thought he had
done pretty well. One of his blunders
that did not come out in this investigation, and which he did not speak
of, has proved to be a very serious
one and because of it our present
coalless situation is the result.
Secretary Lane,, another member of
the cabinet, a member of the defense council and chairmap on the
committee on coal operations, had
with the committee a long conference with the coal operators in anticipation of necessities for coaling
ships to carry over troops and supplies to the European allies.
The
coal operators were patriotic; they
pledged themselves voluntarily to a
basic rate of $3 a ton for coal for
government use, which, meant a reduction of from 30 to 60 per cent of
the price they were then receiving
on new contracts.
This did not
satisfy the secretary of war, who as
president of the council of national
defense vetoed the resolution of the
committee, declared that the action
was beyond iits legal power, "and
the ihformaj&n I have I think justifies me ifi i^etieving that the price
of ?3 suggested or agreed on as _a
maximum is an 'exorbitant, unjust
and oppressive price.'"
Now we get the result. Thrown
into confusion by the conflict of
authority the coal operators made no
effort to increase the output, the
summer was wasted in hesitation
when large stores might have been
laid in -jtor the winter. The leaders
of the coal industry testify that if
the Lane-Peabody agreement of last
June had stood, coal production
would have gone oa rising at the
«ame rate at which it had been rising for the previous fifteen months;
the supply for the fall and winter
would have been abundant, there
would have been no need for the ftppointment of a fuel administrator,
we should not have had our railways
tied up by priority orders, there
would have been* no congested tracks
of coal that could net be delivered,
but the outlet from coal mines to sea
board and to all distributing points
would have been eleared ia advance,
There would have been no beatless
Mondays, ao shut d I \\\mtK
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« present time, if the present rate tary himself confesses that everyA PARTIAL CONFESSION.
I mortality continues in the camps thing was not lovely, but things are
.1 /Secretary Baker's explanation to r a year, it will be about 8 per being done, errors are being correct*S«^fae American people before their int. This is a horrible showing for ed and everything is going to be
' iepresentatives to congress, dees mng, robust men between the ages > lovely. The people have been very
! 21 and 31, who have been carelot entirely explain the past, feat it lly selected as being free from all: charitable; they know what a big
Job Secretary Baker has had on
jives a hopeful outlook for the lygical defects, and where the
hand, they were prepared to accept
^\ Mure, He admits that mistakes iath rate ought to be almost noth-; many excuses but they didn't like to
ire feeea made, hat declares that g. It shows, a great wrong some- j be fooled. They were disturbed at
if are being corrected and affairs here and it seems to have come the complacency of the secretary of
^s- If the -war department are assam- tout through lack of proper pre-; war waving his hands and saying
rC^~5« better shape every day and that iredness for receiving and caring j that everything was all right when
^
(11 troops that have been sent to r the men and by the presence of the
congressional
investigation
franee have been completely armed o much red tape. The letter read showed that everything was all
Bd equipped and fully supplied and < Senator Chamberlain from the ■wrong, and now Secretary Baker
bat aU teoops that are to go will be ther of a boy, who died through practically confesses it, but gives
lent In to® same condition. He et- gleet in one of the camps, was a the assurance that all wrongs are
ributes aid mistakes to the haste in irrible disclosure, that such beart- being righted and efficiency taking
rearing for war. He declares that nding experiences can occur to the place of inefficiency. He has
be pressure vas great to get an e parents of a soldier through taken the right course in meeting
troy before provision had been lat seems to be occasioned by red j congress and the country half way
Bad* to take care of it, but that pe, which strangled the young man in frankness, and if he can rid himdeath. It means that there are self of that complacency _and of the
tush care was new being provided or
cd already been provided, His ex- ! ore cases of that kind; it is not pride and touchness of high office
J-a-aation shows the good effect of assuring to parents the country the present controversy would quickfee congressional investigation and er who have given their sons to ly pass away. We shall have plans
e%* necessary it was to disturb the e service of their country and then understood and agreed upon which
ptBpiaoeney of the war department ,ve them treated in that way. Right all can unit in carrying otit with
y pointing out its shortcomings, ire in Watertown a mother re-j hearty co-operation. It is the
tven its recommendations for a war ives a letter from her son who was | people's war, and they have a right
Bhinet, or at least for a minister of tk in an army hospital, and says j to know how it is being conducted.
lunitions to have, charge of the de- i was given a glass of milk and a Until now they have been told nothKtttve ordnance department, has acker and that was the only at- ing. They have had "reassurances"
sen well approached in the appoint- ntion he received in two days. but not the truth. This investigawsnt by Secretary Baker of a skilled lere is something wrong, Secretary tion in itself and calling out Secreme, Mr. Stettiuius, as a sort of sur- tker admits that it is wrong and tary Baker and forcing him to disByor general of all army purchases, a wrong will be corrected im-1 close what the people have a right
leludlng munitioiMS. The title is not mediately- It simply needs an order to know, has been most beneficial. It
ke same, but the work is and the from the war department cutting all j will give a new, public interest in
eople are not particular so long as red tape.which should not be allowed the war, which a still greater frankie work is done, which has before to imperil human life.and that medi- j ness, arknowledge of where the
aly been promised, but has not been cal officers in the cantonments j troops are in France and what they
should be free to act as they are. are doing there and something of
one.
Heading Secretary Baker's ex- with our troops in France, boldly on| the war aims of the government,
lanation in the light of other evi- their own initiative.
Would stimulate popular interest to
In the matter of artillery and ma- a still greater degree. It is comsnee offered by Surgeon General
orgas and by facts regarding the chine guns Secretary Baker says plained that the American people
Mitonments and the health of that at the request of the European do not realize that they are at war.
Joops, one gets the impression that allies they were to furnish them How can they realize it when everylis war was started wrong side up. when the troops arrived and have thing concerning the war is hidden
, great army was summoned by done so. They had a surplus on from them? Their fathers and sons
raft to uncompleted cantonments hand and it saved tonnage for the disappear into cantonments for
Jthout water or heat, with deficient sending of men and supplies which training and how they are treated
juipment in the -way of clothing, they needed more than they did big where they are going or when they
Congressman
McCormlck, ;
ith. lack of guns and all kinds of guns.
get there is carefully kept from the
rms and actually no hospitals to just back from the front, reports people most interested.
Secretary
ire for those ■who were made sick that the allies could not do this as Baker says the Germans do not know
r the lack of sanitary requirements it required all their energies to sup- how many American troops there
A
id proper clothing. The result was ply guns and munitions for their own are in France; that statement is
But probably Secretary much to be doubted, but certainly
/vXX le crowding of men into quarters armies.
v^j) i an unsanitary way, the lack of Baker is, or ought to be, better in- the American people do not know,
sating and water, a lack of clothing formed in this particular than Con- or know where they are.and just as
id neglect of care of the sick made gressman McCormlck,
certainly the Germans do know.
Secretary Baker's frank statement,
i by such deficiencies.
What is needed is still more frankSurgeon General Gorgas testifies giving out a considerable informs ness between the servants of the
sat. he advised the building of tlon which has hitherto been with- people and the people whom they
sspitals first and they were left to held from the publie, clears the air serve. Had there been this there
le last: he advised certain amounts considerably and shows the reason would have been no need of a con] '. air space per inmate and the for the whole trouble. It n«s been gressional investigation, and
no
■ nount was cut down. In a western in a lack of frankness; it has been in need of an explanation which is '•in
' >st twelve men were put into tents tfie attitude of conducting a persona]
fact a confession.
; sat should have held five. In some war in which the people were not
*
:ntonments hospitals have not yet taken into the government's eon
lien completed and there seems to fldence. What the people have want!>J
ive been a lack of medical attend- ed Is the truth and not "reasgur.
' ice and nurses. The death rate In ances." They bad been told that
•>JL I imps from pneumonia has been things had been done which this
slier than the mortality among investigation and Secretary Baker's
en in the general population be- confessions show had not been
s V
reen 20 and 40 years of age, which done; they were told that every*
V
ould be about 5 per 1,000. Up to thing was lovely and now the secre-

A SAD BLUNDER.

Secretary Baker confessed that
he could blunder; that there were
false starts, wrong judgments, but on
the whole, considering the immensity of the task, thought he had
done pretty well. One of his blunders'
that did not come out in this investigation, and which he did not speak
of, has proved to be a very serious
one and because of it our present
coalless situation is the result.
Secretary Lane,, another member of
the cabinet, a member of the de\ fense council and chairman on the
committee on coal operations, had
with the committee a long conference with .the coal operators in anticipation of necessities for coaling
ships to carry over troops and supplies to the European allies.
The
coal operators were patriotic; they
pledged themselves voluntarily to a
basic rate of $3 a ton for coal for
government use, which, meant a reduction of from 30 to 60 per cent of
the price they were then receiving
on new contracts.
This did not
satisfy the secretary of war, who as
president of the council of national
defense vetoed the resolution of the
committee, declared that the action
was beyond ; its legal power, "and
the information I have I think justifies me in tjpiiieving that the price
of ?3 suggested or agreed on as a
maximum is an 'exorbitant, unjust
and oppressive price.'"
Now we get the result. Thrown
into confusion by the conflict of
authority the coal operators made no
effort to increase the output, the
summer was Wasted in hesitation
when large stores might have been
laid in -^for the winter. The leaders
of the coal industry testify that if
the Lane-Peabody agreement of last
June had stood, coal production
would have gone oa rising at the
*ame rate at which it had. been rising for the previous fifteen months;
the supply for the fall and winter
would have been abundant, there
would have been no need for the appointment of a fuel administrator,
we should not have had our railways i
tied up by priority orders, there
would have been* ne congested traeks
of coal that could not be delivered,
but the outlet from coal mines to sea
board and to all distributing points
would have been cleared in advance,
There would have been no heartens
Mondays, no shut dawn factories,
no closing of ail business and ne
suffering in homes, The repudiation
by en© cabinet effieer of an arrange- j
meat made, by another cabinet effieer, retarding coal mining and eeal
shipments, JreyideaL te«~ -the present
losses, inconveniences and suffering,
It retarded mining, stopped shipping
at a period of the year when mine
workers would have been getting out
great supplies and railroads could
have carried the product without
producing congestion er being held
by snow blockades. The coal weuld
already have been at distributing
points in:sufficient quantities for all
shipping purposes, for the heating of
winter homes and the regular operations of business,
This divided
authority, as shown in' the eoal,
situation, is the best argument for a
centralized authority having charge
of war activities, among which the
distribution ©f coal and food supplies
is most important. It would stop
over-lapping, it would prevent confusion by division of authority, it
would product co-ordination of effort. The coal which it has been r
quired to be saved at the expens
of business, of amusement an
mercantile trade and by keeping lo
temperatures in homes, is the mos
expensive coal ever saved. It ^ost
just about ten times a* much per
ton as the coal that would normally
have been used in keeping men in
iwages and industries in operation.
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A GREAT ARMY HAS BEEN ORGANIZED.

"-*S

Secretary of War Baker has answered the critics of
the war department—the American Bolsheviki led by Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, and he has shown that the war
department has organized, trained and equipped a mighty
army, the finest, the world has ever known. So far as military policy will allow Secretary Bafter has givenfacts that
knust convince any fair-minded person that the wju: department has ^not "fallen down," as Roosevelt contends, but
has done'surprisingly well under the circtttostances.
^pretary'lB^ker's reply is as dignifiecPSs^t is convinc, ihg; 'ffe marshafs.his facts and figures in the order of their
importance. T^eJ^form a most imposing, array. Where
Pojonel Rooseveltfffpl Senator Chamberlain indulged in
glittering general||psf picking up a minor defect here and
another one there, Secretary Baker answers each and every
charge and proves thiat the critics of the administration
were without information regarding true, conditions when
they made their Wild and reckless charges.
Colonel Roosevelt has been particularly loud mouthed
concerning the alleged slighting of General Leonard Wood.
Yesterday the Evening Item referred to the fact that the
at General Wood has been in France for several
:s, knocked one of Roosevelt's arguments into a cocked
$retary Baker gives the critics another severe jolt
$hows that he has been guided largely by
the adjwal Wood, and that General WoG4>recf*dunendae''(sailing- out uf a large army, although."the meii could
not be provided at once with rifles and clothing. The
doughty colonel has had a great deal to say about men
without uniforms drilling with broomsticks and wooden
guns, and now Secretary Baker shows that it was upon the
advice of the colonel's good friend, General Wood, that the
army was called out even though equipments could not be
secured.
The secretary also proves that every soldier who needs
a rifle now.has one and of a better type than if the British
Enfield rifle had been adopted. Secretary Baker shows that
General Pershing does not want Lewis guns except for aviation warfare, and Pershing is in a better position to know
what the army needs than is Colonel Roosevelt, Senator
Chamberlain and the whole pack of howling Bolsheviki editorial wolves in the country.
One thing that Secretary Baker brought out that will
surprise the American public is that a great American
railroad system, one six hundred miles long, with ports,
terminals, supply warehouses and other facilities on an
enormous scale has been built in France. All these things
have been done quietly because secrecy in such matters is
absolutely necessary.
It was General Winfield Scott who said that republics
are never prepared for war, and he knew what he was talking about. Yet in the light of Secretary Baker's testimony
it is shown that the American republic, while not prepared
for war when war was declared,, has done something that
no other nation in the history of the world ever did in the
matter of preparing the nation for the conflict. England
was not prepared for war and France was not prepared for
war. Neither nation accomplished what the United States
has accomplished in so short a space of time and before
very long it will be demonstrated that an American army
of more than one million five hundred thousand men, all
fresh and fit soldiers, will be in the field to strike the telling
blow. By that time German's man power will virtually be
exhausted and then will America bring the tyrannical
kaiser to his knees and force him to accept a peace that will
for all time end autocracy in government.
r

Secretary Baker probably hasn't told all he knows regarding' the war department's plans. He has said nothing
about the great fleet of airships that will drop dynamite on
Germany when the proper time comes, and that time is
coming, and coming speedily. He has told the public
enough, however, to reassure the American people that a
mighty army, an efficient army, an army of which Alexander the Great would have been proud of, is being organized. If the war department has sinned because it has not
seen fit to consult Colonel Roosevelt, who served several
weeks in the Spanish-American War ar:d then asked to be
sent home, it is a sin that the American people freely forgive, for they are heartily tired of this notorious swashbuckler who in his whole public career has never been constructive but always destructive; whose motto in life is rule
or ruin; who denounces as a crook and a thief and a liar
any one who dares oppose him and who is as power crazy
as Kaiser Wilhelm ever was. To have sent this man who
had a few weeks' military experience to France at the head
of the American forces would have been a crime against
the nation and against humanity in general. The fact that
he has three sons in the service speaks volumes for the patriotism of the sons, but the fact does not give the father license to apply for the privilege of running the war There
are fatners in Lehigh county who have three sens each in
the service and in some sectb~s of the country there are
fathers who have four and possibly more sons "over
there but they are not rushing to Washington to tell the
president and the secretary of war how the war should be
conducted. They have faith in the administration and in
the courage and patriotism and efficiency of the men who
compose the finest army that was ever organized and thevy
are willing to let it go at that.
nv^WH!d"ho?.daF *? GOmh[g on aPace- We h<>Pe that
ledd/r will see his shadow and crawl back into his burrow.
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EVEN MR. BAKER
IS THE BETTER FOR IT
Senator Chamberlain's Revelations Give Us
a Changed Secretary and the Real
Story of Our Achievements
TT MUST be said in all fairness that Secretary Baker's reply to his critics is on
the whole more convincing than the public
had anticipated. In the first place his attitude was less self-sufficient than it had
been at a former hearing before the Senate Military Committee. He was more
ready to admit that there had been shortcomings in his department, though he
called attention to its achievements. His
defense naturally involved some special
pleading, such as a lawyer endeavoring to
make out a case might be expected to indulge in. Thus he pointed out that France
and England had urged the sending of
troops first of all, and had promised to
supply ordnance so as to save tonnage and
facilitate transportation. The answer to
this, of course, is that our lack of ordnance
made this the only thing to do. The fact
remains that in spite of ample warnings
of the probability of war we were far from
a reasonable state of readiness when the
war came. Mr. Baker is not altogether
responsible for this. Yet it is difficult t.o
acquit him of some failure to hasten preparations as he might have done.
x
Nor is the attempt to "pass the buck"
to General "Wood or to General Pershing
quite convincing. To say that the former
had urged hurrying the men to camps even
if they had to drill in civilian clothes is not
an excuse for the defective sanitation
which General Gorgas described. To say
that Pershing wanted Lewis guns only for
aviation corps is not an explanation cf the
delay in selecting^ the type of rifle and
pushing its manufacture. -Again it may
be said that the fault is not to be imputed
to the Secretary alone. There is evidence
in his speech, as elsewhere, of lack of
co-ordination and lack of foresight. "While,
as we have said before, it is evident that
Senator Chamberlain's condemnation of the
department was too sweeping, that he
looked too exclusively at one side of the
shield, that the pathetic cases of neglect he
cited were exceptions to the rule, it is
also evident that many unfortunate episodes might have been avoided by a more
comprehensive grasp of the problem. There
were too many officials capable of nothing but routine, too much red tape, too little realization of the immensity of the task.
Nevertheless a great work has been
done. It would have been better had the
public been permitted to know sooner
how great it was. The recital of what
we have already accomplished in France
together with the statement that half a
million American soldiers will be in the
field this spring, and that a million more
will be there by the end of the year if the
ships can be got, reads like a romance.
"Has any army in history," Mr. Baker
asks, "been so raised and cared for as

this army has?" That is a large question. It is perhaps enough to say that the
demonstration of efficiency is far more
striking than any fact heretofore disclosed
could lead us to imagine. The most hopeful thing about it all is the Secretary's
frank ri cognition that mistakes have been
committed and his assurance that the
same mistakes will not be made again. A
mere defense of everything which has
been done would have been alarming rather
than encouraging. Now there is every
reason to feel that criticism has not been
in vain, that errors made known will be
remedied, that the country is going into
the war-ready to do its share honorably
and successfully. This alone justifies the
critics, however much they may have
overstated their case.
No doubt there has \ been too much
pessimism at Washington and elsewhere.
It is good to have a little optimism for a
change. But the lesson will not have been
dcarned unless the full co-operation of-the
ablest men available is welcomed. There
must be no more disregard of expert
advice, such as has characterized the
operations of the Shipping Board. The
shortage of ships is plainly the most serious obstacle to the carrying out of the
War Department's present plans. There
must be no more divided counsels, either
among ourselves or among our allies. The
country has had .a shock. It is recovering
from it and finding it not quite so bad as
it had feared. But a shock was needed.
Secretary Baker is showing the first effects of it.
The whole Administration
should profit by his example. The war is
to be won by energy, by the utilization of
every resource, by confidence in the patriotism and the courage of the people.
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Thursday, January 31, 1918

We move a vote of thanks to
Senator Chamberlain of Oregon
for his focusing the eyes of the
country on a worthy successor to
President Wilson—
If asked what state'he hails from
And what his name shall be;
He hails from Ohio—
His name Baker, Newton D.
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Secretary Baker's Statement and the Daniels Object Lesson
CECRETARY BAKER'S statement was a revela^ tion to the American people. If he did not put
his critics to flight then they are indeed reckless.
The statement made a deep impression at Washing-ton, and it will make a deep impression throughout the country.
Pointing out that every possible effort will be
made to avoid ill-treatment to American soldiers,
Secretary Baker said that, although a million men
are under arms, there had been no more than
eighteen complaints. He also showed that where
investigations had disclosed that officers were responsible for ill-treatment severe punishment had
been arrang-ed for.
Secretary Baker's exposition of the great, work
that has already been accomplished by his departmen must give reassurance to the people. It was,
indeed, a pity that so much had to be told, but it
was entirely proper that the secretary tell it in
order to show to the people that the War Department was g-oing- ahead in a businesslike way to win
the war.
The secretary's statement reveals the basis of
the preside:.! 3 confidence in the War Department
and his refusal to be stampeded by those who attack it. It was one of the strongest, clearest statements ever presented to the American public, and
it will give the people new hope and new courage.
Let us hope that its effect will not be lost upon
those whose pleasure it is to attack and condemn.
How Jo Daniels "Came Back"
TN the experience of Josephus Daniels, secretary
of the navy, we have a striking object lesson today. For several years Secretary Daniels has been
made the subject of attack and the butt of ridicule.
WRITE IT IN GERMAN
WRITING to the True Voice (Omaha) J.
Loughran, a priest at Ulysses, Neb., compares
the message of the president to the statement of
the pope, and says: "So far the president's message is a bold piece of plagarism. The pope use
the language of diplomacy. The president uses tl/e
language of the common politician. Treaties whi/h
command the respect of nations are, and will
written in the language of diplomacy."
Most people thought that the language use
the president of the United States in his late
well as in other messages, is of a high order,
clergyman might have paid a deserved trib
the pope without going out of his way to
the president.
This clergyman concludes his letter by saying,
"I do not write this in any spirit of lese maj sste."
No, but it sounds very much like the spirit bf the
German alliance.

Time after time the president has been called upon
to discharge his secretary of the navy. Most of
the great newspapers of the country have been
filled with editorials attacking Mr. Daniels and
with paragraphs deriding him. At one time that
lively publication known as "Life" devoted a whole
issue to paragraphs and cartoons and editorials
making light of the work of the secretary of the
navy, and making sport of him in every possible
way.
If the president had yielded to the press and the'
politicians he would have discharged Secretary
Daniels long ago, but he said that Mr. Daniels was
all right—and time has vindicated the president's
judgment.
Even "Teddy" Approves
A few days ago Theodore Roosevelt, who has
said much in criticism of the secretary of the
navy, delivered an address in Washington city, in
which he paid a tribute to the efficiency of the
navy under Secretary Daniels, adding that it was
"now all right."
Senator William S. Kenyon of Iowa, in an address delivered at Waterloo a few days ago, said:
"The United States navy is beyond criticism, and
is ably directed by Secretary Daniels."
In similar fashion most of the newspapers of
today are paying tribute to Secretary Daniels' administration. A sample of this is found in the
Lincoln (Neb.) State Journal, a republican paper,
that has had, in the past, some severe things to say
of the secretary of the navy. The Journal says:
"One of the most interesting developments of the
war has been the change of sentiment toward Secretary Daniels. Once the most bitterly criticised
of all the cabinet officers, he now is virtually im-

mune from censure. Indeed, the conduct of the
Navy Department is often referred to as being in
sharp contrast to that of the army. In time we
shall know whether the new praise of Secretary
Daniels is deserved or is merely the result of fortunate circumstances. In many respects the navy
has an advantage over the army. Its work is done
at a distance, visitors are necessarily excluded
from the ships and discipline is so rigid that small
discomforts do not reach the newspapers. Should
the iavy get through the war without a series of
bad disasters Mr. Daniels may become one of the
heroes of the conflict."
How Did It All Happen?
Now, how was this mighty fact with respect to
Secretary Daniels wrought? Did he suddenly, and
in a day, become an efficient secretary of the
navy, where but yesterday he was a narrow-browed, narrow-visioned, utterly incapable official?
By no means. All the time that he was beingdamned and condemned he was building, and building, and building, and the president knew then, as
Daniels' erstwnile critics know now, that the secretary of the navy was a capable and efficient officer.
Time has vindicated the president's judgment
with respect to Daniels.
Now in the presence of demands for Secretary
Baker's removal the president says that Baker is
all right. Unquestionably the president knows
that there is yet great work to be done in the War
Department. Unquestionably he knows that there
have been mistakes, just as there were mistakes in
the Navy Department, just as there will be mistakes in all departments that must depend upon
i'v> iudgment of mere men.
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BUT WHY DISMISS THE PRESIDENT?

rpHE Omaha World-Herald reproduces the pathetic letter written by the father of a soldier
boy who died, and who evidently had not received
proper attention. Then the World-Herald proceeds to read a lecture to those who object to the
dethronement of the president, so far as concerns
the war, through the establishment of a "war cabinet."
Certainly every heart must be touched by the
letter of this father, and it will appeal with particular force to men and women having boys in the
service. Every possible effort should be made to
prevent recurrence of such instances. No effort or
money should be spared in order to provide the soldier boys, sick or well, with the very best possible
treatment.
The World-Herald goes to great pains to describe the several kinds of people who are "contemptible" in its eyes. And after it has reached
CAN YOU BEAT IT?
the limit in its forceful descriptive writing, it
A LIEN enemies who have taken out theii first
says: "Only less contemptible is that man who,
papers are not permitted to complete the: r citiwith the eye of the public upon him, is too cowardzenship during the war.
ly to expose failure and error and move for their
But alien enemies who have not taken out their
correction because he fears his motives will be mixfirst papers, and alien enemies against whose* first
construed and his personal fortunes suffer."
papers the seven-year time limit runs, can no»- obI know of no one who would approve, or who
tain these papers. Those who take out these ffirst would hesitate to condemn lack of attention. 01 bad
papers thirty days prior to the November eledtion treatment, towards the boys in the field. I know
can vote in Nebraska, thus exercising the rights of no one who objects to, or who would not encourof American citizens.
age, exposure of bad conditions and agitation for
Did you ever hear of anything as preposterous reforms in these particulars. But when we rememas this?
ber the mighty task which the government has ir
hand, and the unavoidable difficulties it must enCOMPLETE
REPRESENTATIVE MEEKER of Missouri hi\ counter in meeting that task, may we not yet have
the nail squarely on the head when, speaking\ faith and confidence in the president's adminisin the House of Representatives, he said: "I've tration of affairs ? Even though we protest against
more respect for and confidence in any man in the
German, Austrian, Turkish or Bulgarian armies
GOOD DOCTRINE
than in a man who seeks the protection of the
'TVHE chief justice of the North Dakota supreme
American flag and then declines to uphold its
court, addressing the American Bar associarights."
tion, delivered some mighty good doctrine when he
NATURE AND ART
said: "I speak from the viewpoint of the foreignborn.
I, and millions of others like me, came to
1\/TANY of us pass a group of ragged people failing to notice a strikingly beautiful face, but this country alone, without money and without
the artist whose soul is in tune with the infinite is friends. We sponged on all that America had, her
captivated with the scene and reduces it to can- free lands, her free schools and above all her spirit
vas. Then when we are summoned to the art room of open-hearted comradeship. She owed us nothwe go into ecstacies over the painting, which is a ing, but she gave us all. We swore allegiance to
mere hint of what the artist has seen in real life her flag, her constitution and her laws. We would
be recreants, ingrates, perjurers and curs, if in the
and which we have ignored.
We ought to train ourselves to see in nature the hour of her need we counselled with her enemies
and were disloyal to her cause."
things we so readily admire in art.

incidents of this sort, protest against inattention j
to our precious lads, and insist that every good/
shall be provided for them, does that mean that
we are required to join with those who use theso
arguments for taking the war out of the president's hands through the establishment of a war
cabinet ?
Protect the Boys
ITH two boys already in the field, I stand
shoulder to shoulder with every man who insists upon giving to every boy in uniform the very
best possible attention. I approve of the efforts
made to bring improvement on this line and of all
other efforts made to speed up the war work in
every particular. Still I claim the privilege of differing with those who would supplant the President with a "war cabinet" and who would use
some deplorable incidents as argument for the verdict that the President is a failure at the moment
when the world is recognizing him as a success. L
in taking this position I must come within that
class who are "contemptible" in the eyes of my
old time comrades I must "bear it calmly, though
a ponderous woe; and still adore the hand that
gives the blow."
The weakness of the World-Herald in this particular is that it uses one unhappy and heartrending instance to bolster up its "war cabinet"
plea. Surely the president's heart has been touched by these revelations. Surely he may be depended upon to provide the remedy wherever the remedy may be needed. But in the effort to do justice
to the boys in the field we need not undertake to
set up a power that shall be superior to the president himself.
J
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UNITED AT LAST

But we must not overlook the marked difference
between the field which the secretary of the navy
had to cover and the field that must be covered by
the secretary of war. The navy organization is
more compact than the war organization. Wl.en
there are additions to the Navy Department the./
are additions to the ranks, rather than to the higher places. Then the number of men to be dealt
with in the Navy Department is not to be compared with the number of men handled by the War
Department. It is much easier to handle men upon
clean, well regulated ships and in well organized
shipyards than it is to handle a much larger number of men scattered through the various cantonments of the country and dependent, particularly
for medical attention, upon doctors who are not
yet accustomed to their work.
The president knows the difficulties confronting
his secretary of war, and he knows, also, whether
that official is measuring up to the work in hand,
just as he knew whether Secretary Daniels was
doing it at the time that official was running the
gauntlet of the most bitter fire ever directed
against a cabinet officer. If Secretary Baker was
not big enough for the job the president would be
the first to recognize the truth, and the president
could be depended upon to act without any consideration for personal sympathy.
The American people can afford to be just and
fair towards a man who is just as big and capable,
and just as conscientious as any man who has held
that important post in recent years. Plainly he
won the people by his frank and complete statement on Monday. Now let the critics criticise
when there are errors to be pointed out, but let the
president and his aides continue unhindered in the
task of winning the war.

1

A PATRIOTIC MOTHER

nr TNDER big headlines the World-Herald printed
^ "A Patriotic Father's letter"—the letter read
by Senator Chamberlain. I should like to have it
give conspicuous place to the letter written by Mrs.
It might well use the
vMary Roberts Rinehart.
leadline, "A Patriotic Mother's Letter." Mrs.
iinehart has a son in the service. She has recently inspected hospital conditions and she has been
impressed by Senator Chamberlain's "tragic" letters. She added: "But I feel the mothers of the
country should know that the number of such
icas&s is small. It is cruel to allow every mother to
y'udge the medical corps because here and there
en are unwilling or unable to give the care that
tl eir duty. There are conditions to be remedied,
shortage of women nurses is serious. But of
ty and indifference I have found nothing,
dty-nine out of a hundred boys are receiving
r care than they could afford at home."

ayer for a World Hurt Sore
Margaret Widdemery in Good Housekeeping

ORD GOD, we lift to Thee
A world hurt sore;
Look down, and let it be
Wounded no more!
[ ORD, when this year is done
That wakes today,
Many shall pray to Thee
Who do not pray;
[" ET all lips comfort them,
-*-J All hearts be kind,
They who this year shall leave
Their joys behind;
r^ IVE them Thy comforting,
^ Help them to know

T is an ill wind that blows no one some good. The

I miracle luus been performed.

The Ornnhn Ree

and the Omaha World-Herald are at last united
upon one proposition—support of the "war cabinet" and the criticism of Secretary Baker.
A REMINDER OF "PATRICIA'
OATRICIA
>ATRICIA NEWCOMB" has "gone south,' but
■*- we have stern reminder that he once walked
—and wrote—among men, by the fulfillment of
his predictions and the fact that ammunition
plants are being destroyed at the rate of two or
three a week.

...

That thoug-h their hopes firerrrvnp

Thou dost not go;
npiIEY who shall give for Thee
Lover and son,
Show them Thy world set free,
Thy battles done!
T ORD GOD, we lift to Thee
*-^ A world in pain,
Look down and let it be
Made whole again!
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THE BATTLE AT WASHINGTON
Some Newspaper Observations on the Fight Against the "Shut Down
Order" and the Fight for a "War Cabinet"
A general and very interesting review of the newspaper attitude toward
the President's plans is given by the
Chicago Herald. The following are extracts from that review:
"TY7"E must be about due for some
W terrific fighting in France if the
view of the New York Times is right
that the "more we fight in Washington the better we shall fight in
France."
Bitter attacks upon the administration have stirred the nation almost to
white heat. Senator Chamberlain's
broadside of criticism delivered in a
luncheon speech that provoked President Wilson to the point of sharp retort was at first qualified, only to be
later emphasized by the senator. Efforts to push through congress without asking advice of the President a
war board bill that would take from
him a part of his duties if not his powers brought forth the announcement
that the President would oppose it.
Senator Chamberlain's speech in the
senate added to the strained situation.
Comment upon the political phases
have partly submerged consideration
of the merits of the war board question. Papers that have not hesitated
to criticise are occasionally found demanding loyal support of the administration. The Milwaukee Sentinel, long
proud of its stalwart republicanism,
says those men of influence who fan
the embers of popular discontent and
make mountains of failures and incompetency out of molehills of mistakes
are rendering more service to Germany than to the United States. It recalls the abuse and insults to which
Lincoln was subjected and continues:
"Let not the republican party of these
days incur the reproach incurred by a
fault-finding and disgruntled section
of Ttne democratic party of those days.
Country above party!"
SENATOR CHAMBERLAIN'S declaration that the American military
establishment had fallen down is declared by the Syracuse Herald a "gross
and shameful exaggeration and a wanton insult to every officer of the
United States army from General
Pershing downward." It argues that a
state of congressional frenzy has been
reached and that the common sense of
the people must assert itself.
"The partisan drive against the government, in congress and in the party
press," says the Duluth Herald, "is a
menacing influence that will, if it is
carried much further, break down the
morale of the American people and
hamstring the nation in its fight for
liberty. The very fate of America is
being risked in the hope of carrying
congress in this year's elections."
" 'rpHANK GOD, they're swearing
JL yet!' said the frightened lady on
a ship in a big storm, as she crouched
and listened near the door of the engine room," says the New York Evening Post. "There is surely enough
swearing among the engineers at
Washington. That is our democratic
way of conducting a war. The friction,
the mistakes, the irascibility, the
cross-purposes, the gentlemen starting
up all over the country and in congress
with happy thoughts to end all the
trouble, and improvised solutions for
every problem—all this is an old story.
Abraham Lincoln would feel quite at
home in the White House if 1918 were
only 1863."
The Post does not hesitate to say
that Chamberlain's language was as
sweeping and reckless as could well be
imagined.
,
THE Milwaukee Journal says the
nerves of members of congress
have been frazzled by high pressure
and the break was bound to come. It
believes the opinion is growing that
the President needs the help of more
strong men, but it asserts that critics
must come with constructive not destructive ideas.
In an editorial calling upon all to remain sane and tranquil and loyal, the
Denver Post says all criticism, doubts
of the efficiency and intelligence of
those conducting the war might well
be stamped "made in Germany."
Personal and political animosities
are to be sincerely deplored, in the
opinion of the Washington Star, as
they will not aid in the beating of Germany or inspire our armies in the field
or the workers at home. "But happily
this phase will pass," it argues. "We
have lived under a severe strain, and
these exchanges are perhaps only a
vent that will react beneficially."
MANY papers express doubt about
the possibility of passing the
Chamberlain bill with the President
openly opposed to it. The Boston Globe
regards this measure as the only constructive suggestion which the political explosion disclosed. The success

of the plan, however, would depend on
the co-operation of the President. He
could render efforts of a board worthless.
The Brooklyn Eagle believes the
President's attitude makes an end of
the bill. To introduce such a bill to
congress without consultation with tne
President it asserts was a grave discourtesy.
"The senate military committee's
plan for a war council, independent of
the cabinet and responsible directly to
the President," says the Kansas City
Star, which prints frequent editorial
pronouncements signed by Theodore
Roosevelt, "is in the direction of centralization and co-ordination of authority and action which the experience of every belligerent country has
shown to be necessary to the efficient
prosecution of war."
THE bill is torn to shreds by the St.
Louis Post-Dispatch, which insists
it would be futile to attempt to tie or
force the President's will in his executive capacity. Congress has no power
to take away one bit of his constitutional powers and it believes the people will not tolerate any effort to obstruct the exercise of his duties.
"In declaring that he will fight to
the finish the war cabinet proposal of
Senator Chamberlain of Oregon, a
democrat who is playing into the
hands of republican opponents of the
administration," says the Pittsburgh
Post, "the President takes the only
course open to him, since acceptance
of the plan would be virtual admission
that he had failed in the discharge of
his constitutional duties."
AS viewed by the Cedar Rapids Gazette Senator Chamberlain is
guilty of mutinous conduct and of an
attempt to supersede the commanderin-chief in time of war by a violation
of the spirit if not of the letter of the
constitution.
The Boston Herald tells of tense
feeling in Washington and asserts that
the administration is carrying on the
war with incompetency, that he has
surrounded himself with men of small
patriotism and that things are at sixes
and sevens. It is for a war board and
it argues that the President ought not
to oppose it.
The Philadelphia Inquirer, one of
the most active opponents of the administration, insists that a war board
is needed, but it denied a desire to
strip the President of power.
HYSTERICAL editorials that followed the drastic fuel order by
Dr. Garfield last week gave way to
calmer pronouncements in nearly all
of the papers observed. On sober second thought the editors must have
been forced to reflect that the administration had the very best reason possible for issuing its unprecedented decree or would not have issued it. As
said by the Buffalo Enquirer, the one
big fact to bear in mind is that industry was suspending without a fuel order and suffering was spreading because of fuel conditions. The fuel administration attempted to regulate the
inevitable and make it less disastrous
than if allowed to run wild.
CRITICISMS of Dr. Garfield have
continued, however, with the persistency that have marked attacks
upon Secretary Baker. The Boston
Herald is one of many to insist that
Dr. Garfield has lost the confidence of
the country and ought to retire. Replying to any defense of the order closing
down industries the PhiladelphiaEvening Ledger asserts that the condition
confronting us should not have been
permitted to arise. It argues at length
and with sincerity, but when it refers
to what would have been done by a
Roosevelt one must feel that the editor permitted a vein of humor to creep
in. He says a Roosevelt would have
been in the mine fields with a drum
corps and that the coal would have
leaped out of the mine mouths. Colonel Roosevelt certainly can have no
such faith in his ability to stay the
elements as have some admirers.
REPLYING to criticisms that Garfield's order would encourage the
enemy the St. Louis Post-Dispatch
says if anything is likely to give aid
and comfort to the enemy it is not the
order designed to move 250 ships tied
up in our ports, release cars and increase the coal supply, but the revolt
of newspapers, politicians and the representatives of affected interests
against the first actual sacrifice asked
by the government for the winning of
the war. It also says that New York
and parts of New England always revolt against any policy which touches
their pocketbooks. In taking this stand
the Post-Dispatch is in the peculiar
position of disagreeing with the New

York World, although the two have
nailed at their mastheads quotations
from Joseph Pulitzer, once editor of
both papers.
"Even if the Garfield policy had
been right the thing was done in'the
worst possible way," the World <■!-ciared, and gave extensive specifications. These, the Post-Dispatch answered vigorously and at the same
time gave answers to many others. It
asserted that Dr. Garfield's action was
right and the only action that could
have been effective. If there had been
warning or consultation with public
opinion, it says, there would have been
no remedial action. Each man and
each interest would have howled in discord. There would have been confusion and a paralysis in the business of
the country far more disastrous than
the effect of the order. It points out
that the principal criticism directed
against the administration has been
that debate and conference and red
tape have interfered with vigorous action. It asks if it is not the height of
folly to scream with rage and protest
when the President exercises the
power granted to him to relieve an
emergency because his remedy involves some losses and sacrifices.
THE Grand Forks Herald devotes
much space to discussing the situation. It shows willingness to await
patiently and accept he action of the
fuel administrator without criticism
until results prove him in error. It
says he acted quickly, but if action
were warranted at all, prompt action
was essential. It at the same time
gives unqualified praise to the editorial attitude of the Chicago Herald on
this subject, which the people of North
Dakota finds in strong contrast with
metropolitan papers that permit partisan bias to warp saner judgment.
As showing the temper of the Philadelphia Inquirer, it tells in big type
of "the havoc that has followed in the
train of the howling farce of incompetency that has been staged in Washington; the result of calling schoolmasters and lawyers to posts that
should be occupied by the most expert
brains in the country. "The gist of it
is that Garfield and Baker should be
put aside by congress if the President
will not get rid of them. It also has a
short editorial in smaller type with the
caption, "We Shall All Obey, But ,"
and declaring that the loss to manufacturers is not an aid to the floating
of Liberty bonds and the loss to wages
not an incentive to the sale of war
stamps.
THE Springfield Republican regarded the shut-down as calamitous,
but pointed out that no critic had offered a practical suggestion of a constructive character. The Boston Globe
thinks President Wilson deficient in
business foresight, but it calls attention to the "majestic greatness of the
government, which far outshines its
faults." The Baltimore Sun finds upon
second thought that Dr. Garfield's order was much more carefully thought
out than his critics assumed. It was
inspired by an emergency that existed
and had to be met. The Wheeling News
says the manner in which the order
was executed commands admiration.
The Dallas News finds it courageous
for Dr. Garfield to do something which
he must have foreseen would cause a
storm of indignation both in and out
of congress. The Topeka State Journal
says the country needs more men like
Dr. Garfield to meet emergencies with
firmness. The Davenport Democrat
asserts that the criticism of the fuel
administration comes mainly from
politicians or newspapers with axes to
grind. The Illinois State Register says
it was not a pleasant pill to swallow,
but sometimes the bitterest medicine
does the most good. The Nebraska
State Journal regards the order as
drastic, but compares the effort of the
senate to obtain a five-day stay with a
demand of Russian troops to hold referendums to decide whether to obey a
military command.
"We have called the action arbitrary
and autocratic," says the Wisconsin
State Journal. "It is. It is just exactly the policy that must be adopted
in other matters before the war ends."
A HERO WORSHIPER
The State Journal thinks Senator La
Follette is "one of our noblest citizens," whether loyal or not. As a hero
worshiper the Journal easily leads anything we know of in this "land of the
free and home of the brave." If we
were living under a monarchial government it would probably declare thai
"the king can do no wrong." But as
we are sojourning among democrats,
republicans, socialists, prohibitionists
and pops, they are convinced that once
a pop always virtuous. — Fairbury
News.

If there is to be a bitter clash between opposing elements and views at
Washington, if there is to be a serious
attempt to force the administration to
adopt the proposed munitions and war
cabinet bill, this is certainly not the
time for it.

Under the circumstances whatever
America can do to make the allied
military position better during this
rapidly approaching critical period
must be done. And it must be done,
if at all, with the organization at present existing. To change now would
mean that the new war board would
have to take time to learn its duties.
President Wilson told senators that
would mean a delay of perhaps two
months.
There are indications that the government realizes the present emergency and is doing all it can to meet it.
The determination that the ships must

sail at any cost illustrates it. President
Wilson's statement that the country
"will soon learn" whether Secretary
Baker knows his business is suggestive. On top of this comes word from
France that some American soldiers
are deemed ready for actual war service, which carries more than a hint
that they will probably be called on
soon for support.
During this period, which may prove
to be the most trying of all for the
allies, little good could be done by an
immediate change of system, even if it
could be effected, with the delays necessarily incident to reorganization.
And the Presidential attitude is a fairly effective guarantee that there will
be no change—that the noise and distraction and the feud will, for the
time at least, be the be-all and the endall.
A trace is therefore eminently advisable. The war cabinet bill and the
munitions bill will certainly not have
their prospects of ultimate passage,
whatever those may be, hurt by this
procedure. And attention to the matter in hand, to the important problem
now looming so dangerously near, will
probably be facilitated.—Chicago Herald.

President Wilson errs on the side of
moderation when he says that "Senator Chamberlain's statement as to the
present inaction and ineffectiveness of
the government is an astonishing and
absolutely unjustifiable distortion of
the truth."
Nor is Senator Chamberlain very
happy in his reply when he insists that
"my argument was directed to the
military establishment and not to
other departments of the government."
What the senator said is this:
"Now, in conclusion, and I have only
touched a few of the high spots, let me
say that the military establishment of
America has fallen down. There is no
use to be optimistic about a thing that
does not exist. It has almost stopped
functioning, my friends. Why? Because of the inefficiency in every bureau and in every department of the
government of the United States."
Senator Chamberlain said exactly
what the President charged him with
saying, and his sweeping assertions
are no less an "absolutely unjustifiable
distortion of the truth," when restricted to the War Department than when
applied to the government of the
United States as a whole. The War
Department has not "almost stopped
functioning." On the contrary, it is
going ahead with greater speed and
with greater energy than ever before,
as Senator Chamberlain well knows,
and as he admits when he says that

Secretary Baker "has made much improvement" in the organization of the
department.
The Chamberlain speech was a deliberate attack upon the government
in order to incite public sentiment in
favor of the war cabinet bill, of which
the senator is the official father. That
was its only excuse. Nobody identified
with that surreptitious and subterannean measure can pretend that he was
trying to help the President or to aid
the administration in carrying on the
war.
The bill is designed to depose the
President and deprive him of his constitutional powers as commander-inchief of the army and navy. It vests
the conduct of the war in a cabinet of
"three distinguished citizens of demonstrated ability," to whom all the other
agencies and instrumentalities of government are subordinate. This cabinet
does not act under the authority and
direction of the President, but under
its own authority and direction. The
President has no power over its decisions and orders except a vague and
indefinite "review." This means that
nothing shall be done except as the
war cabinet permits it to be done.
There must be either a complete surrender on the part of the President or
the war machinery comes to a standstill.
Senator Chamberlain assures us that
the public is entitled to the confidence

The next two or three months may
brin>r a military crisis in the western
war area. Germans are reported concentrating on the French front in two
important sections. This is taken to
presage the early beginning of the expected great offensive or at least a
series of preparatory operations.

;
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of the committee that framed this
measure. Perhaps, then, he will begin
by telling them why the President was
never consulted and learned about it
"only at second hand." Perhaps he will
explain why the cabinet was not consulted and why none of the President's
other advisers were consulted. Perhaps he will explain why the President
of the United States, the commanderin-chief of the army and navy, should
have been kept in ignorance of a bill
that goes to the very heart of the conduct of the war and undertakes to
revolutionize the government of the
United States.
The motives of the men that prepared this measure may be as pure
and lofty as Senator Chamberlain
would have us believe he is, but if so,
we have little respect for their ability
or their judgment. The only possible
result of such a measure as theirs, assuming that it would become a lawover the veto of the President, would
be to divide the executive authority,
disintegrate the government of theUnited States and lose the war.—St.
Louis Post-Dispatch.

The Inveigher
...J
Was there ever a war in which the
editorial easy chair did not become the
fire-eating champions of the cause and
the soldier and the violent critic of the
various bureaus charged with the duty
of serving the cause by equipping the
soldier with arms, provisions, clothing
and other necessaries ? To the CourierJournal Secretary Baker's statement a
few days ago—made to the military
committee of the senate—seemed to
cover pretty fully and convincingly the
ground covered pyrotechnically by the
more violent and virulent of the critics.
According to the secretary of war
some mistakes have been made undeniably, and some delays have occurred, undoubtedly, but, nevertheless
and notwithstanding, much has been
done and more is being done, and no
country in the history of the world
ever did more in the time we have had
or got more in the way of being done.
It is easy, and it is traditional, to
lambast every general and every bureau head who get into the news columns by reason of their having something to explain or having to explain
something, in response to inquiry. A
good deal of the criticism is reflective,
some of it constructive, much of it sincere and patriotic, but some of it mere
space-fighting conceived as good fodder for the reader upon the ground
that the public likes to hear some one
or something excoriated.
To point a moral, there was a young
man who asked Whitelaw Reid—or
Dana—for a position as an editorial
writer. Asked what were his qualifications, he replied:
"I excel in invective."
"Against what do you customarily
inveigh?" he was asked.
"I can inveigh against anything," he
replied, and nothing is of more interest
to the public than powerful invective.
—Louisville Courier-Journal.
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CRITICISM REVEALS
A TRULY BIG MAN.
Those prominent personages
who for political or other reasons
jlave been magnifying the few
unavoidable and promptly remedied mistakes in our National Administration's war policies, and
thereby making it necessary for
Secretary Baker to make public
to the world (including Germany)
the unprecedented military prep*
arations that have been made in
this country, must now feel exceedingly small; if, indeed, they
are capable of seeing their own
blunders.
It has been discovered that the
magnitude of the work of achieving our present military status
and the dispatch with which it
has been accomplished under
Secretary Baker are without precident or parallel in the history
of the world.
Think of it!—
500,000 American soldiers in
France early this year, and 1,000,000 more trained and equipped
troops will be ready to follow as
quickly as ships can be provided
for them—making a grand total
of 1,500,000 troops.
In the August, 1917 number of
the Metropolitan Magazine of
which Theodore Roosevelt is a
contributing editor, .appeared the
following editorial opinion: "To
our mind the whole plan of the
war department has been flavored
with a desire to hold off until the
Allies finish the war for us. We
should have strained every energy to have gotten 50,000 or
100,000 men to Prance this year.
And by next year, 1918, we could
have had 500,000 men to send
over or any part of 500,000 men
which we could ship."
It is reported in the Washington dispatches that Senator
Chamberlain, chairman of the
committee before which Secretary Baker made his report, expressed great astonishment at
the marvelous
things
that

to

have been accomplished by the
war department as revealed in
Secretary Baker's speech.
And
now if T. R. will compare thefigures in which he expressed his
opinion
in the Metropolitan
Magazine last August as to what
he thought should be accomplished, with Secretary Baker's report
as to what has actually been accomplished, his eyes should also
be opened with great astonishment ; -though he would probably
be very loath to acknowledge it.
The criticisms which called
forth Secretary Baker's report,
together with the dignified and
statesmanlike way in which he
answered them, (even inviting
criticisms if thereby our interests in the great world-conflict can
be furthered) have made Mr.
Baker a truly big man; or, perhaps more properly putting it,
have called the world's attention
to the .;f-act that he truly is a
■great man.
c TheJ#nost lamentable thing in
the., whole* matter, however, is the
-fact th/it indiscretions upon the
part >qf his critics practically
forced^ Mr. Baker to reveal the
military progress our country
has made, just at this critical
timeM'when President Wilson,
Secretary Baker and General
Persjimg .all thought it best not
to reVear pur hand in the game to
the entire' world including Kaiser
Wilhelm.

EfjeBallasitemng Jietos
THE QUALITY OF SENATORIAL
JUDGMENTS.
It will be well to wait for some confirmation of it before crediting the
report that the Senate is preparing to
engage in a new contest with the White
House over the proposal that the time
for terminating Government control of
the railroads be left to the decision of
the President. One reason for doubting the correctness of this report just
now is that, so far as the country has
been informed, no one ^authorized to
speak for the President has asked that
he be vested with such authority. Until
the President shall take that position,
it will be obviously impossible to join
any real issue with him, and the attempt to make an issue factitiously
would only suggest that the Senate is
looking for' an opportunity to present
the appearance of having once, at least,
imposed its will on the White House.
It might retrieve some of the Senate's
prestige to win a phantom victory over
the President, but on^ might well doubt
if it would be prudent for the Senate
to attempt to win a real one. For if
it should, the Senate would stand in
imminent danger, judged by experience,
of bringing a misfortune on the country
from which its reputation would suffer
much more than it has from its pastdefeats. The Senate can find no reason
to feel proud as it reviews the record
of its contests with the President.
Without an exception, of any noteworthiness, it has been a record of defeat.
What it has done it has done either
under .his persuasion or the pressure of
public opinion, and tiie same forces
have stayed it from doing several things
which its own mind projected. To have
been moved, guided and restrained in
these ways does not make for the
exaltation- of the Senate in public estimation. But one, looking back over
the events of the last eight or nine
months, will feel that tire Senate must
have fallen still lower In public esteem
if it has not so nearly invariably suffered defeat in its contests with the
President. Events have proved the
correctness of the President's positions,
and not those which the Senate has
started out to maintain. We should
have had no Food Administration, or
a very negligible one, if one at all, had
the President yielded to the Senate's
original attitude. The defects and inadequacies in the law which experience
has disclosed are attributable to the
Senate's refusal to yield a full-hearted
acquiescence in the President's proposal. They are the price the country
has had to pay for its limited and
grudging acceptance of the President's
counsel. The effort of the Senate to
stay Mr. Garfield's fuel order is a more
recent and signal instance of the Senate's faulty and perverse judgment.
The whole country now recognizes
that Mr. Garfield's order in reality
saved it from the disaster which the
Senate declared it would cause. It has
reason to be devoutly thankful that it
escaped the ministrations of the Senate, while "the Senate itself Jias reason
to feel a secret satisfaction that it was
unable to give effect to the ignorance
and hysteria which it exhibited on that
occasion.

There is no need to enlarge on the
latest display of senatorial fatuity and
perversity. The country must feel that
noth.ng less than a disaster would have
been brought on it if the effort which
has been under way to disrupt the organization of the War Department and
tie the hands of Secretary Baker had
not been made impossible of success
These are but a few of numerous instances which have demonstrated that
the judgment which comes from the
White House is more trustworthy than
that which is formed in the distorting
atmosphere of the Senate, and they
show that both the country and that
body itself have reason to be thankful
that the Senate has so uniformly been
brought under submission to the
President's will. The defeats of the
Senate have been its own and the country s blessings, and the'Senate's best
claim to wisdom is that it has so seldom held fast in opposing its impulses
to the President's judgments.
What makes the German diplomats ,o
mad is that they are afraid they may £
cheated out of their Russlan victory D
the victims.
' y

_

AnyhoW, Secretary Baker of the War
Department has given the espionage
boys something to send homo if twv
want to.
'

SECRETARY BAKER'S
WORST OFFENSE.
One of Secretary Balcer's worst of-;
fenses was his coolness under the fire
of cross-examination before the Senate
ci mmittee. He was so calm as to bring:
upon him the accusation of being "much
too complacent." If he had only shown
signs of nervousness, grown flustered,
red in the face and exclaimed occasionally. "BleSs me! what a dreadful state of |
tshing's," he would have made an admirable witness. But, actually, the Secretary had a way of blowing smoke rings I
and sometimes saying, "Quite the con-1
trarv," that infuriated his inquisitors. I
His culminating crime on the stand was I
in yielding to the sudden temptation to I
exercise his wit in answering stupid or I
silly questions. Thus when our own Sen- |
ator Weeks asked the impossible question if the Secretary did not think that I
someone else could have done better than I
General Crozier as chief of ordnance, Mr.I
Baker unwisely answered: "I do notl
know; there are so many people in tho|
world." If the Secretary had only answered that he was sure there was one
such person and that he had his eye on
hjm, all might have been well.—Sprin»"-|
field Republican.
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THE BULLETIN
When Mr. Baker closed it was
BAKER SUCCESSFULLY
ANSWERS CRITICISMS. apparent he had created a profound impression.
Chairman
Chamberlain said so before he left
Washington, Jan. 28.—Ameri- the stand. There was no attempt
ca will have an army of 500,000 at cross-examination. The chairmen ini Prance early this year man proposed that the secretary
with 1,000,000 more trained and be given a rest, and it virtually
equipped ready to follow as quick- was agreed to recall him for furly as ships can be provided to ther examination later after the
carry them—and the outlook for committee has completed its hearships is not unpromising.
ings of officers of the medical
Secretary Baker gave this in- corps, aviation section and other
formation to the nation and to branches of the service.
the world today in a statement
While many things disclosed
before the senate military com- impressed the committee, it was
mittee, clearing much that until frankly amazed when toid that
now has been carefully guarded the men of thirty-two national
with the army's military secrets, guard and national army divisin answering charges that the ional camps are ready to go togovernment has broken down pre- day at need.
When members
paring for war.
wanted to know why such things
Prom early morning until late had not been given publicity beafternoon the secretary addressed fore Mr. Baker spoke of the rethe committee and a crowd includ- luctance of military men to reing many members of both houses veal their war plans and quoted
of congress, gathered in the big German remarks about America's
bearing room of the senate office advertising of her preparations.
building. He spoke extemporanEmphasizing that he was not
eously, beginning with details of there to defend himself or anythe mammoth task of building an body else, the secretary urged the
army of 1,500,000 men answering committee again and again to lay
such complaints of inefficiency as bare any short coming or failure
were cited by Senator Chamber- of the department that it might be
lain in his recent speech and de- corrected. Frequently he paused
claring that such instances were to seek stronger language to deisolated and not general. Some scribe the devotion of his assoquestions were asked, and Mr. ciates in the department, military
Baker from time to time has as- and civilian.
sistants go to the telephone for re"For one reason or another,"
ports on specific questions.
he said, "the impression has gone
Then, toward the close of the out into the country, to some exday the secretary delivered a tent at least, that the war departdramatic general statement of the ment has fallen down.
American war plan, telling of the
"It would be a tragic thing if
coming of the allied missions, of this tremendous eflort, this wholthe day and night conferences ly unprecedented sacrifice made
with men from the scene of bat- by men, were in fact to turn out
(Continued on the 7th page)
tle in which the plans now being
executed were adopted, and of
success beyond the most sanguine
expectations in building the army
and its industrial supports at
home, transporting men across the
ocean, constructing railroads in
Prance and preparing to strike
the enemy with every resource at
the country's command.
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time gun making required. But
even France herself "with the
enemy at her throat" he added,
(Continued from the 1st page.)
to deserve the comment; that it had not been able to see what
vast gun programmes the war
had fallen down."
Never in the history of time, he would lead into.
declared, had an army of its size j
been raised, equipped, trained and
prapared for battle as had that or
the United States.
Mr. Baker
THE EVENING JOURNAL
took personal responsiblity fui'
getting men under training before
THURSDAY, JANUARY 31, 19W
their equipment was ready "to the
Last shoe button." Such officers
'MORE EFFICIENCY. ^
as Major General Leonard Wood,
he said, had urged this policy.
_'he gratification occasioned in this
He described conferences that
country by cabled announcement that
evolved the ordnance programme seventeen Americanized German and
and its fulfillment, submitting Austrian vessels had arrived at a
French port, carrying thousands of soldocuments to prove that Prance
diers and vast stores of supplies, would
and Great Britain were supplybe heightened by knowledge that the
ing artillery and machine guns
story had, by some means, been relayed
for the first forces at their own
to Berlin. That it would provoke a
urgent request in order that ships wrathful gnashing of Teutonic teeth,
with the Von Tirpitzites starring as
might be used for other purposes.
conspicuous gnashers, is not to he
All that was done .prior to the dedoubted.
parture of the first troops, GenerThis latest evidence of efficiency
al Pershing shared in the deliberajustifies the pardonable pride whicli
Secretary Baker, without boastfulness,
tions and approved the decisions
voiced in the Nation's record of accomreached, Mr. Baker declared, and
plishment, for his summarization of
now surrounded with a staff of
achievement doubtless was based upon
trained regular officers, who could
information that this new and important increment had reached or was
ill be spared from the great tasks
viearing France. The feat is one which
at home Pershing is in Prance as
furnishes added vindication, if such
the "eyes of the army." Every
were needed, and the pride which it
step taken since has been founded
must occasion may justly be shared b)
Secretary Daniels, at whom the shafts
on his long daily cabled reports of
of partisan organs and their partisan
what is going on at the fighting
constituents have been loosed with bit. fronts.
terness.
Tables were cited to show that
If the rapid transformation 01 disabled vessels into a mighty merchant
over-crowding in the camps and
(fleet, and their safe passage through
cantonments had not been general
■the zone of frightfulness, is not an eviand that the sickness had come
dence of efficiency, the war administramostly in the camps where medition's critics have lost their capacity to
cal opinion had agreed it was
recognize efficiency. All things considered, the achievement out-Germans
least to be expected.
The histin' Germans.
tory of the development and buildIt also vindicates the judgment pi
ing of the cantonments was givFuel Administrator Garfield, whose
en in detail to show that every
drastic order shutting down industrial
plants on Jan. 18 is believed to havi
possible precaution had been takmade possible the coaling of these huge
en.
transports. When the storm that ttAnalyzing the efforts of the ordGarficld order provoked was at *
nance bureau, the secretary said
height The Evening Journal suggested
that Gen. Crozier had urged for
that there might be some more cow
polling reason for that order than tod
I years a great artillery preparabeen made public. That reason sn»
s<
tion: that he also had realized the
Baker Answers Criticisms.
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A Gratifying Showing.
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BAKER'S REPLY.

[St. Louis Globe-Deir.ocrat.]
The Secretary look up all phases of
the work of the War Department that
have been the subject of criticism and
endeavored to explain the reasons for
every act. We are inclined to think
that, all circumstances considered, he
makes a very gratifying showing for the
, Government.

Comment of the Press on the Secretary of War's Statement.
[Philadelphia Ledger.]
For many of the things for which he
has not to answer as Secretary of War,
poor Mr. Baker invites the country to
hold him responsible by the fact of his
occupying- the additional position of
Chairman of the useful but rather misnamed Council of Xational ' Defense.
Among' those things, what more conspicuous than the recent recrudescence
of destruction of war plants and sup! )/.ics? After months and months of
this, the guarding of plants and storehouses is still seemingly quite inadequate and the subject of official vacillation and .half-measures. I^ast week
it was set forth that the recruiting of
guards for this purpose .had been ordered suspended by one War Department bureau and ordered hastened by |
another. "First she said she wouldn't J
then she said she couldn't, then she i
said, 'Ah, well, I'll see,'" used to be j
sung of Mrs. 'Enery 'Awkins years ago. j
We hope Washington is not concealing I
its good works. If not, home defense
still cries to high heaven fqr systematization and adequacy. In fact, the
apparently incendiary fires of the last
few days show it. The President has
called Secretary
Baker "one of the
ablest public officials he has ever
known." Maybe Mrs. 'Bnry 'Awkins
had qualities not mentioned in the song
nor otherwise revealed to a thoughtless public. We wish to be just and
we hate to think that light is being
hid beneath a bushel of red tape.

His Attitude an Improvement.
[Pittsburg Dispatch.]
No fair-minded prson can read Secretary Baker's statement without feeling that he honestly believes the War
Department has done the very best
possible under the circumstances. He
disarms his hostile critics by admitting frankly .that there have been delays, shortcomings and. false steps, but
that these have been "occasional rather
than characteristic" and that they have
always been followed with immediate
efforts to apply the remedy required.
His attitude yesterday was an improvement on his former appearance
before the committee in that he announced at the outset he was not there
to defend himself or his subordinates
i but to state the whole circumstances.

War Department Impregnable.
[Baltimore American]
The address of the Secretary of Wai
has had the effect of clinching the nails
of his Senate Committee defense anc
making the position of the War Department impregnable. This is not because
there have been no flaws, nor because
there have been no mistakes, and not
because there have been no failures. of
co-ordination. There have been at all
times, and perhaps much more. But the
total work of the department has been
phenomenal and the results beyond the
imagination of the most sanguine Americans, even among its critics, at the time
the country entered the war.
Now let all criticism and cavilling stop!
Let ancient history be buried! Let all
Americans of every type, class and condition realize that if the war keeps up
it will be bitter business. The nation,
has never entered upon, the world has
never known, such a war. Let us all
unite, let us all co-operate, let all show
their true Americanism and forget overzeal of critics and fhe mistakes of Mr.
Chamberlain and the hot-headed intervention of well-meaning Mr. Roosevelt.

Confidence in Baker Never Strong.
I

-

[Buffalo Express.]

Public confidence in Secretary Baker,
! never very strong and considerably
| weakened by the information which has
iconic out during the last few weeks, is
I not likely to be restored easily. But if
the President is determined to retain
:
Baker, ihose who have been urging that
:
the department be turned over to stronger hands must give way. We cannot
afford to quarrel. The reorganization
which already has been made in the
War Department since the investigation
has started promises immense gains.
The appointment of Mr. Settinius indicates a complete revolution in Democratic thought. The investigation has
been fully vindicated by the reorganization which it has brought about, whether
Baker stays or goes.
5To Past Comparisons Go.
[Memphis Commercial-Appeal.]
Mr. Baker was more impressive yesterday than he was before the Senate committee.
It should not be the policy of any one
who may have criticised Mr. Baker for
'ailures, or alleged failures, to rejoice
:hat he might become further involved
just for gratifying one's vanity by beingable to say, "I told you so."
• Undoubtedly it is true that, compared to
old achievements, the country has done
big work in getting together an army of
a million and a half men.
But our standard by comparison must
not be what was done in the Civil War,
nor what was done in the Spanish War,
nor the South African War, nor even
what was done in the beginning of this
war in 1914.
The war in the beginning of 1918 is more
colossal than kaiser or King or President
of France thought it ever would be when
they went at the deadly game in 1914.
So America's task in 11117 and 1918 is to
arm and equip and munition 3,000,000 soldiers and have them fit for fighting, from
big- cannon down to the last shoelatch.
A Profound Impression.
[Louisville Courier-Journal.]
Secretary of War Baker's statement to
the Senate Committee on Military Affairs
is reported to have made a profound impression on Washington, inclusive of
Senator Chamberlain, whose criticisms of
the "War Department provoked the statement.
That is readily credible. It has made a
profound impression on the country, and
no man of fair mind, even though he has
been given to doubt of the department's
efficiency, will fail to acknowledge the
force of this extraordinary showing.
Credit To Chamberlain and T. R.
[Indianapolis star.]
The most important thing to recognize
in Secretary Baker's dramatic and effective appearance before the Senate committee is that we have here, not a victorv
for Baker, but a triumph for Roosevelt
and Chamberlain. They it is to whom
we are indebted for this imposing arrav
of facts, this eloquent presentation of
American roused and America efficient,
this inspiring spectacle of achievements
past, present and future.
If it had not been for the courage and
persistence of these two pioneers in the
work of enforcing publicity for acts of
the Government, which a few people are
fairly entitled to know about, and the
really important labor of trying to bring
about a proper sense of responsibility
toward Congress and the public, Mr.
Baker would even yet be occupying the
jaunty attitude of self-sufficiency and
self-assurance he has heretofore ' main- ■

tained.
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The Christian Register

editorial.
NOTHING in the conduct of the war has been
more wonderful and reassuring than the delivery
on Monday by Secretary Baker in Washington
of an exhaustive review of the task of making
oart ;„ an.armv fit and ready to go overseas to take its
?av n
lmgl>ng a? ?nd t0 the COnflict- WiI1 any one
cL™Z,
i°*Snt knT his job? Wel1 maY Senator
Chamberlain have remarked that the Secretary made a
proiound impression. He answered every point with
Bakr1™ eff,eCtlVTSS- /ril°Se Wh° 1^ known Mn
thev are n
rTnt,,^6 ^ 7lU Say without exception
nSht L °tat+1a11 surprised; that he did just what
might consistently be expected. As for his "falling
aturd mA??h taSk h.tiS WJ?linS
his Zti,
£ u°nti?S roH by'

but
uhW ?
but ultimately

t0
undertake,-simpl?
the true

valuation of

VC been made f C0Urse in
'
justf manner of a' °democracy.

that slow

His performance provoked by the rather oratorical though
sincere effort of Senator Chamberlain, brought hinTsud
lantlY t0 thC f re and
SSn""? ,
° '
henceforth ii our
£ 1S
g
haVe preci0US little
rom
2'
!T
\°
from the press, the politicians, or the people.criticism
There
was nothing lacking in his amazing address
It waS

was
thfltdf
r n°; ^fe °f the War Department. ?
was that
last, irreducible, stubborn thing,—fact, in comprehensiveness. Certain of our great newspapers wffl
earn as a matter of national decency that their contemptuous and mflamed abuse of the War Department
has been among the most unworthy and unpatriotic
disservices in this hour.
uupduriouc

Hickory,

ff.

C#

r.
I-25-]

MR. BAKER'S COMEBACK
_Seeretary Baker has answered his
critics in a manner that should square
him with the American public.
He
has done his best and moat of what
he has done has been at the instance
of true and tried generals in
the
army and the statesmen of England
and France.
Some mistakes have
been made, of course,
but
they
would have been made regardless of:
who was and is secretary of war f
Senator
Chamberlain,
Colonel'
Roosevelt and a few others will not'
be satisfied with Mr. Bakr's statement, but the American people wffl
oe, and that is the main thing.
They used to rage at Josephus, but
everyboedy now admits that Daniels
knows his job.
And most
likely
Baker knows his too.
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thought 200,000 men ample for forThe Vindication of Mr Baker
eign service. We have in France toIt is a patriotic duty tor one to read day much more than tljat number. Mi[ the impressive statement of Sec're- Baker d ,-clares that "early this year"
j tary Baker before the Senate commit- we shall have an army of 500,000 in
tee in reply to the charge of Senator France, and that during the year we
Chamberlain that the war department could send at least a .million . mo re,
has "fallen down" in prosecuting the making a total of 1.500.000 soldiers
war. it was a dangerous, even wick-; in France before next winter. In 82
ed, assertion for the senator to make American training camps there are at
on the basis of the evidence which this moment about 1,000,000 men
ho presented to support his position. ready to sail, and every man of thorn
Even among his own sympathizers could go armed and equipped.
Consider, also, the vast engineerthere were. those ■ who admitted that
he had failed to prove his charge. But, ing and construction work already
worst of all. the senator's performance done in France, or in process of acfrom first to hist has been inevitably. ; complishment—great storehouses and
•if not designedly, . directed toward plants for supplies, new piers in harweakening popular confidence-' iii -the' bors, barracks for soldiers, road build:
government. On that account, particu- ing for the British and French armies
larly, ' Secretary. Baker's presentation by our own regiments of engineers,
of the government's case and his re-.. and, to top all. a railroad 600 miles
view of the government's achievements long for the use of our own army, for
must command the most attentive which the entire equipment has had
to be shipped from this country. These
consideration.
The reply is crushing. Unless one's operations, at such a distance, are stumind is hopelessly biased against, the pendous; our people cannot take in
secretary or the president, or is ob- their dimensions by any exercise of
sessed with ulterior purposes whose the imagination, although it. is most
promotion calls for tho secretary's eas.v for obstreperous-faultfinders and
downfall, it must be recognized that pestilential politicians to fill our ears
tho achievement already bulks so large with outcries against the defects in a
as to make tho mistakes an^-failurAs training camp site and the. criminal
of the department seem .by-compari-> delinquencies of a few medical -officers
son of minor importance in the record. on the home front, where the poison
Aside from the secretary's success in gas of politics is used to blind .he
throwing new light upon mooted country to the outlines of a colossal
points in the mobilization, equipment achievement in the making before its
and. training of the army, which have very eyes.
Secretary Baker's achievement is
been widely exploited, he has impressively recalled what most people have not confined to what has. been done
forgotten, namely, the. necessity from, in France or in the creation of a new
tho start of .subordinating- .our own army of a million men now ready to
military program to the- imperative sail for the distant theater of war. He
needs of Britain and especially France. hag in 10 months radically reorganized
Tha inside story of the demands of the whole machinery of the -war deFrance cannot yet be told in its full- partment—an achievement summarized in another article on this page.
ness, but Mr Baker wisely gam
hints of the steadily increasing pros- I The "drive" against him for the pursure to exoand our operations abroad pose of forcing him out of the posibeyond all previous forecasts, of the tion he now holds is unjustified by
most probable contingencies. This any body of facts that can be assemknowledge must be considered, also, bled in the face of what he has done.
in connection with the, frequent em- It would be injurious to the gigantic
barrassing changes in the character undertaking in which the nation is
of the demands of our allies—their engaged to experiment at this" time:
insistence in tha beginning upon with a new secretary of war, who
munitions, supplies and tonnage; their would necessarily have very much to|
sudden cry for soldiers.. for "moral learn before he could give to the coun- !
'effect" and then for more and more try iho best that was in him. Koine
soldiers; and, still again', fft'eir shift <Ji." I\1L" L.dhCi'o ul ilitj .<.o o6-,, L..--..,
back to supplies and tonnage in pref- ting that he has made' great improvements in our war machine, but I heir
erence to man ,powar.
In broad outlines, what are the re- latest cry is' that he not fundamentally
sults to-day? The government sent in "sympathetic" with war. In heaven's
1917 a much larger army to France name! what civilized man could be?
than the maximum of Mr Roosevelt's The signs are many that the . effort
own estimate early last summer of to destroy him is collapsing, as it
what was required. Roosevelt in June ought; for the good of the army and
our cause it cannot collapse too soon.
j
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FEDRAL JURY CHOSEN TO
TRY FORMER MAYOR BELL

'-BAKER BURNS RLISTERS ON
BARE BACKS OF BELITTLERS

l'endants asked Bush concerning
versations with several persons
which he exonerated Mr. Bell
knowledge of fraudulent acts
nection with the registration andfelec-,
Judge Geiger Orders Politics Barred tion. The questions also inclu/ed ai.'**""^ Kefutes Charges of Breakin Examination of Jurors.
leged declarations by the witn/ss that doWns Arm* of 2,000,00 Ready to
F
he intended "to get Bell."
/
*8** in„1918» t'haniberlain,
Case Falls Like House
Jury in Bell Trial.
-Most of the conversation;/ as outof Cards.
I. R BARKER, Crawfordsville, mer- lined by Mr. Tone
by Bush. To other
chant.
A. W. BLANCHARD, Hebron, retired ] h

Our experience is not different from
that of our allies.
France has
scrapped innumerable war engines
before they ever reached the front because the swiftly moving war had
made them archaic over night.
Gives Complete Story.
So, buttressing every assertion with
its related document and backing up
every act with the authority of the
allied demands, Baker told his story,
from the-.penalties meted out- to

CONSCRIPTION—OF MONEY.
A reader of The Herald wants to know what we think of
the prospects for success of the next Liberty Loan. Another
asks about the lagging sale of thrift stamps, which, after 30
days' vigorous pushing, have not brought in enough to pay our
war expenses for two days.
We know no more about these things than our correspondents. But or* thing we do know.
Unless tne is an immediate and very noticeable loosening
up of purse sflfngs to meet necessary war expenses, the Government before
njany months will have to^mscript money, _
tfore ua:

..\iiow many Ameri- infinitesimal medical attendant who
,,*■!,.'.. it"' l.j'jiJMlMitf^i-'fytf y<DLUl^ m
can
soldiers
are
now
In France, but he had been guilty of cruelty and negtray—Secretary Tells
and just as it/tosjt
it/tool possession
p<
0f the railroads
lect
such
as
related
in
the
pathetic
did say that there *Ould he half a
Senators 500,000 Fighters Will Be
Nor
doesihis
mean
tak:I
g
from the rich alone. It means
n
million there 'early in 1918, and that letters read by Senator Chamberlain
that
every
income,
every
reservoir
of stored or hidden wealth
in France Early This Year.
we have a million and a half avail- in his speech to the grand procession
will
be
tapped.
Salaries,
reiVts
and
interest, obligations of all
able," if the transportation facilities of the hundreds of thousands of
kinds,
will
be
paid
partly
in
s\¥
mps
or
Government bonds. EsMEETS FOES HALF WAY
a
are available to us, AND THE PROS- trained and perfectly equipped soltates, savings banks and insurance companies will invest a desdies
across
3,000
miles
of
submarineignated part of their funds insecurities issued by Uncle Sam.
Admits Mistakes and Delays, But Says PECT IS NOT UNPROMISING, who
can be shipped to Fiance during the infested ocean.
The fanner who sends a toad of cattle, hogs or sheep to
Every Soldier Will Be Fully
The tremendous program of railcurrent year.
market, or who sells his corn,!wheat or cotton, will receive a
Equipped.
The little secretary, drawn and hag- road building in France—600 miles of
certain per cent of the proceeds in bonds, whether he asks for
gard, possibly from the preparation of it—docks, warehouses, cantonments,
them or not.
STANDS FOR FIVE HOURS
starting from the felling of tress in
GIVING STATEMENT his six-hour speecln-for it was an
MORAL * DO YOUR DU»Y VOLUNTARILY.
almost continuous address—did not the forests and planting corn in the
fields, was all described.
confine
himself
to
dry
details.
WASHINGTON, January 28.—Secre"Why," asked Chairman ChamberHe realized that he had been plac^
tary of War Baker today stood for
lain,
"have you not felt it proper to cheer our people, if yon will send over
nearly five hours delivering his state- ed in an invidious situation before let the public into your confidence some of your troops.'
"We did send some troops. At that
ment on "what America has done in the country; he felt this was unjust, with reference to these things that you
place we had a choice. Wo could have
the war." When he finished he was and he knew there was only one way
Twelve jurors were obtained in the
he could set himself right, and that are telling now?"
sent over, as Great .Britain, our regupale and weary.
"Senator. I confess I have hesitated,
trial Of fnviruM- Mayo)-,.lnsanh E Boll
Three Cases at Evansvflle Will lie
WASHINGTON, January 2i>.-—Secre- was Jjy telling the truth and telling it and I still hesitate," replied the secre- lar army, and in a very short preparaand thirty,, others in Federal .-Court
Heard on Their Scxlla by Jit^
tary of War Baker has answered Sen- so forcibly that there could be no tary. "I have here a statement from tion have put it into action and sufTuesday, betweeirthe opeuing -hour at
Hostetter.
ator Chamberlain's speech, and the question of its being accepted and un- Field Marshal von Hindenburg, in fered exactly what Great Britain suf10 o'clock and 4:30 p. m. Of three
fered with her 'contemptible little
alarming constructure erected by the derstood.
which
he
is
quoted
as
saying
in
a
GerPerforms Task Well.
Indianapolis men on the venire none
army,' as it was called by their adsenator has crumbled like a house of
STAIN SBUKY'S PETITION
man newspaper in contemptuous fashwas accepted.
versaries. Our army would have given
No
man
ever performed a big task
cards.
ion
of
us,
that
we
have
advertised
our
IS DENIED DY THE COUBT
Mr. Bell and other defendants, some
as good anv account of itself as the
The cross-examination of the war more completely. Baker is an elopreparations for this war in an un- British army did, but it woftld have
of whom held office under his adminisquent
chap
when
he
gets
started,
and
secretary is still to come—at some
worthy manner."
tration, are charged with conspiracy
been destroyed like the Britfeh army,
Attorney-General Is Barred From
indefinite time in the future—but on lie was not afraid to let himself go
What the Germans Know.
and fraud at election. In the conand there would have been no nucleus
"Dry" Law Test Case—Objection
the case as it now stands, with the today.
"Do you think, for a moment, Secre- on which to build this new,army that
spiracy charged they are accused of
His picture of the arrival of the
By Plaintiffs.
prosecution resting on Senator Chaminvading the "right of all voters to
berlain's arraignment and the defense American troops in France, with crip- tary Baker," said the chairman, "that was to come over a little later, and
bave their vote counted at its full
on what Baker told today, the verdict pled veterans throwing their arms there has been any time within the last it was deemed wiser to send over a
EVANSVILLE, Ind., January ^9.—
value without being impaired and the
must go to the secretary, and the na- about them, had a thrill to it that year that, the German secret service regular division, but not to'send over
By the ruling of Fred M. Hostetter,
right of qualified men, white or colortion may draw a deep breath of re- stirred the audience, and it was a has not been fully advised as to every- our whole regular army at that time.
judge of the Vauderburg superior
"And now, let me bo frank with
ed, to vote for Federal officers." The
hard place to get that sort of effect. thing we have done?"
lict'.
court, today, Ele Stansbury, attorney"Yes, senator, I know. If I may rely you, and let your judgment, be frank
indictment was returned July 20, 1917.
The room was crowded to the doors;
Errors in True Light.
general of Indiana, will not be a deThe jury is composed of six farmWhen Secretary Baker had told what the secretary stood a| one end of the upon the confidential information with mo about this. ? Has any army
fendant in tho cases of the F. W.
which we get from confidential in history, ever, sim% the beginning
ers, four merchants, one retired manhad been done in the war—and he committee table withf people pressing
Cook Brewing Company, the Evansvillo
goHrcefl, tbe German ^ovcnnne.nt is of time, been M raised aid o.v/td'for
ufacture? and a niinMm:-,, Korly-two '■i'o.iw/i'. Y.Y..I uV>':;.v;v.v.'.i-.r;.'l ^"Witfutj1
Brewing -Association, and Henry Gel'g- "
"
ykiruyi-iiii ai^ir.^iey'-l-ylio-" <<(. tnilfe _aU. aUojiLJiini.- -A-iua^_in..a_ rush-hour
still mystified as to the number of as this army has? Ifcan the picture
street
car
would
have
as
good
an
opof the special panel of sixty citizens to defeat unrestrained aim free suf- tary details as he dared—the revelaenrath, filed here recently to test the
were needed before the "" necessary frage at the instance and with com- tions of delay and mistake that seem- portunity to concentrate as Baker had men we have in France, or have had be duplicated? We have raised this
validity of the state-wjde prohibition
army, taking the regular and the natwelve were obtained. Nine were ex- plete knowledge by the former mayor, ed so menacing before dwindled to today, but he did it, and even the there at any time."
law.that is sehedulod to go into effect
The chairman said he doubted this. tional guard, raising it to war
committee, hostile as it was, at the
cused by Judge Ferdinand Geiger, of were the result of conspiracy.
on April 2, next.
their true proportions.
After some discussion as to the poli- strength and supplementing it by the
beginning
at
least,
felt
the
force
of
Milwaukee, who is presiding before
In his application to be made a party
These things are the occasional
The defense elected to follow the
cy of governments in announcing mili- operation of a draft, and there are
examination as to qualifications.
defendant the attorney-general set out
government in making its statement spoiled fruit in a carefully packed bar- what he was saying.
tary secrets, Mr. Baker said i: was senators in this room who said to me
Meets Them Half Way.
Attorneys appearing for the United and Michael A. Ryan, of Ryan, Ruck- rel of apples; the irreducible minithat in tho event the state-wide law
He did not antognize them today; not the policy of the American or other with grief when we proposed that the
States government and the defense, in elshaus & Ryan, of counsel for Mr. mum of errors that accompanies evcry
becomes effective it will be his duty to
form of raising the soldiers should be
on the contrary, he met them half governments to do so, and added:
the trial of Joseph E. Bell and others, Bell and the other defendants, spoke human enterprise.
enforce it and for that reason he be"I am saying this because you have had—they shook their heads and said,
accused of poll frauds in Indianapo- separately of each one and denied the
lieved he should be made a* party deCompared with the total bulk of way. He denied nothing, but he exasked me why I have held these facts 'Mr. Secretary, it can't be done.' It
lis In the election 1914, were warned conspiracy charge for all. He asserted what has been done they shrink into plained everything.
fendant in the action.
Rifles? Certainly it was possible that until now. I am saying to you that you is too sudden to address to the AmeriTuesday by Judge Ferdinand Geiger, that whatever acts had been commit- insignificance.
Presented by Prosecutor.
it would have been the best policy could not get from Great Britain at can people that mode of selecting solpresiding in the federal court, that ted had been on sudden impulse and
The application of Attorney-General
Charges Change Aspect.
this minute; I do not know whether I diers.' And yet, has any great enterno attempt should be made to give the were the result of partisan zeal comStansbury to be made a party defendThe worst-sounding charges made by to have taken the English Enfields
could get the number of soldiers Great prise within the knowledge of any man
that
all
the
factories
were
manufaccase a political complexion.
ant in the three cases was presented
Senator Chamberlain and by Colonel
monly displayed in the heat of a polit
Britain has in France or at home, I in this room ever been carried out
"This case should not be given a ical contest.
to the court by Lane B. Osborn, proseRoosevelt assume an altogether differ- turing, but a conference of all the excould get an approximation; 1 could with more unfailing justice, with more
political complexion," declared the
cuting attorney and the lone defendant.
lie took up the expected evidence ent meaning in the light of what Sec- perts in the army decided on a bet- get whatever information might be intelligent explanation and commendater gun, and they accepted the delay,
judge, in ruling that the defense could against Bright, Condell, Leonard
in the cases since the suits as to
retary
Baker
told
the
committee
and
not. Inquire Wh"*1 >«»5 i-Ui^jMjlitic o_f Brnwn mid others and denied that as many other members pf Congress and every American soldier in France deemed helpful to the immediate mili- tion to tho good sense and patriotism Edgar Schmitt, chief of police, and
tary object to be accomplished, but of the American people and has any
William ttabbe, sheriff of Vauderburg
prospective jurors.
-crmro~nilo the cunferctiee has the best military rifle that was
there was any agreement, among:
I could not get from Great Britain or great and revolutionary change in our county, were dismissed. W. J_>. RobinJudge Geigcr's ruling sustained an them to do an unlawful act or to d
room in the Senate office buildiug— ever built.
Machine guns? It might have been France, either one, the actual number mode of practise ever been accomplish- son, of the legal iirm of Robinson
objection by L. Ert Slack United States that which was itself lawful in an unthey did accord the secrctary the
ed so splendidly, as the ojieration of & Stillwell, who brought the suits,
of troops they havo at the front.
district attorney.
, courtesy of a larger place than the wiser to use the Lewis" gun to the
lawful or criminal way.
"It may be that precaution is un- the selective service system?"
objected to the filing of the applicafullest
extent,
for
that
was
available,
Samuel M. Ralston, for the defense,
! small committee room after all.
Kyan Defends Bell
Secretary Baker is a very much big- tion and this objection was overruled
necessary, and yet that is the piebut
by
the
time
our
main
army
was
in examining William 11. Bradshaw,
The thing that made the country
ger man tonight than a lot of us by the court. Then Judge Hostetter
He referred at length to Mr. Bell,
asked him to tell his political party
most uneasy was the picture of this | ready a better gun would also he caution which military men have obthought after Chamberlain's speech.
related that the former mayor had
overruled the application of Attorneyserved,
and
I
have
no
further
point
drawing on poor, bleeding | ready, and in the meantime there were
affiliation.
country
Senators and congressmen gathered General Stansbury to be made a party
lived
all
of
his
life
in
Indiana,
had
the
French
guns
offered
to
fit
out
all
to
make
in
the
matter
of
the
number
"I object," said Mr. Slack. "The
France and harassed, straining Engbeen born on a farm, taught country
of troops there than to show, as I around him after ho was done and defendant.
political affiliation of the juror is not
laid for the artillery and ammunition the troops wc could send to France.
gave him an ovation; that means that
school, practiced law for a quarter of
The action of the attorneys for the
Lack
of
machine
guns
and
rifles
in
i
was showing when I read that ext
material."
for Pershing's army.
a
century
in
Indianapolis
ami
had
been
the
baiting
of
the
War
Department
is
plaintiffs
in objecting to the entrance '
Certainly;
Gen-|
that
our
original
intention
was
to
"What have you to say in regard to
Persning would be absolutely with- the training camps;
elected the city's chief executive.
of the attorney-general in the suits
make our military effort in 1918; and over.
eral
Wood
told
the
secretary,
and
the objection?" Judge Geiger asked
out artillery if it were not for what
The investigations will go on. but was a surprise, as it had been believed
"It will not be denied that in the
in August, 1917, a zealous advocate of
Mr. Ralston.
France has let him have, the colonel the secretary had agreed with him, immediate military activity laid down helpfulness instead of criticism will be ill 1 along that they would -offer no obelection of 1914 Mr. Bell did not take
that
there
were
many
things
raw
"Your honor, some men are very
told us the other day.
levies had to learn before they were as the maximum obtainable program the big thing now, and, on the other jection to this move. Attorneys at tho
partisan," said Mr. Ralston. "I know part," said Mr. Ryan. "He did display
Requested by Our Allies.
interest in the primaries, the registra
a thing which has since been multi- side, the people will be^'eiven ^o^j local bar say the move to make tho
that a man's politics is not a reason
And it is true—and the reason lor ready for the guns, and so the men
lion and the election. The great bulk
insight into wha^g-going on.
attorney-general a party defendant in
fold exceeded.
for a challenge for cause, but the deit is that France and England asked were ordered to the camps and canof
his
energies
and
hiskime
was
given
the suits should come from the at"Why
did
we
decide
to
send
some
It
has
been
aig
od
WET
^^
0
tonments
to
learn
the
primary
lessons
fense is entitled to know a juror's
us to save the time and the tonnage
10 Congress and im. the War Depart
*!f~mF7!£ piumuus .ui.T uoi
troops to France in 1
of
soldiering
while
their
guns
were
political affiliation for the purpose of t,o the duties of his^Rce, but he did
that would be required to manufacture
1
M»r*h»'-|.1pjj:e came to . ^^
have concern in the candidates of his
c-^^rot
Wh'
frpii," ■,.r.,,.<M.-.H
am1 ;)t f n
exercising ;rpcTemT?TOry,TTT!rTWBBr,i4
and living it from A™°r"'"
- f
e
loi
ju:.g:lH:,c,tcr ^«»«TTZ
party on the city" aij ounty
this country from France when thep "
Conditions in Camps.
that is desired."
same time enable their munitions
|in an injunction case can select the
guilty, but he
If that is a crime hi
Insufficient hospital accommoda- British mission came from England
workers to continue working full time.
No Right, He Asserts.
they
told
us
of
a
situation
which
we
violated no law in wlTallie did.
Idefendants thereto.
"You might, with equal right, deTo get the vast quantities of guns tions and cantonments in localities of
Demurrers to Be rueo.
had
not
up
to
that
time
fully
appreci"No
threats
were
made
in
soliciting
and shells our allies needed in a hurry doubtful hcalthfulness? Thesej things
mand the juror's religion, if you had
Prosecutor
Osborn, the «f«^»l;
the right to demand his political af- campaign funds. In a few instances, they established munition plants in j weru all done under direction of Sur- ated.
haB prepared demurrers to the thiee
Failure Changed Situation.
filiation," said Judge Geiger. "This four or five maybe, it will be claimed such volume that when the rush or-jgeon General Gorgas' own men. The
1
"There
had
been
in
France
recently
SB and these Will be "•*■«£
that
sonic
persons
soliciting
money
ders were tilled there remained facili- medical corps thought the tent camps
case should not be given a political
vow
it was announced today. H>e
conducted
before
that
an
unsuccessful
wouid be free from the diseases due
complexion.
The objection is sus- may have intimated that if the saloon ties far beyond their current needs.
Neuter said he wished to wait ^r
major
offensive.
The
French
people
keeper
did
not
"come
across"
he
might
We could help them industrially as j t0 Uad ventilation; the result proved
tained."
lison hotel, P.v Wl
L disposing of the Stansbury app
had suffered, oh, suffered in a way
Charles W. Miller, of counsel for the not get along so well, but 1 do not well as in a militar} sense by using that they were worse in this respect
Iditional rooms.| r],e headquarters cation before filing toe demurrers.Jh«
that
not
only
our
languago
is
not
believe
the
government
will
offer
any
l;;y, 134 and 136,
those facilities, and leave that much than the permanent camps. The epidefense, asked for an exception to the
(will include Suit,
evidence that any of these defendants more shipping to bring them food and demic condtions came before they were adapted to describe, but our imagifoms, and doors are demurrers will set sufficient tacts to
i -tiling.
(consisting
of
six
T h< issuing of an injunction
ready for them, but every recommen- nation can not conceive. The war is
Mr. Ralston asked the jurors said anything to anyone. We will ac- soldiers.
[being cut in the partition walls to ™Zt Te Sntnt Osborn. The
in
their
countryThis
wolf
has
not
count
for
every
dollar
collected
and
And this word was brought to us dation of the medical men was com[connect the three suites.
whether they had read an article in
fiTot these demurrers will «
only heen at their door, but he has
Fred Van N.tys, secretary of the
by Tardieu of the French mission and plied with.
last Saturday's issue of the News in i turned over for campaign purposes.
suits before the court on their
been
gnawing
for
two
year?
and
a
These and a hundred other details
I committee, said other rooms also Ul0
regard to Samuel V. Perrott, former
Bridges of the English.
Inerits and Judge Hostetter^^
half
at
their
vitals,
and
when
rhis
that
have
been
the
subject
of
cTitiwould
be
added
to
the
headquarters
Obviously It would have been the
chief of polico. Philip Bauer said he:
Germans Itaid Paris.
indicated he desired that this• btcp
to meet the demands for space in the be takell. Arguments on demurrers
I grossest sort of stupidity to have fail- j (.ism were cleared away and they unsuccessful offensive in France had
had ^cn the headlines of the article.
Baker'sj
gone
on
there
was
a
spirit,
not
otj
'cd to have availed ourselves of this formed the foundation of
coming campaign.
Testimony to be presented by the dcPARIS, Jan. 31.—German airplane
war condi-1 surrender, but of fate, about the
to tli,
" wlU *\
'cncral account of
fense In the trial now in progress of!raided Paris last night. The alarm ! condition.
'omo. row morning by Dane B. Osborn
■ufn it nU clumJglWIUh peon'' .id this michtv military
—Hiunl.i In l-'ii'lit
rivpu at 11-an n'clorl? Bom
The shedding of leaves in autumn prosecuting attorney, will be set for
had1 heen cu^-nged as having Iengine which they had seen prepared)
iscpl
in
the
Federal
Court
on
were
thrown
at
various
points
in
Pa
I
may
be due to physiological drought Monday. While the WWW^*«*
So
Baker
took
up.
point
by
point,
[
er defendants
in-land suburbs. Several persons werej jail that has been alleged against his no comprehensive plan for war. He to overcome them for forty years
The soil contains sufficient moisture. 110t tiled today, Judge Hostetter m
mdiCtmeute charging conspiracy
at
them,
and
their
attitude
was
that,
aad Wiled and mat ■
B reported,
showed thai the plan was to do whatI but the temperature of the soil may be dicated that he will set the arguments
[department. He was dead!
with registration
lcrference
according to an official announcement-]
ever the constantly changing situa- no matter whether every Frenchman!
[too low to enable the trees to absorb for that time, so that the attorney.
'
ibout
it
from
bis
opening,
in
v
frauds ill the 1911 election was
died in his tracks, as they were willi ,i 11 details are lacking a1 pre • ut, but'
"June drop" of oranges and many lor the plaintiffs need not come into
[be said thai whether he or Crozier tion demanded, so he receives daily ing to do, or not, that it was an irshadowed yesterday afternoon
j'."isnsli. B further statement will belt
or any other man appeared in the long telegrams from Persning chang- resistible thing, and so they said to j
I similar losses may be due to similar court tomorrow.
..^..examination of ^^^^ Loon a3 accurate i
casualty list, was unimportant com- ing specifications to meet the shifting
principal witness for the gover
causes,
us frankly: 'It will cheer us; it wil
isclforthede-lceived.
pared with the harm that would re- necessities of the battle front.
David K. Toue of conns

HARRY A. BROWN, Orleans, farmer.
ANTHONY GINLEY, Greenfield, R.
F. D., farmer.
L. L. HEDELSON, Dunreith, farmer.
DAVID F. KIRKPATRICK, Falmouth, farmer.
HAMILTON METZGER, Noblesville,
farmer.
OAKLEY E. QUICK, Frankfort,
hardware merchant.
FRED RUSS, South Bend, retired
manufacturer.
.MARK STEVENS, Centerville, retired farmer.
ROBERT V. STINSON, Jr., All. Vernon, merchant.
JOHN URY, Corunna, minister.

I

suit from a loss of confidence by the
American people in the efficiency of
their war machine, to his concluding
prophecy of the vindication of American arms on the battlefields of France
"at no late day."
From several carefully worded utterances of the secretary, on trial for
his official life, it is evident that the
entry of our soldierspnto the actual
lighting is imminent^- ^
mug

testimony conWhen the takiu
eluded last night Jl Uiael J. Glenn
former city detective now under indictment and who entered a plea of
guilty, had partially detailed raids
made on houses in the colored resi
dence districts which he said were ordered by former Chief of Police Samuel
V. Perrott. Glenn's direct examination will be resumed this morning at
9:15 o'clock. Former State Senator
Arthur R. Robinson, now captain in
the Three Hundred and Thirty-fourtl'
Infantry, U. S. A., also will be a witness today.
Prosecution Defines Stand.
• Dennis Bush was the first witness
offered by the government immediately
following the opening statements. Tb«|
presentation of the case for the goveriwjcrrt'was made by W. S. Thompson,
special counsel assigned to the trial
by the Federal Department of Justice.
Mr. Thompson consumed fifty minutes
in reading the indictment aud but
twenty minutes in outlining evidence
to be brought out by the prosecution.
The attorney said the government
would prove that there was a conspiracy, that money was collected under
threat of police punishment, that
homes of peaceful colored citizens
were raided without warrants or other
excuse and that members of that race
were deliberately beaten at the registration places. Mr. Thompson declared the prosecution will show that
all these acts, together with the col-
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RALD
-

sources of Indiana. Naturally man>
tives of special
FARMERS KICK (» $58,080
.wholly extraneous majters have boep
iterest based on anl Terre Haute and the State for that
ViA\ tubmittetl to it. hut until now they
illegal law is anl
BEING
VOTED
FOR
HIC
| insult. If laws can matter, lost one of its most gentle
h'avo been confined to questions that
be enacted and tl
were of stair or local significance.
,ple required to characters, liberal in mind, finance,
Mr. Keach, however, has submitted
obey and respect] them by such meth- charity and disposition to help, when
COLUMBUS, tnd.. January 2
solution tin' adoption .a' which
mid be
GEO. M. RAY, - Editor and Publisher
Hundreds
of
taxpayers
of
Bartholoods, then we art
not much of a law John Ed Beggs passed away last
Immediately as a sweeping indi
abiding citizen.
Boon 611 Majestic Building
of Secretary Baker and his man[t is such brutal-'Sunday at a Battle Creek. Michigan, mew Comity appeared before the bolrd nie'nt ,.„,
of the War Department,
of commissioners today to protest which Is now
Maryland and Pennsylvania Streets,
under investigation DJ
secure power and health resort to which he had gone
committee on milita
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STATEMENT THAT WILL APPEAL TO THE PUBLIC.
The statement made before the senate military committee yesterday by Secretary of War Newton D. Baker will appeal to the
public generally, we believe, as a straightforward presentation of
facts without any disposition to hold back anything. It was frank
and courteous, and will make new friends for this much attacked
member of President Wilson's cabinet.
Mr. Baker frankly admitted the mistakes that have been made,
but he showed they were exceptions and not characteristic of the
general management of army matters. And he demonstrated conclusively that the same mistake is not likely to be made twice. In
asking that complaints of any kind be referred to him before being
made the basis for sensational attacks the secretary was entirely
within his rights. That should be done at all times, for sympathetic
co-operation is essential to the best results in the war department,
or any other department.
Secretary Baker .struck the keynote with reference to no little
criticism of the war activities of the government when he said it
arises from the impatience of the nation to "do this great thing
quickly." When people consider carefully the magnitude of the
task at hand, and what has been done toward its accomplishment,
We feel sure they willbe gratified and surprised at the results that
have been achieved. For a nation that has not been for years on a
war basis, or even a preparedness basis, the assembling and training of, a million men in a few months is little short of wonderful.
If some of the administration's critics will think more of the larger
aspects of the matter, and less of the comparatively few mistakes
that have been made, they will doubtless indulge in less criticism.
The letter read by Secretary Baker from Mrs. Mary Roberts
Rinehart, the noted writer, was significant. This gifted woman,
who has a son in the service of the nation, has visited the different
camps and she has seen things in quite a different light from the
way Senator Chamberlain and some others view them. She has
words of praise for the conduct of the camps and, while she says
that some mistakes have probably been made, on the whole her impressions are decidedly favorable.
\
As to the matter of ordnance and the complaint that thousand
of men were sent to camp before the camps were ready for them'
Secretary Baker generously assumes the responsibility, but in
these as in other matters he acted on the advice, and sometimes
insistence, of high army officers of undoubted ability and wide experience. It is significant, in view of ex-President Roosevelt's criticism of Secretary Baker, that one of these officers whose advice
was freely sought was Major General Leonard Wood, whom the
Colonel has referred to on more than one occasion, we believe,'as a
man of very superior attainments along military lines.
No few of the things which Senator Chamberlain complains are
due to the actions of subordinates, for which Secretary Baker is in
no way responsible except on the broad principle that he is the head
of the war department. But in every such case the defects com• plained of have been corrected immediately. There are some faults
doubtless in the
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UNFAIR CRITICISM
While there is much that can be Justly said in
criticism of the War Department, as indeed there
can be of everything else with which human beings have anything to do, a great deal if not moat
of the criticism that has been made of Secretary
Baker and his associates is unfair and unjust. For
instance, Senator Chamberlain, in his arraignment
of the War Department a few days ago, offered
Hi evidence two cases of death attended if not caused by neglect of physicians and nurses. They were
•lost sad and drew tears from many of his
auditors in the Senate Chamber. The recited circumstances were inexcusable. They call for the
severest condemnation, and no doubt have the
severest condemnation of the War Department
which will see that those individuals responsible
for these deaths see punished.
But, as the New York World asks, are these two
cases fairly typical 0f the situation among over a
million men In camp, away from home, exposed to
new conditions affecting bodHy health and inevitably
bribing together sporadic cases of contagious disorders under circumstances most favorable for
then- spread? They are So presented by the Senator. They are absolutely disproved as such by the
broad fact which he is obliged to acknowledge
This broad fact is that the death-rate among
he more than a. million encamped soldiers ,J
the first and worst months of their new environment to date is actually lower than it would have
been among them at home, a* proved hy a
life-insurance experience for selected lives of
these ages. And the Senator has to admit it The
American Army is the healthiest in the world
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STATEMENT THAT WILL APPEAL TO THE PUBLIC
The statement made before the senate military committee yesterday by Secretary of War Newton D. Baker will appeal to the
public generally, we believe, as a straightforward presentation of
s lacts without any disposition to hold back anything. It was frank
and courteous, and will make new friends for this much attacked
member of President Wilson's cabinet.
Mr. Baker frankly admitted the mistakes that have been made
but he showed they were exceptions and not characteristic of the
general management of army matters. And he demonstrated conclusively that the same mistake is not likely to be made twice. In
asking that complaints of any kind be referred to him before being
made the basis for sensational attacks the secretary was entirely
within his rights. That should be done at all times, for sympathetic
co-operation is essential to the best results in the war department,
or any other department.
Secretary Baker .struck the keynote with reference to no little
criticism of the war activities of the government when he said it
arises from the impatience of the nation to "do this-great thing
quickly." When people consider carefully the magnitude of the
task at hand, and what has been done toward its accomplishment
we feel sure they will.be gratified and surprised at the results that
have been achieved. For a nation that has not been for years on a
war basis, or even a preparedness basis, the assembling and training of, a million men in a few months is little short of wonderful.
If some of the administration's critics will think more of the larger
aspects of the matter, and less of the comparatively few mistakes
that have been made, they will doubtless indulge in less criticism.
The letter read by Secretary Baker from Mrs. Mary Roberts
Rinehart, the noted writer, was significant. This gifted woman,
who has a son in the service of the nation, has visited the different
camps and she has seen things in quite a different light from the
way Senator Chamberlain and some others view them. She has
words of praise for the conduct of the camps and, while she says
that some mistakes have probably been made, on the whole her i
pressions are decidedly favorable.
As to the matter of ordnance and the complaint that thousand,
of men were sent to camp before the camps were ready for them'
Secretary Baker generously assumes the responsibility, but in
these as in other matters he acted on the advice, and sometiW
insistence, of high army officers of undoubted ability and wide experience. It is significant, in view of ex-President Roosevelt's criti
cism of Secretary Baker, that one of these officers whose advice
was freely sought was Major General Leonard Wood, whom the
Colonel has referred to on more than one occasion, we believe as a
man of very superior attainments along military lines
No few of the things which Senator Chamberlain complains are
due to the actions of subordinates, for which Secretary Baker is in
no way responsible except on the broad principle that he is the head
of the war department. But in every such case the defects comi plained of have been corrected immediately. There are some faults
| doubtless in the system of army organization, but such things cannot be corrected in a day. That they will be corrected from time
to time seems assured.
On the whole the reply of the secretary of war to the senator
from Oregon will impress the average person, we believe, as a
forceful presentation of the matter of war department activities
in all its aspects. It was not a defense from criticism as much as
an explanation in detail of the principal things that have been done
and not done m getting ready for war. And when due allowance
has been made for the necessity of errors in connection with such
a large undertaking, and a comparison made with army preparations on former occasions, in 1898, for instance, it will be verv
readily realized that much of importance has been done in a verv
short time.
*

IUNFAIR CRITICISM
While there is much that can be jusUv said in
criticism of the War Department, as indeed there
can be of everything else with which human beings have anything to do, a great deal if not most
of the criticism that has been made of Secretary
Baker and his associates is unfair and unjust. For
instance, Senator Chamberlain, in his arraignment
of the War Department a. few days ago, offered
in evidence two cases of death attended if not caused by neglect of physicians and nurses. They were
»iost sad and drew tears from many of his
auditors in the Senate Chamber. The recited circumstances were inexcusable. They call for thje
-severest condemnation, and no doubt have the
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—We iniuk tne • American "peopn
iked'y 1" fall out with the war doABOVE EVERY OTHER CONif mistakes have been made
SIDERATION.
There tin; indications that the Ameri- as to ordnance, or the exact type of maican people as a whole are going to tnkej chine guns or rifles finally adopted. The
I the view that Secretary Baker ha* giv- very fact that this country was not
!
on a very satisfactory account of his! ready for the Avar, and that it is taking
| stewardship. There is some indication, some time to get ready, affords about
■too, that critics ednstructive^if not de-l all the evidence that the world needs
; Structive, share this view.
Senator of the country's just and righteous aims
But the department,
Chamberlain, himself almost persuaded^ in the conflict.
and all the
responsible authorities.
lit, would seem, complained mainly of the
i failure of the department to take the | should put above every other considercountry into its confidence.
[i ation, if they have not already done
But here, too, the secretary of war, so, the care of the Individual soldier,
I was ready. He drew from his pocket , especially in sickness. There should be
■ a clipping from a German paper, in : no isolated cases of inhumane treatment
which the .statement was attributed tee of soldiers for Senator Chamberlain or
von Hindenburg that the war prepara-i any other person to read about. The
jtion in tlie United Slates for the most army doctor who will mistreat or neg!
part had taken the form of talk, and lect a soldier is no better than any
! again, there was the explanation that,' other sort of Hun. and he should be
according to the secret service_ag.en.ts jf dealt with accordingly.. The head of
the war department said that prison
,the Washington government, the. Ber
llin government was still mystified as to sentences for some doctor:, under this
I
•
the number of American troops in charge, had been taken under advise
France, and as to other achievements of ment. To jail they ought to go. The
Oregon Senator said he had received a
the war organization.
Since time is of the essence of things great many complaining letters from
just now it would appear unfortunate relatives of men in the army. We rethat Secretary Baker must again re-, peat: the generality of people are goturn to the capitol for another day of. ing to be very well satisfied if the sevtalk. It is the purpose of senators to, eral executive departments do the best
cross-examine the head of the war or- they can with the ordnance supplies;
ganization, and it is announced that; but there must be no laxity or lapses,
the Senate Committee on Military Af-i in taking eare of the men in the field.
Just, in this connection it is announced |
fairs is to adhere to its determination;
that
the Bed Cross is making plans to
to press for a war cabinet, or council.
Quite apart from the achievements, keep relatives in close touch with solor possible failures of the war depart-: diers in the camps, and especially in
ment, we have felt that it. might prove? thp military hospitals, as is already bea very good thing to correlate the war' ing done in France. Xo doubt Secremilitary activities under such a Ibody, tary Baker has a realizing sense of the
whose chief, if not only function will fact that all doubt must be removed
be to organize and to plan, in constant from the minds of the American mothers
touch with the President, as comma nd- and fathers, as to the treatment thener-in-ehief of the army and navy. Such soldier sons are receiving. We suppose
a cabinet would perhaps be regarded as the announced plans of the Bed Cross,
for home work, will reduce to a mina definite and tangible agency, a body
imum the possible neglect of any soldirectly responsible to the public. Such
a. body ought to be able to do for 1he dier anywhere, or in any branch of
United States what the supreme Allied tlie service.
council is doing for the Entente cause
LET US HAVE SHIPS
in Europe. The great and vital need
for such an organization was long felt
abroad, and there is little doubt that it
would have come much sooner had not.
some of the military leaders looked
upon the proposed council with a measure of distrust, or had there not been
! some fear of a possible conflict of national interests. Members of Congress,
too, would feel better about it as many
members of the national legislature
have had a feeling that they have been
virtually shut out of the war organization—so much so, in fact, that members
found it very difficult to legislate injtelligontly when it became necessary to
legislate.

Charlotte Daily Observe:
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CHAMBERLAIN'S CHANCE
There, was not very much of a disposition to crossquestion Secretary Baker when he gave his testimony before the Senate Committee, nor is it to be
anticipated that there will be much on the occasion
of his "recall." The condition of preparedness to jl
which the Army has been brought since war was
declared was of a character that surprised the uninformed, or those who had made a noise without
being sure what they were making it about. Even I
Colonel Roosevelt must have found something in
the Secretary's revelations to commend—and still,
Secretary Baker did not go as far as he might have
gone. He revealed only so much of the country's
war secrets as was forced from him in defense of.
the War Department. The intimation comes that
Senator Chamberlain will press his bill for a War
Cabinet, notwithstanding the showing made by the
Secretary, and in order not to lay himself open to
the charge of unseemly haste in the matter, will
have the bill again submitted to the committee.
Knowing the attitude of Congress in this particular
matter it would appear that Senator Chamberlain is needlessly prolonging discussion of a. matter that is already practically removed from the
field of debate. The country is opposed to a dangerous interference with the management of the
war by the President and it is safe to say that
Congress floes not intend to permit it. It looks
like Senator Chamberlain now has an opening
through which to make a graceful retirement, r.n
opportunity the embracing of which would elevate
him in the estimation of his country.
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A Successful Investigation.
It Is but just to say that Secretary
BAKEB'S latest statement to the Senate Committee on Military Affairs has
produced, on the whole, a favorable
Impression. This is due partly to the
exhibit he was able to make of great
things actually accomplished in cer' tain directions, partly to the encouraging nature of the assurances
he felt himself warranted in giving
■with regard to things jet to be
achieved, but, most of air, to the
marked change in the Secretary's personal attitude toward the legislators
inquiring of him and toward the general subject of the investigation.
In the latter respect Mr. BAKES
seemed almost like another man; and
the disappearance of much of the
earlier jauntiness, the cocksureness,
the resentment of proper interrogative criticism as if it were intrusion
on the part of the Senators, the disposition to engage in a contest of wits
where the situation demanded from
him sober, earnest, modest cooperation in the purpose of the inquiry,
would be enough in the case of so important a public official to justify the
legislators in having summoned him
to the stand. This modification of
tone and temper is a good thing for
the country; it Is also a good thing
for Mr. BAKEB.
If there is in consequence a somewhat kinder feeling throughout the
republic to the Secretary of War
there is also a better understanding
now of what his department has done
in a great national crisis, as well as
of what it has failed to do that might
have been done for the advancement
of victory.
The investigation has
ln'onght to the knowledge of the people some cardinal facts previously
withheld from them by mistaken notions of the sphere of censorship,
while all the time doubtless well
Known to the enemy.
The moral gain to the cause by Mr.
BAKER'S disclosures of the rate of
progress in military preparation is
considerable and undeniable. Much
good and little harm has been done in
this way. AVc must remember, bowever, that while his exhibit of creditable achievement is as ample as possible in detail and frankness, it is no
more than human nature to minimize
the minus quantities of the equation,
to generalize them as mistakes corrected as soon as detected, and to
seek to brighten with hopeful promises of Increased efficiency the dismal
conditions of past experience.
The tangle is interminable while
Bed Tape remains in the War Department as Secretary BAKEB'S superior.
The succession of mistakes to be detected and corrected is endless in Its
possibilities if the system is inherently inadequate to the needs of the
times. Mr. BAKER'S testimony does
not dispose of the main question, and
that is whether the United States
Government now possesses the best
machinery for avoiding delay, speeding up the war and winning it.
This is the greatest question now
before Congress and the country.
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The Vindication of 31 r ISak.r^*
It is a patriotic duty for ono to Ve/l eign service, we nave in t< ranee to-1
day much mon
M,.
the impressivo statement of Si
tary Baker before the Senate commit- Baker dn lares that "early thi
.11 have an army of 500,060 hi
tee in reply to the charge of Senator
Chamberlain that the war department France, and that during the year we
has "fallen down" in prqsecutlng tin BOUld send at lest a million more,
making a total of 1,500,000
war. It was a dangerous, even i
ed, assertion for the senato- to make In France before nest winter,
on the basis of the evidence which American training camps tiwe arc at
presented to support his position. this moment about 1.000.000 men
Even among Ilia own sympathizers ready to sail, and every m
there were those who admitted thai eould go at-med and equipped.
Consider, also, the vast on
he had failed to prove his charge, But.
worst of all, the senator's performance, big and construction mirk .
from first to last has been inevitably, done in France, or in process of acif. not designedly, directed toward (Sompllshmeht—great storehouses an(j
weakening- popular confidence."in the plants for supplies, new piers in hargovernment. On that account, particu- bors, barracks for soldiers, road buildlarly. Secretary 73ake>."s. presentation tag for the Brit-sh and French armies
of the government's) case aim his. re-, by our own regiments of engl
view of tl)fc government's achievements and. to top all. a, railroad 000 miles
must commands/the Mbsfc ij.ttantJVo leng for the use of our own arm
which the entire equipment has had
consideration^.*,, fA^e'fJ^jf
The reply-fe crushing-. UfflesTone's to be shipped from this country. These
operations, ,-.t such a distance, .-.
mind is hopelessly-liiased again.-.
secretary or the president, or is ob- pendous; our people cannot is
sessed wife ulterior purposes whoje their dimensions by any exercise of
ithe imagination, although it is most
promotion calls for the secret!
downfall, it must be recognized that ea«v for obstreperous faultfinders and
the achievement already bulks so large pestilential politicians to fill our cars
as to make the mistakes' afrd failures with outcries against the defects in ■.
of the department sec
HI}&$^ training camp site and the criminal
delinquencies of a few medical oftiecrsson of minor importance in the re<
Aside from the secretary's success in on the home front, where the
throwing new light upon mooted gas of politics is used to blind .he
points in the mobilization, equipment country to the outlines of a colossal
and training of the array, which hav^' achievement in the maklni
been widely exploited, he ha:; impres- very eyes,
•Secretary Baki
.vni.nt is'
sively recalled what most people have
forgotten, namely, .the n<icessjty from not confined to what has been done
op of a new
tho start of subordinating ..ouy own in France or in I
'army of a million men now ready to
military program to the imper;
needs of Britain and especially France. 'sail for the distant theater of v
Tti3 inside story of the demands of has in 10 months radically reorganized
France cannot yet be told in its full- the whole machinery of the war deness, but Mr Baker wisely gn.vo its partment—an achievement summahints of the steadily increasing pres- rized in another article on this pane.
sure to exoand our operations abroad The "drive" against him for the purbeyond all previous forecasts of the pose of forcing him out of tho posimost probable 'contingencies. This tion he now holds is . unjustified by
knowledge must be considered, also, any body of facts that can be i
in connection with the frequent era? bled in the face of what he ha
barrassing changes in the character It would be injurious to the gigantic
of tho demands of our allies—their jffldertaking is vhj, |, the natirij
iged to experfment at this i
insistence in the beginning upon
munitions, supplies and tonnage; their
sudden cry for soldiers for "moral would necessarily have very much to!
'effect" and then for more and more ream before he could give to the coun- j
soldiers; and, still again, their shift try the best that was in him. Some I
back to supplies and tonnage in pref* ol Mr Baker's critics are now admitting that he has mado great improveerence to man power.
In broad outlines-, what are the re- ments in our war machine, but their
sults to-day? The government s«. nt in atest cry is that lie not fundamentally
1917 a much larger army to France 'sympathetic" with -.var. i.i heaven's
than the maximum of Mr Roosevelt's name! what civilized man could be?
own estimate early last, summer of Che signs are many that the effort
what was required. Itoosevelt in June o destroy him is collapsing, as it
thought 200,000 men ample for for 'ught; for the good of the army and
kur cause it cannot collapse too soon.
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Calumny Put to Rout.

Secretary Baker'x Words Hem-ten the
American People.
While more details concerning some
things which he treated only in a general
way will be brought out when Secretary
Baker is questioned by members .of the
Senate committee, it can be said that his
statement, of Monday regarding the work
that has been done and is being done by
the War Department is most Reassuring.
Early failures are admitted; there is no
glossing over disappointments where they
have been experienced. The Secretary
has made it. clear that he and the higher
officers of the department fully .realize
the magnitude of the task they have in
hand and understand the determination
of the country to see that task well done.
Much has been accomplished. The record is made, up not so much of the num-i
ber of American soldiers sent to Prance
and those who soon will be sent as of
the success that has attended the making
of our great citizen army and of what!
has been done in France to prepare for
their coming.
Secretary Baker did not touch'i"ipon the
changes made in the War Department as1
the result of the. testimony brought out!
by the committee .at its earlier hearings.'
but he did go frankly into the various;
phases of the supply situation, answering
the criticisms concerning rifles and machine guns and clothing. That there had
been delays he admitted, but he showed
from the latest reports that the men now
have uniforms and overcoats, that*the decision to adopt a reehambered Enfield
was made by the experts of the army after!
careful consideration of pros and cons.1
and that the army in France is being sup-!
plied with machine guns and artillery by
purchases made of France and Great
Britain, these entailing no sacrifice on!
the part of our allies. On the contrary,
purchases abroad are of value in enabling'
our allies to maintain the productive capacity of their munitions plants at highest
capacity, and mean, also, a valuable saving in tonnage. In the meantime the production in this country; is being speeded
Up in a satisfactory manner. Upon one
point alone was the Secretary uncertain—
as to whether, as had been intimated by
Senator Frclinghuysen. the productive capacity^ shell plants in the United States
is as high as it was when this country
went intotlte war.
While there are as yet practically no
Browning guns, it was shown that jthere
are machine guns of other types at all
the camps and cantonments for purposes
of practice and training. The troops in
France are supplied with Cham-hat and
Holchkiss guns.. Lewis guns have been
bought and contracted for to the limit of
ihc present ^capacity of the producers,
who. have been urged to increase their
plants. These guns, however., are to be
used for aircraft, not for ground work.

Concerning Heavy Artillery.
Secretary Baker makes a good case
for Genera! Crozier when he shows that
since 1906 the Ordnance Department has
been urging upon Secretaries of War
and upon Congress the need for larger
appropriations for heavy ordnance. He
did not discuss the charge that the Ordnance Department failed to utilize an appropriation for dies and machinery made
jthe year before we entered the war. but
; doubtless will do so when questioned by
the committee. .
The Secretary is not particularly happy
when he compares the American failure
to meet the need for heavy guns with
France's failure to realize the need when
war broke upon her. Between August.
1914, and our own entrance into the war
■we had.more than two years and a ball
in -which to have learned that need by
the experience of France and Great Britain, and we did nothing to meet it. That
failure, with the object lesson before our
eyes, cannot be excused by reference to
similar failure during the preceding
years, when Americans generally, and
particularly members of the democratic
party in Congress, preferred to believe
the millennium of . permanent peace at
hand.
The Secretary presented expert testimony to meet the "shoddy" cry.
TjP
showed that the cloth now used for uni
forms is of virgin wool, the reworked wool
or shoddy being used only in overcoats
and in 'blankets, where it. makes for improvement rather than deterioration.
Care at the Soldiers.
No other portion of Secretary Baker's
testimony is more satisfactory than that
in whiub. he deals with the ■aHegatioas of
neglect on the part of medical officers
toward ill soldiers. It will be recalled
that: the most dramatic, if not the most
important, portion of Senator Chamberlain's speech criticising the War Department had to do with two instances of that
nature. While Secretary Baker bad not
had those two cases brought to his attention, lie was able to show that in similar
cases the department had taken prompt
and positive action; that the Secretary
on the advice of the Judge Advocate General had refused to approve the findings
of court martials which recommended no
more severe punishment than dismissa
for the offending medical officers, a
that thepapers had been sent back to t
division commanders with instructions to'
reconvene the courts and a recommendation for more drastic punishment. The
Secret;!ry believes that medical officers
guilty, of such plain neglect as seems established by the record in the cases he
cited should be punished as similar neglect
has been punished upon occasion by the
civil conns. In taking that stanjd the
Secretary clearly reflects the wish of the
American people.

The campaign of calumny and
defamation waged by the detractors of
the Wilson Administration reached its
culmination in the speech delivered by
Senator Chamberlain in New York on
January 19, when he said :
The military establishment of the
United ' States has fallen down. There
i is no use to be optimistic about a thing
that does not exist. It has almost stopped
' functioning, my friends. Why? Because
; of inefficiency in every bureau and every
department of the Government of the
United States.
Every American citizen who read
that statement, which the President
wa% constrained publicly to denounce
as an "astonishing and unjustifiable
distortion of the truth," owes it to himself and his country to read the statement of Secretary of War Baker made
to the Senate Military Affairs Committee on Monday last, and published in
yesterday's papers.
The Secretary's statement could not
be characterized as a retort to his
critics, for it was absolutely impersonal
and unimpassioned. But in revealing
the magnitude of the task with which
his department has been grappling with
marvelous efficiency, and the extent of
the country's achievements in warlike
preparation, he not only exposed the
utter ignorance of his calumniators but
left their miserable falsehoods not a leg
to stand on. The things they say we
ought now to be preparing to do have
been done. The decisions in matters of
moment with which they find fault were
arrived at by and with the advice of
the experts whom they say would be
most competent to determine upon correct and efficient procedure. The mountains of ineptitude upon which they
have bqjen gazing with affected horror
turn out to be molehills at the foot of
lofty heights of unparalleled accomplishment.
This war machine that has "almost
stopped functioning" has raised and
equipped an army of a million and. a
half in a few months, and transported
nearly a third of it beyond the seas; it
has cut down forests in France and
turned them into barracks to house its
troops; it has built railroads, locomotives, piers, warehouses and dock machinery in this country and erected
them abroad; it has called the best
brains of the nation to its service and
used them to surmount unheard-of obstacles and to achieve unheard-of results ; it has made the proudest record
in th/ annals of the country; it has
conquered every difficulty save that cast
in its way by partisan malignity, by
the damnable ingratitude of little minds,
that would rob it of the confidence and
co-operation of the country.
It is for the people to decide how the
efforts of do-nothings and faultfinders
shall succeed in interfering with the
successful completion of the great task.
The people cannot reach a just decision
without a conscientious study of the
evidence. Secretary Baker's testimony
deserves the close attention of every
careful seeker after the truth in a matter that vitally concerns every citizen.
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BAKER COX MOTS HIS CRITICS.
V
Secretary of War Baker has convicted his critics of
Xtaikmg loosely. Answering charges of Senator Cham,, berlam and others who have tried to represent the war
r department as having fallen down, he shows that it has
N<? gone beyond expectations in getting men to France
W and m training others to go there. Relative to the selection of types of guns and the assembling of a large
^Jarmy for training before all supplies were ready, he
>> showed that everything done was in accord with the
views oi such military authorities as Generals Pershnig and Wood. Concerning the purchase of artillery
m-om France, he pointed out that the French had a
* large supply on hand and that it was agreed upon as a !
:ommon sense policy for America to take advantage of \
H since there was a demand in this country as- ell as
> call from our allies for the hurrying of aif%xr>edi-'
V*;onary force to the scene. Then there was a greater
Remand for ships for the transporting of other supplies. Now this country is producing military supplies
at a rate that assures that our army will be thoroughly
equipped when the time comes for it to strike.
Here is an example of the looseness of some of the
criticism: Congressman Medil'J MeCormick only a few
days ago reported that there was wonder in Great Britam that so distinguished a soldier as General Wood
should be "buried" when the United States was engaged
in such a great war. It turns out, as shown in the
news yesterday, that General Wood has been in France
for some time .studying conditions with the view of
service with the American forces there.
Dealing with reports of medical neglect of men in
the training camp, the secretary showed, that such instances have been few and that punishment is msted
out promptly to those responsible. Three officers have
been dismissed from the army on account of such neglect and every reasonable complaint is investigated.
While the secretary docs not consider his judgment
infallible, admitting that some mistakes may have been
made, he gave reasons for his action that should satisfy !
the fair-minded that he did as well as could be expected
of anyone under emergency conditions. The whole case '
should be viewed frankly from the standpoint, of the '
great distance this country had to go for preparedness
after the neglect of many years. The task is of herculean proportions, but the reports show that it is
ieing mastered in record-breaking time.
It is not that there should be no criticism of tha
department, but that those who have undertaken to discredit it have shown that they do not know what they
are talking about.

ARMY FACTS AND FIGURES.
The American army machinery has not
\ broken down. President Wilson, by the
Y testimony of Secretary Baker before the
Senate military committee yesterday, stands
uslified as declaring in refutation of Senator Chamberlain's earlier statement that this
was "an unjustifiable distortion of the
truth." If the committee is honest with
itself it will admit that it owes the country
an apology for insinuating that which never
was.
Almost as important as the data furnished by Secretary Baker was the spirit
of greater friendliness that characterized
the entire proceedings yesterday. The Secretary of War, be it said, was a much better
witness than on that previous occasion
which was preliminary to the unpleasant
controversy.
Now, as to the exact truth in relation to
tin- American army, abroad and at home.
Naturally, the. Secretary of War could not
tell everything about the nation's preparations for beating the enemy, but it was
enough for him to show that this country is
doing its part with respect to men and materials, and that almost everything done to
date has been at the request of the governments allied witli the United States.
"The American army now in France,
and to be there, large as it is now, and
larger that it is to be, is provided with artillery of the types they want for the uses
they desire, and our own streams of supplies
to supplement what they already have is
inaugurated, is in process, and deliveries
have begun in a steadily increasing stream
of production."
Forcefully and persuasively Secretary
Baker made this declaration. He. also spoke
of delays and mistakes, and what remedies
were in effect to correct. A million men
are ready to go overseas, and whatever deficiency in equipment occurred it is now
understood that the military leaders themselves were fully aware of what would happen when so many Americans were called
iuirriedly to the colors.
Secretary Baker's appearance yesterday
is bound to do a great deal of good. The
country did want some fuller information
than had been forthcoming previously, and
to that extent the agitation has served a purpose.
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SECRETARY BAKER AT HIS BEST.
The statement defending his administration of the War Department
which Mr. BAKEB made to a large and
critical audience in the Senate Office
Building on Monday may be vulnerable to analysis, but as a brief It was
adroit and brilliant. More than that,
it was a challenge to the American
people to admire the achievements of
the Government in raising, equipping,
and training large bodies of troops,
and in transporting division after division overseas, a challenge that
proves irresistible to their pride of
country. Mr. BAKEB may have used
the superlative too freely in praising
our performance, but he will not be
criticised for that, and the colors he
wrought into the picture will stay
there. Furthermore, he will have his
vindication when our troops go " over
the top " upon the order of one of the
most efficient soldiers that has com
manded an American army, a consummate West Pointer, JOHN JOSEPH
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Fruitless and Harmful.

Senator Chamberlain has made his widely advertised
5% speech of vindication. Theodore Roosevelt has taken the
QNational Press Club and the country into his confidence
^-*on the issue he raised against the administration.
^Meanwhile, the president's efficient handling of the war
fVV^goes on.
Nothing has been accomplished either by Chamberlain or
v *'*y Roosevelt. The war council measure will not receive the
Sanction of congress; if it did, it could not become a law.
^Chamberlain's other demand, that a director of munitions
£be appointed, is rendered superfluous by Secretary Baker's
>Aselection ysesterday of a "surveyor general" of all army
Apurchases.
.
TO,,,
.Ann
The country
does not indorse congress foisting upon the
president a war directing agency of which he himself
/Iocs not; approve. It does not believe that the management either of the war or the navy department has been
guch that safety demands the shelving either of Baker
or Daniols. The president is responsible for the activities
of both, and the country holds him and him alone accountable for results.
America's strength in the war is not to be increased
by mere meddlers, whether they be members of the senate
or candidates for the presidency. Supporters of the government will not spend their time devising means of
.deposing the hea.d of the government from the position
where the constitution places him and creating in his
place an extra-constitutional agency for the conduct of
the war.
Secretary Baker asks permission to go before the
Chamberlain committee and reply to the Chamberlain
accusations. It is hopedhc may feel at liberty to make
public every fact that can properly bo given, to the end
that the American people may judge whether Chamberlain and other hostile critics are Tight or whether the
administration is right in their estimate of what the
government is doing in furtherance of our war aims.
Until now most of the talking in this line has been done
by those intent upon discrediting the war secretary.
Constructive, honest criticism is always to be encouraged. But nothing will bo accomplished by critics with
axes to grind or with personal partisan ambitions to
fulfill.
/

PEBSHING.

The questions that Senators will ask
when Mr. BAKEB appears before the
committee again may dim the lustre of
his exposition of what the War Department has accomplished, but he
has recognized his limitations and
profited by his mistakes, which is a
treat gain. Mr. BAKEB'S complacency
will no 'onger dismay his friends and
put a weapon into the hands of critics
Who are just as patriotic as he is.
They feared that he did not take1 his
responsibility seriously, that he would
never grow up to it, that he lacked
the energy and spirit demanded of the
head of the American War Department in the supreme emergency.
They are not yet convinced that he
will pass muster and officially survive the ordeal, but at his latest coming before the Senate Military Affairs
Committee there was a self-revelation
full of promise.
That frank and persistent criticism
woke up NEWTON D. BAKEB and
brought about the transformation is
not to be denied. The subordinates in
the War Department, some of them
veteran army officers who knew
things were not goi»g right, are now
buckling to their work with hope In
their faces and fresh courage in their
hearts. Red tape will be cut right and
left, responsibility will no longer be
evaded, and the war machine will
gather speed. Hereafter, the right to
criticise will not be contested. The
Senate inquiry has proved a bracing
tonic.
It must be understood, however,
that the most searching problems of
the war are still to come. We have
not begun to fight in France and the
war may go on for years. It will
take a strong, resourceful, inflexible
man to conduct the business of the
War Department. Secretary BAKER
has coped with the preliminaries,
learning as he went along, and
standing up under criticism as best
he could. But he has not been severely tested. Whether even the reorganization of the War Department
which he has planned will satisfy
Congress is a question to be settled
only after debate on the- new legislation which Senator CHAMBERLAIN
lias proposed. Mr. BAKER has filed
his brief. The other side is to be
heard.
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TRUTH AS A WEAPON.
Whether Secretly Baker's testimony revealec
any military secret of the United States whiclj
v.ere not already to possession of the Gerinaij
General Staff or which can now be used by Ger
many to the disadvantage of the American Annj
us a matter that can be determined only by events
What the Secretary had to *ay about the num.
ber of American troops in France, about the work
that the United States is doing to France and
about -the military piana of the United States in
general Is the kind of information that Governments always endeavor to keep from the enemy
Nevertheless, this was a case that called for the
fullest publicity, and the consequences' of continued secrecy would have been Infinitely worse than
the most indiscreet revelations of American military strength and American activity.
The Chairman of tie Senate Committee on Military Affairs had declared that the military establishment or the United States had "fallen down,"
taat it had "almost stopped functioning," that "it
is a thing that does not exist." He had made in
the senate of the United States a sensational attack upon the War Department in which he had
charged inefficiency and failure in practically
every undertaking. The committee of which he
s the Chairman had introduced a fclll to depose
the President, deprive him of his constitutional
powers as Commander in Chief of the Army and
Navy and vest the war powers "of the Government in a Cabinet of "three distinguished citizens
of demonstrated ability." If Senator Chamberlain had told the truth, if he had correctly pictured the situation, the Allies were confronted
with their great disaster of the war-^the collapse
of the United States as a military power.
There was no way to meet these charges which
were made by Senator Chamberlain and attested
by Theodore Roosevelt, a former President of the
United States, except by such a statement as Secretary Baker made, whether discreet or indiscreet.
;
So far as the American people are concerned. !
fcne Chamberlain charges need not have been taken i
too seriously. Soon or late the country would I
have, assessed them at their true value,'and in |
spite of Congressional pyrotechnics the prosecution of the war .would have gone on without interruption. But there was the state of public opinion in France and Great Britain to consider, in
the absence of a detailed official denial the French
people could have had no means of knowing that
the Chamberlain Indictment .was the product of
politics. Nor could the British people. Both of
them are depending upon the United States for
the military support without which the war is
lost, and the effect of the Chamberlain charges, if
they were not specifically contradicted, might
easily have been disastrous. We could not expect the British and French to hold if we had
failed them through ignorance and inefficiency.
There is no need on the part of Americans
of denying that mistakes have been made or
that delays have occurred, or of minimizing
either the mistakes or the delays. The British
and French tinderetand about mistakes and delays even better than we do and are less likoly
to worry about them. But it is quite another
matter wben the Chairman of the Senate Committee on Military Affaire declares that the milltarv
establishment has almost stopped functioning and
introduces legislation to take the conduct of the
war out. of the hands of the President and his
legal advisers. In those circumstances military
secrets could not be allowed' to stand in the way
of the full truth.
Secretary Baker's testimony will Inevitably
bring new assurance and confidence to the French
and Britfcnh as well as to the great mass of the
American people. That is its complete justification, and in it there is additional proof that the
danger of being too frank in war is far less than
the danger.of toeing too secretive. Truth also is
a great military weapon.
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WHAT HAS BEEN DONE.
It is to be hoped that Secretary Baker's
statement will restore in the minds of the
public the sense, of .proportion about our
vast undertaking between the achievements
made and the defects developed. Substani ially we have a greater army than believed
possible, better equipped than believed possible and a greater proportion of men in
France than believed possible. There is no
major defect that has developed that was
not a defect of the foresight of men who
fairly rank as experts.
The failure of the tent camps to be as
healthful as expected is one-instance of this.
There is no move that has been made without careful consideration of all factors by
men ■ whose position and standing entitled
them to speak authoritatively. There has
been no neglect of responsibility by failure
to ..follow up and punish neglect by subordinates. If Secretary Baker was unable to
answer from personal knowledge the exact
conditions .of every kind of supply, was he
fairly to be expected to? On the whole his
reply is distinctly encouraging.
It is most Important, considering all the
testimony pro and con, that we should
understand what it is sought to establish.
As Secretary Baker very well says, the soil
on which the Upas tree of panic lest we were
failing, grew almost overnight was the overpowering desire of the American people to
do great things magnificently. It was nourished by the testimony of Congress, where,
as was entirely natural, the entire accent
was on the false starts of the inefficiencies
and the breakdowns. It fruited when the
Garfield order seemed to indicate a breakdown all along the line. In almost a day, a
great part of the American public, and a still
greater part of their newspapers, lost their
grip on the assurance that they had had and
became a prey to all kinds of forebodings
and ready victims of rumors.
The climax was Senator Chamberlain's
sincere but hysterical and out-of-balance
outbreak. Following the Congressional investigation, it snapped taut nerves. The
theory of a complete breakdown, if not
now here, then soon to dawn upon us,
found only too fertile a soil in the minds
of that large, and important element of the
country who are utterly unable to credit
President Wilson, or any other liberal, with
effective i executive capacity.
The Chamberlain resolution, which proposed to take the conduct of the war out
of the hands of the President, put him
aside as merely a speaker, exhorter and
statesman, not to be trusted with anything
to do. with management, was a perfectly :
sincere expression of men for whom our
English language unfortunately supplies no
better Word than Tory. Fundamentally
they are those who believe that no liberal
< in manage anything. This is no reflection
on their loyalty or their sincere patriotism.
If the American' army should march into
Eerlin tomorrow they would gravely tell you
that President Wilson had nothing to do
with it.
The hitches and delays that had been developed were merely confirmatory in their
minds of what they could not believe from
the beginning, that .America was making
headway, that our plans were intelligently
and thoughtfully conceived and that there
was a-deep underlying efficiency which ac-
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SECRETARY BAKER'S DEFENSE;
That Secretary Baker made a good
impression with his statement to th€j
Senate Military Affairs Committee on
Monday is conceded. He pretty thoroughly disproved the charge that the
AVar Department has "fallen down"—
assuming that that phrase means that
it lias proved utterly inadequate to
cope with the task before it. He showed
that several of the complaints made had
to do with eases that were exceptional
and not characteristic. He satisfactorily
explained others. It is true that on the
one question of greater importance than
all others—the question of the number
and condition of the American troops
in France—he apparently withheld information without which it is impossible
to form a clear opinion of the effectiveness of the work of his department. All
that he said definitely in this connection
is that there are many more than 100,000
men in France now and that we will
h„ve half a million therafearly in 1918.
The reason the Secretary stated for
not giving the exact number of men
there now is that Germany is mystified
over this matter and the best military
opinion is that these facts should not
be made public. If that is a valid reason, then the Secretary should not have
been as frank as he was, for, knowing
about how many troops can be moved
monthly and knowing that "early in
1918" can include but two or three
additional months of this year, it is a
figure oufe io^njany
simple problem to figurj
troops are there
So figuring we can realize tfiaf there
are with General Pershing at this time
many more troops than any of tb.e authorities had estimated it would be possible for America to send. And that is
very reassuring. After all, the business of getting troops to France is the
biggest part of the War Department's
job, and if it has exceeded expectations
in that particular it is easier to believe
that such mistakes as have beepmade
are incidental and not vital.
/% (/
So much is true. Secretar/ Baker
has made a good showing for himself.
The War Department has done much.
It has not "fallen down." All this can
be conceded. But the question from
now on must be, not, is the War Department doing well, but is it doing She
best that is possible? Not, have the
mistakes that have been made been excusable, but has sufficient protection
been insured against a recurrence of
mistakes in the future? Not, is the
department's organization good, but is
it the best that can be had?
To that question of organization
Secretary Baker devoted but little attention in his statement. He made no

expianauon or justincauon of the conditions making for confusion and lost motion mentioned by William Hard in the
article published in THE SUN a few
weeks ago. He made no explanation or
justification of the circumstances connected with the appointment of Edward
R. Stettinius as Surveyor-General of
Supplies, to which reference was made
in THE SUN yesterday.
To circumscribe the authority of Mr. Stettinius
in the way that the present organization
seems to do is to render him incapable
of successful work. It throws doubt
upon the usefulness of the whole reorganization of the department with regard to purchasing which Secretary
Baker announced a few days ago. That
reorganization did not go as far as many
competent men who have studied the situation think it ought to have gone. Yet
it seemed to indicate on the part of the
War Department's head a disposition to
listen to criticism and to profit by it.
That, after all, is one of the main things
to be desired in a responsible government official. People could put up with
a good deal of inefficiency in the War
Department if they felt that every illustration of it brought about an improvement and a reform. The Stettinius affair, however, makes it appear that the
Secretary of War is not able to profit
by criticism, that his department is so
enveloped in red tape that it cannot extricate itself, and if this is true, of
course disaster is bound to come upon it.
It is difficult to reconcile the Secretary's
action in this case with the idea of a
man as clear visioned as he has shown
himself to be in other connections. It
is difficult to believe that a man as
keenly intelligent as he cannot see the
absurdity of naming a man to control
purchases and then binding him hand
and foot. But that seems to be the
state of affairs. It is very much to be
hoped that the Secretary in his further
appearances before the Military Affairs
Committee will go into this question and
that he will abandoii his present position
if he cannot justify it.
The country is at war. No individual's interest can be considered for a
moment against the interests of the
nation. Good men must be replaced if
better men can be found. Good methods must be abandoned if better methods
can be devised. A celebrated chess authority once said that the difference between an ordinary player and a master
was this, that whereas the ordinary
player was satisfied with a good move,
the master, seeing a good move, looked
further to see if there was not a better.
Let us hope that in this spirit the Presilent of the United States, the War Sec
•etary and Congress will take up anew
,he task of winning the war.
. «■ ■
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^Secretary Baker's Eeply.

{.Secretary; Baker's story concerning
VUT "war preparations and present military-- conditions is exceedingly interests
^ng. It consumed four Ijours in.the tellings.-K.carries a great deal of information. In, many, respects it is reassuring;
^if-eonia-tespiQCts' inspiring. -Evidently
if our military establishment has broken
•fitrvrii the "breakdown is far from comple'tev'. '-'■'■■'

If. Secretary Baker, on his first appearance" before the committee, had
»a2V matters as plain' as he made them
yesterday, much of the high-pressure
feeling manifested, during the past ten
days about war "activities might have
•been prevented.
It would certainly
Jiave been of smaller volume.
".'A -very notable disclosure yesterday
jpf still existing shortcomings on our part
related to. ships.
Ships, indeed;, or
yather the lack of them^ may always be
jgxpeeted to bob up when American obligations "over there" are mentioned.
Between us and the redemption of those
Obligations lie three thousand miles of
Bait water difficult of negotiation. First,
troops must be transported to the scenes
jpf action, and, second, supported, there.
j At present, tonnage isr.conspicuously
phort. Nobody knows today what is posBible in the noar future in. that connection. Mr. Baker, says that a million
nnd ^haif of soldiers will be ready this
year for. transfer to -French soil. tBut
jwhere are the-ships for the purpose? A
fleet of enormous size will be necessary,
and will have to be operated on the
Schedules of a ferry.
Congress has taken this maritime feature of the hostilities, into consideration,
and made liberal money provisions for
supplying the need. But backwardness
there is as plain as elsewhere. Controversies over the tonnage program have
treen as warm as over other programs,
■with, the result that, as yet, we have in
the main only paper ships on an imaginary ocean.
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SECOND Surgeon-General accountable for the

health of the army? Is he certain that
the existing shortage of nurses is really
The first thing that stands out in the necessary? Does he know that there
long statement made by Mr. Baker in are reserve organizations here in New
his second defence of his conduct of the York that can still be drawn upon?
War Department is that Newton D. These and other questions of a similar
Baker can profit by his mistakes. The character suggest themselves when one
jaunty manner of the saucy witness runs through the Secretary's statement
trying to score on his cross-examiners of yesterday, and the question remains
counted tor many ■ cumgs uui supeniciairy
which was so unworthy of the Secre- whether there is yet in sight the thorseemed wrong. The proposal was and the
tary at his first hearing, completely dis- oughgoing- reorganization of the War
purpose was to establish a committee of
appeared yesterday. It was a soberec Department which the situation plainly
three»bustness men to take the management
of the war away from Wilson, and Wilson
and much more earnest and straight- calls for. together with the infusion of
was perfectly right in demanding a vote of
forward Cabinet officer who set forth new bWd into the various bureaus. The
confidence.
j his point of view and his facts, and as t —->Hon of helpful civilian committees
It is necessary to remember that there
are-two kinds of-preparedness. There is a I result there can be no doubt that the land the calling into service of distinimpression he made was far more favor- guished men from civil life undoubtedpreparedness of material things and there
is the preparedness of -spiritual .unity and
able, both upon the Committee and upor
ly are helping greatly, but no one must
moral purpose. Without the second, the
the public at large. When it is a matoe blind 10 the fact that there is still a
first is useless. It is not to be denied that
ter of life and death to many thousands,
vast deal to be done.
President Wilson is a past master in the
and the conduct of the greatest entersecond, and one of the most insistent critics
On the other hand, no one can read
of Secretary Baker, William Hard, writing
prise in which this nation was ever enthe statement of the Secretary yesterin,ThA»New Republic, winds ..up one of his
gaged is under discussion, the Ameriday without realizing what great things
characteristix: grumblings with the statement
can people don't want a man to appear
have been accomplished. We still canthat. Baker succeeded in all. war work in
more eager to display his mental dexsetting .behind him .to a remarkable degree
not follow him in his boasting that this
the confidence of .that element of workers
terity than to clear the minds of Conis the greatest army and the best in
upon whose efforts so much of our progress and the public as to what is going' morale which has ever been raised. Even
ductivity really depends.
on. It is, however, not only by his
if it were true, this sort of thing smacks
The only fruitful purpose of all these
changed attitude,that Mr. Baker gained
investigations and replies is to establish n6t
too much of American brag. But it is
each and every shortcoming which . our
yesterday. At a number of points he
a remarkable achievement to be able
haste, our foresight, failure or expedients
proved that certain criticisms of the to say that American engineer regimay have caused, but it is to establish
Department were not well founded.
ments which were still in civil life in
whether, by a total change of management
Take the question of the Lewis machine April last have been organized, taken
we could do better in the future. The
underlying.fear is that, at some time this
guns, for instance. The man best fit- abroad, and so efficiently used as to have
year or next, it will soon be developed that
ted to judge of what is needed in that laid 600 miles of railroad. It is a rewe'are hopelessly unable to supply some
respect is certainly Gen. Pershing, and markable showing that there will be
vital necessity. We are looking ahead, not
the" Secretary was able to show that 500,000 American soldiers in Prance by
looking-back. What has been proposed is
not:so much to accelerate.and improve the
that officer desires the Lewis gun only the spring—even though the great bulk
existing system, but to substitute for it
for aeroplane work, and would rather of them will be entirely untrained for
another-system under control of somebody
wait for months for the Browning trench warfare. The Secretary is in a
else than the President. Our choice is beweapon than go ahead with the produc- strong position, too, when he says that
tween expansion and correction on the one
tion of -the Lewis gun for his infantry only the question of transports will inside and, on the other, reorganizing and
substituting men of a different "state of
units.
terfere with his placing a million and
mind."
v
In
many
other
matters
Secretary
a
half men in Prance by the end of this
The most important points, therefore, in
Baker was able to show that he had high
year. It is encouraging to know that
the Baker, testimony are with whom he
military authority for the steps taken.
consulted and how far that consultation is
every soldier who actually needs a
to be accepted as the reasonable and inThus, for the system of cantonments and rifle has one, and that it was on the adtelligent consensus of knowledge and foretheir location he proved that he had fol- vice of the representatives of the Allies
sight- If that failed to guard against mislowed the exact wishes of the General
that the United States decided to equir
haps, then any other management would
Staff and of Gen. Wood as well. Gen.
have failed at the same point. A second
its troops abroad with French and Engquestion is that of coherence of organization.
Wood was one of the officers who urged
lish cannon; that, in fact, every stej
Starting with the framework that existed,
upon the Secretary the fatal blunder of taken by the Secretary has been in ac
uould a better organization have been develdrafting men and sending them to cord with the military representative;
oped than that which Baker is developing,
camps before there was even clothing of the Allies.
with the added handicap against any new
or equipment for them. In fact, Mr.
plan that it necessarily involves a disorganizaIndeed,, so effective, on the whole
tion and uncertainty before the new organiBaker was able to show that he has foldoes the Secretary's statement of yes
zation can find, itself and weed-,out its own
lowed the military expert all along terday seem to us that we cannot bu
misfits? We have to balance the delays w<?
the
line. This does not, however, believe that a large part of the politica
have made and . the experience we have
prove that he always did the wise thing attack upon him will now breal
gained against the delays inseparable from in taking that advice; in the matter
down. His ability is unquestioned, am
reconstruction.
< •
But back of it all and behind it all we of calling 180,000 men out under the so are his zeal and his devotion to thi
have to keep clearly in mind that if a new Draft Act on September 1 he certain- cause. No creation of a War Cabine
organization is to be established, before it ly erred, even if in doing so he follow- at this time could possibly procure ani
can even reasonably be hoped to function ed the counsel of so able an officer as
better results; it would probably enor*
better it must have behind it and with it
from the start the unwavering support of Gen. Crowder. He should never have mously confuse the existing situation
those same elements of liberalism which the permitted this step until it was clear As for appointing a new Secretary, th<
President now holds. Lacking that, it might that the Medical Department was ready President, we take it for granted, wil
seem composed of angels of efficiency in the to care for this number of men, and the
not give a moment's thought to the matmaterial things and yet prove a colossal failure in the greater things by losing that unity Quartermaster-General was able to ter. Most of Mr. Baker's blunders are
of national morale among the elements clothe them so as to protect them from surely behind him. Should any one else
which must work In co-operation if America unnecessary disease. Hundreds have occupy his place at this juncture, the
is to win at all.
died because of this grave error. For newcomer would be as lost as the babes
Secretary Baker is not through with his some time past the military experts here
in the woods, and it would be a long
testimony. There are points of common
rumor which have not yet been discussed and abroad have been a good deal dis- while before he could sufficiently pick
but which ought to be discussed. To the credited; it may prove that Mr. Baker's up the threads to be aught but a child
present, he has made a fair, reasonable chief blunder has been in placing him- in the hands of his bureau chiefs. More
answer and offered a vision of expected per- self entirely in their hands.
than that, the Secretary's rough hanformance, that is inspiring. But fundaTake the situation in the Medical De- dling by the Senate will unquestionably
mentally, whether we change systems or
not, or whether we change personalities or partment, for instance. Why was it stir him" up to greater and greater efnot, no efficiency is to be hoped for from that when 500 cubic feet were recom- ficiency, and doubtless will add the
any shift which deprives the President of mended by an important civilian body greater vigor he needs in driving ahead
his leadership and control. This is the to the Surgeon-General as the proper
the enormous machine he has so rapidly
point to be remembered—the motion of any
change must originate with the President air space per. soldier, that recommenda- created.
out.of his conviction, and the manner of the tion was cut down to the present figure
change must not alter his control.
of not much more than half, with the
result that disease has spread? Has the
Secretary of w~-i r-ffinlnirtlir T- " iJis,
DEFENCE.
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EDITOE GLYNN ON THE POWERS OF THE PRE;
That the American fTeople are so immersed in the present that
they do not give the past the heed which is its due, is an observation
not infrequently made by students of national traits. It has been,
and is, a cause of anxiety that knowledge of history and a sense of
historical perspective are not so vigorously cultivated in the United
States as they ought to me. Only by this kind of information, this
species of discernment, can we attain sound standards of comparison.
The maxim that history repeat! itself is illustrated eveiy day. _ It
was never so strictly applicable, never posesssed of such practical
value, as in this epochal time. Correctly to appraise what the Government is doing, we must know what preceding governments have
done.
Former Governor Martin H. Glynn, editor of the Albany TimesUnion, deserves particular commendation for the service he is perrming, in developing keenness of historic vision, and the faculty of
istoric analogy in the popular, and, we may add, the critic, the
civic mind. It should be stated that citation of the truths, and conveyance of the lessons of history, is characteristic of Mr. Glynn, not,
only as an editor, but in his public addresses, and in the official
capacities wherein he has at different times served. His speech at
the St. Louis convention was a notable instance of the kind. His
masterly justification of President Wilson's policies was reinforced
with a wealth of precedents, drawn from the annals of the republic
and the archives of different administrations, from the days of Washington onward. What Gov. Glynn thus presented before the Democratic National Convention, must have represented an immense
amount of research. Pew men have the patience, fewer still the
capability for such inquiries.
Now Gov. Glynn has written for his paper, the Times-Union, a
signed editorial entitled, "President Wilson's Burden." It relates
to the war-powers of the President, and is a reply to the New York
Sun's recent editorial on the same topic. Gov. Glynn's editorial is
a remarkably argumentative and scholarly production. In style and
method it is Glynn through and through. Even if Martin H. Glynn
had not signed it, we should have known that his pen indited it. The
historic analogy, so typical of the Glynn writings and speeches,_ is
strongly in evidence in his analysis of the war authority with which
the Constitution and legislation supplementing the Constitution and
carrying its mandates into effect, have endowed President Wilson.
Gov. Glynn has delved deep into precedent to show the true
quality of the President's functions in this time of war. The big
fact with which we are impressed, in perusing the former Governor's
survey of the war powers of the President, is that these powers
though coneededly great are wholly Constitutional, and that vast
as they are, they do not exceed precedent so firmly etabedded in
our national history, that it is inexpugnable as the Rock of Gibraltar.
For example, Gov. Glynn says:
In our first' war when our real fight for liberty began, General
Washington was clothed by ongress with the most ample, far-reaching
and arbitrary powers. He was directed to win the war and to use
such power in gathering together and maintaining the army; is
conducting the work of securing supplies, in handing'traitors and
"rewarding loyalty as would enable him most thoroughly and effectively to accomplish the task of winning the war. And when the
time covered by this act of ongress was about to expire a renewal
of these broad powers was voted him to continue till the end of
the war. They did continue and the war was won.

After eighty years- came our next great war crisis. Abraham
Lincoln, it appears, was not invested by Congress with the powers
conferred On George Washington. But when the legislative functioning of Congress proved unequal to the heed of the country, Lincoln
took the authority without asking Congress. , Again we quote
GOT. Glynn:
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Secretary Bairn" s Great Defense
Shows Folly of Concealing Facts
THE first impression, after reading Mr. ■f Wars are either wen or lost not by military
Baker's speeeh to the Senate Committee strength so much as by the intelligence, courage
on Military Affairs, is that he has very ef- and determination of the people behind the
fectively ^Answered*—«Mr. Roosevelt's, >anvil armies.

chorus. pJf^frfatoA^emp*. /^&
Were supiya thing humanly possible, w.c
should gues^ihat Mr. Baker had silenced Mr.
Roosevelt's verbal mud-gun. But only Divine
Providence can work miracles.
The second impression is one of wonder
why Mr. Baker did not take the American
people into his confidence and let them know
long ago what was being done.
The idea that the Germans do not know
just' exactly how many troops we have in
France and just where they are is naively absurd.
And if the Germans know, why should the
American people be kept ignorant?
Mr. Baker says that to keep the people
uninformed is European practice.
While this is not an- absolutely accurate
statement, we will take it at its face value.
. But what then?
Why should OUR executive officials follow
EUROPEAN practice, when the course of
events has clearly shown that that practice has
done far more harm than good?
Why not have an AMERICAN practice of
taking the people into the full confidence of
the Government, keeping the people thoroughly informed and relying upon the strong, good
sense, true-blue loyalty and steadfast courage
of the nation to hear both good and bad news
with equanimity and undisturbed resolve ?
We have always argued against this secrecy,
against unnecessary censoi'ship or concealment
of any kind.
Of course, we know well, that field movements of troops should not be disclosed in advance. But there censorship should begin and
end.
See what has happened here at home on account of this unwise and essentially undemocratic policy.
Up to Monday nobody knew how the War
Department was getting along with its huge
task.
Naturally, the people could only guess and,
being in the dark, they were "prone to listen to
and to believe pessimistic guesses.
That gave such demagogues as Roosevelt
their chance to fill the public mind with mis—■—
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The forces that win great wars are what
Prince Bismarck Avas wont to call "the lmponderables."
Now, one of the most powerful of these*
"imponderables" is the confidence of a people
in their leadership, and the confidence^ "of an intelligent and free people increases in eiact
proportion to their certainty that they fenow
all that is occurring, both the good and the bad,
and the certainty that they are not taking one
single step blindfolded.
This psychology is no part of the -military
officer's training. He knows nothing of the
imponderables. His professional training leads
him to distrust civilian participation in war
information. And so he is for censorship of
the most drastic and the most harmful kind.
Very naturally, Mr. Baker, a civilian lawyer, is apt to defer to military opinion in matters of this kind. Doubtless other secretaries
are affected in the same way.
The net result is that we have gone through
nearly ten months of warfare without anybody except a close corporation knowing what
was being accomplished.
And because we
have thus neglected to use the most powerful
of "the imponderables," the people have been
altogether too apathetic toward the war. The
simple truth is that no people's enthusiasm can
feed long on mere glittering generalities.
The people want facts to talk about—real,
concrete things to tell one another. And if
facts are kept from them, their enthusiasm chills
and sometimes dies.
We say to the Congress very earnestly, and
with only patriotic motive and intent, that
nothing would so stir up our people to effort
and so awake the fighting spirit as the repeal
of the unlimited grant of censorship power under the "joker" clause of the Trading with the
Enemy act and the complete restoration of the
liberty of the press,, subject only to the rightful penalties for printing truly scandalous or
seditious matter, after fair trial and conviction
in a court of justice.
And we say most earnestly to the President
that he can find no means so potent to stir the
people to enthusiasm and to willing sacrifice as
the simple order to his subordinates to throw
open all the facts, j""d am) ,'ha,L tn ^nhiin AI^
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Secretary Bahe/s Great Defense
Shows Folly of Concealing Facts
THE first impression, after reading Mr. twars are either wen or lost not by military
Baker's speech to the Senate Committee strength so much as by the intelligence, courage
on Military Affairs, is that he has very ef- j and determination of the people behind the
f ectively^«nswered^~Mr. Roosevelt 'a, >anvil I armies.
Were suaya thing humanly possible, wt
should guesj/ihat Mr. Baker had silenced Mr.
Roosevelt's verbal mud-gun. But only Divine
Providence can work miracles.
The second impression is one of wonder
why Mr. Baker did not take the American
people into his confidence and let them know
long ago what was being done.
The idea that the G-erhians do not know
just' exactly how many troops we have in
France and just where they are is naively absurd.
And if the Germans know, why should the
American people be kept ignorant?
Mr. Baker says that to keep the people
uninformed is European practice.
"While this is not an absolutely accurate
statement, we will take it at its face value.
But what then?
f
Why should OUR executive officials follow
EUROPEAN practice, when the course of
events has clearly shown that that practice has
done far more harm than good?
Why not have an AMERICAN practice of
taking the people into the full confidence of
the Government, keeping the people thoroughly informed and relying upon the strong, good
sense, true-blue loyalty and steadfast courage
of the nation to hear both good and had news
with equanimity and undisturbed resolve ?
We have always argued against this secrecy,
against unnecessary censorship or concealment
of any kind.
Of course, we know well, that field movements of troops should not be disclosed in advance. But there censorship should begin and
end.
See what has happened here at home on account of this unwise and essentially undemocratic policy.
Up to Monday nobody knew how the War
Department was getting along with its huge
task.
Naturally, the people could only guess and,
being in the dark, they were "prone to listen to
and to believe pessimistic guesses.
That gave such demagogues as Roosevelt
their chance to fill the public mind with misgivings, to excite a public demand for a change
in the leadership of the President.
Had the truth been told to the country day
•ftey day, exactly as Mr. Baker told it on Monday, Mr. Roosevelt might have scolded till the
war ended and not had a handful of listeners.
And it should be noticed that the War Secretary was FINALLY OBLIGED to 'tell the
facts to th» people—so that no possible gain
came from the long concealment, while undoubtedly gre*t harm was done.
The truth of .the matter is that the Government appears to give too much weight to foreign military practice and foreign military
advice.
But military man, domestic as well as foreign, are professionally prone to look upon
war as merely a matter of armies and marches
and b«ttle« and siege*—while the truth is that

The forces that win great wars are what
Prince Bismarck was wont to call "the imponderables."
Now, one of the most powerful of these4
"imponderables" is the confidence of a people
in their leadership, and the confidence' "of an intelligent and free people increases in exact
proportion to their certainty that they know
all that is occurring, both the good and the bad,
and the certainty that they are not taking one
single step blindfolded.
This psychology is no part of the -military
officer's training. He knows nbthing of the
imponderables. His professional training leads
him to distrust civilian participation in war
information. And so he is for censorship of
the most drastic and the most harmful kind.
Very naturally, Mr. Bakei", a civilian lawyer, is apt to defer to military opinion in matters of this kind. Doubtless other secretaries
are affected in the same way.
The net result is that we have gone through
nearly ten months of warfare without anybody except a close corporation knowing what
was being accomplished.
And because we
have thus neglected to use the most powerful
of "the imponderables," the people have been
altogether too apathetic toward the war. The
simple truth is that no people's enthusiasm can
feed long on mere glittering generalities.
The people want: facts to talk about—real,
concrete things to tell one another. And if
facts are kept from them, their enthusiasm chills
and sometimes dies.
We say to the Congress very earnestly, and
with only patriotic motive and intent, that
nothing would so stir up our people to effort
and so awake the fighting spirit as the repeal
of the unlimited grant of censorship power under the "joker" clause of the Trading with the
Enemy act and the complete restoration of the
liberty of the press,, subject only to the rightful penalties for printing truly scandalous or
seditious matter, after fair trial and conviction
in a court of justice.
And we say most earnestly to the President
that he can find no means so potent to stir the
people to enthusiasm and to willing sacrifice as
the simple order to his subordinates to throw
open all the facts, good and bad. to pu/blie inspection.
We know that that is what President Lincoln believed and did.
And it should not be forgotten that President Lincoln waged the greatest war the world
had then ever looked upon, and that he won it.
It is our firm conviction that the people
of the North never would have endured the
strain and sacrifice necessary to preserve the i
Union had Mr. Lincoln listened to the urgency
of his military commanders and his Cabinet
secretaries and imposed a censorship upon the
country.
We feel that we cannot be far wrong in
urging the President and the Congress to follow the wise policy by which Mr. Lincoln held
his people's confidence and evoked their supreme sacrifices and won eventual and decisive
victory.
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EVEN MR. BAKER
IS THE BETTER FOR IT

Jusf Mere Love Pats.
A local contemporary, which has been
notorious for its incessant fault-finding
with everything done by the Government in the management of the war, has
made the wonderful discovery that'"the
great mass of the plain people of these
United States have forgotten party politics. ... To imagine that we should
'play politics' under the growing shadow
of this ominous conflict is to accuse us
of insanity."
It appears that all the lying criticism
of the past year "does not mean any
basic lack of' confidence in the oflicial
representatives of this country, who •
must do our fighting for us if we are to
do any at all. It means rather that we
have so much confidence in their sincere
singleness of purpose that we all believe
they will welcome and benefit by honest
criticism and 'strike, all the harder for
having had placed at their disposal the
entire intelligence of the nation."
Now, we know just why, the Colonel
went down to Washington, held conferences with Republican Senators and
Congressmen, and made speeches picking
flaws with everything done. We can
also grasp clearly the motives that actuated Senators Penrose, Weeks, Wadsworth and others is magnifying every
trivial error into an appalling blunder.
The savage animus of certain G. O. P.
newspapers is revealed in a flash. They
all love President v Wilson, Secretaries
Baker, Daniels and McAdoo, Dr. Garfield and the Democratic Administration
generally so much that they can't bear
to spoil them by giving them any praise.
They "have so much confidence in their
sincere singleness of purpose" that, just
cut of pure affection for them, they
malign them, misrepresent them, knock
them, and in every way try to thwart"
their great work, all for their own good.'
Every one knows what keen pleasure
that sort of treatment invariably gives
the recipient. It always makes a man
work harder and more loyally when you
kick and abuse h>u instead of giving
him a kind and approving word. Can
you beat it for pure Pecksniffianism ?

ing but routine, too much red tape, too littie realization of the immensity of (lie task
Nevertheless a great -v„rk has been
Senator Chamberlain's Revelations Give Us
done. It would have been better had the
a Changed Secretary and the Real
public been permitted to know sooner
how great it was. The recital 0f what
Story of Our Achievements
we have already accomplished in France
TT MUST bo said in all fairness that Sectogether
with the statement that half a
retary Baker's reply to his critics is on
million
American
soldiers will be in the
the whole more convincing than the public
field this spring, and that a million more
had anticipated. In the first place his atwill be '.here by the end of the year if the
titude was less self-sufficient than it had
ships
can be got, reads like a romance.
J been at a former hearing before the Sen"Has
any
army in history,- Mr. Baker
ate Military Committee. He was more
asks, "been so raised and eared for as
ready to admit that there had been shortI I this army, has?" That
is a-> large
!<,,.„ queslmL 1&
comings in. his department, though he
tion.
It
is
perhaps
enough
to
say
that the
called attention to its achievements. His
demonstration
of
efficiency
is
far
more
defense naturally involved some special
striking
than
any
fact
heretofore
disclosed
pleading, such as a lawyer endeavoring to
could lead us to imagine. The most hopemake oiy: a case might be expected to indulge in. Thus he pointed out that France' ful thing about it all is the Secretary's
frank r, cognition that mistakes nave been
and England had urged the sending of
committed and his assurance that the
troops first of all, and had promised to
same mistakes will not be made again. A
supply ordnance so as to save tonnage and
mere defense of everything which has
facilitate transportation. The answer to
been done would have been alarming rather
this, of course, is that our lack of ordnance
than encouraging. xow there is every
made this the only thing to do. The fact
reason
to feel that criticism has not been
remains that in spite of ample warnings
in vain, that errors made known will be
of the probability of war we were far from
remedied, that the country is going into
a reasonable state of readiness when the
the war ready to do its share honorably
war came. Mr. Baker is not altogether
and successfully. This alone justifies the
responsible for this. Yet it is difficult to
critics, however much they may have
acquit him of some failure to hasten prepr
overstated their case.
arations as he might have done.
Nor is the attempt to. "pass the buck"
to General Wood or to General Pershing
quite convincing. To say that the former
had urged hurrying the men to camps even
if they had to drill in civilian clothes is not
an excuse for the defective sanitation
which General Gorgas described. To say
that Pershing wanted Lewis guns only for
aviation corps is not an explanation c * the
delay in selecting the type of rifle and
pushing its manufacture. Again it maybe said that Jhe fault is not to be imputed
to the Secretary alone. There is evidence
in his speech, as elsewhere, of lack of
co-ordination and lack of foresight. While,
as we have said before, it is evident that
Senator Chamberlain's condemnation of the
department was too sweeping, that he
looked too exclusively at one side of the
shield, that the pathetic cases of neglect he
cited were exception^ to the rule, it is
also evident that mafry uniortunate episodes might have been avoided by a more
comprehensive grasp of the problem. There
were, too many officials capable of noth-

No doubt there has been too much
pessimism at Washington and elsewhere.
It is good- to have a little optimism for a
change. But (lie lesson will not have been
learned unless the full co-operation of the
ablest men available is welcomed. There
must J^ .no morg disregard uf expert
I advice, such as has characterized the
operations of the Shipping Board. The
.shortage of ships is plainly the most serious obstacle to the carrying out of the
War Department's present plans. There
must be no more divided counsels, either
among ourselves or among our allies. The
country has had a, shock. It is recovering
from it and finding it not quite so bad as
it had feared. But a shock was needed.
Secretary Baker is showing the first effects of it. The whole Administration
should profit by his example. The war is
to be won by energy, by the utilization of
every resource, by confidence in the patriotism and the courage of the people.
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The abortive effort of the Senate Military Affairs Committee to shear the
civilian Commander-in-Chief of the army
and navy of his authority as such recalls a similar attempt, though on a
smaller scale, that was made two years
ago. On January 30, 1915, Representative Richmond Pearson Hobson, himself
a retired navy officer, introduced a bill
"to create the office of Chief of Naval
Operations," which provided that the
President was to appoint an officer of
or above the grade of Rear Admiral,
"who, under the Secretary of the Navy,
shall be responsible for the readiness of
the navy for war and be charged with
its general direction. All orders issued
by the Chief of Naval Operations in
performing the duties assigned him shall
be performed under the authority of the
Secretary of the Navy, and his orders
shall be considered as emanating from
the Secretary and shall have full force
and effect as such."
This bill as introduced with this
crafty phraseology, was plainly .an attempt to thwart the aim of the makers
of the Republic that the military
branches of the Government should be
headed by civilians. The extremes to
idiich. rnilitarisjn, ,CJUI CQ jua^eyicieaeea;
by the German kultur of today. It was
to avoid the danger of militarism of the
Prussian type that the wise provision
was made that the Secretary of War
and the Secretary of the Navy in our
form of government should be civilians.
Captain Hobson's bill was largely thel
result of secret Conferences on the part
of a few navy officers. The Army and
Navy Journal published their names in
its issue of December 2, 1916, declaring
them to have been Rear Admiral Bradley T. Fiske, Captains H. S. Knapp,
John Hood and J. H. Oliver, Commander
D. W. Knox and Lieutenant Commanders W. P. Cronan and Z. H. Madison.
At the time the Naval Affairs Committee of the House had this bill referred to it, Secretary ,of the Navy
Daniels was wrestling with the problem
of the unwieldy Aid System that had
been put over on his predecessor, Secretary Meyer. It. had no legal status, and
was simply a buffer between the Secretary and his real legal advisers, the
bureau chiefs, composed of commissioned
navy officers.
The history of Secretary Daniels' administration will show that more than
once he has seized a weapon used against
him and made it a powerful instrument
in his own hands. In this instance he
pulled the fangs of this measure by
recommending that the Naval Affairs
Committee accept it after substituting
the word "fleet" for "navy," and making a few other changes in the wording.
He then proceeded to appoint the able
Benson, at that time commandant of
the League Island Navy Yard, to be
Chief of Naval Operations, abolished
altogether the top-heavy Aid System,
and formed the Secretary's Advisory
TXT
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Not a Time for Experiments
"In the week just passed there Has been a significant
and ill-advised attempt to deprive the President of the
United States of his Constitutional powers as commanderin-chief of the army, and navy of the nation—an attempt
clearly hostile to the Constitution, but still so formidable
as to cause some concern to the lovers of fair play and honor
in politics.
For this whole move is self-evidently a plot for partisan
purposes only, of which more hereafter. Sufficient to say
at present that, if the Chamberlain bill for a "war cabinet" could be pushed through Congress, the Republicans
and a "few Democratic malcontents would claim next fall
that the very fact of its passage showed that Congress and
the country believed that President 'Wilson was not capable
of conducting the war.
But waiving the plot feature for the present, let us see
' just what this vicious, attempt to override the lawfully ordained head of the government and its departments would
mean. The language of the bill is clear. Three men "of
demonstrated ability"—an insult to the President in itself,
as if he could not be-trusted to pick out officials—are not
only "to1 consider, devise and formulate plans and policies,
general and- special," for the prosecution of the war, but
also "to supervise, co-ordinate, direct and control the functions and activities of all executive departments, officials
and agencies of the government in so far as, iff the judgment of the war cabinet, it. may be necessary or advisable
so to do." They are. further empowered "to make, subject
to review of the President, the necessary orders to any such
department, bureau, official or agency of the government."
As the Post has already pointed out, that would take
from the President—were he to submit to it—all of .his
rights, as commander-in-chief. He could only "review" the
orders of these three supermen, which is equivalent to
saying that he could look their orders over, but that is all.
He might as Well be deposed for all the actual power he
would possess. The "war cabinet" would be superior to
Pershing, Sims,, the general staff, the naval boards and
everybody else ^connected in the remotest way with the
prosecution of the war by the United States. Not even
Lincoln was hamstrung in that wholesale style, though he,
—
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The abortive effort of the Senate Military Affairs Committee to shear the
civilian Commander-in-Chief of the army
and navy of his authority as such recalls a similar attempt, (hough on a
smaller scale, that was made two years
ago. On January 30, 1915, Representative Richmond Pearson Hobson, himself
a retired navy officer, introduced a bill
"to i create the office of Chief of Naval
Operations," which provided that the
President was to appoint an officer of
or above the grade of Rear Admiral,
"who, under the Secretary of the Navy,
shall be responsible for the readiness of :
the navy for war and be charged with
its general direction. All orders issued
by the Chief of Naval Operations in
performing the duties assigned him shall
be performed under the authority of the
Secretary of the Navy, and his orders
shall be considered as emanating from
the Secretary and shall have full force
and effect as such."
This bill as introduced with this
crafty phraseology was plainly -an attempt to thwart the aim of the makers
of the Republic that the military
branches of the Government should be
headed by civilians. The extremes to

which militarism .can go fcr&jsvitieacs^,
by the German kultur of today. It was
to avoid the danger of militarism of the
Prussian type that the wise provision
was made that the Secretary of War
and the Secretary of the Navy in our
form of government should be civilians.
Captain Hobson's bill was largely the\
result of secret conferences on the part
of a few navy officers. The Army and
Navy Journal published their names in
its issue of December 2, 1916, declaring
them to have been Rear Admiral Bradley T. Fiske, Captains H. S. Knapp,
John Hood and J. H. Oliver, Commander
D. W. Knox and Lieutenant Commanders W. P. Cronan and Z. H. Madison.
At the time the Naval Affairs Committee of the House had this bill re-.
ferred to it, Secretary of the Navy
Daniels was wrestling with the problem
of the unwieldy Aid System that had
been put over on his predecessor, Secretary Meyer. It had no legal status, and
was simply a buffer between the Secretary and his real legal advisers, the [
bureau chiefs, composed of commissioned '
navy officers.
The history of Secretary Daniels' administration will show that more than| ^
once he has seized a weapon used against *
him and made it a powerful instrument
in his own hands. In this instance he
pulled the fangs of this measure by I
recommending that the Naval Affairs i
Committee accept it after substituting
the word "fleet" for "navy," and mak- l
ing a few other changes in the wording.
He then proceeded to appoint the able '
Benson, at that time commandant of I
the League Island Navy Yard, to be
Chief of Naval Operations, abolished j
altogether the top-heavy Aid System, i
and formed the Secretary's Advisory '
Council out of his own carefully chosen
bureau chiefs, with whom he meets
statedly once a week, and oftener when j
critical problems are to be solved. It
was a far-reaching reorganization, concerning which Mr. Daniels said in his
annual report of 1915: "The result has
been the using to better purposes of all
existing departmental machinery while
securing the maximum of co-operation
between its constituent units."
The machinery of government provided by the men who set up our Republic is sufficient for times of war as
well as of peace. It was not seemly
for a few navy officers—not at all representative of the whole body of splendid men in the commissioned personneU - ■
—to work in the dark to secure a law
that would curb the power of the civilian head of the navy. Neither was it
seemly in the chairman and members
of a great war-directing committee of
Congress to introduce a bill to take from
the President his constitutional power
as Commander-in-Chief. Both the Navy
Secretary and the President were
"wounded in the house of their friends."
The one appealed to Congress through
a patriotic committee; the other appealed to his usual court of final resort,
the American people. Neither the people nor their representatives in Congress
will ever stand for the Prussianized warlord idea.
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Not a Time for Experiments
"In the week just "passed there Has been a significant
and ill-advised attempt to deprive the President of the
United States of his Constitutional powers as commanderin-chief of the army, and navy of the nation—an attempt
clearly hostile to the Constitution, but still so formidable
as to cause some concern to the lovers of fair play and honor
in politics.
For this whole move is self-evidently a plot for partisan
purposes only, of which more hereafter. Sufficient to say
at present that, if the Chamberlain bill for a "war cabinet" could be pushed through Congress, the Republicans
ahd* a'>few Democratic malcontents would claim next fall
that the very fact of its passage showed that Congress and
the country believed that President Wilson was not capable
of conducting the war.
: But waiving the plot feature for the present, let us see
just what this, vicious, attempt to override the lawfully ordained head of the government and its departments would
mean. The language of the bill is clear. Three men "of
demonstrated ability"—an insult to the President in itself,
as if he could not be- trusted to pick out officials—are not
only "to consider, devise and formulate plans and policies,
general and special," for the prosecution of the war, but
also "to supervise, co-ordinate, direct and control the functions and activities of all executive departments, officials
and agencies of the government in so far as, in the judgment of the war cabinet, it may be necessary or advisable
so te do." They are further empowered "to make, subject
to review of the President, the necessary orders to any such
department, bureau, official or agency of the government."
As the Post has already pointed out, that would take
from the President—were he to submit to it—all of his
rights, as commander-in-chief. He could only "review" the
orders of these three supermen, which is equivalent to
saying that he could look their orders over, but that is all.
He might as well.be deposed for all the actual power he
would possess. The "war cabinet" would be superior to
Pershing, Sims, the general staff, the naval boards and
everybodv else connected in the remotest way with the
prosecution of the war by the United States. Not even
Lincoln was hamstrung in that wholesale style, though he,
too, had his meddling congressional committee on the condust of the war, which he used to "cuss up hill and down"
as being of no earthly use and a lot of brother.
Now the Constitution and the matured laws of the
United States have provided for our war-making powers,
and they have done it pretty well, as history has proved.
We are in the greatest war of all time; our share of it is
colossal. We need every ounce of energy and team-work
and well-oiled officiency that we possess for its successful waging. What sort of time is it, the most vitally important in our. history, to start experiments in war machinery, scrapping the-existing and testing out the new appliances? The idea is preposterous.
In his statement on Senator Chamberlain's New York
speech, President Wilson said: "The legislative proposals
.would involve long additional delays and turn our
experience into mere lost motion." To others he has declared that the act would throw things into chaos and set
the war policy back two months.
Can any reasoning man doubt that the President is
right in denouncing such an attempt at experiment at suck
a time as this?
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To charge one with having
riff distorted
the facts is not to impeach one's veracity. But one sees from the melodra; matic performance of Senator Cham1 berlain that it was essential that he
; should pose as the victim of a superior love of truth and country. To
i charge distortion of facts is to say that
one arrays the facts in improper perspective, and that charge
Senator
Chamberlain's speech in vindication of
himself must prove to the satisfaction
of any one who examines it dispassionately. Most, and possibly all, of his
citations may be accepted as true; but
they do not prove the inefficiency and
incompetence that he has ascribed to
the War Department. One count, and
one of the capital counts, in his indictment is that we are relying on France
to provide our troops with artillery,
lhat, of course, is true. But since
France volunteered to do this, assuring
the War Department that it could do
it without detriment to the needs of its
own armies, the acceptance of the offer
effected an economy of shipping the
inadequacy of which is the greatest
restraint on our operations. Thus a
fact which is made to indict the War
Department must seem to minds of
better perspective, a tribute to its .good
sense '
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The case of the Enfield rifle has substantially the same significance. The
modifications required by the Ordnance
Bureau delayed the outturning of them
by a few months, but it did not delay
the sending of troops to France by a
single day. Senator Chamberlain himself concedes that the modified Enfield
rifle is distinctly better than the original. The conclusion of minds less critical than Senator Chamberlain's must
be that a decision which entailed no delay m the sending or training of troops,
/but which armed them with a more
deadly weapon, is to be commended.
Senator Chamberlain makes it an evidence of inefficiency and incompetence.
The tale of the soldier who was found
dead by his father is a pathetic one,
even if we accept it as a full and fair
recital of the. incident. It is harrowing to the feelings, but it proves nothing more than that some one of a hundred thousand subordinates submerged
in obscurity, far removed from contact
with the War Department, was culpably negligent. Such incidents as these,
while well calculated to excite a feeling
of indignation, are atomic in their relation to the total task, and to make them
proof of inefficiency and incompetence
on the part of those who are directing
the performance of that herculean job
is to inspect the job through a microscope with the eye of a partisan who
has a brief to support. Senator Chamberlain's mental focus has become disordered; his speech makes that obvious
and it is because it does that his dete n e
_ * Proves Mm guilty of the charge
of having distorted the facts

Too Much Talk in Washington.
Forcing the publication of the confidential testimony given before the senate
America6.
8 me
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eXC&Pt the enemles
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char ea with

tJ-.'
°
*
the conduct of
the war are the only ones who should have
heard this testimony. That it is now pub!
ashed to the world it becomes an aid to
Germany; it does the work of many secret
agents of the Kaiser in many months of
dangerous work.
f,Ih,at En8r',and and France beIie™ our officials are incompetent does not make it
true, by any means. England and France
are naturally anxious, and their anxietv
causes hem to magnify alleged faults and
delays ,„ preparation in this country.
The fact that some of our army officers
anTsht tnV1SmiSSa' °' Serais C^er
and Sharpe does not necessarily mean thev
are incompetent. There is always an element of jealousy in the army organization
-more so than in any other body No
men could be named to fill the places of
Generals Crozier and Sharpe who w„
satisfy all the officers in the army. Tnere
ro?„LStL1I,,be S°me W"'ing t0 say that H>e
mT^J^/0^0 Hel1 bccaui* of the
HadAo^^rg^t^the-^nate
committee in confidence been transmitted
to the proper authorities and permitted to
remain secret from the world in general,
there is every reason to believe the misH3!f' /5T e*1St' W0Uld have bee° remedied and the enemy would not have had
oTth7anies.t0 the detrlm6nt "#«These men who have forced trfe plication of this testimony, affect a stage shiver
at the thought of some of our soldiers dying as a result of a shortage of clothing
yet they hand over tp the enemy information that may be of great disadvantage to
a d may CauSe the los
t^l
,"
s of thousands of, lives
in the army.
u^I 3?a'ousle8 and personal ambition
should not be permitted to block the plans
i<* the administration in carrying on the
In the name of humanity, may the Congress of the United States rise above personal desires and by unanimous action do
those things which will be to the advantage
of the allies, and which will prevent the I
sacrifice of as many lives as possible.
It is becoming more and more apparent!
that not all who are subject to internment i
for the period of the ware are native- I
born Germans. The commander-in-chief of
the army and navy of the United States—
Woodrow Wilson-may find it necessary to
take drastic action to stnn n,a *
of men in high places and VtVS?,!
becpme necessary, quick decisiJn" must'be
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THE WAR CABINET BILL.
The fact that the passage of Senator
Chamberlain's bill to create a War
Cabinet would imply a want of confidence in the President, and thus put
an indignity upon him, is a relevant,
though not, of course, a decisive consideration. It is relevant because, to
express such a want of confidence
would not only be an act of injustice,
but a declaration which would impair
our own morale and strengthen that of
our enemies. But the decisive consideration must be that of the national in{terest. If the war would be likely to
be prosecuted more efficiently by the
organization this bill proposes to create
than under the existing organization,
' that alone would be a sufficient and
even an imperative reason for passing
it. It would be both foolish and unpatriotic, in that case, to refrain from
passing it out of deference to the dignity or feelings of the President. The
crucial question is whether the passage
of this bill would be conducive to a
more or to p. less effective) prosecution
of the wai\VJtf/■,(* . CiZ/.j-.
,
It seems To The New? that the reasoned answer to that question must
be that it would certainly be conducive
to a less effective prosecution of the
I war. To ascertain what are the exact
provisions of this measure, we are dependent on the rather meager information given in a press dispatch. But
this, if not complete, is D/erhtps fairly
adequate.
//+> £
The proposed War CaWnet is to be
composed of three members, appointed
by the President, subject to the consent
and approval of the Senate. Their
tenure is to be for the duration of the
war, and apparently no provision is
made for dismissal. The functions of
the proposed War Cabinet are doubtless fairly set forth in these three
paragraphs, which, with some elisions,
seem to quote the text of the bill:
To consider, devise and formulate plans
and policies, general and special, for the
effectual conduct and vigorous prosecution of the existing war and . . . to
direct and procure the execution of same.
To supervise, co-ordinate, direct and
control the functions and activities of
all executive departments, officials and
agencies of the Government in so far as,
in the judgment of the War Cabinet, it
may be necessary or advisable ..
for the effectual conduct and vigorous
prosecution of the existing war.
To consider and determine upon its
own motion or upon submission to it,
subject to review by the President, all
differences and questions relating to the
conduct and prosecution of the war that
may arise between any such department,
officials and agencies of the Government.
The authority which would be conferred on the War Cabinet would be
plenary and all-embracing'. One section confers on the President the privilege of "reviewing" the decisions of the
War Cabinet, but it stops short of
authorizing him to veto any of its
decisions. It seems to confer merely
the privilege of criticism. One could
not conceive of any of the multitudinous and varied activities that compose |
the total effort which would not be
subjected to the direction of the War
Cabinet. There is no aspect of the |

problem which would not be its legiti- •
mate concern and present an occasion
for the exercise of its authority. Xo
language could be more comprehensive
than that in the first paragraph describing the authorities of the War Cabinet.
Not only.the administrative, but the
military questions of the war would be
subjected to its decisions, and even the
diplomatic, or political questions, those
which are the constituent elements of
war aims, would be equally subject fo
its determination, for these are part of
the "plans and policies, general and
special," that must be "devised and
formulated" as an incidental work in the
\ prosecution of war.
To create a War Cabinet with functions so comprehensive, and authorities
so absolute, would be to put the presidency into commission. We should
continue to have one President, but we
should acquire four assistants, every
one having an authority and power
virtually if not quite equal to his. Over
the War Cabinet the President could
preside; in its deliberations he could
have a voice and in its decisions a vote.
But his vote, at least, would have no
greater value than that of any other
member, and his judgment would be determinative only when at least two other
members concurred. It is noteworthy,
as signifying an intention to make his
constitutional authority impotent, that
while the decisions of the War Cabinet
in "all differences and questions relating to the conduct and prosecution of
; the war that may arise between any
, such departments, officials and agencies
of the Government" would be subjected "to review by the President,".there
is no such restraint provided in the first
paragraph which confers power "to
devise and formulate p'ans and policies,
general and special," for the conduct of
the war. Thus, any arbitral judgment
the War Board might be called on to
render in a controversy arising between
the Secretary of War and the Secretary
of the Navy would need the President's
approval to make it effective, apparently, but it could determine and
declare the purpose and ends of the
war apparently free of any interference
by him whatever.
That it would make for unity and
promptness of decision to distribute an
authority exercised by one man among
four men is obviously impossible. It
would make for the volubility of debates with a corresponding deferment
of decisions. Nor could it promise a
greater wisdom of decision, since most
if not all of them would be a judgment
which compromised that of every member joining in it. It would make for the
diffusion of responsibility and authority
when the centralization of both is necessary if there is to be coherence of
action instead of confusion. The evils
for which this bill is offered as a corrective are largely the consequence of
the very condition which the bill would
enlarge and intensify. It would be
condemned by its folly if it were not
condemned beyond appeal by the motive which, if it did not inspire its
author, animates a great majority of
those who have come so enthusiastically to its support.
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FAREWELL TO NON-PARTISANSHIP.
Not so many days ago non-partizanship in
national politics started on a pleasant honeymoon with the indorsement by President
Wilson himself of Senator Knute Nelson,
Republican, for re-election from Minnesota
next November. Quite a lot of rice and old
shoes were thrown from editorial cabinets
and elsewhere in honor of the event. The
romance, however, seems to have been shortlived. Senator Nelson's indorsement may
survive, especially as he seems to be sticking
by the President, and he had no invitation,
old war horse as he is, to any of those Roosevelt dinners at Washington. But his case is
not going to be catching, apparently.
If happenings at Washington are indicative, the coming Congressional elections will
be fought oyt on party lines, as usual, only
with more bitterness than we have, witnessed
in recent years. If the public attention still
focuses on an issue between the President
and his critics in Congress, even the proverbial yellow dog will have a chance to win
if he stands by the Executive in the conduct
of the war. That is the American way. In
certain circumstances men will feel that the
yellow dog will have to be supported.
Senator Chamberlain, who is a Democrac,
did not intend to build a structure of
partiza.iship in his recent hysteria. He did
not intend anything in particular, it seems.
But the old Adam took possession of the
partizans suddenly when the Democratic
chairman of an important committee boldly
proclaimed in New York that the government, as far as the war was concerned, had
"ceased functioning." What a glorious opening! Mr. Roosevelt's dash to Washington
did not allay the rising passions. The colonel
poured no oil on the troubled waters. According to the Washington correspondent of
the News the Democrats say that Roosevelt
has unwittingly again helped Wilson. Again,
ns in 1916 and 1912, and in 1920 men may
say that he is at it yet. The Sun's correspondent takes the same view:
Colonel Roosevelt's visit has been
most significant in the evidence it has
presented of the disappearance of many
of the old animosities. The meetings
with Mr. Roosevelt have taken the shape
largely of informal party conferences
and have been characterized by remark■ able good feeling.
That is, the old animosities between progressives and standpatters have disappeared
but new animosities between Republicans
and Democrats born. Politicians make
allnements sometimes in which the country
declines to become interested. We are quite
likely going to have at least one war time
national election. If the issue is one between executive authority and Congressional
determination to supersede such authority it
is not difficult to guess who will come off
second best. The first period of the Civil
War was one of sore disaster to the Union
cause, but Lincoln kept the confidence of
the country. The war cabinet crowd in Congress can win with the nation only if the
Germans win on the battlefield. How does
it happen that Woodrow Wilson's political
enemies always give him such odds?
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Why England Has
There was a. special reason for the appointment of a -war cabinet in Britain. That
reason does not exist here. In Britain the
parliamentary cabinet is the governing arm.
It exercises the functions of our chief Congressional committees and the powers residing in our President. It frames national
policies and one of its chief duties is to
secure the passage of legislation. For that
purpose it leans on the party caucus, or, if
party lines are temporarily obliterated, it
ever courts the good will of the House of
Commons. In any case it must, by a majority, steer Parliament, and it is a worthless instrument, ipso facto dissolved, the
moment it ceases to have a majority behind
it on an important question. Pending an
election, it is practically the national committee of the party or organization it
represents.
A British cabinet, to be successful, must
know the nation's pulse. In times of social
unrest, like the present, such a cabinet, with
its eye on the great purpose, must be eternally on the qui vive. Lesser issues must
not endanger it; it must compromise even
at the expense of some sacrifice of principle. Take the Irish question as an example. The British Government, that is, the
cabinet, is stretching every nerve to force
a settlement, and in doing so is sacrificing
what, no doubt, were the individual principles of some of its members a short
time ago.
Franchise reform, woman suffrage, liquor
and labor questions, food legislation, regulation of big business, Indian affairs, South
African problems, and all the infinite detail
of legislation for England, Scotland and
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irSIaha/even 3owh *5 questions Koked'after
by a State Legislature in America, must engage the attention of a British cabinet and
engage it seriously, because the cabinet cannot offend one party here, another interest
there, for long. It must be ever propped by
the majority. Besides, the members of a
British cabinet must nearly always be
present when Parliament is in session.
That is a very different machine from the
American cabinet, appointed by the President for a fixed - tenure, not dependent on
the changing complexion or whim of the
House of Representatives for its existence.
In England it was obviously necessary to do
something to relieve a. cabinet overburdened
even in peace time. They talked for a while
of a dictatorship, but that Was out of the
question, though such a dictator would have
no more.power than the President of the
United States has: The alternative was the
war council. It is part of the cabinet but
relieved of the manifold duties belonging to
cabinet members with portfolios who are
left free to attend to. their countless tasks
and to steer Parliament adroitly. The
British war . council. is an effort to attain
what we have in this country now. They
have, for the exigencies of the time, evolved
a machine resembling ours. The. pending
proposal at Washington for a war cabinet is
actually a repudiation of the British idea,
founded on experience in the war. It.courts
administrative anarchy, it least for a period.
It infers, both at home and abroad, lack of
confidence in the government. To the
Englishman especially that suggestion will
be carried strikingly. To him it will mean
nothing else.
>

MAKE THE BEST OF IT.
Assurances that the whole coal situa<x.
tion is improving come from one of the
most capable of the regional railroad
directors, who fortifies them with figures. Assurances from other sources
not unofficial, create convictions to the
contrary. For instance, the State Administrator sees things going from bad
to infinitely worse and "refuses to be
comforted." One of the seals not to be
railed from off the bond is that the number of ships waiting to be bunkered was
not diminished yesterday. Another is
that there was less coal towed from
tidewater than usual.
There is a suggestion of irony in the
special appeal addressed to all consumers by County Administrator Schley,
who begs every man and corporation possessing an ounce of patriotism
to "come to the aid of the Government." Permissible industries are
closing down, having no alternative
and countless individual consumers
have no choice. They will because they
must economize. The few so fortunately situated as to have latitude for
•choice are not likely to be extravagant.
They will cbnsume^so to speak, from
hand to mouth, because they don't
know what is coming nest.
Included among the industries called
to a halt are some factories in which
munitions are made, which is scant
consolation to the householder, but it
testifies. As to the immediate future,
Mr. Wiggin is far from optimistic regarding the effects of heatless days. He
seeks to dispel as' a probable delusion
the notion that the five-day suspension
and the Monday closings will eventuate
in a return to normal conditions. And
he makes consolation all the more scant
when he says that priority orders are
sending to New England coal which
would otherwise be delivered here.
But one of the indisputable propositions is that complaint is useless. For
better or worse, the Garfield fiat
stands. Government has the power,
and however savagely the shoe may
pinch, it must be worn. None can speak
with exactitude as to the coal saved,
the wages lost or other consequential
damages, but all can agree as to the
futility of uproar. That the fiat has
accentuated what it was issued to
ameliorate—that it furnished proof of
"appalling incapacity," may be true,
but it has been sa^id that the true patriot does not stop to inquire—he obeys.
The worse the situation, the wiser are
those who make thedieit of Jt. ff _
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THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
Secretary Baker's statement yesterday before the Senate Military Affairs Committee was an admirably clear, candid and convincing exposition of the work of the War Department and the state
of military preparedness of the country. The Secretarv of War's
address was a comprehensive survey of the war situation' as relating
to this nation's part in it, and while it is obvious that war conditions
forbd the disclosure in a public hearing of all the details of preparation, those details which are proper to- be made public and which the
A\ar Secretary described or referred to, made a splendidly impressive
showng, and the effect cannot be other than a great wave of eneouragment and inspiration for the embattled nation, and a realization
that the time, effort and money employed in creating our present
military establishment have been well expended, and that the country
is on a much stronger war footing than could have been thought possible a few months ago.
Some subjects which the Secretary of War discussed were already,
lfl a .aeneral way, known to the people, and not a few- developments'
Which now have official confirmation, were surmised. It has long been
believed by careful, fair-minded observers, that the country wasinuch
further advanced in its war preparations, and its consequent capability to render efficient and/powerful help to its associates in the
cause of mlitant democracy and human freedom, than it'could have
been presumed to be in view of the difficulties of the expansion of
our war establishment, from what was necessary to a peace condition,
to what was required for the arming of this great nation.
This opinion of the better-informed is now ratified in every particular. It is a stupendous record of achievement which the Secretary
of War offers to a gratified country. Secretary Baker deserves, and
is receiving the highest credit for the efficiency which characterizes
his department and himself as its head. His responsibilities have
been, and are, enormous1.' lie. has been the target of wholly unjustifiable censure ,but it speaks well for the common-sense and fairness of
the American public that it has steadfastly maintained its faith in the
War Department and its chief, and while pessimists and fault-finders
have been carping, the people have in courage and optimism awaited
the course of events. Those events have been developing rapidly, and
their development is altogether for good.
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go as fast as ships can be arranged to
transport them. It is understood, in
other words, that we now have at
least half a million men ready to take
the field shortly, upon the sending
over of some additional divisions, and
T before.
./^>P ,.that during the present year we shall
It is not because, in giving testihave at least 1,500,000 men in the
i mony before the Senate Military Comfighting ranks.
A large proportion,
! mittee he really made a clear and a
if not all, of the million to be sent
In a five-hour statement to the senate committee on I rattling good talk to the public, and
over a little later is equipped and
shot
military affairs yesterday Secretary Baker revealed to | delivered a speech that was
ready for the field. All will be ready,
! through with inspiration and full of
the American people the part the nation is already play- !
we are assured, as soon as they can
a spirit that will inspire millions of
be put aboard the transports.
ing in the war against Prussia and the much larger i others.
That talk was sufficient to
This is a far more gratifying picture
part it is actively preparing to play. It is a presenta- i stir the blood of the nation, to start
than any we had supposed it possible
|
its
pulses
beating
furiously
and
pourtion full of interesting details not heretofore made
for the Secretary to paint for us. We
! i„g a living stream of fighting men
hope that he has not made the colors
public. It is given additional significance by the fact : upon the stricken plains of France.
too "high," and that the great army,
that the secretary appeared with full approval of the i But what most profoundly appeals to
of more than "substantial size," now
president. In a largo sense the Baker statement con- i the people is that the Secretary of
awaiting ships for France, is even more
War,
the
official
in
chief
direction,
stitutes the administration's answer to the accusations
completely equipped and trained than
< next to the President, of^the armed
voiced by Senator Chamberlain and Theodore Roosevelt I forces and the military power of this
he describes it.
This assurance of our vast military
j nation, has after due deKberatmn, delast week.
strength and preparation should disFacing his critics, as spokesman not only for himself ■ cided to taUtt^ybeonJ*2jjlJij
pel the last mist of doubt or distrust.
but for the president and the administration, the hea.d of confidence. \3j <pu ^M^t^^.
The peop+/ aefnanded the truth— Think for a moment, of the value, in
a military sense, of 1,500,000
well
the war depaxtment detailed what had been accomplished the full truth.
They hoped and extrained, seasoned and equipped Amersince America was forced against its will to take the pected it would be stimulating, inspirican soldiers upon the battlefields of
sword. It was a dramatic scene before the committee ■ Ring, but they wanted it, good or bad.
Europe.
Already the French and
*S
They
have
got
it—as
we
confidently
and one without parallel in the annals of the national
British and Italians have fought the
believe—and
today
America,
from
superior forces of the Teutonic powers
capital.
ocean to ocean and from zone to zone,
That the administration and the war department had is thrilled by the truth and inspired to a position of defense to which they
cling with desperation, but which the
made, mistakes in the handling of their vast problem for her great part in the war.
It is profitless now to recall that Allies may break at any point they
the secretary, of course, was sure to admit. That these
That they do
not
break
this truth might well have been given choose.
through is because they have
not
mistakes, however, have been insignificant when com- to the people days ago, when it was
pared with the successes-scored and the progress achieved eagerly demanded, and when, in reply, enough man power to drive the attack home.
It would be merely a
is made clear. There is very much in the Baker state- they received what most of them con- waste of life and treasure. The Gersidered as mere evasion and an atment to give Americans cause for confidence.
tempt to justify many things that can mans, on their part, can not hope to
Senator Chamberlain was unfair to the president and never, in this world or in our annals, do more than maintain for a while—
the war secretary when he took isolated cases of mis- he justified. It is enough for the hour until the arrival of our armies—the
lines which they grip in despair, hopmanagement from, the records and blazoned (hem as that, at last, we see where we stand, ing for some turn in the scales of forin our strength and in our potency.
characteristic. He published incidents which, while reWe feel assured that there is in France ' tune.
What will happen when we throw
flecting upon the efficiency of the department, were in an American army
of "substantial
no sense illustrative of general conditions.
It would,
size," well equipped, and ready
to into the lines of battles, now in pracfight bv the side /md on equal terms, tical equilibrium, the weight-and liv! indeed, be strange if not miraculous were, cases like the
with the best blood even of France. ing power of 1,500,000 men?
(few cited by Chamberlain not to occur among the nunWas there ever a line formed under
We hope that this army in France is
dreds of thousands of cases of sick or wounded soldiers composed of many divisions—we hope whatever military genius in history,
with which the army physicians, nurses and hospital
that it is composed of several hun- that could withstand the onset?
Is there possible anything but clear
dred thousand men; we know that it
staffs have had to deal during recent months.
will rapidly be raised in strength un- and sweeping victory for the cause of
There is evidence of a reaction against the extremist
democracy and freedom of the peotil fitted for any task that the naples of the earth?
view represented by Chamberlain, Roosevelt and others
tion may assign it.
We, were confident of these things
who believe that the republic's best interests will be
There is, among many gratifying
before.
statements
and
assurances
in
Secreserved by shelving its constitutional Commander-in-chief
We are more confident now.
We
tary Baker's talk, one that is o. peand putting the conduct of the war into the hands of
can see in the skies of France the'
culiar significance, because it is a
streaming banner of America, which
three "distinguished" citizens. Washington is strangely
revelation of a situation not known
never yet went to defeat. And by this
indifferent to Roosevelt's presence.
Chamberlain's unby the country t.n_exist_or_even to be
sign we will conquer.
fairness reacts upon himself.
approaching achievement. The SecreMr. Baker's appearance before the senate committee
tary in effectively disposing of cer
tain' criticism as to the sending of
and his frank presentation of fact, unfavorable as well
troops to France and showing that a
as favorable,, should have a good effect. It has become
great many more had been sent than
8
somewhat the fashion among the unthinking to haze the
,./«(• critics had
demanded,
"h^ there"would be half a
war department—much as one may curse the weather to
mU ion men in France ear!y this year
relieve one's mind—but now- the depaxtment takes its
and that a million more are ready to
turn.
There is food for enthusiasm in much that Mr.
Our Army of "Substantial Slxc."
Secretary Baker stands today higher in the respect and esteem of the
_ American people than he has eve* done

'Baker to His Critics.

Baker says.
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THE MAIN ISSUE.

MR. BAKER'S DEFENSE.
Secretary Baker needed no defense
to the American people. His facts,
as set forth in his address, are facta
of the first importance to the nation, which is debtor to him for his
statement. With no credit to those
who have stirred up the criticism of
the War Department, the furore that,
in comparison with the weight of
facts of efficiency, is but a tempest
in a teapot, has had the effect of
solidifying the intelligent American
public about the administration- with
full and grim purpose to continue
this unbroken front of sentiment and
action until the close of the war.
The address of the Secretary of
War has had the effect of clinching
the nails of his Senate committee
defense and making the position dt
the War Department impregnable.
This is not because there have been
no flaws, nor because there have been
no mistakes, and hot because there
hav,e been no failures of co-ordination. There have been all these, and
perhaps much more. But the total
work of the department has been
phenomenal, and the results beyond
the imagination of the most sanguine
Americans, even among its critics, at
the time the country entered the
war.
■" r< i [,Now let all criticism and: cavilling
stop! Let ancient history be buried!
Let all Americans of every type, class
and condition realize that if the was
keeps up it will be bitter business.
The nation has never entered upon,
the world has never known, such a
war. Let all unite, let all co-operate,
let all show their true Americanism
and forget overzeal of critics and the
mistakes of Mr. Chamberlain and the
hot-headed intervention of well-meaning Mr. Roosevelt.

I It is all very easy to draw on paper the outline of an ideal personality which shall m»et
| all purposes, and it has a very pretty appearance to sketch a neat little scheme of
organization that ought to function to 100
per cent, production. But the fact these
capable theorists forget is that the personality of the cogs of the machine is quit©
as important as the blue prints of its working.
It is a safe assertion that there is not a
successful business in this country today that
has not in its organization combinations and
differentiations of tasks between its managerial heads that would give an efficiency
expert a spasm. A drawn-to-scale man has
a certain place in a drawn-to-scale plan. But
the available human material in place when
the machine is shaken down and going

In the issue between Secretary Baker and
his critics, the central question is whether
he can keep all the great necessary munition
industries functioning and correlated to the
highest speed and certainty or whether some
other system would do better.
The opponents of Baker are not united except in their opposition to him. Some propose
a super-cabinet of three business men superseding both Baker and Daniels and seriously
limiting President Wilson's authority. Others
propose one or more additional Cabinet officers in charge of various departments, such
as ships, food, fuel, etc., and more especially
a single new Cabinet officer of munitions.
The fear of all is that we may break down,
get hopelessly mixed up and so flounder that
would look like a crazy quilt on a blue print?
we would prove no aid to the Allies.
The proof of the thing is not how it theorizes
The insistent nervous desire that America
but how it works. Again, in every big busiprove herself magnificent in spirit and masness organization suddenly created or rapidly
terly in execution does credit to the men that
expanded, the beginning is complexity and
hold it, even when the hitchings and scrapthe subsequent changes are all toward simings of our vast new war machine appal
plicity.
them in those industries with' which they are
Now, however much we may theorize about
best acquainted. It is something like the |
the situation in Washington, we cannot got
time when McClellan insisted on drilling his
away from either the factor of the attitude
troops in Virginia. We wanted action, to see
of the more important elements of the
things done. The everlasting preparing and
country toward the government, or from the
preparing, drilling, rearranging and improvfactor of personalities that can and will work
ing got on the national nerves. McClellan
together. The President has to have men
yielded and the results were in no wise
who will work with him, these men in turn
auspicious.
others who can work with them. The reNow the fact is that on the two central
sulting organization may leave out some that
points, of rifles and artillery, Baker seems
we would like to see in, put in some we
to have gotten the best of his critics. On
would like to see out, and alongside of any
uniforms and hospital care he can nowise
ideal diagram of government make the effibe convicted of negligence or of not having
ciency expert tear his hair. But the thing is
followed the best military and expert advice
with the experience, with the personalities,
he could get. The word was to hurry and
with the attitude of the public and with the
be hurried. The men got there ahead of
need in view—does it work?
the uniforms, in some instances, and the beThe point is this, that, all in all. Baker has
lief in the healthfulness of the tented camps
got a pretty big achievement pretty well
did not prove so well founded despite expert
under way. The burden of proving not that
opinion. It is to be remembered that these
it might have been done better but that it
are not the cantonments but the National
£ould have been done better and that it can
Guard camps, and also that the guard regije dpne still better In the future by insisting
ments are supposed to have their regimental
^on a new deal still rests with those who
hospital units adequate to meet the needs of
opose it. If there is serious belief that a
the men in field work. The base hospitals
eakdown impends, then it is the patriotic
were begun when the need for them began
|ty of those that hold that belief to bring
to appear.
;ward adequate reason for holding it. The
The bearing of all these points in the
■wdown has to be decisive, because otherminds of the critics was to prove Baker inw f>: the nation will properly hesitate to
efficient. The burden rests on the critics
p the experience gained and undergo
also, of proving a new system more efficient'
disorganization of reorganization.
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MAKE FRANKNESS A HABIT.
; Secretary Baker Is a fluent talker
jaud knows bow to present a ease. Even
•his severest critics must admit that
Jhe made a remarkably good Impression
when he testified yesterday before the
Senate Committee on Military Affairs,
"in reply to the strictures recently
•passed upon the War Department by
•Senator Chamberlain. The Secretary
ispoke with an extraordinary frankness,
jesfraordinary because it is in sharp
■contrast to the atmosphere of reticence
yieirading the War Department and
ether branches of the Government in
regard to the conduct of (he war. We
have been treated to more or less voluble
official comments on the doings of our
Allies and the military developments
in which we so far have had no part,
but there has been a noticeable want
jjf information as to what we ourselves
Mere doing to put our armies into the
field to bear their share in the fighting
ou the French front. Such information
Secretary Baker now gives to the country under the pressure of a defensive.
into which Senator Chamberlain and
•others have forced him by their at-

tacks.

.

?

In the main the Secretary's statement will command approval. It does
not, however, close debate. It admits
(he failure of the War Department
in some important respects, but it contends that the consequences of this
failure have been remedied and precau-j
tions taken against further lapses. |
This is gratifying as an evidence of
progress, but it will not establish the
reputation of the War Department as a j
really efficient bra neb of the Administration unless events show that Secretary Baker's claims are backed up
by performances. The people of the
United States are disposed to give
every official of the Government a fair
chance. They are disposed to weigh
impartially the defense he opposes to

his critics, but they will neither sustain him nor condemn his critics on
the streugth of mere words. Achievement alone will count.
The New York World, which has
been a vehement supporter of the Administration in the controversy raised
by Senator Chamberlain, states the exact truth when it says that "everything
Secretary Baker told yesterday'ought
to have been told long ago." * And to
this the World adds:
■ Had the War Department kept the
American people fully informed there
■would have been no occasion for Secretary Baker's taking the stand, and
such mischievous accusations as Senator Chamberlain made would .have
found no believers.
Whether Senator Chamberlain's accusations were mischievous or not is a
■matter of opinion. The Eagle does not
regard them as mischievous, because
it believes that they represented the
convictions of an honest man who is
just as good an American, just as good
a patriot, as the man he assailed. One
admirabie result following j>om the ae.
cusations is this enforced disclosure
by the Secretary of War of facts which
the World admits, ought to have been'
given to the Nation long ago. That
these facts were withheld until they
were extorted under the compulsion of
a .public sentiment reflected in Congressional action seems to us a sufficient vindication of what Senator I
Chamberlain has done, even conceding i
that he erred in overstating bis case.
There must be a reasonable dc-ree I
of frankness between
e Administra
tion and the people as t war preparations, if ttie people ,an ti have
fldence in the Admiui
on.
The
people do not v- ■,<.;<< :li:i
! not as!,
,,;J;-|I ,
"iblished
.-|MLiBfonuati-..ij
-_^===»_
■ might be of vaiue to the enemy. But
they
Wfl it and they will ask for
such an at u le of frankness and fair
deal;;- a
'■ccretary Baker yesterday
adopted 01
so witness stand. Nothing
Ufa.! he sa
was helpful to the enemy,
Much of v
said was helpful to
the Admin srration and stimulating to
the people whom the Administration
serves and from whom it derives its!
authority in time of war as in time of j
peace.

MR BAKER'S TESTIMONY
■flTHAT we have done in war since
* "^ last April has not been done
by chance, at haphazard. Whether
We have made mistakes or no,
whether the decisions adopted were
wise or unwise, our war policies and
practices have been integral parts of
an international war plan.
That is the fact which stands out
boldly in all of Secretary Baker's bold
move yesterday in taking the public
into his confidence. It overshadows
in importance even his announcement
of 500,00,0 American fighting men
soon to be in Prance, with 1,000,000
more becoming ready during 1918, or
his glowing account of our railroad
men and their 600-mile line.
When we started to send men to
Prance sooner and in greater numbers than we had expected, it was by
agreement with Prance and Britain.
When we relied upon those Nations
for the great part of our Army ordnance in the field it was with their
approval, and even at their request.
We sent engineer and medical unit3
out of proportion to our fighting
forces because they were the immediate need, which we could immediately supply.
Mr Baker, who now makes a better
impression than he did last month,
does not argue for the policy of calling out our men for preliminary
training before they could be armed,
but simply notes that the policy
seemed best to those qualified to
judge. For the choice of rifles, he
cites a council of military experts;
for the limited demand for the Lewis
gun, Gen Pershing. He does not defend the location of each cantonment,
but shows that all were selected with
care.
In a word, he does not assert that
the War Department is flawless or
that its record is spotless of mistake.
He does in substance assert that for
everything the department has done
there has been a reason that appeared sufficient.
Only for the policy 6t drawing on
Britain and France for ordnance does
he argue reasons at some length. And
there he points out clearly, what
some critics keep forgetting, that the
determining factor of our part in war
is shipping. So every ton of ocean
freight, every cubic yard of hold
space, of which the Allies relieve us
is an appreciable gain.
The Senate committee and the
country as a whole looked to Mr
Baker to answer the question, "Has
the Army made good?" Directly, he
has not answered It. He has presented his data and left his hearers
to draw their own conclusions. And,
Yankee-wise, he has asked a question in his turn, to help them to the
answer. "Has any a.rmy in history
since the beginning of time been so
raised and cared for as this has
been?"

THE SECRETARY'S REPLY
Secretary Baker's address before
the Senate military committee yesterday—and to that larger audience, the
people of the United States—was
notable for its good temper, its disinclination to claim perfection, its
acknowledging of mistakes and the
lessons they have taught, and—perhaps most important of all—its insistence that the sporadic and smaller
faults be not weighed as the results
of the whole, but that the large accomplishments of the War Department be reckoned in the judgment of
the country upon it.
This treatment of the question was
diametrically opposite to Senator
Chamberlain's recent speech, which,
by marshalling a few—and some admittedly heinous—cases of neglect
and inefficiency, sought vainly to
prove his grossly intemperate statement in New York that the "War
Department had almost stopped functioning" and that there was "inefficiency in every branch and every department of the United States government." The Senator failed to
establish his proposition; the Secretary makes out an infinitely better
case for his.
There were some things Mr. Baker
could not say, although he did announce that we shall have half a million men in France early this year,
but he made certain vexed points so
clear that hereafter there can be no
argument about them. He showed
that it was on the advice of so good
an authority as General Wood that
a big National Army was called to the
training camps even if it were not
possible to equip them fully, at once;
that General Pershing himself advised
against the Lewis machine gun for use
on land, but did request it for aviation; that although there are more
than 1,000,000 men under arms in this
country, only 18 complaints of bad
treatment of sick soldiers had been
made; that on the question of big
guns General Crozier had asked Congress and Secretaries of War even as
far back as Roosevelt's time to appropriate more money for them, since
they could not be built in a hurry;
that France had specifically asked us
to send men, not artillery, since she
had plenty of the latter, and tonnage
was greatly needed for supplies; that
there was a unanimous agreement of
the inter-allied military representatives for American forces to secure
artillery from England and France
for all American forces sent abroad
this year and as long thereafter as
possible, Marshal Joffre coinciding in
this view, and that even the muchlauded German army did not use good
rifles in training its men.
These are but a few of the feature;
of the very impressive statement made
by the Secretary; his words demanc
of every citizen a careful reading to
day. "It would be a tragical thing,'
he said solemnly at one point in hit
address, "if this momentous effor
were to deserve the comment that i
had 'fallen down."' We think hi:
words of yesterday will convince th<
country that it has not "fallen down,'
or anything approaching thereto.
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ONE WAY TO LOSE THE WAR.
' President Wilson errs on the side of moderation
when he says that "Senator Chamberlain's statement as to the present inaction and ineffectiveness of the Government is an astonishing and
absolutely unjustifiable distortion of the truth."
Nor is Senator Chamberlain very happy In his
.reply when he insists that "my argument was directed to the military establishment and not to
other departments of the Government." What the
Senator said is this:
Now, in conclusion, and I have only touched
a few of, the high spots, let me say that the
military establishment of America has fallen
down. There is no use to be optimistic about
,''» thing that does not exist. It has almost
stopped functioning, my friends. "Wlvy? Because of the inefficiency in every bureau and
In every department of the Government of the
United States.
Senator Chamberlain said exactly what the
President charged him with saying, and his sweeping assertions are no less an "absolutely unjustified distortion of the truth," when restricted to
the War Department than when applied to the

|

Benefits of Publicity.

I Secretary Baker's very interesting
■ and illuminating statement of the War
Department's great work, while addressed directly to the Senate Committee
on Military Affairs, is, of course, intended above all for the information and
reassurance of the American people
There has been a real danger that, in
the midst of the lies, insinuations, innuendos, malicious gossip and partisan
charges that have emanated from a portion of the legislative branch of the
Government at Washington, the impression might go out that the United
States was failing in its obligation to
its allies. All sorts of reckless assertions have been made, and it has not
always been easy to refute these without divulging information that might;
be of benefit to the enemy. The situa- i
tion was not one created by the Ad-'
ministration, but, so long as it existed,
it was well that it should be faced boldly
and frankly. The Secretary has, therefore, laid his cards on the table, and
the American people can know now just
what their Government is doing. It is
a tale of extraordinary interest that Mr.
Baker unfolded, and it is one which
should make Americans proud of their
achievements. For this war is distinctly
a war of the people, and the national
genius, rather than the President and
the Government, is really directing it.
As the time approaches in which
America's participation in the war will
become more and more vigorous and
effective it would- be well if, without
revealing any important secrets, a more
complete story could be told of what the
United States has achieved. Secretary I
Daniels could tell a most dramatic and
stirring tale of the navy's readiness,
the invaluable assistance it has rendered to France and Great Britain, and
the remarkable success that has marked
its convoying of troops and supplies
sent abroad. The progress made in.
providing a great air fleet for combat
in, Europe would make another recital
that would fill Americans with pride.1

Government of the United States as a whole. The
War Department has not "almost stopped functioning." On the contrary, it is going ahead with
greater speed and with greater energy than ever
before, as Senator Chamberlain well knows, and
as he admits when he says that Secretary Baker
"has made much improvement" in the ofganizaj tion of the department.
The Chamberlain speech was a deliberate attack upon the Government in order to incite public sentiment in'favor of the war cabinet bill,.of
which the Senator is the official father. That was
its i only excuse. Nobody identified with that
surreptitious and subterannean measure can pretend that he was trying to help the President or
to aid the administration in carrying on the war.
The bill Is designed to depose the President
land deprive him of his constitutional powers as
I Commander in Chief of the army and navy. It
vests the conduct of the war in a cabinet of "three
distinguished citizens of demonstrated ability,"
to whom all the other agencies and instrumentalities of government are subordinate.. This cabinet
does not act under the authority and direction
of the President, but under its own authority and
direction. The President has no power over its
decisions and orders except a vague and indefinite "review." This means that nothing shall
be done except as the war cabinet permits it to
be done. There must be either a complete surrender on the part of the President or the war. ma-'
chinery comes to a standstill.
Senator Chamberlain assures us that the public
is entitled to the confidence of.the committee that
framed this measure. Perhaps, then, he will begin by telling them -why the President was never
consulted and learned about it "only at second
hand." Perhaps he will explain why the Cabinet
was not consulted and why none of the President's other advisers were consulted. Perhaps he
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ONE WAY TO LOSE THE WAR.
President Wllaon errs on the side of moderation
when he says that "Senator Chamberlain's statement as to the present inaction and ineffectiveness of the Government is an astonishing and
(absolutely unjustifiable distortion of the truth."
Nor is Senator Chamberlain very happy in his
jreply when he insists that "my argument was directed to the military establishment and not to
other departments of the Government." What the
Senator said is this:
Now, in conclusion, and I have only touched
a few of the high spots, let me say that the
military establishment of America has fallen
down. There is no use to be optimistic about
a thing: that does not exist. It has almost
stopped functioning-, my friends. Why? Because of the inefficiency in every bureau and
In every department of the Government of the
United States.
. .
Senator Chamberlain said exactly what the
President charged him with saying, and his sweeping assertions are no less an "absolutely unjustified distortion of the truth," when restricted to

Benefits of Publicity.
| Secretary Baker's very interesting
I and illuminating statement of the War
Department's great work, while addressed directly to the Senate Committee
on Military Affairs, is, of course, intended above all for the information and
reassurance of the American people
There has been a real danger that, in
the midst of the lies, insinuations, innuendos, malicious gossip and partisan
charges that have emanated from a portion of the legislative branch of the
Government at Washington, the impression might go out that the United
States was failing in its obligation to
its allies. All sorts of reckless assertions have been made, and it has not
always been easy to refute these without divulging information that might
be of benefit to the enemy. The situa-1
tion was not one created by the Ad-1
ministration, but, so long as it existed, I
it was well that it should bo faced boldly
and frankly. The Secretary has, there- !
fore, laid his cards on the table, and i
the American people can know now just j
what their Government is doing. It is
a tale of extraordinary interest that Mr.
Baker unfolded, and it is one which,
should make Americans proud of their
achievements. For this war is distinctly j
a war of the people, and the national I
genius, rather than the President and j
the Government, is really directing it.
As the time approaches in which i
America's participation in the war will
become more and more vigorous and
effective it would- be well if. without
revealing any important secrets, a more
complete story could be told of what the
United States has achieved. Secretary l
Daniels could tell a most dramatic and
stirring tale of the navy's readiness,
the invaluable assistance it, has rendered to France and Great Britain, and
the remarkable success that has marked
its convoying of troops and supplies
sent abroad. The progress made in
providing a great air fleet for combat
in, Europe ,w;ould make another recital
that would fill Americans with pride.
The equipment of the army with heavy
and light artillery, the defense of the
coast, the manufacture of shells on an
immense scale—all these and other features of American preparation could,
if presented with authority, make thrilling chapters for the lover of Ms country.
The deep impression made by Secre*
tary Baker's frank and manly statement
suggests the desirability of lifting the
veil <i liHH> wteere this-can be dona.,
without injury to the services Such
revelations would greatly hearten the
American people^-and might not be without effect in showing the German autocracy that the United States, when it
has once struck its pace, will be no
mean opponent.

the War Department than when applied to the
Government of the United States as a whole. The
War Department has not "almost stopped functioning." On the contrary, it is going ahead with
greater speed and with greater energy than ever
before, as Senator Chamberlain well knows, and
I as he admits when he says that Secretary Baker
j "has made much improvement" in the organization of the department.'
The Chamberlain speech was a deliberate attack upon the Government in order to incite public sentiment in favor of the war cabinet bill, of
which the Senator is the official father. That was
its »only excuse. Nobody identified with that
surreptitious and subterannean measure can pretend that he was trying to help the President or
to aid the administration in carrying on the war.
The bill is designed to depose the President
jand deprive him of his constitutional powers as
; Commander in Chief of the army and navy. It
vests the conduct of the war in a cabinet of "three
distinguished citizens of demonstrated ability,"
to whom all the other agencies and instrumentalities of government are subordinate.. This cabinet
does not act under the authority, and direction
of the President, but under its own authority and
direction. The President has no power over its
decisions and orders except a vague and indefi-j
kite "review." This means that nothing shall!
jbe done except as the war cabinet permits it to"
be done. There must be either a complete surrender on the part ot the President or the war, ma-i
chinery comes to a standstill.
Senator Chamberlain assures us that the public
is.entitled to the confidence of.the committee that
framed this measure. Perhaps, then, he will begin by telling them why the President was never
consulted and learned about it "only at second
hand."~ Perhaps he will explain why the Cabinet
was not consulted and why none of the President's other advisers were consulted. Perhaps he
will explain why the President of the United
States, the Commander in Chief of the army and
navy, should have been kept in ignorance of a
bill that goes to the very heart of the conduct of
the war and undertakes to revolutionize- the Government of the United States.
The motives of the men that prepared this
measure may be as pure and lofty as Senator
Chamberlain would have us believe he is, but If so,
we-have little respect for their ability or their
judgment. The only possible result of such a
measure as theirs, assuming that it could become
a law over the veto of the President, would be to
divide the executive authority, disintegrate the
Government of the United States and lose the
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"ME. BAXEE'S XABOBS.
Secretary Baker has mad© a long
and clear statement of what the War
Department has had to face in preparing the country for participation
in the war. It is very definitely explained why there are delays, it is
shown that the path of the Government has been strewn with obstacles..
And unless the statesmen in the Sen- )
ate can suggest some way in which
to remove the natural obstacles that
obstruct the work of' the Department, The Times has urged them all
along to cease investigating and let
Mr. Baker alone to do tbje tremendous work before him. //2 °l
When we went into fhe war the
people of the United States—despite
their reading of the intensely technical character of this war—were accustomed to think of armed forces
springing from the highways and byways overnight. The disposition of
gallant young men to enlist in the
various services was very gratifying
to the average patriot; and when the j
great cantonments sprang up like :
groups of giant mushrooms, almost i
before the twinkling of an eye, followed by the complete success of the
selective draft act, the people began
to see an. unbroken procession of
transport ships across the Atlantic,,
laden with fully equipped, and train- j
ed soldiers by the hundreds of thou- i
sands.
But the elements of manufacturing, land transportation and sea
transport were not fully estimated
by the people.
Indeed, the people
had no good way to estimate these
problems. They did not know that
the'clothlng factories and the munitions factories and the food factories
were tied up by immense orders
from our allies—orders that could
not be side-tracked. What our allies
wished was for America to get into
the war quickly, but not so quickly
as to disturb the plans that depended
upon American manufacture and
transport. The Allies must not be

disturbed in their plans, but Ameriea
must get into the trenches as quickly as possible otherwise.
The people did not realize that a
very considerable tonnage is required
for the maintenance of every single
soldier setting foot upon French soil.
And we did not have the tonnage
with which to do everything required
of ships. The ships afloat under Allied' flags were needed for the support of.the Allied, troops in the field;
and yet Americans were to be transported to France. The Government
set. about its task with courage; and
what mistakes were made were rectified, the Secretary tells the world,
as quickly as possible. It is not apparent that those mistakes were
many.
Upon those who are discontented
with the conduct of the Nation's war
work it is well to impress the point
made by Mr. Baker, that the United
States did not choose its theater of
war; does not go to make war in
the enemy's country, but must occupy French ground for the fighting
and living of its armies in Europe;
and we therefore are bound in a
great measure by the wishes of our
French allies. This fact, in spite of
the exceeding courtesy and consideration of the Fr»nch, throws certain
restrictions about our movements
that cannot be avoided. Attention
should not have to be called to this
obvious fact more than once.
The Secretary's statement is vastly
interesting as giving emphasis to
many facts that we are disposed to
overlook in our eagerness. Everybody
should read the statement with great
care.. If this is done it is .unlikely
that the officials of the Government
will suffer in future the injustices
that have been meted to them in the*
past. The President has placed the
seal of his approval upon the works
of Mr. Baker; and Mr. Baker's statement should go far toward proving
two things: The Secretary of War'reposes upon no bed of roses; and
moreover he is carrying on his labors
in very useful fashion. Those who
cannot aid him should refrain from
hindering-.

A FRANK STATEMENT
The statement made by Secretary
of War Baker before the Senate Committee on Military Affairs will make
a tremendous impression on the country; There can be no doubt about
that. Just such a frank, open statement was needful. He tells his story
in a way that will not only influence
the judgments of the American people
but touch their hearts, rekindle their
enthusiasm and brace them to a
stronger determination to win this
war at the high cost which must be
paid in the winning. It is far better
to take the American people into full
confidence. In this country t'lere are
not merely the intelligent few but
the intelligent majority. A policy of
hiding and ceoncealing even blunders
and failures is a mistaken policy.
The plain truth should be told; it is
better so than to attempt to influence
opinion through maudlin gush and
mushy praise.
The stupendousness of the task ot
preparation as it pertains to this
side has been generally understood.
It has also been known that a
formidable work of constructing
docks, piers, railroad lines, barracks and hospitals in France has
been in progress since the early part
of. last summer. The statement of
the War Secretary sketches with repealing clearness the scope and magI nitude of the plans which the American engineering and construction
army is bringing to realization in
France. The statement puts large
emphasis upon the suggestion that it
is not a "static" war—that changes
in war methods and war machinery
are continuous. This Is undoubtedly
so. It is above all things needful that
the most competent experts—the best
obtainable talent—should be picked
in working out the problems of winning the war.

-ft-
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Of course, a sudden demand for wheat
flour substitutes, greatly in excess of
the immediately available supply, would
have a tendency to increase prices But,
while authority to fix prices of foods is
not given to the Food Administration,
the methods adopted for securing an
agreement with the wheat flour millers
could also be followed with respect to
the producers of the substitutes. This
failing, resort could be had to the revocation of food sellers' licenses, toprosecutions for hoarding and other forbidden and penalized practices. There
is no lack of power in the Food Administration when it comes to dealing with
those who would make the necessities
of the people and a world-wide catastrophe the basis of sordid speculation.

MONDAY,

JANUARY 28,

1918.

THE POOD PROCLAMATION.
President Wilson's food conservation proclamation is a thoughtfully conceived and felicitously worded appeal to the patriotism and
good judgment of the country.
The President briefly, hut in convincing terms states the reasons
which call for intensive effort on the part of the people to prevent
food waste. Europe's reduced productivity because of the diversion
of man power to the war, partial failure of harvests and elimination
of distant markets for foodstuffs through the destruction of shipping,
have, as the President says, placed the responsibility of providing
subsistence for our associates in the war, largely upon our shoulders.
It is a responsibility which must be met'and that the President's
plea is certain of a whole-hearted response from the great public he
addresses, goes without saying.
An especially significant feature of the proclamation is its call
upon the food-saving capabilities of the women of the country. A
, vast deal depends upon the housewives, indeed, it may be said without
exaggeration that they are a decisive factor in the campaign against
food-waste.
Another notable element in the President's statement is the importance of the place it assigns to maintenance of the health and
strength of the American people. In the words of the proclamation,
"There should be no dangerous restriction of the food supply, but
the elimination of every sort of waste and the substitution of other
commodities of which we have more abundant supplies for those
which we need to save will in no way impair the strength of our
people and will enable us to meet one of the most pressing obligations of the war.''
A sound business principle as well as a sound war principle forms
the basis of the President's clear-cut and reasonable appeal. It is no
plea for scrimping, no inauguration of a campaign of starvation for
ourselves that our allies may have enough, but an admonition to use
sufficient of those food commodities of which we have plenty, and
even a superabundance, and less of those with which we are less
amply supplied, to the end that the apportionment shall -be equitable,
and there shall be a sufficiency both for ourselves and those who are
fighting side by side with us.

THE TRUTH IS FOUND
BETWEEN TWO EXTREMES
Criticism of the War Department an Encouragement to Real Progress

rpHE

By "WILLIAM H. TAFT
congressional investigations

into

the delays and defects of war preparation and the speeches of Mr. Bodge. Mr.

Secretary showed that every effort was) Penrose and Mr. Chamberlain will not sebeing made to remedy the errors lately cure the benefit of a war council or a munitions bureau. The Constitution vests the
revealed.
So much for the answer to criticism— Tresident with much power in time of
much of which is shown to have been, per- peace and more in war. As Commander haps, a trifle' hasty. Now for the con- in-Chief, he is the ultimate director of military campaigns.
Congress might, per*
structive side. What is the picture that
haps, create a war council higher in
we get of what America is really doing authority than his Cabinet to carry on the
from the Secretary's statement? It is that war. But the President could make such a
of a department going to the authorities council a mere speaking-tube through
who ought to know what is needed and which to delegate his power to the Cabidoing everything possible to rill their de- net, as now. One man can take a horse to
mands. It shows it adopting allied sug- water, but' forty cannot make it drink.
gestions to save tonnage that men and The President could also render a muniother supplies might have the space. It tions-bureau bill ineffective if he would
shows it sending troops to France as fast But neither bill is likely to pass. The
as it can, in response to the allied demand. political herring which Senator Stone has
It shows it co-ordinating its activities to drawn across the path of legislative re
form of war management has solidified the
fit in with the general military plans.
Democratic party in Congress and enables
Much was made of Secretary BAKER'S
the President to defeat both bills. .
alleged "smug complacency" when on the
Nevertheless, the agitation has done
stand before. No doubt the Secretary dis- good. It has ended the long restraint of)
liked to say some of the things he has Congress and of the press and has led
been forced into saying. No doubt this thcrn. to a frank statement of the mis
reticence, proper under the circumstances, takes which have been made. The narrow
appeared like complacency to some ob- partisan selection of men for critically im
servers. But no such impression can be portant places solely because of their polithad from this latest. statement. It is ical friendship for the President has beerj
that of a conscientious official, who lias properly characterized. The danger o{
been doing his best, who realizes the government "by intuition" in which oflicia
seriousness of his task, and who has noth- or expert sources ' of information' an
ing to conceal from the American public neglected or disregarded has been pointec
except that which might be of aid to the out- T"e °Pen discussio" !
smug self-satisfaction,- which made ligh
enemy.
of real faults and minimized the need for.
improvement in method. We see this in
the request of Secretary Baker to make an
amplified statement to the Senate com'
mittee. We see it in the appointment of
Mr. Stettinius, of the firm of Pierpont
Morgan & Co., and a most competent man,
as Surveyor General, with power to provide for the manufacture and purchase of
everything which heretofore has been devolved upon four war bureaus. Stettinius is
to act under Assistant Chief of Staff Pierce,
in charge of purchases. It is a clumsy device to create something like the munitions bureau; it will work if it means that
Stettinius is to have the power real and
final to do the work. If, however, he is to
buy under the supervision of Assistant
Chief of Staff Pierce, and Pierce is to act
under the supervision of the Chief of Staff,
and he under the supervision of Secretary
Baker, and he under the supervision of
the President, it will only increase the convolutions of the circumlocution office. What
we may hope is, that power is now really
delegated to Goethals as Quartermaster
General, to Stettinius as Surveyor General,
to Hurley in charge of shipbuilding, to
make broad plans for what is needed and
to carry them out.

Tho delay in getting ready rifles, mapine guns, field and heavy artillery and
>thcr equipment has been properly em' lhasized. The delay In shipbuilding has
>ot been too severely attacked. The short;ge in clothing in many camps perhaps
deserves notice. But the individual cases
of hardship in neglectful and medical hospital treatment are not a fair basis upon
which to rest a wholesale arraignment of
the Wa; Department.
The greatness of the task of the raising
of an army of 1,500,000 men should not
be lost sight of. The selection of sites, the
construction of the cantonments, thp organization of the draft, the vast detail of
transportation, the feeding of the army—;
all these things have been done, and done
well.
That through the negligence or brutal
indifference , of some few medical officers
instances of abuse or cruel hardships have
occurred is no occasion for attaching
blame to the War Department or its
chief. The letters from mothers and fathers
describing cases of shocking neglect of sick
recruits did not add weight to Mr. Chamberlain's review of present conditions. The
language of the Senator was too extreme.
The military establishment has not fallen
down. The truth probably lies between the
rosy picture which Mr. Baker gave of what
had been done and the characterisation
of conditions by'Senator Chamberlain.
Mr. Baker's second statement was much
more satisfactory than his first. His manner was much better. He had been chastened by public criticism. His appeal to
the committeo for helpful suggestion and
co-operation was in far different vein from
that of his first statement. Tic made, a
much better case in detailed explanation
of the size and difficulty of his task.
AVe must, however, take his statement
that we shall have 000,000 men in France
early in 1918 with some qualifications.
Does he mean fighting men or does he include engineers, artificers, railroad men,
stevedores and foresters? Do the latter
classes not make up more than half of
those now there? Does ho mean that the
American soldiers now in France and those
arriving in the spring o€ 1918 will be ready
to go into the trenches and on to the
front line for the spring campaign? Information given by experienced army officers just from the front is that much
more training and more aisciplino are
needed for our troops now on the other
side. If that be true of the American
army ir. France early this year, will it not
be equally true of the million or more men
the Secretary hopes to have ready for
embarkation during 1918? The Secretary
has a love of well-rounded, encouraging
statements which return to trouble him.
. Nevertheless, it is only fair to say that
Mr. Baker's address to the Senate committee has produced a favorable impression
and has softened tho asperity of the feeling aroused against him and the Administration. If now the President and he
can only divide a means, in whatever form,
of achieving the purpose the Senate committee has had in formulating the war
council and the munition bills real progve been made.
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That All-Important Word IF.
, ,TT TE HAVE available to be shipped to France, if the transportalA/
tion facilities are available to us, and the prospect is not un* ™
promising, 1,500,000, who in 1918 can be shipped to
France." These are the words with which the Secretary of War seeks to
reassure the people of the. United States. He said also: "I am revealing
no secret when I say that ships is the crux of our problem."
An ominous, overshadowing IF looms ahead of the United States in
carrying on the war.
IF ships are available the United States can send 1,500,000 to France
during 1918. IF ships are available, food can be provided for the allied
nations which will enable them to continue the war. IF ships are available, munitions can be sent to England and France, to enable them to keep
v
their armies in the field.
*In the face of this all-important qualification the Secretary of War
officially predicts a resumption of submarine activity, directed particularly
against vessels trying to cross the Atlantic from the United States.
At present there are about 145,000. men at work building ships of all
kinds. It is calculated that one man can turn out one ton of shipping per
month. That would mean 145,000 tons with 145,000 men, IF there were
no labor unrest and inefficiency, but as a matter of fact the present output
is 35 per cent less than 145,000 tons per month. That is the testimony of
the government's witnesses before the Senate committee on commerce.
Riveters who drove 375 rivets per day before the war are now driving 150
to 200 a day, and cannot be induced to drive more.' They get bigger pay,
and so find no reason for working hard. On the Pacific coast the government is paying a bonus to workmen in shipyards to induce them to work
six days a week.
The shipyards in most places are working only one shift in 24 hours.
Shipbuilders say it is difficult to get good results in night work, but additional shifts could be put on IF there were workmen available. But there
is no housing for additional workmen IF they should apply for work,
although the shipping board has been aware since last spring that the
United States was in need of ships.
A number of steel mills have closed down for lack of fuel and other
reasons. The production is below normal instead of being far above normal.
IF more steel could be produced and houses could be provided for more
workmen who would actually work, 500,000 workmen producing as much
per man as before the war could turn out 6,000,000 tons of shipping in
1918 and enable the government to send 1,500,000 men and necessary supplies and food across the ocean.
The chances are so strongly against this achievement in 1918 that the
Senate committee very properly looks about for some other factor that may
• help to save the situation. The only feasible method of increasing shipping
seems to\be by the construction of concrete ships. The committee has
taken testimony which affords hope of accomplishment. The building industry of the country is practically idle and can be turned largely to concrete shipbuilding. Unskilled labor can be used, and this is available without any housing problem. Most of the work would be done by machinery
—the American way. Concrete ships of large size are an experiment, but
good-sized vessels have been built, and structurally they seem to be sound
and seaworthy. They yield to strain and stress, just as steel yields, without
injury. There is a greater weight to be considered, but this is not a fatal
objection; a heavy ship is better than no ship.
IF the United States must resort to concrete for ship material in order
to accomplish its aims in 1918, let it do so quickly, without halting and
waiting for investigations and reports by scientific commissions. IF the
suggestion regarding concrete affords any prospect of securing additional
seaworthy ships, it should be adopted forthwith, without regard to cost
or the appearance of the ships. Call it an experiment or what you will; it
is no greater experiment than the other experiments of this war.
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News Is Colorless

'

SECRETARY BAKER'S DEFENSE.
AXOTHEK RETREAT I ROM MOSCOW,
Tragical as is the subject dealt with in the main,
the outcome of the, sweeping attack of Roosevelt, Chamberlain and others on the administration's conduct of
the war is not without comedy. The collapse of the
eolonel's "speed-up-the-war" program, on Secretary
bakers showing that his department has gone far belond what his critics had set up as an ideal of performance, and the scurrying of his assailants to seek* anything that will relieve their discomfiture, suggest another retreat from Moscow. Roosevelt, as usual, was
not long in getting out of the capital when lie saw how
things were going. One brief statement bv the President shattered the stand of Chamberlain. Baker's
marshaling of facts, or, rather, his showing his critics
how to group facts and reason on them, made the victory for the. administration complete.
It is not that there should not be the fullest criticism of the conduct of the administration, but that it
should be intelligent. The statement of the apologists
of Roosevelt and Chamberlain that they are satisfied
with having "forced" Baker to produce the facts is too
thin. It is the stock excuse of those who fail to make
good their charges. No "forcing" was necessary to get
What information it was safe to make public, and there
is no glory for those who try to expose military details
of their country at the risk of giving aid to the enemy.
It was unjust and dangerous to advertise the country to
the world as having broken down in the war at the beginning, with its logical effect of discouraging our allies
as it encouraged our foes. Besides, the critics represented before that they knew the facts and were convinced 'By them that there would have to be a war cabinet, usurping authority of the President, to save the
day. Instead of convicting the department of incompetence the outcome is the conviction of its assailants
of talking in an irresponsible way.
But why should there be complaint of secrecy in our
war activities? Is not the executive branch only doing
what was enjoined upon it by acts of Congress, fo!lowing thorough discussion—after conscription and Liberty bond campaigns, to whom is it news that a great
army is being raised in this country? However, there
is this comfort in the case: If the executive branch is
carrying on its record-breaking work in obedience to
the will of the people in a way so quietly that such
supposedly acute observers as Roosevelt in this country are away behind in measuring results, then w.e may
well believe that Germany is not as we'll informed on
conditions here as some have supposed.
By this time experience should have taught most
everyone that the administration can be relied upon to
do its duty.

Secretary Baker's address, in which he told Congress and the public more about the progress of our
war work than has ever been revealed before, is likely to change the tone of discussion in Congress materially. This is not because he disproved all of the
charges made by Senator Chamberlain and others.
He did not pretend to do that, but he showed more
clearly than ever before that the mistakes' have been
few and small, when compared with the work accomplished under circumstances of such difficulty that
no human being could avoid error.
It is apparent from the course of his remarks
that the United States Army in France is nearing
the half-million mark and that the arrangements
under which the men were sent were such that the
force is armed and equipped with everything from
heavy guns to rifles, while the progress of the
work shows that before the end of the year the
country will have an army of 2,000,000 fighting
men.
Most eorfclusive was "what the Secretary load to
say about ordnance. Senator Chamberlain had referred in terms of anguish to "poor, bled-white
France," which is supplying field artillery and
howitzers to the American Army. He implied that
there was something shameful in the dependence
of this country upon France. If there is, Secretary Baker showed that the shame is mostly upon
Congress for not appropriating money for guns
several years ago. As for France and England,
they are supplying this country with guns because
they have more manufacturing capacity than they
need, and they welcome the job. "Poor, bled-white
France" is still a pretty vigorous ironworker, and
in working for this country serves herself and all
the Allies.
The arrangement, as the Secretary shows, is
nothing that involves sentiment. It was* made in
response to the demands of common sense.
When Congress has digested the speech and the
fault-finders have had their fling the net result
| of the agitation which culminated in the Secre| tary's appearance before Congress is likely to be
i a stronger determination to suppress contentious
i criticism and to lay all the emphasis upon intelliI gent co-operation.
The imposing record of big things well done
which the Secretary unfolded demands nothing less.
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The Oregon Walrus—
Yon Heard Him Sob—
Now Hear the Truth and—
|You Republicans and Democratic Backsliders "Mark Now, How a Plain
Tale Shall Put You Down/'
Difficult to indict a whole nation—easy for one Senator to indict himself, Chamberlain of Oregon proves it.
With the dust settled by Baker's
answer, Senator Chamberlain appears as Senate chairman of the
Committee on Military Affairs,
knowing about military affairs,
more than willing to blacken the
Administration of his own party.

A REASON FOR LESS SECRECY.
Secretary Baker's very full statement
before the Senate Committee on Military Affairs, as to what has really been
done in the last half year or so in the
way of preparation for active military
service, dispels a good deal of the suspicion, surmise and hasty judgment
with which his earlier testimony was
received. In the haste with which many
things were clone, and some conflict of
judgment about them, there are admitted errors and defects, which would
have been inevitable in any case, on
account of the extent of the task and
the inadequacy of the 'means of dealing
with it. But the chief cause of all the
misunderstanding, conflict of opinion
and violence of expression, was the mistaken policy of secrecy and the censorship that was pursued so long.
Such clearing up as has been made is
due to discarding that practice and
letting, not only Congress but the country in general, know what the- Government had baen doing and what it was
accomplishing as events proceeded. No
doubt there are things connected with
military strategy and the movement of
forces that it is necessary to keep from
the knowledge of the enemy so far as
possible and of opponents of what has
to be done, but that has been unduly
magnified and the possible benefit of
knowing things has been belittled. The
policy of keeping the people in the dark
and fooling them on either side is out
of date. In these times it cannot be
effectually done and the effort is apt to
do far more harm than good.
In order to clear up matters in the
public mind as well as that of Congress,
the censorship notion has been abandoned in this case and discredited altogether. If there had been all along
the full light of publicity as to what the
War and Navy Departments were really doing in the way of getting up their
forces and putting them in readiness,
there would have been fewer mistakes, |
those made would have been more
promptly corrected and there would
have been no such misjudgment as prevailed or such pernicious effort to make [
political capital out of it. If the enemy
knew what we were doing in the way of
developing strength and readiness, understood our action and the motives for
it,- it would have been an advantage to
us more than TO him. The old policy of
secrecy in diplomacy is discredited and
that in what we are accomplishing is no
wiser.

It lookfed very imposing, when
the "dreadful blow" fell.
There was Senator Chamberlain in all his glory AFTER DINNER. On one side of that good,
loyal Democrat sat Theodore
Roosevelt, and on the other Elihu
Root
Up popped Chamberlain to say
that everything in this war had
"fallen down."
"The military establishment of
America has fallen down—is a
thing that does not exist—it has
almost stopped functioning."
It seemed convincing—to Elihu
Root.
There was the Democratic
chairman on Military Affairs
HIMSELF testifying to a group
of tearful, patriotic, "so sorry"
trust owners and Renublican politicians that the United States was
a failure in war.
What was left but for Roosevelt to come to Washington, ring
the White House bell, and ask,
"Why don't you get out?"
But Woodrow Wilson asked a
few questions.
The dinner was
some distance in the background,
Roosevelt a.id Root stood no longer
on either hand to hold up the arms
of the prophet from Oregon.
Chamber's in was asked just exactly Vhat he meant by the statement that the entire war preparations of the Government were a
failure, and in the language of the
Congressional orator:
"Wahdideedoo?" (meaning what
did he do^.
He began, this loyal Democrat,
by swallowii.g nine-tenths of his
accusation against the Administration—later he swallowed ninetenths of the remaining tenth.
Did he mean the ENTIRE management t<f the war had fallen
down?
Oh no, he had nothing whatever
to say against the navy.
He could say nothing against
the management of the draft, that
collected a million and a half of
young men and put them in camps
—without pull, favoritism or scandal. Can you imagine that happening under old-fashioned Republican methods?
He would say nothing against
the West Point Bureau, carrying
on its work efficiently.
He could say nothing against
the Department of Insular Affairs, admirably managed, by the
man that had done the work under
Roosevelt and Taft.

He could say nothing against
the splendidly efficient Bureau of
Engineers under General Black.
Nothing against that cleareyed, lean officer. General McCain, in charge of the Adjutant
General's office—all that was left
of the inspiration of Root and
Roosevelt was a charge against
the Bureau of Ordnance.
Theodore Roosevelt did all he
could to encourage American
fathers and mothers and make the
work of the Administration easy
by telling the country that Secretary Baker was shipping plenty
of coffins to our soldiers in France,
but no guns to defend themselves,
no rifles, cannon, machine guns.
"I weep for you," the walrus
said, "I deeply sympathize. With
sobs and te-.:rs he sorted out those
of the larpi-st size, holding his
pocket handkerchief before his
'eyes."
Senator Chamberlain was the
walrus in the military play of
Alice in Blunderland. Roosevelt,
the Carpenter, had built up the
structure of slanderous attack on
Wilson. And Chamberlain, as walrus, "with sobs and tears," picked Out and presented to the Senate the Administration's mistakes
"of the largest size."
What became of Roosevelt's
favorite story about many coffins
and no guns, and Chamberlain's
charge against his own Administration ?
The facts came out, and they
explain why, after ringing the
White House door bell, little
Theodore scooted down the street
without waiting for his answer,
leavihg Washington as quietly as
he came there noisily.
It was quite true that Baker had
sent men to France greatly exceeding in number the' guns and
the amount of ammunition sent
over.
WHY was this done'*1 Was it incOmpetency, inefficiency, stupidity ? Had everything fallen down ?
Had this Administration sent deluTiseless, unarmed Jhen to the
trenches to be knocked on the
head by Prussians?
Not exactly. General .loffre had
come to tn s country representing
tiie French army. He and representatives of the English government had said:
"We have stored in France
arms, rifles, machine guns, ammunition in quantities greatly in
excess, of the number of men we
have to use them.
"What we need is MEN. Therefore, send us men as quickly as
you can. Send us food. Do not
waste ship : i om 011 machine guns,
rifles, or ;uBmunition in the beginning. We need the men, we
need the food. We have the weapons and the ammunition.
"Send your soldiers, we will arm
them with modern weapons—at
your leisure you can pay us for
these arms or make them yourselves in your factories and give
them back to us."

.

There's your "plenty of coffins
and no weapons story," Messrs.
Roosevelt and Chamberlain.
What do you think of it? How
do you like yourselves, attacking
your country at war, discouraging
the fathers and mothers of a million young men?
Would it have been wise to load
ships with riflas and machine
guns—when there were plenty of
them waiting for our men on the
other side ?
Don't yoi think it was better to
send the MEN that were needed,
the TOOD and other supplies needed rather tlsau send rifles and innchine guns NOT needed, weapons
and amuiunirion that could be seal
at leisure':'
Have Secretarj Baker and subordinates In his and other Government departments made any mistakes? Yes, many.
They are
American citizens, not archangels
with X-ray eyes.
There
were
miscalculations
made about supplies of warm
clothing in the South—due to a
winter of bitter cold unprecedented.
Men, perhaps half a dozen, perhaps a hundred, have died in
camps when better medical care
might have saved them. Neither
the President nor the Secretary
of War can personally nurse, each
sick soldier. ' American doctors
must be relied upon to do that. .
The President will see to it that
any neglectful doctor or anybody
else is punished as he should be.
and that credit is given to the
thousands of doctors serving well.
In the spending of more than a
million dollars an hour, some
money has probably been wasted
—but can you imagine what
would have happened in the "good
old days" of embalmed beef • fi-.nl
favored contractors under a Republican Administration of, by,,
and for the trusts ?
Washington wonders how Senator Cha.tnhor.ain, interesting political walrus. talks to himself when
he is alort. and remembers that
bright night when be stood up
between Root and- Roosevelt, each
with the lov.. light in his eyes, to
denounce h;s own party, his own
Administration, the war management of hi.own country, incidentally showing that he hadn't taken
th£ trouble 'o inform himself concerning the vork of that particular,
department/fir which he.is committee chairmafT.
Washington reaches this conclusion :
Elihu Root may not be the best
man in the world to send to the
Bolsheviki as a representative of
American democracy. But he is
second to none when you want
somebody that can "get" a useful
Senatorial walrus from Oregon.

Medill
McCormick's
information
about war conditions and foreign Governments' opinions must be received
with censiderable caution. A part of
the valuable information he brought
back from Europe with him was that
Lloyd George missed General Leonard
Wood from the American military mission, and wanted him for'the American
member of the allied military conference. Now it is impossible that Mr.
George should have any special veneration for the military genius of General
Wood, for the General has been in no
War except the Spanish, where his part
was not prominent, and there has been
nothing very marked in his military
career since. But General Wood was
the original Rough Rider colonel, to
whom Roosevelt was the lieutenant, and
MeCTormick is one of the Roosevelt
'"old guard." Here is the whole thing
in a nutshell: The war is mismanaged,
because Roosevelt is not President and
Leonard Wood is not generalissimo. ]
Almost every complaint about our mili-j
tary conditions can be reduced to terms
<of Rooseveltism.

The principle to be followed by the
^railroad wage commission in dealing
y *% with wage questions is supposed to
\V have been outlined by Secretary Lane
Jspn Monday when he. gave this reply
J to a delegation of the order of rail
way telegraphei-3: "We look at the
'problem before us as not 'What does
'organized labor or unorganized labor
'demand.' but with war upon us and
'living costs as they are, what should
'be tho compensation given for the
VJ •services rendered." If this principle
is followed, there can be little doubt
that many branches of railroad labor,
both organized and unorganized, will
eeive increases in wages proportionate to the Mgher costs of living. Tho
country can hardly complain of this
'^arrangement, for it will not be difficult
vCfpr many railroad workers to show
that their earnings have not kept pace
with living costs. President Lee of
^ the brotherhood of railroad trainmen
said the other day that the railroads
"had lost more than they had gained
by keeping the wage scales as low as
possible, and pointed to the turnover
of labor three times in a year in some
departments of railway work. Tt is
desirable for the railroads to keep fflj-

N

7^t employes^ f^gS^
L-UX,
the oompan.es ^epow^r
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"I am revealing- no secret," declared Secretary Baker in stating that he considered
ships the crux of America's war problem.
The statement simply is another spur to the
response to the shipping need.
Food for our men in Europe and for the
soldiers and peoples of our allies must be
provided; the flow of troops and war equipment of all sorts overseas must go on in increasing volume. All this, however, depends
upon the means of communication. As to
the prospect in this particular, the Secretary's conservative utterance is that it is "not
unpromising."
It is no secret, either, that this prospect
must be translated into performance at the
earliest possible date. This means greater
ship yard activity—and protection. It means
more intensive recruiting for ship yard
work. It means, moreover, the speedy development of every plan for handling to the
maximum effect all available shipping.
With regard to the last-named necessity,
the naming of a shipping controller for the
port of New York should be a step in the
right direction. In appointing to this important post a practical shipping man of
wide experience and possessing familiarity
with actual local conditions, the Shipping
Board gives further evidence of meeting the
present situation with a view to results. Cooperation of shipping men in the government's plans is further emphasized by the
official standing now given the committee
on shipping of the Council of National Defense as an adjunct to the Shipping Board.
H. H. Raymond, as shipping controller at
New York, has opportunity to render war
service of a high Order; it is to be presumed that sufficient authority has been
vested in him so that he dan proceed to his
work to the end of results. He is to cooperate with the War Board of the port with
the Shipping Board's chartering Committee, I
with representatives of the War and Navy
departments and representatives of the
Allies. His special business is to expedite
the departure of vessels with essential cargoes. He is specifically charged with sending out promptly' vessels owned by the
Shipping Board and requisitioned vessels,
operated under the hoard's direction. In a
larger sense he is to direct necessary pooling !
operations as to shipping, and, unless present
arrangements miscarry, this involves interallied planning to definite accomplishment.
Following the report from London that a
provisional agreement has been entered
into by Holland for the use of the idle
Dutch ships in American ports comes a
statement, with apparent official support,
that a preliminary agreement has been
reached by the United States and Sweden
for the chartering to this country of at
least some of the Swedish ships in American waters. In this connection it is stated
that progress is being made in the matter
of rationing Sweden from America. In
addition to the War Trade Board's export
agreements with various European neutral
countries, one with Norway is understood
to have been completed. These things are
in line with the tightening of the embargo
on the Central Powers, and, so, another
indication that the shipping situation is
getting into hand.
Bainbridge Colby, the member of the
Shipping Board who has been in Europe
attending conferences on shipping teamplay, says tersely that ships are the common
denominator of national efforts in this war.
The vital nature of ships, of providing ships
and operating them most effectively, cannot
be brought out too strongly or too often. It
is not wise to draw over-optimistic conclusions from statements that the loss to
American shipping exclusively caused during the first full year of submarine frightfulness has been relatively small. Our interests in this matter are bound up with
those of our allies, and the 1917 destruction
of British shipping alone is all that need be
remembered. Moreover, indications are that
a special U-boat drive is being planned
against American lines of communication,
the recent extension of Germany's announced submarine "zones" being in itself
sufficient warning.

Boys For 1818 Farming.
The United States Department of
Agriculture, in a. special article bj'
Clarence du Bose, cays that many
American boys who a year ago were
balancing books or selling life insurance now are directing batteries of
■artillery, commanding companies of
infantry or driving fighting airplanes,
and that if this is the result of brief
but hard training it (should not be impossible to train boys for farm work
and make^fhem, for /Service in X&18,
efficient.
< .' i-C<- U/Mi.
The point is well/taken, assuming
the availability •of' the boys. That
boys were found available in several
States last year, and that they did
prove useful, te pointed out by the
writer of the article. Maine appro-

A

priated $150,000, recruited 1,000 boys;
trained them, in a mobilization camp,
as soldiers and as farmers and sent
them in groups of twenty-five to
work, under supervision, on farms
which needed labor. They were
not experts, but they proved valuable assistants. They were be,itween 16 yearns and 20 years of age.
The State provid'ed them with uniforms, transportation, subsistence,
medical attention and paid them $1 a
day for the term of enlistment. The
boys worked under supervisors. The
farmers paid the supervisors for their
work, and were glad to get their help.
Massachusetts established twenty
boys' farming camps without an appropriation,' by .private subscription,
and succeeded in aiding materially
farmers who were dtseouragejl by labor scarcity.
^/2.^ •
"By bringing to the farmer a supply of labor when it was needled" the
plan enabled landowners to increase
their acreage of crops at a profit.
The hoys enjoyed feeling that they
were helping: in the game of war and I
they received a valuable addition toi
their general education. The benefit
to their health and the improvement'
of their physiques was part of their
reward of service. The financial reward was not negligible:
In one Massachusetts camp thirty
boys started bank accounts. In another
camp a dozen boys subscribed to Liberty bonds, in another six boys who
had planned an academic course liked
farm life so well they alter^l their
programme and applied for admission

to the Agricultural College. At still
another camp an investigator asked
each boy whether he would return to
farm work the next year. There was
only one negative response—and that
boy explained that he was going into
the navy.
It is stated, by Mr. du Bose, that
the farm camp plan will be carried
out more extensively this year in
States which tried it last year. The
Boys' Working Reserve, created last
year to mobilize boy power, has appointed directors in all States and will
make an effort to ascertain and meet
farm labor shortage,this year. State
Agricultural Colleges and Councils of
Defense and other organizations will
co-operate.
Undoubtedly a great deal of the
(work that is done upon farms is well
within the limits of the strength and
endurance of a boy in his 'teens, and
sufficiently simple to be learned quickly by any boy who is ambitious to
make himself useful. Under competent supervision, and under the right
inspiration, the boy power of the
United States, unexented otherwise
than in athletic sports or pastimes less
constructive, could he employed to expand the production of crops this
year, without injury or hardship to
boys and In circumstances making
their summer work profitable to them
physically, financially and educationally. .
The need of seasonal labor—not
necessarily seasoned labor—is one of
the standing and pressing needs of
general agriculture normally. No
farmer can afford to employ continiuonsdy all of the labor he can use occasionally. A flying squadron of active and interested hoys in any agricultural section could be made immenseSy useful to farmers—despite
the croaking rural pessimist who does
not believe that anyone who is not
an experienced farm hand is worth
hiring—»ven if there were no need of
increased production, and no shortage
of labor. In 1918, and until the end of
the war; the use of boys on farms in
summer under conditions agreeable to
them could be made a material stimulator of food production.
There were no boys' camps in Kentucky last year. This State should be
represented in this important .patriotic,project in 1918.
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"shop, machinery building, &c, are
IN THE LIGHT OF EXPERIENCE.
" in many cases firetraps and a conIt is a warrantable presumption
" flagratlon might not only destroy
that if the War Department had
" the buildings but, in the case of a
heeded an appeal for military guards
" high wind, the fire might spread to
at the shipbuilding plants in the vicin" the dry docks themselves." Having
ity of New Tork which the Merchants'
reasoned the risk out in this way, the
Association made on Dec. 22 there
would have been no million-dollar con- Commanding General was firmly of
flagration at Port Newark a month the opinion that " to guard against
later. The application was addressed " these dangers is not a soldier's
to Secretary' BAKER, to Secretary DAN- " work."
The familiar red tape is conspicuous
IELS, and to the United States Shipin
this transaction: Secretary BAKEB
ping Board. The Navy Department
to (probably) the Adjutant General,
and the Shipping Board pleaded inability to furnish the protection asked the Adjutant General to Brig. Gen.
CARTER, (perhaps the line of least refor. Obviously, the War Department,
with a million men under arms, was sistance,) General CARTER to the Comnot impotent. It was simply a ques- manding General, Eastern Department,
tion of assent or agreement, if the the General to " an Intelligent officer," and back again up the ladder to
necessity pointed out were admitted.
As to the necessity, the Merchants'As- the head of the War Department—
sociation said in its application that thus the appeal of the Merchants' As" the shipbuilding and repairing yards sociation speeded on its way, only to
" at the present time are inadequately go down before the official dictum:
" guarded," and that " proper protec- " To guard against these dangers is
" tlon cannot be afforded by private not a soldier's work." Nevertheless,
" guards," since " the manager of a the Merchants' Association persists.
;
" shipyard is very reluctant to give Since the Port Newark disaster it has
i " orders to private guards to shoot i telegraphed to Secretary BAKER, re•• trespassers, yet this is necessary." i minding him of " the recent disastrous
Almost a month passed" before a incendiary fire " and urging " recortreply was received. It came from " sideration of the conclusion reached
Brig. Gen. J. M. CARTER, Chief of the "by General CARTER." It is Mr.
Militia Bureau, who wrote that the BAKER'S turn.
matter had been referred to " the
"Commanding General, Eastern De"THE WOMAN VOTER."
partment," (at Governors Island,)and
THE TIMES has received so many
that, in view of his report, It was letters inquiring whether the series of
•• not deemed advisable to furnish Fed- | articles on " The Woman Voter " is
eral Guards at this time." According to be republished in book form that It
to the Commanding General's report, takes this means of answering. It is.
a careful investigation had been made It will be published in book form not
"As a only for the benefit of the new voter,
hy an "intelligent officer.'"
result," wrote the Commanding Gen- but for that of the old voter; for the
eral, (or somebody else,) " the follow- information the series contains Is of
ing is submitted ":
as much value to men as to women,
This request for guards of United
since many voters have only a general
States troops is believed to have been
Idea of the workings of politics, and
instigated by some of the newer companies, who have not provided ade- government.
This series is not a handbook, but a
quate protection themselves. The older
'companlwjare.'prpper guards iOitheir-, compend of fundamental Information
"oWgood lighting at night, and patrols about many phases of political activthat keep in touch with watchmen at ity, for the guidance of those,who only
fixed stations.
see it from the outside. The letters
This was merely preliminary. The we have received from men show that
Commanding General had more to sub- they, no less than women, have found
mit. First, he realized that a fire or it useful and helpful. Its primary
an explosion might occur in a dry dock j purpose is to show, not in detail but
where a ship was building, and that In broad lines, how one may be ef"the result of such an occurrence fective in public affairs and how the
" might destroy the usefulness of such machinery is worked behind the
" vessel to the extent of making herj
scenes.
___^___«,i—«»
" unseaworthy "; secondly, " the joiner!

How to Save.
When you buy a war savings stamp
you enable the Government to feed a
soldier for over a week, just as when
you observe the wtteafless and meatless days you enable a woman in England or a man in France to make
three-inch shells.
Lois of people want to save, but
say they don't know how.
■ Saving is exactly Like spending.
There is planned and ordered saving
land there is casual saving, just as
there are planned spending and purely
; casual spending.
Planned spending, as for a trip, ,
clothing, fuel, taxes, and so on, is the
bulk of all spending. Planned saving.
as for Liberty bonds, Is the principal ,
part of'all saving. But. whole trades
are built upon casual spending—
spending suddenly decided on, and
scarcely considered in advance. And j
tremendous sums can be amassed bycasual saving. War savings stamps
and thrift stamps are unusual and
highly profitable means of casual
saving.
A certain amount of successful saving is always casual, and just as impulsive and whimsical as much spending. Planned saving without casual
saving falls short of the best results;
casual saving without planned saving
never so much as made a person
"comfortably well off." The two supplement, each other. What we call
thrift is nothing but. a cultivated
habit of casual saving.
A person who asks, "What shall I
'save on?" and who can't go outdoors
without spending money is hopeless.
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TAFT'S STIMULATING TALK TO
THE BOYS AT CAMP
MEAD£.
Former President Taft is fully of
the opinion that the war will need to
be fought out. He has, with all farsighted Americans, girded himself for
the full contest. In his frank and
straightforward talk to the men at
Camp Meade, Mr. Taft laid down rules
for attitude, as well as of action, 01.
the part of the men in the service and
Americans of all classes. Those who
peep and mutter and mumble and intinuate things that are contrary to the
interests and morale of the country at
such a time as the present, Mr. Taft
scores in no unsparing language. This
is no time for an American who is
eminent to sell his birthright for the
mess of pottage of partisan or de,signing or misdirected criticism of the
government at war. Mr. Baker has
profoundly affected the country by
his masterful; yet simple and plain,
statement of the nature of the war
preparations, for its prosecution and
the mobilization of American manhood and resources and brains for the
victory that must be achieved. The
former President, who has been at all
times in direct lino with the activities
of the administration as the administration not of a party, but of the
American people, gives his most earnest exhortation to the people to devote themselves without stint to the ,
conquest of the forces of destruction
of the liherties of all democratic peo- i
pies.
The historical review of Mr. Taft of
conditions that pointed to the vast
conflagration shows that the power
whose malevolency is execrated by all
Americans was the marplot of Europe
and of the world. Having digested
the territory ravished from France in
1870, and having conceived the idea of \
world dominion, the incident of the
killing of the Austrian archduke presented the opportunity for the German government to enter upon its
wide schemes of domination. In consequence, the ends of civilization, as
these do not co-relate with German
kultur, are at stake, and the stake is
the most stupendous in any war in the
history of mankind. The man who

(was the projector of the plan for a
League for the Enforcement of Peace;
the man who was the promoter of all
peace measures; the man who thrilled
the man who was the promotor of all
the non-Germanic world by his declaof honor—this is the man whose soul
is stripped to the task of Americans
in general—the task of fighting out
the war to the bitter end.
What a magnificent setting do these
American sentiments of Mr. Taft afford for the tremendously vital practicability of the nation at war, as given
in the overpowering statement of the
case by the man who holds the war
portfolio. Here is the ideal of action
and of sentiment; and there is the
action that will effect the ends of the
sentiment.
Brought into the Prussian compress,
the Germanic states have been forced
into the mold of Teuton force until
the vital upspringing of their fine, generous and humane natures has been
suppressed. Mr. Taft points to this
effect of the armed-fist rule, and he
declares for liberation of the German
people from the bondage to which they
have been subjected. Democracy, the
world's aspiration since the, formation
of the American Union, is being uttered from the throats of myriads of
cannon on the battlefields. And every
American man and every American
dollar has been consecrated to the effecting of the safety for democracy
that, after all, lies at the base of the
strife.
Is the country satisfied with the I
principles that underlie its action?—
the chorus is overwhelming. Is the
country satisfied with the practical
measures for the carrying out of the
war by the United States?—the statement as given by the Secretary of
War wins virtually unanimous approbation. The entire nation is moving
In thought and in action toward the
great goal of all. Secretary Baker
has pointed to the enemy on the far
side of the trenches of Europe wht/
must be reached. And America is
moving with its indomitable will and
resources to the trenches and to the
far side of the tranches.
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THE COMING U-BOAT OFFENSIVE.
Secretary Baker warns the country to be prepared for "the most powerful submarine offensive
yet undertaken" by Germany. It will come, he
thinks, about the time the great land offensive on
the west front is started, and will be directed
chiefly at our lines of communication with France
in order to cut off men and supplies being hurried
up to assist the Allies. In anticipation of this offensive, many of the U-boats have been withdrawn
from service temporarily and are being refjtted
and repaired.
Germany's failure to make any headway with
her submarines against our transport service has
been variously accounted for. One theory was
that she did not care to arouse the people of the
United States unnecessarily, believing" that she
could win the war more quickly by concentrating
against England, and if our participation was only
an "American bluff," as many Germans still affect
to believe, the sinking of our transports would
make us an active instead of a passive belligerent.
Another reason might be that Germany still
hopes to obtain capital for her after-the-war needs
from the United States and imagines we will more
willingly lend it to her if there is no great additional blood feud against her in this country.
Whatever the reason, we have sent over a considerable number of men and vast supplies, with
trifling losses. If Germany has decided to concentrate against us a greatly augmented submarine fleet, with the fury of desperation, there may
be a different story to tell, so far as the losses are
concerned, but the result will not be different.
Submarine hunting, it must be remembered, has
been reduced to something like a science since the
United States, sent over a fleet of destroyers to
assist the British last spring. The undersea menace began to lose some of its terrors from that
time. We now have a large fleet of the most efficient submarine hunters, meaning both men and
ships, and we are adding to it all the time. The
depth bomb has more than offset any improvements Germany has been able to show, either in
the number, size or armament of her U-boats. If
they want a fight they will find the Americans
ready.

FREEDOM OF THE SEAS
In referring to President Wilson's suggestion of freedom of the seas, the German ehrfhcellor said In his speecjj last
It would, however/be highly Important for the freedom of shipping In the
future if strongly fortified naval bases
on important international water routes,
such as England has at Gibraltar, Malta,
Aden, Hong-Kong, the Falkland islands
and many other places, were removed.
It would be "highly Important" In
connection with future imperialistic
plans of Germany, but in no other way.
At not one of these places has the British government used its power to limit
the freedom of the seas. There is no
port In the world controlled by the British government into which ships of all
nations — including Germany — may not
in time of peace enter freely, and trade
on the same terms as British ships. The
idea of the chancellor is that every
nation that is a party to this war, except Germany and her allies, shall give
up something for peace. It is remarkable that he did not suggest that we
give up our position at Panama.
I
There need be no fears that the seas j
will not be free after this war. As to
what extent the right of blockade shall
be limited during war, and how far
private property shall be spared on the i
ocean, in wartime — the points that the
President had in mind —these are subjects for future discussion. Germany's
interest in this subject is remarkable.
More than any other power she has, by
her use of submarines, destroyed the
freedom of the seas. She has announced'
that large areas of the ocean were
closed zones. Her government has respected neither neutral property nor
neutral lives. The chancellor's statement
will go into history as one of the greatest curiosities brought forth by the
war. What the world fears is not the
British, but the German influence. There
should be nothing done that will
strengthen the latter at the expense of
the former.

of the C-Boat Kuthiessne
j The Secretary of State did n
r ago Germany began unrecompiish the release happily ?> '
submarine warfare. The last
was more mystery than* befoveZ \ ■
end most potent weapon of frightfulloosened the drawstrings
i
ness, a weapon employed before FebThe German officials assured jIr
ruary 1,1917, only in tentative strokes
GERARD that the submarine weaS
was drawn from tlie scabbard in
would
end the war in three Cnas I;
winch the war lords had. sheathed it
by bringing England to her £gl
after the.sinking of the Sussex and
ahey were equally confident £'a consequent pledge by the Imperial j America would do no more than nZ '
German Government to the Govern- ; test, for they declared that Mr C" '
ment of the United States.
::SON had been reelected because he"'
The pledge had not been fully kept '
;ad kept the United States out ot
of!
to be sure. There had followed iso-1 the world war.
j.
Jated sinkings, such as that of the' ' • It is not necessary to recount events
Marina, but the murder of non-comsince the breaking of relations with
batants at sea was' no longer a reguGermany. But it is useful'to conlar incident of the occupation of the
<sider the actual accomplishments of
U-b&at commanders.
the unleashed German submarine
From the time of the Sussex pledge I
I" one year sixty-nine American,
to January .11, if,17, was a fateful
vessels have been sunk, not all by
period for Germany—indeed, for all
submarines, some by mines and raidthe world. Every one acquainted j ers. Their gross tonnage was 171 with conditions within the Gorman
061, a serious but not vital item in
Empire knew that a crisis had! the world's shipping at this time The
merely been postponed and not I, loss- is much more than offset bS1
averted. Ambassador GERARD knew it I American seizure of 107 German and
and warned Washington of the true
Austin ve^eIsof 080,404 gross tons.:
situation. Afterward, on a visit to «
America, he informed President Wn> I J We have, however, lost more than
300 lives.
SON personally of the serious outlookIn addition. 42G ships of more than
ahead. His first conference with the
2,000,000 gross tons which were buildPresident at Shadow Lawn lasted
ing in American shipyards have been
over four hours. That was long
requisitioned; and contracts have
enough to communicate an accurate
been let for 884 moire ships. Vessels
statement of the facts.
already afloat to the number of .'!93,
The attention of America was
of
over 2.500 tons dead weight capamainly centred, however, on a Presicity apiece, have been taken over by
dential campaign, and it was not until
the Government. We have also taken.
lifter' the election that international
affairs got the amount of public at- j I for foreign account twenty-four ships.
, Since Great Britain normally carrent ion that their condition fairly domanded. On December 12,, 1916, Oer- \ ries three-quarters of the world's
many proposed peace, , Shortly after- ' j trade in her .snips,' and since' Gerward the President of the United ! many's submarine campaign is avowStates proposed to the nations at war j edly against Great Britain, that nathat "soundings" be taken and that a I tion's losses are of the highest imporgeneral formulation of war ainis lie I tance. They are stated to have been
attempted. Mr. WILSON was at some ,; 1,033 vessels for the year up to and
pains, in doing this, to dissociate his ! including the week ending January
Utterance from the German peace pro- j 28. Of these 763 vessels were of
above 1,000 tonk Figures of tonnage
pottal preceding it.
\
sunk
have never been revealed, but it
.The reply of the nations at war)
against Germany was reasonably spe- j may be said that taking into account
cine. Emphasis was laid upon the' all the factors, including the building
restoration of Belgium, Germany's) of new ships in British yards, there
reply proved disappointing. She was ! is no present prospect that the Unot disposed to discuss terms except | boats will be able to force a decision
at the peace table, although it was i ; of the war. What they might do, at
obvious that UnlesS some, point or j the present rate of net destruction.
points of possible agreement could be ! j two years from now is another story.
found and enunciated by both sides' j the nature of which depends on how
in advance, peace negotiations, even \ I j American shipbuilding goes forward.
of the most informal character, could | Secretary of War BAKER, whose
i weekly war bulletins have emphasized
not be begun.
j
the probability of a great German atThe imminence of unrestricted submarine warfare was but slightly ap- | tack in the west, predicts that it will
be accompanied by a submarine ofprehended outside of Germany. It
fensive so weighty as -seriously to
was not concealed from Mr. GERARD'S
threaten
the lines of sea communicaacute perceptions.
The American
tion on which the whole fate of the
Ambassador saw, with sufficient clearwar, depends. This view is supported
ness, that the military party, backed
by the lowered ship losses of recent
by a public sentiment of great.power,
carefully created and slowly fostered,1 weeks, indicating that many U-boats1
have been called home for refitting.
would force the inauguration of a
The best that can be said is.that the
policy of sinking at sight if the effort
to open peace negotiations failed. (real crisis of the submarine warfare
is probably ahead of us. But the :
And yet, up to the last moment alsecond year of unrestricted U-boat
most, elaborate concealment was atwarfare should see the crisis reached
tempted outside and inside the, German Empire. Mr. WILSON addressed and passed. If Germany cannot win !'
before a sizable American .army is
the Senate hopefully and Mr. GERARD
tending against her in Europe she
was guest at a German-American love
cannot win at all in the war she
feast in Berlin. Only Mr. LANSING,
began.
in a sudden access of ungovernable
emotion, let the cat out of the' bag.
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A YEAR OF FRIGHTFULNESS.
One year ago to-day the German Government
formally declared ruthless submarine warfare
against enemies and neutrals alike. The official
announcement issued on Jan. 31, 191", decreed
that "from Feb. 1, 1917, sea traffic will be stopped
with every available weapon and without further
notice" in the various blockaded zones that the
German Government defined.
The excuse for this declaration was the refusal
of the Allies to enter into peace negotiations with
the German Government on the basis of the Chan-,
cellor's proposal of Doc. 12, 1916, put forth In the ,
name of a victorious Germany which was pre- j
pared to discuss terms with its defeated opponents. The real reason was the belief of the German General Staff that ruthless submarine warfare would win the war for Germany, and that
with a free hand to destroy all shipping without
warning in the blockaded zones Great Britain'
could soon be starved into submission.
It was fully realized in Berlin that the United
States would inevitably be driven into the war
on the side of the Allies, but the General Staff
was confident that Great Britain would succumb ^
before the military, financial and economic power |
of the United States could be made effective. The |
war was to be won by the U boats in three months,;
or six months at the outside, and this calculation ]
was used to justify to the German people a mill-;
tary measure that was certain to range the United5*
i States on the side of Germany's enemies.
I The German General Staff has now had a year
1 of ruthless submarine warfare and the whole
world is in a position to inventory the results.
Great Britain and France have not been starved
into submission and are in no danger of being
starved into submission. Instead of the million
tons of shipping a month that the U boats were
to sink, the total losses for the year have been
little more than 5,000,000 tons. The British have :
lost 1,033 vessels, of which 763 were of more than ,
1,000 tons and 270 of less than 1,000 tons. The |
French and Italian losses are estimated at less |
than 1,000,000 tons, while the American losses are
' 171,061 tons.
V■
Againet these losses, in addition to the ships
, built during the year, must be counted 686,494
I tons of German and Austrian shipping seized by
| the United .Stated and put into commission.

These ships, Including the Vaterland, rechristened
the Leviathan, are now carrying American troops
and American supplies to France.
During the year in which ruthless submarine
warfare has been in unrestricted operation, American exports amounted to the unprecedented figure
of $6,226,000,000, an increase of $745,000,000, whilo
imports amounted to $2,952,000,000, an increase of
$560,300,000. American imports and exports together show a total increase of $1,305,300,000. We
have an army of nearly 500,000 in Eranceand.
thus far have not lost ^J***^1111 on the
transports. So much for the calculations of tho
German General StaffBut that is not the whole record. However
critical the economic situation was in Germany a
year "go, it is far more critical now. Except the
blockade of Germany's coast and ports by the British Navy, no heavier blow has been dealt to German power than the embargo order of President
Wilson which made it impossible for neutrals to
export food into Germany and replenish their
own stores from the United States. The results
of this order have been staggering and the effect
is continuing. It is something from which there
can be no means of recovery unless Russia not
only makes a separate peace but establishes a
condition of political and economic stability
which would permit the exportation of large
quantities of food into Germany. That possibility
is more than remote.
The German U-boat campaign has inflicted
great losses upon Allied and neutral shipping. It'
lias forced Great Britain and the United States to
bend their energies to the construction of new
vessels to replace the wastage, and- "ie danger Is
not yet over, in spite of the increased effectiveness
of the anti-submarine campaign, for which the
American Navy deserves a great measure of
credit. But regardless of the total tonnage sunk,
the experience of a year has proved that the U
boats cannot win the war for Germany. It is Inconceivable that they can do as well in the future
as they have done in the past and maintain the
average for 1917.
Frightfulness in its mad undertaking to conquer the world has failed on the sea as it failed
on land. The world is still unconquered and
autocracy still faces a democracy that is resolute
and undaunted.
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War on the Secretary of War
When our country entered the war, some people
thought that it was a foolish thing to do in view of our
unpreparedness at that time to properly wage war on
any considerable scale. Others opposed our entry into
the bloody arena of Mars on general grounds ranging
from honest convictions that we had not received sufficient insult or grievance to justify our interference in
European quarrels, to a terrific hate of England and in
some cases sympathy for the German cause.
These people, some moved by patriotic and others by
less worthy motives, expressed their opinions upon the
subject.
A roar went up from the war party that any opposition to our entry into the war or any criticism of the
government's conduct of the war constitutes an act of
treason, and that hempen ropes and convenient lamp
posts would take care of such traitors if the authorities
would not deal with them as they deserved.
The people were informed by influential editors and
prominent men that they should support the government right or wrong. A few bold spirits started to say
that possibly we could help our country most by opposing some of the administrative programs, but they were
quickly hushed up by savage attacks from the self-appointed watch dogs of patriotism.
Foremost in this position of intolerance toward any
idea or thought that was not in sympathy with every
plan, good or bad, that the American people were asked
to support, was the Chicago TRIBUNE.
Today the TRIBUNE has reversed its policy and is
now leading a vicious and vitrolic attack upon the administration in general and Secretary of War Baker in
particular.
If the position taken by the TRIBUNE a year ago is
the right one—that the people should support the president, right or wrong, in so vital a matter as that of
plunging into the world's most stupendous and costly
struggle—then by 1;he eternal gods we should support
him, right or wrong, in the lesser matters of how to
conduct the war and whom to place in charge of the different departments.
The TRIBUNE confesses in every issue that it is the
"World's greatest newspaper." Its achievements in the
journalistic world justify that claim. The fact that it
wields a tremendous influence makes its attack upon
the government all the more dangerous.
■ The TRIBUNE has convinced thousands of people
that it is treason to show anything but a united front
against the common enemy; to produce dissension and
strife at home is to encourage the Kaiser. And yet the
TRIBUNE'S attacks upon our war department have
made von Hindenberg and the Kaiser smile for the first
time in months.
Word has just been received that the President has
barred several Irish papers from the mails because their
continuous attacks upon our ally, England, are embarrassing. How much more embarrassing are the personal assaults on our own government ?
The TRIBUNE repeatedly publishes vituperative attacks upon President Wilson and his secretary of war
written by Roosevelt, the terrible.
In the TRIBUNE for January 22nd Roosevelt states

that many thousands of coffins have been sent over to
France. He says: "Our troops had no shoes, but they
had plenty of coffins. Their ammunition was defective,
and they had neither cannon nor automatic rifles, but
they had plenty of coffins."
Almost a year ago George Koop and other Chicago
Socialists were arrested and several Socialist papers
suppressed for making the same statement. Roosevelt
has resurrected an ancient charge, and revamped it, and
with the aid of the TRIBUNE is palming it off as up to
date criticism of the war.
What makes it treasonable for a socialist to make a
certain statement, and patriotic for the TRIBUNE or
the mild mannered Colonel to say the same thing?
The same people who helped to abolish the freedom
of the press when we entered the war, who insisted that
critcism and treason were synonyms, now demand the
right of unlimited criticism. They look upon criticism
as constructive so long as it agrees with their pet notions, and malicious if it doesn't find favor in their eyes.
The President and Secretary Baker are being subjected to a galling fire of comment and criticism. They
are blamed for everything that has gone wrong from
the death of Major Gardner of pneumonia to _ the big
storm that has tied up our transportation facilities.
As a matter of cold fact, the administration has ac-\
complished the seemingly impossible. When war was
declared nearly a year ago the people were apathetic, to
say the least. The majority were opposed to entering
the war.
At that time our army would have been almost big
enough for Graustark. Our industrial plants were
clogged with orders for the Allied nations. These
plants were equipped with machinery for turning out
guns and ammunition of different makes and calibers
than those used in our army.
While we wanted equipment for our armies at the
earliest possible time, it was also desirable to keep up (
the supply to our allies. We could have broken con- ,
tracts "and thrown the war orders of the allies into the
waste basket, changed machinery and turned out sup- ,
plies for our men at a great rate, but it would have been
at the cost of handicapping the allied troops already in
the trenches. That would have meant disaster before
we ever could cross the seas.
To keep faith with the men on the firing line who
would soon stand shoulder to shoulder with our own
brave lads, meant a delay in equipping our soldiers that
could not be avoided.
With profits excessively high in the munition business, the government has had difficulty in obtaining the
necessary supplies at anywhere near reasonable prices.
The financing of our part in this terrific fight was a
task that seemed impossible. No one can deny that
wonders have been accomplished along this line.
Anyone who wants to find fault can always find subjects for criticism. When big things are being done on
a gigantic scale, mistakes are bound to be made. One (
of the biggest made in our war preparations was the
placing of men in the camps before proper equipment
was ready. This was due to the fact that manufacturers failed" to deliver material contracted for on schedule
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time due to strikes and other causes.
The transformation of a country like ours from a
peaceful republic into a military one is no simple proposition.
Today we have nearly two million men under arms.
This in itself is an achievement that astonishes the
world.
The important thing to keep in mind is the fact that,
in addition to raising and equipping an army, we have
been compelled to finance our allies and supply them
with munitions, and are today practically feeding and
clothing the world.
These are achievements unparalleled in the history
of nations.
In view of the tremendous things accomplished in
these few months, the mistakes and failures seem trivial
indeed.
What is the purpose back of the TRIBUNE'S sudden attack upon Baker? Everything is explained when
it is known that the TRIBUNE is booming the fire-eating Colonel for the position of Secretary of War.
Baker might be .the most accomplished man' ever
placed at the head of the war department of a great nation, but if Roosevelt wanted the place, the TRIBUNE
would move heaven and hell to secure his dismissal and
the Colonel's appointment.
Why are the TRIBUNE and other papers attacking
Wilson whom they have supported in his war measures? Is it possible that they are incensed because he
has announced that he is going to knock the profit out
of the munition business?
A lot of dollar patriots are losing their patriotism because they see that the war is not going to enrich them
with money coined from the blood of heroes.
We are confronted with a crisis such as man never
dreamed of. We are tottering on the edge of an awful
abyss. We have gone too far to turn back, and we
must avoid dissension and strife at home, if we are to
win the war.
Who could have accomplished more than have the
President and his Secretary of War?
Mistakes are made by all men who do things.
The demand to oust Baker is idiotic. No man in
America was fitted by experience to act as Secretary of
War when we entered the struggle. No one could have
taken the position and not ran full tilt into difficulties;
Baker today has learned much from the experiences
he has gone through. He is whipping the war department into real efficiency in spite of handicaps that
seemed insurmountable.
To put another man in his place would mean months
lost before he could possibly get in touch with all
phases of his work, even if he were a better man than
Baker at the start.
Stand back of the President and his Secretary of
War, and for the love of your country oppose every attempt to place Roosevelt at the head of the War Department. That would be a mistake that would make
.other mistakes seem like wisdom itself.
PLINY.
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THE GROVE SUNr
THE dirty steps taken to oust
Baker met a just late.
are at war.
Bear this in'
jmint] and refuse to listen to Ger/ man peace talk, as there cans.be
no peace until we win.
\
\VK

Yor can search our paper from
"kiver to kiver" and you will see
that the Editor does not think
enough of either of those dirty
politicians to mention their name,
but it looks as if each had two or
more papers under control in
Missouri, one no farther out of
Grove than Kansas City.
gOtts it pay to adwH'fciser 'Mrs.
T. T. Rogers, of Grove, inserted
a 3-line local in the SUN for two
publications, offering 75 pure
bred White Leghorn hens for
sale at $1.00 each. She informs
us that she sold every one of the
hens and is yet receiving calls
for them. Does it pay to advertise? If we were a merchant
we could get rich advertising
pa-CBBoqs!
""'-\
IF you are of the opinion that
the war board has fell down in
its preparedness program, for
the sake of your country read
Secretary Baker's report to the
military committee of the Senate.
Do not pay any attention to the
political dope, rotten as hell itself
that is being spread by democratic and republican politicians,
who like the kaiser, are professional when it comes to deceiving
people. Camouflage! Yes, perhaps that word is more proper
'•now than deceit!
N
.
OLD man people demands that
President Wilson keep Baker on
the job. Secretary Baker's address to the Senate on Monday
was marvelous and thrilled the
nation.
Go right ahead with
your plans Mr. Baker. The people are back of you and President
Wilson as much so now. yea, even more, than ever before. It is
an opportune time to stick together. Let us remember the
old story about the sticks, how
easy it is to break to pieces one,
but bind several together and
the mighty giant cannot break
them. Now is the time for Americans to throw themselves together and do their "bounden"
duty until we prove to the kaiser
that he is not strong enough to
divide, much less break us. ^**\

Vicious and Unconstitutional.
The authors of the War Cabinet Bill prepared by the Senate
Committee on .Military Affairs
have apparently never heard of
that section of the Constitution
of the United States winch provides that "the President shall
be Commander in Chief of the
Army and Navy of the United
States." Otherwise they would
hardly have expended so much
effort in framing a measure so
vicious in principle and so unconstitutional in form.
President Wilson's uncompromising opposition to the bill is
not only justifiable but it is inevitable if he is to respect his solemn oatli of office to "preserve,
protect and defend the Constitution of the United States." No
power is vested in the President
to abdicate the duties and responsibilities of his great offices.
No power is vested in the
President to transfer the executive functions with which he is
intrusted to "three distinguished
citizens of demonstrated ability"
or three undistinguished citizens
of undemonstrated ability.
He
is President of the United States
and must remain President of
the United States, regardless of
political intrigues in the United
States Senate.
It is President Wilson's duty
not only to oppose the creation
of this irresponsible war dictatorship, but it is his duty to refuse
to assent to the bill if it goes
through the House and Senate
and to defy Congress to pass
it Over his veto. - New York
World.
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The Baby Murderers.
The German air raids over allied cities, resulting
5n the killing' of women and children, simply
strengthen the purpose of the allies to whip Germany. The German idea of frightfulness will not
■work. The killing of children and cruelty to women makes more decided and certain the victory of
the allies over the Huns. A nation is entitled to no
sympathy that kills mothers and their children.
That is what Germany is doing all the time in the
name of frightfulness, which characterizes-the spirit
of German kultur and warfare. This style of war
is making Germany more hated every day and makes
people feel that they don't want any peace with
Germany—nothing but an iron-clad determination
that they have got to be civilized. What a low sort
of thing it will be to sit down and arrange terms of
peace with a lot of baby murderers!

Secretary Baker.
Secretary Baker has won the day. He has driven
back the forces of complaint that threatened his department. The country is feeling better than it
did a few days ago. The uncomfortable impressions that it then felt on account of the government's apparent dilatoriness have been succeeded by j
a real satisfaction. It has been interesting to watch
such big papers as The NewYork Times, The Chicago Tribune and some others which have been calling upon President Wilson to dispossess Baker, and
see how completely they b.ack out, having only to
plead now that their attacks have succeeded in
smoking out the secretary to tell how efficient his
department is, how well the cpuntry is prepared for
war, and how it is malting use of those preparations. The most aggressive warlike event of the
year was the secretary's statement It has actually
revived the spirit of the whole nation. Now we can
see why it was that President Wilson commended
Baker so strongly.

— "2-/-/J
WHERF CO-ORDINATION IS LAC®NG.
On its editorial page yesterday The Trifftine
grilled Secretary Baker for upsetting %ie
agreement reached last summer betwel
Secretary L.ane and a committee of tl
Council of National Defense on one ham
and the coal operators on the other hand
for a base price of $3 a ton for coal. The
effect of this act, says The Tribune, was to
"check the long and steady increase in coal
production just when we most needed it to
continue, and, with the Presidential order
which followed it, to bring about such a
lowering in the quality of the coal produced
as Beriously to lower the power production ot
our factories and largely to precipitate the
crisis we are now undergoing."
The same day a Washington correspondent
of The Tribune satirically reminisces that
Secretary Baker and Secretary Lane took
luncheon together after Baker"s overthrow
of the agreement, that Secretary Lane remained in the Cabinet and that "coal remained in the ground."
Elsewhere in the same issue of The Tribune appears a four-column analysis of the
coal situation which belies the indictment
of Baker on the editorial page. An accusation of The Railway Age Gazette that the
coal operators are guilty of "avarice, incapacity and want of patriotism" is quoted,
apparently with approval, and The Gazette's
further charge that the operators were responsible for a diminished output when the
price was reduced is exploited. The Gazette's
comment that "serious consideration of government seizure and operation" of the mines
is reproduced.
It will be recalled that the President fixed
a price of $2.45 a ton plus fifteen cents commission for Eastern bituminous coal instead
of $3, but this is what The Tribune expert
tells us, as the evidence of bjg consumers:
That notwithstanding all that has been
said to the contrary the original government price of $2 a ton for Eastern
bituminous mines was sufficient. It was
really $2.24 a ton, since the long ton, of
2,240 pounds, is the unit of production
in the Eastern mines, whereas the price
of $2 was for a short ton. The final
government price of $2.45 a short ton
with fifteen cents added for "commissions" is really a profiteering price, behind the authority of which enormous
war profits are being taken,
lie supports that case with a telling array
of figures. He quotes The Coal Age, which
says exultingly that coal prices were "exceedingly high" till the close of the year,
that "vast profits" were being, garnered by
the operators; that, even under the government prices, the mines are profitable and
that "reports of unheard-of earnings are received from all sections of the regions."
The purpose of this analysis of the coal
situation is to condemn Dr. Garfield's fuel
administration. But, in attempting to discredit Garfield on one page, the indictment
of Baker on another is quashed. The Tribune
sometimes complains of lack of co-ordination
in our conduct of the war. Apparently there
is serious lack of co-ordination in criticism
'jof the Wilson administration in the institu5-jon beside the Greeley statue.
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ECY BAKER DISCLOSES
SOME STATE SECRETS
Claims That Nearly 500,000
American Soldiers Are jNow in
France and That 1,500,000 Will
Be Available During Current Year.

President Wilson Issues Proclation Recommending Additional
Wheatless Days to Conserve
Food to Supply Our Allies.

That nearly half a million sels conveying men and supplies
United States troops are already from the United States.
The
in Europe, that fully that many correspondent said that a recent
will be
there irr
in* ine
the eariy
early spimg,
spring, telegram
wm
oe mere
iciegram irom
from iviaaria
Madrid sratea
stated tna
that
and that a million and a half will the 'Canary Islands were liter
be ready for action before the | ally blocked by German subtend of this year, was the infor- marines, and he declared, that "It
mation given the Senate Com-[would not be surprising if, in
mittee on Military Affairs by power and
1VA speed,
OJ^^\.U, the
LHV proportion
piUpUJ L1U1I
Secretary of War Baker last of
~i individual
muxvidual units were found
Monday. The Secretary volun to exceed anything the Germans
tarily appeared before the Com have yet put out."
mittee to make a statement in
refutation of the charge made by
On the other hand, however,
Senator Chamberlain, that the
the United States has gained,,
army machinery had "fallen
rather than lost, so far as the
down."
Mr. Baker's statement
number and tonnage of Amerof the number of men now in
ican and German vessels sunk
France was a surprise to the and captured are concerned ; accountry generally, the imprescording to a statement made a
sion having prevailed that not few days ago, summing up opermore than 300,000 had been 'sent ations during the period of the
over.
He further assured the unrestricted activity' of U-boats,
Committee, that in addition to which was just a year ago yesthe million and a half men al- terday (Friday).
During this
ready provided for, another mil- time, the statement says, sixty-,
lion can be quickly raised, should nine American vessels, with a
they be needed. He said can- total of 171,001 tons, were sunk,
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WHERETCD-'ORBTNATION IS LAC^
On its editorial page yesterday The Tri
grilled Secretary Baker for upsetting I
agreement reached last summer betwe
Secretary Lane and a committee of
Council of National Defense on one han
and the coal operators on the other hand 1
for a base price of $3 a ton for coal. The
effect of this act, says The Tribune, was to
"check the long and steady increase in coal
production just when we most needed it to
continue, and, with the Presidential order
which followed it, to bring about such a
lowering in the quality of the coal produced
as seriously to lower the power production ot
our factories and largely to precipitate the
crisis we are now undergoing."
The same day a Washington correspondent
of The Tribune satirically reminisces that
Secretary Baker and Secretary Lane took
luncheon together after Baker's overthrow
of the agreement, that Secretary Lane remained in the Cabinet and that "coal remained in the ground."
Elsewhere in the same issue of The Tribune appears a four-column analysis of the
coal situation which belies the indictment
of Baker on the editorial page. An accusation of The Railway Age Gazette that the
coal operators are guilty of "avarice, incapacity and want of patriotism" is quoted,
apparently with approval, and The Gazette's
further charge that the operators were responsible for a diminished output when the
price was reduced is exploited. The Gazette's
comment that "serious consideration of government seizure and operation" of the mines
is reproduced.
It will be recalled that the President fixed
a price of; $2.45 a ton plus fifteen cents commission for Eastern bituminous coal instead
of $3, but this is what The Tribune expert
tells us, as the evidence of big consumers:
That notwithstanding all that has been
said to the contrary the original government price of $2 a ton for Eastern
bituminous mines was sufficient. It was
really $2.24 a ton, since the long ton, of
2,240 pounds, is the unit of production
in the Eastern mines, whereas the price
of $2 was for a short ton. The final
government price of $2.45 a short ton
with fifteen cents added for "commissions" is really a profiteering price,- behind the authority of which enormous
war profits are being taken..
He supports that case with a telling array ,
of figures. He quoteg The Coal Age, which I
says exultingly that coal prices were "exceedingly high" till.the close of the year,
that."vast profits" .were being.garnered by
the operators; that, even under the government prices, the mines are profitable and
that "reports of unheard-of earnings are received from all sections of the regions."
The purpose of this analysis of the coal
situation is to condemn Dr. Garfield's fuel
administration. But, in attempting to discredit Garfield on one page, the indictment
of Baker on another is quashed. The Tribune
sometimes complains of lack of co-ordination
in our conduct of the war. Apparently there
is serious lack of co-ordination in criticism
of the Wilson administration in the institution beside the Greeley statue.
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ECY BAKER DISCLOSES
SOME STATE SECRETS
Claims That Nearly 500,000
American Soldiers Are ,Now in
France and That 1,500,000 Will
Be Available During Current Year.

President Wilson Issues Proclation Recommending Additional
Wheatless Days to Conserve
Food to Supply Our Allies.

That nearly half a million
United States troops are already
in Europe, that fully that many
will be there in* the early spring,
and that a million and a half will
be ready for action before the
/end of this year, was the information given the Senate Committee on Military Affairs by
Secretary of War Baker last
Monday. The Secretary voluntarily appeared before the Committee to make a statement in
refutation of the charge made by
Senator Chamberlain, that the
army machinery had "fallen
down." Mr. Baker's statement
of the number of men now in
France was a surprise to the
country generally, the impression having prevailed that not
more than 300,000 had been 'sent
over. He further assured the
Committee, that in addition to
the million and a half men already provided for, another million can be quickly raised, should
they be needed. He said cantonment and camp facilities would
accommodate a million and a
half, and that additional men
can be put into training as fast
as those now being trained are
sent to the front. He was not
interrogated by members of the
Committee, but it is understood
he will' be recalled shortly for
questions concerning details, and
with the purpose of carrying the
probe deeper into army affairs.

sels conveying men and supplies
from the United States. The
correspondent said that a recent
telegram from Madrid stated that
the -Canary Islands were literally blocked by German submarines, and he declared, that "It
would not be surprising if, in
power and speed, the proportion
of individual uilits were found
to exceed anything the Germans
have yet put out."

A proclamation of President
Wilson recommends an additional
wheatless day in each week, and,
besides the observance of Tuesdays as meatless days, the omission of meat one meal daily.
As the calendar now stands, Sunday night is lightless night, Monday coalless day and wheatless
day, Tuesday meatless day,
Wednesday wheatless day, Thursday night lightless night, and
Saturday porkless day. In addition to wheatless days, dealers
will not be permitted to sell
flour unless a third as much
corn meal as flour is also sold;
and .bakers will be required to
use some substance other than
wheat in baking their bread, beginning with a five per cent mixture and increasing it gradually
until only eighty per cent of
flour will be contained in a loaf.
A food card sent out this week
also renews the warning against
hoarding food. This applies to
families and individuals, as well
as to dealers and manufacturers.
In his statement to the Senate
Military Committee, Secretary
Baker predicted that the recent
reduction in losses of British
merchant ships from submarine
attacks, indicated, in his belief,
that the Germans were preparing
to withdraw a large part of their
undersea fleet to some section
where American transports carrying troops destined for France
might be preyed upon. He did
not say what, if any, plans have
been made by the United States
Government to resist this campaign, if it develops. With the
knowledge that several hundred
thousand American soldiers will
be sent over, the increased movement to be inaugurated, presumably in the coming spring,
it is not unnatural to suppose
that the Germans will be watching for them, and it may be true,
as the Secretary suggests, that
a considerable number of the
U-boats have been drawn out of
the zone where they have been
active, in order that they mav
be overhauled preparatory to
an offensive movement against
I United States boats. The London Times agrees with Secretary Baker's opinion in this respect. In an issue of a few days
ago, The Times' naval correspondent predicts an increase in
submarine activity, and he, too.
expressed the belief, that this
would be directed aganist ves-

oo
,-4

On the other hand, however,
the United States has gained,
rather than lost, so far as the
number and tonnage of Amer-:
ican and German vessels sunk
and captured are concerned; according to a statement made a
few days ago, summing up operations during the ' period of the
unrestricted activity of U-boats,
which was .just a year ago yesterday (Friday). During this
time, the statement says, sixty-.
nine American vessels, with a
total of 171,001 tons, were sunk,
while during the same period,
the country has increased its
merchant marine by seizure of
107 German and Austrian vessels, haveing a total of 686,494
tons, which was a net gain of
thirty-eight vessels and of 515,433
tons. The most regrettable feature of this situation was the
loss of about 300 American lives
in the sinking of United States
ships, the vessels being mostly of
the sailing type. The percentage
of sinking of American vessels,
compared with the number that
have passed through the zone,!
is comparatively small, the total
number of sailings being placed
at 17,738.900, with an average of
24,834,460 gross tons.
Through the Farmers' Conference being held at the University „of Illinois, at Urbana, President Wilson sent a message last
Thursday to the farmers of the
Nation, in which he expressed
the belief, that the events of
this year will decide the result
of the war, and calling upon
them to stand by the country
in what he declared to be the
greatest crisis in its history.
"We are fighting as truly for
the liberty and sellf-government
of the United Sta/tes," • he told
the assembled farmers, "as if the
war of our own revolution had to
be fought over again," and he
appealed to the agricultural people of the country to stand
squarely by the Government in
the war policies it has endeavored to carry out. This statement is construed by some as a
prediction by the President, that
the war will be fought out during the year 1918.
Another bit of information
given the Senate Committee by
Secretary Baker, was that the
American troops in France have
formally taken over a section of
the long Western front line.
Heretofore, it had been supposed
that the men who had gone into
the trenches were there merely
for training purposes, so the
news that they are taking regular part in the fighting is something of a surprise.
So much really important information has come to the public
through the statement made this
week by Secretary Baker to the
Senate Committee, information
which the country has been entitled to but not permitted to
have, that there appears to be a
general opinion, that regardless
of any animus, Senator Chamberlain's charges resulted in great
good, by causing the War Department to speak out, and it is
hoped that some way will be
found to require the Administration to give out important information in future at regular intervals, if not as fast as facts
worth publishing become known.
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. SEEKING SILLY SUBTERFUGES.
It is probable, as Secretary Baker told the
Senate Military Committee, that instances of so
flagrant mistreatment of sick in army camps as
were made public by Senator Chamberlain, were
isolated, rather than general. Anyhow, the public
will prefer to believe that this is the case. But,
however few such cases may be, the fact that it
is possible for them to exist at all, displays a
lamentable defect in the machinery of the War
Department.
Nor, should Mr. Baker be permitted to explain
the existence of conditions of such disgraceful
character by observing, that "of course, suchj
things are liable to happen," nor to distract atten-j
tion from the situation by pointing to the mag-J
nitude of the undertaking to prepare a large I
army for effective service. It was, indeed, a great
■undertaking, and in many respects it has been
gratifyingly successful. It is true, that such an
army never before was raised and equipped in so
short a time. It is doubtful if any other Nation'
than the United States could have accomplished a!
plan of such magnitude; but, Secretary Baker
should not take credit for this accomplishment.
It is true, he has had a general oversight and
direction of the plan as it has been unfolded,
but credit for whatever.degree of success that has
resulted, belongs to the American people, who
have stood squarely and loyally behind every
war measure proposed by the Administration. Thej
War,:Department has been hampered at no point;
money was given by Congress with unstinted
hand; extraordinary authority was conferred upon
the President whenever asked for. But, more than
all this, arid of greater value to the Administration in building a great army out of a pitiful
nucleus, has been the readiness with which the
American people have responded to every call.
Without delay, the men conscripted have, reported
for duty at the prescribed time—and they would
have done as much had they been asked to volunteer.
Two enormous . bond issues were oversubscribed with as much promptness as the
President or any member of his Cabinet could
have expected.
So, Secretary Baker's claim to
credit for, the achievement should be considered
critically, and certainly it should not be allowed
to obscure such glaring blunders as have been
brought to light.
Moreover, the country is entitled to know what;
is going on in the army, both in the trenches andin the camps, and the Senate Military Committee j
has performed a valuable service to Jthe people in |
piercing the veil of secrecy which has prevented
the Americans from knowing as much about their
own army as has been known to the Germans.
—♦
If only our Democratic friends could sacrifice
their fetich of partisanship upon the altar of
patriotism, and unite in sending a Republican to
Congress from this District, what a gracious and
grateful service they would render the country!
\
*
The entire Texas delegation^in Congress is said
to be pledged to opMse the measure for a War
Cabinet. When the White House whip cracks,
the Congressmen run for shelter.
i^-i

Another thing about Mr. Hoover's plan for a
war garden in every back yard is, that cultivating
one will give a man a tolerably fair idea of trench
digging.

BREAKS ALL PRECEDENTS.
There may be a considerable element of unwarwanted pessimism in the article written by John
Temple Graves concerning the President's Cabinet,
reproduced in this issue of THE REPUBLIC from
The New York American. It is extremely doubtful if courts would sustain the position taken by
him, that because of failure by the President to
reappoint them following his second inauguration,
all of the Cabinet members are filling positions
illegally. The fact, that the Federal law specifically limits the term of the Postmaster General to
four years, with a margin of thirty days, may be
taken as evidence that the law was not intended
to amply to other holders of portfolios not mentioned in the act.
But the fact, that Mr. Burleson has held the
position of Postmaster General since April 4 of
last year, without lawful authority therefor, can
not be disputed. Upon that point, the law is too
plain to be misunderstood. It follows, then, that
every act performed by Mr. Burleson from April 4,
until he was renominated and confirmed, a few
days ago, was without legal warrant, and is voidable. The appointment of every postmaster during
that period was invalid; the expenditure of money
of the United SJtates, for whatever purpose, was
without authorify of law. Nor, is it creditable
to the Administration, that the failur€ to comply
with the law was overlooked until the President's
attention was called to it by Attorney General
Gregory.
And, even though each of the other Cabinet
officials could legally serve without reappointment,
it would have been a more graceful act had the
President followed an unbroken precedent in sending their names to the Senate. It was a courtesy
to which the Senate was entitled, and the failure
to show this courtesy, is made more conspicuous
by the policy Mr. Wilson has all along followed,
of ignoring both branches of the Congress in
practically everything except the appropriation of
moneys, which could not have been otherwise
obtained.
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Oil! boy! but didn't Secretary of™
Wai' Baker make monkeys of the senale bunch that tried to make out that
the war department had fallen down.
1 did not meet a man since Tuesday
but- who was stepping higher and feeling better than for some days. Chamberlain and the whole pack of senators who have been praying to God
that the war department would fall
down so they could gloat and find
fault and bellyache on the way things
were run had the bark stripped from
their flesh by Secretary Baker. He
showed up the facts about what old j
tiiicle Sam has been doing in the war
game and it finished the LaFollettes
in the senate—for the present. They
will be back again with their belly
aching and fault-finding and exem
ing their salaries from the war^pFx
and everything, and making Jfrem
selve strong with the GermanjjPotevs.
But for the time being their Ijples are
banging in the war department office.

Please, good JXr. Socialist and
Union Man in Germany:
Strike!
Strike!! Strike!!! Strike for your
"^■4 country and your fires and everything.
rat strike! Strike by the millions!
y- ■--%.s sweet music to our ears to hear
fiSMtiem—the sweetest, music that ever
came out of Germany!
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sort of a cloud, dependent for power on the faith
and tolerance, rather than the affirmative and
whole-hearted support, of those from whom his
authority is derived.
Mr. Baker deserves this affirmative and wholehearted support in a measure surpassing that in
which it can be claimed for any other of Mr.
Wilson's lieutenants. His handling of the problems involved in our military mobilization has
been masterly. His difficulties have been enormous. He has had to mitigate and counteract
the bad effects—what might well have been the
disastrous effects—of the short-sighted toryism
and stupidity of other officials. He had first of
all to gain the confidence and cooperation of our
primary workers and producers—men none too
eager in their support of the war and suddenly
placed in a position to retard or utterly cripple
its prosecution. In no other capacity than as
responsible head of our military organization
could he have exerted the influence that has won
the support of the vast majority of these elements. They are elements that remain largely
unorganized, and it has had to be a matter of
Back Up Baker!
Mr. Baker's pervading, ubiquitous spirit of unThe Chamberlain bill and the agitation accom- derstanding and concession rather than any spepanying it is primarily an attempt to get rid of cific formal agreement with a handful of authorSecretary Newton D. Baker as a preliminary to ized spokesmen. On the military side, the War
Department has accomplished a task that has
the success of the campaign for universal milievoked the respectful admiration of such critics
tary service, the modification of the Governas Lord Northcliffe and Commissioner Tardieu
ment's price-fixing and labor policies, and the
—men noted for their frankness in criticism
general weakening of the Government's demowhen that is in order. England's request that
cratic intent, both in the field of international
we go slow with our military contingent and
relations and with relation to the domestic ecoleave shipping for food and munitions, came
nomic reconstruction during and after the war.
with an authority that could not be ignored, and
The New York Times, for instance, has abanthe change of plans at the later insistence of
doned hope for the War Cabinet bill, and now
the French involved prodigious difficulties which
proclaims the discrediting of Baker and his rehave been admirably met. It is an open secret
tirement from influential leadership as the result
that the Allies would have preferred to take our
most certain to be achieved. It is a drive on
men as raw material, ununiformed, unofficered
Baker that has only begun, and there will be no
and unarmed, and the back-stairs gossip of Mr.
abatement. It is a situation that calls for someMedill McCormick regarding their own need for
thing more positive than the complacent assumpthe artillery to be furnished our arriving troops
tion that Mr. Wilson's leadership is still secure
is merely absurd. There has been no breakand that he will back Mr. Baker to the limit. It
down, but a rapid progression toward the most
is not as simple as that. Mr. Baker will remain
efficient mobilization of men and resources, and
as Secretary of War. It is for the true demoit is largely because this progression involved
crats of this country to see to it that he shall feel
radical measures which Mr. Baker's critics themhis feet on the solid earth of their positive, orselves would have shrunk from in hesitation and
ganized support. His influence will be curtailed
uncertainty that they now attack him. He did
if we permit his enemies to place him in the
not wait until the last belt and button had been
position of a man on the defensive, under any

lent to increased rent. In that case it must
tend to drive tenants to conserve their income by
seeking cheaper quarters. If to prevent this the
landlord assumes the burden, it will be equivalent to an increased tax on improvements. In
either case another tax would be added to the list
of those that discourage improvements and induce vacant land owners to refrain from building. The right way to relieve real estate of unjust burdens is to remove all taxes from buildings and other improvements, now assessed in
New York City at $3,008,633,746, and place the
entire burden on land values assessed at $4,561 r
733,604. That would put the heavy end on the
owner of unimproved or partially improved
land. The proposed habitation tax, it is estimated, would yield $16,000,000, and it is supposed that real estate would be relieved to that
extent. Untaxing of buildings would relieve
properly improved real estate of a much larger
amount without shifting the burden upon the
tenant.
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GIVE BAKER A
SQUAREDEAL
JvJiil^ lit

The following editorial written by Martin H. Glynn, editor of the
Times-Union, published at Albany, N. Y., was sent to the Graphic-Sentinel and asked us to re-produce. We cheerfully do so, and corroborate all
he has to say and in the language of the late Senator, "Let Well Enough
Alone."
Although the effect of the attacks of Mr. Roosevelt and Senator
Chamberlain has dwindled to little on the public mind today; it will, in our
opinion, be less than little after Secretary of War Baker has made answer
before the Senate committee. His enemies have so persistently pounded
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GIVE BAKER A
SQUARE DEAL

The editor of the GraphicSentinel and Newton D. Baker's
(war secretary) brothers often
walked through the old tollgate
on our way to Winchtester over
the limestone pike from Martinsburg when we didn't have
the price on the old stage coach

The following- editorial written by Martin H. Glynn, editor of the
Times-Union, published at Albany, N. Y., was sent to the Graphic-Sentinel and asked us to re-produce. We cheerfully do so, and corroborate all
he has to say and in the language of the late Senator, "Let Well Enough
Alone."
Although the effect of the attacks of Mr. Roosevelt and Senator
Chamberlain has dwindled to little on the public mind today; it will, in our
opinion, be less than little after Secretary of War Baker has made answer
before the Senate committee. His enemies have so persistently pounded
Secretary Baker that they have clothed him to a certain degree in an aspect not truly his. Secretary Baker is a man of wonderful ability and this
he proved not today or yesterday, but in every day of his splendid career.
By sheer ability he has lifted himself up in life by his own bootstraps. He
proved his mental mettle as a student at Johns Hopkins University; his
manhood and his integrty as a disciple and aid of Tom Johnson in the
famous Cleveland street car strike. As City Solicitor of Cleveland he bested
some of the biggest lawyers in the west in lawsuit after lawsuit. Singlehanded and alone he won his way to the office of Mayor of Cleveland
against all the monopolistic influence of the wealth of that city. As Mayor he established a municipal electric light plant which today ensures
Cleveland cheap light and cheap power and thereby promotes the commercial ascendency of the City by the Lakes. He whipped the railroads
to a frazzle in their effort to grab lake-front property worth thirty millions of dollars, and then in some magic manner induced the very railroad magnates whom he had trounced to build a magnificent Union Railway Depot for the people of Cleveland. These facts show that Baker is
no easy meat for any "head-hunter."
Moreover, he is a powerful speaker and a graceful writer. He has
the oratorical gift and the literary manner, a "glory of words" and a pungency of expression. When he speaks he says something, when he writes
he ornaments thought with the lustre of style. He has a lively imagination, a great flow of words and a vigorous mode of thought-delineation.
He can be caustic as well as gracious j and this Colonel Roosevelt learned
in an exchange of letters when the Colonel was aspiring to lead a regiment
in France.
As an executive Mr. Baker made good as Mayor of Cleveland; and,
despite what his calumniators may say, he is making good as Secretary
of War.
The recent congressional investigations of the War Department must
convince any fair-minded person of the truthfulness of this statement.
After a month of prying and quizzing and delving the investigators unearthed some peccadilloes, it is true, but no grievous fault. In the immensity of the undertaking thrown upon Secretary Baker's shoulders,
the wonder is that the investigators did not disclose more at which the
howlers could howl and the growlers growl. It is unfair to judge any
great work by some little relatively unimportant detail. Justice demands
that such work should be weighed in its totality. And m its totality the
work of Secretary Baker has been good, exceedingly good. In nine
months he has increased the strength of the army ten-fold, with all the
attending military work and business enterprises that this stupendous
task means, and this he has done without a scintilla of scandal or an imputing shadow of unfairness or dishonesty in any form. Neither France
nor England has done any such thing in any such time. He found the
War Department enmeshed in the sleepy traditions of fifty years of peace,
and while the sudden call of war wrenched the gears and twisted the
axles of this old rusty machine nigh unto the breaking point, Secretary
Baker has kept it going and improved it every day as it moved its arduous path along. In nine months he has equipped and transported to Europe an army ten times as big as the army we had in the Spanish-American war—and this, too, without the loss of a man or the scratch of a ship.
Such a feat is well-nigh marvelous! But say the sneerers who can't answer these facts, the purchasing department of the army was a regular
hodge-podge. And lo and behold as they say this, the investigating committee very uncomfortably ascertains that Secretary Baker had installed
efficiency while they talked and dreamed. They found that Secretary
Baker had reorganized the purchasing system of the War Department to
meet the very changes held out as sure to bring about the millennium in
our military world.
And so it is that Roosevelt and Chamberlain may fill the circumambient air with resounding words and pyrothenic phrases, but these truths,
undeniable and incontestable, about Baker's management of the War Department will find hospitable lodgement in the public mmd, long alter the
echoes of sinister and malicious criticism have ceased to plague the public ear with their rhetorical tintinnabulations of rancor and deceit,
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CONCERNING TWO SECRETARIES.
Underlying the specific charges brought
against Josephus Daniels and Newton D. Baker
is a profound conviction: only shrewd, hardheaded, practical business men have the right to
make a mess of things.
In the case of .the Secretary of the Navy, the
process of criticism has been very simple. One
starts out by not liking Mr. Daniels, as ever so
many Opposition newspapers were ready, nay
anxious, to start out in March, 1913. From that
it follows that Mr. Daniels as Secretary of the
Navy can do nothing right. From that follows
everything else. Only in the last week or two has
there been a slackening in the familiar Opposition
chorus that Mr. Daniels is the worst Secretary
of the Navy we ever had. And even now that the
navy has been up before the investigators and received a perfect bill of health, there is unrest, say,
in the office of the Sun. There,
we imagine, people whisper:
"There's nothing wrong with
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mediately demonstrated to a nation of hard,
practical men that Mr. Daniels was a sentimentalist, or a doctrinaire, or an old woman, and that
the navy was ruined sure.
Now here enters human nature again. It will
forgive a successful man any number of minor
weaknesses, provided they are of the familiar
kind. It will not forgive a man a petty virtue
that is out of the ordinary; on the contrary, that
very fact proves that he is not a fit man for his
post. Suppose, for instance, we had a Secretary
of the Navy who stayed out late of nights and
had P. taste for strong drink. People would then
say, "How is he running the navy?" "Oh, first
class." Whereupon people would repeat Lincoln's
remark about Gen. Grant's brand of whiskey.
But suppose, on the othe? hand, that your Secretary of the Navy had a weakness for teaching
arithmetic to sailors. Do people then ask how
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"Cheer Up or Get Out"; "The Sun is Shini
in China"; "God Hates a Dead One," etc.
other words, none of the infallible signs whi*«
identify the hard-headed business man and the
live wire. Instead, I suspect, you might find oil
Mr. Baker's desk a volume on Municipal Ownership and Control of Sewage Plants. As I have
said, a radical.
NOW, how could a radical do anything but'
undermine the military establishment of the
United States? By dint of pondering on Mr„j
Baker's radicalism a great many people have sucj
ceeded in persuading themselves that Mr. Wilscfl
has injected a mild sort of Bolshevik into
War Department. You know what radicals t
they never know how to make a living, tr
sponge upon friends, and in general they need]
be looked after by the family. Think of putting
the management of a billionj-J
dollar business into suolr
hands. It is hardly relevant
that Mr. Baker became City
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CONCERNING TWO SECRETARIES.
mediately demonstrated to a nation of hard,
"Cheer Up or Get Out"; "The Sun is Shini
Underlying the specific charges brought
practical men that Mr. Daniels was a sentimenin China"; "God Hates a Dead One," etc.
against Josephus Daniels and Newton D. Baker
talist, or a doctrinaire, or an old woman, and that
other words, none of the infallible signs whic^1
is a profound conviction: only shrewd, hardthe navy was ruined sure.
identify the hard-headed business man and i.
headed, practical business men have the right to
Now here enters human nature again. It will
live wire. Instead, I suspect, you might find
make a mess of things.
forgive a successful man any number of minor
Mr. Baker's desk a volume on Municipal OwnerIn the case of .the Secretary of the Navy, the
weaknesses, provided they are of the familiar
ship and Control of Sewage Plants. As I have
process of criticism has been very simple. One
kind. It will not forgive a man a petty virtue
said, a radical.
starts out by not liking Mr. Daniels, as ever so
that is out of the ordinary; on the contrary, that
many Opposition newspapers were ready, nay
very fact proves that he is not a fit man for his
NOW, how could a radical do anything batanxious, to start out in March, 1913. From that
post. Suppose, for instance, we had a Secretary
undermine the military establishment of the
it follows that Mr. Daniels as Secretary of the
of the Navy who stayed out late of nights and
United States? By dint of pondering on Mr,j
Navy can do nothing right. From that follows
had a taste for strong drink. People would then
Baker's radicalism a great many people have sue/
everything else. Only in the last week or two has
say, "How is he running the navy?" "Oh, first
ceeded in persuading themselves that Mr. Wilsq
there been a slackening in the familiar Opposition
class." Whereupon people would repeat Lincoln's
has injected a mild sort of Bolshevik into
chorus that Mr. Daniels is the worst Secretary
remark about Gen. Grant's brand of whiskey.
War Department. You know what radicals arff;
of the Navy we ever had. And even now that the
But suppose, on the other hand, that your Secthey never know how to make a living, t>fB
navy has been up before the investigators and reretary of the Navy had a weakness for teaching
sponge upon friends, and in general they need Jtol
ceived a perfect bill of health, there is unrest, say,
arithmetic to sailors. Do people then ask how
be looked after by the family. Think of putting'
in the office of the Sun. There,
the management of a billiomj
we imagine, people whisper:
dollar business into sucfij
"There's nothing wrong with
■ *•*—
- hands. It is hardly relevant
the navy—we fear the worst."
that Mr. Baker became City
Once you have made up
Solicitor of Cleveland at tli
your mind to dislike Mr.
age of thirty-one, that hd
Daniels, the situation grows
managed to conceal his in)
ridiculously simple. You then
competence for ten years, and
stand up solemnly, or fall back
jflp
succeeded immediately there-,
into your chair plaintively,
after in fooling the people ojj
and say: "How can you exCleveland into electing hin
pect a newspaper editor to
Mayor for. two successivl
make anything but a rotten
terms. If that city is stij
Secretary of the Navy?"-^5£e«there on the shores of T.alT
see, we in these United States
Ohio, building automobile^
are so accustomed to have
and buying Liberty BondJ
public offices filled by men who
like mad, it only shows hov
have been specially trained
healthy the people of Clevq
from the cradle, that the specland are.
tacle of a newspaper editor
Once more, then, it is dej
presiding over naval adminonstrated that if there is a
istration is ample cause for
per cent, shortage of machij
despair. A corporation lawguns, it is because radical M
yer as Secretary of War, yes.
Baker is congenitally unfit]
A horse-doctor for President
whereas a 90 per cent, shortj
of the Municipal Civil Service
age under a hard-headed maif
Commission — well, that too
of affairs is no more thai
fits into the framework of our
you can expect from a ma|
democratic institutions. An.
who does things.
insurance agent as CommisOr if not machine j
sioner of Bridges and Ferries
then coal.
Several candjl
—well, the city can stand it.
critics of the War Depa
But a newspaper editor, just
ment have discovered that
think of it, my friends, a
thing3 are after all goiil
newspaper editor as Secretary
pretty well with the new al
of the Navy! Tn> thing to
mies, that does not relef'i
do is to punish the AdminisMr. Baker from his respor
tration. Elect a new Presibility for the fuel collaps"
dent and he will appoint the
Namely: last July Mr. Bakjj
rhoio. by International Film Service.
right kind of Secretary of the
insisted that three dollarsf
Navy: say, a retired plumber.
The fuel scarcity in Paris. This staeet vender sells sticks of wood
ton for coal at the mine-he|
The ease and frequency
was excessive. He made
by the pound
with which this solemn charge
two dollars a ton; whereup
has been brought against Mr.
the producers ceased to pi
Daniels—without a smile—is a testimonial to
the navy is getting on? No. They know without
duce, and now we freeze. Thus runs the arj
our national powers of facial control—unless we
asking that the man is incompetent, and that
ment On the question of facts I am not co
choose another word. Incidentally, the Sun has
the fleet is going to the dog-fish. As between a
petent to speak. People who know tell me
overlooked the fact that Mr. Daniels is the owner
Secretary 59 per cent, efficient who likes an octhing is nonsense. The mines have turned o|
as well as the editor of his paper, and that even
casional game of roulette and a Secretary 78 per
10 per cent, more coal this year than last year.
as a shrewd business man he might qualify—but
cent, efficient who likes to read Marcus Aurelius,
But let that pass. Let us say with the Timl
that, for Josephus, is absurd, of cotfrse.
it is the latter who is patently unfit for his place.
that Mr. Baker is responsible for the coal shorl]
As I have said, human nature.
age, responsible for Garfield's suspension ordd
BUT there is another count which probes still
So with our Secretary of War. He had the
and so responsible for the loss to American woif
deeper into the nature of man. Shortly after
misfortune of coming into office with the reputaers of a couple of hundred million dollars
Mr. Daniels became Secretary of the Navy he
tion of a radical; which means a doctrinaire;
wages. Ought not the Times, in fairness, to ha
did three things: he prohibited the use of liquor
which means unfit. He has had the bad luck, or
mentioned that Mr. Baker saved the people mc
in the service; he established schools for the enthe carelessness, to allow something of that
than half a billion dollars in coal bills ?
listed men; he abolished port and starboard on
dreadful thing called idealism to filter into his
No, the Times was right. If Mr. Baker were!
board ship and substituted right and left. Which
public talk and actions. I have not had the privihard-headed man of business, then the right thinl
of these three acts was the most glaring sign of
lege of visiting the Secretary of War in his office;
to emphasize would have been the half-billion doll
incompetence, it is hard to say, but obviously
but I strongly suspect that he has omitted to
lars saved. But since Mr. Baker is a notoriouf
I they all lent themselves to the use of the humorhang up all over the walls those stimulating little
radical and doctrinaire, the thing to show is thaj
ous newspaper paragraph. These reforms implacards in several colora: "Keep a-Smiling";
he ia responsible for the cta'tshortaga.
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Every man in the country is a war
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SECRETARY BAKER

critic or thinks he is, which is much
Says United States Has Nearly
the same thing.
Everything that is done at Wash- ;:: a Million Men Ready to Fight
ington is a matter to be condemned
and everything that is not done at U::HU:i:»-»nH;::i::i:n::::HH::;in:!HH:H::::H:i:;!::;:!==:
Washington is likewise a matter for
criticism. It is a case o£ being
damned if they do and damned if
they don't.
Just now it is the war department.
But a short time ago it was the navy
department. Then it was that the
green-eyed critics gave Daniels the
time of his life. Finally he was forced to open up the secrets of the navy
and then even Col. Harvey was forced to take off his hat to the Daniels
genius. Now they have got poor
Baker, the Secretary of War, on-the
lack. Every little whiffet is barking
at his heels. The war department
is going to the demnition bowwows,
or some other equally ■ important place,
is
the
burden of
their barking. Senator Chamberlain, who ought to be a man big
enough to get away from the barkers, has unwittingly barked his bark
with the rest. "Hundreds and thousands of men have died in the hospitals because of hospital defects,,
be says, when the fact is that the
death rate in the camp is below the
average in civil life. That may seem
strange, but it is true nevertheless,
that the camps are so well organized
and so well manned, that the death
rate in the army is less (according
to insurance statistics) than it is
among men of corresponding age in
the business and social world.
The same class of critics wrecked
the war machinery of Russia and
cave been laboring to disrupt or destroy the war cabinets of France,
Italy and Great Britain. Even Germany, with the finest drilled army_
In the world and war chieftains, who
know war as a science, cannot do
things to please all the German people, and war riots and bloodshed are
bound to follow. But in America—
free America—we criticise whom
we will and know no restraint.
Secretary of War Baker did much
to dispel criticism when -lie told
Congress the condition of the war
department; when he explained that
600.000 men were in France or
■would be there shortly and that one
million more men would be there by
the end of the year. He let the
country into secrets tliat made the
critics almost gasp with astonishment. And the only comment that
they "could make was "why didn't i
lie tell us before?"
Yes, why didn't he tell us before? j
Why didn't he publish it in the newspapers; tack it on the trees; have it
read from pulpits and from schools.
Germany should have been told, long
before this date just how many soldiers were in France; just when they
sailed for France and just how many
tuns and just how much ammunition
they have. That Germany has not
been told is an outrage that the
barkers of America will not condone.
,
....
The army is in very good condition
but not as good as it should be or
■will be. Considering that only a few
months have passed since war was
declared it is surprising that the
army 1* as large as it is^ and equipped as well as it is. No other country has raised an army as quickly, or
equipped it in so short a time.
This wonderful achievement was
't for Baker, the man that the
aHers are trying to discredit.
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SCARCELY ever has the record of a public
official been subjected to such a ruthless searchlight as that which is now being directed against
Secretary Baker's record at the War Department.
It is all the more remarkable, consequently, that no
evidence has been brought to light of the hitherto
most popular and respectable methods of ignoring
the public interest in conducting war work. So far
as we know he has not even been accused of allowing partisan political motives any influence upon
the appointments and the policy of his department.
He is the first Secretary of War who has ignored
the congressmen of his own party and taken the advice exclusively of his own expert subordinates in
running his own department. His Democratic associates, particularly in Congress, have brought as
much pressure as ever on both Mr. Baker and the
President to discriminate in favor of good Democrats, but Mr. Baker has not flinched and the President has sustained him. Much of the animus on
the part of Democratic Congressmen against the
administration can be directly traced to their determination to get the scalp of a Secretary of War,
who has dared to break away from the long array
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of precedents which permits Congressmen particularly during war to exercise personal and partisan influence on appointments and promotions. For
this reason if for no other, we most devoutly hope
that Secretary Baker will not permit the issue to be
obscured by refusing to adopt those measures of
reorganization which experience of war work both
here and abroad have shown to be necessary.
IS he at present convinced that any reorganization
is necessary? The testimony he gave on Monday, before the Senate Committee on Military Affairs, sounds as if he were not. It is the statement
of a man who sincerely invites criticism, who is willing to correct mistakes and shortcomings when they
have been pointed out to him, but who is not himself aware of any mistakes that have not already
been corrected. Mr. Baker is candid within the
limits of his knowledge, he is evidently persuaded
that he has nothing to hide, he is proud of what the
War Department has accomplished, he takes no
credit to himself for his part in this accomplishment. His testimony is a masterly picture of the
difficulties of the American task, an encouraging
picture of American good will, a truthful picture, so
far as it goes, of our positive performances since
we entered the war. It tells us, and Mr. Baker
does well to insist upon this, that the number of
American soldiers now in France is greatly in excess
of anybody's expectation. It does not tell us
whether in ordnance or aeroplanes, for example,
we are ahead of our schedule or behind. And upon
adherence to schedule, as well as upon the planning
of the absolutely best schedule practicable, our success depends. Mr. Baker has described a vast performance. He has not enabled his countrymen to
see the difference between this performance and
what it might have been with better organization.
4£T^ matters connected with the shipment <rol
troops abroad this office has not been consulted or considered as to the possibility of supply-1
ing these troops with suitable clothing at the time]
they were dispatched, or how supplying thosel

I

troops would affect the problem of calling out the
national army into camps. In other words, the
problem of supply was not considered when the dispatch of troops was arranged." This is from the
complete testimony just published of Quartermaster General Sharpe before the Senate Military Affairs Committee. Subsequent records show that
General Sharpe again and again notified the Chief
of Staff and the Secretary of War that since
troops were being sent abroad much faster than had
been originally planned, either fewer men of the
National Army must be called out here or clothing
would be lacking. Each time he was optimistically
assured that he need not worry. Yet the records
show that General Pershing was obliged to drain
the scanty resources of our Allies by ordering uniforms in England, and that at the same time
woollen overcoats and blouses were lacking in zero
weather for many thousands drafted in America.
In view of the fact that it is the business of the
General Staff to supervise the execution of policy
and coordinate the various bureaus should not the
Chief of Staff be called as a witness by the Committee? Has Congress, as so often before, forgotten that there is a General Staff?
EVERYBODY praises the selection of Mr.
Stettinius as Surveyor General of Purchases
for the War Department. Yet almost everybody
agrees that further unification is necessary. Will
Mr. Stettinius remain an advisory subordinate of
Colonel Pierce, the Director of Supplies? And
will the War Industries Board, now without a chairman, be superseded by a General Director of supplies for all purchasing departments? If a General
Director should be created Mr. Stettinius is obviously the right man for the job. But if no further
changes are to be made, or if they are to be delayed
and a new Chairman of the War Industries Board
is to be appointed, why not induce Mr. Stettinius to
accept the position? There he would be able to furnish a personal link between his advisory duties in
the War Department and the advisory duties of
the board. If a unified organization cannot be
created by legislation or decree, at least something
like it might be arranged by a fortunate appointment.
GERMAN policy in the Brest-Litovsk conferences is plainly in the hands of men who are
incapable of realizing that the war has changed
the world. They imagine that the political map
still holds in the consciousness of their own and
other peoples the same transcendent importance
as it held before the war, and are exercising all
their ingenuity to effect a settlement that will enable
them to point to " increase in the patrimony of the

Fatherland." In the meantime they find themselves back-fired by popular unrest.
The German masses, and even more the Austrian masses,
want peace with Russia, food from Russia, not
additional Slavic territory to Germany. Harden
is speaking for more than a narrow class of extreme radicals when he denounces eastern annexations as not even a benefit insufficient to justify
further fighting, but as an absolute injury to the
spiritual unity of the Fatherland. Popular unrest
may not yet be powerful enough to penetrate the
shell of German diplomacy. Germany is not ripe
for revolution.
But the Bolshevik ferment is
working, and if the peace negotiations with Russia
fail and the war drags on without a definite end
in sight, the German government may yet learn that
every people has its limit of tolerance.
DR. VON KUHLMANN has secreted a joke
in his latest speech to the main committee of
the Reichstag. " Our differences with the Bolshevist government," he said, " relate'mainly to details
regarding the carrying out of self-determination,
which, after all, is not entirely a modern innovation,
Bismarck having stipulated it in the peace treaty
after the campaign of 1866." True. Bismarck
did. The treaty of Prague, by which Austria ceded
Schleswig to Prussia, stipulated that " the populations of the North of Schleswig shall be again
united with Denmark in the event of their expressing a desire so to be by a vote freely exercised."
About fifty thousand Danes, something like a third
of the population of North Schleswig, had exercised the choice given them after the war of 1864
by the treaty of Vienna and had emigrated to Denmark. They were encouraged by the clause we
have quoted from the treaty of Prague to return to
Schleswig. They waited for the plebiscite it promised.
But no plebiscite was ever held.
No
opportunity was ever given the populations of
North Schleswig of voting for or against being reunited with Denmark.
Prussia never intended to give them such an opportunity. She made
the promise with the intention of breaking it. By
a later treaty of Vienna, the 1878 treaty, the clause
which promised the plebiscite was abrogated, and
Austria assented. This is the precedent to which
Dr. von Kiihlmann refers. It is a plain indication
of what he wants in the Russian provinces Germany
has taken. Was he cynical or stupid or merely forgetful when he cited such a precedent?
PROFESSIONAL diplomats have reason to
feel chagrined over the fact that the longer
the war lasts the less are their arts prized. It is to
the leaders of labor that the world now looks for
practical suggestions for the* settlement of war
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WHERE SENATOR CHAMBERLAIN
FELL DOWN
The speech of Hon. Geo. fE. Chamberlain of Oregon, delivered^on January 24th in defense of the speech he
made in New York some days before,
ici the last analysis amounts to a confession and an apology.
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Presiding at the security defense
meeting in Xew York was Mr. Elihu
Hoot, and among the distinguished ocfipants of the dais with Mr. Chamterlain we are told was none other
than ex-President Theodore Roosevelt.

^Jiat, Xfocoln'* Cabinet? ftfiat
Wasn't "in Jt" tottft Wilson's
E^'

I

To THE EDITOR OF THE HERALD :—
Unlike Seward, he does not think that he
In a modest little item entitled is greater than the President.
"Courage" the HEBAUB of Tuesday, Jan- Mr. Lincoln's Secretary of the Treasury
was Mr. Salmon P. Chase. He rose to
uary 22, says:—
prominence by being an abolition-demo"According to Washington reports. crat. A rara avis in thise days. A very
President Wilson likens the movement for high value is given 'him for his successfully handling the finances, but beside the
a war cabinet to 'an attempt to curtail the great financial transactions and achievepower of President Lincoln.' "
ments made by Mr. Wilson's Secretary of
tho Treasury Mr. Chase's accomplishThen it adds:—
"It certainly takes a brave man to in- ments seem very infinitesimal.
Mr. William MeAd'oo did not come into
vite comparisons between the Wilson Cab- prominence by some transient political exinet and that of Lincoln."
citement, but did so by the exercise of his
Talking as if behind closed doors and own splendid"genius and extraordinary
coming down to brass tacks, one will not achievements.
find the HERALD'S proposition a very diffi- His successfully handling of the finances
cult task.
in the greatest crisis of the nation is alI Tf one will read the newspapers of the most inconceivable and as a financier
civil war period he will find that Mr. Lin- gives him a higher place than any of his
'coln and his Cabinet were treated the predecessors.
same as if they were made of flesh and Mr. Lincoln's Secretary of War was Mr.
blood the same as other people and were Edwin M. Stanton. While energetic, if one
ofttimes the objects of very hostile criti- will read the records, he will find that he
cism.
was not well poised. He was irascible and
It may be said that a perfect Pandora dogmatic. He was not only constantly
box of calumny was poured out on the embroiled in controversies with newshead of the martyred President and those papers and politicians, but frequently with
calumnies were kept up during the greater army officers. His broils with both Mcpart of the time that he occupied the Clellan and Sherman might be cited.
i executive- office.
Against Mr. Stanton Mr. Wilson has
On© is not overstepping the bounds of Mr. Newton D. Baker. He Js a young man
historical information to say that his of magnificent talents. He never loses his
' critics were as harsh in their denunciations poise, is not irascible and is never engaged
as any that Mr. Wilson and his Cabinet in broils. He is clean cut and energetic.
i are subjected to, and were made by men as While Mr. Stanton was gathering toprominent in public Hfe.
gether an army of less than half a million
It can be truthfully stated that many of of men Mr. Baker is gathering an army of
i those calumnies were instigated and kept more than nine millions.
j alive by members of his own party.
Mr. Stanton's army did not require near
One of Mr. Lincoln's most prominent the amount of training or equipment becritics was Mr. Horace Greeley, founder of cause conditions are so entirely different
the New York Tribune, and one of the most Mr. Northcliffe says that Mr. Baker has
influential editors in the nation.
accomplished in a few months what it
It is all a mistake to believe that Mr. took England three years to do.
Lincoln was not surrounded by his La If nothing else were said in Mr. Baker's
Follettes, Hardwicks, Reeds, Chamber- praise that would be quite sufficient.
lains and HEKALDS, who gave him the same History is compelled to accord him a
measure of embarrassment that these men higher—immeasurable higher—place than
and newspapers are giving Mr. Wilson.
that occupied by Mr. Stanton.
At this distance of time one can take a Mr. Gideon, Wells was Mr> Lincoln's
measurement of those composing the Cab- Secretary of the Navy.
inets of these two wonderful men with With the efficiency of our greatly en
some degree of fairness, and if one will larged navy and the praises now so gen
undertake the task dispassionately he will erously and almost universally showered
find that the Cabinet of Woodrow Wilson upon Mr.' Josephus r>aniels it is not neceswill not suffer by the comparison.
sary to atteraot a comparison of the two
Mr. Lincoln chose for his Secretary of men.
State Mr. William H. Seward, who was his Mr. Daniels has won first place amon:
rival for the Presidential nomination.
those who have occupied the position he
What \\ was done for is obvious.
now holds.
Mr. Seward came into prominence by a There is little comparison between the
wave of anti-Masonic excitement that was achievements of Mr. Montgomery Blair
then sweeping over the country and later as Mr. Lincoln's Postmaster General and
by his "higher law" utterances concerning Mr. Burleson, nor do we believe that even
the institution of slavery.
the HERALD will hold that Mr. Edwin
He was too violent and vindictive to have Bates was a greater Attorney General
been a great statesman.
than Mr. Thomas W. Gregory.
Against Mr. Seward Mr. Wilson chose So recurring again to brass tacks and
for his Secretary of State Mr. Willia.m J talking as man to man behind closed
Bryan, who rose to popularity and promi- doors, we make bold to say that we do
nence by the unquestioned and universally not believe that any student of history
admitted possession of extraordinary will conclude after a fair and impartial
genius' and intellect. Beside Mr. Seward investigation that Mr. Wilson's Cabinet
history will accord Mr. Bryan the higher will lose by comparison with Mr. Lincoln's.
place.
Let's hold up their hands and make their
Mr. Lansing is Mr. Bryan's successor and task the less difficult and thus the more
his State papers rank immeasurably easily win the war.
greater than those of Mr. Lincoln's SecFRANK HARRIS,
retary of State.
Editor Banner.
Lansing, too, is well rounded and modest.' Ocala, Fla., Jan. 25,1918.
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Drawing upon the figment of our
imagination we can see Senator
Clamoerlain looking the ex-President]
squarely in the eye at the close of'
..most temarkahle deliverance, and
Mr. Chambarlain in his attempted
'Nnth uplifted hand and in stentorian defense of his New York speech, is
-■oice, exclaim: "Let me say that the compelled to admit ttiat his statemilitary establishment of America' ments were entirely too sweeping.
has !.\i en down."
That, he made an extemporaneous
Still vyiivy, the ex-presidenjt and speech: that what he said was said
feeling that he were yet unsatisfied hastily and jmpulsively. That he did
with this arraignment, fearful as it, not mean that .every bureau and every
was, Mr. Chamberlain went on fur- department ojf the administration of
ther to say:
this great government
had fallen
"It is "o use tc be optimistic aboi't' down and was, inefficient.
the thing that does not exist."
He did not.mean, of course, the exAnd Mr. Chamberlain a democrat, ecutive department. He did not mean
too.
the legislative brauch; he did not
Encouraged by the applause given 'mean the* navy, nor the judiciary. He
i him, one man in the audience crying me*nt only, he tells us, the war delout, "You are telling the truth," the partment.
i Oregon senator went on further to
And now since Mr. Baker has taken
say:
the country into his confidence, if Mr.
"It has almost stopped functioning,
! Chamberlain still believes what, he
my friends."
stopped functioning? has said, we can conscientiously say
What had
Why, the entire democratic adminis- that'he stands almost alone in his
belief.
tiation.
To do Mr* Chamberlaih no injustice
Himself asking "Why?" Mr. Chamwe quote from the Congressional Reoberlain went on to explain:
"Because of inefficiency in every ord his exact words:
"As 1 undertook to show the presibureau and in every department of
the government of the United States.'" dent in my letter, I was referring to
This wholesale arraignment was the military establishment only in my
impeachment, and my audience ungreeted with applause.
One can well imagine that Mr. derstood that I was referring to the
I did
not
Poosevelt, who as contributing editor military establishment.
of the Kansas City Star, has been want it understood that I impeached
prodding the administration with all the efficiency of every department of
sorts of hostile criticism for its weak the government. The statement was
ness, vacillation and inefficiency, was really a little broader in that regard
more "dee-lighted" than he has been than I would have made it if I had sat
since the declaration of war by our down and had written the speech. I
would have confined it to the war degovernment.
For the head of the military com- partment . It was a sweeping statemittee of the senate to be the author ment, impulsively and impetuously
of such a deplorably-painting speech made, and intended by me to include
I
it was not improper nor undignified only the military establishment.
for the president of the United States think I\ tried to explain that it was
too sweeping, and now in this public
to call him to task.
The president in a public statement manner I state that I did not intend
said that the senator had shown to impeach the efficiency of all the
'.'such ignorance of actual conditions departments of the government'
Our advice to Mr. Chamberlain is
as to make it impossible to attach any
to make no more impetuous, impulimportance to his statement."
speeches where he
He could scarcely have been more sive, off-hand
severe but he was. He said further thinks that Mr. Roosevelt is the chief
that the senator's statements "were and greater part of his audiem e.
an astonishiing and absolutely unjustifiable distortion of the truth."
And who after reading the clear, lu
cid and convincing statements of the
secretary of war will say that the
president was not correct in hfe impaling the senator?
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This is what it comes down
the executive branch of the government in the persons of the president
and secretary of war know nothing,
whi'e the lawmaking branch in the
persons of these members of a Senate committee know everything. The
/ Senator Hl'.chcock's Assault
f Senator Hitchcock's attack on the president must be ill informed because
war machine resembles
Senator "like a Icing, surrounded by courChamberlain's in the violence of much 'tiers, he hears practically only one
of its criticism, and it should be met, 'side." Only members of Congress can
as the Oregon senator's was met, by learn the plain truth about the prosea painstaking reply such as was made cution of the war because, as the
by Secretary Baker himself. Mr Nebraska senator , sagely says, "the
Baker was generally conceded to have 'people who complain come to seria'tors and representatives."
made a successful job of it. Taking
This is a highly-novel theory of our
up case after case cited in Mr Chamberlain's speech, he placed the situa- government. According to it. our
presidents must always have been mistion in'a new light before the counled and misinformed as to governtry. He showed that the medical
mental conditions.' while' a vision .of.
service ot the army was immensely
the truth has been vouchsafed only
better than Mr Chamberlain had
to the honorable member frSm Terre
tried to make it out to be. The use
Haute or the honorab'e senator from
of French artillery and machine guns
Missouri. A disgruntled citizen who
by our army in France he proved was
has lost a government contract and
advisable and without discredit to
runs to his congressman with a "comthis country. So far was the war
'plaint" of the government's ineffidepartment from "falling down," to
ciency and incompetence thus becomes
use the Chamberlain phrase, that he endowed with truth discerning powers
was able to disclose the undeniable far exceeding those of any member, of
fact that there is in France to-day the administration, however highly
a much larger American army than placed.
even the government's critics had
It may be frankly said to Senator
forecast last summer as desirable.
Hitchcock that his hypothesis is fanMr Hitchcock's specific charges of tastic. The secretary of war and the
inefficiency, neglect or blundering de- president are in a position to know
serve to be met in the same way. Un- as much about the war-making actividoubtedly there have been failures and ties of the government, considered as
mistakes, but the country needs to a whole, as he is or even,his colleague,
have the whole picture and not the the distinguished military re'organizer
blemishes alone kept before its eyes from Oregon. The people are fcound to
The great merit of Secretary Baker's accept that as a fact. So long as the
defense of the war department was country has suffered no military disthat he sketched the picture as a aster, while its army is actually de
Whole with convincing sincerity and fending a portion of the battle line
verisimilitude. His critics stress de- in France, why should the people astails and distort the perspective, and | sume with these senators that the war
succeed finally in presenting, like the machine has hopelessly broken down
patent medicine man, a "before and and that a new system of war admin'after taking" exhibit of the wonder- istration degrading to the presidential
ful curative powers of their favorite office and humiliating to the presispecific.
dent himself should be net up forthThe "war cabinet," the critics assert, with? We have examined- with some
would be the unfailing remedy for care the personnel of the Senate comadministrative chaos, and so they pic- mittee on military affairs and can find
ture the government in the last stages no evidence in the records of its memof paralysis. In "Before Taking" wo ber3 that they are any oetter qualified
see a war machine '-.hat has "stopped than the president and the secretary
'functioning," a shipping situation that of war to have an opinion cm a miliis "a farce and a crime," and things tary question or on a question of govin general tossed into "a gigantic ernmental organization for waging
'wreck." In "After Taking," ladies and war with the utmost vigor and effigentlemen, we see how a few spoons- ciency.
ful a day of "war cabinet" bitters
There is something mysterious in
would save the governmert from dis- this entire performance in;':Congress.
solution and win the war.
If we had already suffered a Bui1. Bun
If there were not now » sector of the or a Tannenberg in the present war,
battle line in France. 3000 miles from one' might expect: euch ^n effort as is
home, being defended against the being m^de to "put over" on the presGermans by an American army, ident what amounts to a, congressional
the Chamberlains and Hitchcocks. receivership of the- executive's war-,
W^ekses and Wadswortlis would per- making functions. It is far more than
haps be cocks of the walk here in the an effort to cure a defective organizaUnited States, and and it would be tion that is being made; it is palpably
time for President Wilson to resign
an effort to dispossess the constitufrom his office and let Congress estabtional commander-in-chief of some of
lish a war triumvirate. But our army
his executive prerogative. The "war
is there nearly 500,000 strong., The
'cabinet" proposal has been very uncritics are breaking their necks over
that fact. Secretary Baker has com- fortunate, inasmuch as it arouses susmitted the crime, in Senator Hitch- picion as to the ulterior purposes of
cock's opinion, of being "oversan- those urging it and also inquiry as to
•guine." His forecast of 1,000,00G! the forces hidden behind it. The war
more men for France this year machine ought to be strengthened to
if tho shipping can be provided— the highest attainable efficiency—
and the outlook for the ships, everyone believes that. But we shall
said the secretary rather warily, is get nowhere in administrative reform
"not unpromising"—has- driven : the if Mr Wilson, besides fighting GerNebraskan into a sort of delirium of many, must fight to defeat some
protest. He thinks the secretary- has strange conspiracy to diffuse and
no knowledge of the shipping situa- weaken the executive power in the
tion: and the president is no less management of the war.
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"CRITICS AXD CRITICISM
s Exhibited In This Country of Xate
To the Editor of The Republican:—
Some writer, smarting under adverse criticism of his work, said, "A
critic is a man who can't write worth
a damn himself, but feels perfectly
competent to damn anything anybody
else writes." It is true that most
great critics have done nothing worth
-vhile outside of criticism, and it Is an
easy matter to stand on one side and
criticize the efforts of men and women who are doing or trying to do more
or less big things with their lives.
Just now we have a large and active
force of critics who are giving much
time to Secretary of War Baker.
Baker is not a large man physically.
Whether he will prove to be a targe
man as secretary of war remains to
be seen, for the great, grim game with
the iron dice is not nearly over.
This is not the first job the critics
have undertaken. President Wilson
received their attention ear'ier in the
day. We were told that he was a. literary dilettante, a user of weasel
words, to quote our chief American
critic—too proud to fight, and Mr Depew even went so far as to call him
"the professor." What depth ot infamy lower than to be called the professor. But the critics have been
obliged to revise their opinion of Mr
Wilson, and he stands quite well with
the world in general just now. In fact,
whatever place it may occupy 20
years from now, his name is at present the greatest on the page of modern history.
After Wilson came Daniels, secretary of the navy—country newspaper
editor—and the critics said he didn't
know enough to run a toy boat in a
bath tub, to say nothing about the
United States navy. The principal
cause for the howl against Daniels lay
in the fact that he insisted that if Jack
and the marine couldn't have a glass
of beer or light wine in the
navy canteens, the officers should
not make a private barroom out
of the officers' mess.
Quite a
good many army and navy ofScers
are not teetotalers, and have sometimes gone into action when they
mip-ht have had clearer heads and
brains less clouded by alcohol. Of
course, not in the United States army
or navy, but you may remember how
the Russian fleet fired into the fishing
boats on the Dogger banks of the
North sea when everybody was so "lit
up" that they thought they were attacking the Japanese 10,000 miles
away. On the who'e, many people
agreed with Daniels that it would be
just as well to have the officers sober
as the crew in case we should' go into
action with the powerful fleet, of Germany. And now, the - critics Tiavo
turned their fire away from Mr.Daniels, who shines brightly as a really
good secretary of the navy. Dewey
told them he was that long before ho
died, and Dewey knew something
about naval secretaries.
Now Baker is getting his. "He is a
pacifist!" Well, so am I, so aro you,
so is anybody that has any heart or
brains or who believes in the progress
of the human race. But a pacifist,
that is. one who believes in peace, is
not riecessari'y lacking in fighting
qualities, and my experience has been
that the worst man to run up against
in a row is not the fellow who stands
on the corner with a chip on his
shoulder telling everybody who passes
by to tread on the tail of his coat and
threatening to "knock his block off"
on the slightest provocation. Quite
the contrary, the worst man in the
world to mix up with in a right is the
quiet fellow who doesn't want to, right,
but who has strength to spare and
will not be imposed upon. Young
Baker was Tom Johnson's first lieutenant when Tom Johnson was the
storm center of the middle West in
cm; of the hottest fights with monopoly and graft that this country ever
bad. All the powers of prey in
Cleveland tried to down Johnson by
every possible means, fair and foul,
and he did break down and died, but
he left young Baker to keep up the
fight, and Baker did as city solicitor
and mayor of Cleveland. If anybody
tells you that Baker is not a firstclass fighting man; ask the ghost of
Tom Johnson about it or ask anybody that knows his record as an official of the city of Cleveland. He

may not Ije a great war secretary—
time will tell; but don't put too much
stock in the critics who are yelling
their heads off to get him out of the
war department and not suggesting
anybody likely to improve upon him.
A great number of country daily
papers, ably edited by the New York
Tribune. Boston Transcript and other antiadministration papers, are
helping keep up the criticism of our
war secretary, who certainly seems
able to answer his critics fairly well
I do not believe the country in general thinks ill of. Baker or'has any
deep distrust of the present administration, which, on tho whole, it
seems to me. has clone all that could
be expected under the tremendous
strain that has come upon it.
C T
■K~*T„T ,■■»,,
: 191S.
- CRAGIN.y
^Holyoke, February 1,
■ y^
/VIEWS OF A BOY IX CAMPX
itegarding' Congress and the AdminisS
m
tration
WTo the Editor of The Republican:—
(} Inclosed is an extract from a letter
I have just received. The lad who writes
it, formerly in our employ as an "odd
job boy" about the ' place, is now a
private at Camp Devens. What he
Writes is m answer to my question
How do you feel in regard to this
rumpus m Congress? Do you agree
with Mr Chamberlain or stand by' the
president and Mr Baker?"
His reply interested me and I
thought possibly might interest your
readers: —
^"You may bet I stand by the president and Mr Baker. That mix-up in
Congress is due to the moneyed men
and politics. I've never seen Mr Wilson, but I can't help liking him, for
I feel so sure he is more God-fearing
than those opposing him. Wouldn't it
be just great if everyone in Congress!
would turn round and back him upi
to the last man and the last dollar?
But such a thing won't happen. I
suppose. At this time when so many
lives are at stake. I think every congressman and everyone connected1
with the war's progress should stop
these devilish goings on which are taking such a lot of the fighting spirit
out of the soldiers and giving i omfort to the enemy. I'm not surpr'sed
at Roosevelt/a actions, You'd think'
'since he has three sons in the service
he'd feel he'd got to be more God-fearing, even if it did make him ose a
future political situation we all Know,
he's after."
E. HILBSMITH.
South Danbury, N. H., Feb. 1, H)1J^I
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Those stimulating stories about new big guns that, wore to overwhelm
the Germans, and about 100,000 airplanes that were to win the war
within a year without the use of infantry, showed the master touch of
the practiced press agent. One of the best examples was the two-column
WHEN the secretary of -war appliared bef«re the senate committee
article, published in every newspaper in the country, heralding the miracuon military affairs last Monda/, he ask#l that he be permitted to lous production of the Liberty motor, with which America would conquer
make his statement withowt interrmition.
The request was the air. As a fact, within forty-eight hours thereafter the design was
found to be obsolete, and two weeks later a four-line dispatch made
granted, upon the understanding tlpt later Me -would submit to interro- known that the original Liberty motor had been scrapped and the name
gation. Thereupon he made thatjBstonishiw declamatory speech, nearly adopted for a new and radically different model.
Bvit these incidental achievements in effective publicity were trifling
five hours of skillful self-defens#and admt propaganda, which createid
such a profound public impresjlon. It»as our intention to withhold compared to that vivid review upon the vast and various activities of
comment upon his great effordpjntil heAad amplified and explained to the military establishment. Like a great panorama, the orator unfolded
the committee points which w*re obscuje. But it is uncertain when lie the spectacle of an army unparalleled in history, or, as he said, "since
will appear, and there are important jphases of the matter which can the beginning of time"; his hearers sat entranced as the picture grew, and
be discussed without inquirjpg closely into the merits of the witness' marveled that one man, even the ablest official President Wilson had
ever known, could have mastered the details of so stupendous an entercase.
Mr. Baker's statement^an effective combination of stirring oratory prise. Unfortunately, the effect was marred when a senator ventured
and able special pleading,Jhas hadjfe marked influence upon the public to ask a specific question, when this remarkable colloquy ensued:
Senator Frelinghuysen: Is it not true that our shell capacity has been
mind. As it was avowaily addrAsed to the people, the result was
reduced from 20,000,000 a month to 5,000,000 a month, since our entrance
unquestionably a person* triumrm for the secretary. His aggressive
into the war?
action in seeking an oJen hearijg created a sympathetic atmosphere,
The Secretary of War: I cannot give you the answer. I do not know,
and he made the most^of it b$ a presentation at once dignified and
senator.
Senator Frelinghuysen: I understand it has been reduced to about 25
forceful.
per cent, and many of the plants have been dismantled.
It goes without saving thatphis partisans regard his answer to criti
The Secretary of War: I cannot answer that; I do not know.
cisms as conclusive; tlJe great Heading public, those of open minds, show
Perhaps the most regrettable feature of the controversy is the studied
readiness to acedpt alMhis assertions and predictions at their face value;
even his well-inforn*d critiqf, while unconvinced, admit that he has effort of the administration to make the people think that the congressional
placed them at a t«tical difedvantage. To a majority of the people, investigations into war activities are inspired by political enmity. Nothing
therefore, his recitajfhas brogght a sense of relief and satisfaction. The bould be more false.
Congress, wJiich constittitionally has the sole power to make war
favorable effect waf largelytfdue to his earnestness of manner and his
candid avowal of Jast shoipcomings in the conduct of the war. There and expend public moneys, patriotically voted to the executive the widest
was no trace of *e cocksjire flippancy which his former attitude had autocratic powers ever conferred upon any ruler, including the expenditure of nearly $20,000,0Q0,000. But it remained the right and the duty
made to seem chamcterist
More important thanjfrie enhancing of Mr. Baker's repute, however, of the legislative branch to observe and inquire into the manner in which
the powers delegated were exercised. That is all that congress has
are the benefits ^hich hisjfaction brings to the nation.
First is the breaking down of that perverted system of censorship endeavored to do.
The investigations are not in any sense unfriendly. In every cominspired by President Wilson, a foolish and dangerous policy which would
make the conduci of ihe war and the expenditure of billions of the mittee there is a majority of administration Democrats. The inquiries
public money a personal and confidentially directed enterprise. Secretary were begun, and have been conducted, by Democrats, all of them loyal to
Baker dealt so candidly with the principal activities of his own and the president and favorably disposed toward Secretary Baker. There
related departments that they will henceforth be legitimate topics- for has not heen the slightest attempt to bring out facts for the purpose of
discussion and criticism, which will tend to improve the result's. After creating distrust of the administration; the sole design has been to get
this wholesome burst of confidence, the administration will hardly renew information which would suggest means of improving and strengthening
the attempt, which twice has failed, to pass a law giving the executive the program.
The war department, where blundering had been most apparent,
the power to stifle comment upon the actions and policies of the governreceived special attention. Day after day testimony revealed the most
ment.
Another beneficial effect is the reassuring of the anxious _ public. appalling delays and inefficiencies, and the whole country was perturbed.
Many Americans will feel for the first time that there is a genuine war Then Secretary Baker was examined. He gave the committee no enlightdepartment in Washington, and that great undertakings are really being enment, and his whole attitude tended to justify the widespread fear
carried forward. Secrecy had bred distrust, and it was intensified by that the war department was incompetent.
A few days later the committee chairman, shocked by the evidence
information which forced its way past the censorship, in guarded intimations by the newspapers and in letters from soldiers. Whetheror not he had heard, made the remark in an extemporaneous speech that "the
the optimistic impression given survives the committee's further inquiry, military establishment of America has fallen down, has almost stopped
functioning." No doubt the statement was extreme, but the conditions
it has created a widespread sense of relief.
A very encouraging result was revealed in the radically changed were alarming, and Senator Chamberlain, one of the most conservative
deportment of Secretary Baker. In his first appearance he offended both and conscientious of public men, honestly meant to state the truth. Presithe committee and the public by assuming an attitude of careless superi- dent Wilson, however, seized upon the phrase as a means of making the
ority, disregarding alike the proprieties of the occasion and the gravity of investigation appear as a political enterprise, and thereby stop all conthe issues raised. His answers were often arrogant in tone and' evasive gressional inquiries.
Yet these investigations are salutary, and are being conducted in
in meaning; he seemed less like a responsible official of the government
than a police court witness, adept in the shifty devices which baffle inquiry. entire good faith. This is shown by the fact that when conditions in jtho
But it was a changed young man that faced the senators last Mon- navy were found by examination to be remarkably good, the committee
day. He showed respect both for the committee and for his high office. in charge gave immediate reassurance to the public. "
If congress wanted to hamper the administration, what better means
He was serious, in earnest, manifestly aware of his weighty obligations
could be found than an inquiry into the naming of Barney Baruch as
and of the nation's right to a frank disclosure of war progress.
But perhaps the most important product of the controversy was chief purchasing agent for the government—a Wall street plunger who
the altered attitude revealed in Mr. Baker's emphatic assurance that contributed $50,000 to the Wilson campaign fund and acknowledged that
inquiry, suggestion and constructive criticism would always be welcomed he had made a big "clean-up" by war speculation? Yet this appointment
:>y his department. This- recognition that congress is a co-ordinate part has not been attacked.
We have not attempted to discuss the merits of Secretary Baker's
'>f the government, even in war time, should lead to good results.
Every one who has studied the secretary's marshaling of facts and remarkable defense, which cannot be fairly judged until he has been
explanatory comment touching numberless activities of war preparation questioned by the committee. But the fact that he is now carrying out
must agree that it was an extraordinary exhibition of intellectual vigor his third reorganization of the war department shows the value of the
[and able advocacy. Mr. Baker appeared before the committee, by reason congressional investigations. For, after all, the issue is not, as Mr. Baker
of his own course, under a cloud, almost discredited; when he left he had seems to suppose, his personal ability; it is the whole conduct of the war
regained his lost position and had all the essential advantages of a on the military side. And the record of delays, of mismanaged camps,
of hospital neglect and lacking equipment is sufficient justification for
victor. Thus his effort was a masterful display of strategy.
It was, likewise, the most extensive and effective demonstration of the patriotic effort by congress to remedy the conditions.
the press agent's art ever given. We do not use this characterization in
a disparaging sense. The work which we have in mind requires a rare
and very high order of talent; a faculty for revealing things in terms that
In the light of Messrs. fiaker, Garfield
arouse and convince the public mind. In Washington Mr. Baker is
et al., the suggestion, of course, was
admired as the ablest press agent an administration ever had. President
,^-iear. y.due; but it's rather rough on these
Wilson himself, of course, needs no assistance in this way; in the fields of
gentlemen to have it come from The
./World. .
diplomacy and moral leadership he is his own interpreter. But in matters
affecting the actual conduct of the war, which the president touches
only remotely, Mr. Baker is the recosrnized genius of publicity.

MR. BAKER'S GREAT SPEECH
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There is no pleasing the New York
Times. No matter what the War Department does, the New York Times
will find in it cause for a column of
criticism.
If preparations are going forward
at a rapid rate, the War Department
is at fault in taking too many chances.
If progress is made in a more conservative fashion, the War Department is unforgivably slow, and upon
its shoulders must rest the blame for
the continued agonies of France. 11
commanding officers are chosen who
are not favored by the New York
Times' war critic, that periodical is
certain that they were chosen for ulterior motives, probably political. If
the War Department names officers
of whom the New i'ork Times' critic
does not disapprove, the,,Times i- certain that the choice was made reluctantly, and only upon the pressure of
irresistible public opinion. If soldiers are not given as much to eat
and to wear as they wish, the WarDepartment, according to the New
York Times, is neglecting its duties to
those who are giving their lives for
their country. If soldiers say they are
perfectly comfortable, the New York
Times proclaims indignantly against
the enfeebling luxuries with which the
American troops are being surrounded.
In a recent editorial, finding all of
its earlier grounds for attack eliminated by Secretary Baker's statement, the New York Times criticises
the War Department for not having
already far advanced the training of
the new million men to be brought
into the next draft. "New camp sites
should have been chosen and abundance of new buildings erected to the
end that there be no check in our marah^itnp- hnirijers .aftgjy.gLJ-frg enemy*?
It holds to blame for what it calls this
"slackening of preparations,"
a
"blind hope of peace," which it]
j charges that the War Department fos-j
'ters.
It U obvious that this reasoning is]
as preposterous as anything the New
York papers have so far presented to
their readers. It has been only within the past few weeks that the New
York Times condemned the government and the administration of the
War Department for calling men into
training on the first draft when the
full equipment of winter clothing and
rifles was not at hand. The statements of the War Department, have
shown that, the winter clothing, rifle?
and other equipment have been fur-1
nished as rapidly as possible; but
since the War Department had difficulty in equipping the men already
out, by what means does the New
Yoji-JUm^s__believe it cbuld have
etauanfj
■^ m M no, 5.uop^fJ^
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''The refusal of tne~ senate mmtary affairs committee to grant you
THE ELEMENT OF FAIR PLAY. opportunity to answer charges in a j
It is strange that even our most room sufficiently large for mem- |
bers of the house to be accommo- j
sagacious men refuse to learn that dated, cannot be interpreted by the
no cause is ever won by smothering country in any other light than that
criticism, while in nine cases out of of obstructive tactics. You, Mr.
against whose departten the attempt to smother criti- Secretary,
ment these charges have been
cism ruins the men who are pro- made, have requested fullest pubmoting the cause, and frequently licity with opportunity provided for
those officials interested, to hear
ruins the cause itself.
your statement. The majority of
Senator Reed did more to estab- the senate military affairs commitlish Mr. Hoover in public confi- tee refused. Such refusal inspires
dence, at least did more to make suspicion among many of us as to
complete sincerity of the ob- I
it impossible to successfully attack the
structors. As a member of the
him, by refusing to permit Mr. house military affairs committee,
Hoover to testify before his com- before whom you can at any time
mittee and refusing to allow the make a statement under conditions
fairness, I want to protest
Hoover statement li be published, of
against the action of the majority
than all other things combined of the senate military affairs comsince Hoover took charge of food mittee, which is Open to but one
regulation. No matter what legiti- conclusion, and that is, that a jury
packed and unfair' is to receive your
mate criticism of Hoover might statement."
now be offered it would at once be
This, of course, is ancient hisdiscredited. The man who criticises
tory in such times as these. But
Hoover has all the opprobrium 01
it is worth recalling merely to emthe Reed committee investigation
phasize again that nothing counts
to overcome with a fair play loving
for so much as fair play, and nothpeople before he can get a hearing. ing hurts so much as an evident
Senator Chamberlain did for Sec- purpose to beg the question or supretary Baker just what Senator press the opposition.
Reed did for Hoover when he reSecretary Baker came out 01 nis
fused to allow the secretary to laiK senate hearing so much the victor
to the same body of men before that Senator Chamberlain would
whom the senator had made his at- not get a patient hearing today betack on the war department. From fore any audience anywhere, and
the moment it appeared that the yet Senator Chamberlain is a strong
secretary was to be held down to man, and in many respects he no
a small committee room, and his doubt was justified in criticising
appearance even there to be treated the war departmenti a not Secre.
as a favor to him, from that minute tary Baker h.imself- Senator Chamall he had to do was to make any berlain set out to secure a reorsort of a case for himself to win ganization of the war management.
the sympathy of the American peo- Ho has more powerfully entrenched
ple.
the present management than the
David Lawrence, from whom The i>pre3}deDt couU1 faye <Jo*e or any
Register quotes frequently, set other man or combination of men,
forth the essential unfairness of by allowing the public to underthe Chamberlain committee:
stand that he was not willing to
"But did Secretary Baker get tor give Secretary Baker a hearing behis side of the case the same pub- fore just as many interested people
licity and hearing as did the other
side presented by Senatdr Chamber- as he had addressed himself.
One of the hardest things for
lain? Unfortunately the secretary
of war did not. Members of both newspapers to learn is that it
houses of congress crowded the
senate chamber when Senator actually promotes the cause they
Chamberlain spoke. The impres- have at heart to allow the critics
sion made upon the members was of that cause to have access to the
as much due to the dramatic de- reading public. The moment <*
liverv as to the things discussed. newspaper suppresses a fair arguYet Secretary Baker's speech was
far more eloquent, far more com- ment against the cause it espouses
prehensive, and far more calculated it lays itself open to suspicion in
to inspire confidence. And it was the mind of the reader and from
delivered in a small room, poorly
ventilated, and where only a hand- that moment it ceases to greatly
ful of members of congress were influence his judgment. An open
able to attend. The Washington forum is the most effective means
newspapers on account of space the newspaper has of establishing
conditions could print only onefifth of what Mr. Baker said. The itself in the confidence of its readAssociated Press sent out to the ers.
country as much as it did on SenThere is virtue in free and open
ator Chamberlain's speech, but con- debate, leaving the cause to oe pro'gressmen do not read volumes of
testimony or solid columns of type, I 'noted entirely out of it. It may
for Mr. Baker'spoke at least 35.000 well be questioned whether any
words. It would have been fairer cause is more important than free
to Mr. Baker and to the men in:
bu dlseussion. The very f0Undacongress who must make up their, tl0n
f.
,
,
. ,
'.
ot
minds about the conduct of the war,
democracy is the right of
so as to reassure their constituent every man to have and express opincies if the senate committee had ac- ions without much regard for the
ceded to the secretary's request for
..
.pi^i,,,,., and
f
M.
a room large enough to accommo- °Plnl0Ils °r *»s neignoors ana
date the members of the senate and'friends. In any event the people
house."
wish to hear both sides of all imThis was so plain to everybody portant matters, and they greatly
in Washington that Congressman resent the attitude of any man who
Lunn of New York, chairman of-l'1p1T'''T"1r' " ,J""—"the house military committee, wrote '"
• -vooiO
a letter to Secretary Baker invit„
.T,T .
nHawa
ing him to appear before the bouseSimi9^ AVpmV® "° f^™ H .
committee. In this letter Congress-lJQ^atl SB SHOTS 9lft aq ffiM *>
man Lunn said:
nT TTITTTV /C«D SSSUISHQ AJ8A9

©be §i$m& %nn
AND NEW YORK PRESS.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1918.
A More Enlightened Censorship.
We congratulate Secretary BAKEE
on the good sense which lias impelled
him to modify the rigid censorship
heretofore restricting the publication
of news from our forces in France.
The systematic reticence of War
Department methods has been carried
to an extent quite unreasonable. No
loyal American will ever grumble at
the suppression of specific intelligence concerning military policies,
plans and movements useful to the
enemy and not accessible to him except through publication here; but
solemnly to withhold from our own
people information notoriously available to the enemy through other channels, on the ground that through our
people it might reach the enemy already in possession of it, was getting
very near to the ridiculous.
Among the things which the Government, through Mr. GEORGE CREEL'S
Committee on Public Information, lias
been asking the newspaper press not
to print, and which the press has
scrupulously refrained from printing,
are these:
"Information tending to disclose the
number of trbops in the expeditionary
forces abroad,
"Information, that would disclose the
location of American units or the eventual position of the American forces at
tiie front"
The despatches yesterday and thrs,
morning disclose with official sanction certain facts about the location
of American' units and the eventual
position of the American forces at
the front. They do now, in a general
way, and for the information of a
public patriotically and sentimentally
and affectionately interested, what
the German official bulletins did in
the regular line of business as long
ago as November last.
As to the numerical strength of the
expeditionary forces, the first definite
public statement tending to disclose
the facts was contained in Secretary
BAKEK'S own testimony before the
Senate committee.
The Secretary is therefore the pioneer in this very sensible reform. He
is just now being pounded so vigorously, and, as we believe, so justly,
for the many delinquencies and blunders and -delays of his department,
that it is really a pleasure for THE
SCN to find something of importance
to exhibit to his credit as deserving of
unstinted praise.
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ETERNAL DAMNATION.

There is no pleasing the New York
Times. No matter what the War Department does, the New York Times
will find in it cause for a column of
criticism.
If preparations are going forward
at a rapid rate, the War Department
is at fault in taking too many chances.
If progress is made in a more conservative fashion, the War Department is unforgivably slow, and upon
its shoulders must rest the blame for
the continued agonies of France. II
commanding officers are chosen who
are not favored by the New York
Times' war critic, that periodical is
certain that they were chosen for ulterior motives, probably political. If
the War Department names officers
of whom the New York Times' critic
does not disapprove, the^Kmes is certain that the choice was made reluctantly, and only upon the pressure of
irresistible public opinion. If soldiers are not given as much to eat
and to wear as they wish, the WarDepartment, according to the New
York Times, is neglecting its duties to
those who are giving their lives for
their country. If soldiers say they are
perfectly comfortable, the New York
Times proclaims indignantly against
the enfeebling luxuries with which the
American troops are being surrounded.
In a recent editorial, finding all of
its earlier grounds for attack eliminated by Secretary Baker's statement, the New York Times criticises
the War Department for not having
already far advanced the training of
the new million men to be brought
into the next draft. "New camp sites
should have been chosen and abundance of new buildings erected to the
end that there be no check in our marshaling, soldiers against the enemy/;
It holds to blame for what it calls this^
"slackening of preparations,"
a
"blind hope of peace," which it]
[charges that the War Department fos-l
'ters.
It is obvious that this reasoning is-]
as preposterous as anything the New
York papers have so far presented to
their readers. It has been only within the past few weeks that tbe\New
York Times condemned the government and the administration of the
War Department for calling men into
training on the first draft when the
full equipment of winter clothing and
rifles was . not at hand. The statements of the War Department have
shown that, the winter clothing, rifle?
and other equipment have been fur-'
nished as rapidly as possible; but
since the War Department had difficulty in equipping the men already
out, by what means does the New
York Times believe it Could have
equipped an additional million men,
who "should by this time have been,
far advanced" in training?
Surely the New York Times is not
in ignorance of the difficulties America has met in equipping the National Army. If it has read Secretary
Baker's statement it cannot be in ignorance of the fact, that men are now
ready to be shipped to Europe as rapidly as the shipping facilities can be
provided. And yet, in its editorial columns it seeks to castigate the War Department because an additional milllion men have not been removed from
the normal industrial processes of the
nation and put in training: men for
whom equipment could not possibly
I be had; men for whom shelter could
I not possibly be provided; and men
[who, if they were already trained,
could not at this time possibly be
l.maved to Eurpee.
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The refusal or tne senate military affairs committee to grant you j
THE ELEMENT OF FAIR PL.
opportunity to answer charges in a ;
sufficiently large for mem- j
It is strange that even our most room
bers of the house to be accommo- |
sagacious men refuse to learn that dated, cannot be interpreted by the !
no cause is ever won by smothering country in any other light than that j
criticism, while in nine cases out of of obstructive tactics. You, Mr.
against whose departten the attempt to smother criti- Secretary,
ment these charges have been
cism ruins the men who are pro- made, have requested fullest pubmoting the cause, and frequently licity with opportunity provided for
those officials interested, to hear
ruins the cause itself.
your statement. The majority of
Senator Reed did more to estab- the senate military affairs commitlish Mr. Hoover in public confi- tee refused. Such refusal inspires
dence, at least did more to make suspicion among many of us as to
complete sincerity of the obit impossible to successfully attack the
structors. As a member of the
him, by refusing to permit Mr. house military affairs committee,
Hoover to testify before his com- before whom you can at any time
mittee and refusing to allow the make a statement under conditions
of fairness, I want to protest
Hoover statement ti be published, against tne action of the majority
than all other things combined of the senate military affairs comsince Hoover took charge of food mittee, which is open to but one
and that is, that a jury
regulation. No matter what legiti- conclusion,
packed and unfair" is to receive your
mate criticism of HooveV might statement."
now be offered- it would at once be
This, of course, is ancient hisdiscredited. The man who criticises tory in such times as these. But
Hoover has all the opprobrium 01 it is worth recalling merely to emthe Reed committee, investigation phasize again that nothing counts
to overcome with a fair play loving for so much as fair play, and nothpeople before he can get a hearing. ing hurts so much as an evident
Senator Chamberlain did for Sec- purpose to beg the question or supretary Baker just what Senator press the opposition. .
Reed did for Hoover when he reSecretary Baker came out 01 ms
fused to allow the secretary to taut senate hearing so much the victor
to the same body of men before that Senator Chamberlain would
whom the senator had made his at- not get a patient hearing today betack on the war department. From fore any audience anywhere, and
the moment it appeared that the yet Senator Chamberlain is a strong
secretary was to be held down to I ^aa~ &nd iu many respects he no
a small committee room, and his i d<mbt wag juStified in criticising
appearance even there to be treated the war department, if not Secreas a favor to him, from that minute tarjr Baker h.im8elf. Senator Chamall he had to do was to make any berlain set out to secure a reorsort of a case for himself to win ganization of the war management.
the sympathy of the American peo- Ho has more powerfully entrenched
ple.
the present management, than the
David Lawrence, from whom The kprGg}dent coul(I bave done or any
Register quotes frequently, set other man or combination of men
forth the essential unfairness of by allowing the public to underthe Chamberlain committee:
stand that he was not willing to
"But did Secretary Baker get tor give Secretary Baker a he" ring behis side of the case the same pub- fore just as many interested people
licity and hearing as did the other
side presented by Senator Chamber- as he had addressed himself.
One of the hardest things for
lain? Unfortunately the secretary
of war aid not. Members of both ' newspapers to learn is that it
houses of congress crowded the actually promotes the cause they
senate chamber when Senator
Chamberlain spoke. The impres- have at heart to allow the critics
sion made upon the members was of that cause to have access to the
as much due to the dramatic de- reading public. The moment a
livery as to the things discussed. newspaper suppresses a fair arguYet Secretary Baker's speech was
far more eloquent, far more com- ment against the cause it espouses
prehensive, and far more 'calculated it lays itself open to suspicion in
to inspire confidence. And it was the mind of the reader and from
delivered in a small room, poorly
ventilated, and where only a hand- that moment it ceases to greatly
ful of members of congress were influence his judgment. An open
able to attend. The Washington forum is the most effective means
newspapers on account of space the newspaper has of establishing
conditions could print only one- itself in the confidence of its readfifth of what Mr. Baker said. The
Associated Press sent out. to the ers.
country as much as it did on SenThere is virtue in free and open
ator Chamberlain's speech but con- |debate leaving the cause to De pro
for Mr, Baker-spoke at least 35.000 well be questioned whether any
words. It would have been fairer cause is more important than free
to Mr. Baker and to the men in:
wi dls8USSi(m. The very f oundacongress who must make up their tlon
"
. ,.
„. ., „,
of
minds about the conduct of the war,
democracy is the right of
so as to reassure their constituen- every man to have and express opmeies if the senate committee had ac-; ;ons without much regard for the
ceded to the secretary's request for
j loM of hU neighbors and
a room large enough to accommo- ■*
°
date the members of the senate and friends. In any event the people
house."
wish to hear both sides of all imThis was so plain to everybody portant matters, and they greatly
in Washington that Congressman resent the attitude of any man who
Lunn of New York, chairman of demands a large hearing for himthe house military committee, wrote self and then tries to bottle up the
a letter to Secretary Baker invit- opposition in a small room or with
ing him to appear before the 'house; an inadequate report,
committee. In this letter CongressWhen men like Senator Reed and
man Lunn said:
Senator Chamberlain make such
[ conspicuous blunders in this regard
it is well to emphasize the fundaI mental demand of the American
1
people for fair play.
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1918.
A More Enlightened Censorship.
We congratulatp Secretary BAKEE
on the good sense which has impelled
him to modify the rigid censorship
heretofore restricting the publication
of news from our forces in France.
The systematic reticence of War
Department methods has been carried
to an extent quite unreasonable. No
loyal American will ever grumble at
the suppression of specific intelligence concerning military policies,
plans and movements useful to the
enemy and not accessible to him except through publication here; but
solemnly to withhold from our own
people information notoriously available to the enemy through other channels, on the ground that through our
people it might reach the enemy already in possession of it, was getting
rery near to the ridiculous.
Among the things which the Government, through Mr. GEORGE CEEEL'S
Committee on Public Information, has
been asking the newspaper press not
to print, and which the press has
scrupulously refrained from printing,
are these:
"Information tending- to disclose the
number of trbops in the expeditionary
forces abroad.
"Information, that would disclose the
location of American units or the eventual position of the American forces at
the front."
The despatches yesterday and thrs
morning disclose with official sanction certain facts about the location
of American' units and the eventual
position of the American forces at
the front. They do now, in a general
way, and for the information of a
public patriotically and sentimentally
and affectionately interested, what
the German official bulletins did in
the regular line of business as long
ago as November last.
As to the numerical strength of the
expeditionary forces, the first definite
public statement tending to disclose
the facts was contained in Secretary
BASSE'S own testimony before the
Senate committee.
The S'ecretary is therefore the pioneer in this very sensible reform. He
is just now being pounded so vigorously, and, as we believe, so justly,
for the many delinquencies and blunders and delays of his department,
that it is really a pleasure for THE
SUN to find something of importance
to exhibit to his credit as deserving of
unstinted praise.
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THE CONDUCT OF THE WAR.
In the debate in the Senate upon the
conduct of the war which was opened
yesterday by Mr. HITCHCOCK of Nebraska, a Democrat, the issues should
be clearly drawn. It is not denied
that Secretary BAKER and his assistants have (lone big things in a strenuous way. It is not questioned that the
President should be supreme as Commander in Chief. No one has assailed
or sought to abridge his prerogative.
The issue on the one hand is whether
the present organization of the War
Department is adequate to the demands which the greatest war in history is making upon it; and, on the
other hand, the issue is whether
America's participation in the war
would not gain in effectiveness if Congress provided the President with a
special council or cabinet, not to exercise any of his authority, but to
make plans and propose the manner
of executing them, subject always to
his decision on every point.
If the organization of the War Department without supplementary legislation is strong and supple enough to
»tand the strain of conditions that
were never contemplated by Congress
when it created the various bureaus
and defined their functions, then nothing more is to be said and Mr. BAKER'S
plans to get more and better work
out of his department should be approved by Congress; but it should be
understood that the results to be obtained must make America's participation in the war all that can reasonably
be expected of her. In the enterprise
America must be an important and
decisive factor. She must avoid the
mistakes of her allies, most of which,
learning in the school of bitter experience, they have corrected themselves.
Can Secretary IJAKER make his war
work more effective by shifting his
subordinates about and calling in
civilians to share the duties and the
work of those subordinates? If he
can, then the machinery of the War
Department simply needs readjustment, and new legislation would be
superfluous. But these civilians thus
appointed to get precision and speed
out of the machine must have authority to obtain results not yet achieved
by the department in this great war.
Can Mr. BAKER invest them with that
authority? It has been said that the
■war is too) big and complex for the
department as now organized. Mr.
BAKER admits that his task is colossal.
Consider this statement made by him
to the Senate committee:
General PERSHINO'S staff of experts
and officers over there runs into the
thousands, and they are busy every
minute, and every day that the sun
rises I get cablegrams from General
PERSHING from ten to sixteen and
twenty pages long, filled with measurements and formulas and changes
of a millimeter In size, great long
specifications of changes in details of
things Which were agreed upon last
week and changed this week and
need to be changed again next week,
»o that what we are doing at this end
Is attempting by using the eyes of the
army there to keep up to what they
want us to do.

And to meet General PERSHTNG'S requirements is only a part of the day's
■work. There are a million men in the
States to equip, train, and keep fit.
Millions more may have to be raised,
equipped, trained, and looked after.
Officers must be found for them, and
the matter of promotions must have
constant attention. Billions of dollars
will have to be expended with sound
judgment. Transactions with munition makers are on a scale undreamed
of in the old days. If the task is not
too big for the present War Department, the laws creating it were a
miracle of wisdom. The very fact
that Mr. BAKER thinks he can reorganize his department and make it
function satisfactorily seems to be a
reflection upon his perspicacity. Optimism never found more confident
expression.
Why should Mr. WILSON not weir
come an honest attempt to lighten his
burden and give him more eyes to sec
with? There can be no parallel with
Mr. LINCOLN'S case. The civil war
President began by calling for 75,000
men, later for 300,000, still later for
more men, and in the end he resorted to a draft. Mr. WILSON begins by
dealing with a million men, with the
prospect of having to raise double or
treble that number. The critical and
at last the decisive fighting of the
civil war was done in Virginia, across
the T'otomac River, and Mr. LINCOLN
sometimes ran down to see his Generals.
He was never long out of
touch With commanders in any department, West or South. Congress spent
millions on the war to save the Union.
It is now appropriating billions to save
democracy. The civil war was staged
in ten States. The world is the stage
of the present war. The civil war was
one of the greatest conflicts in history; but the present War dwarfs It
Mr. WILSON should be ready to adjust himself to unprecedented and stupendous conditions, and he should be
willing to accept help from a council
whose members would be appointed
by himself and who would work with
him without encroaching upon his prerogative. _____________

Whom Do You
Want to Run
Your War?
WHOM do you want to run your war? lu whom do you
put your faith ?
Do you stand behind Woodrow Wilson in his statement
of war aims? Do you believe in an administration that has
put a million and a half men into fighting trim to lick the
kaiser? Are you willing to bank on a president who has
refused to listen to the voice of Wall Street, who has refused to listen to the voice of war profiteers of all sorts—
food, fuel, steel, munitions, railroad, bankers and bilkers?
Or do you believe that in this crisis the conduct of the
war should be turned over to a so-called war cabinet forced
apon the president by Congress? Do you believe that the
Constitution should be set aside at the behest of the Roosevelts, the Wadsworths, the Hitchcocks and the Chamberlains, who say that they can make a better job of beating
the Hohenzollerns than the president can ? Than his cabinet can? Than General Pershing can?
Who are the people that are clamoring to swap horses
now that we are in the middle of the war stream? Who has
cause for complaint? And just what is that complaint?
Those who have cause for complaint are not the plain
people of America who are sending their sons to the front,
who are saving food and fuel at home. They are not the
lovers of democracy who are willing to sacrifice life itself
that the world may be made safe for the form of government they believe in.
The people who think they have cause for complaint
are the gamblers of Wall Street. And they are the ones
who are doing the complaining. They are the food profiteers, the fuel profiteers, the steel trust profiteers, the munitions profiteers and the exploiters of labor. They have not
made the fortunes out of this war that they had looked for.
They have not seen labor coerced and conscripted for their
private profit under any trumped up excuse of '' war necessity." And so they are sure they have cause for complaint.
Another contemptible class are their (creatures, the
peanutk politicians, who have hopes—-SopeS fox the congressional elections this fall and the election of 1920.
Whether they know it or not, they are playing the Wall
Street game. Their little minds can conceive of no gain
for themselves in putting their shoulders to the wheel and
serving their country in the common cause. Their little
minds are all for politics—for making capital out of their
country's need. They are not above that.
This fight that is on in Washington today, however
carefully camouflaged it may be, is not a fight against any
individual member of the president's cabinet. It is not a
fight against Herbert Hoover. It is not a fight against
Newton D. Baker. Both of these men have done what the
president asked them to do to the president's complete satisfaction.
The fight in Washington is a fight against the president
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THE CONDUCT OF THE WAR.
In the debate in the Senate upon the
conduct of the war which was openedyesterday by Mr. HITCHCOCK of Nebraska, a Democrat, the issues should
be clearly drawn. It is not denied
that Secretary BAKER and his assistants have done big things in a strenuous way. It is not questioned that the
President should be supreme as Com- j
mander in Chief. No one has assailed ;
or sought to abridge his prerogative, j
The issue on the one hand is whether J
the present organization of the War j
Department is adequate to the demands which the greatest war in history is making upon it; and, on the
other hand, the issue is whether
America's participation in the war
would not gain in effectiveness if Con- ]
gress provided the President with a I
special council or cabinet, not to exercise any of his authority, but to
make plans and propose the manner
of executing them, subject always to
Ms decision on every point.
If the organization of the War Department without supplementary legislation is strong and supple enough to
itand the strain of conditions that
were never contemplated by Congress
when It created the various bureaus
and defined their functions, then nothing more is to be said and Mr. BAKER'S
plans to get more and better work
out of his department should be approved by Congress; but it should be
understood that the results to be obtained must make America's participation in the war all that can reasonably
be expected of her. In the enterprise
America must be an important and
decisive factor. She must avoid the
mistakes of her allies, most of which,
learning in the school of bitter experience, they have corrected themselves.
Can Secretary I^AKER make his war
work more effective by shifting his
subordinates about and calling in
civilians to share the duties and the
work of those subordinates? If he
can, then the machinery of the War
Department simply needs readjust- |
ment, and new legislation would be I
superfluous. But these civilians thus
appointed to get precision and speed
out of the machine must have authority to obtain results not yet achieved
by the department in this great war.
Can Mr. BAKEB Invest them with that
authority? It has been said that the
war is tool big and complex for the
department as now organized. Mr.
BAKER admits that his task is colossal.
Consider this statement made by him
to the Senate committee:
General PEKSHINO'S staff of experts
and officers over there runs into the
thousands, and they are busy every
minute, and every day that the sun
rises I get cablegrams from General
PERSHING from ten to sixteen and
twenty pages long, filled with measurements and formulas and changes
of a millimeter In size, great long
specifications of changes in details of
things which were agreed upon last
week and changed this week and
need to be changed again next week,
»o that what we are doing at this end
is attempting by using the eyes of the
army there to keep up to what they
want us to do.

And to meet General PERSHING'S requirements is only a part of the day's
work. There are a million men in the
States to equip, train, and keep fit.
Millions more may have to be raised,
equipped, trained, and looked after.
Officers must be found for them, and
the matter of promotions must have
constant attention. Billions of dollars
will have to be expended with sound
judgment. Transactions with munition makers are on a scale undreamed
of in the old days. If the task is not
too big for the present War Department, the laws creating it were a
miracle of wisdom. The very fact
that Mr. BAKER thinks ho can reorganize his department and make it
function satisfactorily seems to be a
reflection upon his perspicacity. Optimism never found more confident
expression.
Why should Mr. WILSON not welcome an honest attempt to lighten his
burden and give him more eyes to see
with? There can be no parallel with
Mr. LINCOLN'S case. The civil war
President began by calling for 75,000
men, later for 300,000, still later for
more men, and in the end he resorted-!
to a draft. Mr. WILSON begins by
dealing with a million men, with the
prospect of having to raise double or
treble that number. The critical and
at last the decisive fighting of the
civil war was done in Virginia, across
the Votomac River, and Mr. LINCOLN
sr>:netimes ran down to see his Generals. He was never long out of
touch with commanders in any department, West or South. Congress spent
millions on the war to save the Union.
It is now appropriating billions to save
democracy. The civil war was staged
in ten States. The world is the stage
of the present war. The civil war was
one of the greatest conflicts in history; but the present war dwarfs it
Mr. WILSON should be ready to adjust himself to unprecedented and stupendous conditions, and he should be
willing to accept help from a council
whose members would be appointed
by himself and who would work with
him without encroaching upon his prerogatlx'e.

Whom Do You
Want to Run
Your War?
WHOM do you want to run your war? In whom do you
put your faith?
Do you stand behind Woodrow Wilson in his statement
of war aims ? Do you believe in an administration that has
put a million and a half men into fighting trim to lick the
kaiser? Are you willing to bank on a president who has
refused to listen to the voice of "Wall Street, who has refused to listen to the voice of war profiteers of all sorts—
food, fuel, steel, munitions, railroad, bankers and bilkers?
Or do you believe that in this crisis the conduct of the
war should be turned over to a so-called war cabinet forced
upon the president by Congress? Do you believe that the
Constitution should be set aside at the behest of the Roosevelts, the Wadsworths, the Hitchcocks and the Chamberlains, who say that they can make a better job of beating
the Hohenzollerns than the president can? Than his cabinet can ? Than General Pershing can ?
Who are the people that are clamoring to swap horses
now that we are in the middle of the war stream ? Who has
cause for complaint? And just what is that complaint?
Those who have cause for complaint are not the plain
people of America who are sending their sons to the front,
who are saving food and fuel at home. They are not the
lovers of democracy who are willing to sacrifice life itself
that the world may be made safe for the form of government they believe in.
The people who think they have cause for complaint
are the gamblers of Wall Street. And they are the ones
who are doing the complaining. They are the food profiteers, the fuel profiteers, the steel trust profiteers, the munitions profiteers and the exploiters of labor. They have not
made the fortunes out of this war that they had looked for.
They have not seen labor coerced and conscripted for their
private profit under any trumped up excuse of "war necessity." And so they are sure they have cause for complaint.
Another contemptible class are their (creatures, the
peanut politicians, who have hopes—iopes fr».r the congressional elections this fall and the election of 1920.
Whether they know it or not, they are playing the Wall
Street game. Their little minds can conceive of no gain
for themselves in putting their shoulders to the wheel and
serving their country in the common cause. Their little
minds are all for politics—for making capital out of their
country's need. They are not above that.
This fight that is on in Washington today, however
carefully camouflaged it may be, is not a fight against any
individual member of the president's cabinet. It is not a
fight against Herbert Hoover. It is not a fight against
Newton D. Baker. Both of these men have done what the
president asked them to do to the president's complete satisfaction.
The fight in Washington is a fight against the president
himself, against the commander-in-chief of the army and
navy. It is a fight against the Wilson method of directing
a war for democracy in a democratic way. It is a fight
against the very spirit of the American people.
Whom do you want to run your war ? The Wall Street
gang, the would-be profiteers, are clamoring at the gates. If
you let them, they will take it out of your hands, out of the
president's hands and run it for their own purposes.
This is a democracy. The government is your government. The war is your war. Who shall run it, your president for you or Wall Street for Wall Street ? The issue is
clearlyjdrawn. The decision is yours.
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Tli, Moral Miracle of Ayer
Its Wonderful Transformation of a
Horde of Many Wild, "Unruly
Spirits Into Happy and Fearless
Soldiers, Who Are Now
Educated Patriots
Besides
By J. D. Bates

their anxieties on the reputed degenerative
tendencies of certain branches of the army
in the Civil War and overwrought taie3
of the episodes of the Mexican frontier.
Today there is no man or woman of either
of these classes or beliefs to be found; or,
if there is, one day's inspection of the
Seventy-sixth Division at Camp Devens
is an infallible remedy for a doubting mind.
The man who sighed with misgiving as
he viewed the nondescript crowd that entered the cantonment last fall and recalled
the impossibility of making a silk purse
out of a sow's ear, has changed his mind
and smiles with hope and confidence. The
man who dreaded the demoralizing effect
of camp life upon young men in general
must needs be a convert to the great
agencies that have been at work, as must
also the person who based his or her trepidation on the knowledge or his story of
the Civil or Spanish-American war.
The reason? Th«re are several, first and
foremost of which Is that the class of illkempt youths who :aused their doubts has
ceased to exist. : f has been metamorphosed into compa lies and regiments of
upstanding, level-ge sing young fellows in
whose hands and 1 eeping the destiny of
civilzation is safe, s > far as is within their
moral and physical power, and by whom,
individually or coll ictively, the traditions
of New England w 11 be sustained. There
are thousands of yojung men in the various
units of Camp Devens who were forced into
them last fall and! chose what they considered the lesser of two evils, with jail as
the other alternat: re; and today the instances are few
d far between of the
same youths who
mid leave if they could,
or who are not interested and conscientious
soldiers, imbued w: :h a spirit of patriotism
that is as inspiring as it is apparent. Demoralized by cami and army life? There
are men in the ra iks at Camp Devens today who never be) 3re in their lives looked
so well, felt so wel or behaved so well, and
they know it and f milingly agree that such
is the fact; there i re men at Camp Devens
today who never n their lives before had
so good a bed as n >w to sleep in; and there
are men who hav had one far more and
far too luxurious fror their own good, and
one and all they ire soldiers, through and
through, untremjjfing and unafraid of the
work that is before them.

DURING the week following and
i including .Sept. 5, 1917, approxI imately ten thousand young men
entered the gates of the military
reservation then just completed
in record time by the Government on a
barren stretch of territory near the village
of Ayer.
There was not an appreciably great variance in the ages of this first product of the
conscription law, rendered imperative by
the great emergency which confronted not
only this country, but the-entire civilized
world, but in the moral, mental and physical status of these selected men there was
such a difference that it was instantly discernible. Many manifestly came from a
walk in life where clean parentage, clean
living and a clean social stratum had
registered its inevitable heritage of an upstanding figure and a clear eye. But there
were many, many others who slouched into
and through the Camp Devens gates, illy
and carelessly clad, stoop shouldered, sallow of face and sullen of feature. Some
of such as these -were recklessly contemptuous of the solemnity and importance of the
duty to which they had been called, some
were obviously disposed to do nothing
which they were not forced to do,
and all were unwilling; there because
they had to be, neither knowing or caring
as to the great issue which they were
called to help enforce. Hundreds showed
the unmistakable marks of wrong and irregular lives, too little to eat and drink of
the right kind and too much of the wrong
kind; and scores of interested men, ap- Learning New Things in Life
preciative of the country's great crisis and
Good food, regular hours and nabits,
the forces necessary to sustain it's princi- hard work, recreation, the inspiration of a
definite
and noble purpose have done their
ples, shook their heads sadly and with
perfect work for one class of young men as
misgiving.
well as for the other, not forgetting the
discipline and the restraining influences
Even the Critics Confounded
that both needed to make them into men.
There was present during these early One has been brought up to a standard of
days, as onlookers, another class of men. living with which his previous environment
the ones who either openly or covertly had unacquainted him, and the other has
were inimical to the declaration of war been brought down to-the same plane of
and one of whose specious arguments re- resourceful and manly existence. Both are
lated to the demoralizing effect of army healthy, "as hard as nails" and full of the
and camp life upon all young men; who joy of living.
contended that the moral status of all,
In short, it has been salvation and not
whether high or low, would be lowered by demoralization that has been accomplished
their association and environment and the for ninety per cent of the young men who
varied temptations which traditionally today make up the Seventy-sixth Division
follow and surround army camps. These of the new National Army, and any person
views, promulgated in their many phases, who has a doubt as to this fact has but to
came to be shared and circulated to a ask one of these New England soldiers.
greater or lesser extent by other persons
Three true stories, out of the nearly ten
of better motive but over-credulous and thousand times three that might be told,
pessimistic mind, and many of whom based will serve to Illustrate the truth of this as-

sertion. One of them is of a young man,
twenty-two years old, a private in the
ranks of the 301<» Infantry, popularly
known as "Boston'slOwn." Up to the time
he was drafted lsfet September he was
known around hijl North End haunts
and among his
onies a3 'Tony the
Pig." Tony, like uany another of his
class, was one of any children of a foreign-born father an| mother, both of whom
were obliged to wq k for the meagre subsistence of all, anl was thrown upon his
own resources to blcome a street urchin at
an age when children born under more
favorable conditiorfe and environment have
hardly cast asidJ their pinafores. The
story of Tony's lie up to his coming to
Camp Devens is to! common and familiar to
bear repeating at his time. Suffice to say
he was, in his oii n words, when drafted,
"as tough as thej make 'em." When examined at the cat p gate he was found to
be somewhat inti xicated and a partially
emptied flask take i from his pocket., much
to his disgust anc against his profane remonstrance, expla led the cause of his condition. At his nfedical examination held
later it was found that in addition to 180
pounds of puffy flesh he was possessed of
a minor physical! defect which could be
remedied by a seght surgical operation.
A.fter a week of *gular eating and sleeping, enforced bathi and exercise, Tony decided to submit tplthis operation, and from
the day that he entered camp his point of
view of life hasf undergone, a gradual
change for the better. He was disciplined
with fatigue duty several times for minor
infractions of regulations before he realized
that the right way is the best and easiest,
particularly for a soldier. But with this
fa^t once established in his mind his progress was rapid.
Today h& weighs 143
pounds and his captain avers that he is
one of the most dependable men in riu_
company. When asked if he would like
to be exempted from his present duties he
answered, inelegantly but earnestly, "Naw;
no more o' that old stuff for me. I'm in
the army now." Tony has not had the
social advantages of some of his comrades
in arms, but he is a good shot and a good
soldier and does his duty the best he
knuws, and with visions and frequent verbal intimations as to what will happen
when he gets "over there." The "demoralizing influence" of army life upon him is
negligible in quality and quantity.

A Remade Deserter
Another young soldier, who as a noncommissioned officer, was chosen from the
Depot Brigade to attend the Camp Devens
Officers Training School because his superiors deemed him to have the qualifications to command men in battle, lives in
a suburb less than ten miles from Boston
proper. His father is a responsible business man and this boy of twenty-one is
an only son. But the draft law, cruelly
perhaps, makes no distinction as to only
sons who have been brought up in the lap
of luxury and spoiled thereby, as this one
seemed to have been. Hfe came to Camp
Devens with the first qqota and openly
boasted that he would noj; stay long, and
that "the old man will get me out of it,"
as he had of predicaments) many times before. But this time the !"old man" was
powerless and so the yourlg man took the i
matter into his own hands. On the third '
day he was missing at rollcall and the

detail ordered to look him up found him
at home in bed the morning following at
nine o'clock. He claimed to be sick but a
doctor summoned to examine him could
discover no signs of any malady and he was
taken back to camp and subjected to mild
punishment for his misdemeanor. In the
course of a couple of weeks he tried the
same thing again. On this occasion he was
not apprehended for live days. This time
his punishment was not so mild and it is
safe to assume that he went to bed tired
every night after the hardest days' of work
that he had ever done in his life. Meantime he had a chance to do and evidently
did some thinking, superinduced by the
kindly counsel and advice of the officers of
his command. Since that time he has
grown steadily in favor in the eyes of his
superiors until, as stated, he was unhesitatingly recommended as one of a small
percentage of the entire camp personnel
*ZJ ! °fflcers Twining School, where,
incidentally, he is reported as making good
for the first line. Discipline was what he
needed discipline and a diffierent perspective of life; and the combination made a
man of a boy who it is easily conceivable
might have gone on from bad to worse to
the end of a useless existence. Now, said
the colonel of his regiment, "we shall see
what we shall see."

Physical Defects Corrected
The third true story is of a youth who
came to Camp Devens willingly enou?n
though surprised at his selection because
suffering from a defect of the nose and
throat which he thought must surely ex
empt him from service and from which
through ignorance of modern surgical and
scientific methods, he never expected to
recover. He was told after a careful examination that he would either be dis
charged, as he had anticipated, or taken
to the base hospital and operated upon
without charge and with every prospect of
a complete recovery. He took the latter
alternative and is today, so far as his last
examination card shows, a perfectly healthy
specimen of manhood and well satisfied
to stay in the environment that has made'
him a man among men.
Several powerful agencies have combined to utterly disprove the theory of
the demoralizing effect of a great and permanent gathering of men such as is represented by the Ayer cantonment, and the
first and foremost one is the army itself
and the principles that govern and control
it. Times have changed since the time
of the Civil War or even since the day of
the Spanish-American war, and with them
born of the experiences of those days have
changed the ideas as to the importance
of morality and sobriety, of the protecting of the private soldier from one kind
of amusement and providing in its place a
wholesome sort of recreation.
These efforts on the part of the Army
have been nobly and ably seconded and
supplemented by a host of welfare organizations and societies, every one of which
from the largest to the smallest, has dom-'
its bit for the ultimate victory for which
all are striving. The Red Cross, the T.
M. C. A. and a hundred others too numerous to mention enlisted in the same great
saving cause are daily proving that they I
are the power behind the man behind the
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Signs

from Oregon ought to have been immedrately
expelled from the halls of Congress. I
It is dangerous to say what we are about
.
Senator
Hitchcock, of Nebraska, also a j
to say; but as there is a "time to cast
Democrat,
was the second member of the
away stones and a time to gather stones
committee
to
report to the public on the
together, ... a time to get and a
conduct
of
the
war. The Administration's
time to lose, ... a time to rend and a
ready
weapon
of defence appears now in
time to sew," so also there is a time for
the
hands
of
Senator
Williams, the Presispeaking dangerously.
dent's
friend
and
spokesman,
who rises on
Consider what has happened.
the
floor
of
the
Senate
and
interrupts
SenThree members of the Senate Commitator
Hitchcock
to
say:
tee on Military Affairs—two Democrats
"Muck-raking the Administration is the
and one Republican—have reported to the
German
game now."
country on the conduct of the war. Their
Senator
Wadsworth, of New York, was
conclusions are in substance alike and
the
third.
He reported yesterday. He
unanimous, to the effect, namely:
probably will escape the charge of pro(1) That the government has not been
Germanism. He is in the less odious cateJ effective on the material side of war.
gory
of disloyalists. His crime is to bo a
(2) That the country's vast industrial
Republican.
and
mechanical
resources
have
not
been
;
properly synchronized.
-, We come now to the point of speaking
(3) That the President, so wonder- dangerously.
" fully able to impart to the people the
. That we are not yet as effective in war
', emotion "which maketh the hand to war
as Me should and might be is harrowing;
. and the fingers to fight," has suffered
himself to be overwhelmed by the physj- but if the Administration, under criticism
.' "cal problems of war itself as a vast of the war's conduct, should become hys5 practical undertaking.
terical, that would be calamitous.
(4) That the war machine, for want
This seems about to happen. On the
of great coordinating ability at its head, evidence one can hardly refrain from sayhas been breaking down.
ing that it has begun to happen. /
(5) That the situation is very serious.
Hysteria is a refuge from something one
(6) That the Administration must be docs not wish to hear or think about.
, made to see the necessity of turning the
Hysteria is panic.
industrial part of the war over to men
Is the Administration unable to meet the
proficient in industrial management.
(7) That the President does not know impact of truth without falling into panic?
J the truth, that his Secretary of War
does not know the truth, and that their
; joint optimism is misleading the country.
J These conclusions are based upon what
Senators Chamberlain, Hitchcock and
Wadsworth believe to be facts, developed
in a regular manner in the course of weeks
of original, non-partisan investigation.
1 One would think that only two questions could arise. Do the facts justify
the conclusions? If so, what can be done?
But the Administration's impulse is first
to destroy its critics and then to answer
them in its own way.
Senator Chamberlain was the first member of the committee to report. The President immediately hurled at him this bolt
of destruction:
"Senator Chamberlain's statement . . .
_is an astonishing and absolutely unjustifiable distortion of the truth. ... I am
bound to infer that that statement sprang
out of opposition to the Administration's
whole policy, rather than out of any serious
intention to reform its practices."
I
. You have to read it a second time to get
what it altogether means, for it is a masterly bit of phrasing.
The President tells the public that Senator Chamberlain lies, and that his lying
is to camouflage anti-war or pro-German
sentiments.
. But what is more important still, the
president didn't mean it. His Secretary
of War, a few days later, went and had
lunch in public with Senator Chamberlain; whereas if the President's denunciation had' been warranted the Senator
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Doing a Great Thing Greatly.
In his candid apologia Secretary
Baker expressed his sympathy with
"the tremendous impatience of the
American people to do a great thing!
greatly." "And I think we are doing!
it," he added simply. So do we! It!
is, indeed, a "great thing" we have'
undertaken, and iyft good to keep its
magnitude In minft. ~^An undertaking
so stupendous is quite" enough to put
us on our mettle, AS a matter of
fact, it is scarcely! Harder to achieve
it than to conceive rt> No single
mind has wholly^lkme so, we presume, but it is always good for any
mind to try to grasp immensities.
Our individirafand national range of j
thought will have- a wider sweep. |
We shall be cap'alsdVjjf larger conceptions because of having had to think
in terms of millions and billions of
men and of doHaal, of building cantonments and navies in a minute, as
it were; o\ feeding a half-starved
world, of mVstqpng European politics and breathr^g^hope into a despairing race,
Not only is it, a "great thing" to
do, but we are also trying to do it
"greatly," which il different. Great
things may possiWy be accomplished
in a mean, a parsimonious and a selfish manner. \W are not afraid that
the final verdict of history will be ■
that America played the niggard's]
part in her prosecution of this war. i
It might almostIbe said that the soul'
i of this great, jjgople had exploded
with its geneYouV- emotions. We!
have yet to hear.the first faint whisper of restraint or even caution in
the expqjiditurl^f our national resources. TSte^h^ lasi-derfar of our
money EtiMr"the last drop of our blood,
but win this war! If it is necessary
"to blow in" the last vestige of material, moral an$ spiritual wealth accumulated in tie life of the nation
to make this world safe for democ-j
r>»cy, do nof e^n stop to count the!
cost! The^expenditure has been
upon an unexampled scale of magnificence, of recklessness, even. It
has, been j-prodigal to wastefulness,;
perhaps. ' BuFlhow the soul of the j
nation has exfigjided under the influ-;
ence of th^ese generous emotions! We
feel that ..atlasty we have measured
ourselves against a worthy task and
have stood the test—have justified
our occupying standing ground and
working room upon the globe.
We have not simply saved our national face; we have saved our national soul! We can look the world j
in the eye without blush at last. We j
have attained our majority and have
taken out our citizenship papeamong the nations of the world.
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CHICAGO HERALD, THUR£

NT OF MOVING MILLION AN,
Examining Baker
WHAT'S THE MATTER?
ft
What's the matter with our Canadian neigts
bors? The Dominion cabinet has issued an oral
in council suspending the, operation of fat-tori*;
for three days as a fuel conservation measur*
and its action Seems to have been received prac
tically without protest.
Are there no patriots in Canada in newspape:
offices and :egislative halls to rise the minub
such drastic action is taken and denounce tb<
fuel controller, the cabinet and the governor gen
eral for so revolutioniry and needless r. step? I
there no statesman who loves his country enoug
to stand up and declare, as we heard it declare
in the United States Senate, that a million Uei
mans in the country would not dc as much dam
age as such an order? Will no patriotic Cana
dian demand the heads of these villains?
Has Canada fallen so low that not even one ex
cited public man can be found to rise up and de
nounce such dictatorial methods a«d point ou
how the whole trouble could have been avoided',
Has Canada no sons prepared to lift up their
voices and insist that :-.othing exceDt the most
complete governmental inefficiency could account
for the failure to anticipate the present severe
winter and to make complete and satisfactory
preparations?
If Canada is indeed lacking in a supply of
hair-trigger statesmen and can't-wait-a-minute
critics the United States might make shift to sup
ply her without the least inconvenience. Veil
possibly it might prove a real convenience to u
to be able to assign a fair number of our expert:
in these lines to foreign service.

Relatives on Public Jobs.
There is a story that a brother of Secretary Bake*
helped to organize an airplane manufacturing company, and the company had secured a government
contract, but when the secretary heard of it he order^d the contract cancelled. Then the brother retired from thp[co^cern|txnd^ithdre*/hi# investment This worthy act cm the part of the sectary
should prove an esan/f to all officials who have
relatives employed in f*e Public service ™thm*
scope of their influence But it is feared that &
sort of thoug/tfulness is not much imJUtfed, U
that many people are preferred in jobs t>eeauKthey have brothers, uncles or cousin* in the pubW
service within the sphere of influence somewheij
All such cases are to be condemned. It may c*
honest, but in the eyes of the people it doesnt KdJ
that way-

CONTEMPORARY THOUGHT
The Vindication of Mr. Baker.
Springfield Republican: It is a patriotic duty for one to read the impressive
statement of Secretary Baker before the
Senate committee in reply to the charge
of Senator Chamberlain that the War
Department has "fallen down" in prosecuting- the war. It was a dangerous,
even wicked, assertion for the Senator
to make on the basis of the evidence
-svhich he presented to support his position. Even among his own sympathizers
there were those who admitted that he
had failed to prove his charge. But,
wocst of all, the Senator's performance
from first to last has been inevitably, if
not designedly, directed toward weakening popular confidence in the Government. On that account, particularly, Secreary Baker's presentation of the Government's case and his review of the
Government's achievements must command the most attentive consideration.
The replv is crushing. Unless ones
mind is hopelessly biased against the
Secretary or the President, or is obsessed
with ulterior purposes whose promotion
calls for the Secretary's downfall, it
must be recognized that the achievement
alreadv bulks so large as to make the
mistakes and failures of the department seem by comparison of minor importance in the record. Aside from the
Secretarv's success in throwing new
light upon mooted points in the mobilization, equipment and training of the
army, which have been widely exploited,
he lias impressively recalled what most
people have forgotten, namely, the necessitv from the start of subordinating
our own military program to the imperative needs of Britain, and especially of
Pl

Theeinside story of the demands of
France can not yet be told in its fullness, but Mr. Baker wisely gave us hints
of the steadily increasing pressure to
expand our operations'abroad beyond all
previous forecasts of the most probable
contingencies. This know-ledge must be
considered, also, in connection with the
frequent embarrassing changes in the
character of the demands of our allies—
their insistence in the beginning upon
munitions, supplies and tonnage; their
sudden cry for soldiers for moial effect," and then for more and more soldiers; and still again, their shift back
to supplies and tonnage in preference to
"K'ESXd'outUnea. what are the results
today? The Government sent in 1917 a
much larger army to France than the
maximum of Mr. Roosevelt s own estimate early last summer ot what^was required. Roosevelt in June thought 200 000 men ample for foreign service. -We
have in France today much more than
that number. Mr. Baker declares that
••earlv this year" we shall have an army
of 500,000 in'France, and that during; the
vear we could send at least a million
more, making a total of 1,500,000 soldiers in France before next winter. In
thirty-two American training camps
there are at this moment about one million men ready to sail, and every man
of them could go armed and equipped.
Consider, also, the vast engineering
and construction work already done in
France or in process of accomplishment
—great storehouses and plants for supplies, new piers in harbors, barracks for
soldiers, road building lor the British
and French armies by our own regiments
of engineers, and, to top all, a railroad
600 miles long for the use of our own
army, for which the entire equipment has
had to be shipped from this country These
operations, at such a distance, are stupendous our people can not take in their
dimensions by any exercise of the imagination although it is most easy lor
obstreperous faultfinders and Pestilential politicians to fill our ears with outcries against the defects in a training
camp site and the criminal delinquencies
of a few medical officers on the home
Front, where the poison gas of Politics is
used to blind the country to the outlines of a colossal achievement in the
making before its very eyes.
Secr?tarv Baker's achievement is not
confined to what has been done in
France or in the creation of a new army
of a million men now ready to sail for
the distant theater of war. He has in
ten months radically reorganized the
whole machinery of the War Department
—ail achievement summarized m anothei
article on thispage. The "drive" against
1 him for the purpose of forcing him out
of the position he now holds is unjustified by anv body of facts that can be
assembled 'in the face of what he has
> done It would be injurious to the gigantic undertaking in which the Nation
is engaged to experiment at this time
with a new Secretary of War who would
necessarily have very much to learn before ht could give to the country the
best that was in him. Some of Mr. Ba■ leer's critics are now admitting that he
has made great improvements in our war
machine, but their latest cry is that he
"s not fundamentally "sympathetic" with
war In heaven's name, what civilized
man could be? The signs are many that
the effort-to destroy him is collapsing
as it ought; for the good of the army and
our cauie it can not collapse too soon.

SENATOR HITCHCOCK'S SPEECH.
Senator Hitchcock complains that the
President is ignorant of "the true situation." If we could suppose that he
relied on such speeches as Senator
Hitchcock's for his information, we
could readily believe that the complaint is a just one.
There are many assertions in Senator
Hitchock's speech, but few citations of
evidence to prove them. He set himself the task of showing that the War
Departrrlent had broken down. That
required him to prove that the report
of its work, made by Secretary Baker
a few days previously, is for the most
part untrue. For if that report is substantially true, the War Department,
instead of having failed in anything like
the degree asserted by Senator Hitchcock, has succeeded to a degree which
was hardly to be hoped for by the most
sanguine.
If Senator Hitchcock made any citations of evidence that disprove Mr.
Baker's report, the press dispatch
neglected to include them. Senator
Hitchcock seems not even to have challenged Mr. Baker's statement that we
shall have more than 500,000 trained
men in France early this year, an accomplishment which of itself evidences
no mean efficiency. Neither does Senator Hitchcock seem to have challenged
Mr. Baker's further statement that only
the lack of transportation could prevent us from adding, before the year
is out, one million trained men to the
half million soon to be there, if, indeed, they are not already there. But
Mr. Baker volunteered the opinion that
we should not be prevented from performing that unexampled feat by the
lack of shipping, and upon this opinion
Senator Hitchcock pounced with all the
fury of denial that he could command.
Even if the necessary shipping should
not be forthcoming, the blame would
•not attach to the War Department. To
provide shipping is not one of the many
heavy tasks devolving on the War Department. Nor does Senator Hitchcock
impute""the fault of the inadequate
shipping, which he assumes, to the War
Department. He merely introduces this
element into the controversy in a way
to permit the casual reader of his speech
to imagine that a predicted failure of
our shipbuilding program is one of the
many gross blunders chargeable to the
War Department. Senator Hitchcock
denies that we shall have enough shipping to transport a million men across
the Atlantic this year, and, treating his
prophecy as a fact, offers it as proof
that Mr. Baker "is so out of touch with
the Shipping Board that he makes a
statement that is preposterous." The
chairman of the Shipping Board, Mr.
Hurley, stated before a committee of
the Senate, a few weeks ago, that 8,000,000 tons of shipping had been contracted for, and that 5,000,000 tons of
this would probably be delivered this
year. A statement attributed to "Shipping Board officials" on the day Senator
Hitchcock spoke estimates our "shipping
output during 1018 at from 4,000,000
to 5,000,000 tons." It was further stated
in the same dispatch that we now have
3,000,000 tons of shipping engaged in
war, and that 1,000,000 tons of chartered neutral shipping »s soon to be
added. Thus we seem to have in pros-

pect not less than 8,0OO,000 tons
ot
shipping for service during the
Since, according to Senator Hitchcock's
statement, it "will require 5.000.000 tons
of shipping in constant use "to transport and maintain 1,000,000 more men
in France, we shall have more than
the necessary tonnage, if we may accept the assurance of the Shipping
Board, and this without the British and
French shipping which is now being
used and which will continue to be
available, perhaps more largely in the
future'than in the past or present. But
CO
T-l
whether we shall or shall not have the
a
necessary shipping, Senator Hitchcock's opinion that we will not, although he sets it up in opposition to
that of Mr. Baker, conflicts, in reality,
with that of the Shipping Board. The
opinion expressed by Mr. Baker, instead of proving that lie "is out ot
touch with the Shipping Board," as
charged by Senator Hitchcock, proves
that he spoke under the guidance of its
advice and on the warrant of its assurance.
The comforting circumstance <ii Senator Hitchcock's speech is that it presents so little evidence to support the
<
assertions it contains. But the utmost
P
comfort to be derived from that circumstance can not console the great
tA
regret which the making of such a
1=
speech must occasion. The evidences
of its falsity which reassure us who
H
know the facts will not be so apparent
to our allies, while they will be invisible to the German people. And it
is the impress it will be made to put
on their minds that we have reason to
regret. The German Government has
been exerting itself of late to persuade
the German people that our blundering
will render our power impotent. Senator Hitchcock has offered himseW as a
witness to prove that case. That is a
service not easily to be reconciled with
the lowest conception of a patriot's
O
duty. It is true that Senator Hitchcock seeks to justify himself with the
plea that he is trying to correct a bad
XJ1
situation by exposing it. The plea can
<
hartily be accepted. If the situation
were as bad as his rhetoric pictures it,
it would be irremediable in time to pre<
vent its consequences rrom being fatal.
ft
But in the absence of any indication
that he privately warned and exhorted ,,

w

1

the President before advertising a condition which, if it existed, would proclaim us helpless and impotent, _ one
may doubt if his motive was so simple
and exalted as he would have us think.
He has made a speech which must
encourage the enemy, and one which
if it does not discourage the people ot
this country, will have failed because
of its lack of proof, and not because
there was anything lacking in the
earnestness of Senator Hitchcock s
effort.

1

Perhaps Senator Hitchcock's ideal Secretary of War would be one who carried
a sword and a pistol and a pair of brass
knucks. '
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tion of our army after those French
and German patterns which had been
there right under the Senator's nose
during the two years in which he was
in charge of army reorganization; as
a result, during the last six months
we have been increasing our regiments
and decreasing our brigades and diviMR. CHAMBERLAIN'S RESPONSI- sions to conform to European standards. Then, the Oregon Senator was
BILITY.
tremendously interested in increasing
We have from the beginning of
the corps of cadets at West Point, but
Senator Chamberlain's attack upon the
was never concerned with seeing that
War Department felt that, in view of
the curriculum of the school was prophis own peculiar responsibility as
erly revised and. brought up to date,
chairman of the Senate Committee on
and that the cadets there were taught,
Military Affairs, it smacked of colos- not the tactics of *61-'65, but those of
sal impudence. Yesterday Representa- Europe in 1916.
tive Glas§ put it this way in reference
The most flagrant army abuses, of
to Mr. Chamberlain's now famous re- which anybody in the service could
mark that the War Department had have told him, were untouched. He realmost stopped functioning: tained the old National Guard force.,
But I do know, Mr. Speaker, that if the for better or worse, but only to find it
Oregon Senator in 1914, or 1915, or 1916 smashed to pieces in the forced reorhad the prescience to foresee that we ganization of the army. There may
should enter the war, the weight of his
have been real prevision in Washington
culpability is such as no g-ood citizen
and a real effort to reorganize for the
would like to endure. Why did not the
task
in hand, but it was somewhere
Ordnance Bureau function? Why were
we short of modern rifles and heavy ar- else than in the office of the Senate
tillery? Let the Chief of Ordnance tell Military Affairs Committee. Above all,
the story of how the Ordnance Depart- the Senator provided almost no ranment of the Government did function to j chinery for the rapid expansion of the
the fullest extent of lawful permissibility. : army. Now, it may be a trifle unfair
. . . But in contemplating the sweep- to shoulder him with the responsibility
ing- indictment of his Government by Mr. for all of this, since there was also a
Chamberlain, the astounding- thing to House Military Affairs Committee and
which I invite your attention right now
j the War Department, and there were
is the fact that, with all his precognition, i
; all sorts of difficulties in the way. He
Mr. Chamberlain did not function. He
was and is chairman of the Committee on | may allege, too, that he had to comMilitary Affairs of the United States promise on some things like the NaSenate, with access to every particle of tional Guard. But even granting this,
available information. In a large sense Representative Glass was justified in
he held the purse strings upon military speaking as he did yesterday. At the
expenditures, because the Senate nearly very least it should have made the Senalways increases and rarely ever decreas- ator a more modest and restrained crites appropriations.
ic. If it was the rigidity and the lack of
.Here we have the gospel truth. Sena- foresight in the regular army itself
tor Chamberlain was ,not only chair- which resulted in the failure of the preman of the Senate Military Affairs paredness bills sponsored by ChamCommittee—he was" a leading advocate berlain, then his knowledge that he,
of preparedness, and he toured the too, had not been properly served by
country making speeches in favor of the leaders of the military machine
that policy. It was in his power toj ought to have made him particularly
make over the entire army and the sympathetic with the overwhelming
War Department, to lay the founda- difficulties due to maladministration
tion for true preparedness by cutting and malorganization with which Mr.
out the waste, bringing the whole or- Baker has been struggling.
We are accustomed to think that
ganization up to date, reorganizing the
antiquated bureaus, and rebuilding they muddle things in England about
upon a sound and modern basis the as badly as we in military matters.
But if the Oregon reorganizer had studmilitary f >rces of the country.
He did nothing of the kind. As this ied what was accomplished there in the
newspaper pointed out at the time, he years leading up to the war, he would
merely built upon the same old inef- find that Lord Haldane did do many
ficient foundations. Apparently his things which bore ripe fruit in 1914.
only idea was to add more officers and Lord Haldane found when he went to
men in five annual instalments. To the War Office in 1906 that only 80,000
the lessons of the struggle abroad he men could be dispatched to France, and.
seemed to pay no attention at all. Thus, that it would take two months to conthe provision of machine guns per regi- centrate them there. By 1910 there
ment was permitted to be less than were 165,000 men, 45,000 horses, and
the English War Minister stated in 48 ) guns, with the necessary auxiliary
Parliament the English had found to sei vices, ready for mobilization. As a
be absolutely necessary. He refused to result, in 1914, on the twentieth day
recognize the fact that every army had after the order to mobilize, six British I
divisions were fighting alongside of |
abandoned the small-regiment idea. In
the matter of divisional organization the French between the Meuse an_d the
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IMS REPLIES TO
The Wilson Administration, defendI 6S itself yesterday against the charges j
of- Senator Chamberlain that the
"military establishment of America
had' fallen down," and that there is
"inefficiency in every bureau and
every -department''' of the Government. .
Congressman Carter Glass, of' N'i'r| gri'nia took the-floor' in the House,
and put in the Administration defense,, while crowded gallaries listened. Tie attacked Senator Chamberlain with stinging sarcasm and repeatedly he asked ''What are the motives of this man who calls himself
the President's friend?"
C-'ass threw back the .eharg* that
the military establishment had "almost stopped functioning." Rather
it was Senator Chamberlain, he said,
• who had ■ ceased to function.
He
I placed the blame -for the condition
j in whicli the War Department found
Itself ai the outbreak of war upon
Congress,',"He cited the record 10
.-bc'-tt that many times Senator Chamberia:::, Us chairman of the Senate
.Milit'a? y Affairs Committee, had been
instrumental in cutting down to pitiful sums the appropriations that
should 'have- Been made to" fit the War
Department for its task. '
Quote* From Bilker.
• One by one he took up the charges!
made by the Oregon Senator and by i
quoting- from Secretary Baker's les- j
tir.iony and from other official rec I
ords, sought- to refute them. He reiterated many times that • Senator ',
Chamberlain could only willfully have \
overlooked the splendid achievements'!:
in seeking- to throw minor faults into
the ..limelight iu "his. effort to {jet '
j Baker."
"Almost at. the very moment von
| Hertling had appointed to state his
j terms, at a time when internal tumult,
• doubt and distress reaching'out for
j peace were threatening' to topple
j thrones and ■ banish dynasties, Mr.
j Chamberlain, without warning of any
! description, projects this astounding
; attack on'; the Government of his
country," Glass,exclaimed. "The military establishment, he said, was a
1 myth—it was nonexistent.
That's
what.Eeventlow and Terpitz had been
■ teaching., That's the doctrine with
j which, the .'scornful masters of. the
German people had been solacing
their discontent and quieting-' their
fears of-disaster.
'■'
"How' obliged to Mr. Chamberlain
and : his;'kindred, spirits, will- the
Kaiser bo for. thus publicly confirming: their- c&ntemptuous estimate of
American willing-ness; and American
capacity to fight for American. freedom." The speech was carefully prepared,
and was delivered with theatrical effect by Mr, Glass. The fact, cited by
Mr. Glass^Iri opening- his'address-, -that!
In sixteen'-years' service in the House
he, had. never spoken on any subject
not before .some committee, of which
fhe was a member, made its effect the
more -.striking. The phrasing- of the
speech and the manner '6f 'delivery
was in, marked contrast with that of
Senator. Chamberlain's -matter-of-fact
[address on the AOQB of.the Senate.

The first of Chainberlain's charges
taken up by Glass was the one that
Fl-aude had to supply American
troops with guns and ammunition.
This was a fact, he admitted. "6ut
what member of Congress does not
very definitely know," he asked, "that
France is furnishing- the American
army with guns, not because we
sought to deplete her 'meager stores,'
but because her chosen ambassadors
asked the privilege of arming our expeditionary force front her oversupplied arsenals?"
Glass stanchly defended General
Cronier in his conduct of the affairs
of'the ordnance department. As for
the machine gun controversy, lie said
there was abundant proof that
Crozier was justified in rejecting the
Lewis and seleoting the Browning
gun for use abroad. General FershInff, he asserted, ha'd sent word the
Lewis gun could not be used on his
front for land fighting.
V. S. Army Has Be»t ft'ifte.
. The American army, Glass insisted,
has the best rifle in the world. The
rechambering of the Enfield rifle for
American ammunition, which had
been roundly criticised, would result,
he said, in no appreciable delay. A
Shortage of rifles for training and of
blouses and overcoats he* admitted,
but magnificent progress ljad been
made, his Said, in contrast with that
made by Great Britain in the beginning of the war.
Coming down to the "real reason*
I for unpreparedness," Glass declared
that Chamberlain was in a large
measure responsible.
"In a. large sense lie, as chairman
in" .the. Senate Military Affairs Committee, held the purse strings upon
military expenditures because the
Senate nearly always increases and
rarely- decreases appropriations."
Seven months after the start of the
iEu.rope&n war, and after Chamberlain
bad been chairman of the Military Affairs Committee for two' years, the
appropriations for small arms manufacture at , the Rock Tsland and
Springfield "arsenals, which totaled
, $1,700,000 ten years before, "had gone
down to (he piUf.ul mark of $250,000," j"
he #serted.
Glass severely criticised Chamberlain for "treasuring- for three weelta
■ii> hi«-breast pocket" the sensational
letters lie read lo the Senate, "whieh
uever were brought to the attention
of the War Departntent for investiga
. lion and punitive action."
"It is difficult to think of this inI in a spiril of moderation." lie
aided.
"To UK" a single ' pitiful,
lease, the like or which has not oetSur,
I red .and probably will not. occur
i any oilier camp, and. without affording the leapt opportunity of inquiry,
blazen it in the public prints to
alright the minds and wring' Hie
hearts of American mothers with the';
fear that their sons may be the victims of an inhumane military sysem is a. thing- so inconceivably gross,
as to make one shudder. As the father
of sons who wear trip uniform of their
country 1 protest against the flaunting of this hideous nightmare before
my fireside, and in the name of the
nation I repel the evil suggestion contained in this astounding' assault upon
the military arm of the Government.''
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and army corps he was in no wise interested in any change from the historic
formations which had served Robert
E. Lee and Ulysses S. Grant. What
has been the result? No sooner had
Gen.. , Pershing reached France than
it was found necessary, under fire as
it were, to make over the entire forma-
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GLASS REPLIES TO
The Wilson Administration, defend' Sd itself yesterday against the charges
of" Senator Chamberlain that the
! "military; establishment of America
I had' fallen down," and that there is
! "inefficiency in every bureau and
• every department'' of the Government. .
Congressman Carter Glass, of' Yi'rI giilia"' took the-floor in the House,
; and put in the Administration de, fensec while crowded gallaries list-'
■ ened. Ho attacked Senator Chamber! lain Vv'ith stinging sarcasm and repeatedly he asked "What are the mo: lives of this man -who calls himself
;. the President's friend?"
. . . ■
.G/ass threw back the .charg* that
tlie military establishment had "almost stopped functioning.", Bather
it was Senator Chamberlain, "he 'said,
| who had • ceased to function.
Tie
' placed the blame -for the condition
; in which the W<ar Department found
\ itself at the outbreak of war upon
j Congress. * ."He cited the record to
I .-hew .that rnany times Senator Cliam.be.rla::-., i*s chairman of the Senate
.\Iilita?y Affairs Committee, had been
instrumental in cutting- down to pitiful' sums the appropriations that
should have'been made to (it the War
Department for its task. '
Quotes From Baker.
■' One by one he took up the charges
made by the Oregon- Senator and by
quoting- from Secretary Baker's testimony and from other official records, sought- to refute them. He reiterated ■ many times that ' Senator
Chamberlain could only willfully have
overlooked the splendid achievements'
in seeking to throw miner faults into
the , limelight iu./'hia, effort to get
Baker."
i "Almost at. the very moment von
Hertling had appointed to state his
tennis, at a time when internal tumult,
doubt and distress reaching'out for
peace were threatening' to topple
thrones and ■ banish dynasties, ivTf.
Chamberlain, without warning of any
description, projects this astounding
Sttack on the Government of his
country," Glass exclaimed. "The mui-.
fary establishment, he said, .was a
myth—it was nonexistent.
That's
what .Reventlow and Terpitz had been
teaching-.. That's the doctrine with
vyhlcji: the Jscornful masters, of. the
German "people had been solacing
their .discontent and 'quieting
their
;
fears of-disaster.
*"'
"How obliged to Mr. Chamberlain
and : his-kindred. ■ spirits, will the
ICaiser be. for , thus publicly confirming- their- c6ntemptuous estimate of
American' willingness. a,nd ..American
capacity to/fight for Ato'erican. freedom.'' ; ■
,
•
"
The speech, w-as carefully prepared,
r
and was delivered with theatrical, effect by Mr. "(jrlass. Tlie fact, cited by
Mr. QlassiiH'"opening. his-address-, that
in sixteen-years' service in.-t-he House
he, had^ never spoken on any subject
■not before-some committee of which
he was a member, made its. effect the
more -striking". The phrasing of the
speech and tlie manner 56f delivery
was in, marked contrast with that 'of
Senator. Chamberlain's -matter-of-fact
address on the floac of the Senate.;

The first of Chamberlain's charges
taken; up by Glass was the one that
FtauOe had to supply American
troops with guns and ammunition.
This was a fact, he admitted. "But
what member of Congress does not
very definitely know," he asked, "that
France is furnishing the American
army with . guns, not because we
sought to deplete her 'meager stores,'
but because her chosen ambassadors
asked.the privilege of arming our expeditionary force from her oversupplied arsenals?"
Glass stanchly defended General
Crosier in his conduct of the affairs
'of. trie ordnance department. As for
the machine gun controversy, he said
there, was abundant proof that
Cronier was justified in rejecting the
Lewis' and selecting the Browning
gun for use abroad. General Fershing-, he asserted, had sent word the
Lewis gun could not be used on his
front for land' fighting.
i If.' S. Army Has Best Hi Re.
. The American army, Glass insisted,
has the best rifle in.the world. The
rechambering- of the Enfield rifle for
American ammunition, which had
been roundly criticised, would result,
Jie said, in no appreciable delay. A
shortage of rifles for training and of
blouses and overcoats he» admitted,
but magnificent progress had been
made, he said, in contrast with that
made by Great Britain in the begin-1
ning of the war.
Coming down to the "real reasons
for unpreparedness," Glass declared
that Chamberlain was in a large
measure responsible.
"In a_ large sense he, as chairman
of .the. Senate Military Affairs Cominittee, held the purse strings upon
military expenditures because the
Senate nearly always increases and
rarely, decreases appropriations."
;
Seven months after the start of the
JjlurppeaTi war, and after Chamberlain
had been chairman of the Military Affairs. Committee for two years, the
appropriations for small arms manu- j
facture at , the Rock island and
StSringfield arsenals, which totaled •
$l,700-,0e0 ten years before, "had gone i
down to (he
ie pitiful
piUJ ul mark
m
of $i!50,OOU," i"'"
lie ■asserted.
Glass severely criticised Chamber-j
lain for -"treasuring for three week\s |
■ii> his-breast pocket" (lie sensational '
letters he read to the Senate, "which
never were brought to the attention \
of the War Department for imestiga- i
lion and punitive action."
"It is difficult to think of this in-,
cldent in a spirit of moderation." lie
, a/USeo1.
"To take a single- pitlf-ul, j
lease, the like of which has not occur- "
I r.ed .and probably will not occur al :
! any other camp, and. without affording the least opportunity of inquiry,
blazen it in (Vie public prints to
afrig-ht the minds and wring the
hearts of American mothers with the 1
fear that their sons may be the vie- j
tims of an inhumane military syserh is a thing so inconceivably gross
as ; to make one shudder. As the father
of sons who wear trie uniform of their
co.untry 1 protest against the flaunting of this hideous nightmare before
my fireside, and in the name of the
nation I repel the evil suggestion contained in this astounding assault upon
the military arm of the Government.''

THE EVENING POST
MR. CHAMBERLAIN'S RESPONSIBILITY.
We have from the beginning of
Senator Chamberlain's attack upon the
War Department felt that, in view of
his own peculiar responsibility as
chairman of the Senate Committee on
Military Affairs, it smacked of colossal impudence. Yesterday Representative Glass^ put it this way in reference
to Mr. Chamberlain's now famous remark that the War Department had
almost stopped functioning: But I do know, Mr. Speaker, that if the
Oregon Senator in 1914, or 1915, or 1916
had the prescience to foresee that we
should enter the war, the weight of his
culpability is such as no good citizen
would like to endure. Why did not the
Ordnance Bureau function? Why were
we short of modern rifles and heavy artillery? Let the Chief of Ordnance tell
the story of how the Ordnance Department of the Government did function to
the fullest extent of lawful permissibility.
. . . But in contemplating the sweeping indictment of his Government by Mr.
Chamberlain, the astounding thing to
which I invite your attention right now
is the fact that, with all his precognition, ,
Mr. Chamberlain did not function. He
was and is chairman of the Committee on
Military Affairs of the United States
Senate, with access to every particle of
available information. In a large sense
he held the purse strings upon military
expenditures, because the Senate, nearly
always increases and rarely ever decreases appropriations.
Here we have the gospel truth. Senator Chamberlain was ..not only chairman of the Senate Military Affairs
Committee—he was' a leading advocate
of preparedness, and he toured the
country making speeches in favor of
that policy. It was in his power to;
make over the entire army and the
War Department, to lay the foundation for true preparedness by cutting
out the waste, bringing the whole organization up to date, reorganizing the
antiquated bureaus, and rebuilding
upon a sound and modern basis the
military forces of the country.
He did nothing of the kind. As this
newspaper pointed out at the time, he
merely built upon the same old inefficient foundations.
Apparently his
only idea was to add more officers and
men in five annual instalments. To
the lessons of the struggle abroad he
seemed to pay no attention at all. Thus,
the provision of machine guns per regiment was permitted to be less than
the English War Minister stated in
Parliament the English had found to
be absolutely necessary. He refused to
recognize the fact that every army had
abandoned the small-regiment idea. In
the matter of divisional organization
and army corps he was in no wise interested in any change from the historic
formations which had served Robert
E. Lee and Ulysses S. Grant. What
has been the result? No sooner had
Gen. Pershing reached France than
it was found necessary, under fire as
it were, to make over the entire forma-

tion of our army after those French
and German patterns which had been
there right under the Senator's nose
during the two years in which he was
in charge of army reorganization; as
a result, during the last six months
we have been increasing our regiments
and decreasing our brigades and divisions to conform to European standards. Then, the Oregon Senator was
tremendously interested in increasing
the corps of cadets at West Point, but
was never concerned with seeing that
the curriculum of the school was properly revised and brought up to date,
and that the cadets there were taught,
not the tactics of '61-'65, but those of
Europe in 1916.
The most flagrant army abuses, of
which anybody in the service could
have told him, were untouched. He retained the old National Guard force
for better or worse, but only to find it
;
smashed to pieces in the forced reorganization of the army. There may
have been real prevision in Washington
and a real effort to reorganize for the
task in hand, but it was somewhere
[ else than in the office of the Senate
Military Affairs Committee. Above all,
the Senator provided almost no machinery for the rapid expansion of the
army. Now, it may be a trifle unfair
to shoulder him with the responsibility
for all of this, since there was also a
i House Military Affairs Committee and
I the War Department, and there were
'all sorts of difficulties in the way. He
j may allege, too, that he had to compromise on some things like the National Guard. But even granting this,
Representative Glass was justified in
speaking as he did yesterday. At the
very least it should have made the Senator a more modest and restrained critic. If it was the rigidity and the lack of
foresight in the regular army itself
which resulted in the failure of the preparedness bills sponsored by Chamberlain, then his knowledge that he,
too, had not been properly served by
the leaders of the military machine
ought to have made him particularly
sympathetic with the overwhelming
difficulties due to maladministration
and malorganization with which Mr.
Baker has been struggling.
We are accustomed to think that
they muddle things in England about
as badly as we in military matters.
But if the Oregon reorganizer had studied what was accomplished there in the
years leading up to the war, he would
find that Lord Haldane did do many
things which bore ripe fruit in 1914.
Lord Haldane found when he went to
the War Office in 1906 that only 80,000
men could be dispatched to France, and.
that it would take two months to concentrate them there. By 1910 there
wt re 165,000 men, 45,000 horses, and
48 ) guns, with the necessary auxiliary
s« vices, ready for mobilization. As a
result, in 1914, on the twentieth day
after the order to mobilize, six British
divisions were fighting alongside of
the French between the Meuse and the j
Scheldt. It would even now pay Senator Chamberlain to read the story of
the expansion of the British army in
war-times, set forth in the January
Fortnightly Review by Col. A. M. Murray, C.B., as showing what intelligent
preparation can accomplish. But at
least the clear realization that the re-sponsibility for the comparative inefficiency of our American military machine rests upon him and his associates
in Congress far more than it does upon
Secretary Baker, ought certainly to
bridle his tongue.
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you realize that each of seven civil- men of this country who are capable
ians, with only advisory authority and of doing their bit, either in the service
without compensation, succeeded in of the Army or Navy, or in the work
nine months in bringing to the city of of caring for the medical schools, the
Washington, first 100 men of in- hospitals, and for the civilian populafluence who were unwilling to accept tion, to enroll in the Medical Reserve
salaries, but were "willing to serve the Corps, or in the Volunteer Medical
Government
patriotically
without Service Corps, which is now open to
compensation; that this number was those who have been rejected for
increased a thousand fold until 7,000 physical reasons, or who are above
'Do Not Criticise Until You such men were serving in Washing- the military age. Let me appeal to
ton, and that the advice and services you to be enrolled and in uniform, or
of these men succeeded
in' accom- ready to wear the uniform upon call,
Know Facts," Says National
plishing the transition- from peace or to accept the insignia, indicating
time conditions to the present war that you are in the Volunteer Service
Defense Adviser.
time expansion, until now the parks Corps, and that you have a good rea- j
and wasta. places of Washington have son for not wearing the uniform or |
ed with temporary build- not being ready to wear the uniform. |
mmodating thousands of In that way you will place squarely i
TALKS TO BOROUGH SURGEON
overflow from the re- before our eyes the man who is not |
ureaus?
for us in this war, or who, for selfish i
"Do^bu realize what has been ac- reasons, is deliberately placing himUrges Support of Owen
coa^ished by this great army of self in. the position of a slacker. In
iotic workers? Do you realize the making this appeal, I wish to empha- |
Full Rank to Medic
agnitude of the task of enrolling size the importance of this new Vol2,000,000 men ■ into the military unteer Medical Service Corps."
Other Speak
department of the Government? Do
Colonel Claude (Kyd) Morgan of]
you realize the difficulties involved in the British Medical Service spoke on '
"Gentlemen, donMr criticise^T you expanding purchasing departments, "The Part That the Medical Profes- j
don't know the JjKts, Go tj^our li- supplying provisions, clothing and sion Can Play in the Present War,
for these 2,000,000 men? I Crisis" and Lieutenant George Loewy
brary and loojjjoit your n<a^papers of equiyment
Do you appreciate what has been of the French Medical Service spoke
'61 and '63, amKyou will mR> what some accomplished
in spite of al criti- on "The Treatment of Infected
scalawagsrfwere then sjyjng about Lin- cism in providing explosives, ord- Wounds by Method of Dr. Alexis Carcoln, just as somej^ them are now nance, and the fighting utensils for rel," using motion pictures to illussaying about oujpjcrncials. We have an Army and Navy of 2,000,000 trate the work.
If you are summarizing these
today at the hemroi affairs of this Na- men?
facts in your own mind and appreUrges Camp Training.
tion, a man with a jaw, a man who ciating the largeness of this accomMajor
Raymond
P.
Sullivan,
keeps his counsels and who will bring plishment, do you further realize that
who presided, said among
this Nation through the present war, much of the criticism of the Govern- M.R.C..
things:
and I may add that not one of the men ment for executing this enormous other
"It has been customary for the
in the only way that it could
whom he has placed in his Cabinet, . task
Brooklyn
Surgical Society to have a
have been done in so short a time
even Secretary Baker, the little-giant, was due to the fact that critics could purely scientific program at its anopen meeting. This year it was
will be dropped."
not comprehend that so vast and nual
deemed advantageous to bring before
These words were added to the set great an undertaking could be exe- you
guests
who would present subspeech of Dr. Franklin Martin, mem- cuted by men without official posi- jects of vital national and internawithout salaries, and in many tional interests.
ber of the Advisory Commission Coun- tions,
without hope of receiving
"Our Nation is now actively encil of National Defense, delivered last cases
credit for the work done? Many gaged
in the war of wars. History
night at the annual meeting of the minds
cannot
appreciate
such
a
does not describe its equal in the
Brooklyn Surgical Society, held in the sacrifice.
variety
of requirements of all the parbuilding of the Medical Society of the
ticipants. In size it stands alone. We
County of Kings. The speaker had
Appeals
foi'
Owen
Bill
must, if possible, meet all its dejust made an appeal to the audience
Dr. Martin then spoke in detail of mands. The vast and unique prob-'
which filled the auditorium, to get into
the
work
of
the
advisory
commission
lems
to' be met are tremendous.
service and had referred to Secretary
"Frequently objections arise from
of War Baker as "a wonderful little of the council, of the recent organization of a Volunteer Medical Service prospective candidates of their unman."
Corps and appealed for support of the willingness to accept a term -of service
"You Must Get Into It."
"Gentlemen, you will all have to get Owen bill which provides that Medi- at a medical officers training camp.
into it or .you'll be damned uncomfort- cal Reserve officers have full rank as Let me assure you that everyone anable—not only uncomfortable now, but soon a,s entitled to it with the regular ticipating entering the corps should
consider it his duty to be sent to a
as long as you live," declared Dr. Mar- Army doctor.
Later the society named a commit- training camp. A medical officer may
tin. He stated in opening his address
be the best in his particular line, from
tee
of
three
to
draft
a
resolution
.faon "The Civilian Medical Response to
professional standpoint, but he must
the Military Call," that he had come to voring the Owen bill, copies of which aremember
that he is to.deal with miliBrooklyn to present a real problem and will be sent to the President, Secre- tary practice.
is the object of these
if possible to enlist sympathy and aid tary of War, and other officials at camps to teachIt the
medical man the
Washington.
Dr.
Martin
closed
by
sayto carry on the war. He continued:
military side from the administrative
"Let me say a word regarding the ing:
"Finally, may I appeal to the medi- viewpoint as well as. some special prowork of the Advisory Commission of
the Council of National Defense. Do cal men of this city and the medical fessional subjects^ and to co-ordinate
"one with the other. I have been deepj ly gratified on several occasions to
I have petitions from men sent to train1 ing camps who had previously objected, asking for a prolongation of
their stay. A physical training is hart*
and that is necessary, for the demands
1
overseas will call for tl»e beat possible physical condition."

BAKER, LITTLE GIANT,
DR. MARTIN STATES

^RTSfbCK HAS GONE
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Newton D. Baker stock has be«»n
appreciably advancing iu the South
during the past fortnight. It is now
considerably above par.
One could not conceive a more
manly, dignified and courageous reply than Secretary of War Baker recently made to his carping critics.
The average man, under similar
circumstances, would have been
strongly inclined to "reply in kind,"
but Mr. Baker did not do this, and
thereby he placed himself on a much
higher plane than that occupied by
the detractors of himself and the
splendid administration he serves so
-fa.itMu.lly and efficiently.
In plain, unvarnished Anglo-Saxon,
the Secretary gave a forceful recital
of the marvelous accomplishments of
the War Department since the fateful
day when the United '■ States was
drawn into the European conflict. It
is unnecessary for us to review in
detail the
statements made by
him. They were complete and cogent.
He did not seek to evade a single
issue. With the utmost frankness he
made full reply to every point raised
by those who, through
political
animus or lack of information, had
accused his department of ineffiv
ciency.
We will never be able quite to understand how Senator Chamberlain
of Oregon was drawn into a position
antagonistic to President Wilson. It
was the pleasure of the writer to
know Mr. Chamberlain in a very
pleasant way when he was the governor of his state. He has always
impressed us as a very thoughtful,
even-tempered, well-balanced gentleman. Furthermore, he was/ known,
not' only as a conscientious, loyal
Democrat, but also as a loyal supporter of the President.
We feel like discarding the theory
that the siren voice of political ambition, which has been the undoing bf
so many good men in Washington,
was responsible for his disappointing
aberration, though the temptation is always present to men in public life to
"get themselves in the limelight."
While Secretary Baker, in our opinion, has more than vindicated himself, his department associates and
the administration, the most regrettable feature lies in the fact that
his critics "forced his hand," and for
the'purposes of defense—not to protect himself personally, but to preserve the integrity of the department
—he was obliged to disclose informa- J
tion of the highest importance, which
ought not to have been given such
wirespread publicity.
However, the onus of the situation
rests wholly upon those who started
this ruction, and not upon Secretary
Baker nor upon President Wilson.
The net result is that Secretary Baker
now stands out before the country as
a really grent administrator and
"executive, while President Wilson's
judgment in giving Mr. Baker the war
li„,s,.<o,T,-r> ^s wholly vindicated.
•* — * i idB
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j you realize that each of seven civilians, with only advisory authority and
without compensation, succeeded in
nine months in bringing to the city of
Washington, first 100 men of influence who were unwilling to accept
salaries, but were willing to serve the
Government
patriotically
without
compensation; that this number was
increased a thousand fold until 7,000
'Do Not Criticise Until You such men were serving in Washington, and that the advice and services
of these men succeeded in' accomKnow Facts," Says National
plishing the transition' from peace
time conditions to the present war
Defense Adviser.
time expansion, until now the parks
and waste places of Washington have
beenj^fWrfred with temporary fouildmmodating thousands of
TALKS TO BOROUGH SURGEONS
ers, J0t overflow from the rerganiza^^ureai.s ?
"Dflwyou realize what has been acUrges Support of Owen Bill
coggpished by this great army o£
iotic workers? Do you realize the
Full Rank to Medical
agnitude of the task of enrolling
2,000,000
men • into
the
military
Other Speak
department of the Government? Do
you realize the difficulties involved in
"Gentlemen, aonj^" criticise^r you expanding purchasing departments,
don't know the jpets, Go tfl^ryour li supplying provisions, clothing and
brary and lookj^lt your naj^spapers of equiyment for these 2,000,000 men?
Do you appreciate what has been
'61 and '63,j«ryou vriWjgK what.some accomplished
in spite of al critiscalawags^Tere then Sfllrjng about Lin- cism in providing explosives, ordcoln, just as somyp them are now nance^ and the fighting utensils for
saying about oujipcrncials. We have an Army and Navy of 2,000,000
today at the hemrof affairs of this Na- men? If you are summarizing these
facts, in your own mind and appretion, a man with a jaw, a man who ciating the largeness of this accomkeeps his counsels and who will bring plishment, do you further realize that
this Nation through the present war, much of the criticism of the Governand I may add that not one of the men ment for executing this enormous
ask
n the
tha
Vhom. he has v.
placed
in
°nly in• way
t u could
time
,
., his
,.,- Cabinet,' I *have \been done
so short
u
even Secretary
Baker, the little jiant, was due to the fact that critics could
will be dropped."
not comprehend that so vast and
These words were added to the set great an undertaking could be executed
by men without official posispeech of Dr. Franklin Martin, memwithout salaries, and in many
ber of the Advisory Commission Coun- tions,
cases without hope of receiving
cil of National Defense, delivered last credit
the work done?
Many
night at the annual meeting of the minds for
Brooklyn Surgical Society, held in the sacrifice. cannot appreciate such a
building of the Medical Society of the
County of Kings. The speaker had
Appeals fOi- Owen Bill
just made an appeal to the audience
Dr. Martin then spoke in detail of
which filled the auditorium, to get into
service and had referred to Secretary the work of the advisory commission
of War Baker as "a wonderful little of the council, of the recent organization of a Volunteer Medical Service
man."
Corps and appealed for support of the
"You Must Get Into It."
"Gentlemen, you will all have to get Owen bill which provides that Mediinto it or you'll be damned uncomfort- cal Reserve officers have full rank as
able—not only uncomfortable now, but soon as entitled to it with the regular
as long as you live," declared Dr. Marr Army doctor.
Later the society named a committin. He stated in opening his address
on "The Civilian Medical Response to tee of three to draft a resolution .fathe Military Call," that he had come to voring the Owen bill, copies of which
Brooklyn to present a real problem and will be sent to the President, Secreif possible to enlist sympathy and aid tary of War, and other officials at
Washington. Dr. Martin closed by sayto carry on the war. He continued:
"Let me say a word regarding the ing:
"Finally, may I appeal to the mediwork of the Advisory Commission of
the Council of National Defense. Do cal men of this city and the medical
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NEW YORK;
men of this country w,ho are capable
of doing their bit, either in the service
of the Army or Navy, or in the work
of caring for the medical schools, the
hospitals, and for the civilian population, to enroll in the Medical Reserve
Corps, or in the Volunteer Medical
Service Corps, which is now open to
those who have been rejected for
physical reasons, or who are above
the military age. Let me appeal to
you to be enrolled and in uniform, or
ready to wear the uniform upon call,
or to accept the insignia, indicating
that you are in the Volunteer Service i
Corps, and that you have a good rea- j
son for not wearing the uniform or |
not being ready to wear the uniform. \
In that way you will place squarely
before our eyes the man who is not
for us in this war, or who, for selfish
reasons, is deliberately placing himself in. the position of a. slacker. In
making this appeal, I wish to emphasize the importance of this new Volunteer Medical Service Corps."
Colonel Claude (Kyd) Morgan of
the British Medical Service spoke on
"The Part That the Medical Profession Can. Play in the Present War
Crisis" and Lieutenant George Loewy
of the French Medical Service spoke
on
"The Treatment of Infected
Wounds by Method of Dr. Alexis Carrel," using motion pictures to illustrate the work.
Urges Camp Training.
Major
Raymond
P.
Sullivan,
M.R.C.. who presided, said
other things
"It has been customary for the
Brooklyn Surgical Society to have a
purely scientific program at its annual open meeting. This year it was
deemed advantageous to bring before
you guests who would present subjects of vital national and international interests.
"Our Nation is now actively engaged in the war of wars. History
does not describe its equal in the
variety of requirements of all the participants. In size it stands alone. We
must, if possible, meet all its demands. The vast and unique problems to be met are tremendous.
"Frequently objections arise from
prospective candidates of their unwillingness to accept a term of service
at a medical officers training camp.
Let me assure you that everyone anticipating entering' the corps should
consider it 'his duty to be sent to a
training camp. A medical officer may
be the best in his particular line, from
a professional standpoint, but he must
remember that he is to. deal with military practice. It is the object of these
camps to teach the medical man the
military side from the administrative
viewpoint as well as some special professional subjects, and to co-ordinate
"one with the other. I have been freep; ly gratified on several occasions to
I have petitions from men sent to train! ing camps who had previously objected, asking for a prolongation of
their stay. A physical training is had,
and that is necessary, for the demands
I overseas will call for the best possible physical condition."

IfWIsTOCK HAS GONE
:
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Newton D. Baker stock has been
appreciably advancing in the South
during the past fortnight. It is now
considerably above par.
One could not conceive a more
manly, dignified and courageous reply than Secretary of War Baker recently made to his carping critics.
The average man, under similar
circumstances,
would have been
strongly inclined to "reply in kind,"
but Mr. Baker did not do this, and
thereby he placed himself on a much
higher plane than that occupied by
the detractors of himself and the
splendid administration he serves so
-faithfully
and efficiently.
>
In plain, unvarnished Anglo-Saxon,
the Secretary gave a forceful recital
of the marvelous accomplishments of
the War Department since the fateful
day when the United I States was
drawn into the European conflict. It
is unnecessary for us to review in
detail the
statements made by
him. They were complete and cogent.
He did not seek to evade a single
issue. With the utmost frankness he
made full reply to every point raised
by those who, through
political
animus or lack of information, had
accused his department of ineffiv
ciency.
We will never be able quite to understand how Senator Chamberlain
of Oregon was drawn into a position
antagonistic to President Wilson. It
was the pleasure of the writer to
know Mr. Chamberlain in a very
pleasant way when he was the governor of his state. He has always
impressed us as a very thoughtful,
even-tempered, well-balanced gentleman. Furthermore, he was> known,
not only as a conscientious, loyal
Democrat, but also as a loyal support-^
er of the President.
We feel like discarding the theory
that the siren voice of political ambition, which has been the undoing bi
so many good men in Washington,
was responsible for his disappointing
aberration, though the temptation is always present to men in public life to
"get themselves in the limelight."
While Secretary Baker, in our opinion, has more than vindicated himself, his department associates and
the administration, the most regrettable feature lies in the fact that
his critics "forced his haijd," and for
the 'purposes of defense—not to protect himself personally, but to preserve the integrity of the department
—he was obliged to disclose information of the highest importance, which
ought not to have been given such
wirespread publicity.
However, the onus of the situation
rests wholly upon those who started
this ruction, and not upon Secretary
Baker nor upon President Wilson.
The net result is that Secretary Baker
now stands out before the country as
a really grent administrator and
executive, while President Wilson's
judgment in giving Mr. Baker the war
portfolio is wholly vindicated. ;
We have only this to say further:
If conditions in the future shall in
any sense warrant" or demand official
investigations such as have been go,/ing on in Washington of late, let
I 'them proceed in secret, behind closed
doors, so that we shall not be laying
wide open our important war secrets
for the advantage of the enemy.

loo
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ATLANTA, GA., February 8, 1918.
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BADGERING BAKER

Contrary to the administration's policy,
!and to what every sane man knows to be the
I best interests of the country, he has been
compelled to publicly state the number of
|troops we have in France; the character and
■amount of their equipment; the status of
jlheir training; the sources from which additional supplies and munitions are to be obtained; the means by which they were
; secretly and most successfully transported
jfrom training camps here to camps in
{France; the number of ships, their details
las to their tonnage, etc., available for transportation of additional troops; the number
jof soldiers, and their classification, the,
.'American government expects to have on the '
ifiring line in a given length of time; the |
'arrangements that have been made whereby '
|to place them there; the precise number I
;iiow in training and to be put in training !
there and abroad; the degree to which they;
will be trained before they are sent to
France; where they are—at which training

Let us suppose a case like this:
Two armies are facing each other reai
tor a battle which will decfde the fate of the
American nation. For months the American
commander has been working night and daystudying maps, men, munitions, acquainting
himself with all the details with references
io his and the enemy's forces, and maturing
his plans of operations, when he is suddenly
subjected to an examination and "crossexamination" with the view of either discrediting or undoing all that has been done.
The general is taken from his work in
the field, his mind distracted from the
major task in hand—in order, as Senator
James Hamilton Lewis well said in The Constitution—
"to vindicate the questioners in their
constant, private accusations against
the war department and to make an effort to prove the questioners' own incorrect statements are true."
The "hearing" must, of course, be held in ^iSfflps—in America; which units are to be
an open hall filled with people, else the effect sent first, etc., etc^all of which, under Mr.
Baker's protest, was "dragged out of the
from the standpoint of the senators would
secretary," in the language of one of the
largely be lost.
committeemen,
"indirectly, by probing ques"General," demands a senator, "we undertions," and all done in a large hall filled by
stand you're about to go into battle. What
'■ assurance can you give the country that you a heterogeneous throng of people!
What njore information could the kaiser
swill win? How many men have you? How
jhave you got them distributed? How many or Von Hih'denburg want!
With the senate military affairs commitfield pieces, and how much ammunition
jhave you? What facilities have you for tee in action, and the small coterie of leather| getting more when what you have is lunged senatorial administration critics
{used? What is your plan of attack? spouting at will on the floor of the senate,
!In case it fails, what is your plan the Prussian autocrats might as well call in
their Hun spies from this country, because
splan of defense? If you attack the enemy's
right flank and are repulsed, what means their work is being well taken care of, and
have you provided for bringing up reinforce- without personal risk to themselves!
The committee forced Mr. Baker, for inments? Here is a hill between our and the
stance,
to announce the administration's
enemy's forces: What is your plan for gaining possession of that hill? After you cap- purpose with reference to supplying men to
it ure it, how many guns have you with which General Pershing. Senator Hitchcock thereto hold it? Where will you place those guns? upon grandiloquently put this question to
him:
What means of disguise do you propose
"You said you expected to have 1,000,000
'to use to conceal them from enemy aviamen in France in 1918. Now, how would
tors?" etc.
you supply them?"
"Gentlemen," protests the general, "I
Mr. Baker said he considered that the
cannot tell you these things without revealprospect
of forwarding them "was not un]ing information useful to the enemy, possespromising."
sion of which by the enemy certainly would
"Why do you think it is not unpromisentail defeat of our army—at any rate, necesing?" insisted Hitchcock. And they forced
sitate a complete change of our plans. If
?you insist, however, upon my answering the secretary to divulge the fact that arthose questions, at least permit me to an- rangements had been made, or would be
made, whereby ship tonnage of "other naswer them in confidence behind closed doors
tions" would be used to make up for any de—-not in public!"
ficiency of our own—a provision which,
"Bosh! No!" shouts a senator. "You
presumably, had never occurredito his baithave no right to withhold information from
ers as a possibility!
I the people! The men who are to do the-;
The administration critics might have
.lighting are our sons! The people are in'terested in their welfare perhaps mora than gone on and pried from Baker ihe, tonnage
you are; and the people have a right to know expected from each country—tfiie proposed
the truth! Let us have it, and let everybody sailing dates and the ocean ro.utes under
hear it! I believe in acting ifi the open and contemplation—thus that much-; the more
above board!
Furthermore (as Senator aiding the kaiser. But those details can be
brought out at a subsequent "trial," when,
Weeks said during the 'cross-examination'
possibly being fresher, they m^y.be of even
of Secretary Baker last Wednesday), 'I think
more value to the enemy!
there is a good deal of camouflage about
The whole business is a national disgrace,
keeping information from the enemy.' Out
makes for national weakness instead of
[With it!"
Of course, such a proceeding would be strength, and it ought to be stopped rfght
idiculous. But would it be any more ridic- «bere it is. Harm enough has been done
ilous than the "cross-examination" and alrtody; and it is to be hoped the preposadgering to which the United States senate te>sul^procedure will be cut short before
more injury is done the cause for which the
'^ subjected Secretary Baker?
United States has stakgd its all.
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IITTING in his office at Washington Mr. Baker
I can and does get and study the most accurate
reports which can be made by the best American
eyes in France. But by going himself to France
he will profit by the advantage which first-hand
knowledge always has over second-hand. He will
not see all that all our expert observers see, but he
will undoubtedly see something more. On the spot
where the multifarious activities of our War Department can be judged by their result, where there
is a concentration of results, he will gain new insights. Are American soldiers being sent to France
faster than the necessary munitions for them are
being supplied? What is the relation between the
most immediate needs of our allies and their remoter needs? In what respects must the present
be subordinated to the future and the future be
subordinated to the present? A journey to France
would give Mr. Baker a fresh eye for these
questions, a new vividness of conviction about
the right answers to them. He would return to
the United States with a sharper vision, a reinforced will.
SUCH a journey would certainly not be a vacation, but it would be a change, a valuable
relief from the endless details in which Mr. Baker
has conscientiously but not wisely kept himself immersed. Upon his return he would probably realize
what his mind had gained, in the efficiency of its
power to estimate probability, to make decisions
and to think things out, by absence from an overburdened desk, and the mistake of not delegating
tasks that ought to be delegated would not be repeated. We venture to hope, first, that Mr. Baker
will make this journey to France which he is said
to intend, and secondly that he will not stay away
too long. His influence here, as a liberal force of
thought, especially in the application of thought to
labor questions, as a public man who sincerely loves
the democracy for which we are trying to make the
world safe, is too important and too valuable to be
long dispensed with.
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THE BELL MAN

TRADUCING THE AMERICAN SOLDIER
">
There exists a type of human being which, by some
strange perversity of mind or disposition, finds a gruesome satisfaction in imagining evil among others. It
conjures,up from its own warped sense of the probabilities, and from fragmentary bits of irresponsible gossip,
assumed conditions which are deplorable in the extreme,
and having formed a vision of demoralization and degradation which meets the demands of its abnormal appetite
for sensation, does not hesitate surreptitiously to give
circulation to it, poisoning other minds and spreading the
contagion of doubt and distrust.
It might be supposed that American soldiers in
France, far removed from home and unable to protect
their reputations, would be exempt from the underhand
attacks upon their integrity made by such slimy-minded
people, but nothing is secure and nothing is sacred from
the confirmed purveyor of whispered slander, and so it is
that for some time persistent reports have been secretly
circulated in America concerning the habits and morals of
the American troops in France, of which the most innocuous was the charge of immoderate drinking.
Finally and fortunately, some retail dealer in slander
of this sort, less secretive and judicious than the pack
to which he belongs, gave public voice to his perverted
imaginings, and the matter came to the attention of the
Secretary of War, who immediately cabled an inquiry
concerning the subject to General Pershing. Of course,
the scandal-mongers, for their self-vindication, will contend that the evidence was not from an impartial source;
they would much rather trust to their own depraved inner
instincts as a guide to judgment than to any testimony
adduced from one in authority; but the American people
know the frank and straightforward character of General
Pershing, and will believe what he tells them about their
boys in France. His reply was as follows:
"There has never been a similar body of men to lead
as clean lives as our American soldiers in France. They
have entered this war with the highest devotion to duty
and with no other idea than to perform these duties in the
most efficient manner possible. They fully realize their
obligation to their own people, their friends and the
country.
"A rigid programme of instruction is carried out daily
with traditional American enthusiasm. Engaged in
healthy, interesting exercises in the open air, with simple
diets, officers and men, like trained athletes, are ready for
their task. Forbidden the use of strong drink and protected by stringent regulations against sexual evils, and
supported by their own moral courage, their good behavior
is the subject of most favorable comments, especially by
our allies.
"American mothers may rest assured that their sons
are a credit to them and to the nation, and they may well
look forward to the proud day when on the battlefield
these splendid men will shed a new luster on American
manhood."
This manly and explicit vindication of the American
soldier will fully satisfy all right-minded people, and it
will bring comfort to many American parents who have
been the victims of these mean and cruel rumors. As
for the muddy-souled individuals whose delight is in the
exchange of unclean reports derogatory to their own
troops, while it is probable that they will continue to
emulate the disgusting habit of the dog mentioned in the
eleventh verse and twenty-sixth chapter of Proverbs, yet
General Pershing's answer to their charges effectually
proves them to be base calumniators of the absent, and
miserable traducers of those whom they dishonour by
being their fellow-countrymen.
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the efforts to build up competent systems of local defense
would in many cases have been fruitless. It has, however, done much direct harm, and as time goes on its evils
will become increasingly apparent. Whatever contributes to useless nervousness, to the general sense of alarm
and uncertainty, thereby demands strength which should
be devoted to the real task before the country.
There have, moreover, been countless cases of personal injustice which have been direct outgrowths of this
mania for seeing German spies lurking round every corner. Many a perfectly harmless citizen has been the
victim of wholly undeserved suspicion and abuse, and
some have even suffered physical violence, because the
irrational shout of "spy" has been raised. There are
hundreds of thousands of men and women in the United
States who, though born in Germany or of German
parents, are no less loyal to their chosen country than any
other of its citizens. Many of these have, quite naturally, clung to their German associations, and the breach has
been intensely hard for them. That, instead of the sympathy they deserve, so many of them should have been
made to suffer the additional hardship of being regarded
as paid traitors has been due almost entirely to attacks of
spy hysteria.
Fires and explosions are bound to continue throughout
the duration of the war. There is every ground for the
exercise of foresight and caution, both to guard against;
the enemy from without and to fight carelessness and
inefficiency within. When, however, the proper precautions have been observed, and the path of the imaginary^
spy has been made as thorny as possible, then it is only
reasonable to give him the benefit of the doubt, and to
eliminate him from the discussion of probable causes when
a highly inflammable wooden structure is burned to the
ground in below-zero weather, or when trinitrotoluol
explodes before its due time. A spy may, conceivably,
have been responsible, but the odds are all against it, and
the state of mind produced by constant excitement and'
hysteria is directly hurtful to the cause of the nation and
its associates.
MEN OF VISION IN WASHINGTON

\

The recent epidemic of criticism directed at the administration in Washington brought forth, among other hysterical utterances, the charge that there was not visible
in the government sufficient breadth of vision to carry the
war to a successful conclusion. Most of these critics,
humorously enough, ceased this "strafing" process almost
as spasmodically as they began it; but if any are still
on the firing line, interrupting the operations of the
harassed War department with their small caliber gas
bombs, it would be interesting to test their critical capacities with the picture of what is being done in handling
the nation's labor problem.
The war labor administration not only is a long step
toward winning the war, but is an insurance for the times
of peace to follow the war. It is an example of keen
vision; it is not only a matter of shrewd expediency, but
of sympathetic understanding that looks beyond the immediate issue of winning the war to the next great movement of the times: industrial readjustment.
It need not be a disparagement of the efforts of Secretary Wilson to say that the services of Secretary Baker
in attaining the co-operation of labor and capital have
been among the most signal achievements of the government. Mr. Baker's labor policy, it can be safely said,
has been one of the chief instruments in building up the
present national unity. By adopting a reasonable and a
friendly and helpful attitude toward labor and labor
organizations in the industries engaged in war work he
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G. 0. P. MEN TO CONF&j
Senators Not to Be Bound on Wig
Bills, Says Gallinger.
BAKER DEFENDED BY THOMAS
Styles War Cabinet Bill a Binding
Chain—Answering

Criticisms

of

L«wis, Chamberlain Said Procedure
of Army Inquiry Was as Baker
Wished It—Figures Next Week.
Except for more Senate discussions
Jed by Senator .Thomas, a Democrat of
the military committee, who praised
the army's accomplishments, defended
Secretary Baker and opposed the waf
cabinet bill, there were no moves ye*
terday in the controversy over war effl.
ciency and organization.
By common consent, apparently, fu*
tner action was postponed until nex'
week. Both the Senate and the mil
tary committee adjourned until Moi
day.
Today the first conference of R<
publican senators called since tl
United States entered the war will 1
held. Republican Leader Gallinger ye
rterday denied that solid party actic
upon pending legislation is planne
declaring members would act upo'
:heir individual judgment, nevertheless'/
a conferencea is to be held.

Pra{s.se for Accomplishments.
Senator Thomas renewed debate /
the Senate with a speech asserting t$'
the War Department's record sh<3
be praised instead of condemned fb>
that Secretary Baker's statement 1 ci'
fore the committee was "a story repll
with accomplishments." Opposing {''
war cabinet bill, he declared it woijai
add "another link to the chain tl,.
already binds us," and take away 1 .
President's powers as commander-'''
chief.
During the discussion Senator Cha
berlain sharply replied to critic!
from Senator Lewis regarding the co w
mittee's examination of Mr. Baker. '1
latter suggested that the Secret! '
should have been called before the co *•'
mittee when it began Its inquiry, j si
stead of when witnesses had present
attacks. Senator Chamberlain said t
committee's procedure followed the e
press request of the Secretary.
Abandoning Their Speeches.
The military committee yesterday d
not attempt to consider the war cab
net measure, nor continue its war ii
quiry. Both matters were postponi
until next week, when Secretary Baki
is expected to present information n
garding available army transport tor
nage and also return for cross-exam
nation.
In considering the administration bl!
proposing to vest the President witl
power to coordinate and reorganize thl
government machinery as he desires!
Senator Overman, its sponsor, said yes-I
terday that he did not contemplate
hasty action on the measure. It will
be taken' up by the judiciary committee
Monday, he said.
Its introduction has so changed the
situation that some senators who have
prepared addresses to be delivered next
week against the war cabinet and munitions director bills may abandon
them.
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A Call to the Colors!

There is a new call to the colors—
first to Last—The Truth: News—Editorials—
deeper, more vital at this juncture than
Advertisements
Member of tile Audit Bureau of Circulation*
any call to arms. That is the call for men
to build ships. On the other side of this
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1918
page there is an extraordinary letter from
the Shipping Board, revealing how acute
Is the need. We hope that every Tribune
reader who has not already read what has
been said in these columns as to this crisis
Will ponder this appeal—then do what he
can to further the work.
Surely it is an amazing thing that in
such an hour as this the United States
government should find it difficult to get
250,000 skilled mechanics to work, at high
wages, to build enough tonnage to put our
army in Prance.

BAKER PRAISES HOSPITAL
Says ThatAt Camp Meade Is In Fine
Condition And Patients Cheerful.

From a Telegram from Secretary of War Baker
ti> the Philadelphia' Press.
With Surgoon-Ceiioral Gorgas and
Dr. John A. Hornsby I made recently
a personal inspection of the entire base
hospital at Camp Meade. The hospital
is very large, fully equipped with scientific laboratories and facilities; It has
an adequate number of trained nurses
under the supervision of a skilled superintendent. Its medical and surgical staffs
are made up of competent men. '.tiled
with enthusiasm for their work. The
hospital throughout is clean and well
cared for. There was an abundance of
clean linen, a plentiful supply of wellprepared and appetizing food and every
evidence of considerate attention to the
patients was manifest. 1 talked to a
large number of the patients, none of
whom knew who i was. 1 found them
cheerful and without a single complaint
as to their treatment or comfort. Dr.
Hornsby told me at the conclusion ol
our inspection that the base hospitals in
the cantonments throughout the country
were substantially like the one we visited.
It was a most reassuring visit, Xiuivc
long been interested in hospitals, and if
I were to have a personal illness which
required hospital treatment, I should
be perfectly content to be sick in thi
base hospital at Cam]) Meade, satisfied
that I would receive the attention neces
sary and under comfortable conditions

Superfluous Scandal
Colonel George Harvey consumes the first
two pages of his current "War Weekly" in
a flame of indignation over the fact that
relatives, friends and intimate acquaintances have been giving and faking war
contracts. The title of the article is:

"THE BROTHERS KAPLAN AND
THE BROTHERS BAKER."
We should hate to be tried for our sins
by Colonel Harvey. He would convict us
of everything and accuse of nothing. Before you know it—almost at the end of the
title—you are outraged, not by anything
Messrs. the brothers Kaplan and Baker
have been.found out in, but by the thought
of what they might have done. One was
at once the brother of a member of the
Rosenwald Committee on Supplies and
stockholder in a -Company that had a ragsand-old-clothes contract with'- the government. The other was at once brother of
the Secretary of War, which he couldn't
help, and partner in a -company that had
a contract for airplane pai-ts.
Both contracts, we1 believe, have been
cancelled.
The Kaplan contract was voluntarily
abrogated, and afterward General Goethals, having made a personal investigation, said it was a proper contract and
ought not to have been destroyed by
clamor. The Baker contract appears not
to have been cancelled until everybody had
become "conscious" of it, including the
Secretary of War.
In neither case was it proved that the
government had been swindled; or that
anybody intended to swindle it.
As to the Kaplan contract, we are willing to accept General Goethals's word that
it was all right.
As to the Baker contract, we know only
that its propriety was impugned by the
act of cancellation. If it was intrinsically
a proper contract, and we assume that it
was, then we wish the Secretary of War
had,had the courage to say: "Yes, my
brother has a contract to make airplane
parts. What of it? He will make good
parts at a fair price."
The Tribune has been offered a lot of
uoary
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Administration Leaders Primed
Vigorous Replies.

for

WASHINGTON, Feb. 5.—The Senate was
in an explosive mood today as Senator
Wadsworth followed up the attack on
inefficiency In the War Department.
Bitter at the sweeping charges of inefficiency and chaos made against the
war government by Senator Hitchcock
yesterday, administration leaders were
restraining themselves with difficulty in
following President Wilson's urge that
discussion of the war cabinet will be
curtailed.
While the Senate was sharpening its
weapons for another battle today, Representative Glass, Virginia, completed his
speech to be made in the House, probably Thursday. The same day Senator
Weeks expects to speak in the Senate
for the Chamberlain Bill.
It appears likely that most of this
week will be turned over to senators
and representatives who desire to speak
on bills.
It. probably will not go on far into
next week. Already Republicans are
pointing with satisfaction to the reorganization already completed by Secretary of War Baker.
"This controversy is not over the
Chamberlain bills," Senator Chamberlain said significantly. "It is over inefficiency in the War Department. If
all this results in an efficient organization, the big end sought will have been
attained.'"
Secretary Baker will appear before
the Senate military affairs committee
tomorrow. He is expected to answer
charges of Senator Hitchcock that he
"grossly exaggerated" when he talked of.
moving five hundred thousand troops to
Europe.
Secretary of the Navy Daniels stood
with the War Secretary todav. He said
there were enough ships to land five hundred thousand men in France this
spring. Baker told the military affairs
committee last week that America would
have five hundred thousand men in
France early this year" and 1% million
ready to go if sufficient ships were i
available and that he felt optimistic as
to the shipping.
^
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A Call to the Colors!

There is a new call to the colors—■
I irst to Last—The Truth: News—Editorials—;
deeper, more vital at this juncture than
Advertis-emcnts
Member of the Audit Bureau ot Circulation!
any call to arms. That is the call for men
to build ships. On the other side of this
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1918
page there is an extraordinary letter from
the Shipping Board, revealing how acute
Is the need. We hope that every Tribune
reader who has not already read what has
been said in these columns as to this crisis
will ponder this appeal—then do what he
can to further the work.
Surely it is an amazing thing that in
such an hour as this the United States
government should find it difficult to get
250,000 skilled mechanics to work, at high
wages, to build enough tonnage to put out-

BAKER PRAISES HOSPITAL
Says That At Camp Meade Is In Fine
Condition And Patients Cheerful.
From a Telefft&m from Etecrecar; of War linker
to the Philadelphia.' Press.
With Surgeon-Ceneral Corgas ami
Dr. John A. Hornsby I made recently!
a persona] inspection of the entire base
hospital at Camp Meade. The hospital
is very large, fully equipped with scientific laboratories and facilities. It has
an adequate number oC trained nurses
under the supervision of a skilled superintendent. Its medical and surgical staffs
are made up of competent men. 'died
with enthusiasm for their work. The
hospital throughout is clean anil well
cared for. There was an abundance of
clean linen, a plentiful supply of wellprepared and appetizing food and every
evidence of considerate attention to the
patients was manifest. 1 talked to a
large number of the patients, none of
whom knew who 1 was. I found them
cheerful and without a single complaint
as to their treatment or comfort. Dr.
Hornsby told me at the conclusion oi
our inspection that the base hospitals in
the cantonments throughout the country
were substantially like the one we visited.
It was a most reassuring visit. Xiuivc
long been interested in hospitals, and if
I were to have a personal illness which
required hospital treatment, 1 should
be perfectly content to be sick in tin
base hospital at Camp Meade, satisfied
that 1 would receive the attention noecs
sary and under comfortable conditions.

army in France.
Superfluous Scandal
Colonel George Harvey consumes the first
two pages of his current "War Weekly" in
a flame of indignation over the fact that
relatives, friends and intimate acquaintances have been giving and faking war
contracts. The title of the article is:

"THE BROTHERS KAPLAN AND
THE BROTHERS BAKER."
We should hate to be tried for our sins
by Colonel Harvey. He would convict us
of everything and accuse of nothing. Before you know it—almost at the end of the
title—you are outraged, not by anything
Messrs. the brothers Kaplan and Baker
have been found out in, but by the thought
of what they might have done. One was
at once the brother of a member of the
Rosenwald Committee on Supplies and
stockholder in a -company that had a ragsand-old-clothes contract with'- the government. The other was at once brother of
the Secretary of War, which he couldn't
help, and partner in a -company that had
a contract for- airplane parts.
Both contracts, we1 believe, have been
cancelled.
The Kaplan contract was voluntarily
abrogated, and afterward General Goethals, haying made a personal investigation, said it was a proper contract and
ought not to have been destroyed by
clamor. The Baker contract appears not
to have been cancelled until everybody had
become "conscious" of it, including the
Secretary of War.
In neither case was it proved that the
government had been swindled; or that
anybody intended to swindle it.
As to the Kaplan contract, we are willing to accept General Goethals's word that
it was all right.
As to the Baker contract, we know only
that its propriety was impugned by the
act of cancellation. If it was intrinsically
a proper contract, and we assume that it
was, then we wish the Secretary of War
had.had the courage to say: "Yes, my
brother has a contract to make airplane
parts. What of it? He will make good
parts at a fair price."
The Tribune has been offered a lot of
seemjngly scandalous information showing that friends and relatives have received contracts, that business men called
to serve the government at $1 a year have
literally given contracts to themselves because in their haste they did not finish
getting rid of their private property before getting into uniform, and that one
has transferred "his property to his wife,
who may some day give it back to him, instead of giving it to a blind man on the
corner.
Which all and first and last is utter
nonsense.
There seems to us to be one question
only. Does the government get its money's
worth? If so, and men, to expedite the
work, trade with each other, themselves or
their brothers—no matter.
Enough suspicion would lose a war.
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WASHINGTON, Feb. 5.—The Senate was
in an explosive mood today as Senator
Wadsworth followed up the attack on
inefficiency in the War Department.
Bitter at the sweeping charges of inefficiency and chaos made against the
war government by Senator Hitchcock
yesterday, administration leaders were
restraining themselves with difficulty in
following President Wilson's urge that
discussion of the war cabinet will be
curtailed.
While the Senate was sharpening its
weapons for another battle today, Representative Glass, Virginia, completed his
speech to be made in the House, probably Thursday. The same day Senator
Weeks expects to speak in the Senate
for the Chamberlain Bill.
It appears likely that most of this
week will be turned over to senators
and representatives who desire to speak
on bills.
It probably will not go on far into
next week. Already Republicans' are
pointing with satisfaction to the reorganization already completed by Secretary of War Baker.
"This controversy is not over the
Chamberlain bills," Senator Chamberlain said significantly. "It is over inefficiency in the War Department. If
all this results in an efficient organization, the big end sought will have been
attained."
Secretary Baker will appear before
the Senate military affairs committee
tomorrow. He is expected to answer
charges of Senator Hitchcock that he
"grossly exaggerated" when he talked ot
moving five hundred thousand troops to
Europe.
Secretary of the Navy Daniels stood
With the War Secretary today. He said j
there were enough ships to land five nun-1
dred thousand men in France this I
spring. Baker told the military affairs
committee last week that America would
have five hundred thousand men in
France early this year" and 1% million
ready to go if sufficient ships were
available and that he felt optimistic as
to the shipping.
^c
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is either overthrown or profoundly underminedj^tflClZnCy
Without Inhumanity
J
J

there is little chance or the acceptance in good laith
of any promise to disarm or of any proposed a.dherence to a League of Nations. To this extent
we agree with the criticism passed on Lord Lansdowne's intervention elsewhere in this issue by Mr.
H. G. Wells. His lordship is a wise opportunist
conservative. He fails to understand or else he
understands too well the opportunity which is
offered for the advancement of democracy by the
transformation of the war from a contest for
decisive military victory into a competition in moral
vitality and endurance.
If democracy contains any of the virtue
attributed to it by democrats, if German and
Austro-LIungarian autocracy are as maleficent as
we believe them to be, we can await with faith and
confidence the outcome of such a contest. We do
not wish to humiliate or injure the German people.
We do wish to discredit and destroy the German
military system and its resulting suppression of
national and popular aspirations. All the prevailing signs indicate that this object can eventually be
accomplished, even though a decisive victory in the
field has become practically impossible, provided
only the Allied governments will act resolutely and
-loyally as if they really believe in the democracy,
for the safety of which they claim to be fighting.
There are unmistakable symptoms of moral disintegration in Germany and of both physical and
moral disintegration in Austria-Hungary. The
Allied nations have every reason to be persistent
and to keep up their military and economic pressure
on their enemies, to accompany that pressure with
diplomatic offensives and democratic or revolutionary propaganda, and finally to modify their
domestic policies still further so as to earn the
support of the mass of their own people. In the
case of America, for instance, the government needs
to go much further than it has yet done in insisting
on a radical program of social and industrial
democracy as a war measure. By doing so it would
doubtless scare and alienate the more prosperous
classes, but these classes are too much bound up
with the existing order to go beyond a verbal protest. They cannot strike. The wage-earners not
only can but will, unless their interests, which have
been so misunderstood and neglected in the traditional economic organization, are recognized and
safeguarded. By so doing and only by so doing,
can the Allied governments be assured of the
popular support which may be necessary to obtain
a clean peace. More and more the price of destroying the impossible military autocracy of Germany is coming to be destruction of the similarly
impossible industrial autocracy in the United States
and throughout the British Commonwealth.

o

^TTSHE letter of Mr. C. L. Vestal published on
X another page of this issue is typical of the
attitude of many intelligent people towards the demand for a better organization of American war
work. Our correspondent does not even consider
how far the criticisms passed upon the existing organization may be justified, and how far the proposed changes may contribute to the object for the
fulfilment of which the American nation is mortgaging its future productive ability and is offering
up the lives of its sons. He judges the whole controversy from the standpoint of personal and party
prestige. The President and his Secretary of War
are in his eyes good safe Democrats, who are aiming
to bring about a democratic peace, and who have
exhibited a most encouragingly liberal attitude in
their dealings with labor. Many of their critics
are personal and partisan enemies of the administration, who are only too anxious to disparage the
President and everything he represents. Although
they are now attacking him because of a lack of
efficiency in his conduct of the war they will, if
they succeed in their attack, use their success for
the purpose of discrediting his whole domestic and
foreign programme, and undermining popular confidence in him and in his ways and works. Everyone who accepts his general leadership in politics
should, consequently, cease to consider the merits
of the controversy and should rally to the support
of the administration. It is an issue between the
sheep and the goats, between the friends and the
enemies of democracy. As for " material efficiency," that at best is an ill-favored and sinister thing,
which was made in Germany and which can
be safely dispensed with by good American democrats.
It would be easy to interpret the argument of our
correspondent as a plan for saving democracy at
home at the expense of its fortunes in the present
war, and any one who pleases can make the most of
this obvious retort. But it is fairer to consider the
objection on its strong rather than on its weak side.
No one who is familiar with the perverted way in
which political issues are framed up in democratic
countries can deny some measure of reality to Mr.
Vestal's treatment of the existing controversy. An
American citizen is frequently obliged to support officials, even when he is not wholly satisfied
with them, because he has shared their general
political attitude, and because if he fails to suppd
them he would be helping to confer power on people
with whose general political attitude he entirely
disagrees. If such an issue were presented at the
present time, if, for instance, it were proposed to
recall President Wilson and to substitute for him
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a pro-war Republican, who was hell-bent on efficiency, the New Republic would unhesitatingly and enthusiastically support the President. It would support him because it considers his leadership in
foreign politics and his preferences in domestic
politics of prime importance to the American people
in their present quandary. Much as we should
regret the necessity of choosing between candidates
who represented two such political desirables as
sound general policy and able administration, we
should, if forced to a choice, prefer sound policy.
In making this choice we should do so without
serious misgivings. Difficult as it may be to get
able administration' uttt of the President and the
Democratic party, the job would be child's play
compared to the job of getting a sound and liberal
domestic and foreign policy out of the existing
Republican leadership. Neither should we have
any confidence that the Republicans would prove
to be efficient, because they insisted stridently upon
the word. For although sound policy is dependent
for its success on able administration, able administration is equally dependent for its success on
sound policy. If the Republicans had been running
this war the breakdown would have assumed a different form, but it might well have been even more
complete and costly than it is.
These considerations afford no excuse for failing
to urge upon the President and Mr. Baker the improvement of their administration of the war. The
country is not now preparing for an early election.
Its citizens are not yet presented with an exclusive
choice between good Democrats who are superior
to efficiency and a party of efficiency experts who
consider Republican anti-Wilsonism to be the first
qualification of an able administrator. The object
of good citizens and of good friends of the President and of his domestic and foreign policy should
be to prevent the Republicans from having the opportunity of stating the issue in such terms. For
if this issue can be established during the Congressional campaign next summer, it will go hard with
the President, with the Democratic party and with
the liberal domestic and foreign policy represented
by them. In peace the American democracy is
usually indifferent to accusations of inefficiency
against a government, but during war its attitude
is bound to be different. It will inevitably and
properly charge up to the administration any failure
to return to the nation a full measure of tangible
results for the national expenditures and sacrifices.
_. latever attitude a citizen or a journal may have
to take, when a choice has finally to be made between the administration and its critics, the only
effective way to " support the administration " now
is to help it earn a large margin of credit with the
American people by pointing out wherein its exist-
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ing performance is open to criticism and indicating
the needed remedy.
The President and Mr. Baker have themselves
justified the work of their critics. They have introduced many changes into the personnel and
structure of their war administration, but they have
delayed in doing so until after the criticisms had
been published. Their reforms have already cured
certain specific maladies. As yet, however, the
ultimate malady which consists in the lack of an
administrative plan and of some kind of civilian
general staff to prepare such a plan, to modify it
when necessary and to make sure of its being executed, has been neglected. The American nation
cannot emerge with credit from its supreme test
unless more prevision, more anticipation of coming
difficulties, more energy in overcoming them and
more exhaustive and candid brain work is applied
to the task of v/ar administration. Not only Mr.
Baker's department, but most of the other regular
and improvised war services are being operated not
by their brains but by their members. Practically
every expert administrator in Washington, no matter how well disposed he may be to the President,
agrees to the truth of this criticism and is hoping
the President will eventually act upon it. There is
every probability he will—provided his enemies in
Congress do not attempt to emasculate his executive
leadership.
But whatever form of staff organization the President eventually adopts, its work will be hampered
unless it can use as its instrument a munitions department. Such a department is not, as the President himself seems to think, a piece of bureaucratic
mechanism, which a modern nation at war can
perfectly well dispense with. A munitions department may be organized in many different ways, but
the administrative idea which underlies it is indispensable to the successful organization for war
purposes of a modern industrial nation. America
will need during the next few months a prodigious
volume of commodities and service in order to feed
and supply its armed and civilian populations and
those of its allies. It cannot obtain the needed
volume of services and supplies without stimulating
the production of essentials and diminishing the
production of unessentials, and preventing the
production of several essentials from interfering
one with another. The object of what is known as
a munitions department is to organize production
so as to assure to the government the full volume
of essential supplies and services at the smallest
possible sacrifice of the less essential supplies and
services. The departments as actually organized in
France and Great Britain have been intrusted with
only a part of this colossal yet indispensable task,
and their failures, in so far as they have failed, are
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due to the limitation of their organization. Their
control over war production has been divided up
with other departments. But it has been sufficient
to prevent the deplorable condition now existing in
this country, which is that of an industrial mechanism operating at only a fraction of its possible or
usual productivity.
Our correspondent makes a grave mistake in
confusing this demand for the organization of
production with the demand for a ruthless and inhuman mechanical efficiency. The more successful
the government is in organizing production even in
the midst of war, the more it will be forced to
recognize the social as rlistingnished
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typical of the attempt which will have to be made
ultimately by democracies to organize production
for the enhancement of human life. A democracy
is the one form of polity which cannot be indifferent
to this organization of production, and which is
bound to apply to the problem all the prevision,
drive, science, expertness and patient thought which
is necessary to success in obtaining it. A department which was capable of producing and distributing the munitions needed during war might well
develop into a department capable of producing
and distributing the munitions needed for the
normal peaceful and fruitful life of a whole society.

the

merely economic nature of its task. For there is no
way of organizing production, without organizing
labor, and there is no way of organizing labor without giving it a stake in the industry such as it has
never yet been allowed to have. Ever since, for
instance, the British government honestly tackled
the task of organizing production for war purposes,
it has been moving in the direction of an economic
constitutionalism which conferred an increasing
measure of industrial citizenship upon the British
wage-earner. No attempt was made, as in this
country, to bribe him with excessive wages, or except in the beginning to coerce him against his will.
But he was assured fair wages, continuity of employment, decent working conditions, and some
measure of control over shop conditions in return
for continuity and efficiency of labor. Hitherto no
similar policy has been adopted in this country,
and that is probably the most important reason for
the low productive ability of the American industrial mechanism of today.
This matter of organizing production, instead of
being one to which democracy can afford to be indifferent, is in reality the ultimate problem of
modern society no less in peace than in war. Let
us suppose the modern nations suddenly become as
eager and as determined to work for the better
happiness of other people as they are now eager
and determined to work for their mutilation and
annihilation. Let us suppose they seriously tackled
the problem of producing with the utmost economy
of human labor the largest possible volume of
economic goods and of distributing them among the
largest possible number of people. We should
then need to organize production of goods just as
we now need to organize the production of war
supplies and war services; and success in both cases
would depend upon our ability to persuade men
and women to work vigorously and intelligently for
as many hours as they could without unwholesome
fatigue. The timid and blundering attempt now
being made to organize American productive ability
for the destruction of human life is prophetic and

The Wisdom of the Wise
f T is not often that the conservators of wisdom,
JL the guardians of tradition in matters international, give utterance to their thought on the
practicability of the league of nations, on the possibility of an enduring peace. But when they speak,
they deal in disillusionment. How shall a satisfactory scheme of international organization be
wrought out? Shall we have a permanent council,
or only occasional conferences for the interpretation of the original agreements ? Shall we organize
on the principle, one nation one vote, or shall we
weight the representation of nations on a basis of
population, wealth, military or naval power ? Flow
shall we manage the international armies, without
which, we are warr.cJ., international law is a New
Year's resolution? How shall we prevent an aggressive member of the league from providing itself with forces superior to those of the rest of
the league, and thus set at defiance the common
will of the nations? How shall we provide in our
organization for the supplanting of empires that
decay by empires bursting their confines by force
of expanding energies? A fool, it is said, may
ask questions that seven wise men can not answer.
When a wise man asks questions, we, the plain
citizens of America, who have not imbibed the wisdom of Talleyrand and Metternich, Bismarck and
Cavour, may expect to sink under a wave of moral
discouragement.
We do not remain downcast long, however. For
the comfort of the analogy we recall that the wise
were equally doubtful of the success of the American experiment in republican institutions. That
was a bolder experiment than is usually realized
by us who have passed our lives under the stablest
government in the world. A century ago were not
the seeds of conflicting interests between the several
groups of states already sending up vigorous
shoots? Were there not already wide differences
of classes, and bitter jealousies among them ? With
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such discordant forces bound together under the
Constitution, the future, destined to alter the
equilibrium of forces, looked ominous to the trained
political prophet. What the politically wise failed
to take into account, because they were not of it
nor capable of feeling it, was the saving element
of democracy.
Our nation has become progressively more stable politically, in spite of an
enormous diversification of interests, because it has
become progressively more democratic. The one
dangerous undemocratic element in our original
constitutional make-up, a slave-holding class, did
indeed come near destroying us. We extirpated
it by war; and by le*ss violent means we are proceeding to extirpate other undemocratic elements,
one by one. We still have privileged classes, and
consequent social unrest and political disturbances.
But we have reached a point in our development
where even so good a conservative as Mr. Hughes
foresees that in the future property and privilege
will have to depend for their survival upon the
democratic principle of service.
With this
achieved, our political security and stability will be
as solidly based as anything human can be. So
much we owe to the expanding force of democracy,
of which the wise who forecast the course of nations know nothing.
It is the democracies of the world that believe
in a league of nations to ensure enduring peace.
America believes in it, British labor believes in it.
So also do the socialists of France and Italy, and
even in Germany and Austria-Hungary the most
democratic factions believe in it. Autocrats, aristocrats, bureaucrats, professional diplomats do not
as a rule believe in it. Nor should we who are
democrats believe in the permanent efficacy of a
league of nations, if we did not have confidence
that, under the shelter of a league strong enough
to ensure peace for even a generation, the rising
flood of modern democracy will engulf autocrats
and aristocrats and bureaucrats along with their
unbelief. Why has the impatient and indocile German endured the rule of Junker and court? Because they promised protection against foreign invasion. Why have the masses of the Magyars,
the proudest race in the world, submitted to the
dominance of the magnates? For the same obvious
reason. On the European continent only the nations like Switzerland, Denmark and Norway,
which have considered themselves immune from
attack, have been able to proceed uninterruptedly
with their democratic development. We wish to
assure all nations immunity from attack, that the
spirit of democracy may do its work.
We recognize that no convention accepted by
the nations at this time can provide for all the
contingencies that may arise in a half century or
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in a century. We recognize that the uneven growth
of nations and empires would subject any such convention to a disruptive strain, if the nations remain
as they are today. But they will not remain such
as they are if we can do away with the imminent
danger of war. And this we believe to be quite
practicable. What we aim at is essentially nothing
more than this: Let the nations be so bound together that any one, proceeding to acts of aggression, will understand clearly that the forces of all
the rest will be thrown against it. As matters now
stand in the world, this would mean that a nation
entering upon the ways of aggression would recognize clearly that it was entering upon a struggle
against heavy odds, just as Germany, for all her
trained armies and systematic preparations, is now
struggling against heavy odds.
Imagine that a decade ago such a league had
been formed. Would the Great War have been
prevented? Austria, in attacking Serbia, Germany
in attacking Belgium, would have been forced to
count upon the combined opposition of all the nations now arrayed against them. It would have
been a more effective opposition, too. If the United
States had accepted the peace of Europe as an
appropriate object of policy, we should not have
been content to remain unarmed while Germany was
arming. England would not have confined her
defensive preparations to her navy. But even if
the other members of the league had made no
more effective preparations to balance those of the
Teutonic empires, the risks of aggression would
still have been too great for even German military
adventurers to assume lightly. We can recall the
anguish and indignation to which Germany gave
vent when England joined forces with France and
Russia. The hope of a sbort\and merry war was
extinguished; Germany, it .was-, seen, had to fight
for her life. With a league of nations in existence,
Germany would have known at the outset that she
was backing up Austrian insolence at the price of
a life or death struggle.
The world now knows infinitely more about war
and its agonies. It has a better realization of the
fact that no one nation has a monopoly of military
prowess. More than a generation must elapse before any nation will boast that it is powerful enough
to defy the world. Provided that we can form
some kind of international system under which
acts of aggression will necessarily challenge the
world, we shall for a generation have no acts of
aggression, no wars. Whether the system shall be
one under which armaments are reduced to a
minimum, or one under which military service is
everywhere universal, is a matter that may work
itself out as it will. All that is essential is that
military adventure shall be made to mean the un-
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style. People will read Sir Charles's text who neglect his
footnotes and I think that the quotation is from that standpoint unfortunate.
(6) As to the fundamental theme of Sir Charles
Waldstein's book I can only reiterate my conviction that
useful work in politics can only be achieved by emphasis
on the functional aspects of ideas and institutions and not
upon the pretensions they may make. I gladly affirm again
my belief that his book has many useful dicta and wise
aphorisms and is permeated throughout by a fine idealism.
But it still seems to me a striking example of the way in
which politics should not be studied.—H. J. L.]

Criticizing the Administration
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SIR: After taking your magazine for about two years,
and admiring it greatly, a few weeks ago I sent subscription renewal. I am already beginning to wish I hadn't.
I have always felt that the paper was a trifle cocksure,
and somewhat addicted to " wisdom after the event," but
these things were far overbalanced by its keenness of insight.
The last few issues have gone so far in their attacks on
the administration that I wish I had not renewed—if this
attitude continues. Mr. Hard's articles set the tune and
the editorials sing to it, or perhaps it is the other way
around. Either way comes to the same thing in the end,
viz., what seems to me an unfair emphasis on obvious mistakes, which seem large when viewed by themselves, but
when placed among the successful events of which they are
a part are far less spectacular. A case of text without context, as it were.
Especially does Mr. Hard's latest article (issue of January 26th) leave a bad taste. " Pursuing Mr. Baker " is
undoubtedly an appropriate title for both the matter written
and the apparent attitude of the writer. He seems to consider Mr. Baker as a kind of rabbit, which is always considered fair prey for the hounds, which Mr. Hard's title
would seem implicitly to admit that he has joined. It is
always a matter of regret, it seems to me, when a paper
of the intellectual standing of the New Republic carries
matter which tends to bring it down to the level of that
Billy Sunday of politics, T. R.
In the same issue, your repeated and cool assumption
that the opinion of the paper is that of the American people
Strikes me as somewhat fantastic. Your apparent demand
for supermen in government, and your implication that they
can be had, also seems rather fanciful. Your seeming desire
and readiness to reconstruct our people into a great machine,
each individual becoming a cog, to revolve at the touch of a
higher hand, seems repulsive to me. Is not such a philosophy
driving us toward the very condition of psychology which
we deprecate in our enemies' countries, viz., making a god
of material efficiency? I think that our people believe that
there are worse evils than inefficiency, and perfect mechanical efficiency in a machine made of men and women is one
of them. They have the instinctive feeling that the efficiency you clamor for is the foe of liberty and democracy.
Germany is their blazing example. The Germans might
have had democracy—they preferred efficiency. To me it
seems demonstrably true, what you would probably deny,
that to organize a nation as one vast machine, even supposing the machine to be endowed with noble purpose—
for some other people—is to overthrow in that nation the
very freedom for which we hope this war is being waged.
Does it not strike you that the cleavage is beginning to
appear between Mr. Wilson's war aims—which we hope
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are the nation's as 1 am sure they are the New Republic's—and those of the almost impregnably intrenched forces
of imperialism in this country? The trend can, it seems
to me, be seen in the newspaper utterances of the great
business leaders of the nation, together with the reports
of their doings. I would gather that most of them have,
more or less vaguely, perhaps, the glowing, golden vision
of an America organized to the last minute detail, as a great
commercial machine to dominate world trade after the war,
and to make that dominance look real to her sister nations
she is to have a great and self-renewing military establishment, with a mighty navy to control trade routes. In other
words, it seems to me that our big business has almost the
same dream and desire as the German junkers, done into
an American edition. I do not mean that there is any
definite scheme to bring about such a condition, but the
trend seems to be that way. Is there not some reason for
believing that the recent attack on the War Department
derived most of its vitality from disgruntled corporations
who have a vague feeling of uneasiness when they see that
when Mr. Wilson says he wants a democratic peace he
means it, for America as well as for Europe, and who have
for a specific resentment Mr. Baker's attitude toward their
own relations with labor? Proof may be lacking, possibly
will always be, but men are largely what their interests
make them, and may we not trust imperialism everywhere
to run true to form ?
C. L. VESTAL.
Chicago, Illinois.

From the Christian Endeavor Society
SIR: I have long been a reader and an admirer of the
New Republic. I particularly like your attitude on
questions of war and peace, but I received a severe shock
from your issue of January 26th in reading the exceedingly
irreverent article concerning an imaginary conversation between Jehovah, Mephistopheles, and the Kaiser.
I have never read anything more blasphemous in the
works of the rankest atheists.
If the New Republic wishes to keep the regard of people
who have respect for God, religion and sacred things it
surely will not publish another such article.
Your editorials I always enjoy. They seem to me fair
and just and well reasoned.
FRANCIS E. CLARK.
Boston, Massachusetts.

France and the League of Nations
SIR: I wonder if the following extract from a letter
from a member of the French Senate may not be of
interest to you in connection with the editorial on France
and the League of Nations, which appeared in the New
Republic for January 5th:
" Who would have said three years ago when in derision
of our efforts the war broke out, that today, before it is
ended, the French government would officially create,
doubtless in agreement with its allies, a commission for
the study of the conditions under which a League of Nations
might be established? Nevertheless this is the phenomenon
which actually exists today, and of which I have the good
fortune to tell you. And the most astonishing thing of
all is that the formation of this commission is due to M.
Ribot, who certainly did not share our views three vears
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"LETS QUIT FIGHTING EACH OTHER"
"For God's sake, let's quit fighting each other and fight the
Kaiser."
This expressive statement, made a few days ago by Representative Mason, Republican, of Illinois, should be read and re-read by
those members of congress, both in the house and senate, who have
been so busy with their criticism of the conduct of the war that
they have had little time for anything else. It should be read and
pondered by the constituents of those senators and representatives
who, in this time of the nation's crisis, are stirring up dissension
instead of giving their hearty co-operation to those charged with
the task of waging the war to a successful finish.
It is an elementary proposition that, in the waging of war as
well as any other task of great importance, co-operation is essential to success. A divided house cannot stand; a nation torn by
dissensions cannot achieve the results of which it is capable in
armed conflict or any other line. And yet, in spite of these unde-1
niable facts, men stand up in the senate of the United States and I
abuse public officials who are charged with the most important;
duties which could be conferred upon any men or set of men. They!
pick out supposed mistakes such as are bound to occur in any un- i
dertaking of the magnitude of this, and try to convince their
hearers that such mistakes are characteristic, and not incidental.
Not content with criticizing officials of the war department on
the absurd theory that the war-makingmachinery of the government has "broken down," some of these men actually clamor for
the making public of information that the head of the war department insists would be of value to the enemy. Details as to how
shipping is to be provided to carry United States soldiers to Eu-i
rope, and other similar information is requested in an insistent
manner, and questions asked which are of exceedingly doubtful propriety, to say the least, in a public hearing. Those who ask these
questions and insist upon this information contend, of course, it is
essential to the interest of the .nation and the successful prosecution of the war, but we venture to say it will be rather difficult for
them to get the average citizen to follow their line of reasoning in
that respect.
This bitter criticism of the war-making machinery of the government would be decidedly out of place if it were kept within the
walls of congress. One of the worst features of the matter is
that no few people out of congress are encouraged by the things
heard there to make criticisms that can do no good and may do
harm. Instead of setting citizens generally a shining example of
patriotic devotion to duty in a great crisis, some United States
senators have made utterances that may be calculated to have
quite a different affect, that may have a tendency to make destructive critics of
men who have not had the opportunity to study
the matters invcUi^L~tjCI-^UJ
'
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This kind of thing ought to.be stopped. If those members of
the senate who indulge in it will not change their tactics voluntarily, their constituents should see that public, opinion in their
states is aroused to such a point that they will be forced to stop or
retire from public office. There are men in the senate today who
have lessened their capacity for usefulness by carping criticisms
when they might have been of service, thru constructive suggestions, in the conduct of the war. We have enough confidence in
their constituents to believe they will retire such men to private,
life the first chance they get.
"For God's sake let's quit fighting each other and fight the
Kaiser."
The allies are going to win this war. They have right and
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"LETS QUIT FIGHTING EACH OTHER"
/'For God's sake, let's quit fighting each other and fight the
Kaiser."
This expressive statement, made a few days ago by Representative Mason, Republican, of Illinois, should be read and re-read by
those members of congress, both in the house and senate, who have
been so busy with their criticism of the conduct of the war that
they have had little time for anything else. It should be read and
pondered by the constituents of those senators and representatives
who, in this time of the nation's crisis, are stirring up dissension
instead of giving their hearty co-operation to those charged with
the task of waging the war to a successful finish.
It is an elementary proposition that, in the waging of war as
well as any other task of great importance, co-operation is essential to success. A divided house cannot stand; a nation torn by
dissensions cannot achieve the results of which it is capable in
armed conflict or any other line. And yet, in spite of these undeniable facts, men stand up in the senate of the United States and
abuse public officials who are charged with the most important
duties which could be conferred upon any men or set of men. They
pick out supposed mistakes such as are bound to occur in any undertaking of the magnitude of this, and try to convince their
hearers that such mistakes are characteristic, and not incidental.
Not content with criticizing officials of the war department on
the absurd theory that the war-makingmachinery of the government has "broken down," some of these men actually clamor for
the making public of information that the head of the war department insists would be of value to the enemy. Details as to how
shipping is to be provided to carry United States soldiers to Europq and other similar information is requested in an insistent
manner, and questions asked which are of exceedingly doubtful propriety, to say the least, in a public hearing. Those who ask these
questions and insist upon this information contend, of course, it is
essential to the interest of the nation and the successful prosecution of the war, but we venture to say it will be rather difficult for
them to get the average citizen to follow their line of reasoning in
that respect.
This bitter criticism of the war-making machinery of the government would be decidedly out of place if it were kept within the
walls of congress. One of the worst features of the matter is
that no few people out of congress are encouraged by the things
heard there to make criticisms that can do no good and may do
harm. Instead of setting citizens generally a shining example of
patriotic devotion to duty in a great crisis, some United States
senators have made utterances that may be calculated to have
quite a different affect, that may have a tendency to make destructive critics of men who have not had the opportunity to study
the matters involved at first hand. And a few destructive critics
scattered here and there thruout the country can do an immense
amount of injury.
It is hard to measure the possibilities for harm of that kind of
thing. Gov. Bickett's telegram to the New York World was probably a little extreme in charging critics of the war department in
congress with responsibility for sinking of the Tuscania, by forcing Secretary Baker to give facts about the extent of the movement of troops to EUrope, but it is quite possible that innocent
iives may be lost thru such tactics at some time. Dissemination
of the kind of stuff that has been handed out in the senate on one
or two occasions by bitter critics of the administration may have
as great possibilities for injury to the nation's cause as German
bullets.
This kind of thing ought to.be stopped. If those members of
the senate who indulge in it will not change their tactics voluntarily, their constituents should see that public, opinion in their
states is aroused to such a point that they will be forced to stop or
retire from public office. There are men in the senate today who
have lessened their capacity for usefulness by carping criticisms
when they might have been 0$ service, thru constructive suggestions, in the conduct of the i ar. We have enough confidence in
their constituents to believe they will retire such men to private
life the first chance they get.
"For God's sake let's quit fighting each other and fight the
Kaiser."
The allies are going to win this war. They have right and
justice on their side and are constantly developing a degree of military power that spells the undoing of '"ermany. But the task is
no small one, and the co-operation of every man, woman and child,
in and out of congress, is needed if a speedy and successful conclusion of the struggle is to be brought about. Those who consume
their time in nagging and fault-finding when they might be providing such co-operation are rendering the nation a sorry service in
the present emergency.
It is a time for all Americans to get together, regardless of,
petty differences. This is not a political conflict. It is not the
light of any faction. It is the war of the American- people and
it is incumbent upon them to forget petty animosities and to turn
1 5eAr ±?ces tQward the common enemy. That is the supreme duty
! of the hour.
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himself for fell the time and trfcuble he devotes to "doing
good in the World" makes himself speedily impossible. Pose
and Pharisaism'don't go in this line of service. Nothing
qualifies for it except that magic imagination which is able
to occupy the other fellow's place—and act by "inside information" thus divined.
Not for peculiar saintliness, however, will this task be
crowded on the United States. Only because there is nothing
in Europe or the near East that America can possibly want
for itself, America by common voice of the Allies (doubtless
by all Teutonic voices too) will be named the sole acceptable
minister of reconstruction in these areas where government
has to be made new. Geography thus becomes America's seal
of unselfishness. France and England can be suspected of
all kinds of imperialistic designs in these regions; the
United States is immune from even a plausible hint of lust
for gain. What Americans do for service abroad is today
and must needs be tomorrow undeniable service pure and
simple. And that fact alone is bound to elect the United
States big brother of Europe and Asia. Are the people of
the United States great-spirited and self-sacrificing enough
to be willing to see their Government accept the election—
and fill the office with all the inevitable cost of it heaped on
top the costs of war?
Americans like to think that their nation has been more
benevolent to the lesser peoples than any other great
power. But for the most part they have taken care that this
benevolence should be purely platonic. Only once has it
actually cos/sotyething worth the mention—in the rescue of
Cuba and In the guardianship of the Filipinos which unexpectedly iesuljed therefrom.\lowever, the way this latter
responsibility ha;s been borne encourages the trust that our
nation has [he fiemper and the rtterve for greater duties in
the same lite. And if all this challenge to stay and serve
loomiup in jthe face of Americans when fighting is Jinished,
no doubt they will still be heard singing: "We worht come
balck till it's over over there!"

MR. BAKER COMES BACK
SECRETARY BAKER'S second appearance before the'
Senate Committee on Military Affairs was reassuring.
It was so not merely because of what he said, but
because of the way in which he said it. On his first appearance Mr. Baker was jaunty and at times almost flippant
in his replies to questions from the- committee. Last week
he was serious, frank and helpful./The change was refreshing. It discloses an admirable quality in the Secretary of
War—an ability to learn frdhi events and to grow to meet
changed conditions.
^An administrative officer in a democratic government
has no right to resent criticism, decently exprest and responsibly supported. He has every right and an unescapable obligation to meet it fully and frankly and to disarm
it, if he can, not by retort but by facts. This Mr. Baker has
now proceeded to do, and with gratifying success. No loyal
American can regret that the head of the army organization of the United States has been able to put upon the
record such a fine report of progress as Mr. Baker presented.
Our war work has been well done. Doubtless it might
have been better done; of what human accomplishment
could that not be said? Doubtless there have been errors of
judgment; human judgment cannot escape fallibility. But
that there has been any failure of spirit, of purpose, of
devotion, of diligence, of application, has not been proved.
Nor has it been shown that any capital errors in judgment
have been committed.
We may all be proud of the record. We may all be gratified with the spirit and the energy with which the great
enterprize of hurling against German autocracy an army
that will settle the matter once for all is being prosecuted.
But we should all keep our critical faculties keen and
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bright. We owe two duties to our leaders in this fight: the
duty of loyalty and the duty of critical judgment. Neither is
of full value without the other. This is the people's war. The
people's servants can only be kept to a high standard of
achievement in it if the people support them wholeheartedly and scrutinize all their acts with vigorous minds.

THE BIG THREE
IN the crises of life a man's dominant characteristics
come to the surface. Likewise in the crises of a nation's
life the statesman's governing qualities determine his
thought and action.
Theodore Roosevelt, warrior patriot, is going up and down
the land preaching preparedness, a vigorous prosecution of
the war and an undiluted Americanism.
William Howard Taft, humanitarian jurist, is devoting
practically his entire time to the alleviation of human suffering thru the Red Cross and to the political reconstruction
of the world thru the program of a League to Enforce
Peace.
Woodrow Wilson, teacher democrat, is converting the peoples of the earth to the principles of the founders of the
United States to the end that all nations may dwell together in unity and the world may be made safe for democracy.

THE TOUCHSTONE
A little knowledge is a dangerous thing, but it is a
danger from which none of us is exempt. No one
can be a specialist in every branch of human knowledge and the lawyer who leaves his office the assured master
of every technical intricacy of his profession may enter the
consultation room of his physician with all the innocence
and credulity of a child of five. The most learned scientist
may be as helpless in Wall Street as a Captain of Industry
would be in a chemical laboratory. A question that confronts us daily is how to tell the legal specialist from the
shyster; the medical specialist from the quack; the inventor
•om the fancier; the original poet or artist from the selfaoS^rtising professional "Bohemian"; religion from superstition Even the faker has usually a sufficient store of
catchwords and smatterings of information at his command
to bewilder the layman; and in nine matters out of ten the
best informed of us is but a layman.
One of the best tests for determining the honesty and
competence of the specialist whose knowledge whether adequate or inadequate at least outranges yours, is the manner
in which he gives his explanations. The honest master of his
craft is eager to make things clear to you; the charlatan
to mystify you. The light of science is the daylight that
shows every detail as it is; the light of magic, like the
colored lights of a theater, aims to bewilder and delude.
The scientist may use long words that you do not understand, but he does not use vague words that you are not
meant to understand. Beware of the inventor who talks of
"occult forces" or of secrets which not every one is to know.
The chances are ten to one that he is kin to the Indian
"medicine man" who holds his tribe in terror of his powers
by the simple expedient of refusing to explain the incantations which he recites and the symbols which fringe his
robe. The chemist does things as wonderful as the medieval
alchemist ever claimed to do, but we have more confidence
in the chemist because he is willing to teach everybody else
what he does and why. The teachings of astronomy are as
strange as the lore of astrology, but the astronomer can
demonstrate his method of predicting an eclipse whereas
the astrologer will not tell you for what reason the position
of a certain star on your birthday makes it certain that
you will travel and fall in love with a dark lady. You must
take his prediction on trust.
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But this touchstone of candor applies to other fields df
knowledge than the natural sciences. Every one knows that
the shyster lawyer aims to confuse his client with unfamiliar terms; that the patent medicine vender is marvelously elusive in his references to the "mysterious properties" of his "secret discovery"; that the get-rich-quick
sharper can treble your money by taking timely advantage
of a "private tip," and that the futuristic artist or poet
explains that only the few can ever hope to understand his
work and glories in the fact that it is "over the heads of
the multitude."
Even in religion the same truth holds. Christianity is distinguished from other religions in that its creeds are open
for all the world to read. It has no esoteric doctrines peculiar
to the priesthood; no "inner circle of illuminati"; no "mysteries" for "initiates." Even the Catholic Church, which bids

the laity take their faith on authority, shares that faith ungrudgingly with every communicant. It was not so with the
other faiths that contested with Christianity for the religious mastery of the Roman world: the mystical cults of
"neo-Platonists," the secret orders of the Mithra worship
and many other fashionable faiths from the Orient; it is
not so with the theosophical, spiritualistic and Buddhistic
cults which delight a certain section of the idle rich today.
Christianity is and always was an open air religion of
candor and democracy. The Christian does not treasure
piety and virtue as the miser treasures gold; he wishes to
make piety as commonplace as water and virtue as universal
as sunlight. Christianity was the first religion that taught
theology, that is, the deepest and most difficult truths of all
philosophy, to the common people. And the common people
heard it gladly.
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A LETTER ON LINCOLN FROM PRESIDENT WILSON
Just now when the coming celebration of Lincoln's birthday is emphasizing for us the parallel between his presidency and the stern
task of the United States today, it seems particularly opportune to publish this letter of ('resident Wilson's in which he sums up
his appreciation of the great leader of the Civil War. The letter teas written at the time of the Lincoln Centenary in 1908 and sent
to the committee in charge, of which Mr. Isaac Markens was chairman. The estimate of President Lincoln which President
Wilson has here exprest was first written in an essay of his in "Mere Literature," published by the Houghton, Mifflin Company

THE GREAT WAR
January 2.7—llertling and Czernin.
State peace terms. French and British aviators bomb Belgian and German towns.
January '.Hi—The Rada declares a
Ukrainian republic. Bolsheviki and
Rumanians righting in Bessarabia.
German air raid on London.
January 27—Cunarder "Andania" torpedoed off Treland. Pershing reports
five wounded and three deaths from
disease.
January 28—Italians take 2000 Austrians on Asiago plateau. General
Wood wounded by explosion of a
gun in France.
January 29—Supreme War Council of
Allies meets in Versailles. Pershing
reports four deaths from pneumonia.
January 30—Peace strikes break out
in German munition works. BrestLitovsk conferences resumed.
January SI—Bolshevik) take possession of Helsingfors, Finland. Pershing reports eight deaths from pneumonia and three from other diseases.
T
Raids in
^"* English were very re.
luctant to adopt the German
"
practise of dropping bombs
upon towns in the interior and the proposal to make reprisals for the air
raids on England met with remonstrances from the clergy and other humanitarians. But as the German raids
became more frequent and bloody the
opposition to reprisals in kind was
overcome and now aerial attacks are
resorted to by all parties. On January
25 French fliers penetrated twenty
miles behind the German lines, dropping eight tons of explosives and taking more than three hundred photographs. The British dropt several hundred bombs upon the German airdromes
and hangars about Cambrai and Douai,
then extending their raids into the interior attacked the barracks and factories of Mannheim, the railroad station
of Treves, the steel works of Thionville,
and the stations of Saarbrucken and
Oberbillig. Of the German airplanes
attacking the raiders sixteen were
brought down, while the British lost
only one. Four American aviators took
part in the French bombing expedition.
The Germans for their part report
having attacked Dunkirk, Calais and
Boulogne "with good effect" and having downed twenty-five enemy airplanes and three captive balloons within four days. Three raids were made
on England early in the week, causing
more casualties than any since last
June. About eight o'clock on the night
of January 28 two groups of German
airplanes crost the Essex coast and one
the Kent coast, concentrating upon
London. Some fifteen machines took
part in the raid and four or five of
them reached the capital, altho it was
a clear moonlit night. Alarms were
given by rockets, colored lights, bugles
and steam sirens, so the population had

time to seek shelter in the subways and
basements. But Londoners are getting
used to such bombardments and they
do not cause the confusion and alarm
that they did at first. Altho the firing
kept up intermittently for four hours,
most of the theaters continued their
performances and the House of Lords
did not adjourn. At the Royal Geographical Society General Smuts, the.
Boer commander, was giving an address when the police warned the audience to take refuge in the basement,
but the warning was met with cries of
"Carry on!" and General Smuts calmly
continued his speech for an hour in
spite of the cannonading. The casualties comprized 14 men, 17 women and
16 children killed and 93 men, 59 women and 17 children injured. One of the
German machines was set on fire at a
hight of two miles and the three members of the crew burned to death.
On the Hills When the Austrian invasion took place last
Above Asolo November it was feared
and in fact expected that the Italians
would have to withdraw as far as the
Adige River before they could make a
stand, altho this meant the surrender
of Venice. But the invasion did not
have the driving power that was anticipated, and the Italians were rallied
and reinforced so quickly that it was
stopped at the Piave River twenty
miles north of Venice. The attempt of
the Austrians to circumvent the Piave
and come down into the valley on the
western side was frustrated, and the
army of the enemy was held in the
highlands between Asiago and Asolo.
Instead of advancing in this sector

the Austrians are losing ground. They
have lost Monte Tomba, the 2400 foot
hight that guards the pass thru which
the Piave flows from the plateau into
the lowlands. The French troops carried this point in a brilliant dash on
December 31, taking 1400 prisoners,
and the other day Italian patrols discovered that the Austrians had since
evacuated their entrenchments for
several miles. Their withdrawal had
not been suspected because of an ingenious system of camouflage. Dummy
soldiers had been put in the trenches
with their helmets slightly protruding,
and the muzzles of machine guns and
heavier artillery were imitated by
zinc tubes, gas pipes and big wooden
logs.
In the Asiago hills west of the
Brenta River the Italians on January
29 broke thru the Austrian lines and
took over 2500 prisoners, including
100 officers. The booty comprized six
guns, a hundred machine guns and
several thousand rifles.
In the air the Allies have the supremacy. The Italians brought down
twenty-five airplanes in the fight on
the Asiago plateau and the British report having shot up thirty-seven enemy
airplanes and four balloons since November.
It is rumored that
Rumania is making peace with her
former enemies, the Austrians, and
making war with her former allies, the
Russians. According to the documents
unearthed by the Bolsheviki from the
secret archives of the old regime Rumania was compelled by Russia to enRumanians and
Russians Fighting
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THE DEADLOCK IN ITALY
These are the two generals in command of the opposing armies now facing each other on the Piave
line. General Diaz (at the left) was put at the head of the Italian army at the time of the recent
Austrian advance. General Borovich (at the right) has just been given command of the Austrian
and German forces against Italy. His appointment is construed as indicating a concession to the
Slav element in Austria, since General Borovich is of Slavo-Croatian origin. His military tactics
in the past have been uniformly defensive
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have crost the boundary and seized
these depots to prevent them from falling into the hands of the Bolsheviki
who, the Rumanians fear, would sell
them to the Germans. The Red Guards,
or Bolsheviki troops are, it appears,
now trying to hold Kishinev against a
besieging army of Rumanians. Kishinev is the chief city of Bessarabia and
infamous for the massacre of the Jews
that took place there in 1903.
The c ntra
*
j £ada °r
assembly at Kiev has
declared by a vote of
508 to 4 the complete independence of
the Ukrainian Republic. The proclama
tion denounces the Bolshevik government at Petrograd for delaying peace
and states that the desire of the
Ukraine is to live on terms of concord
and friendship with Rumania, Turkey,
and her other neighbors.
This appears to be a realization of
nationalistic aspirations of the Little
Russians of the Ukraine. But the Kiev
Rada is not to have its own way. The
Bolsheviki as internationalists have no
sympathy with nationalistic movements
and as representatives of the workingclass they are determined that no other
class shall have any power. They dismissed by force the Constituent Assembly at Petrograd because other parties
were in a majority, and they object to
the Ukrainian assembly because it, too,
is under the control of the hated bourgeoisie or middle class.
The Bolshevik faction has failed to
secure a hold in the south of Russia
as it has in the north. The Don Cossacks are in part at least opposed to
the Bolsheviki arid so are the Ukrainians on the Austrian border. But the
Bolsheviki claim they hold the region
about Kharkov, which lies between the
Don on the east and Kiev on the west,
and a delegation of Bolsheviki from
this region has appeared at BrestLitovsk and claimed admission to the
conference as the true representatives
of the Ukraine.
This upsets the Austrian plan, almost
consummated, for a separate peace
with Ukrainia, which would provide the
Central Powers with the grain, cattle
and metals that they very much need.
Count Czernin admits that he is embarrassed by this difficulty, because he
docs not wish to interfere with the internal affairs of Russia. If he continues
negotiations with Kiev delegates he offends the Petrogra,d Bolsheviki with
whom Germany and Austria are trying
to make peace. If he recognizes the
Khartov delegates he alienates his
Ukrainian friends and loses the chance
of splitting up Russia and getting
immediate supplies. An independent
Ukraine, if it could hold its own with
the help of Austria, would entirely isolate Rumania, which would then be
obliged to make peace with Austria on
any terms it could get.

The Ukrainian
Republic

CmtrrtXtKt
THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL OF ALL ARMY PURCHASES
Secretary Baker has forestalled congressional criticism by appointing as virtual munitions director
tor the army Edward R. Stettinius, one of the partners in the firm of J. P. Morgan and Company.
Gte wns put in charge of purchasing war supplies for the Allies at the beginning of the war and
made contracts amounting to more than three billion dollars' worth of goods. He has lately been
in Washington advising war purchases. Mr. Stettinius* present position puts him in charge of the
procurement and production of all supplies for the five army bureaus—Ordnance, Quartermaster,
Signal, Engineer and Medical

ter the war on the side of the Allies at
a time when she was unprepared and
the Russian court party were not sorry
to have Rumania sacrificed, for it stood
in the way of Russia's advance to Constantinople. But the Bolsheviki seem to
be treating Rumania worse than the
Czar's government, for the few Russian troops that had been sent against
the Austrians in Rumania are now fighting their way back thru Rumania from
the south, while the Bolsheviki forces
in Bessarabia are attacking the Rumanians on the north.
All nations, even the most barbarous,
have hitherto held sacred the persons
of envoys, but the Bolsheviki repudiate
the morality of the past, so they had no
scruples about throwing into prison the
Rumanian representatives at Petrograd
and confiscating the funds of the Rumanian Government which were removed from Bucharest on the advance
of the Austrians and deposited for
safekeeping in Moscow banks. The
British and French ministers at Petroprad intervened in behalf of the Rumanian representatives, altho this in-

volved a de facto recognition of the
Bolshevik government. In consequence
of their interposition the Bolshevik Foreign Minister, Leon Trotzky, has released and expelled the Rumanian delegation and stated that the Rumanian
gold reserves, amounting to $600,000,000, are held to be returned to the Rumanian people. He has outlawed General Stcherbatcheff, commander of the
Russian troops in Rumania, as a rebel
against the revolution and an enemy of
the people because he cooperated with
the Rumanians in disarming the revolutionary Russian troops.
The conflict between the Rumanians
and the Bolsheviki is over the possession of Bessarabia, the Russian province lying next to Rumania on the east
and separated from it by the river
Pruth. The region adjoining the river
is largely inhabited by Rumanians but
. . . , . ,
.
President Wilson's
was seized by Russia, quite unwarrant- Austria
s Advances
_
. .
.
recent restatement
edly, in 1878. Here are stored the reToward Amer.ca
tf the war aimg of
serve munitions supplied by the Allies
for the use of the Rumanian and Rus- the United States drew from the enemy
sian troops in their campaign against a much more definite declaration of their
the Austrians. The Rumanian troops aims than had hitherto been elicited.
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Both Berlin and Vienna reply seriatim
to the fourteen points specified by
the President. We place in parallel columns an abbreviated summary of the
statements by President Wilson before
Congress, January 8, by Chancellor von
Hertling before the main committee of
the German Reichstag and by Count
Czernin,the Austro-Hungarian Foreign
Minister, before the Austrian delegation
of the Reichsrat, on January 24. From
this comparative summary we may get
a general idea of the extent of agreement and disagreement, but the language of the original text is not the
same and the tone of the three speeches
is very different.
Altho the German and Austro-Hungarian Governments are in constant
consultation over foreign policy and
are supposed to be acting in complete
harmony, yet their reaction toward the
President's proposals is in distinct contrast. The German Chancellor adopts
an attitude of haughty indifference,
while the Austrian Foreign Minister
manifests an evident desire to agree
with the President on as many points
as possible and he ends with a definite
invitation to enter into a conference
with the United States with a view to
peace. After giving a report of the
progress of the negotiations with Russia at Brest-Litovsk, Count Czernin
says:
When pence has been concluded with
Russia it, will no longer be possible, in my
opinion, to prevent for long the conclusion
of a general peace in spite of the efforts of
the Entente statesmen.
Altho I am under DO delusion and know
that the fruit of peace cannot be matured
in twenty-four hours, nevertheless I am
convinced that it is now maturing and that
the question whether or not an honorable
general peace can be secured is merely a
question of resistance.
President Wilson's peace offer confirms
me in this opinion. Naturally an offer of
this kind cannot be regarded as a matter
acceptable in every detail, for that obvious] v would render any negotiations
superfluous.
T think there is no harm in stating that
T regard the recent pronosals of President
Wilson as an appreciable approach to the
Austro-Hungarian point of view, and that
to some of them Austria-Hungary joyfully
could give her approval.
Count Czernin leaves the case of Turkey and the questions of Germany's
conquests in Europe and of her lost
colonies to these countries, but makes it
plain that "Austria-Hungary, faithful
to her engagements to fight to the end
in defense of her allies, will defend the
possessions of her war allies as she
would her own." But as to Poland the
Austrian Foreign Minister adopts almost the exact language of the American President:
We also are supporters of an independent
Polish state, which would include all territories and populations which indisputably
arc Polish. On this point we believe we
should quickly conic to an understanding
with President Wilson.
Finally, in his idea of a league of peoples
the President probably will meel with no
opposition in the monarchy.
We, therefore, arc in agreement in the
main. Our views are identical not only on
the broad principles regarding a new organization of the world after the war! but
also on several concrete questions, and differences which still exist do not appear to
me to be so great that a conversation re-
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garding them would not lead to enlightenment and a rapprochement.
This situation, which doubtless arises
from the fact that Austria-Hungary on the
one side and the United States on the other
are composed of states whose interests are
at least at variance with one another.
tempts one to ask if an exchange of ideas
between the two powers could not be the
point of departure for a personal conversation among all states which have not yet
joined in peace negotiations.
Count Czernin later gave emphasis
to this point when in reply to interrogatories of the Socialist members of
the Reichsrat he said that his speech
was intended as much for President
Wilson's ears as for the committee before him.
Count Czernin's act in holding out a
hand to the President has naturally
brought down upon him a storm of
criticism from the Pan-Germans, who
are determined to pursue the war to
a victorious conclusion regardless of
the feelings of Austria. Yet it js surmised in the German press that this
step was taken with the concurrence of
Chancellor von Hertling. The Socialist
paper Vorwarts says: "Count Czernin's
fraternal kiss for President Wilson received the German Government's blessing in advance."
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itary party for deceiving the people. In
1916, he said, they promised that the
U-boats and army would bring a decisive victory within six months:
Alas, that period has long since passed.
and while the U-boat has admittedly
harmed England enormously, its chief visible effect has been the entry of America
into the war.
If the United States had not entered the
war we may be sure the Russian revolution
would long ago have brought a general

peace.

What about the army'.' Suppose the army
should capture Calais and Paris; would
that mean peace? I say "No!"
Suppose the army conquered France and
England; would that mean peace? I say
"No!" for we would still have to conquer
America.
I am unable to see the day when Germany will say to the Entente, "We are
beaten ; we accept your terms." I am equally
unable to see the day when England and
France or America will say the same to
us. Let us give up illusions on both sides.
Herr Seheidemann exprest the opinion that it was easily possible to reach
an agreement on eleven of the fourteen
points stipulated by President Wilson
but he agreed with the Chancellor that
the cession of Alsace-Lorraine to
France was out of the question.
The peace question has been carried
from the Reichstag to the country.
Both the Pan-Germans and the paciThe Peace Movement ™e sPeech cf fists are engaged in a popular cam. _
Chancellor von
in Germany
Hertling setting paign by holding mass meetings and
forth Germany's peace terms has breaking up the mass meetings of the
aroused unprecedented tumult thruout other party. Shouts for peace and for
the country. On one hand the Pan-Ger- Trotzky interrupt the Pan-German
mans demand his resignation because speakers and the "Marseillaise" somehe did not speak as a victor but is will- times drowns out "Deutschland Ueber
ing to surrender the conquests of Ger- Alles." Vorwarts sets forth in opposiman arms. On the other hand the So- tion to the Chancellor three peace
terms which, it says, would have the
cialists declare that he "will be hurled
from power" unless he endeavors to support of the great majority of the
secure a rational peace by spring. Philip German people:
First, honest concession of the right of
Seheidemann, the leader of the German
self-determination to the Eastern peoples,
Socialists, in replying to the Chancel- including the right, if they so choose, of
lor in the Reichstag, denounced the mil- declaring their adhesion to Russia.

COMPARISON OF THE PEACE TERMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

AMERICA
Open diplomacy.
Freedom of the seas except as closed by international action.
No trade war.
Disarmament.
Adjustment of colonial
claims.
Evacuation of Russian
territory.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

AUSTRIA
1. Open diplomacy.
2. Freedom of the seas.
3. No trade war.
4. Disarmament.
5. Leave the question to
Germany.
6. Now under negotiation
with Russian and Ukrainian republics. Annexation disclaimed.
7. Leave the question to
Germany.

7. Annexation disclaimed.
Details to be settled by
negotiation.
France freed and re- 8. Annexation disclaimed. 8. Leave the question to
Germany.
Conditions of evacuation
stored.
to be settled between
The wrong of Alsace- '
France and Germany.
Lorraine to be righted.
No dismemberment of
imperial territory.
Readjustment of Italian 9. Leave the question to 9. Refuses to cede territory.
Austria,
frontiers along lines of
nationality.
Autonomy for peoples of 10, Leave the question to 10. To be settled by Austrian parliament.
Austria.
Austria-Hungary.
Rumania, Serbia and 11. Leave the question to 11. Refuses concessions by
which the monarchy
Austria.
■
Montenegro
evacuated
would permanently sufarid restored.
fer.
Autonomy for peoples 12. Integrity of Turkey and 12. Turkish possessions will
be defended.
safeguarding of her
of Turkey. Free Dardacapital.
nelles.
Independent Poland of 13. To be settled by Ger- 13. Independent Poland of
all populations indisputmany, Austria and Rusall populations indisputably Polish.
sia.
ably Polish.
14. Sympathetically disposed. 14. Agreed.
League of Nations.

7. Belgium evacuated and
restored.
8.

GERMANY
1. Open diplomacy.
2. Freedom of the seas.
England should give up
Gibraltar, Hongkong, etc.
3. No trade war.
4. Disarmament.
5. Reconstitution of world's
colonial possessions.
6. To be settled with Russia on principle of selfdeter m in ation.
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ENTERING THE HOLY CITY
Following the old custom of the Crusaders, General Allenby, commander of the victorious British
forces, made a triumphal entry into Jerusalem
on foot. The Turks and their German allies
had already evacuated the city when the British
troops took possession. Accompanying General
Allenby and his staff are the commanders of the
French and Italian forces who cooperated with
the British in their successful drive

Second, complete restoration of the independence of Belgium, without any division
of the country between the Walloons and
Flemings.
Third, return of the occupied districts to
France under the single condition that
France shall renounce any claim to German territory.
The strikes in Austria have
_ r!?
been brought to a close, but
Strikes
similar disorders have broken out in Germany. The censorship
is severe and several of the newspapers, including not only the Socialist
Vorwilrts but also the bourgeois Berliner Tagcblatt, have been supprest for
discussing the strike. It appears that
several hundred thousand workmen are
out and that such essential war industries as the Krupp works at Essen, the
Vulcan works at Hamburg, the state
mines of Westphalia, the shipyards at
Kiel, and the munition factories of Berlin are involved. The movement seems to
have resulted from the food shortage
and resentment at the military party
for having brought to nought the peace
negotiations at Brest-Litovsk thru
their grasping designs. According to
Vorwarts the strikers presented an ultimatum to the Government making the
following demands:
1. Accelerated conclusion of a general
peace without indemnities <>r annexations.
•J. Participation of workmen's delegates
of all the countries in the peace pourparlers.
:: Amelioration of the food situation by
better distribution.
4. Immediate abolition of the state of
siege ami restoration of the right of public
meetings suspended by tile military authorities.
5. Abolition of militarization of war factories.
(1 Immediate release of all political
prisoners.
G
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7. Fundamental democratization of state gram of "no contributions and no ininstitutions.
demnities":
8. The institution of equal electoral sufAt first the Germans indicated a willingfrage by direct or secret ballot.
ness to be reasonable, but clearer definiThe Government is trying to stop tions of their position showed they expect
the strike by drafting the men into the Russia to reimburse German citizens for
army and by the use of force. In some losses which they had suffered as the result
laws passed by Russia, but are unwilling
places the troops refused to fire on of
to pay Russian peasants for goods comthe strikers. The immense prestige of mandeered by the Germans.
Field Marshal von Hindenburg has
The Germans argued that all contribubeen brought to bear and he has issued tions exacted from occupied cities and territories
as well as all requisitions were for
a warning that
supporting order and consequently should
Every hour you lose means the weaken- not be refunded. The German members said
ing of Germany's defense. You are com- the Russian plan for creating an internamitting a crime against our army and an tional fund to indemnify individuals for
act of cowardice against your brethren in losses was impracticable and they also dethe front trenches.
clared that submarine, Zeppelin and airplane damages were not indemnifiable.
Tne
r>——«
r\„;„;„„
conference
at
G c na
ln, n
" "°P ° .
Brest-Litovsk beeft the Bolsheviki
A Dictatorship of It was expected by
tween
the
repre_
some that the rule
the Proletariat
sentatives of Russia and of the four
of the Bolsheviki in
Central Powers began in December with Russia would be brief because they
the exchange of expressions of mutual would be outvoted in the first elections.
esteem and confidence, and it seemed at The elections went as expected, but the
first as tho all parties were in substan- anticipated result did not follow, for
tial agreement on the fundamental prin- as soon as the Bolsheviki found that
ciples involved. But as soon as it came they were in a minority in the Contc translating these generalities into stituent Assembly they turned the guns
concrete terms a wide gulf was dis- of the fleet on the hall and the sailors
closed and the conference broke up in cleared out the delegates. In place of
mutual recriminations. Dr. Richard von this they set up an All-Russian ConKuhlmann, the German Foreign Secre- gress of Soldiers' and Workmen's Deltary, in a speech before the Reichstag egates, which promptly declared against
hurls back upon the Bolsheviki their a government by all classes and in facharge that the German Government is vor of a dictatorship of the proletariat.
tyrannical:
All power is to be held in the hands of
Ilerr Trotzky twice declared in open dis- the working class, who will be organized
cussion that our Government has no other in local councils (soviets) and these
basis than force. The Bolsheviki maintain joined in a national federation. The
themselves by brutal force; their arguments transfer of land to the peasantry is
are cannon and machine guns. Differences
of opinion are settled by their getting rid confirmed. All banks are nationalized
of their opponents in a radical and satis- and the National Committee is authorfactory manner. The Bolsheviki preach ized to repudiate the national debts of
beautifully but practise otherwise.
Russia "if they find it expedient, necIn regard to the border provinces essary or desirable."
which Germany refuses to evacuate or
The navy has been democratized and
refer for decision to popular vote, Dr. all commanders are to be elected and
von Kuhlmann said that the national may be removed by the personnel comwill could in such cases be better "ex- mittees. The democratization of the
prest by a relatively small number of army has meant its demoralization.
spiritually developed and patriotically
inspired leaders" than by the masses. Mr. Baker's Half a million men in
France soon, and a milf
Referring to what Count Czernin says
lion more ready to go as
in regard to the ultimate gravitation
of Poland to Austria, the German For- fast as there are ships to take them,
eign Secretary said: "We have precisely with the outlook for ships "not unthe same confidence in the attractive promising"—that was the message
force of the great free German state given to the American people by Newfor these peoples and German policy ton D. Baker, Secretary of War, when
never will resort to petty police pres- he appeared in his own defense before
sure or any similar methods, which in the Senate Committee on Military Afthe long run would only have the con- fairs on January 28 to answer criticisms made by Senator Chamberlain
trary effect."
and others. Mr. Baker spoke for four
_ . . .,,_..
On the other hand and a half hours, and made an excellent
Bolshevik Opimon the Bolsheviki impression.
of the Germans gaid that it wou]d
Mr. Baker admitted that there had
be impossible to secure a fair and free been a shortage of clothing, overcoats
vote in the border provinces while the principally, in the National Army
German troops occupy the territory camps, extending in some cases at least
and that it would be absurd to take as to the first of January, tho the supply
expressing the will of the people those was adequate after that. But it was
men whom the German military au- necessary that a large army be rushed
thorities have picked out to stand as the into training.
The Secretary stated that before the
representatives of the conquered terricountry entered the war the American
tory.
Chairman Joffe of the Russian dele- uniform consisted of seventy-five per
-gation at Brest-Litovsk declares that cent wool and twenty-five per cent cotthe Germans were hypocritical in pre- ton. Since the war an all-wool uniform
tending to accept the Bolsheviki pro- had been provided. Shoddy had been
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used in only a negligible percentage of
cases.
Mr. Baker discussed in detail accusations of callous indifference to the needs
of sick soldiers in the camps and lack
of hospital equipment. He admitted
that at the start there had been some
miscalculation about the establishment
of base hospitals, but this had been
remedied. There was still a lack of
trained nurses, which was difficult to
fill.
On the advice of French and British
military experts, Mr. Baker said, the
army in France was being provided
with quantities of heavy artillery and
ammunition made in France and England. This expedient saved much ship
tonnage for the transport of men, and
put no hardship on the Allied countries, which had a surplus of munitions.
The manufacture of heavy artillery was
a slow process, he pointed out, but we
are now manufacturing the French 75's
and other guns in increasingly large
quantities.
General Pershing, Mr. Baker declared, had influenced the final decision
against the much discussed Lewis machine gun. The General was opposed to
using the gun for trench work, tho a
considerable number had been sent over
to be used in aeroplanes. The delayed
adoption of the Browning gun for general use had not held up our machine
gun output "for one second." While the
supply of machine guns in the camps
here had been inadequate, the War Department was now rushing work on
these guns to catch up with the demand.
In France Pershing's army was adequately provided, deficiencies being
made up by Chauchat machine guns
supplied by the French.
Mr. Baker emphasized successfully
the tremendous character of America's
military task, and her far-reaching
achievement. At first, he pointed out,
Balfour, Jo'ffre and other Allied leaders held that America's part in the conflict was principally to furnish industrial and financial aid. The rapid depletion of the Allied man power changed
this, and a huge army was demanded
of us.
"Where, I want to know, in all history can you find an achievement comparable to that of America's in raising
such a great army from her citizenry
in this period of time?" demanded Mr.
Baker. "It has never been done before,
and it is to America's credit that she
has accomplished it in the nine months
we have been at war."
It was announced that Mr. Baker
would be cross-examined by the Senate
committee at a later date.
„ .
Previous to his appear*orArmy
ance before the Senate
Purchases committee Mr. Baker had
made several appointments in his
department of a character to reassure persons who were worried
as to the personnel of the Secretary's official family. His chief appointment was that of Edward R.
Stettinius, formerly president of the
Diamond Match Company, to be sur-
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veyor general for all army purchases.
Mr. Stettinius entered the firm of J. P.
Morgan and Company after the war began and had charge on behalf of the
firm for all purchases for the Allies in
this country. His work was considered
admirable.
Mr. Baker's friends maintained that
the Stettinius appointment met wholly
the demand for a director of munitions,
which took concrete form in Senator
Chamberlain's bill. The other Chamberlain bill for the appointment of a superCabinet of three men to take over the
conduct of the war seemed to drop out
of sight during the week. It is not expected to pass.
o
^ rfor the
i.u
A
of - feelSupport
. revulsion
.
„
.-.
. , . .
.
mg in favor of the
Admimstration Washington Administration and against the most persistent of its critics was apparent in most
parts of the country thruout the week.
Many representative business leaders,
including Charles M. Schwab and Theodore N. Vail, spoke out in defense of
the Administration's vigorous efforts
to make American strength effective
in the war. Senator Borah, progressive
Republican leader, in a public speech,
declared that much of the criticism
should not be taken too seriously and
intimated that politics played a not inconsiderable role in it. Several labor
unions in different parts of the country endorsed the war policies of the
Administration and pledged their support.
The labor unions in particular manifested hostility to what they termed
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the reactionary character of the interests represented in attacks upon the
Administration. One union, the Central
Labor Council of Los Angeles, affiliated with the American Alliance for
Labor and Democracy, issued an attack on Colonel Roosevelt and characterized his utterances as "seditious," a
term that has been applied with considerable freedom of late by many persons, including Colonel Roosevelt himself.
Colonel Roosevelt returned to Oyster Bay on January 24, rather precipitately, after a few days in Washington.
His visit attracted surprizingly little ,
editorial attention and can scarcely be
said to have set the political pot boiling. Members of the Republican Old
Guard flocked around him and apparently welcomed a return to his oldtime party leadership, but at the dinners and receptions given in his honor
certain progressive Republicans were
conspicuously absent.
TIT » J
A
McAdoo T>
Bans
. general
"
.. order of
„ .,
,,.,,.
far-reaching imporRailroad Lobbies ^^ designed to
conserve finances, and incidentally, during the period of Government operation
to curb the great political influence of
the railroads, was published by Director
General McAdoo on January 28. The
order forbids the carriers to pay from
operating revenues any legislative
agents, or attorneys not engaged in
necessary legal work, or to expend
money to maintain any associations of
carriers not approved by the Director
General, or for any political purpose.

:< / rutertoood *i- Vttdcrxcood

A NEW LAW I GIVE UNTO YOU
The priest is reading the proclamation of the British Government to the people of Jerusalem,
promising them freedom from molestation and the opportunity of living and working under a
government that will aid instead of (Tyrannizing them. The Tower of David, where the priest is
standing, was a meeting place of the people in the time of Christ
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Passes are also put under the ban, save
those few permitted under amendments
of the Interstate Commerce law of 1887.
Under private control railroad lobbies had their legitimate uses, but Mr.
McAdoo points out that they are now
superfluous. The Federal Government,
as directing head of the railroads, is
not controlled by state laws, and all
activity in connection with national
legislation will be carried on by the
Federal administrators. As many of the
most high-priced attorneys in the country have been employed by the railroads for political work, the new arder
is expected to effect a saving of millions of dollars. The order will probably
do away with the extensive publicity
organizations maintained by the carriers to conduct their campaign against
Government ownership.
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as New England, where famine conditions prevailed. Thru the Middle West
the shortage showed little letup. Many
cities reported schools and churches
closed, and a number of industrial
plants were unable to operate for lack
of fuel. Prospects for immediate general relief were not encouraging.
As an additional.blow for the sorely
tried householder, Food Controller
Hoover predicted an approaching meat
shortage over the eastern part of the
country.

A Shipping Because ship tonnage is
_.
, .
a vital factor, perhaps
Dictatorship jmmediately the most
vital factor in Allied war plans, the
formation of an American-Allied Shippng Control Committee of three men
to assume the dictatorship of transport on the Atlantic was an inevitable
step. Announcement of the committee
,-,
,
c.,
.
'Under
a
continuance
Coal Shortage
„ ... ,
.,
,
_
of
bad railroad was made on January 30. The memContinues
bers are P. A. S. Franklin, president
w6atheri»
with
two
more snowstorms, the third and fourth of the International Mercantile Mawithin a month, not much progress rine; H. H. Raymonds, recently apwas made toward clearing up the coal pointed Controller of Shipping at New
shortage. Reports from sections of the York, and Sir Cunnop Guthrie, who
anthracite regions during the week will represent Great Britain, France
showed a partial shutdown at mines and Italy.
The object of the committee will be
for lack of cars.
Along most of the eastern seaboard to make already available tonnage
there were evidences of some improve- fifty per cent more efficient, to make
ment, but this had not reached as far good Secretary Baker's boast of a mil-

lion and a half troop^ iji France by
the year's end, to pour a steady
stream of food and supplies into
Europe. A thoro cooperation with the
Food Administration, the Railroad Administration and other Government departments is being worked out.
. ■!-,
.,
The investigation of
An Eye
.,
,-,
,
i Trade
m J
' on the the
Federal
Packers
Commission into the
devious ways of the Big Five in the
packing industry has brought forth
evidence tending to indicate that the
packers controlled banks and other
agencies, dabbled in politics for their
own purposes, attempted to pull wires
to prevent any investigation of their
activities, and indulged in the familiar
practise of local price-cutting to put
trade rivals out of business.
A report of the Trade Commission
on its investigation into the hide and
leather industry also exhibits the packers in an unenviable light in connection with the prevailing high prices for
shoes and leather. Tho the slaughter
of cattle and calves last year showed
an increase of 30 per cent over 1913,
and imports of hides had increased 70
per cent over 1912, the packers were
holding the hides at prices of 75 to
100 per cent over those obtaining
before the war. Tho tannery plants
generally were working at far below normal capacity last year for lack
of material, the packers were holding
in storage about 50 per cent more
hides than in 1916. They were paying
17 per cent more than the previous
year and charging 35 per cent more.
In the case of one company the net
profits showed an increase in one year
from $945,651.37 to $3,576,544.27.
Both investigations are continuing.
"Liberty
*»
R
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THE VITAL NEED OF SHIPS
These photographs, taken three months apart, are a graphic illustration of one of the enormous
war tasks that the Government is accomplishing. The desolate swamp above had to be cleared and
made over into a great shipyard before the work could really begin on the ships which the
Emergency Fleet Corporation was charged with turning out. The lower photograph shows piles
being sunk for fifty ship ways. Since it was taken keels have been laid for as many standardized
cargo vessels

Following the urgent plea
of Lord Rhondda, the British Food Controller, asking
for an additional 75,000,000 bushels of
wheat from our already depleted supply, President Wilson issued a proclamation published on January 27 calling
upon the country to curtail its consumption of wheat by thirty per cent. Bakers
of bread and rolls are to reduce their
use of wheat flour to eighty per cent
of normal, and manufacturers of other
wheat products to seventy per cent.
Mondays and Wednesdays are to be
wheatless days, and there is to be a
wheatless meal each other day. Tuesday is to be observed as a meatless day,
and Saturday as an additional porkless
day, with one meatless meal daily.
In accordance with the President's
proclamation, Food Controller ' Hoover
has issued new food pledges for householders and has requested patriotic citizens to eat the new war loaf, which he
has christened "Liberty Bread." The
bread came into being on January 28.
It started with a requisite adulteration
of five per cent of some cereal other
than wheat, and the percentage of adulteration will be increased gradually tc
twenty per cent by February 24. In hi~
statement Mr. Hoover points out that
the percentage of adulteration in bread
being used in France is forty per cent
and in England thirty per cent.
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HOW BIG IS BAKER?
ONE \£JXose "last moments," one
BY JDONALD WILHELM
of those curious and revealing
farewells to old things, old conditions, old limitations that are
at once the dread and the hope of war,
came, here in a large room in the Senate building—the very room where,
only a few months ago, the lottery that
established the order in which ten million young men were to be called to the
colors was held.
The Senate Committee on Military
Affairs was seated behind and to right
and left of its chairman, the littlest
man in the biggest chair, before a great
gilt mantel and mirror, beneath a
glistening, lighted chandelier. There
were other senators near, lounging, as
senators do, even on the stiffest of all
chairs; and more newspaper men than
senators, at a long table; some congressmen, too, in that one small room,
and more women than congressmen —
knitting.
Women are often in the official landscape now.
A lithe, slender, clean-jawed man
standing among the senators, buried
to his shoulders, as it were, in officialdom, was speaking, swiftly, eagerly, despite the noise and whisperings and the
curtains flapping, the opening of windows when they were closed, the closing of windows when they were open.
For more than three hours he had
spoken, putting together, bit by bit, a
graphic picture. "Never, Senator,"
he remarked a little later, "have I
spoken so long, in one day." from 10.30
till 1 he had spoken, to pause then, in
the neighboring restaurant to have
luncheon, then to resume. And as he © International Film
went on, little by little, the room lost its
air of an inquisition, with a defendant less than the genuineness of the Chairon trial for his life; little by little a man, for Senator Chamberlain glanced
sense of closer intimacy and under- up, smiled, a little guiltily, it seemed—
standing pervaded it, till at last the smiled a little, somewhat in the mantired yet clear and resonant voice fairly ner of an indulgent pontiff—and said:
leaped up to the paragraph:
"Mr. Secretary, why have you not
"Now, instead of having 50,000 or felt it proper to let the public into your
100,000 men in France in 1917," he confidence with reference to these
said impressively, "we have many more things that you are telling us now?"
than that in France; and instead of
The Secretary replied substantially:
500,000 men whom we could ship to "That's the way armies are accustomed
France if we could find any way in to do things."
which to ship them in 1918, we will
That very morning one of his friends
have more than 500,000 men in France told me: "Psychologically Mr. Baker is
early in 1918, and we have available, if a failure. That's the whole trouble."
the transportation facilities are avail"You mean," this friend was asked,
able to us, and the prospect is not un- "that within himself he is a failure?"
promising, 1,500,000 men who in 1918
"No," he averred, "he is an amazcan be shipped to France."
ingly able man. I mean that there has
He paused—for the Secretary, like been an effort, it seems, to get him bethe President, knows the arts of the fore the country as a failure."
speaker.
"Why?"
He paused, and in that pause those
"I don't know why."
who looked quickly saw the "last moAnd in the course of a whole breakment" in America's provincialism, fast he couldn't tell why.
goodby to military weakness.
"Blow the lid off," a half dozen newsIn that "last moment" the women paper correspondents gave me as the
stopped knitting, but there were no ap- specific for all Mr. Baker's ills.
plauding hands; men leaned forward,
"But you can't tell all our military
listening, and the critical, like the en- secrets to the enemy," countered a
thusiastic, seemed for the nonce to give United States Senator.
their support to the only kind of recogThen came a business man, exclaimnition that senators vouchsafe in meet- ing: "I don't see why he won't appoint
ings such as these. Then the Secretary a Minister of Munitions." And he told
heard what went to show his power no at length what a sensation Waddill

Catchings, of the National Chamber of
Commerce, had created by telling the
Senate committee that all of the Allied
purchases in America in the first years
of the war were made by Mr. Stettinus,
the new Surveyor-General of Purchases
of the War Department, and five assistants.
I" went up and down Washington and
J- there seemed to be no class of individuals who were agreed about Mr. Baker
except the officers of the army. As
they explained, "We understand." One
said that of course his troop was short
of saddles. "Why? Because those saddles
have been sent to France for troops
that were sent six months ahead of
schedule." Another said, "Well, whatever the army's shortcomings, we've
good faith in Baker", and we know—
any one'does who has studied military
history—that diffusion of authority in
an impossible war cabinet of civilians
would be running counter to all our
experiences in the Civil War, as the
Army and Navy Journal points out."
There were a thousand other opinions, pro and con—as many as there
were persons, it seemed. Looking back
now one can see how much America
was in the dark, how earnestly almost
every individual was offering his panacea for all Mr. Baker's ills. The town
was rife with rumor, criticism, commendation, even bitterness, with the
currents going gustily about a Secretary who, curiously, was judged by the
run of people as about to go under, but
upheld by the majority of all those who
know him. "Of course he won't be permitted to resign," Senator Owen told
me. "He is a very, very able man." And
so on—more opinions, right and left.
The Secretary's speech—his first
speech—before the committee, Senator
Chamberlain's bills, crude tho they are,
for a war cabinet and a ministry of
munitions, his speech on the Senate
floor with the disclosures that forced
the blowing off the lid—all these factors, with the misunderstood Garfield
closing orders going before; more and
more cries of inefficiency, more and
more demands for full knowledge; all
were tied into a mighty knot together,
out of whose center writhed poor Mr.
Baker.
There was talk, too—the old, old
usual talk—as soon as Colonel Roosevelt came to town, of his intentions in
1920; talk also of forcing a coalition
cabinet; much talk also from Bolsheviki quarters about a gigantic conspiracy to force universal military training before the Tory elements lost their
power altogether.
There were a thousand and one opinions, and the most refreshing of them
all I got from the Secretary himself.
He was worn, a little slower than usual
in his mental perceptions, tired, haggard, dusty; yet he took up his pipe
and swung round in his chair, to smile,
shake hands, and frown disapproval on
the idea that there are any personal
enmities driving their lances at him.
"No," he said, with apparent reluc229
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tance to take up such an idea, "it's the
natural thing, and it finds itself at the
point of expression at this moment.
The people of the whole country want
to be assured that they are doing big
things as fast as they can be done."
He paused, dispelled a few more misconceptions that I had carried to him,
and added:
"Other factors that must be considered are that the affairs of the War
Department are, perhaps more than
those of any other department except
the State Department, necessarily undiscussable. Vast things have to be done
without being disclpsed because of the
information that might be afforded the
enemy."
He followed his thought further. It
is characteristic of him to exhaust a
theme, if he has the leisure.
HE went on, thus, and explained how
easily an impression of confusion
and disorganization might be afforded
to callers who long had knocked on certain doors and found certain familiar
faces, and now found strange faces,
great alterations, all the appearance,
often, of a lack of plan. "Everybody
wants to help," he said. "Every one who
has an idea brings it, wants immediate
action on it, because he has faith in it."
It became clear, little by little, that
most of the criticism arose in the notion that the War Department had no
plan. Mr. Baker's description of the
adoption of the only plan practicable—
a plan made imperative by the very
nature of the circumstances of this
war—has since been given, before the
Senate committee.
He discussed his plan, analyzed it,
and it became clear as he did so why
this lawyer and lover of books and
flowers, who isn't at all like a warrior,
or a massive, grim-visaged "torcheyed horrible," is so fascinating to the
President. Certainly, too, it became
clearer that he has been acting in the
light of a great deal of information—
in a whole world, as he revealed in his
testimony—comprehended by the War
Department, that the public has known
little about.
In other words one should, in all
fairness, in these discussions of Secretary Baker, which of course will continue thruout the war, seek to look out
on his problem from his desk chair, or,
even, act more intelligently still, and
seek to understand what are the deeper
currents swirling now in the nation
about him. It is only by doing that, that
one can come near to understanding
his difficulties.
A member of the British Parliament,
one who has won recognition there, no
less than on the battlefront, told an
audience here in Washington the other
day that British labor, without whose
support of course the cause of the Allies
could hardly last a week, is as loyal as
it is because of their faith in President Wilson.
To be perfectly blunt, it is well known
by those who understand both sides of
our industrial problem—and it is up to
them very frequently to remind Mr.
Hoover, Council of National Defense
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officials, and many others, that the war the Bolsheviki. Such utterances, indeed,
must, as advertising men say, "be sold would have been inconceivable six
to labor" here. That is, labor's coopera- months ago, even at a "Trench Dinner"
tion is absolutely the most essential of of the Good Government League. They
all war material.
come to mind in the writing of this
article simply to illustrate the fact
NOW it has been Mr. Baker's lot to that there are forces at work here just
deal, for the President, with labor. as definite in their character and just
He, as Chairman of the Council of Na- as vital to the welfare of the nation as
tional Defense, was charged with the re- the forces of big business and political
sponsibility of bringing forth coopera- parties. And all these forces revolve
tion therein between capital and labor— around Mr. Baker. For it is principally
in which struggle toward cooperation, so his task to deal with labor, as well as
officials of the Council say, labor got with industrial production; and it is
the best of it. And for other reasons he principally his task to deal with capis accused of having given in to labor. ital (he is Chairman of the Council of
Perhaps he has given in to labor; per- National Defense and of course the
haps there are, as is whispered here, War Department is charged with maklabor troubles coming. Perhaps labor ing the bulk of war purchases), as well
is lingering, too, on the job, as is whis- as with the army. Then, of course, there
pered also. But Mr. Gompers has other are political factors, but it is believed
ideas. The other evening, to a great these are made too much of and some
audience—this, too, indicates some of that are mentioned here are made too
the leavens that are working, to rouse little of. There was nothing, thus, inopposition perhaps—that leader said, trinsically warranting the attention
with the utmost confidence:
that was given the Chamberlain speech
"What will come out of the war for in the Senate. The Secretary was, in
labor? In a word, disenfranchisement the first hearing before the Chamberfrom every vestige of wrong and injus- lain committee, a little supersensitive.
tice. Out of this war the men of labor He might better have been more conof the democracies of the world will genial, and after all, tho these hearings
come, standing upright; no longer like are like inquisitions, nevertheless it
the man with the hoe. There is a new was only by dint of them that Mr.
concept among mankind—the question, Baker was able to establish sentiment
Am I my brother's keeper? This war strong enough to remove Generals
and the democracies of the world are Sharpe and Crozier, that is, move them
going to answer in the affirmative. If I up to the War Council.
have read history right there has never
been any great struggle in the history THEN Senator Chamberlain went on
of the world that has not had its bapthe floor of the Senate and did that
tism in blood. And the great cause of typical American stunt called generalhuman liberty and justice is being bap- izing from a single instance. That is,
tized in human blood; and the spirit he said that since there was evidence
of freedom, of human justice, of human of a kind, from grief-frenzied parents,
brotherhood, will triumph here, as in to show that one or two soldier boys
Europe. I ask you to believe in the had been neglected, therefore all of two
loyalty of the great mass of the people millions must be neglected. The Presiwho toil."
dent came down on him because no
There are in the air new triumphs. doubt he was fully aware how far in
Listen, thus, to Secretary Daniels, the Civil War the same method was
whose speech is now reported for the pursued to embarrass the Administravery first time:
tion—the same old exceptions with the
"We have done more for democracy conduct of the war, the same hue and
in six months of war than in six years cry of business, even when Sherman
of peace. Our soldiers who come back was marching into Atlanta.
from France aren't going to be any"The big task of the War Departthing but men. For in this war we are ment," Secretary Baker told me, in anestablishing a new spirit of universal other connection, "has been to relate
equality and brotherhood. Too long has industry as a factor in war."
America been enslaved, too long has
That task has not been so great a
caste been enthroned. Kings will be part of the problem of any War Secrelics, thrones will be in museums, here retary before Mr. Baker, and he has
and abroad."
done marvelous and statesmanlike
Was ever a challenge to opposition things with industry.
so pointed?
His testimony showed what marvels
And millionaires, even, are passing, he has done with our military reit seems.
sources.
For listen to ex-Congressman Kent:
There are a thousand and one other
"We have done business on the basis phases of his achievement that cannot
of profit, and service and morals have be summarized here. There is no space
been forgotten. We are suddenly con- here, for instance, to make an end of
fronted with the idea of doing business the foolish parallel often drawn befor service. Business henceforth is the tween the developing of the navy and
exercize of social knowledge of foods, the making of the new American army.
of labor, of life; work itself will be There is no parallel. Appropriations
social—and no man shall use his prop- show that the ratio of achievement is
erty to the detriment of another."
as seven to one. The war cabinet bill
These, without doubt, are vital isn't the least likely to become a law.
things for men in high place to say, The establishment of a ministry of
like the things the President said of munitions
[Continued on page 24-4
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Remarld^je Remarks
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW—The

autocratic-

game is up.
SENATOB JAMES

n. LEWIS—Socialism is

already here.
LINCOLN STEFFENS—The

Kaiser did not

start the war.
DOROTHY DIX — Women regard the
bachelor as a slacker.
RMPEROR WJIXIAM—Without Him all
would have been in vain.
ELSIE M. SEARS—Do your girls regard
you as a friend or as a boss?
THE OKU MAX CROWN PRINCE—I hope
to go to Canada after the war.
THE MAYOR OF TOPEKA—In Kansas the
human nut attains its richest rarest flavor.
CHARLES W. MEARS—If people earn
without spending, earnings eventually stop.
LEON TI.UIZKY—The English arc "•■■
most chauvinistic nation on earth, without
knowing it.
GEORGE W. PERKINS—I believe the entire system of financing campaigns is fundamentally wrong.
OTTO H. KAHN—I believe the Socialist
state to be an impracticable conception of
Utopian dreams.
RABBI STEPHEN S. WISE—The Middle
West was slow in coming in, it will be
slower in going out.
STEPHEN LEACOCK—The lunch I like
best is a beefsteak about one foot square
and two inches thick.
ED HOWE—As soon as you tell a woman
you love her she begins to think up stunts
whereby you may prove it.
SENATOR STONE—I charge that Theodore
Roosevelt is the most potent and willing
friend of the Kaiser in America.
LILLIAN WHITNEY, M.D.—Why will
women put themselves in the hands of
charlatans for cosmetic purposes?
PEES. ARTHUR T. IIADI.KY -You took off
your hat to the Yale spirit in the old days,
you must do more than that today.
REV. PERCY STIOKNEY GRANT—The public school is the last place "instinctive respect" for officials should be taught.
VICE-ADMIRAL SATO—It has long been
my conviction as a naval man that a nation's armament should !»■ merely defensive,
BILLY SUNDAY—It's the God-forsaken
gang who run things today who are letting the church go to Hell, not the common
people.
PROF.
SCOTT
NEARING — Profiteers!
Profiteers! Digging gold oul of the ground
that is snaked with the blood of other men.
Profiteers !
DB. HARVEY M. WILEY- The man with
false teeth lias one advantage, he can take
them out and give them a good scrubbing
at any time.
CHARLES E. HUGHES Leaders of every
party have rejoiced al the moral and eloquent leadership of the President of the
United States.
MAXIM GOBKY The woods came to meet
us like D dark army, the lir trees spread
out their wings like large birds, the birches
looked like maidens.
EX-AMBASSADOR GERARD — The Hun-

February 9, 1918

HOW BIG IS BAKER?
(Continued from page 230)
means the consolidating of purchases of
army and navy ami disturbance at least to
the navy's satisfactory system.
Mr. Baker hasn't conclusively triumphed.
of course, yet he has displayed enough of
his peculiarly modest and statesmanlike
character to uphold the conviction held by
most of the country that the President in
his choice of men is extraordinary.
The mass of the observers here appear to
Conclude that just as Mr. Daniels made
good, just as three months ago he was assailed from every quarter, so Mr. Baker
is, also, in for better days.
Certainly the country must have faith in
the President, and he cannot have Mr.
Baker reassuring it every single day.
The writer is privileged to give an illustration of this necessity of faith. He is
able to state, in short, that instead of the
universal condemnation of Doctor Garfield
being justified, the Coal Administrator simply did what had to be done for reasons
he dared not divulge, and demonstrated
himself one of the strong men here by doing so. The War Department was gratified,
no doubt. Doubtless the navy was. Certainly the Allies were, for England had to have
the 120 cargoes in the ships that the Garfield order released. There was no way out.
"in the face of the tremendous German
offensive," the writer is informed. "England
was down on her knees for those supplies
and munitions. It made no difference if
this whole nation had to shut down, those
ships had to go. We would have lost the
war if they had not. gone, had attack come."
This information is permissible now because it will reach readers too late to do
any harm, for the ships concerned will have
returned from the other side.
Briefly, then, the closing order was imperative primarily because of the failure
of the railroads, an utter failure now no
longer disputable. It was Dr. Hoover and
Dr. Garfield—and President Wilson—who
forced the railroads into the open. And
when the executives of the War Board
threw 111> their hands and quit it is a fact
that the Government took upon its own
shoulders one of the sorriest messes ever
handed to a good natured people: a mess.
moreover, that had been hidden from the
public and from the Government to no
small extent, by the trained publicity agent
of the War Board, one who represents
twenty-five major corporations, exerts :l
tremendous censorship, and was carried
right into the consultations of the Council
of National Defense.
These things show at least what undercurrents our Secretary of War must struggle against.
And they sustain one's faith, too. in
President Wilson and the group of administrators he has got about him.

Washington, D. 0.
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A Message from the United States Government to the American People
Presented each week in The Independent by GEORGE
CREEL, Chairman of the Committee on Public
Information, appointed by PRESIDENT WILSON.
THIS is a trying time for America.
It is the peevish time. The tragedy
of our losses in battle has not yet
come to dignify us. The glory of
our successes has not yet arrived to uplift us. We are struggling with the
drudgery of preparation, impatient, suspicious, short-tempered. The railway
trains are late and slow. Some businesses
have been hurt and others killed. Fuel is
scanty and houses are cold. Meals are
wheatless and meatless and dear. Our
enemies are busy among us with discouraging rumors and irritating reports.
Partizan criticism is stung into exasperated complaint. Class quarrels are aggravated. Every domestic grievance of a
distracted people is made voluble. And, in
the midst of it all, the Government is
required to carry on the greatest undertaking that America has ever attempted,
with unfailing success in every detail,
calmly, attentively, with inexhaustible
patience toward endless criticism and
with unflagging cheerfulness toward unflagging discontent.
Not so long ago, a determined campaign of misrepresentation was waged
against Secretary Daniels of the Navy.
It received an incredible popular support.
Time has proved it to have been baseless
and unfair. The record of Mr. Daniels,
since the war broke out, is now acclaimed
one of the great performances of the
day. A similar campaign against the
Secretary of War has just achieved its
hight of uproar. What are the facts
about the War Department?
In nine months, the military establishment of the United States has grown
from a force of 100,000 men to 1,500,000.
It has now as many trained officers as
it had officers and men when war was declared.
_
It is an army larger by more than
half a million men than Lincoln had to
defend the Union when the Union's
armies were at their largest. It is nearly
six times as large as the army which we
raised to fight the Spanish-American
war. It is three times as large as the
Grand Army with which Napoleon invaded Russia.
To house and train this army, the
Government has built sixteen permanent
cantonments for the drafted men; sixteen
other camps are housing National Guard
Divisions; and seventeen regular army
stations are taking care of the regular
army recruits.
The sixteen cantonments of the drafted
men were built in three months, at a cost
of $150,000,000. Each is a small city.
The northern camps are steam heated.
All have water supply, drainage, streets,
hospitals, etc. They have been built at a
time when labor and materials and trans234

portation were already strained to the
limit of their capacity by war work. A
billion feet of lumber had to be moved to
the camp sites. Hundreds of thousands of
carloads of building materials were transported and food supplies for an army of
more than 100,000 workmen.
These camps were prepared on schedule
time. The recruits were moved into them.
The railroads carried, in all, 1,300,000
men to the camps or to ports of embarkation for France. To the men in the camps,
six million blankets have been delivered,
two million overcoats, eight and a half
million pairs of shoes, three and a half
million hats, five and a half million
woolen shirts, two and a third million
winter uniforms, nearly eleven million
pieces of winter underwear, and so on.
And every day 2500 carloads of food and
coal are being hauled to the camps of the
National Guard and of the National
Army.
The men have been comfortably housed
in the cantonments, under sanitary conditions. They have been well supplied with
the best of food. Some of the camps were
short of overcoats in the early part of
December, but all the shortages have now
been made up, and at no time were the
men short of heavy woolen underwear.
There was no serious suffering, no privation. There were no contract scandals,
no graft, no shoddy work.
The sites for the camps were selected
by department commanders with the advice of military boards, and upon these
boards medical officers served. The barracks and hospitals were built according
to plans approved by the Surgeon General's office. While in process of construction, they were inspected by a committee
of the American Medical Association, and
the recommendations of that committee
have been followed in allowing each
soldier 500 cubic feet of space. There has
been no overcrowding except in one cantonment where there were at one time 200
more men than the ideal minimum
number.
The medical experts feared that sickness would be most likely to break out
in the larger permanent cantonments.
They did not fear epidemics among the
men under canvas. Yet it is among the
men under canvas that disease has been
most prevalent. The Government has
hastened to supply larger hospital facilities to meet these unprecedented conditions. As a matter of fact, the percentage
of sickness has been but little larger than
it would have been among the same number of men in civil life. It has obviously
been due to the fact that the men, drafted
from sheltered homes, were ignorant of
how to protect themselves under conditions of outdoor life, new to them.

President Wilson in his proclamation of April 15 said:
"This is our opportunity to demonstrate the efficiency
of a great democracy, and we shall not fall short of it!"
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Rumors of medical neglect
have been easily disproved
by the Secretary of War.
who has showed that in the
dozen cases thus far reported
there have been found only
two instances where neglect

occurred and in these two instances the responsible officers were court martialed
and dismissed from the service. "No army was ever assembled nor can be," Secretary Baker says, "which does

not bring men together who have been
exposed to communicable diseases to
which they are not immune. And the most
which can be done is to meet these conditions with every device and every suggestion which science and care can devise.
And that is the aim of the Surgeon General, and in the doing of this he has the
support, and he knows he has, of every
officer in the War Department from the
Secretary down."
In England, Kitchener's "citizen army"
drilled for months in civilian clothes, with
sticks for arms. To the draft army in
our camps, 700,000 rifles were delivered
at' the outset. These were inferior rifles.
A remodeled Enfield rifle was prepared
with interchangeable parts. Every soldier
in our camps who is to carry a rifle now
carries one of these improved Enfields.
Every American soldier who has gone to
Europe has carried one. And there is an
adequate supply for every soldier who
will go in the future.
To each cantonment of the draft army
138 machine guns of different types were
delivered, for practise work, before the
machine gun corps were ready for them,
and for each camp of the National Army
160 machine guns were provided. Lewis
guns were ordered as soon as that gun
had been adapted for the use of American
ammunition.
But the Lewis guns which were taken
abroad by the marines have been retired from service by order of General Pershing, and the men have been
armed with the Chauchat rifles or light
guns and with the heavier Hotchkiss guns
which the French army prefers for land
operating troops. The French are willing
and able to furnish our troops abroad
with all of these machine guns that are
now needed. The Lewis gun is being
taken by the army here as fast as it can
be manufactured, and the factories are
making improved machine guns, similar
to the French type, for quantity production to supply our nseds. Similarly, the
British and the French governments, on
their own initiatives, have offered to
supply the American forces in France
with heavy ordnance, because the British
and French munitions works are now
producing more heavy guns than their
armies need, and because the allied governments wish to save for other purposes
the ship tonnage that would be needed to
transport across the Atlantic big guns
and ammunition for American use in
France.
These are the plain facts behind the
complaints that our troops abroad are
drawing on the meager French supplies
for guns; that there has been neglect of
the sick in our home cantonments; that
our drafted men have been without rifles,

without overcoats, and without uniforms.
These are the facts upon which the
statement has been based that "the War
Department has completely broken down."
They are not facts which in any way
bear out a hundredth part of the criticism that has been founded on them.
Scaled against the things which the department has done superbly, they are
miscroscopic patefs to cavil at. That such
a serious campaign has been successfully
based upon them is a criticism of the
American people.
We have sent to France an army that
is far larger than the most optimistic
military experts expected of us. We will
have half a million men there "early in
1918," says Secretary Baker. And the
work that has been done to receive them
in France has been almost as great as
the work done here in order to send them.
Docks have been built. A railroad of 600
miles has been constructed. Depots and
warehouses have been erected. An enormous plant has been needed, and it has
been designed and assembled in America,
transported to France in parts, and
erected in its place there. Provision is
being made on a scale to take care of a
million men. And the million men will be
trained and ready as soon as the shipping is ready to transport and supply
them.
This is a trying time. It is the peevish
time of drudgery and impatience. But it
is the time above all when the people of
our country should not be peevish—when
they should be cheerful and patient—
when they should give support to their
public servants until facts prove that the
continuance of this support is unwarranted and unwise.
Each month sees new thousands pouring across the sea to join the American
Expeditionary Force in France. No man
left behind has any right to consider his
lot save in comparison with the lot of
those who have gone forth to offer their
lives on the altar of liberty. Here in
America the worst that may befall us is
discomfort, inconvenience or money loss,
but our soldiers and sailors face daily
the danger of death and the horror of
those wounds that are worse than
r
death.
This is the thought with which we must
lie down at night and get up with in the
morning. We are safe at home while
others go down into the valley of the
shadow to fight for us.
The least that we can do is to
keep blazing the fires of courage and
determination so that the light may
flame across the sea into the very
trenches.
Washington, D. C.
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THE "GOEBEN" AND THE "BRESLAU"
BY PARK BENJAMIN
ABOUT a year before war was declared Germany sent two ships,
the "Goeben" and the "Bres- lau," into the Mediterranean.
They were exceptional vessels in their
respective classes. The "Goeben" was
a battle-cruiser and the best of that
type which Germany possest, for she
combined the swiftness of a destroyer
with the armament of a battleship. She
could make without pushing 28 V2 knots
per hour and in her turrets she carried
ten 11-inch guns. In her electric steering and turret turning gear she was the
last word in the application of electricity to marine warfare. The "Breslau" was a small cruiser armed with
twelve 4-inch guns, but her speed was
nearly the same as that of the "Goeben." The two ships could therefore
work together, and as they were faster
than any potential enemy ship in the
Mediterranean they could undertake
raiding expeditions and, if pursued,
.could run away from any assailant likely to be encountered. Nobody seems to
have foreseen the resulting possibilities, or to have taken effective measures
to counteract them. Nor did the assignment of an admiral of distinguished
reputation and especially familiar with
Turkish affairs to so small a command
apparently prove suggestive.
In May, 1914, these vessels anchored
off Constantinople and proceeded to establish remarkably friendly relations
with the Turks, whose officials welcomed
them with enthusiasm. " 'Goeben' days"
and " 'Goeben' fetes" were arranged,
visitors on board Were lavishly entertained and when one of the periodical
fires in the city broke out the German
crews were landed to extinguish it. All
of which went to show, as was then
rumored, that Germany had completed
an unusually altruistic transaction in
selling the ships to the Turks, who
wanted them to offset the purchase by
the Greeks of our "Idaho" and "Mississippi" and so to elevate their navy
above the condition of floating junk of
which it was mainly composed. As we
now know, the visit really marked the
culmination of the intrigue which secured Turkey as the Kaiser's ally, two
months before the war started.
MEANTIME a division of opinion
among the German naval authorities not in the secret began to appear:
some opposing the stationing of so small
a naval force in the Mediterranean,
others contending that should trouble
ensue these ships added to the combined
fleets of Austria and Italy (the latter
country then being expected to throw in
her lot with the Central Powers) would
Bid materially in challenging British and
FrencB supremacy in southern waters.
The German ships received news of
the first declaration of war against
France while at sea on August 3d, four
hours before it was known to the
French fleet then mobilized at Toulon.
There were at that time in the Mediterranean two British battle-cruisers,
seven cruisers and about a dozen de236

stroyers, all in the vicinity of Sicily and
Malta. The German admiral promptly
made for the Algerian coast, and the
"Goeben" bombarded Bona and Phillippeville and then steamed westward.
He did not mention where he was going
—and the fact that he was steering toward Gibraltar was certainly not suggestive that his real objective was the
Dardanelles. At all events, speculation
exhausted itself in wondering whether
he meant to attack the Rock or get out
into the Atlantic.
BETWEEN Tunis and Sardinia he fell
in with the British cruisers "Indefatigable" and "Inflexible" accompanied
by the light cruisers "Weymouth" and
"Gloucester." As this was twelve hours
before England declared war, no hostilities took place. The two squadrons
passed each other in grim silence, without salutes and cleared for action. The
British vessels swung into formation
astern of the Germans and manifested
an intention to follow. The German admiral, seeing that they were the more
powerful force, proceeded with all possible celerity to part company. "For
twenty-four hours," writes one of the
"Goeben's" officers, "everybody on board,
including officers and warrant officers,
took his turn at stoking and coal trimming. In the afternoon we had worked
up to a speed of thirty knots and I
thought every moment the ship would
blow up. The 'Goeben' shook and trembled as she went thru the water, but,
by evening, the British were out of
sight and the harbor of Messina was
safely reached."
But here the finish of the German
ships seemed inevitable. England had
declared war and the British cruisers
quickly beleaguered the port. The Italians ordered the Teutons to leave within
twenty-four hours and surrounded them
with a cordon of destroyers to see that
they did it. To go out meant certain
destruction, to stay meant internment
for the war. The German admiral and
his officers brought ashore their wills
and their valuables, and gave them to
their consul, for Berlin had radiographed "His Majesty expects the 'Goeben' and the 'Breslau' to succeed in
breaking thru." And then, with their
colors aloft, their bands playing and
their men stripped at the guns, they
steamed forth to meet—not the assembled array of Britain, but a single little cruiser, the "Gloucester," upon
which they contemptuously refrained
from opening fire, nor even blocked
her wireless warnings to the other
British warships, which for some unaccountable reason had suddenly left
their posts and gone to the Straits of
Olranto.
When the British admiral was courtmartialed for thus withdrawing his
squadron when the enemy was obviously in his power, he was acquitted on
the astonishing showing that he had received by wireless orders directly from
the Admiralty commanding him so to
do, which orders in fact had never been

sent. How German spies in the very
heart of the Admiralty office managed
to get hold of the secret signal code
and to surround the forged official dispatch with all the cryptic safeguards of
identification may perhaps come to light
after the war. But the mischief was
done and the court-martial was satisfied.
The brave little "Gloucester," however, had no notion of being ignored,
even if the Germans did show a strange
desire to avoid her company and rush
to the eastward. She launched a torpedo
at the "Breslau" as that ship swept by
her, which missed, and then hanging on
at the rear she poured in such a savage
fire that the great "Goeben," which
could blow her out of water with a single salvo, showed symptoms of slackening her pace and turning back to demolish her. Only then did discretion
become the better part of valor, and
before her huge antagonist could complete the turn, the "Gloucester" made
her escape. Of course the "Goeben"
could have caught her, but being desperately short of coal prevented any
chase. There was not enough fuel in
the bunkers of the German ships to
carry them to the Dardanelles, and to
make matters worse, they learned by
wireless that the affection of the Turks
had cooled. The Sublime Porte seemed
to have forgotten their existence and
was stolidly showing a disposition not
to let them enter the Straits. So they
went to an unfrequented Greek island
where nobody lived except some fishermen who had not heard of the war and
there received their coal. They also
stayed there fuming with anxiety, for
the British were searching for them and
getting dangerously nearer all the time.
AT last, in utter despair, they decided
to force a passage to Constantinople no matter what the Turks might do
to prevent. When they reached the Dardanelles another surprize awaited them.
Instead of a hail of big shells from the
forts which guarded the entrance, they
found a small steamer flying the signal
"Follow me." Four hours later the British pursuers arrived to discover their
entry refused and the Turks, under
German direction, busily at work
strengthening the defenses. Next day
the "Goeben" and the "Breslau" lay
in the Bosphorus off the Dolma
Bagtche palace with the city of Constantinople under their guns.
Not that it can be positively averred
that the German admiral actually intended to resort to the last of arguments, but the hesitancy of the Turks
this time in welcoming him contrasted
painfully with the earlier love-feast,
and besides indicated a certain weakness of backbone which needed tonic
treatment, and of course in this particular nothing would yield better results than the immediate reinforcing of
the Turkish navy by two such fine vessels as the "Goeben" and the "Breslau."
Had not the perfidious British grabbed
the"Reshadie" [Continued on page 2U2
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THE MEN WHO LED RUSSIA IN VAIN
The photograph at the right is the last one taken
-of Premier Kerensky and General Dukonin,
commander-in-chief of the army. Kerensky was
forced to flee from the capital and General
Dukonin was stabbed to death by Bolsheviki
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(c) International film

THE WRECK OF THE KREMLIN
7'fte Bolsheviki had not even the excuse of military necessity for the ruin of this beautiful
structure in Moscow, famous thruout the world

(c) Underwood d Underwood

WHEN THE BOLSHEVIK TROOPS BY THOUSANDS MARCHED INTO PETROGRAD
1 psychological moment in the progress of the Russian revolution came, toward the end of Kerensky's regime, when 13,000 armed
Bolshevik sailors were sent into Petrograd to intimidate the crowds of revolutionaries and so to take possession of the capital
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Republican Politicians and Baker.
The politicians or political lead
era, composing the Republican National Committee, are preparing to
meet in St. Louis next week, and
■without regard to the slightest trace
of squeamishness about partisanship
in time of war, will devote themeelves to winning the next Congress
for the purpose of putting President
Wilson in a hole or tying his hands
so he cannot do anything. They propose to make Secretary of War Baker
the issue, and have already turned
their newspapers and orators lose on
him, notwithstanding the fact that
Secretary Baker has been the most
successful and the most efficient Secretary of War in the history of the
country. In ten months he has done
almost the impossible. He has a
million and a half of men in training, nearly 500,000 of whom are in
France. And those men at the end
of ten months are as well equipped
and as well disciplined as were the
soldiers of Great Britain at the end
of twenty-three months, when they
fought their first battle. No one
could have done better.
The Republican politicians need
an issue. They tried Daniels and fell
down; they hounded McAdoo with
the result that it was only senseless
barks and now they are after Baker.
War with all its awful horrors—
the dead and the dying in Prance—
has made no difference with the Republican politician. While men and
■women of any and all parties lift
their hands with holy horror at the
awful carnage the Republican poliVtican ducks his head and dellberate■ and cold-bloodedly bucks Wilson.
_he success of this war is nothing aa
«ompared to politics. My, no!
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ward of the assdeiated effort of democratic people everywhere, so that
when the wara is over neither we
In the very .nature of things there
nor they can have any monopoly of
is more or less murkints's in Washthat virtue, but will be partners in its
ington. It is to be expected that ooiae
glory, and so associates |n the" future
scandal would result over so nnay
progress Which is to be made.
contracts that are given-out.
"For we must never forget, when
Search the records and it will be we sp^ak of democracy, that it is not
found that that has been the case in an accomplishment it is not a thing
all wars in all countries.
that has been done; it is a system of
It was not to be expected that Uus growth, and . though today we might
war would be an exception.
achieve what our limited vision proWe cannot expect anything else un- claims to us as-the democratic ideal,!
til human nature undergoes a radical its quafity is such that when we stand |
on what now seems to us the highest!
transformation.
1
Theer is the dust of scandal o\<er peak of that range, there will be
greater
heights
to
tempt
and
inspire
war contracts and other things (lotto
in the heat and excitement and need OS"And so, when this «rar to aver, and
of speedy mobilization, things that
never can be done in a better way 1 the~crude madievalism which at last
until the very structure of govern- ] brings the Hohenzollerns and the
(Hapsburgs to confront their fate in
ment is changed.
Commenting upon which Louis F. the young giant of the democratic
Post, in a publication called "The spirit; when this contest is over and
the David of democracy has dealt
Public," says that; through it all
shines the light of the spirit of our with the Goliath of medievalism and
two foremost leaders—Woodrow Wil- I autocracy, there will still be work for
David to do worthy of his best efforts,
son and Newton Baker.
and
in the accomplishment of it large
■ Mr. Post says that they are execubenefits
to the race still remain to be
tives and doers of deeds and harbinachieved. * * *
gers and prophets of a better day.
"It is a wonderful story, jthe alignThen he prints extracts from a
speech delivered by Mr. Baker before ment of the nations which ban truly
the Southern Society in New York. jbe called civilized, against the ancient
that he says should be printed and I medievalism which survives in the
j heart of Europe. The hope of manwidely read and distributed.
Not since Lincoln's day, sarys Mr. kind, so often' frustrated, apparently,
Post, has any war leader sounded the is now to be accomplished'. It could
call to higher duties in an address so not be done in- Napoleon's time, in
lacking in. sounding brass—in the spite of the French revolution, and its
buncombe that will be tolerated no philosophy and its promise, because
longer by the common man—that new of what Denton called 'The-' Allied
sort of common man with his revolu- Kings of Europe.' It could not be
tionary habit of measuring .ail things done in 1870 because they were still
with the realities of his daily life. triumphant, but out of the west, out
How numerous and predominant that of the youngest and latest and most
species of man is today we have no hopeful of the nations of the earth;
means of knowing. But he has shown out of this young giant, fashioned out
himself in formidable numbers in of all the peoples, who originate in a
those industries and those sections new- philosophy, little rivulets of it
where the spirit of the president has have gone over to other peoples in
been nullified by the acts of men other parts of the world.
"And now, in the fullness of time,
working at cross" purposes. And the'
"Public" ventures the guess that only this giant is full grown, and she joins
as that spirit permeates our govern- hands "with other peoples, who, though
ment, only to the extent* that democ- older, are yet the children of her spirracy is applied at home,' is maintained it and we are uartners now with great
and fostered and extended as a vital, nations who have borne for three
effective, dominant force, will our | years heroically the brunt of this
■enterprise command the requisite j struggle, and at the end of it, out of
popular support. That, is why New- the noise of battle and smoke' of the
ton D. Baker is a. great secretary of battlefield, there arises the picture of
war, in a sense far transcending eoiv a new fraternity of mankind—the
siderations of mere military efficien- sons and daughters of civilisation
cy.
The Banner is pleased to make ex-; taaA^aq suorrBie/ aqi ui paAeitT SBq
tracts from this wonderful address,, ,l„ pjOA errjll an.} eouenuin eq} oj
which Is commanding so much admi- i jao's.ri eq ire weo ^sanbuoo pu-e eSBinti
ration.
\
u6ire:fs«Aap '.reAV 'ssauusgios sa^ou
Mr. Baker said:
ap 'reijcliso aqj no qpntn ooi sisTju.d'uia
"There is a quality in this war jqi UJJAS. 'Aiaa.ii ooj pasn ,j„ pjQAi en
which evokes a spiritual response and W sjuj, TeudBO -e irjm panads si uos
that will be a new kind of cement for aad IBIU sin aoj nnouoad ,aq? qpniJi lit
the making of a stronger and more I aSen2u«i Xino. an} si eSunSoei qsiI-3
triumphant people when it is over. j -ug am 'punos A-em %i s^ ^Strexts
"We are not fighting this battle
'kl 'HI* -iCraouoja
alone. I am not even ambitious that -jnaa—„"«0,lBaA sro 9Ut U9W°2 111*1
the glory of the final conquest should pxreq eniui jo ^qStui an;} p«n JaAvod
S.m 'HWH aujm nj £es nou>.puv„
come to us alone. I would far rather
have the triumph of democracy the reBAKER'S DEMOCRACY

I

It was on the platform
WHY SENATOR CHAMBERLAIN'S with him ami lt is an open secret that|
CHAN6E OF FRONT?
a movement was on foot to place Owl
ex-president on the "war council!
Hon. George E. Chamberlain, thi 'board" which was to play its part in
j distinguished senator from Oregon, the fen elections program,
i elfairman of the senate committee prj But ;nstead of beholding every bn- j
'military affairs, recently said in d reau of every department of the
■public address in the city of NeW;TTnited states government in a col*
York that the United States govern~,apsed con(jjtibn the country is treatment had "fallen down." That every ed to the rather sad spectacle of beI bureau of every department was in- folding the chairman of the senate
j efficient. That the entire machinery jommittee on military affairs trying
!of government had about ceased func- :o recover from an inglorious tumble.
tioning.
His apology will hardly suffice for
No statement that he conic-' have the harm he has done.
uttered could have been more sweep- The distinguished senator from Oregon made an address before the
ing.
What must have been the effect of Florida Bar Association last summer,
and in the most eulogistic terms spoke
his speech in Germany?
of the magnificent and extraordinary
Germany had but recently matte the
■preparations that were being mad*
same boast. Those in authority had
by our war and naval establishments
ridiculed our army with the evident
Among other things he said that
intention of creating the opinion
when war was declared we only hac
among the great body of the Germs &
a hare handful of airships and the,
people and throughout the German
were of am obsolete type.
army that Germany had nothing to
The /resident had invited a c
fear from the United States as th;ferencis with all the automobile
whole military and naval establishurers in the country and t!
ments were inefficient and to make
bare their secret processes
ready for war would require the work
anufaeture before him. and from te
of years.
whole was collaborated a type of na
That long before the United States
would be prepared for battle, either chine lighter in weight and greater it
on land or sea, Germany would have horsepower than any machine ever tie
vised, and that aircraft to the num.
time to conquer her enemies.
Now, to bolster up> these assertions. ber of seven thousand a month wen
here comes a" distinguished member being manufactured and the nurr,
of the United States senate, the very hers were to bet increased.
That was but a sample of our bus;
head and front of the committee on
andjSplendid
preparations. The sam
military affairs and publicly and amazingly confirms every statement made alertness and thoroughness were g:'
ing on in every department of th
by those in authority in Germany.
Suppose that General von Hinden- government.
Senator Chamberlain's speech froi
burg and Admiral YOB Tirpitz were
to publicly proclaim tomorrow that start to finish was entirely eulogisti
Germany's military and naval estab- and electrified his audience with th
lishment had "fallen down." what ef- most patriotic ardor.
Why his change?
fect would it produce in this country?
What effect would it produce in Germany and throughout the war stricken territories?
,
It would be electrical and we would
have a right to feel that Germany was
ready to sue for peace.
We may well believe that Mr. Chamj berlain's speech has had the same ef| feet and the patriotic people of Oregon should be none too quick in asking for his resignation.
He has hit this country a solar
plexus—a body blow. He has hit below the belt, because he is in a position to do so.
If there were any truths for his
statements the effect of.his utterances would be fatal.
Fortunately it has been shown that
I they are barren of facts. Mr\ Chamberlain in a speech in the senate ad' mits that his remarks were too sweep! ing. That they were made under the
| impulse of the moment. That had he
been sitting at his desk and had
time for reflection he would have
spoken with more moderation.
He says that he spoke under the
spell of the moment.
We must conclude that he was hypnotized. There seems no other explanation.
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ward of the associated effort of democratic people everywhere, so that
when the wara is over neither we
nor they can have any monopoly of
that virtue, but will be partners in its
glory, and so associates in the future
progress which is to be made.
"For we must never forget, when
we speak of democracy, that it is not
an accomplishment it is not a thing
that has been done; it is a system of
growth, and . though today we might
achieve what our limited vision proclaims to us as-the democratic ideal, j
its quafity is such that when we stand:
on what now seems to us the highest;
peak of that range, there will be'
greater heights to tempt and inspire

In the very .nature of things there
is more or less murkintss in Washington. It is to be expected that Some
scandal would result o\ev so ra my
contracts that are given-out.
Search the records and it will be
found that that has been the case in
all wars in all countries.
It was not to be expected, that this
war would be an exception.
We cannot expect anything e)3e until human nature undergoes a radical
transformation.
Theer is the dust of scandal o^er
war contracts and other things done
in the heat and excitement and need
"And so, when this «r»r is artsr, aaft
of speedy mobilization, ihings that
! the crude madievalism which at last
never can be done in a better way
| brings the Hohenzollerns and the
until the very structure of governiHapsburgs tp confront their fate in.
ment is changed.
the young giant of the democratic
Commenting upon which Louis P.
spirit; when this contest is over and
Post, in a publication called "The
the David of democracy has dealt
Public," says that, through it all
with the Goliath of medievalism and
shines the light of the spirit of our
autocracy, there will still be work for
two foremost leaders—Woodrow WilDavid to do worthy of his best efforts,
son and Newton Baker.
and in the accomplishnfent of it large
• Mr. Post, says that they are execubenefits to the race still remain to be
tives and doers of deeds and harbinachieved. * * * '
gers and prophets of a better day.
"It is a wonderful story, jthe alignThen he prints extracts from a
speech delivered by Mr. Baker before ment of the nations which can truly
the Southern Society in New York, be called civilized, against the ancient
that he says should be printed and medievalism which survives in the
heart of Europe. The hope of manwidely reaid and distributed.
Not since Lincoln's day, says Mr. kind, so often' frustrated, apparently,
Post, has any war leader sounded the is now to be accoinplished'. It could
call to higher duties in an address so not be done in Napoleon's time, in
lacking in sounding brass—in the spite of the French revolution, and its
buncombe that will be tolerated no philosophy and its promise, because
longer by the common man—that new of what Denton called 'The' Allied
sort of common man with his revolu- Kings of Europe.' It could not he
tionary habit of measuring -ail things done in 1870 because they were still
with the realities of his daily life. triumphant, but out of the west, out
How nuruerous and predominant that of the youngest and latest and most
species of man is today we have no hopeful of the nations of the earth;
means of knowing. But he has shown out of this young giant, fashioned out
himself in formidable numbers in of all the peoples, who originate in a
new- philosophy, little rivulets of it
those industries and those sections
where the spirit of the president has have gone over sto other peoples in
other parts of the world.
been nullified by the acts of men
"And now, in the fullness of time,
working at cross' purposes. And the
"Public" ventures the guess that only this giant is full grown, and she joins
as that spirit permeates our govern- hands "with other peoples, who, though
ment, only to the extent1 that democ- older, are yet the children of her spirracy is applied at home,' is maintained it and we are. uartners now with great
and fostered and extended as a vital, nations who have borne for three
effective, dominant force, will our years heroically the brunt of this
enterprise command
the
requisite struggle, and at the end of it, out of
popular support. That is wrhy New- the noise of battle and smoke of the
ton D. Baker is a. great secretary of battlefield, there arises the picture of
war, in a sense far transcending con* a new fraternity of mankind—the
sons and daughters of civilization
siderations of mere military efficienjoining hands to protect the sacred
cy.
The Banner is pleased to make ex- principles upon which the freedom of
tracts from this wonderful address, j mankind rests. * * *
"The American people have shot
which Is commanding so much admi- i
ration.
\
! through all their preparations for this
war an influence of idealism and morMr. Baker said:
ality which is a new thing in the
"There is a quality in this war
world. About, our training camps
which evokes a spiritual response and
new conditions have arisen. All sorts
that will be a new kind of cement for
of modern, advanced notions with rethe making of a stronger and more
gard to the amusement and entertaintriumphant people when it is over.
ment and recreation of young men
"We are not fighting this battle
in order that they may he virile,
alone. I am not even ambitious that
strong and migh-rainded, have been
the glory of the final conquest should
adopted, not because of any particu-,
come to us alone. I would far rather
have the triumph of democracy the re- i lar wisdom in any place, but because
of the unanimous judgment and demand of the American people' and so,
when our army goes abroad, it will
be a knightly army, not an army of
conquest that expects to come home
with a chariot and somebody chained
to the wheels and loaded up with material spoils, but an army that is going
to live and die for the fine fruits of
a high idealism and a purified national morality."

It was on the platform
SENATOR CHAMBERLAIN'S with him and it is an 0pen secret thatj
CHAN6E OF FRONT?
i movement was on foot to place thej
ex-president on the "war council;
Hon. George E. Chamberlain, th<j,hoard>. ^-hicA was to play its part in
distinguished senator from Oregon the *au elections program.
chairman of the senate committee pri But mstead of beholding every btt, military affairs, recently said in a reau of every department of the
| public address in the city of New; U!ljte(j states government in a colYork that the United States govern-lapsefl COIlaitibn the country is treatifnent had "fallen, down." That every ed to the rather sad spectacle of bebureau of every department was in- Holding the chairman of the senate
i efficient. That the entire machinery committee on military affairs trying
! of government had about ceased fuuo- :o recover from an inglorious tumble.
| tioning.
His apology will hardly suffice for
No statement that he cenfc- have the harm he has done.
The distinguished senator from OrI uttered could have been more sweepegon
made an address before the
! ing.
What must have been the cf'fjot of Florida Bar Association last summer:
and in the most eulogistic terms spoke
his speech in Germany?
of the magnificent and extraordinary
Germany had hut recently msiie the
preparations that were being made
same boast. Those in authority had
by our war and naval establishments
ridiculed our army with the evident
Among other things he said thai
intention of creating the opiniovi
when war was declared we only hat
among the- great body of the GermaA
a hare bfendful of airships and thl
people and throughout the German
were of sta obsolete type.
army that Germany had nothing to
The president had invited a cf
fear from the United States aa th>
s^ all the automoDne
whole military and naval establish T
country and t
mentg were inefficient and to make!»JF_ ^^ Mmrf mM!ffi9
S bare their secret processes.*?
ready for war would require the work
manufacture before him, and from t«
of years.
whole was collaborated a type of na
That long before the United States
chine lighter in weight and greater ii
would be prepared for battle, either.
"
„
,j i.
I horsepower than any machine ever tie
nn
or sea,
sea. UBJU.H.
Germany
,on land
lano. or
3 would haver1 vised, and'that
aircraft, to the mini
time
her enemies.
Lime to
w conquer
IUUMU
t seven thousand a month wen
Now, to bolster up- these assertions.
.
'
\ . ,"
. . ,
.
being
and the num
& manufactured
here comes a* distinguished member
U1
,
, x t
.
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hers were to be increased.
of the United States senate, the very,"
head and front of the committee onl
military affairs and publicly and amaz- andjSplendid preparations. The sam
ingly confirms every statement made alertness and thoroughness were gt
ing on in every department of in
by those in authority in Germany.
government.
Suppose, that General von HindenSenator Chamberlain's speech froi
burg and Admiral von- Tirpitz were
start to finish was entirely eulogist!
to publicly proclaim tomorrow that
and electrified his audience with tb
Germany's military and naval establishment had "fallen down." what ef- most patriotic ardor.
Why his change?
fect would it produce in this (dunWHY

try?
What effect would it produce in Ger-1
many and throughout the war stricken territories?
,
It would be electrical and we would]
have a right to feel that Germany was
ready to sue for peace.
We may well believe that Mr. Chamberlain's speech has had the same effect and the patriotic people of Oregon should he none too quick in asking for his resignation.
He has hit this country a solar
plexus—a body blow. He has hit below the belt, because he is in a posi-j
tion to do so.
If there were any truths for his j
statements the effect of.his utteranc-J
es would be fatal.
. |
Fortunately it has been shown thatj
they are barren of facts. Mr; Chamjberlain in a speech in the senate admits that his remarks were too sweep-,
I ing. That they were made under the
■ impulse of the moment. That had he
been sitting at his desk and had
time for reflection he would have
spoken with more moderation.
He says that he spoke under thej
i spell of the moment.
We must conclude that he was hyp-j
notized. There seems no other explanation.
I
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How would you like to be Secretary Baker and push this wheelbarrow? The boys on the side line would do it better (in
their minds).
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direct control of Eiga and Odessa. He must be content with
the promise of trade concessions and freedom of the ports
from a capitalistic Government. That is to say, he must be
willing to leave Eussia at the mercy of whatever commercial
policies the future Germany and Austria may see fit to apply. The Bolsheviki cannot help thinking, too, of the internal problems which await them. Sooner or later the
forces of reaction will assert themselves. We have the
precedent of all history for that. The Eussian people, in
their moments of trial and despondency, will be asked to
think upon what the Bolsheviki have done with a great heri-

[Vol. 106, No. 2745

tage, with a nation which they found pressing forward
steadily to the community of the open seas, and which they
left crippled and isolated. It is for these reasons that the
Bolsheviki cannot permit Germany to "determine" a barrier
of new states between Eussia and the rest of the world.
The "self-determination" which the Bolsheviki have in mind
for the disputed Eussian lands is like the compromise established in the ancient debate between Free Will and Determinism. The border lands are to have freedom of choice,
but it is to be exercised within a sphere determined by
Eussia's necessities as well as their own.

The Breakdown of a Political Offensive
By "LAMOND"
BEFOEE the War Department trenches there has broken
down a promising political offensive. Instituted in the
Senate, strengthened by an inadvertent Senatorial exaggeration at a mellow New York luncheon, reinforced by a hasty
arrival from Oyster Bay, it was confidently believed that
this move threatened a serious inroad upon the Presidential
terrain. At first a distinct advantage was gained owing
to a tactical error on the part of the War Department's
commander, coupled with the enemy's use of some extremely
effective ammunition. A hasty change of front by the defence, together with an effective return fire, well in the
open, saved the day. The skirmish at this writing seems
nearly over; the field commanders have already parleyed at
a Capitol repast, and while the arms are not yet grounded,
it is plain that the heaviest fighting is a thing of the past.
More than that, the Presidential commander-in-chief has
announced himself a "bitter-ender" in his refusal to countenance any hostile raid into his lines. Hence it appears
that victory is bound to rest with his eagles.
This, in brief, is a military summary of the turmoil
through which Washington has just passed. The attempt
to constitute a super-Cabinet must fail before the President's unyielding opposition—he is reported to have asked
those who first urged it what would happen to the superCabinet if it should fail to agree with him. A stern Presbyterian set of the jaw accompanied the fiat he has just delivered to the dozen Democrats called to hear his last word
on the subject, and it is strengthened by his refusal to accept Mr. Baker's proffered resignation. Mr. Wilson will
surely cling through the rest of his term to Mr. Baker as
he has clung to Secretary Daniels. Him Mr. Wilson has
seen grow, under a terrific fire of criticism, from a raw and
tactless country editor into an efficient and entirely satisfactory Secretary of the Navy, inspiring and leading a service that has had no scandals and that is performing up
to its highest traditions, to the great profit of the Allied
cause.
Now, why is it that the War Department is obviously
not doing as well; that grave errors have been proved to
its discredit; that Mr. Baker has made several fundamental
mistakes, of which not the least was the manner of his first
appearance before the Senate Military Committee; and what
is going to be the upshot of the battle between Committee
and Secretary? To answer the first question properly one
would have to go far back into the history of the War Department and discuss its origin and the various attempts
to reorganize it. Suffice it to say that, despite the efforts of

Elihu Eoot, Henry L. Stimson, and Lindley M. Garrison, a
thoroughgoing reform of the Department and the army
has never been essayed; that throughout the preparedness
campaign of 1915-16 the warnings of those who urged that
the best preparedness would be, not to vote a single additional officer or soldier, but to constitute a modern, business-like War Department and to inject a really military
spirit into the army itself, fell upon deaf ears. Curiously
enough, the deafest ears were those of the very Senator—
Mr. Chamberlain—who is now so surprised and pained that
the antiquated War Department with its cliques and its
"system" has failed to work as it ought to. Politics may
have had something to do with this. On the other hand,
well meaning as Mr. Chamberlain is, he is a man of distinctly limited mental vision and power. Like most of our
legislators, he has never beheld an efficient military organization at close range. Any opponent of the Senator from
Oregon would have scored upon him very easily had he
simply pointed out that the Senator worked upon an army
preparedness measure for nearly a year with the avowed
object of fitting the army for the possibility of getting into
the war. Congress and President followed his lead, yet we
had no sooner got into the war than an entire reorganization
of the army had to take place, under which the carefully
built up National Guard organization was destroyed, and
our regiments and brigades, divisions and corps, were hastily
made over on the French model—after some of our troops
had actually reached France. Throughout the Senator's
army legislation there was a marked refusal to profit by
any of the actual experiences abroad either before or during
this war.
And that has been characteristic of the army itself; it
is reported that it took the first American contingents about
six weeks in France to find out that they really had something to learn, and that they would not be able to walk
through to Berlin, for all their fine American adaptability
and courage. That has also been the attitude of the War
Department; such reforms as have come have been piecemeal; the Department could not be induced to see that it
needed to be built over from top to bottom like a bankrupt
industrial company. It has been so content with its red tape
that the creation of a General Staff by Mr. Eoot failed in
any considerable degree to change the situation. Hence
the Department has been but little better fitted in system
and spirit to cope with this war than it was with the Spanish War. Now, Mr. Baker not only failed to see through
this and demand a complete reform; he has, to the disap-
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pointment of the younger element, flown in the face of
European experience and retained many old generals who
are too set and too rigid to learn new tricks. He is even
using generals now retired for age in high commands—and
they are not Hindenburgs. To remedy the defects of organization that he finds, he has had recourse to civilian
boards like the Council of National Defence and the War
Industries Board—whose very existence is proof positive
that the War Department's organization is all wrong—and
he has created a War Council, a General Munitions Board,
and now a Surveyor-General of Purchases, whose duties are
somewhat hard to define. There is thus being built up a
many-headed organization which is undoubtedly speeding
up matters, but which may prove terribly costly and cumbersome and more and more difficult to coordinate. Perhaps
this is the best that can be done under fire; it is open to
question whether any really thorough reform is now possible.
But the Secretary has at least shown that he can profit
by mistakes. His tone at the second hearing was so straightforward and so earnest, and he showed such a readiness to
admit mistakes and to profit by criticisms, that he largely
disarmed his critics. The latter can properly flatter themselves that they have accomplished much good by their attacks. In the first place, the country has in consequence
learned a great deal about the conduct of its affairs and the
progress of its army, and has ascertained that much that is
remarkable has been achieved—it has even been told things
now that the Germans were previously quite aware of, but
that our press was not allowed to communicate. Secondly,
Mr. Baker has been awakened to the need of speeding things
up, and to the realization that there are well-armed critics
steadily watching him. There are already signs that this
has had a good effect. For instance, a most dangerous powder situation has been taken in hand and remedied, and it is
not likely that he will again yield to regular army leisureliness and take months to decide a question like that of the
machine gun. His mistakes—one of the worst of them was
the permitting of drafted men to go to the cantonments
before the Medical Corps was ready to handle them and
before there was adequate clothing for them—ought to be
in largest measure behind him.
At the same time, he has much still to do. The organization of the Army Medical Corps still dates back to that of
the British army of 1776, and Mr. Baker has not held Gen.
Gorgas as rigidly accountable as he should have done. If we
could only live to see some day one of the too easy-going
or incompetent generals summarily shelved, it would do the
army more good than any other one thing, and it would
speed up the service amazingly. An army in which no officer
is ever punished for inefficiency or laziness cannot approximate true military standards or hope to expand properly in
war time. As for red tape and circumlocution, they are actually "losing" officers right in the War Department. At
least there was a case of the Department's telegraphing
frantically for an officer who was just1 two hundred feet
away from the man who was writing the telegrams.
To the eradication of this sort of thing Mr. Baker must
continue to devote himself. He has a long, long way yet to
go in order to build a really effective war machine, and it is
therefore disconcerting that he is boasting a good deal about
what has already been done. His claim that a greater and
better army has been raised than any in history has already
been severely criticised as in bad taste, even if true. It would
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seem to indicate, like his statement that we shall soon have
a million fighters in France, that he does not know what constitutes a real army. There is much force in last week's
statement by a German general that sewing shoulder straps
upon men's shoulders does not make them competent officers
and leaders in modern warfare. We do not even know
whether we have a single general competent to command a
division on the west front; hence it is surely the part of
wisdom to have faith but to be modest, to boast sparingly
until it can be shown that a really effective fighting force
has been created. Gen. Pershing, it is officially stated, is
complaining of the ignorance of many high officers sent to
him.
But, when all is said and done, despite his numerous mistakes, Secretary Baker remains a very high type of the
American official. His democracy, his earnestness, his zeal
and devotion, his readiness to uphold labor standards, even
in war time, offset many blunders. There is nothing of
the military autocrat about him, and he lends no encouragement to the development of any militaristic tendencies in
the service. He has shown an understanding of the position
of the conscientious objector and a sweet reasonableness
upon this and other subjects that have won the admiration
of many observers. One has only to think what would be
happening if a man of the type of Senator Chamberlain
were Secretary to realize how fortunate the country is in
having' a man of Mr. Baker's characteristics and point of
view at the right hand of the President. If Chamberlain
were Secretary, we should then have a man there who would
not only be preaching the doctrine of hate and abusing all
who cannot agree with him, but we should be in the hands
of a far less efficient executive. Any change now would only
mean some man's coming in to lose six precious months in
learning his job, during which time he would be entirely at
the mercy of the War Department ring. It is all very well
to talk about the duty of a Secretary to place himself in the
hands of the experts, but it will some day appear that many
of Mr. Baker's blunders are due to the fact that he did take
the advice of experts. Sometimes the writer has felt that
the most important function of the Secretary of War is to
override the military experts, to shake them out of their
ruts, to see that new blood is constantly transfused into
their veins, and to protect the country from the utter narrowness of their point of view.
At least the nation owes Mr. Baker a debt of gratitude
for refusing to accept the proposal to vote at this time that
universal military service which has made modern militarism possible and which will inevitably corrode the life of any
nation that adopts it. More than that, people are beginning to realize that a good deal of the criticism of Baker
comes not only from bodies, like the National Security
League, which are obsessed with the idea of "getting universal service across" while the excitement of war is on, but
also from certain reactionary Republican elements which
have been chilled by the President's peace proposals of January 9, especially by the squint in them towards free trade.
The Republicans are desperately seeking an issue and an
opportunity to oppose the President without appearing unpatriotic. The pitifully sterile Republican leadership in
Congress will be bitterly disappointed, indeed, if the War
Cabinet proposal vanishes into thin air. Whither shall they
turn next in preparation for the fall elections, to meet and
offset the old cry about not swapping horses while crossing the stream?
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Now We've Heard the Truth From
Secretary Baker, Lets Settle
Down and Win the War
Secretary Baker's honest, straightforward and
manly reply to the critics of the War Department has
cleared the air.
Amid all the talk of clever diplomacy and necessary tact, and all the turmoil of accusation and charges
and counter charges, the secretary's plain, every day
recital of plain, every day facts has quieted the stirring anxiety of the nation as a dash of clean, cold
water has a thousand times and one brought a fainting
woman out of hysteria and worse.
Nothing that Secretary Baker said in his reply to
Senator Chamberlain was startlingly new to American ears in detail.
Most of the conditions of which the secretary informed us were already seriously suspected, if not
absolutely known—but it is one thing to look at the
figure "2" in one part of a debit and credit account
and another thing to add that figure to another of the
same denomination and find over again that 2 and 2
do make 4, no matter who is doing the adding.
Americans, more than almost any other civilized
people, have a strange mental habit of assuming that
2 and 2 will sometimes make 5, if only some one is
clever enough to find out a new way of setting down
the figures.
j
If we did not know it before, it is quite plain now,
or ought to be, to even the dullest intelligence, that
no nation in the world can preach Peace at Any Price
for years, plunge into war over night and then find
all the guns loaded and all the uniforms of the national army a perfect fit.
When this war, so long threatened and so long
put off, actually broke out, we found ourselves here
in the United States in the position of a man who has
inherited a fine large property heavily encumbered.
The property is his. He values it highly and
would not give it up to any claimant on any grounds
whatsoever, but he will not have been in possession
of the news of his inheritance long before he will discover that he will have to pay the mortgage, interest
and all, before he can either raise much money onthe
property, or move in and live there in any kind of security and comfort.
We are coming into full possession, here in this
country, of a magnificent and successful army—but
before we do that we shall have to finish paying up
the back debts of our years of unpreparedness and
redeeming the dead promises made in the days of our
own blindness and folly.
War in this generation is no knock down and
drag out, hit or miss, "come on, boys" affair.
It is a science—an exact, definite, cruel, deadly,
accurate science—and we are fighting it with a definite, deadly, cruel, accurate foe.
We have had to furnish, in these last few months,
not only an army, but clothes and food and shelter and
arms and ammunition and transportation for an army.
None of these things spring up like mushrooms,
and there is no modern Aladdin among us today who
can rub any kind of a lamp whatsoever and bring to
his aid any genie of supernatural wisdom, strength
and achievement.
We are fighting this war ourselves, and we have
had to furnish every single weapon with which we
fight. Secretary Baker tells us that since our troops
landed in France they have built 600 miles of railroad,
an amazing line of docks and piers, and have erected
warehouses and storehouses and depots enough to supply the armies of half a dozen moderate sized nations,
besides building and equipping hospitals and training
camps and isolation camps almost beyond the easy
counting.
We have, at this present moment, 500,000 men
I ready for action, and we will have, at the same rate of
progress during this year, over a million more ready
| to go to the front.
The War Department has had to find soldiers and
j drill them, find officers and drill them, find engineers
I and drill them, find doctors and drill them, find-nurses
and drill them—it has had to turn factories into munitions plants and teach ordinary manufacturers to go
into the business of ordnance making; and it has had
to do all these things 3000 miles away from the line of
1 battle.
If what we have accomplished in the face of all
ithese almost overpowering difficulties is inefficiency^

then what, in the name of common sense, can efficiency be called?
Now, that the country knows from the lips of the
secretary of war himself the truth, the whole truth;
and nothing but the truth—the country has already*
drawn a long breath of relief and settled down ir\
courage and determination to good, practical hard \
work, to WIN THIS WAR.
What all the diplomacy and all the tact and all
the managing and all the veiled whispers and all the
innuendoes on earth could never do, the plain truth
has done IN' ONE DAY.
There is no propaganda on earth, however subtle,
however discreet and however dangerous, that can
stand for one moment against the brave truth bravely
spoken.
And there is not, in all the length and breadth of
this'country, one really loyal American who will find
it in his heart, now that matters have taken this turn,
to blame Senator Chamberlain for making the accusations he did make.
Believing them as he did, there was undoubtedly
but one course for him to take, and that was the course
he took.
He wanted to know—and he asked.
Now that he is answered^aa^answeredjirithout
bitterness, without anger and without even a'Tjkc^lf
petulance or small irritation,-no one who knowsSena^
tor Chamberlain but believes that both he and the
country are the better off today for the action which
the senator took when he demanded an open investigation of the War Department's handling of the war
situation.
There have been men, both known to fame and
unknown to all but the unfortunate of their own families, who put their wives on an allowance of 50 cents
a day for the family table and then grumble when
there is not roast beef and plum pudding for dinner
when they bring home unexpected company.
Senator Chamberlain does not seem to belong to
that type of man.
He is, so his friends say, and so his conduct leads
all close observers to believe, not only a frank, honest I
and courageous man, but a just and reasonable man as
well.
It is a good thing for the United States that we
have such men as Senator-Chamberlain to ask just
exactly the questions he did ask, and it was a good
thing for us that we have such men as Secretary Baker
to answer as frankly, as fully, as courageously and as
ingenuously as the secretary of war did answer.
There is no comfort in the ultimate outcome of 1
this affair to those who would spread dissension in)
the councils of the nation.
The small minded politicians and egotistical self [
seekers who attempt to make personal capital out of!
this investigation and either its real result or the re-'
suits for which they are trying to hope, will find that!
they have chosen the wrong hour for the wrong busi-j
ness.
And unless they are very careful, they will so pro-j
voke the temper of the American people that they willj
never be listened to with serious attention again atf
any hour upon any business whatsoever.
There is revolution in Russia, there is revolt inj
Finland, there is an uprising in Austria, and the people murmur in Germany.
Here in our own country we are standing firm,!
and it is such action as this just taken by our secretary of war, when he broke down all precedent and
threw the rules of etiquette out of the window, tore up]
the red tape of the War Department by the double
handfuls and gave us, man fashion and as man to man, j
the plain, honest, fearless truth we craved so eagerly
to hear.
It may be well for a subtle diplomacy to set the
pace which must be followed by those who rule in
countries differently organized than ours.
In this country such a course of action never has
led and never can lead to anything but black disaster.
Secretary Baker has shown how a plain American deals with a situation of this sort, and if ever
there was a lesson of triumphant democracy, thisj
is 5nd should be such a one.
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BAKER ASSURED THE PEOPLE
STAND BEHIND HIM
Daily Metal Reporter Bureau, Washington.—(Special)—Secretary of War
Baker and the President, are "hearing
from the country" as a result of the
attitude taken by the war secretary
when lie asked to be heard by the Sonate Military Affairs Committee in connection-with a statement prepared by
him touching the actual accomplishments, as far as it was considered wise
to go, of his department during the
present war. The messages which Secretary Baker is getting are, in a word,
that the people are back of the President and back of his Secretary of War.
These messages say in so many words
that this is no time to take any step
which would tend to hamper the President in the handling of the war, and
that the disclosures made by Secretary
Baker prove that he has faced a superhuman task in a way which is getting
the best of results.
Not only gratification but genuine
surprise is being expressed by people
from all sections of the country over
the accomplishments of the War Department up to the present time, these
iLccnniplishmo.nts meaning that as a result of them concrete results may bo
expected to come in rapid fire order
from now on. Due to the necessary
policy of keeping from the public to a
great extent what was being done in
the beginning, for the simple, reason
that first results had to be accomplished
without telling to the world in detail
the department's plans, such progress
has been made as promises in the near
future all and even more than the country could have expected in less than
one year.
The human element has entered into
the mobilizing of a great army and, as
a result, some mistakes have been
made, but by individuals not in intimate touch with the war department
head. But where mistakes have been
brought to light immediate steps have
been taken to remedy them. All who
know Secretary Baker admit readily
that he, of all men, would leave undone
nothing which would tend to protect
the health and the lives of the young
men now in camp in this country, or
serving under the American flag abroad.
It is true that no single instance of
alleged neglect or mistreatment of an
American soldier here or abroad has
been brought to the attention of Secretary Baker which has not been followed
by the most drastic steps possible looking to the fixing of blame where it belonged, and punishment, if anyone was
derelict, either meted out or steps to
that end taken. In fact, criticism of
Secretary Baker has been that he was
"too human" for times such as these.
Therefore, suggestions of isolated cases
of ill-treatment or neglect of enlisted
| men, deplorable though they may be,
.judged on the" basis of" Secretary
Baker's alleged strongly human qualities, would of themselves.be.inconsist;

ent if the head of the war department
were to be sought to be charged with
responsibility for them.
When the history of the present war
is written, those in an exceptionally
good position to judge are asserting,
the constructive work done by Secretary Baker in the face of almost insurmountable difficulties will stand out
as one of the bright pages of the story.
That the country was not prepared for
war, it will be pointed out, was not the
fault of the Secretary. Also, that once
it was entered upon, or even before,
there began preparation which netted
results which, when the story was told
on the witness stand by Mr. Baker,
amazed the public by their character,
and answered completely and satisfactorily, at least to the great majority of
the American people, suggestions that
the United States had not accomplished
what it should have accomplished up to
January 1.

Secretary Baker: Therefore you would
ARGUMENTS ON THE
simply be changing from.a thing which
MUNITIONS MINISTRY. is already being done to the same thing
No one who reads the stenograph!* done by another man with another name.
Senator Kirby:
Which' necessarilyreport of the testimony given before
would have to be done through the agenthe Senate Military Committee in Jan- cies already developed or to be ieuary by Secretary Baker can fail to veloped?
take great pride in the information
Secretary Baker: Exactly so. . . .
presented as to the conduct of the ' An improvement should not be revoluWar Department of the army and feel tionary, which means stopping and starting, but should be progressive.
great admiration for the manner in
And a little later during the discussion
which this material was presented.
of the methods by which ordnance is
Secretary Baker stood cross-ques- now ordered:
Senator Wadsworth: I would use that
tioning from a number of Senators
kind of ability (in reference to a civilian
who did not participate in the hearing
who had recently been made a Colonel
in a spirit of co-operation; but never and chief of the procurement section of
once did he permit himself to be led the Ordnance Department) as a civilian
into a false position or to be trippea in the department that had control of the
by questions that were evidently industries.
Secretary Baker: You would put him in
meant to trip.
the munitions department?
Most interesting at this time, when
Senator Wadsworth: I would.
Senator Chamberlain is pressing the
Secretary Baker: And would he then
bill for the creation of a ministry of decide not only the Question of the memunitions, is the following colloquy chanical production of the weapon, but
its use to soldiers?
between Senator Chamberlain, the
Senator Wadswcrth: Not at all.
chairman of this committee, and SecSecretary Baker: Who would decide
retary Baker on this topic. This is that?
Senator Wadsworth: The soldiers.
from the stenographic report of the
hearings before the Military Com-; Secretary Baker: How would they get
correlated?
mittee of the Senate on January 12
Senator Wadsworth: Just the same as
last:
they do in England—the Ordnance DeThe Chairman (Senator Chamberlain): partment. It tells the munitions ministry
What ia your serious objection to a so- j what it wants and the munitions ministry
called Secretary of Munitions, a member produces it if it can.
Secretary Baker: Then you have exof the cabinet, and an office created duractly what we have, you have two people
ing the existence of the war?
Secretary Baker: Of course. I have no deciding two questions and bringing thetn
right to comment on a question of adding to a common meeting place. That is exa member to the President's cabinet. actly what we have here.
Senator Wadsworth: But all the proThat is a question on which I have no
right to comment. My objection to the duction is under one head.
Secretary Baker: This is all under one
bill, as you have drawn it. is, first, that it
creates an impossible task. I think that head.
Senator Wadsworth: No; Mr. Secrethe committing to a single agency, and
all of the theorizing on the subject, deals tary, it is under five head3.
Secretary Baker: I feel as though I
with an individual, to some one person
who can decide. I think that no human had only one head. It is all under me.
Here are, in brief, the arguments
being can be found who can decide ail
Questions which that bill would commit for and against the ministry of munito an individual;
tions urged by Senator Chamberlain.
The Chairman: That is what you arc As Secretary Baker points out, it
doing? The Sacretary of War practicalwould be simply upsetting things as
ly does it here.
Secretary Baker: Quite the contrary, they have now been reorganized and
Senator. I am dealing with the War 1 re-establishing them afterward with a
Department needs only. You are propos- new name. Secretary Baker's reoring to give to a single individual the ganization of the War Department has
War Department needs, the Navy needs,
the allies purchase needs, the Shipping all the advantages to be found in the
Board needs. You would have to equip Chamberlain bill, and it is now estabthat individual with control over fuel, lished and working well. The Chamraw material, in other words, you would berlain bills, together, would result
have ani industrial dictator of the entire
in eliminating the present Secretary
industry of the United States.
The Chairman: Well, of course, no i of War from the part that he is natman can do all of that except through urally supposed to play in war time.
organized agencies.
Secretary Baker: Exactly.
The Chairman: What is to prevent
such a man at the head of such a department from utilizing the governmental
agencies to do that very work? You
have undertaken to do it?
Secretary Baker: Nothing is to prevent hirn from doing it and he would
have to do it. of course.
The Chairman: Of course, everyone
realizes that one man could not do it.

/
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The human element has entered
into the mobilizing of a great army,
and as a result some mistakes have
been made, but by individuals not in
intimate touch with the War Department head.
This means that mistakes here and there have been made.
But where mistakes have been brought
to light immediate steps have been
taken to remedy them. All who know
Secretary Baker admit readily that
he, of all men, would leave undone
nothing which would tend to protect
the health and the lives of the young
men now in camp in this country or
serving under the American flag
abroad.
To Remedy Evils.

Robinson,
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It is true that no single instance of
alleged neglect or mistreatment of an
American soldier here or abroad has
been brought to the attention of Secretary Baker, whl£h was not followed by
the most drastic steps possible looking
to the fixing of iblame where it belonged and punishment, if anyone was derelict, either meted out or steps to that
end taken. In fact, criticism of Secretary Baker has ibeen that he was "too
human" for times such as these. Therefore, suggestions of isolated cases, deplorable though they may be, of illtreatment or neglect of enlisted men,
judged on the basis of Secretary
Baker's alleged strongly human qualities would of themselves be inconsistent if the head of the War Department
were to be sought to be charged with
responsibility for them.

Administration Is Hearing From
the Country Following
Statement

BEFORE THE SENATORS
Gratification and Surprise at
the Great Preparations for

War.
(By Lee L. Robinson.)
WASHINGTON, Feb. 5.—Secretary
of War Baker and the President are
hearing from the country, as the
phrase goes, as a result of the
courageous attitude taken by the
War Secretary -when he asked to be
heard by the Senate Military Affairs
Committee in connection with a statement prepared by him touching the
actual accomplishments, as far as it
was considered wise to go, of his department during the present war.
And the messages which Seeretary
Baker is getting are just what was to
be expected from the American people
in a crisis.
They are, in a word, to the effect
that the people are back of the President and back of his Secretary of
War. These messages say in so many
words that this is no time to take any
step which would tend to hamper the
President in! the handling of the war,
and that the disclosures made by
Secretary Baker prove conclusively
that he has faced a superhuman task
in a way which has gotten, and is getting, the best of results.
Not only gratification but genuine
surprise is being expressed by people
from all sections of the country over
the accomplishments of the War Department up to the present time, these
'accomplishments meaning, naturally,
that as a result of them concrete results may be expected to come in
rapid-fire order from now on. Due
to the necessary policy of keeping
from the public, to a great extent,
what was being done in the beginning, for the simple reason that first
results had to be accomplished without telling to the world in detail the
department's plans, such progress has
"been made as promises In the near
future all and even more than the
country could have expected in less
than one year.
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SECRETARY OF WAR BAKER
There has been much criticism by some people of the war department
as to the laxity and slowness of preparations for the great struggle Which1
is now going on. It has been charged that munitions and guns have not been
supplied and that few soldiers have been transported.

These and many oth-

er criticisms have been going the rounds, besides criticisms of the officials
for not giving out more specific information as to the movements of the war
and navy departments.

In such times it may be expected to have criticism,

but the Banner has felt that if the war and navy departments, if subject to
criticism at all, might rather have been criticised tor giving out too much
information.

This is no time to allow information sent

broad-cast to the

world, but the preparations by the officials should be kept an absolute secret.

The announcement of the large number of submarine boats recently

built and ready for service was ill in effect and should have never been given
out by the department.

The first information to be made public should have

been an announcement of the boats in action, sinking German submarines.
Since it has been announced, however, the Germans are posted as to America's actions and certainly they are awake to its importance and every resource will be employed by them to block and defeat the
country in its operation of the submarines.

purpose of this

Reports of deaths, casualties, names of those who meet death, and their
address should be given publicity, but not until they have occurred and have
been passed upon by the proper officials.
Secretary Baker has done his duty; he has an undertaking of tremend-

Bright Page.

ous importance and of immense proportions and it requires every faculty to

When the history of the present war
is written, those in an exceptionally
good position to judge are asserting
that the constructive work done by Secretary Baker In the face of almost insurmountable difficulties will stand out
as one of the bright pages of the story.
That the country was not prepared for
war, it will be pointed out, was not the
fault of the Secretary. Also, that once
it was entered upon or even before
there began preparation which netted
results which, when the story was told
on the witness stand by Mr. Baker,
amazed the public by their character
and answered completely and satisfactorily, at least to the great majority of
the American people, suggestions that
the United States had not accomplished
what it should have accomplished up to
January 1.

cope with the conditions he has been facing since the declarttion by the presi-

Reorganization.

Gratified and Surprised.

1G7

Consideration by the President and
Secretary of War Baker of a plan for
centralized control of buying and production has reached a point, it is said,
where the war industries board of the
Council of National Defense will be reorganized in such a way as to achieve
practically the same results as are being sought by those members of Congress who are backing the measure
providing for a director of munitions.
That this plan has been under consideration for some time, and is not an
outgrowth of the activity in Congress
looking to provision for a munitions
minister, is asserted by those familiar
with steps which have been taken
toward the appointment of a new head
for the war industries board to succeed
Daniel Willard, resigned.
As reorganized, the war industries
board will have much more specific duties than at present, its present powers
being of an advisory character. It is
generally believed here that Bernard M.
Baruch, now of the war industries
board, will be chairman of the reorganized body, and that Edward R,
Stettinius, recently made suveyor general of supplies, will be prominently,
connected with it.
These reorganization plans will bring
about centralization in production and
purchase of supplies, and do away with
the purely advisory bodies which have
acted since the war began in lieu of
some body such as is now proposed.

dent placing this country in a state of war.

He has done well his part by

this country and his services should be appreciated and

no criticism should

be directed against him until it has been proved that he has failed to carry
out the duties imposed upon him as secretary of war or that he has violated
or been negligent of the trust delegated to him by the president.
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So the People May Know
There "an be no mistake over the issue at Washington.
It is the Profiteer against the Patriot, partisanship against
loyalty, Roosevelt, the egotist, against Wilson, the leader.
"Truth is not treason" is the reply of the defenders of
Theodore Roosevelt—but not even that epigram wipes away
the fact that 'Roosevelt has been dealing in half-truths, tenthtruths, untruths in his mad desire to destroy the confidence
of the people in President Wilson, and has been using them m
a manner that would be denounced as treasonable on the lips
of a less notable personage.
"Our troops had no shoes but they had plenty of coffins.
Their ammunition was defective and they had neither cannon
nor auto-rifles, but they had plenty of coffins," was the charge
which he printed yesterday in the Kansas City Star—a picture
so sinister that it could have but one effect. It was calculated
to strike terror into the heart of every father and every
mother who has a son in Prance or in training. It was a
picture well calculated to stifle patriotic enthusiasm m every
cantonment. It was a picture drawn to discourage, to divide,*
to disrupt—and it was false.
Every correspondent, with the single exception of the one
quoted by Roosevelt, and it is now shown that he never
visited an American camp in Prance, declares that our army
there is well equipped, well housed, well trained.
.....
The work accomplished by the Wilson administration
since the declaration of war is an example of almost jmiraculous efficiency. There have been mistakes, it is true. But
thev have been minor mistakes.
Industry has been organized for tremendous production
°f TawsTave been passed and put in force for the conservation of foods and fuel.
j „„+„,*
' The selective service law for raising an army was adopted
and nut into effect months ahead of any of the allies.
We have created a new type of airplane motor and axranged for its production on a gigantic scale.
.,•*„„
We have more men on the fighting front than had England within the same time after she entered the war-and a

^^S^'S^SS^^^^^ that we
Pr d

° iS dSe,CwfS begins today for a new "coalition cabinet" to outrank the present cabinet, is not a blow at the
cabinet bit at Wilson, for it is intended not to supplant
Baker and Daniels and the others, but Wilson himself. , ;
The plain truth of the matter is that greedy, -plunderous interests lmve " been kept from making huge profits ■ out of the
war They have been held back by the fixing of a limit on profits.
?hev have been stopped by the price fixing of foods and+fuel.
And iUs these interests, using the spleen of Roosevelt that threw
fhe everready Lodge, who has always been a spokesman for
Ireed and Penrose, the perfect representative of the profiteers,
fntth arena to defend Roosevelt when Senator Store disclosed
the camouflage of the man he called "the most potent aid of the
^'^The question rises above personalities. It is not a choice between Roosevelt and Wilson. It would be a tine thing for the
nation could this be so, for there would be no mistake about
the answer.^ ^ qUjMtion 0f whether Roosevelt, working
through a paper managed by August Seested, who eight
■ Souths ago swore he was a "subject of the kaiser ' will be
permitted to divide the people in their loyalty, will be permitted to traffic upon the war, will be permitted to destroy
with half truths and whole lies.
Truth is not treason. But fragments of truth which are
just the things Von Bernstorff paid real money to disseminate,
. are treasonable.
Will you follow Shadow Huns or tollow the flag?

So the People May Know
Woodrow Wilson was elected by the people of the United
States as president, and by the constitution of the United States,
during the time of war, becomes the active comniander-in-chief of
the army and navy of the United States.
He is the supreme power of our country in 'the conflict of this
war and it is treason in the army or in the navy to criticise the president 's conduct of the war and would not be tolerated for an instant
in the army or in the navy of the United States, but, unfortunately,
it remains for the -civilian and the politician and for the idle and
irresponsible and for the pro-German to run riot throughout the
country with criticisms and complaints that would be answered by
a court-martial and a firing squad if made either in the army or
in the navy.
Let the people remember that their country is at war; that
the future of the entire human race depends upon the success or
failure of this war; that the freedom of the world is involved;
that the liberties of all mankind rare threatened and that the
only way this war will be won is through the universal loyalty
and patriotism and support of the American people.
All criticism, all suspicions, all doubts as to the eonduct of
this war or as to the efficiency and intelligence of those in power
who are conducting the war might well be stamped with that most
odious of all phrases "made in Germany," for it, beyond any
question, is a part of the most subtle and dangerous German
propaganda.
It is time right now to look this question squarely in the
face and for each citizen to answer to himself "Are you taking
any part in the dissemination, in the repetition or in the retailing of this 'made in Germany' criticism of the government
in its conduct of the war?"
If you are, stop it at once for the sake of your country,
and for the sake of yourself, because any serious division of
the people on this question can have but one effect—either to
prevent our winning the war or delaying our winning it indefinitely. We cannot win the war with a divided country.
Make up your minds to that now.
Also remember that the present administration is the only
administration we have; that it will remain in power at least
three years longer, and that maybe—just maybe—Mr. Wilson
and his cabinet are at least as patriotic, as honest and as efficient, and as intelligent as you are, and maybe they have vital
secret information that they cannot give to the people and
which you do not possess; and under these conditions maybe
they know a heap more about what should be done and what
should not be done than you.
Nothing could be more unfortunate at the present time than
politics intruding its selfish and suspicious head into the conduct
of this war. This is not the time for any political divisions in the
country—it is a time for united patriotism; it is_ a time for every
.man t6 sustain his government, to back up President Wilson and
his administration with every ounce of loyalty, Avith every dollar
of money and to encourage every soldier and sailor in loyal service
to tiiti country.
It r a time for every man to remain sane and tranquil and
determined. It is a time for every man to stand willing to sacrifice everything he possesses—even to his very life itself—to
win this war. It is not a time to play politics. It is not a time
to gossip and scandal. It is not a time for criminations and
recriminations; it is a time for universal loyalty and universal
"Service, even without asking one question.

1U9
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How far the country can be deceived and divided by the
cry of Roosevelt to "Tell the truth and speed up the war,"
remains to be seen. It would be appalling if this- country,
having exposed the German hand behind the pacificts' appeal,
the Hun gold behind the I. W. W. outrages, should now fall
into worse perils through the egotistic leadership of a man
who would use the war for partisan or pc itical advantage.
Every criticism made by .Roosevelt has-been so phrased
that its only possible effect is a weakening of our war will, a
sentiment of discord and dissatisfaction in the ranks of the
army, a fear in the hearts of the mothers and fathers of the
nation.
His journey to "Washington at this time, the calling in of
congressmen, his "reception" to newspaper correspondents, all
point to his sinister purpose to wage war upon President Wilson
and to destroy the united loyalty which the country has given to
the president.
He calls as witnesses to his charge of inefficiency two men—
Leonard Wood, whom he created, and Caspar Whitney, a 'correspondent of the New York Tribune, who, it is already shown, never
visited a camp of the American army in France and who stands
alone in his criticisms.
There have been scores of patriotic, trained and competent correspondents in Prance. They have watched with eagle
eye for flaws. They have not been stifled with censorship
rules. Many of them have returned.
The reports, of these men are that America is doing her
share, that her men there are well equipped, that the allies
are satisfied with what this country is doing.
It is significant that the one correspondent who tells a
different tale printed his first attack on the day that Roosevelt made his appearance at Washington to organize an opposition party to the president.
The truth is that this nation has accomplished miracles
in the way of preparation for fighting, in raising an army, in .
organizing industry on a war basis.
The truth has been told. It is told in official reports. It is
told in the stories of unbiased correspondents at the front. It is
told by the whirl of machines in countless factories, by the hum
of industry in every city, by the bugles in every camp, by the
letters home from the fighting forces.
Will the half truths, the magnifying of minor mistakes which
were ft^vitable, the distortions from the brain of an egotist who
can fee no good in any but himself, avail against the splendid
^alty and patriotism which has thus far inspired us as a nation.
Will a Roosevelt be permitted to win where a Haywood and
Goldman failed?
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so THE PEOPLE MAY KNOW] So the People May Know
If Representative Borland desires to rid himself of the suspicion that he has aligned himself with that political cabal
headed by Roosevelt, for the purpose of destroying confidence
in President Wilson, he will at once take steps to have his
name taken from the bill which he introduced on January 7
providing for a director of munitions.
It is significant that the bill is literally word for word the
same bill introduced by Senator Chamberlain, a measure which
is opposed strongly by the president and which was a part
of the program to discredit "Wilson, to overthrow Secretary
Baker, and to place Roosevelt'and his friends in a sort of political dictatorship.
Prompt action by Borland may remove widespread criticism of some of his actions on his most recent visit home. It
is recalled that shortly gaiter he returned he changed the
keynote of his public speeches from fervid support of the administration to attacks on his own political enemies, a change
which it was suggested came from the advice of enemies of
of the president.
It is recalled, too, that at a lunch'eon given to Roosevelt
Borland was called upon as a witness to substantiate charges
by Roosevelt of inefficiency in the army and that he it was
who gave public promise to Roosevelt to go back and do some
of the things which Roosevelt demanded; that he sat silent
when charges were made that Leonard Wood had been punished because he was the friend of Roosevelt, silent when the
open attack was made on' the president and the war department.
For the sake of confidence of the people at home, he
should at least refrain from those things which tend to show
that it was not an idle boast that August Seested, the subject less than a year ago of Kaiser Wilhelm, is said to have
made in the declaration that "Borland was on trial. He. had
to perform for us and he didn't dare to turn down Roosevelt."
,
.
,.
The political friendships of Borland are a matter oi: small
moment—as long as he represents the sentiment of this community.
■
-.
The creation of a munitions department was plainly and
openly a part of the general plan to discredit President Wilson. It was one of the schemes to create turmoil and discord, to arouse suspicion within and without the army, to give
color to the mad charges of Roosevelt, who is trying to disrupt
the nation for his own political advantage and who operates
from Kansas City as a base, sending out his propoganda
through a paper managed by a man who swore that he for
years was a subject of the kaiser.
There is no question of the sentiment of this city and
this section of the country. The people believe in the president. They want him helped, not hindered. They want a
united, not a divided people behind him.
If Congressman Borland desires to share in that confidence, he Sfculd line up promptly behind the president, acknowledge the error of his ways and take his name from a
measure which is admittedly most obnoxious to the president.
The people want patriotism, not politics. They demand
loyalty and support, not division and dissension.
__!__

N

Yesterday President Wilson warned a group of senators
that the criticisms, attacks and debates upon our war department, garbled and exaggerated, were being used by the kaiser
to hearten the people of Germany—and that they are, at the
present time, the most potent weapons the kaiser has with
which to keep his own people in the war.
Today Theodore Roosevelt, still using the Ka.nsas City
Star as his medium of distribution, publishes again his blasted
charges of inefficiency, of "punishment of General AVood," of
sending coffins, not guns, to the battle front.
Others who have criticised the war department were silenced
by' the complete answer given by Secretary Baker. Before the
truth, before the wonderful showing of accomplishment, before
the fact that our nation has performed the miraculous, sincere and
impatient critics stand silent. Some have apologized. Every
really loyal paper which had printed and encouraged the attack,
changed front.
The people knew that there had been no avoidable delay, that
our war program had been carried out with an almost unbelieveably small number of mistakes, that a fighting machine had been
prepared and was ready to strike.
It remains for Roosevelt alone to continue that attack—continue it while the warning of President Wilson that such attacks
are aiding the kaiser had but reached him.
The personal enmity and malice that move Roosevelt is revealed by his insistent harping that Gen. Leonard Wood is being
"punished. The truth is that Wood is being used in the only
manner in which he can be used—and the fact that most of the
alleged mistakes of the army program, charged by Roosevelt and
his conspirators, were due to the advice and recommendations of
Wood raises a question of his usefulness at all.
The old charge that coffins are being sent to France, instead
of guns and shoes, is repeated with variations. Roosevelt is not
sure that it was not clay pigeons, or hospital cots that were sent
instead of those gruesome coffins with which he tried to terrify
and arouse the mothers and fathers of the nation against the
government.
He adds to the seriousness of his offense by declaring
that he makes his charges on authority of officers of the army
whom he cannot name because they might be "punished."
Roosevelt's friends may have the choice of two explanations for his latest outburst. They are either the ravings of
an egotist whose madness has reached the point where an
alienist should be called—or Roosevelt is deliberately doing
the things which he and everyone knows are aiding the kaiser
in this war.
Others who have given less aid and comfort to the brutal
butcher of Germany have been interned.
This is the hour when the people must stand together.
They must fight together, sacrifice together, think together.
He who wantonly tries to divide that spirit is a traitor—or
a madman.
The people of this community should take steps to learn
how far the influence of a former subject of the kaiser is responsible for the circulation of this poison from this city.
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Make no mistake about the conspiracy to foist a war cabinet and a munitions director into the government machinery.
Stripped of its pretense, it is an effort to practically remove Woodrow Wilson as president, take away his powers, and
turn over to that political cabal headed by Theodore Roosevelt the conduct of the war.
Roosevelt has tteen the instigator of the program. His
satellites have carried it forward, unrestrained by the fact
that every attack they make, upon the administration, every
so-called" criticism has been cabled to Germany to keep alive
the fast fading hopes of the German people that they can win.
Even yet. the cry from the newspaper supporters of
Roosevelt is that we may be "too laV?"—a slogan that the
kaiser himself might have invented, one more devilish in its
purpose and effect than any made by those ill-advised proGerman editors in this country who have been interned for
their lack of patriotism and their seditious utterances.
The first Roosevelt attack was centered on Secretary
Daniels. The demand was made for his head. President Wilson refused to confuse the noise of these enemies for the voice
of the people—and now those who were demanding the job
of Daniels admit that he has performed miracles in preparation
and that the navy is on the best possible basis.
Then the Roosevelt politicians turned from Daniels to
Baker—and their bitterness increased. They charged thai the
army organization had completely broken down, that coffins,
not guns, were being sent to Prance, that the cantonments
were pestilential places where our boys were dying like flies,
that they were unclothed, unwarmed and uncared for.
It was a devilish cry that was raised, intended to arouse
every father and mother in the land to the point of rebellion,
devised to bring despair and unrest into the heart of every
enlisted man.
Then came the revelation of Secretary Raker. It showed
that an army had been raised by selection without a charge of
fraud'or-, preference, with no taint of political pull, an army
which went to training in the belief that each man' had been
given a square deal.
It showed that foresight in a war' program had been
coupled with tireless energy and that the industry of the nation had been organized quickly and completely to furnish
munitions, equipment and food to the army wherever used.
It showed -the minimum of mistakes 'and those pronirftly
corrected with a maximum of accomplishment.
Representatives of the other nations fighting the battles
of democracy have been amazed at what has been accomplished
I —and not all the lies, all the exaggerations, all the vieiousness
has been able to shake in even the slightest the confidence of i
of those other nations in our willingness and ability to do the
things which will win the war.
In the face of this the demand goes on for a war cab*
I met. It is proposed to put three men over and above the
president's cabinet and to give them all the power to direct
our war effort. It is proposed to make these men military
dictators of the nation and to shove into the background that
magnificent man who was elected by the people to do this
very thing, if need be.
It is easy to trace the source of the influence which has given
the impetus to the Roosevelt political conspiracy.
Our other wars have been gala times for profiteers. The
greedy have fattened on the people's necessities. They have
reaped rich profits from hurried preparations—and the stench
of embalmed beef under that old organization which is lined up
with Roosevelt is still in the people's nostrils.
There have been no petted favorites in this war. Profits
have been held to the minimum. No man is allowed to get rich
out of the war—and instead the government has laid a heavy
hand upon the incomes of the rich, with which to pay the bills
These are the interests that clamor for a war cabinet>-these
and .their subsidized organs of greed, their satellites who want a
Roo/evelt in power and their friends on guard so that they may
j-each into the public coffers for tl>e billions which the people have
sed and will raise in defense of liberty.
The voice may be the voice of Roosevelt. The words are
vords of the Prussian kaiser—and it is time for the people
sent this greedy, sinister endeavor to undermine President
'n, and to stand by their leader and their country.
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NEWTON, T>. BAKER,
United States Secretai*y of War,

"Tell the truth" was the camouflage which Colonel Roosevelt threw in front of his attack upon President Wilson and
Secretary of War'Baker, an attack which he began in this,
city and whose AdcioUsness is now revealed by the plain statement of facts given by the war secretary before the senate
committee.
Before the magnificent showing of the war department,
the attack stands revealed for what it was—an effort on the
part of a mad egotist to divide the people of this country into
warring camps, to capitalize the war for political purposes, to
discredit the leader of our nation in its most critical hour.
America has accomplished the miraculous. It has produced
guns in record time. It, has equipped an army of greater size
than any of the allies dreamed was possible. It has fed that
army in a way no other army was ever fed.
Out of the million and more men called to camp, the
Roosevelt propaganda called attention to two isolated cases of
hospital neglect. Secretary Baker admitted 18 complaints—
and showed the prompt measures of correction and punishment where there was guilt, a revelation of efficiency never before equaled.
The record as given by Mr. Baker is the answer to Roosevelt, who prated that this country was sending coffins, not
guns, to France; that it had prepared for the slaughter of our
boys, not their safety and fighting force.
America has produced a great fighting machine. It has
prepared to deliver the death blow to kaiserism. It has
equipped that army. Every move was directed by the best
brains of the country, acting on knowledge of conditions, using
every resource of industry and labor which the country
possesses.
The part played by the Kansas City Star in the Roosevelt
disgrace can be traced only to the fact that it has as its general manager a man whose abjuration of loyalty to the kaiser
came after this country was at war with Gei~many.
How far it was ready to go to spread suspicion was shown
today in its distortion of a letter from Mary Roberts Rhinehart, authoress and patriot. Her letter to Secretary Baker
asked only that he give to American mothers the truth that
their sons were being cared for, that every protection of health
is thrown about them, that they were under better conditions
than they were in their own homes, and that the fear conjured
by the ghastly picture of ship loads of coffins, of neglect in
I'hospitals be dissipated by the real facts.
The Star attempted to use that letter as a justification of
tits own poisoned propaganda of distrust and an appeal for
"truth."
"Tell the truth," said Roosevelt as a cover for his unfounded
charges.
The people have the truth, and it brings reassurance and increased confidence in President Wilson and our war machine.
The one good result is that the people now know and will be
prepared against any future effort to sow suspicion, to spread disruption, to inspire revolt and bring chaos in an hour when undivided loyalty and a unanimous purpose is needed.
/ The people learn not to trust the rabid statements, that could
^Joring comfort only to the kaiser, printed under the direction of a
man who swore less than a year ago that he had lived his life as a
[ subject of that mad autocrat.
Tell +he truth? Certainly. Only let it be told by men who
I know, and not be confused with the slanders published by very
recent Hi""

Make no mistake about the conspiracy to foist a war cabinet and a munitions director into the government machinery.
Stripped of its pretense, it is an effort to practically remove Woodrow Wilson as president, take away his powep, and
turn over to that political cabal headed by Theodore Roosevelt the conduct of the war.
Roosevelt has tteen the instigator of the program. His
satellites have carried it forward, unrestrained by the fact
that every attack they make upon the administration, every
so-called" criticism has been cabled to Germany to keep alive
the fast fading hopes of the German people that they can win.
Even yet, the cry from the newspaper supporters of
Roosevelt is that we may be "too la\e"—a slogan that the
kaiser himself might have invented, one more devilish in its
purpose and effect than any made by those ill-advised proGerman editors in this country who have been interned for
their lack of patriotism and their seditious utterances.
The first Roosevelt attack was centered on Secretary
Daniels. The demand was made for his head. President Wilson refused to confuse the noise of these enemies for the voice
of the people—and now those who were demanding the .job
of Daniels admit that ho has performed miracles in preparation
and that the.navy is on the best possible basis.
Then the Roosevelt politicians turned from Daniels to
Baker—and their bitterness increased. They charged that the
army organization had completely broken down, that coffins,
not guns, were being sent to Prance, that the cantonments
were pestilential places where our boys were dying like flies,
that they were unclothed, unwarmed and uncared for.
It was a devilish cry that was raised, intended to arouse
every father and mother in the land to the point of rebellion,
devised to bring despair and unrest into the heai-t of every
enlisted man.
Then came the revelation of Secretary Baker. It showed
that an army had been raised by selection without a charge of
fraud* or\ preference, with no taint of political pull, an army
which went to training in the belief that each man* had been
given a square deal.
It showed that foresight in a war' program had been
coupled with tireless energy and that the industry of the nation had been organized quickly and completely to furnish
munitions, equipment and food to the army wherever used.
It showed <he minimum of mistakes and those promr/tly
corrected with a maximum of accomplishment.
Representatives of the other nations fighting the battles
of democracy have been amazed at what has been accomplished
—and not all the lies, all the exaggerations, all the viciousness
has been able to shake in even the slightest the confidence of i
of those other nations in our willingness and ability to do the
things which will win the war.
In the face of this the demand goes on for a war cabinet. It is proposed to put three men over and above the
president's cabinet and to give them all the power to direct
our war effort. It is. proposed to make these men military
dictators of the nation and to shove into the background that
magnificent man who was elected by the people to do this
very thing, if need be.
It is easy to trace the source of the influence which has given
the.impetus to the Roosevelt political conspiracy.
Our other wars have been gala times for profiteers. The
greedy, have fattened on the people's necessities. They have
reaped rich profits from hurried preparations—and the stench
of embalmed beef under that old organization which is lined up
with Roosevelt is still in the people's nostrils.
There have been no petted favorites in this war. Profits
have been held to the minimum. No man is allowed to get rich
out of the war—and instead the government has laid a heavy
hand upon the incomes of the rich with which to pay the bills.
These are the interests that clamor for a war cabinet—these
and stheir subsidized organs of greed, their satellites who want a
Roosevelt m power and their friends on guard so that they may
reach into the public coffers for tl»e billions which the people have
sed and will raise in defense of liberty.
The voice may -be the voice of Roosevelt, The words are
vords of the Prussian kaiser—and it is time for the people
sent this greedy, sinister endeavor to undermine President
vn, and to stand by their leader and their country.
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SO THE PEOPLE MAY KNOW
The expected has happened. The Hun, after months of
effort, has been able to sink a transport carrying our soldiers
to the fields of France, Numbers of our brave boys have
made the supreme sacrifice.
That the blow has not fallen' sooner is one of the miracles
of the war. It was this danger that caused the greatest concern when we were drawn into the war—a fear that this ruthless enemy with his submarine forces might prevent our men
.and our supplies from reaching those foreign shores. One ship
and less than one man
to every 1.000 tent abroad has been his
/
only victory.
The nation will today pause in sorrow for those soldiers who
gave their lives for our liberties. Then there will be a new clinching of the fist, a new determination to win, a new pledge to fight
on until this monster of hate, of military menace, of brutal madness is crushed and driven from the earth.
The hour is not one of panic and of fear, but of courage and
will, of new devotion, of greater and deeper sacrifice.
It is also the hour wh'en useless criticism must end, when
political attacks must cease, when the nation must stand together.
How far Germany was influenced to go to the limit of daring in striking this blow by the recent news from Washington
cannot be known. Certain it is that the bitter attacks upon Secretary Baker, which drew from him the declaration of our readiness to send 1,500,000 men to France at once, must have caused
such a fear throughout Germany that a dramatic answer Was
needed to put heart into the people of that nation and keep them
in the war.
,
The kaiser needed a reply. He must have needed it badly
when he sent one of his submarines far from the beaten paths
to wreck one ship.
The pity of it is, if this extra effort of the Hun was
prompted by criticism of our forces, that the criticism was baseless, the attack unwarranted.
Were proof needed it comes from Captain Andre Tardieu,
the French high commissioner to this country, the military expert
of that nation, who is in this country working with our war de| partment.
Listen to his speech last night and there learn how little basis,
save in the political ambitions of the conspirators or the personal
venom of the assailants, there was for the assaults that .sought to
disrupt our country.
"America's military effort has been wonderful and,.splendid. It has been a surprise to the enemy," said Captain
Tardieu. "I have cooperated for nearly 10 months, hour by
hour, with every part of your war organization. What you
•have done, is magnificent, worthy of your allies, worthy of
yourselves.''
There is the testimony of France.
It is the answer to the politicians, to the disturbers, to
those ruthless ones who have trafficked on our necessities.
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Senator Kirby said the
form today
Jan. 24.—President Wil-"SOLDIERS' AND WORKMEN'S COUNCIL
LAWTON, OK., Jan. 24.—Duck hunters
is the same weight it alw s has been in
son today sent to the Senate a renom
TO DECIDE PEACE OR WAR.
claim that the airplaies which have enthe United States Army, '
All the Members Sent Resignations to ination of Postmaster General Burleson.
circled the surrounding country during Senator Kirby of Arkansas Takes
"Every man," he ad/fed, "on the other Good Intentions Won't Win the War,
Mayor Edwards, Charging Lower
This action was taken because of a
the last few months scared away all the
side, has been supplied with clothing,
Rosy View of War Departlie Says in a Speech at
law which stipulates that the Postmaster Delegates to Brest-Litovsk Conference wild ducks from tlttirold haunts in this
House With Politics.
with ammunition, with rifles, with maRejected the German Ultimatum
ment's Work.
section and now poultry raisers are
the Capital.
General shall not hold office for more
chine guns and everything else to best
When the Mailed Fist
j claiming that the airplanes which pass
than thirty days, after the end of the
equip
him
for
effective
fighting.
Was Threatened.
over the barnyards at a low altitude in
term for whichife was appointed. None
"I want to assume entire responsibilthe vicinity of the aviation camp at
of the other Oabinet members has been
ity for what I have said, and I say it to
Fort Sill frighten the hens so badly that
renominatedf but it is contended that
you as a man who "las heard this invesPETROGHAD. Jan. 23 (delayed).—The they scurry to cover and neglect to lay.
is not necessary.
tigation, as a man who is accustomed to
The Director of Public Health Says
Russian
delegates
to
the
Brest-Litovsk
The unusual situation was irought
Member of "Willful Dozen" and Con- reading testimony, as a man who is ac- Not Such a Set of Cowards and
JAPAN
STAXDsllEADY
TO
ACT.
about My a recent agitation contending peace conference have decided unaniHe gave Up When Poli*'cians
customed to rendering judgment, that
sistent Foe of War Measures
Weaklings That Truth Should
thatifll holdover members of theNCabi- mously to reject the terms offered by Spread of Disorder* In Russia will Be
my opinion of the condition as it exists
Proved Supreme.
O. K.s Everything.
ere in office illegally. Except, in the Germans.
Be Concealed.
today is that the military department
Combated, the Premier Said.
^case of the Postmaster General, C
has not fallen down."
The decision of the delegates was anTOKIO,
Tuesday, Jan.
22.—"Japan
inistration contends no renomina
iced to the Associated Press tonight
Mayor Edwards Expressed Surprise
is necessary.
holds herself responsible for the mainte- Nothing Brought Out in Senate Probe WON'T BE A "RUBBER STAMP." Chamberlain and Senate Committee
by
ameneff,
a
member
of
the
RusWhen the News of the Action
to Prove Otherwise, Is His
Have Rendered Highest Service
sian delegation. The Germans asserted nance of peace in this part of the Vorld
Clininberinln Resents the President's
Reached Him.
UP THE WAR.
Assertion.
to Nation.
the terms laid down by them were their and consequently, in the event of that
Charge of Meddling.
WASHINGTON, Jan. 24.—Near the close
Senator Chamberlain accomplished last offer and that if the Russians did peace being endangered to the inevitable
of his address this afternoon Senator
two great public services in his speech not accept themNjostilities would be re- detriment of our interests, the goverCONDITIONS ARE
STONE STILL SERVES FOE"
yesterday afternoon. He centered the sumed and the Germans would capture nment of Japan will not hesitate a mo- WHY SHOULD WE BE READY? Chamberlain re-read that part of President Wilson's statement assailing concountry's attention on deficiencies in its Reval in a' week.
ment to take the proper measures."
gressional investigations
Smallpox Epidemic Danger ."lay be war preparations and he gave conPEACE OB WAR IT TO CONGRESS.
Thus, Count Terauchi, the Japanese Wasn't Last Campaign Conducted
"With all due respect to the Presi- Turns Wilson's Own.Words Against
Increased by Other Outbreaks
vincing evidence that criticism of these
Final decision as to peace cr war, M. premier, spoke at the opening of the
dent, who has served notice on Conon
the
"No
War"
Issue?
Him by Quoting^ From Book
deficiencies is due, not to politics, but Kameneff said further, rested with the
gress that there must be no meddling,
Is Indicated.
He Asks.
by President.
ana workmen's Diet today, in referring to the internal
to loyalty to the Nation. Incidentally congress of^ s.o'
and must be no investigating unless it
meets the smile of executive favor," said
he established the veracity of his New delegates, which was convened here to- disorders in Russia spreading to the
he, "I differ from that view. We are
Russian possessions in Eastern Asia.
Kansas City is facing a crisis to- York speech, which the President hau night.
t By Thr Star'!txCorrcspondcnt.)
Washington. Jan. 24.---The only a co-ordinate part of the government.
M.
Kameneff,
who
returned
'rom
BrestThe
premier
declared
that
the
situachallenged,
and
showed,
;..
ue
put
it,
day such as it has not faced in
Washington, Jan. 24.—Theodore
When I become a rubber stamp in my
reply
to
Senator
Chamberlain's
atLitovsk
with
Foreign
Minister
Trotzky,
he knew the facts, while the Presition in Russia was causing him the
duties I'll get out of the Senate anil
years. With a rapidly increasing that
dent did not.
said the remainder of the Russian dele- greatest measure of anxiety. "As the tack today on the inefficiency of public life and let somebody subservient Roosevelt drove home with sledgeepidemic of smallpox, an epidemic The Oregon senator has been one of, gation had stayed there in order to avoid
hammer blows of earnestness the
true friend of Russia," he said, "Japan the War Department was by Sena- take my place."
of other disease threatened, it is the administration's strong leaders in the appearance of an immediate rupSenator James, Democrat, interrupted need for greater speed, more effiearnestly hopes that country may suc- tor Kirby just before adjournment. to explain that the President had rewithout a health director or a hos- the Senate. His loyalty to the Presi- ture. ;
cessfully settle its difficulties without When the Oregon senator concluded, ferred to the war cabinet bill in com- cient war organization, a house■UNANIMOUS ON REJECTION.
dent
has
been
unchallenged.
His
manpital and health board.
of incompetents, more
much
further loss of time and establish Senator Kirby, a member of the plaining that legislation was being in- cleaning
"We
were
told,"
he
added
"that
the
The resignation of Dr. W. II. Coon, agement of the investigation by the militroduced in Congress without his con- stress on the really vital spots of the
German terms were the last they would a stable government."
tary
affairs
committee
has
shown
no
military
committee,
on
behalf
of
the
sent.
health director, was tendered tlie hospioffer.
Count Terauchi said also that Japan administration, flatly contradicted
Senator Chamberlain said he was of war program on the part of the
tal and health hoard at its meeting yes- desire to go after anybody. It has been
"We were unanimous that Ihey should joined unreservedly" with the allied "powthe
impression that the President re-! government and a keener realization
terday afternoon and accepted. This eminently fair and devoted to getting
be rejected. Final decision, however, ers in the determination not to sheathe the chairman's assertion that facts ferred to the munition director bill, but
was followed last night by the resigna- the facts.
on the part of the American people
tion of the board in a body. It was sent
The investigation started as the result must rest with the soldiers' and work- the sword until an honorable peace is brought out in the investigation he hoped he was mistaken.
themselves of the stern task ahead,
Senator
James
said
he
had
a
letter
men's
delegates.
to the home of Mayor Edwards, by mes- of a flood of complaints from parents of
proved the War Department ineffisecured.
from President Wilson saying that in a speech here this afternoon besenger, just as the mayor was leaving boys in the camps about conditions there.
"The congress is expected to take up
cient.
Then
the
Senate
adjourned
Senator Chamberlain had been to see
for a social call.
As it progressed most of the members tomorrow the question of peace or war." FOURTEEN SPIES IX V. S. SHOT. until Monday to cut off further dis- him regarding a bill for a minister of fore the members of the National
MA YOB FAVORS DELAY.
BERLIN (via London), Jan. 24.—The
of
the
Committee
became
genuinely
munitions, but gave no details and that Press Club. lie held forth the warnEnemy Agents Paid With Lives, De- cussion.
"I am surprised at the action in a
he had learned from others oi the "sur- ing that all the best intentions on
I
fense Society Learns.
time like this," he said. "I will see the alarmed. They felt that the situation imperial German chancellor, Count Von
OTHERS TO KKrCV, TOO.
Hertling,
in
his
address
before
the
members of the board in the morning. abroad was critical; that American help
NEW YORK, Jan. 24.—G. S. Thompson,
There was no comment either at the prising proposal" for a war cabinet.
The President's letter of yesterday to earth ou our part would not win
I think they should remain and give the was'\ needed badly at the earliest pos- Reichstag today, said he still holds fast chairman of the press committee of the White House or the War Department on
Senator James, referred to above, fol- the war if there was to be written
lower house a chance to do business. I sible moment, and that the outcome of to the hope that the Brest-Litovsk peace American Defense Society, in ah inthe Chamberlain speech. It is known, lows:
do not want them to leave the city in at the war was jeopardized by slowness, negotiations will reach a satisfactory
after our efforts the words "too
formal discussion at a luncheon given however, that administration replies are
You have been kind pnonuh to toll me
crisis like this. The lower house indi- confusion and lack of efficiency in the conclusion at an early date.
by the organization here today, declared to be made soon by Senator James in that you had hoard that I had written a late."
cated to me the other day that it intends
to the chairman of the Senate miliWhat the new situation in Russia will the society had been informed the the Senate and Representative Dent of letter
SHOULD EXPOSE INEI TH'IEVCY.
to pass an appropriation ordinance, and military preparations of the United
tary affairs committee concerning the idea
bring forth is problematical. With the United States had put to death fourteen
of
a
munitions
minister, and you asked me
It was a typical Roosevelt speech, full
also to pass an ordinance requiring the States.
Alabama,
chairman
of
the
military
comr did write such a letter.
I did
The prospective investigation did, in- political situation in Russia still in tur- spies since the beginning of the war mittee, and Representative Glass of Vir- whether
isolation of smallpox victims and immeand am glad to send you herewith a copy of all the sincerity and energy of the
diate vaccination of all contacts. That deed, produce a tardy, partial reorgani- moil and the battle line depleted of with Germany. He added that enemy ginia in the House. Secretary Baker oi it.
man.
It epitomized the advice he had
The consultation referred to with Senais what the hospital and health hoard is zation within the War Department. But fighting men through defections, it is aliens in this country "should be aptor Chamberlain, to whom the letter Is ad- been giving the many members of Conprobably
will
make
his
own
answer
Sathardly
probable
that
the
Russians
will
be
prised of these facts, as evidence of
asking. I trust that it may be induced Senator Chamberlain and a majority of
dressed, was upon the subject of the vari- gress who had consulted him on the sitable to withstand at the present moment
to remain in office."
determination to protect her- urday when he appears before the ous difficulties and delays that hail been uation iu his visit to Washington this
his colleagues felt that the reorganiza- any great show of force by the Germans America's
encountered
by the War Department as
self."
House committee. Representative Dent
LACK OK CO-OPERATION-.
tion did not go far enough. They were toward the capture of Reval, which
shown by the testimony before the Senate week.
"We are informed," Mr. Thompson called at the department late today and committee,
The resignation of the board, signed
and
the senator merely men"Support to the limit every official, high or
by Frederic C. Sharon, president, C H convinced that there must be a divorce, would prove a handy base from which said, "that up to date fourteen spies invited him to make a statement to the tioned to me that he had a bill In mind to
to
operate
against
Petrograd,
or
to
push
create a munitions ministry.
He gave me low, just so long as that official does well in
have been shot by direction of the mili- committee.
Whitehead and Thomas Tobin, and also of the business and the military sides of
no details of the hill he had in mind, and it
by Doctor Coon, reads as follows:
the government, and that there must be their line further eastward from the tary authorities of the United States
making more efficient the Nation's war forces
The Senate committee hill for a war was only when I learned afterwards from
old battle line.
On account <>r dnrided and openly exsince
the
beginning
of
the
war.
At
others
of the real character of the proposals and speed up the war," he said. '"But, on the
a
supreme
council
to
do
the
planning
pressed determination of the lower
cab/net, about which the controversy that I felt it my duty to write to the
house members
and to insure the teamwork that have SHAKES MAILED FIST AT HOLLAND. least two of the spies were from Deoth-r hand, oppose and expose inefficiency
embers of the common council
and apprise him of my altitude.
troit. We believe that this is the sort centers, was referred without objection senator
and other city officials not to co-operate
I assumed from what t heard litter that where it be found, high or low, that delayed or
been
so
conspicuously
lacking.
To
with the health director and the hosCologne Gazette Takes Exception to of information that the public should today to the military committee.
that particular proposal had been abanThe
achieve the first result they proposed
pital and health boord w« hereby ten
knew."
and I was l-eferrinjr to my statement bungled the effectiveness with which the United
Chartering- of Snips to I", s.
understanding is that it also will be re- doned,
der you our resignations to take'effect
of the other day to the very surprising States could throw its great strength into the
the bill for director of munitions; for
WASHINGTON-. Jan. 24.-rMajor General
at once.
The sil nation is Impossible
■AMSTERDAM, Jan. 24.—The Cologne
proposal to create a superior war cabinet
the second that for a small war cabinet, Gazette shakes the mailed fist over what Crowder, judge advocate general and ferred to the naval committee later.
and we cannot get results with the
of a type unknown to our practice or in- conflict at the quickest moment possible.
".NO TTVCTII IN ANY CHARGE."
antagonism now existing.
We decline
stitutions,
j
provost
marshal
general
of
the
armv
PEOPLE ARE NOT COWARDS,
both
based
on
experience
abroad,
as
well
it calls Holland's breach of neutrality
further to assume the burden of safeIn his reply to the chairman of the
I give you these details merely to replyguard,nff the public health when we are
as in this country.
"The American people," he said, "is a
in consenting to charter to America said tonight if any spy had been exe- Senate committee on military affairs to your kind inquiry and let you know ail
so hampered by patty politicians bv
in the United States he had never
strong people. We are told now and
The President's opposition to these eighty Dutch ships in American ports. cuted
Senator Kirby opened with a sweeping the facts of the case as you desire.
lack of needed authority and by lack
heard of it.
Under the provisions of the Declaration
then that the truth would frighten our
f
h at
iK abs
measures,
they
believed,
was
due
to
his
condemnation
of the senator's charges.
W« Tjf,i ,
if
"'-" t" continue
We desire to thank you for your per"I challenge the statement of it all," "AMERICA MU&T BEIROUSED." people so that they would not go on with
second hand and imperfect information of London, and according to Anglo-Amer- WILL VSE COXVICTS OX ROADS.
sonal assistance and Bupporf
"
ican marine law, declares the newspaper,
Mr. Sharon said that the resignation on the subject. Vet it obviously blocked ships in the coastwise service of an Labette First Comity in Kansas 'to he said. "The examination before our Only Way to Speed I'p Wnr Proparn- the war. If they are such a set of
committee does not warrant much that
tions. Is Chamberlain's, View.
weaklings and cowards then nothing
of the board is its last word and it will their immediate enactment.
Benefit Under New Lair.
enemy country become enemy ships,
has been said today or the statement that
(Bv The Slnr\i CorrrHpontlrnt.)
can save us. On the contrary, I believe
not onger attempt to perform what it
This hasty review of events is neces- even though they fly a neutral flag and
TOPEKA, Jan. 24.—Labette County is the military organization has broken
WASHINGTON, Jan. 24.—If the country the full telling of the truth will wako
considers the most important service
sary to give the setting for Senator the owners are neutral subjects. Hence the first county in Kansas to ask for down."
generally receives the speech by Senator the American people up to a sterner
u b1
these
eighty
ships
become
enemy
ships,
health, whe^it^Vou^ht^ve^v
0 n ^
prisoners to help in road building. The , Senator Kirby called Senator Cham Chamberlain as did Congress and Wash- realization of the task that is before
t is fought everv J
step
of I Chamberlain's speech. His purpose w as
the way and given neither moral nor not to argue for these specific bills. It it argues, and a,Nation sanctioning such last legislature provided a way for the I berlain's speech the "condemnation of ington today, the chairman of the Sen them and therefore to a sterner resolve
iinancial support in a crisis like that was to arouse 'the country to the neces- a deal is guilty of a breach of neutral- state prisoners to be used in construct-1 his Judgment," and challenged his pro- ate military affairs committee has sue that, cost what it may, every deficiency
cedurc in saying what he did in the New ceeded in riveting the attention of the shall be remedied, every wrong undone,
now confronting the city. There are sity of insisting on better organization ity.
"We shall remind Holland of this," ing hard surface highways. The coun- York s eeeh
people directly on conditions of the every failure by government officials
ahout four hundred cases of smallpox in order to speed up America's part in
ties
are
to
provide
quarters
and
pay
the
P
- . ,
. ..
. .. . .,
adds th«? Gazette, "when the inevitable
now. These are the ones which have
men and also furnish the food
The I §enator K.lrbr maintained that the army, the war machinery and Secretary turned into achievement and a success,
the war.
/
happens and demagogues raise the cry state is to provide the guards
been reported. The Provident Associaj chairman of the military committee of War Baker. For seldom has an ad so that as speedily as possible we may
Obviously he could not go into details of German atrocity."
tion Investigators place the number of
Labette County has been allotted fed-' should nave sported t°,the eommander- dress struck the Senate and the many harden our giant, but soft and lazy
victims at a greater figure.
as to the American force in France. But
The Dusseldorf Nachrichten speaks of eral aid in the building of forty three in-chief if he believed the examination spectators so squarely between the eyes strength, and exert it to the fullest deUP TO Cor/NCIL.
he could point out the heart breaking Holland as in the war service of the miles of gravel road in that county. The ha,i ^closed a dangerous situation, as did the defense of the Senate leader gree necessary to bring the peace of lib"We just got to the point where we delays in the ordnance department that United States, arguing that the charrather tlian to carr
against the charge that, had been made erty in this mighty conflict for civilza"
wore tired; that's all," said President have made the American force a burden tered vessels, even if they do not touch work is to begin early in the spring, as floor first in a speech.
on his truthfulness by President Wilson. tion and the welfare of mankind."
soon
as
the
ground
is
in
suitable
condiSharon last night. "Let the lower house
European waters, set free American
A GI'N SHORTAGE. HIT
The immediate effect of the whole sitColonel Roosevelt threw his unqualition for road operations. The applicaof the council run the department and to our allies, in that they have had to ships for war transport service.
Senator Kirby in defending, the ad- uation will be about this: For the pres- fied indorsement behind the work of lhe
tion for prisoners was filed with the
ngllt the epidemics with no money, no furnish it equipment that is sorely
ministration, admitted there was a ent the.movement to press the war cabi- Senate military affairs committee in
state board of administration today.
men and no equipment. I am willing needed for themselves, especially for FOVXD PIECE OF METEORITE.
shortage of military equipment such as net and director rft munitions bills will probing into army conditions and beto give it a trial, and it apparently be- Italy. He could point out the break- "Wife of St. Joseph Patrolman Saw It
trench mortars and machine guns, but not be pressed actively on the floor of hind the stand taken by Senator ChamVOTE
BIGGER
BRITISH
ARMY.
lieves' itself competent.
added preparations were being made to Congress. President Wilson's emphatic berlain, the Democratic chairman of
down in the clothing supplies that led to
Fall in the Snotr.
"I have been fighting for two years widespread sickness in the camps. He
deliver in quantity next month. Every opposition has ended both measures for that committee.
ST. JOSEPH. MO., Jan. 24.—R. E. Critch- Xo Opposition to Man Power Bill In
and have got my fill of peanut politics could point to the delay in every sort
man that has been sent to France has the time being. But the investigations
PRAISE FOB CHAMBERLAIN.
Commons.
field,
a
police
patrolman,
has
a
lump
of
and rubber heel methods. It was no
been properly equipped, he said.
and probe by the Senate committee, on
"I know," he said, "that the Senate investiof
equipment
that,
has
hindered
putting
metal
which
he
believes
is
a
piece
of
LONDON, Jan. 24.—The House of Comuse, there was a fight every time we
There hasn't been enough rifles in the other hand, will continue. They will gating committee under Senator Chamberlai-i has
spent five cents that had not been spe- an effective American army on the west- meteorite from the meteor which passed mons tonight passed the third reading of the camps recently because they couldn't! go on as they have been conducted in rendered the highest service to this country. 1
over
St.
Joseph
late
Tuesday
afternoon.
cifically designated in advance. We be- ern front, that has disheartened our althe Man Power Bill. The vote was be manufactured in sufficient quanti-lthe past—a fair and unbiased effort to
do not believe it—I know it."
lieve Doctor Coon a thoroughly capable lies and encouraged the enemy,
lie It is about one and one-half inches in unanimous.
ties," he said. "The War Department j get at the exact facts of the war progdiameter, resembles specimens of iron
lit said he favored the war cabinet
and competent man and that he would could point out the amazing gaps in the
ress
and
let
the
people
know
just
what
has
done
well
and
rifles
are
in
the
hands
ore, and is streaked with a substance reand director of munitions legislation
have made good if given even half a information of the Secretary of War and sembling gold.
Having passed the third reading, the of the soldiers now," he said.
has been done.
that had been proposed, knowing that
<•hance. But. the personal fight on him the veil of complacency with which he
Senator Kirby declared that the miliMeanwhile it is hoped sentiment from if the proper men were not appointed to
The piece of metal was found by Mrs. Man Power Bill now has been finally
prevented his even getting a fair start."
Critchfield soon after the passage of the passed by the House of Commons and tary department had not fallen down, the people back home, roused for more
The strain of the health situation has concealed from himself the deficien- meteor. She saw what she thought was will become law. It will provide for the and that where deficiencies occurred action, will convince President Wilson the positions, the proposed organization
would he but little better than the prescaused Doctor Coon to suffer a nervous cies in the military establishment.
they had been remedied by volunteer that a reorganization in the war machin- ent. But at least the system would
All this he could and did do in admira- a piece of meteorite fall into the garden immediate increase of the fighting forces boards composed of the best talent in ery is to be desired and necessary.
breakdown. He was confined to his
at their home and picked it up. It fell of the empire Of from 450,000 to Vi milloffer a machinery more capable of handhomo yesterday when his resignation ble spirit. It is impossible to read the into about six inches of snow, and when
This viewpoint was pointedly given ling the big war problems than the presthe country.
was presented to the board and accept- accounts of his speech without recogniz- found it was still hot, she says. There ion men. These men will be obtained
"WHY SHOULD WE HAVE PREPARED?"
in the closing paragraphs of Senator ent. It was in this connection that tic
ed. The resignation of the board last ing the manifest sincerity of the man is no report of the meteor being seen by a careful combing out of the indus"The senator says," Senator Kirby Chamberlain's speech when he said:
made his only reference to President
night followed Doctor Coon's action.
"If America is going to play any part Wilson directly. That was in referring
and his earnest desire to help organize after the explosion in space over the tries of England, Scotland and Wales, said, "that in 1914, when it was appar"Y68, my resignation went in and was
where the Compulsory Service Law is ent that war was going to come on, the in this war she will have to get at it to the President's very apparent oppoeast
part
of
the
city.
accepted today," said Doctor Coon at his the country effectively for the tremeneffective. The support of the British ordnance department was absolutely pretty soon. France is expecting us sition to the Senate continuing or conhome last night. "This has been under- dous struggle ahead.
labor parties already has been given to; quiescent and that no move was made to and the other Allies are expecting us ducting such investigations.
BUCHANAN
VOTED
THE
BONOS.
Knowledge of the facts he presented
stood for some time. I could not permanufacture heavy ordnance. He cites | and it seems to me, my friends, that the
the bill.
form the impossible. I am no longer ought to contribute toward creating an A ^ million Issue for Cood Roads Carthat as an instance of why the military I only way to speed up our preparations,^
,,„"',., * ;yplc*,i K<>oseveltian grin
read from Mr. Wilson's work on congressional
■il STRIA FAITHFUL TO ALLIES'
establishment
is
inefficient.
In
1914
the
j
the
only
way
to
get
'over
there'
is
to
connected with the department and it is alert public opinion' that will insist on
ried, 0,288 to 1,442.
a relief to be free again.
United States had not gone into the war arouse America to the necessity of the government, in which Mr. Wilson, then a proknowing the truth and not merely rosy
ST. JOSEPH, Mb., Jan. 24.—The voters Otherwise President Wilson's Penee and since 1914 we fought out a presi- time and the danger of the crisis. When fessor, said that the most important funcf'on of
.MIST TAKE ACTION.
Terms Partly Satisfy Connt Czernin.
dreams
about
war
preparations;
that
"It is no use to try to make any
dential campaign on the proposition that once aroused I have no fear but that Congress, even more than the legislative funcof Buchanan County today authorized
BASEL. SWITZERLAND, Jan. 24.—A dis- we should not go into war. Then why America will rise in her might and make
progress and to initiate and carry out will demand that incompetents be weed- the issue of 2 million dollars in bonds
tion, was that ci informing the people by inpatch from Vienna says that in an ad- in 1914 should the military establish an example of sacrifice, of courage and
any constructive methods under present ed out in this country as they have been
vestigations of the exact manner and efficiency
of
patriotism that will make the brightconditions. The time has come for the weeded out abroad; that will call for to be used in constructing hard surfaeed dress to the Delegations of Parliament, ment have insisted that we ought to
est
with which the administration of the governheavy
ordnance
at
that
i
Pages
of
our
old
history
pale
into
inUnited States government to step in such reorganization as is needed to give roads under the Hawes Good Roads Law. Count Czernin. the Austro-Hungarian manufacture
9
significance as compared with the fight- ment was being conducted. Colonel Roosevelt
now and take a hand, as something must e" tiveness to America's war machine, The vote in St. Joseph was 4,050 for the foreign minister, declared that he con- time
"Another proposition that the senator ing of our boys on foreign soil.
said be subscribed to that doctrine enunciated
be done, and that quickly, it the health and that will compel well ordered haste bonds to 1,026 against them, and in the sidered President Wilson's last proposi'My friends, I apologize for having by Mr. Wilson some years ago and thought it
tions regarding peace as showing a per- (.ites is this: In 1914 he said our Amof the people of Kansas City is to be
to get American troops where they may county outside the city the totals were ; ceptible approach to the Austro-Hungaii- Dassaa0r Gerard, over in Germany, said taken up so much of your time. You can
safeguarded."
,
was still good doctrine.
an
point of view. There were, he said, tlle German people were unfriendly and realize that my reputation is all I have
Speaker G. W. Duvall of the lower help win the war before it is too late. ! 2,238 for the bonds and 41G against them. |
ONLY CONTEMPT I oi: STONE.
and
the
love
that
my
friends
have
for
♦
,
several
points
to
which
Austria-Hungary
day
we
are
going
to
have
that some
house, when told of the action of the
In his speech Colonel Roosevelt took
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joyfully
could
subscribe,
but
that
the
trouble.
Do
you
suppose
that
the
ordboard, spoke of its members as "quitters
occasion to express his contempt for the
stro ed an(
>'
i that love gone, life has no brand of patriotism exhibited by Senator
to run under fire at a time like this
Kansas Side Ilusiness Mouse Lost KliOO following principle first must be laid nance department or the Secretary of' other
WASHINGTON, Jan. 24,—The forecast:
down:
i
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what
the
ambassador
to
I
attractions
for
me;
hut
with
ray
War is g0 n
and seriously embarrass the man who
Worth of Goods.
Missouri nml Kansas—Fair Friday, colder 6t
Stone of Missouri. He was cheered and
"That where these propositions con- Germany might have reported here in a reputation assailed, with my country in applauded as he said:
appointed them, the mayor."
night : partly cloudy and much colder Saturday.
dan
Burglars
took
advantage
of
the
fuel
cerned Austria-Hungary's allies, as in secret way? Would we have expected
£er, and my appeal made only in beNebraska—Partly cloudy and colder Friday,
"If the mayor had said we could have
"Senator Stone did all he could to serve Gerivnve at night; partly cloudy in east Satur- closing order and the lightless night on the case of Germany in Belgium, or anything of that kind? No. No man would nal£ of mv country, I know ihat you will
the money the board would have been, cold
day, probably light snow iu west section; fresh the Kansas side last night and a few- Turkey, Austria-Hungary was faithful to
excuse
me for having tresspassed so many against tie United States by preventing
na've expected it, and no man would
given funds long ago," Duvall continued. to strong northerly winds.
minutes after the Collum Commerce her alliances and would fight to the end have excused it, if monev had been ex- long on your time and patience and be- the entry of the United Stat s into the war
"I tried yesterday to get him to let us
Oklahoma and Arkansas—Fair Friday r>nd Satur- PomrtBTty. 523 Minnesota * —
lieve me when rtell you that there is against Germany; and be now does all be can
101 me ucieuse of her allies."
Kpended along that line.
have the money. I am against discharg- day, moderate temperature.
closed, pried the lock off the front door,
no man here lotiii> ainl there
EEKHTENi Y."
ing any more city employees to get the
to serve Germany against the United Statcj by
opened the back door, loaded $300 worth Missouriuii Killed by Falling Slate '
temperature In Kansas City yester
"The senator said we are not able now in America who would go to the relief endeavoring to prevent the United States from
funds, but the mayor insists that is the dnyThewnshipliest
of goods into a wagon and drove away.
51 and the lowest 30.
Coi.rMiiiA. .Mo.. Jan.
24.—Edward
of
President
Wilson
more
quickly
than
only way it can be done and leave a
The hourly thermometer readings yesterday:
The robbery was discovered by a night Perine, 48 years old, was killed by a to put our men in the trenches in France I, and show a deeper interest in all that becoming efficient in the war against Germany."
clean record behind."
7 a. m
84] 4 p, m
Departing from tho situation in the
watchman who noticed the broken lock, ledge of slate weighing a ton falling on and supply them with heavy guns. We he is trying to do, than I, who feel I
a. m
50 5 p. in
Alderman Amos Townsend, chairman ilB a.
him this afternoon in a coal mine three have them. They are there. They are have been so grossly maligned by him War Department, Colonel Roosevelt took
m
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and
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Disappear.
of the public improvements committee IU a. m
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miles east of Columbia.
in that public statement. I thank the up the shipping situation. After com:'>s 8 p. m
can be used effectively when we see fit i Senate."
DENVEK, Jan. 24.—James R. Benson,
of the lower house, which has had under II a. m
plimenting the navy for its efficient work
. 41 i 9 p. m
to
put
our
men
in
the
fighting
front.
auditor
and
night
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at
the
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consideration ordinances affecting this 1 l p. m
The Meuw Amsterdam to Sail.
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Hotel,
and
J4.500
from
the
hotel's
safe
board, was more mild in his comment
AMSTEEDAM, Jan. 24.—The HollandNation must center on the shipping
! t<>r rhamber!ain s
S p. in
4S. Midnight
' speech. Despite the situation more than ever, else our1 big
disappeared early today. The money American line steamship Nieuw Atnster- buy them from France. We have to bay ?
than was Speaker Duvall.
•CnofJ
e
e
a
d
1
1
had been deposited by guests, including dam has obtained permission to sail for them from France, instead of trying to *' h ? ■ nnt ''r fhp „.hnf^ J,™, :™ ' efforts in other lines would be in vain.
"I hope the mayor will appoint someTlie Almanac Todnv-.
many stockmen here for stock show the United States.
I manufacture them, which would have 7L nnp 11 t» It 1 , !
body who will get busy and clean up the
He said there was immediate need for
■
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7
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a.
ill.
Sim
sets
.....'
:.".l
p.
m.
week He came here from Houston.
•
taken a longer time. It seems to me tr"M!
h,, , n„i . help
hi V
„
V M co-ordinating the operation of the ships
town," he said, assuming that this board
tin' river
u
b
PT Sldent
7.8
Gilbert Jaffy, phenomenal violinist, that that is conclusive evidence of high
° ^ "l ° ' n °.
?
*}}■ under one head that increased efficiency
Is out for good.
0.2 Tex.
appears today, 12 to 3 p. m., in our con- efficiency. To get the thing that vou s0" »"fntmenrcc°u"'r> '" PfUhshlng °"the could be had in the use of the ships we
Missouri Savings, 920 Walnut. Open
Don't wait Do it now. Buy WarWhere everybody looks for opportuni- cert hall. Edison Shop, 1012 Grand Ave. need when you need it, and it makes no I war wlth more ylgor- At the same llme' now had that would amount to a million
8 to 5. Saturday to 7 p. m.—Adv.
Savings Stamps.
ties—in The Star's Want Ad columns.
—Adv.
I difference where, so you can supply it.'
tons of shipping. He also appealed for
I Continued on Ninth Page.)
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Soldier Home for
Visit.
greater efforts behind the shipbuilding them from the President of the United
program.
\
States.
LIKE SOLDIERS IX UNIFORM.
"Senator Stone did all he could to I
"Let the government have it under- serve Germany against the United]
MARSHAL HOFFMAN GAVE STATE'S 'O.
stood that in such work as the ship States by preventing the entry of thej
K." TO REGIMENT.
building works, the munitions works, all United States into the war against Gerwork done for the government lor the many; and he now does all he can to!
purpose of aiding the war, the employer serve Germany against the United
'.'Let Plotters Beware," County Offiand the employee alike are to be held States by endeavoring to prevent the
cial Remarked After Reviewing Orto the responsibilities of the soldier in United States from becoming efficient
ganizationsvat Hand to Protect
uniform."
against Germany.
Local Property and Persons.
Colonel Roosevelt ss.id the laborer
WILL SUPPORT CHAMBERLAIN.
should be paid a high wage, given ex"I care not a snap of my finger for the
cellent housing and living conditions politics of the man who is doing good
but that in turn no practice should be work at this time. -It is for that reason
Acting under instructions of Governor
tolerated that slowed down the work.
that I have supported and shall continue
Gardner, Harvey C. Hoffman, county
"Tolerate," he said, as be pounded home his to support, to the very best of my abilmarshal, last night began an inspprtinn
point, "neither from employer nor from work- ity, Senator Chamberlain and his assoof the Second Regiment, Missouri Home
ing man, neither from man bf big fortune nor ciates in the committee who have been
Guard, by reviewing the second battalconducting.the
investigation
into
the
from the strongest labor union in the country,
ion in its weekly drill at the regimental
management, the administration and the
nor from the biggest corporation anjr practice
armory. The other battalions, machine
maladministration of the War Departin this war that interferes in the smallest de- ment. I have followed pretty carefully
gun and supply companies will be ingree with the speed and efficiency which it is the actions of that senatorial commitspected within a few days.
necessary for ns to show in making ready to tee. I do not believe that any of its
Marshal Hoffman expressed surprise
members on" any side have been influenter the war."
at the splendid condition of the men and
enced in the smallest degree by partisanTRUTH SHOULD BE TOLD.
spoke with appreciation of the manner
All the way through his speech ship."
in which they had been drilled and made
Colonel Roosevelt read a quotation
Colenel Roosevelt emphasized that the
physically fit for service. The regiment
newspapers should tell the truth and from testimony of Chairman Hurley of
is equipped to handle any situation which
public officials should follow the same the shipping board, in which Mr. Hurley
may arise locally. Marshal Hoffman berule—that the public might know the spoke of the good that had been done in
lieves, and he told the men that with
the
shipping
investigation.
Private
H.
A.
McCarty
of
Battery
D,
exact condition.
their aid he expected to be able to pre129th
Field
Artillery,
stationed
at
Camp
"There
speaks
the
public
servant
who
is
"The worst offense that can be comvent any serious trouble here.
Doniphan,
is
visiting
his
parents,
Mr.
mitted is untruthfully to assail an ef- glad to have the work of his branch of the
"Kansas City should be proud of the
ficient public servant. Next in evil do- government investigated and who frankly says and Mrs. H. D. McCarty, 2714 Park Ave- Home Guards and give to the regiment
nue.
ing comes the offense of the man who that the Senate investigations have not only
every encouragement," Marshal Hoffman
untruthfully defeads an inefficient
said. "With this regiment and the orhelped from the public standpoint, but have
public servant from having his inefganization of deputy marshals, I expect
helped
him
and
his
fellows
in
doing
their
work."
ficiency exposed," was given a3 the
to be able to handle any situation which
Colonel Roosevelt then pointed out
Roosevelt slogan for handling the news
may arise in Jackson County. Within
that
in
the
Spanish-American
War
he
of the war.
a few days I will have an organization
The Press Club rooms were jammed 1iad spoken in criticism of deficiencies in POWER OF CITIES TO INCREASE UP of some kind in every town in the
TO PEOPLE OF STATE.
and packed until no more could get in strong and harsh terms. He recalled
county and men statiored in every
to hear the Roosevelt speech for speed that he was a part gf the administration
rural section within a 'whoop and a
"and efficiency. T%ere were numbers of at the time and that he had denounced
holler' distance of each other. Plottera
men in army and" navy uniforms in the the breakdowns in the army machine in J. A. Harzfeld, City Connaelor, Deter- will have a hard timo starting anything,
audience. From the opening sentence to the presidential year, even though it' mined General Adsemblv Shall
but if they do, let them look out for the
Xot Prevent Action SongUt the close "Roosevelt was given a rousing was used against his party.
Home Guards."
EVEN MORE MODERATE NOW.
by .Association.
reception and frequently had to stop
Maj. Matthew Foster of the Second
"I should like any man to point any
his speech while the audience applauded
Battalion said the battalion and entire
difference in frankness between what I
regiment are in the finest possible con,and cheered.
then said of {he administration of which
MTjgT BE ALL AMERICAN.
J. A. Harzfeld, city counselor, will take dition and the equipment met with £he
thorough approval of Marshal Hoffman
Colonel Roosevelt said in part:
h
Pa yt
h [ be no chances
H in° the
♦?Wflast
i six'iI
°" Governor Gardner includ on inspection.
longed and what TI said
"At this time no man is a good Ameri- Ln^\mWw
ing
in
his
call
for
a
special
session
of
All of the men have been given secret
can unless he is all American. There is months, except that I have been more
no such thing now as an American with moderate and guarded in the last six the legislature the demand of Kansas mobilization orders and in case of need
City for the submission by the general the regiment can be assembled within
some alloy In him. Either he is straight. months.
"It is our duty to tell the truth. If assembly of a constitutional amendment a comparatively short time, Major FosUnited States or he is not United Stages
at all. If he is not anti-German he can- conditions are good, tell the truth. If giving the city right to increase its ter said.
not be pro-American. If he is not in they are bad, tell the truth. If they bonding power; or a chance that, should
favor of putting this war through to the have been bad and become good, tell the this be included in the call, the legisla- WILE PROTECT WATER SUPPLY.
peace of complete victory, he is not a truth, ^ake the Navy Department: In
Heavy Force of Guards Pressed Into
ture might refuse to consider it.
loyal American. The men whom, at the the first six months after this war
Service at Newport, R. I.
Mr. Harzfeld has drafted two amendopened,
the
Navy
Department
showed
moment we should hold in especial susNEWPORT, R. f., Jan: 24.—Unusual
ments to the constitution. The first, afpoor
work,
very
poor
work,
owing
to
picion are the men who however loud
fecting the general bonding power, pro- precautions to guard the water supply
their protestations of devotion to this indecision and delay—work so poor that I vides
that bonds may be issued up to 10 of this city and naval and military
country, nevertheless hint, or directly if we' had been pitted against any for per cent of the assessed valuation of establishments were taken today. The
or indirectly advocate, an inconclusive midable .enemy able to keep the seas
property, next before the last assess- Newport water company threw a heavy
peace, or who in any way object to the we would have paid in disaster for it, ment. At present bonds can be issued cordon of civilian guards about strategic
Dating from about October 1 there has
quick efficiency in putting the war
come a remarkable change in the Navy only up to 5 per cent of the assessed points of the water system and at^the
through. The man who endeavors to Department. From that date to this, on valuation of property.
government establishments extra marine
make you unformidable to Germany Is the whole, the Navy Department's work
The other amendment which Mr. Harz- guards were stationed. All the sentries
endeavoring to make the United States has been well done. I say it,has been feld is preparing is a proposed new sec- had orders to shoot prowlers first and
false to itself and at the same time to well done since then for exactly the tion for the constitution and applies to ask questions afterwards.
make it incur the contemptuous hostil- same reason that I say it was badly done I cities of 75,000 inhabitants. It provides
ity of Germany.
V. S. Weather Observations.
before then—because it is the truth and they may issue bonds to the extent of 20
Weather bnrcau observations, giving the temperaNO PLACE FOR PARTISANSHIP.
because it is important that dur people per cent of the assessed valuation of ture
and state of the weather at 8 p. m.. Washing"No public servant and private man in his should know the truth.
property to acquire public utilities, mak- ton time, yesterday; the preetpitation^for the preceding twenty-four hours and the maximum temA BBBUKE FOR DANIELS.
' *
ing the bonds a lien on the utilities.
public relation, in his public actions, has any
perature in that period in the principal stations,
"Having
said
that
the
Navy
Depart"These petitions will be circulated are shown as follows:
business at this time to consider partisan poliStations.
8 p. m. High. Low. Prec. W'ther.
ment is now doing well, I want to make through two-thirds of the congressional
tics in any way.
Patriotism must exclude all
Abilene, Tex. .
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one small reservation/ I wish the districts of the state," said Mr. Harzfeld, AmariUo
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questions of partisanship.
It is our duty to Secretary of the Navy would no longer
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sweaters and
and to the extent that he does well in making women to give them
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him punish that man in any way he' of the Missouri Bar Association in lie* Moines ...
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it is only less our duty—to expose inefficiency
, chooses, but do not punish the sailors Jeffersoa City December 1 last, this plan D'.dge City . . .
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wherever it is found, to expose if in order to , an(1 rto no(. ma]re jt unpleasant for the j was agreed on by the City Counselors' Dululh
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speed up the war and make the war more cf-1 hundreds of thousands, certainly the Association which was fojmed at that 101
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Fort Smith . ..
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fective, and therefore to oppose every official, I scores of thousands of women who are ! time."
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patriotically'endeavoring to oe of serv-j Mr. Harzfeld was named president of Havre
no matter where he is, who, by deeds of omis
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duty to speed up the war and to make the
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greatest needs was "hurry."
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strength of the United States as quickly as posiii"; 72 50
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great conflict.
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Set through a constitutional Phoenix
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tees of Congress. I shall give my own honor, we should now be sending our fighting amendment giving Kansas City author- Portland
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views as to the duty of Congress to in- men .'by ..the million.
The prime need is the need j 0nce it was submitted at a general elec- Raleigh
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vestigate, not in my own words, but in of haste.
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the words of another.
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of discussion the country must remain if we cannot get it across.
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Main St.
Square
Today

Remnants Cretonnes and Curtain

Priced Lower
Than Cost

Materials Greatly Reduced.
Wide Choice of Curtain Materials—Nets, Filet
Nets. Novelty Nets, Bobbinettes, Madras, Voile and
Silkolines, 1 to 10-yard lengths at generous reductions.

This $9.00 Sweater' is
now priced at $6.00, which
is actually less than we
could buy it in quantities
today at the mill.

Drapery Materials—Cretonnes, Denims, Monk's
Cloth and Repps, 1 to 10-yard lengths, at generous reductions.

Of course we contracted for
this number over a year ago,
and now wish to reduce stock
—therefore the uuderpricing.
Purest worked material,
rope stitch, balmacaan shoulder. Colors silver gray, maroon, white and blade. Price
?G.00.
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Banking

LIBERTY
TRUST COMPANY

l2l4-l6-l8-20-a2GrandAve.
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Children'sDay

OUR SALG
or fine SILK

NecicweAR

includes hundreds of beautiful and exclusive patterns,
in very fine silks—
50c
65c
Si.00
$1.50

Ties
Ties
Ties
Ties

35c
49c
65c
\ . . 95c
$5.00 Ties . .

$2.00
$2.50
$3.00
$3.50

Ties
Ties
Ties
Ties
$3.20

$1.25
$1.85
$2.05
$2.65

<3tettecftiJc&.

in Our Clearance Sale
HUTS' $r, on Tan English
Boys' $1.00 Black BngtlBn
Boya' Scout Shoes, worth s-j.ri
Hoys' $2.00 Overshoes! .$1.25
Our Hoys' Shoes, tho host
reams In the world, $S.50
values, $L\48; $:!.00 values.
$1.98.
Jo high Storm
Hoots for DOTS
$4.00 Storm

-Hoot

$2.98
English
for
tba
north $5.00!
today
All Patent Knsli.li
north $4.00, todaj
Cloth top patent
Dolls, worth «) Afl
$8.50; today. (Jtltfl
MlNM-a

Bhoea,
$1.98.
Mlssos'
School
11U to
$:i.oo
Shovs,
$2.00
Shoes,

ON MAIN AT TENTH
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33 Consider the Care
you must give the question of investment to avoid losses. Then
think how your dependent ones
some day will need reliable help
to perpetuate your estate.
In your will name this bank
as trustee and executor. Thus,
at small cost, you insure the
carrying out of your plans skillfully and conscientiously.
Call ortwrite for full information.
'

J.i.r.o
Shoes.
2. $2.48.
it a I. j
$1.!)8.
Uih;
$1.48.

1118
MAIN

KNOX SHOE CO.

Live at a Nice Hotel
When A way From Home
LrMllERMEN. builders—when you
visit this city, tha busy mart. !•*
a Rnost at tliis howl.
Clean beds, clean linen. All rooms are
outside rooms.
Cafe and lunchroom
connected. Close to shops nnd theaters.
'i'lie rate Is very moderate.
Broadway line direct to door

New Hotel

WASHINGTON
12th

and

Washington

J. H. WHITE, Owner and Gen. Mgr.

OALTIMORS AT

TENTH

<4-^y,r;
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Walk-Over
Treat your feet
as if they belonged to you

SHOES FOR MEN
They

Fit!

Your Government Says:
"Raise Poultry"
BUCKEYE INCUBATORS
&®raiiE(l®®dI to EEfflftaEn Ewry
EsatelksM© Egg

$5

CT\ P"
7T\CM

Thry

Wear!

All leathers. Styles with snap and
vim. . Genuine Goodyear welt.
And Other Grades Up to $12
Women's Shoes for every purpose

WALK-OVER
SHOE STORE
1111 Walnut

Tho Buckeye \t the highest quality Incubator on th<* market.
n \< vcr.v siinpit—anyone enn operate it. The temperature oi
this Incubator la not affecttd by the weather; has perfect uir
circulation.

Priced Up From $J0.50
Colonial Brooders priced $17.50 and $21.50

—Tool Specials

Biuhill

A Tool Chest filled with handy useful tools will
repay the man of the house a hundred-fold the
coming spring. We have one regularly priced at
$7.00 that we will sell Friday and Sat- <j«r QO
urday for
03i«0

Green Chile Cheese
Is not at all like
pimento choose

$2.00 Autograf Hammer, special, $1.25.
$2.50 Tool Grinder, special, $1.49.
$1.25 Folding Saw Clamp, special, 98c.

Flashlight Reductions
p»T With lights ordered put out at 7:00 and 10:00
jgr, and the lights going out in the home, a.cou;- - pie of Flashlights are a real necessity nowadays.
EXTRA SPECIAL—Fiber tubular Flashlight, ."inch, with
v.rew on cap and reflector—the twmery and bulb alone
sells for 16 cents—rctrularly priced at
$1.00, special

49c

85c Flashlight, today and tomorrow, 59c
$1.15 Flashlight, today and tomorrow, 79c

Nickel plated small pocket Flashlight, priced 75c
TJtis Store Remftins Ogen Saturday Night Until 9:00

fTKe KeitK r
Haivd
Made/
&UPHQLSTERE0 BOX SPRINGS
Made in our own light sanitary shops, of
fresh, clean materials. It differs from the
usual machine made article and db3ts no more.

Robert Keith Fnrnitare & Carpet Co. BUILT TO ORDER
Eleventh and Grand.
BY EXPERT HANDS.

D.C.PRUDDEN
""
" '«

riDTIPIAM
V"«'V»l'*» l
>

,01 Kl

IJI

s,

Cor. -vVi.ii.ut.

Superior service In examining and fitting.
Wl
grind tha lenses. Tbirruomcleri for alt purposes.

(«\ _ ECKMAN3 «,

alcerlw

F03 COUGHS AND COLDS
A handy fal-Mum rompounl that «a.f*»puards against chronic Iunc and throat
troubles.
A
tonlc-r**«toratfvo
prepared
without harmful or haUt-formlntf drufs.
Try them today.

50 cents a box, including war tax
For sale by all nrncr-nU
Jx.-kiuan Laboratory. Philadelphia

i If yoa can't .v?o both far and rear without cbnoe!
ing Blas&e«, try my iDTittible Bifocal U'D*e« witj
K^y-Lock MOUDtings.

JohriTiSS

927 Grand
Ave.
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STOP BADGERING BAKER.
There is" one tking of which the country has
beconwr profoundly tired. That is the continuation of the badgering of Secretary Baker by the
members of the military affairs committee of
the senate. The tone of the quizzing is not that
of a genuine effort to secure information for
the benefit of the country. It has all the aspect
of an effort to place the secretary in an unfavorable light before the country. The effort
is persistent to bring out something discreditable to the war department, something on'which
the charge of inefficiency and blundering may
be made to hang. There is shown no desire to
bring to public knowledge Hie great things the
department has accomplished, to give the country an accurate idea of the progress that has
been made.
Nobody in his "senses would hold that knowledge of defects should be concealed, that inefficiency should be covered up, thai failures
should npt be revealed, if it is done as a means
towards turning failures into successes. Progress is always made by revealing failures, discovering the causes and applying the needed
remedies.
Unless this is done, inefficiency
shelters itself behind secrecy and mistakes perpetuate themselves and multiply. Publicity is
the foe of mediocrity and lassitude. Nothing
so tends to speed up a man as to have those who
are interested in his speed learn that he is slow.
But there has been all the publicity needed for
that sort of stimulus.
'
.
What is now going on is not genuine investigation for the purpose of aiding, the war department to accomplish more, but a deliberate
effort on the part of a few men who have excessively criticized* the. secretary, to "save their
faces" a^id put him in a hole.
The country
wants no more of that sort of work. ' The
senate is neglecting important legislation while
this is going on. The railroads "heed attention.
So does food conservation. So dots water power, development. So do many other things.
The people would like to sec more activity on
the part of the senate itself an<J less of this
effort to prove the administration .inactive.

SECRETARY BAKER:

ANYTHING; ELSE?
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" BAKER IS DEFENDED
BY SENATOR THOMAS
ARMY ACCOMPLISHMENTS PRAISED j
AND WAR CABINET BILL
OPPOSED.

|

WAR INQUIRY IS HALTED
Secretary Baker In Expected to Appear Next ■Week With Army Transport Tonnage TCOTF Available.
Washington, Feb. 8.—Except for more
Senate discussion, led by Senator Thomas, a Democrat, of the Military Committee, who praised the army's accomplishments, defended Secretary Baker
nnd opposed the war cabinet bill, there
were no moves today in the controversy over war efficiency and organization.
By common consent further action was
postponed until next week. Both the
Senate and the Military Committee
adjourned until Monday:
Tomorrow the conference of Republican Senators will be held. Republican
Leader Gallinger today denied that solid
party action upon pending legislation is
planned.
Senator Thomas renewed debate in the
Senate. He asserted the War Department's record should be praised, and that
Secretary Baker's statement before the
committee was "a story replete with accomplishments." Opposing the war cabinet bill, he declared it would "add another link to the chain that already binds
us" and takeaway the President's powers as commander in chief.
Chamberlain Replies to Lewis.
During the discussion Senator Chamberlain, chairman of the Military Committee, replied to criticism from Senator
IiCWis, Democratic whip, regarding the
committee's examination o' Mr. Baker.
The latter suggested that the Secretary
should have been called before the committee at first instead of after witnesses
had presented attacks. Senator Chamberlain said the committee's procedure
followed the express request of the Secretary.
The Military Committee met today, but
did not attempt to consider the war cabinet measure nor continue its war inquiry. Both matters were postponed j
until next week, when Secretary Baker i
is expected to present information regarding available army transport tonnage and also return for cross-examination. The committee plans to close its
war inquiry with investigation of cantonment site selections and construction
contracts.
In considering the administration bill
proposing to vest the President with
power to co-ordinate and reorganize the
Government machinery, Senator Overman, its sponsor, said today that he did
not contemplate" hasty action. It would
be taken up by the Judiciary Committee
next Monday, he said, and be subject to
the usua.l committee procedure. Its inti eduction has so changed the situation
that some Senators preparing addresses
to be delivered next week against the
war cabinet and munitions director bills
may abandon them,
Thomas Defends Administration.
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It is inevitable, in the circumstances
that its questions should be petty, aimA PITIFUL PERFORMAN
less and banal; questions which could
The News does not believe anyVone be answered affirmatively or negativecan read the report of the examination
ly, or not at all, without affording any
of Mr. Baker by the Senate Milit»
evidence whether the work of the War
Affairs Committee last Wednesda ^ Department is being done efficiently
without feeling that, whatever may have or inefficiently. Senator Weeks, for
been the motive of those who under-' example, asks how many pairs of shoes
took it, the campaign of denigration per man are needed. Mr. Baker doesn't
which began with Senator Chamber- know, which is precisely the answer the
lain's speech in New York, more^ than country could have desired him to
two weeks ago, has degenerated into a make, since it' shows that he is not
pitiful and puerile performance. The congesting his mind and wasting his
persuasive plea of ignorance may be energies with details which make the
used to extenuate the offense of Sen- duties of his subordinates. But the
ator Chamberlain -in making grossly question is not motiveless. : t had been
exaggerating and unfounded state- I ^g^\h^t'Vh~dc'p'artment has bought
ments, and the alarm which those state-|
_^_ ^^ .+ ^^ sQ that if
more shoes than it needs, so that if
ments naturally excited may be held Senator Weeks can get Mr. Baker to
to justify the Senate Military Affairs affirm how many pairs of shoes per
0s Committee in having begun it's investi- man are needed, he may be able to
gation. But there the justification and convict Mr. Baker of the damnable
excuses end. The second statement of offense of having been too precautious
05
Mr. Baker before the committee in the matter of buying shoes. Halted
brought the investigation to a logical in that direction, Senator Weeks beconclusion by exposing the falsity of thinks himself of an anonymous letter
the assumptions and ' charges upon i he had received conveying the inforwhich it was predicated. But instead mation that there are many men in the
of having been concluded, it was con- army "of German sympathy," and
tinued, and is still in progress. It has
PQ lost the characteristics of an investiga- "many officers and men in conversations have expressed pro-German sention, however. It has degenerated into timents," wherefore he wants to know
a campaign of disparagement; not ap- of Mr. Baker how much treason exists
parently for the purpose of defaming in the army he has organized. AssumMr. Baker, and much less, of course, ing, apparently, that courts-martial
< for the purpose of giving "aid and com- might be depended on to keep treason
ft fort to the enemy," notwithstanding it in subjection, Mr. Baker hadn't polled
has that effect. The purpose now is, the army to establish a statistical recevidently, to find some way out of the ord of its sentiments, and so he is
H predicament in which certain members unable to enlighten the curiosity of
< of this committee find themselves. Con- Senator Weeks, and this adventure in
GO
scious of having blundered, and sensible
aimless inquisitiveness culminates in
that they are under popular suspicion the sapient observation of Senator
3D
of having set a political project afoot, Weeks that "we ought to make an exthey are seeking to defend themselves.
ample of some one." That Senator
pa This requires that they prosecute Mry Weeks would prefer that a traitor
Baker.,
rather than a patriot be made the exThe questions put to Mr. Baker ample is to be inferred.
Wednesday show how much the pro\[
Senator Weeks' curiosity seems to j
ceeding has become a prosecution by ; have been baffled, or exhausted, whereU-(
men who feel that they will acquit | upon Senator McKellar comes to the
jz; themselves in the degree that they con- fore. He has heard, concluded or susvict him. They are not such questions
pected that it is a gross blunder to
O as would be prompted by a sympathetic send men to France before their trainunderstanding of the difficulties that
ing is completed, and he demands to
r^<
have beset him or by a desire to aid
know how about this. But an intimahim.
They are such as could be
tion by Mr. Baker that this_js_being
<
prompted only by a hope of disclosing
done at the earnest solicitation of Gensomething which can be pleaded to
■i^ggrshing, who seems to think that
M
excuse the unjust charges they began
•y are gained by
<
urns Senator Mcby making.
.^uisitiveness !S
ft
It is plain that the. members of the
committee are sorely conscious that
&'*>'&. direction
he
.* ^ ~°° ^ie desists abthey have no case against Mr. Baker,
'; 'bject of the
nor even a clew promising evidence out
Ahe cantonof which a case could be made. But
they are desperate, and desperation
makes them hopeful that if they put
v*i? * signifixal of
to'Mr. Baker all the questions which
their imaginations can invent, and all
those which arc brought to them by
rumor and anonymous letters, they;
may uncover something. Thus the
committee pries into every closet, looks
•X 'tf AOM1 "OO HVVIOO » XUIHS onimn
behind every door, explores under the
bed, brings its microscope to bear on
the cracks in the floor, guided not by
any knowledge or belief that it is on
30fi HOd 6 HOV3 =>OZ
the trail of any fact of moment, but
BiOHNOxxna IVAO 3MX
by the hope that it may catch a clew to
QNV
some scandal which* will vindicate its
CANIOd 6NIHOU
curiosity and excuse the injustice and
HXIWV 3QVW
damage it has done.
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Secretary Baker In Expected to Appear Next "Week "With Army Transport Tonnage Now Available.
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Washington, Feb. 8.—Except for more
Senate discussion, led by Senator Thomas, a Democrat, of the Military Committee, who praised the army's accomplishments, defended Secretary Baker
and opposed the war cabinet bill, there
were no moves today in the controversy over war efficiency and organization.
By common consent further action was
postponed until next week. Both the
Senate and the Military Committee
s.djourned until Monday!
Tomorrow the conference of Republican Senators will be held. Republican
Leader Gallinger today denied that solid
party action upon pending legislation is
planned.
Senator Thomas renewed debate in the
Senate. He asserted the War Department's record should be praised, and that
Secretary Baker's statement before the
committee was "a story replete with accomplishments." Opposing the war cabinet bill, he declared it would "add another link to the chain that already binds
us" and takeaway the President's powers as commander in chief.
Chamberlain Replies to I.ewlet.
During the discussion Senator Chamberlain, chairman of the Military Committee, replied to criticism from Senator
Lewis, Democratic whip, regarding the
committee's examination o* Mr. Baker.
The latter suggested that the Secretary
should have been called before the committee at first instead of after witnesses
had presented attacks. Senator Chamberlain said the committee's procedure
followed the express request of the Secretary.
The Military Committee met today, but
did not attempt to consider the war cabinet measure nor continue its war inquiry. Both matters were postponed
until next week, when Secretary Baker
is expected to present information regarding available army transport tonnage and also return for cross-examination. The committee plans to close its
war inquiry with investigation of cantonment site selections and construction
contracts.
In considering the administration bill
proposing to vest the President with
power to co-ordinate and reorganize the
Government machinery. Senator Overman, its sponsor, said today that he did
not contemplate" hasty action. It woujd
be taken up by the Judiciary Committee
next Monday, he said, and be subject to
the usual committee procedure. Its inti eduction has so changed the. situation
that some Senators preparing addresses
to be delivered next week against the
war cabinet and munitions director bills
may abandon them,
Thomas Defends Administration.
Senator Thomas, in defending the War
Department against charges of inefficiency in the Senate and attacking the
Military Committee's billsv for a war
cabinet and a director of munitions, admitted that there had been evidence of
some inefficiency in the War Department, but said he was surprised there
had not been more,, since the United
States was wholly unprepared for war.
Secretary Baker's testimony before the
Military Committee was characterized by
Senator Thomas as a "story replete with
accomplishments."
Senator Thomas estimated that between 50 and GO per cent of the recently
organized Government \ bureaus were
"supernumerary," with employes doing
practically nothing, but it was the fault
of the system of government, he declared, and he did not place the blame
on any official.
"The War Cabinet could only add another link to the chain that binds us."
he said.
Would Hamper President.
It would take from the President he
continued, his powers'under the Constitution as commander in chief of the army
and navy.
Senator Thomas concluded with a plea
for greater shipbuilding activity. He attacked laborers for refusing to work full
time and continually demanding higher
wages.
"I think it has almost become necessary for the Government to commandeer
every shipyard, conscript every emplove
and lay a heavy hand on idlers when
workmen are so badly needed," he declared.
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It is inevitable, in the circumstances,
that its questions should be petty, aimA PITIFUL PERFORMAN
less and banal; questions which could
The News does not believe anyVone
be answered affirmatively or negativecan read the report of the examinafl^m
ly, or not at all, without affording any
of Mr. Baker by the Senate Milit
evidence whether the work of the War
Affairs Committee last Wednesda^
Department is being done efficiently
without feeling that, whatever may have,,
or inefficiently. Senator Weeks, for
been the motive of those who underexample, asks how many pairs of shoes
took it, the campaign of denigration
per man are needed. Mr. Baker doesn't
which began with Senator Chamberknow, which is precisely the answer the
lain's speech in New York, more than country could have desired him to
two weeks ago, has degenerated into a
make, since it' shows that he is not
pitiful and puerile performance. The congesting his mind and wasting his
persuasive plea of ignorance may be energies with details which make the
used to extenuate the offense of Sen- duties of his subordinates. But the
ator Chamberlain -in making grossly question is not motiveless. It had been
exaggerating and unfounded state- charged that the department has bought
ments, and the alarm which those state- more shoes than it needs, so that if
ments naturally excited may be held Senator Weeks can get Mr. Baker to
to justify the Senate Military Affairs affirm how many pairs of shoes per
Committee in having begun it's investi- man are needed, he may be able to
gation. But there the justification and convict Mr. Baker of the damnable
excuses end. The second statement of offense of having been too precautious
Mr. Baker before the committee in the matter of buying shoes. Halted
brought the investigation to a logical in that direction, Senator Weeks beconclusion by exposing the falsity of thinks himself of an anonymous letter
the assumptions and charges upon he had received conveying the inforwhich it was predicated. But instead mation that there are many men in the
of having been concluded, it was con- army "of German sympathy," and
tinued, and is still in progress. It has "many officers and men in conversalost the characteristics of an investiga- tions have expressed pro-German sention, however. It has degenerated into timents," wherefore he wants to know
a campaign of disparagement; not ap- of Mr. Baker how much treason exists
parently for the purpose of defaming in the army he has organized. AssumMr. Baker, and much less, of course, ing, apparently, that courts-martial
for the purpose of giving "aid and com- might be depended on to keep treason
fort to the enemy," notwithstanding it in subjection, Mr. Baker hadn't polled
has that effect. The purpose now is, the army to establish a statistical recevidently, to find some way out of the ord of its .sentiments, and so he is
predicament in which certain members unable to enlighten the curiosity of
of this committee find themselves. Con- Senator Weeks, and this adventure in
scious of having blundered, and sensible aimless inquisitiveness culminates in
that they are under popular suspicion the sapient observation of Senator
of having set a political project afoot, Weeks that "we ought to make an exthey are seeking to defend themselves. ample of some one." That Senator
This requires that they prosecute MK Weeks would prefer that a traitor
Baker.
rather than a patriot be made the exThe questions put to Mr. Baker ample is to be inferred.
Wednesday show how much the pro\
Senator Weeks' curiosity seems to
ceeding has become a prosecution by j have been baffled, or exhausted, wheremen who feel that they will acquit I upon Senator McKellar comes to the
themselves in the degree that they con- fore. He has heard, concluded or susvict him. They are not such questions , pected that it is a gross blunder to
as would be prompted by a sympathetic send men to France before their trainunderstanding of the difficulties that ing is completed, and he demands to
have beset him or by a desire to aid know how about this. But an intimahim.
They are such as could be tion by Mr. Baker that thi.s_js_being
prompted only by a hope of disclosing done at the earnest solicitation of Gensomething which can be pleaded to eral Pershing, who seems to think that
excuse the unjust charges they began time and proficiency are gained by
by making.
training in France," warns Senator McIt is plain that the. members of the
Kellar that his inquisitiveness is
committee are sorely conscious that
wading him in a direction he
they have no case against Mr. Baker,
•oesn't wish to go. So he desists abnor even a clew promising evidence out
ruptly, and turns to the subject of the
of which a case could be made. But
sanitary arrangements of the cantonthey are desperate, and desperation
ments at home.
makes them hopeful that if they put
In dignity, pertinence and signifito ' Mr. Baker all the questions which
cance these questions are typical of
their imaginations can invent, and all
virtually all of the hundreds ' which
those which are brought to them by
were put to Mr. Baker during an inquirumor and anonymous letters, they
sition that took time his duties could
may uncover something. Thus the
ill afford to spare. They are such
committee pries into every closet, looks
questions as would come to the minds
behind every door, explores under the
of men who, having no evidence to
bed, brings its microscope to bear on
justify the grave charges they had
the cracks in the floor, guided not by
made, hope, by force of industrious
any knowledge or belief that it is on
curiosity, to accumulate a heap of petty
the trail of any fact of moment, but
faults which can be offered to persuade
by the hope that it may catch a clew to
the country that they are excusable for
some scandal which" will vindicate its i the injustice and damage which their
curiosity and excuse the injustice and I partisanship has betrayed them into
damage it has done.
doing. They may succeed. The popular mind is not wont to discriminate
nicely as between the essential and the
unessential, nor to measure the defaults
by the accomplishments. But thoughtful men will not be alarmed nor deceived. They will find more than the
reassurance they need in the voluntary
statement of the French High Commissioner, M. Andre Tardieu. "I have cooperated," he says, "for nearly ten
months, hour by hour, with every part
of your war organization. What you
have done is magnificent, worthy of
your allies, worthy of yourselves." The
Senate Committee on Military Affairs
may find many faults;.certainly it will
not fail for want of industry and eagerness in the quest. But neither its perseverance nor the patience of the country will permit it to accumulate enough
faults to contradict the testimony of
M. Tardieu.
Probably Senator Hitchcock belief
itaryj'ex
pert
jith.
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Baker Cuts the Red Tape
SECRETARY BAKER'S program, for the
reorganization of the General Staff of
the army is a frank recognition of the need
for the co-ordination and simplification of
the functions of the War Department, for
which critics of the Administration have
been loud in their demands. With those
who have indulged in criticism for criticism's sake the people of the "United States
have little sympathy. Only that criticism
that is constructive in method and purpose
is today entitled to a hearing, and if it be
assumed that the major part of the recent
fault-finding with the methods of the Government has been of this character, then
the plans of the Secretary of War for the
sweeping away of red tape and the unification of control over the various bureaus
of his department will be welcomed by the
country. There is no occasion to look a
gift horse in the mouth. And it would be
indeed ungenerous to greet what appears
to be a genuine and far-reaching reform in
methods, a long step toward giving the
General Staff the functions that properly
belong to it, other than as a frank recognition that previous methods have proved
inadequate.
•
If Secretary Baker's mind is open to suggestion, if he is willing to hear and act on
fair criticism, if he is not obsessed with
the conviction that all is as it should be
with the best possible military .establishment, then there is hope that the War
Department will continue to profit by past
mistakes, that it will be prompt to remedy
proved defects in its machinery, and that
it will go forward in its work with fresh
strength fortified by the confidence of the
country. It is far better, from every point
of view, for the Government to correct its
own mistakes and apply the shears to entangling red tape than it would be to await
action to these ends by Congress. And
the representatives of the people, by their
willingness in the past to give the executive every needed poweV, have, shown unmistakably that this is their own preference
also. All Congress asks is to be shown the
necessity. This being done, neither the
Administration nor the country need fear
that any necessary action on the'part of
Congress will be withheld.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1918.
Confession In the War Department.
The essence of Senator GF.OBOE E.
CHAMBEBLAIN'S address delivered on
January 19 before the Republican
Club of this city, to which the nation
owes the exposures of War Department inefficiency and shortcomings
that have subsequently been made, is
contained in the subjoined sentences:
"The military establishment of America has fallen down.
"There Is no use to t>e optimistic about
a thing that does not exist.
"It has almost stopped functioning--"
In uttering these conclusions, Mr.
CHAMBEBLAIN did no more than put
into words the opinions that had
been forced on every intelligent citizen who had opportunity to know
the facts concerning the War Department. He revealed no secret, nor did
he direct attention to a condition that
had suddenly arisen in national affairs. He was fortunate, however, in
the fact that as chairman of the Senate Committee on Military Affairs, familiar with the legislation controlling
the War Department and with the
transactions of that department, he
could speak with authority, and as a
Democrat he could act without Incurring suspicion that his conduct was
dictated by partisan purpose.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN'S declaration Immediately bore fruit. It was followed
by the Introduction of the War Cabinet bill In the Senate on January 22,
-.md on the same day President WILSON'S attack on Senator CUAMMBWLAIN was published. In this the President said:
"Senator CHAMBERLAIN'S statement as
to the present Inaction and ineffectiveness of the Government is an astonishing and albsolutely unjustifiable distortion of the truth.
"As a matter of fact the War Department has performed a task of unparalleled magnitude and difficulty with extraordinary promptness and efficiency."
Following this came Senator CHAMBERLAIN'S exposition, on the floor of
the Senate, of the facts behind his
charges and the support of his contentious by Senator HITCHCOCK and oth-
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HE HAS BACKING.
When Secretary Baker was asked
to prove his statement that it
seemed possible to transport a million soldiers to France this year, he
submitted a confidential memorandum from the general staff of the
army, showing where the necessary shipping was expected to come
from.
The impression has constantly,
and studiously, been created that
whenever Mr. Baker made a statement which did not meet with the
approval of a critic, it was an
opinion which reflected the secretary's individual and unsupported
view, or at most the opinion of a
department chief.
Thus, during the squabble over
the Browning machine gun, the
chief of the ordnance bureau declared that the machine gun Invented by the Iowa man was adopted through the personal intervention of the secretary of war in the
affairs of the ordnance bureau. It
developed later' that the decision
was made by a special board of the
best qualified army officers who
could be picked, and the secretary
of war merely ratified their decision.
Again, it was charged that the
modified Enfield rifle was to be
"blamed" upon Secretary Baker and
General Crozler. But it is known
now that the decision was made by
the unanimous vote of Generals
Pershing, Bliss, Crozier and three
or four others of the highest officers of the army.
The war department has been
open to criticism because the various bureaus were not subordinate
to the general staff, but that has
already been remedied by Secretary Baker. The testimony given
before the senate committee reveals the fact that despite the possibility of the secretary of war
making arbitrary decisions, he has
dn fact followed expert military
advice on military matters.
When the civilian secretary of
war is criticised for making a decision which by training he is not
qualified to make, it is worth reflecting that the chances are he
did not make the decision, but
merely ratified the action of the
general staff. That has proved to
be the case in every instance, to
date, where such a criticism has
been leveled at him.
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Baker's Ship
Plans Doubted
By Senators
Secretary Explains "Confidentially" Manner of
Moving 1,500,000 Men

President Seeks
Bipartisan Aidl
Calls Conference of Lead-|
ers to Discuss War
Problems
In the controversy over the con-\
&uct of the tear there were three\
{important developments in WasIv-\
ington yesterday:
1 Secretary of War Baker gave to
the Senate Military Committee a
"highly confidential" report on available shipping. Chairman Chamberlain later said members of the committee questioned the capacity of
that shipping to put 1,500,000 American soldiers in Europe tins year—a
prospect which Mr. Baker called "not
unpromising."
n —President Wilson signified his
intention of holding regular
conferences with both Republican
and Democratic members of Congress
to discuss war problems.
At the
first of these conferences he will
urge passage of the bill authorizing him to rearrange executive departments.
pSccrctary of War Baker issued
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Baker Cuts the Red Tape
SECRETARY BAKER'S program, for the
reorganization of the General Staff of
the army is a frank recognition of the need
for the co-ordination and simplification of
the functions of the War Department, for
which critics of the Administration have
been loud in their demands. With those
who have indulged in criticism for criticism's sake the people of the United States
have little sympathy. Only that criticism
that is constructive in method and purpose
is today entitled to a hearing, and if it be
assumed that the major part of the recent
fault-finding with the methods of the Government has been of this character, then
the plans of the Secretary of War for the
sweeping away of red tape and the unification of control over the various bureaus
of his department will be welcomed by the
country. There is no occasion to look a
gift horse in the mouth. And it would be
indeed ungenerous to greet what appears
to be a genuine and far-reaching reform in
methods, a long step toward giving the
General Staff the functions that properly
belong to it, other than as a frank recognition that previous methods have proved
inadequate.
If Secretary Baker's mind is open to suggestion, if he is willing to hear and act on
fair criticism, if he is not obsessed with
the conviction that all is as it should be
with the best possible military .establishment, then there is hope that the War
Department will continue to profit by past
mistakes, that it will be prompt to remedy
proved defects in its machinery, and that
it will go forward in its work with fresh
strength fortified by the confidence of the
country. It is far better, from every point
of view, for the Government to correct its
own mistakes and apply the shears to entangling red tape than it would be to await
action to these ends by Congress. And
the representatives of the people, by their
willingness in the past to give the executive every needed power, have, shown unmistakably that this is their own preference
also. All Congress asks is to be shown the
necessity. This being done, neither the
Administration nor the country need fear
that any necessary action on the part of
Congress will be withheld.
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Confession in the War Department.
The essence of Senator GEORGE E.
CHAMBERLAIN'S address delivered on
January 19 before the Republican
Club of this city, to which the nation
owes the exposures of War Department Inefficiency and shortcomings
that have subsequently been made, is
contained in the subjoined sentences:
"The military establishment of America has fallen down.
"There is no use to "bo optimistic about
a thing that does not exist.
"It has almost stopped functioning:."
In uttering these conclusions, Mr.
did no more than put
into words the opinions that had
been forced on every intelligent citizen who had opportunity to know
the facts concerning the War Department He revealed no secret, nor did
he direct attention to a condition that
had suddenly arisen in national affairs. He was fortunate, however, in
the fact that as chairman of the Senate Committee on Military Affairs, familiar with the legislation controlling
the War Department and with the
transactions of that department, he
could speak with authority, and as a
Democrat he could act without incurring suspicion that his conduct was
dictated by partisan purpose.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN'S declaration immediately bore fruit. It was followed
by the Introduction of the War Cabinet bill in the Senate on January 22,
and on the same day President WILSON'S attack on Senator CHAMMK*LAIN was published. In this the President said:
"Senator CHAMBERLAIN'S statement as
to the present Inaction and ineffectiveness of the Government is an astonishing: and absolutely unjustifiable distortion of the truth.
"As a matter of fact the War Department has performed a task of unparalleled magnitude and difficulty with extraordinary promptness and efficiency."
CHAMBERLAIN

Following this came Senator CHAMexposition, on the floor of
the Senate, of the facts behind his
charges and the support of his contentions by Senator HncHCorK and others, and Secretary BAKER'S defence of
the procedure of his department. And
in the trail of the charges and counter charges that were made, there has
come a surprising and illuminating
series of acts within the Executive
Department that must have afforded
to Senator CHAMBERLAIN the utmost
gratification in that they have constituted a virtual confession that his
criticisms were based on fact and his
conclusions well founded.
These Incidents of oorroboratlon
have included Secretary BAKER'S announced intention to remake the machinery of his department, discarding
many instrumentalities hitherto in
use, and providing others to accomplish the objects for which they were
designed: the reorganization of the
General Staff under authority of existing statutes; and the appearance
in the Congress, with the sanction of
the President himself, of a bill providing for radical changes throughout
the executive establishment, with the
avowed purpose of coordinating the
various bureaus and departments. In
these proposals and acts, all of which
have the approval of the President,
can be read nothing except admission
that the evils against which Senator
CHAMBERLAIN spoke actually existed,
and that. It is necessary to correct
them in the interest of the country
and its cause.
In the administrative an,d legisla
tive situation that has developed in
Washington since Senator CHAMUKELAIN gave utterance to his strictures
on Jauua ry 19 that gentleman finds
his complete vindication, for President WILSON and Secretary BAKER by
acts which are patently contradictory
of their words have justified the complaints to which impatience with inefficiency and incapacity gave rise.
HEKLAIN'S
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HE HAS BACKING.
When Secretary Baker was asked
to prove his statement that it
seemed possible to transport a million soldiers to France this year, he
submitted a confidential memorandum from the general staff of the
army, showing where the necessary shipping was expected to come
from.
The impression has constantly,
and studiously, been created that
whenever Mr. Baker made a statement which did not meet with the
approval of a critic, it was an
opinion which reflected the secretary's individual and unsupported
view, or at most the opinion of a
department chief.
Thus, during the squabble over
the Browning machine gun, the
chief of the ordnance bureau declared that the machine gun invented by the Iowa man was adopted through the personal intervention of the secretary of war in the
affairs of the ordnance bureau. It
developed later that the decision
was made by a special board of the
best qualified army officers who
could be picked, and the secretary
of war merely ratified their decision.
Again, it was charged that the
modified Enfield rifle was to be
"blamed" upon Secretary Baker and
General Crozier. But it is known
now that the decision was made by
the unanimous vote of Generals
Pershing, Bliss, Crozier and three
or four others of the highest officers of the army.
I
The war department has been
' open to criticism because the various bureaus were not subordinate
to the general staff, but that has
already been remedied by Secretary Baker. The testimony given
before the senate committee reveals the fact that despite the possibility of the secretary of war
making arbitrary decisions, he has
dn fact followed expert military
advice on military matters.
When the civilian secretary of
war is criticised for making a decision which by training he is not
qualified to make, it is worth reflecting that the chances are he
did not make the decision, but
merely ratified the action of the
general staff. That has proved to
be the case in every instance, to
date, where such a criticism has
been leveled at him.
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Baker's Ship
Plans Doubted
By Senators
Secretary Explains "Confidentially" Manner of
Moving 1,500,000 Men
President Seeks
Bipartisan Aidl
Calls Conference of Lead-|
ers to Discuss War

Problems
In the controversy over the conduct of the ivar there were three
(important developments in WasJi^
inglon yesterday:
1 Secretary of War Baker gave to
the Senate Military Committee a
"highly confidential" report on available shipping. Chairman Chamberlain later said members of the committee questioned the capacity of
that shipping to put 1,500,000 American soldiers in Europe this year—a
prospect which Mr. Baker called "not
unpromising."
2 —President Wilson signified his
intention of holding regular
conferences with both Republican
and Democratic members of Congress
to discuss war problems.
At the
first of these conferences he will
urge passage of the bill authorizing him to rearrange executive departments.
?—Secretary of War Baker issued
a new statement on his reorganization of the army General Staff,
in which he explained that, in army
purchases, the functions of Surveyor
General Stettinius arc merely advisory.

Secret Report on
Tonnage Worries
Senate Committee

WASHINGTON, Feb. 12.—A "highly
confidential" report on available shipping for American forces in the war,
' submitted to the Senate Military Committee to-day by Secretary of WarBaker, has left the committee in doubt,
Chairman Chamberlain said, as to
00
r-i
Mr. Baker's information supa whether
ports hi, statement that the prospects
are not unpromising for putting a m.lion and a half American soldiers in
CO
Lfiurope this year.
Mr Baker, in his statement, reiterated the opinion that but two tons
gros- or 1.6 tons net, are required to
maintain each man in Europe. Senator Hitchcock recently asserted that
< live tons were necessary to the man.
P !' Although the Secretary's data will
„ot be made public, Senator Weeks,
who plans to speak Friday in favor of
PQ
r
the war cabinet, and munitions diA
rector bills, is expected to make a general statement in his speech challenging
Borne of the conclusions.
Chairman Chamberlain anounced late
to-day that Secretary Baker probably
would not be recalled again for questioning by the committee, his detailed
statement on the shipping situation
being regarded as making it unnecessary.
A detailed statement of cargoes carried in the past was submitted, and it
was said, in some cases, showed that
vessels with 0,000 to "10,000 tonnage
actually carried freight weighing only
•from 3,000 to 5,000 tons.
In his statement Secretary Baker, according to committee members, did not
contend that 1,500,000 American soldiers coyuld be maintained in Europ
in 191S with present shipping facilitie
but expressed hope of securing mo
Allied vessels.
American tonnage now available, ac
cording to Secretary Baker's statement, was said to be less than the
1,400,000 tons conceded by Senator
Hitchcock.
Renewal of the Senate debate, which
has been suspended for a few days, is
scheduled for Thursday, Senator James,
of Kentucky, an Administration spokesman, giving notice to-day that he would
speak then on "America and Her National Defence." He will be followed
Friday by Senator Weeks, of Massachusetts, a Republican member of the
Military Committee.
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SECRETARY OF
WAR BAKER answered critics of the
Administration's conduct of the war with the
Over 500,000 Troops in France by Spring and 1,000,000
declaration that half a milSays Secretary Baker
lion trained American solS
diers would be in France
"There are things thai could have been better done,
early this year, and a million and a half were 'readybut our effort is to learn."
to go during the year. * Secretary Baker appeared
before the Senate Committee on Military Affairs • "The GtSaifan army, best prepared in the world,
furnishes an obsolete rifle for practice until men learn
on January 28, and gave a full report on what
to take care of a better weapon."
America had done in the world war. His statement
"We have built in France docks, terminals, sent
was a frank and conclusive answer to all critiover dock machinery, cranes, even piles, warehouses
cisms. He admitted there had been delay, but exat ports of disembarkation for the storage of vast supplained that delays had been due to the fact that
plies needed before distribution."
war conditions were not static and were ever changing
"We are taking over and are in process of rebuilding
Here are
a railroad 600 miles long from our ports of disembarkasome of the
tion to our base of operation."
striking
" We have been building in France facilities, instrupoints made
ments, agencies, just as many as we are here in the
by S e e r e .t a r y
United Slates and more, many of them of the same
Baker:
character."
"We' will
"We have had to go back to the planting of corn
have 500,000
in France in order that we might some time make a
men in France
harvest. Our operations began in the forests of
early in 1918
France, not in the lumber yards, as they did in this
and we wi 1 i
country."
have 1,500,000 "You thought it was better to use the French facready to shin to
tories instead of waiting to build our own?" asked
France during
Senator Reed.
1918. At this
"Exactly," Secretary Baker replied.
''Also it
hour we have a
saved tonnage. And I'm telling no secrets when 1 say
fighting'
t hat ships are the crux of this problem, and every time
army in France,
we can use French industrial resources instead of
seasoned and
making and sending our own products we are doing it."
trained to the
warfare."
FOR four hours the Secretary addressed the Com"The Germittee. In that time he spoke between 35,000
m a n Governand 40,000 words. He avoided any tendency to pass
ment is still
a personal judgment upon the operations of his
mystified redepartment, leaving such conclusions to be drawn by
garding the
the facts he presented and the opinions offered by
number of
experts.
men now in
His easy manner, his well-pitched voice, his fluency
France."
of speech and his grasp of the subject held the 400 or
"We are in
500 men and women who heard him in close attention.
the war to hit
and to hit hard.
Our problem is
not one of star
playing, but of
team playing."
"France and
Great Britain
are supplying
artillery to the
American
forces, because
they themselves wished to
do so, as they
had an excess
on hand and
wished to save
ships for more
vital necessities."
"Ships are
the crux of this .
problem, a n d
every time we
can use French
industrial resources i n stead
of making
;u -1
-linn- nnr

The French people had
suffered oh. suffered in a
way that not onh our language is not adapted to
describe but our imaginaMore Ready
tion cannot conceive. The
war is in their country.
. This wolf has not only been
at their doors, but he has been gnawing tor two
years and a half a! their yitals, and when tins
unsuccessful offensive in franco had gone on. there
was a spirit not of surrender, but of fate, about
the French people, aboul the mighty military engine
which they had seen prepared to overcome them
for forty years and was at them, and their altitude was that, no matter whether every frenchman
died in his tracks, as they were willing to do. or not,
it was an irresistible thing, and so they said to us.
'Frankly, it will cheer us; it will cheer our people if
you send Over some of your troops.'
"In so far as 1 am personally conoi^ d. 1 know
what is ahead Of US. 1 know what the American feeling
about this war is. Everybodj is impatient to do as
much as he can. There will be no di\ ision of counsel;
there will be till the criticism thereoughl to be upon
shortcomings and failures; there will be. so far as the
War Department is concerned, a continuing efforl al
self-improvement and a hospitality toward every suggestion for improvement that can come I'rom the outside. But the net result is going to be that a united
and confident American people, believing in themselves and in their institutions, are going to demand,
and that at no late day, on European battlefields, in
the face of veterans though they be, that they shall
not excel us in achievement; and when the victory is
won over there, Mr. Chairman, the credit which will
come to American enterprise and to American determination and to American courage will be an honor
to us, as the tenacity of purpose and splendid achievements of the British and French already shed great
lustre on the names of those great peoples."
Secretary Baker produced a deep impression. This
is attested'by the expressions of the members of the
committee, including several who had opposed the
Secretary on previous occasions, and it is further
proved by the impression produced upon the President, who was described as being more than satisfied
with the Secretary's exposition and certain that it will
carry convict ion to the
c o'untry at
large.

America Doing H^r Part in the War
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a w e e k
daily reports of
casualties h a d
prepared t h e
nation for the
announcement
on January .'11
that American
troops, having
completed their
battle training
under French
instruction,
were
actually
holding a sector
of the front
line. On t h e
thirtieth, the
enemy ridded a
sharp
salient
and listeningpost of this seetor, killing two
American sol-
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The French people had
SECRETARY OP
suffered oh. suffered in a
WAR BAKER anway that not Only our lanswered critics of the
guage is not adapted to
Administration's condescribe bul our imaginaduct of the war with the
Over 500,000 Troops in France by Spring and 1,000,000 More Ready
tion cannot conceive. The
declaration that half a milwar is in their country.
Says Secretary Baker
lion trained American sol. This wolf has not only been
diers would be in France
at their doors, but lie lias been gnawing for two
"There are things that could have been better done,
early this year, and a million and a half were ready
their vitals, and when this
years and a hall'
but our effort is to learn."
to go during the year. * Secretary Baker appeared
unsuccessful offensive in Prance had gone on. there
"The German army, best prepared in the world,
before the Senate Committee on Military Affairs
was a spirit not of surrender, lull of fate, about
furnishes an obsolete rifle for practice until men learn
on January 28, and gave a full report on what
the French people, about the mighty military engine
to take care of a better weapon."
America had done in the world war. His statement
which they had seen prepared to overcome them
"We have built in France docks, terminals, sent
was a frank and conclusive answer to all critifor forty years and was at them, and their attiover dock machinery, cranes, even piles, warehouses
cisms. He admitted there had been delay, but extude was that, no matter whether every Frenchman
at ports of disembarkation for the storage of vast supplained that delays had been due to the fact that
died ill his tracks, as lhe\ were willing to do. or not,
plies needed before distribution."
war conditions were not static and were ever changing?
it was an irresistible thing, and so thej said to us.
"We are taking over and are in process of rebuilding
Here a r e
'Frankly, it will cheer us; il will cheer our people if
a railroad GOO miles long from our ports of disembarkasome of the
you send over some of your troops.'
tion to our base of operation."
striking
"In so far as 1 am personally concerned. I know
"Wo have been building in France facilities, instrupoints made
what is ahead of us. I know what I he American feeling
ments, agencies, just as many as we are here in the
by. S e e r e t a r y
aboul this war is. Everybody is impatient to do as
United States and more, many of them of the same
Baker:
much as he can. Then' will be no division of counsel;
character."
"We will
there will be all the criticism there ougln to be upon
"We have had to go back to the planting of corn
have 500,000
shortcomings and failures; 1 here will be, so far as the
in France in order that we might some time make a
men in Prance
War Department is concerned, a continuing efforl ai
harvest. Our operations began in the forests of
early in 1918
self-improvement and a hospitality toward every sugFrance, not in the lumber yards, as they did in this
and w e will
gestion for improvement thai can come from the outcountry."
have 1,500,000
side. But the net result is going to be thai a united
"You thought it was better to use the French facready to ship to
and confident American people, believing in themtories instead of waiting to build our own?" asked
France during
selves and in their institutions, are going to demand,
Senator Heed.
1918. At this
and that at no late day, on European battlefields, in
"Exactly," Secretary Bator replied.
''Also it
hour we have a
the face of veterans though they be, that they shall
saved tonnage. And I'm telling no secrets when 1 say
fighting
not excel us in achievement; and when the victorj is
that ships are the crux of this problem, and every time
army in France,
won over there. Mr. Chairman, the credil which will
we can use French industrial resources instead of
seasoned and
come to American enterprise and to American determaking and sending our own products we are doing it."
trained to the
mination and to American courage will be an honor
warfare."
to us, as the tenacity of purpose and splendid achieveFOR four hours the Secretary addressed the Com"The Germents of the British and French already shed great
mittee. In that time he spoke between 35,000
m a n Governlustre on the names of those great peoples."
and 40,000 words. He avoided any tendency to pass
in e n t is still
Secretary Baker produced a deep impression. This
a personal judgment upon the operations of his
mystified redepartment, leaving such conclusions to be drawn by is attested'by the expressions of the members of the
garding the
committee, including several who had opposed the
the facts he presented and the opinions offered by
number of
Secretary on previous occasions, and it is further
experts.
men now in
proved by the impression produced upon the PresiHis easy manner, his well-pitched voice, his fluency
France."
dent, who was described as being more than satisfied
of speech and his grasp of the subject held the 400 or
"We are in
with the Secretary's exposition and eerlain that il will
500 men and women who heard him in close attention.
the war to hit
-'carry e o n v i e and to hit hard.
t i o n to the
Our problem is
enuntry at
not one of star
large.
playing, but of
team playing."
InOR nearly
"Franco and
a w e e k
Great Britain
daiTj reports of
are supplying
casualties h a d
artillery to the
prepared I h e
American
nation for the
forces, because
announcement
t he y themon January 31
selves wished to
that American
do so, as they
troops, having
had an excess
completed their
on hand and
battle training
wished to save
under French
ships for more
instruction,
vital necessiwere actually
ties."
holding a sector
"Ships are
of the f ro n t
the crux of this
line. On 1 h e
problem, a n d
thirtieth, the
every time we
enemy raided a
can use French
sharp
salienl
industrial reand listeningsources inpost of this secstead of making
tor, killing two
and sending our
American solown products,
diers, woundwe are doing it."
ing four an d
"The Ameriprobably capcan Army in
t u r i n g one
France, large as
other, who is
it is, and the
reported missAmerican
ing. The attack
Army to be
was made on a
sent there,
foggy morning
large as that is,
after a night of
are and will be
patrol work in
provided with
which there
artillery of the
had been no
type they want
encounters. A
as rapidly as
barrage of
they can use
heavy "77" exit."
plosive
shells
"When we
and shrapnel
went into the
was suddenly
war the standlaid down
ard of the army
around the
First photograph of British forces entering Jerusalem. Carrying out the customs of the Crusaders, General Allenby, with his staff and
uniform was 75
salient, c o mthe commanders of the French and Italian cooperating forces, enters the Holy City on foot. The entry was made through the Jaffa Gate
per cent, wool
pletely cutting
and 25 per cent.
if off from the rest of our forces and severing its teleHe spoke extemporaneously, referring now and then
cotton. But now every yard is of virgin wool, with a
phone connection. Because of the fog, signal rockets
to statistical data that lay before him on the table.
large increase in its strength."
were useless. The small American force fought desHe was rarely interrupted.
"There is no discrimination in the treatment of
perately against superior numbers, and wounded men
"Why did we decide to send some troops to France
white and negro troops. . . . Sixty million shells are
were certain that the enemy paid a good price for his
in 1917? It is no secret," he said. "When Marshal
under manufacture for delivery this year."
incursion into our trenches. The Germans carried
Joffre came to this country from France, when the
"No army ever assembled anywhere was ever fed as
their killed and wounded back with them. One of the
British mission came from Prance, they told us of a
ably, as well, as nutritiously and as appetizingly."
men recently wounded entered the army through the
situation which we had not up to that time fully
"General Wood was recognized by common consent
selective draft. The exact location of the American
appreciated. There had been in France recently
in the army as the most capable to select camp sites
sector is not told, but the enemy lines are very close.
conducted before that an unsuccessful major offensive.
and inaugurate a training-camp system."
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